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Happy new-year!

The war is on in Progressive between the

five-banders and the anti-five-banders.

Ohio officers, I see by the papers, are look-

ing up syrups bleached by zinc poison.

The Hainaut Bee-keepers' Association, Bel-

gium, numbers more than 2000 members.

Foundation-machines are getting it down
pretty fine to make a septum to%(t of ^n inch

thick. That's 185 thicknesses to the inch.

Wood separators, if loose; tin, if nailed,

has been my rule; but perhaps it will be all

right to nail wood if only one nail is put in each
end.

M. M. Baldridge, St. Charles, 111., is getting

out some interesting bulletins concerning sweet
clover, compiled from government reports and
other reliable sources.

The raking or scrubbing motion of bees in

front of the hive is only for amusement, ac-

cording to S. E. Miller in Progressive. Why
not ? Or for exercise ?

"Syrups that have been adulterated with
glucose, and preserves that have been sweeten-

ed therewith, become a menace to health."

—

Dr. Eccles, in iV". Y. Med. Journal.

Lathyris Silvestris, growing a few miles

from me, was seriously if not fatally injured by
the terrible drouth of last summer. Sorry.

Sweet clover's the chap for drouth.

Say, Brother A. I., after that performance
in flesh-colored tights, described on p. 954, don't

you grumble any more about the way they
dressed in the St. Joe variety show. "Oh-ow!"

Hasty, in his condensed cream in Review,
objects to using old bedclothes in percolating

feeders. Wants them, "like Caesar's wife,

above suspicion and snufiin'." I am with you.

Hasty.

Reports from Germany say large numbers of

dead bees are found as a result of working on

Chelidonium majus. Possibly some of the

strange cases of mortality in this country have
been caused by working on poisonous plants.

From the way C. A. Hatch speaks of that

Russian smoker on p. 943, he would hardly ap-

prove of my first smoker. It was a preserving-

kettle with a tin cover and a rubber tube. It

wasn't as good as the Crane!

The controversy, " Ten vs. eight frames,"

seems changing into " ten frames in one story,

vs. sixteen frames in two stories." How about
compromising on fourteen frames in two sto-

ries ? [Better make it 14K, eh?—Ed.]

An article in a leading Chicago daily grave-

ly states that dark beeswax comes from Wiscon-

sin, where the bees work on tobacco. [Let's

get that Chicago daily to settle for us that vex-

ed question of large vs. small hives.

—

Ed.]

Dr. Paul Marchal reports in Apiculteur

that he dissected 98 workers taken from a hive

of laying workers, and found among them 20

containing eggs fully developed, and a goodly

number with eggs in various stages of partial

development.

Suppose one convention had all essays and
another all discussions. Other things being

equal, which convention would you attend ?

[I'd attend the last; but I'd go further to one

having the right proportion of both. The
essays of the right sort should stimulate dis-

cussion.—Ed.]

Wax adulteration is hardly as bad here as

elsewhere. At any rate, I see mention in Le
Rucher of a brochure of 16 pages on the princi-

pal adulterations of beeswax. [The fact is, bee-

keepers of this country wouldn't have adulter-

ated wax, even if cheaper, and none of the pres-

ent American makers would furnish it.

—

Ed.]

S. M. Keeler, in American Bee-keeper, rec-

ommends red lead and linseed oil to make in-

side corners of a feeder water-tight; and the

clasps worn by wheelmen, to make your trous-

er-legs bee-tight. [I have used the clasps my-
self. I always use them on long pants for

wheel -riding; so you see that, when I take a

spin to an out-yard, my trousers are bee-tight

at the minute of my arrival, and during my
stay there.—Ed.]
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The abuse of a good thing is no argument

against its proper use. Like John Handel, p.

••44, Fve coaxed bees up into the eighth story

and had all unfinished sections ; but, all the

same, when I'm pretty sure bees will fill a sec-

ond super, I put the second one under. If

doubtful about both being filled 1 put the emp-

ty one over.

"For many years I have warned bee-keep-

ers to watch the sudden checks in honey-flows

when colonies had large quantities of larvit on

hand, and to feed, no matter how much old

sealed honey the bees might have at the time,

because brood is never as well fed as when
there is plenty of un_s,qalcd honey in the brood-

chambers."— Wm. EcEvoy, in C. B. J.

Now WE KNOW the object of those long es-

says. It was to get the papers of St. Joe to

print them, as ihey would print them and

wouldn't print discussions. Bro. Abbott, St.

Joe papers can get points from our Marengo
papers. A horticultural convention was held

here lately, and a report of four columns eave
the discussions while not an essay was printed,

although some good ones were read. But then,

our editors have lots of judgment and enter-

prise.

" Husband and wife should kiss each other,

but not on the street-corners, as a general

thing," quoth Hasty in Review. What busi-

ness has an old bachelor putting restrictions on
the kissing of man and wife? Besides, if he
were experienced in that sort of thing he'd

know it was a good deal nicer to kiss ihem on
the lips. [You'll have Dr. Peiro after you if

you don't look out. He objects to the "lip"
part of the job, and he's no bachelor either.

—Ed.]

It turns out that Doolittle, the champion of

brace and burr combs, has been for years using
such top-bars and spaces as keep him almost
free of the nuisances. He says, in A. B. J.,

" With such frames and bee-spaces it is a rare

thing that any honey is ever stored between
the sections and tops of frames, while not to ex-

ceed from .5 to U> brace or burr combs are found
jutting above the tops of the frames." If we
all get down to 5 or 1.5 bits of dry wax we'll do
not so badly. [So Doolittle is an anti-brace-

comb man after all, in practice.

—

Ed.1

Thirty thou.sand. or, to be more exact, 30,-

007, is the number of members of the German
Central Association for Bee Culture and its

branches. I think no bee-keepers' society in

this country is .so large. [These figures look
tremendous when we in our country can not
get up a membership of over 100, and that, too,

for an association that is somewhat interna-

tional in character, in the best bee country in

the world. Of course, we have great geograph-
ical distances to contend with; but this can
not account for such a dilTerence. I should like

to know how the Germans manage to secure so

large a membership; the conditions of mem-
bership, and the privileges.—Ed.]

BEE -ESCAPE.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE WORKING OF THE
STAMPEDE ESCAPE.

By C. IF. Dayton.

Editor Oleanings :—lt is admitted (I refer to

page 870) that the Stampede escape resembles

the original "flood-gate" Ponder, and the

"going-toward-the light" Boardman, as closely

as if devised by a theorist who had never pos-

sessed a colony of bees. Still, by the method of

procedure the Stampede might possibly have
been produced had neither of these escapes been

in existence.

I used escapes very much as toys or curiosities

until the season of 1892, when I engaged with

Mr. Charles Adams, of Colorado, where about

five dozen Porter escapes were to be utilized in

our regular work. The following winter there

came a discussion of escapes in the Review, and
it was claimed that an exit which admitted

only one bee at a time was as good as a larger

exit. It was suggested by the writer that some-

thing was lacking in the present forms of es-

capes, because, when they were in use there

was a clicking and crackling sound to be heard;

and after removing the cleared super the es-

cape-board was nearly always found strewn

with slivers, and the joints were rounded by the

gnawings of the conlined bees. Mr. Aikin's ex-

perience agreed with this, and he said that

what was needed was a large window to show
the bees the way. I waited confidently for some
one to provide the escape which should elimi-

nate these supposed troubles.

In using escapes during 1893 the crackling

was still present, the joints of hives and supers

were being rounded, and as the supers were
raised the bees sprang into the open space as if

to get fresh air, but very few look wing. These
actions indicated that a way of departure was
desired, though they were not in haste to de-

part by it. Again, where hives had too small

entrances, this crackling sound had been notic-

ed to proceed from the neighborhood of crevices

between supers and covers. When the entrances

were enlarged, the crackling all ceased. En-
trances which were large enough for colonies

while weak, were too small after the colony be-

came stronger. Bees had been observed trying

to enlarge, not alone the usual entrance, but
also every visible crevice about their hive. Al-

though the enlargement of all the crevices is

not in accordance with reason, we find that the

nature of bees impels them to the removal of a
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mountain with as much vigor as in sweeping
away the loose dirt which a mole may have
thrown upon their doorsill.

Several escapes and supers were prepared so

that it could be seen how the bees performed.

It was noticed that the first one or two hun-
dred bees proceeded almost directly to the joints,

and began pulling at the corners without much
search for the escape-exit. These bees seem to

bear about the same relation to the general

throng as the sentinels in a colony or the lead-

ers in a swarm. A single-exit Porter escape

had the rear part of the channel removed, and
then it was adjusted on the top of the escape-

board with its mouth projecting through the

side of the super, to allow light to shine through
the escape and be distributed over the surface

of the board. Loud crackling ceased entirely.

Still, very few bees came out through the es-

cape during the first hour. A Porter escape

was thus arranged for the outside air and light,

and then another by the side of it, in the usual

way, leading down into the brood-nest, and
four-fifths of the bees went out of the super by
the inside rather than by the outside route.

Why should they not choose the shortest way?
Another modification of the Porter escape

was devised, containing a long flexible spring

for a bee to walk upon, and which should sag

and open the exit, allowing the bee to escape

without effort. In testing it by the side of the

usual exit, 9.5 to 98 out of 100 bees passed out of

the exit, which required no exertion. One hun-

dred bees were placed in a box with the exits

side by side. When the bees were quietly caged
they remained unalarmed for considerable time.

When the exits were closed until they became
uneasy, the difference in operation of the exits

was much nearer alike, owing to one bee first

spreading the springs and then several others

rushing and following closely after. Itrequires

a fresh quota of bees at each trial, because the

natural disposition of the bees is the subject of

test.

An easy exit would assist slight inclinations,

and a single-bee exit is inadequate for practical

use, as an hour or so after the escape -board is

put on the hive, the festoons begin to break up;

and I have seen bees crowd through a single-

exit Porter escape, pressing the springs apart

the full width of the channel. The wider the

springs are opened, the more power is required.

This fact suggested the change to laterally

swinging gates, which might be maintained
open full width as easily as part way, after the

manner of the "garden gate," which swings by
its own weight upon a narrow hinge at the top

and a hinge of wider sweep for the bottom.

Then it was noticed that robbers, in trying to

creep into perpendicular crevices, approached
from the sides, showing that the natural mode
was to place their heads under and lift, instead

of pushing against the points of the shoulders,

as would be necessary in the operation of later-

al gates and springs. Therefore the Ponder was
the correct form of gate. The force of the
Pouder Invention was destroyed by the advice
to "let the points of the pins rest upon the
jumping-oft' board," when they should have re-

mained up far enough to nearly admit a bee.

This gate, constructed of heavy tin and, prop-
erly adjusted, clears the supers right along; but
with the front edge of the heavy gate resting

upon the " jumping-off " board, it is of no use
whatever. I made it first of tin, using it so one
season; then platinum, and finally of wire,to ad-

mit a better flow of light. I believe the " par-

tially open" idea was first suggested and ap-

plied to escapes by the Porters.

In my opinion, the first bees to leave the

combs and come down on the escape-board are

not dispositioned to leave the apartment until

the whole " crowd " goes. They search or a

route of escape, and, finding none which suits

them, they attempt to prepare one by pulling

away at the yielding points. If a satisfactory

exit is there, they recognize the escape-board as

a strange piece of furniture, and spend the wait-

ing-hour examining each other for detection of

a possible stranger. About the time the bees

were expected to be moving through the gate of

the Stampede escape, the space between the

gate and screened window was discovered to be

packed full of bees, there being several upon
the upper and brood-nescside of the gate, claw-

ing and pulling for dear life to gain admittance
from the hive into the super. Certainly it

would take a muscular bee to lift this gate
while several bees were trying, with weight and
strength, to hold it down, and the roof of the

channel at their backs. At first they were
thought to be bees from the brood-chamber
coming up, and it looked like an insurmounta-
ble obstacle. Then it was wondered why they

were so anxious, having no knowledge of what
would be found on getting through the gate.

Finally it was discovered that these were bees

of the super, which had inadvertently gone
under the gates and then decided that they must
return or be forever separated from their sisters.

When the general tumult or stampede began,

the tide turned the other direction.

As evidence of the stampeding disposition of

bees, I will relate: A strong coluny was prepar-

ed for queen-rearing by removing the upper
story and setting the same on the old stand,

while the lower story containing the brood and
queen was carried to a distant stand. In the

morning it was intended to add more bees and
give eggs for cell-buildingto the queenless half.

'This division was made near dusk, and about
two hours later I heard a loud roaring in the

apiary. On going out I found the bees of this

queenless half pouring out and marching off

across the grass and entering a strange hive

about three feet away. Both hives were black

with fanning bees, and the trail of march was
at least fifteen inches wide. This was he
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greatest demonstration over the loss of a queen

that I ever saw. Yet was it not the exact re-

sult produced by the adjusting of an escape-

board between the two stories? And what of

the efficacy of the one-bee-at-a-time exit?

Mrs. Atchley wrote some time ago, that,

while some colonies would mourn greatly over

the loss of the queen, there were others which
mourn scarcely any. There is as much differ-

ence in colonies in leaving the supers or going

through escapes, and it is advantageous to assist

those which are slow to mourn and move, by

the application of carbolized cloths. That form

of escape which clears the supers in the short-

est length of time Is not correspondingly the

most desirable for use. For example, a large

amount of smoke will soon drive bees from one

super into another, but a lesser amount of

smoke, and slower traveling, may leave them in

better condition to resume work in the new su-

per. An escape does not smoke; but a one-bee

exit may waste their thronging tendency, or

the air of the super may become so heated as to

injure the health of the bees. Such fear of suf-

focation clears a super more thoroughly, be-

cause, in going out by the natural impulse,

there is a number of bees which linger, as

guards of the combs of honey. The getting of

the main force of bees below contentedly at

work in the new super is the practical consider-

ation.

Florence, Cal., Dec. 1.

[I have read over the foregoing with more
than ordinary interest. While Mr. Dayton has
written other good articles on this subject, this
one, it seems to me, is the most comprehensive
from his pen so far. and comes the nearest to
hitting the real secret upon which bee escapes
do their work.

Yes. I will admit that the Stampede (in fact,
I assumed as much in my answer on page 870)
might have been produced without the knowl-
edge of either of the other two inventions.
Although Mr. Dayton seems to have covered

the ground very fully, I wish we might have
corroborative testimony from others.

—

Ed.]

COVERS FOR HIVES.

THE IIIGGINSVILLE AND GABLE DISCUSSED

lili Dr. C. C. Miller.

Early in November we had a fall of snow,

and, unfortunately, my hives were not yet in

the cellar, so each one had a covering of snow
some^three inches thick. In a day or so there

was a sort of basin of snow on each hive. On
the middle part of the hive-cover the snow was
entirely gone, while at the outer edge there re-

mained a border of snow three inches deep.

There was some comfort in the thought that

the colonies were strong enough so that the

heat from them melted the snow. Of course,

the heat would be greatest at the m.iddle part,

directly over the cluster, while at the outer part

there was not enough heat to melt the snow.

But there was discomfort in the thought that

whatever heat came up to melt the snow was
heat taken from the bees, and there was no re-

sisting the thought that they would have been

better off if that heat had been retained.

While the single-board flat cover has so many
advantages that I hardly think I shall ever be

willing to go back to the covers I formerly had,

still there is no denying the real disadvantages

in the flat cover. First, it is cold; second, it

warps and twists so that it doesn't n.ake a close

fit. Before I had flat covers, if a hive stood out

with snow over it, that snow melted away very

little faster than the snow on the ground. A
quilt or cushion was over the frames, then a

space of from one to six inches between that

and the cover, so that practically there was a

non-conductor over the bees.

Admitting that, when snow is on the hives, it

is to some extent bad to have a single board

over the bees, the question'arises whether that

matters particularly when no snow is on them,

as when in the cellar or under a shed, or even
when a board is laid over the cover. Is it any
worse to have a single board on top than at the

sides and ends of the hive ?

When my hives are in the cellar I have some-

times looked in at the entrance, holding a light

there, and I could plainly see water standing in

drops on the back wall of the hive. If water is

on the back wall, I see no reason why it will not

at the same time be on all four walls and also

on the cover. Is it any worse for it to be on the

cover than on the walls? I can hardly see that

water standing on the cover is any worse than
water standing on the walls. But when it ac-

cumulates to such an extent that it no longer

will stand there, tlien there is a decided differ-

ence. The water on the walls trickles down to

the bottom, while the water on the cover falls

in large drops on the combs and on the cluster

.

So it rather looks as if we wanted matters so

arranged that no moisture will condense over

the bees, whether in cellar or out. Outdoors,

with the right covering to favor it. a thick coat-

ing of frost will accumulate on the cover, thick-

er than on the side walls; for the tendency of

the heated moisture is to rise; then when the

weather moderates sufficiently, down comes a
deluge on the combs and bees.

Taking in view what I have said, C. F. Muth
seems quite reasonable in his contention that

the only protection he wants for his bees in win-

ter is on top. And isn't it just possible that the

great advantage claimed in some cases for ab-

sorbent cushions over the bees lay not in the

fact that the materials used were good absorb-

ents, but that they were poor conductors of

heat, hence materials that would not become
cold enough for moisture to condense upon?
The other trouble with the flat cover is a bad

one for both winter and summer. Some seem
to think that, with a cleat on each end of the
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cover, it will slay straight. But a board can
twist, no matter if an iron cleat be immovably
fixed on each end, and with any ordinary cleat

there is likely to be some turning up at the

sides. The Higginsville cover is an improve-

ment in two directions. It is not likely to

twist, for the two pieces will seldom if ever

agree to twist together. The edges are not

likely to curl up, for the cover is thinned down
at its edges, and, being thinner, is more easily

held in place.

But the Higginsville cover still has the objec-

tion of the single board so far as warmth is

concerned. And now I have a confession to

make. Until after I had written the preceding

paragraph I had not read carefully enough the

description of the "ventilated gable" cover

on page 911 to notice that a flat board fitted di-

rectly down upon the hive. Indeed, I had not

noticed that there was any thing about the

cover that was especially different from covers

already in use. After reading carefully the de-

scription, and after looking at the picture for

some time, and thinking it over closely, I con-

fess it's a good cover— in some respects, better

than any thing else I've ever seen.

But the advantages of the Higginsville cover

I'm hardly willing to give up. With that I can

carry my hives into the cellar and pile them up
four or five high. How could I do that with

the gable cover? That one item condemns the

gable cover for my use. For those who leave

hives on the summer stand, there may not be

the same objection. But a large number— a

number that I think is on the increase— winter

in cellar, and the question arises whether you
can not combine the advantages of the two
covers.

For perhaps more than a year— at least ever

since I first saw the Higginsville cover— I've

had in mind a cover much like the Higginsville,

only having a thin board or boards nailed on

the under side, leaving a half-inch space be-

tween the upper and under cover. I suspect

that that half inch space would be about as

good as a space of several inches. That would
leave a cover that would take little room (you

see. the room taken up by the gable cover would
be decidedly objectionable in the cellar, even if

it could be piled), and it would pile up as easily

as any flat cover.

While I don't feel sure about it, I don't think

I want any ventilating space between the two
parts of the cover. In mild climates I should

think it a good thing, and possibly it may be

best anywhere; but it seems to me we don't

want any thing but a dead-air space so as to

keep it warmer. But it would be a mere trifle

to put in a strip on each side to close the venti-

lation.

Another item I don't like, and after using it I

like it less; viz., the cleat projecting below the

under surface of the cover. It hinders rapid

placing of the covers on the hives; and if cleats

are put on the ends of hives for handles, the
covers must be made about two inches longer.
I agree with H. R. Boardman, that cleats for

handles are indispensable, and the cover must
conform. It will be an easy matter to nail the
thin board under the Higginsville cover, leav-
ing a perfectly flat surface to fit on the hive.

That done, and the space made a "dead-air"
space, I think my ideal of a cover would be
reached.

I don't think I shall ever again get a new cov-
er made of a single board, nor one made of two
boards with the joint closed by a piece of tin

folded and slid into saw-kerfs. Some of these
days, if I live, I shall want some new covers. I

want them to fit down close, so there shall be no
crack between cover and hive, or between cov-
er and super, and I think either of the covers on
page 911 will fill the bill in that direction. I

want the advantage of the air-space, and I

want at the same time the advantage of the flat

cover. What do you think of my ideal ?

Marengo, 111.

[Regarding C. F. Muth's contention that the
only protection he wants for his bees on top, I
might say he may be all right for his locality;
but it would be hardly enough in our climate,
or where it is colder, as in Marengo and in many
parts of Canada. I remember one time when
we were going to the Bee-keepers' Congress in
New Orleans (February, 1885) we left Medina
in the morning when the thermometer register-
ed 10° below zero, and had been at that point
for about a week. Snow was on the ground to
a considerable depth. Well, in about four hours
the train brought us to Cincinnati. There was
very little snow there, and what there was to
be seen was melting; and I was told that the
thermometer had hardly been down to freezing
for a week. Now, this is a difference in tem-
perature that is often found between the north-
ern part of even one State and the southern; so
it will be apparent, I think, that top protection
would not be enough for the northern part of
the State, while it might answer for the south-
•ern part very well.

Our ventilating cover was made for hot cli-

mates, and to take the place of the 2()-lb. stone
and shade-board in other climates. The two
open side spaces can easily be closed up with
two narrow strips, and we shall then have, prac-
tically, a cover with a dead-air space.
You id J, of making the Higginsville cover

double is good, and it is very possible that we
ought to hold ourselves in position to furnish
the trade such a style whenever they call for it.

But I would insist that the lower cover-boards
be let into a groove, for I would never trust
nails alone to hold the boards. And that brings
us to the question as to whether we shall let the
cleats project down on the under side. A good
deal depends upon what sort of cover one is used
to. Here at the Home of the Honey-bees we
have used the flat covers with a cleat project-
ing over at each end, and would not have them
any other way. You will remember that the
sides of the hives are % thick at the top. The
ends at the top, by reason of the rabbets, are
only %. The cleats of the cover project down
and protect this ^^ — that is, they prevent the
water from beating or seeping in. Another
thing, the down-projecting cleats permit of
grooves that will hold the boards securely. To
make the covers entirely flat on the underside
makes the groove a rabbet, and then nails have
to do the whole work of holding the boards.
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Yes, sir; there is a good deal in getting used
to a thing. If you can got used to the cleats

projecting downward, and can be convinced
that they make a better and stronger cover,

then why not get used to an arrangement that
may appear to be a little awkward a.i first/

Yes, 1 know you prefer cleats nailed on to

the hives in lieu of handhoies ; but here again
is the old saw, " getting used to a thing." The
handhoies for the last year are not the small
scrimpy things that they once were. They are
made wider and deeper; and I do not know but
they can be made wider yet, so as to give the
same handhole grip, practically, that you ob-
tain from the hive-cleat, without its awk-
wardness.—Ed.]

HIVE-COVERS.

THE TORONTO CONVENTION AND HONEY-UEE
CONCEHT.

Bij F. A. Oemmill.

There are two items of particular interest to

me in Gleanings for Dec. 1 that I desire to call

attention to. As, however, I do not wish to

write a long article on either one of them, I

will endeavor to be brief and give them in the

order as per the above heading. First of

all is the illustrated gable ventilated hive-

cover and your comments thereon. I fully

agree with you respecting the " 20-pounder," as

I have used it, as well as the shade-board. I

do not, however, use a quilt in summer when
producing comb honey, and seldom for any
purpose except when feeding small quantities

of thin syrup or honey for stimulative purposes

between fruit-bloom and clover, and for win-

ter covering under the packing. The latter

plan I am to some extent discarding, finding

them not an actual necessity when the other

conditions are satisfactory; and as for enamel
cloths, I never used even a single one for ex-

periment. My flat wooden covers all have the

requisite bee-space under them; consequently,

for the reasons you advance, the quilts are not

at all necessary, whether or not producing

comb or extracted honey. I have, therefore,

concluded to give the new covers a trial, in the

hope that some labor and time may be saved,

without altogether sacrlljcing the needed pro-

tection from the hot sun, etc. *

THE TORONTO CONVENTION.
Like Mr. McKnight, I am also glad that To-

ronto has been chosen as the next place of

meeting of the International convention; and
as that gentleman has given your readers his

views so well, it is needless for me to attempt
to add any thing more in this direction. I

trust, notwithstanding this, that Americans or

Canadians (Yankees or Canucks), will be car-

ried away with the idea that no other conven-
tion of importance is to be held in Canada dur-
ing the coming year of 1895, as the Ontario
Bee-keepers' Association is to meet in my city

(Stratford), Jan. 22, 23, 24; and although we
have had some excellent meetings of this asso-

ciation n Canada, we expect the coming one to

eclipse ill former ones. If it does not do so it

will b. a disappointment to those who have the

matter in hand.

For the benefit of those who desire to attend,

I may say that our railway facilities are un^ur-

passed by any other point in Ontario. Numer-
ous trains arrive daily from the east, west,

north, and south; and for a city of its size the

hotel accommodation can not be excelled. The
court-house, for holding the regular sessions, is

not only commodious but central as well.

Having stated this much, I want specially to

bring before the notice of the readers of Glean-
ings that a new departure is going to be at-

tempted, which, I am quite satisfied, will be an
improvement; and as it may possibly be looked

upon by some as one of my hobbies, I am the

more eager that it be successfully carried out

on this occasion, as several attempts at my re-

quest, in other places, did not meet my antici-

pations. As a natural consequence, I am in

hearty cooperation with a few others in endeav-

oring to see my scheme materialize. It is, in

fact, nothing short of a public entertainment
to be held on one of the evenings, while the

association is convened in this city, for the

special benefit of the public, so that they may
be educated or instructed in regard to the value

of honey as a food, accompanied with a magic-
lantern expose, and lecture on the anatomy of

the honey-bee, illustrating at the same time

the manner in which the insects fertilize the

flowers, secrete wax, build comb, gather and
ripen honey, etc., interspersed with both vocal

and instrumental music suitable for such an
occasion.

We Canadians are not going to be behind the

times; and as Dr. Miller on one occasion in

Stray Straws referred to "a man up in Cana-
da" as advocating a honey-bee concert, we
want him up here to see how we do things, and
then he will know all about it, and can do like-

wise; but then, he is not going to be allowed to

do or say any thing except " I don't know noth-

ing," or something like that. But in case he
might be off'ended, I'll show him up in my
apiary, as I have his name painted on a bee-

hive, in good company with some prominent
German, French, American, and Canadian
apiarists, who, I guess, will " kinder " smooth
him over, and he will then feel at home, even
if among good " basswood " honey-producers.
Of course, it is generally conceded by Canadians
that, in the matter of basswood hams and
wooden nutmegs, the Americans, or, if you
please, the citizens of the United States, take
the cake.

Stratford, Ont., Dae. 11.

[Your scheme for the next Toronto conven-
tion is an excellent one, and we shall be glad to
boost and boom it in Gleanings, in every way
possible. Our conventions might do us vastly
more good if we would make them more a
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medium for conveying knowledge to the general
public of how the " bees make honey," and
that it can be produced by the car and train

load, and every drop of it be pure honey. The
magic-liintern exhibition would help wonder-
fully. Then while we are about it, let us not
forget to get the newspapers all over the land
to give full reports. Without any thought of

flattery, I believe I am safe in saying the bee-
keepers of Ontario will do more along these
lines than those in any one State of our Union.
-Ed.]

one point in which the flat cover is su-

perior to the hig6in8ville.

Allow me to suggest one point in which the

flat cover is superior to the Higcjmsville. When
I first saw the flat cover with grooved cleats I

took a strong fancy to it because it was so

plain, simple, and perfectly reversible. For 15

years I have had experience (generally unpleas-

ant) with an almost endless variety of covers.

I have yet to see one that will not warp. With
the flat cover to remedy this condition, you
have simply to turn it over. Please answer me
one question: Is not the Higginsville a cheaper

cover? C.A.Montague.
Sang Run, Md., Dec. 15.

[Nearly all our flat covers in use have been
reversed at some time, as the propolis- marks
show, but the reversing was accidental rather
than for a purpose; but a single-board cover, if

it has any tendency to warp at all, warps, or
tries to. so far as the cleats will permit, all one
way. Much will depend upon how far the
board was from the heart of the tree. The
Higginsville model, besides the cleats and gable
strip, is made up of two boards; and theory as
well as practice shows that the warping tend-
ency of the one will correct that of the other.
But another important point is, that the out-
side edges of the boards are brought to a thinner
edge, and this weakens the curving tendency so
that the cleats will be able to hold them.
No, the Higginsville cover is not cheaper for

the eight-frame hive. It would be for the
twelve-frame size, because wide boards for such
a size would be expensive.

—

Ed.]

BAMBLE 123.

IN THE SALINAS VALLEY.

By Rambler.

We made our quiet entry into the town of Pa-
so Robles on the 19th of July. They never have
any hot weather in Paso Robles ; but the day
we entered, and the next day, which we passed
there to give our lame pony a rest, and to wait
for our mail, the thermometer registered 96° in

the shade. We perspired a little, though we
were camped under one of the oaks near the
great hotel. The hot sulphur springs make the
town noted ; and many who are afllicted with
disease come here in quest of health. Three
miles from town is the Santa Ysabel sulphur
lake, where open-air bathing, mud baths, and
boating, are indulged in. These attractions,

and the beautiful drives around the country,
bring not only invalids but tourists to town, and
it has on the whole quite a prosperous air.

From Paso Robles to San Miguel (St. Michael)

would ordinarily be but a two hours' drive; but

with our lame pony we were half a day getting

there ; and while our ponies were eating their

allowance I strolled over to the Old Mission,

which is located here, and photographed it from

various points. Much of it is in ruins. A kind

padre, however, has it in charge, and is willing

to receive the little stipend the visitor is willing

to offer. In fact, there is a notice on the door,

saying that a two-bit piece dropped into the

slot would be a welcome visitor. There was not

a very prosperous air around San Miguel. The
country was parched to such a degree of dry-

ness that no crops had been secured ; and the

few people loitering around the streets had a

discouraged aspect. I learned, from what I

considered a reliable source, that there were

two extensive bee-keepers near San Miguel.

After diligent inquiries at the stores, the livery

stable, and of our friend the blacksmith, I could

learn nothing of Messrs. Swenson or Littlejohn,

and concluded they were either a myth or had

dried up with the rest of the country. I did

learn there was a Ward bee-ranch out a few

miles on the road we were to travel. Our after-

noon journey carried us past it, and we did in-

deed find the Ward apiary, dried up and partly

blown away, or, at least, it was the nearest ap-

proach to a deserted bee-ranch that we had seen

for many days. Mr. Wilder and I came to the

conclusion that our informant must have been

in error, and that there were no bee-keepers in

that dry country, any way. For over fifty miles

we saw not a flower for a bee to work upon, and

not a bee to work upon a flower.

Our drive for a couple of days was monoto-

nous enough, and our camps windy and dusty.

Saturday evening, July 21, we were glad to en-

camp on clean grass-covered ground, upon the

banks of the San Antonio Creek. We camped,

and rested over Sunday, and scraped the dust

from our bodies in the crystal waters. The
weather was so fine, and trees so protective, we
dispensed with the tent and slept in the open

air. Monday morning found us much refreshed

for the continuation of our journey. Reina's

lameness began to mend a little, so that we
could indulge in a trot occasionally. On the

creek-bottom we found a few plants which look-

ed like what we used to call, back east, "queen
of the meadow," and there we found a few bees

at work.

Just as we entered the road, for the pursu-

ance of our journey, a lone horseman came
along, and, like all sociable travelers, we fell

into conversation, and found that our horse-

man was an ex-cowboy from Nevada; had just

come from a prospecting-tour on the Mojave
Desert; had earned some money recently, in the

capacity of a vaquero, but had " blown it in," as

he termed it, in Bakersfield ; was now on his

way to Monterey to secure a job on the new
railroad; was about dead broke, and would like
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to travel along with us. We, of course, had no

objections, and the ex-vaquero became an at-

tachment to our outfit, or a sort of tail to our

OUK VAQUERO OUTRIDER.

kite. His horse was not a fiery steed, but he

was honest; his ears seemed to have been broken

down some time at the base, and had the habit

of flopping up and down like a saturated dish-

cloth. Our vaquero. too. held his bridle hand
high, and allowed the motion of his hand to

keep time with the horse's ears. On the whole,

our vaquero was a young man of many accom-
plishments; and around our campfire evenings

he gave us much information in relation to life

on the plains.

Near Jolon (Jo-lone) we crossed the line into

Monterey Co., and now. after several days'

drive over a dry and dusty country, we enter

the mountains and cross over into the Salinas

River country. The change is agreeable ; and
Mr. Wilder, finding signs of deer, rode for sever-

al miles with rifle in hand, ready for execution

upon whatever animal might appear.

\\aLDER SCENTS DEER ; A GAME CALF.

At the foot of thegrade. justas we were about
to strike into a more level country, a deer arose

and looked at us from under the drooping foli-

age of an oak-tree. Wilder fired, of course, and
the deer gave a sort of scrooch, as though hit,

and then look an easy trot and disappeared in

the bushes. This was the first wild deer I had
ever beheld. From Mr. Wilder's stories about

deer, I had my imagination all wrought up, ex-

pecting that, when I saw a deer, it would go
bounding away o'er the hills, with head, tail,

and horns erect— an imposing sight; but this

deer just stood and looked at us like an old

cow, or until it was shot at. then moved off.

Why, I have seen a two-months-old calf show
much more of a gamy spirit than that. Just

try to lead a stall-fed calf of the above age out

to the pasture-lot. with a long rope, and if you

don't find gamy qualities that will throw this

lone deer into the shade, then I am no judge of

animal nature.

Hearing the firing, our vaquero. who was in

the rear, came dashing ahead, and rendered us

good service in scouring the brush ; in fact, all

three of us scoured, but in vain. No deer could

be found. Bro. Wilder said that a deer would
sometimes carry a bullet a longdistance, even if

shot in a vital spot. I told him I had a fair

view of the deer, and I was sure ice hit it in the

shoulder. When I said tve, Mr. WMlder turned

right off into the bushes again, and went to

scouring: and again we all scoured. We didn't

wish to lose that deer that we were sure we had
hit. But we had to pursue our journey again,

and Wilder and I didn't gel over onr bad shot

at that deer for three whole days. We got out

of the deer country, and could not mend mat-

ters by shooting another.

We saw here, at the juncture of the hills with

the plains, a little apiary of half a dozen hives.

They were set up against a fence—box hives—in

squalid misery, and we thought it not worth
while to interview the owner. It demonstrat-

ed, however, that there was a little portion of

the country that could support bees.

We now entered a strip of country, the repu-

tation of which we had heard of for many
miles. Even before we left our southland we
learned thai we should find the windiest place

we ever experienced wnen we entered the Sali-

nas Valley. The contour of the mountain-
ranges, and the valley's pointing toward the

Mojave Desert, cause the wind-currents from
the ocean to follow the strong tendency to fill a
vacuum on the desert, caused by so much heat-

ed air rapidly rising. The air-currents reach
their greatest force near King City, in the upper
portion of the Salinas Valley. We found the

windy stories verified ; and for eight miles we
faced wind, dust, and gravel stones — yes, sir!

small gravel stones were hurled through the

air, and were any thing but pleasant to strike

the eye. Our vaquero, riding doubled up on his

horse, was out of sight half of the time in the

clouds of whirling dust, and even our ponies we
beheld as through a mist much of the time.

Teams approaching us were almost upon us be-

fore being discernible; our eyes were full of

dust, and we shed tears of mud. It was a dry-

ing wind, loo, and several times we all drew up
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on the lee and shady side of a telegraph-pole

and drank from our canteen.

IVe entered the country of large ranches, few

and far-betv/een houses, and few camping-
places. However, we sent our vaquero ahead

when we approached the next ranch, and se-

cured permission to camp. Our faces, when we
got where we could look at them, were nicely

frescoed with dust; ears full, more tears of

mud. On the whole it was an experience to be

remembered. The Salinas River is here bottom

side up as usual, and windmill water is used for

the herds of slock. Every thing is usually free

to the traveler on these large ranches; but they

have a sort of deserted appearance this dry

year— not so many men employed, and the cat-

tle were being driven off to better pasturage.

The next day, as we pursued our journey we
passed through a herd of 500 cattle in search of

greener fields. All the way to Soledad we trav-

ersed a wind-swept road. It is hard to find, in

many portions of California, people who will

admit that their particular locality has any
•disagreeable features; but people here frankly

admit that they have a very windy country.

We cross the river at Soledad, and here it gets

Tight side up. and shows a fine stream of water.

From Soledad to Gousales (Goan-sr(?t'-lais) the

aspect of the country changes; the valley wid-

ens out, and large grain-ranches are the rule, to

the exclusion of fruit. There is enough moist-

ure here for the raising of a fair crop of grain,

•even in a dry year ; and the warehouses were
filled with sacks of grain, and piles of sacks

could be seen in the fields in every direction.

The people had a more hopeful expression upon
their faces, and it was pleasant to see the

change from the discouraged people we had
seen during the past hundred miles. Our va-

quero hustled for a job at every grain ranch;

and as he rode into a field where a steam-
thrasher was at work he bade us good-by. The
flopping ears of his steed flopped us a last fare-

well, and we entered the town of Salinas, and
sojourned for a couple of days.

PINEAPPLES.

HOW USED ; THEIR BEXEFICIAL EFFECT.S, ETC.

By O. O. P<ippleton.

Friend Root:—Some time ago I promised to

tell your readers something about the use of

pineapples. They are a purely tropical fruit—
that is, they can not stand any frost at all,

without serious injury. For that reason their

culture has never been attempted in this coun-

try on a large scale until within a few years, or

«ince extreme South Florida has begun to be

settled; and even here their culture is confined

to such localities as are practically frost-proof

\>y reason of water protection, such as we have

here on the St. Lucie River and other places,

or high ground, as on the Indian River, near us.

By far the largest part of all pineapples raised
in Florida come from the lower Indian River
country, within 25 miles from where I am now
writing—upward of 60.000 crates, or about 400
carloads, having been shipped this season from
the East Coast of Florida.

An article descriptive of pineapple culture
might be interesting to many of your readers;
but it would be interesting only, and not of
practical value.

At first we were not strongly impressed with
the value of this fruit for common every-day
use in the family; but it seems to be a fruit
that grows in estimation. We are now inclined
to rank it as very nearly if not quite equal to
the orange as a standard all-round fruit.

There are a number of ways of using the
fruit. Probably the best way, as well as the
healthiest, is simply to select a well-ripened
apple; peel; dig out eyes with a sharp-pointed
knife, and eat it fresh out of hand, the same as
we do apples. Some prefer to use salt on them,
the same as we do on muskmelons.

Our favorite way is to serve as sauce at the
table, exactly as we would strawberries. They
make excellent pies when made exactly the
same as are green-apple pies, which they re-
semble some in flavor, but are better. Good
marmalade is also made of them. There are
other ways of serving the fruit, but these are
our ways. In slicing pines for use as sauce, the
best way is, after they are peeled, to slice them
lengthwise to the core, but not through it,

about }4 inch apart; then cut similar slices

around the fruit. Then cutting off the sides of
the fruit leaves it all in very small pieces with
little labor.

Some two or three years ago we saw an item
in a paper, calling attention to the value of
fresh pineapple juice in its action on tough
meats. We Floridians have a corner on tough
beef, so we tested the statement. Wife sprin-
kled a couple of tablespoonfuls of fresh juice
on about 1 lb. of very tough steak, let it stand
a few minutes, then cooked. The result was
marvelous to us. The steak was tender and
sweet, and some of it was actually cut into
meal. We are told that pineapple juice is the
active agent in the manufacture 'of beef meal,
and our own experiment shows that it could be.

We are also told that the juice is the best
known agent for the cure of croup and diph-
theria, its action on the diseased membranes
being the same as on dead flesh. Fortunately,
we here in Florida can not test that statement.

Of course, it is easy to test the action of any
thing on articles of food before either is taken
into the stomach, but not so easy afterward.
Theory says the action would be somewhat
alike in both cases, and experience seems to

sustain that theory. We ourselves have never
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tested the matter thoroughly enough to know

what are the real facts; but we think we feel

better, generally, when using the fruit freely.

Many others think the same way.

The pastor of our church here tells me that

he is troubled very much with dyspepsia, caus-

ing severe constipation. He has never yet

found any thing, either medicines or food, that

relieves his trouble as thoroughly as does the

eating of a pineapple; and it leaves no bad

effect whatever. His experience is almost

identical with your own, as given in June 1st

Gleanings, only his experience covers a year

or more, instead of only a few times, as yours

did.

One of our neighbors manufactures in large

quantities a medicine which he calls " Pineap-

ple Digestor." The process is a secret; but it

contains considerable alcohol, and is, therefore,

very different from fresh juice. I have never

seen or tested the medicine. I don't believe

much in alcoholic preparations anyhow; butl

hear it well spoken of by some, while others

think differently, as is always the case with all

medicines.

Unquestionably, pineapples or their juice

produces much better effect when used perfect-

ly fresh, without boiling, cooking, fermenting,

or in connection with anything else like salt

or sugar. Every departure from nature's sim-

plest way of using the fruit injures its good

effect. On the other hand, no other kind of

fruit is as injurious if eaten after it has com-

menced to decay ever so slightly. All portions

of a pineapple need to be thoroughly cut out

that show the least signs of decay. I can not

emphasize this point too strongly.

We have but few unsalable pineapples to

work up into juice, the proportion of culls and

poor fruit being much less than with oranges.

Of course, there is always some fruit not as

salable as the rest, and some juice could be ob-

tained from these. It should be used fresh,

unfermented, unboiled, and unsweetened; and

I do not know of any method of putting such

juice on the market at a low price. I know a

way of preserving the juice all right, but it is

more expensive than it ought to be, because it

has to be bottled the same as beer is, and ship-

ped in bottles from here. I am testing the

method in £t limited way this fall. If success-

ful I will experiment still more largely next

summer, with a possible view of putting fresh

juice on the market; but I am afraid its having

to be bottled will defeat its general use. A
neighbor within a few miles of here is putting

it up largely in barrels; but he preserves it by

the use of large quantities of sugar, which
materially injures its value for the use you
wish it for. I will try to keep you posted on

my success or faihin? in keeping it fresh, and
unmixed with sugar or any thing else.

Potsdam, Fla.
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NOTES OF BICYCLE TRAVEL.

AT E. FRANCE'S.

By E. R. Rout.

Saturday night found me pushing my wheel

up through the streets of Platteville. after dark.

Not desiring to intrude myself unexpectedly on

the family of E. France, I made for the best

hotel. The next morning, Sunday, I inquired

what church of the place the France family

were in the habit of attending. I was told that

it was the Methodist, and that usually one or

more of them were there.

In the meantime I brushed myself up, blacked

my shoes, and tried to make myself halfway

civilized in appearance, even if rigged in the

garb of a cycler, with clothes more or less soiled

by the dust of the road and perspiration of the

body.

At the church 1 was surprised to meet as

ushers the hotel clerk and proprietor. They
gave me a seat, and told me that they would

inform me if the France people came in; but

they did not come, as I afterward learned, ow-

ing to sickness in the family. But I had the

pleasure of listening to an excellent sermon.

Well, after Sabbath-school I went to the

hotel and wheeled thence to the France home^

and was met at the door by the senior France.

On explaining my identity he seemed a little

surprised, and wanted to know why I did not

come on my first ari'ival. He rather thought I

ought to be "whipped" for going to a hotel;

but I told him I thought it was hardly the

thing for me to go unexpectedly into the homes
of bee-keepers at all hours of the day and night,

for. necessarily, a wheelman can not make any
regular appointments.

As the senior France was not feeling very

well, his son, N. E.. and I took a stroll over the

place. Before I go further, let me introduce

you to him.

The junior France, now aged 37 years, takes

care of the out-yards and manages the help gen-

erally, while his father, owing to his age (70),

confines himself to the work of the home yard.

Like him, the junior France is a man of intel-

ligence and forethought, and. as nearly as I

could judge, he is full of business and push.

During the fall and winter, when he can not

carry on active operations in the apiary and
fruit-farm, he teaches school; and thus. I im-

agine, he finds his time pretty well taken up
during nearly all of the year. He has taught

thus for ten years, and this is evidence enough
that his services are appreciated. He was three

years president of the Southwestern Bee-keep-

ers' Association—one that is really more active

in its general work than the State Association.

He was also president one year of the Platte-

ville Horticultural Society, and has served in

various capacities as secretary of these and
other organizations. Like another prominent
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bee-keeper (H. R. Boardman), he is a practical

taxidermist, having had 18 years' experience.

I am sorry that I can not tell you more about
him; but he was so modest that I had to pick

up what I could. But I can assure you that,

like his father, he is one of the bright intelli-

gent bee-keepers of the land; but as he has left

the apicultural writings wholly to his father,

less has been known of him. It is no disparage-

ment to the senior France to say that the jun-

ior partner is now the active bee-keeper of the

firm of E. France & Son.

You will remember that, on this same trip, I

found that M. H. Hunt and R. L. Taylor were
making a great success in growing fruit; but I

•doubt whether there are any bee-keepers who
carry on fruit-growing any more extensively

/^^
ff

N. E. FRANCE.

than E. France & .Son. They not only have an
«xtensive fruit-ranch, but they grow the very
finest and nicest varieties. Every thing gave
evidence of having been systematized so that
the labor of the hands was reduced to a mini-
mum, and the headwork seemed to come from
both father and son. so far as I could judge, in

about equal pioporiions.

After sampling the various fruits, Mr. France
asked me if I would not like to run over to the
powder-mill, that adjoined on another lot. As
I expected to go away during the next forenoon
I told him I would. The mills are situated in a
deep valley, or gorge; and as one enters the
place he sees here a building and there another,

and a little further on still another. At no one
point was there the appearance of a very large
establishment; but an hour's walk shows that
they have an immense plant—one that turns
out about a carload of powder every day. I be-
lieve it is the second largest In the United
States.

As I was going along one of the walks leading
from one mill to another, Mr. France told me
that all the employes had to wear shoes fur-

nished by the company—that it would never
do to have any steel nails in the soles as in or-

dinary shoes. Indeed, the rails forming the
track of the small railway running from one
mill to another (the car drawn by a mule) is

made of copper. It is not safe to have steel or
iron come in contact with itself. As I ap-
proached the door of one mill (every thing was
shut down, of course) a kind of nervous fear
took possession of me. I remembered that I

had steel nails in my shoes, and the thought
came to me, -'What, what if I should blow up
one of the mills with those steel nails! and how
would it look to our readers to hear that I, al-

though in good company, had been blown to

atoms hereon Sunday i"' When Mr. France
showed me where this mill and the other had
blown up, and the terrible destruction that had
followed in its wake—of the great timbers that
had been reduced to kindling-wood, I felt a
strong desire to get away.
Notwithstanding the great danger to the

employes, and the fact that working over the
powder is very destructive to health, the men
keep at the business until they can do nothing
else, and death soon overtakes them — not nec-
essarily a violent one, but of slow degrees

;

and as soon as one is gone there are plenty of
applicants for the position.

The following Monday morning I accom-
panied E. France and son out into the home
yard, and there we talked over their methods
of management. As Mr. France has himself
described this in the article on page 932 so fully,

I shall not need to repeat it here.

I had a great curiosity to see those great shot-
tower hives. Indeed, they must have been of
the appearance of shot- towers when they were
made up of two stories, for the frames them-
selves, of the standing sort, and spaced with
nails, are about 12 x 20 inches, the long way up,
and about 9 of them made a brood-nest, and
formerly they had an upper story on top of
this, of the same capacity. You will not be
surprised when I tell you that such colonies
used to yield a barrel of honey; but latterly the
shot-towers have all been reduced to one story;

and while Mr. N. E. France still prefers them
to any thing else, the senior France likes the
eight-frame Langstroth better, worked in two
and three stories. But whether the shot-tower
or Langstroth, the hives are all of the quad-
ruple type, to save space and to conserve heat
in winter, and to render it impossible for do-
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mestic animals or an ordinary wind from turn-

ing them over. They are what some people

call "tenement" hives. Imagine a large dou-

ble-walled hive divided up into four squares by

X boards passing at right angles in the center.

The outer walls are double and packed. Thus

it will be seen that it is necessary to have only

two outside walls, of double thickness, for each

colony; and herein, I suppose, is the economy.

But for some reason or other the quadruple or

tenement hives are not generally popular among

bee-keepers, owing, I think, largely to their

non-portability.*

The Frances had discarded the old mouth

smokers, such as they formerly used, and were

using a modified type of the Bingham of their

own construction. They had heard of the

Crane, but had never seen it. When the senior

France commenced to fill his smoker he said he

had found that ordinary straw, packed tightly

with a little tobacco, was about as good a fuel

as he wanted. Indeed, the straw alone makes

an excellent fuel. It makes a very dense white

smoke—one that is pungent and powerful; and

while we were looking over the bees, the smo-

ker did not require replenishing. I think, any

oftener than with planer-shavings or even

blocks of wood. Of course, if the straw is not

packed in tightly it will burn quickly.

The Frances are using principally the Carni-

olans. They prefer them for their own use to

any others. The home yard was largely of

these bees, and other yards were being Carni

olanized,if I may coin the expression, as rapidly

as possible.

Our Platteville bee-keepers are conservative,

and not inclined to adopt any new fad except

on careful and thorough trial on a limited scale;

and the adoption of this race of bees by the

Frances must indeed be quite a feather in the

little caps of these black fellows.

We finally went into the honey-house where

there were barrels, large and small; but not

many of them were full of honey, owing to the

short season. They find that barrels are the

best packages for large amounts of honey, and,

when properly coopered and cared for, afterward

give but little trouble from leakage. They do

not need to be waxed inside, but should become

thoroughly dried, and the hoops should be driv-

en down before filling the barrels with honey.

They had had, for experiment, some large bar-

rels made, holding .500 lbs. and over; but these

were too heavy and bulky to handle. The
smaller size, holding about 300 lbs., was much
better. The door of the honey-house commu-
nicating with the apiary was on a level with

the ground. The other door was just opposite,

facing the roadway, and was just high enough
so a barrel could be rolled from the floor into a

wagon-box.

*A full detailed description, with druwing', at the
shot-tower hives is g-iveii on page 369 of Gleanings
for 189U.

We next looked at the France extractor,,

which is of the non- reversible type. The in-

side reel was made of wood, for lightness and

stiffness, and the whole can was put in a stout

frame to hold it to the proper height for easy

handling, and to protect it for hauling when-

ever it should be necessary. The senior France

said the non-reversible would extract all the

honey one could get, but the junior France ex-

pressed a desire to see the Cowan, and was be-

ginning to feel, from the reports he had seen,

that it must be quite an advantage over most

of the non-reversing kind. Another year they

will give one a test.

In another room in the same building was a

large and fine collection of stuffed animals

—

some of them exceedingly rare—most of them
of the junior France's preparation, and a few

that E. France himself had prepared. Both of

the Frances are expert hunters, and occasion-

ally take an outing.

CHAT ON EUROPEAN MATTERS.—NO. 3.

By diaries Norma)i.

Most of both the Swiss and French bee-keep-

ers produce extracted honey. By the way, there

is a honey-knife advertised, enabling one to un-

cap the two sides of a frame (of a certain size)

without turning it. What do you think of that?

Would it not, if really practical, be quite a

splendid little implement? Well, Mr. Bertrand,

being a bee-master, recommends, of course, the

production of section honey, and gives in an ar-

ticle of his all the requisite directions how to

proceed. He is not, however, in favor of our
American square sections ; first, because one
might (in the super as well as in the shipping-

case) place them wrong side up; and, second,

because they do not correspond with the metric

system, weighing only from 420 to 440 grams (or

about 1.5 ounces) which latter argument can not

well be refuted. He therefore invented and
recommends what he named the " French sec-

tion," which is longer than deep, measuring 130

by 105 by .50 millimeters (or about S-j^-,, by 4,V by
nearly 2 inches thick), weighing .500 grams, or

about 18 ounces. It can be adapted to all kinds

of hives.

Mr. C. P. Dadant, in the American Bee Jour-
nal, published two articles in which he spoke
against the use of sulphuric acid for rendering
wax. Mr. Bertrand has translated and reprint-

ed both of them.

Naphthaline is asserted to be a preventive of

bee-stings. A correspondent says positively

that bees, when going for his " naphthalined "

hands, always desist from their aim.

Concerning "laying workers," Mr. Gillet, a

teacher of apiculture, has observed that, when
a colony of laying workers is dumped or brush-

ed on to the ground at some distance from their

hive, the laying workers do not return, but stay
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in a lump on the ground. He tried, and suc-

ceeded in two ways in getting rid of " tiiose

devils of fertile workers." The first is a little

more tedious. He took two frames of brood, of

all ages, with the young bees from one of his

best colonies, put them into an empty hive, and

put the same into a dark place, to stay there for

three days. On the evening of the third day he

placed this nucleus, which then had five queen-

cells, on the stand of the laying workers, which,

in turn, were carried to the cellar. Some days

afterward it was taken out again and placed at

some distance from the nucleus, and the bees

were brushed on to the grass. Most of them,

excepting, perhaps, a thousand or more, return-

ed to their old stand, where now and then some
bees were killed, "hut this was all." Those
bees which remained on the grass were merci-

lessly destroyed. A month later he opened the

hive and found a " magnificent" queen (reared

in a two-frame nucleus).

The second way is less complicated. One
evening he gave the same scent to the colony

with the laying workers and to the weakest of

his other colonies, on account of fighting. On
the following day he moved the colony with the

laying workers about 350 feet from their old

stand, on which he set the scented weak colo-

ny, and brushed the bees off on the ground.

Nearly all went back to the old stand, and
there was no fighting. About 300 or 400 bees

remained on the ground and were killed. Eight
days after, he opened the hive and every thing

was normal.

In speaking of the preservation of drones for

late queen-rearing, Mr. A. I. Root, in his ABC
book, says: " I believe drones have been, under
such circumstances, wintered over." Well, one
Mr. Cedre, relates that, after sufficient rains

toward the 15th of October, the queens not only

laid pretty well, but that drones had been rear-

ed, and says: " These drones, in small quantity,

to be sure, have wintered over in two or three

hives, and died after some flights in March.
This is the first time I have observed this fact."

St. Petersburg, Fla.

^ I

—

^^—

DRONES, DRONE-LAYING ftTJEENS, AND LAY-
ING WORKERS, USELESS.

AN INTEKESTIXG EXPERIMENT.

By Willie Atchley.

If I remember aright, I promised the readers
of Gleanings that I would test the value of

drones from drone-laying queens and those
from laying workers and unfertile queens.
Now, I must recall the promise that I would
try this on an island 18 miles out at sea this

year, and report. As the experiment would
cost me in cash ^.50, not counting time, I had to

postpone the scheme till some future time. As
the hot July wind very nearly ruined our nu-

clei, we had to use all the means we had to re-

stock our queen-rearing business, and had no
money to spare for the proposed experiment.
But as we have places here on the prairie

where we can get five or more miles away from
bees, timber, or anybody, we tried the experi-

ment in a small way. While this could not be
taken conclusively, I am now fully convinced
that I do not want any of my queens mated
with any but drones from best fertilized queens.

We are satisfied that nearly all, if not all, the
queens put on the prairie were mated with the
drones from laying workers ; and while they
seem to be just as prolific as any queens, they
are ruined by being mated with these unde-
veloped drones. What I mean by undeveloped
drones is this: drones from any but good fertil-

ized and laying queens, as we all know that a
queen is not thoroughly developed till she is

mated and begins to lay. Then a drone from
any other source is from an undeveloped
mother, and is an undeveloped drone.

Now, our experiment queens would mate and
lay as well as any queens, so far as we could

see, in worker-cells, and nearly all the eggs
would produce drones. My idea is, that the

mating of these queens by such drones was so

feeble that not one egg in twenty would touch
the fluid and be transformed from a drone to a
worker egg, as the fluid is so scant, and the

vessel containing the same is not full enough,
and the eggs pass right on by without being
impregnated, and all caused from improper
mating.

I am now of the opinion that weakness,
either in the queen or drone, will cause a defect

in the mating, and a drone-laying queen will

be the result. I believe that a queen can be
fertilized by an undeveloped drone, and yet no
v/orker eggs be laid, as the fluid deposited by
the drone is so small that the duct that conveys
the eggs is not touched at all by the fluid from
the drone, just the same as an egg deposited in

a drone-cell for a drone; still, nature may be

satisfied to such an extent that the queen may
think she is depositing worker eggs. I have
now come to the conclusion that I shall never
allow any but drones from my best queens to

fly near my queen-yards, for I believe it will

sooner or later prove very damaging. I am
perfectly satisfied that the queen has the power
to deposit eggs without having them come in

contact with the semen, or fluid deposited by
the drone, and all such produce drones.

I should be glad indeed to have some of the
old heads take this thing in hand, say Doolittle

or Prof. Cook, and see if I am not right. I do
believe that we as bee-keepers are standing in

our own light, and sleeping over our rights, not
to have this thing put through and settled be-

yond a doubt, as poor mating is (tlivays a loss to

the bee-keeper. We had arranged to have
some of these drone-laying queens dissected

and thoroughly examined by Dr. Howard, at
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Dallas, during thft fair; but professional duties

k-ept him. and nothing was done.

Now. who will volunteer to take up this

matter with me next season? and how many
would be willing to throw in a dollar to have

this all tried 18 miles out in the ocean, so that

answers to such puzzling questjons could be

answered beyond a doubt?
Beeville, Tex.

[Here is $;j.00 from Gleanings.—Ed.]

SOME KINDLY HINTS TO YOUNG WOMEN.

ESPECIAI-I,Y THOSE WHO ARE AMBITIOUS TO
LEAVE THE COUNTKY AND FIND A

PLACE IN THE CITY.

Bu Mrs. N. L. Stow.

Mr. Root:—l was very much interested in

Rev. W. T. Elsing's letter in Nov. 1st Glean-
ings, particularly as I know his sister, who is

a resident of this city, and who, years ago, was
for awhile a member of my own family. lam
sure he is well fitted to lend a helping hand,

and give an encouraging word, to all who are

struggling for better things. I would take his

last paragraph, and, with a slight change,

would say, " My advice to all young women is,

to let well enough alone. If you have a rich

uncle or good friend who will give you assist-

ance, well and good; if not, stay at home and
learn to take care of bees," if you have not

something better. I do wish I could impress the

truth on the hearts of all young girls, of the

fearful risk they run in coming to a great city,

alone and unprotected. It is pitiful. It is

wicked to allow it; and yet they are coming
every day. I am acquainted with the work-
ings of that helping hand in Chicago that is

watching for and taking hold of such if possi-

ble, and starting them right, or looking for

them and pulling them out of the mire, if they
have fallen, and setting them on their feet

again, or sending them back to the home they
never should have so ignoranily left. It is

called the Anchorage Mission, and a wonderful
work it is doing. Near my own home there Is

an institution for the rescue of homeless and
helpless girls—the Illinois Industrial School for
Girls. My husband has conducted a Sunday-
school for them for over fourteen years, so we
know much of what life is for friendless girls;

and, knowing it, I would plead that parents do
not let their daughters go from home to earn
their own living—at least, not to cities ; for
where one may succeed, many more wear out
their lives trying to make both ends meet, or,

worse still, blindly fall into the trap of the evil
one. Girls of to-day are restless and ambitious;

rightly or wrongly so, as you will, women are

becoming more and more independent; you can
not help it any more than you can stop the

march of reform in all the phases of life;

but you may lead and guide them aright. If

you are a bee-keeper you can get your daugh-
ters interested in your work, and have them
help you, and be very sure to give them their

pay or their share of the profits, the sarfie as

you would any one else. Let them have peri-

odicals, and encourage their little ambitions,

and you will, together with them, be lifted up
into something better. Surely farmers who are

spending their lives trying to make something
grow should see to it that their own lives, and
those of their families be not dwarfed.

How many parents fail to pluck the fruits of

peace and joy from their family life because

they have neglected to prune and train and de-

velop the growing minds given into their

charge! Surely life is more than living, and
he who lives the larger life lives most.

Evanston, III., Nov. 30.

or Hail if?^

Friend Er7iest:—ln your illustration of Dec.

1, page iiOS, providing, as I think is the case, the

tenons are square,

or nearly so, I

can't see why the

lowest nail in

the '• right way"
wouldn't split the

wood just as
quickly as the nail

in the "wrong
way." You surely

will admit that the

nail in the wrong way will hold far better. As
you may have guessed, I made those hives, and
I can't think thoy are so awful bad.

Chicago, III., Dec. 5. C. C. Miller, Jr.

The following is the reply:

Reverting to the cut on page 908 of Glean-
ings, of the right and wrong way of nailing, I
would say that tht' lowest nail of the former
should not have shown. The cut as now repro-
duced is as it should be. You will readily see
that the other nails put in the " right way" can
not split, because each tenon is held on each
side by its neiglibors. No. I can not quite ad-
mit that the nails put in the "wrong way
would hold far better," for the very reason that
the two boards are not held together by the
drawing power of the nails. All nails, es-
pecially cut nails, and cement-coatpd wire
nails, such as we use, have considerable draw-
ing power, as you may know, and the strength
of the corner depends largely upon how tightly
the tenons are drawn into their places. You
may drive the dovetailed corners as tightly as
you can; but without the hugging power of the
nails driven through the tenon into the end of
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the other board, they will spring out a little.

When you nail up the wrong way, the drawing
power is the wrong way; or, at least, it does not

restore the tenons to the tight contact that ex-

isted under the blows of the hammer while the
dovetails were being pounded together.

Perhaps I can not explain to you tlieoretically

•why there is a difference; but there is a differ-

ence in practice, for we have tried both ways in

our shop. While I do not wish at all to criticise

your nailing, I observed that, where the nails

were put through as they should be at the

center of the boards, they drew the board up
tight at that point; but near the outside edges
there was a slight gap on nearly all that I ex-

amined, and now and then a split tenon.

I see now that I did not make myself entirely

clear, and did not emphasize the most important
feature; namely, the drawing power when the
nails are put in the " right way.'"—Ed.]

r~—'ANSWERS TO 0-—

^

BY G.M.DOOLITTLE.BOROOINO.N .Y.

'"'""" '"' I'lMiiimiyiiiiiMii i.mni

RAISING QUEENS.

Question.—I attempted twice to raise queens

over zinc excluders, according to your book,

tiering up until queen -cells were started to get

royal jelly, which was put into cell-cups, and

larvae transferred into these; but the bees re-

fused to accept them. In looking a day or two

afterward I found in both cases that the bees

had removed the larvw and royal .jelly, and had

slightly rounded the edges of the cell-cups.

Every thing was done according to directions

to the best of my ability. Where does the fault

lie—with me or the bees?

Answer.—It is a singular fact that about one

out of every fifty who try the plan of rearing

queens as given in my book make an entire

failure of it. Of the other 49 who try, forty re-

port a perfect success, while the other nine are

puzzled and perplexed over their not being able

to do better than to secure from one to three

perfect queens out of every lot of cell -cups

tried. But while this is so, there is one thing

worth mentioning, which is, that the longer

those who have poor success try the plan the

better they succeed. If I am correct, the editor

of Gleanings had poor success when he first

tried to raise queens this way, but afterward

made a success of it. From the above I am
compelled to say that the fault, when a failure

occurs, must be in the operator, for, so far as I

am aware, bees behave very much the same,

whether it be in York State, Pennsylvania,

Florida, Texas, California, Canada, Europe, or

Australia, as I have reports of perfect success

and also of failures from all the places men-
tioned, and from many others also. If any man
or woman makes a perfect success of the plan

in Pennsylvania (where the asker of the ques-

tion resides), should not another make the same
success providing he did exactly the same
thing? As forty out of fifty do make a perfect

success with the plan, it would look as if those

who make a partial or entire failure in the

matter failed in some respect to work in all the

minuti;e of the matter in the same way the suc-

cessful ones do. As I mistrust tliat more fail in

the matter of the transferring of the larvie than

anywhere else, I am constrained to give the

fullest possible directions in this matter. To
those who have not succeeded I would say,

wait about trying again till swarming-time,

then take some of the queen-cells which the

bees have prepared, from the hive, taking such

as have plenty of royal jelly in them; and, after

having removed the larv;B occupying these

cells from the royal jelly, transfer larvie from

your select breeding queen to the royal jelly

left just as you removed the original larvas

from it. Three days previous to this prepare a

colony by removing its queen, and at the time

you transfer the larva? take all of the brood

from it, giving it or allowing it to have three or

four frames of honey or combs two-thirds or

more filled with honey, as given in one of the

earlier chapters of my book. Now place these

cells on a stick by dipping the bases in melted

wax, or stick them on the sides of the combs al-

ready in the hive, a la Willie Atchley, when
you will place them in thisqueenless and brood-

less colony for perfecting. If this is a success

you may know that there is no trouble on your

part in the transferring process; but should it

not prove successful you may rest assured that

you killed the larvie in some way in manipulat-

ing them; for a queenless and broodless colony,

fixed as above described, will raise a queen from

any eggs or larv* which have any vitality in

them. If you succeed here, try the same natu-

ral cells in the upper story of a liered-up colony;

and, if I am not greatly mistaken, you will suc-

ceed here also, unless you try in early spring or

late at fall, which you can not well do if you

take cells from swarming colonies. If you suc-

ceed with these swarming-cells, and can not

with the cell-cups, then you may know that

there is some mistake in your manipulation of

the royal jelly, or else the wax used in forming

the cell-cups is offensive to the bees, or not

fashioned as it should be in some way. To find

out which of these is the cause of failure, in-

stead of using royal jelly, transfer the larvte to

the cell -cups by the Willie Atchley plan of re-

moving cocoon, larva}, and all, to the cell-cups.

If you now succeed you may know that the

trouble was in manipulating the jelly. If you

donotthen,thecell-cupsare atfault. If you have

made no success with any of your trials till you

transferred the larvaj by means of the cocoons,

then you may know that you handled the larvaj

in transferring in such a way that you killed

the same, and here is where you are to look for

the trouble. If you think that you failed in

handling the larva3, allow me a few sugges-

tions.

Make the point of the quill used in transfer-
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ring VLM-y thin and quiti' broad; then give the

point much curve, !-o it will tit the bottom of

the cells nicely. Now, before trying to transfer

the first larva, dip the point in royal jelly till it

is thoroughly moistened with the same, when
you will note that, as you pass it under the

larva, said larva is floated up on this royal

jelly adhering to the curved point of the quill,

so that it does not touch the quill at all, so can

not be injured if you use any care in setting it

down in tiie royal jelly in the cell -cups. If you

are bothered about seeing, shave the piece of

comb containing the larva down almost to the

septum of the comb, or base of the cells, when
no one should have any difficulty in seeing per-

fectly who can read the print of these pages.

But perhaps you tried the plan of queen-rear-

ing too early in the spiing, or during cool

weather in September or October. Or perhaps

you did not feed the colony when honey was

not coming in from the fields, or did not have

unsealed brood in the upper story; any or all of

which would tend toward a failure. If the

weather is cool, and no honey coming in from

the field, the bees should be fed till they are

all alive and active, the same as they are when
honey is coming in from the fields and at swarm-
ing time; for if we would raise good queens at

any time of year these conditions should be

brought about as nearly as possible.

PINE TAR FOR FEEDERS.

If Dr. Miller will take pine tar, and work in

air-slaked lime, to the consistency of putty, he
will find the article he asks for in " Straws,"

Oct. 1.5. As it haidens quickly it is best to mix
but a small quantity at a time. For cracks in

hives, leaky pails, or other articles, it is easily

applied, and durable. For hive-covers of can-

vas, take pine tar, mixed with ocher into a soft

putty; let it stand 24 hours, and thin with lin-

seed oil to the proper consistency. After tack-

ing the canvas around the edges of the cover,

wet it thoroughly; and after the suiplus water
has run off, give it a gooJ coat of the paint,

which can be repealed, if necessary, with lead,

if the color is objectional.

New Smyrna, Fla. .Inc. Y. Detwiler.

LIST OF SURSCRIBKKS ON THE WHEEI.-ROUTE.
I have recently received some back numbers

of Gleanings, from home. I would suggest to

Lncle Amos to put a list of his delinquent sub-

scribers in his pocket when he is out on his

wheel. He probably passed 603 South Metcalf

C' Wapak " road) the evening he was wanting
information regarding those " vast reservoirs of

oil." have been making 'em for the last nine

years, and guess I could have told him
"sumpin"— a' done it too—probably got per-

mission to show him around our $2, (KKJ.OOO re-

finery and paraflfine works ; Chicago pump-
station, with its pumps that have pushed an
eight-inch line of water from Lima to Chicago,

210 miles; gas service, etc., sufficient to take all

the time he had to spa''e. J. K. McClurg.
Oil Centre, O., Nov. 26.

[My good friend M., it is not only delinquent
subscribers, but subscribers of any sort, of
whom I ought to have a list when I go out
wheeling, i have resolved many times that I

would carry one the next time; but it is not
every reader of Gleanings who is such a de-
voted friend to A. I. 11. as yourself and friend
Matteson, of Kreidersville. Another thing, I

almost always go off into regions where I did
not expect to go. If I had a list of the whole
State of Ohio, then I could hit them. But to
get down to business. I am exceedingly obliged
to you for your kind offer of services ; and
when we have good roads once more 1 am go-
ing to make a second trip for further investiga-
tions. Many thanks. A good many times,
after I get home, I feel ashamed of myself to
think I liavH been so near some old veteran and
did not know it.—A. I. R.]

LEARNING TO RIDE A BICYCLE.
Seeing you are a great amateur bicyclist,

could you not publish instructions for begin-

ners? We are a family of eight, and we are all

trying to learn. X. Picquet.
Salnte Marie, III., Sept. 28.

[My good friends, as I learned mainly after I
was over .50 years old, and made pretty hard
work of it at that, at least on the start, very like-
ly my suggestions may bi^ of some avail. Per-
haps the most important thing is to find a good
place. You want level ground, tramped hard
and smooth. There is no better roadway for a
wheel than ground that is tramped hard and
firm and smooth by many feet. Then the place
should be wide enough—no stumps, trees, nor
any thing to hurt you. on either side. It takes
lots of room for a beginner. Lastly, theground
should be a little down hill, so the beginner
will not need to exert much strength to start
with. If there is plenty of grass pretty tall,

each side of the path, all the better. Take the
wheel to the top of the slope ; hold by the
handles; put your foot on the step, and ride
down hill. After you have done that a few
times, get on the saddle and learn to guide the
wheel. After you can ride from the top of the
slope to the bottom, sitting in the saddle, you
can soon get your ft-et on the pedals. You will
then n<'ed no further instruction from any one.
At about this stage, however, you will want a
long piece of nice level road before you. and there
should be a similar place (down slope) a little

distance away, where you can get on to start
back to the phi'-pof starting. The best place
we have around Medina is on the race-track at
the fairgrounds. In this case the beginner
comes around to the place of starting, and so
does not get away off from his companions or
his home. While in Missouri my nephew
learned to ride fairly well in about two hours.
The ground was very hard and smooth in their
dooryard. After he had got to going, he prac-
ticed by running around the house. I think he
could have ridden a mile without getting off,

within two or three hours after he first tried to
ride a wheel; and he had less Instruction than
1 have given you in the above. Perhaps I may
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acid that he is an expert in horsemanship, and is

just :il J ears old. If you are over .50 it will take
you longer, and you must not be discouraged if

you find a few bruises when you undress to go
to bed at night.
Success and best wishes to that family of

eight, friend P.—A. I. h.J

Mii. Alley says, " Give the bees a chance to

rest all winter. Do not disturb them at all."

This is good advice, providing you know they

have been fed and have sufficient stores.

This seems to be a rather open winter all over

the country, and it behooves every bee-keeper

to see that his bees do not starve. While cold

winters are severe on outdoor unprotected col-

onies, the bees are not as liable to rear brood or

use up their stores. But during open seasons

like this the very opposite is true, and colonies

are lost, not by cold, but by starvation. Later.—

Since wriiing this, the weather has changed to

almost a blizzard this morning of the 27th.

I EXTRACT the following from the Nebraska

Queen, a new bee-paper. It is a pretty good

sample of the rest of the editorial matter:

I fear there are many swarms of bees In Nebraska

that will have to be fed or they will starve before

you can feed in the spring- 1 have heard many, of

late, say their bees may starve before they will

spend any more money on them. Ah, my friend!

how can you talli that way ? Show me what has

paid the past few years tliut has been left to its own
ways. Gentlemen, your stock would perish and die

this winter if you had not economized and saved all

your straw, hay, and cornstalks. Many are, to daj%

wondering how their stock will get tlirough the

winter. It will be througli your careful care for it.

Merchants should bear in mind that "selhng'
goods below cost " is unprofitable in more ways
than one. Most people think you're lying, and
trade elsewhere; wliile those who believe yon, will
Stay away because tliey don't like to trade witli a
fool.

A dentist could probably drive home the filling in
a tooth with a single blow from a large hammer;
but he does a better job, and the job lasts longer,
by using a small hammer and repenting the blows.
The same principle liolds good in advertising.

THE CROSSES OF .5 BANDERS CROSS, BUT WELL
MARKED.

There is one objection to the five-banded

Italians that I had not thought to mention be-

fore; namely, that a cross between a queen of

five banded stock and a black drone, or a five-

banded drone and a black queen, will, accord-

ing to our experience, result in all of the bees

showing at least three bands, and in some cases

four. Now, these bees, so far as marMngs are

concerned, would pass for pure Italians, be-

cause, forsooth, they show three yellow bands

and more; but they are, just the same, hybrids;

and this accounts for the way some of the bees

of five-banded stock are so " awful " cross.

They are not pure; the owner says, " They show
four bands, but sting like hornets."

I do not wish to appear to discourage the

business of breeding iive-banders; for there are

some careful breeders who run for both color

and business; but the color craze has been car-

ried so far by many of the breeders, all other

qualities sink into insignificance when compar-

ed with the one thing — "lots of yellow."

Color will not make prolific queens, neither will

it add any thing to the honey crop. On the

contrary, it will detract from both.

The following are a few brief pointers in re-

gard to advertising, that I take from Printers'

I)ik. This is getting to be the season for ad-

vertising, and I feel sure that our advertisers,

or those who expect to be with us, will profit by

the suggestions. Notice particularly the last

paragraph You will see how nicely it dove-

tails in the editorial on page 876. It is far better

to invest what money you have, in a number of

small advertisements, than to put it into one

big flaming one and let it stop there.

Advertising is like a carriage—Its progress is im-
peded by getting into ruts.

A great many persons will read a short story who
Tiave not time to read a long one. Same way with
an ad.

Different persons read the same thing in a differ-

ent manner; lience the necessity of presenting the
same sul:)ject in different ways to convince different
minds.
Nails driven taut half way do not fulfill an intent.

Half-hearted l^lows in advertising are as futile.

Concentrated applications alone create impressions.

THE SHOW OF HANDS ON THE BEE-PARALYSIS
QUESTION.

The following is the revised list of names of

queen-breeders up to date who have signified

their willingness to destroy the first case of bee-

paralysis as soon as it appears in their yards,

within 24 hours after its discovery. I am well

aware that some think such a procedure un-

necessary; but it will surely stamp the disease

out entirely, if all queen-breeders will take

pains to pursue this policy for a few years.

Foul brood, I feel quite certain, can not be

transmitted from the ovaries of the queen,

Cheshire to the contrary; and I think all practi-

cal apiarists, and those who do not depend upon

fine spun theories, agree with me. But bee-

paralysis, assuredly, can be so transmitted, and

should be treated accordingly.

W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark.
J. P. Mooi-e, Morgan, Ky.
J. J. Hardy, Lavonia, Ga.
F. A. Loekhart. Lake Gecn-ge. N. Y.
F. B Yockev, North Wiishnigt-on, Pa.
H. G. Qiiirin, IJel Icviic, Ohio.
Cleveland Bros.,SI;iiii|)er, Miss.

G. W. Hufstedler. (laiksville, Tcnn.
Leiuinger Bros., Ki. .Icnnings, O.
Jennie Atchley, Ueevillc .Tex.

By the way, I notice by the Aiyiculturist that

Mr. Alley thinks the course we are pursuing in
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this matter is foolish, and that a better way,

and all that is necessary, is to simply destroy

the bees. He holds that "the brood, honey,

and combs are not diseased."

But over against this we have the testimony

of Mr. T. S. Ford and others who have experi-

mented pretty carefully, showing that the

disease is carried through the combs, or the

hives, for he experimented on this very point.

I grant mild measures may work very satis-

factorily in the North, or in any climate like

that of Mr. Alley's. We do not fear the disease

north of Mason and Dixon's line. The probable

consequence of its being transmitted through

queens from the north when sent south is what

we do fear.

When some one else says something that we
agree with, we are pretty apt to say, " That's

good." Well, here is something from the last

American Bee Journal that I think is " good:"

Come to think of it, I too must take exception to

theAmcrkan Bee JouDutl editor regarding- Ills con-

clusion concerning- the editorial "we" and the indi-

vidual " I"—and the more concur with Bro. Ernest
Root's preference. Why ? Well, I'll tell you. The
" I" g-ivesall statements a more decided, independent,

and responsible force; it admits of no equivocation;

it courts no excuse; it holds itself personally amena-
ble for the utterance; it practically affirms that he
is the writer—"If you have any objections to urg-e, I

am ready to afford you satisfaction!"

Now, it is not so with the usual "we." Not only

does it fail to be commeiidably modest, but it lacks
individuality and manly grit! It nebulously sug-

gests that others are implicated in the assertions

made; it is only another way of expressing the ir-

responsible "tliey say." which plirase mayor may
not include lialf the inhabitants of a given place—

a

weak, cowardly intimation, too frequently protect-

ed. Of all tilings to me most admirable is the exhi-

bition of manly courage of one's convictions, of
placing one's self firmly, honestly, and independ-
ently before the public;, ready to maintain tlie prin-

ciples lie believes to be right; courting criticism
from whatsoever source, and I know of no more
unflinching vowel for the purpose than a respectful
"I." Emm Dee.

HOW TO FEED IN MID-WINTER.
Quite a number have asked how to feed

their bees during mid-winter. I assume,of course,

that your colonies have been neglected for some
cause or other, and you now discover that they
have hardly sufficient stores to carry them to

spring, let alone that season, the most trying of

all. In the first place, it is always better to

feed in the usual manner in the fall; but when
that has not been attended to, something else

will have to be done now, for in this case surely

the motto holds true, " Better late than never."

The best thing to give the bees is combs of

sealed honey. The dry ones should be taken
out and the filled ones put in their places. It

might be advisable to leave one empty comb in

the center, with two or more combs of filled

stores on either side. But we will suppose that
you have not the combs. Cakes of maple
syrup answer very well when laid over the tops
of the frames under the quilt. But you have

not these. Cakes of dry candy should then be

used. The following are the directions given in

our A B C of Bee Culture:

Into a tin saucepan put some granulated sugar
with a little water—a very little water will do.

Make it boil, and stir it; and when it is done enough
to "grain" when stirred in a saucer, take it quickly
from the stove. While it is " cooking," do not let

the fire touch the pan, but place the pan on the
stove, and there will be no danger of its burning.
Cover the diningtable with some newspaptrs, that
you may have no troublesome daubs to clean up.

To see when it is just right you can try dropping
some on a saucer; and while you are at work, be
sure to remember the little folks, wliowill doubtless

take quite an interest in the proceedings, especially

the baby. You can stir some until it is very white
indeed for her; this will do very well for cream
candy. We have formerly made our bee-candy hard
and clear; but in this shape it is very apt to be
sticky, unless we endanger having it burned, where-
as if it is stirred we can have dry hard candy, of what
would be only wax if cooled suddenly without stir-

ring. Besides we liave much more moisture in the
stirred sugar candy, and we want all the moisture
we can possibly have, consistent with ease in handl-
ing.

If your candy is burned, no amount of boiling
will make it hard, and your best way is to use it for
cooking, or feed the bees in summer weather.
Burnt sugar is death to them, if fed in cold weather.
You can tell when it is burned, by the smell, color,

and taste. If you do not boil it enougli, it will be
soft and sticky in warm weather, and will be liable

to drip when stored away. Perhaps you had better
try a pound or two at first, while you "get your
hand in." Our first experiment was with .50 lbs. ; it

all got ''scorched" "somehow."

But suppose you do not wish to bother with

the candy-making. Stick candy, or any kind of

candy that is not colored or adulterated, that is

made from pure white sugar that is hard,

would answer. The only trouble would be, it

would be rather expensive compared with what
you could make yourself. " Good" candy—that

is, powdered sugar and honey mixed into a stiff

dough, may be used; but the only objection to it

is, the bees suck out the honey and let the dry

grains of sugar rattle down between the combs;

then there is danger of its " running" and

making a dauby mess.

.JOHN THORNE CALVERT.
Since the Home of the Honey-bees has become

an Incorporated company, I have thought that

many of our readers would like to be introduced

to our secretary and treasurer, Mr. J. T. Calvert,

who, although he transacts a very considerable

part of the business, is not generally known to

our readers, though very many of them have
read letters from here dictated by him.

Mr. Calvert was born Dec. 7, 1863, in Victoria

Co., Ontario. His grandparents on both sides

came from old England. He was raised on a

farm at Reaboro, his old home, and educated at

a country school about two miles distant; and
numerous were the times when paths had to be

cut through the snow across the fields. This

was a good school, and Mr. Calvert made the

best possible use of the privileges afforded him.

Indeed, if there is any thing that will clear up a

youth's head, and make him do the best work,

it is to walk two miles to and fro from schooL
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He was soon proficient enough to pass the ex-

-amination for what is known in Canada as the

third-class teachers' certificate; and this means
a good deal more than the ordinary certificate,

so called, in this country. Later on he took a

course in the Ontario Business College at Belle-

ville, doing the work of a sixteen-weeks' course

in eleven. After this he spent six weeks in To-

ronto in a wholesale house; and from there he

came to Medina in 1881.

The year before, at home, he had become in-

terested in bees. He obtained some queens of

W. G. Russell, now of Millbrook. Can., and at

about the same time a few stray copies of

Gleanings fell into his hands. As a result of

this a correspondence began, resulting in Mr.

Calvert's coming here to work.

.JOHN THORNE CALVERT.

We had previously (as we do now) received a

Sreat many applications from outside parties;

and as a general thing we had told all of them
that it was no use for them to apply so long as

so many applicants were living at Medina.
But there was something in John's letter that

impressed A. I. R. with the fact that he was a

boy of the " right sort " of stamp, stamina, and
character, and so he was induced to break over
his custom.

John was willing to work for small pay, that

he might have the privilege of learning the

'business; after which he expected to go back to

Canada to establish a supply-house with his

brother Albert, who was then living. But John
•developed such a proficiency at the Home of the

Honey-bees, and seemed to fit so well in the

harness, that several things conspired to change
iiis plans.

He first began work in what we call the sam-

ple-room, "tying up sticks." The following

summer he took charge of the apiary while the
writer was at school in Oberlin. We had a
heavy queen and bee trade that year, and so our
new man was pretty well initiated.

In order that he might make himself more
useful he decided to take a course of studies at

Oberlin, working his way along, and paying his

own expenses as he could. He therefore at-

tended school at this institution, with the

writer, off and on, for four years, when ill health

on the part of A. I. Root, brought on by the

heavy responsibilities of the rapidly growing
business, made it necessary for one of "the
boys" to come home—at least for a time. I

came first and began on the journal in the sum-
mer of 1885, doing what I could to lift the load

here; and during the following spring John
came, andjn his turn began to lift the burden
in the commercial department. I have said

that several things conspired to change his

plans. I don't know which was the most po-

test in inducing him to become an American
citizen. I need not go into details, but in Sep-

tember of 1886, shortly after leaving school, he
married my oldest sister, Maude.
A naturally good memory for figures and

names, his general aptitute for business, that

seemed to be born in him, enabled him to be a

proficient clerk. First he took charge of the es-

timates and of the buying of the goods; and
later on he assumed, practically, control of tlae

whole commercial department, including book-

keeping, buying and selling, etc. Under his

management branch houses were established,

and other depots for the sale of our apicultural

supplies were stationed all over the United
States; and wliile we had a very good foreign

trade it continued to increase, so that the busi-

ness changed from what was to a large extent

local and retail to what you might call trans-

continental and wholesale, although the retail

business and local features of it were preserved

Mr. Calvert makes a liberal use of both the

phonograph and stenographer in his general

correspondence; and right here I might say

that nearly all letters relating to tlae commer-
cial department come under his general super-

vision. He is an indefatigable worker; and his

general good health, owing to his regular habits

of eating and sleeping, enables him to do more
business than most men.

He is not less active in his religious life. He
has been intimately connected with nearly all

phases of the Christian Endeavor movement.
He has been president a number of times of our

local church organization, and two years of the

county, and is now president of the Medina Co.

Sunday-school Union. He is also active as a

Sunday-school teacher, and greatly interested in

all work of missions.

Physically he is of medium height, rather

stoutly built, of light complexion, and of pleas-

ant face and manner.
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The next day was Sunday, so I could not do
very mucli in the way of investigating the
quiver surroundings of my relatives: but I was
so full of questions, and some of them that
would hardly l<eep over night, that I am afraid
I did a little investigating, even on Sunday.
We found a Congregational church, and a very
bright, wide-awake Sunday-school. The pas-
tor and the superintendent were on the lookout
for strangers; and, in fact, the latter person,
after the services were over, kindly took our
horse by the bits and waylaid Mrs." Root and
myself and our relatives. They took us over to
his own house for dinner, in spite of the protests
of the women-folks that their own dinner was
awaiting them at home. Then they gave us
the wunderful electric water to drink. I was
thirsty enough, after my week of wheeling, to
enjoy it to its fullest extent. Judge Wallis, our
host, gave me much information in regard to
Lebanon and its people. We finally got back
home, and I was very anxious to attend a Sun-
day-school, about a mile away in the woods;
but they told me it was too late, and that we
should have to give it up. A few minutes later
I caught a glimpse of some feminine apparel
belonging to somebody who was evidently
slipping away and in haste to get out of sight.
They did not answer my questions very prompt-
ly and squarely; but I soon guessed that Mrs.
H —by the way, when we were boys and girls
together we used to call her " Mary," for short,
and I think I shall call her Mary now. Well,
Mary had slipped away and started off through
the woods, to that Sunday-school. It seems
she had the lesson-papers, etc., that they would
need. The foot-path through the woods was a
much nearer way than around the wagon -road.
As soon as I could make a little change in my
apparel I started after her in spite of protests.
Just as I was disappearing down the lane, the
young lady whom I met first the evening be-
fore, and whom I shall call May, called out and
gave me some hasty directions in regard to the
footpath through the woods. I smiled at their
directions, thinking I was smart enough to
catch up with any woman on foot before she
could get out of sight. Well, I shall have to
acknowledge that a Missouri woman was a
little too much for me. Had I not listened to
May's directions I might have been wandering
in the wilderness up to this time for aught I
know. I finally caught a glimpse of Mary just
before we came out into the clearing. The
schoolhouse is in the center of a circular spot
right in the widerness, and the dwarf-oaks are
so dense that one looks around the circle in
vain to find the way out. Judge Wallis and
the minister were there before me, with a
double buggy, and 1 laughingly asked them
where in the world they got inside. The judge
said he could hardly tell; but when they went
home they were going to drive clear around
the outside until they should come to a vacan-
cy in the trees where they could squeeze
through.

The country schoolhouse was pretty well
packed with people. Mary did not know that
the minister and the judge would be present,
and so she felt anxious about having somebody
on hand to look after the young people in case
the regular leaders did not appear. The most
of the gathering consisted of boys and girls,
such as you might find in any neighborhood.
As the pastor from town was present, we had a

short preaching service after the lesson. The
discourse was taken from the forest-leaves that
had just been nicely decorated by the first frost

autumn.
In almost every country neighborhood, es-

pecially where they are a little off from town,
the boys and girls are always wanting to "go
somewhere," especially during a Sunday after-
noon in the fall of the year. Now, can any
better place be devised than a Sunday-school ia
the schoolnouse, with a good sober spiritual
man or woman to look after the young people?
1 often think of that pleasant walk through
the woods on our return home. Thirty years
ago both Mary and myself were quite intimate-
ly acquainted. But while in our teens, neither
one of us, I fear, thought very much of spiritual
things. What changes time had wroughtl In
those days gone by, a Sunday-school in the
country would have been the last thing to at-
tract my attention, unless, indeed, 1 went to
have some fun. ^lay God forgive me, as my
memory goes back to those old times, to think:
that once or twice my principal motive in go-
ing was, pretty nearly, only to create disturb-
ance. It may be well for me to think of thia
when 1 feel inclined to criticise too severely
some of the young people of the present day.

Monday morning I was wide awake for in-
vestigations. The view of that great spring
impressed me with the idea that the locality
was cavernous, like the region around Mam-
moth Cave; and even before breakfast I found
a low place, right in front of the house, where
the waters during a heavy rain went down and
out of sight. There was originally a sort of
cave there; but in working the road it had
gradually filled up. Futhermore, in one of
Rob's fields, during harvest time one of the
horses broke through and went down into an
underground pit, and they had to stop work and
get it out. As this pit was quite a nuisance in
the middle of the Held, they had filled it up
with trash. When 1 protested, Robert told me
that we should find caverns before 1 left, with-
out going to the trouble of digging. Judge
Wallis told me that, in drilling for that beauti-
ful water in Lebanon, the drill several times
passed through cavities, and they were obliged
to tube the well through these to prevent los-
ing the water.

Right here perhaps I may say a word in re-
gard to the wonderful "electric water," as they
terra it. In the first place, if you hold a knife-
blade in the stream of water as it comes out of
the iron tube it will become magnetized, show-
ing the wonderful electric properties of the
water. Secondly, when this water is used for
making steam, if you hold your hand in the jet
of steam as it issues from a pipe, electric
lights or stars will be seen on the ends of your
fingers. These facts are vouchsafed for by the
judge himself, for he had seen them with his
own eyes. As it was Sunday, and I was his
guest, I did not feel like taking him to task
just then and there for the superstition; but,
dear reader, let me say to you that all these
stories about magnetic water are right along in
line with the Electropoise swindle. The man
who puts the knife-blade into the stream of
water from the medical well, takes pains to
draw the blade across the top of the iron tube;
and it is this iron tube and not the water that
makes the knife magnetic. Any iron tube or
iron bar that has been standing awhile upright
in the ground is quite sure to become mag-
netized. Men who drill wells are familar with
this fact. In fact, iron tubes sometimes be-
come so strongly magnetic that they will pick
up a small-sized adjustable wrench. A friend
once told me that the water in a glass bottle
taken from a magnetic well would magnetize a
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knife-blade. He had been paying a dollar a
bottle for said water, for curing rheumatism.
When I told h m how he had been humbugged
he stopped wasting his money, and concluded
t was something besides the water in the bot-
tle that had affected his rheumatism. In re-

gard to the sparks of electricity, if you will on
any frosty night hold your hand in escaping
steam from a boiler you will, if the conditions
are right, see these same electrical appearances.
In fact, this whole thing is mentioned in the
books on electricity. IJut here in Lebanon
they had built a great hotel, costing ever so
many thousands of dollars, and put in an elec-
tric street-railway, and advertised far and near
those wonderful waters of the electric well at
Lebanon. Of course, visitors were shown the
experiments in magnetism and electricity ; and
reasoning from what they saw with their own
eyes they were not slow to have faith in this
beautiful water with such strange properties.
Some weak invalids could not stand a bath in
the water, as it was so highly charged with
electricity—that is, they could not until they
got used to it, so it was said. Well, the propri-
etors of the scheme made lots of money for a
time; but the hotel is now shut up and deserted.
The electric-car line does not pav expenses.
The water is given away to anybody who
wants it. Let me say, however, that the water
is remarkably pure. It is almost absolutely
pure soft water, and I can readily imagine la
people who do not have nice pure water at
home may receivo great benefit by going to
Lebanon and drinking its pure water. I think,
however, the benefit will be just as great if

they would set some tin pans out during the
latter part of any summer shower. Keep this
water and store it up: or save the water during
the atter par of a shower from any good slate
roof. Store i in clean stone crocks, or have a
real nice c stern, with some sort of pump that
is not made of old wooden tubes or rusty iron
machinery.
We soon made up a load and went to see one

of the strange caverns scattered through the
Ozark Mountains. Away out in the woods,
almost on the summit of a good-sized hill, we
found a great hole, perhaps 30 or 40 feet across.
The inside of the hole had fallen out—or you
might say with much truth the hottom had
dropped out; and then away out under the side
of the hill was an enormous cavern roofed with
sloping rocks. At one side, by using care, one
could climb down through the sand and gravel
and broken stone. Inside there was nearly if not
quite a quarter of an acre roofed over with
limestone. Now, as this was on high land, and
inside a good-sized hill at that, and during the
most excessive drouth, almost, that Missouri
has ever known, I hardly expected to find
water; but. sure, enough, we soon heard water
dropping. It was dripping from the roof in
different places. I soon satisfied myself, how-
ever, that this water did not come from water in
the ground or in the rocks. It was produced by
condensation. The day was quite hot and sul-
try outside. Well, this hot sultry air, coming
in by circulation, as it struck the comparative-
ly cold stones deposited its moisture, like dew
on the side of a cold pitcher. When the drops
were sufUciently large they ran together and
trickled down to the lower portions of the roof
of the cavern. Here they dropped off. By set-
ting a tin cup in the right place, one could, in a
little while, get a drink of pure soft water. In
former times people had placed tubs (and we
saw the remains of these) in order to catch this
beautiful " spring water."
A few days after, we visited what is called

^Saltpeter Cave on the banks of the Gasconade
Kiver. There are acres of underground cav-

erns here in the cliffs beside the river. Stalac-
tites and stalagmites are so plentiful that the
dooryards all over Laclede Co are decorated
with them. Everybody who goes to the cave
takes an ax and a lumber-wagon, and breaks
off the icicles, some of them nearly a foot in di-
ameter, and takes them home to place among
the flower-beds in the front yard or beside the
doorstep. Now, my impression is, although I

have never seen the matter mentioned in works
on geology, that these stalactites, etc., are
formed principally by the condensation of the
moisture in the atmosphere, especially during
our hot summers. These cliffs .are so honey-
combed with caverns that warm air from the
outside is continually rushing through in cur-
rents depositing its moisture on the rocky ceiling
overhead, and then going back to be warmed
up and charged with moisture again. Here in
Saltpeter Cave, as it is called, the whole opera-
tion can be seen going on all the time. The
icicles, as you might call them, are soft, and
many of them feel quite greasy. The drop of
water on the end is thick with minerals, some-
times almost like molasses. The currents of
cold air rushing through take up the moisture,
and the mineral accumulates. The strange
part of it is, that, although the icicles are so
soft and pasty on the tips where they are
forming, and on the outsides, they are, in the
center, a flinty rock. Some of the rooms in this
cave are very beautiful. There are figures, and
shrines and pulpits and gardens, and. in fact,

one can imagine almost any thing wrought out
in Nature's laboratory; and in this cave, at
least, Dame Nature builds pretty fast. My
friends told me that, even in a few years, great
changes have been going on. I should not be
surprised if these icicles grew an inch a month,
or a foot a year.

There hadn't been rain for months. In fact,

farmers were seen at all hours of the day, and
on almost every road, driving their stock to the
springs or to the larger pond-holes where the
water was not yet exhausted. By the way, in
some places in Missouri the only water they
have to drink during such a season of drouth
comes from these pond-holes dug in the ground.
Now, in such cases is it any wonder that great
cures should result by going to some celebrated
spring, and putting up at an expensive hotel ?
Of course, the people were longing for rain. It
en me on the second Sunday of our visit, in the
afternoon. We had been to church; but it was
so rainy that the general conclusion was no one
would be over to that Sunday-school in the
woods. I decided once to stay at home, but I

felt, uneasy. Suppose just a few boys should
gather there in spite of the rain, with no one
for a teacher. I knew from experience that I

could get through the path in the woods on my
wheel, even if all the rest did say that the
thing was impossible. The falling leaves kept
the tires out of the mud; and as I had learned
to dodge the bushes, and scorch when neces-
sary, I got along pretty well. When I got out
of the underbrush into the clearing, however,
imagine my surprise at seeing a dozen or more
saddle-horses hitched to the trees. Sure enough,
the schoolhouse was almost as well filled as on
the previous Sunday. Some of the women-
folks had come a couple of miles in the rain.

There was no superintendent, and nobody to
take the lead. I finally volunteered ; and if

you will take my statement for it I should say
we had a grand good time. I did not do all the
talking either. The superintendent came in

pretty late, but he refused to take my place. I

did get him to talk, however: and one of his
remarks I shall remember a long time. He
said the greatest trouble with a good deal of
our religion is that it is of a kind that will not
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stand wetting. He said he hardly thought
anybody would be there, but he finally decided
to come. He was about to move out of the neigh-
borhood, and here was a little (lock of Missouri
boys and girls in their teens, great stalwart
young men of both brain and muscle, waiting,
as it seemed to me. for soim^body to form them
into line. I took the liberty of selecting a nice
young fellow for superintendent. He said he
had only rcci'ntly united with the church, and
that someboiiy with raor(! age and experience
would do a great deal better. My friends. I do
not agree with this kind of talk. A new swarm
of bees will frequently work with double the
vim, and gather ever so much more honey, than
an old stock with double their numbers. Is not
this true? Well, a new convert, even if he is

not so familiar with the IJible. and does not
know how things are usually done, will some-
times bring souls into the kingdom while one
of the old deacons would be getting them into
classes. No disrespect to the old deacons, how-
ever. They generally have enough to do if

they keep bright and young in spirit, even if

old in years. The boys were curious about my
wheel. Some of them thought that, with the
young Missouri horses they had there in the
inclosure, they could throw gravel in my eyes
where I had nothing but that little 22-lb. Vic-
tor. Well, may be they could. If I should
ever have a chance to try a race with them I

believe God would give me grace to rejoice and
feel happy, even if they came out ahead.

I asked them about the state of temperance
in their county-seat. Said I, "Boys, what on
earth was it that brought the saloons back to
Lebanon after you had once got them banished
from your town ?"
Nobody replied to my question just them;

but quite a spell afterward a fine young fellow
spoke up something like this:

"Mr. Root, you asked what it was, a while
ago, that brought the saloons back to Lebanon,
after we had once cleaned them out. I think I
can tell you. It was the love of money.''''

There you have it, friends. That was a very
short temperance speech; but I think it strikes
at the root of the matter. Without Christ Je-
sus to drive selfishness out of the human heart,
all schemes for temperance reform, or any
other reform, in fact, must fail.

EOBBING SICK PEOPLE.

ELECTROPOISE UP TO THE PRESENT DATE.

Our readers will doubtless remember that I

gave an extended expose of the Electroooise, in
our issue for August 1, 1894, page 627. Some
months before, I wrote it up with a caution, or
warning, in our Medina paper, because agents
were selling the bauble throughout our county,
and because religious papers seemed to be its

particular vehicle for advertising. Now, I want
to confess to you that this matter has been on
my mind a good deal. I felt greatly troubled to
see our people, during these hard times, paying
$2.').0O for a thing of no more value than a china
nest-egg, and not a whit more scientific, let

alone its power to cure the most difficult chron-
ic disease; but I felt more troubled still to think
that not a scientific paper— not a professor and
not an electrician, so far as I knew, in the whole
United States, had come forward to back me
up. I wrote to the Scientlflc Anieriam, and its

editor said that it was undoubtedly a fake, and
that they had no faith in it; but they did not
print a single word of warning. The boys in
our machine-shop were studying electricity,
and they backed me up, of course ; but nobody
seemed to care very much how much swindling

was done in that line. I have written to our re-

ligious papers that advertise the thing, calling
them to order ; but they do not seem to care, so
long as they get their money; and. worst of all,

men and women, who ought to know better,
question my right to criticise. They suggested
it was improbable that such pi'omineiu men
would give the Electropoise such a testimonial
if there were not something in it. Some of my
good friends mildly suggested, too, that perhaps
/ did not know ([uitc every thing, and may be I

was not up to the times in the way of improve-
ments. Well, a few days ago a woman was in-

jured by an accident near our home. Mrs.
Root took her in and cared for her until she was
able to ride home, lieforeshe went away, how-
ever, she said she had an Electropoise. and that
it was a wonderful help. The poor woman was
not able to talk very much, and so I did not get
a chance to interview her; but Mrs. Root says
her statement was something as follows: Be-
fore she had the Electropoise she was obliged to
take great quantities of medicine in order to be
up and get around. The agent who sold the
thing, however, informed her that she must
chop ofT all medicine entirely; the 'poise would
not " work " where medicines were around.
" Work," indeedl Well, she discarded all medi-
cines of every sort, and confined herself to fol-

lowing Electropoise directions implicitly, and,
strange to tell, she was very much better right-

away. Did you ever! And this reminds me
that I want to ask you to read T. B. Terry's
talk on medicines, on the next page. But now
for the triumphant expose of the Electropoise.
The following is taken from the Western Chris-
tian Advocate, of New York: A. I. R.

AN ELECTRO-MEDICAL FRAUD.

" Electricity " a scientific journal published in
New York, la Its issue of November 31, prints an eu*-

po.se of the "'Electropoise," an extensively advertised
panacea, with certificates of its effects from men in
high places. It turns out, Ijy scientific demonstra-
tion, to be the veriest cheat, acliieving its magical
healing through tlie imagination of its patrons. It
claims to cure by " thermo-electric induction " —a
conceit that has no scientific basis, there being no
such thing known to electricians; to so polarize the
body as to attract the oxygen to its surface, and
diffuse it through the system. Tlie expert affirms
that " neither magnetic nor electric polarization has
any effect upon the atmosphere, except, to abstract
from it tlie dust: thai, if the body were polarized
to a million volts, ihire would be no such attrac-
tion," wliile this " little joker" lias but "one-thou-
sandth of a volt." Tlie proprietor alleged that tlie

closed cylinder contained two rare metals no chem-
ist could analyze, while there are no metals which
can not he analyzed.

Elrctririty purchased an "Electropoise," and had
its cotitents examined. It was found that the nick-
el-plated cylinder, three inches long and one inch in
diameter, was filled with flowers of sulphur and
graphite made into a paste and allowed to harden,
which, when used, is placed in cold water to set up
by moisture a chemical action, which is so small as
to be insensible and capable of exerting no influence-
on the system whate\cr. In one end of the cylinder
is fastened an ordinary flexible cord, tlie c)ther be-
ing affixed to the metal clasp of a garter for attach-
ing it to the wrist or ankle. Flowers of sulphur
costs two cents a pound, and graphite ten cents.
The cylinders can be made, in quantity, for ten
cents each; the cord, two yards in length, can be
had at retail for twenty-five cents; and the garter
for five cents, making the whole cost forty-two
cents. The 'poise is sold for $2.5.

Another, a wall instrument, sold for $.50, consists
of a walnut board, upon which are two multiple
switches, each with six points. Two flexible cards
and garters are attached, and the "polarizer" is
suspended and dropped into a basin of water. Two
patients can be treated at one time by each attach-
Ino a garter. One of the switches regulates the
current by turning the lever to the desired point.
The other switch is for disinfecting germs and
destroying odors, which is electrically absurd.
The proprieter professes to have a twelve-page
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type-written testimonial from the Smithsonian In-
stitute, of its being "a scientific instrument of
great value," whicli was proven false by correspond-
ence with tlie oflice in Washing-tun.
The business nie'chods of the concern, imposing it

on the public, include all the accessories of the
confidence and green-goods game—the stool-viigton,
the capper, the bogus purchaser, and the olHce boy
rushing in to borrow the only " Electropt)ise " on
hand. Electricity calls on the police and postal
authorities to investigate the s^vindIe and arrest
the swindlers. It says: " We denominate the 'Elec-
tropoise ' an outrageous humbug, wit h knowledge
that many intelligent people have testified to won-
derful cures wlio rest under the suspicion of self-in-
terest." It enumerates sixty diseases it infallibly
cures, and names the New york Sun, tlie North
Ainoican Review, and eight among the maiiv promi-
nent religious papers giving it space and indorse-
ment.
Tlie expose is scientific and thorough, and no can-

did mind can escape the conclusion tliat the device
is void of merit, and that tiie " Electrolibratiou
Comiiuny " is advisedly pulming ofl" on the atfiicted
a worthless nothing at an exorbitant cost tj the
purchaser.
The clieat ranks with the electric brushes, soles,

and "Perkins Tractois," exposed by Dr. Oliver
Wendell Holmes.
As a psychological imposture on the infirmities of

cultured minds, it is the 'cutest fake of the age.
We do our readers a practical service by fore fend-
ing any tempted to try this costly f 1-1 lid from los-

ing their money and execrating themselves tor
their credulity.

Now, friends, are you ready to give up? Is

there any one among our readers who is prepar-
ed to defend Electropoiso after the above e.rposc
thereof? I feel like saving, and I am going to
say right out in print. May God be praised that
we have such a scientific journal in our land as
Electricity—one whose editors are willing to in-

vest K.5.0() for the sake of showing up frand and
humbug ! yes. even thonsih religious journals
indorse it, and United States senators, or their
wives, give it the strongest kind of recommend-
ation: yes, even though ^o-called college pro-
Jessors, and ministers of the gospel too, have
lent their influence to help it along.

T. B, TERRY ON PATENT MEDICINES, ETC.

ALSO SOMETHING IN RKGARD TO THE TREAT-
MENT OF THE DISEASES OF DOMESTIC

ANIMALS.

[The following is so much in line with the
teachings of our own journal, and coming from
such authority as T. B. Terry and the State
Veterinarian of Missouri, we copy it entire
from the Practical Farmer of Dec. 15.—Ed.]

Before the opening hour for the Institute the
other afternoon we saw ;i man get up on a box and
collect a crowd around him, to whom he was trying
to sell some so-called medicine. His audience was
composed laigely of farmers. Of course, he had
his little game. Tlie peoi)le were made to think
that they would pet tlieir money back later on, that
he was only advertising the medicine. And yuu
ought to have seen the rush to get something for
notliing. They .seemed to believe that the man could
pay his hotel-Dills and traveling expenses, silk hat
and all, just for a chance to give tuem something
valuable. Well, they tumbled over eiicli other in
handing up their $2 each, until $60 or $70 was taken
from the crowd; and, owing to a "catch" in the
promise, only one or two g it any thing back, of
course. I saw farmers without nmney borrow it to
gis-e to this man for something of which the best use
they could iiossibly makewastosmash at once. Now,
there was in that crowd an agent for the Practical
Farmer, who told me he had tried in vain to get a
single farmer to give him *1 for a copy for the rest
of this year a'ld during 1S95 They all said times
were so hard tliey cniUi not afford it. This is a true
picture, friends. My fiiend Abbi.tt, President of
the North American Bei-kfepers' Association, was
standing by me and watching the game. How can

we reach such men ? The medicineman is making:
money like every thing, and we have met him this
year in many forms, and more than once he has cut
down our attendance.
Dr. Turner, State Veterinarian in Missouri, was

asked at one Institute about hog cholera medicine,
whether it did any good or not. The doctor is a tine
young man, and one of my particular friends, and I
was a little anxious about the stand he might take
on this question. But he came out boldly and
squarely. He said: " The virtue lies chiefly in the
directions, which come with the medicine, which
you follow. You are told to take at once all well
hogs away from the sick ones and put them in a
new place, and not down stream from the old place,
and to leave the sick ones li.ght there, and to burn
the dead ones, and be careful about tracking any
soil from tlie ground where tlie sick ones are to the
other field (fei d well ones first), etc., and these di-
rections carefully followed will stop an outbreak of
hog cholera very soon." The doctor was asked if
flltiiy pens, an exclusive corn ration, etc., could
cause cholera. He replied in substance that the
vitality of the animals might be weakened in this
way, and thus make them more ready for disease,
but that cholera could start only when the hogs
came in contact witli the germs that produce the
disease, and when they were entirely removed from
them the disease would end. There is no question
about the advisability of taking good care of the
hogs, and feeding them properly, as a preventive
measure.
Dr. Kamsey, Assistant State Veterinarian, Is also

an earnest, sensible, practical young man. I am
afraid much of his talk would not be relished by so-
called "horse doctors." When telling farmers how
to treat a horse that had the colic, for example, he
said: "Goto some old lady and ask her what she
would do for you if you had ilie colic, and treat
your horse in the same way. Cover him up warm-
ly, let him lie quietly, put cloths on the abdomen,
wrung out of hot water, or put on mustard, and,
perhaps, give some ginger tea." He said, in sul>
stance, tliat a horse with this disease is almost
certain to get batter soon. And when you dose him
with all sorts of nauseous medicines," and take the
horse out and ride him around, you are doing a
cruel thing; and if the animal gets better, it is in
spite of your treatment, not becau^e of it. I sup-
pose I enjoyed this talk more than some would, be-
cause I never did believe in dosing animals or hu-
man beings to any such extent as the common
custom Is. Our best doctors now give very httle
medicine, except to patients whose imagination it is
necessaiy to work on, and then they often give
bread pills, or some such harmless tiling. In fact,
there i.-, one great doctor in the West who is per-
forming the most wonderful cures without giving
any lUHdicine whatever. We have not a bottle of
medicine in our home, and have never had the tenth
part of the sickness that there was in my boyhood
home, where dosing was about as common as eat-
ing.

THE DIVINING ROD, OR SWITCH, FOR FIND-
ING WATER.

TELLING WHERE TO DIG WELLS, BY MEANS OF A
WILLOW OR HAZEL SWITCH.

This is another humbug that needs to be
thoroughly exposed: and such good papers as
the Country Oentleman and Practical Farmer
have published communications defending the
institution, without any editorial or comment.
Perhaps they proposed to let their correspondents
discuss the matter. }>iitl protest against letting
such nonsense go unreproved, even in a single
issue. The writers of both the articles in ques-
tion seem to be men of sense, and should know
better. Look here, friends. There are but
three imponderable agents known to science-
heat, light, and electricity. One writer says it

is no more strange than that the magnetic
needleshould point toward the north pole, about
3200 miles away. That may be true; but in the
first place it is not the north pole that attracts
the magnetic needle. And, again, the magnetic
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needle will not point to a lump of ore away
down in the ground. If it were true, and if the
willow switch or hazel rod did point to veins of

water many feet below, then we should have a
new imponderable agent now unknown to

science. Scientific men would rush to investi-

gate, as they would hunt tor a new planet or a
new cornel. It is a little strange thiit scientific

investigation has paid so little attention to this

matter. One experiment station took it up
some years ago. Very likely it was our Ohio
station. They showed up the fraud in very
short meter by demanding that the water-witch
should prophesy where water could be found,
with his eye^ t>}iti(lfi)ltJed. The one called
was an old gentleman who had located wells
almost all his life. He was unquestionably
honest and sincere in the matter, for he did
the work for little or nothing. When the
scientific experimenters, however, asked him
if he could do it just as well blindfolded he
replied that he could, without question; but
when placed upon trial he entirely failed to set

any stake where he had previously set them
when he could use his eyes. The old man was
honest enough to give up, and submit that he
had probably not only deluded others, but had
deluded himself all his life.

Now, you need not rush forward and try to
"snow me under" with your testimonials or
with your faith. If any of you have got a
water-witch, north, soulii. east, or west, who
can locate wells by the twisting of a switch, and
who will locate them with his eyes blindfolded
just as well as with his eyes open, just let me
know about it, and I will make a trip expressly
to see him, and pay you all for your time and
trouble besides. Will thf> experiment stations
of the different States help to get rid of this
foolish, s' upid legend of the Dark Ages '? Make
tests as I have outlined above, then send out
bulletins, and have the matter published in the
agricultural papers. Why, dear friends, just
consider a moment. People have carried water
long distances from wells all their lives because
a water-witch drove a stake in that spot; and,
again, one good friend of mine. I am told, has a
well right square in front of his front door, be-
cause the water-witch told him he could not
get water if he dug anywhere else. Perhaps a
majority of the " witches" are honest. It simply
illustrates how prone is humanity to get notions
and to fall into ruts. Electropoise and patent
medicines, spoken of in other pages in this
issue, attest this. Why, it is just really enough
to make a good man weep to see how people
waste money and health by letting their imagi-
nation lead them astray. As a rule, men who
put down wells by machinery, and do a large
business, will tell you that the witching
amounts to noViing at all. The man who put
down our well where the big windmill now
stands said he always drilled wherever people
directed him to, and that a great many times
they had a water-witch set the stake: but he
said there was no question but the whole thing
was a humbug, and, furthermore, that, when
the matter was submitted to him. he always
directed people to have their wells where it

would be most convenient, and that the chances
were certainly just as favorable for striking a
heavy vein of water in one place as in another.
They had never failed in getting plenty of water,
providing they went deep enough. If somebody
would dig for water where the witch says it can
not be found, he would find plenty of it. with
hardly an exception; for it is about as hard to
dig far into the earth irlthout finding a vein of
water as it is to cut a finger without finding a
vein of blood. That would prove the fallacy of
at least half his claims, and with that would go
the other half.

SANITARY DRAINAGE, ETC.

We are told in our book, "Tile Drainage,"
that the roots of trees never go into the tiles

unless said tiles carry water when the ground
generally is lacking in moisture. This condi-
tion would be secured only where the tiles car-
ried water from springs, or slops and sewage
from the house, cellar, etc. In digging up some
tiles in Ernest's lawn we found the roots of dif-

ferent ornamental trees had got into the tiles,

and spread out, making quite bushy roots.
The reason was, these tiles carried drainage
from the kitchen. Now, I have for some time
been thinking we might take advantage of this
fact. Water-closets are fast becoming desirable
fixtures, and they are especially preferable to>

the dry-dust system where the internal water
cure is to be used. Our books and periodicals on
sanitary drainage, I believe, are recommending-
cesspools. Now, I do not want a cesspool any-
where on my premises. We put a waier-closet,
about a year ago, in our bath-room. A cast-
iron pipe carries the sewage outside of the
building; then vitrified sewer-pipe, with ce-
mented joints, take it several rods down into
the orchard. At this point the sewer-pipe is

conducted into large-sized drain-tiles. We used
first eight-inch tile, increasing to ten. As the
ground slopes away from the house, there is na
difficulty in getting a gradual fall, and at the
same time keeping these large tiles within 20 or
24 inches of the surface of the ground through
the orchard. By the way, these large drain
tiles are some damaged ones that I got at the
factory for a very small sum. They are crack-
ed and warped from being overburned. These
were just the thing, you see, to let the roots of
the apple-trees, or any other kind of roots that
take a notion, get through inside of the tiles.

A good many shook their heads, and said it

would not work. But how can it fail to work?
The water used in flushing scatters the solid
matter the whole length of these large tiles, and
dissolves more or less of it every time it goes
through. During our extreme drouth there was
a dense growth of grass and clover over the
large tiles, especially toward the lower end, but
not the faintest smell could ever be perceived

—

of couj-se 7iot, for the growing plants took hold
of it at once and converted it into something^
valuable.
We have just finished to-day, Dec. 22, putting

a similar one for Ernest's home down through
some rows of raspberries, currants, strawberries,
pie- plant, etc. See cut on page .517,1894. You
see, the whole thing is automatic. The essen-
tials are. to find a gentle slope in some direction
away from the house; then the length of the
line of tiles, as well as the size, will have to de-
pend somewhat on the size of your family.
Perhaps I should have added that the ground
in our orchard and under the berry-plants is

thoroughly tile-'lrained. These large tiles for
sewage run right over the tile drains, the latter
constantly disposing of the surplus water.
There you have it—sewage taken away without
any handling, and without ever seeing it; and
you also have finb-irrigation and liqiikl ma-
nure combined. Of course, perfectly work-
ing sewer- traps are a necessity; and experts in
the matter say there should also be a standpipe
just beyond the trap, to carry any surplus gases
up through the roof of your building. This
prevents gases of any kind from forcing their
way through the trap, as we are told they some-
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times do during hot weather when fermenta-
tion is going on.

THE CRAIG SEEDLING POTATO.

I confess that my statement in regard to this po-
tato has been received with more favor than I ex-
pected. A g-ood many orders are made for pounds
by mail, and quite a few for pecks, half-bushels,
etc., by express, and some for barrels in the spring.
Now permit me to make a suggestion. At the pres-
ent value of this potato—$5.00 a bushel—it can be
grown under glass at a profit. I have raised pota-
toes under sashes more or less for several years
back. They are one of the easiest plants to manage
I ever had any thing to do with, with this single ex-
ception—you must not let them freeze. But even
If they do freeze, it does less damage than with any
other plant I know of—that is, any other tender
plant. If you scorch a tomato it is pretty apt to
give up and die; but you may freeze tlie poiato-tops
clear down to the ground, and they will, as a rule,
get right up and grow almost as well as if you had
simply cut the tops otf. Under glass, however, the
ground seldom freezes. The principal damage is

done to the tops. Well, I have had very good suc-
cess in growing potatoes under glass. The only
trouble is, they rarely sell for enough in our locali-

ty to pay. For instance, we rarely get more than
40 cts a peck—sometimes .')(); and if we raise a peck
under each 3x6 ft. sash it gives us only 50 cts. for
the use of the sash; whereas other crops give us
from one to two dollars, and all the way up. Now,
If y('U get a peck of potatoes under sash—and I

think it can be easily done—this new Craig seedling
is worth at present writing $1.75 per peck, and this
would pay very well. Furthermore, if you plant
them now you could get potatoes ready to plant
again in May or June. My impression is, however,
that this new Craig potato will keep right on grow-
ing from now until next September or October;
therefore you need not take the trouble to dig the
potatoes and plant them again, but simply divide
the hills. You can take a hill of potatoes and tear
It to pieces, plant out the pieces like cabbage-plants,
and even if some of the pieces have only a little

root and top, they will grow just as readily as cab-
bage-plants.

If .you have the ground very rich, and seethatthey
do not lack for water, it is the easiest thing in the
world to propagate potatoes from cuttings. T. B.
Terry has told us what he got from a single barrel
of potatoes (Freemans) when they were very valu-
able. Now I propose to lell you what I can do with
a single barrel of Craigs by commencing some time
in January. Of course, a greenhouse is much nicer
than hot-beds or cold-frames; but the cold-frames
will come in very nicely a little later in the season.
If you have not got a greenhouse, nor any sash, you
can work with a single pound by putting them into
pots or bo.xes in the window. Manage just as you
do with house-plants. Potatoes will grow pretty
fairly, even if they do not have very much light.
You have all s( ea them grow in dark cellars. Well,
you can get them started with very little light, and
keep on dividing, nnilliplying them until it is time
to put them outdoors. The cotton-cloth beds, de-
scribed in the tomato-book, will keep off a pietty
severe freeze, say al )ng in March and April.
Now, then, who among our readers will make the

most pounds of Craig potatoes from a single pound
between now and next October?
We cliii the following from a recent number of

the Rural Ni'tc-York) r, telling what Prof. Massey
did a good many years ago:

In 1869, 1 piopaprated a whole greenhouse full of Early Rose
in pots, and planted an acre of land from »5 iiounds of seed
which T had raised from a pound purchased from Mr. Bliss.
The whole product was solil for seed, and I (.tcw some of them
myself. I have never had any Early Rose nt latr years equal
to them. The plants I grew in pots, from cutt iut's under glass,
made strong, vigorous plants, with a single stem, and rather
exceeded in vigor any from cut potatoes, being in four inch
pots of rich potting compost. .411 had set little tubers on top
of the pots in the rank shade of the foliage, standing closely
on the greenhouse t enches. They were set out with unbroken
b.alls of earth, and covered a little deeper. The tubers had a
decided start, and grew at a more favorable season than if

they had been planted from sets outside. They were, in fact,
mature before hot weather set in. and th(! seed potatoes
raised from them in the fall kept solid, and made the finest of
seed tor the next season.

If I wanted to bring a new sort to the highest perfection for
seed, I would propagate it in this way: get the tubeis ripe in
May, and then grow a good crop of seed from them in the fall.
This seed would then give the type in perfection.

W. F. Massey.

A pound of the new potatoes to start with will
cost you only 25 cts. See advertisement of friend
Craig in another column. You can send the money
to us or to him, as you choose.

CEMENT-COATED NAli.S.

We are now using in almost all our work what
are known as cement-coated nails. They are the
ordinarj' wire nails with a thin coat of brown .sub-
stance. The friction of the nail on the wood in
driving softens this coating and makes it adhere to
the wood wliile alst) adhering to the nail. This
makes the nail hold better than any thing hereto-
fore known. If you have ever tried to draw a rusty
nail you know .something ht)w these nails hold. If
you wish to investigate them we will mall a sample
package of various sizes for 5 cents to pay postage.
We have been using these nails for several years,

but have not offered them for sale before because
we have not until recently been able to get most of
the smaller and special nails used in our work with
this coating. We have prevailed on the factory
who control this coatin.a- process by patent, to coat
our fine nails down to Ji inch, and also casing nails
used in nailing hives. The four smallest sizes in
the following list will be smooth nails. We still

have some stock of other sizes smooth which we
will send while they last unless you specify cement-
coated nails in your order. These cement nails hold
so much better that a smaller nail can be used, and
have greater holding power.
For instance, in.stead of H^-inch smooth nails we

now use 2d fine or one-inch nails to nail up brood-
frames and section-holders, and the work is strong-
er. On account of this gieater holding power the
patentees of the coating process adopted the plan
of putting the same number of nails in a keg as the
ordinary smooth nails will average, and make them
a, little scant in length and size so that a keg will be
short in weight from 10 to 15 lbs., although having
the same number of nails, and selling for the same
price per keg. This plan made it difficult to fix a
price by the pound, because kegs were not of uni-
form weight. Full-weight kegs of cement-coated
nails cost more than the ordinary smooth nails.

PRICE LIST OF FINE FLAT-HEAD WIRE NAILS, CEMENT-
COATED, EXCEPT FIRST FOUR.
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weight kegs. Shoukl wc fill your order for full

kejrs with nails put up by count inslend of liy

weialit. tlie p'"'Ct' of "lest" by llie keg will be about
1(1 per cent less. We have adopted lor the coining
se:i8(>ii the i)lan of inclu<ling with all tjoods sent out
in the tiat the right si/.e and number of nails re-

(piii'dl to nail tlieni. which we are sure will be a

great convenience to our customers. We will, of

coiirge. use these cement-coated nails wherever we
can. We are prei)aied with a stock of nearly a car-

load, and can get more as needed, though we have
to order a month or two ahead of our needs to be

sure to aet them in time, because they are put up
especially for us, and not generally ottered for sale.

BINOHA.M SMOKERS REDUCED.
The manufacturer announces reduced prices for

this year in anollier column. We are, of course,
prepared to supply jou with his latest smokers at

the new prices, and the new edition of the catalog-

win give the revised prices.

koot's f.xth.4 polished sections.

These ;ire rapidly making their way into well-de-

served favor among bee-keepers and dealers. We do
not believe they are siiipassfd by any made any-
where, if, indeed, they are ecpialed. We are almost
daily in receipt of very tlattering words concerning
their excellent tinisli, color, and workmanship. We
have booked a number of quite large orders, enough
to keep us running steadily for about two months.
We sliall be pleased to hear from tliose dealers who
have not yet made their arrangements for this
year's supply. Samples mailed free to those in-

terested.

OUR CAT.'VLOG FOR 1895.

From present outlook, our new catalog will hardly
be ready to mail before the first of February. It is

being entirely revised, re-arranged, and largely re-

written, all of which takes time, when done in con-
nection with our other work. It will not be neces-
sary for our Gleanings subscribers to send a re-

quest for the new catalog, as a copy will be mailed
to each as soon as ready, also to our list of custom-
ers and applicants, as fast as we can get them
ready. If you can not wait for the new catalog,
send us a list of the goods you want, and we will
name our best prices.

A HIGH-GRADE BICYCLE CHEAP.
Desiring to ride the latest 1895 bicycle, I will sell

my J125 Victor Flyer, of '94 pattern, for $75.00 in cash,
or for $80.00 worth of wax or first-class white honey,
at market prices. This machine is practically as
good as new, and on the rear wheel a new tire has
been put. It has a full set of tools, e.xtra inner tube
for tires, rubber mud-guards. Weighs, stripped, or
as I ride it, 29 lbs. Catalog giving full description
will be sent if desired. To take advantage of this
offer you will need to write quick, as this is a rare
chance to convert your wax or honey into a bicycle.
But don't send either till you write, eiving particu-
lars. E. R. KooT.

COMB FOUND.\TION.
We call attention a^ain to the advance in list

price announced in last number, made necessary by
the advancing price of beeswax. This advance is
adoi>ted by all the leading manufacturers. Notice,
also, we are paying a much better price for .your
wax, 26c. cash, 29 in trade, delivered here, for aver-
age, and extra for extra quality. In this connection
we ask all of our readers not familiar with the ex-
cellent (juality of our comb foundation, as now
made, to send a request for free samples. Our out-
put for 1894 was fully one-fourth more than for the
year previous, and amounts to about 19 tons, not-
withstanding the season was below the average
generally.

sugar-makers' supplies.
We call the attention of those of our readers in-

terested in maple-sugar making, to our announce-
ment in another column of sugar-makers' supplies,
where we quote reduced prices all the way througli
the list.

TWO AND FIVE GALLON SQUARE CANS.
The reduction In the tariff on tin plate enables us

to offer lower prices on square cans, one and Ave
gallon, than we liave made heretofore. We have
also made arrangements to fill orders for these cans
from New Orleans, as well as St. Louis, when more

convenient. You will find the reduced prices in the
list of sugar-makers' supplies. Will quote large
lots on application.

the bunch sweet POTATO, OR VINELESS YAM.

Mr. Wm. E. Price, of Eufaula, Ala., has 250 bushels
of ilie above potatoes for sale. As he is in need of
money to raise a mortgage, I am told he will sell

them at a very low figure. These potatoes have
Veen pretty thoroughly tested for a year or two
back, and i believe they have generally given ex-
cellent satisfaction. They do well as far north as
Michigan, and 1 understand good crops have been
raised where the jjotatoes were not put out till July.
In the South they plant them as late as August ; but
where put out so late, the potatoes are apt to be
small, just as we want them for seed. For further
particulars, address as above. A. I. Root.

COMFORT FOOT-STOVES.
Cv'e found, after we began advertising these this

season, that the manufacturers are making much
lower prices than last year, especially on the fuel.
We therefore reduce our prices accordingly. The
new prices are as follows:
Hand-stove, with 2 doz. fuel, 40c. each, $3..50 per

doz.
Small foot-stove, with 25 fuel, f 1.7.) each ; $15.00 per

doz.
Large foot-stove, with 25 fuel, $2.00 each; $16.50

per doz.
Fuel for hand-stove. 3Lc. for2doz. ; fl.OO per gross.
Fuel for foot-stove, $1.00 per box of 50 sticks, $9.00

per doz boxes.
Hand-stove, with fuel, mailed for 10 cents extra.
We have had very flattering testimonials from

some of those who bought stoves last winter and
used them with great satisfaction and comfort.
See advertisement or special circular for further
particulars.

SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
Quite a nximber of our readers arc abusing their

privileges in regard to special-premium offers, no
doubt through a misunderstanding of our offers.
For instance, we offered, during last month, to send
the Firm Jourmil free to every reader who renewed
in advance, and claimed it. We have also offered
the Gault raspberry (only one to each subscriber) at
25 cents to those who renew in advance, and we
have offered a paper of March's cablDage seed to
those who renew in advance. Then we offer a
special clubbing price for Gleanings with other
papers. Now, it is your option to take yimr choice
from these special-premium offers; but it was not
our intention that the same person could take ad-
vantage of all of the u\ on the same subscription, as
some seem to have the idea they can do. When we
offer a special premium for renewal in advance, it

means that you must pay the full subscription price
of $1.00 before the expiration of the old subscrip-
tion, or before the new begins, to secure that premi-
um: and if we offer several such special premiums
you can take advantage of but one, on the same
subscription, and your request for special premium
must be made at the same time, not some time
afterward. From now on, for this month, those
V ho would hare the Farm Journal with Gleanings
must pay $1.10 for the two, and then it must be apaid-
in-advance subscription. If y<iu are in arrears, all
arrears must be paid, and $1.10 sent in addition for
the year in advance, for both papers. The paper of
March's cabbage seed maybe claimed in addition to
any other one special premium, or in connection
with Gleanings, clubbed with other papers. The
Farm Journal may be added to any of the clubbing
offers for 20 cents e.xtra, or to any of the special-
premium offers for same amount.

MAPLE-SUGAR SUPPLIES.
The time is at hand when those who produce the

delicious sweets from the sugar maple must be get-
ting ready. For the best results you must have
good clean apparatus of the most "approved type,
and you really can not afford not to read Prof.
Cook's book, "Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush,"
whicli we furnish at ;55c', or we will give a copy free
to all those who buy sugar-makers* supplies of us to
the Jimount of $10.00 or more. We do not sell evap-
orators, but we think we can do you some good on
spouts, pails, covers, and cans. We have received a
carload of these from the factory, and they are
made of American tin- pi ite. The plates are tinned
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Largest ractory in the West, good supplies ana low prices, our Motto.

We ate liere to serve you, iiiid will if you give us a chance. Ciitnlcuriie I'^r<^e. Address
l-6ei LEAHY MANUFACTURING CO , Higginsville, Mo.

IIDDCC'^ FARM AHNUAL for 1895
I 1^^ ^p ^^ j^ H^^ "Tiie Leading American Seed Catalogue."MM III ^kll ^BB ^V ^ handsome book ot 174 ))agL*K with many new features^^^ * ™ ^^M ^^M ^^ for 1895—hundreds of illustrations, pictures painted from

nature—it tells all about the BEST SEEDS that grow, inoludingrare novelties that cannot be had
elsewhere. Any seed planter is welcome to a copy FREE. N€)td pour address to-day on a postal.

W. ATLEE BURPEE &, CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thins' else used by a l)ee-

keeper. All late improved goods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

D/SCOL//VTS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese buckwheat furnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiii/iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiifitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu

FRUIT TREES, i

SMALL FRUITS, i

VINES, ROSES, I

, ^ ^ ^ ORNAMENTALS. 1
i All the best new and old varieties. New Fruits a specialty. Send for complete des- E
s eriptive Catalogue. Tells you how to buy direct and save oue-half. =

iTIMBRELL Strawberry. ELDORADO Blackberry. I

= "The.y surpass all others," say E. S. Carman, of Riira! Npn> Yorker, and H. E. Vande- =

I
man, U.S. Dept. Writeatonce. REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport. Ohio, f

r!llllllllllllllllllMlllllinillllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinii:ilBlllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllll1lllllT

METAL
WHEELS

for your

WAGONS
Any size yon want, 20
to 56 in high. Tires 1
to 8 m.wide—hubs to
fit any axle. Haves
('ost many times in

a seapon to have set
of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
irram. fodder, manure,
bigs .K-c. No resetting of
^j'"" C-itre free Address
EtfPTRE MPG. CO.,

itulncy, 111.

B 4 U Buy ^^^''^^

Plants,
)1(1 stereotyped nial-

Send for my
Annual Catalog.

It is neatly gotten i

Icr iibout it; nolhing sensational. The B<

Varieties truthfully described and honestly
priced. A. 1. Koot says, "1 believe 1 have read
every catalog you liiive put out clear through,
and 1 wish all seedsmen would tell us tlicir ex-
perience with dittereiit varieties as frankly as
you do." True I'rizc^taker onion seed and plants
a specialty. Vegetable and smiill-fruit p ants
of all kinds, t i-ees. and supplies for gardenei's.
Send for free calaloL; at once, or send 10c foi' ciit-

alog, a pkt. of a new smooth very early tomato,
a pkt. of the best new leituce, a pkt. of true
Prizetaker onion, and a pkt. of choice Hower
seeds, all for lo cents.

Christian Weckesser, Niagara Falls, N. V.
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Honey Column

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Hoiiej/.—The stock of comb )ionej-

is larg-e; market well supplied. Fancy white 1-lb.

combs, 1.5; amber, 12@13. Receipts of extracted,

llgrht; white, 7; amber, .'Ji4@6; southern, 4ii@.5.

Beeswax, :.'2. Hamblin & Bearss,
Jan. 7. Kansas City, Mo.

Cincinnati. — Honcj/.— Demand is very quiet
since the holidays, and prices are the same. Comb
honey briiitfs H@H5 for best white, and extracted 4®
7 on arrival. There is a g-ood demand for beeeswax
at 2;i@2s for good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Jan. 7. Cincinnati, O.

Detroit.—Ho7ie)/.—Pales some slower since holi-

days. Stock not large. Best white comb, 14@1.t;

dark lots, 10®13; extracted, 6X@7. Beeswax. 26@37.
M. H. Hunt.

Jan. 7. Bell Brunch, Mich.

Buffalo.— Hojiew.—In the honey market there is

very little doing. Fancy is moving off in a moder-
ate way at 13@14; choice, n®12; buckwheat. 8@9.
Extracted dull; we would not advise shipments of
any honey at present. Batterson & Co.,
Jan. 7. Buffalo, N. Y.

Kansas Citv.—Hotief/ —The demand for both
comb and extracted is light; supply good. We quote
No. 1 white comb, 14@.1.t; No. 2, 12@13: No. 1 amber,
13: No. 2, ]0@11. Extracted, while, fi@t5H ; amber,
.5@5ii; dark, 4' 2. Beeswax, 22@25.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
Jan. 7. Kansas City, Mo.

Albany'.—H'inc!/.—The _
honey market is very

quiet, as is generally the "case during the first of
the year. The demand for extracted usually com-
mences about the middle of January. The stock of
coml) honey on hand is not large, especially clover;
but the supply of extracted is ample. We quote
clover. 12®13; buckwheat and mixed, 9@10. Ex-
tracted, .5@T. Chas. McCuLLOcn & Co.,
Jan. 8. Albanv, N. Y.

CLEVEr.ANn.— i7()»('i;.—Our honey market has not
been as firm as anticipated, and it has not been in
very great dematid for the past few days. No. 1

white is selling at 14@1.5; No. 2. n@12. No. 1 w'lite
extracted, ti. Beeswax is in good demand at 26.

Williams Bros.,
Jan. .5 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

St. Louis.— Wonej/.—The trade is quiet on all

grades of comb and extracted. We quote clover
comb, 16; amber. 12'/2@14; extracted in cans, 5i4@6;
in barrels, 4®4^. Prime beeswax, 28.

D. G. Tutt Gkocer Co..
Jan. 7. St. Louis, Mo.

New York. — Ho/jej/.— Tliedemand foi' comb honey
has been very liglit of lale. and has now almost
dwindled down to nothing. The supply has been
larger than any year before, and there is a large
stock <in the market. In oider to move it in I'ound
lots, it will be necessary to make conci ssions from
the ruling quotalions. Buckwheat and off' grades
are almost unsalable. We quote: Fancy white 1-

Ibs.. 12@13; off grades, 1(I®11; buckwheat.!). The
demand for extracled contitn es veiy light, with
plenty of stock on th(' market and arriving. We
quote: White clovei' and basswnod, (i; buckwheat,
.")(|)5)^ ; southern, per gal., .')(i®5r). Beeswax is in good
deinatifl, and finds ready sale on arrival at 30@31.

HII,I)KF,TH |{iU)S. & Seoelken,
Jan. it. 28 & 30 Broadway, New York.

Boston.- H-UK?/—Our honey market remains
about Ji-s it has been, with light demand. Comli
lioiiey, 14c; extracted, 5@6c. E. E. Blakk & Co.,
Jan. 10. Boston, Mass.

Chicago.—Honcj/.— Honey is selling but slowly
at this season, tiut we exjiect an increase in demand
within the next fortnight. Choice white sells at 14c;
dark grades, !i@12. Wliife extracted, 6@7; dark.
5@6. Beeswax, 27c. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Jan. 12. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

San Francisco.—Honey.—White extracted hon-
ey, 6®6Vic; light amber honey, 5@.'ji4 ; 1-lb. frame
comb honey, wliite. lie. Beeswax is scarce at 26@
27c. Schacht, Lemcke & Stein ER,
Jan. 10. San Francisco, Cal.

Denver.—H')»iej/.—Our market seems to remain
the same. We quote No. 1 wliite comb honey In 1-lb.

sections, put up in 24-lb. cases, suitable for putting
in cartons, 11®12 cts.; No. 2, in ca-ses, 10. No. 1 ex-
tracted, in 60-lb. cans, 6®7c. Demand for extracted
honey is quiet, with a good supply on the market.
Beeswa.x, 22@2.5 per lb. We could handle to advan-
tage a quantity of 1-lb. comb honey.

R. K. & J.C. Frisbee,
Jan. 9. Denver, Col.

Closingout balance of my fine extracted basswood
honey at 7c f. o. b. Who is not supplied V

Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

For Sale.—Honey, in 60-lb. cans, 6c; .52-gal. bar-
rels, at 5c. Send for sample.

W. C. Gathrioht, Cameron, Tex.

We yet have extracted alfalfa at $7.80 per box of
120 lbs. AiKiN Bros., Loveland, Colo.

For Salk.— 4 bbls. of No. 1 extracted basswood
honey. Weight, 562, 552, 336, and 275 lbs. net, at 6>ic
per lb. f. o. b. here. E. D. Townsend,

Carson City, Mich.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and ricli.

Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

Having secured a flue quantity of liuckwheat ex-
tracted honey I now offer it in lots to suit purchas-
er, 210-lb. kegs at 5!4c, f . o. b. ; also 2000 lbs. of bass-
wood and clover. W. Lamar Coggshall,
eitf West Groton, Tompkins Co., N. Y.

HONEY FOR SALE.
I have about 3000 ilis. A No. 1 fall honey, three dis-

tinct flavors—Spanish needle (sm irl weed or hearts-
ease), and aster. Tc per lb., f. o. b. Sample free.
Address E. T. FLANAGAN. Belleville, Illinois.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St., N. Y.

HONEYWHOLESALE
DEALEES &
COMMISSION
MEECHANTS.
£stal3lished

187i3.
BEESWAX.

LIBEEAL
ADVANCES
MACE
ON
CONSION-
MENTS.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission IVIercliants. igtfdb and Prompt

Well, Well

!

.Je/i7jie Atctilex\v.\>^ elected a new
factoiy, new engine and boiler, and has
the only steam bee-hive factory in South
Texas. Makes any and all kinds of hives
at the ?ou'i"s;/ prices. Also furnishes A. 1.

Itoofs goods—Dovetailed hives, founda-
tion, etc. Send nie .\<>vii' orders, and see
how ()uiclily and accurately' 1 can fill

them. See my (piecn ad't on page 42. T

am in a position to sell and ship bees by
carload lots. Send for prici' list.

JENNIE ATCHLEY, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

SflVP FfPiahf f ^^y Roof'.s goods at theiravc llCl^Ill. pHces, near home. Catalog
ready Feb. 1. Wiite for ))i ices on what vou need,

at once. John Ncbcl & Soii, High Hill, Mo.

FOR sale.—Barnes Improved saw, $20; Barnes O.
S. foot-power saw, saws, and cutter-heads, $7.00;

IX horse-power engine (no boiler) $15; Remington H.
pattern rifle, 38-40 cal., reloading tools, etc., $12.

Robert B. Gedye, La Salle, 111.
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Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be Inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All adverti.sements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you mtist say you w.ant youi
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can h.ave the notice as many lines as you pleiise,
but all over five lines will cost you according: to our reeulai
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ey-
chanpres. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
ferinpr articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head
For such our regular rates of 20 cts, a line will be charpred,and
they will be put with the rejrular advertisements. We can nol
be responsible for dissatisfaction arisin^rfrom these "swaps,"'

WANTED,—To pxrliang-e a '20n-eeg' improvpri E.\-

celsior incubator fomi)lotp, in A 1 rondition.
costing- $3.5,00. for best offer of lii-story Dovetailed
hives complete for comb lionev. or otlipr bep-keep-
ers' supplies. Frank Lacey, Danbnry, Conn.

WANTED.—Two or three hundred colonies of
bees to run on shares for comb or extracted

honey the cominar season, or to take charg'e of as
apiarist. Reference, W, L, Cog-ffshall, West Groton,
N. T. Russell. T. Stinnett, Bells, Va.

WANTED.—To exchang-o for any thing: useful fox-
hound DUOS, Bull terriers, butchers' tools, bone-

mill, and White Holland turkey gobbler. Write at
once, as this will not apnear again.

Elias Pox, Hillsboro. Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange one-piece-section ma-
chine, steel feed-g'rinder (M ton per hour). 8 H.

P. engine. 3.5 ft. S-inf'h rubber belt, for brood fdn. or
Hoffman frames with comb wired.

A. D. D. Wood, Lansing, Mich.

WANTED.—Toexchang-ea good heavy 34-in. planer,
a g-ood cut-off saw-table a queen-cage boting-

raachine, a Novice honey-e.xtrRCtor (new), a Pelham
foundation-mill, and a lot of sunnlies. What have
you to trade ? A. A. Weaver, Warrensburg, Mo.

WANTED.—To exchange rabbit-hound pups (Eng-
lish Beagle) for Wineliester rifle or offers. Choice

stock and low prices. D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—A good Winchester or a Colt's repeat-
ing-rille, from 33 to 38 caliber, for which I will

exchange first-class sections, foundation, or bushel
boxes. Circular and price list free, and free samples
of sections or foundation if called for. Address

O. H. Townsend, Alamo, Knlamazoo Co., Mich.

WANTED. —To exchange C\itlibert or Marlbo-
rough raspberry-plants for beeswax, honey, or

offers. C. G. Marsh, Belden, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange 1 span of large mules;
also wagon, harness, and mares, for 300 colonies

of bees. Bert W. Hopper, Garden City, Kas.

WANTED.— I'osition in an apiary, by a young- man
of e.vperience. Florida preferred. Write to me

al mice. Who will give me a chance ?

Marion H, Gilmer, 607 Louisiana St.,

Station B, Richmond. Va.

WANTED.—By young man, position in large ajii-

ary. Do not use tobacco or liquor; 8 years on a
garden, 3 on a dairv farm; accustomed to liee^.

Cake IJox 383, Hamburg, Erie Co., N. Y.

WANTED.- -Offers on a new 301-egg Noxall incu-
bator at $1."). R. C. AiKiN, Loveland, Colo.

w ANTED.—To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatt, Slien indoah, Iowa. 30tf

W ANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Schd sample.

J. A. Gkekn, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To excliange 300 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

WANTED,—To exchange pure St. Bernard pups,
from registered stock. Will exchansre for any

thi'ig useful. Would like a portrait^lens. Address
with stamp,

Scott Brillhaht, Millwood, Knox Co., O.

WANTED.—For spring planting, apple, quince,
currants, gooseberry, strawberry, in exchange

for golden queens, in June.
J. F. Michael, Greenville, O.

WANTED.—To pxchang-e a Simplex IBOegg incu-
bator and brooder combined. u.sed 3 settings,

for 150 lbs. of light or 175 lbs. of buckwheat extract-
ed honey, in tin cms.

J. T. Van Petten, Linn, Kansas.

Florida and
ALL Southern Bee=keepers,

Do you know that the freight rates (by water)
are one half less from ftere, than from any
place you can obtain a full line of suiiplies.

Rate on bee-hive material, to
Jacksonville, Fla., 18c per 100.

Palatka, " 34c " "

Daytona. " 46c " "
Cedar Ke.vs, "' .5.5c '' "

New ciicular upon application.

1. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

420 Lbs. Average
Is what my bees g-ave that I moved lo the man-
grove; those at home, 300 lbs. each; ~>-hancle<i
bees, too. Queens, hred for bus/jiess from
this stock will be sent in 1895 for .$1.00 each until
May; per doz., $8.00. Circular free.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Fruit Plants.
1l''/iere to liiiy

them at whole-
sa?e prices. Send

postal card for descriptive and wholesale catalogue
of all of the leading varieties of Strawberries,
Rasjjberries, blackberries, C^itrrants,
Gonseberrie^i. (iriij)es, and I-'otatoes.
EZRA Q. SMITH, Manchester, Ont. Co., N. V.
tS'In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings

Read what J. 1. Parent, of
ciHAKLTON, N. Y., says — " We
cut with one of your Combined
.Machines last winter 50 chaff
dives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 3,000
honey-bo.xes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e
have doubled the amount of bee-
lives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
[t will do all you say it will."

Catalogue anu Price List free. Address W. P. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, III.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a. I. ROOT Co.
eiotf Rlease mention this paper
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M. M. HALDKIDGE,
ST. (H.^HI.ES, ir.l,.

.^ ^*^,

B. TAYI.OH,
KOHKSTVIhr^K, MINN.

Men Who Make the Review.

ril H E success and usefulness of a periodical are

X larK'i'ly dependent upon tiie men chosen liy tlie

editor as correspondents, hence it is worth wliile to

notice wlio are the Review correspondents, and liow

tliey were secured.

During- the pass seventeen years the editor of tlie

Review has attended nearly every bee-lieepers' con-

\CMtion of a national characte; lias visited scores and

scores of bee-keepers in tlieir own homes, and receiv-

ed and answered thousands upon thousands of letters;

in short, he has enjoyed, and still enjoys, a personal

acquaintance with most of the leading- beekeepers of

the country. When he wishes for informatitm upon
some special topic he knows exaetly where to find it.

He knows who is posted on this point, who on that—

who rides this hobby, who that; and this wide ac-

((uaintance has enabled him to choose, as his princi-

pal correspondents, successful, i)ractical men, most

of whom have numbered their colonies by the hun-

dred and sent honey to market by the ton, and wlio

can write, from experience, articles containing infor-

mation of real beneht to honey-producers.

The Bee-keepers' Review is $1.00 a year, or H.2'> for

the Review and the book "Advanced Bee CuUure."

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
Flint, Hich.

K. M KNIGHT.
OWEN SOT'ND. ONT.

_ .7. K.. CKANK,
MIODCKBUHV, VT.

03

U
O.
En
CO

Please Cut Ont J T. the hMlsIm of Animan BCC Jounial,'B'his wliole Advt.
:^lgii, and ITluIl.

I2^~ Please send me
the Aiiifrlcaii Bee .Journal

each week for Three
Months. At the end
of that time I will re-

mit $1.00 fori year's
subscription, or 25c.
in case I decide to
discontinue.

56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Name

P. O.

State

Are you Looking

For the BEST
In bee-hives, sections, cases,

etc.? If so. drop us a postal
and we shall be pleased to send
you a copy of our 1895 catalog
and iH'ict' list.

Q. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.
My ne»v Catalog-ue ol'

Small Fruits, Free

Greenville and 'I'iinbrell strawljcrrics, l<;ureka and
Miller raspberries, Eldorado and Ohiner blackber-
ries. North Star currants, Crosljey ix'ach, etc., etc.
r.t.,n.„.>.... ^ W.N. Scarff.
ries,

Catalojrue free.
A'ew Carfis/e

CO
CO

(an

COn

Attention, Bee-keepers!

Remember Jennie Atchley will mail you
untested queens any day in the year "for
$1.00. She is now preparing- to fill your
orders for (pieens and bees in 18!*.").

January- to .Tune prices. Untested, $1.00,
6 for $5.01), $!) 00 per doz. Tested, 3-banded.
$1.50;.5-banded, *2.50. Tested rarniolaiis.
$3..50. 1 will rear the leather-colored Ital's,
or 3-banded; silver-gray Caruiohms, and 5-

banded. in separate yards at safe distance.
Uecs l»y the pound, $1.0J. Nuclei, per
frame. $1.00. Tliis is one of my specialties.
Write me for prices on large lots and to

the trade. Catalog- ready Jan. 1.

I have been at this business long enoug-h
to know how to ship, and please customers.
All Bee Supplies. Dovetailed Hives,

Root's Goods, and Dadant's Foundation.
Figure out what you want, and write for
estimate.

/ Bee Co.

Jennie Atchley,

Beeville, Tex.
Flease mention this paper.

JaS. M. Smith, j;ei^kiomenville,Fa., breeder of

Eggs, $l.tXJ per 15. Catalog free.
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Poppleton's pineapples, page 1.5, are pecul-

iarly tantalizing to those of us who can't aHord

the luxury.

Sphagnum, or nurserymen's moss, is highly

commended in Le Prrmres ApiA^ole for absorb-

•ent material.

Ernest's visit to the Frances reminds me
that, years ago, I visited the place but hadn't

the courage to introduce myself.

Those who injure larvte, as mentioned p.

21, by using a quill toothpick, would do well to

try a joint of grass cut toothpick fashion.

I CAN WAIT till February for the new cata-

log; but when's the seed catalog coming? A
horticulturally crazy brother-in-law has been

asking me.

C. W. Learned, in A. B. J., says a five-band-

-ed queen carries more safely in the mail than a

•common one—"the more hoops, or bands, the

iess danger of bursting up!"

Straw-colored sugar (sucre candi jaune-
jpaille) is recommended in L'Apiculteur for

feeding bees. No water; just put the dry crys-

tals over the frames and cover up.

Experimenter Taylor fed back to get sec-

tions tilled, feeding 1.01 lbs. extracted honey to

get 1 lb. stored. That is, he had filled in sec-

tions more than '-« as much as he fed.

Complaint is made in Le Progres Aplr-ole of

a law that imposes a fine of II to S3 upon any
•one who places bees less than 4 rods from a
dwelling or a public highway. No wonder!

Capital idea that, of sending the right
kind and amount of nails with goods in flat.

I never can tell for sure the right nails for a
new thing, and sometimes I can't get them.

Bee-keepers at the Rockford convention,
who. perhaps, had no better pasturage than I,

got more honey. Perhaps the reason was their

mailer number of colonies. If I had had only
one-tenth as many bees, I feel confident I should
have had ten times as much surplus.

A dangerous rival to A. I. Root has turned
up in no less a person than our quaint friend B.

Taylor, who proposes to get his living out of an
acre of ground, just for the fun of it. See He-
view.

<^iTiTE an array of exposes on pages 26 to 21).

Keep at it. friend Root—makes good reading;

and although some people are never happy
without being humbugged, the hard-earned
dollars of others may be saved.

R. McKnight, in his St. Joe paper, says the
Ontario Bee-keepers' Association " is the best

and solidest organization of its kind on this

continent." The worst of it is, that what he
says is true. Yankees can't come up to Ka-
nucks in that sort of thing.

Friend Root, sorry to see you, on p. 2i5, give

currency to that hoary error that " the forest

leaves are decorated by the first frosts of

autumn." We often have beautiful autumn
foliage before frost, and the tendency of the
frost is to stop the coloring.

Say, Barney, what's the row in the printing-

office? Four mistakes in three consecutive

lines on p. 37. Form not locked tight enough,
eh? [Type will sometimes pull out in spite of

any thing we can do. It was all right when it

went down to the press.

—

Ed.]

The very intelligent set of York State

bee-keepers of the present day are not likely to

be succeeded by a set of ignoramuses. The new
law requires that every child between G and 14

years of age shall attend continuously during
the school year some recognized institution.

"The old reijahle" celebrates the new
year by putting on a new dress, and shedding
with the old dress the editorial "we.'" It also

prints its own name the same as any proper
name. There's an example for you to follow,

Mr. Gleanings. [That's a matter of taste,

Mr. Doctor.—Ed. J

Carbonyle, used to paint hives, according to

J. Chardin in Le Rucher, makes them last sev-
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eral times the ordinary length of time, and
costs only 3c a hive. But who will tell us what
is carbonyle? Perhaps some hideously smell-

ing preparation of coal oil. for it must be dried

si.\ weeks before bees will stand it.

G. W. Hole, in B. B. J., says, " With regard

to clipping of queens' wings, there are hun-

dreds of otherwise good bee-keepors who can

not pick her out from among her sisters, even
if willing to mutilate her." Seems a bit queer
to speak of a good bee-keeper who can't tell a

queen from a worker.

That H) tons of foundation you made in 1894

was a lot. Let's figure. Made (J ft. to the

pound, it would cover more than .5 acres, and fill

2.5(5,750 L. frames. Made 10 to the jiouiid. and S-,

in. wide, it would make a strip 2.30 miles long,

and fill sections for 1945 tons honey. [Thanks.
Figures are not always intelligible except by
comparison.—Ed.]

B. Tayi-ok. in Review, mentions a bee-keep-
er whom a bee-journal held up approvingly,
saying that he "wasted no time fooling with ex-

periments, but just adopted the Quinby hive
and system, and went right along making big

crops of honey." Then Mr. Taylor shrewd U
asks. '"But suppose Mr. Quinby had been like

this excellent man."

Sweet clover seems to be feared with an in-

sane fear, as a bad weed. Perhaps this comes
from the fact that it will hold its own where
nothing else will grow. But will it run out
a field of red clover or timothy? A few years
ago I had a piece occupied with sweet and red
clover. First the red came up and hid the
sweet, then the sweet shot up in June and hid
the red. But since that year the red has gain-
ed the ground.

Ce.mknt- COATED .N^AiLs must be a good thing:
but please tell us whether they are any better
than rusted nails. [Rusty nails are good, but
they don"l hold like the new cement-coated,
for Fve just been trying the experiment. Had
a hard time to find some rusty nails around our
establishment. The cement is always uniform,
while the rusty chaps are apt to be pitted or
rusted too much for their real strength. Say.
are your nails rusty from choice or because they
happen to be so ?—Ed.J

A Florida paper has an appeal for bee-
keepers to contribute a pound of honey for each
hive to father Langstroth, on the ground that
his hive was never patented. That's a mis-
take. The hive was patented, but it was pirat-
ed in such a way that he never got the profit
to which he was fairly entitled, and it would
be a graceful thing for bee-keepers to contrib-
ute to the fund being raised by the editor of the
.1 nieriam Bee Jourudl. [That's a move in the
right direction: but how are the pounds of
honey to be collected together without a large
expense ? A better way is to send the value of
one section for every hive to the editor of the

Americaii Bee Jounutl. The money can be-

conveyed with no danger of breakage or leak-

age, and for only two or three cents.

—

Ed.]

SEALED COVERS.

ARRANGEMENT OF OUT-YARDS, ETC.

By !•:. France.

Who says sealed covers are no good ? Others

are afraid of them, I suppose, because they

have never tried them. We cover all our bees

with a solid board, made out of inch lumber,

dressed on both sides, cleated at the ends to>

keep from warping. Over this board we put

into the chamber some straw four to six inches

deep. The top chamber is made deep enough
to hold that much. On some of our hives we
have cushions to lay on top of the honey-board

—

cushions filled with chaff six inches deep. I

like the straw ju<t as well. The farmers where
we keep the bees furnish the straw. About
May 1st to th > middle of the month we take

the straw out and throw it in piles out of the

way. If we use the cushions they are in the

way all summer, as we have no place to store

them away. We have been using those sealed

covers—honey- boards we call them—over 30-

years, and have always wintered outdoors on

the summer stands. I think we have averaged

as good luck as most bee-keepers. Our winter

losses are usually light.

I have iried covering bees with cloth cushions,

stuffed with chaff, straw, and leaves. I find no
better way than putting the solid honey-board
right on next to the bees, and covering with
straw. We prefer to winter out of doors. I

have tried cellar wintering, and did not do as

well as out of doors. Now, this brings me to-

another subject

—

HIVES FOR OtTDOOR WINTERINCi.
I want a quadruple hive, four colonies in one

hive, and I want a large hive at that. Then
we never have any little weak colonies—all are

good and strong. Make all increase by divi-

sion, and always make a new colony—a full col-

ony, especially if made late in the season.

FRAMES. EIGHT OR TEN.
I have been very much interested in the dis-

cussion of the question as to eight or ten frames.
I don't know but that I am on the fence, with
Dr. Miller. I have eight-frame hives enough to

hold over 1.50 colonies; but if you ask me if

eight frames are my choice, I don't i-eally know.
I have been led to use them, whether it was my
choice or not, in this way: I first made one hive
to hold four colonies on L. frames. I made it to

use nine frames in each set—two stories high.

After I had it finished I found it was too wide-
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1,0 slip into a common wagon-box; and as I ex-

pected to haul them sometimes from place to

place I changed; and all that I made after the

lirst I made to use eight frames in a set, so that

is the way it happened that I am using eight

frames. I soon discovered that two sets of

eight frames did not give me comb roam enough;

so then, to have more comb room, 1 put on the

third story. In the honey-gathering season I

luse 24 combs. I think it is none too many. I

am still u^ing my nine-fiame hive with a third

story added— liT frames—and I don't think that

is too large. I have 140 colonies in my home
yard, and have combs enough to fill all three

stories high. For winter I take off the ihird

stories and pack them away in my comb-room.

I make sure that the second story is full of

.honey. I want at least a part of the lower

•combs to be empty when cold freezing weather

sets in; then the bees will cluster in the empty
combs just below tlie honey, and will woik up

as they eat the feed, no matter how cold the

weather is. I think there is at leas-l -000 lbs. of

honey now in my comb-room, that I took off

with those third stories, so the bees are in no

•danger of starving, as they had their second

story full in the fall.

In the spring, in March or April, I look the

ibees over. If any are getting short of honey I

change their empty combs for full ones taken

from the honey-room. In the spring we work
to get all colonies strong; and as soon as the

two lower stories are full of bees we put on the

third stories and fill up with the combs from the

:Store-room — honey and all. We usually get

that on two or three weeks before we com-
mence to extract. By that time the combs will

•extract nicely.

Mr. Hatch seems to think, in Gleanings for

•July 15, that, if a queen keeps eight frames full

•of brood, they are boomers. If I had a queen
that did not equal eight frames of brood during

the breeding-season, she is no queen for me.

With our L. frames we keep the lower story of

eight frames full of brood, and the surplus

brood-combs we make into new colonies. In

that way I made 45 new colonies this year,

1894, from 05 old ones, and every one of the new
ones were given eight good brood-combs—360

brood -combs, or on an average of nearly four

combs from each queen, to keep the brood down
to eight combs; no natural swarming to speak
•of. We very seldom hive a natural swarm.
We don't have them to hive. When we are ex-

tracting we take all the honey we can get from

the two upper stories, and keep the brood be-

low. If I should find a brood-comb in the sec-

•ond story, and an empty one in the lower, I

would put the empty one up and the brood be-

low. Eight combs, kept at work breeding bees

for a three-story hive, will keep bees enough in

the hive to fill the two upper ones with honey,

in a good flow, once in a week; so they can be

•emptied once a week; and bees with me worked

in that way don't swarm. I don't know but a

three-story ten-frame would give more honey to

the hive than the eight-frame. There would
be larger colonies, but you could not get as

much increase, as it would require ten brood-

combs in the lower tier to breed enough bees to

work the upper twenty honey-combs. This

brings me to another point—

LIFTING HIVKS AND TOP STOHIEr^ FULL OF
IIONKY.

I don't have to lift hives. No man can lift

my quadruple hives when full. Three stories

will weigh at least 400 lbs., and I think more. I

am getting too old and feeble to lift a top story

full of honey. I use a hand-cart at home, where
my L. hives are. For a few years past I have
run that yard myself, with the help of one and
sometimes two hired boys. My cart will hold

four carrying-boxes. The boxes are made with
bottoms, two sides, and back boards. The front

is left off. They will hold ten combs each, if

full. The combs hang on top of the end boards;

cleats are nailed on the outside of the end
boards to handle them by. When extracting I

till two boxes with empty combs; put them on
the cart, then either myself or boy runs the

cart alongside of one of my big hives, then

turns one half of the top chamber over on to

the other half. Now we can work two colonies

—pry up the honey-board of one, smoke the

bees down and brush off what few bees iheie

may be on them; hang the combs in the

empty boxes on the cart; when the third story

is empty, lift it off and set it down on the

ground, then smoke and take out the second

story; set and hang them in the other empty
box. Now lill up the hives with your empty
combs; put on the honey-board, wheel the cart

to the extracting-house, slide the full boxes off

on to a platform on a level with the cart. You
will not need to lift it. When they are extract-

ed, take them back to fill out the next one

worked. Why not use a bee-escape to get the

bees out of those combs'? Too much lifting to

put them on, and I don't think the bees can be

got out of the second or middle story any way,

with an escape, as there is very likely to be

some brood in it. It doesn't matter, however, as

I can take the combs out of the two upper

stories in five minutes, and no lifting except

taking the combs out one at a time.

Now, Ernest, if you can not get along with

your out-apiaries run for extracting without so

much lifting, come here and let me give you a

few lessons. But let me tell you, if you run a

good-sized yard for extracted honey you will

want some help during the extracting season.

This brings me to another point. When you

travel over the country I think sometimes you

go too fast. You would do better to take more
time. When you got to Platteville you put up
at the hotel, and came to our place after church

time, Sunday. I told you then that you deserv-

ed a whipping for not coming out the night be-
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fore. Well, it was Sunday, and I did not feel at

liberty to talk bees to you. I expected you

would stay over on Monday. My wife took you

off to church Sunday evening, and Newell took

you to the powder-mills Sunday afternoon, and

the train left at 9 a. m., and away you went, so

I had but very little time to talk with you.

There were very many things I wanted to talk

about, and some things I wanted to show you.

I expected to take you out to some of our out-

yards. We could make three yards in half a

day, and talk over bee matters on the road. It

costs considerably to get to a place; and when
you are there, why not stay long enough to do

some good ?

Platteville, Wis., Dec. 17.

[Yes, I am afraid we condemned the sealed
covers too hastily ; and without saying any
thing about it in print. I decided we would
give the matter another test this winter, though
perhaps not on quite so large a scale as before.

One half of our colonies at the out-yard are un-
der sealed covers, and the other half under ab-
sorbing cushions.

I know I appeared to be in a hurry while I

was at your place; but the fact is, I hurried at
all the places—one reason for this being that f

had a good many calls to make, and limit'^'l

time; and another reason was, I feared in soni"

cases I might be a '"bore;" but since I hav
come away and read your last two articles I

see that I missed it in not tahing more time.
But after all, our general readers would not
have gotten the information regarding the
methods of management so fully and accurate-
ly as from your pen; but at all events, next
time I come I will go straight to the France
home and stay till you get tired of me; so, look
out.—Ed.]

LARGE VS. SMALL HIVES.

KKASONS WHY THE TEX FRAME IS BETTER
TH.VN THE EIGHT.

By S. C. Ciiriviii.

Friend Root:— I conclude,' by reading Mr.
Gill's article, which you indorse, that he runs

his apiary for extracted honey. It may sound
strange,but my expcnMence is that ati eight-frame

hive is better for extracted than for com b honey.

and for this locality it is not good for either

kind. I should like to know whether Mr., Gill

ever tried his eight-frame hives four stories. I

have; and to lift that fourth story is much
harder than lifting a third ten-frame story, be-

cause it is a lift at arms' length. My hives are

on stands eight inches, and it puts a fourth

story above good lifting position. Mr. Gill also

says, and it's my experience, that, after filling

six or seven frames, they 'prefer to occupy two
frames above; and if allowed, they will do so;

and, as I said in my former article, it gives us

ten or eleven frames of brood, and we are oblig-

ed to go into the brood -chamber to get this

honey which is in the other five or six frames,

or leave it through the season, cutting our brood-

nest to the size of a ten-frame hive, or any mat
near it. This is about the way eight and ten

frame hives have worked for me this past sea-

son. The ten-frame brood-chamber gave me-

about nine frames of brood, with two extract-

ing-supers, each having nine frames working

the same as for comb honey, raising the partly

filled one and placing the empty combs between,

the upper and lower stories. This gave me
strong colonies with plenty of room, and very

little swarming. The eight-frame hives were-

run two stories for brood -chamber, and gave-

from ten to eleven, and in a few cases as many
as twelve, frames of brood. Two stories were

run for surplus, each having seven frames,,

giving fourteen frames, or four frames less than

the ten-frame hive; and as they had more broodi

they gave rousing big colonies, but also gave

me more swarms. Had I gone below and ex-

tracted, the result might have been different;

but I do not go into the brood-nest after the

surplus season opens. Again, I use the large size

Daisy wheelbarrow for running my combs to

the extracting-room. It takes two ten-frame

bodies crosswise and one lengthwise on top of

the two, and hard against the head of the bar-

row, putting most of the load near the wheel,,

carrying 27 combs at a load. With the eight-

frame body I can carry only the same number
of bodies holding :.'l extracting-eombs, or a dif-

ference of six combs, or more than 3.5 pounds of

honey at each load less with eight-frame than,

with ten-frame bodies. You will say, carry

four eight-frame bodies crosswise. The slant

of the wheelbarrow head lets the square-edge

body slide forward and push up the frames;,

and a bevel edge, not having any thing to hold

it, is apt to tip over, and then the two stories-

so near the hands makes too much of a load.

Mr. Gill wants us to do without dummies and
one-story in harvest while he tiers up to show
us the superiority of the eight-frame hive.

Let us take the eight and ten frame, use them
to the best of our ability to secui-e large crops,,

and I think you will find the ten-frame hive-

ahead. This has been my experience, and my
order this fall calls for ten- frame Dovetailed

hives.

Sarasota, Fla., Nov. 23.

[As I read over your article I could not help
seeing the point you make; but somehow the
thought kept coming into my mind. Would not
the 12-frame be better than the ten-frame 'P"

That is, the same arguments apply very large-
ly in the case of the 12 over the 10 as in the case
of the 10 over the 8. But the 12 is away off

from the standard. The thought came to me
again. Is not the lO-frame hive better than
the 12 frame? if so, then the two 8s. rather
than one large Ki, should have the prefer-
ence, so that we can adapt the colony to the
se(iso7i and to the lordlity. Regarding this, in

the last Americ(ni ApicnUurist Mr. Henry
Alley gets in a good deal of truth something
after this fashion:— Ed.]

How will the big- bee-men settle the question as to
whether an eight-frame or a ten-frarae hive gives,
the better results ? In Gr.EANiNGS for November 15,

two experienced bee keepers give their experience
with hives having eiglit and ten frames. One of the-
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above parties says tlie eiglit-frame liives jruve the
best result?, while t lie otlier mnii says his colonies
in the ten-frame hives did the best.
This is exactly as it always will be. In some cases

ton frames will be found best, while in other cases
the eiirht-frame hive will do equilly well, if not bet-
lei'. Tlie question of the tight number of frames to
use must be decided by each bee-keeper for himself.

SHORT VS. LONG LANGSTROTH FRAMES.

WHY THE FOKMEK ARE PKEFERKED: THE DIS-
CrSSION OF LONG AND SHORT FRAMES.

AND OF THE LANGSTROTH IN
PARTICULAR.

By Jiihn Cra\icrnfi.

The discussion for and against the eight-

frame hive has been read carefully, and I

should be pleased to give my experience.

About li"! years ago I used the ten-frame

Langstroth hive in Indiana. I then became
convinced that it was not the best for economy.

I changed part of my frames so as to hang
crosswise in the ten-frame hive — that is, I

made the frame !iJ^xl3-V inches—what is com-
monly called now the short Langstroth frame.

I then found I could winter bees better on the

short frame, for the simple reason that the bees

could form themselves into a more compact
body than they possibly could on the long

frames during the long cold winter. Then,
again, in the spring, when breeding commenc-
ed, they could and did breed up with more
rapidity than I could possibly get hives with
the long frames which were sitting beside the

ones with the short frames. This all came
from the more square and compact form the

bees could form themselves into, which was not

possible for them to do on the long frames early

in the season, when ordinarily there are not

more than enough bees to cover five Langstroth
frames.

This is where I found that there was econo-

my in the short frame and a smaller hive, and
for spring increase. It is a self-evident fact,

that a more uniform temperature can be main-
tained by the same quantity of bees on ten

short frames in a square hive than the same
bees can on eight long frames whose space is

about the same in comb and cubic contents. I

kept this test there for three years, and then

I sold out and came to Florida in the fail of

1883. I then started with a few colonies all on

the short frames, with squai-e hives, 14;i4fxl4V

in., same depth as the regular Langstroth hive

and frame, keeping about 20 colonies until this

season, when I increased my stock up to 110

colonies, all on short frames, 10 of them in the

brood-chamber, which is made with a tight

bottom. All have tin roofs raised two inches

above the frames. In the spring I start them
up seven weeks before the usual time of

orange- bloom, so that, by that time, I have the

brood-chamber full, and usually one story

above full of brood in various stages. I give

queens full play to the top as long as I want

honey-gatherers reared: then I shut the queen
below to the brood-chamber with zinc exclud-

ers, and add more stories, if needed, by raising

the ones up and placing an empty story next to

the brood-chamber, filled with comb founda-
tion usually, but I have found that starters are

about as good, except there is some more dan-

ger of drone comb being built. By thus tiering

up, and letting all honey be sealed up, I can
get good honey, well ripened in the hive, and
keep my bees busy all the time, by thus keep-

ing space vacant near the brood and queen.

I see there are some doubts and failures

about getting queens to go up into the story

above. I have very little trouble; for when a

brood-chamber is becoming crowded I remove
two frames of sealed hatching brood from below,

placing combs in their place below, putting

these two frames of brood in the center, and
filling in combs on each side. I then scarcely

ever fail to get the queen up there, and I have
had them up in the fourth story the past sea-

son.

Thus by proper management with the small

square hive with the short frame, I have a

small compact hive when most needed, and a

large one when most needed also, besides using

the surplus heat to ripen and cure my honey on
the hive, with no loss of bee labor.

With this square hive and short frame I have
all the advantages for comb honey that can be

obtained in any long-frame hive: with half-

stories I can work them with and on the same
hive for both comb and extracted. If I wish to

work a hive for comb I raise up the story above

the brood and place a half-story next to brood,

placing the full-story on it. I let the half-

story of sections remain below until nearly

ready to commence sealing them. I remove to

the top or remove the story above, and place

another half-story under the one being sealed.

I can get comb honey in this way, and also ex-

tracted; but there must be no extracting done

at this time, or no comb honey will be obtained

This is plain to all comb-honey producers.

I have another claim of economy in the small

square short-frame hive: and that is in materi-

al. It takes less lumber to form a square of the

same cubic contents than the long hive; less

roof for same volume covered, and less bot-

tom. All this yon can figure for yourself. It

is plain to be seen that you have less ground

floor in a four-story house of four rooms, and
less roof, than if the four rooms were in only

two stories.

I should be pleased to call your attention to

the following, and then I am done:

In the American Bee Journal of Nov. 1.5.

page 62.5, E. L. Holden says, *' I, in 18.58, bought
of Rev. L. L. Langstroth the right to use his

hive, for which I paid him I^S.OO. At the same
time I bought two hives, both of which I still

have, and have just taken the trouble to meas-
ure them. The Inside measurement of the hive
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19 183%' inches one way and 15>V the other, and

10>3 deep. The fraincn are, inside measure-

ment, 12^4 and 10}^ inches. This is the common
hive; the other is his observatory hive of two

or more stories. The frames are of the same

length, but the depth is only 8^' inches. These

frames are the very ones I bought of father

Langstroth 30 years ago, and, of course, are the

correct size of the Langstroth frames."

Now, if this octogenarian is correct, were not

the frames the size of the short Langstroth

frame ? Were not the frames set across the

hive and across the entrance? Who is correct?

Is there not hope of a standard frame?

AVill not some friend call on father Lang-

stroth and read this statement of friend Hol-

den's and learn for a certainty from his lips the

truth? and if not that, the true and original

Langstroth frame was not 12>^ x 8}4, inside

measurement ; so that we who advocate a

short frame are within the pale of truth when
we claim, at least in part, to be followers of

father Langstroth when we use and advise a

shorter frame, and a square hive for reason of

its economy.
Astor Park, Fla., Dec. 10.

[Years ago the short Langstroth frame was
tested quite extensively by a large number of
bee-keepers, ourselves included; and the only
advantage we could discover was that they
were a little lighter to manipulate and better
for queen-rearing than the long frame, the two
short frames making a small and more compact
cluster for the nucleus. Hut we, like everybody
else, discovered that th^re were just so many
more frames to handle for the same capacity,
and, with a very few exceptions, they were dis-
carded for the long franip adopted by father
Langstroth years ago. I have sometimes
thought myself, tluit, if the crosswise Lang-
strotli had been made an inch or so deeper, and
adopted as a standard by Langstroth. instead
of the frame now accepted as such, per/miw it

might have been better. Hut after all, reports
seem to show that colonies on the short frames
winter no better and produce no more honey.
The Langstroth utilizes to ihe very best advan-
tage the standard width of barn- boards in the
hives; whereas in the deep-frame hives very
wide lumber must be used, or one or more pieces
fitted together. This makes the hive either ex-
pensive, owing to the wide boards, or if of nar-
row boards, to a greater or less extent a patched-
up hive, with unsightly cracks that will surely
gap sooner or later. Taking everything into
consideration, while the Langstroth standard
seems to give just as good results, both for win-
tering and for honey, it surely does give more
surplus room on top—a very important desider-
atum, by the way.—Ed.]

ECONOMY IN THE PRODUCTION OF HONEY
AS A STAPLE ARTICLE.

BKE-KEEPIXG IN CUBA, IN A NUTSHELL; RE-
SOURfES GREAT, BUT PRICES LOW.

Jill Fred L. Craycraft.

In order to correct the impressions of some of

the readers of (ii.EANiNCis who seem to think
this is the " El Dorado " of the bee keeper, and

that fortunes are to be picked up in a few

months, I will give a few facts in regard to the

outlook.

During the season of 1891 and '02, buyers paid

from 45 to 50 cts. per gallon; in 1S92 and '93,

from 40 to 45 cts. The season of 1893 and '94

opened at 38; later on, dropping to 35, and dur-

ing the summer of 1894 prices dropped down to

20 cts. per gallon; and now with new honey

coming in, dealers are offering from 24 to 26

cts. per gallon, without package; but before

the end of the season prices may go up to 30, or

they may go down to 20 cts.; and with sugar at

li cts. per lb., and other staple products corres-

pondingly low, and all manufactured goods ex-

ceedingly high (Spain having bestowed with

an unstinted and generous hand the blessings

(?) of a high tariff protection upon this beauti-

ful but unfortunate country), it can be very

easily seen that the prospects are any thing

but flattering, and the only solution of the

problem is by producing honey on a large scale,

and economically enough to make it a safe in-

vestment.

There are certain conditions here which
make it peculiarly adapted to producing honey

at a small cost. There being sufficient flowers

here to sustain from 200 to .'JOO colonies at one

location, the certainty of the honey -flow, and
the small amount of work required to keep the

bees in condition, are factors which must be

considered in counting the cost of production.

With a modern four or six frame extractor, a

lively man who knows his business can throw
out a large amount of honey in a day; and
where there are a large number of colonies in

one place the bees do not get enough honey
during the spring and summer to encourage
swarming to any extent; and during the "cam-
panula " honey-flow the bees are never strong

enough to swarm; therefore it can be seen that

the swarming question can be eliminated.

In order that the readers of Gleanings may
see the rapidity with which extracting can be

done by having the apiary arranged in a con-

venient manner. I will give a short description

of the 7no(lus operandi in use here.

The sheds for the apiary are 13 feet wide,

with a row of hives set on each side, the en-

trances facing out, and the hives set close up
together, there being only about half an inch

space between the hives, in order that the

supers may be lifted off easily without being

wedged in between the hives at the sides. In

this manner the hives form a solid wall on each
sid,?, making it darker inside, and very few
bees enter to bother a person when opening

the hives, and it is also a protection in case of

robbing, as the robbers do not like to enter the

shed; and after buzzing around the entrance a

while they will become discouraged and leave.

When extracting, a man can till his comb-cart
at one place, saving both time and steps.

Taking into consideration the length of the
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honey season, and having all the rest of the

year to requeen, I think a man can manage
seven or eight hundred colonies by having an

assistant during extracting time.

!San Jose de las Lajas, Cuba. Dec. 21.

[I think onr readers, at least those of latter
days, would like to see a photo of one of those
bee-sheds to which you refer: then tell us why
yon have it, etc —Extracted honey at :.'(ic per
gallon is about :i}>4c per \h. Well, if one man
can with a little assistance take care of 800 col-
onies, perhaps he could make a little margin
on even this ridiculously low price.—En.]

subject to drouth. We had anticipated finding

fruits in abundance as we toiled northward,
and here our expectations were realized.

Fruits of all varieties were plentiful and cheap.
Apple-orchards abounded; apples in profusion

RAMBLE 124.

BEUI-AH LAND.

By Rfonhtcr.

We learned that bee-keeping was not neglect-

ed in the old historical county of Monterey. I

had on my list of correspondents a few, but

they were away from our line of travel, and
circumstances did not favor our going into the

byways of the county. I believe, however, that

the county as a whole is not a first-class honey-
producer, and may rank with its sister county
of San Luis Obispo, on the south, as having
only a few and far-between favored localities.

I found some quite nice comb honey in one-

pound sections in a Salinas grocery, and learn-

ed that it came from an apiary near the Salinas

River, some six miles away. It proved that a

progressive bee-keeper was laboring there with
some degree of success.

After a day's rest in Salinas the ponies were
called into duty again, and we circled the Bay
of Monterey for many miles, and camped on
the sands of the shore where again the thunder
of the waves lulled us to sleep. Our neighbors

in this camp were industrious fishermen in

their humble hut, from whom we obtained a
supply for our evening and morning meals.

We this day, July 27, added another county
to the growing list we had passed through, and
entered Santa Cruz (Holy Cross). We found
here a dividing line of hills, not of an ardu-

ous nature to climb, but when we had climbed
to the crest and looked out upon the scene be-

yond we were both inclined to shout " Beulah
Land I" For weeks we had witnessed dry and
barren plains and hillsides; but here was a val-

ley of freshness and beauty where the fields

were green, the mountains beyond covered with
a wooded growth from summit to base. The
transition was so sudden that the following

verse came to mind:

A sweet perfume upon the breezo
Is borne from ever vernal trees;
And flowers tliat. n'cr farting-, ffrow,
Wliere streams of life fur evei' How.

The town of Watsonville was nestling like a
gem in the midst of the sea of green, and the
people we met had a buoyant air about them
which was also in sharp contrast to the deject-
ed air that pervaded the agricultural regions

PSHAW, WILUEKI that S MEAN,

on trees, in profusion on the ground. I had not

seen the like of it since I left the far East. An
early and opportune rain had given vegetation

here a boost that made nature and people hap-

py. Bro. Wilder looked far and near over gar-

den-walls in hopes to see an extra early water-

melon: but the festive melon had not put in an
appearance, and he had to content himself

with a few fresh apricots, apples, etc. We saw
the busy bee at work upon the various blos-

soms, but did not hunt up the owner. I have
not learned whether the valley is of much value

for honey production; but from a passing ob-

servation I should think bees would do fairly

well there. That the home market is not sup-

plied by local producers was evidenced by the

groceries having on sale the decoctions called

"honey," from San Francisco wholesale houses

—the usual glass jar, with fancy label and a

piece of comb in liquid, supposed to be honey.
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WORN CLIFP\S AT SANTA CKUZ.

Had there been an enterprising bee-keeper near

Watsonville it is evident that this foreign snb-

stance would have been crowded off from the

market.

From Watsonville to the city of Santa Cruz

we found many fine ranches, the owners having

so much pride in them that the names were

posted conspicuously upon fancifully decorated

signs: thus. Sylvan Dell, Glen Echo, Aptos

Ranch, and many others were passed. The
Aptos Ranch comprised many hundred acres,

with a deer-park, blooded hoises, and every

thing that betokened the wealth and taste of

the owner, who, we learned, was C. Spreckltis.

one of the sugar-kings.

It was in this region we also saw our tirst

specimens of the noble redwood trees. There is

a little belt of them here, and they are truly

majestic.

By a little extra pushing on the lines we
made Santa Cruz just before the shades of eve-

ning fell. Our inquiries for a camping-place
revealed that there were several such locations.

For a quiet place to spend SuTiday we were di-

rected to the old fruit-dryer locality. In fol-

lowing up the directions we approached a large

building, and surmised it to be the dryer. Sev-

eral well-dressed people were coming from it,

and inquiry elicited the information that it

was not a dryer at all, but a tabernacle of the

Christian Church, in which there was at the

time a State Association being held. We felt

that to be just the place to spend Sunday, and
accordingly camped in the grove of gum-trees
with the rest of the disciples. It was a pleas-

ure to again attend services of this nature,

after quite an absence of several weeks from It.

The good brethren were very zealous in their

views, and one aged minister came in Sunday
morning from a town twenty miles out, and
arrived before some of the good people in the

tents were up.

In the afternoon we strolled into the city.

Santa Cruz is quite a pretentious town, of about
5()00 population, and its chief industry seems to

be gazing at the ocean, and bathing; or, in

other words, it is a great resort for pleasure-

seekers. Bathing-houses line the shore, and
beyond the bathing-beach are the chalky cliffs

which the restless waves have for centuries

been wearing awav, until caves, tunnels, and
many curious formations are the result. The
breakers dashing through these formations oc-

casionally throw the spray high in the air. Our
walk to town was along the cliffs, and our walk
and talk was enlivened by witnessing the antics

of the dashing waves.

Santa Cruz had just been enjoying its annual
" fiesta." This Sunday was the las: day of the

celebration. The attractions of the day were
feats of horsemanship, shooting of glass balls

oy Texas Jack, riding bucking bronchos, and a

bullfight. The above sports were held in a
large inclosure, and we deemed it our sacred

duty to stay outside. The bullfights are more
or less of a sham outside of a wholly Spanish
community, and we afterward learned that this

was also a sham, or a trick to draw a crowd.

A quiet crowd was gathered upon the beach,

the foreign and Spanish element largely pre-

vailing. Thus we had on this Sunday in Santa
Cruz a diversity of attractions that ought to
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suit the most ardent sight-seeker, and happi-

ness ought to (and seemingly did) prevail.

CHAT ON EUROPEAN MATTERS.—NO. 4.

By Charles Norman.

DISCOURAGEMENTS.

By J- D. Fiiofhe.

Friend Root:—I believe that, as bee-keepers,

we should repo/t discouragements and losses as

well as successes. I know to report loss is not

nearly so pleasant as to report success in our

business. It has been said, and truly it looks as

if it were true, that misfortunes never come
single. I will come forward as a bee-keeper

who has been reasonably successful in the busi-

ness for about IS years; but I must say that

this year has been the most disastrous that we
have had during the whole of the 18 years; and
not only in the bee business, but nearly all

other industries failed to the extent that what
we made as money, crops sold, and is being

sold, fell below the cost of production. The
March freeze that caused such widespread de-

struction showed Itself in the harvesting of our

grain crops. The wet summer we had told

seriously on the cotton crop, which is our money
crop: and, to cap the climax, cotton fell in price

to 5 cts., and at times below that. This is un-

precedented in the knowledge of this genera-

tion, since the war, and it Is needless to say

that all classes are feeling the depression from
low-priced cotton. I am not disposed to com-
plain, for an all-wise Providence can overrule

all these disasters and disappointments for our
good; but, really, the situation is certainly

gloomy to begin to farm for another year, to

raise cotton at ."> cts., which is the main money
crop for the South.

As lo my bees, they are in excellent condition

for the winter, having stored plenty of honey
to carry them through to spring in excellent

condition. Had I not fed my bees after the

March freeze, I should have lost at least % of

them, as most people here who had bees lost in

that proportion. I shall try to set out another
year, trusting that we shall have better success

than this in all departments of business. My
bees, upon the whole, gave about as good re-

sults from the outlay as any thing else that I

engaged in.

I mention these facts to show that, while we
may be sanguine and prosperous in various de-

partments or enterprises, we do meet with fail-

ures occasionally, but no more nor oftener in

the bee business than elsewhere. I set a large

lot of cabbage-plants last spring, which were
all killed, and had to contract for :.'000 lbs.

seven-top-turnip seed, which was all killed. I

now have a contract for 4000 lbs. of seven-top-
turnip seed, and can sell thousands of early-

cabbage plants if I get orders for them; but it

seems, of late years, that all or nearly all our
success depended upon getting safely through
March.
Coronaca, S. C, Dec. 1.

A correspondent writes that, in September, at
a time when the bees were killing the drones, he
heard tones that came out of several hives, and
these tones he took to be the piping of queens.
In one hive the tone was so strong that he heard
it at a distance of ten feet. He opened the lat-

ter hive, but found nothing unusual. He thinks
the sounds were produced by drones " molested
by the bees," for "at this time they sometimes
make a noise that is not dissimilar to the pip-

ing of ([ueens."

Mr. Doolittle's excellent article on the preven-

tion of robbing, in Gleanings for Mar. 1, page
191, was duly appreciated, for Mr. Bertrand has
translated and published it in full for the bene-

fit of his readers.

To tind out to which hive the robber-bees be-

long, we are often told to sprinkle them with
flour, etc. Instead of doing this a correspond-

ent puts at the entrance of the hive, all along
and very near the entrance, a strip of flour, so

that the bees which leave the hive are obliged

to whiten themselves in this flour in passing.

The present low price of honey is a source of

great anxiety and complaint to the French and
Swiss bee-keepers. There are numerous com-
plaints to be found like this: " At this time the

great effort of the apiculturist needs not to be

directed any longer toward the increase of his

crop (as to this, enough directions are given to

us), but much rather how to dispose of it;" and
in this direction these French-speaking apicul-

turists display a vim and energy which beat

Mr. Dadant's " dreadful Yankees " all to pieces.

At their frequent exhibitions (more frequent

than in our country) they not only present their

finest honey in the most attractive form, but

they combine with them a regular honey-mar-

ket where many visitors who would not buy
otherwise are induced and persuaded to pur-

chase, with the expectation of creating a de-

mand on the part of the public for good pure

honey. Moreover, they try all kinds of ways of

transforming honey into eatable or drinkable

things. They make vinegar, hydromel, brandy,

and liquors of it; use it for the manufacture of

chocolate and bonbons; give directions for mak-
ing apothecaries' syrups, etc. As the temper-

ance movement is known there by name only,

and they are not yet up to an understanding of

its noble principle at all, both laity and clergy

take a deep interest in the production of the

above "drinks;" and not seldom one hits upon
articles written by Protestant ministers as well

as Catholic priests, in which recipes for making
these stuff's are given, and the urgent necessity

of creating a market for their sale is set forth

with genuine zeal. Allow me to cite just one

instance, to illustrate the blindness with which
my continental countrymen (I am a German
with a little admixture of French blood) are
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stricken. In a speech delivered by a noted

French apicuiturist we find the following: " If,

regarding the food substances, our age has a

well-characteri/ed taste, it is certainly the one

for alcohol and alcoholic beverages. They have

been used and abused to such an extent that the

general health is already affected by it; and

from the chair of the hygienists as well as from

the laboratories of the analysists, competent

authorities announce a slow but continual de-

generation of our race." Now, any logically in-

clined mind should, from such a premise, it

seems to me, draw the inference that we had

better abstain totally from the use of alcoholic

beverages. Not so our orator. He distinguish-

es between the driiil<s which have hitherto

been consumed and "'the vinous beverages, as

well as the delicately flavored and healthful

alcohol that can be produced from honey,'* and

then he goes on to tell how these are made!

How the French and Swiss apiculturists cure

foul brood by means of formic acid or eucalyp-

tus tincture, etc., I have already described—see

page 788, 1894. I still remark, that, that in or-

der to prevent foul brood, many of them place

naphthaline under and about the frames.

Mr. A. I. Root, in his ABC. has some kind

words for the ants, and says that, so far as Ids

experience goes, they were never any consider-

able bother to his colonies. A certain Swiss

bee-keeper met with quite a dift'eient experi-

ence. One day he noticed an extraordinary ex-

citement about the entrance of a hive. When
looking after the thing he observed that quite

a number of ants were attacking the bees about
the entrance, biting their legs, wings, and bod-

ies. The bees, being unable to get rid of their

enemies, either Hew off, carrying them along, or

dropped down to the ground from the alighting-

board, to die there. Boiliug vvater, applied to

the ants and to tlieir nest, restored peace.

There is an instance reported of a mule which
fell victim to bees. It was tied to a tree, near

an apiary. Unluckily for it, the stand under a

hive broke down at this veiy time, and the hive

was upset. The bees threw themselves upon
the mule, and treated it in such a manner that

it was dead before it could be led to the stable.

Every thing, however, lias two sides, and the

report concludes with the words, "The master
consoles himself, because it had become quite

vicious."

The laws of a certain bee-keepers' associa-

tion contained the following article: "Meet-
ings shall not take place on Sundays." For
some reason or other this section was repealed,

and only one man found faultwith it, and with-

drew. How different the customs of different

peoples are!

In conclusion, let Mr. Gubler, a prominent
bee-keeper of the canton of Neuchatel, relate

what came to pass at one of his apiaries:
" Last year a lover of sweets tried to help

himself from one of our hives. But he came off

badly for that. Probably being a novice in the

art of robbing a colony, he directed his efforts

toward the very worst of our Cyprians, and se-

lected a frame from the center of the hive at

that I Finding, no doubt, more stings than

honey, he was obliged to abandon his prey and
run away in a hurry. We found the frame ly-

ing at the side of the hive, witn a cupful of

frozen bees. Fortunately the queen had re-

mained with the colony, which has not suffered

much by this nocturnal attack."

St. Petersburg, Fla.

^ I f
THE EUCALYPTI, OR GUM TREES.

PKOF. COOK DIHECTOR OF FARMERS' INSTITUTES
FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

By Prof. A. J. Cook.

Dear Editor of Oleanings

:

—You remember
the blue-gums and less common red-gums of

Southern California, which are, next to the

beautiful peppers, the most conspicuous and
vigorous shade-trees of this region. The
species of eucalypti are desirable here, for they

become large trees in a very brief period (four

or five years), and go down to water, so that

they are independent of irrigation. There are

about one hundred species, many of which are

exceedingly beautiful, and so this tree is of no
mean importance to the people of this sunset

land. Like the acacia, there are many kinds,

as rich in their beauty as in their variety, and
some, at least, are very valuable as honey-
trees.

Last week, w hile conducting a farmers' in-

stitute at the wonderfully beautiful city of

Redlands, I was entertained by Mr. A. K.
Smiley, who, with his brother, owns " Smiley
Heights." This place is a marvelously beauti-

ful illustration of what can be accomplished by
the art of the skilled landscape-gardener.

About eighty species of eucalypti help to form
these wondrously varied pictures that charm
every one who visits " Smiley Heights."

I have been surprised, the past two months,
to find how much honey my bees have gather-

ed every bright warm day in October, Novem-
ber, and December, and they are many. The
bees have been busy, and have not a little

honey. Upon examination I find the chief

source of the nectar is a winter-blooming

eucalyptus, which Prof. McClotchie, one of

our best California botanists, tells me is

Eucalyptus lon<jlfolla. The bark of this

tree is smooth, and so it is a much pleasanter

tree for roadside planting than is the com-
mon blue-gum, or -Eitcdtj/ptu-s globulus. The
constant peeling of the bark of the latter,

which is the most common eucalyptus yet

planted in California, makes it untidy, and, in

so far, undesirable for roadside planting. The
Eucalyptus longifulia has long leaves, which
doubtless gives it its name. Indeed, the leaves
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are much the form of leaves of mature trees of

Eucdlyptus (jlobulus. You remember the pe-

culiar leaf habit of the blue-gum. The early

leaves are oval and bluish; while later, as the

tree becomes older and larger, the very long

green leaves replace the earlier and more curi-

ous leaves. This E. longifolia has very showy
and beautiful flowers. They are creamy white,

and the long numerous stamens are very con-

spicuous. A curious conical cap also falls off

the bud as it opens, which adds to the interest

of this honey eucalyptus. The fruit is also

conical, or top-shaped, and so is attractive after

the flowers fade. The tree, like nearly all Cal-

ifornia trees, is long in bloom. It had been

blooming since October, and is certainly good

for three weeks yet. That it is a rapid grower

is shown in the fact that a two-year-old tree is

seventeen feet high. It is very desirable that

our bees be able to secure honey during the

winter months, and so I wish to ui'ge upou
California bee-keepers the wisdom of setting

or planting this Eucalyptus longifolia as we
would the basswood in the East. It is most de-

sirable for roadside planting for other reasons,

and must become a valuable acquisition to our

bee-keepers. As yet it is a rare tree. Mr. L. L.

Pond, of Riverside, writes me that it is very

rare there. I find only a few about here, and I

have noticed scattering trees at Pasadena and

a few at " Smiley Heights."

Another eucalyptus, probably E. rostrata, is

said by Mr. Pond to be very fatal to bees. It

blooms earlier in the season, and Mr. Pond says

he has taken gallons of dead bees from beneath

the blooming trees, lie says a neighbor who
has an irrigating-flume beneath the blooming
trees has had the holes so stopped up by dead
bees that it interfered very much with his

work of irrigating. This is very interesting,

and I shall give it personal attention next sea-

son. It would seem that E. rostrata might
well be superseded by E. longifolia.

There are various reports about the insecti-

cidal properties of the eucalypti. It is reported

that the blue-gum keeps the mosquitoes away,
and is deadly to many microbes; and a mer-
chant of Los Angeles reports, so I learn from
Mr. Abbot Kinney, our best authority on these

trees, that the foliage placed among clothing is

an effective preventive of moth ravages.

I have been appointed by the University of

California as Director of Farmers' Institutes of

Southern California. This is exactly the soil for

grand meetings. There is so much of ability

and culture among the ranchers that the papers
are very able, the discussions very free and
sprightly, and the attendance and interest are

remarkable. I speak at each institute of the
value of bees in horticulture, and receive a
very hearty response to my propositions.

Claremont, Cal., Dec. 27.

[We. as bee-keepers, will rejoice over the ap-
pointment of Prof. Cook as Director of P'arm-

ers' Institutes: fur that means that the bees
will receive a fair share of recognition, and
Prof. Cook of all men in a public meeting seems
to have a happy faculty of breaking down an-
tagonism against our pets, and of creating an
interest in their behalf.

—

Ed. J

MICE IN BEE CELLARS.

THE DAMAGE THEY DO; HOW TO POISON THEM.

By C. Davenport.

Mice in bee-cellars do more injury than is

often suspected. f>om a good deal of experi-

ence I know that a very few mice, if the hives

are so that they can get in or at them, will

often ruin a good many colonies. When I built

my two outside bee-cellars, six years ago, I

tried, and thought I had made them mice-

proof; but they soon got in. Bees seem to

draw and attract mice, and it is pretty hard to

keep the vermin out of a bee-cellar. Of course,

it can be done; but I will venture the assertion

that they can get into 39 out of 30 bee-cellars as

they average. Wire screen can be used to keep
them out of the hives; but this is a poor plan,

for bees that are confined are apt to become
restless and excited. Wire netting is used that

will not confine the bees but exclude the mice.

This is considerable work and expense; and,

besides, if the hives are so that the mice can
reach them they will gnaw and scratch, trying

to get in; and if they are not able to get in they

will do nearly if not quite as much harm as if

they did, as many bees will come out, and
the mouse then helps itself to the choicest part

of as many of them as it wants; and it is not

only what they eat, but their gnawing excites

the bees so that a good many of them leave the

hives, and die around in the cellar; and I think

this is often attributed to other than the real

cause. If this is kept up for three or four

months it is apt to cause poor luck in winter-

ing.

The hives in both of my cellars are fixed so

that mice can not reach them. This can be

done without much work or expense. My hives

are set in tiers. The lower tiers are supported

about a foot, or a little more, up from the cellar

bottom. I would have them like this, mice or

no mice. I know that in my cellars, and I

think in all cellars, it is better to have the low-

er tiers up from the cellar bottom; but in cel-

lars that have tight board or cemented floors

this may not make any difference. Neither of

mine has any floor except the ground. I set

the lower tiers on two pieces, 4x4. These are

placed about 10 inches apart, and are held up
by driving a stake into the cellar bottom at the

end of each; and if the 4x4's are long, and the

hives are piled pretty high, it will be better to

have a stake under the center of each 4x4. I

nail two or three narrow pieces of boards,

across on the under side of the 4x4, to keep
them from spreading. On the top of each stake
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I place a piece of tin, about S inches square.

These tins can be held in place by driving a

nail through the center of each into the stake;

but this is not necessary; for, after the 4x4 are

placed on top of them, they will stay all right.

If the whole is a little away from the walls this

will keep mice from getting at the hives, as a

mouse can not walk bottom side up on a piece

of tin. Old pieces of sheet iron or zinc would

answer for this as well as tin.

I will now give those of you who have your

bees in the cellar so that mice can get at them

a plan by which you can get rid of them with-

out their doing much if any harm to the bees.

You will need three or four old saucers. Tin

covers, or any small dishes that are not of

much account for any thing else, will answer

for this purpose. In one put some cheese that

is mashed up fine; in another put some fresh

lean pork that is chopped up tine; and if beef

is handy, put some of that in with the pork.

In the other, put some honey; and if you have

both dark and light, it would be well to give

them a dish of each kind. Try to suit the taste

of all. Season the contents of each dish with

arsenic well mixed in; and if these dishes are

set around in the bee-cellar, and the contents

renewed every two or three weeks, mice will

not damage the bees much. It does not cost

very much to feed them this way, as one meal

is all each one cares for; and if any of you do

not care to kill them, it is far cheaper to feed

them in this way without the arsenic than to

let them help themselves in the hives all win-

ter.

Some of you will probably think it is not

necessary to give them such a variety; but in

order to have them let the hives alone, I assure

you that it is.

Now, probably some of you will also think

that I have exaggerated the damage mice do;

but I will again assure you that I have not;

and in this locality, at least, they are often the

cause of heavy winter losses.

Southern, Minn., Dec. 3.

FIVE-BANDED BEES.

BEEf) FOR business: A KKW POINTS WELT-
SIA I)E.

By J. J. Hardy.

the best honey-gatherers; then after they have

stored the sweet nectar I like to have a divide

without bringing on a regular pitched battle.

Give me the best honey-gatherers that are

good-tempered, and I will be satisfied. Every

one must admit that these are the essential

traits of a good honey-bee; and whenever you

attempt to breed in an additional trait you

must do it at the expense of one or both of

these.
BEE-SPACE.

After trying different distances, from one-

fourth of an inch to three-eighths. I settled

down on one-fourth of an inch as the correct

bee-space. I use double-top-bar brood-frames;

and where all the spaces between top-bars,

frames, and supers are }4 inch, I have neither

brace nor burr combs.

RAISING QUEENS IN FULL COLONY.
I have tried raising queens in the same colony

with another queen by placing the old queen

on four or five brood-frames behind the divi-

sion-board, with queen-excluder, without any

chance of exit from the hive. The entrances to

these hives were on the side. They built

queen-cells readily, and raised queens. But
the queens, instead of going out to mate with

the drones, seemed to have a mania for killing

the old queens, which they did, in many in-

stances, going through a double set of excluders

on the division-board, to reach them. But
they could not. or did not, get back to go out to

mate, and soon disappeared. And the others,

too, disappeared in a short time without even

laying any eggs. I lost a good many bees by

this experiment, but I learned that it is best in

bee-keeping, as well as other things, to experi-

ment alwavs on a small scale. I used a single-

story hive for these experiments.

Lavonia, Ga.

BEE-PARALYSIS.

They are very pretty to look at. but every ex-

perienced bee-keeper and stock-raiser knows
that the fewer points of excellence you strive to

attain in breeding bees, horses, cattle, or any
thing else, the nearer you can breed up to your
ideal of perfection; and not only so, but every
added point is detrimental to the others. The
prettiest bees that I ever saw were those that
came in so heavily loaded that they would fall

and roll over each other in front of the hive.

The prime essential in a honey-bee is its honey-
gathering qualities; therefore I breed first for

REASONS FOR THINKING IT IS NOT CONTAGIOUS.

By S. A. Shuck.

Editor OJeanings:—! have just read Mr. T.

S. Ford's article, page 871, on the above subject.

In speaking of bee-paralysis Mr. Eord says,

"Beyond all doubt it is infectious." And in

your footnote you state that it is "positively set-

tled now that the queen can and does transmit

the disease."

While the circumstances in Mr. Ford's apiary

are such as to cause him to decide so positively,

yet there are so many contingencies in matters

of this kind that there is much room for error

in judgment. If the disease is infectious, why
is it that a severe case of it does not infect a

part or the whole of my apiary? Yes, if it is

infectious why is it that a sudden flow of nectar

causes it to disappear altogether, as in Mr. J.

P. Israel's case?

While I have noticed a few of these paralytic

bees in a portion of my colonies nearly every
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every year since obtaining my first Italians, in

1878, there have been but few cases of sufficient

•severity to require special attention. In the

winter of 188'.' I had .52 colonies in a temporary
-cellar, made expressly for wintering the bees.

Two of the strongest of these colonies became
j'estless early in the winter, and continued so

until set out in the spring, at which time both

of them were affected with paralysis. As the

spring advanced, the disease grew worse; so

that, when the flowers began to yield nectar,

they were only about half the strength of aver-

-age colonies. But at this time they began to

recover, and the disease soon disappeared.

The winter of 1884 being very severe, I lost

juost of my bees; and, having no better place

to put the hives and combs from dead colonies,

they were stacked up in the yard, and closed up
to keep out robbers and moths. After the

weather had become quite warm, I discovered

that what I considered my best colony was rob-

bing from the combs from dead colonies. This
•colony persisted in robbing these combs until I

had them occupied with other bees. During
this time they became affected with paralysis,

and began to dwindle away. I removed their

•queen and gave them another. But by the

time they were compelled to turn their atten-

tion to the flowers for subsistence they were too

weak to be profitable for honey-gathering. At
this time they began to recover, and became a

fair colony before the season closed.

In 1893 one of my most promising colonies be-

•came suddenly aflected with this disease.

Soon after discovering their condition 1 remov-
ed the queen, intending to give them another;

but the bees died oft so rapidly that the colony

soon perished outright. A part of their combs
were given to other colonies, and these were re-

placed wiih combs containing bees and brood,

thus restocking the liive, and without any no-

ticeable ill effects.

Quite a number of other cases have appeared
in my apiary from time to time, but not of suf-

.ficient severity to materially affect the working
strength of the colonies. If the disease were
infectious, my apiary would surely have been
ruined by it several years ago. As it is, my
bees, so far as 1 can see, are as active and
Jbealthy to-day as they ever have been.

From my observations I have concluded that,

in some instances, this disease is the result of a

poisoned condition of the honey, and that the

poisoning results from incipient fermentation

—

not that all honey with a slight tendency to

ferment is injurious to bees, but that honey in

this condition will readily absorb th(! poisonous

•eltiuvia from dead and decaying bees or other
decaying matter in the hives. Then, too, 1 be-

lieve that, in many instances, the honey be-

comes actually sour enough to cause the

disease; and I fear that this is the trouble in

warm climates such as that of California and
the Southern States.

It is no uncommon thing for me to find sour
honey in a few hives at extracting time, except
in very dry seasons. In several instances fer-

mentation had proceeded far enough to cause
great blisters in the cappings of well-sealed

combs. Colonies that produce honey of this

nature are the ones that have paralysis.

Here is where the many contingencies men-
tioned above present themselves; and a number
of questions naturally arise, of which the two
following are, perhaps, of most importance:
What sours the honey ?

Why is the honey in one hive sour, and that
in a dozen, twenty, fifty, or more, in the same
apiary, and gathered at the same time, in good
condition ?

The answer to these questions is found in the
fact that an occasional colony is found, that,

for some cause, unknown, I think, to apicul-
tural science, does not possess the ability to

properly ripen their honey in average honey
weather—especially if the nectar is very thin.

As the temperature increases, this weakness
becomes more apparent; so that, with a tem-
perature up in the 90's, with an excessively

humid atmosphere, such colonies are really

worthless; and in a large apiary, at such times,

several colonies may show this weakness in a
less degree.

Here, I think, is the sequel to the cause of

paralysis in warm climates. If the source
from which the nectar is obtained is one
that naturally produces an inferior quality of

honey, and the ingathering is at a time when
the atmospheric conditions are such as are

mentioned above, a careful examination of the
combs will reveal the fact that, in a large per

cent of the hives, numerous minute gas-bub-
bles exist in the honey. If allowed to do so, the
bees will seal this honey up; and, although it

maybe left in the hives several days or even
weeks, its condition grows worse, as is shown
by the gas- bubbles which become more numer-
ous and larger; and when this honey is thrown
from the combs by the extractor it presents a
frothy appearance.

During the past fifteen years I have experi-

enced two seasons that gave me considerable

trouble with this kind of honey. Bees reared

from food of this nature show a decided tend-

ency to the disease in question, even here in

Central Illinois; and the longer these condi-

tions exist, the worse the disease becomes, ow-
ing to the increased deterioration of the food

and the weakened condition of the nurse-bees.

This condition continues until the colony per-

ishes; or if a fresh supply of healthy food is ob-

tained, it shows signs of recovery with the first

generation of brood thereafter.

Liverpool, 111.

[I admit that there are a good many contingen-
cies in matters of this kind, and that there is

much room for error; but it seems to me you
have overlooked a very important factor—local-
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ity. As I have often said, this disease has not
appeared to be serious at all in the North. It is

wliat it may do and has done in the South that
we have been considering:. I never l^new it. in

fact, in the colder climates, to cause any particu-

lar trouble. An occasional colony, for in-tance.

will show that it is not in normal condition.

Investiiration shows that it is affected with
paraly.sis: out it does not seem to be infectious,

and, if left alone, will so off of itself: but the
case does not dispose of itself so easily in the
Snutli. Possibly soured food has something to

do with it: but note this fact: In many in-

stances the romoval of the queen elTects a cure
notwithstanding the bees are in the same hive,

on the same combs. This one fact alone by itsef,

to say nothing of other corroborative evidence,
seems to show that the trouble is hereditary
rather than one of food: but no doubt good
food, like good diet for human ills, would go far
toward doing away with the diffieulty.

I am very sure that the course of queen-
breeders in stamping it out as soon as it ap-
pears is the right one. Now. this disease is

surely, in warm climares. making serious in-

roads, and the only wav to check it is for

queen-breedors—not for their own sake, but for

the sake of their customers—to stamp it out of
their own yards on its first appearance. So far
all of them have held up their hands, signify-
ng their purpose to carry out this policy. As it

will entail some expense in the loss of a colony,
the ready response of the queen -breeders to
agree to this is as generous as it is kind.—Ed.]

JAKE SMITH ON BRACE-COMBS.

HE KErORTS AN INTEKESTING CONA'ERSATION
rONCERNING THEM.

Mr. A. I. (HeenitKjs—deer Sir;-Jim Short's

a good-hearted fellow, but he has some queer
notions. But then, a good many people's that

way. One good thing about Jim, he never gets

mad if you side agenst him. He was over the

other day, and Zed had been readin in your pa-
per about burr-combs. Beats all what that boy
thinks of your paper. Why, he reads it through
from cover to cover, and then reads the cover.

Well, he was a tellin Jim how it told to get shet
of 'em.

Then Jim turned to me, and, says he, " Does
your bees build brace-combs ?

"

"Course they do," says I. "whenever they
have a chants."

Then Jim laffed one of his hearty lafs. and,
says he, "That's what comes o' gettin so many
kinks out o' books. Now, my bees don't have
any book-larnin, and they don't build any
brace-combs. Not a blame comb but honey-
comb. What kind o' comb is brace-comb, any-
way ? Do they make it just out o' beeswax or
what?"
"Why," says I, "brace-combs is beeswax

like any other comb, only it's the little pieces
they build in between the top-bars; and when
they build between the top-bars and the supers,
why, that's burr-combs."

"That's it," says Jim; "you git in so many
new fixins with your top-bars and supers and
sitch that the bees jist has to start in some new-
way to keep up. Now I want to know if every-

body that has these new fixins is agreed in try-

iu to stop brace-combs."
" I guess they be." says I.

" No,'" says Zed, "not all. There's Doolittle.

one of the smartest in the lot, and he says he
wants his bees to have brace-combs—wants "em

for ladders to climb up on; thinks they com-
mence work upstairs sooner."

" Now that stands to reason," says Jim; "you
go to work and put on another story for them,,

and then you don't build no stairs- for 'em to-

climb on, and they go to work and build lad-

ders. Now, there's my house. You know the-

kitchen floor's two feet higher'n the sittin-room

floor. Now, how would it work to have that
two feet to climb up and down all the time with
no steps? Hard on the women-folks, hey? Well,

you see I jist decently put some steps there;

and if I hadn't a done that you wouldn't blame

WHAT ARE THEM BURR-COMBS ANY WAY.

the women for puttin' boxes and things for

them to climb up and down on, would you
now? And that's jist what the bees do too.

They build things to climb up on, soze they
won't have to split their legs a straddlin so far.'*

"Say, Jim,'" says Zed, "how many steps is

there between your kitchen and sittin-room ?
"

" Let's see," said Jim; "each step's about 8
inches rise, ain't it? That would make two
steps 16 inch high, and then it would be 8 inch
more from the top of the step to the sittin room
floor. Yes, they must be jist two steps. But
what diff'erence does it make how many steps
they be? Course, they must be steps enough to
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gil up, no matter how high. What makes you

ask. anyway?
''

"Oh! nothin\"says Zed, "only I was just a

thinkin' if it wasn't so high you wouldn't need

so many steps. If the two floors was on a level

it might be still better for the wimmen folks;

and if they couldn't be exactly on a level, but

•only about 8 inch diflference, they wouldn't need

any step.'"

Jim hawhawed right out. '" 1 guess you've

got me, Zed," says he. "I believe in my soul

you're right. Make the upper story so fur up

they can't reach it, and they've got to build

steps; but make 'era so close they can reach

from one to the other, and they don't need any

steps. You're a great one, Zed. Well, I must

be a gettin' along to do my chores. But I be-

lieve Zed's about right."

NOTES OF BICYCLE TRAVEL.

AT CHICAGO; ON THE WORLD S FAIK GROUND;
DR. PEIRO.

By E. R. Root.

Before leaving Platteville, in view of the

a(«fu? Wisconsin roads that I had gone over I

decided to take the train for Chicago direct,

and therefore left on Monday morning, and ar-

rived in the city toward night of the same day.

The following morning I took the elevator (on

57 Fifth Ave. ) for the top floor of one of those

sky-scrapers in which is located the office of the

American Bee Journal. I found Bro. York
busy at his post, preparing to mail the next

issue of his paper. Ou asking me how long I

would stay I told him that I was one day be-

hind again, and I should have to go that night.

He would not have ii so any way. I had disap-

pointed him once by giving him only a short

call; and now thai I was in his possession he in-

tended to keep me at least over night. Resist-

ance was useless, and I meekly acquiesced.

He proposed that we take a run over to the
World's Fair Ground for an afternoon's outing,

to which I readily agreed, for I was very anx-
ious to see what was left of the most beautiful

conception that ever came from the human
mind. Having some business down town I told

Mr. York I would meet him toward noon. The
tire of my rear bicycle wheel had given out, so

I stopped at the Chicago office of the Overman
Wheel Co., and on their guarantee I got a new
tire put on. While ihe wheel was in the repair

shop I ran over to Mr. Newman's, at 147 South
Western Ave. I found him in his office, reading
the morning paper; and for an hour or morel
had a very pleasant chat with the former editor

of the American Bee Journal, &nd now man-
ager of the Bee-keepers' Union. As our read-

ers know, he had sold out the journal on ac-

count of ill health, and is now conlining him-
self solely to the work of the Union and the
sale of bee-keepers' supplies. The season had

not been an extra good one. It started out well

;

but the railroad strikes, whose center of opera-
tions were here, chopped it short off. His cus-

tomers, fearing they could not get their goods,

went elsewhere.

Physically, Mr. N. was looking much better

than I expected to find him. He had had very
severe sieges of the grip; but he seemed to be
master of the situation.

After an hour's pleasant chat I left, to join

Mr. York. In the afternoon we took a train for

the great World's Fair, or what was left of it.

As we neared the place I had a kind of feeling

that I ought to see those beautiful buildings

looming up once more. But, no; most of them
are gone, and that, too, the very best. On go-

ing through the gate where we used to pay 50

cts., now open to the public, every thing seem-
ed to have changed. The terrible demon. Fire,

had done its work. Midway had turned into a

residence street, where just a year ago there

was bustle and hustle—indeed, a pandemonium
of sights, things, and persons.

Wiiere, oh where I were the Manufactures
and Liberal Arts Building? Over yonder were
some lofty towers of framework of what might
have been, probably, the great building. Tons
and tons of massive framework attached to

other framework standing, hung dangling care-

lessly in the air, and seemed ready to drop any
moment; and great masses of steel bars were

twisted and distorted into every imaginable

shape. Bridges were burned; in fact, every

thing was so fearfully changed that my heart

was sad in comparing the mind's-eye picture of

a year ago with what I then saw. The lagoons

were there, of course, but the beautiful railings

were damaged, and some of the bridges were

gone. The Horticultural Building, and the

Illinois State, both to me of the least interest of

all, were left standing, and over yonder was the

Art Building, which, of course, had been put up
permanently, and is now a museum.
The grounds in general seemed very much

smaller now that the best and greatest of the

structures were destroyed, and every thing

seemed so changed that it was hard to tell

where one was '" at," the old landmarks having

been almost completely obliterated. Here and
there on the banks were gondolas, turned bot-

tom upward, bleaching in the sun. They were

of no practical use then, and nobody wanted

them. The Esquimaux ponds were gone en-

tirely save the hollow dry spots that marked
their location.

Tramping about as we did over the obstruc-

tions, Mr. York was considerably tired; for, un-

like myself, he was not used to long-distance

traveling. We accordingly made our way as

best we could over the piles of rubbish, to the

Art Building. This stood in perfect condition

as it appeared a year ago, and it was refreshing

to look upon something that was still left of the

Great Fair in a perfect state of preservation.
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It is a museum now, and seemed to have a col-

lection of a little of every thing from nearly all

of the buildings of the fair. A number of

pieces of statuary were still in the building,

very near their old positions, and everywhere

numerous other exhibits that I remembered.

But in contrast with a year ago it was disap-

pointing. Along late in the afternoon, footsore

and tired (yes, I was tired too), we made our

way to the station, and were soon back in Chi-

cago. After a few minutes in the office we took

the train for Englewood, a suburb of the city,

where Ero. York lives. On the train we were

joined by Dr. Peiro, the one who writes those

interesting articles for the Arnerlcnn Bee
Journal, under the title of "Doctor's Hints."

I wish I could show you his picture; but he is

so modest that I was unable to get it. Never
mind. I will get even with him somehow.
Evidently he is a man who practices what he

preaches, for he seems to be the picture of

health; full of life and fun, it is indeed a

pleasure to know him. I believe in his profes-

sion he makes a specialty of lung and throat

troubles, and yet by his writings it is evident he

is well up in all that pertains to his profession.

That evening, before supper, we took a look

over the apiary of the Ainerican Bee Journal,
situated in the rear of Dr. Peiro's yard. The
neighbors at Bro. York's, if I remember, were
afraid to have them there, and so the doctor

kindly offered to "take them in." Mr. York
very modestly professed to know little or noth-
ing about bees,* and wished me to look them
over, and assume the role of instructor. A
smoker was procured, and we proceeded to open
up the hives.

" Why," said I, " Mr. York, you have got su-

pers on at this season of the year." (You will

remember it was the first of September.) "I
would take them off, for surely you do not need
them now."
'•But they are gathering honey Jiou'." said

Mr. York.

"Impossible," said I.

"Indeed, they are."

On pulling off the covers, I saw sure enough
that the bees were putting honey into sections.
" What in the world can they get around here,

almost in the city? "

" I can not tell you," said Mr. York.
We opened two or three hives, and every one

of them seemed to be busy piling in the surplus.

In the mean time Dr. Peiro came out and en-
livened the proceedings with his easy-flowing
wit and banter. After looking over the bees,

Mr. York called my attention to the lawns, as
we neared Mr. York's home. I presume there
were a good many acres in reach of these bees;
and the constant mowing and sprinkling allow-
ed the white clover to spring up and yield nec-
tar out 0/ seosoji; but on sampling the honey

*Such modesty in an editor wlio gets out such a
good bce-jouruiil is quito inexcusable.—Ed.

that evening at the table, there seemed to be
something besides white clover which was cer-

tainly present. It had a beautiful minty flavor,,

and in my estimation—and I think perhaps lit

that of Mr. York—it was as flne honey as can
be produced anywhere in the world. A swamp-
near by it evidently gave the mint taste, sa
pleasant. I have always considered the Colo-

rado alfa'fa, since I first tasted it, the best; but

this is fully its equal.

That evening Dr. and Mrs. Peiro called upon
the Yorks. Somehow or other I felt as if I were-

out of place, in my knickerbocker suit, dusty
and dirty: but I soon forgot my external ap-
pearance in the pleasant chat that followed.

The next morning, having had a delightful!

sleep and good breakfast, I called at the office

of the Overman Wheel Co., secured my wheel,
and took the train for Toledo. The bicycle at
this point was resumed; and on reaching home,
110 miles was made in 9 hours. Thus ends my
long trip on the bicycle to the Mississippi,,

through Michigan.

^RSiziOl(E

MRS. HARRISON EN ROUTE FOR FLORIDA.

Bil Ji/N. L. H(irris<,)i

On the l.-)th of December 1 left my home at

Peoria. 111., and turned my face in the direction

of the sunny Southland. While in transit I

loo4<ed carefully for the sight of homes of the
busy bees. In Tennessee T saw an apiary of

considerable size, arranged with care and order,

in movable-frame hives; and another, more
southward. The weather was like sumiuer,

and heavy clothing unbearable at Pensacola.

Florida.

I took passage in a schooner to cross the Gulf
of Mexico. We passed leisurely along by the
Navy Yard, Fort Pitkins. the light-house and
life-saving station, and I thanked my God that

I was a citizen of a Christian land, whose gov-
ernment looks after and provides for the safety

of her people who do business in great waters.

The winds were kind, and the next day we ar-

rived at the place of our destination, St. An-
drews, Florida.

Here roses of every hue were blooming in

great profusion; pear-trees in full leaf, loaded

with a second growth of fruit. While a resi-

dent was showing me over his lovely grounds,

and directing my attention to the difference in

the spray of the Satsuma oranges, he remarked
that his bees had stored only 40 lbs. of surplus

honey to a colony, which he considered only a

third of a crop. This apiary is located near
the Bay, so that half of the flight of the bees

is over salt water.
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Later.—To-day is the last day in the year,

and wo look in vain for the beauty which greet-

ed ns on our arrival. During tht! night of the

27th, 28th, and 2i»ih of December there were

heavy frosts, and on the 38th ice formed two
inches thick, while tlie thermometer registered

1.5' above zero. Orange-trees and lemons look

sickly, and pear-trees are brown and seai'.

St. Andrews. Fla.

Br G.M.DOOHTTLE.BORODINO.N.Y.
inininiiiMMniyiiiju.Biiiiii.nminiMii iiimi »

DAMPNESS IN BKE-RKPOSITORIKS.
Question.— 1 went to my bee cellar to-day

and found things quite wet with collected mois-

ture—so mucli so that the sawdust on the floor

was saturated, and a post in the center, and

also the inside of the roof, was quite wet, caus-

ed by this dampness. The bees appear very

quiei. and are apparently doing well so far.

Will this dampness do any particular harm, or

accunailate to a sufficient extent to injure the

bees before it is time to set them out in the

spring :

^-fjisu'e)'.—Many seem to suppose that a cellar

in which bees are wintered should appear abso-

lutely diy in all of its parts; and if it does not,

or shows a condition of things similar to that

described by our correspondent, they become
fearful of the final results, often taking the

bees out too early in the spring, or putting

them into another cellar or room exhibiting

more dryness. It will be noticed that it is

staled that the bees " appear very quiet." Now,
I wish to say to each and every one, that, so long

as bees are quiet, or very quiet, no matter
where they are, whether in the cellar, in a
room above ground, or on the summer stand,

they are wintering in the best possible con-

dition, and should be left undisturbed, no mat-
ter if the place where they are is dripping with
moisture, or so dry that you may fear the bees

are suffering from want of water. Quietness
is the essential quality for safe wintering,

for with it always comes the least consumption
of stores, and with a minimum consumption of

stores comes the least possible exhausted vi-

tality and the greatest longevity during the

spring and early summer days. Under such
circumstances I have had individual bees by
the thousand, in single colonies, live from the

first of September till July first of the following

year, or for a period of ten months, this being
known by a change of queens on or about the
tenth of August. On the other hand, I have
had colonies which would notquiet down during
the fall, and bees which were hatched in such
colonies the latter part of September were worn
out with old age, and died before the first of

February, not having lived to exceed four

months. From all the experience of the past, 1

am convinced that the temperature of the bee-

repository has more to do with the safe winter-

ing of bees than any other one thing, and espe-

cially is tills the case where the repository is af-

fected witii dampness as was the one our corres-

pondent describes. Should the temperature in

such a ri:pository sink to near or quite to the

freezing-point, it will be found that the bees

will no longer be quiet, but will become uneasy,

and go to roaring, and running out of their

hive?, should such a temperature continue long;

but if the temperature can be kept at from 42° to

48°, all things will continue as they are at

present, unless some disiurbing element enters

in besides moisture.

That I might better tell you regarding this

matter 1 have just been to my bee-cellar, where
1 consider my bees wintering well, to see how I

found things. I iiave 80 colonies in it, to where
1 have usually had only from .50 to (50, and I find

tliat the extra number of colonies give off more
moisture into the air than has usually been the

case in years past—so much so, that, on this

Second day of January, I find the inside of the

bee-cellar fully as damp, or wet, as I presume
many would call it, as it generally is by the

first of March; while, instead of the tempera-
ture staying at about 44°, as has usually been

the case, it now stands at 47°, or within half

a degree of this all the while. Well, how wet
do you find tlie Inside of the cellar? The saw-
dust on the Hoor, tlie furthest from the door, is

so wet tlaat I can nearly squeeze water out of

it, while near the door end it is barely moist

enougli to be pliable in the hand. This sawdust
has been unchanged for two weeks: but after

the examination, i have spread evenly over the

floor another tiour-sackful, this covering up all

dead bees and the sawdust there when 1 went
in. In two weeks I shall put on another sack-

ful, and in this way the floor is kept sweet and
nice. The roof, or upper ceiling, of the cellar is

covered with flagstone, as the older readers of

Gleanings will remember, and i find that the

moisture has condensed on these stones suf-

ficiently to be running down on the under side

(very much as you see the steam or moisture

from your room trickle down llie inside of

the window-panes in the kitchen when you are

boiling vegetables for dinner), to an extent suf-

ficient to form little pudales of water at the

foot of the stones where they rest on tlie mason-
work walls. The moisture condenses on the in-

side of the door, and runs down in the same
way it does from the stones, as the door is

a painted one; and, in spite of there being four

doors in the entranceway, this Inside door is the

coolest place in the whole cellar.

Now I think I hear some one say, " Why,
that cellar is absolutely wet;" but such is not

the case, for the hives and all about them (they

do not touch the wall or floor of the cellar)

appears as dry as in summer, and will so long
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as the colony of boes rnmains alive inside. Hut

should any colony die, then the combs and

honey lak(! on moisture very similar to the door

and (lagging; and if the colony should die soon

after being set in, the combs would become

quite moldy by the time the bees should be set

out; but as I have not lost two per cent in this

cellar of late years, not many combs thus be-

come wet and moldy.

Perhaps some of the readers of Gleanings

would like to know how the bees appear. They

are so quiet that 1 stood with a lighted candle

in front of one colony, holding the candle with-

in fifteen inches of the bees for three minutes,

and I could not see that a single bee moved at

all: but a little breath from my mouth upon

them, at the end of this time, made them all

raise their abdomens and thrust out their stings,

and in a minute more they were crawling

about, some nearly ready to fiy at the light,

when I withdrew from them and looked else-

where. Some of the strongest colonies have

nearly as many bees hanging below the bottom

of the combs as one- half of your hat-crown

turned bottom up would be, while others show

just a row of the points of the abdomens stand-

ing out all along between the bottoms of the

combs, while still others are up so far between

the combs that no bees are to be seen from the

bottom of the hive. To any lover of bees, the

first and second described are so enchanting to

look upon that it becomes almost bewitching,

and it is with reluctance that I leave the cellar

every time I go in. To look on a cluster of from

two to three quarts of bees hanging below the

combs, like a swarm in July, all perfectly

motionless, and each bee lapping over its neigh-

bor like rows of shingles on the roof, right in

the middle of the winter, with the mercury out-

side at from 10 above to 15 below zero, is a sight

which will dispel the blues, and a sight which

is apt to give almost any one the " bee-fever."

At least, I find that I have a touch of that dis-

ease myself at this time, although I have kept

bees now for 2.5 years.

Borodino, N. Y., Jan. 3.

I)0 DKONES CONCENTRATE ON ANY PARTICULAR
HIVE?

Do drones ever concentrate on any particular

hive, and eat it out of house and home, as it

were, during the working season or any other

time? Jehe. LaRue.
Perris, Cal., Dec. 19.

[We never knew the drones to concentrate
upon any particular hive, although it is possi-
ble, that they may do so. If you were a begin-
ner we might suggest that possibly the killing-
off of the drones at the proper season when hon-

ey stops coming in would bring about the effect
you describe, rhe bees push them out of the
hive, and they concentrate, as a matter of
course, around the entrances. They certainly
look hungry enough to eat the colony out of
house and home.—Ed.]

STRONG FOH THE TEN-FRAME HIVES.

I have been much interested in the discussion

of the eight vs. ten frame hives. I give you a

little of my experience in this section in using

the two side by side for three seasons.

I got more honey and better swarms each

year from the ten-frame hive, from one-fourth

to one-third difference, with that much more
winter loss in the eight-frame, for which I set

.50 out of the eight-frame to the ten-frame hive.

Most bee-keepers are discarding their eight-

frame hives for the ten, in this section.

For extracting I tier up two and three stories

high, using eight frames above in a ten-frame

body to save so much uncapping. For comb
honey I tier up with supers as room is needed.

Swarming is harder to control in eight-frame

hives—more inclined to swarm, and not so

large as from the ten-frame hive.

We have had three very poor seasons here for

bees. I have only 125 stands at present.

Washington, Ind., Dec. 3. S. D. Cox.

A POOR year for W. K. BALI,; the ADVAN-
TAGE OF EXTRACTING IN POOR YEARS.

We had a very poor season here; still, I think

my bees did well. I took 13,000 lbs. of extract-

ed and 1500 lbs. of comb honey from 100 hives.

I think that is good for a poor year—don't you?
1 find there is a big advantage in extracting,

over raising comb honey, in a poor year. I sold

my old stock of bees last winter, and went to

California (near the town of Hanford), and got

100 colonies of Cyprians, with a mixture of

Italians. They are good workers, but tearful

stingers. My comb honey is not as white and
nice as common. 1 lay it partly to the poor

season and partly to the strain of bees. I am
going to try the Carniolans next year. I un-

derstand they make very nice white comb
honey. I don't like that greasy-looking comb.
Is it the Italian or the Cyprian that makes the

dark-looking comb? I received 20 Carniolan

(iueens from Mr. Lockhart, and expect 4 more.

They are very nice.

Reno, Nev., Nov. 13. W. K. Ball.

CARP CULTURE, ETC.

Mr. Root:—Do you remember the pond under
my greenhouses? Well, you put a good deal of

enthusiasm in me when I read your " Carp Cul-

ture;" so, two years ago, I put in 35 carp, 4 to <i

inches long, and now there are thousands of

them. The old ones are 10 to 14 inches long,

and we can drop in a hook at any time and
catch one. I had not tried to catch one till this

week. I don't care what others say, as for me
and^my house, we rate carp a No. 1 fish. When
I was in Medina I thought A. I. 's carp-pond
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looked neglected. We made another pond last

week, and will stock it with carp as soon as

spring opens. Geo. M. KKU-oof^.

Pleasant Hill. Mo.

fl am glad to be able to tell you that our carp-
pond does not look as sad as it did. Just before
Christmas, during the fine open weather, vvc

cut a ditch alongside of the bank of Champion
Brook, 400 feet upstream, to a little dam across
said brook. Then we put in three-inch tile, put
a little dam across the brook, and the carp-
pond was filled up right speedily vvith nice
clean rain water that fell on the sround in

wintertime. Just as we got the whole thing
finished, and working to ray satisfaction, a zero
freeze came on. and now we have pure rain-
water ice fully eight inches thick. In fact, it is

ready now for the ice-hoiise. and the carp have
plenty of room. I am glad you pronounced
tbem a good table fish.—A. I. R.]

FENCING POULTRY "OUT;" HOW HIGH MUST
THE FENCE BE?

Mr. Ro<A:—Are you not mistaken about hens

not flying over netting one foot high? We have
Brown Leghorns, and they fly like hawks—are

for ever on the move in daytime, and are the

most prying, inquisitive things that I know
(that wear feathers). D. W. Dickinson.

Hickman, Ky., Dec. 24.

[Friend D.. we have had quite a little experi-
ence in the matter, and we find that one foot
seems to answer every purpose with our large
breeds of fowls, and we have some small ones
also. Of course, this is for fencing them out of
any particular locality. We once had a straw-
berryplot near the poultry-house. It was put
out originally for raising Haverland plants:
but before we knew it we had a big crop of
berries. The hens found them and commenced
to work on them before they were even red.

We put a strip of poultry-netting around the
whole inclosure. only one foot wide. Of course,
it was put up as high as we conld put it with-
out allowing the hens to crawl under. Not a
berry was touched afterward. Some of the
Brahmas walked along the fence, and looked
over: hut none of them got in. Of course, you
can not fence fowls In with any such fence; and
I presume the arrangement will answer only
where they have unlimited range. Perhaps
they reason this way: " Why should we take
the trouble to climb over that thing wVien it is

such an easy matter to walk around it?" They
would accordingly walk around the corner;
but, not finding the strawberries, thev got their
minds on something else, and walked oft' in
another direction. I tried those same strips of
one-foot poultry-netting to keep the neighbors'
hens away from some peas. I had not enough
to go clear around the peas, so I extended the
fence two or three rods beyond the patch, in

both directions. It served the purpose of ward-
ing them off about as in the former case—that
is, it stopped them from going straight from
the barn to the pea-patch: but occasionally a
fowl that was out in the fields, on her way
home would get into the peas. It must be re-

membered that poultry will seldom meddle
with peas any way, where they are properly
provided for otherwise.
Ernest suggests that IS-inch netting is a

little better, and two feet still surer. His ex-
perience was in putting such a fence around
his dooryard. to keep his neighbors' fowls away.
Of course, this will be a little different. Where
one man keeps a lot of fowls, and is pretty
close up to a neighbor who does not keep any,

a division fence to make the chickens stay at
home, especially if said chickens are in a town
where they are pretty closely circumscribed any
way. would need to be a little higher. Then it

is to he rememberi'd thatchickens are like cows
and horses in regard to getting out of an inclo-
snre. A certain flock may become so educated
that they will do very unusual things. Not-
withstanding, the narrow strips of poultry-net-
ting oftentimes serve very important purposes.
We have a lot of iron rods sharpened at one end,
and a little coil made at the other, to get hold
of easily. These can be quickly thrust into
almost any ground so as to make the strip
of netting just right when it is hooked on the
ring at the top of the iron stake. You can put
up such a guard against the fowls almost as
easily as you can chase them away, and then
the job is done with until your crop is ready to
be gathered, then pull up your stakes and roll
up your netting until it is wanted next time.
A 150-foot strip of netting, one foot wide, costs
now only (i? cts.—A. I. R.]

ROBBING SICK PEOPLE.
Mr. Root:— I have just read your article

on Electropoise. and was much interested, as

we have an instrument that just answers the

description of it, but it Is of a different name,
" Oxydonor Victory," manufactured, patented,

and invented by one Dr. H. Sanche, 2(54 West
Fort St., Detroit. Mich. The price is $25. It Is

exactly the same in appearance as Electro-

poise. Whether it is a humbug or not I can

not say. My mother had a very estimable and
intelligent lady nurse who heard of Oxydonor,

and went to Toledo and investigated the same.

She personally interviewed some of the most
prominent business men of the city who had

used it. She became interested, and took an

agency for the same. Mother gains some; and
father, who has not done much work for some
time past, does a good deal now. I myself cur-

ed a case of bowel trouble, and it was of con-

siderable standing. It may be that we all

would have got better had we not used it. If it

is a swindle it ought to be exposed, for it is an
exorbitant price. I am not a scientist, and
could not analyze it should I take it to pieces:

hence I write to you.

I have not written this for publication; but

should you find the machine a fraud, and want
to, you may use this; but please suppress my
name, as it would only make hard feelings, as

the agent here investigated it for us.

If I can help in any way I shall be glad to do

so. My mother has paralysis. X. Y. Z.

[Friend Z., one test will apply to all these
things. If the thing you describe has any vir-

tue, then a new force or power has been dis-

covered; but scientific men, our intelligent doc-
tors and teachers, know nothing of any such
discovery. What you tell us only illustrates
again the ow'/itf fraud and swindle that these
men are putting upon the public. The fact
that prominent business men indorse it, again
illustrates the credulity of the people at large.
It must be imagination. It can not be any
thing else. The very fact that they charge
¥2.").00 for the trifling bauble is one big evidence
that it is a fraud. It is exactly on the same
principle as hanging something about your
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neck for a charm, or nailing a horsesVioe over

the door, or having little heathen gods stuck
all over the house, as the Chinese do to ward off

calamity and disease. With the general intel-

ligence and science before us at the present

time, people of intelligence ought to be asham-
ed of themselves for accepting such logic. 1

suppose you know that people afflicted with
paralysis and many other diseases, when they
are thoroughly aroused. oftentimes breakaway,
as it w(^re. from the disease. They have some-
times thrown away their crutches under the
influence of a bottle of some kind of medicine:
and yet had the bottle contained water, and
they did not know it, the result would have
been just the same. Many thanks for your
concluding word-:.— A. I. R.
In the issue of ElcctrlcUy for .Ian. 9 we find a

further considerable expose of Electropoise.

We have room for only the concluding sen-

tence:

Eveiy religious paper in America miglit well kepp
standing in a coiispiciious place in its columns the
words of Di' Holmes: " Quackery liohhles along- on
two crutches: the one is the superstition of women;
the other, the indoisements of clergymen."

but on a large one, failure is the result. There
is much in the man and the location.

Eight extra pages this issue.

We have quite a number of good articles

awaiting their turn for Insertion.

Under "Seasonable Questions" is a valua-

ble article on bee-cellars—that is, how to knoic

when the bees are doing well. This is a trou-

blesome question for beginners, and even some
older in the business.

Heavy rains are rejoicing the hearts of Cal-

ifornia bee-keepers. Given a certain number
of inches of rainfall, and the honey crop is as-

sured for that State; this year the conditions, if

I am correct, are met. Last year little or no

rain fell, and the consequence was little or no

honey.

The new Americdix Bee Journal, as it came
to our oftice shortly after Jan. 1, was a pleas-

ant surprise. Is has been changed from a 3;.'-

page small to a 16-page large size. The print-

ing and binding, of course, as tisual. are excel-

lent, and the selection of matter is also of the

highest order. If it can maintain the pace

that it has set for itself (and York will make it),

the "old reliable" will boom.

(i. M. DooiJTTi^K. in \,Y\Q American £?ee Jour-

7ia?. has an interesting article on large versus

small apiaries. He says, and very truly, that

the results from large yards are not as great in

proportion as from small ones. He sees large

reports from apiaries of not over 50 colonies,

but not from four times that number. It is like

every thing else I suppose—some lines of busi-

ness will pay good returns on a small scale;

Yor will remember that I said we had great

hopes of the granulated sugar and honey giv-

ing better results than the ordinary Good can-

ey made of confectioners' or powdered sugar

and honey. We are just receiving responses

of queens sent to Australia some time last fall;

and while the results are not all that we could

ask, they are very much better tban from any
former attempts of late. The only difficulty

seems to be now that the granulated sugar Is

too coarse, and rattles about in the cage, and
interferes with the bees. We are just corres-

ponding with the view of getting a small paint-

mill, to grind the sugar and honey into a per-

fectly soft paste. I have an idea that such a

mill would cause a more perfect union of the

honey and sugar.

THAT great freeze IN FLORIDA. AND ITS
EFFECT ON BEE-KEEPERS.

We have just enjoyed a very pleasant visit

from Wm. A. Selser, of Wyncote, Pa. He had
just come from an extensive business tour of

some .3000 miles throughout Florida. He had
been all over the State just previous to the

great freeze, and all over it again just after it.

He reports that all the beauty of that remark-
able State is gone. Every thing seems to have
been killed from one end of the State to the

other; and the mangrove — one of the maia
stays for honey—has been so thoroughly killed

that it will take it three or four years to recov-

er Although the bee-keepers will get honey
as before from palmetto, their large crops will

be cut down very materially until the man-
grove can begin to yield. There is desolation

in the orange- groves, and they are character-

ized as "slop-tubs" by reason of the carloads

of decaying fruit. As to what the Weather
Bureau might have done to prevent this, see

High-Pressure Gardening elsewhere.

DOOLITTLE AND THE FIVE-BANDED BEES.

In the Progressive Bee-keeper Mr Doolittle

has a very fair and interesting article replying

to the statement of the editor (which I copied

on page 877), that the five-banders can not be

produced from Italian stock. He holds that

the Italian is not a pure race; and as it is liable

to sport, especially in the number of yellow

bands, it is perfectly feasible to produce the ex-

cess of yellow without the aid of Cyprian stock;

that he raised bees with more than three bands
before Eastern bees were ever brought to this

country. In relating how he and Mr. L. Hearn
developed the original so-called five-banded

stock, he adds that they are not only beautiful,

but good workers, and gentle, though he admits
that they are less hardy for winter when com-
pared with the darker stock.

I have personally seen in his own apiary some
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•of Mr. Doolittle's choice yellow stock. They aside a certain sum of money each year, as a re-

were p(Mfectly gentle; and although it is pos- membrance. or, perhaps we might say. a New
-sible that other blood might have crept in, in Year's gift to our veteran benefactor. How
view of Mr. Doolittle's statement to the con- many of us have kept sacredly this promise? I

trary, and the care characteristic of him. it is know of one man, and liis initials are^. I. Root,

improbable. But I do insist that some five- who waited till the 10th of January before send-

banders are vicious, and poor workers; and the ingin his offering when he ought to have sent

conclusion forces itself upon me that there are it the 1st. Perhaps it may be something of an

some careless breeders, and perhaps not as encouragement to others to say that we have
•conscientious as they might be in keeping out been paying Mr. Langstroth $50.00 each year,

the Eastern blood, for it is so easy to breed for a long time past, and we have felt happy in

yellow from this race. The yellow stocks at doing this much. I have made these remarks

present in our yard came from a number of thinking there may be others who would really

breeders, and the progeny of the queens vary enjoy giving our old friend a pleasant reminder

greatly. that his services are gratefully remembered by
bee-keepers. The Ainericayi Bee Journal has

wintering; why the INDOOK plan gives , . t.u- -.iuf ^1 I*been keeping this matter before the people for
THE BEST RESULTS IN ONE LOCALITY AND .. . „,.,, ^, . , v, j

THE OUTDOOR IN ANOTHER. ^«"°« *'™^ P^^^" ^ill the Other bce-papers do

„ r , • .,. J .
what they feel would be right and proper in re-

in the ^merica?i Bee ./OHrnaL in the depart- . ,. ,, . , * .U J u. .1

, ^ . J -r. ,. ., . . minding their readers of the debt we owe ?

ment of Queries and Replies, the question is
A i T?

asked, " Do you prefer the single-walled or

the double-walled hives?"' The majority of re- the bee-keepers' union.

spondents vote for the first, but not one of them The Tenth Annual Report of the Bee-keep-

seems to mention the part that locality plays in ers' Union is before us. The General Manager,
the matter. In fact, they all live either far in commenting on the past work of the Union,

south or far north. Of course, those in the says:

southland would prefer the single-walled. Those I am g-lad to state that the Union has everywhere
who live where the winters are pretty cold, as exerted such a soothing influence that now the ene-

a general rule prefer the indoor plan, because mies of the pursuit are very cautious in commenc-

the double hives hardly give protection enough, ing- a suit against bee-keepers. Lawyers have read

But where the winters are moderate, and in
ia their Law Journals reports of trials which have

«ome others where great quantities of snow
resulted disasatrously to tlie complainants, leaving

* 11 xi_ J 1.1 !_• T • ^1 i_ ^ them to pay the costs, and they generally discour-
lall, the double hive. I am sure, gives the best „„„ ,„, ,...„ . , ., , n «n j

', ^ , , , ,
^^^ such litigants unless they have well-fllled

results. In our locality the outdoor plan surely pocket-books, and they discover a chance to make
does best. We sometimes have a couple of liberal fees. Even then, many of tliem will not un-
weeks of weather when the thermometer regis- dertake a case which gives no promise of success.

ters 10 degrees below zero; but more often it is Quite often they advise their would-be clients to

open, with several weeks of fairly warm send to the Bee-keepers' Union for documents; and

weather sprinkled in. It is then that the cellar- '^'i®" ^ucli are received and read, the arguments of

€dbees get uneasy, fly'out on the floor, and die Judge Williams and the decision of the Supreme

by thousands: and it is then that outdoor bees
C°"^*^ of Arkansas are so convincing that they

, , c • 1 «• u^ TUTU ^1. • ^ quite Willingly nurse their wrath, and permit their
get beneficial flights. Where the winters are ,, , . . ,, . . ^i • • w j

. , . r ,. , , .
bee-keeping neighbors to en.ioy their rights and

continuously cold for the most part, the cellar privileges.
plan gives the best results, because it (the eel- ^ ^ i, j ^ , • ,

T , V, 1 i ^ X \ ' One or two cases are on hand, and advice has
lar) can be kept at an even temperature, or , j . ^i i^ •n ,. .

, ™. • 1^ 1^ i. J.
been rendered, and the result will be given in

nearly so. This means a light consumption of ,, , , , ..u i- t ^ ^^ x- xi_
. J ^^ 1 <• I J . .1 the future. In the line of adulteration, the

stores and comparatively few bees dying on the ,. ^ r ^i. xt .. u j i^ .• •

fl ,,,. ... .1 , . • 1, .^ history of the Hunt honey-adulteration case is
floor. Since writing the foregoing a well-writ- . ....... j . , c < . ^
. .. , , . ,, , 1. IT given, with the details of which our readers are
ten article on bees in cellars has come which I , , , .,. m. c •

i . .
. J .„ already familiar. The financial statement is as
indorse—see p. o9. . ,,— follows:

L. L. I/ANGSTROTH. FINANCIATj st.\tement.

I have before alluded to the fact that our Balance, as per last Keport .172171

aged friend and benefactor is in ratherdesti- Fees from 311 members for 1894 311 00

tute circumstances, especially since the death $l,o.'?2 71

of his son-in-law; and although there have been Expenses for the year 251 20

many calls on our bee-keepers for contributions Balance. Dec. 16, 189t $77S ."il

—in fact, so many that I almost dread to speak Donation. L. M. B .5 00

of any more—I do think it behooves us each and t, * 1 1 , ^ i ^^Z7i
,, , r , ^ Total balance on hand $.83 51

all to remember father Langstroth. Perhaps
the younger members of our fraternity of bee- The American Bee Journfil for Jan. 3 con-

keepers do not know about these things as well tains an article from G. W. Demaree:

as we older ones do. By the way, some years i want to suggest that the proper thing to do is to
ago quite a number of the veterans agreed to set elect a new set of officers for the National Bee-keep-
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ci's' Union. 1 tliiuk a cliang-e, fioin time to time, is

best for all siifli institutions.

Let all sentimrnt be laid aside, and let each mem-
ber vote for some intellifrent "bee-raan " (our sister

bee-keepers liave a liijilier missit)n tlian is found in

court decisions); properly distributing- the number
to be elected throughout the country as justly as is

practically possible.

As to any change pertaining- to " General Man-
ager," that can be siifely left to the ,1udgment of

the members. 1 can see no reason for any change
in that respect, as the office of " General Manager "

is hedged about by a board of directors—the presi-

dent and A'ice-presidents. As one of the "old

board," 1 shall positively decline to actin the future.

I want to see a change.

Another thing I want to suggest. Too much mon-

ey in the " treasury " is a temptati)n to ?((iasui7s. I

regard the Bee-keepers' Union a temporary concern.

When we have obtained from courts of repute a

sullicient number of ilrcixionK to put bee-keeping on
even grounds with <.)ther pursuits, each bee-keeper
must then do his own " lawing." I have practiced
the profession of law, and know whereof I affirm.

There is a specific stage of civilization that leads

men to resort to the law as a mode of warfare
against their enemies. No " union " should encour-
age that sort of civiliziition. This world—not this
country alone—is becoming full of "unions," and
"trusts." and "comljines," and "societies," of
every earthlj' description, and there is a cataclysm
ahead, or the " watchers" of the "signs of our
times" are mightily mistaken.

There is a good deal of truth In what he says,

and we commend the article to our readers. It

has seemed to me several times that the work
of establishing precedents In law, so nobly and
well done by the Union in the past, is nearly at

an end; and as the extract from the General

Manager says, there is less trouble now from
jealous neighbors than formerly. It seems to

me that the Union should do more in the way
of hunting out suspected cases of adulteration

—

in fact, assume the aggressive—that is, employ
detectives to follow up a few of the unscrupulous

city dealers, for instance. Surely there are

funds enough in the treasury to do this work.

THE EXPEKIMENT AT THE MICHIGAN EXI'EKI-
MENT STATION, OF FEEDING BACK.

In the Bee-licepers'' Review of Dec. 10, Ex-
perimenter Taylor reports having fed two colo-

nies to fill out unfinished sections, for the pur-

pose of determining the amount of loss or gain.

The following is the table as it appeared:

^.:

!2;'.s

41
28K 112

a a

<1.2

110 ?4

91 i^

65.3
58.4

fX o

l.T)!^

1.70

m% 2\^% 205 %Vih)i 61.8 1.61

In summarizing on the result, Mr. Taylor
says:

By a simple process of calculation, taking the
value of the material used and the market value of
the product, it will be seen that the jtroflt is more
than 5U per cent and this would have been consid-

erjibly increased had all the sections been partially
tilled at ihe beginning of the e.xperiment.

I understand how he arrived at his conclu-

sion, but it seems to me the figure, 50 per cent,

gives a wiong impression. Let us glance for a

moment at the table. By running across the

figures at the top. and stopping at the last item,

it is shown that, for every pound of unfinished

honey, it was necessary to feed about l^i lbs. of

honey. The same item just below for the other

hive, shows the proportion of 1 to 1%. Mr.
Taylor says, " The profit is more than 50 per

cent."' Now, I do not see it in that way. In

the first place, there was the labor; and in the

second place, the bees were probably stimulated

to the rearing of brood—such brood as would
probably be of no use to the colony later on.

It seems to me the question is, which would

bring more in dollars and cents—the extracted

honey fed in the liquid form, plus the unfinish-

ed sections, both as separate items, or the total

amount of finished product in one item, as the

result of feeding? According to the Honey
Column in this issue, extracted honey of good

quality brings at wholesale 7 cts., and comb 12.

Taking the figures for one hive which Mr. Tay-
lor fed, there are 41 lbs. of unfinished sections,,

which we will say ought to bring on the mar-
ket at least 8 cts. There was lOiV*^ of extract-

ed, which was fed back, which ought to bring

7 cts. The total for the two items thus would

be *10.7o. The amount of unfinished product for-

the same hive, in feeding back, was \\{)% lbs.,

which would bring, according to the same price

current, 13 cts. per lb., or $13.29. Subtracting

.«10.75 from $13.29 would leave ?2..54, which,

would represent the gain in dollars and cents;

or, when reduced to percentage, 23)o per cent,

int-tead of over .50 per cent, as Mr. Taylor makes
it. But this $2.54, it seems to me, is largely

ofl^^set by the labor of feeding. May be I am mis-

taken; but I really can not see any great gain

from a dollars-and-cents point of view. But
Mr. Taylors feeding back was. I am of the opin-

ion, more favorable than it ordinarily is. Take-
the case of Mr. A. F. Unterkircher. for in-

stance, of Manchester, Mich., about 70 miles

southwest of Mr. Taylor's residence. It will be

found in full in our issue for Feb. 1, 188ti, page
101. He fed back 175 lbs. per colony to 20 colo-

nies for 35 days, and got back only 62>^ lbs. of

finished comb honey per colony: in other words,

he fed nearly three pounds of extracted for

every pound of comb honey secured; or, to carry

out the dollar-atid-cents comparison — for every

20 cts. worth of extracted honey fed, he got back
12 cts. worth of cemih honey. He says further:

"Thus the consumption for the 20 colonies, in

the secretion and forming of wax scales, and
for brood - rearing, evaporation, etc., is the

enormous total of 1650 lbs., or 82f.< lbs. per colo-

ny. . . All this [stings, etc.] is certainly

enough to disgust one in feeding, to say nothing:

regarding the loss in the operation."
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WHY PEOPLE ARE OUT OF WORK.

•SOMKTUING BOTH ENCOURAGING AND DIS-

COURAGING.

Dear friends, I am moved to write this be-

cause of a little recent experience. Some of you
know, but perhaps not, all, that in our saw-
room we have saws lo cut across the grain.

These are called ''cut-ofif'saws. Then we have
.saws to split boards lengthwise of the grain.
These are called "rip-saws." One is all right
for the ripping business, and the other is all

right for the cut-otl business; but to change
them about, neither would work at all. Oh,
yes! you might crowd a board lengthwise a
little way on a cutoff saw, and vice versa; but
it would be like hitching a team to the back end
of a wagon instead of the front, to do work.
Well, now for the illustration:
There was a man in the saw-room, who, if he

were given boards square in shape, or something
near square in shape, would continually make
a mistake and push them against the saw at
right angles from the way they should be push-
ed; that is, he did not seem to know whether he
was sawing with the grain or across it. When
I heard of it I remonstrated with him. I told
him I could hardly believe it possible that he, a
wrown-up man, should even once make such a
blunder as that. He excused himself by saying
that others did the same thing frequently. I

have not learned whether this is true or not. I

told the foreman of the room, when we were
discussing the matter, that, in my opinion, the
man who does such a thing even once should
be sent home, and never permitted to come into

a shop again where machinery is used. The
above may be rather severe. Perhaps it is; but
one whose mind is not on his work lo the extent
that he does not know whether he is pushing
his board lengthwise or sidewise, I should say
that he by such act of indifference or half-heart-
edness, literally cuts off his chances of making
his way in the world. It is just this very thing
we are considering that makes the difference
between a man worth 10 cts. an hour and one
worth 35 cts. an hour. You may say that every-
body makes mistakes sometimes. Yes, some
kind of mistakes. But did you. my friend, ever
in your life, hitch a horse to the back end of
your wagon, and start off, instead of hitching it

to the front end? My illustration is. perhaps, a
little exaggerated, but it shows what I mean.
Now, this man of whom I am speaking is or has
been a special friend of mine, and one whom I

should be glad to help. When his shortcomings
have been reported I have taken his part, and
talked with him, and afterward said I was sure
he would do better. When he did not do better
I began to study into the case, and this has
come to light: He is naturally full of boyish
spirits, and is much given to good-natured jokes
and pleasantry; and he carries this thing so far
that he is very apt to be making fun during his
•work. We have had trouble in the saw-room
by certain ones indulging in throwing blocks at
each other. Notices have been put up, request-
ing that this thing be stopped. But even right
in the face of these notices I saw this man
throwing a block at one of the other men. He
explained it by saying that the block was thrown
at him. and that he simplv threw it back again,
and I happened to see only the last part of it.

Now. this may be some excuse, but it is not
a sufficient one. A grown-up man with a family
to support should be above every thing of this
sort—that is, during working hours. Some
people do not seem to be able to comprehend the
fact that almost all kinds of work nowadays
require careful. tJioutjhtfuI, earnest attention.
The men who get good pay, and who are mak-

ing great strides in their profession, concen-
trate all their energies—all their attention and
thoiujht—on I he work in question. Let us take
another view of the mattir.

I believe we have now the reputation of mak-
ing pretty fair work—1 will not say the best in
the world, for every little while—in fact, al-
most continually—some customer (sometimes a
customer from clear across the ocean) is calling
our attention to little defects in our work. A
few days ago one of the endless chains in the
machinery that makes our sections broke a link.
A new one was put in, and the machine was
supposed to be all right. Mr. Calvert happened
to pass by. however, and he discovered the
bolts of beautiful while basswood were not
passing squarely through between the dovetail-
ing saws. One end of each bolt was ahead of
the other. It was only just a " lettle," as old
Yankees would say; but that " leetle" made a
great part of the sections grooved too deep on
one end, and not deep enough on the other.
The men who were running the machine neg-
lected lo make very careful tests after the
breakdown, to be sure the work done was ex-
actly as before the break. When we hold
our councils—that is, the members of the cabinet
of the A. I. Root Co.—it is the same old thing
over. '"Oh, I wish we knew where to get real
careful, accurate men—men of intense devo-
tion to the work that is intrusted to their
charge!" Now, please do not all of you write
to me, saying that you are just the chap we are
after, and that you want to come here. If you
are just the chap we are after, you would not be
out of work. People would be watching for
you, and bidding for you, and may be quarrel-
ing about who should have you. I know, for I

have grown gray in this sort of thing. Some-
times I have been tempted to say, "Oh, why is

it that God made so many worth so little, and
only a few worth so much?" But, hold on.
(Jod did not make us so. We did it ourselves,
and we are doing it ourselves. The man who
has good common sense can stop his foolishness
and play, and attend to business if he tries
hard. He can, if he cores enough about mak-
ing a success in life, and the chances are that
he can do it at home, right where he is. You
see, the successful bee-keepers and the success-
ful berry-growers and the successful men any-
where, and they are the earnest, keen, hard-
working people. They do not always work
hard with their muscles, but their brains are
ever on the alert to discover better ways, and to
achieve greater perfection. Now, it is not be-
cause these heedless people do not know what
nice work is; for if they want to buy any thing
they are oftentimes the first ones to complain of
something that is not what it ought to be. We
all know when we are properly served by the
rest of the great outside world; but a great
many of us do not core very much whether we
serve other people honestly and well or not.
This little sermon is written on New Year's

day; and if it meets the eye of some one who is

out of a job, or is likely to lose a job which he
already has, may God rouse him up to recognize
and realize what I have been telling him; and
may the Holy Spirit help him to see his faults
as others see them. My friends. I too am guilty
of poor work. I am guilty of half-hear led nei-s
and of slipshod ways—that is, at times I am. I

sometimes fear, however, that 1 am oftener
guilty of being too vehement and exacting be-
cause others around me seem to be so indifferent
to what is going on before their eyes—yes. to
put it plainly, so stupidly indifferent to their
own interests; or, to put it in a saddrr way
still, lo the interests of their ivives and children,
and others depending upon them.
After the above was dictated, the following
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came lo hand from our good friend Geo. M.
Kellogg:

The reason I wrote my "wanl" ad. (p. 33)

so sarcastic was. I am so bored by men wi o
claim to be garden- r?, etc., when they know but
OTict/ii/iry—that is, to laze around and kill time. I

just turned otf a man to-day. after ',"._, davs'

of work, who i-ame and recommended himself so

highly that 1 really thought he might be a good
help. 1 would not give such a man his board.
I would rather take a green boy, and t<-ach

him how to work. I am down on fossils in

lull nan form.
Pleasant Hill, Mo., Dec. 29.

(JN THE WHEEL—LACLEDE CO., MO.

There are a good many peculiar things about
Missouri; that is, they have different crops,

and different ways of doing things, from what
we have here in Ohio. The great staple seems
to be corn; and the rich black soil, full of hu-
mus, for the most part, seems to be especially
adapted to corn. Now, with such immense
crops of corn, the price gets very low; and in a
good many places the crops are a good way
from railroads; therefore, to use up as much as

possible of It, a great deal of pork is raised.

The wire fence that troubled me so much to get
over was one of the pig- proof sort. As there
are immense tracts of forest, or, rather, scrub-
oaks (for the greater part of the trees are a
peculiar kind of oak of small growth), and
these oaks furnish most seasons immense quan-
tities of acorns, to use up this great quantity of
•'shack" the pigs—especially those belonging
to poor people—are allowed to run at large.

The consequence is, the farmer who raises crops
must fence the pigs out; and so they have
fences with barbed wire very close together
down near the ground—so close, indeed, that
many of them are chicken-proof as well as pig-
proof, unless thechickens jump and get through
the wide spaces a little higher up. In running
my wheel over the dry leaves through these
trails in the woods I often ran into droves of
pigs. Hy the time I conclude, however, that
they are not going to be frightened at the
wheel, as the horses, cattle, and mules are. the
leader of the drove gives a peculiar srruntof as-
toni-^hmcnt and fright, which is the signal for a
general stampede^; and if I do not slow up. I

am sometimes in danger of getting rolled into
the leaves among the pigs. Well, where pig-
growing is such an immense industry there are
great quantities of pork thrown on the market;
and in order to furni-h a Ixilanaed ration (ham
and eggs) great quantities of poultry and eggs
are produced. In fact. Missouri ought to he
able to furnish hatri and eggs enough for at
least a part of the great wide world. The wo-
men-folks have a great deal to do with poultry-
raising: and friend .Abbott's bright spicy poul-
try-talks at the; farmers' institutes have made
him quite a general favorite with the sex. It

won't hurl him any. for he is a good man, and
always remembers the faithful little wife who
so well looks after the comfortsof his neat little

home in St. .Foseph.
These great cornlields are a splendid adjunct

lo the poultry business—especially the turkey
line. Turkeys, you know, ramble over miles of
territory. One of my brother-in-law's neigh-
bors has a flock of slate-colored turkeys num-

bering over a hundred. He said they started
out in the morning like a regiment of soldiers,

taking the fields and woods, and every thing
that came before them, each turkey marching
perhaps twenty feet from its neighbor. He said
they went away every morning, and generally
came in about an hour before sundown, keep-
ing up the same line of march in all their raids.
I told him I should c(M-tainly have to go over to
his place to see them, and I happened along
just at the time specilied—about an hour before
sundown. They were just emerging from the
woods, in a long line, all abreast. As they went
over the pasture-lot, every cricket, grass-
hopper, bug, and worm, was pretty sure to be
detected by their keen sharp eyes, and you
could see them do their work as they moved
forward. Of course, they get into the cornfields
some; but I believe it is generally considered
that they do enough good in their march to
atone for the corn they take, for corn is cheap
down in Missouri.

But even with the great numbers of turkeys
domesticated, there seems to be still a field for
more, for wild turkeys are even yet quite abun-
dant. They live. I believe, mosily on corn and
acorns. In fact, so plentiful are they that they
often mix, and the eggs of wild turkeys are
sometimes set and hatched under the tame
ones. They grow up with the rest very much
as if that were the way they had always done;
but when the wild turkeys fly over them on
their way south they are very apt to catch the
fever, and burst the bonds of domestication,
and soar aloft with their wild untamed breth-
ren.

The man who owned the turkeys, finding I
was greatly interested in sinkholes, such as the
country aboundt-d in, told me there was quite a
tract, sevral miles away, where the ground had
suddenly dropped down forty or fifty feet, leav-
ing steep or even perpendicular sides all around
the inclosure. The road used to run through
this piece of forest, and a man rode over on
horseback only an hour before the sink occur-
red. As the rest did not seem to be particularly
curious about such phenomena, 1 decided to
hunt it up on my wheel. After various tnean-
derings through the woods and across the
clearings I discovered that I had got beyond
the spot. Many people seemed to know but
little about it, even though it was in ti.eir im-
mediate neighborhood: and they speculated as
to what "that fellow on the wheel" wanted of
that large sinkhole, anyway. Some thought I

was prospecting for minerals. At length I

found a little log house in the wilderness, be-
longing to the man who owned the property
where the ground had dropped down. Nobody
was at home but the woman of the house. It

was getting toward night: and darkness in a lo-

cality where it kept one busy to get through by
daylight was not the thing to be most desired.
She said I was to follow the road down to a
wheatfield. Then 1 was to go straight through
the wheatliekl. and I would find the road again
on the other side. When 1 got there, "straight
through ' seemed to be a pretty difficult matter
to manage. In searching for the road I got off
into the thick and tangled forest, and lost my
bearings; and as the sun did not shine I could
not even tell which way I came from. I was lost
in the woods, and obliged to drag my wheel, and
pull it through the underbrush. No matter
which way I went, the bushes and vines grew
thicker. I pushed for the top of a little hill,

thinking I might see some signs of human hab-
itation in some direction; but it was all un-
broken forest. I could not discover in any di-
rection any thing that looked a bit like the path
or the wheatfield I had left. It may seem a
trifling thing for a full-grown man to acknowl-
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«dge his weakness, and to ask direction from on
ihigh, just because he has lost his way in the
woods only a little way off from human habita-

tion at the worst. I felt weak and tired out in

working my way through the tangled brush;
and, almost before I knew it, that little prayer
burst forth — " Lord, help!" Almost as the
words were on my lips I stooped down to get a
better view away oft' through the bushes and
underbrush. In one direction I could see quite
a distance; and at the end of this view a little

patch as big as one's hand showed something
that looked as if it might be a log house; and
the words, "O Lord. I thank thee," followed al-

most as swiftly after ihe appeal for guidance.
Before I reached the log house I struck a trail

that led me to the door. There I found that I

must turn around and go right back, for I had
just come in from the very neighborhood of the
sunken half-acre. I do not think it comprises
more than a quarter of an acre-—perhaps a lit-

tle more all together; but the sight of it fully

rewarded me for all my toil. The largest trees

in the forest had gone right square down until

their tops reached but little above the ground
where I stood. I managed to slide down
through the sand and dirt until I came to a
point choked up with bushes, briers, trees, dirt,

and stones. It seemed as if an opening had
broken through and let every thing run down
into it until the trees, etc.. stopped the hole up.
I got right down into the very crater; and then
it occurred to me. what if my feeble weight
should start the thine going once more, and I

too should go down, down, who knows where?
I confess the thought of it made my heart beat a
little faster as 1 climbed up the steep sides
through the loose dirt and stones. I found the
road that had been broken suddenly oft' where
the ground went down. This drop, too, like

the others, was near the summit of a hill. Can
some geologist or somebody else tell me why it

is the hills instead of the valleys that suddenly
give in. down here in the Ozark Mountains?
Has this any thing to do with the reason vol-
canoes burst forth from the summit of the high-
est mountains?
Of course. I had many pleasant visits in Leb-

anon, the county-seat. It is a very pretty town.
The stores are neat and attractive; and as
business is dull, goods are sold, many of them,
at very close margins. The merchants are vie-
ing with each other in getting the trade of the
country people, and may be they know their
own business better than an Ohio wheelman
can tell it to them. But I want to venture a
suggestion. If some merchant in the town of
Lebanon would put up a watering-trough, so
the farmers could water their horses in front of
his store, giving them thatbeautiful "electric"
( ? ) water, it seems to me it would be a bigger
advertisement than all the signs he could put
up. or all the advertising he could do in the
county papers. If I am correct, there is not a
place in the whole town where hor.«es can be
watered—that is. no public watering-place. A
little out of town thereis.it is true, a sort of
millpond where horses can be watered by driv-
ing right down into the mud. My brother-in-
law told me that this pond arrangement was a
recent improvement. Where is the Humane
.Society down in Missouri? By the way, there
are no sucli watering-places in the whole of
Missouri—that is, none that I found—like those
we have here in Ohio. In our own and adjoin
ing counties where I have traveled with my
wheel we find substantial watering-places
«very four or live miles in almo'^t every direc-
tion. These are more frequent, however, in
hilly countries, where springs furnish perpetu-
ally running water. Through the level parts
of our State, town wells with good nice-work-

ing pumps are found in the center of most of
even the small towns. Let us now go back to
Lebanon.

All through the southwestern part of the
State of Missouri there is a sort of general
agreement that hitching-posts should not be
placed in front of stores. In fact, you seldom
see a team standing in front of a store at all.

When i^rmers come in from the country they
hitch their horses near the church or to the
fences in the outskirts, and then travel on foot
to the stores. When they get ready to go home
they can, if they choose, drive up in front of
the stores to load in their purchases. On one
occasion a friend missed a train because he had
to drive out of town to find a place to hitch his

horse. This whole matter is fixed by ordinance
passed by the town; and I was surprised to

hear one of the teachers at the farmers' insti-

tute pitch into hitching-posts. The only rea-
son he gave was. that it made the town look
untidy; and hitching-posts, where horsesgnaw
them, afford means of communicating disease
from one horse to another. Now, I am sure
this whole matter can be managed. In Medina
we have iron hitching-posts that horses can not
gnaw, and I know a good many of the country
people feel bad the way they are being used. I

asked Robert which of two towns would get
the trade if one would furnish convenient
places for hitching teams in front of the stores,

steps for the people to get out on the sidewalk,
and public watering-places where horses could
drink, while the other town furnished no such
inducement. He said the farmers would al-

most in a body patronize the town that tried to

make them welcome in the ways mentioned
above.
Terry said, at one of his recent institutes in

Indiana, that the merchants of a certain town
provided a good dinner for all the farming
friends who came to the institute. When the
farmers expressed some surprise at this, one of

the men of the town got up and said: "Look
here, neighbors, when we happen to be out in

the country at dinnertime your doors are al-

ways thrown open; your wives bring out their
best things laid away for company, and you
never think of asking us to pay. It is a pity if

we can not return the compliment when you
have a meeting here in town like this, once a
year."
Now. that is the sentiment exactly. Farmers

throughout our country have been having a
tough time of it. Sad will be the day when the
people of our towns and cities think it behooves
them to look down on the farming community,
or to laugh when drouth and flood prove dis-

astrous to the crops, rnited, we stand; divid-
ed, we fall.

When the people found out how curious I

was about caves, sinkholes, etc., somebody told

me there was a natural tunnel not ten miles
from the county-seat—a place where a horse
and buggy could be driven through under
ground nearly a quarter of a mile—a tunnel of

God's own making through the hills. Few peo-
ple, however, could tell me much about it.

One man said that, instead of being a quarter
of a mile long, it was only 7.5 or 100 feet thro\igh
it. He said, too, there were stalactities and
stalagmites like those in Saltpeter Cave. I

suggested that it was a natural bridge, but he
said it was not a bridge at all; it was. rather, a
tunnel through the hills, and a tunnel that
crooked and turned.
The weather turned cold, however; reports

came from home that Ernest was laid up. and
Mrs. Root said I had .seen enough holes in the
ground for one visit. So I reluctantly bade
adieu to Laclede Co., Mo.; but it made me
feel a good deal as it did in leaving Tempe,
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Arizona, without even visiting Superstitious
Mountain. Hy tlie way. after I left Supersti-
tious Mountain a l)and of explorers found a
great gojit-inine somewhere near its summit,
and speculators iue t.akiiig their victims right
into the nu)untains and exhibiting them gold
tliat stands riglit out in plain sight— not quite
in plain dayligiit. but plain enough so that
thousands and tliousands nf dollars are being
put into it. Am I sorry I did not stay long
enough to help discover the gold? Not at all.

God has not called me to develop gold-mines.
If they could be separated entirely fi'om the
gambling and swindling and robbery that seem
to be so invariably an iidjunct, I might lil<e to
seethf^m: but ?ui/ lield is the straw bei-rles. the
beautiful honey, soft water from artesian wells,
and all these things that are awaiting man's
touch and skill; and liow we may secure them
by our labor is more in the line, I am sure,
whereunto / am called.

He hath flUed tlie liunfrry witli good things.—
Luke 1 :5:}.

The words of our text are taken from that
wonderful speech of Mary, the mother of Je-
sus; in fact, it is a part of her salutation to
Elizabeth. I hardly need explain to our read-
ers that this promise means something more
than simply satisfying our bodily ai^petites,
or that the good things mentioned are simply
something to eat. When we are tired out with
the cares and worries of the day, and when
hunger comes as the result of honest, earnest
labor, we enjoy taking our food. But this joy
and this satisfaction that we experience would
be a very poor feeble thing to live for. It may
be that there are people who think more of
what they shall eat and drink, and who spend
more thought in making provision for good
things to eat and good things to drink, than
anything else; but I am sure the most of us
would pity such a human being. I confess I

feel a little ashamed of myself, sometimes, say
after having had an enjoyable wheelride, be-
cause I take so much comfort in partaking of
food and drink. I am glad of one thing. how-
ever—I very seldom take either food or drink
without first thanking God for it. When I am
away from home, a great many times there are
no thanks given—that is, at least, no general
audible thanks before we take food and drink;
and in public places it is not to be expected
that all should unite in recognizing the great
God above before each meal.
While I am dictating these words we are

only a little way past New Year's day. The
words. •' Merry Christmas" and " Happy New
Year,"' have scarcely died away from thestreets
and in the homes, and wherever we go. They
are coming even yet through the letters; but I

am afraid our peoples are almost too busy here
in our work to remember to return these kind
wishes and salutations. lUit we think of it,

neverthele.ss. It is this " I wish you a happy
New Year" that impressed me to take up this
thought.
A good many times, especially during this

year of 18<t.i. I have tried to analyze this '• hap-
py New Year" expression. What does it

mean '? A great many times the well-wisher
adds something about prosperity; but financial
prosperity does not make a man happy. If he
has been working hard, and the prosperity

comes as a result of his labor, then I confess-
there is a kind of satisfaction and peace in see-
ing things come into shape. He has his reward
for doing his duly. In my department of the
woi'k here I almost always have a great lot of
things on my mind. I sotnetimes say to myself,
" Oh. dear! this thing must be attended to be-
fore the day passes." But the day does pa<s. a
great many times, when it is not done. More
important things crowd, lint if I keep on
trying, and asking God for grace and strength to
tackle each new difficulty, by and by I get at
least a good many of them done. Then I feel
glad. The one who neglects and neglects, and
continues to neglect, is not vfry likely to have
a happy New Year, nor a happy year of any
sort, for that matter. In fact. 1 ilo nut know of
any one thing that makes a man more miser-
able than to keep neglecting and putting off
things he ought to do.

Now. this expression in our text, "good
things," means substantial things. Why,,
everybody knows — at least, it seems to me
everybody knows — the good things spoken of
in the Bible are the most substantially good of
any thing there is in the whole world. We are
enjoined on every page to "seek first the king-
dom of God. and his righteousness." Of course,,
it is not worded that way; but we all know
the attitude the Bible takes; we all know th&
spirit of it. It enjoins us to be unselfish; it en-
joins us to find our satisfaction and happiness
in working for the general good of humanity

—

in striving to lift up, to restore faith and cour-
age to the faint-hearted or to the weary soul.
Man's wisdom— I do not mean manly wisdom
(because manly wisdom would be God's wisdom^
but the fashionable worldly wisdom—would be
to take notice of the rich and the great, and to
seek for their favor, but to (.verlook the down-
cast and the discouraged. The mother of Jesus
opens her mouth in thanksgiving and praise
because (iod has seen fit to send his Son intO'
the woild, among the poor and lowly. He has
passed by kings and princes; he has disregard-
ed the crowned heads and those who sit in
palaces; he has sent his greatest gift, the gift
of his Son, into the world, to the homes of the
poor and lowly, even to the birth in the manger.
Now. dear friends, when we say to somebody,
"I wish you a happy New Year," what thought
have we in mind ? do we wish such a person
wordly prosperity that he may wear fine
clothes, and be spared from the toil and drudg-
ery of every-d ay life? God forbid! There are
some overworked fathers and mothers who
ought to take a little respite; they ought to
have a little more time for the easy-chair, and
perhaps lay off some of the soiled clothing used
in every-day work. But let us not think of
making them happy by going to the other ex-
treme and sending them into town to live, with
nothing to do but to kill time. Oh, dear! what
an expression

—

killing time—throwing away as
valueless one of the most precious gifts that
God ever gave!

I often find happiness by a change of occupa-
tion. Sometimes I take a day or two off, and,
instoad of going around among the clerks and
hunting up things that are wrong. I go off in
the country to ride my wheel, and in this way I

find recreation, relief from care, and enjoy-
ment; and, while I think of it. may he the dear
friends at home find a certain kind oi relief also.
But I rather think they like to see me around,
notwithstanding, especially when the Holy
Spirit fills ray heart, and these bright texts ar'fr

bubbling forth and shining forth from my
every-day life. But. again, how shall we all
have a real happy New Year? Will lots of
money brine it? Oh! no. no. Will a chance ta
ride in the Pullman cars, and plenty of money ta
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procure the best seat in the stage-coach, or to
drive a stylish rig of one's own ? Again, no, no.
Will expensive clothing that will make people
stare and wonder? Will a suit that costs enough
to buy a farm, worn around every day. make
you joyous and full of good nature? Surely
not. It may be well for us, undpr certain cir-

cumstances, to wear our best clothing, and to
look neat and tidy, and to be well dressed. We
expect the pastor of our church to wear good
clothes, and to keep them clean. His appear-
ance is expected to be somewhat a symbol of
his holy office; but where any individual ex-
pects by his fine and expensive clothing to let

people see how much money he has, or have
them take notice that he does not have to work
for a living, or to let his clothes indicate in any
way that he thinks himself of more consequence
than people at large, then we certainly need
not envy him, for I am quite sure he is not
having a happy New Year. A good many
times he is really to be pitied. So is the man to
be pitied who. through pride or any other mis-
taken idea, burdens himself with that which
does not benefit his fellows, or make him hap-
py. There is no pure, lasting, substantial hap-
piness to be found in this world except that
which comes from helping to make others
happy; and this is the secret of the Christian's
Joy and peace.

There is always a tendency among humanity
to think that getting a great lot of this world's
goods makes one happy. Children, at a very
early age, exhibit selfish traits. They get a
taste of delicious fruits, and straightway the
little one, who has not got far enough along to
know better, reaches out his hand to grasp and
control a?/, of the good fruit. When he takes a
look at his brother or neighbor's child, and con-
siders that the little companion loves thi se
things too, a struggle commences in the little

heart. Shall he divide ? or shall he, because of
superior strength, or because he has possession,
monopolize the whole of it? Sometimes you
can see the struggle going on in the little

heart. It is a conflict between self and the
higher and better trait of benevolence and love
toward one's fellow men. Oh, dear mel if it

were only in childhood that we see this dispo-
sition, what a grand thing it would bel Who
has not read of the exposures being made in the
Tammany Ring business, without wondering
how it is that men can be so foolish or so be-
hind the times as to want, besides a liberal sal-
ary, large bribes of money, or gifts that may be
offered them as a reward for violating a sacred
promise, or for violating and trampling down
the best instincts that can enter into the hu-
man soul? Surely there can be no "good
things "—that is, 7-erti, .sMh.st^i?itiai good things
—in the life of a man who recognizes at every
minute that he is traitor to his employer or
traitor to the government which he serves. I

wonder if they ever find professing Christians
in such disgraceful work as this. What a dead
kind of Christianity it must he, to find a man
who professes to love God and his fellow-men
selling his soul for the privilege of enriching
himself just a little with something that does
not belong to hi ml There are complications in
business, I know, dear friends; there are places
where it seems hard to decide what is exactly
right and what is wrong.
But may God be praised, there is always open

a way before us, or before any one who wants
to do right. Make the matter a subject of
prayer; ask God to tell you what is right and
what is wrong. If you are honest and sincere
in this you certainly can never go a great way
astray. Our walk in life may be a very hum-
ble one. We may have to work very hard, and
we may be obliged to wear poor and cheap

clothing; but we may enjoy to the fullest a
host of good things—good things that rich mil-
lionaires have no suspicion of.

By the wav, as the years roll on I am getting
better and better acquainted with the men sent
out by the different States to teach at our farm-
ers' institutes I have been greatly pleased to
see how plainly and simply these teachers fur-
nished by the State are dressed. They get
pretty good pay; and if these men saw fit they
might dress in much finer clothing than the
average farmer, even when he comes to a
farmers' institute. They are nice-looking men,
every one of them; but I never saw any thing
flashy or dudish about a single one of them.
Almost if not quite all of the institute workers
are Christian men. They quote quite largely
from the Bible in their teachings and instruc-
tions. T. B. Terry often speaks Sunday even-
ing, and his talks are very p7'acticat sermons,
even if they do not contain very much theolo-
gy. W. I. Chamberlain, the originator of the
whole idea of farmers' institutes, is an ordained
minister. Waldo F. Brown, whom I met only
last week, at Ada. O., gave us one talk that I

wish could be given from every pulpit in our
land. It might include a good many practical
every-day matters for a Sunday sermon, but I

do not think it would be of any less value on
that account. By the way, I have sometimes
wondered who is back of our farmers' insti-

tutes. • Who is it that decides in regard to the
men who are safe and those who might be un-
safe? Evidently, somebody who thinks our
farming people do not need any more teachings
in the line of skepticism. By the way. is it not
true that progress in agriculture goes hand in
hand with faith in God and belief in immor-
tality?
The man who labors only for self, and for the

enjoyment that he can find in selfish pleasures
while his life shall last, and no further, can not
well be a progressive man. He can not well be
a help to the community in which he lives. He
can not well be a blessing to humanity round
about him. One who builds, however, for the
benefit of generations who shall come after him,
must have faith in God. It seems to me. too. he
must have an animation and inspiration that
come only through faith in God. belief in a
hereafter, and love toward his fellow-men.
The man who does great things is the one who
rejoices to see things going on. and to see people
happy, even though he has no part in it. To go
still further, the real hero whom we all love and
reverence and respf^ct is the one who is willing
to hear toil and pain that others may be happy,
and grow, and arrive atachievement^ that were
unknown to him. Thi* is the Christlike spirit.

The lowly Nazarine died that we might live;

and when we so far forget self that t\e are re-

joicing and feeling happy to see others happy,
and to see them grow in wisdom's ways,then shall
we all at once discover we are getting hold of the
good things ourselves. We are slowly discover-
ing \,\w pearl of great price. Let us now close
with that beautiful thought given by Christ
himself:

Then shall the King say unto tlieni on his right
hand. Come, ye blessed of my Father, intierit the
king-dom prepiired for you from the foundation of
tlie world. For I was a liungered, and ye gave me
meat; I was tliirst.v, and ye gave me dritik: I was a
stranger, and ye took me in. Then sliall tlie right-

eous answer him, saying. Lord, when saw we thee a
hungered, and fed thee? or thirsty, and giive thee
drink ? Or when saw we thee sick, or in prison, and
came unto tliee? Then shall the King answer and
say unto them. Verily, I say unto you, inasmuch as
j'e have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto me.
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-.I'MING STRAWBKRKIES, ETC.

T have once or twice mpntioiiod the difficulty

of getting strawbenit^s for tieid culture evenlj'
spaced over the ground without having it cost
mori' for labor than we could afford to pay.
Let us go over the matter briefly.

Our sirawherry-book directs that the rows be
4 feet apart, and tiu' plants 2 feet apart in the
row. This is the plan Terry has decided on,
and he gets his tine even stands by letting the
runners go out and set pretty much their own
way: then in the fall he goes over the plot and
takes out the superfluous small plants so none
are left nearer than about G inches apart. I

believe he assists in getting a complete matted
row by spacing the runners while they are be-
ginning to root—that is, he assists nature by
placing the runners so as to cover the ground
evenly. When it comes time to put on the
mulch, the matted row is from 18 inches to 2 feet
wide; and none of the plants, as I have before
mentioned, are nearer than (j inches apart.
Well, a great part of our planting is done, as
you know, in the early fall, after some crop is

taken from the ground; and while our fall-set
plants put out runners to a considerable extent,
they do not. of course, produce so full a stand
as where they are planted in the spring; there-
fore it becomes c.rcrcdnKjly desirable to have
the new plants (evenly spaced. In fact, we get
finer and larger berries, because our plants
have more room. But it is exceedingly desi?--
nhle, as I have said, to have what plants there
are. pretty thoroughly distributed over the
ground—that is, over this strip of ground, say
18 inches wide and the length of the field.

Now, I have for years been trying to find a man
or boy who would do this spacing, and do it

well. I hope none of our friends will feel hurt
when I say that I have been again and again
disappointed. I have said to myself, " Now, I

am sure this man or boy will understand, with
sufficient explanation, just what is wanted,
and that he will fall in love with the job. just
as , I love it." In fact, I do not know of any
prettier work in the world than to take a nice
piece of ground, with strong thrifty plants put-
ting outrunners rapidly, and train them so as to
have a nice even beautiful strawberry-bed.
You think the matter is very simple, do you ?
Well, let me explain some of ' the points that
the workman must keep constantly in mind:

First, hy. must swing the runners around to
the right or left, so that the new plants shall
not all be on one side of the old plant, at the
same time keeping in mind that each new
plant shall be at least () inches from its neigh-
bor.
Secondly, as we keep the cultivator constantly

running between the rows, the first thing to do
is to make a narrow row—that is. avoid stretch-
ing a runner out at right angles so it will run
out where the cultivator will be sure to dig it

up. Of course, the man who runs the cultiva-
tor can swing around a plant thusstuck straight
out. or he can jump his cultivator over it; but
I emphatically object to putting him to this
trouble. Ills business is to stir over every incVi
of ground possible, with the cultivator; and
the man who sets the plants must bear this in
mind and keep his row narrow—that is. he
must ijrddudUji widen the bed out to 18 inches
or 2 feet. Of course, some very thrifty plants
will make the row a little wider at some points
than it is at others; but it can be gradually

widened as the growth of any part of the bed
demands.
Thirdly, the one who spaces the runners should

keep constantly in mind that he is to fill up'
vacancies. If one of the original plants should
die. by stretching runners straight out toward
the spot it occupied, from each side, the vacan-
cy can very soon be filled up; and during a fa-
vorable time, say just after a rain, some of the
oldest and best-rooted plants can be taken up
with a trowel, and moved to a part of the row
wlu^re more plants are greatly needed. Now,
this is not a difficult matter, neither does it re-

quire a great amount of labor, to have a nice
stand of plants at no place being greatly crowd-
ed, and at no place having very many vacancies.
I said I had tried a great many men and boys.
I have not tried a smart rt'oma/i yet; but if [

don't have better success, I believe I shall try
it. The trouble is this: Almost everybody I

set at it gets along too fast. He says the-
strawberries are all done. I go out and look at
a row; but before I have gone a rod I will find
plants taking root not two inches from each
other. I will find altogether too many plants
at one side of the old plant, and too few, or-

none at all. on the other side. Then there will
be runners sending out their white roots that,
have not been put in the ground at all: a good
many plants right out in the path of the culti-
vator, when there was plenty of room to place
them either at the right or the left—at least,
very much more out of the way than where I

find them. I suspect the trouble is this: The-
one who does the work is not particularly in-
terested in the strawberry business, and his
mind is on something else. Dear friends, it is

next to impossible to do any sort of work well
and thoroughly unless the work in question
occupies all your thoughts, all your time, and
all your attention. After the above prelude I
have something to tell you.
Last week I had a splendid wheelride right

in the month of January. I was attending a
farmers' institute at Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio.
While there I got acquainted with Henry
Young, the originator of the Enhance straw-
berry. It is now one of the prominent straw-
berries before the people. It is a perfect berry,
very prolific, beautiful in color, a strong grow-
er, free from rust, and, in short, would be a
model berry were it not for its awkward shape,
and that some object to its tartness. This lat-
ter quality, however, makes it esjjecially desir-
able for canning. The shape, however, has
with many rather thrown it into the back-
ground, although the berries are about as large-
as any of the newer sorts. Well. I was greatly
pleased to see friend Young's plantation, even
in the month of January. This Enhance
strawberry is his pet—his child. He loves it;

and, as a consequence, it does wonderful things
under the training of his loving hands. He
too has met the same problem I have figured
above, and-he hiis solved it—at least, he has in-
vented a way by which even a stupid man, or

FIG. 1.—MAHKING OUT THE GKOUNI).
Please notice, the simplest and most accurate way of mark-

ini; the trround will probably be to mark your whole fielil.

marks IS in hes apart each way—that is, mark it length-wise
anil then crosswise. Now commence setting- your rows
lengthwise of the lot. Set two rows; skip one for a path; two
more; skip one, and so on.
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one with his mind a part of the time on some-
thing else, might set out a bed so as to give a

perfect stand. He does it this way: He sets

out his plants in double rows, and this is done
by setting the plants 18 inches apart each way.
Now. this double row is ?> feet from the next

double row. Fig. 1 will show how he marks
out his ground.
After the ground is marked as above, with

any sort of marker, you are ready to put out
your plants. The path for picking the berries

or for running the cultivator is just a yard
wide. The plants, after the plantation is put

out. are 18 inches apart each way. Let me show
yon some stars standing just as the plants

stand when they are growing nicely, before

putting out any runners:

FIG. 2.—PLANTS AFTER THEY ARE SET OUT.

Now a word about cultivating. The broad
spaces, or the paths a yard wide, of course can
be cultivated without any trouble: and if you
set vour plants with a spade, on the plan given
by Dan White, you can run the cultivator
within an inch of the plants on each side, with-
out injuring them. As tlie rows beticecn the
plants are only IS inches wide, you will proba-
bly do them easiest with a wheel-hoe. Friend
Young uses a wheel scuttle-hoe. With a horse
trained to the business, and a cultivator that
will shut up narrow, I have sometimes done
quite a good job of cultivating where plants
were 18 inches apart. Please notice, before the
plants have put out any runners, you can, with
the horse-cultivator and the hand-cultivator,
go through them both ways, so as to cultivate
close up to each plant on four sides. By this

means an acre of plants can be kept almost per-

fectly clean with modern cultivators and noth-
ing else. Not only this, we can break the crust
after every rain so quickly and so easily that
we can afford to keep the ground loose and
mellow, banishing all weeds at the same time
that we do the stirring: and there has never
been any thing invented, and in my opinion
there never will be. to get great crops of any
sort of fruit like this mellow, soft loose soil. So
far so good: but when the rnnners put out and
begin to take root, what then ? Here is what I

learned of friend Young's invention: No plants
are allowed to take root in the broad path 3

feet wide—that is. not the first season, any way

:

but when the runners are just right, and begin
to take root, your man or boy is taken into the
patch with a trowel, and told to set a good plant
about half way betweon all the old plants and
one in the center of the square. After he has
done this he is to cut off all the others. Let us
have another diagram to make this plain. We
have placed the stars a little further apart, so
you can see better what you are doing.

FIG. ^.—HOW TO PLACE THE RUNNERS.

The large stars represent the original plants,

ana the small ones the new plants at the end of

the runners. This, you will notice, makes a
matted row, wiih the bearing plants just 9
inches apart each way. This is a little further
apart than what TVrry directs; but with the

strong thrifty Enhance, the space is not any
too great. Each square contains nine bearing
plants; and each bearing plant should give a

great cluster of immense berries. If your plan-
tation is made either in the spring or fall, your
first crop will be like cut Fig. 2; and it will be
an easv matter, with the horse-cultivator in

the three-foot path, to keep this matted row
clean, for the plants stand like hills of corn,

except that the hills areonly Uin. apart, and you
can work them with a narrow hand-cultivator,
or you can use a hoe. Then comes the question.

How many crops shall we get from this beauti-
ful plantation before plowing it up? Mr.
Young thinks it pays to get two crops; and
he sometimes gets three. If you work for a
third crop, after the first crop is picked, clean
out your bed thoroughly, then let the runners
set where they choose. Just let the whole
plantation grow up lo a thick mat of vines,

leaving a 2 or a 31._. foot path for the pickers.

Through this path, of course, you keep the
cultivator going. After you have secured the
crop from this solid matted row, then turn
strawberries, weeds, and every thing, all under,
the very day you do the last picking. That is,

you ought to do it the very day, if you are go-
ing to work up to the highest notch of high-
pressure gardening.* Now. friend Young goes
to work and plants strawberries again, because
his whole ground is used constantly for straw-
berries exclusively, or almost so. Meantime,
however, he is pretty well convinced that
some other crop should be put on before plant-

ing again for strawberries; and, by the way,
you can get a good crop of cabbages, wax beans,

early sweet corn, and ever so many other
things, after turning under your strawberries.

You may i-emember that, last season. I got a
splendid crop of Freeman potatoes after the

strawberries were all picked.

THE TIMBRKLL STRAWBERRY.
In a little sheet called Specialties for 1895,

published by the introducer of the Timbrell
strawberry, we clip the following:

Thp Timbrell is a strawberry that has surpassed
all exp<=ctatioiis. vet not half its merits have been
r-old. Each mail bring-s to us the cheerinsr news that

those who have planted it the past season can not

speak too hij?hlv of it. Never has a new fruit so

quickly become "such a general favorite, succeeding:

so well in every localitv, and never has there been
such a iiin for plants iis on Timbrell. We could not

by any means supply tlie flemand last spring.

There is no berry in existence to-day that includes

the same combination of merits atl.iined in Timbrell.

Indeed, we say without fear of contradiction that

there are mt six berries on the market that combine
the good qualities possessed by Timbrell alone.

Hence you get in Timbrell the same points that you
would get in half a dozen of the best varieties of the

day. We claim still more: There is novaritty in

existence tliatcan compare with Timbrell in quality,

healthiness, visror. and iaree average size; and there

is but one other tliat enuirls it in productiveness,
though it is soft and of poor quality.

You will notice in the above that not a word

* Please notice, in fall planting- the routine would
be something- like tins: Use potted plants; in fact,

this is the way friend Young always does, forhe is a
greenhouse man, and handles pots eveiy day of his

life. Use potted plants, and the next summeryou
will get part of a crop of immense-sized berries.

After fruiting-, place the runners as in Fig. 3. and
the -second summer you will get a full crop— all

large fine berries. Gather your fruit; g-et out the

weeds, then let the whole jilantation have pretty

much its own way. Ku 11 tlie cultivator, of course,

and do as much hand weeding- as you can afford to

do, more or less; then the third summer you will

have an immense crop of berries as before; but a

g-reat many of them will proliably be small, because
the beds are too mucli crowded. Pick as long- as it

pavs to bother with them, tlien get them under the

sod, and have your field clean and lovely once more.
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is said in regard to tlie objection made by the
Ohio Experiment Station; viz.. the peculiar
blotches of white when the berry is fully lipened.
Of course, tlie originator does not have very
much to say in regard to the (ippamntce of the
berry; but is it fair to give a new bnrry such a
recommendation as the above, after the decision
that has just come out from the Experiment
Station? I really hope tlie plant u'i// have all

the good qualities claimed for it in the above.
The introducer of any new fruit, who mentions
all of its good qualities and entirely omits the
objectionable, will certainly hurthimself in the
end a good deal more than he will gain, even
should he succeed in disposing of his stock of
plants at a good figure; and the latter is to be
doubted.

TOMATOES FROM THE SEED IN 2G DAYS.
Last April I mentioned purchasing a package

of seed of F. B. Mills. These were given the
same attention that we give our other tomatoes,
but they were little if any earlier than those
we have already in the tnaiket. If any of our
readers have had a difterent experience, we
should be glad to hear from them; but it strikes
me that any seedsman who advertises exten-
sively that he has a strain of tomatoes that
has given ripe fruit in 2(3 days after planting,
will do himself an injury that it will take him
many years to get over.

•CRIMSON CLOVER SOWN THE LAST OF SEPTEMBER.
Our stand at this date, about the middle of

January, is almost perfect. On the creek-bottom
ground the clover is as green as if it were
spring, and not a plant has been disturbed, al-
though we have had several freezes almost
down to zero when the ground was bare. I con-
fess it is a great surprise to me. But the roots,
after the fall rains, went away down deep, and
spread out through the soil, if it goes through
until April like this, crimson clover will cer-
tainly be one of the greatest boons that has ever
come to the cause of agriculture. Just think of
it! if, after taking oft' a crop in the fall, we can
sow clover and get a good stand to be cut or
turned under in time for potatoes or corn the
following spring, we shall be almost a year
ahead. Reports seem to indicate that this
clover started in the fall, and turned under in
the spring, is almost if not quite as good as a
crop of red clover that has had over a whole
year to grow.

GREENHOUSES, HOTBEnS. AND COLD-FRAMES
FOR FLORIDA.

Friend Selser tells us they do not have anv
such thing down there; but he says, also, he
savv two carloads of garden-seeds from Chicago,
going to Florida to plant new stuff where the
other was killed. Now look here: AboutChrist-
mastime they were selling ripe tomatoes; but
before the new year had dawned, everv tomato-
plant was killed, root and branch. Are these
Florida folks going to plant tomato-.seef/.s, and
wait through the very best of the season for
more plants to grow? Are there no reserved
plants kept under glass, or even under cotton
sheeting, to plant out in the fields, and to come
into hearing in a few weeks, instead of waiting
for the slow process of growing things from the
seed itself? If so, then I think Florida is just
where A. I. Root is wanted, and perhaps just
now is the very time they need him most.

THE WEATHER BUREAU AND THE FLORIDA
ORANGES, ETC.

I suppose most of our readers know, as a mat-
of course, of the millions of dollars' worth of
oranges, fruits, and vegetables lost by the re-
cent cold wave in Florida. The clerk of the
Weather Bureau says that telegrams were sent

all over; cold-wave flags were up on Eriday
morning. Dec. 2S, announcing the blizzard that
came on ilie 29ih. The telegrams and daily pa-
pers show that full warning was given of the
approaching cold wave 24 hours in advance: but
notwiilistaiiding this, little or no provision was
made for the coming storm. It really gives me
pain to notice how indifferent and stupid many
seem to be in making use of this wonderful in-
vention of modern times. I often talk with
pefiple in regard to important business trans-
actions; but when the weather question comes
in. it really pains me to hear them say, again
and again, that they have not even looked at
the weather-signals floating almost above their
heads. Worse than this, tliere is a sort of fool-
ish skepticism in regard to the ability of the
department to predict the weather. But few
seem to know that we can now tell about an ap-
proaching cold wave or storm almost as well as
we can predict the coming of a train that
starts, say, from Chicago and will reach Cleve-
land or New York at a certain time. It is our
business (as displaymen for Medina) to keep a
record every day of the weather-predictions
and the actual weather as it turns out. In the
month of December our clerk recorded only
two noes. All the rest of the predictions, both
in regard to the ttJcat/ier and the tenipernture,
were "yes." "yes," from the beginning of the
month to the end.

In a recent copy of the Runil New-Yorker
the editor asks how much the Weather Bureau
was worth to farmers. The only response I

have noticed was something like this: A man
said it was worth a good deal to him; because,
when the signal said " storm,'' he always ex-
pected fair weather, and ince versa. Now, this
might have been well enough for a joke, but it

was an absolute falsehood; and I protest
against such falsehoods having a place in a
good paper. If the editor's sanctum is where
he can get his eyes on the weather-signals as
they are run up. he can, with a pencil and pa-
per, verify the predictions himself. In a recent
storm on the lakes, millions of money and hun-
dreds of lives were saved because the sailing
crafts all stayed in the harbor on account of
the predictions of the Weather Bureau. One
vessel decided to disregard the storm-signal,
and was lost, crew and cargo. Now to go back
to the oranges.

FTad our good friends in Florida gone to work
picking their fruit on Friday morning, they
might have saved millions of dollars; and
thousands of people who ar^ now almost bank-
rupt might have been getting the big prices
that oranaes are bringing at the present time.
T know what I am talking about, for a bee-
Kr'pping friend, Mr. W. A. Sesler, is with us
lure to-day. and he has been all over Florida
purchasing fruit, both before the terrible freeze
and after it. and he was right in the heart of
the orange regions when the freeze came.

USING SEEDS ONE YEAR OLD, ETC.

I have said before, that there are a good
many times when I would give more for old
seed that gave me a good crop the preceding
year, of just what I wanted, than for any thing
i could buy in the way of new seed. The fol-

lowing, on a postal, illustrates the point:

Mr. Ro(((:- Have you any of tlie Golden Self-
blancliing' celery seed left over from last spring', of
the lot that I got that 1 lb. from in my seed order of
Feb. 33d? I should like to get some of the same
stock and lot. Herman Hii^i>.man.
Dundee Lake, N. J., Dec. 14.

As soon as we heard from him we told him
how much we had left of that very same stock.
Here is his reply:

Find inclosed a check for $3 worth of tliat seed
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you havf left over from last year's supply. If there

is more tlian my check might cover, send it aloiiK

and send bill. Send by mail. I will send you quite

an order next spring- for seeds. I found them to be
as you represented.
Dundee Lake, N. J., Dec. 20. Hehman Hillman.

Perhaps I may as well say that we are now
keeping a careful record of all the seed we pur-
chase (especially ivhom it cdvie from), and we
try make to at least a small sowing of every
thing ourselves. Then we watch carefully for

reports from others. The fact that a certain

kind of seed germinates all right is but a small
part of it: for really no one can tell whether
the seed is just what he wants until the crop is

iHdtxired. Our experience is, that a very large
part of the seeds used for market-gardening
germinate almost as well the second year as

the first. Eeans and corn—especially the lat-

ter—are liable to germinate, of course,' a
smaller per cent: but I have tested peas, pur-
posely kept four or five years, and found little

or no difference in germination, and none in the
maturing of the crop. This may not. however,
always be the case. Our experiment stations
have, however. I believe, made some experi-
ments in this line. I should like to have the
market-gardeners tell us the result of their
trials of different seeds tried the second year.

or even the third. Of course, you are well

aware of the great advantage in having some
seed that you have raised a crop from (and a
crop to your liking) the previous year. It is

most specially desirable with such a plant as
celerv. to be sure that the fault (such a fault as
sending up a seed-stalk, etc.). is in the soil,

weather, etc., and not the fault of the seed.

THE CHEAP ONION-SEED. ETC.

I bought a large lot last year in Iowa, at f)3cts.

per lb., while most seedsmen asked 90 at whole-
sale. The seed at 63 cts. was every bit as good
as any I could get. and everybody was pleased.
I find I can not get any as cheap this year, how-
ever, and do not like to buy anv seed in a pro-

miscuous way. I got a bag of Wardell's kidney
wax beans the past season that were about all

green-podded, and a source of a good deal of

disappointment and vexation. They tell me
that the stock was short, and they had to buy
some, and suppose someone deceived them.
Sanborn, N.Y., Dec. 10. Chr. Weckessek.

THE PARKER EART.E STRAWBERRY—A GOOD
REPORT FROM IT.

Mr. Hoot:—Those Parker Earle strawberry-
plants I got of you a year ago last September
have done finely. We got .50 quarts from the
100 plants you sent. They did not make any
new plants the first fall.

I have a nice lot of plants this year. Michel's
Early does not do anv thing for me: but one
mile from here, on different soil, it does nearly
as well as the Crescent. I have five of those
nine best kinds, and one better—a seedling that
my brother started nearly eighteen years ago.
He has never tried to introduce it.

Parkman. O.. Dec. 31. F. P. Ct.ark.

Friend C. I am a little astonished at the
above. I was getting somewhat out of conceit
with the Parker Earle after the way it " tum-
bled" during such a severe drouth as we had last
season; tind I am surprised to hear you say
that it made no plants. Perhaps this was the
secret of your great yield from it. I know Peter
Henderson talks about getting a quart from a
single plant: but I do not believe that I ever in
all my life had a pint per plant right through
from a row of loo plants. And I am glad of
what you say in regard to Michel's Early. This
shows how much difference there can be in lo-

calities only one mile apart. If you have got a
seedling better than the nine selected by our Ex-

periment Station, perhaps you had better let us
try it. But, oh dear 1 it makes my back ache to

think of the numbers we have tried, and found
to be no better if as good.

TOMATOES AND SWEET POTATOES.
The " Buckeye State" tomatoes beat any

thing in size ever seen here, even the Ponderosa,
and in qiiality the Ponderosa is not to be com-
pared to it. The second picking was 22 toma-
toes (no thinning or selecting); weighed 17 lbs.

12 oz. It seems to me you would take hold of

the Bunch (or Vineless) sweet potato. We like

them better than the ordinary varieties, and
they don't run. E. A. BoAL.
Hinchraan, Berrien Co., Mich., Dec. 12.

Thanks forvour report. We have sold the
plants of the Vineless sweet potato for two years
past; but our soil is so poorly adapted to sweet
potatoes that we purchase most of those we sell,

in Baltimore.

DIGGING POTATOES BEFORE THE VINES ARE
MATURED, DEAD, OR DRIED UP.

There, now, A. I. Root, on page 31 you have
given a good pointer on growing potato-plants,

and I just want to tell how those potatoes turn-

ed out that you told me, when here last Octo-
ber, not to dig until the vines were dead. You
see. I had taken from thrifty plants 12 side-

shoots, each having a few roots, and I planted
them on the 3d of July. One plant died; the

11 gave 11 lbs. of potatoes; and the very hill

that I was about to dig up when you stopped
me gavej?/).s. Now. then, who will raise the
most side-shoot potatoes of the Craig seedling,

in 189.5? (i. J. YoDER.
Garden City, Mo., Jan. 5.

THE NEW CRAIG SEEDI.ING POTATO.
As orders continue to come in, and the potato

seems to be receiving much favor, I begin to be
quite a little anxious about its outcome. You
see friend Craig, myself, and one of his neigh-

bors, are almost the only ones who have given it

atrial. Oh. yes ! here is this much from Wm.
Henry Maule. I take it with a letter from
friend Craig:

I received Maule's report the day I mailed you my
last letter. He says: " Your potato is a g-ood one,

very similar to Vick's Mag-gy Murphy; table quali-

ties g-ood." The Magg-y Murphy is not given in anjr

catalog I have. I will try to get some, and testthem
this year along with mine; but I am sure mine -wall

prove the best, on our soil at least. Mr. Maule does
not give the yield of eitlier variety.
Zimmer, O., Dec. 33. Geo. E. Craig.

In my description there is one thing I forgot

to mention. The boys dug the potatoes while I

was away, as vou know. When that heavy
frost came so early they covered them with
sheets and blankets: but the freeze was too se-

vere, and it killed the potatoes notwithstand-
ing. VVell. now. I should have waited until the
vines were entirely dry before digging. Per-
haps it would have made but little difference,

however. At any rate, the quality of the po-

tatoes was extra— I believe a little better than
those received from friend Craig himself; but
that may be only a notion. Well, one day when
we were down near where they grew, my good
German friend and helper, Ben, pointed to the

fence and asked me if I had seen that potato-

vine. The root was stuck in a crack in the top

of a fence, perhaps higher than my head,
while the top of the vines reached down to the
ground, with great spreading branches. As
quite a few have asked for a dollar's worth of

these potatoes by mail, we have decided to send
4M lbs. for $1.00. I should like to make it .5 lbs.,

but we can not quite do it and get peck prices.

I omitted to say that one pound by freight or
express will be 1"> cts; 4 lbs., 50cts.
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HURRAH FOR FLORIDA.

On Tuesday evening', Jan. 15, Constance and my-
self expect to start for Floiida. During- the past
year she has bf'cn working in the office as sliorthand
writer and tjpewriter; so 1 sliall liave somebody
along to whom I can dictate my Notes of Travel.
Of course, I do note.xpect her to follow me in all

my raids on the wheel, etc.; but she will be ready to
"take down " when I get around full of something
to talk to you about^ A. I. K.

cataijOgs printed at this establishment.
We have just finished A. T. Cook's seed catalog for

189.5, and I think the job does credit both to friend
Cook and ourselves. We have printed his catalogs
for several years, but never so good a one as this.

Inasmuch as I have watched the growth of friend
Cook's seed business for almost twenty years, per-
haps I feel more than a usual interest in it. If you
wish to see a new catalog, address A. T. Cook, Hyde
Park, N. Y.

a valuable strawberry catalog.
I have been greatly pleased by reading clear

through from beginning to end a little catalog by
C. N. riansburg, Leslie, Mich. One refreshing
thing about this is, that Mr. C. tells us how nearly
all the plants he advertises have behaved on his own
grounds; andwheie they have faults he evidently
is as ready to tell about those faults as he is of the
good qualities. Now, a good many who advertise
strawberry-plants have nothing in their catalog
whatever from iinlividunJ pir^tmal experience. Can't
a good many of us gather a moral right here ':'

ELECTRICITY.

I do hope our people will give this periodical a
generous support. It tells you exactly the truth in
regard to what electricity is doing in the world to-

day; and, more than all of that, it sifts truth from
falsehood, and sounds timely warnings against the
stupendous frauds that are being continually put
upon the people in the way of electricity for curing
human ailments. Still further, it exposes frauds
along this line, that do not have a bit of electricity
al)Outthem. The price is only $100 a year. Ad-
dress Electricity, 6 Park Place, New York.

HONEY MARKET.
Our supply of extracted honey is very low, and we

should like to get track of some more of it, in 60-lb.

cans, not too far away. If any of our readers have
si7ch to offer we shall be pleased to hear from tliem.
We have also placed out on commission very nearly
all of the alfalf.i comb honey we have been offering
the past few months. We have reserved a little,

which we offer to those in want of choice comb hon-
ey, at 1.5c per lb., in 100-lb lots or more.

NEW PRICES ON SEEDS, ALSIKE, ETC.

The seed market changes so much that we are
obliged frequently to make new prices on many of
the staple seeds The following table gives the
prices as they will appear in our piice list now go-
ing to press. How long we shall be able to hold
these prices will depend on the market. Most of
the prices, you will notice, are lower than last quot-
ed. Bag to ship in always included.

Name. Price—
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Revised Price List of Garden Seeds for Jan. 15.

Please notice tliat any or all sppds mentioned below are sold in flve-cent packages, postpaid by mail.

For 10 papers mderi'ci at oiie time, 40 cts.; KX) papers, $3.50. Of course, scarce and liigli-priced .seed will

necessitate niakirig only a very small amount of seed In a paekag-e; but by far the greater part of tlieni

contain a full lialf-ounce of good fresh seeds. By comparing these packages with those you get of many
of the seedsmen you will notice the liberal amounts we furnish for only 5 cts. It is true, we do not give
presents or cash prizes; but we believe tlie ni<ist intelligent people of the present day would prefer to have
their money's worth of what they ordered, rather th;in to compete for a prize. The five-cent packages are
sent postpaid: l)ut the price of all other seeds does not include postage; therefore, when you order seed
by the ounce or pound, allow postage thus: 9 cts. per lb.; a cts. per i lb., or 1 ct. per oz. Peas and beans by
the pint and quart must also have 8 cts. per pint or 15 cts. per quart; for corn, add 13 cts. per quart for

postage. Postage to Canada is double the above rates. One-fourth ounce, pound, or peck, will be sold at
ounce, pound, or peck rates unless otherwise specified. In the enumeration below, no description of the
seeds is given, as you may notice. Our complete catalog, with full description, will be mailed on applica-
tion if you have liot already received it.

ASPARAGUS.
Aspara;u;u!!>, Palmetto. Oz. 5c; lb. 50c.

Asparag'iiH RootM. 2 year old. Palmetto, 10 for
lOc; 75c per 100; $6.00 per lOOO. 2 year-old roots not mail!i1)Ie.

1 year roots. 10, lOi; 100. TiOc; 1000,.M. By mail, add 5c for 10;

25eforlflO.

BUSH BEANS.
Henderson's New Biisli Lima Bean. H pt.

10c; qt., 3Uc; peck, #1.75; bushel, ftj..50.

Knmerle's Biislt Lima. Qt. 10c; pk. S3.50.

Burpee's Busli Lima. Pt. 25c; qt. 40c; pk. $2..50.

Kidney Wax. Pt. 15; pk. $l.;iO.

Wliite Kidney, Large. Pt. lOc; pk. $1.10. Bu.,
$4.00.

\ orit State Marrow. The best field bean. Pint,
10c; peck, $1.0U; bush. $3.50.

POLE BEANS.
Extra-Early Lima Beans. Price, (4 pt , 10c

;

qt 30c; peck $3.00.

King of tlie Garden Lima. '/4pt. 10c; qt. oOc;
peck, $2.00.

All of our heans will hefxirnishedinS-cent packages;
hut where theu are to po by mail, postpaid, of course
the, above packa{)es will have to tie quite small. If
wanted by mail, add 8c perpt. or 15c perqt. forposta^je.

BEETS.
Eelipse. Oz. .5c; lb. 40c; 5 lbs. $1.50.

Lane's Improved Sugar. Oz. 5c; lb. 3.5c; 5 lbs.

$1 00
LuiigRed Mangel. Oz. 5c; lb. 2.")c; r. lbs. $1.00.

CABBAGE.
Select, Very Early Jersey Wakefield. Stock

seed. Oz. 20c; lb. $3.,50.

Henderson's Early Summer. Oz. 20c; lb. $2.00.

Fottler's Brunswick. Oz. 15c; lb. $1.7.5.

Excelsior Flat Uuteli. Oz. 1.5c; lb. $1.50.

Perfection Drumhead Savoy. Oz. 15c; lb.$l..')0.

Large Red Brumliead. Oz. 1.5c; lb. $2.00.

CARROTS.
Early Frencli Forcing. Oz.5c; lb. 60c.

Orange Banvers, Half-Long. Oz. 5c; lb. 60c.

CAULIFLOWER.
Henderson's Early Snowball. Raised by H.
A. March. ^ oz. 2.5c; M oz. 40c; oz. $1..50.

CELERY.
Henderson's White Plume. Oz., 20.; lb., $2.00.

Golden Self-Blanching Celery. Oz., 20c; lb.,

$3 50.

New Rose. Oz. 20c; lb. $2.00.

Dwarf Golden Heart. Oz. 15c; lb. $1.75.

CORN (FOR TA.BLE USE).
Corn we sell at he per h(df-pitit puckage; but at this

price purchaser.^ must pin/ tin: ixistadi'. which is 3c for
each half-pint. If wanted in largrr iiioDitilies the pHce
Will he 15c per quart, 7.Jc. per peck, or $:i.75 per bushel.

Cory's Extra Early.
Ford's Early Sweet.
Late JTIainnioth Sugar.
Country Geutlcmuu,oi Improved Slioepeg.

CORN SALAD.
Oz. 5c; lb. 50c.

CRESS.
Extra Curled, or Pepper Grass. Oz. 5c; lb. 40e.

Water Cress, triir. Oz. 30c; lb. $:{..50.

CUCUMBER.
Early Frame. Oz. 5c; lb. .50c.

Improved Early W^hite Spine, or Arlington.
Oz.5c; lb. 50c.

Green Prolific, or Boston Pickle. Oz.5c; lb. 50.

LETTUCE.
Grand Rapids Lettuce. Oz. 15c; pound, $1.75:
5 lbs. $7.50. This seed is from the originator, Eugene
Davis.

Boston Market (or White-Beeded Tennis-ball).
Oz., 10c; lb., $1,110.

Henderson's Ne»v York. Oz. 10c; lb. $1.00.

MELONS, MUSK.
Casaba, or Persian Muskmelon. Oz. 5 cts.;

lb. 60c.
Extra Early Citron. Oz. 5c ; lb. 60 c.

Banana. Oz. 5c; lb. 60c.

Emerald Gem. Oz. 10c; lb. 65c.

Miller's Cream, or Osage. Oz. 10c; lb. 60c.

MELONS, WATER.
Phinney's Early. Oz. 6c; lb. 40c.

Landreth's Boss. Oz. 5c: lb. 40.

MUSHROOM SPAWN.
Asarieus Campestris. Single 11)., 15 cts.: 5 or
nn)re lbs., 13 cts. per lb. ; 10 lbs. or more, 10 cts.

Directions for raising mushrooms sent with each
order.

ONION.
Yellow Globe Danvers. Oz. 10c; lb. $1.00; 5

Large Red AVethersfleld. The standard red
ouiuu. Same prices as above.

Silverskin, or White Portugal. Oz. 20c; lb.

$3.40.

Prize Taker. Oz. 20c; lb. $2.00.

White Victoria. Oz. 20c; lb. $3.50.

American (Extra Early) Pearl. Oz. 2.5c; '/j-lb. $1.50;
lb. $3.75.

Extra Early Red. Oz., 15 cts.; j^' lb., 35 cts.;

l)er lb., $1.00.

ONION-SETS.
Bjj mail li) cents per quart crtra.

Yellow Danvers. Qt. 20c; peck, $1.00; bush. $3.50.
I.arj^e bize Yellow Danvers, (nie-half above prices.

Silverskin. Qt. 35c; peck, $135.; bush. $4.50.

Extra Early American Pearl. Qt. 2.')c; pk. $1.25
bush., $4.50.

Winter, or Egyptian Onion Sets. Prices, 5c
per qt., or 35c per peck; $1.00 per bush.

Wiiite Multiplier. Price 10c per pint; 1.5c per
qt; pk. $1 ; bu. $3 .50. By mail, 10c per quart extra.

PARSNIP.
Improved Guernsey. Oz. 5c; lb. 35c; 10 lbs., $3.00.

PARSLEY.
Fine Curled or Double. Oz. 5c; lb. .50c.

PEAS.
Alaska, i/i pt., 5c: peck, $1.00; bush., $3.7.5.
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; l>v fieiKlit of express
1 husli.$l 00; iier barrel

American Wonder. V2 pt. 8c: pk. $1.60; bu. 5.00

Premium fiem. ,'^pt..5c; peck. $1.00.

Stratagem. Vi pt. 8c; qt. Sfic; pk. $1.50; bu. $5.

Champion of England. Pint, 10c; pk. 75c;

bushel, $2.50.

Pea» by mail will be at same rate as beans for- postage.

PEPPERS.
Sweet Spanish. Va '«• •'^c. ; oz. 20c.

Bullnose. ^ <>z- 5c; oz. 15c.

Cayenne. M oz. 8c; oz. 20c.

POTATOES.
Monroe Seedling.

1 1b.,bv mail. 18f postjiaid; 3 lbs., i

with other gro >ds, 1 lb., x; 1 pk., 3.'ic

of U pecks, $2.50-

Early Ohio.
Everett's Early, 6 iveeks.

Farly Puritan.
Lee's Favorite.
Rural New Yorker.
Freeman.

Prices of any of the above: 1 lb., by mail, 20 fts.; 3 lbs.. 'ill

cts. ; 1 lb., by e.\press or fi eight. 10 cts. ; 1 peck, by express or
freight. 50 I'ts.: 1 bush., .Sl-.W. Barrel, containing U pecks,
$3.50. If potatoes are ordered in the winter we will do our
best to protect them from frost, but the p'uvh,aser mu^t take
all risk. At these piices we make no charge for bnrrels or
packages, but deliver F. O. B ears here in Medina. Second
size, until sold out, one halt above prices.

Second SizRD Freemans, while they last, same price as
Moni-oe Seedlings. Our second size this season were raised
by T. B. Terry.

Potato-eyes. Anv of the above varieties by mail
postpaid, I5c for 10; or 80c per 100.

The New Potato, Craig Seedling-.
jV full description containing all we know in regard to this

new potato, will be found in our issue of Dec. 15. commenc-
ing on p:ige9o9; see also pu^e 929. in the same issue. Frjees
will be found on this page, .just below; and if you have not a
December nuinlier handy, the whi>le history of the potato,
so far as we have it will be mailed you tree on application.W • think a' least every potato-grower who is interested in a
n!W large potato of n'iOst> astonishing vigor, and freedom
from scab, blight . or anything of the kind, should test at
least a single pound, which will be sent postpaid for only 25

cts. We sh ill be glad to furnish you further particulars.

Pl'ITIPKIIM.
Early Sugar. Oz. .^o; lb. 40c.

RIIIBAKB.
Wvatt'tt Victoria. Oz.. 10c: Ih., $1.00.

Roots. 10c each; .'iOc for 10; J3..')0 per 100. If whiiI-
ed by mail, add 5c each for postag'e.

RADISHES.
Early Starlet Cilobe. Pkt..5c; oz. 10c; lb. 60c

Wood's Early Frame. Oz 5n; lb. .50c.

Beckert's Chartier. Oz. 5c. ; lb. 40c.

Chinese Rose Winter. Oz. 5c; lb. 40c.

SALSIFY, OR OYSTER PLANT.
IVe^v ITIaiiimotli. From Sandwich Islands. Oz.

lOe ; lb.. $1.00.

SPINACH.
Blnomsdale Extra Curled. Oz 5c; lb. 20c.

5 lbs. 911c.

SQUASH.
SUMMER.

Utant Summer Crookneck. Oz. 10c; lb. 50c.

WINTER.
Hubbard. Oz. 5c; lb. 50c.

TOMATO.
Golden Queen. Pkt., 5c; oz., 20c; lb., $2.50.

Ignotum Tomato. % oz 10c; oz. 20c; lb. $2.,50.

Livingston's Beauty. Oz. 15c; lb. $1.60.

Dwarf Clia III pion. oz. 2(lc; lb. $2.00.

liiving!<«ton's New Sioiie Tomato. Oz. 20c;
lb. $2.00. A very fine lurg-e toraaio tor main crop.

E--irly Ruby. Per oz.. 20 cts. ; lb.. $2.00.

Kiickeye State. Oz., 20c; .^' lb., HOc; lb., $2.25.

Pcur-Sliaped Toniatoej^. Oz. 20c; lb. $2.50.

TURNIP.
Extra-Early TiirniiiM.

Purple-top W^hite-globe. Oz. 5c; lb. 40c; 5

lbs. $1.60.

Yellow Aberdeen. Oz. .5c; lb. 40c.

Kreadstoue. Oz. 10c; lb. 50c.

U'liite Egg. Oz. 5c; lb. 40c.

The A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

The New Craig

Seedling Potato.

For full description of this Potato, see page 9.50 of
this journal for Dec. 15, 1894. Prices: 1 lb. by mail,
postpaid, 25 cts.; V2 peck, by freight or express,
$1.00; peck, $1.75; /j bushel, $3.00; bushel, $5.00;
barrel of 11 pecks, $12.50. The above prices will
hold good as long as oui' stock lasts. All orders by
mail will be tilled as soon as received. Orders by
express will be shipped at once unless ordered oth-
erwise. All orders for potatoes by freight will be
tilled April 1, or soon after that time, unless direc
tions are given to ship at an earlier date. In this
l.itter case I do not assume responsibility for loss in
freezing; but whure it is desirable to ship earlier,
and customers have bad luck, 1 expect to help them
out so far as 1 can consistently. In regard to my
rospon.sibility I would refer you to A. I. Root. In
fact, where it is more convenient you can order po-
tatoes of the A. I. Root Co., instead of sending your
orders to me.

GEO. E. CRAIG, Zimmer, Franklin Co., 0.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Poandfition. Send for free
.SH/iipZes. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new PoZ/.s/ief/ Sections and other goods
at his prices. I^ree Illustrated Price List of every
tiling needed in the apiary. JVI H Htit-i-f

Bell Branch, Mich. i»l. n.nUnL.

"Come Across"

With your address foi- niy new OO-page catalog of

hives, etc., for '95. Goods and prices are fill riifht.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetunipl<a, Ala.

Burpee
'n Seed Annijal for 1895 is well worili
" having. Tell to all who plant seeds

W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Maple-Sugar Supplies.
The thiR' Ls at hand wlieii those who produce the

delicious sweets from the sugar maple must he get-
ting' ready. J^or the best lesults you must have
Kood clean apparatus of the most approved type,
and you really can not atJord not to read Prof.
Cook's book, •' Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush,"
which we furnish at :i5c, or we will give a copy free
to all those who buy sugar-makers' supplies of us to
the amount of 610.(10 or more. We do not sell evap-
orators, but we think we can do you some good on
spouts, pails, covers, and cans. We have received a
carload of these from the factory, and they are
made of American tin-pl it ; The plates are tinned
and made up into cans by the same firm; and by
taking a carload we get them at bottom prices. See
table below. The piils and cans are machine-made,
far superior to hand-made, and guaranteed not to
leak.

BUCKET WITH HINOED TIN COVKR.
This cut shows the manner of hanging the bucket

on the spout, and also the manner of emptying with
the hinged tin cover. Most i rogressive sugar-
makers nowadays use covers of some kind.

I'KICE LIST OF SAI'-I'AILS, COVERS, CANS, ETC.

Record sap-spout, $1 00 per 100 $8,011 per inon

1-gal. square cans, $10.00 per 100 J'JO.OO " lOt"'

1 gal. square cans, 6 in a bo.\, 85c. per box; $8.00 for 10

boxes,
l-gal. .square cans, 10 in a bo.v, $1.3(1 per box $12.00

for 10 boxes.
.5-gal. square cans, not boxed, 28c. each $5.(0 "or :.'(;

cans.
6-gal. square cans, 2 in a box, 70j. per box $15 .50

for 10 bo.xes.
.5-gal. square can, 1 in a box, 45c. per box $l.(Klf()r

10 boxes.

(Jradeottin. Price per 100. 10 qt. IS-ijt. lo-qt.

IC charcoal or bi ight tin
sap buckets, $14.00 $15.00 $r,.5(i

IX charcoal or bright Im
sap buckets, $16.00 $17.00 $20.00

Heavy galvanized sap-buckets 19 00 22 0<'

IC coke-tin sap-pails 13.00 ].5..5ii

IX 1500 18.0.1

Hingfd tin covers o. 00 per 100
|{eversil)le wood covers, painted 4 50 " lUO

The sap pails in above table, of coke tin, are offer
ed to compete vMth oth'^r cheap liuckets you will
find in the marki't. The best are the clieapi^st in
the long run. The tin in these cheap pails is just
the same as in the better ones, except the coating,
which is much thinner. We guarantee thefe equal
or superior to the other cheap buckets in the n)ar-
ket but, recommend, instead, the higher-priced
ones with better coating. The galviui'/.ed iron pails
are C()ated after they nre put together, and will
never rust out. It requires more care to keep tliem
clean. THK A. I. HOOT CO., Medina, O.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The liives and sections are beautifully made, and
I am very much pleased. Joe L. Cooper.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 20.

The sewing-machine I ordered of you Nov. 20 was
received Dec. 24 in good condition. It is a daisy,
and my wife is more than pleased with it.

Fitch burg, Mass., Jan. 7. Lewis Damon.

OCR potato book.
Mr. T. B. Terry:—

I consider your book one of the greatest works on
agriculture that 1 ever read. It needs a new title,

however. Instead of the " A B C"of Potato Cul-
ture it should be called the " A to Z."

W. A. Linn,
Managing Editor Evening Pu)it.

New York, Dec. 2{K

the cowan extractor, and how esteemed ISY a
CUBAN.

I received a few days ago a Cowan extractor. No.
25, through Messrs. Falconer, bearing your imprint.
I am glad to express tlie satisfaction which 1 feel in
regard to the machine, which, perhaps, is the best
now in use by beekeepers. I have promised myself
to use noLliiiig but the Cowan in the future.

Joaquin Casquero Babredo.
Cardenas Cantel, Cuba.

BEES AND BIBLE.

By chance I came across some old back numbers
of Gleanings, which I readilj' devoured, and, like
"Poco," greatly desired more. I consider Glean-
ings superior to'any other bee-book, and your Home
chats very instructive and entertaining. 1 think
you missed your calling. You thought the Lord
said /(CCS, and he said Bible. I have half a dozen
stands of bees; am an enthusiast on the subject,
though 1 am without knowledge or experience in
regard to them. Mrs. Carrie M. Robertson.
Mayview, Mo., Jan. 8.

A KIND WORD FROM A" STRAWBERRY-CRANK," ETC.

Mr. Root:—I am pleased to see what perhaps is an
outline of your lace. You have been at times the
only man talked about in my house. My son, at one
time, was a bee-ci-ank, purchased the ABC book,
aid took your journal; but 1 have the book, also
your "Tomato ' and "Strawberry" hook. Of
course, other names are in the book, but 1 can see
A. 1. Koot in it all. lam in the middle sixties, and
have never diank spirits, nor smoked or cliewed to-
bacco; am a strawberry crank, and wish ti> learn
the name of the berry coming nearest to the follow-
ing description: Fair or good size; dark-red Hesh;
led through and through; very firm, with flavor
very tine, strong acid; of course fairly productive.
1 wish ii for acanning beriy. Will you tell me the
berry ";' It will be a great point to gain. I contract-
ed the stiawberry symptoms about two years since;
have nc)w about six acres under cultivation. 1 raise
the Gandy for market. It would be a tine canning
berry if it had tiaik-ied fiesb, and was not a little
bitter w hen canned. If you know all about the old
Champion, or Windsor, as it is now called, please
tell me if it has tine flavor or not. D. F. Brown.
Frieport, N. V., Dec. 31.

Friend U.. my impressioir is that the Warfleld
comes nearer your description than any other berry
We have. The strawberry-growers who read Glean-
ings can, however, correspond with you, if they
choose.

In regard to the outline of my face, I am afraid
the picture in the berry-book is hardly as much as
anoutline. If it were not that it is a foolish thing
to feel hurt because your picture does notdojou
justice, I do not know but I siiould have scolded
some about this picture before this. The worst of
it is, it shows a scar, or deformity, that does not ex-
ist at all. When I first saw it 1 thought that, per-
haps, it was a blur in the printing; but other books
show it just the same. Had Judge Higgle given me
an opportunity, 1 would have fui nished him a cut
that would have made me look at least tolerably re-
spectable in such a crowd of bright able nren. Our
stenographer suggests, that pe.liaps the rest ft el

something as 1 do; but it seems to me everyone
must admit that A. I. Root is the ,>.o/Mt>Mookiug
chap in the whole crowd.
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Largest Factory in the West. GOOD SUPPLIES and LOW PRICES,
We ;ii e here to ;

l-6ei

Our Motto,

^erve you, uiid will if you fjive us a cliance. Out nloLi'uc I't-ct^. Adili-fss

LEAHY MANUFACTURING CO , Higginsville, Mo.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895-
Such iis Dovetailed Hives, Seciions. Comb Fmi idntioii, E.\Liai-tors, and every lliinu- else used by a bee-

keeper. All late inipn ved g lods. ImiiK use slock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

DISCOU(\/TS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Al.sikeelover and Japanese liuckwheiit turnislitd at lowest market priee.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

Florida Queens
n-7ei .\ddress uutil Api'il 15,

br( d t'l'om my oiijiinal strain of Maryland Italians, which lias

jiiveu su.-h ycneral satisfac ion as houey-pi-oducei'S. Untested
queens ready Maivh 1 >1, tl.dd each: (i for ^'> INI. Write tor prices
on larjie lots au<i speci.al circular. Safe aiii\';d guaranteed.

Chas. D. Duvall. SAN Mateo, Florida.

16 Years Without a Complaining Letter.

Every Bee=keeper Needs a New

•eoitf

Bingham Perfect Smoker.
LOW PRICES:

ngham bee-smokers with all the new impr<ivements.
Tlie Doctor, 3'.> inch stove, per mail, $1 7.1; Conqueror, .3 inch, $1..")0.

Large, 2i'2 inch, $1.00; Plain, 2 inch, 70c; Little Wonder, IM in.. .")0c.

The Doctor. Conqueror, and Large, have extia wide shields, and double coiled steel

wire handles to protect the hands fn ni heat and soot. These shields and liandles are
wond 'rf ul comforts. The Plain and Little Wonder have narrow shields, and single
coiled slee! wire handles. 189.) Bingham smokers will all have movable bent caps to pre-
\ ent di'opping- tire when sending smoke downward.
Circulars and smokers sent by return mail, also i-ates per dozen or 100. Address

T. F. BINQHAM, Abronia, Hich.

•-Wtlb- RELIABLESEEDS
Awarded World's Columbian Grand Prize

Medal fnr Purity. Always Fresh and Iteliable.

SPECIAL OFFER:,For only lOc, I will send 1
>-<..^>^>_c>-<^-^-=-^>— - liberal package each of New
Holland Cabbage and New Dixie Water Melon.
Beautiful Seed and Plant Catalogue TEEE. Address
atonce H. W. BUOKBEE, Rockford, Ills.

P.O. Box G14 Kockford Seed j arms.

••••••••••••••a««*««««»«««(*«««e««d9«oo«tt«««««««««««««*«

URPEE'S
FARM ANNUAL for 1895
"The Leailins- American Seed Catalogue."
A hamtsoiue Ixjok ot 174 pa^cs with many new features
for 1895—liundreds of illustrations, pictures painted from

nature—it tells all about the BEST SEEDS that grow, including rare novelties tliat cannot be had
elsewhere. Anv .seed planter is welcome to a <'opy KREK. ^Seiid your address to-day on a postal.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA.

,ui« to advertiser,-! please mention tins paper.
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Honey Column

CITY MARKETS.
Boston.—Honey.—Our lioney market remains

about as it has been, witli liglit demand. Comb
honey, 14c; extracted, 5@6c. E. E. Ui.ake & Co.,
Jan. 19. Boston, Mass.

Kansas City.—HoJiey.—The stock of comb Iioney
is larg-e; market well supplied. Fancy wliite 1-lb.

combs, 1.5; amber, 12@13. Receipts of extracted,
light; white, 7; amber, 5i4@6; southern, i'^O..").

Beeswax, :i2. Hamblin & Bearss,
Jan. 19. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Hoxey.—There is some improvement
In trade since our last report. We quote clover
comb, 16; amber, 12^®14; extracted in cans, .t14@6;

in barrels, 4@4^. Prime beeswax, 28.

D. G. TUTT GUOCER Co.,
Jan. IH. St. Louis, Mo.

Cl^vefmnd.—HrniPV-^Honey is slow sale. No. 1

white in combs at 14@1."); No. 2 white, li@I8; No. 1

white extracted, in 60-lb. cans, 6@8. Beeswax, 25®
27. Williams Bros.,
Jan. 17. 80 & 82 Broadway. Cleveland, O.

Detroit.—Honej/.—Supply of comb honey increas-
ed, and more than equals the deniand. Prices re-

main the same. Best, 14@15; dark, 11®12; extract-
ed, 6®7. Beeswax, 26@27. M.H.Hunt,
Jan. 18. Bell Branch, Mich.

Kansas City.—Honejy.—The demand for comb
honey Is improving. No change in extracted. V'* <

quote 1-lb. comb, while. No. 1, 14@1.t; No. 2, 12®|:.:

amber. No. 1, 13®14; No. 2, 10@11; extracted, 4'2(§K',
Beeswax, 22@25. C. C. CLEMO^S & Co.,
Jan. 19. Kansas City, Mo.

Albany.—Hone;/.—There has been quite a demand
for both comb and extracted during the past few
days, and our stock is considerably reduced. We
quote white comb honej'. 12®13; buckwheat and
mixed, 9@10; extracted, 04®t>'>.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Jan. 19. Albany, N. Y.

Denver.—Ho(if)/.—Our market seems rathei' on
the decline, owing laigdly to the depression of the
"limes.' We quote No. 1 white comb, put up in
24-lb. cases and suitable to i)ut into cartoiit-, UI®11;
No. 2., in 24-11). cases, 9c; No. I exiiarted, in tiO-lb.

cans, 6@6*i; No. 2, in cans, h((^i<ii. Tlie deniand for
extracted is quiei, with a good supply on the m;ir-
ket. Choice >ellow beeswax, 2.'.c

R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
Jan. 22. Denver, Col.

San Francisco.—Hodey.—Whiteextracted honey,
6V4®7: light amber extracted. 6c, probably 4>^c;
1-lb. frame, 10® 12. Beeswax scarce at 27c.

Schacht, Lemcke & Steiner,
Jan. 24. San Francisco, Cal.

Milwaukee.—Honej/.—The new year opens with
a good supply of honey on hand, and rather a drag-
ging trade. The late receipts are not of as good
quality or condition as desired, and a want of care
on the part of shippers plainly shown in not pack-
ing sections in cases in a neat and marketable man-
ner, hence the hom-y is broken and not very at-
tractive. We continue to quote best 1-lb. sections,
l(j(rtdT; good, 14@15; common, 12(g)14; extracted,
white, 6s^@7'/j ; dark, 5i4®fi. Beeswax, 23®2(i.

A. V. Bishop & Co.,
Jan. 18. Milwaukee, Wis.

Sprinofield —Ho/iei/.—White clover honey. In®
Ki; buckwheat, 12. Our market is not active; it is
selling slowly. Perkins & H.vtch,
Jan. 17. Springfleld, Mass.

Minneapolis.—Ho/ic//.—Prices are low, and trade
is demoralized. Fancy white comb, 16@1T; No. 1

white, 14@ir): fancy amber, 13@i;i>4; No. 1 amber,
J2(<_/,12'e: fancy dark, 12; No. 1 dark, 10c; extracted,
white, 7; amber, li; dark, Wz-

J. A. SiTEA & Co.,
Jan. 22. Minneapolis, Min.

We yet have extracted alfalfa at $7.80 per box of
130 lbs. AiKiN Bros., Loveland, tJolo.

Closingout balance of mj- fine extracted basswood!
honey at 7c f. o. b. Who is not supplied V

Elias Fox, Hillsboro. Wis.

Alf.\lfa Honey, verj' white, thick, and rich.

Two tiO-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome-
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

WANTED.—5000 lbs. clear yellow beeswax, at 27c
cash; also several tons pure extracted honey

that does not contain basswood or buckwheat; also-
several tons pure extracted white-clover honey, at
10c; send sample and quantity before slilpping, to

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ii^OR SALE.—Alfalfa comb honey, snow white, 12c;
' partly from Cleome, light amber, lie.

D. S. Jenkins, Las Animas, Col.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St.. N. Y.

HONEYwholesale:
SEALEBS t
COMMISSION
MEBCHANTS.
Established

1875.
BEESWAX.

LIBGBAL
ADVANCES.
MADE
ON
OONSIOM-
UENTS.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants. ,gtfdb and Prompt.

I told you so.
Mix. .itilili !i:--'Y\ie one-frame nucleus I got of

you last spring gave me 120 well-flUed one-pound'
sections. J. A. Smith, Heber, Utah, Oct. 9, 1894.

Now, haven't T told you that it will pay to send
bees nt)rth in the spring ?

One-frame nucleus, $1.00; 10 or more, 90c each.
Bees by pound, same price. Untested queens to go>
with them, 75c each.
I'ntested queens by mail. $1.00 each; $5.00 for 6;

$9.1.0 per dozen, till June; after, 75e eacli; $4.25 for
6, or $8.00 per dozen. F breed the leather-colored
Italians, 5 bands, and Carniolans, in sei)arate yards,
at safe distance.
Tested, -i bands, $1..50 each; 5 bands or Carniolans,

$2.50 each.
Fine bit eders of either race, or imported queens,.

$5.00 each, full colonies with untested queens. $6.00.

Ask for discounts to dealers, and by quantities.
The only steam bee-hive factory in south Texas.

Root's goods, Dadant's foundati'jn, and Bingham
smokers.
Safe arrival on every thing guaranteed. Send for-

FREE catalog that tells all about raising queens.

JENNIE ATCHLEY, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

wE have a large stock of SECTIONS now ready,
both No. 1 and No. 2. Write tor special prices-

on wint("r orders in large or small lots, including all
other Supplies. Also Berry Crates and Baskets
made up or in flat.
Addicss BERLIN F='RUIT BOX CO.,

eitf BERLIN Heights, O.

^REGG RASPBERRY-PLANTS, $5.00 per M.
Palmetto Asparagus seed, 45c per lb.

E. A. BOAL, Hinchman, Berrien Co., Mich.
Please mention this paper.
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World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Foundation. Send for free
samples. Dealers, wrile for wholesale prices-.

Root's new F'olistied Sections and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thinjr needed in the apiary. JVI H H<in-f
Bell Branch, Mich. ^'*« **» IIUIIL,

Florida and
ALL Southern Bee=keepers,

Do you know that the freight rates diy wati'r)

are one half less from iiere, than from aii>'

phice you can obtain a full line of suiiplies.
Rate on hee-hive material, to

Jacksonville, Fla., ^j^<• per 100.

Palatka, " :i4c " "

Daytona, " -Ific " "
Cedar Keys, " o.'ic " "

New circular upon apidicatiou.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

DAarh-ifPPC t '^y mail. 10 for HO cts. : by freight
rcaLII-llCC^ . ,„, e.xpiess, $4 per ](HI. Crosby,
Elbeita, Stumi), and other best ^al•ieties.

lanan Dlitmc Abondance, Burbank, and f*at-
«Jdpclll riUIIIS. siima; by mail, .i for (ill cts ; by
freight or e.xprcss. $U) (icr liMl. Ccd ir (ii-ove Farm.

JOHN CADWALLADER. Proprietor,
Noi-th Madison, Indiana.

Talmage. Otoe Co., Neb., Dec. s. tsitt.

Jiilin C(t(hralladei.—De<ir Sir:^l received your
trees Nov 2:.' in good order, well packed, and thrifty-
looking trees. Thank you for the Stitsuma.

Yours respectfully, JAS. Kittkr.
Here is a report of one order sent by mail April

7, 1894. It embraced 10 peach trees (.5 sorts) and two
Abondance plum, the whole cost 90c. Remember I
pay the postage and send 10 peach trees for 60c.

Me.xico, Mo., .Ian. 7, 1895.
Jdhii Cddintllniltr, Dfdr S/»:—The trees received

of you last spring all lived and did well.
1 want a few trees ne.xt spring. B. Baldwin.

BUNCH OR VINELESS YAM.
W. E. Price, Eufauhi, Ala., will supply them as

follows: lb., ~'.5e; 2'., Ib-i..r,0c: 6 lbs., $1.00, postpaid.
Peck, 5;ic: bushel. $1.76; 3 bushel barrel, $4.~'5. 10;.

discount for cash. Reference, Capt. S. H. Dent,
President National Bank.

500 Barrels Sweet=Potato Seed.
Yellow .Jersey, best variety, $3.00 per barrel.
Red Spanish, Red Bermuda, and Jersey Queen,

fl.OO per barrel; .'ij^j discount on 5-barrel lots.
Our stock is fine. Order now and secure a sup-

ply at reasonable prices. I^. H. AIAHj^N,
3-7ei Bo.v 1^:{, Terre Haute, Ind.

OnUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of Ijee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. &, SON,
l-23a Ottumwa, la. South side.
t^"!!! respondintf to this advertisement menti<m (ii.K a.mm.s.

^Ilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

= riy Strawberry Catalog =
= FREE to all. =
E C. N. Flansburgh, Leslie, Mich. =
qiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir;

H. C. SIMRSON.
BREEDER OF ITALIAN BEES AND ftUEENS,

And dealer in Bee-keepeis' Supplies.

Send for price list. CATAWBA, S. C.

Perkiomenville. Pa., breeder of
16 lettding varieties of Poultry.

Eggs, $1.00 per ]."). Ctitalog free.

Jas. M. Smith,

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not e.\ceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be • isponsible for er-

rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over Ave lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona flde ex-
hanKes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-

fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swiips."

WANTED.—To exchange one-piece-section ma-
chine, steel feed-grinder (H ton per hour), 8 H.

P. engine. 25 ft. 8-inch rubber belt, for brood fdn. or
Hoffman frames with comb wired.

A. D. D. Wood, Lansing, Mich.

WANTED. -Two or three hundred colonies of
iiees to tun on shares for comb or extracted

honey the coming season, or to take charge of as
apiarist. Reference. W. L. Co^gshall, West Groton,
N. Y. Russell T. Stinnktt, Bells, Va.

WANTED. —To exchange Cuthbert or Marlbo-
rough raspberry-plants for beeswax, honey, or

offers. C. G. Marsh, Belden, N. Y.

WANTED.- -Offers on anew 200-egg Noxall incu-
bator at $1.1. R. C. AiKiN, Loveland, Colo.

W^
7ANTED.—To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa. 30tf

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-

cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.
J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

WANTED.—For spring planting, apple, quince,
currants, gooseberry, strawberry, in exchange

for golden queens, in June.
J. F. Michael, Greenville, O.

WANTED.—People to drop a card and tell me
what they have to exchange for Gregg and

Cuthbert raspberry and strawberry plants. No. 1

stock. Dan White, New London, O.

ANTED.—To exchange bee-supplies for either
Gem or Cigar-box planer.

E. J. Shay, Independence, W. Va.

WANTED —To exchange dark extracted honey
tor a 2(1 or 30 inch cut-off buzz-saw; also foun-

dation-mill, for offers.
F. W. STEViiNS, Moore's Hill, Dearborn Co., Ind.

W

WANTED.-5 to 8 H,
price and kind.

P. engine, in good repair,
H. A. Allen, Milton, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange a Simplex Hatcher and
brooder combined, 160-egg, used two settings,

price $13.00, for 150 lbs. of good extracted honey.
J. Van Petten. Linn, Kansas.

1WR OFFEKS.—One No. 2 Automatic gauge lathe,
and 1 improved gauge lathe (for haiidle-makingi.

Let me know a good location for ii custom sawmill,
some one. W. S. A.mmon, Reading, Pa.
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Over $5.00
Is what it costs to take the leading

V^ee - journals, even if secured at

chibbing-rates. t The Bee- keepers'

Review endeavors to "ive tlie cream of all these journals, and it costs only

$1.00. If you- can't afford to take all of the journals, yet wish to be well

informed in ai)k'ultural matters, try the Review.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

09
09

E
CO
CO

Please Cut Out
TIii»( ivliole Advt.

iSi^ii, and ITIail.

H^" Please send me
the American Brn Journal
each week for Three
Months. At the end
of that time I will re-

mit $1.00 for 1 year's
subscription, or 25c.
in case 1 decide to
discontinue.

To tk vnhMm of Ani(^rif,aii Bee Joiinial,
56 Fiftli Avenue: CHICAGO, ILI..

Name

P. U.

DO

CO

CB
CD

ShltC

A VrLAK ^ yyyjWKt^ ^' lIi
_p„der to "Fordhook,"

^^?g}^^;^pi^^^^^i^^^t^^^^P^^g^^^^^^^^^aj^P^|^

ri,**'*'ri

A A Bright a Book a about a SEEDS a (just issued)

Brig:ht alike inside and outside. The outside is red, and the inside

certainly will be—by all who need live Seeds.
Mailed free to anv address sent ofi a cent postal card. You'd better

spend that cent to-day? ADDRESS AS ABO VE.

P_^l : Choice Tested Itnlians. vig-

i^Ctl I^ : orons and prolific, •?1.()() each.

0**r\r\t\c'- 1'hese queens were reared in

UCcIiS; the fall of '1)4 for our early

j3y [
spring trade, and are guaran-

Return =
'''^"^ ''^ ^'^''' satisfMctlon.

Mail ^ J. W. K.SHAW & CO.,
iTlall.

; Loreauville, Iberia Parish, La.

SflVP Freiahf f
Buy Woor's goods at tlieir

ttvi, I lui^iii. prieos, near homo. Catiilos?
ready I''ch. 1. Wrilc^ for prices on wlijit you need,

at once. John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Mo.

Every Farmer
Ought to read the Rural New=Yorker.

I I'nbllslKMl weekly.

I

It is the business I'arnier's paper, and a most re-
liable aulhiirity on aj^ricult ural an I horticultural
subjects. I'randsand humbugs fear it. ONLY $1
A VEAU. !<eiid for sample copy toTHE KI'KAEi M{\V-YOKIiKK. Now York.
We liave made arranuenients so tlial we can send

it and (ii.K.\NixfJs for fl.;.")a year.
Please mention this papei

.

Are you Looking

For the BEST
In bee-hives, sections, cases,

etc. y If so. drop us a postal
and we shall be pleased to send
you a copy of our 1(S95 catalog-

and price list.

Q. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.

420 Lbs. Average
Is what my bees <rave that I moved to the man-
Krove; those at home, 300 lbs. each; ~>-liiindefi
J>ocs, *oo. Quoens, lired for liiit^iness from
1idsstocl<. will 1 e sent in 189.") for *L0O each until
May; per do/.., *H.(IO. Circular free.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.
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I JUST believp: that C. Davenport has given

a capital plan for mice, p. 54, to give them such

a variety.

Honey souring in the hive is something I

think I never heard of till lately. How far

north has it been known ?

That statement on p. 45, that E. France

has 140 colonies in the home yard, makes me all

alive to know whether that's the regular thing,

and what supports so many.

A BRIGHT American girl was asked in Eng-
land what was done with so much fruit in this

country. She replied, '"Ohl we eat what we
can, and we can what we can't."

Is EUCAi^YPTUS. that Prof. Cook tells about,

p. .52, the same as in Australia that Australians

say is so fine, and that beekeepers in England
will not admit is fit for the table?

From Switzerland come reports of two
cases of fecundation of the queen during the

act of swarming. I had supposed it was quite

a common thing with after-swarms. How is it?

Fm gi.ad to know that cement-coated nails

are better than rusted. Sometimes I rust them
purposely; but it's troublesome to do it well,

and, besides, I don't like the looks of the rusty

nailheads.

"Always make a new colony a full colony,

especially if made late in the season," says E.

France, p. 44, and it's worth saying again, both
for the sake of getting that dash out, and em-
phasizing it for beginners.

About 150 colonies of live bees were at the

great (lerman convention and exposition, near-

ly all black or German bees. Somehow black

bees have more friends in England and on the

continent than In this country.

Editor Leahy^ tells what a good time he had
with J. T. Calvert, of the A. I. Root Co., at a
visit on the way from St. Joe. Now. you can

fling all the mud you like at the " mutual -ad-

miration " business, but that sort of talk makes
a good bit nicer reading than mud-flinging.

A good point in favor of laws against adul-

teration is given by S. E. Miller, in Progressive.

It gives the public more confidence in purity of

product. Lately, in a region where good
cheese - factories abound in Illinois, I found
New York cheese on the table, simply because

New York laws were more strict as to pure
cheese.

After reading what E. France says, the

old question comes back whether covered seal-

ed covers may not be all right, and uncovered
sealed covers all wrong. His covers have
straw over them. Is there nothing but the sky

over yours? [No, sir. There's a good big cush-

ion and cover over them. Our sealed covers

have always been so protected in winter.—Ed. J

"Fruits produced by self-pollenation are

quite different from those produced by cross-

fertilization. Few varieties of apples will self-

fertilize to any extent. The chief agents for

fertilization are insects, and honey-bees are

among the best. Every fruit-grower should

keep some bees to fertilize his blossoms, or see

that his neighbor does."

—

Greenes Fruit-grower.

A SY'MPOSIUM of six articles on five-banded

bees occupies most of the Progressive for Jan-

uary, leaving the impression that there are five-

banders and five-banders, or, as Hutchinson ex-

presses it, "the dark, leather-colored bees are,

as a rule, the better workers, but the brighter-

colored bee may be just as good workers as

their darker sisters . . . and some strains

are." [Them's my sentiments, and I think they

agree fairly with what I have said.—Ed. J

"The honey-bee is not able to pierce the

skin of fruits; but they have the power of get-

ting in between the joints, as one might say,

consequently they manage to work in between
the pips of the raspberry, and also into the

grape, near its junction, and in this way crops

of grapes and raspberries are wholly ruined by

bees." That's what Meehans' Monthly says.

Now, will that good monthly tell us just how
it found that out?
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That wax is secreted by bees, and not gath-

ered somewhere outside the hives, was, accord-

ing to Cowan, discovered as early as 1684 by

Martin John, and soon after by Thorley; but

no great notice seems to have been tal<en of it

till it was rediscovered by a Lusatian peasant

whose name. Cowan says, is, unfortunately, not

given. Herr Beck, in Gravenhorsl's Bienen-

zeitung, gives H. C. Horeboslel as the name of

this man to be remembered for his discovery in

1720.

The doctrine that each nurse-bee prepares

food for larva3 of a particular age gets a black

eye from (iravenhorst. He thinks it will notdo
to say that a bee U days old is too old to feed a

larva one or two days old. because, when brood-

rearing commences in spring there are none but

old bees present. Also, after a colony has been

long queenless in summer the larvae are well

fed on the introduction of a queen. Dzierzon,

in Noerdlingen Bicnciizeitunq, pokes fun at the

whole idea.

Foul brood raged for two years in the apiary

of Herr Fulde, in spite of all efforts at cure;

then every two or three days a few drops of the

new disinfectant, lysol, was given in the bees'

food, and it worked like a charm, all traces of

the disease disappearing for good in three

weeks. Now, what's lysol ? and will it work in

the English language as well as in the German ?

[I should be interested also, in knowing wheth-
er the disease stayed away. Perhaps Herr
(iravenhorst will answer these questions.

—

Ed.]

Herk Reei'En, the great German gleaner,

sturdily opposes the idea that workers carry

eggs or larvae from one cell to another, and yet

he has most faithfully given all the testimony

favoring such belief. He now sums up as ad-

vocates, Langstroth, Wagner, Root, Abbott,

Americans; Editors Bertrand. Wathelet,

French; but Germans and English seem to be

absent from the list. [I have personally seen a

worker carry an egg (not larva), but what it

did with it I can not be positive. I was not in-

terested at the time, and so did not take the

pains to follow the bee up.

—

Ed.]

Ye Editor is a little too sweeping when he
says, p. 23, that color will detract from both
prolificness and the honey crop. Best qualities

don't necessarily go with any shade of color. I

like leather color, not because that color makes
good bees, but because good bees happen to

have that color. [The last sentence taken
alone (and to which you doubtless refer) does

sound a little strong; but when taken in con-

nection with what precedes, and especially

with what I have said aforetime on this same
question. I don't think my meaning will be mis-

understood. What I meant was that it was
iiabfe, under the present craze, to detract from
both of the qualities—prolificness and honey-
gathering, because, in the selection of the one
thing, color, the other things are left out of the

consideration; or, rather, the undesirable traits

are allowed to creep in.—Ed.]

CAMPING, FISHING, CUTTING BEE -TREES,
ETC.

HOW TO GET HEES OUT OF TREES WITH FEW
OR NO stings; a question for c. a.

HATCH TO ANSWER.

Jill F. France.

I have bt^en in the habit of going to the Mis-

sissippi River and camping out, or living in a

tent, from four to eight weeks, for the last five

years. I go for sport and health. I think it

does me good, and it gives me rest from other

labor. My wife has gone with me three years,

and she stays about five or six weeks, then takes

the train and comes home, and I stay two or

three weeks longer. I usually stay until it gets

pretty cold, as we get better fish after the

weather gets cold enough to use an overcoat

and mittens.

I have a partner, a Galena man, who camps
with me and stays as long as I do. We each
have a boat and a tent, a stove in the tents,

good beds, and camp-outfit. We are as comfort-

able there as at home, with plenty of fresh air.

We catch catfish, buffalo, bass, pike, and a few
other kinds. We fish with rod and line. At
that time of the year we catch mostly pike,

called there salmon, but they are not salmon.

I was feeling pretty miserable—tired out, no
appetite. After T had been there three days I

thought I should have to give it up and go

home. But I stayed; and after I had been

there a week I got stronger, and got a "river

appetite,'' as I call it. After that I was all

right, and able to handle my boat without tir-

ing me as it did at first. I went down the 20th

of September, and came back the 12th of No-
vember; but as the weather turned out, the

best fishing was after I came home. As for

fish, I got enough. I salted a 1.5-gallon keg full,

and sent home once a week a good market-bas-
ket full.

With the rest of the fun I helped to cut two
bee-trees. I was down there, and stayed a
week with Newel France and his whole family

in August. I found those two bee-trees on an
island. The island belonged to an old fisher-

man. He lived in a cabin on the island—the

same island that we camped on later. I show-
ed him the trees, and told him 1 would help

him cut them when I came down in the fall to

fish. So when I went in September I took

along a smoker and brush-broom, and a paper

of tobacco. You see I wanted a good strong

smoke, as the trees had to be chopped down.
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and the bees would get a terrible jar, and

would be n^ad.

AfiiM' we iiad been in camp about three weeks

the old man came to our camp one day and said

the boys had come to cut the bee-trees. The
boys were the old man's sons, three of them,

and all married. The old man said the boys

were chopping down one of the trees. "That
won't do," I said. "Go to them as soon as you

can, and tell them not to fall the tree until I get

there." It was very important that I should

be there when the tree fell. He got to the tree

in time to stop the chopping. got together

what things I wanted—smoker, brush- broom,

pail for honey, veil in my pocket, etc. One of

our fishing partners went along to see me han-

dle the bees, as he had cut a tree once, and got

nearly stung to death.

When we got to the tree we found the boys

waiting for us, with the tree still standing. I

filled my smoker and lighted it; and as this tree

had a good many large limbs it was not likely

to fall hard, so I did not put on my veil. "All
ready! let her drop!" A few licks with the ax,

and down it came. Just as soon as I could get

to the top of the tree I was there blowing my
smoke into the entrance. Very few bees had
got out, and what few there were out went up

to where the top of the tree had been—out of

our way.
The next thing to do was to get out the hon-

ey. "Come on, boys, with the ax." No reply.

1 went back to the stump. No one was in sight.

I halloed; no answer. I took an ax and went
back into the top of the tree, and smoked the

bees a little more; then I got to work cutting

away the brush, getting ready to open up the

tree. Directly I heard the old man call from
the brush, back beyond the stump. "Mine
crashus, man, de pees eat you up."

"No," I said; '"get the other ax and come
here and help chop. The bees don't sling me,
and they won't sling you."
" I'm nod so sure. I pe so 'fraid of dem pees."

"Never mind; come on; if they sting you
when you get here I will chop them out."

He came and helped me get out the honey;
But those brave boys of his never got nearer

than the stump of the tree. My fishing partner

came and helped some, after some coaxing.

We got two large dishpans full of nice honey

—

not smashed up much. We swept the bees off

the combs a piece at a lime, and left them scat-

tered all over the ground. I never saw them
after. The old man said the bees after that

gathered in a bunch on the ground, and he
wanted to save them. I told him to set a hive
over the bunch, and the bees would go up into

it. He did that, and then look the bees home.
"Now we will cut the other tree." It was

easy to cut, as it was rotten at the base. This
tree stood alone, and had not many limbs—noth-
ing to break the fall. The bees were away up
in the top. I got my smoker ready, and then

got out my veil and put it on. "Veil, veil!

now vol you going to do now ?" the old man
said.

"Well," said I, "this is a horse of another

color. You see, this tree has got to fall hard,

and may be it will split wide open and throw
the bees all over the ground. In that case it

will be hard to get the bees to behave, as I can
not smoke Ihem if they are scattered; so I will

put on this veil, then the bees can not sting me
in the face."

"Ya, ya; I see now. Dal is a nice ting. Vy
you not use him pefore?"

" Why, the other tree fell easy, and I did not

have to use the veil. I very seldom use a veil;

but I may have to with this tree."

By this lime the tree came down crash on the

ground. I ran into the top. The tree was not

smashed open. I soon found the entrance, and
smoked the bees. There were but few coming
out. The hard jar had nearly paralyzed them.
I went back to the bushes where the men were
hid, and put the veil on the old man, and we
went and opened the tree and took out the hon-

ey. All together we got a large wash-tub near-

ly full of nice capped honey. I had brought
along a six-quart pail, and I filled it with nice

honey to use in camp; but when we had all the

honey out of the trees and in the tub. and were
ready to leave, the old man said, " Veil, Vrance,

what you got to put your part of de honey in?"
" Why," said I, " I have this little tin pail."

"Yes, yes; pud dat von't holt half af de hon-

ik."

" Oh! well, this is all I want."
You see, as I had found the trees and helped

take the honey, he expected me to have half of

the honey. When I told him that little pailful

was all I wanted, he looked at the tub and heft-

ed one side of it. He said, "Honey, honey, ho-

ney, all vinter—kee-e-e! honey all vinter!" and
he was as happy as a king.
" Veil," said he, "it do beat all how you han-

lle dose pees. I links you know all 'poud dem
pees."

Now that we have the trees cut and honey
disposed of I want to mention a few things that

I noticed. The first tree cut, I would call the

colony in it two years old; at least, they had
wintered there one winter. The opening in the

tree, or the place occupied by the bees, was five

feet up and down, or, rather, down, as the en-

trance into the tree was at the side of the lop.

The entrance was fully two feel long—a large

crack two inches wide at the lop end, and run-

ning to a point at the lower end—plenty of ven-

tilation at lop, none at the bottom. The cavity

was small—room in the largest place for only

five combs—about eight inches wide. That
part of the tree, or hive, was about two feet

long. At the upper end there was room for

only two combs, and at the bottom for three

—

pretty small hive, but it was tall. Every comb
was full of honey except one piece at the lower
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piid two by three inches, that had capped brood

In it.

The second tree cut was a larger hive—six

feet high, top and bottom running to a point

like the otlier; lower end, four combs; top only

one comb for the last six inches; the middle of

the hive had eight combs 2}4 feet; entrance, a

round knot iiole l>-2 inches in diameter, just be-

low the largest part of the hive. This colony

had brood in one comb, three inches wid<.' and

six inches high, and was also in the very lowest

part of the hive. Those trees were cut about

the middle of October, and in height were
equal to a six or seven story L. hive. I will ask

Mr. C. A. Hatch how it happens that all the

brood there was in those two hives was at the

very bottom. He says it is easy to get the

queen to go up, but not down. It is just as

easy for me to see how the queen will go down
as readily as up. I always find the queen, in

the spring, laying in the highest empty comb,
or just below the honey; and if left to them-
selves she will keep the same place all summer
—that is. just below the honey; when the hon-
ey-flow comes on she will be driven down and
down; and if the honey continues to come she

will be driven to the very bottom. In the same
way. the queen will follow the honey up when
there is none coming in. The bees use the low-

est honey first; so the queen works up and
down according to circumstances, but keeps
just below the honey.

Platteville. Wis.

BEE ESCAPES.

THE DAYTON RSOAPK ORITiriSED; NO ADVAN-
TAOE IN IIAVMNO MORE THAN ONE WAY

OF KSCAPK: AN INTI KESTING
AND VALUABLE AUTICLE.

liU R. A- E. a. P.nter.

Mr. Editnr:—]n reference to the Dayton es-

cape, and his articles regarding it and escapes
in general, permit us to say that, when the ar-

ticle describing it appeared in Gleanings, and
you asked for the experience of others with it or

similar devices, we refrained from responding
because we dislike exceedingly to do any thing
that savors of " ax-grinding," and do not now
wish to say any thing for publication; but in

view of what he says in Jan. 1 Gleanings we
think a few words with you personally regard-
ing the matter may not be out of place.

Mr. Dayton's theories are. perhaps, plausible;

but some of these, as well as the claims he
makes for his device, and his statement of the
results of his experiments with the Porter es-

cape, are at variance with our experience.

In 1800 we tested many forms of trap-door
escapes; but all. sooner or later, proved to be
impracticable for gpneral use, on account of

difficulties arising from propolis and corrosion,

and none were found to show any points of
."superiority over properly made spring escapes.

The form inclosed proved the most nearly suc-

cessful of any; but in occasional instances, this

too was propolized so as to prevent its working.

For experimentation, a number of boards

were filled with this form, some with one

escape opening into the brood-chamber in the

usual way, some having one opening into the

brood-chamber, and in addition thereto having

one placed in the rim or cleat of the board,

opening outside the hive, and admitting light

directly to the super, both ends of the body of

the escape being open, and some having an

escape only in the rim of the board. All of

these were carefully tested, comparatively.

The first arrangement was found eqnal to the

other two in all respects, and superior in some.

The addition of an escape to the rim of the

board, and opening outside the hive, admitting

light to the super, was not found to shorten the

time occupied by the bees in leaving the super

in any instance; but. on the contrary, it proved

objectionable on account of attracting robber-

bees, and causing disturbance of the apiary.

With the same device, and at the same time,

Mr. S. A. 8huck, of Liverpool, 111., made for us

substantially the same experiments that we
made, and with the same results. You will

notice that the swinging-gate, or door, in the

escape sent you is so delicate that bees in pass-

ing under it will pay practically no attention

to it. In fact, it is far more delicate than is

necessary.

The following clipping from the directions

sent out with the Porter escape is a concise

statement of the reason that it is made in its

present form

:

One escape to tho board is sufiicieiit. Extensive
experiments have sliown that a Inrgrer number, or

one bavins' greater cxitcapacity, will do the work no
more rapidlj'. Also that tlie circulation of air

through the escape supplies t be super at all times
with sufficient ventilation.

Before the permanent form of the Porter escape
was finally decided on, neither time, pains, nor ex-

pense was spared to determine the best jiossible

form. For an entire season it was carefully tested

by several expert l)ee-keepers in a \-Avge number of

different forms, embracing those in which the bees

passed out under the springs, those in which they
passed out over them, tliose in wliich tliey passed
out Ijetween them, tliose in wliicli they passed out
between them and the sides of the escape, those

having exits vary ing in number from one to a dozen,

and those in wliich perforated tin was used for the
tops, also for both tops and bodies. After carefully

considering the excellencies and defects of all, the
form that is now known to the public was decided
on as in every way the best; and the universal fa-

vor with which it has been received after large and
extensive use in all parts of the world leads us to

believe that we have made no mistake in our
choice; but if we ever find that we have, we shall

be only too willing to change it.

On August 4, lm^^. after reading Mr. Dayton's
criticisms of escapes in the Review, we took the

pains to send him by mail four I'orter escapes
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of the usual form—two similar to these, but

having exits at both ends, and one with fifteen

exits in which the bees passed out under the

springs, and we wrote him, asking him, if he

cared to do so. to place the four in a board, and

test them comparatively, with one of the same
kind in a board, and also with the other forms

sent, and favor us with the result. But as yet

he has laken no notice of either the escape or

the letter. We can not doubt that both reach-

ed him, as both have request for return if not

delivered.

At the same time, to Mr. R. C. Akin, of Colo-

rado, who had also been criticising escapes,

we sent a package of escapes identical to that

sent to Mr. Dayton. Mr. A. made the test

wished for, and reported that he could see no

advantage in the large forms, or in using more
than one to a board.

Lewistown, 111., Jan. .5.

[If Mr. Dayton received the package of es-

capes refirred too. perhaps he would hav.? no
objection lu reporting the result of his experi-
ments with them in these columns. I should
be glad to have him do so whenever he is pre-
pared to make such report.

It occurs to me that it would not be a bad
idea to send a similar package of escapes to R.
L. Taylor, to be tested at the Michigan Experi-
ment Station. We will pay the expense of the
escapes, and also of those sent by Mr. Dayton
to the same place.—Ed.]

HONEY-HOUSES FOB OUT-APIARIES.

HOW PUAfTlCED BY W. I>. COGGSHALL.
I'LAIN, I'KACTIfAL INSTKUCTIONS; MANAGE-

MENT OF OUT- YARDS IN GENERAL.

By Hnrrij S. Howe.

It seems to me as though the slight expense of

a permanent building is more than balanced by

the advantages of having a place where the ex-

tractor and other things can be kept under
cover and reaoy for instant use. At the present

prices of extracti d honey we have got to reduce

the work to the fewest possible motions and to

the least possible expense if we are to make it

profitable.

By having permanent buildings at the out-

yards, any one can save a great deal of the ex-

pense of transportation. If we are to do as Mr.
Coggshall does, and visit two or three yards in a

day, and take three or four thousand pounds of

honey, we must have the work reduced to a

perfect system.

After one or two trips with a team and heavy
wagon in the spring, to take the kegs, etc., to

the yards, the trips can be made in a buggy, if

two or three are to go, or on the wheel if but one,

until time to draw away the honey in the fall.

As Mr. C. and I have worked together, one
puts out the horse while the other lights the
smoker and prepares for work in the yard. By
the time the horse is cared for the empty kegs
for the day's work have been tested by blowing
into them, and we are ready to commence to

take off the honey. When the yard has been

gone over, it is an equally short job to pick up
and start. One gets the horse while the other

goes through the yard and sees that no fire has
been left, and attends to any other little mat-
ters. Then away we go, three or four miles, to

the next one.

Nearly every thing that is likely to be used at

the yard is kept there, so there is no forgetting

to take some important thing.

Mr. C. wears his veil in his hat all the season,

consequently it is always ready. When there is

but little to do, one man can get to the yard on

a wheel or in a buggy, and go over it very

rapidly, if every thing he is to use is there

handy.

Mr. C.'s nine houses and my two are all very

nearly alike. They are 12x16, and 8 feet high at

the eaves, made of rough lumber, but having
good floors. Sixteen-foot boards cut in two
make the sides; twelve-foot boards, the floor,

which must have a good foundation in order

to support the weight of the honey, without
sagging. The door should be wide enough for

the cart or wheelbarrow, or whatever you use

to carry in the honey, to go through easily.

The windows are the size of one large sash, and
slide sidewise to open. They are covered with
wire cloth on the outside, and have bee-escapes

at the top.

The house should be at the lower side of the

yard, and so situated that you can get in with-

out having to go up a high step with a load of

honey. Following is a plan of the house:

0--
OPail.

Extiaitio
.^^;:on«"^"

On entering the door, the first is a stand, just

the right height for the filled carryall. Beyond
and in front of the window is one of Mr. C.'sown

make of four-frame non-reversible extractors,

which holds 300 lbs. under the reel. From this

the honey passes through a large honey-gate to

a ten-quart pail; then into a store-can holding

from 300 to ,500 lbs., and which is just at the

right height to run the honey into the two
110-lb. pine kegs, which are stored in the back
part of the room as fast as filled.

We do not usually begin to draw oil the honey
from the extractor until it is pretty well up, so
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there is small need of a strainer; but at the last

there is a large one made of cheese-cloth

stitched to a hoop that will just go over the

store-can, through which it is poured, and which

is used to keep any stray bees from getting

into the honey. The holes are bored in the

heads of the kegs with a one-inch bit as they

are taken from the car. The plugs are turned,

and are a perfect fit every time. The honey

that might get past a poor hand-made plug

will soon pay for them at one cent each.

The capping-dish is placed within easy reach

of the man who runs the extractor, and also of

the one who carries in, so that, whichever one

has the most time, can use it.

There is a box for the smoker fuel in the

corner, and a shelf for dishes of different-sized

nails; wires for broken combs; plugs, etc.; also

plenty of nails to hang things up on, and a good

brass lock for the door. The parts of the lock

must be all brass or it will rust out through the

winter. One key will fit the lock to all the

honey-houses. There is always a pail of water
near the door to wash the fingers if they get

sticky; and to keep the whisk-broom, used to

brush off the bees, soft and pliable.

We have found it cheaper to keep all the

things wanted, at each yard, than to pay for

the inevitable breakages and loss of moving ex-

tractors, etc., from place to place during the

season. It does not take any more room to

store the things at each yard than it does at

home. Such a house can be put up, in this

vicinity, for $30.0().

The places are rented for a term of years. In

some cases the houses are to become the prop-

erty of the land-owner when the bees go away;
in others they are built in sections and put on
blocks, so as to be moved. When they are to be

left they usually agree to pay a small price for

them, or the rent is small enough so that we
can afford to leave them.

West Groton, N. Y.

[Such articles as these are just what we want.
It is the account of real practical work of what
has been done—not what might be done in
beautiful theory, that makes interesting and
valuable subject-matter. Come again, friend
Howe.

—

Ed.]

HONEY AS A DIET.

WIM, IT EVER BECOME AN ARTICLE OF COM-
MON FOOD? ARE I5EE KEEl'KKS SET-

TING AN EXAMPLE IN THE USE
OF IIONEV T.V THEIR
OWN FAMILIES?

It is no doubt very laudable in honey-pro-
ducers to try to extend the use of honey by get-
ting people accustomed to using it more fre-

quently upon their tables; but we must not be
blind to the fact that we have a great deal of
prejudice or distaste for honey, real or fancy, to

overcome before it becomes a staple article of

diet such as butter, sugar, preserved fruits, and
even syrups. Many persons do not like honey;

others care but little for it; and I have met sev-

eral who could nut eat it without its making
them sick. Housekeepers will naturally cater

to the taste of their families and guest, and will

not provide an article of food for their table

that is not appreciated by the majority, espe-

cially if that article is more costly than others

that may be substituted for it.

I have traveled some, and visited mucli in

private families. For the last six weeks I have
been somewhat of a rambler, and have been

the guestof many families in Central Kentucky,
known as the rich blue-grass country. I can

not now remember of ever seeing honey on the

table of a hotel; and in my late rambles I have
not met with it on the tables of private fami-

lies. Speaking to a most excellent matron
whose table is very bountifully supplied both

with the substantiais of life and most of the

luxuries that can be bought, she said her fami-

ly cared very little for honey; and as for her-

self she would not give one jar of peach mar-
malade for all the honey in the world, and
hence she did not provide it for her table.

Molasses or syrups 1 have found at the hotels

generally, and quite often in private families.

The low price of tiiese, and of sugar, and the

more general production and use of fruit, all

combine to lessen the use of honey.

I do not wish to discourage bee-keepers from
trying to make the use of honey more common;
in fact, that should be our object; but it is best

to look the facts squarely in the face, and I

must admit that they seem to be against the

use of honey as a common article of food.

What can we do to increase the use of honey?
This is a question that I am not prepared to

answer satisfactorily, even to myself. We
might set an example by using more of it upon
our own table, i^ast winter we had honey reg-

ularly three times a day upon our table, and
continued to have it more or less all the year
round. We would vary it — extracted honey
candied; extracted dissolved, and comb houey.
But 1 must be candid, and say it was seldom
tasted except by myself and one other member
of my family. I am a lover of honey, and do
not often let an opportunity pass without eat-

ing it. I think that 1 individually eat not less

than ,50 lbs. a year. There are so few ways that
honey can be used, other than to eat it upon
your bread and pancakes, that its use must con-

tinue to be limited. In cooking, sugar is better

and cheaper. I have tried it upon my porridge,

upon my fruit, and in my coffee. My wife, to
please me, made cakes sweetened with it; but
as great a lover of honey as I am, I must con-
fess that I prefer sugar for these purposes.

What are other bee-keepers doing to increase

the use in their own families? How often is

honey placed upon the table of our friends at

the Home of the Honey-bee, where honey is
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plentiful and cheap? and how about its use in

other bee-keepers' families'?

But, of course, something else must be done.

The price of honey is, undeniably, high when
compared with other sweets and fruits that

come in competition with it. Will the price

have to come down ? and can we afford to pro-

duce it profitably at a lower price? or shall we
maintain the price and limit the production to

the amount consumed by those who use it only

as a luxury? These are questions which I

must leave to be answered by those who are ex-

tensively in the business.

NOTES AND COMMENTS ON THE ABC.

IDKA8 OF AN AUSTRALIAN.

By E. Jaincf!.

I have been much interested in reading your

ABC book. I am a practical bee-keeper, and

have been working 300 hivesin Queensland; but

a flood unfortunately swept away years of hard

toil in a few hours; but "nil desperandum " is

my motto. I love the grand colony of Queens-

land yet.

I will give you some of my practical experi-

ence in bee-keeping in this glorious country of

Australia, as no continent in the world possesses

such a climate, especially for bees.

1. I was reading in the ABC about smokers.

There seems to be a lot of inventive skill thrown
away upon them. I prefer the Bingham smok-
er, with the blast through the fuel; but it is the

fuel used that is the question. One day I hap-
pened to pick up a piece of bark off a box (a

species of eucalyptus-tree), and placed it in the

smoker, when I found it gave off an immense
volume of smoke: and since then I have used

no otiier fuel.

as the Langstroth. but the supers are 8 in. deep.

The frames are a modification of the broad-end

Quinby, with this exception: the ends of the

frames are beveled, or chamfered, as shown at

A in Fig. 6. Should the bees build comb up to

the end, the frame and case come out quite

easily.

Another idea I have is in the line of self-

swarming. Place an empty hive in front of the

one expected to swarm. I have a thin piece of

board with a piece of zinc or tin nailed flat on

each end, like a flap. The whole is covered

with regulation perforated zinc, as shown in

Fig. 7, forming a gangway. Each end at A A
is zinc, so it lies close to the entrance of the

hive. I have never lost a swarm.
BUZZ-SAWS.

I have recently constructed a saw-bench to

work with the foot, and it works to my entire

F.oS

^ =a
F.t.7

I have tried a great many kinds of hivrs, but
I have not been satisfied with any of the new-
fangled notions. I have come to the conclu-

sion, after considerable practice, that a modi-
fied Langstroth-Heddon combination seems to

give me more satisfaction than any I have yet

used.

The brood-section is the same size all around

T,a 2 K pivc F.fr 3 f'i i B

satisfaction—rips any thing required in an api-

ary. It is much like the hand buzz-saw shown
in the ABC, except that there are no cog-

wheels; the saw-arbor turns on centers at each

end. There is a small hard -wood pulley on the

saw-arbor, three inches in diameter, which is

driven by a fly-wheel and strap two inches.

The fly-wheel is ;.'7 inches in diameter. On the

saw-arbor is a fly-wheel from an old sewing-ma-
chine, which gives the necessary momentum.
The top of the bench is of cedar, one inch

thick, hinged at one end. The other end can

be raised or lowered as desired, for grooving,

rabbeting, etc. Carpenters have had the loan

of the bench, and were delighted with it. I

have tried benches made on the principle of the

Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.'s benches, but it takes

too long to speed up, and I had to discard them
—too much friction.

A REVERSIN(; EXTRACTOR.
I have also an extractor—quite a new and

novel idea. Each cage turns upon a center, a^
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shown in Figs. 1 and -'. Inside the iron or steel

frame are centers, as at A A. By placing the

hand on the top of the cage it is inclined out-

wardly instantly, and the frame can be taken

out or inserted quite easily.

The honey comes out splendidly in my ex-

tractor, whichever way I turn.

I is a steel frame; C, cage; P, pivot. In this

extractor there is no knack or habit to acquire.

In placing the frame in the extractor, put the

hand on the top, and draw the top of the cage

outward; place the frame in, and the cage

falls back into its place by Its own gravity.

When each cage has been operated upon thus,

the extractor is ready. When the one side of

the comb has been thoroughly extracted, all one

has to do is to reverse the extractor, and the

four cages are reversed at one operation. There

is little or no jerking, nor any undue strain, as

in the Stanley. Four steel arms are required to

hold the cages, keyed on the center-shaft.

Nothing is required to steady the cages at the

lower end. I am not a" first-class draftsman,

but I hope I have made myself clear.

The cut above shows top view of extractor.

A A A A are cages for holding frames. B B B
B are arms, the center being loose on the up-

right shaft C; but the arms turn around with

the cages. On turning the machine the cages

are brought into position as per diagram; re-

verse the extractor, and the cages are complete-

ly reversed; although each cage hangs on a piv-

ot at each side, the cages are self-reversing;

there is no jerking, as in the Stanley, nor

any thing to get out of order. I have a bevel

gear to drive it, slightly stronger than your
extractor. The frames are so weighty when
filled with honey that the teeth of the gear

strip or break—at least, that is my experience.

have known frames to weigh 12 to 1.3 lbs. with

honey.

Australia is a prolific country for bees and
bee- food. The various species of eucalypti are

wonderful, especially box, gray, and black.

More honey is procured on what is known here

as the "open box-plains." Here are some fig-

ures:
mkssnek's bee-faum.

Williamstown, South Australia, June isth,

18V)3; 2M hives produced 47 tons of honey. One
colony yielded 45 lbs. of honey per week, or 700

lbs. per season. Not far from where I am, H.
Peterson, Wattle Flat, N. S. W., had one hive

that yielded VIM lbs. ; 1<)0 hives produced 32

tons, sold for 38 pounds (f 135)per ton, principal-

ly from gray box (eucalyptus).

Peak Hill, Australia, Oct. 17.

[Some of your inventions, although ingen-
ious, are quite old in practice. I refer particu-
larly to Fig. 6, the position of the frames, and
to the reversing-gear of your extractor. The
former idea you will find in looking up Mr. Cow-
an's book, the " Bee-keeper's Guide," as devised
by the author, Mr. Cowan, away back in 187.).

But I do not wish to carry the idea that, be-
cause these ideas are old, they are therefore

lacking in merit; for. indeed, the Cowan ex-
tractor that we are now using, and which has
been recently indorsed by the whole bee-keep-
ing world on this side of the Atlantic, was de-
vised some three years earlier yet.

—

Ed.]

RAJflBLE 125.

By RamhUr.

IN THE SANTA CKUZ MOUNTAINS.

From the city of Santa Cruz we could see the

frowning peaks of the Santa Cruz Mountains.
We knew froiu past experience that they were
a toilsome barrier between us and the country

we wished to visit beyond. But why should we
question the dark canyons and the heights to

climb? Had we not surmounted the San Fer-

nando Mountains? yes, and the Santa Ynez?
yes, and the Santa Lucia and the Cuesta Pass?
yes, and they were all a memory of the past,

and we set our faces confidently and resolutely

to the surmounting of this barrier also.

As we entered the mountainous region our
road led us through a series of romantic drives.

We followed the San Lorenzo River, and,

after passing an extensive tannery, with its

variety of bad odors, we came again into the

redwood belt. The smaller trees and under-
growth arched our winding roadway, and the

vistas we often caught of waterfalls, forest,

and mountains, rustic bridge, and wayside cab-

ins, made the day of travel full of pleasure.

As we slowly toiled up the grade we passed a

building fenced with great care. So high was
the fence that we could scarcely discern the

buildings beyond. A mile or more beyond,
again another series of buildings, fenced, gates

locked, a forbidding sign, "No admittance."

We surmise, " Why all this fencing? too much
for poultry-ranches; too elaborate for bee-

ranches, for bee-ranches are not fenced in Cali-

fornia." Then again we came to fenced build-

ings; but this time we evidently come to the

center of operations, and blazoned to the

world in large letters we find the sign,

" Powder-works I" So here in a series of build-

ings, scattered for several miles along the river,

explosives of various kinds are manufactured.

The buildings are fenced against outside in-

truders, and located far apart, so that, if an ex-

plosion occurs in one building, the next, a mile

or more away, will be free from the blowing-up

contagion. The powder-works and the tan-

nery below called for much teaming on this

mountain road, and loads of wood and bark

were constantly met. Five horses to the wagon
was the rule—three abreast next the wagon,
and two ahead; long-drawn-out teams could

not be managed on these sharp curves, so the

horses were driven in a bunch, so to speak.

Near Felton our redwoods became so large as

to be noted, and visitors are attracted from the

highway to visit Gen. Grant and Sherman, and

a few lesser lights. As we expected to see
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imiich larger trees we did not bend our course

to visit them, but kept on our way. The day
was well spent: our ponies were showing signs

of fatigue: and while we were considering the

advisability of camping, we saw from our for-

est-canopied road an enticing sign which read,
" Lemonaide, .5 cts. a glas^;." And surely our

•eyes beheld there among the rocks and trees,

and near to a purling stream, an apology for a

tent, and a sturdy (ierman stood by the road-

side.

The tenor of our conversation, when we halt-

ed in front of the sign, was for a good camping-
place.

"Dis is der best blace on der road. Durn
right in dere," said he, pointing to an obscure

opening in the bushes. "Trive town a leedle

vays till you gomes to ter prook; camp dhere;

von goot blace."

Then Ero. Wilder put in his next

invariable inquiry: "Is there good

hunting in these mountains?"
" Hunting? Mine craciousl dere's

lots off it—teers all ofer dese moun-
tains; dere's von oldt pig fellow

gomes town into der roat some-
•dimes, shust at night, somedimes
shust in der morning, mit horns so

vide;" and he stretched his arms to

their full extent. " I ton't see how-

he gets troo dese woods. No, mine
•craciousl I ton't. Den dere's moun-
tain-lions. I hears two, sometimes

dree, roaring like furies on der

mountains. Oh, yes I dis vas a creat

game goondry; and dere's vish in

der river—creat pig vish, may pe

veigh von, do, dree, and may pe

seex pount.'" Just imagine the ef-

fect this highly colored news had
upon my partner. He was all

wrought up for game; and, donning
his hunting-equipments, he plunged
into the forest. After setting our
camp in order I pulled out our fish-

ing-tackle and proceeded in a more
tjuiet way to try the mountain
stream. A few trout arose to the

bait; but those " von, do, dree, seex"

pounders were shy of the hook, and
I had to content mys.'lf with much
smaller fry.

VVilder's deer-hunt resulted only in signs.

Signs were plentiful where "dose horns, so

vide" had knocked the bark off the trees. The
only signs of mountain-lions was the hole they
had left in the air, with their roar.

A friendly call upon our German in the even-
ing revealed the fact that he was an ex-saloon-
keeper. The authorities in a little town near
by had high-licensed and otherwise taxed him
so high that he had moved out of town, and
lie felt as though he was a much-abused man.
Many teams passed this obscure retreat of his,

and no doubt he sold much " lemonaide at 5 cts.

per glass."

Our trout breakfast disposed of, we proceeded
to climb the long and winding grade to the

very summit of the mountain. For nearly fif-

teen miles we climbed steadily upward. Many
times our road led around gorges so deep that
we could look into the tops of trees whose base

was planted 1.50 or 300 feet below us. The
mountain is quite densely wooded until we near
the top. It was here, while rounding a spur in

the open, that Wilder grasped his rifle again,

and, pointing across to the hill beyond, exclaim-

ed in a sort of stage whisper, "A deer I a deer!

Just let me have a chance at him."
We both hustled out of the wagon. It was a

long shot; and while the sights were being set

the field-glass was suggested as the proper in-

I>HKRE VAS TEER MIT HORNS SO VIDE I

"

strument to bear upon the animal; and what do
you think it revealed? I had to laugh rather
immoderately when the glass showed a honn-
fide donkey. It seemed, through the glass, that
he had a sort of grimace on his benign counte-
nance. At any rate, it was a sign of deer that
Bro. Wilder did not like, and he was worked up
to such a pitch that he said not another word
for many miles. As indicated by the donkey,
we found the very summit of the mountain in-

habited. A large number of Swiss people, true

to their mountain habits, have here made their
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homes, and cultivate land that, to an ordinary

mortal, wonld seem to be hung up too much
edgewise. We saw fields of oats and other

grains that were certainly upon land lying at an

angle of 4.">°. The only way that crops could

be harvested from these steep hillsides was

with a half-cart half-sleigh arrangement, and

small loads the rule. The land seemed very

productive, and. besides grain, grapes and other

fruits were largely planted. The scenery from

M

ously killed when the owner wanted a taste of

honey.

In this portion of the Santa Clara Valley the

soil was admirably adapted to the raising of

onion-seed, and hundreds of acres were coming

to ripened heads. Chinese labor was seen gath-

ering the heads and beating out the seed with

the old-time flail. We neglected to hunt up
the man with the hundred colonies of bees; but

it occurred to us that, near these onion-fields,

almond and fruit orchards would be a profit-

able place to plant an apiary.

For over :350 miles we have traveled now
through the coast counties; and not since we
left Ventura have we found many bee-keepers.

Isolated apiaries we have found in the lower

counties; and that there are good localities for

profitable bee-keeping in all of the counties,

there i«i no doubt: for wherever we rambled on

the barren plain, in the dark canyon, or on the

mountain-tops, wherever an opening flower

spread its petals to the sun. there we found the

busy bee, showing that the little wonder-worker

has indeed taken possession of this Western

World, and through this fact alone the honey-

bee has the profound admiration of the Ram-
bler.

A DEER. AND WHAT THE GLASS KEVEAT,ED.

these heights, as we looked out upon the moun-

tains until they shaded oft' into the dim dis-

tance, was grand and inspiring to the beholder.

Our drive down the other side of the moun-

tain was rapid. Our ponies kicked up a terri-

ble dust, and it was in a dusty condition that

we entered the beautiful town of Los (iatos.

We were now in the famous and fertile Santa

Clara Valley. We found a series of thriving

towns, of which San .lose is the crowning cen-

ter.

Apricot-orchards were without end: in fact,

the apricot is to San Jose what the orange is to

Riverside and the grape to Fresno.

We camp again at Warm Springs, and this

time we were happily located near an old

schoolhouse. The good people of the neighbor-

hood, to the number of ten. including the Ram-
bler, assembled that evening in a meeting of

prayer and singing. Several young men were

in attendance, showing that the leaven of the

Christian religion was working in the right di-

rection. One of these young men gave us the

information that there were but few bees kept

in that vicinity. The largest apiary that he

knew of for many miles was further down the

valley, and contained 100 colonies. His father,

he said, kept a few colonies in his almond-or-

chard. The almond is profuse in blossoms, and

this gentleman found that he had more nuts

upon his trees if the bees were there to aid in

pollenization. The honey from the almond he

pronounced fine. Their bees were kept in a

non-scientific way, and the bees were barbar-

CALIFORNIA NUGGETS.

HOW TO f'ONSTKUCT A PERCOLATOR: HOW TO
KILL A LOT OF KHSTGEIRDS AT ONE SHOT.

Bi/ C. W. Dai/tDii.

In California the antipathy of the fruit-man

against bees is equaled by that of him who is

trying to dispose of a tract of ?10-per-acre land

at *100 per lot.

The best sign-board and the best advertise-

ment for honey is thirty or forty colonies sitting

in the front yard. People dislike to buy honey

of those who do not keep bees. It is like milk

in a large city—the dairy product is preferred.

A feeder beneath the brood-apartment is pref-

erable in "feeding back" honey to complete

sections, as the bees "clean their feet" while

traversing the brood-combs. If feeding for

winter stores, place the feeder above, as the

feed will betaken down faster, it seems to me.

If your apiary is strewn with leaves, as yon

walk along after dusk toads will be heard

rustling the leaves. One way is to gather them
up by hand; but a better plan is to sink a few

boxes in the earth, level with their upper edges,,

for the toads to fall into, and deep enough so

that they are unable to jump out.

Since it is admitted that kingbirds destroy

bees, the next thing is to find a plan to destroy

the kingbirds without the expense of a charge

of shot and powder, and the time it takes for

each bird. Stretch a fence-wire between two>

trees in line with an upstairs window of the

house or barn. In the absence of trees, use

high posts. In the absence of such window, let
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•one post be enough shorter than the other to

sight along the wire while standing on the

ground. Wait until several birds collect upon

the wire, and then clear them off at one shot.

rropolis is suggested as an exterminator of

the bee-moth. In using covers to the brood-

nests, which are composed of three boards cleat-

•ed together when new, water ran through into

the hives. It also soaked in around the edges,

and dropped off near the center of the hives.

Since two seasons' use and propolization, they

remain dry on the under side through the

heaviest and longest rains. If the upper side

becomes water-soaked, the under side continues

glassy and impervious. It might be added

that the covers were of redwood, which is the

only kind of wood which does not shrink side-

wise. The result might be different with pine.

Mr. W. A. Wheeler recommends salicylic

acid and powdered borax in water as a cure for

bee-paralysis. I wonder if the acid alone would

.not do as well. If not, then would not the borax

alone cure it? If nothing short of the mixture

will sul'tice, it would be interesting to know how
the discoverer was able to hit upon the exact

specific instead of hitting a million othei-s

which might be guessed at. I am thankful for

the cure, even if the explanation is not obtain-

able. I have not lost faith in my own cure

(supersedure of queens), but I have three cases

so early in the season that qut-ens can not be

reared. But the acid cure can be applied now.

The season of 1893 was a good one for honey,

and also a good one for paralysis. Last season

was poor for honey, and there were no new
cases of paralysis. Now, my wonder is, whether
the appearance of paralysis so promptly may
not be an indication of an abundant honey-flow

in 1895.

To construct a percolator, first get a sixteen-

foot board, 14 inches wide, and cut it into four

pieces of equal length. Bevel each piece, and
nail together so as to form a box 12 inches

square at the top and 8 at the bottom, sloping

like a mill-hopper. For a bottom to the hop-

per, get out a small board eight inches square
and tack around its outer edge a strip of thick

felt to prevent syrup getting through next the
outside. This bottom may be dropped inside

and allowed to seek its own position. In the
center, cut an aperture five inches in diameter,

and lack over the same a piece of extractor-

screen wire which exceeds the size of the aper-
ture, but should not extend to the margin of

the board. Spread over the screen a thin layer

of cotton balling, and over the batting another
piece of screen to keep the batting in position.

Of the waste lumber remaining from the side

pieces make four legs by sawing to the right
level and nailing to the center of each side. It

should be high enough from the floor to set a
five-gallon honey-can under. The capacity of
the percolator will vary according to the thick-

ness of the cotton batting, the quantity of
sugar, and the depth of water. If this per-

colator is kept full, the yield will be about 20

gallons of thick syrup in 24 hours.

Florence, Cal.

[Your peicolator, I feel quite sure, would
work, judgingfrom what experience I have had
with percolators.

—

Ed.J

WILLIE ATCHLEY'S EXPERIMENT.

DKONES FKOM LAYING WORKERS OR UNFECUN-
DATED QUEENS ; ELEMENTS OF UNCER-

TAINTY.

By Dr. C. C. MiUcr.

It is interesting to learn of the experiment re-

ported by Willie Atchley on page 19. For the
honey-raiser the matter may be of no particular

interest, for he is not likely to have queens
mated at any time when drones of undoubted
virility and vigor do not abound; but if it be an
error to suppose that drones are equally good,
we may as well know it; otherwise there might
be trouble come from keeping bad drones to use
out of season, for it is easier to keep drones in a
colony with a drone-laying queen or with lay-

ing workers.

That one experiment, however, should not be
considered conclusive. Elements of uncertainty

may be present unsuspected. Moreover, there
is a little cloudiness, apparently, in the conclu-
sions reached, or that seem to be reached; for

although the experiment did not involve drones
from unfecundated queens, yet Willie says, " I

am now fully convinced that I do not want any
of my queens mated with any but drones from
best fertilized queens." Suppose that it be fully

established that drones from laying workers
are utterly worthless, does it necessarily follow

that drones from an unfecundated queen are

any thing but the best?

We should be the more slow at reaching con-
clusions, because, if 1 mistake not, the book
authorities, where they are not entirely silent on
the subject, agree in giving drones credit for

value from whatever source they may come.
Berlepsch, a man who stands high as an author-
ity, says: " The eggs laid by fertile workers pro-

duce perfect drones. I firmly believe this,because

the drones thus produced precisely resemble, in

every respect, those bred in colonies having
fully fertile queens." See American Bee Jour-
nal, 18(U, page 14(i. Dzierzon, page 24, Rational
Bee-keeping, says, "As in every respect they
are like drones originating from a queen, there

is no reason why they should not also possess all

the capabilities of the latter."

Cheshire says, " The powers of the drone just

described are, almost with certainty, not alone

true for those brought up in the normal cells of

their sex, the issue of a fertilized mother, but
for all indiflferently. Hereafter we shall more
fully explain that the egg yielding the drone is
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unfertilized, so that those born of mothers that

have never mated (drone-breeders) are as per-

fectly developed and as fully virile as others.

Dwarf drones also, raised accidentally in work-

er-cells, or those from the eggs of so-called fer-

tile workers, or workers which, although in-

capable of impregnation, have yet commenced

ovipositing, seem not one whit behind the rest.''

It will be noticed, however, that, however

high these authorities, their views are not

based upon actual experiment, so that, although

we should be careful about reaching any op-

posite conclusion, it is certainly reasonable for

us to say that the case is not entirely closed. I

would give more for the results of a sufficient

number of experiments in the hands of careful

observers than for the theoretical views of all

thf scientists.

Willie says, " I am perfectly satisfied that the

queen has the power to deposit eges without

having them come in contact with the semen,

or fluid deposited by the drone, and nil such

produce drones. I should be glad indeed to

have some of the old heads take this thing in

hand, say Doolittle or Prof. Cook, and see if T

am not right." Of course, you're right. Willie:

but. bless your heart, there's no need for any

one to take it in hand. That question was fully

settled before you were born. Look at the first

volume of the Ameriran Bee Journal. ISiU, and

you will see the matter fully discussed and set-

tled in the series of papers on the Dzierzon

theory.

At present there is a large amount of theory

and a small amount of practice to settle the

value of abnormal drones. That being the case,

it can hardly be presumptuous to theorize a

little more right here.

A w^orker is not a fully developed female; and

although there may be more development in a

laying worker than in an ordinary worker, still

there is not a full development of the organs

of reproduction, and on that account one would

hardly expect as good progeny as from a female

fully developed in all the parts that in any way
have to do with providing and furnishing a

vigorous offspring. The worker was never in-

tended for a mother in the first place, and one

would hardly expect her to be an unqualified

success in that direction. The experiment of

Willie Atchley, while in itself not conclusive, is

valuable in that it goes just so far toward es-

tablishing as a fact, that the ofTspring of laying

workei-s do not equal those of fully developed

queens.

With regard to drones from unfecundated

queens. Willie has a rather cavalier fashion of

settling the question by manufacturing a defi-

nition to fit the case. An undeveloped drone,

says he, is a drone from any but a fertilized

queen. As we want a fully developed animal

for a sire, that at once settles the case, and

there is no need of any further experiment.

But is it fully established that a drone from an

unimpregnated mother is not as fully developed^

as one from an impregnated mother? The ar-

gument seems to be that the drone is undevelop-

ed because the mother is undeveloped, " as we
all know that a queen is not thoroughly de-

veloped till she is mated and begins to lay.""

Ihi we all know that? Is the fecundation of a

female a part of its development? Take two-

flocks of hens, the one flock fully devoioped in

every respect, and having a cock in the coop;

the other precisely the same, except that the

cock has been carefully excluded, would you

say there was any lack of development in the-

latter case? Is there no case of full develop-

ment among the thousands of mares that are

never used for breeding-purposes I

Here's a choice tested queen fully developed.

How much did her fecundation contribute to-

her development ? Suppose her wings had been

clipped during her virginity. W^ould her de-

velopment have stopped ? Would she not have-

grown to the same size as now ? Would she not

have been the same in every respect as now,
with the single exception of an empty sper-

matheca? And in the case of the tested queen,

doe? that spermatheca have any thing whatever
to do with the eggs laid in drone-cells ?

I don't know the answer to all these questions,

and I should want somewhat positive answers

before settling down to the belief that a queen-

can not be mother to a fully developed drone

just as well without as with fecundation.

A point still to be noticed is, that a drone-lay-

ing queen, even if it should be fully proven that

she can raise the best of drones, in actual prac-

tice does not raise, or, rather, from her eegs^

there are not raised, drones of normal size,

simply becau.se they are mostly raised in worker-

cells: and I think no one would be so well satis-

fied with drones below the normal size.

On the whole T commend the decision reach-

ed, which is seconded by the ABC, to raise-

drones from only the best fecundated queens.

Marengo, 111.

LARGE AND SMALL HIVES.

A fJOT.nKN .MEAN ; HOFFMAN FRAMES, ETC.

By n. L. Jeffrey.

Mr. Editor:—On page 9.53, 1894, T note your
editorial, "Large and Small Hives, Again.""

There, as in other places, you refer to the ten,

twelve, and sixteen frame hives. Now, just let

me tell you that you are not fresh or new in

that line of the number of frames; but before

going into the experience points I will refer you

back to Gleanings of twelve or thirteen years

ago— 1881 or 1882, perhaps 1883— as a proof of

what I am going to say, and I will quote from

memory, and let you look up the proof of the-

date; and yet in practice I can go back fifteen

or sixteen years. Twelve or thirteen years ago-

I wrote to A. I. Root from Washington, Ct., that
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J was using what I called the Simplicity chaff

hive—a hive IS^ inches squareinside. with three

or four inches of packing at each end of the

frames. The hive stood on a chaff- packed bot-

tom-board, and at the sides 1 used a cushion or

I'haft'-packed frame, cloth on one side and thin

boards on the other side, turning the cloth to-

ward the bees in winter, contracting the brood-

nest to four, five, or six combs, as it was neces-

sary; and in the spring, as early as convenient,

I cleaned out the hive and turned the board

side of these side cushions toward the bees.

When I nailed on these board sides, in the first

place I laid two or more thicknesses of cloth on

the ends and bottom of this side frame, and let

the cloth project from % to }4 inch beyond the

frame. The cloth is used as a heat retainer or

confiner, to prevent the heat from escaping

around the end of the frame.

Well, those thirteen frame hives very often

had eleven frames of solid brood, except the top

corners of the frames that were filled for three

or fourinches with pollen and honey; and. what
is more, they not often swarmed. I used two
styles of surplus-cases on them. One was the

wide frame for 8 sections; the other, a case for

4 sections in a row, to place the sections cross-

wise of the frames, and use separators, ten sec-

tions from fi'ont to rear, making 40 sections to

the one-tier case, and using two cases high.

The sides of these hives were 28 inches long, be-

cause they were made of % lumber.

Now for the reasons of the chaff eftds to the

hives: I had always noticed that, in winter, in

the single-walled hives, hoar frost or needles of

ice formed between the ends of the frames; and
by this packing I got rid of that frost in the

hives. Then in the case of the ISi.., inches in

the width of the hive, I had a place to use a

side frame of )^ sections at each side, and a half-

inch division-board with eight or nine brood-

frames before the bees were so numerous as to

necessitate putting on a top case.

Besides these large hives I used others, vary-

ing from seven frames up to thirteen. At that

time, and for thirteen or more years, I was tak-

ing care of bees for other people, either wholly

myself or by supervision, besides taking care of

my own bees, and for years I had the charge of

from 1()(» to 300 hives of bees, located in six or

eight towns, in apiaries varying from six or

seven hives up to sixty.

A good many objected to these large hives be-

cause of their expense, as they had, besides this

chaff-packed end and chaff-packed bottom, an
outside shell 12 to 1.5 inches deep, that, for win-

ter, was let down to the bottom, and in summer
it was raised so the lower edge was 2 inches be-

low the top of the hive-body, and a cleated and
rinimed-top cover. Because of the objection of

expense, and the inconvenience of handling and
moving these large hives, I made and used for

other persons hives holding ten and eight

frames; and I can, from experience and close

comparison during years of practical use, say

that the large hives were, in dollars and cents,

and profitable results, every way the least ex-

pensive. But if you will take a pencil, and fig-

ure up every thing, the figuring will prove that

these large hives cost the most every time, and
that is where figures do actually and practically

lie. But with the practice of fewer hives, and
the time of changing place to work from one

hive to another, the time of hiving swarms, and
I could name a dozen other items, to say noth-

ing of the larger number of finished sections

from each hive, that alone is item enough to

make the preference for the large hive. But
when you go above that limit of the square, 18.V

inches by 9*-s, then you can just stop—just step

down and out. That I have tried, and had to

own up beat.

THE HOFFMAN FKAME — WHY I LIKE IT AND
WHY I don't like it.

It is not the spacing and fixedness of it that

are its best features, but I will admit that the

spaced stationary feature of the Hoffman frame

is reason enough to make it universally adopt-

ed. On account of the forming of ice at the

ends of the frames being the reason for using

packing at the ends of the hives, I adopted the

Hoffman frame in 1879. A pattern of this I ob-

tained from J. H. Nellis, with the wide part of

the end-bar made wide for .5 inches, which gave

me very gratifying results; but these results

the first season only raised the question of how
I was to get rid of a cussed nuisance that I had
heard more cursing and swearing about than

would be necessary to send all the employes of

A. I. Root to Satanic regions; that is, the plas-

tering of comb and honey at the ends of the

combs in the hive. How many hundreds of

times I have seen the plastering done when
there happened to be one of those sudden heavy

flows of honey! and that very disgusting thing

happened in 1893 and 1894 with the Hoffman
frames that you have sent out with those short

wide ends. Only this past season I was called

twice to tell parties what to do to stop the trou-

ble of having the honey there at the ends of the

frames, and both parties said they wished the

ones who made the frames and hives were—not
in heaven—" further than they were out of it."

Now, then, friend Root, make that wide part

just ^4 of the length of the end of the frame;

make the ends fully % thick, and stop that

sharpening of the edge. You go and see how
many will be shoved by each other, and hear

the swearing that I have heard, and you will

make no more sharp edges to cause cursing.

I began using the Hoffman frame in 1878. In

1879 and 1880 I used a few with the end- bars 1%
wide the whole length, and I began to practice

reversing them; and after 14 years' use, in all

sorts of places, 1 am forced to say, give me the

full-length Hs-wide end-bar, just -^^ thick; and
having used 3000 pair of your reversing-wires, I

do not want wood rests, for two reasons: 1.
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They are more easily pried up; and the eiiief

iind second reason is, lurning combs over does

pay, especially when it is the cause of making

th(; bees Hnish a crate of sections, to say no-

lliing of being a convenient way to mal<e a

ijwarm stay at home when it is put back the

next day after swarming: and those solid combs

are, beyond dispute, a very great hindrance to

swarming, because, without that lower space

between the bottom of the comb and bottom-

bar, there is no great inducement to build those

cups that are such a coaxing inducement to the

queen to lay in them, and send things swarm-

ing fever fashion.

A LIMIT TO THE NUMBER OF FRAMES THAT MAY
BE USED IN THE HIVE.

I feel sure—yes, I can say that I know—there

is a limit to the practical use of the number of

frames used side by side. You have said,

' While ten frames may give slightly better re-

sults, a twelve or sixteen frame brood-nest

would give still better results.'" .Just stop, be-

fore you, by such insinuations, "make thy

brother to err." It takes years to prove such a

statement to be practically true. I will admit

the twelve; but fourteen I shall watch and

wait, doubt and disbelieve, discourage and de-

nounce ; and the sixteen I shall discard and

condemn.
Jvight here I will say that there are many

who will say to you, "' liring on your queens to

till and keep full of brood those twelve-frame

hives." Such queens have lived; such queens

now do live, and such queens there will be. I

have had them live to be four years old. and

not so very few of them live Hve years in those

thirteen-frame hives, and have kept their work-

ers humming each year, so that it made me as

well as other persons wonder whether those

large hives did not make the queens better than

the small hives ; or, in other words, did not

those small hives restrict a queen to such an

extent that she was in some way injured by a

lack of room? How does that strike you? There
surely has been some evidence in favor of un-

limited space being beneficial; and it is true

beyond denial, in all nature, that restricting

natural functions is detrimental to both life and
health. Larger hives, solid combs, and queens

reared out of the swarming season, are the non-

swarming climax.

You may tell Mr. E. V. Quigley, p. <i.51, 1S<.I4,

that those very late queens are the least likely

to swarm — are tlie steadiest layers, live the

longest of any queens, and are the strongest of

any, because they are not exhausted while

young, in early production. The proof of the

pudding is in the eating of it. For years I have
raised very late queens entirely, for my own
use, and I have written several times about
their superiority, although I have never seen

the articles in print.

Woodbury, Ct.

[I do not know where you get your foundation

for thinking that I claimed for myself priority
on the question of the desirability of large
hives. 1 am, and have Oeen, well awai"e that it

lias been brought up a iiuiul)i':rof timet- through
our back volumes, liut in Jurmir times it was
dropped befure any thing deiinite could be ar-
rivea at. My purpose has been to focus down
the experience of our best bee-men into some-
thing more tangible along these lines, and a lit-

tle light is beginning to break already, I am
thinking.
You lail to give the whole of the sentence re-

garding ten and sixteen iramers you quote, and
thus give a wrong impression. 1 said, if you
will reler again to page U52, that " 1 am coming
more and more to believe that" such would be
tlie case. 1 haven't come to that belief yet.
The sentence as a whole was suggestive rather
than positive, and for the purpose of calling
out repons tioiu others ; and among those al-

ready received, yours is one.
As to that • cussed nuisance," there may have

been some occasion tor it in the case of the old
yimplicity hive wnen the space was % of an
inch between the end-bars and the ena of the
hive. But in the Dovetailed hives, with the
space only I4 inch, we have never heard of there
being any trouble. Your experience seems to be
at variance with thai ox the whole bee-keeping
fraternity. .When almost everybody was using
the regular Langstroih Irame with its narrow
end- bar—narrow clear up—we scarcely heard of
burr-combs being deposited back of them, ex-
cept where the bee-space was more than >4 of au
inch.
As to the wide part of the Hoffman end-bars,

the length that we use is in proportion to the
depth 01 frame used oy Hoffman, i have tried
them (the wide part) Ueeper, but 1 did not like
lUem so.

Mr. J. has suggested some practical thoughts,
although I think he is inclined to put some
things overstrong.

—

Ed. J

TWO EIGHT-FRAME HIVES NOT MAKING A SUIT-
ABLE BROOD-NEST, AND WHY.

I was much interested in Mr. Chrysler's letter,

on page 948. It chimeu in with my experience

exactly, so far as my experience goes. 1 ran a

dozen colonies last season in two-story eight-

frame hives; it worked pretty well until the

honey-flow came, and then in some of them
there was a marked inequality between the

upper and lower stones, and two of them linally

confined themselves to a single story—one using

the upper story lor brood, and one tlie lower.

By this time, thanks to your impartial leader-

ship, a little light is being shed on the subject

—It is not altogether the mystery it formerly

was. But there is one thing not yet satisfac-

torily presented. Most bee-keepers raise comb-
honey, and how in the world is the two-story

eight-frame to be recommended to them?
There is too much lifting and manipulation

connected with it. If the majority of bee-

keepers ever get to using brood-chambers of

large capacity, I am inclined to think they will

"flop" just as Mr. Chrysler did, and as I pro-

pose to do. But, let's hear all sides. I would
suggest, as the next thing in order, that you get

an exhaustive article from E. France, theoreti-

cal and practical, on the subject, " Why the

two-story eight-frame is to be preferred to all
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others for comb hone}/." Then get somebody

of experience on the other side (like Dadant) to

answer Mr. France's point in detail. We are

not through with the hive discussion yet.

Put the case of a man who winters his bees on

the summer stands: How much lifting will he

have to do, ordinarily? The argument of

weight has been made too much of. It is not a

general, but a special consideration.

Arvada, Col., Dec. 24. F. L. Thompson.

[Mr. France has already set forth his views
on this que-Jtion — see page 4.5. Jan. ir)th issue.

Yes. we should he glad to have the Dadants re-

view this whole question from their standpoint,
if they will. For many years they championed
large hives alone. Now that there are more
on their side, perhaps they can set forth their
views with more assurance.

—

Ed. J

Ulllll III il Ihlll I, J
|i

II II

'ANSWERS TO
lll|i|UIIII|iHlllllllli1l"

BY G.M.DOOLITTLE.BORODINO.N.Y.

GUAKDTNG AGAINST STAHVATION.
QuestUtn.—What is the best way to guard

against bees starving before feeding can be

done in the spring? I have fears that my bees

have not honey enough to carry them through
till warm weather comes.

Aiixwer.—As our (|uestioner asks for " the

best way to guard against bees starving," I am
inclined to answer that the heat way is to know
that each colony has sufficient honey or stores

in the fall to last it till the flowers bloom in

the spring; and if we know this we need have
no fears as to their safety along this line. But
some one will ask, " How much stores should

each colony have that I may know that there

is no danger of starvation?" That is right;

ask all such questions you like, for in former

years it was just such little things as these

which bothered me, and, strange to say, these

little things, as most bee-keepers call them,
were the hardest questions to find answered in

our bee- papers. I hunted through volumes
before I could find the amount, given by any
writer, that it would take to winter a colony of

bees safely from October till May, doing this

hunting in the columns of the bee-papers pub-
lished prior to 187."). The amount which I

found first, gave 35 lbs. of actual stores as be-

ing the right amount of food necessary to

carry a colony through. This almost staggered

me, as I had found by weighing the combs of

honey in each hive, that not one of my colonies

contained that amount, while very few con-

tained 30 lbs. So I kept on looking, when,
after a while, I found another writer giving 25

lbs. as sufficient to winter a colony which was
to stay all winter on its summer stand, and 20

lbs. for those colonies which were to be winter-

ed in the cellar, during the four months of the

coldest weather. "Here," said I, "is some-

thing worth more to me, .lust at this time, than
all I have paid out for bee-papers up to the
present;" for had I been obliged to make the

stores in all my colonies up to 35 lbs., the sugar
would have cost me much more than all I had
l)aid out for bee-books and paper so far.

To digress a little, I wish to say that hardly a

year passes, even after I have been constantly

reading up bee-literature for the past 25 years,

but that I find something during the year that

is of more value to me than all the bee-papers

have cost me for that 25 years, and yet not a

fourth of the bee-keepers in the United States

take any bee-paper. I never could understand
this penny-wise-and-pound-foolish plan that so

many adopt when you urge them to take one or

more bee-papers. But to return:

By exchanging combs with my colonies I was
enabled to give each colony wintered outdoors,

25 lbs., and 20 lbs. to those wintered in the cel-

lar, and found all came out well; so I set these

figures down as the right amount of stores for

safe wintering from flowers in the fall to flowers

giving honey in the spring; and to-day, about
17 years having passed since I read that state-

ment, I would advise the above amounts as be-

ing correct for the beginner to put as the stan-

dard. But it will be noted that our correspond-

ent does not say from flowers to flowers, but
till " feeding can be done in the spring." Well,

how much is needed in this case? This is

something different, and something not often

spoken about, yet it is something we should
like to know about; for I claim that, if there is.

any time when it is profitable to feed colonies

to keep them from starving, it is in the spring

of the year. Why ? Because if we let them
die now we lose all they have consumed thus
far; and, besides, feeding in the spring gets the

colony in the very best possible shape to give a
big yield of honey during the honey harvest;

and as this latter is conceded by all, it is often

to our advantage to reserve the feeding neces-

sary to be done to give sufficient stores during-

April and May, till April and May arrive, pro-

viding we can know that no colony will starve

before that time. One fall I found my colonies

quite light; and as I was short of money to buy
sugar with, I allowed only 18 lbs. to each col-

ony designed to be wintered on its summer
stand, and from 12 to 14 for those to be placed

in the cellar, and found, by equalizing the
stores in all, that I did not have to feed that
fall. From a trial of this amount for ten differ-

ent winters, and not having a single colony

starve or require feeding before April first, I

lately let all colonies go into winter quarters
that have 12 and 18 lbs. respectively, and feed

all that are short in the spring where neces-

sary, but so far have had to feed but very few
at all.

But we will suppose that our colonies have
been neglected in the fall from a lack of knowl-
edge of just how many pounds each colony^
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should have, or from sickness or a pressure of

business, how are we to guard against the bees

starving? As I object to feeding bees during

the winter months unless absolutely obliged to

to keep them from starving, I adopt this plan

along the line of " guarding."

On some mild day when It thaws a little,

without the sun shining (can see best on a

cloudy day), go over all the colonies outdoors

by removing what you have over the quilt or

cloth covering to the frames, and then gently

roll this covering up till you come to the cluster

of bees, when you will carefully note the

amount of sealed honey you can see not cover-

ed with bees. We will say 'it is about the first

of February when you do this. If you find

plenty of sealed honey along the top-bars of the

frames, you can set that colony down as hav-
ing enough till April. If plenty in half the

combs, then it is good till March. If very lit-

tle, then it should he looked after in two weeks;
and if none at all. it should be fed at once. All

not needing feeding at once should be left with
the hopes that a day warm enough for the bees

to fly may occur, when all needing attention

should be attended to; but should no such day
occur, then they should be attended to before

they starve, no matter what the weather.
Well, how shall we feed at this time of year?

My way has been to take frames of honey from
those in which I see much sealed honey, and
give to those about to starve, taking out the

outside combs of honey on any day when I

could best do so, and putting division-boards in

their places. I now place these combs of honey
in a warm room for four or five hours till they
get thoroughly warmed through, when I go to

the destitute colony, take out one or two empty
combs on the outside, divide the frames near
the center of the cluster of bees, using smoke to

keep them from flying, and set in the warmed
combs. In this way any apiary which was not
in nearly a starving condition In the fall can be
brought through till we can feed in the spring.

If the colonies are in the cellar, and are where
the combs can be got at, they can be looked
after in the same way. In the spring the feed-

ing is done with feeders in the regulation man-
ner, but feeding with anything but combs of

sealed honey during the winter months is very
unsatisfactory, as a rule.

AN INVESTMENT THAT PAID.
Early last spring it was my good fortune to

receive an oft'er from a party living about ten
miles from here, to sell me her entire outfit of
bees, hives, tools, etc., for $40. I went to see the
"outfit," and found fifteen colonies of bees.

pretty fair Italians, an extractor, two honey-

knives, Bingham smoker, several hundred sec-

tions, and about 2.50 brood-combs, together with

nearly 100 old hives that were fit for nothing

but kindling-wood. The trip resulted in my
accepting the offer, providing they would de-

liver the whole lot at my place, which they did.

During the season they threw off several new
swarms, only two of which I secured, the rest

going off, owing to my absence from home.
They stored 500 lbs. of honey, which I sold at

an average price of fifteen cents per pound.

From the old hives, musty and broken combs, I

secured "'> pounds of wax, which I sold at 24 cts.

per pound. 1 transferred them from the old

Quinby frames to the new Hoffman, and in the

two-story chaff' hives. In preparing them for

winter I doubled them up and now have 12

colonies in fine condition ; enough kindling-

wood for the winter; 100 brood-combs, Quinby
size; 500 pounds of honey at 14 cts. per pound,

*70; 75 pounds of wax at 24 cts., *18; total, $88.

First investment, $40; new hives, $18. Bal-

ance on hand, notwithstanding the "bad sea-

son and locality." the pleasure and experience,
$2C|.;K). Van E. Freeman.

Joilet, 111.. .Jan. 5.

THE READING OF FOREIGN BEE-PAPERS AT THE
convention; what the editor of THE

" BIENENZEITUNG " THINKS A150UT IT.

In regard to the reading of the foreign papers

at your St. Joseph convention, I am of the

opinion that Mr. Hutchinson, in his Review,
is somewhat astray in his position. INIr. Ab-
bott, I think, sees the matter from the right

standpoint. I would not have written my
article, to be published only in your bee-papers,

without payment. Reading my paper in a

more condensed manner would have made it

worthless. I wrote it as an honorary member
of your association, honoring your association

and not myself the least. What my friend

Frank Benton has said in regard to the inven-

tion of the movable-comb hive by Dzierzon, I

appreciate. But I have not expressed myself

in the right way. I should have said: "Dzier-

zon invented (as Langstroth in America) the

only first praeticable movable-comb hive — a
hive that could be used better than any other

invention before, and therefore they were
starting a new era."

I have read Gleanings with much pleasure,

and not the least the Notes of Travel by your
father. C. J. Gravenhorst.
Wilsnack, Germany, Jan. 3, 1895.

MONEY candying BEFORE COLD WEATHER,
AND WHY.

I wonder if you have had an experience like

mine. This year, when I extracted in Septem-
ber, combs that were built and filled in August
contained many cells of candied honey, just as

taken from the hive; and all extracted thick-

ened soon after, before any cold weather came.
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What is the probable cause? No syrup was

fed till after that time. C. H. Lutson.

Bridgewater, Mass., Dec. 20.

[Honey from ordinary sources does not candy
before cold weather ; but certain kinds will

granulate very shortly after being put in the
combs. The fact that the honey was gathered
in August (after the usual flow from basswood
and clover) shows that it must have been from
some unusual source.—Ed.]

WEKE QUEEN- EXCLUDERS USED IN THOSE TWO
AND THREE STORY HIVES?

I read in Gleanings for Nov. 1.5, 1894, where

they tell of those big honey-yields in two and

three story hives. The question in my mind is,

did they let the queen have the run of the

whole hive, or did they use a queen-excluder?

Please tell me, is it best to use a queen-excluder

for extracted honey ? Fred Card.

Burns, Mich., Dec. 1').

fl can hardly answer in the case of the hon-
•ey-yields in question; but I should ftxippose that,

in most localities, the excluders would be put
on top of the second story. In localities less

favored it would doubtless have to be put on
the first story. The strength of the honey-flow
would have to decide the matter largely.

—

Ed.]

the crosses of five-handed bees.

I see on page 23, Gleanings for .Tan. 1st,

that the editor has something to say in regard

to the crossing of five-banded bees with blacks.

My experience and his are not alike, as I have
never yet seen a five-banded queen mated with

a black drone make all yellow bees. On the

contrary, they always make some black bees,

the same as any other hybrid queen or mismat-

ed queen. Now, a five-banded queen can mate
to a three-banded drone or to a hybrid, or to any
drone whose mother has any yellow about her,

and. likely, she will not make any black bees.

My experience along this line is. that any yel-

low queen, it matters not what stock she is, will

make some black bees, or nearly so, if she is

mated with a pure black drone. I was of the

^ame opinion as Ernest till I thoroughly tested

this matter, and now I feel convinced that,

when the bees of a five-banded queen show no

black bees, she has mated to a drone that had
some yellow blood too.

I have asked the opinions of two or three of

our most extensive breeders of five-banded

queens, and they take sides with me. I think

that, when a five-banded queen mates with an
impure drone, her bees as a rule will be cross, as

most other hybrids are. Not, will the queens

make some black bees? but they will make
some of the blackest black bees I ever saw.

We had one yard out last year, and thought we
were putting them out away from other bees,

and we soon found that there were black bees

near them, and moved them away out on the

prairie, and some of our queens were mated be-

fore we found out that blacks were close; and
I tell you we had some of the blackest black

bees we ever saw, and the queens were from our

best five-banded mothers, and they made bees

from pure blacks, as far as color goes, up to five-

banded, and the bees were as cross as hornets.

I fail to see where the five-banded bees, cross-

ed with any other race of bees, makes them
more cross than other hybrid bees. This I

mention as 1 thought of it.

Now, Ernest, you and I will have to fight it

out, and I am going to hold my ground as long

as I can honestly; and when I see you are get-

ting the best of it I will give it up; but I must
say that I think you are away off on this state-

ment, and do not see where you are going to

get out unless you walk backward. As for

breeding bees for color alone. 1 think one
should be ashamed to do such a thing, and sell

the queens, as such a breeder would soon play

out, and at the same time injure his fellow-man.

I have come to the belief that queen-breeders

should be the most careful of apiarists, as they

have the reins of the honey-producer, and may
lead him to ruin by breeding from any and all

kinds of queens. I tell you, it is a serious

thing, as well as a matter of dishonesty, for a

queen-breeder to use any thing but the best of

queens for mothers. I know that I have got off

the track, but I just thought of these things,

and made mention of it. I should like to hear

from others on this subject.

Beeville, Tex., Jan. 17. Jennie Atchley.

Friend E. R. Root:—I notice in January 1st

Gleanings, page 23, an editorial stating that a

cross between a queen of five-banded stock and a

black drone or a five-banded drone and a black

queen will, according to your experience, result

in all the bees showing at least three bands,

etc. I am quite surprised to hear you say this,

as my experience does not coincide with yours.

Last season I gave the cross-mating of several

difl'erent strains of bees a thorough trial; and I

find, so far as my experience goes, that a cross

like the one you refer to will result in produc-

ing bees that show from one to three yellow

bands, and quite often there will be bees that

are produced in this same colony that are as

black as the blackest bees I ever saw. Please

bear in mind that I am speaking of a cross

between five-banded stock and pure (German)
bl8ck drones. I should be pleased to hear from

some other queen-breeder in this line, through

Gleanings. F. A. Lockhart.
Beeville, Tex., .Ian. 17,

Dear Mr. Editor:—Did your hand tremble a

little bit when you wrote that editorial on mis-

mated five-banded queens in last Gleanings?
I have had numbers of them mated with black

drones in the past four years, and not in one

instance have I found one producing all straight

three-banded bees. Who told you about that?

Chrisman, Tex. C. B. Bankston.
[See editorials.— Ei).]
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])on"t fail to read A. I. ll/s hints on shipping

comb honey during cold weather, in this issue

—

see page 107.

Two bee-journals now hail from one State.

The Nebraska Bec-kecpe>\ in its sixth year, and

the Nebraska Queen, in its second year.

The article by the Porters, on bee-escapes,

will be read with interest, although it seems to

have been written for the editor's private ear.

I HAVE just found out who " M. Dea " is, in

the American Bee Journal, but I shall not tell

who he Is. In our next issue we shall have a

communication from him in our own columns.

An excellent portrait of Dr. Miller appears in

the last Amerlcdn Bee Jonrnnl. It shows him
as he now looks — not so strong and rugged
physically as in former years when he sat for

his picture, but not one whit older in spirit.

The paint-mill referred to in a former editori-

al is now here. We are experimenting with it,

grinding up coarse sugar and honey, but so far

I am unable to tell whether the results will be

favorable or not. Ileports will be given later.

I WONDER how many have a comfortable feel-

ing during these cold days (as we find them up
here in the North), in the thought that their

bees are put in winter quarters in a condition

as nice as they knew how to put them. If the

winter continues as it has been for the last

month or so. it will be a severe one on bees not

properly provided for.

I HAVE learned with much regret that Mr.
C. E. Parks, Secretary of the G. B. Lewis Co., of

Watertown, Wis., and senior member of that

firm, is dangerously sick in Florida. Mr. Parks
is a man who is well known, not only to the

trade, but to the general bee-keeping world,

and I am sure I voice the feeling of all in

hoping for his speedy recovery.

AViTHOi'T a single exception, I believe, all the

queen-breeders have held up their hands, sig-

nifying their purpose to destroy the first case

of bee-paralysis as soon as it shall be discover-

ed in their yards. This policy, I feel sure, if

adhered to, will stamp the disease out of ex-

istence; but if we get the idea in our heads
that such extreme measures are not necessary,

no such favorable issue may be expected.

I LEARN by the Ainertcan Bee Journal that
there is a possibility of lion. Eugene Secor be-

coming Governor of the State of Iowa. Good I

I know nothing about his politics; but I would

vote for him (if I could) though he were nomi-

nated by the Democrats, Republicans, Prohibi-

tionists, or Populists. He is a thoroughly good

man in more ways than one. It is this kind of

men we want in public office, irrespective of

party lines.

I FIND we are again obliged to leave over a

number of good articles. Possibly some of

them may never see the light of day through

the pages of Gleanings; but I shall endeavor
to give the best of them, and trim down others

to the point of solid meat. I might mention

here, that one of the most interesting articles

we have ever published on bee-paralysis will

appear in our next issue, from the pen of that

careful and laborious worker, Ph. J. Balden-
sperger, of Nice, France.

The story is going the rounds (see the Ameri-
can Bee Journal) that Dr. C. C. Miller read an

essay at the Illinois Bar- keepers' convention.

It would be a " rough one " on the doctor (and

probably a good deal rougher on the conven-

tion if the doctor had it to do) did we not know
how easy it is for a printer to mistake " Bar-
keepers " instead of " Bee-keepers," from ordi-

nary handwriting. Or perhaps the mistake
was in the telegram, for the printer would
hardly make the mistake twice in the same
item. Yes. such conventions need a little of

Dr. Miller's salt. I hope the doctor's past

record will enable him to live down such a re-

port.

The following sad news is just received from
our brother-editor of the Amerwan Bee Jour-

nal, and will explain itself:

A beautiful baby girl came to the home of the ed-
itor of the A)ncrican Bre Journal last Friday even-
ing:— Jan. 18; but it stayed only a few hours. Of
course, tliere are sorfowing- hearts, for its mother
and I had hoped so much that when the baby came
it miarlit stay with us, and be a gicat .joy and bless-

ing to our liome. But, although 'twas liard to give
up, we bow submissively to the will of Him " who
giveth, and who takcth away."
Mrs. York is doing fully as well as could be ex-

pected under tiu' circumstances, I am thankful ti>

be able to say.

Bro. York has our sincere sympathy. These
little people, as I know by experience, bring a
world of sunshine to the home. I do not know
what it is to have that sunshine taken away,
for the kind Father has spared me that pang.

In the department of Kind Words will be
found a few reports of the successful mailing
of queens to Australia and New Zealand. We
have other reports that we do not publish,

where the queens went through dead; but as

nearly half of the queens went through alive,

we feel greatly encouraged, and are in hopes
that we shall be able to master the problem
after all. The whole secret rests in getting the
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candy just right. The candy we last used was

made of coarse granulated sugar and honey,

with a very little of the pulverized to stiffen

the dough. Among those where the queen

went through dead, the cause was evidently

starvation. The honey had all been taken out

between the granules of sugar, and the dry

particles of the latter were no better than so

much sand.

THOSE CROSSES OF FIVE-BANDERS.
In another column will be found a reply by

Mrs. Jennie Atchley and F. A. Lockhart, to the

editorial on page 23, to the effect that a cross

between a black drone and a five-banded Ital-

ian queen does not necessarily show one and

two banded bees, but that such bees show all

the characteristics of ordinary hybrids, with

the exception of color. Mrs. Atchley's experi-

ence and that of Mr. Lockhart seem to be dia-

metrically opposite to ours. As she says, let

us hear from others on this point. It is only by
getting testimony from quite a number that we
can form a really decided opinion on this ques-

tion.

As to ray own statements on page 33. I have
just been out to ask our apiarist if I had made
any mistake. He says not. He is very posi-

tive that some of our five-banders, while show-
ing good color, were crossed with hybrids, be-

cause their progeny is so fearfully cross. We
obtained five-banders from a number of breed-

ers; but as not all of them are cross, I can not

say that Mrs. Atchley's bees that we received

showed any bad traits. Indeed, so far as I

have been able to trace them they were gentle

and beautiful, and in several instances were
energetic and good workers. As Mrs. Atchley
breeds from original Doolittle stock, and, I

have reason to believe, takes more than ordi-

nary pains, I assume that her stock is both
beautiful and energetic. Mr. Lockhart, I be-

lieve, has the same stock.

WIRING BY MEANS OF ELECTRICITY.
We have not said much of late about imbed-

ding wires into foundation by means of elec-

tricity. It is not because we considered the plan
impracticable, nor because we have found an-
other and better way — nay, far from it. We
could scarcely drive our people to imbedding
wires with the old-fashioned spur-wheel, so

slow and unsatisfactory is it, compared with
the neat and rapid method by means of electric-

ity. But perhaps some of you may have for-

gotten how to construct the battery. Secure
three crocks, of not less than a gallon ca-
pacity each—larger will make the batteries
run longer; and where much imbedding is to be
done, crocks of not less than five gallons capac-
ity should be used. For about a cent apiece
you can get electric-light carbons at the near-
est electric-light station—just such carbons as
are used for arc lights. You will need, for

each cell of your battery — that is, for each

crock, three long carbons or six short ones.

Now, for each crock secure a square board of

inch stuff, to cover it. Describe a circle on one
of the boards, the circumference of which
should be about two inches smaller than the

inside diameter of the crock. On the line of

this circle bore six holes equally distant, just

large enough to receive the carbons. Wire
these carbons all together by running a naked
copper wire around each carbon a couple of

times and then pass it on to its neighbor. Pro-

ceed thus with each board. In the center of

each circle bore a hole large enough to receive

a rod of zinc, the size and length of which is

immaterial. If you can not get rods, take

sheet zinc and roil it up to about an inch in

diameter, and as long as the carbons. Solder a

wire to each zinc. The wiring to each cell or

crock should be so arrranged that the zinc of

one battery will be attached by its wire connec-

tion to the carbons of the other battery, and so

on until you have one free end of the wire from

the carbons of one cell, and one free end from
the zinc of another crock—the other cell being

connected with the other two. These two free

ends are to be attached with spring clips, in

such a way that they (the clips) engage, or

come in contact with the two ends of the wire

running through the frame to be filled with

foundation. Now, then, before you proceed to

work you will need to throw into each crock,

say for the three-gallon size, a couple of pounds
of bichromate-of-potash crystals. Fill the

crock to within l^i inches of the top, with hot

water. Allow it to stand three or four hours,

and then pour about a gill of sulphuric acid in-

to each crock; stir; insert the zinc and carbon

element, and you are ready for business.

We have experimented with almost every

form of galvanic battery that we could Isaru or

read of; but none gave anywhere near such

satisfactory results, for the money, as the one

just described. If you do not reckon your time

at night and mornings, the whole outfit ought
not to cost you more than 75 cts., including the

chemicals and all.

One charge for the five-gallon size ought to

imbed about 1000 frames; but after you have
put in about 200 frames you will need to let the

battery " rest," i.e., recuperate itself, which it

will do in about three or four hours; then you
can imbed a couple of hundred more. The
activity of the battery may be greatly assisted

by stirring the solution occasionally while

working it.

We used this form of battery until last sea-

son. During the fall, one of our young men of

an electrical turn of mind constructed for us a

small dynamo, which furnishes a current both

for a storage battery which runs the phono-
graph, and for imbedding foundation. All we
have to do is to throw on the belt, and the

current is ready at any moment. Of course,
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this arrangement is very much superior to the

battery, but its cost is twenty or thirty times

as much.

THE DOVETAILED OR LOCK-CORNEK JOINT IN

HEEI-HIVES; IS IT A FAULTY CONSTRUCTION?
In the American Bee Journal, an interest-

ing series of articles is being written by Mr.

Emerson T. Abbott, under the caption, " Pro-

duction of Comb Honey." In the second arti-

cle, in the Jonrndl for Jan. 24, in referring to

the right number of frames for a hive, he shows

a decided preference for the eight - frame.

Among other things, he says that such a size of

hive does away with the necessity of contract-

ing the brood-chamber at any time, and this,

he adds, saves the expense of division-boards

and contracting. So far we agree. In discuss-

ing " the methods of putting hives together,"

there are some of his points with which I do

not agree. "I have been led," he writes, "to

wonder a great many times why the so-called

dovetailed method has had such a run, as there

seems to be some serious objections to it." As
one of these objections, he thinks it has been

wrongly named, and then proceeds to define the

true dovetail. Surely a wrong name is not an

objection to the thing itself. Regarding the

name, I would say this was originally adopted

because it is a term better understood by bee-

keepers who have long been used to the same
adjective when applied to four-piece sections.

Of course, the same objection would apply to

the sections. We have, in fact, all along, in

referring to the hive in question, called it both

dovetailed and lock corner; and our 189.5 cata-

log, now ready to be mailed, distinctly refers to

it as the dovetailed, or, " more properly speak-

ing, the lock corner."

Mr. Abbott further gives it as his opinion

that this joint has nothing about it which ren-

ders it superior to the ordinary halved plan, be-

cause, he says, "it adds neither strength nor

lightness;" and, further, that "it is much
harder to set the hives up square, as one has to

be very careful in nailing them."
These objections hardly apply to hives of our

manufacture—at least, those from our present

automatic machinery. And on looking up our
records I find that Mr. Abbott has never had
any hives of us, of the dovetailed pattern, and
I therefore wonder what sort of dovetailed

hives he must have had experience with. If he
could spend half an hour in our establishment,

I'll bet a cooky we could convince him, without
a question, that oi//- dovetailed or lock-corner

joint is far stronger than any halved hive-joint,

because (fctual tests, over and over again, have
proved it in our shop. By the halving plan the

boards bite on each other only half way; by
the lock-corner plan the boards bite on to each
other the whole way; and added to this is the

friction of the lingers, as it were, hugging
against each other. By the halved plan, the

strength of the corner depends entirely on the

nails: but not so in the lock corner.

I have yet to see a dovetailed hive, wheu
properly nailed, gap at the corners through the

influence of the weather, for it is next to im-

possible; but when the boards are put together

by any other plan, a very large percentage (I

think I should be safe in saying 50 per cent),

after three or four years' time, will show a.

slight gap, owing to the effects of the weather.

In my travels among bee-keepers I have made
this a particular point of observation. More-
over, with the bee-keepers in Colorado, Califor-

nia, and in other places where they have those

hot winds and a glaring sun, nothing seems t&

stand so well as the lock corner. These are

facts, as I happen to know. Again, we have an
unpainted hive of the dovetailed pattern in our
yard, that has been exposed to the weather for

six years. It is as good as new, so far as the

corners are concerned. It shows not the slight-

est trace of rotting along the notches. There
is still another consideration: Dovetailed or
lock-corner hives save freight, because four
cleats of wood, an inch square, will hold se-

curely 20 sides or ends of the hive, without any
additional crating. By the use of our automat-
ic machinery, the expense is very trifling; and
this is more than made up by the great saving
in crating, in lumber, and time of putting up-

the hives. It follows, therefore, that, by dove-

tailing, we save expense to the purchaser.

Mr. Abbott does not like the Hoffman frames.

I do not know how much he has tried them;
but on this point I recognize that there may be
an honest difference of opinion, and in view of

this we have for several years back (as we do-

this year) given our customers the option of a
loose unspaced hanging frame.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FAULT - FINDING
AND KINDLY CRITICISM.

I admire the courage of Mr. Abbott's convic-

tions, for I believe that he is honest in them;
and I admire, too, that quality in his writings

that speaks out plainly, even when they run
counter to the views of some of his friends.

Indeed, I know he has a very high and warm
regard for all the folks here at the Home of the

Honey-bees, although he does not see some
things as we do. We can always accept the crit-

icisms of friends, and take them in the spirit in

which they are written. We all prefer out-

spokenness far more than outward palaver to-

the face, and behind the back a dagger-thrust.

We here at Medina welcome criticisms that are

given in the spirit of kindness, and for the pur-

pose of getting at the truth, and for correcting

error; but we ignore those that are manifestly

given for the purpose of unloading some pent-

up feelings of animosity on the part of those

who are constantly seeking something with
which to find fault. There is a difference—yes,

a wide one—between fan\t-fiyicliny and kindly

criticism.
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ON THE WAY TO FLORIDA.

Well, business has been all looked after. I

have traveled all over the grounds, from down
where the men are cutting ice on the carp-pond,
all over the rooms, up stairs and down, through
the greenhouses, and given directions for my
department of the work until every thing seem-
ed done for my six-weeks" absence as well as it

could be done.
After half an hour's ride on the ears we were

obliged to wait four hours in the evening at
Grafton, O.. for the train to Cincinnati. Now,
we might have sat during the whole four hours
in the waiting-room of the depot; but the stove
smoked, the room smelled of something more
unpleasant than simply coal smoke, and so I

told Constance we would see if we could find a
place a little more homelike. Just across the
track was a hotel, and a pleasant-faced woman
seemed to have charge of it. A nice homelike
sitting-room was soon placed at onr disposal,
with easy-chairs, sofa, and pillows—plenty of
lamps, carpets, and all snrrs of homelike' fix-

ings. She said there would not be any charge
for simply waiting there until the train came,
and even tried to refuse the coin I offered her.
I, however, insisted that she should take it. I

lold her folks couldn't keep a hotel and supply
nice warm furnished rooms for nothing. I soon
•appropriated the lounsre and pillow, for I very
much needed a nap after mv busy day. After
my rest I passed the pvening very agreeably
with two of my favorite agricultural papprs,
the Rural New-Yorker and Country Gentle-
man.
Let me disress enough to say that I have

been continually surprispd for some time past
to see what an exceedingly valuable paper, for

high -pressure sardoning as well as farming,
the Rural New-Yorher continues to be. When
they put the price down to onlv ?l.on a year, it

seemed to me next to impossible that it could
te kept up to such a high standard of value:
but they have held their own so long that it

looks as if they were going to keep it up. Al-
though it is weekly in its visits, it seems to me
that single issues are frequently worth the
price of the whole year.

I presume the average waiting-rooms in our
Tailroad stations are as comfortable as can be
afforded under the circumstances; but when-
ever there is a hotel near T certainly would will-

ingly pay a quarter for the comforts of a home,
for two or three hours.

SOME HINTS ABOUT SHIPPING COMB HONEY.
In Cincinnati we made a verv pleasant call

on C. F. Muth. He and his son are. as usual,
busy in the honev business, and perhaps this is

•a good time to call attention to the fact that it

is risky business trying to shin comb honey
during zero weather. Somebody sent friend
Muth a shipment, saying that he must have 14

cts. for it. He added, further, that, if any of the
Taoney was broken in transit. Muth should not
receive it from the railroad company, but pro-
ceed to make them pay damages for said break-
age. Now. there are three mistakes in the
above method of doing business. In the first

place, there should have been some corres-
pondence with Muth before shipping him hon-
ey; while in fact, as I imderstood it. there was
none. Muth adverti«ed. as it seems, to pay 14

cts. for first-class white-clover honey; but none
of this shipment was first-class, and a consider-

able portion of it was really third or fourth
class. Again, Muth isn't in the commission
business. He buys outright; therefore it was
out of the question to tell him. after it was
shipped, that he could not have it for less than
14 cts. Third, no one can make a railroad com-
pany pay for honey broken in transit, especial-

ly when shipped in zero weather, unless it can
be shown that the damage is in consequence of

bad handling, and not through any fault of the
shipper. Of conrse. friend Muth could have
left the honey in the hands of the railroad

company; in fact. I do not know but he renders

himself liable in taking it from the depot; but
quite a little of it was in such shape that it

would have been a total loss if Muth had not
taken it. put it in stone crocks, and awaited in-

structions from the shipper. He told me he
would willingly pav the freight and ship it all

back to get out of a bad job, if the shipper
would accept it.

One reason why it broke out of the sections

was that the honey was not securely fas-

tened in by the bees all around. A careful

study of the'directiors for managing, in our bre-

jourhal, would have led the producer to remedy
this matter. In fact, very much of the trouble

in shipping honev has been on account of lack

of attention in this one respect—getting the

bees to fasten the honey securely to the wood
of the sections clear around. I fear a good
many bee-keepers do not understand this, or

may be they have never seen a crop of strictly

first-class comb honey.
While in Cincinnati we were kindly enter-

tained by the Rev. Norman Plass. former pas-

tor of our church in Medina. He now has
charge of the Vine St. Congregational Church,
Cincinnati. I was much interested in looking
through the church and various rooms for the
Sunday-school. Endeavor Society, and other
meetings of the young people, and I want to

tell you about his

SUNDAY- SCHOOL THERMOMETER.
It caught ray eye as soon as I looked into the

Sunday-school room, because it seemed to be

some sort of scientific instrument. It is sim-
ly a piece of wond, in shape, and lettered and
graduated similar to a common thermometer-
scale, only larger. It is a piece of board per-

haps four feet long. Through the center of the

board lengthwise a groove is cut about where
the glass tube would come in a thermometer.
In«tead of a glass tube, however, it has a large

round cord stretched on pulleys, one pulley at

each end of the scale. This cord, half its

length, is dyed or painted black. The other

half is left white. The superintendent, by
pulling on the cord at the back of the instru-

ment, runs what appears to be the column of

mercury up or down, and this is the record of

attendance. The pupils all watch eagerly to

see whether the attendsince on any Sunday is

high or low, the figures running from zero to

250 or 300°. (In smaller schools, say of 25 or .50,

the scale may be made accordingly.) The sec-

retary, after he has counted up the pupils,

makes the thermometer show the number pres-

ent where all can see it, and the high or low
temperature, as von will notice, rests entirely

on the efforts oif the pupils and teachers. If

they want to make the mercury to stand high
they must bestir themselves to bring as many as

possible. While such an instrument may not

indicate exactly the spiritual growth of the
school, it at least approximates it.

When we opened our eyes in the morning we
were in the vicinity of Montgomery. Ala.; and
as we turned eastward, toward Jacksonville, the
deciduous trees began to give place to beautiful

varieties of evergreens, pines, and magnolias,
with here and there trees of various kinds
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draped vvith the beautiful Spanish moss. Oc-
casionally, also, we got a glimpse of the pal-

metto, or T.initdiiiii. Cotton-Helds are every-
where; but. owing 1-0 the disastrous drouth of

last season, a good deal of it was hardly worth
gathering. Tiiis. in connection with the low
price of cotton, might well make our Southern
friends feel poor and discouraged. As we look
out of the car-winJow, beautiful little ever-
greens, less than a foot high, and from that up,
greet us at every turn; also a beautiful under-
growth, something in the line of rhododen-
drons or laurels. All these, with occasiona
glimpses of Th( 'liffcrent colored earth, make
up a view varieu . interesting. I asked the
porter if this red earth was not sometimes used
for making paint.
"Oh. yes!" he replied; "and one could get

enough of it through Alabama and (Jeorgia to
' paint red ' the whole wide world."

In this region, cellars seem to be unknown.
The houses nre set up on blocks or brick piers,

so that the wind can blow clear through under-
neath. Well, perhaps they have no need of
cellars to keep things from freezing: but I am
sure I should want a cellar in which to keep
things cool, and to keep potatoes, apples, etc.,

from wilting. Another thing, a cellar is perhaps
more convenient where room is scarce, and a
basement can be made without any expense for
roofing. Out in the country most of the build-
ings, especially the humble ones, are entirely
destitute of windows. The only way they have
of getting light is to leave the doors wide open;
and even on this 17th d-iy of January, in the
middle of the winter, the doors are open every-
where. May not this fact of abundant ventila-
tion account for the claim so often made, that,
in many parts of Alabama and Georgia, people
never die of consumption? that is, they never
have it unless they contract it somewhere else.

The chimneys are invariably built on the out-
side of the cheap houses in this country.
For some time I was puzzled to know the

purpose of a small light ladder that stood near
the chimney. I finally decided that it was to
afford access to the loft. When it is time to
put the children to bed, all that you have to do
is to go outside and climb up the ladder, and
this gives more room inside.

PLANTING ON HIM,S1DRS TO PREVENT
WASHING.

I am delighted to find that the corn, cotton,
and almost every other crop, is planted on un-
even ground, so that the furrows curve (trimn<l
the hillside instead of straight up and down.
This is to prevent the terrible washing and
cutting that occurs when the water is allowed
to go straight down hill. The plan is exactly
that recommended by friend Day. in the toma-
to-book; and in some places we see. every little

way down the decline, a deeper furrow or ditch
to take away the surplus water before it can
accumulate and break over the furrows.
Where the crop is clear over the top of the hill,

the furrows circle right around the hill-top.
In fact, wherever the ground is at all rolling
we see these curved furrows left by the cultiva-
tor. Where this precaution is not taken, th(>

fields are cut up and ruined. Now, this running
the furrows across the hillsides has a value
aside from preventing washing. During sea-
sons of excessive wetness it takes the water off
before it can be detrimental to the growintr
crops. It also enables the ground to dry off
quickly, so that cultivatina may go on speedi-
ly, and even wh<!re clay soils have been most
thoroughly underdrained (the underdrains, of
course, running straight up and down the
hills), these surface- furrows have a great
value.

THE KOSIN AND TURPENTINE FORESTS NEAR
THE I.TNE 15ETWRKX ALABAMA AND

GEORGIA.

I should judge we must now be in the heart
of this industry, from the number of barked
trees. The bark has been scraped off to get the
rosin. As nearly as we can gather from look-
ing out of the car-window, the rosin oozes out
like gum from peach-trees where the bark has
been removed. When sufficient has accumu-
lated they evidently scrape it off by some
means. We have not seen thi-m doing it yet;
but we see barrels and barrels of ro<in at every
depot; and along at the houses the people are
boiling something out of doors in iron pots.

Now, we can't discover whether they are cook-
ing a dinner or boiling rosin. Will somebody
from this region tell us about it? In some of
the pine forests we see notches cut in the trees
so as to make cavities; and I judge they dip
the turpentine out of these cavities. Now, da-

both turpentine and rosin come from the same
kind of pines? Will somebody straighten us-

out in regard to this industry? There are
miles and miles of these scarified trees, the-

rosin on the trunks making them look white,
like some immense cemetery.

All through Georgia we have been struck by
the beauty of the pine forests. In some places-

the trees are as straight as arrows, about as^

close as they can grow, and of wonderful beau-
ty and regularity. No wonder Georgia has
been celebrated for its cypress and pine timber.
But it seems to me that a good deal of it is go-
ing to waste shamefully. The trees are girdled,
simply that they may plant corn and cotton be-
tween them, and then are allowed to stand
until they rot and tumble down—for the rea-
son, I suppose, that it is less trouble to let them
stand than to have them down in the way of
cultivation. If these beautiful trees are of no-
value now, they certainly will be in the near
future. Some of the finest timber we have
seen is in the vicinty of Bainbridge, on the-

Flint River.
KIEFFER PEARS.

Georgia has of late been coming to the front
grandly in the line of fruit-growing, especially
peaches and pears. All about Thomasville and
beyond we see acres of large pear-orchards, of
wonderful beauty and luxuriance. I judge-
them, by the looks, to be the Kieflfer.

LETTER TO HUBER.

We have just passed a station, Iluber, which-
is called "Dixie." You don't remember any
thing about the old war-time song called
"Dixie Land;" but 1 think mamma can tell

you something about it. Here is a verse:

In Dixie Land, where I was born.
Early on one frosty morn,
Look away, look away.
Look away to Dixie Land!

Den take me back to Dixie,
Hooray! booray!
In Dixie Land I'll take my stand
To live and die in Dixie;
Hoot ay! liooray!
To live and die in Dixie.

Well, Huber, what do you think of that? I do
not wonder the Southern people were so enthu-
siastic about Dixie Land, especially if it was as
heautiful then as it is now. I tell you, Dixie
jjand is just what you'd call "slick." The
rays of the afternoon sun, as they strike the
brilliantgreen of the pines, palmettoes, and live-
oaks, give a view that is grand indeed; and the
water along the side of the track makes a re-
flection like a great looking-glass. The water
is so clear a,nd dark and still, in fact, that the
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reflection is almost equal to the reality.* Tak-j
ing it all in all, I am sure you would give your|
verdict in your most emphatic way, that Dixie!
Land is "./itsf; slick." Constance says the lux-1
uriant tropical foliage is beautiful with all the
shades of the rainbow; bat you see I am a trifle

color-blind, and don't see much except the
brilliant shades of green. It is not only the
vegetation that is radiant with brilliant colors;
but even the (/rouiif? Wse// here in Dixie Land
shines out with many tints, running all the
way from white and gray and yellow sand to
the brighest orange and vermilion. You see. it

is this funny, sandy soil. In some places the
roads look as if they were sprinkled with salt.

It Is only the patches of white sand sprinkled
in with the rest. Wherever we see this white
sand, especially where it is trodden down hard
by the bare feet of the little colored boys and
girls, I tell you the wheeling would be "just
!-lick " too if I could get out to try it. And, by
the way, these little colored people, with their
white, frocks contrasting with their shining
black faces, furnish another bright element in
the picture. There are free schools for these
little colored people, and I rather think that is

one reason why their faces look so bright and
happy. It is summer time down here, even if

it is the middle of January, and these children
are not only barefooted, but, for the most part,
barelegged. As we go past on the cars every-
body is either standing in the door or outside
the door.
While passing through Kentucky a sick man

•came on board the train with his "family. His
wife informed me that he was a broken down
•clergyman, suffering from nervous prostration,
on his way to Florida. I did not talk with him
until we were near Jacksonville, as I feared it

might aggravate his trouble to see strangers.
An accident, however, opened the way; and
when I introduced myself he replied something
as follows:
"My dear sir. I am delighted to make your

^acquaintance; for. to tell the truth, I have got-
ten acquainted with you already from overhear-
ing you dictate to the young lady. I could not
well help listening; and the more I listened, the
better I felt satisfied that it was intended for
the great public ear. I heard you tell about
the smell in the waiting-room that was some-
thing worse than coal-gas, and I was very much
interested in the Sunday-school thermometer."
We exchanged experiences, and I believe I

gave him faith and hope, besides some ideas of
my own in regard to '"doctoring without medi-
cine." His wife's aunt accompanied them, and
I was greatly interested in her because she was
born blind. After hearing something of her
from Constance I introduced myself, and she
invited me to sit down by her side. She can
not tell the difl'erence between the broadest
daylight and the darkest midnight; has no per-
ception at all of shade and shadow. Of course,
she can feel the heat of the sun. and is un-
usually sensitive to all those influences. She
has no idea of color or brightness excepting
what is told her. Said I, " My good friend, if

you succeed in being happy and thankful while
you are for ever shut out from sight and light,
how ill it becomes us to complain of our lot. es-
pecially when this great affliction is no fault,
in any sense, of your own. Some in your con-
dition might complain, and with quite a show
of reason, that the great Father above is un-
fair. You remember, of course, the disciples
asking the Savior. ' Whose fault is it, this man's
or his parents', that he was born blind?'"

Cousin Louise has told me since that it is ttie
roots of tlie palmetto tliat dye the clear waterblaclt,
or dark colored, so that it reflects tlie landscape al-
most like a polished steel mirror.

I
She caught hold of the idea quickly, and re-

Jplied, " Oh, yes! and I have often thought of
! his answer, that ' it was through no fault of the
man or his parents, but that the will of God
might be made manifest.'"
Then I suggested that the great lesson to her

was to have faith to believe that God had some
plan or purpose, even in her case, to manifest
to the children of men his wondrous provi-
dences. I shall always remember how that ex-
pressive face, even despite the sightless eyes,
brightened up as it seemed to look up and
grasp for faith. As I dictate, the words come
into my mind:

My faith looks up to thee,
Tlioii liUml) of Calvary, Savior divine.

I suggested that her darkness was not to be
compared with that of those who, "having
eyes, see not; and having ears, hear not," and
she at once replied that she by far preferred
her lot in life to the darkness of sin and a guil-
ty conscience, and without the light of the gos-
pel.

She had heard of Helen Keller, and I promis-
ed to send her the book telling all about Helen's
wonderful experience. She said her niece's
children were quite ready and willing to read
to her. If any of you wish to address her, send
in care of G. W. Yancey. Ocoee, Orange Co.,
Fla. Perhaps I may mention that her mother
was exposed to the measles, and took it

shortly before her birth, and thus a human life

of darkness.
As I sit out on the veranda which opens out

from my pretty little bedroom in Jacksonville,
Fla., the bees are humming in the soft-maple
blossoms that spread out almost within my

.

reach. I sat here in my shirtsleeves, and pen-
ciled a card to my old mother before 10 o'clock
in the morning. When I left Medina a good
many urged me to leave my wheel at home, as I

could never make a bit of use of it in Florida.
Even Ernest (and I am surprised at him) sug-
gested that it would be more ti'ouble than it

would be worth, from all the reports he could
gather. But as soon as my wheel was uncrated
I took it to carry my postal to the letter-box,
and found out by somebody that there was a
brick pavement a little way oflf. I reached
there by means of the sidewalks. Then Iran
up past the waterworks, where three artesian
wells were pouring forth beautiful water, look-
insr much like those wells I described on my
Mis>:ouri trip.

About this time T struck a shell road, and, un-
der the inspiration of this beautiful track, the
exhilaration of the springlike air, and encour-
aged by the chirping of the tree-toads, I de-
clared to myself that I would follow that shell
road wherever it wended, even if it took me
twenty miles or more. Why, I never saw a
finer wheel-track in my life. The graveled
pikes in Western Ohio are in no respect better

—

hardly equal—because they are not on such a
dead level. One can ride miles without touch-
ing the handle-bar at all.

After a. trip of about five miles, curving
around through beautiful piny woods, palmet-
toes, magnolias, and various glossy-colored un-
derbrush, I came to the Jacksonville cemetery.
As it was near the dinner-hour, after a hasty
trip through the grounds I sped me home again,
and made the trip of five miles in just 17J^
minutes, besides getting lost; and I might have
been considerably longer had not Constance
called to me from the aforesaid balcony above,
asking me why I was spinning right past the
house where I lived. Now, others may say
what they please; but I for one think it pays to
take a wheel along on a Florida tri[). just for
the beautiful rides around Jacksonville, even if

there shouldn't be any thing like it in any of
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the other towns. When I reached the end of

the shell road, at one point I tried my hand at

wheeling through Florida sand. I was obliged

to give it up: but a lady informed me that the

sand here \vas not a circumstance to what I

should find in South Florida. On a pinch I

could make better speed than to walk; but it

was pretty hard work, if followed any length

of time.

THE ARTESIAN WELLS OF JACKSONVILLE.

As I Started out early one morning to make
explorations I noticed a place for watering
horses; and as the water came out of the iron

pipe it seemed to be steaming. On touching
the pipe I found it quite warm. The water,
too, seemed to be toward 70°. Later in the day
I visited the artesian wells. Thi-re are three of

them. The two first that were drilled were put
down to a depth of (500 or TOO feet. The last

one, which gives the largest volume of water,

is down to something over 1000 feet. The con-

stant temperature of the first two is about 70°.

while the deepest is a little over 80°. Now this,

you see, is warmer than we need our living-

rooms; and, in fact, warm enough for tropical

plants in a greenhouse. IJut no one has ever
yet, that I know of. made use of this great
storehouse of heat, lo warm buildings, to grow
plants, or any tiling of this sort. Why, I should
regard it as a mine of wealth for the purpose of

giving an absolutely even temperature; and,

by the way. I have not as yet found any thing
around Jacksonville, in the way of market-gar-
dening or growing vegetables, worth mention-
ing. There is just one little dilapidated green-
house, and this is used only for flowers. Why
don't people make gardens where the bees are
buzzing in the soft maples, and the tempera-
ture seems to be just exactly right for many
hardy vegetables? I said to the engineer of

the waterworks, " Why, where does this water
come from ? It's awav up above the ocean, and
away above the St. John's River. Is there no
elevated body of waier anywhere around that
could furnish a supply of water for these wells

that have been running for so many years?"
•' Well, sir, this is a secret that no man has

ever yet found out. There is no elevated body
of water, and, for that matter, scarcely any
elevated land anywhere near. There have
been conjectures by scientific men that this

water stratum extends clear up to the Cumber-
land Mountains; but this, of course, is mere
guesswork."
This water as it comes from the wells is like

that at Clinton, Mo.—sulphurous; and the bot-

tom of the reservoirs and overflow streams is

decorated with all the colors of the; rainbow. I

supposed it was from the minerals it contained;
but my friend the engineer explained: "Not
minerals, Mr. Root, for this is almost absolute-
ly pure water. These beautiful colors are the
result of a species of moss, or alg;v, and this
vegetable growth takes place only where the
water is exposed to the sunlight. See here; we
have one reservoir roofed over and bricked up
so as to make it dark like a cellar. There is

none of this growth in this reservoir at all; but
where it is exposed to tiie full sunlight it grows
very rapidly. It commences on the stone or
sand at the bottom, where the sun can strike,

and gradually iircaks loose and floats away,
the warm temperature, 70 or 80°*, greatly facili-

tating this vegetable growth. Here at the
wells the water has a strong, sulphurous taste;

AnotVier tliinjr, whci'e does this S0° of lieat come
from, 1()(H) feet below the surface? Is ii. possible
tliis hiKh tcmpeniiuie iind the elevation of the wa-
ter are in 80I1U' way coniH'cted ? If tlie water weri'
forced up by .xfro hi, however, would it be possible
for the water-pressure to lemaiii so perfectly even,
year in and year out ':

but after exposing it to the air as it pours over
through the fountains, this odor at last disap-

pears. You will notice, when drawn from the-

hydrants in the city, it seems to be pure water,
with scarcely any taste of the sulphur at all."

Now, you see we have at least a partial explan-
ation of the wonderful mossy covering of the
ponds of spring water in Castalia, Erie Co., O.;

and here is a solution, too, of the cause of the
mossy giowth and covering surrounding the^

watering-troughs and streams from springs
throughout our land. Put a box or tub around
your spring, either of stoue, brick, or wood,
then have a hinged cover over it to lift up, and
you won't have any of this slimy moss or scum.
All you have to do is to keep away the sunlight,

and it can't grow. One of the agricultural pa-
pers recently stated that wliitewashing a wa-
tering-trough, or even placing a lump of lime
in the water, would keep away the moss. You
see the idea is, that the moss is a vegetable
growth, and propagates itself, and grows in the
spring water, simply because this water fur-

nishes the desired temperature, especially

where it flows out into the sunlight. And this

slimy moss, then, really is not found at all, nor
even the elements that go tomake i<p its growth,
in the water itself, as it comes from the ground
or rocks. I am glad to know this, for I had a
sort of notion that the water was not pure
where this sort of deposit was all along the out^
lets of the spring. And, by the way, may not
this mossy substance be utilized? At Castalia
great quantities of snails breed in it as it floats

on the surface of the still water in the ponds;
and ducks may be reared in immense quanti-
ties, getting almost their en tire sustenance from
the snails on the water. Feter Hendersoii'
speaks of cocoanut fiber being a valuable ma-
terial for mulch, and for incorporating with
certain soils in raising crops. I am of the opin-
ion that this mossy substance floating on the
ponds would be still more valuable. In Cas-
talia there was not only wagonloads but car-
loads of it, which I presume the people would
be glad to get rid of. If thrown upon the banks
until dried out it certainly would be a splendid
absorbent to be used in stables, making our
ponds and streams look more tidy besides.

.JACKSONVILLE.

This is a very pretty city of nearly 30,000 in-

habitants, and is the largest in the Stale. At
the present time there is a very general activity
all over the place in putting in good substan-
tial street pavements. The cedar- block pave-
ments are being removed, and either vitrified

brick or cement put in its place. The cement
pavement is made of material found only about
25 miles away, and brought in by boats. It

seems to be a sort of limy marble; and whea
mixed with sand it resembles hard putty, and
pounds down into material that is something
like hard wax. They claim that, when once
packed and rolled, it will turn off rain; and I

should think that, with some attention to keep^
it in shape, it might do this.

There are plenty of churches here; and,,

judging from the sermons we iiave heard, their
ministers are educated and able, and fully up
to the times. Their audiences are made up also
of people of intelligence and culture. For once
in my life I have attended chtirch where the
ventilation seemed proper, especially for such a
climate. There were very large windows,
which were opened so that the church seemed
like a great airy veranda; and those who were
tempted to stay away from the service because
of the enticing air and sunshine out of doors
had certainly no reason to call the church close

or confining. Endeavor Societies and Sunday-
schools also seem to be doing effective work.
The city is very quiet and orderly on Sunday-
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Places of business were generally closed except
llie fruit-stands and drugstores. Besides the

churches for the white people, those for our col-

ored friends seemed ample and well attended.
I never before saw so many motley dressed col-

ored boys and girls. These people as a rule

seem busy and industrious all through the city.

All around the depot, and on the principal

streets, Jacksonville is indeed a busy place. In

fact, to accommodate business traffic an im-
mense structure, a real viaduct, spans all the
railroad tracks, and connects Riverside with
the princip.'.l streets of the cily, leaving the
track-yards unobstructed for the railway traf-

fic. On this viaduct one may see crowds of peo-

ple on foot, with teams and street-cars passing
to and fro almost every hour of the day. In
our northern cities at the present time we see

very little building going on; at least, there
are few structures being put up of any consid-
erable size. But here there are not only an im-
mense number of tine dwellings, but a large
union depot is under full headway in process of

construction. The terrible frost, that has been
such a severe setback to many of the great
Florida industries, seems to have had little ef-

fect in stopping improvements here.

SOMETHING GO()T> FKOM CANADA.
We notice, by the Prnctieal Fiinner of Jan.

5. that T. B Terry has been invited over to the
Queen's domains. We make the following ex-
tract:
Ot e of tlie pleasant feiitures of the meeting' was

a banquet. At 6 p. m. we moved fi'om the hall,
where the work was done, to a g'i'eHt. room where
luimerous tables were loadrd down with grood things
to eat. besides being- most beautifully decor;ited
with Howers. etc. As 1 waltced tbroug-li this beauti-
ful spread, at the head of the procession, with the
wife of my esteemed friend. President Mills, on my
arm. I tlioug-lit that farmers were certainly most
highly iionored iu Canada; and when it came to
drinlviiiff (water) to the health of the Queen, 1 know
tliat I did it as heartily as any one there. About 300
were seated at this feast, and eating and toasts, and
speeches and merriment, made 34 hours pass away
very quicklj'.

Allow me to say the above is tiptop; but
here is something of more special interest to
bee-keepers, for it concerns the president of the
N. A. B. K. A.:

I feel particularly indebted to one of my best
f ileiids. Sec. Holtermann, for giving' me a chance to
see all these tilings with my own eyes and hear them
with my own ears. Somehow we do not get a full
idea from reports issm d by the Society. They are
too modest. T. B. Terry.

HITCHING-l'OSTS IN THE MIDDLE OF TOWN.
Inasmuch as I have had my say recently in

the matter it may be hpst to give liie following
from the Massillon Indeiiendent:

MIGHT NOT WORK.
A little reform in ihe matter of hitching horses in

the business center would be gratefully accepted bj^

everybody. It could be accomplished without giv-
ing offense to anybody, by the exercise ot tact<in the
part of—say, tlie police force. A personal rcq\iest,
for instance, to move on tosome sidestreet, would in
time rausecountry visitors to aci'ustom themselves
to a change of habit, and the l)usiness streets would
be made much freer foi' tinffic—MnxxiUttH Indeiimi-
dnit.

Replying to the above, the Wadsworti, O.,
Ncivs says:
That thing was tried in Behidere, III.: and tlien

the country visitors politel.y told the city d;ids that,
if tliey were not allowed to Intchonthe principal
street, thej' would go elsewhere to trade.

[To which I wish to add, "Good for the
'country visitors.' " Let th.-; •• city dads" have
the town all by themselves, after th'ir own
fashion, and see how they like it.—A. I. R.J

^PYRIGHT
S: 1891* _^

^f d.T.LOVE 1 1

PINK BEAUTY. (KOSTELETZKya).
One of the greatest floral novelties of the age.

Perfectly hardv, and covered all summer and
autumn with beautiful, tender, bright, rosy-

pink flowers as laige and almost as round as

silver dollars. Blooms first year from seed;

forms a dense shrubby plant H feet high that re-

mains in perfection a lifetime. (Jrows readily

from seed and succeeds everywhere. Seeds, 2.5c

per packet. Plants, r.'.'ic each, or 3 for 50c by mail.

GIANT PERENNIAL SWEET PEA.
Flowers ~ inches across; a lo\'cl\ shade of lilac-

lilue with fe;ithei'.\ markings of deepei' l)lue and a
clear white eye. Forms a dense vine<5 to S feet high.
Blossoms the whole of July and August. Surpasses
the tincst Clematis. Hardy, growing more beautlfid
from year to year. Seeds. 15c ])er liiicket. Plants,
~5c eacli. three foi- •"•(ic. b.\' mail.

A Flower Oarden for 25c.
To introdtice our seeds Inlothousandsof homes, and

piove by results their superior quality, we mail ten
full-sized packets of Flower Seeds tor Sic' These
packets coiUain hundreds of vaiietios, and with the
simplest cidture will produce a brilliant display of
beautiful flowers all summer and autumn, and
plenty for cutting for the house. Also a collection
ot ten full sized packt-ts of Vegetable Seeds, all fine
varieties, foi' 2.5c.

All Fully Described in Our

GUIDE TO HORTICULTURE.
A large book of oxer I-")() pages, copiously illustrat-

ed and elegantly i>riiit;-d. In it we describe and otter
seeds and plants ot e\cry thingwtirthy of cultivation
in the way of Vegetables and Flowers, Small and
Orchard Fruits, Hard\ Flowering Plants, Slirubs
and Vines. Koses, Cannas, (iladiolus. Lilies, and
other Bulbs, .\(iuatic Plants, Chrysanthemums, etc..

and give full iiisiructions for pruning, care, and
culture.

1^^ TiiiiUwlniitnlrrauijiifUieahoir f/)c Gi'iuk !•<

mnilnl FREK. Tn thuxr who send TEN CENTS, and
fiiti irhrre tlicij '<aw Uiix adv't, tve mail n hulh of tin:

lorrli) Vdtiegntnl-knvfd Tnhcroni', iilmUiHof Gladiolus,
(lint tin: (H'lUK.

250 acres of Nursery. 25,000 ft. Greenhouses.

THE LOVETT COMPANY,
Little Silver, - New Jersey.
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Notice.
= 1-^51^^1X1^ ^^ ^""^ Northwestern Agents for The A, \. Root Com= =
= C*W'l * l^*'

pany's supplies, and can make prices that will interest you. =
= " Send us a list of your wants, and see if we can not save E

I C^{\fM Cl" you money. POSSON'S SEED STORE, |
= ^^V^^^«>^i^ Portland, Oregon. =

I Bee=keepers.
qiiiiiiMniMnMiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir?

The New Craig

Seedling Potato.

For full description of tins Potato, see pag'e 95!) of
this j()urii:il foi- Dec. 15, 1894. Prices: lib by mail,
postpaid, 2;y cts.: 54 pei'k, by freight or e.xpress,
Sl.Oii; 1 eck, *1.';5; '/j bushel, $8.00; bushel, $5.(0;
barrel of II pecks, $1^.50. The above prices will
liold good as loug as our stock lasts. All orders by
mall will be filled as -soon as received. Orders by
express will be shipped at once unless oidered oth-
erwise. All orders foi' potatoes by freight will be
tilled April I, or soon- after that time, unless direc
tlons are given to ship at an earlier dnte. In this
latter case I do not, assume responsibility for loss in
freezing; but whore it is desirable to ship earlier,
and customers have bad luck, I expect to help them
out so far as 1 can consistently. In regard to my
responsibility 1 would refer you to A. I. Root. Jn
fact, where it is more convenient you can order po-
tatoes of the A. T. Root Co., instead of sending your
orders to me.

GEO. E. CRAIG, Zimmer, Franklin Co., 0.

B 4 U Buy 5ee''t

Plants,Send for my
Annual Cataluj;

It is neatly gotun up; no old slei-eotyiied inat-
U'v iibout it: nothing siMisational. The Best
Varieties truthfully described and honestly
priced. A. 1. Hoot says, "1 believe 1 ha\e read
every catalog you have put out clear through,
and I wish all seedsmen woiild tell us their ex-
perience with difi'ei'ent varieties as frankly as
you do." True l*i-i/.etaker onion seed and plants
a specialty. Vegetable and small-fruit p ants
of all kinds, trees, and supplies for gardeners.
Send for free catalog at once, or send 10c for <-at-

alog, a pkt. of a new smooth very earlj' tomato,
a pkt. of the best new lettuce, a pkt. of true
I'rizetaker onion, and a pkt. of choice flower
seeds, all for lo cents.

Christian Weckesser, Niagara Falls, N. V.

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN AGENCY
FOR A. I. ROOT'S BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

AT A. I. ROOT'S PRICES.

RAWLINGS IMPLEMENT CO.,
Formerly Balto. F-arm Implement Co.

Jobbers & Dealers in Farm Implements & Hachinery

209 S. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
:i;j-9eoi

It won't hurt to

LOOK OVER

Ififli/^ ?
1''

fill /'r . /I

My new (50-page catalog for '95 before ordering
- your hives, etc. Goods and prices are ALL
Bright.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

For Sale or Exchange.
To close out my factory, machinery, and apiarian

stock of all kinds, I will give purchaser a rare
chance. Write me with enclosed stamp for partic-
ulars. Must sell or exchange.

Chas. L. Hill, Box 495, Dennison, 0.

METAL
WHEELS

for your

WAGONS
Any Bize yon want, 20
to 56 in high. Tires I

to 8 in wide—hubs to
fit any axle. SavcN
('OHi many times in
s seaiion to have set
of low wheels to fit

yonr waijon for hnnling
<rrain, fodder, manure,
boRS. \-c. No resetting of
teres Catl'g free Address
BMPTRE mva. CO.,

tiulncy, 111.
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BUSINESSfec^^

FLAT COVERS.
According' to the new catalog, tlie option in liive-

covers is between Higginsville and ventilated gable.
If any prefer the old style Hat cover they may have
them, if specified in iht^ order. When no specifica-

tion is made we send Hig-jriiisville covers on sing-le-

wall hives, and telescope covers on chatf hives.

BUSINESS AT THIS DATE.

We are having so much work that we are running:
on full time, and have been for some time. We are
also working the machinery in our wood-working-
department to its full capacity with a force of
forty men and boys. We are turning out our e.xtra

polished sections at the rate of a million a month ;

ane we have orders booked, and already shipped
since Jan. 1, for over two million. This is some-
what of an indication of how they are appreciated.

CATALOG OF BEE-KEEPEKS' SUPPLIES.

We expect that every reader of Gleanings will

receive a copy of our new 1895 catalog in advance of
this number of our journal. We may not have all

mailed till a day Of two a ftt-r; but if you have failed
to receive a catalog within a week after receiving
this, write us for one if you care for it. It may be
some time before our catalog of tools, household
goods, and specialties, is out; but we will get it out
as soon as our multitude of other cares will permit.

FLORIDA BKANtH.
Shipment of the second carload for Florida was de-

ferred on account of tlie freeze, which materially
changed tiie plans and prospects of many bee keep-
ers there. We e.xpect to ship a second car early this
monlh. If in need of anything in our line, write
Mr. A. F. Brown, San Mateo, as soon as possible aft-
er reading this item, so that, if he has not in stock
what you want, it may come forward in the next
carload to go.

SYRACUSE BRANCH.
The bee-keepers of Centinl and Eastern New York

and adjacent territory have shown their apprecia-
tion of the convenience of beina- able to obtain our
goods at our catalog pi ices at Syracuse, where Mr.
F. A. Salisbury has had charge for the past three
years. The sales have increased each year over the
preceding. We shipped to Syracuse last week the
first carload for this season, and more will follow as
needed.

NORTHWESTERN BRANCH.
We expect soon to ship a carload of goods to our

representative at St. Paul, H. G. Acklin. 1024 Miss.
St. Any one in tliat vicinity wantinsr any thing
special will do well to write above address, with
order, that your wants may be supplied in this car.
There is a good stock of hives on hand at St. Paul—
Nos. 1, lE. 3, 3e, 8-fiame; No. 5, 8 and 1(1 frame, and
No. 1e, 10-frame, packed as furnished last year, with
flat cover and without nails and brood-frame start-
ers. Mr. Acklin will repack these as per new cata-
log, if desired, or he will furnish them as they are
at the old catalog price, with .5 per cent deducted.
This reduction is offered as an inducement to fur-
nish them as now packed, so as to save the trouble
of repacking.

ANOTHER BRANCH HOUSE.

As we go to press we are loading a car with a gen-
eral assortment of supplies destinpd for No. 10 Vine
St., Philadelphia, where Wm. A. Selser will dispense
the goods to the bee-keepers of the southeastern
quarter of Pennsylvai ia and south half of New
Jersey. The goods will be sold at our catalog prices,
and Mr. Selser is supplied with catalogs as well. Mr.
S. is an enthusiastic bee-keeper as well :is a thorough
business man, so • hat .v u can depend upon his giv-
ing you good service. He will ali-o try to supply 1 he
Philadelphia market with honey: and if you have
any to dispose of, especially clover honey, commu-
nicate with him at above address. He will, no doubt,
be able to sell large quantities.

•lOHN NEBEL & SON.

We have sold a cai-load of our supplies the past
month to John Nebel & Son, of High Hill, Mo , and
have piinted tor them a supply of catalogs. It was
The plcjisure of the writer to bo i>ntert;iined at the
homes of these genial Missourians on his return
from the International Convention at St Joseph
last fall. They have a very pleasant location at
High Hill, and have a beautiful sti ck of bees.
They have been prominent as queen-breeders for
a number of .years. ;ind well deserve the success
they have attained in that line.

COLUMBIA PRUNING-SHEARS.

The time for fruit-tree pruning is at hand, and
already here in some sections. We have some-
thing new in the way of a shear to offer, which is

superior in many ways to ttie old style. The joint
between handles and blade is so made as to give the
blade a shearing movement, ensuring easy cutting.
The blade also cuts in the center of lower jaw, the
edge bedding in a hard paner filling. The handles
are of malleable iron, smoothly polished. It is a
superior tool, which will be appr-ciatcd. Price 3.5c;:

by mail, .50c.

BEMAN AUTOMATIC OIL-CAN.

Who has not been annoyed by occasionally over-
flowing a lamp when filling from the ordinary oil-

can? If your can is such that you draw the oil from
a faucet, have you not been annoyed by the can
springing a leak around the faucet? These and oth-
er difficulties are overcome by the can shown below.

This is a plain can, with no openings except in the
top, and no projections to get bumped and start a
leak. The pivots in the side of the three and five
galk)n sizes, t)n which they swing, consist of a steel
rod running clear through the can, washered and
soldered at each end, inside and out.
Maimer nf Z7.si(((/.—Sitnply hold the lamp in posi-^

tlon on the Blling-tube, inserting as far as the tube
will go in the lami>, and tilt the can over until the
oil runs into the lamp, which will fill to the proper
heiglit, and eeasr fldtviiKj automatically. Tilt the can
back, raising the lamp at the same time to the first

position; then remove the lamp, at the same time
tilting the can backward until the oil in the tube
runs back into the can, and there will be no drtp-
ifhaicvrr.
Principle of Couxtructiioi.—The can is provided with

an air tight screw-cap. which should always be kept
turned down tight. The filling tube, or spout, is

double, one part connecting with the oil-space, and
the other with the aii-space of the air-tight can.
The oil rising in the lamp to cover the end of the
tube, shuts off the air, or vent, and thereby auto-
matically stops the flow.
Three and five gallon sizes are made of galvanized

iron, and have swing as shown. If more conven-
ient, the stand can be hung on two hooks on the
wall as a bracket, allowing the can to swing just the
same. A one-gallon size, of tin, without swing, is

also made. Price. 1 gallon, 35 cts.; 3 gallons, $1.25;
5 gallons, $1.50.
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PATENTS
Careful attention erivcn to the prosecution of

business before tlie IT. S. Patent Office. All business
treated as .sfru'f/iy ('((((//(/(//((((f. No charg'e made for
services in prosecutinji- ai>plication, until the pat-
ent is allowed. SiMid for " Inventor's GuiuE."

FRANKLIN H. HOUGH.
925 F STREET, WASHINGTON, D. C,

Fruit Plants.

.'%/%/%/%/%/%/%/%/'^/%/^^%''%/%/%/%

Whc^rC' to liiiy
them nt whnle-
s.-j'e /jj-i'oe.s. Send

postal i-ard for descriptive and wholesale catalog'ue
of all of the leadiiip varieties of S< /v»iv'>er-rie.s,
Ra.s/>/>errje.s, Itlnc-lihorrie^, Currants,
fjroo.so?>errie.>-i Cjri-fi/jo.s. iitid /'ofjjfoes.
EZRA a. SMITH, Manchester, Ont. Co., N. Y.

Pleasf mention thife paj^ter.

BEGINNERS.
HcginiKMs should have a copy of the Am-

]

aleur ISce keeper, a TO-pag-e book by Prof.
.1. W. House. Price 'St cents; if sent by mail,
3Sc. The little liook and the Progressive
Bee Iveeper (a Uve prog-ressive:i8-page montli-
ly journal) one year, t)5c. Address any first-

class dealer, or

,

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

'
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Largest Factory in the West.
COMI'LliTE STOC /v.

GOOD SUPPLIES and LOW PRICES, Our Motto
We are liere to serve yoii. iiiid will if you givf us a chance. Cafa/oa-ue i-roe. Address

l-6ei LEAHY MANUFACTURING CO , Higginsville, Mo.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Seclions, Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thing: else used by a bee-

keeper. Alllate improved g-Qods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

D/SCOU/\/TS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese buckwheat furnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

bred from my original strain of Maryland Italians, which has
given such g-eneral satisfaction as honey-producers. Untested
(pieens ready March Isi. i^l.Od each; H for 1.') (H). Write for prices
on lai'Ke lots and special I'ircuiar. Safe arrival gniaranteed.

Chas. D. Duvall, San Mateo, Florida.

Florida Queens
3-7ei .\ddre8s until April 1.5,

FRUIT TREES,
SMALL FRUITS, VINES. ROSES,
ORNAMENTALS, Crates & Baskets.

TIMBRELL
Strawberry. lackberry.

**They SURPASS all others," say K. S. Carniiin, /:vriil Xrw Yorkn-. ,nncl TT. E.Vnndcniaii. I'. S. Dept
NEW FKUITsj a Siieeialty. Buy direct. Don't i)av doiililc pric-s. Illiistratcil ('atalc)t,'ue Free.

REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport, Ohio.

AKE THEIR OWS TRTTE ABVEKTTSEMEXT. The beiat always chenpext. Ele-
eant caluloKueot'KiM paueiii free. Aesjelnble i«ii<l Flower See«l«, Fruit and Ornamental
Treew, Mniall FruitM, OrapeN, Shrubs, KoveK, Hardy Perennials, BiiIbM, tireenhoiise
Plants, many new j«n«l rare. ImmeuMe <|iiantities. No Jin r assoitiuent of Frnitx. Shrubs
or RoKes in America, with more acres of Ornamentals than any other nursery can show. NurMcry-
men. Florists, Dealers and Planters are cordially invited to call and inspect our stock. Seeds,
Plants, small size Trees, etc., by m:*!!, postpaid, larger by freiKht or express. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guai-anteed. 41st Vrar. I (Kill Acics, 2".< Greenhouses.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 68 Painesvllle, 0.

•••••••••••••^••••o«e«9«««<*e«o®«®Qe«o0oe9«9««««««««i9«**

URPEE'S
FARM ANNUAL for 1895
"The heading Aiuericun Heed Catalogue."
A liand.some l)oolv ol 17-1 paijces with many new features
for 1895—hundreds of illustrations, pictures painted frorb

nature— it tells all aliimt the BEST SEEDS that grow, including rare novelties that cannot be had
elsewhere. Any seed jilaiiter is welcome to aeopy FRKE. •Send ijour addi'e.s.i to-dat/ on a postal.

W. ATLEE BURPEE &. CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA.
—99tS——mm———Qmm99mm99m99999991»9——m99—

9

9999—
iltMlK .idvelllMT> plfU> itloli thi^ pupi
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Honey Column

CITY MARKETS.
Boston.—Ho7iej/.—Our market coiiiinue's without

rhang-o. Comb honey, 13@14;* extracted, 5@6. Pure
beeswax is wanted, at jrood prices. No stock on
hand, witli some inquiry. E. E. Blake & Co.,
Feb. S. Boston, Mass.

Detroit.—flofiej/.—Honey is selling: slowly. Best
white comb continues to be (iiioted at U®>].^: other
ffrades, 11@13. Considerable in siglit. Extracted,
6@7. Beeswax, 26@i27; demand good.

M. H. Hunt,
Feb. S. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland.—Honfj/.—Honey is moving- very slow-
ly at about the same prices as quoted in last issue
on account of the cold weather. No. 1 white comb,
1-lb. sections, is selling: at ]4@15; No 3, i2@Vi. No.
1 water-white extracted, H@8. Beeswax, 2.")@:i6.

Williams Bhos.,
Feb. 7. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Alkai.ka Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two (5t)-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples. 8c.
eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market
BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Retiabie,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

FAY'S Are a paying crop to grow for market.
PROLIFIC T have a l;iige quantity of e.\tra strong
RED well-rootfd buphes lor sale cheap.
CURRANTS FffED. H. BURDETT,

CLIFTON, NEW YORK.

Albany.—Honei/.—Consignments of comb honey
are arriving in bad order, due to t lie extreme cold
weather. Clover is selling at 12@13; buckwheat and
mixed, 8@10. There has been a good demand for
extracted buckwheat, and our large stock is nearly
all sold; .5@6e is the ruling price. White will bring
<i@7; but the demand is principally for dark.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Feb. 9. Albany, N. Y.

Buffalo.—Honej/.—No material change In honev.
Trade is very quiet. Moderate amount of fancy
moving off slowly, mostly at 13c. Choice goods, II

@12: commoner grades are exceedingly dull, and
hard to move, at irregular prices. Would not advise
shipment of honey here at present. Extracted very
dull at .">@6. Batterson & Co..
Feb. 7. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cincinnati. -HoNcj/.— Demand is slow for all
kinds of honey. Comb honey brings 14@]6 in the
jobbing way for best white. Extracted. 4@7; sup-
ply fair. There is a good demand for beeswax at 22
@,'£H for good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son.
Feb. 7. Cincinnati. O.

Chicago.— floHe.i/.— Owing to extremely cold
weather there has been very little comb honey sent
out. but our market continues to rule at 14(5 15 for
the best grades of white; dark uncertain at 8@10; a
good light amber sells at 12c. Very little trade in
extracted honey: prices range from hWic, accord-
ing to quality, color, and flavor, and style of pack-
age. Beeswax brings 27®28 for the ordinary run.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Feb. 7. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Phil.adelphia.—Hr<)(» y.—Comb honev slow sale.
and in poor demand at \\@\'i. Extracted in good
demand and limited supply, at .5@6>^. Pure bees-
wax very scarce, and in good demand at 30c.

Wm. a. Selser,
Feb. 11. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Closingout balance of mvflne extracted basswood
honey at 7c f. o. b. Who is not supplied ':

Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

We yet have extracted alfalfa at $7.80 per box of
120 lbs. AiKtN Bros., Loveland, Cok).

WANTED.-5000 lbs. clear yellow beeswax, at 27c
casli; alsosevt^ral tons pure extracted honey

that does not contain basswood or buckwheat; also
several tons pure extracted white-clover honey, at
10c; send samole and quantity before shipping, to

W.M. A. Selser, 10 Vine St., Philadelphia. Pa.

ITlOR SALE.—Alfalfa comb honej', snow white, 12c;
partly from Cleome, light amber, lie.

D. S. Jenkins, Las Animas, Col.

Crane Smoker
1895 Pattern.

This excellent smoker was in-

troduced some two years ago,

since which time it has worked
itself ra]iidly into i)opular favor.

r^^v

Its Distinctive Feature is the Crane
N'alve. by which the full force of the bellows
is secured without wa.ste, and by which also
smoke is i)revcnted absolutely from going uito
thf bellows.

The Legs are of Skeleton Malleable
Iron, contracted at the feet so as to be out of
the way of the lingers in handling, and are se-
ciiiefl to the bellows by bolts inste:id of screws.

The Shield is of Light Corrugated Tin,
and bays n(>.\t to tlicbeliows, thus gl\ ingainple
protection from heat.

The Cone Top easily tilts back for re=

l)lenishing llie smoker, and is secured liy a
miilleable-ii-on hinge, the working parts of
whieli are milled Ml as ti> insure accurate ad-
.jiistinent to I he stoxe or cup.

As to Fuel, it will burn any thing, in=

chiding Soft Coal. Stovewiiod. Planer-shavings;
audit makes no difference how much the lat-
ter may be crammed down in the cup, thei-e
will be the same strong blast as before.

Price. 3j-inch barrel, >81.H5, post-
paid: or $1.50 by fi^t. or exp.

The A. I. Root Company,
Medina, Ohio.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

Tlie riali Bee-keepers' Assoeiatioii will liokl its senii-aiimial
iiieetiiitiT on Tlmrsilay, April 4. at 111 A.M., in the Fisli Coiiiiiiis-
sidiier's looms, in tlie new eitv and eouiitv bnildint;-. Halt Lake
^'itv. GKO. E. Dl'DLKY, See.. PidV.i. I'tall.

' iie.Nt ainnial meeting of tlie C'ential California Bee-keep-
.ssociation will take place in Relnia. Cal., on Wed., March

.J. F. Flory, Sec. Leniooie. Cal.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under tiiis head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as man.v lines as von please,
"but all over five lines will cost you according: to our reenlar
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex-
ohanpres. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a lino will >)o charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
l)e responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

YOTTNG MAN with some exi^ericuce in bee-keep
in^- wovilcl like position with a practiciil nniiirist

wliere lie ean thoroughly learn the business. An
Eastern State preferred. Good references.

F. C. JoNFS, Jr., 99 So. 10th St., Newark, N. .T.

WANTED.—To e.xchanpe a 10-inch Koot founda-
tion-mill, g-ood as neWjfor liives in flat, or sec-

tions i\i,xiM, 1 to foot.
A. W, Gahdner, Centreville, Mich.

WANTED. --.Supplies, hoiie.y, or offers, for improved
Monitor incubator and brooder in perfect Cf)n-

dition. S. Howarth, Florissant, Col,

wANTED —Position in apiary; experience, g-ood
leference, singrle.

E. H. FUHRMAN, Pleasant Home, O.

WANTED,—To exchange supplies and other g-oods
for honey, O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa. 30tf

WANTED.—To exchange several grood safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample,

J, A, Green, Ottawa, III,

WANTED.—To exchang-e 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation,

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark,

WANTED.—For spring: planting-, apple, quince,
currants, g:ooseberr.v. strawberry, in exchang-e

for g-olden qaeens, in June.
J, F. Michael, Greenville, O,

WANTED,—To exchange bee-sui)plies for either
Gem or Cig'ar-box planer.

E, J, Shay, Independence, W, Va,

Ij^OR OFFERS, -One No, :.' Automatic grauge lathe,
and 1 improved g-aug:e lathe (for handle-making).

Let me know a good loctition for a custom sawmill,
some one, W. S. Ammon. Reading, Pa,

WANTED.—A quantity of drawn combs,
eitf I .T, Stkingham, 10.5 Park Place, N, Y,

w .\NTED.—To exchange telegraph stock for bees
or nursery stock in spring,

) "W, G, Chamberlain, Pittstield, Me,

WANTED.-To exchange alfalfa seed and span
mare mults, for nuclei and queens and bass-

wood tree.s,

eoi Bert, W, Hopper, Garden City, Kan,

fl,' ANTED.—To excliange one double stereoptlcon
ft outfit, consisting of a oak-timshed lanterns to
burn Willi a lam]) or lime light, with 1 pair of Dar-
let lens, with dissolving keys and s.iturator, with 9'Z

plain and colored views suitable for exhibitions and
advertising, valued at $12,5.(1(1, for liand-saw, stand-
ard make, oi- any kind of macliineiy that 1 could
use, W, H WoHLEY, Keokuk, Iowa,

WANTED,—By an apiarist, 1(1 .yi ars' experience, a
position with some man making a specialty of

tee-keeping or supjily work,
J. B. Henderson, Roney's Point, W, Va. Box 96.

WANTED.-To exchange a Barnes combined foot-
power saw, for L. brood-frames of comb, and

nucleus hives, or offers.
J. E. Henderson, Elm Grove, W. Va. Box T.

WANTED.—To exchange Merritt typewriter, dou-
ble cinch saddle, runabout sleigh with shafts,

Demaz lathe and scroll saw, for bicycle, or otters.
Describe wheel. S. (

', Snow, Blakesburg, Iowa,

WANTED,—To exchange the best paper-shell pe-
cans known, for onion-sets, asparagus roots, or

moss such as nurserymen use for packing trees,
E, E, KisiEN, San Saba, Texas,

WANTED,—To correspond with bee-keepers in
Alabama, Georgia, and Florida, in regard to

the hone.v crops; also the price of land.
Address John Burr, Braceville, 111.

500 Barrels Sweet=Potato Seed.
Yellow .lersey, best variety, 13.00 per barrel.
Red Spanish, Red Bermuda, and Jersey Queen,

$4.00 per Inurel; .5sj discount On 5-barrel lots.
Our stock is tine. Order now and secure a sup-

pl,V at reasonable prices. K. M. AlAH^\j>»,
:i-7ei Bojv l^:i, Terre Haute, Ind.

Inc M ^mifh I'erkiomenville, Pa., breeder ofjaa. JTl. OIUIllI, 16 leading varieties of Poultry.
Eggs, $1.00 per 15. Catalog free.

pOR SALE.—40 acres of choice, healthy pine-land,
partly cleared, with house and barn, near P. O.,

K mile from Gulf; fine bee-range, for only $700 !

Reason, having two places.
CHAS. NORMAN, St. Petersburg, Jla,

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and everything ;i Bee-keei)ers
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. (iO-page cata-
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Read what J, 1. Parent, of
Charlton, N, Y., says — "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 3,000
lioney-boxes, and a great deal o€
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-

^ 'lives, etc, to make, and we ex-
'^pect to do it all with this saw.
"It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue auu Price I-ist free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a. I, Root Co.
eiotf Please mention this paper
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Over $5.00
Is what it costs to take, the leading

bee - journals, even if secured at

clubbing-rates. The Bee-keepers'
Review endeavors to give the ckeam of all these journals, and it costs only

fl.OO. If you can't afford to take all of the journals, yet wish to be well

informed in apicultural matters, try the Review.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

LISTEN HERI !W-Page lice-Book FREt
To every New Subwfriber sending- $1.00 tor the Wt-ekly American Bee Journal for a
year. (The book is " Be^s and Honey " by Thos. G. Newman). Besides articles from the best
bee-keepers, the Bee Journal nnw h is(i Department Editors— Mrs. Jennie Atchley in "The
Sunny Southland;" " Canadian Bee lom " by " Bee-Master;" •' Questions and Answers " by Dr.
C. O. Miller; "Notes and Comment ," hiPres E. I'. Abbott; " Doctor's Hints" on good health,
by Dr. Pelro; and " Among the Bee- Papers " by " Gleaner," who gleans the best from all the
bee-papers each week. Space f Tbids t lling more. Better send lor Free Sample Copy, or
%1 00 as per above offer JSP" 20-€ent «"rlal Trip i.'i months o"- 13 wks.) to New subscribers

Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 56 FIFTH AVE., CHICAGO, III.

E. KRETCHHER, RED OAK, IOWA, •'It V
SEXDS FREE HISS CATALOG OF 72 ILLUSTICA'PED PAGES: DESCHIBES
EVERYTHING USED IN THE APIARY; BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.
CAPACITY ONE CAKLOAD .\ DAY. WHITE Al' ONCE POK HIS CATALOG.

I told you so.
Mi)i. Atclili'u:- The one-frame nucleus 1 got of

you last .spring gave me 12(1 well-tilled one-pound
sections. J. A. Smith, Heber, Utah, Oct. 9, 1894.

Now, haven't 1 told .you that it will pay to send
bees nt)rtli in the spi ing ?

One-frame nucltus, $1.00; 10 or more, 90c each.
Bees by pound, same price. LTntested queens to go
with them, 75c each.
I'ntested queens by mail, $1.00 each; $5.00 forH;

$9.00 per dozen, till June; after, 75c each; $+.25 for
6, or $8.00 per dozen, i breed the lenther-colored
Italians, 5 bands, and Carniolans, in separate yards,
at safe distance.
Tested. 3 bands, $1.50 each; 5 bands or Carniolan.s,

$3.50 each.
Fine breeders of either race, or imported queens,

$5.00 each. Full colonies with untested queens. $6.00,
Ask for discounts to dealeis, and l)v quantities.
The only steam bet-liive factory in' south Texas.

Root's goods, Dadant's foundation, and Bingham
smokers.
Safe arrival on every thing guaranteed. Send for

FREE catalog that tells all about riiising queens.
JENNIE ATCHLEY, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

TOE have a large stock of SECTIONS now ready," both No. 1 and No. 3. Write for special prices
on winter orders in large or sniiill lots, including all
other Supplies. Also Berry Crates and Baskets
made up or in flat.
Addiess BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO,,

®'^^ BERLIN Heights, O.

Woodcliff

Business

Queens.

price in (juantities. Send
for descriptive catalog.

To please nil. am bi'ceding
both Lcatlu'i-colored and
(iolden iVlurided Italians.
H:ive live apiaries, :! to 5
miles apart, iiinning :>.")0

nuclei. Vour ordeis tilled

Q
promptly. Can fuiiiish

ttt^C^rXC <ineens fmin March 1st to
UCCIIo* Nov. 10. The Lvather-col-

oredJi-bandefl Bleeder, im-
l)orled fiom Italy. Oct., '94.

Ihe Golden 5-banded Breeder, selected " fiom KKIO
queens, some producing -ICO lbs. of honey to colony.
State what you want, and send orders now for eaiiv
delivery. Guaranteed .,, l c- t
(lueens, 75c; special low Wm. A. hClSCr,

Wyncote, Pa.

Are you Looking

For the BEST
In bee-hives, sections, cases,
etc. y If so, drop us a postal
and we shall be pleased to send
you a copy of our 1 H95 catalog
and price list.

Q. B. LEWIS CO.,
Waiertown, Wis.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my l^oimdntian. Send for freesamples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root s new /-»o/i\s/»e</ Sections and other goods
at his prices, Iree Illustrated Price F-ist of every
thing needed in the apiary. Jl/f l-I I-I...^-^

"

Bell Branch, Mich. iU. 11. rlUnt,

420 Lbs. Averag^e
Is what my bees gave that I moved to the man-
grove; those at home, 300 lbs. each; ;>-t>a7it/ecf
^>ees, too. Queens, bred for business from
tins stock, will I e sent in 1895 for $1.00 each until
May; per doz., $8.00. Circular free.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.
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The beginning of the series of articles on

extracted honey, by Chas. Dadant, in A. B. J.,

is something in the line of an historical treat.

The British Bee Journal thinl^s it is not

an extravagant estimate to suppose the British

Isles could produce annually 5250 lbs. of honey.

An apiary of 34 colonies on top of a four-

story building in Philadelphia is reported in

A. B. J. Averaged 50 lbs. per colony in 18U2

and 18'.)3.

" Does it pay for the trouble to pack bees in

the spring after taking out of the cellar? " is a

query in A. B. J. Sixteen say no, five say yes,

and a few give mixed answers.

The a. I. Root Co. seems to be putting

branch houses everywhere. Please give the

street and number of the Marengo branch, so I

can save freight from Medina.

At Rockford. III., convention, several cases

of killing bees by spraying fruit-bloom were re-

ported. One man sprayed his plum-trees while

in bloom, and killed 30 colonies of bees.

I THOUGHT Doolittle was a Prohibitionist.

But from the way he scatters around sawdust
at intervals on the bottom of his bee-cellar, it's

evident that he's quite familiar with the ways
of the saloon!

"Foul brood" and "compulsory powers"
are words seen very frequently in connection in

the British Bee Jourudl nowadays, which
means they're making strong efforts to have
foul-brood laws.

"I FIND no difficulty," says J. Martin, in

Ji. B. /., "in retailing over half a ton of ex-

tracted honey every season at one shilling per
Mb. bottle." Think of it: $250.00 for 1000 lbs.

of extracted honey, and the bottles to hold it!

W. Stokes, Balnastraid, Scotland, writes: " I

am very successful in wintering. I use an

outer case, giving about two inches between it

and the hive. This space I pack with mats

made of rye straw, which gives warmth and

ventilation."

G. K. Hubbard reports in ^. -B. J. that in

moving his bees by wagon 50 miles he laid " a

small, tightly rolled roll of burlap across each

end of the frames before nailing fast the cov-

ers." That kept the frames in place without

other fastening.

It's doubtful if any one overlooks that ad.

on p. 112. It won't hurt that chap to "look

over" providing he moves cautiously; but a

sudden dodge backward might be fatal, for the

size of his lip is altogether out of proportion to

the allowance of neck.

A new departure in the way of programs

is that of Wisconsin for their winter conven-

tion. Not a speaker or essayist is mentioned,

but eight thoroughly practical topics are nam-
ed for discussion, with no hours named. I bet

you they'll have a good time.

Herr Reepen, the Centralhlatt epitomist,

met a box-hive man with 450 lbs. of wax on his

wagon who had harvested 6000 lbs. of honey,

making him a net income of $625. Herr

Reepen agrees with many others that box hives

should still hold a place in the heather regions.

I don't know who wrote this beautiful verse,

but it's what I wish for all the Gleaning.s
family:

Not to be tuneless in old age.

Oil ! surely blest, his pilgrim agre,

Who in his winter's snow
Still sings with note as sweet and clear

As in the morning of the year
When the first violets blow.

Where ARE WE at? Gleanings, page 104,

talks of voting for men, "irrespective of party."

What will become of our country if it comes to

that pass that a man isn't ready to sacrifice

any thing and every thing for " the good of the

party " ? Allee samee, I indorse what is said

about our Eugene, and add that he's no office

Secor.

Here's how Jas. Poindexter treats colonies

that have swarmed, the same having clipped
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queens: " The queen is caged and placed un-

der the alighting-board, when the swarm soon

returns, and at the end of seven days she is re-

leased in the hive. Usually this stops any

further swarming during the season by colonies

thus treated."—^!. B. J.

Thk yeky same. First Small Boy.—We had

a little baby come from heaven to our house

last night.

Second Small Boy.— Huh', that's nothin': we
had one went to heaven from our house last

night.

First Small Boj/.— Say, Pete. Fli bet it's the

same kid.

An American mixture that's sure cure for

foul brood is mentioned in B. B. J., and that

skeptical journal expresses doubts about it, and

says something about "wooden nutmegs."

Now look hero. Mr. J. Bull; we own up to the

wooden nutmegs, but we don't want the

humbugs of all creation saddled on us; and
when one is gotten up on British soil, please

don't put our label on it.

What a bit of spite can be shown by empha-
sis on some little word! When Mary marries

John, Sarah (who has failed to catch him) says,

"I hope Mary will be happy with him," and
the special emphasis on that word " hope " pre-

dicts dire calamity for Mary. And now "ye
editor" says, p. 104, "I hope the doctor's past

record will enable him to live down such a re-

port." Why couldn't he hush it up. as I do his

failings?

That's a nice scheme of A. I. Root, to have
a gain of a year by cutting crimson clover in

time to plant corn on the ground; but, pray,

where are the poor bees to have a chance then?
Per contra. C. E. Thorne reports from Ohio Ex-
periment Station in Stockman: "We have nor

yet succeeded in getting a satisfactory stand of

this clover at the Experiment Station, though
several attempts have been made, nor have we
heard of its being successfully grown in this

latitude.

HIVES, LARGE VS. SMALL.

small hives moke pkofitabI/E. and why;
a careful kkview of the whole

matter.

Jiy H. R. Baardnuoi.

I have been discussing the matter in my own
mind for some time as to whether any thing
more could be protitably said upon this already
thoroughly canvassed subject. I am quite
sure, when the arguments are all in, could the
vote be taken, no change would be noted in the
use of hives.

It could not be possible that all of the bee-

keepers in this great diversified land, from the

cold North to the sunny South, could agree

upon the same kind of hive, either in size or

style.

Methods must be as various as the climate.

This question of hives, then, is largely a mat-

ter of locality. I can speak for my own locali-

ty only, as to what hives or methods suit me
best. I would not presume to discuss with the

bee-keeper of the South or West as to what is

best for his locality.

Much depends, too, upon what is sought to

be accomplished—whether the apiarist is work-

ing for comb or extracted honey, or both to-

gether; whether he wants increase, or wants

to prevent increase; whether he wants to se-

ll. R. BOA ROMAN.

cure all possible of the hom^y gathered, and
supply its place by feeding, or depend entirely

upon natural sources. It seems to me that, for

the ijroduction of extracted honey, the liering-

up feature would be indispensable, whether the

hive used were large or small: and it also ap-

pears to me, that a small hive is better adapted
to this purpose than a large one. But I am a

specialist in comb honey, and perhaps had bet-

ter consider the qtu^siion from that standpoint

alone. In order that my prejudices as well as

my preferences be more clearly understood I

will describe my hive:

It is an eight- frame hive, taking a frame V2f.^

xl% in., inside measure. You will see that

this enables me to use a wide frame for sections

that holds sections. frames to the hive, or 54

sections in a hive. I have lecently, within two
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or three years, commenced using 9 frames in my
eight-frame hive, in a space of 12 in., and the

number so used is increasing eacii year. It

gives some advantages that I will not describe

here, only to say it gives very nice combs; so

you may put me on record as favoring the

eight-frame hive with 1) frames in it, and with

the tieriug-up feature. Let me say, first and

last and all of the time, that, in an experience

of 3.T years, I have found my hive large enough
for every time and place.

There are two principal points which I take

into consideration in deciding the proper size

for a hive: I want it large enough to hold suf-

ficient winter stores, and also to furnish about

the right capacity for brood for the average

queen—average, I say, for I have never been

able to have all of my colonies breed up uni-

formly. Some queens will outdo and go ahead
of the rest, w hile others will fall behind. It is

a prominent feature of my work in the bee-

yard during the early part of the season, when
the bees are building up rapidly, to equalize the

strong and weak colonies: and until I have all

of uniform strength in the yard, and all built

up to the full capacity of the hive. I think I

have no need of more room: and with all in

this condition I feel that I am well prepared for

the beginning of the honey-harvest. I do,

however, build up extra strong colonies some-
times by tiering up, which I will describe here-

after.

For winter stores I would consider it poor

economy to have a hive larger than required,

when well filled, to carry the bees through, and
have the honey all cleaned out at the beginning
of the honey-harvest. I should rather feed a

little to bridge over than to furnish hive room,
and tug in and out of winter quarters a lot of

old stores that are worse than useless in the
hive.

In the early days of my bee-keeping expe-
rience I used to buy bees in old box hives, and
transfer them to movable-frame hives. These
hives were of all shapes and sizes, and my work
upon them gave me an excellent opportunity of

observation, and I availed myself of this op-

portunity. Proper size of hives was one of the
things I had in mind, and I satisfied myself that
a brood-chamber of about :?000 cubic inches was
near right; and the experience of many years
since has confirmed that decision. In many of

the largest of the box hives that I transferred,

I found old stores that had been carried over
from year to year until it was thick and waxy.
I could not see how the colony could be benefit-

ed by this surplus of stores: and unless a knowl-
edge of the reserve gave them a sense of secu-
rity, I decided that such hives were too large.

When hives were so small that brood-rearing
had to be economized, I decided that these were
too small.

LARGE SWAKMS FKOM BIG HIVES.
There has been a great deal said from time lo

time about large hives giving large swarms

—

big booming swarms—and much heavy argu-

ment is brought forward to show the profit of

these large swarms, and consequently the ad-

vantage of large hives. Now. isn't it a fact

that the size of the swarm depends almost en-

tirely upon the queen. Would any queen pro-

duce any larger swarm in a large hive than a

small one, so long as she was not restricted in

laying and the bees were furnished room? I

think it is the laying capacity of the queen that
regulates the size of swarms almost entirely.

Now about the economy of large swarms.
How large would it be economy to have swarms?
Of course, there is a limit beyond which it

would not pay to go. A large swarm costs just

as much per pound to raise as a small one; and
who can tell what is a big booming swarm

—

how many pounds of bees? So far as I can re-

member, no one has thought to tell us just how
many pounds of bees there are in a big booming
swarm that issues from a big hive.

If we had a big pile of bees, as we sometimes
do in the swarming season, when several

swarms go together, how many would it be

profitable to put together in a hive in dividing

them up? I have sometimes hived these big

abnormal colonies all in one hive, and given

them room, and watched them with expecta-

tion of wonderful results. To be sure, they

work very rapidly at first, and do more than an
ordinary colony; but they never come up to my
expectation. They soon become normal in size,

and never make a record that will compare
with the same amount of bees in two colonies.

During the swarming season last year my
bees were in what I called very fair strength.

In order to know just what my swarms were, I

set them on the scales and weighed them be-

fore shaking them out of the basket. I found

them to weigh 7 to Tjo lbs., from single eight-

frame hives. I could never see much gained by

having swarms much larger than this.

BUILDING UP COLONIES BY TIERING UP.

I find no difficulty in getting brood reared in

two hives by tiering up. In fact, I had thought
that more brood could be secured by this meth-
od than any other I had ever tried. It involves

some extra labor, and requires plenty of stores,

unless honey is coming in. When a colony be-

comes strong, and needs more room, if a hive of

empty combs be placed on top oroverit. the

bees will soon occupy it. and the queen will not

be long in following. The empty combs, with
a strong force of workers, make the conditions

favorable for the queen to do her best, and she

will not be long in filling the combs with brood.

I do not expect the queen to continue laying in

both hives at the same time. I do expect, and
am not often disappointed, when the queen goes

above, that she will continue work in the upper
hive until it is full of brood; and unless honey
is coming in, the bees will remove a considera-

ble portion of the honey above also, thus leav-
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ing the lower set of combs empty, or nearly so,

as fast as the brood hatches. My hive being

deep, no doubt gives different results from a

shallow one. Bees are inclined to occupy the

upper hive when tiered up. This I call forcing

the queen. I can, if I wish to continue brood-

rearing longer in both hives, set the bottom

hive on top. and it is in the most favorable con-

dition to tempt the queen above again. But it

is not economy to push brood-rearing far into

the honey season.

The tiering feature I find valuable in uniting

colonies. I just place one colony over the other,

with a honey-cloth or oil cloth between, with a

corner turned so that a small passageway en-

ables them to get acquainted, and. after a few

days, remove the cloth, place the hive to be oc-

cupied on top, with the queen.

In the same way I unite colonies when they

are set out of winter quarters; but no cloth is

necessary between the hives, nor is it necessary

to kill one of the queens. Being of the same
scent, they unite without confusion; and often

both queens continue work for some time.

There has been much of the best thought of

our best apiarists expended in devising methods

by which brood-rearing could be judiciously en-

couraged early in the season, when the colonies

are light, and are struggling against vicissi-

tudes of weather, with a large amount of brood

to care for. Contract the brood-nest by use of

division-boards and dummies, the use of cush-

ions, and packing and care resorted to for the

purpose of protecting the colony and econo-

mizing the heat. But these are all expensive,

and involve much labor and continual fussing,

and I think they are only arguments in favor

of smaller as well as more properly constructed

hives.

I have not called attention to the advantage

of a small hive over a large one, in the lifting,

carrying in and out of winter quarters, etc.

The ground has all been gone over, but this I

consider an important item not to be overlooked.

After all, the question is not whether A can

get better results with a large hive than with a

small one, but whether A can get better results

with a large hive than B can with a small one
under the same conditions.

East Townsend, Ohio.

[For a long time I have been more and more
convinced, from various talks that I have had
with Mr. Boardmaii, that he is one of the keen-
ensi. brightest, and most intelligent bee-keep-
ers we have; and if there is a closer observer of
Natureand her laws I do not know him. I

have been trying to get him to write; but it

was not until now that I have prevailed upon
him to give us a series of articles, and the one
above is ihe first installment. The subject he
has taken up and handled so well is one that
I assigned to him, as I believed him to be as
competent as any one to review the whole situ-

ation, now that it is about time to draw the
•^/ hive discussion, both large and small, to an end

of the literature that has appeared in the past
in Gleanings.

I had expected in the present article that he
would be somewhat on the "other side of the
fence" in this hive discussion: but although
he uses a different size of frame, it is somewhat
encouraging to see that, with Dooliitle and a
host of others, and over a different route, he has
settled upon 2000 cubic inches as the correct

size of brood-nest. Mr. Boardman says he finds

no difhculty in getting brood reared in two
hives by tiering up. This is the position that
some of us, in opposition to that practical bee-

keeper, C. A. Hatch, have held, and I am glad
to see one more good authority to sustain us in

this.—Ed.]
A very interesting and valuable article quite

in line with Boardman's views will be found in

this issue, by G. M. Doolittle. on page 137.

BEE-KEEPING AS A SPECIALTY. NOT A SUC-
CESS.

FRITIT-GROWING AND BEE-KEEPING A GOOD
COMBINATION IN CALIFORNIA.

By ll'm. O. Hewe«

'/
for the present. Mr. Boardman's articles will
probably be somewhat of the nature of a I'eview

Essays advising that bee-keeping as a busi-

ness be made a specialty by the persons en-

gaged therein have been written from time to

time. The essayists are often eloquent in their

advice, but never, I believe, practice what they

preach. One of the best of these articles was
written by a gentleman in Michigan whom
Ernest Root, in his recent bicycle- tour, discov-

ered to have a very fine orchard. The "G. in

M." has, no doubt, perceived, as has the writer,

that the growing of fruit fits in more happily

with the production of honey than does any
other occupation.

The bees in this part of California require

constant attention during the months of April,

May. and June. During the remainder of the

year, a few days' attention each month is all

that is needed. Now, during the months of

April. May, and June, when the lees need con-

stant attention, the requirements of an orchard

are only cultivation, and this simple work can

safely be entrusted to any ordinary farm help.

The specialist bee-keeper, by the first of July,

is beginning to wonder how he is going to "kill

time" for the next nine months (and if it be a

dry season following, he will have to kill time

for the next twenty-one months) ; but the fruit-

growing bee-keeper quits his extracting to at-

tend to the drying of his apricots; and from

apricots he goes to peaches, to prunes, to pears,

to grapes, to figs, to apples, almonds, olives, or

oranges, as the soil or climatic conditions of his

locality make most profitable. By a proper se-

lection of varieties the fruit-growing bee-keep-

er can harvest fruit from the end of his honey
harvest until the beginning of the winter rains,

at which time he has leisure to plow his or-

chards and paint his hives, thus occupying the

whole year in a way conducive both to his hap-

piness and his profit.

Numerous have been the devices of bee-keep-
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ers to '•kill time" during the eighteen months

which have elapsed since we last had honey to

extract. Some have got a " job " on fruit-ranch-

es, others roam the hills with guns, potting

quail and rabbits for market; and others again

have retired to the mountain fastnesses with

pick and shovel, to delve in the gravel of the

creek-beds for gold dust; but their realizations

are generally smaller than their anticipations.

Only once have I heard where, in this seeking

after gold, the realizations equaled the antici-

pation. But this bee-keeper did not dig his

gold, for he was a bold bad bandit and wrecked

a train. The sacks which he carried away are

said to have contained $30,000. In course of

time he was captured, and now he will never

"herd "bees again, for both himself and his

partner (a nice young man from the Salvation

Army) are living in strict retirement.

I wish here to place myself on record as say-

ing that the making of bee-keeping in Califor-

nia a specialty is the acme of asininity. Many
bee-keepers owning plenty of land do not even

grow fruit enough for home consumption, be-

lieving it can not be grown excepting on those

lands which can be irrigated. If they will plow

deep, and then with harrows and clod-crusher

pulverize the soil to the fineness of meal, and

by constant cultivation keep it so, they can

grow any thing. I care not how deep down
it is to water. I have planted grape-cuttings,

and gathered a bunch of grapes from them the

same season. From apricots and peaches I

have gathered fruit eighteen months after

planting the tree ; and almonds, pears, and
urunes will give fruit in from three to four

years after planting.

Newhall, Cal., Jan. 20.

[If I understand you correctly you are not a
firm believer in bee-keeping as a specialty; and
you point to the gentleman in Michigan, who
has been an advocate of this doctrine, and say
in effect he is not a practicer of what he
preaches. Mr. Taylor—and I presume this is

the chap to whom you refer—makes a success
in both lines, and very possibly he would of
bee-keeping alone in good seasons; and, more-
over, I understand he is a good lawyer; and that
being the case he may and probably does get
some revenue out of that profession. But dur-
ing the past few poor honey years in Michigan,
when many of its bee-keepers were glad to av-
erage even 10 lbs. per colony, Mr. Taylor would
not have found bee-keeping a good bread-and-
butter specialty. One of the hardest blows to
the idea of bees as the sole bread-winner has
been the series of poor years. During the good
old-fashioned years, and Mr. T. probably had
reference to these, such as we used to have,
when bees every year brought to their owner
some returns, the specialty business was a suc-
cess. But now I believe I can almost count on
the fingers of my hands the number of men who
derive their living largely from bees; and if I

except from that number those who have ab-
solutely no other source of revenue there is

scarcely one. But take it in other branches of
agriculture, those who make a specialty of any
one line are very few. Even our friend T. B.
Terry, who has been a strong advocate of spe-
cialty on the farm, and one who used to grow

potatoes exclusively, and buy his other prod-
ucts, I believe now makes quite a business of
growing strawberries, and lecturing throughout
the State.
Well, then, if we accept the idea that spe-

cialty in bee-keeping to-day is not common,
what other lines of business combine with it

nicely? The one already mentioned — fruit-
growing—is one of the best. Poultry-raising is

also connected with it; but as a general thing
you will find that the great majority of our
bee-keepers are practical farmers, and that
their bees are only a side-issue.—Ed.]

OUR HONEY BESOURCES.

HOW TO INCREASE THEM; A VALUABLE AKTI
CLE REVIEWING THE ATTEMPTS THAT

HAVE BEEN MADE IN THP: PAST.

By C. H. Dihhan.

Ever since I commenced bee-keeping, some
thirty years ago. it has been a constant study

with me how to increase the yield of surplus

honey. Many a time during my enthusiastic

periods, when the flowers yielded abundantly,

I have thought that, owing to some device I

happened to be trying at the time, I had
"struck it rich," and visions of future wealth

and position in the bee-world would loom up in

the dim distance, only to be dashed to earth

when the poor years came again. Indeed, bee-

keepers seem to be of such a hopeful disposition,

that, during years of abundance, they quickly

jump to the conclusion that the coming years

will all "flow with milk and honey," and that

the hard times, when the flowers are scarce, or

will not "give down," are indeed past forever.

However much we may have indulged in such

thoughts, the recent few years of poor yields,

and failure, have dispelled the illusion.

My first efforts to overcome short yields was

to "invent" a new hive that would enable the

bees, by its peculiar shape and heat-economiz-

ing principles, to secure the honey whether the

flowers yielded or not. This worked all right

while the years remained propitious; but when
poor honey seasons came again, I came to the

reluctant conclusion that, after all, not so much
depended on the hive as on some other things.

About this time comb foundation made its

appearance, and I straightway made up ray

mind that this was the long-sought desideratum.

Why! was it not perfectly plain that all we
need to do was to give the bees frames and sec-

tions, filled with these waxen sheets, and, pres-

tol combs of nice sealed honey. But this, too,

the hope-destroying poor years soon laid low.

It was soon understood that, though It was an
excellent thing to secure nice straight comb
when honey could be found, it was utterly use-

less when the flowers refused to yield.

About next it was the particular strain of

bees that was to give us the great yields. The
superior honey-gathering merits of Italians,

Carniolans, Cyprian, et al., were duly extolled.

Some of our enterprising queen- breeders even
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tried to improve on these well-known old-fash-

ioned names by advertising "Golden Carnio-

lans," "Funics," "Five-banded Italians," and
" Red-clover " queens that "just rolled in the

honey." Well, the "rolling" business struck

most of us, who had met so many disappoint-

ments, very favorably, and many of us sent off

our money-orders and received the coveted

queens in due time. But again the poor sea-

sons soon taught us that even the most indus-

trious bees could not " make" honey.

Then it was thought that, by manipulation,

the desired results might be secured. Then the

non-swarming craze, the doubling-up plan, and
non-swarming devices; making two swarms
work in the same set of supers had its day: but,

strange to say, not much is heard of them of

late.

Now. I believe most bee-keepers who have
been engaged in the pursuit for 15 or 20 years

have had just about the experience here relat-

ed, and I do not wish to be understood as run-

ning down these efforts to improve our calling.

I fully believe that all these things have been

of great advantage. The hive, foundation, the

kinds of bees, the manipulation, are subjects

that can not be overlooked by the person who
may hope to be successful.

I think that most of us have learned that,

really, there is no short cut to success in bee-

keeping. The desire, however, to advance, and
take advantage of every suggestion and im-

provement, if it really is an improvement, is a

laudable one, and should be encouraged. It

has long appeared to me that the most promis-

ing field to increase our surplus-honey yield

was to increase our honey-yielding flora. It is,

perhaps, well enough to hunt to " the ends of

the earth "for better bees; but why not send

practical bee-men to study the honey-plants of

other countries, with a view to introducing

them here? It must be that some of the plants

that yield so abundantly in other countries

would do equally well here. Our linden is rap-

idly disappearing; and the white clover, owing
to our scorching summers and snowless winters,

is almost a thing of the past. It is becoming
quite evident that something must take their

places, if we may expect honey-yields in the

future.

Some fifteen years ago I commenced sowing
honey-plants in waste places, about stone-quar-

ries, along creeks and rivers, wherever a suit-

able place offered, and where no objection

would be likely to be raised. I have tried about
all the honey-plants that have attracted atten-

tion, including Simpson, Dr. Tinker's golden.

Chapman's, Rocky Mountain, etc., and I now
find some of these plants growing in the most
unexpected places. The plant, however, that

has given decidedly the best results, and one
that is able to hold its own against all the

world, is sweet clover. It is a "dandy," as Mr.
Muth says, and, no matter what the season or

the weather, it can be depended on to furnish

a fine quality of honey.

Some years ago I rented from three to five

acres of land adjoining my apiary, and kept it

in sweet clover for a number of years. While
so small a field did not give a yield of surplus

honey to 1.50 to 2.")0 colonies of bees during poor

seasons, yet it kept up brood-rearing, and often

gave me some surplus from fall flowers that I

should not have secured otherwise. Strange as

it may seem, the sweet clover has now spread

for several miles, growing wherever it can gain

a foothold; and in a few years more it will, no
doubt, be the main honey-plant in my locality.

I am glad to see such men as M. M. Baldridge

write about sowing 80 acres to this plant, and
shall anxiously watch the result. I see no rea-

son why Mr. B. could not make it a paying crop

for seed alone; and 80 acres of sweet-clover

bloom, in the immediate vicinity of an exten-

sive apiary, is a factor not to be despised. I

have often wondered why farmers did not make
more use of sweet clover as a forage plant and
for fertilizing. I know of several hog-lots, of

from 10 to 20 acres, that have produced nothing
but dog-fennel for the past ten or fifteen years.

Why not plow up, say, half, plant to sweet clo-

ver, and keep the hogs oft' for the first year?
The next spring, plow and seed the other half

and turn the hogs in to live on the tender clo-

ver-shoots. If not overstocked, enough clover

would bloom and seed the ground to keep it

from running out. Incidentally the neighbor-

ing bee-keepers would be benefited. Who will

try my plan?

Of course, it is always a good plan to do what
we can to induce farmers to sow alsike clover,

buckwheat, and other honey-producing plants.

One trouble with this idea is, that usually,

when clover, alfalfa, etc., begins to bloom, the

farmer appears with his mower and cuts it

down. But it often happens that, if you can
convince the farmer that the seed of the alsike,

alfalfa, etc., will pay well, he may be induced
to let it stand till done blooming, and ihus

give the bee- keeper the full benefit of the bloom.

Milan, 111.

[As. Mr. D. says, there is no short cut to suc-
cess in bee-keeping. But there are a great
many conveniences or "little comforts," as
some have called them. A good point is made
in utilizing the waste weed - patches. Sweet
clover is a sort of weed; but if nothing but
weeds will grow in these places, put one there
that will be worth something. Dr. Miller is a
firm believer in this doctrine: yes. he practices
what he preaches; but don't tell him that I
said so.—Ed.]

-^m— I ^
HONEY-PACKAGES FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.

WHY HONEY-BARKEL8 LEAK SOMETIMES; THE
remedy; ANOTHER VALUABLE ARTICLE.

By E. France.

In Gleanings for 1894, page 633, the editor

makes a plea for tin cans. I think cans are all
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right for small lots. I would a great deal

rather handle a large crop in barrels. I have
tried tin cans, and do use some yet for small

shipments. For large lots barrels are cheaper,

ship for less freight, in less carload lots. I

don't know how it would be in car lots. When
extracting in our out-apiaries we can with less

trouble put the honey in barrels, and load them
easier, than we could cans. With a pair of

skids three or four boys will roll into a wagon a

few barrels very quickly, whereas cans would
have to be lifted in two at a time—heavy work;
and when the cans are used, and the honey gets

candied, they arc a miserable thing to get the

honey out of. First the cans must be tilled full

to hold ()0 lbs. Now, it must be melted to get

the honey out; and unless you are especially

fixed for the work it is no fool of a job. I have
set a can in a wash-boiler: have set them in

the water-reservoir back of the stove, and it

lakes a long time to melt, as the honey is in

one solid chunk. The screw-cap must be

taken off: then, ten chances to one, the honey
will swell up and run out of the top before it is

melted, making a loss and a muss; and a6(»-lb.

can is a pretty heavy thing to lift up high

enough to put into a boih^r on the stove. First-

class oak, iron-bound barrels cost me, made
here, ipl..50 each, holding :!70 lbs., warranted not

to leak. I have handled our honey in such

barrels for -several years, and they do not leak.

As for melting the honey in the barrels, I

don't do it. I take the hoops all off' at one end

of the barrel, then the head will come out.

Take out the head, drive on the hoops again.

Now dig the honey out of the barrels, and melt

it in a tin pail; set in a kettle of water over the

fire, or melt it in whatever you please; but

have your melting-dish set in water to prevent

scorchingthe honey. I can pack honey in bar-

rels, and sell it for half a cent a pound less than

if packed in OO-lb. tin cans ; and then the

shipping freight is a good deal less.

But there is a growing demand for (50 lb.

cans. I suppose that is for the reason that

such kegs as molasses is packed in are not suit-

able for honey-packages. They are too frail,

and leak. A good oak keg, made suitable to

hold honey, costs too much. When I first be-

gan to extract honey I had very much trouble

to get a good package. I went to the best

cooper in town, and bought some kegs that

held 140 lbs. of honey-oak, with iron hoops.

Being a cooper myself, I thought they were all

right. He brought them out of the cellar. I

took them home and filled them—14 of them;
also got one barrel that held 500 lbs. I had
them in a room above ground. In a few days

they began to leak, and made me a great deal

of trouble. That year my home market took all

the crop at retail, so 1 had all the kegs left over

to fill again the next year. I made up my mind
that honey kegs and barrels should be kept in

a dry place; then, as fast as I get one empty, I

put it upstairs in the shop, first washing the
keg out clean inside, and putting in the head.
I let them stay there and dry out until I wanted
them the next year. I got some new barrels
made and put them up stairs also. Result-
when I wanted them the next year they were
dried out. I drove the hoops, and they were
tight. I filled them with honey, and there was
no leaking. We have never been troubled with
leaky barrels since. We now have our barrels
made in the winter. We put them in a dry warm
place until wanted; and if they are well made
they won't leak. It won't do to keep honey-
barrels down cellar. Barrels will soon leak
when taken from the cellar and filled with
honey. Honey doesn't seem to keep barrels
from drying out. Leaky barrels filled with
water will soon swell and hold water; but not
so with honey. It won't do to pick up any
thing you may find down town, for honey-
packages. They will be sure to leak, as they
are kept in a cellar. I think the honey will

pay for a good package, clean and tight.

After we had found out how to fix barrels so
they would not leak, we found we could save a
little money by buying barrels that would hold
.5,30 lbs. in place of the ones we were using,

that held 370. The small ones cost $1.50, the
large ones f l.fiO, so we got 50 of the large ones.

We found the large ones unhandy. They are
too big. A 370-1 b. barrel is about right, we
think. For retail trade we use tin pails. One
and two quart sizes take the best in Platteville.

Platteville, Wis.

[Many of the difticulties between the bee-
keeper and the buyer of honey is over leaky
barrels. The one says that so much honey was
lost, and the other doubts his statement, and so
on the trouble goes. All of this may be avoid-
ed by reading carefully what Mr. France has
to say above. The trouble in many of the
cases is not so much with the commission mer-
chant or buyer as with the producer, or, rather,
his (the producer's) lack of knowledge. Al-
though the Dadants the Muths and ourselves
haverepeatedly said.that barrels should be kept
in dry places, and that they should not be soaked
with water before putting in honey to make
them tight, yet almost every vear there are a
lot of bee-keepers who go on and do this same
thing, and as a result reap the natural conse-
quence—loss of honey, and a distrust of the
buyer. I think it would pay every bee-keeper
who ships his honey in barrels or kegs to paste
this up in his honey-house, where he can read
it once in a while.
The editorial referred to was by our business

manager, who has had some of the troubles
above mentioned, and his solution of the diffi-
culty seemed to be in the use of tin cans. When
I visited Mr. France last summer I saw stacks
of barrels of honey that were perfectly tight,
not even showing the least trace of leakage.
These same barrels, as Mr. France explains,
were bought some time ahead, and kept in a
dry place, and allowed to shrink all they
would; then after being carefully coopered up
they were ready for the honey.
Regarding the square cans and barrels, it'

seems to be largely a question of locality. In.
California and certain parts of the West, on ac-'
count of the dry climate, square cans are used as
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a matter of necessity. In the New York mar-
kets, and in Albany, I found that barrels and
kegs were preferred by all the commission men
and buyers. Two square cans in a box, they
claimed, were heavy and unwieldy; and then if

they were dropped, a bad leak was the result.

One commission man, I remember, told me he
would not have a square can of honey in his

place if he could help it; that there was no
reason for kegs and l^arrels leaking if the pro-
ducer only understood his business, and that, in

his opinion, it would not take them very long
to learn after they had shipped honey once or
twice, and had about half of it lost by leakage.

I suppose much of the trouble from leaky
barrels is owing to the fact that second-hand
molasses-barrels, none too good in the first

place, were used. The Frances, you see, buy
new barrels and make sure that they get good
ones at that.
This article will be seasonable, inasmuch as

it is the proper time now to procure your bar-
rels for next year. They should be put up in a
dry room, where they can season thoroughly.—
Ed.]

m— I ^
CALIFORNIA ECHOES.

By Ramhler.

Great Scott! I have just learned that there

are 191,988 bachelors in California.

It is a real pleasure to receive the first num-
bers of the bee-journals for the new year. All

show a progressive spirit, which is a sure indi-

cation that the industry Is marching on. Glory

hallelujah !

Hum! pull the cobwebs outen your ears, and

listen. The word bee-paradise is floating in the

air. Mr. Blankton, of Beeville, Tex., in A. B.

J. , says, "This is, no doubt, the bee-paradise of

this continent."

Some time ago Dr. Miller wondered or specu-

lated why the queen-bee has a curved sting.

Did you ever see a queen-bee sting a rival in

her cell? She clings around the cell; and the

sting, following the curve of the body, strikes

the rival in the thorax. Of course, the sting

has to be curved to " get there."

That was real mean for Mr. ThMlman to say

that our beautiful white-sage honey tasted of

alkali. Why, bless you, sir, our sages do not

grow in the alkali lands. We have but little

alkali lands here anyway; and where there is

much alkali the ground is barren. No, sir; you
will have to taste again; then taste of that

basswood honey, and see how minty it tastes.

In A. B. J., Bee-master says: " A narrow belt

of the Dominion of Canada, extending from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, has no superior as a

honey field anywhere in the wide, wide world."

Gallup says, " So California is not only the bee-

keeper's but the old man's paradise "—enough
paradise for two. Paradise is also found in

Florida, Cuba, heavenly Topolobampo, and

Australia. So paradise seems to depend upon
how much the love of one's locality is diffused

over the cerebrum. It is clearly a brain trou-

ble. Dr. Peiro, what shall we do with these

fellows?

I note that Dr. Miller is troubled about stop-

ping cracks in boxes. Beeswax, if run into cor-

ners of boxes, is sure to scale and crack. Try
paraflfine. It is free from the habit of cracking,

and sticks well. Quite a loose-jointed box can
be made water-tight by fitting into it a piece of

canton flannel; but before fastening it in, satu-

rate it thoroughly with hot paraffine, then se-

cure with small tacks, and your box is water-

tight. That is the way I make cheap trays for

photographic work.

There, now. those Canadians are trying to get

ahead of me on that magic-lantern business.

I had that very idea maturing and experiment-

ing on slides, when they popped up with their

lantern plans. Well, this is a big country, and I

think there is room for several operators of the

slide; and there is a splendid opportunity In

this direction for the proper education of the

public in relation to bee-keeping, methods of

work in the apiary, the opening flowers, and a

hundred interesting things. I wonder if we
cannot get up a bee photographic magic-lan-

tern exchange club. What do you say, friends,

in Canada?

I notice, Mr. Editor, that your proof-reader,

or some one else, in seeking to correct my pro-

nunciation of Spanish names, is making some
mistakes that will, of course, fall upon my
head. The Spanish as spoken here is not the

pure Castilian. It is corrupted more or less;

and when I give the pronunciation after a word
I give it just as I have heard it spoken scores

of times. For instance, in Ramble 12.3 I used

the name Jolon, a town. It is pronounced Ho-
lon(% and your interpreter put it Jo—, which is

wrong, as he of course knows, for all Spanish

words having a J in them are pronounced as an

H; as, San Jose (riosay), or San Joaquin (Hoa-

quien), or, as it is popularly pronounced, here,

Wauk-een. Then in the same ramble Gonsales

is fixed over into goan-saw-lais. Now, that is

near the Castilian pronunciation, but here it is

cut short, and is pronounced as gun, or gu-saw-

lis. I mention these words, and especially "Jo-

lon," for California readers will notice the

wrong rendering, and accuse me of being a ten-

derfoot.

[Regarding the Spanish words, it was a typo-
graphical error that we did not represent Jolon
as if pronounced Ho-?o?ie, as a Spanish J is a
Yankee II; but Rambler makes three syllables
of it, as if pronounced Ho-lo-?iaiy. In this re-

gard we fear he stands " H'lone." We believe
that even those who speak Spanish with a
brogue would regard the figured pronunciation
of the other words as correct, from the stand-
ard of the Spanish Academy. The trouble
was, if any, the pronunciation was too exact.

We have always tried, and shall continue to do
so, to give Rambler's exact meaning; and in

the case in question we are glad we got it too
good rather than too bad. So far we have fol-

lowed Rambler very closely in his travels, by
means of a map, lexicon, and Spanish books,
and have tried to verify every word printed.

—

Proof-readkr.]
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WEED SEEDS SOMETIMES FOUND IN CLOVER
SEED.

AN IMPORTANT WOKK BY THE NORTH
LINA EXPERIMENT STATION.

Bee-keepers have more or less to do with all

tlie clovers; and as there has been in times

past (luiie a little trouble in regard to various
seeds, and some discussion as to what these

seeds were, we have thought best to extract the
following from Bulletin No. 108. of the North
Carolina Experiin(uit Station, which station has
kindly loaned us the cuts given:

THE CLOVER FAMILY.

The clovers are tlie most frequently adulterated,
and generally the foulest samples found in the mar-
kets Crushed quartz rock, either pUun or colored,
t(5 resemble true seed, has l)een frequently employ-
ed where dealers do not fear detection. Old, discol-

ored, and worthless seeds are often dyed, and mixed

Fig. 18.—Plantain —a. riuil.with attaclu-d cinulla; h, tin- 4

<'orolla-]ietals; c, twin .seeds; d. the inner smfaee of seeiis; e.

bafk of seed ; f, seed, natural size.

with fresh seed. These " doctored " .seeds can be de-
tected by pouring: some of the seed upon a clean
white cloth, sliglitly moistened, and rubbing- the
seeds thereon. The cloth wjll remove the artificial

coloring-, and show it. Quartz g-ralns can be readily
detected by e.vamining the seeds with a magnifying-
glass. "Uncleatied " sam|>les often contain a fifth

of their weight in weed-seeds, the most common of
which are plantain (Pkoitaiio lam-e<il(it(U Fig". 18),

Fjg. 19.—SHEEt' Sorrel.—
a. seed in liull ; b. a nake<l ~
seed; c. natural size. *-

Fig. '.iO
—Chick,wked.

— a, natural size ; b,
niatrnified ; e. same in
profile.

sheep sorrel {Rumer accUtrrUn, Fig. 19i, chickweed
(Ceraslium triviale. Kig. 20), pigeon -grass {Sttaiui
ylauca and S. rf'ri'dis, Figs, 21 and 22), ox-eye diiisy,
dog-fennel, and buttercup ' Seeds of a parasitic
plant commonly known as dodder, '• devil's-gut,"

and goldthread, are
usually present in
-amples of luceinc
and clover imported
trom Eumpe. These

„ plants. hdtanicalU
V' (Mlled Cusinta cinli

liuiii and <'iif<nil(i 1 1

1

tiilii, aie shown at
._, Figs. 23 and 24. Sani-

b, back and front ples wllich COnt.llll
views. eniai-Ked: .-. even a trace of seeds
natural size. ^j t,,;^ f^,^,, pamsite
should be rejected, wliateverbe their
price. A full account of this weed
was given in Bulletin 70 of the North [

Carolina E.xperiment Station. s._

AlsikeH-tover seed (Fig 2.5) is largely iiatinai size.'

imported from Europe, and is apt to contain dodder-

'1 — I'IGI ON
iRASS (GREEN), —a.

Fig. '^a.-PiGEON-
; .-ASS (Yeixowj.
—a, ina^nitied t<i

marking; b.

seed (Fig. 24—on the ground), which, being of nearly
the same size as the clover-seed, is very difficult to

get rid of. Uncleaned samples are
move or less infested with seeds of
buttercup, plantain (Fig. 18), sheep
sorrel (Fig. 19), and chickweed (Fig.

, »<»».». 20).
h __„.„

Fig. -23.—Flax Dod- Fig. 24. —Clover Dodder.
DER.—a, natural size; — r, seetion of a seed; e,

h. niatiuified; i-, don- endosperm ; v, vegetation
Ide seeds. point.

Crimson - clover seed Is
generally much cleaner
than other clovers, and
the samples are not often
adulterated. The mo.st
common impurities are
plantain (Pig-. 18), ox-eye
daisy, and sheep sorrel
(Fig. 19).

: Japan clover is usually
sold in the husk, and is not
adulterated; neither does

it contain as impurities other kinds of seed, for Jap-
an clover permits no other plant to grow among it.

Fig. 2.1.-alsike Clover.
natural size; b. side view si

ins- rootlet; e, profile view.

Fig. 26.—Common Pimpernel.— b, double
fruit; e, d, single fruit, back and front
view, enlarged.

Samples are, however, often very dirty with sticks,
siones, and trash. In diy seasons the seeds do not
fill well. Good seed should weigh 24 pounds to the
bushel.

Lticernesecd is largely import-
ed from Europe, and is apt to
contain dodder (Figs. 23 and 24),

plantain (Fig. 18), common pim-
pernel (PimpiueHa saxifi-aga.

Hi. -38 —Ravsted-weed.—a, b. front
1 protile views; c, natural size.

Fig. 26), and seeds of composite weeds. American-
grown seed-samples are apt to contain seeds of hog-
weed (Amara)itus spinonus), dog-fennel, and plgeon-

FlG.-«l. Ra(;w KKD.—<-, without pappus, and
(•\it cjpen; d. natwiul size; d, e, uaKeil .seed; f,

section of seed, showing cotyledons.

grass (Figs. 21 and .""). European lucerne-seed is

generally better than American-grown seed. The
best comes from Provence, in Prance.
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Fl(i.:«).—COKN CoiKLK
iiralsize; h. imiHiiifieil

Fic. :il.—WiiiTK Clover.
—a. natural size ; li. side
views. sliowiiifT rootlet; i'.

profile.

#
Rrd-clm-crseed is not now imported fiom Europe.

The most common adulterants are quartz grains,
which can be detected

^ ^^^ by using a magnit'ying-

1
h o ^^^R^liiss. Uncleaiied red-

lover seed is probably
tlie foulest seed on the
market. The most com-
mon impurities found
are plantain (Fig. 18),

sheep sorrel (Fig. 19),

pigeon-grass (Figs. 21,

32), ragweed iAinhrnxiii
FlG.H-i—SpiRKY.—a.uatmal sjze: artenm(efiili(t (Figs. 27.

1>. 0. .1. (liflferent views, nrnjinifieil.
gg^^ ransied-weed (Lili-

nrifi vulgaris. Fig. 28). corn cocTi\e {AaroxtrmiiKi ijitli-

Of/o, Fig. SO), dog-fennel. o.\-eye daisy, and wild car-

rot. Dodder (Fig. 24) is also apt to be present in

samples of red clo-

ver, though not so
frequently as with
lucerne. The least
trace of dodder-seed
should condemn the
sample.

n'hite-chwrr seed—
shown in Fig. 31—is,

to some e.xtent. im-
ported from Europe,
and it is sometimes
adulterated witli old
and dead seed, color-
ed and doctored with
sulphur, to resemble fk;. :!.!.-S.tiNKoi.N.-K. e. tju- huiie.i

fresh seed. Quartz seed; l). d. tlie naked seed: a and li.

grains, eitlier plain "atnrai size.

or colorejd, are used for tlie same purpose. 'I'he most
common impurities in badly cleaned samples are
plantain (Fig. 18), sheep sorrel (Fig. 19). and spurry
(Siierijula nrvnisis. Fig. 32). Dodder may be present
in samples of white clover, but it does not affect this
species as much as it does red clover, alsike clover,
and lucerne.

THE SEALED -COVER QUESTION REVIEWED.

WHY THEY WERE CONDEMNED.

Bii A. S. Martin.

Friend Root:—l would ask those who make
such a handle of bees wintering in cracked

hives and rent hollows of trees if they ever took

the trouble to observe the situation of the cluster.

Were the bees really exposed to the draft from

those crevices? Pshaw! nonsense! they can

not be induced to form their cluster in the

midst of an upward draft, if they can possibly

avoid it. In all these cases it seems certain they

were able somehow to shun it. Those reports

in Gleaninos, seemingly so adverse to sealed

covers, appear to me exceedingly defective and
unsatisfactory. Thoy almost, without excep-

tion, ignore bottom ventilation. How can such

reports give the "black eye" to sealed covers,

or "seal their fate"? The trouble seems to

have been with the sealed or partially sealed

bottoms. The interior of a hive with close

walls and scaled cover is practically a dead-air

space, subject to no fluctuations but such as the

bees themselves create, provided the hive is as

it sliould be, sheltered from the wind. In such

a hive, bees have perfect control of ventilation,

as* Nature evidently designed they should

have. They will ventilate perfectly such a space

if they have free access to the external air.

They do it in summer, and why not in winter ?

They are not then helpless hybernants, as some
seem to suppose. They arouse at intervals and
attend to their needs, and are never all a«leep

at the same time. You can hear them at all

times.

Mr. Quinby's reversed hives had no upward
ventilation. Mr. Taylor's results with lots 1

and 2 (see June 1st Gleanings, of l^U^) prove

nothing more than that such methods may be

practiced with impunity in a temperature of

42°. In summer he can go still further—leave

both tops and bottoms off. and his bees will not

perish if he will only give them shade and
shelter. Hut what shall I say of lot No. 3?

The damp interior, the wet moldy combs, the

dead bees, conjure up visions of the Black
Hole, of Calcutta. Mr. Boardman and others

use sealed covers and have no such results.

Why ? Because they provide sufficient bottom
ventilation. IJees must have fresh air. and
plenty of it; but how can you by upward ven-

tilation adjust the supply to their needs ? You
can't do it, and needn't try—too much or too

little. In either case your bees are injured, if

not destroyed. The mere fact of their living

till spring is no proof that they have not been
injured. Discomfort, sleeplessness, the wear
and tear of their efforts to keep warm, fit them
admirably for the process of spring dwindling.

Bees do well under sealed covers in Virginia.

I have kept them thus 4.5 years, and have never
lost a colony in winter but by starvation or

thieving. Perhaps Nature did not design them
to live in more northerly climes, hence their

propolizing instinct is there at fault. In order

to do well they should there be endowed with a

penchant for such abodes as disused chimneys
and stovepipes, and, like bumble-bees, roof

their nests with old rags, moss, and bits of

stubble.

Dear brothers, I am not trying to ridicule any
of you; but I can't help pointing a jeering

finger at the long ears of this ridiculous thing
called upward ventilation. If you will stick

to upward ventilation, suppose you try the

cracked-hive plan. Seal a cover over .*« or '}<{

of the frames, or of their length, and then cov-

er this and the remaining space with your
absorbents, cushions, etc. May be this will

prove a happy compromise. I use heavy cotton

cloth, thoroughly saturated with melted bees-

*Wlien a niedi<al student 1 was taught to follow
the indicatiotis of Nature. I have ever found tliis
to be a safe rule. There are those who scorn it. 5! But
Nature appears to me a something sparkling all
over, and radiant through and through with intelli-
gence.
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wax, sealing it to the tops of the frames and

upper edge of the hive with a hot iron. On
this waxed cloth J place six or eight folded

newspapers, and over all an inch board with a

brick on top to keep it in place; entrance, •'4XK)

inches : hives on summer stands, sheltered

from westerly winds.

Roanoke, Va.. Nov. 27.

[Dr. Martin advocated the sealed cover back
in '84. He was quite disappointed that they
should have been so hastily condemned last

spring.—Ei).] ^—•—^
RAMBLE 126.

AT PRYAI.'S AND THE STATE UXIVKliSITY.

Bij Bamhler.

three just as happy as three big sunflowers?

After our sort of ebulition, and jubilee of fra-

ternal feeling we camped upon a cozy corner of

the Pryal property. Upon one side of us was
the murmuring waters of the Temescal Creek,

over us the tall gum-trees, whose leaves also

murmured in the evening breeze that came
fresh from kissing the waters of the grand Pa-
cific Ocean. Fruits, flowers, and vines were
growing in profusion all around the Pryal

homestead, and in such variety as would be-

wilder the eyes of the novice, and doubly be-

wilder the nose with the various flower-scent-

ed perfumes.

The towns became more numerous, railroads

ditto: telegraph and telephone poles with their

burden of wires ditto ; also vehicles on the

road, all |the way from a road-cart up to the

many-teamed wagon, the elegant carriage

with happy-looking smiling ladies; the eques-

trienne with bifurcated skirts, and some, more
sensible, with skirts, and the appendages they

cover, carried on a side-saddle, according to the

old plan. All of the above and much more
made us feel a little out of place, in our rough
traveling-garb, for we were being drawn ir-

resistibly by the throng to those great business-

centers, San Francisco and Oakland.

It is always best to prepare for an emergency
before we emerge into the emergency. We
therefore camped early at the pretty little town
of San Lorenzo, l:i miles from Oakland. We
here razored our faces, shampooed our shoes,

and made such changes in our wearing apparel

as we thought would enable us to pass for a

couple of well-to-do members of the rural com-
munity.

Our black shirts (not black from dirt, by any
means, but dyed black early in their manufac-

ture, and quite fashionable with people who
travel in the dust) we exchanged for the white
variety, with collars to match ; and various

other garments, which had been packed away
for so many weeks, were donned ; and in the

morning, when we again started on our jour-

ney, it seemed to me that we had left two other

fellows behind at San Lorenzo. In our better

habiliments we drove direct into the center of

the fine city of Oakland. We found Telegraph
Avenue, and, following it out several miles,

finally landed at North Temescal (which is

really only a suburb of Oakland), and at the

home of Wm. A. Pryal. Of course, you ail

know Mr. Pryal as a genial writer for the bee-

journals. He is a bee-keeper and queen-breed-

er; and before going further I wish to intro-

duce his visage to you through a half-tone;

and, better yet, I wish to say right off, and say

it loud—yes, I want to shout it

—

lie's a huchelor!

ha, ha, hal Let's shake, Mr. Pryal—ha, ha!

shake again; shake. Wilder. Well, aren't we

W. A. PKYAI..

Mr. Pryal resides under the paternal roof,

and the apiary nestles snugly under the fruit-

trees near the house. The senior Pryal came

from the Emerald Isle, and made himself a

home in the Golden State in the early days of

its notoriety. Mr. Pryal, senior, is a horticul-

turist of note, and one of the first to engage in

that business on this coast. On this fruit-ranch

are found many rare fruits, shrubs, etc. He
was the first to import several varietiesof plums

from Japan; and the other rare specimens in

the horticultural line, in which he has been

and is interested are too numerous to mention.

Owing to the dull times and the great railroad
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strike, fruits of all kinds were wasting on the

ground. Nearly all of a fine cherry crop was

lost. Pear.?, peaches, apricots, plums, were rot-

ting in profusion.

Mr. VVilder and myself made a pretty good

market for quite an amount of fruit; but the

market could not stand the shock of such a

variety, and soon became overstocked.

Wm. A. has been interested in bees several

years, but has never owned as large apiaries as

we see in Southern California. His present

apiary numbers about .")0 colonies. The yields

of honey here are not so astonishing as we tind

further south. The resources are from a differ-

ent flora, or. rather, a more mixed flora, and
the honey is several shades darker than our

white-sage honey. I was pleased to note.

been a dull one lie started oft' with many cus-

tomers. His location is excellent for shipping

queens to the various islands of the Pacific and
to Australia.

Mr. P. has two efficient helpers in his young-

er brothers; but I fear the male trio of bee-

keepers in this family will soon give up the

bee-business. Wm. A. is just now interested in

furthering the interests of the New Water Co..

of Oakland; Charley and the other brother are

mechanical geniuses, and are going to make
things hum with electricity. I greatly fear

that the care of the apiary will devolve upon

the several young ladies in the house. I have

no doubt but they can rise equal to the occa-

sion when the occasion arrives. Among other

distinctions, Wm. A. and the other brothers

AriAKY OF W. A. I'KYAI., NORTH TEMESCAI,, fAI..

among other honey-producing trees, the linden,

or basswood, growing thriftily on the avenue.

This is a fine shade-tree here, and I have seen

it in a limited way in other cities on this coast.

Its growth demonstrates that it will thrive in

any moist locality, either from ocean humidity

in the shape of fogs and rain, or in the irrigated

districts. Although its habit is not so beautiful

as the evergreen pepper-tree, its honey is .so far

superior that it would be a blessing to bee-

keepers to see it replace the pepper-tree.

Although the honey produced here does not

rank as the whitest, its flavor is such that Mr.

rryal finds a ready sale and good prices for

all he can produce. The dovetailed hive with

all its appurtenances is used, and is considered

the best all-round hive for this locality.

Mr. P. has recently directed his attention to

queen-rearing; and though the past season has

and sisters are native sons and daughters of

California.

The next day after our arrival, Aug. 4, we
followed the footsteps of our host and tramped
over the hills to the State University. Berke-
ley is chiefly noted for having this California

institution located within its limits. Prof. C.

W. Woodworth had attende.1 our State conven-
tion; and the University, or the department
under his care, was making an honest effort to

aid bee-keepers, and disseminate knowledge in

relation to the honey-bee. We three felt it our
duty to call, and also help in our feeble way.
Although the University was enjoying a va-

cation we found Prof. W. at his post. In his

laboratory in the Agricultural Building we
were shown bees preserved in alcohol, in all

stages of development, from the eggs to the

mature bee. In the attic were stored the vari-
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ous implements for the successful management

of bees. Prof. W. had tried to work a colony of

bees in this attic; but as they had to fly up

some twelve feet to the cupola above for an

exit, and would just as often fly still further up

and dash their brains out against the skylight,

their usefulness was much curtailed, and the

plan abandoned. Prof. W. will next make a

platform in the cupola, and conduct the en-

trance through the slats. In this way the bees

will have a fair field all to themselves, and

escape the dangers of the skylight.

The department in which Prof. W. labors is

readv and willing to aid bee-keepers in the way
of experiments or the naming of various honey-

plants now unknown to bee-keepers. The bee-

keepers of the State are alone to blame if the

University does not seem to make much ad-

vancement. With a proper backing by the

fraternity, great results might be expected from

the State University.

Prof. W. kindly escorted and introduced us

to the various features of this great I'niversity.

The great oaks, among which the buildings are

located, and the multitude of other trees and

shrubs from every clime the sun shines upon,

make this feature alone one of deep interest.

The honey- bee can here revel in blossoms, the

native home of which is in the tropics, thou-

sands of miles away; remote islands also con-

tribute their floral treasures. We felt as though

several days might be spent here profitably in-

stead of a paltry hour or so. The professor

returned to his duties; and as the shades of

night were falling, we roamed over the hills

again to the Pryal home.

EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING BACK.

By R. L. Tuyhir.

Ed. Oleayiings:—At your suggestion, that I

give my viewsof your comments in Jan. 15th No.,

page 64, upon the results of my experiments in

feeding back, I will attempt to point out some
of the things which you appear to have strange-

ly overlooked in your criticisms, and which, it

seems to me, have led you to arrive at faulty

conclusions.

As to the market price of the kinds of honey
under consideration, you say: "According to

the Honey Column in this issue, extracted hon-
ey of good quality brings at wholesale 7 cts..

and comb 13." Now turn to the Honey Column
of that issue and you will find that, in the mar-
kets most accessible to us, viz., St. Louis, Chi-

cago, Cleveland, Detroit, and Cincinnati, the

best comb honey ranges in price from 14 to li;

cts., and white extracted from 5}4 to 7 cts.

Now, you must admit that it would be fair, for

the purposes of the calculation, either to take
the highest price of each kind or else the lowest
price of each kind. It evidently would not be
just to take the highest price of one and the

lowest price of the other to work out the com-
parison. But you by some oversight have done
even worse than that, for you have taken 7

cts.. the highest price of extracted in these

quotations, and 12 cts., not the highest nor even
the lowest quotation, of white comb honey, but

2 cts. below the lowest for the price of comb
honey.

Your second error appears in your valuation

of the sections which were given to the bees to

finish. You say they ought to bring 8 cts.; but,

consider that in five cases 140 of them weighed
but 41 lbs. less than one-third full, and you will

see that they are not only not salable but actu-

ally worth less than extracted honey for the

purpose of extracting, on account of the labor

and loss in weight that must be incurred if

that course is taken with them; so I have put
them at 6 cts., when 7 cts., the highest price of

extracted honey, is taken; but when the lowest

price, .5>2' cts., is taken for extracted, I have let

the sections go in at the same price.

Now, taking the figures of the same hive

which you considered, let us make the calcula-

tions, both with the highest market and the

lowest market prices, and see how far I was
wrong when I said the profit was more than ,50

per cent.

41 lbs. sections at 6 cts., 12.46; 106f5i' extracted

honey at 7 cts., $7.48; a total of $9.94; llO^i lbs.

finished comb honey at 16 cts., $17.72. Dividing
?«17.72 by 9.94 we have a quotient of 1.78+,
showing a profit of 78 per cent.

Again, taking the lowest market prices we
have 147;?4 lbs. given the bees at 5}.f cts., 88.13;

110?4 lbs. comb honey at 14 cts., $5.51. Dividing
$15.51 by 8.13 we have a quotient of $1.90. or a
profit of 90 per cent. So when I said .50 per

cent, I might reasonably have put it 50 per cent
higher, unless there is something valid to be
found in the further objections you make.
You think the labor of feeding would largely

offset the 233.2 per cent gain you figure. But,
notwithstanding what you say, will not the im-

proved condition of the colony more than offset

the labor? I think so. I do not know how
much this hive gained in weight; but in my e.x-

periment, made in 1893, seven colonies gained
on an average about SK; lbs., which alone would
repay the labor. Then you object to the

greatly increased amount of brood as being
probably of no use. Consider at what time of

the year this additional brood will hatch—in

the latter part of August and the first of Sep-

tember, just when they are wanted to get the
colony through the winter in the best possible

condition. In my estimation this would pay
for the labor again.

Y'ou are of the opinion that, in my experi-

ment, the conditions were more than ordinarily

favorable. In fact, they were quite the con-
trary. The colony was far from strong—hardly
up to the average—as at no time during the
season had it more brood comb that the equiv-
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alenl of five L. combs. No attempt was made
lo do a great thing, but only to show what
could be done under very ordinary circum-

stances. Then another adverse circumstance

was the fact that the unlinished sections con-

tained much less honey than would ordinarily

be the case—a fact that would seriously reduce

the apparent profit.

It can be hardly be seriously claimed that Mr.

Unterkircher's experience furnishes a case in

point. It was clearly a case of gross misman-
agement for which there was no kind of excuse.

Whatever his intentions were, he evidently per-

mitted the bees to store the honey fed in the

brood-chamber.

Lapeer, Mich., Feb. 4.

[I fear I shall have to eat humble pie a (just)

des(s)ert I don't like. My only excuse was
carelessness in looking over the market reports,
and I am the more sorry that they appear to

favor my position. It was unintentional, how-
ever. My eye must have dwelt too long on the
California reports of the previous number.—Ed. J

THOSE STRAWBERRIES.

A POINTER.

Bn M. Dm.

Blamed if I don't believe Bro. A. I. Root's a

crank—just like me—on the subject of straw-

berry culture! Just about the full o' the moon
at this season of the year the fit comes on—lie

awake o' nights thinking just how and what
kind to plant. I rather think the hill system is

yet the best all-round method, every thing con-

sidered, and that the Timbrell, take 'em all in

all, is about as good a berry as any—not but

that other kinds do excellently, and really

should be a part of the patch, if for no other

reason than help fertilize it thoroughly; but,

you know, we've all got a particular fancy for

some kind.

But this must be considered: Strawberries

are powerful pesky things to disappoint a fel-

low just when he doesn't want any foolishness.

You hear of a certain kind that Bro. Jones has,

that he says bears so and so many quarts to the

square rod. It sounds pretty big—heaps o'

money and lots of fun in those berries. Bro.

Smith resolves to have a half-acre, even if it

costs his muly cow. Oh, yes! the plants come
on—look fine; has his land just so—as recom-

mended: gets Mandy (that's his wife) and Liza

Jane to come over to help set the plants, and

they nearly break their backs; and, there! now
all those berries have to do Is to get right up

and hump themselves to produce the stuff that

sells at big prices for small quarts. That's it.

Hang up the old tin pans, and make awful-

looking scarecrows to keep the birds off that

patch; and, Mandy, be sartain to shoo off the

chickens and the boys.

June comes along finely; the plants look per-

fection; leaves like spinach, almost; buds a

startin', big as buttons on Liza Jane's winter

coat: yes, right down hloss(nns,OT I'm a hen.

Well, well! now that's what I call big luck.

Rushy Ann! Why, that means a big sum in our

county bank, sure. Now let me see — 40 and 39

carried several times is so much, and so many
of the last picking is so much; in all—Riah
Jane! hoopie! whew! Why, there'll be 'nuff

money left, after paying the mortgage, to buy
the old .ady and darter each a tine dress, bon-

nets, and folderolls. Oh! I'm smart, I am!
Honey and slap-jacks! What ails them meech-
en things? In a week the whole passel of buds

and flowers has shrunk—actually turned yaller,

and in July there aren't berries enough to make
a respectable shortberry strawcake! That was
the beatenest swindle!

No, it wasn't. The man you bought your
plants of was all right—in Neiv Jersey; what
he said was so too; but his land is different

—

more gravel; yours is all rich loam, and that

makes a world of difference in results. So you
see the kinds that do so well on a special soil

will hardly fruit at all on some others. Sabe?

THE DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVE.

fowls' improvemext.

lili Chalou Fowls.

I send you by this mail a photo of the Dove-

tailed chaff' hive with some improvements
which are new only in their adaptation to the

Dovetailed chaff' hive. One thing I really felt

the need of was handles. They should be made
by nailing strips on the hive i.j or ;V inch thick

by one inch wide by 4 or 5 inches long. I pre-

fer them in the middle of each end, and one

inch below the water-table. If you ever try to

move one of these hives when filled with bees

and honey I think you will appreciate handles.

There is no reason why these hives should be

any more clumsy or inconvenient than the old

style Langstroth, which they very much re-

semble. One of the conveniences of the old-

Langstroth was the entrance- blocks. I've been

bothered a good many times in the last dozen

years in closing the entrances of chaff hives.

Sometimes robbers would commence on a weak
colony, then I must hunt for a stick. If too

long or too thick it must be whittled; if too

short or too thin, I must hunt another, the ras-

cals all the while piling into the hive.

A r.'x3-inch piece should be nailed on V or 34

inch below the entrance, so water will not run

into the hive. Heing 3 inches thick it makes a

good alighting-board, and the front side is left

rough along in the middle so they can stick
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their toe-nails in to climb up, if they should

bring in such "dead loads '" as to fall short of

the entrance (which provision was entirely

unnecessary this year, as a gimlet-hole might
have answered for alighting and entering).

The three-cornered block formerly used for an

alighting-board is sawed in two to make en-

trance-blocks, sawing a little piece out of the

middle as shown in the picture. It is shown

nearly closed, as used to keep out robbers. IJnt

the most important feature is the tray to hold

the top packing. The chaff cushion is all right

for the old-style chaff hive. The old chaff hive

admits of its being tucked down snugly in the

corner so as to prevent drafts, yet secures per-

fect ventilation up through the middle of the

chaff, because all dampness can pass off at

once, owing to the spore betireen the ciis}iion

and the roof. Now, this requiren)ent is not

met with the cushion in the Dovetailed chaff

hive. The inside of the cover will become wet
and moldy, as also the cushion. This tray se-

cures all the conditions connected with the use

of cushions in the old-style chaff hive.

Ten years ago I visited Mr. J. S. Hill, at Mt.
Healthy, O. He is the author of the Hill de-

vice. I visited a few days with Mr. Muth, and
he told me I must not fail to go to see Mr. Hill,

as he had the best-kept apiary in the State.

When I saw it I concluded Mr. Muth was not

far out of the way. He had a hundred or more
colonies in Langstroth hives: no grass was per-

mitted in the apiary, but he had a stalk of flax

to shade each hive. This was in the fall, and
he was just cutting down the dead stalks.

Each hive was provided with a Hill device and
tray. I did not notice how his were made, but

ril tell how I made mine. Either the sides or

the ends should be 6 inches high, so as only to

let the cover telescope over the rim-piece one

inch. I made the sides from the crating the

hives came in. The ends should be short

enough so the sides can be nailed on to them,

and leave the tray ^4 inch less each way than
the inside dimensions of the cover. The boards

for the ends should be sawed oft' perfectly

straight, otherwise the tray will be diamond-
shaped, and the cover won't slip on and oft'

freely. It would be better to have the ends cut

at the factory, as it bothers "some folks" to

saw a board oft' accurately.

To cut the burlap for the bottom, spread it

out, and, taking the tray for a guide, cut an
inch larger all around. To nail on. lay on a
table or bench: put the burlap in with the
edge sticking up in the inside, and fasten with
thin strips, say I4 by 1 inch, clamping the cloth

fast. It takes but a few nails this way. A
brick laid under while nailing will make it

loos'' enough to cover the Hill device, or what-
ever is used across the frames for a winter-

passage.

For packing I shall use maple leaves for the

tray, as they are easy to get—no grain mixed
in to entice the mice to make nests, etc. In

the spring they may be thrown away and fresh

ones got in the fall.

While discussing the matter of hives, I wish
to call your attention to a point I mentioned to

you three or four years ago. I told you that
your Hat covers for the Dovetailed hives were
too thick. Mine were only ^^ and ^^ inch

thick. You were afraid the thin cover would
warp worse than the thick ones. Well, after

having had an opportunity to compare them
since then. I want to repeat what I said then,

that the thin cover will not warp or wind near-
ly as much as the thick ones. You see, there is

not as much wood to strain on the end pieces,

which are just as heavy as those on the thick

ones. In proof of this I will say I have covers

only ;^H inch that I have used at least ten years,

that are still as straight as ever. I don't ihlnk

1 should like the Higginsville cover as well as

these.

Oberlin, O., Dec. 1, 1894.

[The tray may possibly give better results
than the simple cushion: but as we have had
good results with the latter, we have given it

the preference in our catalog. The tray, if

made of rough three-eighths crating, would be
cheaper than the cushion, and would be easier
to pack. We do not as a rule ship the hives
with cushions, as each bee-keeper is supposed
to fix up for himself what he likes best. I com-
mend Mr. Fowls' arrangement. Aboitt that
three-eighths-inch cover, I should like to hear
from others who may be using them. I have
been afraid that they would check.

—

Ed.]

BY G.M.DOOLITTLE.BOROOINO.N.Y.
liiiiiiruniiiiiinHiiiiimmmiim. niiiinn.ii .

LAYING CAPACITY OF (QUEENS.

(Juesti07i.—l see that very many of our most
practical apiarists are recommending eight
Langstroth frames as the right size of brood-
chamber for a strong colony of bees. Such
eight-frame Langstroth hive, if entirely occu-

pied with worker comb, contains IKiS square
inches of comb, or about .58,400 cells. From
this we must deduct at least 10 per cent of the
space for the usual supply of honey and pollen,

leaving about 5:.',,i0() cells. Allowing 21 days
for the bee to hatch, and one day for the bees
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to fix the cell and for the queen to lay in it

again, we have an average of a little less than

240() cells for the queen to fill per day. Now, is

r.'4<)0 eggs the utmost daily laying capacity of a

queen in a strong colony ? and if not, should

any queen be restricted to that amount when
she could and naturally would lay more? I

ask these questions to help me determine what
size of hive to build this winter, having up to

this time supposed that a ten frame L. hive

was the smallest hive that could be profitably

used.
Ansiver.—If a colony of bees having a good

prolific queen is given 30 Langstroth frames,

using but 8 to start with, and adding two or

three at a time, as the bees can occupy them,

until the BO are all in, it will be found that

such a (jueen will lay from ,5000 to (1000 eggs

daily, during the best part of the egg-laying

season, and die of old age or exhaustion when
but IS to 2i months old; while with the 8-frame

brood-chamber she will give as good results in

comb honey, if not better, each year, and live

for four or five years. I take it for granted

that our questioner is a comb-honey producer,

although he does not say so, and shall give my
views of the matter wholly along that line.

With the large hive the bees are quite likely to

get the start of the queen, and commence to

store honey in the brood -combs before entering

the sections at all, and in such a case the bees

seem loth to go into the sections, and continue

to store honey in the brood-chamber in prefer-

ence to going into the sections, thus crowding
out the queen with honey in the comb which
ought to be occupied with brood, till we have
as a result very little section honey in the fall,

and a colony in poor condition for winter. Be-
sides, it is well to remember that all queens are

not equally prolific; and while 20 per cent of

our queens would keep the brood-chamber of a

ten-frame Langstroth hive properly supplied

with brood to give the best results in section

honey, the other 80 per cent would not be pro-

lific enough to do so; hence in the majority of

the hives in the apiary we should have a

condition working against our best interests,

which could not be overcome by the extra

amount of comb honey produced by the 20 per

cent whose queens were prolific enough to

work in these ten-frame hives to advantage.

For these reasons it would seem best to adopt a

size of brood-chamber which any and all

queens, which were worth keeping at all. would
have occupied with brood at the commence-
ment of the honey- flow, thus securing the best

yields of surplus section honey at all times.

Because a queen may lay 6000 eggs daily by
using plenty of comb capacity and coaxing, it

does not necessarily follow that it is to the

best advantage of the apiarist to accommodate
or even coax a queen to bring her fullest laying

capacity to the front at any time. Queens, in

any well-regulated apiary, are among the

smallest part of the expense incurred, while

labor, hives, and combs go toward making up

the larger part of the same. For these reasons,

I claim that the capacity of the queen should

rather be above the capacity of the brood-nest

than below it, so that all combs may be fully

occupied with brood. Unless this is the case

the outside combs continue, in most cases, to

be dead capital from year to year, unless we
argue that they are necessary to insure the

safe wintering of the bees. After an experi-

ence of over 25 years, I can not consider any
argument along this insurance line as aught

but fallacious.

Again, suppose that a queen can average

.5000 eggs daily for a certain period. What is

the price or worth of those eggs? Does the

sum and substance of bee-keeping depend on

keeping all queens employed at egg-laying to

their fullest capacity? Bees, when they come
on the stage of action at just the right time,

are very valuable; but eggs are of no value,

onlv as they tend in the direction of producing

these valuable bees. Aye, they tend toward a

positive disadvantage, and to take away the

value we already have, only as they are look-

ing toward the end of producing the required

bees in the field at the time of the honey-har-

vest. Here is a point often lost sight of by the

large-hive advocates. As I said before, eggs

cost practically nothing; but as soon as the

bees begin to perfect them toward bees, then

they begin to cost; and if this perfecting is go-

ing on to any great extent at a time when the

perfected product is placed on the stage of ac-

tion either before or after their presence in

large numbers is needed, we not only have the

cost of their perfecting to pay for, but the cost

of their consuming, after being perfected, as

well. This consuming part, we always have to

pay for; but we willingly do it at any time

when the production of the individual bee is

greater than its consumption. But I can see

no object in doing this at any other time, sim-

ply that the extra laying capacity of any queen

may be gratified. A hive that is large enough
to gratify the greatest aspirations of very pro-

lific queens, at the times of these greatest aspi-

rations, will have too much capital lying idle

in it the largest share of the year, and be a

bungling hive at that. From all past experi-

ence I think that 2400 eggs per day would be a

good maximum average for any queen. Rain,

cold, or other disturbing influences often retard

the activity in the hive and of the queen, and
thus it happens that at times the best of queens

often do not lay more than 1000 eggs in a day,

while, with the right conditions, she may mul-

tiply this number by four, and still have plenty

of room in a hive which will give an average

of only 2400 daily. Then, again, as two and
one-seventh generations of bees can be brought

on the stage of action to where one steps off,

we find that, in a hive giving an average of
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2400 beps daily, we can have in that hive, if

properly managed. 108.000 bees on the stage of

action right in the honey-harvest, when their

productive power is the greatest: and at such a

time such a number of bees are a host to roll

honey into the sections with the combs all

filled with brood below; and this rolling of

honey into the sections, means the rolling of

money into the bee-keeper's till. Experience

has shown these men who are advocating an

eight-frame L. hive that such is the best, as

this keeps the frames full of brood, and puts

honey into the sections. However, all our

questioner (or any one else) has to do is to use

part ten-frame and part eight-frame hives

in their apiary, when a little time will satisfy

them which is best.

In order to make a symposium on the subject

of bee-paralysis, we have concluded to hold

over Mr. Baldensperger's article, which we
promised for this issue. A valuable one on the

same subject will be given from the pen of Dr.

J. P. H. Brown, of Augusta, Ga.

The editor of the Review echoes the same
thought that has come to me at times regard-

ing the value of other bee-journals besides our

own. He says:

Apicultural literature was never better tlian it is

to-day, and this in the face of about the hardest

times financially and apiculturally that we liave

seen in a long- time. As .iournal after journal came
in for December, all bright, fresh, well-printed and
Illustrated, and crammed with interesting: and help-

ful articles, I fell to wondering' if my own journal

appeared as attractive to the other editors as theirs

did to me. If it did I am satisfied. Bee-keepers

have every reason to be proud of their literature.

"Honey-bee Concert" is the title of a

leaflet gotten out under the auspices of the On-
tario Bee-keepers' Association. It took place

on Wednesday, Jan. 23. Its object was purely

educational, designed to bring in outsiders. I

have no doubt it was a grand success. The fol-

lowing Is the program that was laid out:

1. Instrumental duet, Alls. Scartt' and Mrs. Bruce.
2. Address by President A. Pickett. 3. Quartette,

Misses Mark and Eason, and Messrs. Ir\'ing' and
Hepburn. 4. Solo, Mrs. Stone. .5. Address by Hon.
John Dryden. 6. Solo. Mr. H. F. Gadsby. 7. Reci-

tation, Mildred Gemmill. 8. Magic-lantern exhibi-

tion and lecture, Mr. K. F. Holtermann. 9. Violin

solo, Mr. R. W. Roberts.

It could hardly fail to be entertaining and
educational. The scheme is a good one, and I

hope it may be repeated In some form at the

next N. A. B. K. A., to be held at Toronto.

D. A. JONES, PAST AND PRESENT.
I LEARN from the CnnadUni Bee Journal

that one of the factory buildings (the largest)

of the former D.A.Jones Co., Limited, went
up in fire on the 30th of December last. Bee-
ton has been very unfortunate in its fires. The
office of the Cnmtdian Bee Journal, founded
by D. A. Jones, was burned out once, and now
virtually all that remained of the once large

supply business with it is gone also. The build-

ing was used for other purposes, and was owned
by Dr. Cheffy at the time of the fire.

By the way. where is our genial friend of old,

D. A. Jones, whose fame Shot forth so like a

meteor? There was a time when he was the

leading bee-keeper of Canada, the leading bee-

editor, the leading supply-dealer, a leader in

apicultural thought, and a man known the

world over. He traveled over the Orient, and
spent thousands of dollars in the pursuit of new
races of bees, and later established queen-rear-

ing on islands of Georgian Bay. While we
remember him for his brilliant past it would be

a pleasure to know something of his present,

even though not a bee-keeper now.

THE PRESENT WINTER, AND WHAT IT MEANS
TO BEE-KEEPERS.

In our locality we have not had for years

such prolonged and severe weather with high
winds as we are now having. We scarcely ever

have more than ten days or two v/eeks of cold

weather, and then we have a thaw and a few
warm days. But up to date, Feb. S, our bees

have not had a flight since Christmas. Indeed,

the mercury has scarcely been up to the freez-

ing-point. For the past four days it has been

hanging, both day and night, close to zero

—

scarcely varying a degree one way or the other;

and. more than this, there are high winds. I

am well aware this is not cold compared with

some localities. Indeed, Dr. Miller says, in the

first Straw in this issue, that his thermometer
showed 23 below zero on the morning of the ,5th;

and I doubt not it has been very much colder

in other northern localities. Well, then, if this

winter is so much colder than former ones,

which I think it is, it is going to be a terribly

hard one on bees, for bee-keepers have a habit

of preparing rather for mild winters than for

severe ones. The result will be, unless I am
very much mistaken, and unless the weather
moderates considerably, that there will be

severe winter losses, and, as a consequence,

there will be discouraged bee-keepers with a

lot of supplies on hand, perhaps unpaid for.

But it is the outdoor colonies that will suffer, I

fear, and particularly those that have not been

put into double-walled hives or winter cases. I

do not wish to forebode calamity; but I think

it would be well for bee-keepers to consider the

possibility of their losing heavily, and there-

fore not requiring the supplies that might oth-

erwise be needed. I am well aware that this
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may chop off some of our orders; but I think

it is only fair for bee-Ueepers to be properly on

their gnard.

Now let us turn to a more encouraging view

of the situation. Cold winters, accompanied

with snow, a? is this winter, are said to mean an

abundance of clover; and that, of course, means

honey. The moral is, save your bees and get

the honey.

BOGUS HONEY.

The following letter will explain itself:

Friend Roof.—The altaclietl letter was received by

me in answer to ati advertisement for a situation as

stenosraplier or book-keeper. As it seems to settle

a number of questions in reg-ard to bee-keeping-, I

thought it migrbt interest you. The " king bees "

had better get together and form a trust or they

will soon find their oc<-upation gone. AV. HiCKOx.

Lakewood, O., Feb. 2.

And here is the letter referred to. It is very

evident that Mr. McCarthy got hold of the

wrong man. It is a little surprising that he

should " give himself away " quite so bad.

Box KiS, LakcwDiid, ().:

Dear Sic:—Do you care to take an interest in a

good paying business? I have an article whose

merits are unequalpd in the markets: it is manu-
factured Iioney, made from the oils and extracts of

flowers tliat the bee gathers its honey from. I put

it up in 1-lb. jars, labeled and sealed ready for

the market, at a cost of 7 cts. per lb. It retails it

20 cts. per lb. I am a poor man, and have to work
for my living. 1 have not got the money to go

ahead with, and want some good honest man to

take one-half interest and Vielp me put tlie goods on

the mai'ket Thi^ is a sood chance for the right

party; so if you do not caie to investigate, perhaps

you have a friend who would. I have explained

the best I can at present. Hoping to hear from you
soon I remain

Respectfully yours,

1732 St. Clair St., Cleveland. W. J. McCarthy.

I thought best to give our readers the con-

tents of the letter from Mr. McCarthy. I do not

know certainly whether he intended to put this

manufactured " stuff" on the market as pure

honey or not; but the presumption is rather

that way. Mr. McC. says he is a poor man
and wants some good honest man to take

an interest in the business. Honest man! it

would be hard to find one who would engage

in that business—that is, providing he proposes

to sell bogus honey for the pure. If any of

our readers in Cleveland are located where

these eoods are sold they will oblige us by giv-

ing the particulars.

ADVANTAGE OF CHAFF HIVES IN THK CELLAR.

Wk have generally supposed that single-

walled hives wen^ plenty warm enough for cel-

lar wintering; that to put chaff hiven in such a

place was both an unnecessary expense and a

waste of cellar room, to say nothing of the

work of toting these unwieldy things, full of

bees and stores, )ip and down steps back and

forth. Notwithstanding it looks like wearing

an overcoat In the house. Dooliitle has decided

(see A)nericm> Bee Journiil) that it pn\is, both

in the saving of stores, and the better condition

of the bees. This conclusion he has reached

after some carefully conducted experiments,

and now not only seven-eighths of all his colo-

nies are in chaff hives, but three-fourths of

them are in the cellar. His chaff' hives have
loose bottom-boards, and are raised up from

the same while in the cellar by blocks of stove-

wood. In summing up he says:

I havejust been In to see theni, so that T might
tell the reader the ditference between tliese and

those in single-walled hives. Those in the single-

walled hives are clustered closely on all parts of the

cluster—bottom, top, and sides—the same as they

would be outdoors, only not quite so completely:

while those in the chaff hives are clustered just as

closely as the others at the bottom of the cluster,

and a little way up the aides; but hs j'ou come to-

ward the upper half of tlie colony, tlip bees stand

out around the combs the same as they would in

summer: while at the top, all along next to the

cushion and cotton cloth, they make no pretension

at clustering whatever, although you can look at

them a long time without any of them stirring, no
matter how close you hold the light to the hive. In

this way they have free access to all parts of the

hive, so a coloTiy never starves, so long as there is

any honey in the hive, by theii' eating the honey
from one side and failing to move over, as is fre-

quently the case.

But the greatest item of the whole is, that these

colonies in chaff hives do not consume nearly as

much honey as do those in single-walled hives, while

the safety of their wintering successfully is more
fully assured; for the less honey consumed by a

good colony of bees insure their more perfect win-
tering. Where hives are wheeled right into the cel-

lar, as I do mine, the labor of putting them in is

little more than with single-walled hives, and this

labor question is all there is against the matter, ex-

cept that a less number can be put into a given
space; and the saving of honey will, T tliink, more
than compensate for the extra room needed, and
pay for building a little larger, where it should be
necessary.

I am inclined to think Doolittle is right. At
all events, it would oe well for a few others to

try the same experiments. If you have any
double-walled colonies out doors that look as if

they would go up before spring, put them in the

cellar now. But, say—it occurs to me that the

great majority of the makes of chaff" hives,

perhaps all of them, have tight bottoms. Colo-

nies in winter cases can be so tried at all events.

FIVE-BANDEKS RECEIVING MORE HARD KNOCKS
FROM BEE-EDITORS.

The editor of the Canadian Bee Journal,
after stating that he is as anxiousa s any one to

have bees which will give large yields of honey,

which are easily handled, and which have
beauty, says this:

Were we to engage a man or maid to perform our
work simply on account of looks, it would he
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lietter foi' us to give up business or for our fiiends

lo lock Ub. up 111 !i Uinatic-asj'lum. We think it

would be well for bee-keepers to examine tliLMu-

selves and see what leads them to be favorably im-

pressed with tlie • tlve-baiided Italian bees." Is it

not their beauty? Should they not rather regard that

as very seL-ondary, and look for the primary requi-

sites before launching' out in eulogies ? We have

tried vai'ious flve-banded queens from what were
supposed to be the leading breeders of these bees.

They have thus far done nothing remarkable in the

direction of good works, wliatever thi-y may do dur-

ing the coming season. Thus far we have not found
them p.irticularly good for building up—rather to

the contrary. Next, although they showed no mark-
ed trait when in a normal condition, we have found

the workers in two insiauces, being every instance

in our case, very irritable when ia that condition.

We remember a queen secured from a lady in the

South in the fall of 1893. A good big price was paid

for the queen, and also a second purchased. Al-

though going into winter quarters strong in bees it

was in pui)r couiiition iu the spring, and was on only

three frames when the next poorest was on eight.

After a gi'eat deal uf trouble, and the refusal on
our part to add another $5 to the returned queen
and get a " tirst-class," we had the otfer to give us a

$5 queen at half the price of the first. This we accept-

ed, and the queen came to hand, witli the admoni-
tion that, for $5, the progeny would not be all tlve-

banded. Thej' can not, therefore, be considered a

very tixed strain of bees.

Last year the Ontario Agricultural and Experi-
mental Union took in hand to make tests with tiiese

live-banded Southern queens. Five iiueens of the

leather-colored Italian sti-ain were also supplied—
in all, 3.i. The queens were supplied between July
and October :i, and they are to be tested for gentle-

ness, longevity, honey gathering qualities, euc.

Thus far every one having the leather-colored Italian

auu the li\x-banded Italian, without soliciLiug this

fall a reply in tliis direction, mentions the superior-

ity of tne leather-colored queen as to prolific quali-

ties. Four of the tive-banded queens have already
been superseded, which does not speak well for

their longevity; several were also lost iu introduc-
tion. We notice that the Vermont bee-keepers are,

at their coming convention, to discuss whether it is

advLsable, In view of the prevalence of bee paralysis
iu the South, to purchase queens from there. If

those wide-awake Vermont bee-keepers begin to
doubt the wisdom of such purchases, the rest of us
may well hesitate. Let us not add another disease
to battle with.

I also notice that Editor Leahy, in the last

Progressive, pays his respects to them in this

fashion:

I have never received a so-called "flve-banded"
queen from Mr. Doolittle, but 4 or 5 years ago I

ordered one direct from Mr. Hearn, paying him
SS.bO for her, this being his price of tested queens.
This queen produced the most worthless, and at the
same time most vicious bees that I ever had any ex-
perience with (hybrids not excepted), they being
small, with a black shiny spot at the end of the
abdomen. The following winter they dwindled
away and died on the summer-stand, yet they were
packed in sawdust. Since then 1 have ordered five-

banded queens from a number of other breeders
with .some very good results and some very bad.

Editor Alley, in the Apicultvrlst, has been

giving those golden fellows " regular fits." Ed-
itor Hutchinson, in the Revttw—well, I can't

find where he stands, so I'll put him on the

fence, and p]ditor York beside him. I have
been on both sides of the aforesaid fence; but I

have stayed longer, and on the side of the op-

posers of the yellow fellows; indeed, I feel more
inclined to stay there because the majority of

the testimony seems rather to be against them
(the yellow bees).

OUR KELKJIOUS PAl'EKS AND ELECTKOI'OISE.

We copy the following entire from Electricity

of Jan. U, 18<».i:

There can be no defense. The publications ac-

cepLing that advertisement confess a willingness to

make money by aiding a swindle. Yet the Cliunh-

inan has thehypocriticalefifrontery to descant upon
the evils of the Sunda> newspaper:
"The discussion of the Sunday newspaper at the

Church Congress gave much satisfaction to Chris-
tians interested in the preservation of the brief
hours of the Lord's Day for the development of the
spiritual nature of man; and the words of the more
seriously minded of the spi'akers were uniformly
devoted to impressing upon churchmen the inev-
itable loss susiained by those who either neglect
di%'ine worship for the attractions of the Sunday
newspaper, or attend the services of the church
with minds and hearts indisposed by such reading,
to receive their hallowed influences."

The evils of the Sunday newspaper, however great
they may be, would better be pointed out by some
paper like the Sunday Sclmul Timex, the Christia})

Advocate of New York, or the Wenleru Christian

Aitviicatr of Cincinnati, papers whose advertising

space is not for sale to promote a fraud, and which
can at least come into the discussion of a moral
qutsuon with clean hands.

We do not know how many other religious papers
are still carrying the Electropoise advertisement,
but the stain of dishonor and corruption rests on
every one of them.

The moral is so plain that we need not add
any thing. However, I wish to call attention

to the e.xcellent recommendation they indirectly

give our old friend the Sunday School Times,

in the above.—A. I. R.

COKKECTIONS.
On page 110, the senior editor, in speaking of

the cement pavement used in Jacksonville,
meant to say that it is a sort of limy marl in-

stead of marble. He says his araanuen-si-s
wrote it marble, and that he is sure he corrected
it; but there it stands, as plain as print, with-
out a mark on it, marble. On page 111 he
meant to speak of the children as being neatly
dressed, and not motley. There being no loop
in the top of the c, the word looks just like

motly, and we supplied the last e, thinking he
had omitted it by a slip of the pen.

A. I. R. IS again writing on the subject of
bees (see this and next issue), with his old-

time enthusiasm, of what he sees in Florida. I

speak of this because he has not written on
apicultural matters to any extent for a number
of years. His writings have been confined
largely to general subjects of travel, gardening,
and things that pertain to our general conduct
and its relation to heavenly things.
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OUR RAILKOADS AND KAII-KOAI) CORPORATIONS.

It is SO common to hear complaints in regard
to our railroad companies that it may sound a
little odd to say a word in their favor. So far

in our experience, however, we have met noth-
ing but the kindest courtesy. My wheel was
laid down here in Jacksonville without a bit of

expense. Of course, we checked it as baggage,
and our luggage was laid down at our rooms at
a very trifling expense. Porters were gentle-
manly and exceedingly obliging. I met one of

them on the streets of .lacksonville after I had
been here a day or two, and I was really glad
to shake hands with him, even if he is colored.
By the way, I have heard people speak of the
insolence and exorbitant charges of the wait-
ers here in Florida. So far we have seen noth-
ing of the kind, but quite the contrary; and I

have been wondering if it is not true that edu-
cation is beginning to tell on these people. I

have been studying them, their ways and
habits, very intently since we came here, and I

think I can say this: They not only seem to be
exceedingly good-natured, cheerful, hopeful, and
full of spirits, but they are, as a rule, industri-

ous working people, (^uite a little excitement
has been occasioned among them by the advent
of the Dahomey Village that appeared at the
World's Fair. They have a tent here, and
have a street parade during the day. The en-
thusiasm among their own people herein Jack-
sonville is almost wild. A circus or show en-
tirely in the hands of full-blooded Africans
from their own country is to them an event un-
precedented. These native Africans are models
of physical health and development. There
seems to be a pretty sharp line drawn between
the colored people and the whites in this city.

Where they do business back and forth, each
race seems to keep within certain limits; and
I am told intermarrying and amalgamation is

comparatively rare.

When I explained to the different railroad
officers here where I wanted to go, and told

thera what I wanted to do, they were more
obliging than I had any reason to expect; and
not only in the way of giving me full directions
and assistance, but in making very reasonable
charges.

IN SAN MATEO.
This morning we are at A. F. Brown's beauti-

ful ranch. The most conspicuous object on the
grounds is the magnificent great live-oaks with
their spreading branches draped with festoons
of Spanish moss; in fact, nowhere else in our
travels have we seen either, in such wondrous
perfection. It is our pleasure to meet here two
bee-keepers of considerable prominence— V. V.
Blackmer and Chas. D. Duvall. Mr. Blackmer
has been associated with friend Brown in his
bee-business ; and friend Duvall, the queen-
breeder, is assisting friend Brown, and raising
queens for himself. There is a point right here,
friends, that may be worth while to consider.
After a bee-keeper away up north has his bees
safely put away for the winter he can come
down here and have lots of fun. and, may be,

do some good by following his chosen pursuit
all winter long. The principal drawback is

the expense of so long a trip; and I hereby
petition the railroad companies to make a low-
rate round-trip ticket especially for bee-keep-
ers to come down, say in December, and go
back about the first of April. It would be a
comparatively easy matter, it seems to me, for

a hundred bee-keepers or more to club together
and send in a petition before next winter.
Gleanings and the other bee-journals will,

without doubt, help it along, and may be we
editors could take a trip down and look the
boys over and see whether they beliaved (went
to meeting Sundays, etc.), when their wives
were not around—that is, providing said wives
did not go along.
Now for the oaks and moss: One great oak

right close by the house—in fact, itshades quite
a part of the extensive verandas—has great
spreading branches that actually measure from
" tip to tip " something like ttO feet. Imagine a
large symmetrical apple-tree occupying a circle
nearly 100 feet across, and every limb and
branch draped with delicate lacework of this
beautiful moss. Now imagine these long tress-

es rippling in the wind like the soft flaxen hair
of a playful child.
Our friends mentioned have just been trans-

ferring bees from box hives and log gums into
the latest pattern of improved hives, sent by
carload lots from a place away up north,
where a lot of Roots, old and young, work to-
gether to fix out bee-keepers down south and
elsewhere. Perhaps you may be surprised
when I tell you that these friends, in transfer-
ring bees, have actually made thirty-two in a
day. The new hives under the waving mossy
trees present a very pretty view indeed. We
are promised a picture of it.

MIGRATORY BEEKEEPING IN FLORIDA.
Friend Brown is making a specialty of mi-

gratory bee-keeping. He usually gets his first

crop of honey here from orange, then he trans-
ports his bees by boat and rail to New Smyrna,
or some place on the coast where his bees can
get palmetto honey; then he goes to the man-
grove regions on the coast, but ten or twelve
miles from the palmetto country. After this
he takes in the yellow-partridge peas on the
pine lands of the interior; next he gets honey
from wild goldenrod and sunflower on the
prairie river- bottom lands, making four or five

crops in a year. A single colony thus trans-
ported by way of experiment, gathered last
season alO^i lbs. of honey; and an entire apiary
(he says) can be made* to average from 2(30 to
3.")0 lbs. Mr. B. has made 16 moves in four years,
with only two failures. Of course, much judg-
ment and skill must be exercised in deciding
when and where to move. He has kindly given
us the following list of sources of honey which
can be reached within a radius of from forty to
sixty miles: Pennyroyal, December to Febru-
ary; orange, February and March; tyty, dur-
ing March; tupelo gum, March and April; pal-
metto in May; mangrove in June and July;
cabbage palmetto, July; yellow-partridge pea.
August; goldenrod, September; sunflower, and
goldenrod of another species, in October and
November; maple in December and January;
gall berry, INIiirch and April.

In this vicinity are acres upon acres of the
most beautiful orange-orchards I have ever
seen in my life; and at the present writing the
ground is literally yellow—yes. sometimes heap-
ed-up yellowness—with frosted oranges. Many
fears are indulged in that the trees, at least
many of them, are killed as well as the fruit.

Of course, all the orchards are not up to such a
standard of perfection as I have mentioned;
and upon asking why one orchard showed such
luxuriance of growth while the one adjoining
was dilapidation and ruin, I was told it was
all in cultivation and fertilizers; and our well-
known northern brands, say the Bradley,
Bowker, Mapes, etc., are being used largely
with excellent results. I am very glad indeed
to know this. I was curious to know whether
the Florida rock phosphates were also used
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here, but I am told they are not much used—at
least in this locality.
There is no gardening going on around here;

in fact, we have seen nothing I could call gar-
dening as yet in Florida—hardly so much as a
bed of onions, lettuce, or radishes: neither is

anybody planting potatoes, notwithstanding
the fact that Irish potatoes shipped from the
North bring 40 or .50 cts. & peel; .' neither does
any one keep a cow and pig, as we people do up
north, and yet milk is 10 cts. a ijuart; eggs. 2.5

to 35 cts. a dozen, and other things accordingly.
I have several times suggested having potatoes
shipped direct from expert growers up north;
but people here mostly buy a peck or so at a
time; and it takes so many " middlemen '" to
get a carload of potatoes into the hands of the
consumer that the expense would biidge over
the difference between 50 cts. a bushel and .50

cts. a peck. Notwithstanding, I am sure there
is an opening here, for both sweet and Irish po-
tatoes are on the table at almost every meal,
and I for one should like the fun of selling milk
for 10 cts. a quart. If I couldn't get alfalfa or
some other plant to furnish cow-feed it would be
funny. I asked one of the milk-men, as he was
going his rounds, what they fed theii-cows down
south. He looked at me for a moment just as
if he thought I was a meddlesome, no-account
Yankee; but he finally answered in a sort of
surly way. as he turned his back to me, "Cot-
ton-seed meal and bian." Now, look here;
why can't somebody get that cheap wheat and
corn that comes from Missouri for 35 cts. a
bushel, you know, down here, and convert it in-

to milk at 10 cts. a quart? Why, there is a
gold-mine in the speculation. You see, you
don't have to lay out a great deal of money in
frost-proof stables. Mr Brown said a wire
fence around the outside, and a cotton cloth
for a tent-like cover over the top would be all

the stable the cows would need.
Oh! just a word more about the moss.

Friend Brown says it is an air-plant, and the
only reason why it is found on the trees is that
it wants a place to hang on, up in the air. He
said it would grow just as well hanging across
a wire fence as on a tree; but friend Blackmer
says it isn't so. Mr. Blackmer is old and gray-
headed, like myself, and knows a lot more than
these young chaps, even if they have lived in
Florida all their lives. I have a private specu-
lation of my own. that perhaps we might feed
the cows on the moss—that is, we would have
the moss take the place of hay while we were
feeding them on corn meal and bran.

THE PICNIC ON THE KIVER.
Bee-keepers are geniuses, as I have often

said before; especially are the successful bee-
keepers men of mechanical and scientific at-
tainments. Friend Brown has an electric gaso-
line launch for running about on the river.
The boat is only 21 feet long, and it is worked
by a 4>i-horse-power engjne. To-day it pulled a
string of three boats, loaded with picnickers.
When I first saw the crowd that was to go. I

feared the little launch would hardly handle
them all; but it took us some eight or ten miles
and back in fine style, I tell you. I think I

never enjoyed a picnic more. The thing that
added to my enjoyment was that I had a place
close to the engine, and was enabled to study
carefully its working. Almost twenty years
ago (in fact, it wa*; at the Centennial Exposi-
tion, in Philadelphia) I first saw a gas-engine.
In this first crude affair the gas was exploded
by a burning jet. and it sent the piston away
up with a tremendous explosion. The modern
machine occupies veiy little room for the power
it generates; in fact, the ei/Z/jide?' is about the
principal part of the machine. A small quan-
tity of gasoline, measured out exactly for the

work required, is turned to vapor, then mixed
with the pioper proportion of atmospheric air
to produce an explosive compound. This com-
pound is fired in the cylinder by an electric
spark, and the force of the explosion gives the
power. It seems almost incredible that all

this could take place at each stroke of the
piston when the engine made as many as five
revolutions per saxnid. I enjoyed most hearti-
ly every rod of our trip after I had the hang of
the machine enough to .see how it did its work.
It really propels the boat by a series of " kicks "

—yes, vigorous kicks—and the kicks are at the
rate of five a second. Where is the kicker who
can beat that? Now, mind you, besides this it

occupies such a very small space that it can
not possibly blow up, because it really does
blow up five times every second—that is. all it

can blow up. There is no boiler, and no reser-
voir of any thing but gasoline, and this is away
oft' at the other end of the boat. Great precau-
tions are taken to prevent this reservoir from
letting loose the gasoline any faster than the
engine uses it. By great carelessness the gaso-
line pipe might be broken so as to let the dan-
gerous liquid out into the boat. Then if some
one should throw a match into it, it might
burn. But even in such a case, as the boat is

always in the open air there could be no real
explosion. The occupants might get their
clothing set on fire; but all they would have to
do would be to climb over into the water and let

themselves down until the fire was out.
While I was enjoying seeing the thing work,

I could not but refiect on the amount of brains
and hard study that had, step by step, during
these twenty years past, conquered obstacle
after obstacle, and brought the machine to its

present state of perfection. In fact, it seems
almost impossible that any really valuable in-
vention can come about in any other way.
Not only must one man make it. perhaps, a life

study, but other men, and often succeeding
generations, work out the.se great triumphs of
human intelligence over the forces of nature.*
By the way, friend Brown proposes, if I am

correct, to make this gas-engine launch help
him ill his migrat(»ry bee-keeping. You see, he
can put a pretty good-sized apiary on a cheap
raft, or lighter, and then this litile giant of
strength and power, this compact " genii " of
boiled-down power and energy, will take the
whole apiary and fairly make it skim over the
St. Johns River and tributaries, to any point
where honey may be coming in. We just had
the nicest crowd of boys and girls, in my opin-
ion, to be found in Florida, or any other land;
and let me say to you confidentially that Mr.
Biown's little sister, who presides over his
housekeeping affairs in a model fashion, is not
one whit behind the rest of the crowd; and. by
the way, what a grand thing it is to }i<we a,

sister! Of course, you all know I think a wife
is about the nicest "thing in the world; but if

one hasn't a wife, a sister is the next best thing.
Dear reader, have you looked after that sister

of yours as you ought? Do you realize what a
gift, straight from the great God above, she is

or ought to be? Suppose you go and tell her
now what I am saying; and you may add, too,

that I have had large experience, and am good
authority in the matter.
The St. Johns River is one of the prettiest

rivers in the world. Oh! I forgot to mention

* I liope our readers will excuse me for once more
touclilng on Elect lOpoLse rig-lit here. These [tenple
have the clieek and effrontery to claim that they
too liave "evolved and studied up" some great in-

vention and discovery, wliereas they liave lieen
only liatchins: up a series of lies. So ingeniously
have they built up their cause tliat one miglit well
be deluded it lie did not look closely into tlie matter.
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that there is a host of little rivers, or sort of
side issues, perhaps you initrht call them, that
branch off from the St. Johns, and they turn
and twist in every direction. The water in

these little rivers is like that mentioned in

Georgia. It has a brilliant dark color, from
the roots of the tropical vegetation probably;
and when the water is still it reflects the lux-

uriant growth upon its banks like a polished
steel mirror. When we first came down to the
8t. Johns River I was agreeably surprised to

find my old friend, the water-hyacinth, all

along the banks, and lining the edges of the
stream and its tributaries for miles and miles.
Some places they grow out into the river for

several rods. Here is a fact for our experiment
stations. Friend Brown tells us that, six years
ago. there wasn't a water- hyacinth on the
whole river; but some one threw in a plant.
Now there are acres and acres of it, and great
clumps looking like little islands are constant-
ly floating down. When we landed for dinner I

discovered these plants sailing np stream—or,

at least, so it seemed to me. I asked for an ex-
planation, and was told the water of this river
runs both irays—up stream when the tide is

coming in, and down stream when it is going
out. The women-folks of our party pitched
into me because I remarked, " Friends, I have
often heard of contrary women; but I have
never before seen a river that changed its

course, and went directly contrary in just one
short twenty-four hours." The raftsmen,
whom we found along the river, take advan-
tage of this queer phenomenon for transporting
their logs. They let their rafts loose when the
current is in the direction they wish to go.
Somebody said there wasn't any good drink-

ing-water in Florida ; but after drinking sever-
al times the water I dipped from the side of the
boat from the St. Johns River and tributaries,
I call it excellent—in fact, as nice as rain water
caught from the clouds, in a clean tin pan.
The dark color, which I mentioned before,

Mr. Brown says is caused by tannic acid from
the roots of various trees along the shore: but
this in no way affects the taste, so far as I can
discover. The St. Johns River in some places
is more than five miles wide, and I should be
quite happy indeed if I could always have as
good water as this to drink when I am thirsty.

A FISH-STOKV.
Of course, our picnic party fished on the way.

Well. I am not going to tell just how many fish

we caught; but friend Brown says there is a
place on the Indian River where, if you go out
in a boat and carry along some lights, the fish

will jump into the boat in order to get to the
light; and if you don't put out the lights when
the boat is full they will actually jump in until
the boat sinks. We have not been to that place
yet; but as Mr. Brown is a very good man, we
feel quite sure it must be true. Friend Black-
mer was wicked enough to say that it seemed
to him it was considerable of a " fish-story." I

did see a fish with my own eyes that I thought
must be an alligator, and a big one (a yard
long or more, I mean) ; but the rest of the party
assured me that it was a black bass, my favor-
ite dish.
When we arrived at Daytona I thought very

likely my wheel might be the only one in town;
but as we prepared to get off the train I was
agreeably surprised. Wheels for both ladies
and gentlemen were everywhere, and I soon
found out the secret of it—the beautiful shell
roads and cement streets and sidewalks, be-
sides the splendid wheeling either up or down
along the beach. Many of our older readers
are more or less acquainted with Dr. Jesse
Oren, who lives in Laporte City, la., in sum-
mer, and Daytona in the winter. Dr. Oren met

us at the train, and Constance and his daughter
were soon old friends, to all appearanc.-J. Be-
fore we reached their beautiful home we were
both quite captivated by the beauty of this
place. Most of the inhabitants are well-to-do
people from the North. The consequence is,

the dwellings are all fine ones. The people are
intelligent, and up to a high state of civiliza-
tion. The beautiful roads are made from
crushed oyster-shells, and these are obtained
along the beach and near the river, heaped up
in great mounds in many places, evidently left

by a former race of people who piled up the
shells after having used the contents for food.
Among the shells are found fragments of pot-
tery, which from their similarity have marked
these places as the work of the mound-builders,
found so generally over the United Slates.

Another way of paving the streets is from a
kind of cement or marl, spoken of heretofore.
This cement is found in various places, a mile
or two out of town, occupying a foot or two
just below the surface of the forests. The
forest-trees are removed, the black woods dirt
carted to town for gardens and lawns, and then
the marl is taken out in huge blocks, pulveriz-
ed, mixed with water and sand, then pounded
down for pavements.
Here for the first time we see forests literally

made up of palms and palmettoes. The sight
of these beautiful straight trunks or smooth
stems running away up fifty or sixty feet with-
out a branch or limb, and then ending with a
tuft on top. again and again makes me feel

strangely, some way, as if I were in fairyland.
Just imagine a dense forest made up of nothing
but these trees, ranging from a palmetto just
coming out of the ground, all the way up to a
full-sized tree.

If you are out in the woods, and get hungry,
and are so fortunate as to have an ax, you can
chop out a good chunk of cabbage from any
cabbage-palmetto at any season of the year,
and you may eat your cabbage cooked or raw.
The doctor says you would hardly know it

from common cabbage, but you will have a lot

of work to get it out. These beautiful trees are
left all through the streets, dooryards, gardens,
and backyards all over Daytona. The main
street is 100 feet wide, left this width to pre-
serve the beautiful native forests of palmettoes
and live-oaks, draped with the moss I have de-
scribed.
The adjoining pictures give you a glimpse of

what we see about this beautiful place, the
one showing the blossoms in the head of a cab-
bage palmetto; and great quantities of beauti-
ful honey are gathered every year from this

source. Dr. Oren has been spending his winters
here for the last ten years. He is now engaged
in putting np some beautiful cottages for rent
to bee-keepers or others who may wish to stay
over winter here. A pretty little cottage that
he says was built at ^ cost of .?.">(»() has so much
captivated my fancy that he has promised to

have a picture of it taken to l)e given to the
readers of Gleanings, at an early date. Such
a cottage rents for $'M a season, the season to

be a whole year or any part of the year, only
you must pay the ^90 if you have it during the
season that Northerners usually come here.
Bee-keepers will certainly do well to take in

Daytona, and they shouldn't fail to call on Dr.
Oren. for he can post them in regard to almost
every thing they want to know. We find here
these same artesian wells that are such a
providence to all of Florida. By putting down
a pipe only about 80 ft., enough water pours
out for family use; and by going down still

farther a much larger volume of water is ob-
tained. Dr. Oren has just one such well for a
group of cottages, and it furnishes something
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Notice.

I
Pacific

I Coast

! Bee=keepers.

We are Northwestern Agents for The A. I. Root Com= =
pany's supplies, and can make prices that will interest you. =
Send us a list of your wants, and see if we can not save =
you money. POSSON'S SEED STORE, |

Portland, Oregon. E

?1llllllMIIMnilllllllllllllllllMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIinilllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllll)IIIIIMIII!!:illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllin:

SECTIONS. They
are

>?2.50. $3.00perM. too.

We keep from two to three carloads of supplies in
stock, hence eao till orders promptly.
Let me know j'our wants. '9."> catalog ready.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.City.

The New Craig

Seedling Potato.

For full description of this Potato, see page 9.")tt of
this journal for Dec. 15, 1894. Prices: 1 lb. by mail,
postpaid, 2.5 cts.; V4 peck, by freight or express,
$1.00; peck, $1.75; H bushel, $3.00; bushel, $5.00;
barrel of II pecks, fl3.50. The above prices will
hold good as long as our stock lasts. All orders by
mail will be filled as soon as received. Orders by
express will be shipped at once unless ordered oth-
erwise. All orders for potatoes by freight will be
tilled April 1, or soon after that time, unless direc-
tions are given to shij) at an earlier date. In this
latter case I do not assume responsibility for loss in
freezing; but where it is desirable to sliip earlier,
and customers have bad luck. I e.vpect to help them
out so far as I can consistently. In regard to mj'
responsibility I would refer you to A. I. Root. In
fact, where it is more convenient you can order po-
tatoes of the A. I. Root Co., instead of sending your
orders to me.

GEO. E. CRAIG, Zimmer, Franklin Co., 0.

B4UBuy5eeds,
Send for my C^lfin'fc

Annual Catalog. ndliua,
It is ntatiy gotten up; no old stereotyped mat-

ter about It; nothing sensational. The Hest
Varieties truthfully described and honestly
priced. A. 1. Root says, "I l)elie\e 1 have read
evi'ry catalog you li:i\e put out clear through,
and I wish all seedsmen would tell us their ex-
perience with different varieties as frankly as
you do." True I'rizetaker onion seed and plants
a s|)ecialtj'. Vegetable and small-fruit p ants
of all kinds, trees, and supplies for gardeners.
Send tor free catalog at once, or send 10c for cat-
alog, a pkt. of a new smooth very early tomato,
a pkt. of the best new lettuce, a pkt. of true
Pri/.etaker onion, and a pkt. of choice flower
seeds, all for lo cents.

Christian Weckesser, Niagara Falls, N. V.

DON'T MONKEY """" —
Order early to be ready for the

harvest.

Root Co.'s Supplies kept in stock.

;i6-page catalog free.

We have low freight rates.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

Raspberry

Plants For Sale.
(Jregg for late; Hilborn for medium; Palmer

for early.

These are standard varieties, giving almost

universal satisfaction.

They are the kinds to plant for berries.

Price $1.00 per hundred; *^7.00 per thousand,

F. O. K. at Lodi.

W. R. GRANNIS, Lodi, Ohio.

FOWLS AND EGGS
1 r—. r.VM».VKi» i;kki:i».>»— IT
Ml t'USH !>iil<i IVoiii l>irilM Hcoriiii;

9^ puiiitH mill upwurdH.
tiiir largf Car;ilo!;iic- mnilocl on rooeipt

of4ci-nts. Ciriulars Free.
F. 8. STAHI.. Quiney, IlllnoU

tS^In responding to this advertisement mention Glkakdjos.

ETAL
WHEELS

for your

WAGONS
Any 81ze you want, 20
to 56 in high. Tires I

to 8 in.wide—hubs to
fit any axle. fSaves
Vast many times in

a season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
Krain, fodder, manure.
bogs, kc. No resetting of

tttes. Catl'g free Address

EMPIRE MPG. CO.,
Uulncy, 111
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SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

If any of our readers have sweet melilot or Bok-
liara clover seed to sell, we shall be glad to have
them mail us samples, stating- how much you have
and what you ask for it per lb. We are sold out,
and orders are cominjf quite freely.

liOtAL DEALERS IN BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

As we go to press we are just issuing- our circular
of prices to local dealers. We desire a progressive
agent to represent us in every good locality for bees,
and we have special inducements to offer. If your
name is not alreadj' on our Itooks as an agent, and
you are acting in that capacity, let us hear from
you.

ALSIKK (UiOVER SEED.

The supply of alsike seed seems to be plentiful,
and our offers for it have been so freely accepted
that we now have a good stock of choice seed which
we are able to offer at lower prices. For the pres-
entwe offer clioice seed at the same price as peavine
or mammoth clover—16c per lb.; $2.00 per peck;
$;i.80 per '^2 bush.; $7.'20 per bush.; $14.00 for 2 bush.,
bag included in each case.

BEESWAX ADVANCED.
The market continues bare of beeswax, and prices

are higher. We quote an advance of 2 cents a
pound over our last quotations, and will, until fur-
ther notice, pay 28c cash, olc in trade, for average
wax delivered. We can not offer refined wax for
sale in small lots for less than 3.5 cents. Is there
not an opening at such prices for bee-keepers in
some sections to produce wax rather than honey, at
the present low prices for the latterV

SI.MPLICITV AND OLD-STYLE HIVES.

Our readers who have received new catalogs, have
no doubt noticed that we do not list the Simplicity
portico and old-style cliaff hives. We consider the
Dovetailed hives superior, and they are lower in
l)rice. If any old customers who have a supply of
these old-style hives, and do not care to change,
wish to buy more of the same kind, remember we
are still prepared to furnish them at the same
prices as heretofore.

DOVETAILED HIVES—NEW LIST.

If any of our old customers do not like the new
plan we have adopted this year, of including nails
and brood-frame starters with complete hives, they
are at liberty to order hives at the old list, put up
in the old way. In that case be careful to state in
your order that you order from old list. The
freight rebate mentioned inside of front cover of
catalog will not apply to such orders, but only to
those ordered from the new list which comply with
the conditions made in the catalog.

CO.MMON-SENSE BINDERS.

M. H. Mendlesoii, of Ventura, Cal., recently asked
the price of these binders in lots of (i to 12, and a(l<ls,

after acknowledging receipt of a sample, " It is so
convenient and neat, Tel like to bind Gle.^ninos
for a number of years luist." This only shows how
the binder is appreciated. Maybe there are other

readei-s who would like to do likewise. Price of the
binders, all cloth, 6.5c each; with leather back and
corners, 7.5c; postage, 17c extrn. In lots of 3 or
over, 5c each loss; 1(1 or more at 10c each less. There
is no better or more convenient binder made.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

QUEENS SUCCESSFULLY MAILED TO TASMANIA.
It is with pleasure that I have to inform you that

your select tested queen, dispatched to me in Sep-
tember, arrived all safe and in flue condition on the
16th of October. There were only two dead bees in
the cage. I introduced the queen by lianging the
cage in the hive for 24 hours, and then turned her
loose, and she is laving quite vigorously.
Cedar Hill, N. S. W., Nov. 1, 1894. A. E. Ayerst.

Mr. i?o()/:—The two beautiful queens you sent me
arrived here on the evening of the I9th of October.
They were quite frisky, and only four tlead bees in
each cage. Probably they were hurt in caging
them. They wei-e so fresh and lively that I feel
quite sure I could have added a little more candy
and sent them off for another 14 or 21 days' journey.

W. P. Clennett.
Port Esperance, Tasmania, Nov. 1, 1894.

Mr. Root:—For about fourteen years we have kept
company. These years have had their joys as well
as their sorrows. Your kind talks have helped to
clear away many dark clouds, and left the skies
l)righter. Gleaninos makes me feel as if the
world, after all, consisted of something besides
dollars and cents. May the bles.sing of God go with
you to the end. J. E. Lav.

Hallettsville, Texas, Dec. ,24.

OUR agricultural books, etc.

We do not agree out here with W. I. Chamberlain
with regard to 2 ft. 6 in. being sufficient in heavy
clays. The book is full of useful practical wrinkles,
especially that with regard to the method of cut-
ting the clay in digging by hand. I see no refer-
ence to it in the Tile Drainage; but the deeper the
pipes are laid, the smaller they may be. Here, for
instance where we have an average rainfall of 49
inches per annum, and occasionally 12 or 13 inches
in two days, if we drained 2 ft. 6 in. only, and used
1 inch tiles, it may be the soil would become water
logged, and liles unable to carry it away; but where
they are 4 ft. down, the soil acts as a regulator, and
gradually passes it through; whereas in shallower
drainage the water passes through witli more of a
rush. Of course, with deep drainage the soil is

much more drought-resisting than with shallow,
and you do not seem to be free from that complaint,
"want of water," yet. The book entitled "Our
Farming " is just grand, and reads like a tale. The
chapters on clover and miinure-saving are worth
many times the price of the work. We are having a
splendid season here this year, and the bees are
booming. Honey is cheap—about 5 or (i cents per
lb. for extracted, wliolesale: but some of our api-
arists get large yields. My district is very poor and
limited. C. F. Jeanneret.
Wybalcua, N S. W.. Oct. 18.

WOVEN WIRE FENGE
Why pay CO to 90c. a rod for,
fence when you can niake the
best Woven Wire Fence onl

earth,horse hij:h,buU stronpj
pig and chicken tight, for,

^S3 to aOcTA ROD?
A man and bov can make
Irom 40 to 60 RodS a
day. Over 50 different styles
Catalorrue Free> Address,
KITSELMAN BROS.,
Rideeville, Indiana.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St., N. Y

HONEYWHOLESALE
DEALEES 4
COMMISSION
MEKOHANTS.
Established

1875.
BEESWAX.

LIBEBAL
ADVANCES
MADE
ON
CONSION-
UENTS.
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PATENTS
Careful attention srivon to tlie prosecution of

business before the U. S. Patent Otiife. All business
treated as stiHctly aiiiftdoitinl. No charge m.ide for
services in prosecu I iiiiur application, until the pat-
ent is allowed. Send for " Inventor's Guioe."

FRANKLIN H. HOUGH.
92S F STREET, WASHINGTON, D. C,

Fruit Plants.
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STAHL'S EXCELSIOR
Spraying Outfits
kill insects, pre-
\ent leaf bliglit

orniy fruit.

e a heavx
yield of ail

Iruit and
vegetable

(•roi»s.

Thousands
in use.
Send 6 cts.

for catal'g
and full
treatise on

i' spraying.
_,, « frff. Address

_ V\1I>M \.>I .>^T.\HI., QL'INCY, II.I..

Wlie-re ta TiuT^'
tilem nt whole-
sale prices. Send

ixwtal card for descriptive and wholesale catalogue
of all of the leading varieties of f^t rft wherries,
Iiasj)t>erries. lylacUlierrief^, C^nrrants,
Ctooseherries. Ci!rcij>es, and l^ot ntoes.
EZRA G. SMITH, Manchester, Ont. Co., N. Y.

Please mention this paper.

BEGINNERS,
IJcginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee keeper, a TO-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 2.5 cents; if sent by mail,
-He. The little book and the Progressive
Bee keeiier (a live progressi\e:iy-|iage montli-
ly journal) one j-ear, 65c. Address any tirst-
class dealer, or

LBAHY MFG. CO., Higoijvsvill.e, Mo.

MMTuc HONEY
^^'^^^^

EXTPACTOP.
Square Glass Honey-Jars,
Tin Buckets, Bee-hives,
Honey Sections, Etc., Etc.

Perfection Cold-blast Smokers.
APPLY TO

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

p. S.~Send 10-ct. stamp for " Practical Hints to Beekeepers'

A Perfist Park Fence
Is shown ill our January "Hustler," with

a full view of ten large Elk. It surrounds the
P. W. W. F. Co.'s Park of 40 acres, confining
also a herd of 15 deer. We call it perleot be-
cause no animal gets in or out "without a
pass." Bound_^d on three sides by public
roads, it has been thoroughly tested by dogs.
With iiosts four rods apart there is no sag-
ging, no obstruction to the view, and above
all it costs less than a paling fence for the
same puri>ose. Send for Free copy. Addr'<'ss

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
t#"In responding to this advertisement mention Gi.EANiNoa

TAKE NOTIGEI
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames. Foundation. Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
Stfdb New London, Wis.

HATCHER &
BROODER Combined.
THEMO.'^T PKUFErT

--^Incubator i>Ia<Je. Hatches
T'lJii.r <vtTy egg that a hen could

hatch; Regulates it.self auto-
matically; Reduce.s the cost o"
I
oiiltry raising toa miiiinimu.

Send for Illustrated CiitaUi^ue.
ItiO Egg size $16.00.

SIMPLEX MANr'G. CO.. Ouincv.ill.

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shii)i>iiig-cnses, and every tliiim-

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping^point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Ueeswax.
Catalog fiee.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Please mention this paper.

PATE/\/T WIRED COMB FOUNDATION i -i
Has Kn Sittr- in Uroocl-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Eas so FishboQe is the Sorplus Hone^.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdh Sole flanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE MODEL >

EXCELSrOR INCUBATOR.
Thousand's in Suc-
cessful Operation.
SIMPLE, PEKFECT, nrul
SELF-KEG I'LA TIAG.
G uaranteed to hatch a
larger percentage of
fertile eggs, at less cost,
than any otherlncubator.
Send 6c. for UIus. Catalog.

__ _ Circulars Free.
BEO.II. STAHL,114toia3S.fithSt..Qiilney.lll.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
C'ln do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Kipiiing. Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Kaldieting,
(irooving. Gaining, Diidoing,
•'.dgiiig-up, .lointiug Stuff, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.
Cut (III 111 Free.

'

l-34ei

SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
44 Water St., Seneca Falls, N Y.

1 responding to this advertisement mention Oleaninqs,

onSODaysTrial

Kasy, durable and
iclieap. A radical
sealed catalogue.
Temple, thieu&;n, Ul.
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Largest ractory in the West, good supplies and low prices, our Motto

Wr ;ue loie to serve you. .ind wil if ymi f;ivf us acluince. C^ntnloLi'tic I^re-e, Address

LEAHY RHANUFACTURINC CO , Higginsville, Mo.

^^;awov#^S#J^^¥Mt'

Blue Beauty or Giant Perennial Sweet Pea.—Flowers
two iuches across aud two and a half inehes long: a

lovely shade of azure-blue with feathery markings of

deeper blue and a dash of ]iure. clear white in the

centre of each. Forms a dense vine fi to 8 feet high,

<*overed with blossoms, surpassing in beauty the finest

Clematis. Hardy, growing more beautiful from
year to year. Seeds, 15c per packet.

Pink Beauty, {Kosfelrfzkya).—One of the greatest

floral novelties of the age. Perfectly hardy and cov-

ered all sunnner and autumn with flowers as large aud

almost as round as silver dollars, which are of the

most tender and charming bright rosy-piuk imagin-

able. Blooms first year from seed aud forms a dense

plant three feet high, that remains iu perfection a

lifetime. Succeeds everywhere. Seeds, 25c per packet.

Strong^ blooming Plants, of either, by mail, each 25c., or 3 for 50c.

Eleaxok, the only large very early Strawberry. .Marv and IIknkv Ward ISeechkk, the bii^-jrest and best

of all .strawberries. PLVMorni RocK, the most valuable cherry. I.Ovett's IJest Blackiierrv. SrMiEA.MS

Canna. immense pure golden flowers. Faxon Squash, the finest vegetable of modern times. A host of other

valuable novelties, and all the 'J^ood old sorts of I'RfTTS, FloWEUS and \"Ei;f,i ari.es.

A FLOWER GARDEN for 25c.
To prove by results the superior quality of our seeds we will mail ten full-sized packets of Flower Seeds for

25 cents. These packets contain hundreds of varieties and with the simple culture a child of ten years can give,

will produce a brilliant display of beautiful flowers all summer and autumn and plenty for cutting for the house.

Also ten fuil-sized packets of \'egetable Seeds, all choice varieties, selected especially for boys, for 25 cents.

l-;verything is fully described in our Guide to Horticulture, a book of 150 pages, copiously illustrated

and beautifully printed; and full instructions given for planting, pruning, culture and management. To all who

order any of the above, the CriDE is sent Free. To those who send Ten Cents, and say where they saw this

advertisement, we mail a bulb of the lovely \' ariegated-leaved Tuberose, three bulbs of Cladiolus and the Guide.

250 Acres of Nursery. 41st Year. 25,000 feet of Greenhouses.

The LOVETT CO , Little Silver, New Jersey.
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Honey Column

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Hojicy.—The stock of comb honey

is large; market well supplied. Fancy white 1-lb.

combs, 15; amber, 12@13. Receipts of extracted,
lig-ht; white, 7; amber, 5hi@6; southern. 4'-2@5.

Beeswax, 32. Hamblin & Bearss,
Feb. 20. Kansas City, Mo.

Boston.—Ho7iew.—We beg- to quote you our mar-
ket without cliaiigc as to price, and witli a little

better demand for honey. Fair stock on hand.
hand, with some inquiry. E. E. Blake & Co.,
Feb. 8. Boston, Mass.

San FR.4NCiSCO.—Ho(it'j/.—Honey is scarce, but
not in active demand. We quote extracted honey,
6@7; comb, 1-lb. frame, 8@10. Beeswax scarce at
37@28. SCHACHT, Lemcke & Steinek.
Feb. 13. San Francisco, Cal.

Kansas City.—Honej/.—There is no chang:e in
the market on honey or beeswax. Honey is very
slow sale. Business otherwise is about the same.

C. C. CliEMONS & Co.,
Feb. 14. Kansas City, Mo.

Denver.—Honey.—Our market remains without
much clians-e. No. I comb honey in lib. sections
moves slowly at 11@12; No. 2. 9'ffilO. Extracted, No.
1, in 60-lb. cans (2 in a l)oxi, 6@7 Tliere is an im-
provement in the demand for extracted honey. We
can handle to advantag'c a quantity of pure bees-
wax at 22@2.5. R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
Feb, 11. Denver, Col

St. Louis.—i7o7igi/.—Inquiries are larg-er, and di--

mand somewhat better. We quote choice clc.ir

comb, 14X@1,"); amber, 13(5)13';.; extrncted, in bar-
rels, 4@5. Prime yellow beeswax, 26^.

D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
Feb. 19. St. Louis, Mo.

Philadelphia.—H'i/i('!/.—Comb honey slow sale.
Large lots ottered at 9@11. No pure white-clover in
tliis market Extracted honey is not in such good
demand, on account of storm paralyzing all busi-
ness; fair sale at 4@6. Beeswax verj' scarce; sells
quickly at 30@32. Wm. A. Selsrr,
Feb. 19. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

New York.—Ho?tej/.—We are gradually working-
down our stock of comb honey, and the indications
are that we shall succeed in disposing of all of the
while honey, and possibly all of the dark, during
the spring, at following quotations: Fancy white
1-lbs., 13; fnir. 10; l)uck\v!ieat. 8@9. The market is

well supplied with extracted. Demand is fair for
choice grades, while i-ommon stock is neglected.
We quoTe: White-clover and basswood, .5V4@6; buck-
wheat. n@,5'2; Southern, 4.5@55 per gallon, according
to quality. Beeswax firm, and in good demand at
o0@3l. HiLUKETH UROS. & SEGEI^KEN,
Feb. 20. 38 & 30 Broadway, New York.

Milwaukee.— ffoHci/.—The market d<ies not seem
to present any new features on honey since our last
report. The demand lias been dragging, and we
suppose the very old weather has had some influ-
ence on consumers. Yet we think it would be good
for them to eat more instead of less. We quote 1-lb.

sections, best, la(^i 17; average, 13@1.5; common, 13®
14. Extracted, in barrels, white, 6@7; sjime. in kegs,
6'2@7i4: dark, in barrels and kegs, 4i/4@6. Bees-
wax, 24@26. A. V. Bishop & Co.,
Feb. 21. Milwaukee, Wis.

Cincinnati. -/fodcj/.—Demand is quiet for all
kinds of honey. Best white comb sells at 14®16 in
the jobbing way. Exti'acted brings 4@S on airival.
Beeswax is scai'ce, and in good demand at 23@38 for
good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son.
Feb. 30. Cincinnati, O.

Buffalo.- ffoTjej/.—The honey market is very
quiet; still it is movinir off in a moderate way.
Fancy, 13@14; choice, ll(«il3; poori>r grades are verj-
dull, and at irregular prices. Buckwheat honey
slow at 8@10. Extracted, very little in market, and
\'ery little demand. Batterson & Co.,
Feb. 19. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland. — Ho/i<'j/. — The demand foi' white
comb honey is somewhat slow. No. 1 1-lb. sections-
are selling at 13@14; No. 3. 11@13. Nn. 1 water-white
extracted, 6@8. Beeswax, 38@30.

WiLLi.^MS Bros.,
Feb IS. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

DETKOiT.—Ho?iej'.—Stock of comb honey slowly
decreasing. Best white continues to sell at 14@1.").

other grades, 11@13. Extracted dull at 6@7. Bees-
wa.x in good demand at 37@28.

M. H. Hunt.
Feb. 19. Bell Branch, Mich.

Chicago.—Ho?iej/.— Since the weather has moder-
ated, a better demand has been felt on the market;
yet the sales are of small volume. White comb
brings 14®!"), according to its grade; dark is slow
at 8@10. The demand for extracted is not brisk,
and stocks are fair, of all kinds except whiteclover.
It sells at 5X@7. Beeswax. 28c for ordinary run.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Feb. 21. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—Three tons of pure basswood honey
in 30-gallon bairels; also nearlj^ three tons in 1.5-

gallon kegs. Price, fiVjc: in lots of a ton or more, 6c.
f . o. b. Barrels at Mauston. kegs at Dutand, Wis.

Address F. McN.w, Mauston, Wis.

Closing out balance of my fine extracted basswood
honey at 7c f. o. b. Who is not supplied ':

Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster. Las Animas, Col.

We yet have extrncted alfalfa at f7.80 per box of
130 lbs. Aikin Bros., Loveland, Colo.

Beeswax wanted.—Will pay 31' ^c cash for abso-
lutely pure beeswax that will stand chemical test.

Write me at once.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible. Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

FAY'S Are a Paying Crop to Grow for Market.
PROLIFIC Ihavea large quantity of extra strong
RED well-rooted bushes for sale cheap.

CURRANTS ^/?HO. h. burdett.
CLIFTON, NEW YORK.

2 and 3 frame nuclei cheap bv the dozen.
AUG. LEYVRAZ, Francis, Fla.

25 Imported Garniolans
Ready for immediate delivery at $5 each.
Bred in 1894 at the most elevated point
ainong the Cnrnic Alps where be^s are kept.
Daughters of these queens ready in April,
bleach; $;10 i}er doz. Address

The Carniolan Apiaries, Charlton Heights, Md.

The Irish

Daisy Potato
Gave the largest yield of 11 varieties; 12 lbs. to
the liill. Seed diii'ct from Wm. Henry Alaule.
Will till oi'ders as long as my stock lasts at 1 lb.,

3()c; 3 lbs., 7.5c postpaid; by express or freight, 1

peck, 60c; bushel, $1.75; barrel, *3.50.

Second size by freight or express one-fourth less.

L. D. GALE, Stedman, N. Y.

EED POTATOE*^ Colvln's New Ideal.

S*-*-*^ ' V ' " ' Vy to. Best new Potato, E.
^^ Vortlier, Carman No. 1, Banner', 20 varieties;
Dutton Flint Curn. Seed Oats, Small-Fruit Plants,
etc., ;it Hard Times Prices. Price List free. Address

CEO. H. COLVIN, L. Box 6, Dalton, Pa.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Utah Bee-keei>ers' .Association will hold its semiannual
meeting- on Thnr.sday. April 4. at 11) a.m., in the Fish Commis-
sioner's rooms, in the new city and eountv building:. Salt Lake
City. Geo. E. Dudley, See., Provo, Utah.

The next meeting' of tlie Wfsfcrn Washington Bee-keepers'
Issoeiation will lie held on Monday. Aiiril 8th. in H(n-ticnltural
iooms. Citv Hall. Bee-kecpirs are invited.

G. D. LiTTOOY, See.. Taeonia. Wash.

Peaches.
CROSBY FROST=PROOF.
—If you want Peaclies every
year, and plenty of tliem,

plant tlie Crosby. It fruits in New England every
year, never liaving failed in eleven years, even
when all others were killed by the winter. It is of
larpre size, beautiful orang-e yellow, splashed with
oarmine, and of best quality, ripeninfj about mid-
season. 30 cents eaoh; $3.00 per dozen, postpaid.
CHAIR'S CHOICE.—A very large, late, yellow-

fieshed variety, verj' handsome; rich, .iuicy, firm;
tiesh of excellent quality; freestone, and a superior
canninff-peach. 30c each; $3.00 per dozen, postpaid.
LOVETT'S WHITE.— For a late white Peach,

nothing could be more desirable. Large, perfectly
white, ifreestone; an annual bearer of rich, luscious,
juicv fruit. 30 cts. each; $3.00 per dozen, postpaid.
MOUNTAIN ROSE.—An old reliable and very val-

iiable Peach, ripening' early; larg'esize, skin whitish,
and nearly covered with rich, dark red; a valuable
family and market sort. 20 cents each; $3.00 per
dozen, postpaid.
Larger trees of above, by express, at same price.
I can also furnish Crawford's Early, Crawford's

Late Elberta. Beer's Smock, Stump, Old Mixon,
Wonderful. Ford's Late White Peaches. 30c each;
6 for $1.00, postpaid ; or larger, by express, at pur-
chaser's expense, at same price.

The above "ad." is copied verbatim from a beau-
tifully illustrated catalog for 189.5. These descrip-
tions are accurate. The peaches are .just as repre-
sented. I would, however, select Ford's Late and
the old Smock as worthy of being- emphasized-
equal to any peaches ever grown. I have all the
sorts named above, and more. All are guaranteed
true to name. Great pains and care will be taken
that every tree that T send you shall grrow. 10 trees,
one or several sorts, by mail, 60c: 100 trees, by ex-
press or freight, $4.00.

Ior%'in Dliimc Ahondance. Burbank. and
Ucl|Jctll flUlllS>. satsuma. By mail, .5 for
60c; by freight or express, $10.00 per 100.

Flora Vista, San Juan Co., New Mexico, )

.Jan. 17, 1895. (

John CadivaUnder.—Dear Sii-:— * * * I received
• the order of 100 peach-trees last spring. They reach-
ed me in splendid condition. Also ten plums.

Henry Steinbach.

Cedar Grove Farm.
John Cadwallader, Proprietor, North Madison, Ind.

i FirstNaiinnal Bank. Madison, Ind.
"( A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
Please mention this paper

References:

Pf\f Calp a,t hard-times prices, a winter home
I Ul oaic, atTampa,Fla. Lot and two cottages.
Rent of one cottage pays good interest on invest-
ment. Twenty best colonies of bees in apiary, or-
dered before April to ship May 1. $70.00. Write for
particulars. Hrs. F. Averill, Howardsville, Va.

For Persons
Rcft'iciifi'. KiUtd)-

of aitaniniis.
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Desiring a milder climate,
now is the time to invest in
P^lorida. For information,
write F. Danzenbaker,
Box 100, Jacksonville, Fla.

Ffir ^alp ''^'iiiO buys my home and apiary,
1 yjl iDai\i. just inside city limits; 1 acre of land.
4-room house, good shade and fruit trees, 35 colonies
of line Italians; lots of sweet clover all around me.
Address P. J. T., Box 2, Fredonia, Wilson Co., Kan.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be Inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must SAY you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can iiave the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over tlve lines will cost you .loi-ordiner to our re^lar
i-ates. This department is intended only for bona tide ex-
changes. Exehansres for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our reprnl.\r rntesof 20cts. a line will he charged, and
they wil 1 be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising' from these "swaps."

A
GENTLEMAN owning a fruit-farm near this
city wishes to employ a man with experience in

the bee business to build up an apiary and mean-
wliile a.ssist on fruit-farm. Address

Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange bees, queens, and eggs
(from B. V. Rocks, S. C. B. Leghorn, and Light

Brahmas), for bee-supplies or offers.
Chas. H. Thies, Steeleville, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange Knickerbocker medical
battery, breech-loading rifle, and Stainer violin,

for bees, printing-press, or offers.

D. H. Tweedy, Box 54, Dillonvale, O.

WANTED.—To exchange some Bibles, albums,
steel engravings, etc., for colonies or nuclei of

bees, or offers. W. T. Atkinson, Auburn, N. Y.

wANTED.—To excliange cushion safety for blood-
ed pigs or offers. A. .F Ames, Claremont, Va.

WANTED.—To exchange strawberry-plants, the
best varieties, cheap, for brood-foundation,

yellow Italian bees and queens in their season.
Mrs. Oliver Cole, Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

WANTED.—Position in apiary, by man of experi-
ence. L. H. Greene, Wichita, Kan.

WANTED.—To exchange 100 new and second-hand
hives (standard L. frame) for offers.

T. P. Andrews, Farina, Fay. Co., 111.

WANTED.—By an apiarist, 10 years' experience, a
position with sonic man making a specialty of

bee-keeping or supply work.
J. B. Henderson, Roney's Point, W. Va. Box 96.

WANTED.—To exchange a 10-inch Root founda-
tion-mill, good as new, for hives in flat, or sec-

tions 414x4 ii^, 7 to foot.

A. W. Gardner, Centreville, Mich.

WANTED.—Position in apiary; experience, good
reference, ingle.

E. H. Fuhrman, Pleasant Home, O.

WANTED.—To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa. 30tf

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-

cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.
J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To excliange 300 colonies of bees for

any thing useful on plantation.
Anthony Off, Helena, Ark.

wANTED.—A quantity of drawn combs,
eitf I J. Stiungham, 106 Park Place, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange telegraph stock for bees
or nursery stock in spring.

4-5 W. G. Cha.mberlain, Pittsfleld, Me.
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Over $5.00
Is what it costs to take the leading-

bee - journals, even if secured at

clubbing-rates. The Bee-keepers'

Review endeavors to give the cream of all these journals, and it costs only

^1.00. If you can't afford to take all of the journals, yet wish to be well

informed in apicultural matters, try the Review.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

LISTEN HERE

!

160-Page Bee-Book FREE
To every Ne«v Subscriber sending $1.00 for the ^»^eekly Aiiierican Bee Journal for a
year. (The book is " Bees and Honey " by Thos. G. Newman). Besides articles from the best
bee-keepers, the Bee Journal now h is 6 Department Editors— Mrs. Jennie Atchley in "The
Sunny Southland;" " Canadian BeeJom " by "Bee-Master;" "Questions and Answers" by Dr.
C. C. Miller; "Notes and Comment-," Kx-Pres. B. T. Abbott; "Doctor's Hints" on good health,
by Dr. Pelro; and " Among the Bee-Papers " by " Gleaner," who gleans the best from all the
bee-papers each week. Space forbids tilling more. Better send lor Free Sample Copy, or
II 00 as per above offer. i^~ 20-Oeiit Trial Trip i.3 months or 1.3 wks.) to New subscribers

Address. GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 56 FIFTH Ave., CHICAGO. III.

E. KRETCHHER, RED OAK, IOWA, •^ ^

4-8

SENDS FREE HIS CATALOG OF 72 ILLUSTKA TED PAGES; DBSC KIBES
EVERYTHING USED IN THE APIARY; BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.
CAPACITY ONE CARLOAD A DAY. WHITE AT ONCE FOK HIS CATALOG.

I told you so.
Mrs. Atchley:—^Ihe onc-fiame nucleus I got of

you last spring gave me 120 well-lilled one-pound
sections. J. A. Smith, Heber, Utah, Oct. 9, 1894.^;j

Now, hiiven"t I told you that it will pay to send'
bees north in the spring ?

One-frame nucleus, $1.00; 10 or more, 90c each.
Bees by pound, same price. LTntested queens to go
with them, 75c each.
Untested queens by mail. $1.00 each; $5.00 forH;

$9.00 per dozen, till June; after, 75c each; $4.25 for
6, or $8.00 per dozen. 1 breed the leather-colored
Italians, 5 bands, and Carniolans, in separate yards,
at safe distance.
Tested. 3 bands, $1.50 each; 5 band.s or Carniolans,

$2.50 each.
Fine breeders of either race, or imported queens,

$5.00 eacli. Full colonies with untested queens. $6.00.
Ask for discounts to dealers, and by quantities.
The only steam bee-liive factory in south Texas.

Root's goods, Dadant's foundation, and Bingham
smokers.
Safe arrival on every thing guaranteed. Send for

FREE catalog that tells all about raising queens.
JENNIE ATCHLEY, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

To please all, am breediuM'
liotli Leather-colored and
Golden 5-banded Italians.
Have five apiaries, ;i to 5
miles apart, running 350
nuclei. Your orders filled

Q
promptly. Can furnish

ti£i£%t^cy queens from March 1st tt>

UCCll^* Nov. 10. The Leather-col-
ored 3-bauded Breeder, im-
ported from Italy, Oct., '94.

The Golden .5-banded Breeder, selected from 1000
4(!0 lbs. of honey to colony.

Mid orders now for eai'ly
delivery. Guaranteed ,,, a o 1

queens, 7.5c; special low Wni. A. i>elSer,
price in qusuitities. Send w, j. n
for descriptive catalog. WynCOte, Pa.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my I^oimdatlon. Siiid for free
samples. Di'jilers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new fnlishc<l Sections and other goods
at his prices, l^ree Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the api.iry. Jt/l H Hian-f

Bell Branch, Mich. iU. 11. nUnt,

WjE have a large stock of SECTIONS now ready,
" both No. 1 and No. 2. Write for special prices
on winter orders in large or small lots, including all
otlier Supjilies. Also Berry Crates and Baskets
made up or in flat.
Addiess BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,

eitf BERLIN Heights, O.

Woodcliff

Business

queens, .some producin.
State what you want, and

Are you Looking

For the BEST
In bee-hives, sections, cases,
etc. y If SO, drop us a postal
and we shall be i:)leased to send
you a copy of our 1H95 catalog-

and price list.

Q. B. LEWIS CO.,
Watertown, Wis.

420 Lbs. Average
Is what my bees gave that I moved to the man-
grove; those at home, 300 lbs. each; r>-bande<J
lyees, too. Queens, hred for business from
this stock, will Ip sent in 1895 for $1.00 each until
May; per doz., $s.(io. circular free.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.
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"No ONE can write for bee-keepers but hec-

keepers,'" says British Bee Journal.

Dadant says queens are less likely to go up
and lay in shallow frames than in deep ones.

—

A. B. J.

" Ai'icuLTUKAi. literature was never better

than it is to-day."

—

Review. Right you are,

W. Z.

336 POUNDS of comb honey is what J. D.

Endicott reports in A. B. J. from a colony hiv-

ed June 10.

Two COLONIES whose hives stood 3 inches

apart, are reported in A. B. J. as working to-

gether all summer.

FoRMATjN, a near relative of formic acid, is

spoken of in the German bee-papers as the

coming cure for foul brood.

Gravenhorst thinks bees contract their en-

trances toward winter, not to keep out enemies,

but to keep out chilly winds and the light.

It IS AN OLD fable, that, to eat fish, makes
brain. U—ml Why is it that fish areso plenti-

ful and brains so scarce?

—

Dr. Peiro, in A. B.J.

Peach-pits, one eaten every hour or so, are

recommended by Dr. Peiro, in A. B. J., for

cough and whooping-cough; and for dyspepsia,

baked apples.

Gravenhorst finds that a swarm furnished

with foundation from the start is not a whit
ahead of one which is first compelled to build

five or six natural combs.

A COMB, no matter how many times it has
been filled and emptied, becomes constantly

better and stronger for extracting purposes.

—

Chns. Dadant, in A. B. J.

A mutual-insurance company of bee-keep-

ers at Lueneburg is mentioned in Centralblatt,

having had a successful career of 15 years. It

prevents damages to bees through spite work.

as the loss to the individual bee-keeper is

slight.

J. A. Green says, In A. B. J., that he once

had a large lot of queen-cells built in January,

and sold the royal jeLy at $35 an ounce, pre-

sumably for medicine.

H. W. Brice says in B. B. J., that, when he

has trouble uniting bees, it's always those with

old queens, while bee9 with young prolific

queens may be united almost any way.

Great wii,low herb, Epilohlum angusti-

foltum, says R. H. Ballinger, in A. B. J"., has

for years been used by the Indians from Neah
Bay to Alaska for making thread and fish-nets.

The Nebraska Bee-keeper gives quite a full

list of honey-plants in Nebraska, and says, " It

well repays the apiarist for even breaking oft

small limbs" of box elder so the bees can get

the exuding sap.

Quick cure for bad cold. Mix a tablespoon-

ful of honey in as much lemon juice in a big

pint of water, dusting into this a little cayenne

pepper. Drink at once, and keep warm in bed.

—Dr. Peiro, in A. B. J.

In brushing bees ofT combs when it's too

cold for them to crawl back into the hive, put

two or three bottomless hive-bodies over the

hive and brush the bees into this as into a fun-

nel. So says J. A. Green, in A. B. J.

Mother.—" You are at the foot of the spell-

ing-class again, are you?"
Boy.—" Yes'm."
" How did that happen ?

"

" I got too many z's in scissors."

—

Oood News.

A paradise for bees is described in A. B. J.;

and then the question is asked, " How many
bees can be kept there in one apiary?" The
answers vary from 75 to 500 colonies, which

goes to show that no one knows much about it.

The Review reports a new non-swarming ar-

rangement of L. A. Aspinwall. Near swarm-
ing time, between each two brood-combs is put

a half-inch board filled with holes like cells,

but running clear through. The bees can't fill
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those holes, and they think there are too many
empty cells to swarm.

" Bees will winter better in the cellar, if in

chaff hives, than they will in single-walled

hives, providing they are fixed as they should

be in the cellar." Each hive is raised three or

four inches from the bottom -board, and its cap

Is taken off. The bees eat less, and hence are

healthier. So says Doolittle.

Neak the close of the main honey-flow,

put ripe queen-cells in supers or extracting-

stories, and in four cases out of five your old

queen will be superseded.—iJ. F. Quigley, in

Revierv. I tried a lot in that way, and all fail-

ed. But I did it at the beginning of the honey-

flow.

" Do the five-handed Italians average bet-

ter than the three-handed or worse? " To this

question in A. B. J., Doolittle replies, " Equally

good or better during 1894." Dr. Tinker thinks

favorably of them, while the rest either think

there is no difference, or that they are not so

good.

This joke is on mc. T. P. Andrews sends a

postal: "Why don't you look in the Standard

dictionary when you want to know what a

word like lysol means?" Looking, I find,

" Lysol. A saponified product of coal-tar, con-

taining cresol: used as a disinfectant." So

that's the new foul-brood cure. But, say; isn't

there a law against writing "sassy " things on

a postal ?

Dadant, in the Review, takes the ground

that the greater or less ductility of foundation

is not due to the manner in which it is melted,

but to the tnanipuLation that it undergoes

when cold; that rolled foundation is like

wrought iron, and Given or cast foundation is

like cast iron; and, moreover, that, " founda-

tion which has been standing a long time be-

comes more and more brittle, so that, at the

end of a couple of years, a piece of molded foun-

dation is about as brittle as a piece of fresh

Given foundation." [We are now working on

a set of rolls to make Given foundation. In

comparing the article from the press, I found

that its distinctive feature was thick and heavy

side walls, and these can be made on rolls as

well as on the press. Our Mr. Washburn, from

a sample of Given, made a punch to emboss the

rolls that I expect will duplicate the side walls

of Given foundation made by Mr. Taylor on

his press. We made some experiments in this

line last summer, and the results were exceed-

ingly gratifying. This time we propose to go

one step further, and make an exact duplicate

of Given on rolls. Now, then, we confidently

expect that this wax will have all the good

qualities of both the rolled and the Given foun-

dation. Well, now, do not go and send in or-

ders; because, as soon as the wax is ready, due

announcement will be made, so that all can

lest it who desire.—Ed. J

ms^^mm
LARGE HIVES.

WHY THEY ARE MOKE PROFITABLE; EGG-LAY-
ING CAPACITY OF QUEENS, AND ITS

RELATION TO THE SIZE OF
THE BROOD-NEST.

By C. Dadant & San.

Friend Root:—Your little editorial on large

hives, page 101, was duly perused; and the

taunt that it contained, viz., " Now that there

are more bee-keepers on their side, perhaps

they can set forth their views with more as-

surance," had the desired effect; for we were

preparing an article in reply when we received

your letter calling our attention to this matter.

Indeed, after all we said on the subject, in

Langstroth Revised, especially pages 150 to 153

(see note at bottom of page 152), and after all

the articles we have written from time to time

in different bee-journals, what do you expect

us to do to get the bee-keepers to try large

hives? Must we adopt the plan of the train-

robbers, who ask for your money or your life,

and demand of you and others " lanie hives or

your life" f Would that be setting forth our

views with " assurance enough " to suit you ?

We have never lost an opportunity of setting

forth our preference for the large hive and for

the large frame; nor is it a whimsical fancy

that led us to this preference, but a protracted

experience with three kinds of hives—the ten-

frame Langstroth, the eleven-frame Quinby,

and the fourteen-frame American. We began

with a nine-frame hive here, in 1864 or '65. the

frames of which were about like the American

frame, and increased these hives to 14 frames

in the course of a few years. We have had for

30 years from 10, at the beginning, to 60 hives

of this style in use. We still have about 60 of

them. We then tried the eight-frame Quinby;

and afterward, in 1868-'69, made these hives

with from 10 to 14 frames, finally settling on

the eleven-frame as the best size for us. Then,

as we were selling bees in hives in large num-
bers, in 1872-'76, we concluded that we had

best keep the then most popular hive, the ten-

frame Langstroth, and we made 100 of them.

These, with a few eight-frame Quinby hives,

were kept first in a separate apiary, and later

were divided in equal numbers with larger

Quinby hives in two different apiaries. In

spite of the meager returns of those small ten-

frame Langstroth hives, we kept a number of

them until three or four years ago, for the rea-

son that, when a colony of bees was purchased

of us, it was usually wanted in a Langstroth

hive; the bee-keepers who bought such colo-

nies having their apiaries already stocked with

this style of frame. But as we found, again
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and again, that the smallest crops came from

the smallest hives, on the average, and that,

whenever the crop was short, twenty-seven out

of every thiriy small hives had to be fed, while

the large colonies had generally enough, we
transferred all the bees out of these ten-frame

Langstroth hives, and we now have a lot of

these old hives piled behind our honey-house,

waiting for a buyer. But they will probably

soon make kindling-wood.

The same experiments have been made by

large producers in this country and in several

countries of Europe, with the same results.

Some of these are related in Langstroth Re-

vised.

That a large hive gives better results may be

easily explained, and without rational contest,

since it can not be denied that the amount of

honey gathered by a colony is in proportion to

the number of bees the hive contains. The
writers of old books on bee culture, being un-

able to reckon correctly tlie number of eggs

that a queen could lay, had guessed it very

much too low. Now it is proven that most of

the queens, in favorable circumstances, lay 3.500

eggs in 24 hours, during spring. We have as-

certained that some of our queens laid more

than 4000 eggs; and a bee-keeper, Mr. P. Bois,

of Jersey, a reliable man, reported in the Revue
Jnternatio7iale, that one of his queens laid as

many as .5000 eggs in 24 hours. Is there any

thing improbable about this ? Authorities

agree that the queen can lay her weight of eggs

in 48 hours, consuming honey in proportion.

We have often seen a queen, in an observing-

hive, lay six eggs in a minute; this would make
3600 in ten hours, 4320 in 12 hours. Now, as it

takes 21 days for an egg to become a bee, if we
suppose a possible laying of 3500 eggs the queen

needs a number of cells equal to 3500x21, or

73,500 cells, in addition to the cells needed for

the indispensable stores of food, honey, and

pollen.

The Langstroth frame measures 142 square

inches; and as every square inch contains 55

worker-cells, 27 or 28 on each side, one frame
contains about 7800 cells; an eight-frame hive,

therefore, has but 62,400 cells, and a ten-frame

78,000. Deducting from this number about

20,000 cells for stores and a little space ahead
(for the queen surely can not fill every cell as

soon as vacated), we have, to receive the daily

laying of eggs, 42,400 cells in the eight-frame,

and .58,000 in the ten-framo hive; and this, di-

vided by 21 days, gives us a capacity of but 2000

and 2800 eggs per day. In short, an eight-

frame hive can accommodate only a rather in-

ferior queen. Will you need authority for this?

We can give you some very near home.
We read in the A B C of Bee Culture (are you

acquainted with the author?) under the head-

ing, " Loss of Queen," " If we assume the num-
ber of eggs a queen can lay in a day to be 3000,

by taking her away a single day we should, in

the course of events, be just that number of

bees short right during a yield of honey." Then
the lack of room in a ten-frame hive reduces

the laying, according to this author, 200 eggs

per day, or 4200 during the 21 days; and the

famous eight-frame hive reduces the number of

workers, in 21 days, just 21,000. Would not this

make a fine little swarm? What qualities do

you find in the eight-frame that will make up

for this loss? Mind, we take the number of

only 3(K30; but what is the loss if the queen is

capable of laying 3500 eggs or more per day?
As a matter of course, even with these ten-

frame hives you will not know what she is

capable of doing, and you will ignore your loss

altogether. We acknowledge that the author

of the work above cited must not have been

very sure that the average queen could lay that

many eggs, else why should he ever advise any

one to change from a ten-frame to an eight-

frame hive ? And yet when he states the

probability of her being able to lay that num-
ber, he places himself with only the most con-

servative authors— Dzierzon, Thos. W. Cowan,

and others.

In 1857, Berlepsch counted the eggs laid by a

queen in 24 hours, and this number was 3021.

Numbers of writers agree that the minimum
laying of a good queen. in the busy season, is

2000 eggs per day. With your eight-frame hive

you compel them to the minimum rate.

About three or four years ago a bee-keeper

wrote, in the German bee-journals, that queens

were unable to lay more than 15 or 16 days in

succession, and stopped very often for five or

six days at a time. The Swiss bee-keepers, who
nearly all use large hives, investigated this

matter, and unanimously reported that they

had been unable to find a trace of any such

intermissions. The explanation was easy: The
German hives are all small, and the queens fill

them very quickly. Their cessation of laying

is caused by their being short of room before

the hatching of the first- laid eggs.

In very small hives, not only the queen but

the bees are dissatisfied, and swarm frequently.

Some bee-keepers, who wish to increase the

number of their colonies, may like this; but

the men who have enough colonies, and want
honey, do not relish the swarming so well, for

it compels them to watch their hives, and often

to leave their occupation to harvest swarms
that are often of little value. The increase by

natural swarming is less desirable than that by

artificial division; for in the latter case the bee-

keeper can select his breeders. Natural swarm-

ing is, therefore, objectionable in several ways.

You will object here, that you can give room

to your bees by piling two or even three hives

on top of one another, thus giving the queen all

the space needed, and more. Aye, " and more.''''

In fact, you give them too much space this

time, and often too early, when the weather is

too cool, or too late, when the crop is very near
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at hand. These double hives contain 134,800

cells, while our large hive contains 99,000, or

25,800 less. Many of the cells, unoccupied with

brood, will be filled with honey that will have

to be extracted from frames containing brood,

in many cases. Very often the reduction of

such a large hive leaves the colony with too

little honey for winter; while with the large

brood-chamber we may be sure that we always

leave enough, and we dispense with the removal

of honey from the brood-combs.

We have ascertained that spring honey

makes better winter feed than the darker hon-

ey of fall, and we are enabled to leave enough
of it in the brood-apartment, without any

manipulation, for the winter supply. With
shallow supers over a large brood -chamber, we
rarely get brood in the upper story, and have

no difificulty In removing the bees in using the

bee-escape, for ihe queen is usually where she

belongs—in the brood-chamber. The manipu-
lations for extracting are, th( refore, much sim-

plified.

The bee-keepers who use small hives have to

use the queen-excluder when working for comb
honey, because the queen is short of room, and
lays wherever she can find space, without re-

gard to the color of the comb, in those beautiful

basswood sections which afterward give only a

second-grade honey. The qtieen-excluder in-

creases the expense and the work for the bee-

keeper, and the unpleasantness for the bees.

Your double-story eight-frame hive is an un-

wieldy affair, too large when first doubled, and
too small when reduced by half; too high for

its width, and with too little room over it for

a big crop of honey, unless you tier it up to the

skies. With the large brood-chambers, all in

one story, our breeding-room is always ready;

the amount of honey left over is in proportion

to the size of the colony; the breeding is pushed
along uninterruptedly during spring, and the

surplus capacity is very large, owing to the

width of the hive. The most prolific queens

are easily ascertained, and may be used as

reproducers. As the colonies are all more pop-

ulous than with small hives, their capacity for

storing honey is larger, and their wintering is

better insured by their greater strength.

Now, friends, if we have placed the matter
before you with too much "assurance," blame
but yourselves for it. We did not seek the dis-

cussion, but are always ready to take our own
part.

Hamilton. 111.

[I certainly did not intend to throw out a
taunt of any kind; but if what may be con-
strued as such has been the means of calling
out a valuable article that we otherwise should
not have received, I am glad it went in.

Regarding the use of two eight-frames, one
on top of the other, versus a ten or twelve
frame all in one brood-nest. I must confess I

am gradually coming to the opinion, from the
testimony so far received, that 1(> frames, or
the double brood-nest, is too large; that the

twelve-frame* capacity seems to be a maximum.
But I am not prepared yet to accept the state-
ment that this size is the best, all things con-
sidered, for all bee-keepers, although I am in-

clined to think it is about right for the Dadants.
If, then, we must have a large hive, the weight
of testimony seems to be so far in favor of not
more than twelve-frame capacity. Now re-
garding the egg-laying of queens:
On page 138 of our last issue, Mr. Doolittle

seems to have almost anticipated an answer to
Mr. Dadant's statements. Among other things
he says: "With the large hive the bees are
quite likely to get the start of the queen, and
commence to store honey in the brood-combs
before entering the sections at all, and in such
a case the bees seem loth to go into the sec-
tions." During the poor years of late it has
been hard to get even an eight-frame brood-
nest so crowded as to force any surplus above.
Again, he says: "It is well to rememljer that
all queens are not equally prolific; and while
20 per cent of our queens would keep the brood-
chamber of a ten-frame Langstroth hive prop-
erly supplied with brood to give the best re-
sults in section honey, the other 80 per cent
would not be prolific enough to do so: and that,
because a queen m'ay lay GOno eggs daily by
using plenty of comb capacity and coaxing,
it does not necessarily follow that it is to the
best advantage of the apiarist to accommodate
or eveu coax the queen to bring her fullpst lay-

ing capacity to the front at any time." Further
on, he thinks that the qneeu should be rather
above the capacity of the brood-nest than
otherwise. From all his past experience he
believes that 2400 eggs would be a good maxi-
mum average. In the same number, Mr.
Boardman thinks it is not so much the large
hive as the laying capacity of the queen that
regulates the size of the colony.
My own views are subject to revision, for I

can not, in the beginning of things, strike the
golden mean. I do not wish to appear to be
fickle, and jumping from one thing to another;
nor do I desire to stick to one idea year after

year, right or wrong, and try to bolster it up by
all sorts of arguments. I do not wish to be con-
strued as being strictly an advocate for an
eight-frame hive, nor for a ten-frame or twelve-
fiTame. In our catalog for this year we have
given our customers the option of any one of

the three sizes. We give them, as fairly as
possible, the advantages of each size, consider-
ing the matter of locality, so that each one may
decide for himself. If one is a beginner, and
does not know what he wants, we recommend
the eight-frame size, because the majority of
our customers have elected it in the past; and
because, too. when we were making the ten-
frame size onlv. the pressure got to be so great
that we not only admitted the eight-frame size

on an equal footine. but later on gave it the
foremost position.—Ed.]

EXPLANATIONS AND ANSWERS.

MISfONCEPTIONS CORREr'TKI).

B.I/ C. A. Hatclu

One of the perils and disadvantages of writ-

ing for the press is in being misunderstood and

misrepresented by those who hold opposite

opinions. I suppose one of the chief reasons

for this is the poverty of written language as

compared with spoken. In the written, all the

* A twplve-frame Lanpstroth has about tlie same
capacity as the Dadant liive.—En.]
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expression of features, inflection, and gesture

are all lost; and what would be very easily un-

derstood in the way the speaker intended when
standing face to face, becomes a mystery when
reduced to the dead level of cold type. He
must be a master indeed who can express his

opinions and ideas as well with the pen as

with the voice.

While I think none have willfully misinter-

preted my articles on the eight and ten frame
question, many have ascribed ideas and opin-

ions to me that I never held, and that have
been furthest from my thoughts while pen-

ning the articles; so I shall have to lay the

cause to one of two reasons—either my povcnuy

of expression is so great that I have failed to

say what I wanted to, or their discernment has

been so keen that they have read between the

lines things that were never there.

My time is so taken up at present that I can

not hunt up each specific case, but must gen-

eralize somewhat.

DO I BELIEVE IN AND PRACTICE TIERING UP?
Most assuredly, I do: and yet some seem to

think that I advocate only side storage and the

"Long-Idea" hive, simply because I think

bees will increase faster, and get stronger by
the beginning of the honey harvest, if a hive is

used large enough to keep the queen laying up
to her capacity, without putting another hive

over it. After the harvest commences, tier up
as high as you like—one, two, or three supers,

as the strength of the colony will require. I do

not remember of ever having a colony require

more than three full-sized hives on top, to give

all the room needed, but have had any amount
of them that require four hives, in all 34 frames,

to accommodate them.

UUEEN GOING DOWN OIJ UP.

I have never had any trouble from the queen
going down afler putting another story on, if

the top hive is allcnved to get full; but this fill-

ing of the top hive with brood is (tlwdys at

the expense of emptying frames in the lower

hive, for I never had a queen that would keep
both hives full of eggs; and if she is crowded
down for lack of room above, it is two or three

days before she will go, and hence so much lost

time at the most critical time, just before the

harvest begins. Therefore I'd rather have a

hive up to her fullest capacity, and have her

doing her best at all times.

E. France asks if I would call a queen that

could keep only eight framc^s full a " boomer."
Yes. indeed, I would; but when I say " full," I

mean full and kept so.

AVHERE THE QUEEN SHOULD BE KEPT.

After the honey harvest has commenced, and
all has been done to get your force ready for

onslaught of field and forest, it is of but small

concern of mine where the queen is, or that
they have a queen at all. In practice, no at-

tention is paid to that part of the hive—i. e..

the lower story; the main thing is to keep plen-

ty of empty combs over the brood-nest.

THAT BEE -TREE PROBLEM.
The facts as to the condition of the combs

and colony living in the tree, as described by
Mr. P>ance, are, first, the cavity occupied by
them was largest in the middle, and tapered
toward each end, being six feet long by 232 feet

in the middle, and all the brood at the lower
part, and two feet or more below the entrance.

I infer that all the top part of the hollow was
filled with honey, although Mr. F. does not say
so; but as he says a tubful was taken from the

two trees, and only two dishpanfuls from the

other, the last must have had a washtubful,
less the aforesaid two panfuls; as, of course,

there was not much room, if any, for brood ex-

cept at the lower end of the hive, or just heloiv

the honey, where I should expect to find it.

Now let me answer Mr. F. by asking him a few
questions, like any other Yankee. 1. Was not

this at the close of or after the honey harvest?
and was not the queen crowded down by the

honey stored in the combs above? or had not
she arranged things for consumption rather

than for production? Eemember, it is be/o?'c

the harvest I have been talking about, not

after, when instinct teaches the bees to ar-

range their brood-nest for winter convenience
and accessibility of stores. 2. Were the condi-

tions, aside from time of year, the same where
there was a continuous comb from top to bot-

tom, and two hives, one over the other, with
two strips of wood, and a bee-space varying all

the way from .^4 down to M inch? I do not pre-

sume there is one really essential thing that

ray good friend France would disagree about
under like conditions. Our fields vary some-
what, and so require different management to

meet those conditions; and this question of

management answers many seeming differences

of opinions. But this is leading into another
field, and I shall have to leave this question for

some other, so I can tell how I get along with-

out the disadvantage of lifting my ten-frame
hives much, and yet get all their advantages.
Ithaca, Wis.. Feb. U.

[I suppose, friend Hatch, you have myself in
mind, as well as Dr. Miller and others who
have been on the other side of the fence. I for
one had not intended to misconstrue you. but
perliaps I did so. In any event. I do not think
your position can be misunderstood as above
given. In the second place, you have the satis^
faction of knowing that you started this discus-
sion, and have brought io your assistance njore
bee keepers who are ready to support your
views, wholly or in part, than you or any of us
were aware of.

I am afraid that some of our readers will not
be able to decide this question for themselves.
For instance, they will read Mr. Boardman's
and Mr. Doolittle's articles in the last issue,
and then read your own and Mr. Dadant's ar-
ticle above. All four are men of sterling iur
tegrity. and bee-keepers of large experience
and ability. Then how shall we get at the
truth ? Locality seems to me to offer the only
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solution; and if we are to follow the advocates
of one or the other, we must consider our own
locality compared with theirs. Perhaps I

ought to say that the Dadants have a much
better and more prolonged fall flow of honey
than those who advocate a smaller size of hives.

With the latter it is not desirable to have a
large force of bees after the honey-flow, to be

consumers and practically nothing else.—Ed.]

ten-frame hives, more honey and fewer
swarms; eight frames, less honey

AND MORE swarms.

My hives are all eight frames but one. I

have endeavored to follow carefully in the

footsteps of the majority, notwithstanding the

fact that my one ten-frame hive did just as

well as the eight, and never swarmed, and the

fact that my neighbors with ten frames get

more honey than I. In fact, for three or four

years I have been looking for some big report

from eight-frame in Gleanings and Review;

but the big reports for some reason all seem to

come from the ten-frame hive. I am sure that

I have lost money and honey in runaway

swarms from my small hives. I am confident

that, with ten-frame hives and high shade, I

shall have non-swarming bees, and shall not

have to be always anxious about a shortage of

honey in the hives. No more small hives for

me at present. Newton Amerman.
Rice Lake, Wis., Feb. 4.

[I thought this would be a good item to put
right after the article above; for. indeed, it

confirms the position of Mr. Hatch when he
had to fight single-handed.—Ed. J

CHAFF VS. DEAD-AIR SPACE.

not an eight or ten frame hive, but a
combination of both.

By C. W. Dautim.

In a back number of Gleanings I find the

assertion that there will be more bees reared in

an eight-frame hive because it is warmer. I

believe the bees form what is known as an " in-

side hive." By this is meant that, around the

margins of brood, the bees arrange themselves

in such solid lines between the combs as to

prevent a circulation of air from within or

without the cluster, for the purpose of keeping

a high temperature there while they allow the

rest of the hive to arrange its own temperature;

consequently, in cold weather the walls are

often coated with frost; and in Southern Cali-

fornia, where frosts seldom come, we find the

walls and unoccupied combs dripping with

moisture. From this it would seem that the

ten-frame hive is actually warmer than the

eight, as the cluster of bees and brood would

be able to locate farther from the outside walls.

Even if the cluster was warm enough and near

enough to the walls to dispel the moisture or

frost it would require warmth to do it, and such

warmth would disappear in the operation, and

could not aid in brood-rearing, as where there

is no frost to be dispelled.

In Iowa I wintered bees in a room which was
constructed entirely within a cellar. There

was a beam extending from the outdoor air to

the inside room. As the cold increased, the

frost began to creep down that beam, inch by

inch, until it finally reached the inside room.

Then when the weather became warmer the

frost retreated up the beam. The farther the

inside room was from the outside wall, the

more secure from frost. The thermometer said

so. Would not this inside room correspond to

the inside hive of a colony of bees, and the out-

er wall represent the outside hive? But the

inside hive, of which we speak, is of the same
size, whether the outside hive be adapted to

eight, ten, or twelve frames. The more frames

in the outside hive, the longer beam would

there be required between the outside and in-

side cellar walls. In the large hive there is a

wall of wood and a wall of dead air. Will any

contend that six inches of chaff packing is no

better than two inches of the same material?

But it is a mooted question which is warmer-
chaff or the space filled with dead air. Where
a colony fills the hive, as is likely to be the con-

dition in the eight-frame si/.e, there is the pro-

tection of the outer wall only, when, with a

hive of greater width, a dead-air space occurs.

The more dead air, the more protection. If the

whole interior of the brood-chamber were to be

kept warm, then the less dead-air space the

better. Mr. Langstroth designed to have the

winter stores deposited in the rear end of the

brood-frames. At that early date it seems to

have been known that the long frame was long-

er than necessary for the accommodation of the

brood. It might not be so very bad to have

the winter stores in one end of the frames were

it not that, a little later on, we j/iu.sf have a

share of the working force of bees lodged there

instead of above in the supers of sections,

where they should be. Eight long Langstroth

frames have the capacity of sixty-four 4J4x4>4'

sections. Eight crosswise frames contain 48

sections—a difference of sixteen. These sixteen

sections would fill 2-:j of the crosswise frames.

Let the two-thirds of a frame go while we set

one of the whole frames on each side of the

original eight, and it results in a ten-frame

hive with brood in eight combs instead of the

old eight-frame hive with brood in only six, and

that much exposed at the remote points of the

brood-sphere. There might be a comb of pollen

also. Since it is admitted that the two outside

combs in any hive are not occupied with brood,

there would be only four or five brood-combs

in the eight-frame hive, while there were six or

seven in the ten-frame hive, resulting in more

early bees and a more populous hive later on, to

send bees into the supers. It would be like a

light-weight and a heavy-weight pugilist, both

in the same ring; that is, the ten-frame colony
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would be the largest—more bees in a larger

hive, and a larger super; it would hit just as

often, and measurably harder. The eight-

frame hive, on account of its hindrance of

brood-rearing, defeats its own object—contrac-

tion—to gel a large force of bees early into the

super.

If we admit that ten-frame hives give more

honey, then more brood must be produced. I

do not believe that more honey will be stored,

or more combs be built, simply because there is

vacant space; nor will the queen lay more eggs

simply because there is a large area of comb;

but the work done in the ten-frame hive may
exceed that done in eight frames because of

inadequacy of the eight: and because eight

combs of brood is enough for a colony it does

not follow that that number of combs in a hive

is suHHcient for all demands of that colony.

It has been said, that one fact is worth a

bushel of theories. Theory tends to improve-

ment: facts stand still. Facts may lead us to

settle down upon a ten-frame hive as if it were

perfection itself; but theory may devise a hive

combining the best features of both the eight

and ten frame hives.

If it is proposed to discuss the merits of hives

without alteration, then I say that the ten-

frame is best to breed up and retain winter

stores; but the eight-frame is cheaper, handier,

and will send a given number of bees into

the sections sooner. The retention of winter

stores may be preferable to farmers and others

who have several irons in the fire, and who
would starve the bees were it not left in the

hives; but the specialist is expected to look

after such things in order to enable him to per-

form other advantageous manipulations. The
eight-frame hive is the farmer's substitute for

contraction while he attends to a dairy or fruit-

ranch. Said bee-keeper wishes to apply con-

traction during the honey-flow, but does not

want to watch his bees closely during the rest

of the year. By his plans he may secure the

most profit from a certain amount of labor;

but more labor and more profit is what bee-

keepers are most in need of. When bee-keepers

discuss and adopt hives best suited for farmers

they had best consider the advisability of be-

coming farmers, for they must have missed

their calling.

A large amount of honey in a hive causes the

colony to build up faster, and become stronger

thereby, because there are more combs of honev
to be mutilated by frost, moisture, or other con-

sequence, causing honey to be removed and
carried to the brood-nest. Again, where there

is much honey in the hive, that needed for

brood-rearing is brought from the most distant

points, and especially where it is liable to be

pilfered by robbers. Such manipulation of

honey is a constant stimulation. It is not pos-

sible for a colony to consume 30 or 40 lbs. of

stores in two months' time without being stim-

ulated. Last spring I had colonies which
consumed 60 pounds of honey while others

survived on 10. In the small hives, where
there is only a small quantity of honey, and a

comb or two more are put in when the first is

all used up, the honey remains entirely within

the guard-lines, and there is very little manipu-
lation of honey, and, consequently, no stimula-

tion. Last year the lower hives in my apiary

were about half filled with winter stores (I use

the crosswise L., ten frames in a hive). Then
a super of half-depth frames was put on, which
were filled up and capped nicely. For brood-

rearing the month of January in my location

corresponds to the month of May in Iowa or

Illinois. They began to rear brood the fore

part of the month, and have taken honey from

the ends and corners of those super combs, so

that they are not more than half full. Some
hives have six combs of brood, flying drones,

and young bees by the peck. The larger the

size of the frames adopted, and the more in

number, the more of this stimulation; especial-

ly when the colonies are weak or starting

to breed. It is my belief that a brood-nest can

not be honey-bound in the spring—only in the

fall, when there should be bees reared for win-

tering. These super combs are the same size

as single-tier wide frames; and when it is sur-

plus time I will take out the super combs and
put in the wide framesof sections in their stead,

so quietly that the bees will hardly dream of

what has happened. The combs taken out will

be tiered up on colonies which will be run for

extracted honey. Habit of clustering in the

super is expected to make the bees remain

there after the sections are put in. Then I will

shut down on the storage of honey in sections

soon enough to return the combs to be filled

with winter stores. Thus the sections will be

all completed. It is my opinion that a better

hive might be devised by combining certain

principles present in both the ten and eight,

frame hives. How and what to combine is the

question.

Florence, Cal., Feb. 5.

[You say it is a mooted question which is

foremost—chaff or the space filled with dead air.

Perhaps you do not remember the time when
I tried to believe that dead air was just as good,
and called for testimony to get at the truth. It

came in so thick and fast in favor of chaff, or,

rather, filling of some sort, that I think all of
us were satisfied that dead air was not nearly
as good. Dead air is all right providing you
can get it in a space or compartment that is air-

tight. But this is impracticable; therefore, to

prevent the rapid circulation, and the air es-

caping, it seems necessary to have obstructions
in the way of filling, and thus prevent the too
rapid escape of the warm air next to the bees.

You say the eiglit-frame will send a given
number of bees into the sections sooner. You
are probably right; but would not six frames
send them there sooner yet? By the way, what
has becom of the idea of contraction, that we do
not hear of it nowadays? There was a time
when it was all the rage.—Ed.]
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KAMBLE 127.

GAS FOR THE BEE-PAPEKS.

By Rambler.

Mr. Pryal, having the Rambler upon his

hands, felt it his duty to ramble me in various

directions around the cities. Near Mr. Pryal's

were many beautiful residences, and ample
grounds laid out in a paradisaical sort of way.

The owners were men of wealth, millionaires;

here a grotto of rockwork covered with ferns

and flowers, and running water, a beautiful

plaything costing only $3000; there a copper

affair made in imitation of half of an immense

time ago; and though he is now out of the busi-

ness, residing with a daughter here in Oakland,
he still retains so much interest as to be a sub-

scriber to Gleanings.
Our call was of such a pleasant nature that

Mr. N. returned it the next day, and sojourned

in our camp for awhile. Mr. Pryal, with cam-
era in hand, gave us a shot while Mr. Wilder
and I were enjoying our noonday meal, and a

very good photograph of. Mr. Norton, leaning

against our wagon, is shown.

Immediately after dinner we all started for

San Francisco, to make a call upon Mr. Harry
L. Jones, a brother bee-keeper. On the way

CAMP ON TEMESCAL CKEEK, NEAK I'KVAL, ,S.

sea-shell; the cost of this plaything was s^OOO.

Across the way is an i-state formerly owned by

J. Ross Browne, who, when in this life, was a

genial writer and traveler. The residence and
grounds are fitted up in oriental style, or like a

Chinese pagoda. There are quite a number of

bee-keepers in a small way around the cities of

Oakland and San Francisco, but not much at-

tention is given to the industry as a business.

Our first call was upon Major P. L. Norton,

not only a veteran bee-keeper, but a veteran of

the war, as will be seen by the handle to his

name. Mr. N. is from Lanesboro, Pa., where
himself and son were successful apiarists. Mr.

N. imbibed the love of the bee in boyhood, and
has never lost it. He invented a self-spacing

frame that was illustrated in Gleanings some

across the bay Mr. P. informed me that Mr.
Jones, besides being interested in bees, was a

gas collector. Now. imponderable substances,

such as electricity, etc., were always a mystery

to me, and I said to Bro. Pryal. " What on
earth does he do with the gas when he collects

it?" " Well," says Mr. P., " this gas business

is a very deep question. Ask Mr. Jones about
it; he will give you full information."

Mr. Jones lived then away out near the

Golden Gate Park; and after we left the cable

car we had quite a climb up one of those steep

streets for which the city is noted. The ocean

breeze comes up here howling from the Golden

Gate, and loose things go flying through the

air; so the San Franciscans, when they speak

of their bracing climate, mean much—its brace
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against the wind; and that is not all of it: the

evenings are so cool, even in August, that when

we were pressing the streets with our feet an

overcoat was not an uncomfortable piece of

clothing to wear.

We found the Jones residence, and I could

not make much of a demonstration over his

condition. I had to be decorous, you know.

Mr. Jones is a benedict. The chains, however,

seem to be worn lightly upon his genial nature.

The chief attraction in the neatly furnished

room was two bright children—a pretty little

girl and a bright-eyed curly-headed boy. The
latter lay upon a rug, kicking up his heels in

childish glee, and showing to good advantage

ihis first pair of trousers. I could well see that

Mr. .lones was proud of his benedict condition,

and. of course, I would say nothing to mar his

pleasures of married life, and to make him wish

himself a roving bachelor.

Mr. Jones has 22 colonies located within a

little grove of gum-trees. Every bee-keeper

knows that a high bracing wind has a very

bracing effect upon his bees; it puts them in a

valorous mood. Owing to the amount of brac-

ing climate that the Jones bees were subject

to, they were sort o' educated up to a high

pitch of aggressiveness. Upon our arrival upon

the borders of the apiary the picket-line of

cross bees commenced operations: and upon a

closer approach, if we passed the entrance of a

hive, hordes of bees would tumble over each

other to get at us. Mr. Jones's smoker did not

send out a sufficient volume of smoke, and we
all made for the brush with alacrity; and, after

peering through the leafy cover of a gum-tree

at Mr. .lones over his pet colony, we all de-

camped. The place was too hot for us. The
stings we had received were longer than usual.

<Note the fact in favor of a bracing climate.)

If I remember right, Mr. J.'s bees were in the

Dovetailed hive and Hoffman frames. That
sting back of my ear made me "'disremember."

We found it more pleasant to talk bees with

Mr. Jones in his house. Mr. J. said, with a

smile, that, when the bee-fever struck him, he

posted right off and bought a foundation -mill.

Of course, that would appeal to almost any
sensible man. You can not build properly un-

til you lay the foundation; lence the mill be-

fore you own a colony of bees. So Mr. Jones

was a happy man as he lugged his foundation-

mill home under his arm, and dreamed of

grinding out tons of honey for the San Francis-

cans. Mr. Jones is something of a hobbyist,

and has run the camera hobby from A to Z.

Several other hobbies have had their turn, but
the bee-hobby seems to have come to stay,

as it always does when it gets possession of a

man.
Mr. Jones has always lived in the city, and

expressed himself as heartily sick of sidewalks

and rows of brick and mortar, and gas. He
longed for the free and open country, and a

bee-ranch, and is taking such active steps in

that direction that, ere many weeks, we may
expect to hear of him as a full-fledged bee-

master.
'* Oh! " said I; " Mr. Jones, I understand you

are a gas collector. What do you do with that

sly imponderable substance?"
'•Why, Mr. Rambler, I send it back east.

You see, Califurnia gas is the best in the world.

Just see how our towns have grown under a

liberal supply of gas. Ours is the genuine

boom gas. Why 1 there are hundreds of towns
in this State that are all gas. You go
out on the desert and see little white stakes

marking out lots, streets, and avenues. Still,

that appears on paper as the beautiful town of

Vistablende—all gas, and too much gas in

those cases."
" Well, Mr. Jones, I should like to know who

wishes California gas, back east."

"That's a leading question. Rambler; but
seeing it's you I will tell you. I send gas to

merchants—notably, ready-made clothing, dry-

goods, horse-trainers, and a large amount to

patent-medicine dealers."
•' Well, now, Mr. Jones, do you send any to

our friends the bee-keepers back east ?
"

"Hal ha! Yes, all of the bee-journals order

more or less. There's the Roots and Hutchin-
son, who order temperately. York's orders are

increasing; Alley orders largely, and I have
strong hopes in that line for Heddon; he is do-

ing remarkably well for a beginner. Canada
bee-keepers would like our gas, but old Hing-
land has such a grip there that it's hard to

let go of the inferior quality. W. F. Clarke gets
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a little of our gas occasionally, and improve-

ment in his writings is noticeable. Somnam-
bulist, of the Proijressive, orders largely: and

Hasty, of the Review, has a regular monthly

bag. But there's Jake Smith. He gives me
big orders right along. Why, I believe that

fellow is like some of the above towns spoken

of—all gas."
" Why," said I, " IMr. Jones, Jake has skip-

ped the country. He does not write for the

papers any more."

"Yes, he does; but it's under another name.

Let me whisper in your ear" (and we hitched

our chairs together in the corner of the room).
" Hal ha! Is that so? Then Jake Smith is—"

"Sh— I don't mention it; but he is the best

customer for gas all the same. Now, Mr. Ram-
bler, while we're on the subject, don't you wish

to buy some for your Rambles—tone "em up a

little, you know?"
" No, thank you, Mr. Jones. I never used the

imponderable substance, and don't believe I

shall use it now. No, sir; no gas in Rambles."

It was quite late when we returned to the

Oakland side of the bay; and as we rested in

our camp it was sweet dreams of fair women
and laughing-eyed children that floated through

the dreams of the Rambler.

QUEENS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

SOME OF THE DIFFICULTIES, AND HOW THEY
HAVE BEEN OVERCOME.

By G. M. DooUttle.

As will be found in back volumes of Glean-
ings, I sent the first queen that ever started in

the mails, from this country for Australia or

New Zealand, in August, 1884, the same arriv-

ing in New Zealand alive, although she died

soon after landing, before she could be intro-

duced. My next trial proved a failure, as, at

that time, I did not know the running time of

the steamers plying between here and that

country. The partial success of this first ven-

ture, if it might be called a success at all,

stimulated me to experiment further along the

line of shipping queens to foreign countries,

and the next tried was to Scotland, Ireland,

and Jamaica, West Indies. About fifty per

cent of these went alive, which gave me still

more faith in the project of mailing queens long

distances. That my faith might be strengthen-

ed, and that I might establish something defi-

nite in regard to the matter, I began experi-

menting here at home. I went to work and made
cages of different patterns, provisioned them

to the best of my knowledge, placed in them

bees of all ages, together with a young vigor-

ous queen, and then placed these cages in my
shop and elsewhere, coming as near the con-

ditions which they must meet in going long

distances as was possible, hoping to prove

something definite in the matter. Some were

placed in the loft to the shop, where they would
be in a sweltering heat a part of the time—this
to represent what they must endure in passing

through the torrid zone, while others were left

out in the sun, and still others in a fairly com-
fortable place in the shop. Some of the cages
were provisioned with honey, but the most of

them with the Good candy. Some were wrap-
ped up closely in a leather bag, to represent

what the mail-bag would be to them, while

others were not wrapped up at all. Some were
tossed about nearly every day, and even
thrown across the shop, to represent the throw-
ing of mail-bags off a train while in full mo-
tion, while others were handled only once a

week. Some cages were thoroughly ventilated,

and others allowed very little ventilation. In

this way I sacrificed some 1.5 or 20 queens, and
conducted these experiments through several

months. The result was, that the average
living time of the bees and queens was about 18

days, while no queen in those tried lived over

26 days. The workers would usually begin to

die in from 12 to 20 days; and after they com-
menced to die they went rapidly. After all the

workers were dead the queen would soon die;

and in no case, during these experiments, did I

have a queen live over three days after all of

the workers were dead. From these experi-

ments I settled down to the conclusion that it

was useless to try to send queens by mail where
the trip would take more than 2() days, so did

not try to send them a greater distance than
3(XX) or 4000 miles.

In 1891 I received several orders for queens
from Australia, the parties saying. "Try the

thing and see how it will turn out." I did

so. and the result proved far better than any of

my experiments here at home, for I succeeded

in getting over there alive about n.i per cent of

thosp sent, none of which were less than 3(5 days

en route, this being ten days longer than the

best one in the experiment lived. Here is

something I can not understand — why bees

and queens will live longer while in transit

than they will when being experimented upon,

and not traveling half a mile, all told.

In one of the cages sent in 1891 I put 35 bees,

and every bee in this cage, excepting two,

arrived at its destination alive, being 38 days

in the cage. This success of 1891 gave me new
courage; so when the time came to send queens

to Australia in 1892 I started them with quite

an assurance of success; but, lol when the re-

ports were all in I found, instead of 6.5 per

cent alive, or better, as I had hoped, that 3.5

per cent was the best I could bring the figures

to, while the results of 1893 came near discour-

aging me entirely, as that year 8 per cent was
all that reached their destination alive, in spite

of all the pains and precaution I took in put-

ting them up. During the spring of 1894 I put

considerable thought into the matter, as I had

quite a good many orders for queens from New
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y.ealand, New South Wales, Queensland, Vic-

toria, Tasmania, and Western Australia to fill.

One day it came to me in this way:

You know, Doolittle, when you tised to give

bees candy for winter stores, they would do well

on it as long as there was honey in the hive to

help them a little; but when the honey was all

gone they would often die with plenty of the

candy left. Then, again, it has been reported

to you that, where the bees had arrived dead,

they were almost always daubed with soft and

sticky candy, the same becoming too soft to

stay in the candy-apartments for some reason

or other; and upon thinking these matters over

it came to me that I should put into the cage a

small piece of comb, the same having a few

cells of unsealed honey, and the rest empty

cells. The cells of honey would help the bees

liquefy the candy were it too hard; and should

the candy become too soft, then the bees could

lick it up and store it away in the cells instead

of their becoming all daubed over with sticki-

ness, which is always sure death to bees; be-

sides, it would make the cage more homelike.

From the above I concluded to put such a

piece of comb in every cage, and did so, after

first allowing the bees of some hive to lick and

clean up all honey set to running in cutting the

comb to the desired shape. As the last steamer

brought in the last of the reports, I have been

looking over the matter to-day and find that

the results of the shipments for 1S94 prove that

I succeeded in landing 70 per cent of the whole

sent to foreign countries alive. As this is 5

per cent better than the best ever before re-

corded, of course I am pleased, and fully be-

lieve that the little piece of comb put in had

much to do with the success. Those sent to

western Australia gave 33 per cent alive, after

a journey of 14,000 miles and a confinement of

46 days en route. Here it will be noted that a

queen—yes, and several worker-bees also—lived

20 days longer than the very longest to live in

any of my experiments; and the report says

that the cage and bees were clean and nice,

with stores for 1.5 to 20 days longer.

But there is another item which I wish to

speak about before I close this already too long

article. It is this: None of the parties shipped

to knew that I was going to put the piece of

comb in the cages, so the thing drew out many
remarks and comments in the reports. Among
others, two asked why that piece of comb,

and whether there was any brood in it when I

started it. Others said I put in too many bees

(I generally put in from 25 to 30), and advised

putting in not over 12 to 15. Putting these two

items together, I think I see something else to

our benefit in shipping queens to foreign coun-

tries in the future: and next season I shall try

not only putting in the comb with a little un-

sealed honey, but make a cage so that I can

put in a bit of comb containing from ten to fif-

teen unhatched bees in it, they being at a stage

of advancement sutflcient to show color in their

eyes, so they will hatch in two or three days

after starting. Something pointing toward the

success of this lies in the fact that I sent one

queen by express to Australia, putting in about

70 bees, and brood nearly ready to hatch, to the

amount of about as many more bees, after

hatching. Through some fault of the express

company this cage did not catch the outgoing

steamer, although started in good time, so it

lay over in San Francisco, Cal., till the next

steamer, thus making the time 64 days from

the time the bees and brood were put in the

cage till the queen was taken out at her desti-

nation, and, much to the surprise of both myself

and the one who ordered them, the queen and
about a dozen bees were as lively as crickets

when they arrived, with all brood hatched

out of the comb.

As many are interested in the shipping of

queens to foreign countries, besides myself, I

have given in time these things looking toward

greater success, so tliat any who wish can take

advantage of them during the coming season.

Borodino, N. Y.

[During the years 1891 and '93 we, like your-
self, were much more successful in sending
queens to Australia, and we were almost on
the point of guaranteeing safe arrival, but we
thought we would wail another year. That
year, 1893, a.very much smaller per cent went
through alive, and the next year was but little

if any better, if we except the latter part of it.

But since using Good candy, made of honey
and coarse granulated sugar, we have had much
better success. How we succeeded is shown in

the Kind Words department in this and the
previous issue. We shall try, this spring, a lit-

tled sealed honey with the Good candy, and
shall await the outcome with much expecta-
tion. When you make the cages large enough
to take in candy, sealed honey, and a little

brood and 70 bees, are you not in danger of ex-
ceeding the limit prescribed by the postal regu-
lations as to size and weight of cages'?

—

Ed.]

ALFALFA AND SWEET CLOVER.

PAYING CHOP IN TEXAS, WITHOUT IRRIGATION.

J. D. Givens.

Five years last October I sowed five acres in

alfalfa. I broke the ground in September, with

four mules hitched to a sulky-plow: then I

harrowed it till the ground was in as fine con-

dition as I could make it. I sowed 30 lbs. of

seed to the acre, then harrowed it over once,

and got a good stand. I cut three crops of hay
the first season, and four every season since,

yielding from one to two tons per acre, each

cutting, and this without irrigation. As a

grazing plant it has no superior. I pasture it

from September to March, and it is, without

question, the finest hog-pasture in existence.

Cows prefer sweet clover. I have two acres

of this adjoining the alfalfa. The gate opens

just on the line between the two. I soon no-

ticed the cows turning to the sweet clover. I

then noticed very closely; and since that time.
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without a single exception, the cows would

first turn to the sweet clover. This satisfies me
that cows prefer it; but, like alfalfa, it pro-

duces the very best of milk and butter. I have

tried all the different varieties of clover here.

Alfalfa and sweet clover are the only two that

will make a success in this part of the country.

Alsike, white, and red clover will do well here

a seasonable year; but these long dry summers
do them up, although I have a little of each

left from sowing three years ago; but they will

not grow here as well as alfalfa and sweet clo-

ver. In 1893, I think half of my honey was
from sweet clover. It was of a fine flavor, light

in color, and of a very heavy body; this season

it did not bloom.

A DEER RECORD FOR KAMBI.EK AND WILDER
TO MATCH.

Say, Rambler, that picture of that doe on

page 868, Nov. 1.5, looks very natural. But
here in Texas we carry them on horseback,

when the horse does not buck them off. We
returned from a deer- hunt a few days since.

Our party consisted of six hunters, a negro

cook, seven horses, two wagons, and six deer-

hounds; we killed eleven deer. I killed four-

two as fine bucks as I ever saw^a hue doe, and

a fawn; brother Blllie killed four—one buck

that had 18 points on his horns, but rather

small and crumpled. Mr. Smith killed two,

and Mr. Whittaker one. We had a grand good

time. On our hunt in 1893 I did the best shoot-

ing I ever knew of personally. A large doe and

two yearlings ran by me together. I fired four

shots and killed all three. I use a double-bar-

reled shot-gun, so I had to reload and shoot the

third one before it got out of range. On a hunt
six years ago our party killed 15 deer. I killed

seven out of that number. Who of our bee-

keeping friends has a better record '.'

Lisbon, Texas, Dec. 2(1.

^ —^
A PLEA FOR FATHER LANGSTROTH.

lUl Will. Mutli-Bnsiivix

I learn on good authority, that many who
have been in the habit of contributing to the

Langstroth fund at the beginning of each year

have not done so yet; and I have reason for

thinking that father Langstroth feels the

omission. What is the matter, friends? Are
times so hard that you can not keep your

pledges? or have you forgotten that father

Langstroth is still with us—old, poor, feeble,

and in need of friendly aid? I know that the

past season has been hard on many; but can

we not lop off a little expense here or there, to

spare a few dollars ? Get out your A B C of Bee
Culture; look upon the kind, venerable face of

your benefactor, and then think whether you
have the heart to omit giving your usual contri-

bution, on which he no doubt depends for part

of the necessaries and comforts in his old age.

Father Langstroth is now eighty-four years

old. It is not likely that he can remain with
us a great while longer. When he is dead and
gone, the bee-keepers will perhaps rouse up and
put a fine monument on his grave. But what
good will that do him ? Now is the time when
he needs our help. When he is gone, his mem-
ory will live in the heart of every true Amer-
ican bee-keeper, with or without any monu-
ment to remind us of what he has been tons
and what he has done for us. I am sure that

the satisfaction of having done a kind act,

where it is so fully deserved, will amply repay
any one for what he may give.

L. L. LANGSTROTH IN HI.S SOTH YEAR.

Send your contributions direct to L. L. Lang-
stroth, Dayton, Ohio, or to the editor of the

Arnericiin Bee Journdl. George \Y. York, 5(i

Fifth Avenue, Chicago, III., who will forward

the money to him.

Independence, Cal., Feb. 11.

[To save the trouble of hunting up the pic-
ture in the ABC we reproduce the cut above
from the last photo taken of Langstroth, and
ill his 80th year. Yes, indeed, I know of quite
a number who have forgotten their pledges.
We have kept up ours of $.50.00 n-gularly for
10 years, as 1 see" by our books, and smaller
pledges before that. It seems to me that all

the back pledges should be made up iioiv; and
I know that there are some at least who are
well able to do it. If Langstroth was robbed
of his rights as an invenior iu his prime, shall
he now be robbed of his just dues in his old
age, sick and intirin ? I make this appeal with-
out the knowledge, advice, or consent of Mr.
Langstroth or his daughter; but I happen to
know that the money would not come amiss.

—

Ed.
I
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GOING OUT OF THE BEE-BUSINESS.

A VETEHAN WHO IS ISKIMSTONING HIS BEES.

By T. P. Andrews.

Having been a bee-keeper for the past 2.5

years, and a reader of Gi.eanings from the

first number down to the present time, it occurs

to me that possibly some of my experiences and

conclusions might interest a few of your read-

ers.

For several years I kept about 300 colonies;

and while my locality has not been particularly

good I have had some fair crops of honey. My
heaviest yield occurred in 1889, when I extract-

ed 7' j tons. I have occasionally had a more

valuable crop than that, of comb honey, al-

though of less weight. And now in view of

the changed conditions in this locality I have

come to the conclusion that the chance for

profitable honey-producing is about past, and

that I shall have to retire from the business.

To particularize a little in regard to changed

conditions, I will state that, so far as I know, I

have never had a pound of surplus honey from

clover or basswood gathered here, and about

the same might be said of buckwheat. Our
honey comes mainly from Spanish needle, after

Aug. 3.5, with an occasional light yield from

heartsease during the two weeks preceding

that date. Honey- dew comes along about once

in three years, and saves some of the expense

of summer feeding.

When I began bee-keeping much of the land

was raw prairie, producing a good deal of but-

ton-bush which afforded considerable honey in

July, though rarely any surplus. Now the

prairie sod and the button-bush are little more
than a reminiscence, and, of course, are not, in

that condition, of much value to the honey-
producer. The more thorough cultivation of

the lands, and the growing of a large acreage
of timothy meadows, have about cleaned out

the wild plants that used to keep our bees

through the summer, and have made great in-

roads upon the heartsease and Spanish needle.

Twenty years ago many farmers kept bees,

and there was quite a sale for hives. Now the

bees have about all disappeared, and hives are

not wanted; neither is there any demand for

bees. This state of affairs is not limited to a

small scope of country, but seems to prevail

over several counties at least, in this part of

the State.

One of the results of our scant summer pas-

turage is that our bees are practically non-
swarmers, especially in large apiaries. Another
result has been that, having little honey in the
hives in summer, a drouth or a cold spell has
usually made feeding necessary. Of late years
summer feeding has been the rule, requiring
some seasons as much as five barrels of sugar.

Fortunately I have never been obliged to feed
for winter, and have failed to get some surplus

but twice in 35 years. My surplus for the past

five years has averaged annually only about
15 lbs. per colony of extracted honey. I

have reduced, in the past three years, from 300

colonies down to about 140, without much ef-

fort on my part until last fall, when I brim-

stoned 55 of the least valuable of the colonies

after extracting the honey. By this arrange-

ment I can realize something from the sale of

the honey extracted, and from the emptied
combs.

While this may not be regarded by bee-keep-

ers as the most desirable way of retiring from
the business, it seems to have some advantages
over the more common way of letting the bees

starve and the moth eat the combs.
Farina, 111.

[Certainly this is not "painting the business in
too rosy colors," but it seems to me brimstoning
is both wasteful and unnecessary. It would be
far better to offer bees, hives, fixtures, etc., way
down cheap than to resort to the primitive
brimstone. " No one to buy," you say. Adver-
tise, and find some one. Friend A., in a private
note, says he is going to sell the combs after
extracting. But, dear me! it is a sad state of
affairs if the bees, hives, honey, and combs to-
gether are not worth more than just the honey
and combs alone. Say, Bro. A., before you
brimstone any more, tiy an advertisement of-
fering full colonies, including hives, cheap. If
the " ad." doesn't pay we will remit the charge.
-Ed.] — —^

MANUM IN THE APIARY.

LEATHER ITALIANS; NEW VAKIETIES OF PO-
TATOES; THOROUGHBRED CHESHIRES, ETC.

By A. E. Manutn.

Returning home from one of my out-apiaries
just as Dan (my helper) was coming out of the
house from his dinner, I saw a strange carriage
in the yard, when I asked:

" Dan, whose carriage is that ?"

"It belongs to a young man who arrived just
as I was sitting down to dinner; and as Fred
took care of his horse, I did not learn who he is.

He and Fred are now at the table. I think he
is a bee-man, judging by the conversation I

heard between him and Fred."
"Well, then, Dan, you may take care of my

horse if you will, and I will go right in. You
may unharness Daisy, as I probably shall not
go to another yard to-day if this man has
come to see me. . . . Well, well! Walter
Larrabee! I am surprised, truly, to see you in

Bristol—not only surprised, but greatly delight-

ed. It is not often that I have the pleasure of

entertaining the president of the Vermont Bee-
keepers' Association."

" Thank you. Manum. You see, since we are
unable to get you out to the conventions of

late, where we can learn what you are doing in

the bee-business, I just thought I would take a
drive out here and interview you at your home."
"Thai is right, Walter. Here is where you

will find me every day, right at home or at one
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of my apiaries. But I iiave so simplified the

work with the bees now that I give my out-

apiaries but very little time compared with

what I did formerly. From three to six or

I'ight hours per week is all'the time I give each

out apiary now. I find I can do as much in

three hours now as I once could in a whole day

—that is, I can accomplish as much."
" I suppose, Manum, the reason for that is,

you have changed your methods somewhat, and

do much less needless work."
" Yes, Walter, I am forced to do as little work

as possible, in order to make the rounds. But

the fact is, I have simplified the work so much
in all of its branches, that, were it not for the

other branches that I am carrying on—such as

fruit, poultry, swine, and seedling potatoes—

I

could care for a much larger number of colo-

nies."

" Yes; I heard you were doing quite a little

in small fruit, garden truck, and poultry; but

I did not know you were interesting yourself in

originating new varieties of potatoes; and,

really, I should never have thought of your

going into the swine-breeding business. How
many have you now, and what breed have you? "

" I have only 40 head now, as a starter, and

am breeding thoroughbred Cheshires. I am
doing it more for the fertilizer I shall get than

the profits from the meat or from sales of

breeding-stock. I find that berries require

very rich soil to do well, and I therefore thought

I would try the experiment of making my own
fertilizer rather than buy it. As to the seedling

potatoes, I have done quite a bit of that work
one time and another; and although I have
brought out some very fine varieties, I never

pushed any to the front until last spring. The
few varieties that I now have are proving so

very remarkable that ray fiiends who have
tested them advised me to push them. I enjoy

such work so much that I make crosses every

year; but it is only occasionally that I get a

good choice variety of potatoes from the thou-

sands and thousands of seeds I save from the

potato balls and plant."

"Dear me, Manuml it makes my head dizzy

to think of all this. How in the world can you
do so much with so little help as I see about ?

"

"Oh I by working every (Zr/y, from daylight

until dark. Let me tell you, Walter, when a

man is doing such work as he enjoys, he does

not mind the long days; in fact, my experience

is that sometimes the days are not nearly long

enough. Wife says, if I had the power that

Joshua had, when I get to experimenting, there

would be no sunset. Now. Walter, we will

adjourn to the apiary."

"Y'es, I want to see 'Manum in the apiary,'

and the leather-colored Italian bees."

"Just wait a moment, Walter, while I get

my smoker, and I will open a few hives."
" Hurrah I you have one of the Crane smokers,

I see. How do you like it, Manum ?
"

"There, there! how do you like it, Walter?"
"Whew! my sakes ! what a smudge it

makes!"
"Yes; when I want lots of smoke, nothing

will produce it equal to a Crane smoker. The
only fault I find with it is, that it is a little

heavy. It is so tnuch larger than my old one

that it seems a little awkward to me; but I am
getting used to it. When I first got it it would

not work at all ; hence I did not use it for a long

time. Finally I took it all to pieces and fixed

the valve, and now it works all right. I think

Mr. Root ought to be more careful about send-

ing out imperfect work."

"Are these bees your leather-colored ones?

They look rather dark."

"Yes; these are pure Italians. This is one

of my best colonies, from which I propose to

rear queens another year. There is the queen.

You see she is large, thick, and stocky. Such
a queen will produce large hardy bees, as you

see here. Just notice their long broad wings."
" I don't see where you raise your queens,

Manum. I see no nucleus-boxes around."

"No, I have not used any this season, as I

raise all my queens in and over full colonies.

Here you will see how I do it. First, my queen-

cells are all built in full colonies, and at the

proper time they are cutout and placed in these

little queen-cell cages, which I call my queen

-

nursery. When one hatches she is introduced

into one of the apartments here, over a full

colony. I take a half-depth brood -chamber,

divide it into four apartments, or nuclei, tack a

sheet of wire screen on the bottom, and place

it over a full colony. Each apartment is given

three combs and a few bees, which forms my
queen-breeding apartments. In this way I

economize heat, thereby getting better queens,

which are fertilized younger than in a little box

by themselves.

"I am sorry to have you go so soon. I only

wish you would stay all night. Y"ou will please

give my regards to your good father and moth-
er, and to your brother John when you write

him."
Bristol. Vt.

[A few of last year's pattern of valves went
out defective; but now every smoker is in-

spected by our apiarist before it goes out. Be-
sides, the new form of valve is more perfectly
constructed.—Ed]

BEE -PARALYSIS IN FRANCE.

A CKITICAI, EXAMINATION OF THK SI'B.TECT,
rONDUCTED BY

Ph. J. lidldrnxprrgrr.

We never had any trouble with bee-diseases

in the Orient, and I am wholly ignorant of what
foul brood looks like, except from accounts read

in books or bee-periodicals. Consequently I was
never troubled, and so have not examined the

matter. Last spring a case of bee-paralysis
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presented itself, and I was quite puzzled to

make out what it was. I will relate the whole

of my experience as I noted it down during near-

ly three months.

I sold a hive to a gentleman about two miles

from ray apiary, in July, 1893. The hive was
put on his premises, very near the sea. The
queen was an Italian, crossed with an Algerine

drone. In October, '9:i, the bees gathered about
;i() lbs. of surplus honey from a kind of Rusaccv,

so I took about 20 lbs. In January, 1894, 1 visit-

ed this hive, and another of my own which I

had also put up very near the sea— but a mile

apart. They were both in fine condition. I

had no time to look at them till March 4th.

Then they were getting on wonderfully. But I

noticed at hive No. 1 (the one I had sold) num-
bers of dead bees in front. I took up the most
of them —weighed them, and found about .5000

dead bees. The hive then had nine frames of

brood. I could not make out what the trouble

was. A cold east wind had blown a few days

previous to my visit. The alighting-board was
outof place, and the neighboring pine-trees had
strewn the ground with yellow pollen, looking

like sulphur. I supposed death came from one
of the above-named causes; but I asked Mr.
G , the owner, if he had anybody round
about him who might have poisoned his bees.

His answer was in the negative. March 19th

I revisited the hive, to find, to my great aston-

ishment, only six frames of brood and about
3000 dead bees. I watched the bees then very

closely, and found some flying in readily, while

sonie dropped in front of the hive or on the

alighting-board, with the body as full as a well-

filled bee can be; bat it simply remained there

as if stunned, and died outside the hive after

vain efforts to enter. The bees in the hive did

not like to receive the weak ones, or those show-
ing signs of the sickness—i. e., an unsteady gait

and a swollen body. I could now only say that

Something was the matter, but not what. I ex-

amined all books treating on "bee-diseases;"

found the nameless bee-disease, bee-paralysis,

and the Maikrankhcit (May sickness) of the

Germans. Witzgall says the disease disappears

after a heavy rainfall. I watched this, as it re-

sembled it in many respects, but not in all;

namely, it did not come on in May, and did not

go after several heavy rainfalls. I wrote to Mr.

Thos. W. Cowan, who advised me to treat with
naphthol beta, but said, at the same time, that

it is never so serious in England as the case re-

ported. Meanwhile a ' tixiste " (we so call the

old-style bee-keepers in B^ance) reported a case

that occurred several years ago, and attributed

it to the bees having sucked the sulphate-of-

cppper solution which they sprinkle on the

vines, in search of water. This did not hold

good, as the bees in No. 1 had plenty of clean

water in the vicinity, and the sprinkling busi-

ness was not then carried on. We looked for a

poisonous plant, and found the Euphorbia den-

droides, a plant growing north and south of the

Mediterranean, and used in Algeria to intoxi-

cate fish; but after several hours in roaming
about the mountains I found one single bee,

which did not stop long enough to let me exam-
ine; besides, this suggestion did not hold good,

as the plant also grows near my home apiary

and other out-apiaries.

On the 5th of April Mr. G. wrote to me, say-

ing his neighbor sprinkled his rosebushes with

the above-named sulphate, and he believed

that to be the mischief. Finally, on the 11th of

April I had the hive brought to my house, and
I put it among several other hives on the house-

top, where we have a flat roof. On the same
evening I counted 205 dead bees. April 13 I

counted 340 dead bees in the evening; April i:i,

3,50 more in the evening; April 14,340 more in

the evening.

It seems to me that the young bees hatch as

fast as the old ones die; for since March 19 the

six frames of brood have kept going.

April 15 I counted 340 dead bees. April 10,

rain all day. Dead bees are still being thrown
out and washed away. As often as I go there I

could gather about 1.50 dead bees. The excre-

ments are dark yellow, and the bees void these

with great difficulty. Evidently it is a bad

case of constipation.

April 17. I am testing Witzgall's sayings—341

dead bees—and all about the neighborhood dead

and dying bees of this hive are found. Who
can tell how many die daily far away ?

April 18. About half a dozen were throsvn

out last night. Rain again all day, so that I

can not examine.

April 19. Fine weather—no dead bees till 8

o'clock. Alas! again 340 by night.

April 30. Seven dead bees this morning—only
97 dead all day. The bees seem to begetting

better; took a frame of brood and gave it to

hive No. 85.

April 31. This morning 13 dead; 300 during

the day; rainy.

April 32. At 9 o'clock this morning, about .50

dead. The bees are remarkably active in get-

ting rid of the dead, and they carry them far

away, so I can no more count the real number
of dead; still 6 frames of brood.

April 33. Cloudy; 54 dead gathered.

April 34. Cloudy ; 135 dead gathered. The
frame given to No. 85 has no effect on the bees

of that hive. The disease is not contagious—at
least, it does not extend to the brood, if this dis-

ease is the "mucorine," described by Witzgall.

April 35. Cloudy; 103 dead bees.

April 26. Inside the hive it looks pitiable, al-

though they keep up six frames of brood, the

mother laying continually. The bees now cov-

er only the six frames; and in spite of the daily

births, amounting to about 8(K), the hive has

lost nearly 3000 bees, or 350 daily. The births

are equivalent to what was lost on the flight.

There is no more fall honey left in the hive,
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which we suspected also. The bees now seem

too weak to keep the hive tidy. They empty
their fteces in the hive. I transfer them to a

fresh hive—bees, frames, and all. About noon

I counted 30.1 dead bees, inside and outside;

from noon to nightfall, only 7, having no more
honey. I presume the disease germinated in

the food.

April 27. Cold and windy; 35 dead bees.

April 38. Again I change the hive; found in-

side about 385 dead bees; fed them honey and
salt and naphthol, just enough to give the hon-

ey a taste; took again 38 dead bees.

April 29. Found 23 dead bees this morning.

The bees seem vigorous, the disease going; at

noon, 97 dead ; evening, 25, thus making 145

dead to day; fed again naphtholined honey.

April 30. Counted 33 dead to-day.

May 1. Counted 165 dead to-day. The dis-

ease is not going at all.

May 2. About 20 dead this morning; is it in-

creasing? 143 by night; exchanged two frames

of brood with No. 106, Algerian, to see if the

disease is contagious or in the brood.

May 3. Counted 43 dead bees.

May 4. Counted 35 more dead bees to-day.

May 5. Counted 53 dead bees.

May 6. Counted 54 more dead bees.

May 7. Mortality is going on. The mother
is laying, and is a beautiful insect, still keeping

up her six frames—no progress and no decrease;

fed2lbs. of salted honey—boiled; counted again

254 dead bees strewn about, not counting the

numbers the bees carry away without control;

bees hatching in No. 106; no disease spreading;

in No. 85, given April 20, the bees are healthy;

took away the mother of hive No. 1.

May 8. Counted 240 dead; May 9, 27; May
10, 54; May 11, 63; May 12, 20; May 13, 15. Di-

vided the hive in two; plenty of cells. May 14,

counted 10 dead. Bees build a piece of drone
comb. May 15, counted 10 dead bees; May 16,

9; May 17, 5; May 18, 4.

The divided colonies seem better than before.

Is it because of the division ? Bees of both

hives are gathering orange-blossom and pollen.

Tne bees given as brood to No. 85 on the 30th of

April are at work, without having communi-
cated the disease up to date; bees at work there

several days. Hive 106, which received two
frames of brood May 2, which has been work-
ing since the 16th, show no disease ; but the ex-

changed bees of 106, in the diseased hive, have
been at work since the 14th of May, and show
signs of the disease— consequently I can say
the disease is contagious, but only from adult

and field bee to adult and field bee.

I received Gleanings for May 1, 1894. Ram-
bler relates, on page 371, very much the same
thing I experienced here. Mr. Douse says that
there the yellow bees are apt to have the dis-

ease. He is right so far. A Palestine colony
far away from the diseased one and from the
experiment hives has the disease, but to a very

slight extent. Mr. McFatry believes that the

drones propagate the disease. I have not tried

that. The diseased hive had drones in March,
but has lost them all now. They died almost

immediately after the division of the hive, on
the 13th and following days. I read in Glean-
ings that it is worse than foul brood. The dis-

ease is disease is different with us. I tried eve-

ry way to communicate it to other hives. It is

not contagious. The four hives standing a few

feet apart have had nothing, and they have
been standing side by side for more than a

month.
May 19. Young queens hatch in both hives;

the bees kill them all but one; no dead bees in

either hive.

May 20. About a dozen dead early this morn-
ing; about 11 o'clock, rain; afternoon, gathered

about 40 dead bees.

May 21. Counted 54 dead bees.

May 22. Counted 25 more dead ones.

May 23. Rain; no control.

May 25. Counted 25 dead bees to-day.

May 28. Counted 30 more dead bees to-day.

May 29, 30; June 1, 2— four days, no time to

l3ok after the bees.

June 3. Counted .50 dead bees; June 4, 25;

June 5, 25; June 6, 15.

June 7. No more dead, and now the hive is

finally rid of disease; took the hive up the

Alps with the others. The bees in it could get

some honey, but did not build up; still, it is

well, and I sent it back to its owner in Novem-
ber. In December I revisited the hive; found

it all right, in good condition; three frames of

brood, and about 7 lbs. of honey; a population

of about 10,000 bees.

The Palestine hive had the same, but much
less extensively. I fed it with salt and naph-
thalined honey. It did not seem to affect it,

either for good or bad. Not being at the house,

I could not follow hive No. 1 daily; and, be-

sides, the business of counting bees was next to

impossible, as the ground round about was un-

even, and covered with bush and herbs; but
what I did, perhaps saved the hive. I picked

all I could see— every diseased bee; for, be-

sides the drowsy appearance and swollen body,

the fuzz on the thorax falls away or is pulled

off; anyhow, it was quite black, and the sick

bee is easily distinguished. I kept picking them
out every time I visited the hive, till there were
no more left. The hive is again thriving with

the others. With the same mother, they too

gathered only their winter stores.

In conclusion, this is what I found: It was
not the quality of the honey gathered in the

fall; it was not exposure toward the sea; for

another hive, placed near there, with the same
plants to visit, and the same exposure, did not

have any trace of disease. It was not want of

food, as they always had plenty; the queen has
nothing to do with the disease; the disease is

confined to adult bees and fielders; they do not
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communicate the disease to neigliboring hives.

The only thing I can suppose likely to have
produced the malady is that the hives in ques-

tion were too well protected against the cold —
no airing on top, the sweat causing the mis-

chief, the disease being communicated to only

such bees as receive food from diseased bees, or

such as pick up the f;eces dropped inside the

hive by diseased bees, thus acting like cholera,

but only on such individual bees as touch the

excrements.

I should be very glad lo hear from our scien-

tists. This is what I myself believe; but I may
be altogether wrong. I have here given the

facts picked up daily, and my thoughts thereon.

Nice, France. Jan. .">.

[In many respects the symptoms above given
correspond with those of the same disease in
this country; but it is a noticeable fact that
they seem to vary under different conditions
and in different localities. Mr. Baldensperger
thinks the queen has nothing to do with it. The
majority of testimony so far received seems to
show pretty decidedly that she does.—En.]

BEE PARALYSIS HEREDITARY.

A REPLY TO S. A. SHUCK.

liU T. S. Fdid.

I read Mr. Shuck's article on p. .">4, and write

to say that I am quite sure he is mistaken in his

conclusion that bee-paralysis is not infectious;

and I hope that you will adhere to the policy

lately pursued by you in Gleanings, intended

to induce queen -breeders to destroy all infected

colonies. It is a step in the right din-ction. All

the writers on this subject that I have noticed,

who live in the South, like Mr. (retaz. of Ten-
nessee, agree that it is a very serious disease.

You know my reasons for concluding that it is

infectious. It spread from a single diseased

colony, purchased by me. to every colony that I

had except two, in one season, assailing those

nearest first, and then it extended from hive to

hive as they we.e arranged in order on the

benches; and to put the matter beyond perad-

venture, when I introduced a queen from one of

my hives to a colony of blacks in my brother's

apiary, bee-paralysis promptly developed with

the appearance of her progeny, and this though
she was, to all appearances, perfectly healthy

when introduced, and the colony shi- came from
had apparently ma le a perfect recovery from
the disease. Following this, and after the rob-

ber-bees had cleaned out this hive, my brother

had a well-marked case of the malady among
his blacks; and, acting on my suggestion, he

promptly got rid of the disease in his apiary by

brimstoning the whole colony, since which he

has had no more of it.

Mr. Shuck's article was very interesting to

me, though I can not agree with his deductions.

The truth is, so far as actual knowledge is con-

cerned we are just where Miss Gayton and Mr.

Cheshire left us. We know that, back of the

symptoms of the disease, as in the case of chol-

era, consumption, erysipelas, and other diseases

of the human subject, there is a bacillus; but

how this germ gets from one bee to another, we
don't know. It is a matter for the microsco-

pist. It is true, that the infection does not

seem to spread readily from using, in a healthy

colony, the combs from an infected one. My
own observation in this respect is in unison with

those of others as reported, with the exception

that, finally, all of my colonies got the disease

at last; but whether from infection communi-
cated from the combs, or through diseased bees

entering the wrong colony by mistake, or by

means of robber- bees, can not be told. Consid-

ering the crowded state of the hive, and the

close intercourse of its inmates, it is rather

strange that the contagion does not sweep away
the whole population at once. It is a fact, how-
ever, that many hives show a few bees having
the first symptoms of the disease, that do not

reach the worst stage. In many colonies, bees

that are hairless and shiny can be seen with

(luivering wing's, staggering about, that go all

through the season without any great mortali-

ty. At this stage the guard -bees are still on

the lookout for sick individuals, and they pull

and haul them about and pluck their hair off

until they are at last ejected from the hive and
are too weak to return. But there comes a time

when the diseas-^ Ijecomes epidemic, so to speak,

when the guards cease to hustle the sick, and
the swollen, bloated bees begin to appear, and

the guards have plenty to do to carry out the

dead, who are normal as to color, but most of

them enormously distended. At this stage the

bottom-board is sometimes splotched with the

yellow f;eces of the sick. In cholera, typhoid

f 'ver, and other infectious or contagious mala-
dies, the chief source from which the contagion

spreads is the dejections. May it not be true of

this also? The colony has invariably perished

when this splotched condition of the bottom-

board has manifested itself.

Mr. Shuck thinks that sour honey may have
something to do with the production of the dis-

ease. It may aggravate it, but the real cause

is the specific germ that can be derived only

from some other infected individual. Harvey's

maxim was, nmiir vivKm^ e.r oro ^all life is from

the egg); and the same principle underlies the

propagation of disease-germs. They do not

generate spontaneously. Bees have been kept

in this county since its first settlement, and
there was never a case of bee-paralysis until

my unlucky importation. Yet if there is any
sour honey now produced in a natural way. it

certainly was here before; but it never made
bee-paralysis before. I hope you will stand fast

in your position, and do what you can to protect

the inexperienced from being the victims of

some careless (lueen-breeder who thinks the

disease a trifling one.
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I have come to think that humidity may have

something to do with the fostering of the mala-

dy. I have two colonies that came near being

exterminated last spring: yet when warm dry

weather came on they built up rapidly and be-

came strong enough to lay up stores for winter.

With the wet weather we have had of late, the

old symptoms have returned, and they are near-

ly as bad as ever.

We have had a good deal of steady cool weath-

er so far, and there is not a flower to be seen;

yet, going among my bees yesterday, Jan. 24th,

they were seen bringing in immense loads of

what appeared to be pollen of rather peculiar

color. The same day a neighbor remarked that

my bees were swarming on his cotton -seed

meal, and then I recognized the peculiar color

as that of cotton-seed meal. They certainly

bring in the most enormous loads of it. I won-
der if it will serve their purpose as well as pol-

len. I am going to buy some cotton-seed meal

and give it a trial.

There is every indication that we are going to

have a fine honey crop this year. There has

been so much cold weather that it is almost

certain we shall have no bloom killed by frost.

It will take a month of warm weather to start

the trees to budding, by which time we ought
to be measurably safe.

Ky the way, a singular and most unfortunate

thing happened in our neighborhood last fall.

An unusual quantity of sugar-cane was raised,

and the making of molasses lasted nearly three

weeks, during which time the bees were drown-
ed by the peck in the cane juice and in the boil-

ing syrup. Our stocks were greatly reduced in

numbers by this occurrence. If I live till next

year I intend to close up the entrances with

wire cloth during the grinding season.

I am going to try sulphite of soda in syrup,

for bee-paralysis. It is said to be a good germi-

cide.

Columbia, Miss., .Ian. 25.

[And here is another article that seems to up-
hold pretty well the position of Mr. Ford.— Eo.]

BEE-PAKAI.Y8IS I'RIMAKILV FKOM THE (^UEEN,
NOT FHOM THK. FOOD.

I notice what has been written on bee-paraly-

sis by different ones. In 1877, while in Milford,

Wis., I bought a queen of an eastern breeder.

She was very prolific, and produced fine bees.

After her l^ees were two or three weeks old they

would swell up and shake and tremble, and
crawl about until they died. In the fall I add-
ed a small swarm to the diseased one. and next

season she tilled her hive with bees, but all the

while they kept dropping oft' with paralysis. I

reared six queens from her, and every one of

them produced bees with paralysis. I let no

drones fly from this queen, so all the young ones
were mated with good drones. I sprayed them
with salt and water many times; I also sprayed
with a mixture of carbolic acid and water, hut
all to no purpose. All remedies failed. Some-

times there would be a pint of dead bees at each
hive. I also noticed that, as the queens grew
older, more bees died from each hive; and if I

had not added frames of brood from other hives

they all would have died. I kept them three

years: and as I concluded there was no redemp-
tion for them I killed all the bees and queens,

and put new swarms on the combs, and 1 have
never seen a sign of it since; therefore I believe

the fault lies in the queen, as no paralysis ever

appeared from the combs where the bees had
been killed. 1 do not think that sour honey has

any thing to do with it. I have also learned

from the queen-breeder of whom I got her that

his whole apiary was affected with it, and that

the drones from such diseased (lueens would
show the disease in their progeny, even when
they had been mated to a healthy queen.

Kedtield, N. Y., Jan. 18. J. R. Rked.

BEE-PARALYSIS.

A CRITU^UE OF PENDING THEORIES.

Bu Dr. J. P. H. Browu.

Bee-paralysis seems to be one of those occult

diseases whose etiology is beyond the ken of the

bee-keeper. I have never, to my knowledge,

Seen a case of it. but I have read the writings

of others upon the subject, with much interest.

In Gleanings, p. 54, this year, there is an ar-

ticle on the subject by Mr. S. A. Shuck, who
advances the idea that it may be caused by

poisonous, sour, or unwholesome honey. Now,
Mr. Shuck's opinion may be considered untena-

ble when placed by the side of so high an au-

thority as Frank R. Cheshire, who considers

this disease to be caused by a bacillus (l>acillus

(T(ti/toiri, after a Miss Gayton, who first called

his attention to itj. He says these bacilli are

not only in the affected workers, but also in the

queen. If such be the case, then it becomes a

more terrible disease than foul brood — harder

to reach and more difficult to eradicate. Any
germicide sulticiently powerful to destroy these

bacilli in the workers or queen, by any admix-

ture of food, would also either destroy these in-

sects or impair their future usefulness ; hence

total destruction of every bee in the hive would

be the only infallible remedy.

Cheshire's bacillus theory has given rise to

the remedy of changing queens. This course

seems to have worked with some satisfaction

with a few of the reporters of this disease to the

journals, while others have reported that they

could see no benefit. Mr. O. O. Foppleton, a

very intelligent bee-keeper of long experience,

reports in Tlic Bee-keepers' Review, p. :i(u, that

he ' changed queens, with no result."' If Che-

shire is correct in his observations upon bee-

paralysis (in many other instances he has not

been infallible), then, let me ask, what benefit

does the infected hive receive from a change of

queen? The infected workers are still in the
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hive, and they would soon communicate the ba-

cilli to the introduced queen.

Mr. C. W. Dayton, a correspondent of the Re-

ryiew, p. 272, from Florence, Cal.. observes, when
speaking of queens in hives affected, that " in

every case I have seen, the queen was an unu-

sually prolific layer.'" Mr. O.' O. Poppleton

says, "My nuclei with young perfect queens

have suffered much more than old colonies with

old queens." Now, how can the idea be enter-

tained that a queen whose ovaries are infested

and swarming with Jxiclllus Oaytonl — whose
vitals are being continually preyed upon by mi-

crobes— can be " an unusually prolific layer " ?

The idea is absurd. It would be just as ration-

al as to suppose that a person Infested with the

spores of yellow fever, cholera, consumption,

etc., would be physically able to perform a full

day's work.

Mr. Poppleton says, " It is an exceedingly er-

ratic disease. At times it seems to follow no
rules; at other times it works in well-defined

limits." Mr. Getaz remarks, in American Bee
Journal, that " the malady is much worse some
years than others, and generally much worse in

the spring." Mr. Diyton says, " It usually at-

tacks a colony about the time it gets populous

enough for the surplus-receptacles." Mr. T. S.

Ford observes, in Review, p. 240, that " the dis-

ease does no harm except in the spring and dur-

ing the honey-flow. At that period the bees die

in such quantities that I have seen as many as

a peck of dead ones in front of a single hive.

When warm weather sets in during June it dis-

appears in nearly all the colonies, and only an

experienced eye can detect it."

Sifting the various reports of the disease as

given in the bee-periodicals, they all show that

the symptoms of the disease vary very much
during the season — at one time being very

prominent; at another, scarcely if at all percep-

tible. These erratic conditions of the disease

are incompatible with the theory of bacillus

Gaytoni, and we must look elsewhere for a

cause.

Mr. Shuck, the gentleman already quoted.

says that, from his observations, he concludes
" that, in some instances, this disease is the re-

sult of a poisoned condition of the honey.'" and
that the poisoning results from incipient fer-

mentation—not that all honey with a slight

tendency to ferment is injurious to bees, but

that honey in this condition will readily absorb

the poisonous effluvia from dead and decaying
bees or other decaying matter in the hives.

Then, too, I believe that, in many instances, the

honey actually becomes sour enough to cause

the disease; and I fear that this is the trouble

in warm climates such as that of California and
the Southern States." These conclusions of

Mr. Shuck are worthy of some consideration by
the scientific bee-keeper; for. if the symptoms
of this disease are carefully studied, they seem
to point to some poisoned condition of the food

taken by the bees — it might be either honey or

pollen, or both — rather than to the theory of

bacillus.

We know that every kind of plant and vege-
table, when in certain condition, is liable to be

attacked by the spores of fungus. We know
that the grape, the peach, the potato, etc., are

more subject to rot in some seasons than in oth-

ers. In favorable atmospheric conditions of a

week's duration the fungus may develop, and
the disease show itself; while with a change of

conditions the disease may check or disappear.

In the Report of the Department of Agriculture

for 188(5 the mycologist of the department ob-

serves, when speaking of fungi, that " the fun-

gi which infest our cultivated plants, and not

infrequently cause their total destruction, vie

with the insect tribes in numbers as well as in

the extent of the losses they occasion; and in

the transformations they undergo in their de-

velopment they are equally complex and often

more difficult to follow. They are. for the

most part, so small, and the metamorphoses
they undergo are so obscure, as to call for the

greatest amount of patience, and the closest

study, in order to obtain any satisfactory knowl-
edge of their natural history; and in spite of all

our efforts there will frequently remain many
points which must be left to conjecture. That
these fungi which make themselves manifest in

the plant-diseases known as ' rust,' ' smut,' " mil-

dew,' ' blight,' etc., are true vegetable para-

sites; that they are governed by the same laws
which control all living organisms; and that

they are propagated by specially developed re-

productive bodies called spores, are fundamen-
tal truths to be kept constantly in mind in

studying this subject."

These spores are conveyed by the air, and
only await congenial conditions for develop-

ment. They would be as liable to attack the

pollen or nectar secretion as any other part, if

the conditions favored, and then be carried by
the bee to the hive, in the shape of diseased

food, to breed sickness to the inmates.

In many portions of the South there are large

plantations of melons that are grown for the

northern markets. It is not unusual to find on

these grounds hundreds of broken, rotten, and
decaying melons, swarming with bees sucking

the fermenting juice that is teeming with the

spores of fungi. The effects of such rottenness

on a hive of bees I can only conjecture. To say

that the instinct of the bee is always sufficient

to discriminate between what is wholesome for

it and what is prejudicial, is all nonsense. They
often visit places that are not overly nice. They
will often visit poisonous flowers, for instance,

the Oelserniurii scnipervlrens. In Gleanings
for Jan. 1.5, Prof. Cook refers to a tree in Cali-

fornia—BucaZy/^tus rostrata—that is very fatal

to bees. I admit that the bee will swerve from

the dictates of its instincts only from necessity

and not from choice.
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I have penned the above to elicit thought, and

to prompt observation. Our experiment sta-

tions should talie up the subject: it is a field for

the scientist. Scientihc observations should be

conducted at different points, and notes com-
pared. This is the only satisfactory way to de-

termine the cause of the so-called bee-paralysis.

Augusta, c;a.

PUTTING SECTIONS INTO T SUPERS.

A GItPJAT I.MPKOVK.MENT OVEK THE OF.D WAY.

Bji Enimn WiJtioii.

It is about the time when a good many bee-

keepers get ready for the year's crop, and a

])retty good time to discuss ways and means. I

have spent a good deal of time, first and last,

in filling sections into T supers. I thought I

had become quite adept at it. As I put the

foundations into the sections. I piled the finish-

ed sections oui^. above the other on a board, un-

til I had put on as many as it would conven-

iently hold—about a hundred, I think. Then I

would set it to one side and commence on a

fresh boardful. until I had a good many hun-
dreds piled up in that way. Then I would have
to stop, and commence putting them into the

supers. I never enjoyed that part of the work
very much. Some way it always seemed like so

much lost time. Once in a while a boardful

would come to grief by being upset all in a

heap, and it would require some patience to

straighten things out again.

When supering I would put the super on a

table of convenient height, put the T tins in

place, and. by taking two sections in each hand,

could fill one row across the super at a time. I

really didn't see how there could be very much
improvement on that plan of filling a T super.

One day as I was putting in foundation Dr.

Miller stood watching me, and wanted to know
why I didn't put the sections directly into the

super instead of piling them on a board. I told

him T had tried it a good many times, but it

was very slow work. The T tins would not

stay in place; and even if they did, it took too

long to fit each section in place. I could set

them down on a board much more rapidly. He
replied, " I believe I can fix it so that you can

put them into the super just as rapidly as you

can set them on the board."

ClNow, I had a good deal of faith in Dr. Miller's

ability to make the work very much easier, for

he has a genius in that direction; but my faith

was not quite strong enough to imagine he

could fix any arrangement by which I could

place those sections into that T super as rapid-

ly as I could place them on a boaifd. But he

did. If he did not quite revolutionize bee-keep-

ing, as the stock phrase has it, he certainly did,

in my estimation, revolutionize filling the T
super.

He took a board as wide as the super, and a
little longer, and nailed a cleat as long as the

width of the board, an inch wide and 5g' thick,

on one end of the board, to push the super
against. Two inches from this cleat he nailed

a strip U}'4 inches long, ^^» inch thick, and I4

wide; 4I4 inches from this last strip, measuring
from center to center, he nailed another strip

the same size, and still another strip of the

same size 4J4 inches from the last. That made
three of these little strips. He nailed three

other strips 2}4 inches from these strips, mea-
suring from center to center, these last strips

being IP4 inches long by 34^ inch square. That
made the board complete.

1 placed this board on a box 20 inches high, at

my right hand, one side of the board toward
me, with the cleat at the back end. Over this

board I placed this super, pushing it tight up
against the cleat. As fast as I filled the sec-

tions with foundation I set them in the super. I

first filled the row of six sections at the back
end. It was no harder to set them there than

it would be to set them on any flat surface, for

you understand that, as yet, there was no T tin

in the super. Now I put in the first T tin, slip-

ping it under the whole row of sections at a

clip, and do it more easily and quickly than I

could have done it had there been no sections

there. The sections being raised J4 inch gave
plenty of room to slip the T tin under. Now I

put in the second row of sections and the second

T tin, then the third row of sections and the

third T tin, and, by crowding the T tin up
tight, it gave me plenty of room for the fourth

row of sections. When I lifted the super the

sections all settled down in their places.

I can not imagine how sections could be put

in more easily into any kind of super.

Marengo, 111., Feb. 11.

WINTER IN FLORIDA.

JACK FROST AMONG THE ORANGE-TREES.

By Mix. L. Harrhon.

Mr. Editor:—"The sunny Southland, with

its sweet warm air and land of flowers," has

been a misnomer during this winter. We have
just passed through a severe cold storm, ac-

companied with snow and sleet. As I sit by

the table writing, and look through the win-

dows upon the piny woods, a beautiful vision

greets my eye. The tall pines, with their green

branches, are decorated more beautifully than

any Christmas-trees in festive halls. Their

proud heads, crowned with sparkling diamonds
and clear transparent prisms, are a thing of

beauty, to be enjoyed once in a lifetime. There
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a great white sheet of snow is loosened, and

slides gracefully to the ground: yonder, a great

green limb is broken from the tree by its great

weight of snow and ice. and comes down to the

ground with a crash.

In the early twilight of the night of Feb. 14,

the large feathery flakes of snow began to

descend, and fell upon the people gathering at

a hall to celebrate the festival of St. Valentine.

The snow v/as a great novelty to the young

people, born and reared here, for they had

never seen before more than a few flakes that

melted as they fell. It continued to fall until

it was three inches deep, and balls of the beau-

tiful snow were brought into the hall, and were

a source of much fun and merriment. Tiny balls

were tossed at each other, in great good humor

and pleasantry.

This is the third time during the winter,

when there was freezing during several nights,

and all winter gardens were destroyed. A few

days previous to this last storm I was delighted

in watching a very large colony, sailing in with

heavy loads of light lemon-colored pollen, gath-

ered from the tyty. The sweet-scented bloom

of the tyty thickets yields much white honey.

Many colonies have died of starvation in this

locality, and more will probably follow, as this

last freeze will cut off the bloom for some days.

St. Andrews Bay, Fla., Feb. 15.

BEES MOVING IN THE CLUSTP;R.

Question.—A neighbor tells me that the bees

during winter are continually moving from the

outside to the inside of the cluster, that they

may have access to their honey. Is such the

case?
^?is»'er.—This story of your neighbor is one

that has been told a great many times, and is

based on the very reasonable supposition that

each individual bee must help itself to honey

directly from the cells containing the same.

But, reasonable as it may appear, I am led to

believe that the story has no foundation in

fact. I have just been in the bee-cellar to see

if I could see any thing of the kind going on,

and I have to report that I do not. Some of

the colonies have bees hanging below the frames

to the amount of one-fourth of a good sized

swarm, at least; and if such changing for honey

was going on as has been supposed, certainly

now and then a bee would be crawling in after

honey, especially as the lowest bees would have

to travel some five or six inches up through or

over the cluster, to get where the honey is.

But I see nothing save a big cluster of nearly

or quite motionless bees, hanging and over-

lapping each other—each one, or nearly so,

having its head under the body of some other

bee. Of course, it is impossible to see or know
just exactly what is going on inside of the

cluster of bees during winter; but I had al-

ways supposed, and so believe now, that

bees give honey to one another ; that is, the

bees which are near the honey give to those

under them, and these to those next further

away, and so on till the last bee is reached, and
the very bottom outside of the cluster. Bees
are continually passing honey around during

the summer, and why should they not do the

same thing in winter, when it is more to their

interest to do so than in summer, when all can

go about as much as they please? I am aware
that these things are of minor importance; but

I have always believed that it is better to be

informed on all the minutite of bee-keeping

than to pass any thing by as non-essential, as

such a course allows us to easily drop some
important point which would otherwise be

brought to light.

REMOVING POLLEN FROM COMBS.

Question.—Having some combs stored away,
left from queenless colonies last summer, which
are pretty well tilled with pollen, I should like

to know how I can remove the same before I

give the combs to the bees. Will you please

tell us in your department in Gleanings how
it can be done?
Answer.—Most assuredly I will tell you; for,

did I have those combs, I should consider them
worth almost if not quite as much as though
they were tilled with honey. The very best

way of removing such pollen is to insert one of

those^ combs of pollen in each hive having a

prosperous colony of bees in it, in the spring;

and if you have enough of those combs to go

around you can consider yourself lucky. They
should be put into the hive next to one of the

outside frames of brood, and the work should

be done in early spring on some warm day, be-

fore the bees procure pollen from the fields.

This will save you all necessity of feeding your

bees rye or wheat flour, or corn or oatmeal, and
will be of more advantage to the bees, as it will

give the pollen right where they wish it, and

save the loss of bees which usually occurs from

their going out in cool windy weather in search

of pollen. It has been I'ecommended scores of

times that we feed our bees flour or meal in

the spring, to stimulate brood-rearing; but

after years of experience along this line I have

become satisfied that such procedure is a waste

of time and material, where the bees have pol-

len in the hive, and causes a loss of old bees to

a greater extent than that gained in young

ones. Thus you will see that ihese combs are

very valuable for early brood-rearing, before

pollen is plentiful in the fields. If you are so

situated that your bees can secure pollen from

the fields as soon as they can fly in the spring,

so that you can not use the combs to advantage

as above given, the next best thing to do is to
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give one of them to each new swarna when hiv-

ed. In this way the swarm is spared the pains

of searching for pollen, and can devote all its

energies to gathering honey; and in a few days

you will find your pollen all turned into brocd,

if you open the hive and look. But should you
not desire to use either of these plans, then I

would either soak the combs in tepid water for

a week till the pollen in the cells became soft

so it could be thrown out with the extractor, or

I would cut the combs out of the frames, melt

them up, and (ill the frames with comb founda-

tion. Should you do this last you will have to

render the wax from these pollenized combs by
the hot-water process, or you will not get

enough wax to pay you for your trouble, as the

pollen in the combs will absorb all the wax, or

nearly so, if they are melted in the solar wax-
extractor.

MOLDY BROOD-COMBS.

Question.—I fear, by the appearances of

things, that I shall have some moldy combs in

the spring, as my cellar is very damp, and I

can smell the moldy combs already. What will

be best to do with them in the spring, should

any be very moldy?

Answer.—We will hope for the best, thinking

that your fears may prove unfounded. But
should the combs come out moldy, probably

not more than one out of four or five will be

very bad. Those which have but little mold
on them can be left on the hives, where they

will soon dry out, and the bees care for them
so they will do no harm. If any are from one-

third to covered all over with mold, it is well

to take them from the hive and hang them in

some dry airy room till they are thoroughly
dried out and needed by the bees. Don't at-

tempt giving them to the bees while they are

all wet and slimy, for nothing seems to so dis-

courage a colony of bees as nasty, wet, moldy
combs. When they get all dry, and your bees

are needing more combs, take them down, and,

with a rather stiff brush-broom, made from
broom corn, brush them off thoroughly, but
not hard enough to break the cells, when you
can put them into the colonies one at a time, and
the bees will clean them up so nice that, should

you look for them two days after, you could

not tell which they were unless you marked
the place where you put them. It is best not

to give any colony more than one at once, un-
less the colony is a very strong one. In two or

three days give another, and so on till you
have them all in the hive. I never yet saw a
comb so badly moldy but that the bees would
make it as good as ever, if the above plan was
followed. Some say, melt up such moldy
combs; but so far as I have tried they give
very little wax when melted by any process,

and none at all when melted in the solar wax-
extractor, as the fiber of the mold absorbs what
little wax remains.

^^ctdM'^gffMi

FISH-KEGS THE BEST PACKAGE FOR EXTRACT-
ED HONEY, AND WHY.

In your last issue of Gleanings, page 129, I

noticed a controversy concerning the best and
most practical package to put extracted honey
in. If the parties had to transfer a hundred
barrels into 150-pound kegs to fill orders that

could not use barrels, or if they did, at a much
reduced price. I think they would agree with
us that the best all-around package to sell ex-

tracted honey in, in quantity, is the 150-pound
pine fish-keg, costing only about .30 cents, mak-
ing it the cheapest package; and, holding only

about 150 to 1<')0 lbs., it is within the reach and
requirements of the small retail dealer who has
not the money, facilities, nor room for handling
the large barrels; and a great portion, especially

of the dark and buckwheat honey, is sold to

the small retail Polish Jew dealers who dis-

pense it in small portions to their customers,

who use it largely to make an intoxicating

drink.

The coldest day of last week we received an
order for fifty 150-lb. kegs of extracted honey,

and we had to transfer it from molasses-bar-

rels into these kegs, or lose the order. It was
no easy job, as, of course, we had to do it with-

out heating it in any way, which we have a

way of doing quite rapidly, but it necessitates

extra cost of kegs, some waste, and requires a

lot of patience. H. R. Wright.
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 18.

[I knew your market preferred the kegs; but
in other localities the barrels seem to be none
too large. I sincerely hope that the demand
for honey to be converted into mead or hy-
dromel will not increase.

—

Ed.]

the sweet-clover plant; important to
tanners.

It may surprise many to learn that the sweet-

clover plant is of immense value to tanners of

leather. A practical tanner, an expert in his

profession, assures me that the fraternity can
richly afford to pay 10 cts. per lb., or $300 per

ton, for the sweet-clover plant when properly

prepared for their use. A number of years ago
this tanner offered me about 5 cts. per pound
for the plant if I would supply him with it,

and prepare it as per his instructions; but at

that time I did not care to bother with the

matter. There may be some practical tanners

or some who may know more or less about
tanning the skins of animals, among your
readers. If so, and if they should wish to know
how to use the sweet-clover plant, as indicated,

perhaps I can supply the information. The
leather thus made is said to be of superior

quality—in fact, when made with japonica

and sweet clover, it is equal to that which is
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commonly producfd from thfi best quality of

oak-bark. M. M. BALmtiDOE.
St. Charles. 111.

FINDING BEE-TKEES IN WINTER.

It may interest the readers of Gleanings to

learn how to hunt bees before the snow is off

the ground in the spring—especially those who
live near large timber. It is well known by all

persons conversant, with their habits, that,

aft(!r a long confinement, the bees will improve

the first good opportunity to have a general fly.

Such an opportunity almost always comes

toward spring. There comes one or more very

warm days the last of February or first of

March, and the bees are out in force, so to speak.

Now is the time to look for the bees that either

get chilled, snowblind, or, perhaps, from age

and debility, fall to the snow and are unable to

rise. You may find some, twenty or thirty rods

from their tree. But as you gel nearer you will

find them more plentiful, and immediately

under the tree you will find the snow stained,

so that it is not a hard matter to locate them.

Bees falling on the soft snow will soon sink

by their natural heat, so that it is essential to

look, at least before there is any more snow
falls; and the sooner after their fly. the better.

I found three trees last winter, or spring—the
first two by finding the dead bees as above
stated, and the third by seeing them flying on a

warm day. although the snow was a foot or

more deep in the woods. The first one found

was a basswood, the second a butternut, and
the third a large hard maple. I am satisfied

that bees have but little choice as to what
kind of tree they go into. I have found them
in nearly all kinds of wood. I now call to mind
that I have cut 8 pine bee-trees, five hemlock,
three basswood, three maple, one elm, and one
butternut. If they go into one kind of timber
more than another it is because there is more
of that kind within their reach.

Sullivan, Pa., Jan 17. A. Dewey.

[It would look as if winter, or the latter part
of it, were just the time to find bee- trees.
When found they can be marked, and, later,
can be taken.

—

Ed.]

FEEDING BACK—A PROFIT OF .50 PER CENT.

In Gleanings for Feb. 1.5th, friend Taylor
gives about the same i-esults that I have reach-

ed in feeding back. I have fed to finish up un-

finished sections for the last three years, and I

agree with him that there is a profit in it of

about .50 per cent. Now about the work in

feeding back: Come and see me and I will show
you how to feed 300 lbs. a day, and not take
over an hour's time to prepare the feed and
place it where the bees can get it—no daubing,
no robbers, and you can tell at a glance every
day what colonies are in need of a new supply
of extracted honey. Just let me whisper to

you, that,during the one year that I kept track of

every thing, I made .?5.00 per colony during the

month of August for each colony fed. That
year I fed extracted honey to 9 colonies to fin-

ish sections, and I spent onlv about 15 minutes
per day feeding. Results, M.5.00 for the month
of August. This is nearly ?2.00 per day.

Doesn't that pay?

My new bee-house is nearly ready for bees;

and just as soon as possible I will get two or

three photographs taken, showing the outside

and the inside of the building.

Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 18. F. A. Salisbury.

[I am not only glad that Mr. Taylor proved
himself right in our last issue, but that he has
such a good man as Bro. Salisbury to come for-
ward and substantiate his statements, over an
independent route. As soon as the photographs
are received the engravings will be made, and
will appear in due time.

—

Ed. J

STOPPING LEAKY GUTTERS, ETC.; ALSO SOME-
THING ABOUT "SANDPAPERING"' GAR-

DENERS AND FLORISTS.

For leaky gutters in greenhouses or cracks in

wagon-hubs, mix any good paint and apply
with a brush, and have some hot dry sand and
pour in, and work it into the crack with the

brush. That will dry and not shrink. If the

crack is very large it may need two applica-

tions.

Sometimes my hands chap or crack. I find a
piece of sandpaper will cut oflf the rough piece

of skin, and cut down to where the skin is hard;

and then a little glycerine will heal them up
quick. I find the sandpaper excellent in reduc-

ing corns and bunions on the feet. I think it

far superior to cutting them with a knife.

To kindle a fire easily we have a 3-lb. peach-

can, with one end out. We put in an inch or so

of coal oil, and put in six or eight corncobs
point down. We take one of these and lay it in

the stove where it can be lighted from the draft,

then put in some kindling and wood: light the

cob, and you have a fire in short order.

Geo. M. Kellogg.
Pleasant Hill, Mo., Dec. 1(5.

Well done, friend Kellogg. Any man who has
set glass on the modern plan, with thick putty
and dry sand, ought to have known what a
grand cement it will be for fil'ing up cracks in
any thing exposed to the weather; but I confess
it never occurred to me before that gardeners
and florists needed sandpitpering more than
people in general. Why, since you mention it I

really believe the thing I have been suffering
for for years is a good thorough '•sandpaper-
ing;" and I rather think it ought to be done
every little while. What a beautiful world this
would be if all the rough spots and corners of so
many queer and curious people were to get a
good sandpapering regularly! Yes, we all need
it more or less. And, by the way, old friend,
making such a trip as I did, and meeting such
people as yourself on the way, has (or at least I

hope it has) knocked oft' or smoothed down a
good many of the rough points in a naturally
vehement disposition. Your corncob idea is a
good one; and, by the way, if any of the friends
should run short of corncobs, the State of Mis-
souri alone can supply the world, and I shouldn't
wonder if they would put in an extra shovelful to
make good measure, if yon will only mention it.

-A. I. R.]
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Eight extra pages this time.

In spite of the extremely cold weather, re-

ports so far indicate that bees are wintering

well. This is indeed surprising. When we re-

member that cold winters are followed by

early springs, usually, the prospect so far is en-

couraging.

O. O. PoppLETON, of Potsdam, Fla., writes

that "the frost of last week has practically

wiped out all the bee-industry on the east coast

of Florida for the coming two or three years at

least." This is rather discouraging, coming
right on the heels of such a magnificent honey
season as Florida had last year.

It is with much regret tiiat I learn that Mr.

S. I. Freeborn, one of the foremost bee-keepers

of Wisconsin, and, I might say, of the United

States, died suddenly at his home at Ithaca,

aged H2. It seems that his health had been

failing for some time, and some three or four

weeks ago he contracted a severe cold, which

resulted in pneumonia and death. Mr. Free-

born's name was first brought prominently for-

ward before the bee-keeping world through the

Bee-keepers' Union. It seems that his bees

were declared a nuisance, and an effort was
made to gel them out of the town; but, as our

older readers know, through the efforts of the

Union, of which Mr. F. was a member, the case

was finally decided in favor of the bees. This

was its first victory. Mr. Freeborn was not a

quarrelsome man — indeed, the very opposite.

He was held in very high esteem, both as a

neighbor, father, and a member of the com-
munity. His son-in-law is Mr. C. A. Hatch, so

well known to our readers.

MIXED .JOURNALISM.

The American Bee-keeper has decided to

adopt mixed journalism. The size of the paper
is doubled, the new matter being of a literary

character. The fact seems to be, that, in spite

of certain criticisms that seem to break out

here and there, the bee-papers that adhere
Mrictly to the subject of bees do not enjoy the

circulation of those that have added subjects

foreign to bee-keeping. Not a few of our

readers take Gleanings simply for its religions

matter, and others for the gardening depart-

ment; and from the numerous letters received,

it is evident that, in many of the homes of our

subscribers, Gleanings is the only paper tak-

en. One man wrote the other day, saying the

times were so hard he was obliged to drop even

his church paper which he prized so much; but

(rLEANiNGS he must have.

But why should objection be made when we
add enough extra pages every year to make up
very largely for the matter that is foreign to

bee-keeping? During the early part of the
year, our journal is enlarged all the way from
8 to Ki pages; indeed, this number has 8 extra
pages. Let's see: Last year our volume show-
ed a total aggregate of •.I68 pages, or an average
of 40>H pages per issue, while the regular issue

is 3(). Some years our volume shows over 1000

pages.

A number of years ago we took a vote of our
readers as to whether they would have the ex-

tra religious matter or not. The result showed
that, of those who voted, there were about 100

in favor, to one the other way. This is a con-
servative estimate, too, and it is to be presum-
ed that the rest not voting was represented by
this proportion. These people who criticise

our course in putting in religious matter and
garden topics do not seem to be aware of the

fact that they are in a very small insignificant

minority. If they do not like those subjects they
do not need to read them, or even take the

journal at all, for there are very excellent bee-

papers that confine themselves strictly to bees.

ADULTERATION IN BEESWAX.
Beeswax, as you will notice by the markets,

is steadily going up in price, and we are just

about out, although we are expecting more
daily—enough to keep going as usual. I said

we are about out. We have got some " stufif,"

more than we wish we had, which we bought
for pure beeswax, thatis beautiful to look upon;
and when we bought it, it seemed to stand all

the tests for pure wax. It was analyzed, how-
ever, and found to be adulterated largely with
paralfine. It is now on our hands, and we do
not know what to do with it unless we make
the parties who sold it to us take it back or

stand damages; for we would under no cir-

cumstances use it for foundation. About .500

lbs. of the same wax was sent to M. H. Hunt,
direct from the parties above mentioned, and
whom we supposed to be reliable, before we
suspected adulteration; but as he was on his

guard he set it to one side, pending further in-

vestigation. Another lot was sent to W. A.

Selser, of Philadelphia direct, on our order from
the same parties; but it was found by him to

be impure. Fortunately we had used but very

little of this wax ourselves, and that little, for-

tunately, too, was mixed with a large lot of pure

wax. Paraffine or mineral wax is a positive

detriment in comb foundation, as we learned

years ago. The bees will build it out beauti-

fully, but it has a disagreeable fashion of melt-

ing down in the hive. Even foundation from

pure beeswax does this bad enough at times,

but nothing like the stuff made of paraffine.

Mr. Selser is a little fearful that a good deal of

the wax on the market is adulterated. That
being the case, let foundation-makers be on
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their guard. A large part of our wax comes in

small lots from bee-keepers direct, and, of

course, is all right.

Later.—Since writing the foregoing we have
received a letter from Ch. Dadant it Son, from

which we make the following extract:

We have received your sample beeswax, and must
say that at first sight we should have been "taken
in," for it smells and looks like pure beeswax. A
careful test, however, by the alcohol and water test

showed that it has a lighter specific gravity tlian

average beeswax. We should like to ask you by
what sort of analysis you found that it had been
adultei'ated, and also who sold it to you. Such men
should be spotted, so everyone maybewareof them.
We never buy beeswax that has been remelted,

for the only time that we ever received such a lot

we found it to be very largely adulterated—much
more so, in fact, than the sample you sent us.

I will explain that we sent them a sample of

the wax, stating that we had found it to be adul-

terated, and asked their opinion on it. The wax
is so skillfully adulterated that very few experts

would have doubted its purity, and it is not

much wonder that we were " taken in."

We hardly like to give the name of the par-

ties of whom we bought the wax yet, for it is

not entirely clear that they were acting in bad
faith. They declare that they bought the wax
on sample, and sold some to us in the same
way; but what we have been trying to find out

of them is, who it is they bought of that is

adulterating wax so skillfully that even experts

are misled. It is presumable that the adulter-

ators will be flooding the markets with these

goods unless restrained. All foundation-mak-
ers should be on their guard at all events.

The chemist, under the instruction of Mr.
Selser, our agent at Philadelphia, and without

our knowledge, also analyzed a sample of our

foundation—some Selser had left on hand. It

was taken from our last year's stock, and, of

course, was like all the rest we sent out last

year. Well, now, this showed that it varied

from 94 to 98 per cent pure. In view of the fact

that pure beeswax will contain more or less

impurity in the way of dirt, etc., and the fur-

ther fact that chemical analysis can not be ex-

pected to reach down to line notches, it is very

gratifying indeed. Mr. Selser, in commenting
on the above analysis, writes: "'My estimation

of the A. I. Root Co. is higher than ever; for I

am satisfied that, if it is possible for you to get

pure beeswax you intend to do so."

We are not afraid at any time to have our

wax analyzed, and I feel very sure that the

Dadants and Mr. Hunt have the same feeling

regarding their own wax.

WHAT AVE DO AND DO NOT KNOW ABOUT BEE-
PARALYSIS.

It occurs to me that the subject of bee-pa-
ralysis has been discussed in our own columns as

far as it ought to be for the present. Further
experiments should be made by some of the ex-

periment stations, by some professor with plen-

ty of money and a good microscope at his dis-

posal. There are a few things that we know
about bee-paralysis. We all agree, perhaps,

that it kills beos; is virulent in some localities,

especially hot climates, and harmless in others,

or in colder climates; appears and disappears

as it pleases; bees swell up, look greasy, crawl
out at the entrance, show a trembling, and die

in the grass; the discharge is thin and watery.

Now for the points upon which there is not

an entire harmony of opinion: Is it contagious?

is it hereditary ? is it caused by bad food? can
it be cured by the removal of the queen ? by ad-

ministering salted water? can it be cured at all

by any known remedy? Answering the two first

questions, I am satisfied in my own mind that

it is both hereditary and contagious. Certain-

ly, if we accept that view of it, it will be safer

for all parties concerned.

It seems to me that our present knowledge of

the disease is not sufficient for us to answer the

other questions, and for that reason it is just as

well to let the subject drop in our columns, for

a time, at least, until further developments
shall have taken place. While some are doubt-
less interested in the discussion of the question,

a great majority, perhaps, would prefer to read

something else.

WHAT HAVE WK I-EARNED FROM THE DISCUS-
SION OF LARGE VERSUS SMALL HIVES?

If our readers are getting tired of this hive
discussion, large versus small brood -nests, I

wish they would send in their postals, letting

us know. On the other hand, if you feel that

you are benefited, and would like to see the

subject discussed further, let us know that also.

Gleanings is published to please its readers

and not its editors or its special correspondents.

Let us briefly recapitulate some things we
have learned in the hive discussion up to the

present time. 1. There are more bee-keepers

using large brood-nests than we were aware of.

:.. Many more favor ten-frame hives in prefer-

ence to the eight-frame than we supposed, al-

though, if we could count the hands of those

using the eight-frame hives and those using
the ten-frame, I think we should probably find

three of the former to one of the latter. 3. It

seems probable to me, at least, that some are

using too small brood-nests, say of eight-frame
size, when they might possibly get better re-

sults with ten and twelve frame sizes. 4. In

colder climates, especially where there is one
main honey-flow in June and July, with very
little fall-flow, the eight-frame size seems to be

used most. In warmer localities, in many
portions in the South, in Cuba, where the sea-

sons are prolonged, and where there are months
when the bees can gather honey, instead of

weeks, as it is with us up here in the North, a

large brood-nest of ten, twelve, and sixteen

frame capacity seems to have the preference.
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5. Instead of bee-keepers running: from ten

down to eight, as formerly, the tendency now
seems to be from tlie small size to the large. <!.

The double eight-frame hive of Ki frames is too

large since 12 frames seem to afford the maxi-

mum capacity for most localities. 7. Supply-

dealers (pity the poor fellows) will probably do

a lot of growling, because it will be a nuisance

to keep so many sizes of hives in stock, (to say

nothing of styles), each size necessitating spe-

cial covers, special supers, special bottom-bars,

and special honey-boards. How nice it would

be, dear brother supply-dealers (let us draw nigh

and weep) if every bee keeper could use one

size of hive, one kind of frame, one kind of

every thing. But, no. There are too many
notions that are at variance—too many locali-

ties with different resources; too many things

in general, to make us all think and believe

alike.

THAT BICYCLE-KIDE FROM TOLEDO TO MEDINA
—HOW IT WAS DONE.

The following is an editorial that appeared

in the American Bee-keeper and will explain

itself:

When we read of the long- runs made bj' the

Roots, A. I. and Ernest, on their wheels we almost

turn green with envy. Such muscles, such endur-

ance, are almost phenomenal—at least, so it seems
to the writer when he reads in January 1.5th Glean-
ings where Ernest scored 109 miles lu 9 hours, and
the writer is a "century rider "too—in fact, the

captain of a " century club;" but he doesn't take

109-mlle spins in 9 hours for fun very oflcn. Say, Er-

nest, did you measure that run with a cyclometer, or

trust to the word of a " native " ? or did you have a

.30-lnch cyclometer on a SSinch wheel ? Honest,

now.

I did not suppose that I had made an extra-

ordinary ride, or I would have mentioned soine

of the circumstances under which it was made.
The lowest road record for 100 miles is some-

thing over five hours, I believe; and for the track

for the same distance, considerably lower than
that. It is, if I am not mistaken, quite a com-
mon thing for good average riders to make a

century on good roads in eight hours, and yet

my time was a trifle over this.

Bro. Merrill lives in quite a hilly State, and
writes from that standpoint. The road from
here to Toledo is practically a dead level, for it

is not a great way, as you will see by looking at

the map, from Lake Erie. There are but few
hills, and they do not amount to much Be-
sides, about 30 miles of the road is macadamiz-
ed; and along the whole distance the road is

kept in fairly good order. Now, then, if Bro.

Merrill will turn to a good reliable map of Ohio,

he will find that a direct bee-line from West To-
ledo to Medina is about 93 miles—one map mak-
ing it 91 and another 9(). But it was impossible

to take a road as direct as that. My route was
through (xenoa, Fremont, Clyde, Bellevue, Well-

ington, to Medina. Striking a bee-line from
Toledo to Monroeville, and from Monroeville

to Medina, the distance measuri-d by the map
before me—not a railroad mai), Imt one of Rand
v^ McNally's—makes a total distatree of 100

miles. But if you will trace the ditt'erent

towns that I went through, you will see that I

had to vary from these two lines quite a little.

And still more: There are quite a number of

right angles that I had to make—due east and
then due south, that, of course, would not show
on .an ordinary map. You will see, therefore,

that the distance. 110 miles, is not far from
right. But I did not get those figures from the

map, but from the guide-boards, and we have
them in Ohio at every corner. These made the

distance a trifle over 110 miles. As to time, I

carried a watch with me the whole distance,

that never failed me, and the time according to

it was 9 hours, not including stops for three

meals of about one-half hour each. I have
been over a large part of this road a good many
times, and I do not think I have made any mis-

take. Indeed, I have made a far better record

than that on a part of the route, but I will not

tell it here for fear yon will call it a fish-story.

At the age of I:.' years I began riding the old-

fashioned velocipede — a front driver. Later

on, I rode the " good old ordinary;" and when
the day of the safety came, like the rest I rode

that. As a natural consequence, my muscles

have had a better opportunity for development
than those of most riders.

Now, I do not suppose I should be able to

keep up with Bro. Merrill and his century
company on his rides over his roads. Indeed,

while in Wisconsin I tried to make a century in-

side of ten hours, just as I had done a number
of times on Ohio soil; but I found that 40 miles

over the hills and over sand was all I wanted
to make, and I was " awfully tired " at that.

In all my wanderings on the wheel over the

country, I never find any roads that I like bet-

ter than the hard clay roads within 100 miles

of Medina. York State roads, while in many
places hard, are too hilly. Wisconsin roads are

good in some places, but they are very apt to

be sandy or hilly. The Illinois roads are pretty

good; but in the western part of the State they

are bad. The Indiana roads are good, compar-
ing favorably with those of Ohio.

THE BLIZZAKD IN TEXAS.
In a private letter dated Feb. 20, Mr. F. A.

Lockhart informs us that they have just passed

through the worst blizzard that was ever expe-

rienced in that part of Texas—the southern
part. The mercury ranged there from 2 to 16

above zero, between the 8th and 14th. Many
birds perished in the storm. The unusual sight

of snow six inches deep on the level was wit-

nessed, and in places it was drifted ten feet.

Mrs. Atchley carried her best breeding colonies

into the house, and thus her loss will be light.

It was part and parcel of a storm which will

become historical.
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THE OYSTER INDUSTRY ALONG THE COAST.

Oysters are very plentiful all along, and a
description here of the way they are handled
will perhaps answer for any, especially the way
they are handled in small places.

A little building stands out in the river, on
piles. A woman and her children seem to have
charge. The boys go out in boats, and pull up
the oysters with a pair of long handled tongs,
something lil<e two steel garden-rakes riveted
together, after the manner of a blacksmith's
tongs. The rakes are spread open, dropped to

the bottom of the river, and the handles pulled
together as the oysters are lifted into the boat.

The boys run the boat up to the side of the lit-

tle building, and a smaller boy takes a hammer
and breaks the cluster of shells apart. The
mother then pries open the oyster, empties the
contents into a large tin can; and a pretty
little miss with her wheel (a regular two-wheel-
ed bicycle) then takes the oysters all over town
in a little tin Lail. Like the ice manufactured
here, they are gathered and carried around to

customers as fast as wanted. The day's work
consists in supplying the demand. Dr. Oren
tells me oysters grow only where fresh and salt

water mingle. Where streams of fresh water
run into the ocean, oysters are found along the
shores. They are good only in the winter time.
They spawn along in the spring, the spawn
floating on the water and catching fast to sand,
stones, etc.. as the tide comes in and goes out.

Oysters are large enough to eat when about
one year old. If you want great big ones, how-
ever, you must wait until they are two years
old or more. 1 have heard people, say the
oysters are finer up farther north; but 1 cer-

tainly never found any more agreeable to my
taste than what we have here in Florida. I

could not help being impressed with the fact
that this wonderful—this tremendous supply of

luscious and nourishing food—is a special provi-
dence, or, as I have loved to term it, only fui-

other one of God's gifts. The great mounds of

empty shells seem to attest that oysters have
been a favorite food of mankind away back in

the earlier ages.

In many places along the seashore there is a
hard sandy beach sloping gently toward the
water, but otherwise as Hat and level as a floor,

and almost as hard. It seems almost incredi-
ble that the receding waves should leave the
wet sand so compact that a carriage-wheel
scarcely leaves an imprint. Yet such is true.

Saturday, Jan. 3t;, I took my first extensive
wheel-ride. I made the distance from Daytona
to Ormond, 6 miles, in 25 minutes. Perhaps I

have mentioned that, for a month or more, I

have been suffering from a cough and frequent
chills, and I had begun to be almost afraid that
even Florida wasn't going to drive them away;
but when I got to riding my wheel at a good
speed, with my mouth wide open, taking in the
salt sea air, it seemed as if the chills and
bronchial trouble melted away like frost before
the sun. When one undertakes to leave the
wet sand and get up on main land he encoun-
ters dry sand that drifts and piles up exactly
like snow in the North. The sand is so exceed-
ingly white and snowlike that one almost un-
consciously pulls up his coat collar as he at-
tempts to wade through the drifts. Of course,
no wheeling can be done through this shifting
sand.

As I passed the long bridge at Daytona I
noticed a party of men and women fishing from
the bridge. This is such a common thing that
I paid no attention to it until somebody pulled
out a two or three pound fish. I decided to
slack up my wheel and look at the catch. Just
then somebody spoke out, " Why, there's A. I.
Root on his wheel, as true as 1 live."

I began wondering who in the world away
down here in Florida should speak of me in
that way. Just then the cashier of our bank
in Medina, O., put out his hand, with a genial
exclamation of surprise, for he was the
man who had pulled out the big fish. Then
another Medina man—in fact, a near neighbor
of ours—came forwai'd with his greeting, and I

was surrounded by some of our own people.
I forgot to say that, on the seashore, there are

many wonderful things. Beautiful shells of
variety without end are brought up by almost
every receding wave, and occasionally a jelly-
fish as big as a tin milk-pan. Now, they call
this a .fjs/i; but imagine a piece of the most
transparent glass, the size of a common sauce-
dish, and you have exactly one of the smaller
jelly-fish. The only thing that makes it look
like a plant or animal is that, on one side, there
is a series of scallops as regular and perfect as
ever seen in any glassware decorations. The
animal can not have any organs of nutrition or
digestion—at least, so it seems to me, for it is

so transparent ; yet the keenest eye can see
nothing. Right here I am told that the above
is not quite true, and a lady says they have
sense enough and life enough to sting, and that
she has been stung herself. On further ques-
tioning she says they do not sting unless you
break them open. Then they exude an acrid
juice. Perhaps some scientific reader can tell

us more about this queer phenomenon. On
further questioning, those who are acquainted
with them say that, if you pick them up, they
will pull all to pieces because they are made
entirely of soft jelly.

Our next move brought us to the home of J.
Y. Detwiler, who lives on the peninsula oppo-
site New Smyrna. Friend Detwiler has a
beautiful house, visible for a mile or more in
different directions along the coast. As he has
been for many years more or less of a bee-keep-
er, our bee-keeping friends will find his rooms
to let quite convenient, both to the seashore
and the pretty little town of New Smyrna.
Sunday morning we found our way to the
Congregational Sunday-school. I think friend
Detwiler introduced me to the superintendent
as something of a Sunday-school worker, and
very soon 1 was called upon to speak to the
school. At the intermission between Sunday-
school and preaching service the pastor of the
church, finding out who I was, insisted that I

should occupy the pulpit in his place. He gave
as a reason that quite a number of people were
present that day from Hawks Park, the home
of W. S. Hart, and that, by previous arrange-
ment, he had agreed to let me talk to the bee-
keepers and others who might be present. Here
I was in a predicament. 1 had not thought of
any thing of the kind; in fact, our Sunday-
school quarterly had been left at some of our
previous stopping-places so I had not even
given my usual thought and preparation to the
subject of the lesson. However, I hastily chose
a text and spoke as well as I could. At the
close of the meeting the good pastor announced
that A. I. Root would speak again briefly at
the Christian Endeavor meeting, Sunday even-
ing. As the Endeavor meeting was at seven
o'clock, and friend Detwiler lives more than a
mile away across the water, we were obliged to

go to the meeting in the evening after dark, in

a sail-boat, as we had in the morning; and it is
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this boat-ride after dark that I want to speak
about especially.
The minute we touched the water, friend Det-

wiler shouted to me to see the phosphorescence.
I had heard of such a thing belor . but I confess
I had never even faintly realizi d what it was to

see a boat literally plowing through liquid fire,

throwing up sprays and rolling tiny red-hot
(apparently) globules over the water at every
splash. When he took the oars it was really a
splendid display of fire-works. I dipped my
hand down in the water and tossed it about.
We soon discovered that the display was much
more vivid at some points than others. Friend
Detwiler said he thought this was because
some portions of the water were warmer than
others. When we stepped from the boat to the
shore I went to examining the phenomenon
along the sandy beach, and exclaimed, "Why.
look here! this phosphorescence is clear out of
I he water, and sparkling away up on the
gravel."
He came to my side, but soon began to laugh.

"Why, Mr. Root, you are so excited that you
are walking right down into the sctlt water.
and imagining you are on dry land.""

Thus ended a very busy Sabbath day. and to

myself, at least, a very happy one. Our readers
will find my talk to the Sunday-school embod-
ied, with a little alteration, in a Home Paper
for this issue.

Monday morning we moved on to Hawks
Park. Perhaps I should remark that I took a
hasty ride on my wheel Saturday night down
the beach from New Smyrna to Hawks Park,
to let the bee-friends know I was in the neigh-
borhood. While there I invited them to come
up to New Smyrna to church; and this, per-
haps, somewhat accounf^d for a part of the
audience on Sunday. While the greater part
of Florida can not be called the best ground for
wheeling. I want to say there is nothing in the
world, at least so far as I have found, any finer

than the shell roads along the river in New
Smyrna. I rather prefer it to the ocean beach,
because it is just enough up and down, with
nice little curves to vary the monotony. I had
to hurry up some on account of the coming
darkness on that Saturday night: and swing-
ing around the curves and going up and down
on that shell road with its wonderful tropical
scenery and strange sights on every hand was
one of the most inspiring and enjoyable rides I

ever made anywhere. I had another one over
the same route Monday morning, in going to
Mr. W. S. Hart's. Tn passing friend Hart's
orange-grove from the road, you get only a
glimpse of some sort of building hack through
the thick growth of forest. But when you
open the gate and go inside, there seems to be
a pretty good building all unoccupied. A little

beyond are the orange-groves. Each grove
comprises, say. from one to two acres, and
around each is a belt of unbroken forest to
shield it from the frosts and cold winds. Each
tree is a model of symmetry and vigorous
growth, and nowhere in Florida have we seen
oranges of such size and symmetrical shape,
together with perfect color, as we found here.
The spcret of it is perfect cultivation of the
soil, liberal use of commercial fertilizers such
as are fotind to be best, with thorough spraying
to get rid of rust and scab, or anything that
might mar the beauty of the fruit. Friend
Hart has for years bepn prominent in the horti-
cultural work of the State of Florida, and has.
perhaps, as perfect knowledge on all matters
pertaining to Florida fruit culture as any man
in the State. Therefore it is no wonder tjjat
his fruit is second to none. In fact, he gets a
fancy price for it, for none but fancy fruit goes
out with his brand. His orange-packing house

is a model of neatness and convenience, em-
bracing all of the most improved inventions up
to the present day. He pays an extra price for
better material for boxes than I have ever seen
used for the purpose. In fact, when we visited
the Congregational church on Sunday I was
struck with the wonderful beauty of some
panels selected from specimens of Florida pine.
When I asked about it I was told the panels
were selections from some of the finest boards
used for the sides of orange-boxes. The
hoops with which the boxes are bound are
made by an invention of Mr. Hart's, from long
slender stems of palmetto-leaves.
The process of gathering and packing is

something like this: The fruit is carefully
picked, using ladders and step-ladders for the
highest branches. It is placed in a peculiar
basket something like the German tub hung
over the shoulders, as illustrated in Gleanings
for 1894. p. 203. The pickers take every thing

—

good, bad, and indifferent. Then the fruit is

poured out into a peculiar orange-box, made
so one will pile up over another and keep its

place securely, yet with the sides so low that
the pickers can not heap the oranges so the box
above will mash them. Not an orange is

bruised or mashed during the whole process.
They are drawn to the packing- house in a
wagon, and emptied into a large slatted-bottom
tray or vat. This tray swings on pivots so the
oranges maybe made to roll either side of it.

The first-class, gilt-edged fruit, is selected
and thrown into a hopper. This hopper, by an
ingenious arrangement, sorts the fruit, placing
each size by itself, sorting them from Wi to the
box down to 350. Each size is then picked up,
papered, and packed. Each paper is stamped
with friend Hart's brand, and a pretty show-
card is put on top. Some scalloped shelf-paper
is daintily placed around the edge; then the
smooth veneer covers are put in place.

Now. the old-time way is for the packer to
put his knee on the cover, bringing it into
place, bruising and mashing some of the fruit.

Not so here. A pretty piece of mechanism
brings the cover gently against the fruit, forc-

ing it down hardest right where it is to be nail-

ed. In fact, the fruit is handled almost like

oggs. and the boxes, too. are handled as if the
contents were eggs, as far as possible, until
they are in the hands of the consumer. Mr.
Hart's trade is principally with a class of peo-
ple who want the prettiest oranges to be had,
even if they do have to pay a little more for
them. I have taken pains to give these full de-
tails, because it is exactly what I iind whenever
I visit a fruit-grower or even a farmer, who
gets gilt-edge prices for his products. A hand-
some package certainly goes a long way toward
getting good prices. Orange- packing estab-
lishments, bee-keepers' apiaries, and other like

places that are used at only cert;iin periods of

the year, are very likely to be found untidy, full

of cobwebs, etc. Now, friend Hart may have
done some clearing up because he expected me
to come and may be make comments in regard
to his arrangements. But even if he did, he
ought to have much credit for succeeding so
well. His whole packing-house and much of
its complicated machinery is made of resinous
Southern pine; but every piece of wood about
the whole place seemed to he not only planed
smooth, but sandpapered until every thing look-
ed like glossy hard-wood finish in a nice dwell-
ing-house. The multitude of little conven-
iences and inventions in the way of short cuts
makes one readily believe he has studied to

simplify the details, perhaps day and night,
for years.
While in the orange-packing house we notic-

ed the following courteous hint to loungers.
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May U hi lb!

Mav22 .')0
"

May 27 12
'•

May 28 42
"

Julie 2 .il-^
"

June 11 «; "

June 12 l.i
"

and it hits the point so exactly that we copy it.

thinking it may be of use to others who have
similar places of business:
"Callers are welcome, but I trust they will

bear in mind this is no place for long stories,
loafing, or gossip."
His honey-house and apiary are a good deal

after the same plan. The frames of honey are
wheeled up to the upper story of the honey-
house, in a cart made for the purpose. After
the honey is thrown out it runs by gravity into a
sun evaporator, the honey flowing around par-
titions so as to go slowly zigzag over a large ex-
tent of surface, glass sashes being placed over
it during the evaporation. Of course, it is

placed where it will get the full benefit of the
direct rays of the sun. From the evaporator it

goes into a large storage-tank from which it

can be readily drawn into barrels. Something
like sixty barrels, containing twelve or fifteen
tons of honey, were stored in the lower story.
or honey-cellar, during our visit.

The above is just about half of the whole
crop of honey.
As there has been some bungling in the at-

tempt to give the exact amount of honey stored
by a single colony placed on scales during the
season of 1894, we give the following figures,
taken from Mr. Hart's memorandum-book:

June 16 44 Ills.

June 2.5 .tO

June27 l.l •
July 6 .% "
Julv 16 5.SJf

"

July 26 ii\i
•'

Ann. 6 14
'•

Total hMli "

By the way, I want to say here that friend
Detwiler wants all bee-keepers to test dipping-
boards made of Spanish cedar. It can be pur-
chased in our large cities; but you can test it

on a small scale by using the cover of a cigar-
box. His boards are always made of Spanish
cedar. He says it does better work, and lasts
longer, than any other kind of wood to be found
in the world.

It is quite interesting to go over friend Hart's
grounds and around his house, and see the
great variety of fruits that may be grown with
more or less success in Florida. Here for the
first time we saw the wonderful scuppernong
grapevine. A single vine, if given trellis
enough, with a little training will cover almost
a quarter of an acre; and this one vine will
often yield hundreds of pounds of fruit.

Mulberries are largely raised in the South,
and somebody suggests they can be grown so
cheaply that they are valuable for the chick-
ens, keeping them from having a desire to
meddle with other more valuable fruits. Gua-
vas also will yield fruit almost every month of
the year; and. judging from specimens of can-
ned ones, as large as apples, furnished us at
Dr. Oren's, we regard them as a most pleasant
and agreeable substitute for apples. Brother
Hart says they are the poor man's apples in the
South. The bushes grow with wonderful lux-
uriance on almost any soil, and without any
care; in fact, the dryer and poorer and more
sandy the soil, the better the guava seems to
flourish. The fruit is even now hanging on the
bushes: but both bushes and fruit too were
used up by the frost. We are told the bushes
are killed clear down to the ground; but no
one seems to think it matters very much, for
they will be up and in full bearing again in an
incredibly short space of time. Cuttings for
figs are sometimes planted in the spring, and
yield a crop of ripe fruit before another spring.

Dr. Hawks, who gave Hawks Park its name,
paid us a visit during the evefiing. He has
written a book entitled "The East Coast of
Florida," and it contains matters of much in-

terest pertaining to this coast of Florida. The
book is the result of his own travels and in-
vestigations. He paid me a higli coniplimont
in something like the following words: • Mr.
Root, you are not aware, perhaps, of the extent
of the great industry you are largely instru-
mental in starting up all over the world, espe-
cially through Florida. Your enthusiasm and
zeal did much toward developing bee culture,
and in advance of what it would have been
otherwise, and your ABC book is still doing its

work of making the desert bloom and bear tons
upon tons of a delicious food product." And
this reminds me that friend Hart said I must
call upon a young man who is just commencing
in the bee-business. We found him poring
over the pages of the ABC. His bees had got
to robbing, and he was in trouble to know how
to stop them. I told him to come along with
us, and either friend Hart or myself would fix

the robbing business in short meter. I felt sure
we could, because the bees were gathering con-
siderable pollen and some honey. Well, several
colonies that he supposed were robbing were,
in my opinion, only having a playspell. There
was robbing, however, at one stand. This stand
had the nameless bee-disease, or bee-paralysis,
when he purchased it. Somebody had said
through Gi,EANiNG8 that feeding was a good
thing. Now. though the bees had an abun-
dance of sealed stores he put in an additional
story and set in a dish of honey, and this dish
of honey caused the robbing. To stop it he
had kept the bees shut up for three days, so
they would not know where their old home
was. We let them out, and in ten or fifteen
minutes they organized a guard aronnd the en-
trance, dragged out their dead, and took care
of themselves. Friend Hart says he has never
had this disease kill a colonv in his own apiary.
Sometimes it disappears of its own accord, and
it almost always does after giving the bees a
new queen. By the way, I am told by all the
bee-keepers I have met that foul brood has
never yet been seen in Florida. If bee-keepers
could unite and stamp it out at the outset, if it

ever does appear, it will be worth thousands
and thousands of dollars to the State.

Our next visit was at E. A. Marsh's. To
reach the place I made a trip of eight miles on
the wheel, and the most of it through the soft
sand. For the first time since my severe cold
and hoarseness, contracted about Christmas
time, I rode in my shirtsleeves, with vest un-
buttoned, and bareheaded. After my trip,
while wet with perspiration, I took a bath in
the salt water of the Hillsboro River, and did
not take a particle of cold; in fact, I knew I

shouldn't. The thermometer was up to be-
tween 80 and 90°.

Friend Marsh's people have come all the way
from INIassachusetts, and have lived here about
nine years. They put up a temporary dwelling
for camping out. and they laughingly said
they were "camping out " .sfiff. with no desire
to go back up North. In one respect, at least,
they are a remarkable family. For instance,
while there an intelligent, beautiful-looking
horse bv some hook or crook got into the gar-
den stuff down in the hammock. Friend Marsh
stood in the door and called to it away across
the lots. The horse came up at once, and part
of the way at a very brisk gallop. Now, he did
not come because he expected to be fed. for, as
soon as the gate was opened, he went straight
to the stable where he belonged. Mrs. Marsh
said the pigs and chickens would do the same;
and by way of a crowning exhibition of what
intelligent training will do for the animal king-
dom, her daughter, with a bit of cake in her
fingers, called some beautifully plumaged blue-
jays out of a neighboring tree. They alighted
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•on her hand, and ate the cake. Afterward
Constance did the same thing, thus proving
that it was not because it was some one they
had become acquainted with. We were told

they did this when a woman offered them food,

but they hadn't the same faith in mauliind.
I should right here describe friend Marsh's

gardening, but a more extended description of

the same thing will be found in our visit to

friend Froscher's.

For flesli and blood hath not revealed it unto thee,
but my Father wliich is in heaven.—Matt. ](i: 17.

I have mentioned elsewhere (see page 18(1) the
Sunday-school at New Smyrna. That Sunday
morning I discovered our quarterly had been
mislaid or lost, and we were too far from any
one who had the lesson to tindout exactly where
it was, before going to the church. As soon as
I took my seat in the class I began looking over
the lesson hastily; but before I had hardly got-
ten a glimpse of it the superintendent of the
school asked me to give them a little talk in re-

gard to the lesson just before closing. For a
time it really seemed as if I couldn't collect my
thoughts or find a single point in the whole les-

son on which to base any remarks. I have
never been in the habit of refusing any such re-

quest; and, in fact, quite a number of bee-keep-
ing friends were present, and it would look a
little singular for ^4. I. Boot to refuse to speak
just a few words to them. I commenced pray-
ing to myself that God would give me of his
Holy Spirit that I might not disappoint the
friends who were looking to me, perhaps, for a
little portion of the '' bread of life," and that I

might have wise counsel and encouragement
for any who might be fainting by the wayside.
For a time it seemed almost as if I should be
obliged to ask to be excused. Satan suggested
that it was out of my line; that I was out of
health: that I was too hoarse to talk, any way.
etc. But I held fast to the Bible promises. I

had been through similar trials befoi'e, and had
faith to believe that my petition for help would
not remain unanswered. I thought of the text,
*' If ye. then, being evil, know how to give good
gifts unto your children, how much more shall
your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to
them that ask him '.'"

Just before the lesson closed, and almost as
the superintendent began to introduce me, my
mind began to center upon the text at the head
of this talk, and for the first time in my life the
latter part of the 17th verse had a new—a won-
derfully new—meaning. All at once I began to
comprehend that the plainest evidence any mor-
tal ever had of the truths of the Christian reli-

gion was the evidence of the Holy Spirit, the
words that God the Father speaks to the heart
of each child of his. And this was my message
to the people, most of whom I had never seen
until that morning. As I stood before them I

told them of the Sunday-school away off in
Ohio, of the class of boys that gathered every
Sunday, to be taught by me. I told them of the
old mother who also was always present at that
Sunday-school, and of an experience in her life

she had told me of again and again. That ex-
perience was something like this:
She united with the church when only twelve

or fourteen years old; but as there was a good
deal of gaiety, going to parties, etc., shortly
after, her religion began to seem to her a rath-

er secondary matter, and she drifted away at
last, to a certain extent, as many an older Chris-
tian has often done. She was at that age unde-
cided as to what she ought to do about going to
dances. Her father rather preferred to have
her go, and his influence was of a somewhat
worldly character. She finally felt so uneasy
and unsatisfied that she prayed very earnestly
that God's Holy Spirit might guide and direct
her, and tell her what she ought to do. She
also prayed most earnestly for a plain and clear
evidence that she was a child of God, and that
the teachings of her Bible were true. You will
please consider that she was getting considera-
ably under the influence of those who led into
skepticism rather than toward a devoted Chris-
tian life. She says that her prayer was at once
and with wonderful distinciness answered.
The bright peace and joy that came with the
answer was so clear that never once since, in a
busy life of almost 70 years, has her mind so
much as wavered. That answer was the secret
of the bright clear faith that has shown from
her face and every act during all her life. I
have never, since I can remember, seen my
mother lose her faith. I have seen heron her
knees in earnest prayer, and I have heard her
voice in prayer for myself and every other
member of a family of seven children. The
fact that I stand here to-day with a like faith,
bright and clear. I owe to that mother's faith
and teachings and prayer more than to any
thing else in this world.
Jesus tells us, in the words of our text, that

flesh and blood did not reveal unto Peter that
Christ was the Son of tlie living God. It wasn't
the testimony of friends; it wasn't the teach-
ings of the pastor; but it was God's Holy Spirit,

the Father in heaven, who revealed this won-
derful truth to Peter.

And now. dear friends, for the personal ap-
plication. If there is any one whose eves are
resting on these words, and who doubts the di-
vinity of Christ, who feels undecided in regard
to the claims of Christianity, the very best evi-
dence that can be given in the whole wide uni-
verse is the testimony spoken, perhaps not in
words, but in some way still plainer—the testi-

mony of the Holy Spirit. Go to God in prayer;
go to Him who fashioned us after his own im-
age—the Father who created us and brought us
into the world—he who is the beginning and
end of all things, and ask him to make it plain
to you what you ought to do. He will guide
you and direct you. He will tell you what no
other being can tell, and he will tell you the
truth. The evidence that every Christian may
have, if he has not had it already—the evidence
straight from the Holy Spirit to the heart of the
inquirer— is the best evidence we can possibly
have.
My experience was much like my mother's. I

shall never forget the time when I knelt alone
by myself and uttered my first prayer—at least,

the first prayersince I had arrived at the age of
manhood. It was a simple, honest petition for
help and guidance. Why, dear friends, I was in
so much doubt and uncertainty— in so much
distress because I was tossed about in the wild
sea of doubt — that my first words were, "O
God, if there be a (Jod, listen and hear the peti-
tions of thy poor unworthy child." I don't re-
member the rest of the prayer uttered in the
darkness of the night, alone by myself; but I

do remember the faith and peace and joy that
came upon me all at once—a faith that has
never deserted me—no, not for one brief instant.
I have been through trial and siiffering; I have
almost lost consciousness in the delirium of fe-

ver; I have been sorely tempted by the evil
one at such times of temptation; I have again
and again prayed for help, even as a child in
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distress calls to a parent; and this same Holy
Spirit has again and again spoken peace to my
soul.
Another ofHce of the Holy Spirit is to rebuke

and reprove and convict. One who prays for

the influences of the Holy Spirit must expect to
have his shortcomings made plainer to him
than they ever were before. He must expect
to see sinfulness in the light that God sees it.

Sometimes we persist in our stubborn ways un-
til our neighbors and best friends are obliged to

remonstrate with us. These friends feel pained
at our course, and naturally dread the disagree-
able task when it umst be done. Very well; if

you pray that (rod's Holy Spirit may guide
you. it will begin, in time, to tell you of your
faults; in other words, the twinges of con-
science will come oftener and plainer when you
do wrong than ever before.

I may never see you again, friends. These
words may be the only ones you will ever hear
from my lips; but I do not know any more val -

uable message I can give you than to tell you
to pray often for the guidance of the Holy Spir-
it, especially when you are in doubt. Then is

the lime to ask the God who made you, of the
truth of the Christian religion. If any one
here is ever tempted to doubt that Christ is the
Son of God, let him go to the Father and he
shall surely have an answer. Of course, I am
presuming that this prayer is an honest one;
that the one who utters it is ready and will-

ing to do God's will; that he is ready to give up
all and every thing for the truth when it shall
be made known to him. Do you doubt God's
willingness and readiness to give personal as-
surance to every child of humanity? Read
again the words I have once before quoted:

If ye tlien, beiin? evil, know how to give grood gifts
unto your childieti, how much more shall your heav-
enly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask
him?—Luke 11: IS.

Awarded
World's Columbian
"rand Prize Medal.

ALWAYS FRESH
AND RELIABLE.

Send 5 cen< s to cuver post-

ud by return mail re-

package of my New
Hybrid Everhlcomirg Pan-
^y Seed, all colors; 'he fin-

est varieties kno*. n; and
my Beautiful Seed and
Plant Book ofGarden Nov-
elties at lowest prirf sever
known. Addreps at once,

H. W. BUCKBEE,
_ _ Rockford Seed Farms,
\ ^ F OBOX 614.Rockford,III

IS^ln respond! lig to this advertisement laer.tiun Glkanlngs.

Doar-h-^i-AAc f By mail, 10 for 60 cts. : by freight
rCclCll-l^CC^ I ,„. express, n per 100. Crtxsby,
Elbertii, Stump, and otliei' best varieties.

lanan Plume Abondaiice. Burbank, and Sat-
Jd^dll rlUlll^. suma; by mail, 5 for tiO cts. ; by
freight or express. J^IO per 100. Cedar Grove Farm.

JOHN CADWALLADER. Proprietor,
Noi'tli Madison, Indiana.

Talmagf, Otoe Co., Neb., Dec. 8, ISW.
JoJin CddtvaUader.—Dear Sir:—I received your

trees Nov. '2'Z in good order, well packed, and thrifty-
looking trees. Thank you for the Satsuma.

Yours respectfully, JAS. Kitter.

Here is a report of one order sent by mall April
7, 1894. It embraced 10 peach trees (5 sorts) and two
Abondance plum, the whole cost 90c. Remember I

pay the postage and send 10 peach trees for 60c.

Mexico, Mo., .Ian. 7. 1895.

John CailirdlUidcr. Dear Si/:—The trees received
of you last spring all lived and did well.

I want a few trees ne.xt spring. B. Baldwin.
^^In responding to this advertisement mention GLEANlNoa.

The New Craig

Seedling Potato.

For full description of this Potato, see page 9.59 ot
this journal for Dec. 15, 1894. Prices: 1 lb. by mail,
postpaid, 25 cts.; i4 peck, by freight or express,
$1.00; peck, $1.75; %. bushel, f3.00; bushel, $5.00;
barrel of 11 pecks, $12.50. The above prices will
hold good as long as our stock lasts. All orders by
mail will be filled as soon as received. Orders by
express will be shipped at once unless ordered oth-
erwise. All orders for potatoes by freight will be
filled April 1, or soon after that time, unless direc-
tions are given to ship at an earlier date. In this
latter case I do not assume responsibility for loss la
freezing; but where it is desirable to ship earlier,
and customers have bad luck, I expect to help them
out so far as I can consistently. In regard to my
responsibility I would refer j-ou to A. I. Root. In
fact, where it is more convenient you can order po-
tatoes of the A. I. Root Co., instead of sending your
orders to me.

GEO. E. CRAIG, Zimmer, Franklin Co., 0.

Raspberry

Plants For Sale.
Gregg for late; Hilborn for medium; Palmer

for early.

These are standard varieties, giving almost

universal satisfaction.

They are the kinds to plant for berries.

Price 11.00 per hundred; $7.00 per thousand,

F. O. B. at Lodi.

W. R. GRANNIS, Lodi, Ohio.

B 4 U Buy ^^^^\,

Plants,Send for my
Annual Catalog.

It is ue.itly gotleii up; no old stereotyped mat-
ter about it ; nothing sensational. The Best
Varieties truthfully described and honestly
priced. A. I. Root says, "I believe 1 have read
every catalog yon have put out clear through,
and I wish all seedsmen would tell us their ex-
perience with ditt'eicnt varieties as frankly as
you do." True Pii/.etaker onion seed and plants
a specialty. V(>getal)le and small-fruit p ants
of all kinds, trees, and supplies for gardeners.
Send tor free <"italog at once, or send 10c foi' cat-
alog, a pkt. of a new smooth very early tomato,
a pkt. of the best new lettuce, a pkt. of true
Prizetaker onion, and a pkt. of choice flower
seeds, all for lo cents.

Christian Weckesser, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Every Farmer
Ought to read the Rural New=Yorker.

(I'liblished weekly.)
It is the business farmer's paper, and a most re-

liable authority on agricultural and horticulturai
subjects. Frauds and humbugs fear it. ONLY $1

A YEAR. Send for sample copy to
THE KURAli INEW-YOKKER. New York.
We have made arrangements so tliat we can send

it and Gleanings for $1.75 a year.

Please mention this paper.
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Combs for Sale.
12(10 s'ood combs in L. Iranies. IT's x Si's-

Prices, packed lor sliiprueut; for combs
having inore tliau 'M square inches of
drone-cells. $3 00 per 11 0. Combs having-
less tlian 30 inches of drone-cells, $.5.00.

For reasons for selling, see article in this

number of Gleanings. No foul brood.

T. P. ANDREWS, Farina, Fayette Co., III.

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN AGENCY
FOR A. I. ROOT'S BEE = KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

AT A. I. ROOT'S PRICES.

RAWLINGS IMPLEMENT CO.,
Formerly Balto. Farm Implement Co.

Jobbers & Dealers in Farm Implements & Hachinery

209 S. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
*3-9eoi

C I
: Choice Tested Italians, vig-

Citliy : orous and prolific, *1.0() each.Ql These queens were reared in

Uteris : the fall of '94 for our early

gy : spring trade, and are guaran-

p , : teed to give satisfaction.

Mail : •'• ^' ^' SHAW & CO.,
iTlctlla ! Loreauville, Iberia Parish, La.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. &. SON,
l-23a Ottumwa, la. South side.

Ct*"!!! respDuclini; to this aavertisement mention (Ii.ka.mm.s

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and everything a Bee-keeiJers
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. (iO-page cata-
log fn-e.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

IAAC To mij (((.s/o/nr/-.s- and friends: Please re-
IHgSj member tliat W. H. Laws is again liead-"''^' quarters for Italian queens. I breed
nothing but Uirge, well-developed queens, either
Golden or Leathei-colored. My Golden strain is from
Dooiittle's oiiginal i»)i('-;nu(d/r(/-do;;((;-queen, sent me
after tie had reared over UiuO queens from her. For
business and beauty, my bees are unexcelled. Price
of queens, each, *1.0(i: 6 for $4. .50. Tested, $1.2.5.

Breeders, $2 to $3. Address
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

My queens are bred for business, as well
as lor beauty and gentleness. Safe arri-
val and reason;ible satisfaction guaran-
anteed. Untested. $1.00; tested, $1.50.
Write for price list. .5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas. Box 3.

500 Barrels Sweet=Potato Seed.
Yellow Jersey, best variety, $3.00 per barrel.
Red Spanish, Ued Bermuda, and Jersey Queen,

$4 00 per barrel; o% discount On 5-barrel lots.
Our stock is tine. Order now and secure a sup-

ply at reasonable prices 7^. //. J\/AW..4A'",
3-Tel Bnx 1^,'i, T^rre Haute, Ind.

SECTIONS.
$1.S:\ $1.75, $'2.i)().

$2.50, $8.00 per M.
We keep from two to three carloads of supplies in

stock, hence can till orders promptly.
Let me know your wants. '9.5 catalog ready.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y. City.

They

good,
loo.

Giant Bees of India.
I am now ready for orders for the /<iroe>if 7>ees

oil eorf/i—something new for bee-men. Bees
that tear open red clover and other blossoms to get
the honey. Half-breed colonies sometimes gather
20 pounds of honey in a day. Young queens, $3.00
to $8.0'. Orders booked now. Also choice White
Wyandotte eggs, $2.00 per 13.

C. D. HOLT. Murray, Ky.

DON'T MONKEY "-'""^ ^
Send for our 36-p:ige catalog free.

Root Co. 's Supplies kept in stock.

We c;in save you freight. Let us

know what you need for the apia-

ry. Get our prices.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo,

Inc M ^mifh Perkiomenville, Pa., breeder ofuas. 111. OllllllI, 16 leading varieties of Poultry.
Eggs, $1.00 per 15. Catalog free.

illus. catalog.

B. Miniirm. Buff Leuhoni, P. Rock.
TT'. Wyandotte, W. Leuhorn, R. Co-
rhin. L(tngf:lian. Eggs, $1.00 per set;
6 for $5.00.

Practical Fd) ni Ponltry says: "Get
the B. Minorcas for layers; they lay
3tJ0 large white eggs a year." J Par-
sons. Lindsey, Pa., hatched 12
chicks from 13 eggs. Fowls have
tine lane'e and are pure Send for
W. W. SHAMPANOEB, Little Silver, N. J.

CHOICE
5WEET=P0TAT0 SEED

Yellow" Jersey (the best). Red Bermuda, and Yel-
low Nansemond, at $2. .50 for 11-peck barrels, till

sold out. 4-8

L. H. REDD, De Soto, Illinois.

^Illlllllllllllllllllllllliilllilliillllilllllllllllllllllllillllli^

= r\y Strawberry Catalog =
= FREE to all. =
= C. N. Flansburgh, Leslie, Mich. =
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin:

METAL
WHEELS

for your

WAGONS.
Any size yon want, 20

to 56 in high. Tires I

to 8 in.wide—hubs to

fit any axle. Saves
Cost many times in

a, season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
grain, fodder, manure,
hogs. kc. No resetting of

tires. Catl'g free. Address

GMPIRE MFG. CO.,
Q,uliicy, 111.

i3f-in Ffspondlntc to ttiis ment mention Glea.nisgs.
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BUSINESSfe^ Manager

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
We have shipped the past montli a carload of

hives and supplies to W. O. Victor, Wharton, Tex.
There were .)00 hives in the car, all ten-frame, and
mostly for extracted lioney, which shows the kind
of hives preferred in that section. Mr. Victor
lias 450 colonies of bees, and produced 45,000 lbs. of
lioiiey the past season. Bee-keepers in that section
may supply themselves from liis stock. We have
also shipped a carload of hives and supplies to O. P.
Hyde, Lampasas, Tex. These are almost all eight-
frame hives, and for comb honey. But then the
two points, although in the same State, are a good
way apart. Mr. Hyde is also prepared to furnish
the bee-keepers of Northwest Central Texas.
As we go to press we are making up a car for St.

Paul, Minn., and another for San Mateo, Fla.

UONKY MARKET.
The crop of honey tlip past seH.=on must have been

more abundunt in many quarters than the reports
indicated, or else the people are not eating as much
as they did in better times. No doubt both are true
to some extent. At iiiiy rate, there seems to be a
plentiful supply, and very low prices are ruling.
We are prepared to furnish, to those who need it,

either comb or extracted of choice quality—comb,
in 1-lb. sections, a^ 1.5c per lb.; large lots at a less
price, which we will quote to those interested. Ex-
tracted, in 601b cans, two in a case, at 8'.;c: two-
cas'^ Jots or over. He. We liave choice white alfnlfa
and clover and basswood at these prices; also some
very good honey, not quite equal to above, at a cent
a pound less. Samples submitted to those interested.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Tlie wire netting was received in good order. I
am well pleased with it. I don't see how you can
sell it So cheap- just half wluit it would cost at my
hardware .store, after paying the freight. Prosper-
ity to the Root Co. is the wish of your friend.
Hampton, Ky., Jan. 28. G. W. Duley.

THOSE yKVf ROOT POLISHED SECTIONS.

I am much pleased with the 8000 1-11). sections you
sent me. I liave already set up 5000. They hold out
all riglit, besides the breakage. They are very nice.
Spragueville, N. Y , Jan. 30. Wm. Hull.

OUR WORK CAN NOT BE BEAT.

The goods were received, and the cases and frames
are all nailed up. They were all perfect, and went
together without any trouble. Your work can not
be beat. Thanks for the extras.
Manchester, N. Y., Feb. 2. Ezra G. Smith.

THE CRANE SMOKER.
I bought a Crane smoker of you last spring, and

like it very much. I liave used other smokers, but
find it far superior to any of them. The blast is as
strong now as when I got it, and it saw as much
service as a smoker generally does in a season.
Calamine, Wis., Jan. 6. F. L. Murray.

SECOND HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.
Since our last report five more of the second-hand

mills have been .sold. One more ten-inch has come
in since, and one or two more are expected. The
stock at present stands as follows:

Six-inch hex., No. 1461. Price f10 00 This is in
good condition, and just right for thin surplus
foundation.
Six-inch hex.. No. 1631. Price SIO.OO. In good con-

dition, and will make thin surplus foundation 10 ft.

to lb.

Six-inch hex.. No. 156.5. Price $12.00. This is in
good condition, with very light wall, and will make
extra thin foundation about 11 ft. to lb.

Six-inch hex.. No. 1669. Price $10.00. This has
made a good many hundred pounds of thin surplus
foundation in our wax-room, and will still do good
work; has a few slight blemishes which are no det-
riment practically, but hardly suitable for the high
standard of excellence attained by our foundation.
Ten-inch round-cell. No. J J. old-style frame.

Price $10.00. Has been used but little, and is in
good condition. It is well worth the price to any
one wanting to make medium foundation for their
i.)^n use.
Samples from any of above mills sent on applica-

tion to those interested.

WINTER soon is over!
\n(\ if you contemplate buying
Bees and On'^er's
You will do well to write

eitf For prices to

L.EININGER Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian (.)\u'ens — good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 50c
each. Also bees in any quantity : 4.50 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit tlie times. Buy near home, and save freight.

S. J. ENOLIEH. Enelishville. Ga.. will deliver f. o. b.

Andersonville. Ga.. 30 COLOHES H7BEID ANB ITALIAN
BEES, ON L. FEAMES,m $100.00.

.ARTICLE MORE THAN FAIR.

I have read your article in Gleanings (on the
dovf tailed corner), and I thank you very muc-li for
the kindly spirit in which you have written. Surely
your article is more than fair, and I said to Mrs.
Abbott that I had not a word of fault to find. There
is one thing, however, that T desire to say, so I may
not appear to condemn a thing without seeing it.

I have one of your hives which came direct to me
from you, and I have had a sample once before.
They are made the best of any of the kind T have
seen. E. T. Abbcjtt.

St. Joseph, Mo.

QUEENS ALIVE TO AUSTRALIA BY MAIL.

Your postal card and queen-cage arrived here
Jan. 16. All the bees were dead except two and the
queen. I introduced her into queenless nuclei the
same day, and she is apparently doins nicely.
Tryphena, New Zealand, Jan. 22. John Blair.

The queen you sent me arrived in splendid condi-
tion Jan. 8, 1895: in fact, she looks as though she
were iust caged. There were 7 bees dead, all the
way from a d-y-looking bee to one just dead. I

have put her in the hive, under wire netting. Al-
thouph liberated by the bees, on looking through
the hive I could not sight her. I am afraid I have
made a mistake in putline her into a colony which
was preparing to swarm, first taking five frames of
bees and brood and queen to start another hive.

James H. Colmer.
Woolbrook, New England, N. S. W., Aus., Jan. 14.

Dear Friend Bnof:—I have much pleasure in In-

f'^rming you of the arrival of the queens .Tan. 10.

I The select tested queen was dead, and all the bees
I
except one; but the other lot was in splendid con-
dition—only 6 bees dead. I consider the double box
a great improvment, and very suitable for this
country; and they had abuTidance of food that
would last them as long again, and it was in splen-
did condition. I don't think the tested queen could
have been long dead, because she looked quite
fre«h. I am pIso sending you our local paper,
where you will see the account of their arrival.
Thave to thank yo\i very kindly for your prompt-
ness in forwarding me the bees, lam liighly pleas-

ed with the one that landed alive. Alex. Bain.
Asylum, Toowoombo, Queensland, Aus., Jan. 17.

lam glad to report that the Italian queen sent by
you in September last has arrived alive, and has
been introduced safely—only one worker was alive
when she arrived. I have not seen the queen yet.

as I was away from home on a visit to Sydney, and
have only just come home again. I intend to raise
some young queens from her at once. Please ac-

cept thanks for sending the queen. She arrived
here October 20. E. Linnell.
Huonville, Tasmania, Nov. 8.
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Alsike Clover Seed Fruit Plants, i^
For Sale. $6 per Bush.

One bushel or more, sack included.
SilverliuU Buckwheat, T5c per busliel.

W. D. SOPER & SON, Box 565, Jackson, Hich

ere to bn^'
nt w/io7e-

sii'.e prices. Send
postal card foi- descriptive and wholesale catulogue
of all of the leading varieties of St i-fiwlterries,
Kasjjtterries. blucUberries, Currants,
Ciooseberries. Grftpes, and 7-'of af oe.s.
EZRA G. SMITH, Manchester, Ont. Co., N. Y.

Please mention this paper.

yilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMI^

Notice.
I K^^rTlf1^3 ^^ ^^^ Northwestern Agents for The A. I. Root Com= =
E .^__^^^^_______ pany's supplies, and can make prices that will interest you. =
= ^^ Send us a list of your wants, and see if we can not save =
= C03.Sl" y^" money. POSSON'S SEED STORE, |
= ^^^^^^^^^ Portland, Oregon. E

I Bee=keepers.
^liMMIIIMIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMillllllinillMIMinilMIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllin:

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections. Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thing- else used by a bee-

keeper. All late improved sfoods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

D/SCOUPJTS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese buckwheat furnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

bred from my original strain of Maryland Italians, which has
g:iven such g-eneral satisfaciion as honey-producers. Untested
queens ready March 1st, ^l.(X) each ; (i for ^5 (10. Write for prices
on lai'ge lots and special circular. Safe ari'ival guaranteed.

Chas. D. Duvall, San Mateo. Florida.

Florida Queens
:i-7ei .\(idress until April !.">,

Dirpft-Draft Perfect

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

Best on Earth.
Bingham Perfect Smokers and Knives.

LOW PRICES:
All genuine are stamped with dates of patents and have all

till' new improvcinenls.
The Doctor. S'-j-inch stove, per mail, $1.7.5; Conqueror, 3-in.,

Sl.ou; Large, 2'j-inch, $1.00; Plain, 2-inch, 70c; Little Won-
der, 1^-inch, .50c; Knife, 80c.
The Doctor, Conqueror, and Large, have e.xtra wide shields,

ci and double coiled steel wire handles to protect the hands
X fr^m heat and soot. These shields and handles are wonder-
"^ ful comforts. The Plain and Little Wonder have narrow
g shields, and sing-le coiled steel wire handles. 1895 Bingham
cs smokers will all liave movable bent caps to prevent drop-

H S Pi"f? ttre when sending smoke downward.
^ CO Circulars, knives, and smokers sent by return mail, also
<; 'I rates per dozen or 100. Address

T. F. BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.

IIDDCC'C FARM ANNUAL for 1895
Ijj^B^r^ ^^^C ^^ "^^*^ Leading American Seed Catalogue."B^ III ^^H ^HH ^Jr ^^ liundsome buok of 17-1 paijes with many new features^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ for 1895—luindreds of illustrations, pictures painted from

nature—it tells all about the BEST SEEDS that grow, including rare novelties that cannot he had
elsewhere. Anv seed planter is welcome to a cojjy VIX. K H. Snul t/ain- mlilrfss lo-da 1/ an <i jioslril.

W. ATLEE BURPEE <St CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA.

In writing advertisers please mention this paper.
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^ ^ -r 7>'^. -.Hnrs:p hifh. hii 1 Kf:rnTirr

40 to 60 rods a day. catalog free.

KITSELMAN BROS., Ridseville, (nd.

Will pay 2Sc per lb. cash, or 31c in trade, for any
|

quantity of g"ood. fair, average beeswax, delivered
j

at our K. R. station. The same will be sold to those
i

who wish to purchase, at S.'ic for he.sf ."elected wax.
Old einnhs Will not lir accepted under any cotiml-
critUin.
Unless j'ou put your name on the /»u-. and notify

us by mail of amount sent, we can not hold our- __ _^^i^ t ik g n § r^ ,-.

selves responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as h^t^ C"^ I t\l l\lP^ hx'^^
a general thing to send wax by e.rp/T.s,s.

^•^m^ ^.^ i « w * w im^ i % >.^>

THE A. I. KaOT CO., Afecii/ia, O.

'.Horse high, bull strong
'jii'^ixud chicken tight.
Make it yourself for-

i3to20iirJ^l . _
,SOstyles. A man aii;l boycaniuake
|

^^'%/^/%/%/%/^/%/%/%/%/%>^%/%^%/^^

SPRAY
YoORym
STAHT/S
xcelsior tiprayinff

Outtits kill insectti,

prevent leaf blight
and wormy fruit. Insure
a heavy yield of all Fruit
and Vegetable crops.
Send 6 cte. for catalogue

and full treatise on spraying.
'^ Circular.s free. Address

WM.STAHL,Quincy,lll.

i

^„y„ S HONEY
^^^^^^ EXTRACTOR.

Square Glass Honey-Jars,

Tin Buckets, Bee-hives,

Honey Sections, Etc., Etc.

Perfection Cold-blast Smokers.
APPLY TO

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

p. S.—Send 10-ct. stamp for " Practical Hints to Bee-keepers.'

HATCHER &
BROODER Combined.
THE MOST PERFECT

Incubator .>Ia<.le. Hatches
every egg that a hen coukl
hatch; Regulates itself auto-
matically; Heduces the cost o;
piiultry raising to a mHi;niiiin
bend for Ilhistratid fatalo- iie.

IHOEersi siv.<- SI «.00.
SIMPLEX MAHF'G. CO. Ouincv. Ijl.

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping-eases, and every thing

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping^point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Please mention this paper.

IJeginiiers should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Kouse. Price 25 cents; if sent l)y mail,
3Hc. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 6.5c. Address any fir-^t-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has Tio Sag- in Brood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being- the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdh Sole nanufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

''A COf^OmO^ NOT A THEORY"
confronts the seai-cher for elasticity who
i;ii!s up against Tlie Page fence. As he
gtithers himself together again, he ponders
tiot over "the mist al<('sof IMoses," but his own.
He tliought because it had proved a myth in
other cases it might in this. The suci-ess of
Tlie B*age has induced the makers of soft
wire f(mces ft) claim boundless elasticity in
every little "hump" or twist, or perhaps it is

carefully stowed away at the end of the line.

"Live fences" in the sense tliat a snake lives
as long as its tail 'wiggles."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian, Mich.

tyIn responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings

TAKE NOTICE^
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames. Foundation. Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London, Wis.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE MODEL »

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
TlioiisaiidM in Suc«
cessful Operation.
SIMPLE, PKRFECT.and
SELF-REG VLA TING.

Guaranteed to hatcha
larger percentage of
fertile eggs, at less cost,— than any other Incubator.

.. Send 6c. for Dlus. Catalog.
uai,.ur^t luaun. p CifculaTs Free.

<IEO.H.STAllL,114to 188 8.6th 8t.,Qulncy,lll.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Kipping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
(irooving, (iaining, Dadoing,
Kdging-up, .lointing Stuff, etc.

Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinerv. Sold <ni Trial.
(\ital(iiiFr,:r. l-34ei

SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
44 WaterSt., Seneca Falls, N Y.

ogsoDayslrlal

l<',asy, durable anil

i<_-he;iu. A radical
cure effected. .Send for sealed catalogue.
KUULESTO.N I lU'.SS CO., MasoDlc Temple, t'hicagu. III.

SES
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Largest Factory in the West, good supplies and low prices, our mouo
We iire lioro to serve yuu,

l-6ei

;iiid will if yciii give us a cluince. Cataloii'iie l^r<?&. Address

LEAHY MANUFACTURING CO , Higginsville, Mo.

Florida Queens
3-7ei Addi'ess until Api'il 1:1

hi'< d from my orig-iuul sLrsun of Maryland Italians, which has
given sui'h sreneral satisfac.ion as honey-producers. Untested
(lueons I'eadv March 1st, ?1.00 each ; fi for J(5 (10 Write for prices
on la; j2e lots and special circular. Safe arriv.d guaranteed.

Chas. D. Duvall, San Mateo, Florida.

^ Of Choice Seeds,

§ Plants and Fruits.

Bvmail pottp.-iid, s:ii"e artivsU and Katisfaf tioii STuaranteed. Order
by the letters and llic numbers from this advertisement NOW, as these are mtro-
ductory sets, iicit in .ataloKue, an Elegaut Annual of 1«>8 pages, which will

be sent free With Hrst order. If none of these sets suit you and you want anything
in our line send lor CATAI.OGUE FREE. About <>0 pases devoted to
VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEE OS, TO to I»1,AJVTS and the
UeUauce to the €REAM OF THE FRUITS.

Set B—ItJpkts. choiceV^sreta'>Ie See«l«.l(i s'ts..50c
" E—20 pkts. choice Flower Seeds, 20 sorts. .M)c
'• U—2 Elegant Palms 50c
" J—10 Sorts Lovely Everl>loominK Roses. .50c
" G— 10 Prize Clirysantheniuins, lOsorts 50c
" H—4 Superb Fren«di t'anuas, 4 sorts .50c
" K.— 10 Showy Gefanitiins, 10 sorts 50c
" I..—:iO Fine Gladioli Plowerinff Bulbs. ...50c
" N— 10 Tuberoses, Double Flowering Size.. 50c
" O—10 Flowering Plants, 10 sorts 50c
" P—K Hardy Ornamental Shrubs, 6 sorts. .50c
" Q—6 Hardy Climbinsr Vines, dsorts ,50c

FRUIT TREES, Etc.—Mail Size.
Set 103—8 Peach, 4 sorts 50c
" 104—8Apple,4 sorts 60c
" 10.>—2 Pear, 2 Cherry 50c
" 10e-€ Grapes, 3 sorts oOc
" lOT—8 Grapes, all Concords 50c
" 108^ Gooseberries, 4 sorts 50c
" 109—10 Currants, 3 sorts 50c
" 110—80 Raspberries, 5 sorts 50c
" 111—50 Strawberries, 5 sorts 50c
" 113—1 each Japan Chestnut* Walnut. 50c
" 113—20 Blackberries, 4 sorts 50c

One-hal f each of any two sets .50c., any 3 sets $1.25, 5 sets J2.nO.

EVERYTHING OF THE BEST FOR ORCHARD, VINEYARD, LAWN,
GARDEN, GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY. MILLIONS OF TREES,
SHRUBS, VINES, ROSES, ETC.

4l?t YEAR. 1,000 ACRES. 29 GREENHOUSES.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 69 Painesville, 0.

Ijiiniiiii .uiuiuiiniMniuiiiuminnni

'iiiinmiiiiiiiiiMimiiiiMinUHriiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiMiii

iiuniiiiininiiiiiniiiiiiiiniilillliiiiiiiuillll iiiiiiiiiilgiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMi iiiniiiic.

SMALL FRUITS, VINES, ROSES,!
Ornamentals, Crates and Baskets. I

Tlie largest variety, the most valuable specialties, S

the latest novelties. All illustrated and described ins
our NEW CATAIjOGUE. Also the famous =

TIMBRELL Strawberry!
ELDORADO Blackberry!
" Thejr SURPASS ALL, OTHERS," says E. S. Cak-=
MAN oi Rural New Yorker and 11. E. Vandeman,=
U. S. Dept. Buy direct. Don't pay double prices. =

REID'S NURSERIES, Bridgeport. Ohio.i
iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiT

FARM ANNUAL for 1895

URPEE'S ''The haadin^ Americuii Seed Catalogue."
A liandsome book ot 174 pages with many new features
for 1895—liundreds of illustrations, pictures painted froni

nature-it tells all about the BEST SEEDS that grow, including rare novelties that caiiiiot be had

elsewhere. Any seed planter is welcome to a copy FREE. Neiul your uddrrss to-U<n/ on a postuL

W. ATLEE BURPEE &. CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA.
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HONEY Column

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Ho»e]/.—The stock of comb honey

is larg-e; murket well supplied. Fancy wliite 1-lb.

combs, 15; amber, 13@13. Receipts of extiiicteci,

lig-ht; white, 7; amber, 5i4@6; southern, i^«@n.
Beeswax, :J2. Hamblin & Bearss,
Mar. 8. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—J7o?)e(/.—Inquiries are larg-er, and de-
mand somewhat better. We quote choice clear
comb, 14)^@15; amber, 13@13H; extracted, in liar-

rels, 4@5. Prime yellow beeswax, 29^@30.
D. G. TuTT Grocer Co.,

Mar. 8. St. Louis, Mo.

CleveIvAND. — Ho7jf )/. — The demand for white
comb honey is somewhat slow. No. 1 lib. sections
are selling' at 13@14; No. 2, 11@13. No. 1 water-white
extracted, 6@8. Beeswax, 2(j@28.

Williams Bros.,
Mar. 7. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Detroit.—Honf}/.—Best white comb honey is sell-

ing- in a small way at 15c; other grades, 11®]3. Ex-
tracted, 6@7. Beeswax firm at 2H@3n.

M. H. HlTNT.
Mar. 8. Bell Branch, Mich.

Chicago.—Hone)/.—Diirinff the past two weeks a
good movement has been felt in the market. Sales
have been of small lots, or quantities, each time,
but sufficiently frequent in occurrence to make the
aggregate sales of some moment. While comb of
the best grades, 14c; travel-stained or off in color,
13@13i2: yellow comb, 10@ll; dark, 7@0. Extract-
ed, bV^'Wi, according to flavor and package—60-1 b.

cans of white bring highest price. Beeswax, 38@30.
R. A. Burnett & Co.,

Mar. 7. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

San Francisco.—Honc!/.—The demand for both
comb and extracted honey is rather light, and sup-
plies are ample to meet all local demand. We quote
to-day: White extracted, 6S^@6M; 1 ght amber, 5J£(a
6J^; amber and candied. 3@4. Comb honey, choice
white, 9'4®10; amber, 7@8. Beeswax, 26@-27.

SCHACHT, LEMCKE & STEINER.
Feb. 25. San Francisco, Cal.

Denver.—Ho/irj/.—There seems to be an improve-
ment in our market; still, the prices remain about
the same. No. 1 comb, in 1-lb. sections, 11@12; No.
3, 9@10. Extracted, No. 1 white, in 60-lb. cans t3 in
a box), 6@7. We could liandle to advantage a quan
tity of No. 1 comb honey ; also pure beeswax at 32®
25 R. K. &J.C. Frisbee,
Mar. 9. Denver, Col.

Albany.—Honejy.— It is surprising where all the
comb honey comes from. We supposed it was all
in market, but we have had a large numlier of con-
signments, for this season of the year, during the
past month, and there is also a very good dernand.
Clover sells atll@13; buckwheat and mixed,
Extracted scarce, and sells at 5@7.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Mar. 8. Albany, N. Y.

Springfield —Ho/iCi/ —Our market is very .slow.

Buckwheat, 10; white-clover, 13@14.
Perkins & H^tch.

Mar. 9. Springfield. Mass.

Chicago.—Hoiifj/.—We report our market well
cleaned up on fancy white comb honey in 1-lb sec-
tions. A neat package and a fancy article would
sell quickly at 14c. No. 3 comb, or dark, would not
sell at over 10(3>11. We repoi't better inquiry for
extracted, at 5@7, depending on quality. Beeswax
sellingatSOc. S. T. Fish & Co..
Mar. 8. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Boston.—Honew.—We quote you our market on
comb honey at 13@14c. with supply light, and fair
demand. Extracted, 5@6. E. E. Blake & Co.,
Mar. 9. Boston, Ma.ss.

Buff.-vlo.- Horigy.—Honej' market is extremely
quiet; still, our stock has moved off quite well con-
sidering the times, and indications aie that we shall
be able to clean it up Sales to-day of fancy, 14@U):
storage, 10@13. Off grades and irregular quality of
honey are moving slowly at prices ranging from 8i75,

10c; buckwheat is also extremely dull at 7@8, F\-
tracted honey finds very little sale here. Beeswax.
25@30. Batterson & Co.,
Mar. 7. Buffalo. N. Y.

Philadelphia.—JJone;/.—Comb honey in better
demand at 12@13 for best white. Extracted in fair
demand at 5@6. Strictly white clover at 8@9.

Wm. A. Selser,
Mar. 8. 10 Vine St,, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kansas City.—Hone?/.—The demand is only fair
for both comb and extracted honev. We quote No.
1 white 1-lb. comb, 14@I5: No. 2. 12^13: No. 1 amber.
13; No. 2, 10@11. Extracted, 4/2@6. Beeswax, 22®
35. C. C. Clemonp & Co.,
Mar. 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Cincinnati. — Honey —Demand is slow for ex-
tracted and comb honey, with a fair supply. We
qiiote extracted honey at 4@,7c per llj. on arrival.
Comb honey at 14@16 in the jobbing way for be.st

white. There is a good demand for beeswax at 2.5®
28c per lb. for good to choice jellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Mar. 11. Cincinnati, O.

We offer California comb honey. 1-lb. sections. 36
sections to the case, at 10 and 11 cts. per lb., depend-
ing on quality. New York State 3-lb. sections, am-
ber, 10c per lb. ; white, 12c. We will either buy or
sell extracted honey. Correspondence solicited.

S. T. Fish & Co., 189 So. Water St.. Chicago. III.

Four liarrels of basswood and fall honey for sale
at 61^0 per lb., f. o. b. here.

Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, III.

Closingout balance of my fine extracted basswood
honey at 7c f . o. b. Who is not supplied ?

Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples. 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

We yet have extracted alfalfa at $7.80 per box of
120 lbs. AiKiN Bros., Loveland, Colo.

Beeswax wanted.—Will pay 3mc cash for abso-
lutely pure beeswax that will stand chemical test.

Write me at once.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants^ istMb and Prompt.

Vnv QqIo fnp '180'^ ITALIAN BEES ANB aUE^NS. AND
rUi Dale lui looj foots b"e keepers' supplie"!.

Address OTTO KLEINOW, 122 Military Ave , Detroit. Mich.

OK Swarms of bees for sale, with or without
^^ hives, at Mountain View, near F.l Monte. Cal.

MRS. W. C. DAVIS, El Monte, Cal.

PHTflTOF^ Colvin's New IdeaL§EED ru I Ml V^UO. Best new Potato, E.
^^ Vortlier, Carman No. 1, Banner, 20 varieties;
Dutton Flint Corn. Seed Oats, Small-Fruit Plants,
etc.. at Hard Times Prices. Price List free. Address

CEO. H. COLVIN, L. Box 6, Dalton, Pa.

lac M ^mi^fi Perkiomenville, Pa., breeder of
J<l^. ITI. Olllllll, 16 leading varieties of Poultry.
Eggs, $1.(X1 per 15. Catalog free.

ITALIAN RFPS Ready in May. Queens $1.00.

• M« nnr-^-TTc. Bees by the pound, $1.00. One-
ANO QUEENS, frame nucleus with queen, $2.00:
••••••••••••••>••• two frames, $3. .50. Also Barred
Plymouth Kock eggs for setting, $l.(i0 per 15.

6-17ei MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, SwARTS. PA.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Utah Beedceepers' Association will hold its semi-annual
meeting- on Thursday, April 4, at 10 a.m., in the Fish Conimis-
tijoner's rooms, in the new citv and county buildinfr. Salt Lake
City. Geo. E. Dudley, Sec., Prove, Utah.

The next meeting of the Wesfein Washington Bee keepers'
Association will be held on Monday, April Sth, in Horticultural
Rooms. City Hall. Bee-keepcs aie invited.

a, D. LiTTOOY, Sec, Taconia. Wa-h,

CIRCULARS RECEIVED.

Price lists of apiarian sujiplies in Keneral have been received
from the t'ollowin.ij I'arties

:

Leahv Manuf actm int;' Co., Hifrsrinsville, Mo.
Mrs. Fannie B. DeWitt. Sunnvslde, Md. Queens and bees,
(i B Lew i- C;o.. Wateit.nvn, Wis.
Emerson T. Abbott St Jo-eph, Mo.
I. J, Rti insrham, lO.i Park Place New York.
Charles F. Muth &Snn. 971) Cential Ave., Cincimmti, O.
W. H Norton, Skowheiran. Me.
George W. Stenhens, Denison, la. A new fiame-spacer.
J. VanDeusen & Son, Sprout Brook, N. Y. Foundation.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be Inserted under this head at one-half our usn
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-

rors. You can have the notice as man.v lines as ,vou please

,

but all over live lines will cost yon according to onr regiilar
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-

fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this hend
For such onr regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

wANTED.—Old combs in frames. DesctUie, with
1)1 ice. W. L. CoGGSHALL, West Groton, N. Y.

WANTED.— To exehane'e one polony of bees for
M. B. turkeys. Phil Tisher, Hannibal, O.

WANTED.—To exchang-e the only wAx-extructor
in the world that will extract all the wax from

old combs rapidly by steam, also bee-smoktTS, for
wax. C. G. Ferris, South Columbia, Herk. Co., N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchanse Universal wood-worker,
one groover, one dovetailer. and one cutter-

head table; also short .jointer, all in good order.
What have you to trade for one or all ?

W. S. Bellows, Ladora, la.

WANTED.—To correspond with parties wishing' to
sell or test mv new hive. F. Danzenb.4kbr,

nin New York Ave., Washington, D. C.
• Reference, Gleanings.

WANTED.—2.5 to 100 hives of bees. Who can fur-
nish them the cheaiiest? I will exchange,

for bee-hive machinery, queens bred from a straight
flve-banded breeder valued at $.50, or from imported
stock, H, G. QuiRiN, Bellevue, Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange Black Minorca eggs at
6Uc per 15 for a few untested queens.

H. Barber, Adrian, Mich.

WANTED.—An imiiroved Barnes foot-power saw,
for lowest cash price. J. Evlrman,

North Middletown, Ky.

WANTED.—To exchange raspberry and blackberry
plants, $6 per lOtlO, bees $5, Japanese buckwheat,

for beeswax. A. P. Lawrence, Hickory Corners,Mch.

WANTED,— Bees, bee-supplies, and poultry, in
exol ange for strong, well-rooted basswood-

trees. This is the time to transplant.
W. R. LiGHTON, 601 N. Y. Life Bldg,, Omaha, Neb.

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

\I7 ANTED.—To exchange yellow It.'lian queens
Vt the coming season, also the best varieties of
strawberry-plants, cheap, for foundation or otters.

Mrs. Oliver Cole, Sherburne, Chenango Co., N.Y.

WANTED.—To exchange alfalfa seed and span
mare mules, for nuclei and queens and bass-

wood-trees,
eoi Bert. W. Hopper, Garden City, Kan.

WANTED.—To exchange liees. queens, and eggs
(from B, P. Rocks. S. C. B. Leghorn, and Light

Brabmas), for bee-supi>lies or offers.

Chas. H. Thies, Steeleville, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange some Bibles, albums,
steel engravings, etc., for colonies or nuclei of

bees, or offers. W. T. Atkinson. Auburn, N. Y.

WANTED.—Position in apiary, by man of experi-
ence. L. H. Greene, Wichita, Kan.

WANTED—To exchange a 10-inch Root founda-
tion-mill, good as new, for hives in flat, or sec-

tions 414x4.^, 7 to foot.

A. W. Gardner, Centreville, Mich.

ANTED.—To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa. 20tf

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-

cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.
J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

w

WANTED.—A quantity of drawn combs,
eitf I J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

SECOND-HAND TYPE.
We offer for sale the samp'es of job type shown

below. It is practically as good as new.

Dbl. Small Pica Fashion, 5A, 9a, $3.00.

This TYPE for Sale. L. P.
Long Primer Fashion, 15A, 33a, 81.50.

This is a Pretty Face
Pica Condensed Fashion, 18A, 23a, $1.50.

PIC^ 6IiIPTIC. 1^54i67S90
Pica Glyptic, 31A, $1.50.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABE U
Pica Condensed Concave, 31A, $1.00.

Z*l3.1)S its Tj-Krtexxdoca.
Nonp Antique, 30A, 36a, $1.00.

HENRY E. BLISS
Long Primer Concave, 20A, 75c.

THIS IS A PEARL LETTER
Pearl Gothic, 40A, 75c.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O.
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Over $5.00
Is what it costs to take the leading

bee - journals, even if secured, at

clubbing-rates. The Bee-keepers'

Review endeavors to give the cream of all these journals, and it costs only

fll.OO. If you can't afford to take all of the journals, yet wish to be well

informed in apicultural matters, try the Reviev^.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

LISTEN HERE

!

leO-Pa^e Bee-BookFREF
To every New Subscriber sending $1.00 for the Weekly American Bee Journal for a
year. (The book is " Bees and Honey " by Thos. G. Newman). Besides articles from the best
bee-keepers, the Bee Journal now h is 6 Department Editors— Mrs. Jennie Atchley in "The
Sunny Southland;" " Canadian BeeJom " tiy " Bee-Master;" "Questions and Answers " by Dr.

0. C. Miller; "Notes and Comment." Kx-Pres. E. T. Abbott; "Doctor's Hints" on good health,

by Dr. Pelro; and " Among the Bee-Papers " by " Gleaner," who gleans the best from all the
Dee-papers each week. Space f "-bids t lling more. Better send tor Free Sample Copy, or

fcl 00 as per above oflfer. i^~ 20-€ent rrial Trip '^ months o- 13 wks.) to New subscribers
Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago. III.

E. KRETCHHER, RED OAK, IOWA, -^ ^ ^

4-8

SENDS FREE HIS CATALOG OF 72 ILLUSTRATED PAGES: DESCRIBES
EVERYTHING USED IN THE APIARY; BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.
CAPACITY ONE CARLOAD A DAY. WRITE AT ONCE FOR HIS CATALOG.

I told you so.
Mrs. Atchley:—The one-frame nucleus I got of

you last spring gave me 120 well- HI led one-pound
sections. J. A. Smith, Heber, Utah, Oct. 9, 1«94.

Now, haven't 1 told you that it will pay to send
bees north in the spiing ?

One-frame nucleus, $1.00; 10 or more, 90c each.
Bees by pound, same price. Untested queens to go
with tliem, 75c eacli.
Untested queens by mail, $1.00 each; $5.00 forti;

$9.00 per dozen, till June; after, 7r)c each; $+.25 for
6, or $8.00 per dozen. I breed the leather-colored
Italians, 5 bands, and Caruiolans, in separate yards,
at safe dist;ince.
Tested, 3 bands, $1..50 each; 5 bands or Carniolans,

$2.50 each.
Fine breeders of either race, orimpoited queens,

$5.00 each. Full colonies w th untested queens, $6.00.

Ask for discounts to dealeis, and by quaniities.
The only steam bee-hive factory in south Texas.

Root's goods, Dadant's foundation, and Bingham
smokers.
Safe arrival on evei'y thing guaranteed. Send for

FREE catalog that tells all about raising queens.

JENNIE ATCHLEY, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

To please all, am breeding
boili Leather-colored and
Golden 5-banded Italians.
Have live apiaries, 3 to 5
miles apart, rvumiug 8.50

nuclei. Your orders filled

promi>tly. Can fui'nish

ll4«/:k/:k«-io queens frnm March 1st to

VUCC/Ilo* Nov. 10. The Leather-col-^ ored 3-bandcd Breeder, im-
ported from Italy. ( >it., '94.

The Golden 5-banded Breeder, selected from 1(K)0

queens, some producing 400 lbs. of honey to colony.
State what you want, and send orders now for early
delivery. Guaranteed .•.7 a o 1

queens, TOc; special low Wm. A. bClSCr,
price in quantities. Send Wvnrnfp Pafor descriptive catalog. YTyiicuic, ra.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Foundation. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new F'olisherl Sections and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. JVl H Hiin-f

Bell Branch, Mich. ^'*» •*• HUOL,

Woodcliff

Business

™e have a large stock of SECTIONS now ready,
" both No. 1 and No. 2. Wiite for special prices
on winter- orders in large or small lots, including all
other Suniijies. Also Berry Crates and Baskets
made up or in flat.

Addiess BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,
eitf BERLIN Heights, O.

Are you Looking

For tlie BEST
In bee-hives, sections, cases,
etc. ? If so, drop us a postal
and we shall be pleased to send
you a copy of our 1895 catalog"

and price list.

Q. B. LEWIS CO.,
Waiertown, Wis.

420 Lbs. Average
Is what my bees gave that I moved to the man-
grove; those at home, 300 lbs. each; 5-baiided
bees, foo. Queens, tired for business from
this stock, will he sent in 1895 for $1.00 each until
May; per doz., $8.00. Circular free.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.
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What State society of bee-keepers has the

largest membership? Ontario?

VoGEL says the Egyptian bee is nearly trop-

ical; and when 30° F. is reached, every bee in

the hive is dead.

I've had vacation for two weeks, even from

bees, with almost nothing to do but sing.

Makes me younger.

I FOUND some beautiful sections in Southern

Illinois, stamped P. H. Elwood, Starkville, N. Y.

Say, Elwood, you keep out of here.

I KNOW NOW, from that picture on page 167,

what has become of Jake Smith. He got so

puffed up with gas that he exploded. A warn-

ing for others.

The latest cure I've seen for a bee-sting is

from Bicnen-Vater, a strawberry applied. I

hope A. I. Root will no longer insist that straw-

berries have no use.

Honey DEW honey has a defender in Stan-

ley & Son, in A. B. J. And no wonder; for in

12 years they have raised 80,000 pounds of it,

selling it for $10,000.

What's best for a cushion, a right soft one?

At the rale they're settling the question of the

size of hives, it looks as if I'd have to sit on the

fence the rest of my days.

The Bienen-Vater says queenless colonies

frequently fill queen-cell cups with jelly just as

if occupied by larvae, and build them out, some-

times almost a finger long.

J. E. Crane, in Review, leaves the big -little-

hive question all mixed up. In his home apia-

ry small hives are best, and large ones 6 miles

away. The different conditions account for it.

Sacaline is a Russian plant that is having
something of a boom as a forage and bee plant.

Director Wilson, of Iowa Experiment Station,

says in Stockman that it grows 8 to 12 feet high

in a year, but he has no hope of its being a for-

age plant, because cattle won't eat it, even in

Russia.

MiEi> de Narbonne, or Narbonne honey,

which sells in Paris at 60c a pound, Baist, in

Noerdlichen Bztg. says, is a white honey from

apple-blossoms. Phin's dictionary says, chiefly

from rosemary.

Caraway, says V. Wuest, in Noerdlichen

Bztg., is a fine honey-plant in his locality. But
Editor Vogel says, although cultivated largely

in his region he never saw a bee on it. How is

it in this country?

B. Taylor says, in Review, that he has 10

hives with 12 frames, 20 with 16, and 12 with 19

frames. After giving them a fair trial along-

side of 10-frame hives, he has thrown them

aside as useless.

H. L. Jeffrey writes, "Things that I knew
for sure 2.5 years ago I have learned are quite

different now, and it takes years to know for

certain but very little of any thing." You've

got it about straight, H. L.

A HivELESS colony is reported in Deutsche

Imker, hanging to the roof of a bee-shed. It

hung in the form of a hemisphere, built nine

combs, making them far larger than the stand-

ard German frame, which is less than the

Langstroth.

"Do BEES PREFER uew or old comb?" is a

query in A. B. J. One replier thinks they pre-

fer new, three think they prefer old; three

"don't know," and the great majority think

they have no preference. Here's a nut for the

experiment stations.

According to Baron Ambrozy, at the big

Vienna convention, the four notable steps of

progress since Dzierzon's discoveries are, 1. The
extractor; 2. Comb foundation; 3. The queen-

excluder; 4. The improvement in the manu-
facture of honey-drinks.

When I read on p. 187 how nicely W. S.

Hart has every thing arranged, and when I re-

member what a nice fellow he is, I can't help

wondering why a man of such good taste should

remain a bachelor. Or has he such critical

taste that no woman comes up to the mark ?
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A PROJECT is proposed to establish at Paris

an apicultural syndicate, not to divert tiie

honey-market to Paris, but to secure that for

which there is no market, manufacture it into

eauxde-vie and stamp it with the label of the

society, to secure its ready sale on account of

its purity.

"Mr. Freeborn's name was first brought

prominently forward before the bee-keeping

world through the Bee-keepers' Union." P. 183.

Wasn't it the other way? I never heard of the

Union till after Mr. Freeborn's troubles, and

thereupon arose the Union. [I guess you are

right.—Ed.]

It's refkeshing to see on page 183 that

we're not going to be less enterprising than the

Germans in the matter of adulteration. So

much adulteration there is one of the reasons

that thousands of the Rietsche press are in use,

so bee-keepers can make up their own wax and
know that it is pure.

Did you know you can tell the time by a

stem-winder in the dark? Wind up your watch,

and an hour later wind it again, counting the

clicks. If it clicks ten times, that means G min-

utes to a click. Then if you wind in the dark,

and count 45 clicks, you'll know it's 4>^ hours

since it was wound last.

" Florists have so highly developed the rose

that it has scarcely any pollen, and I am not

sure but some kinds are so double they are en-

tirely destitute," says Somnambulist. That's

putting it very mild. Very few of the better

sorts have a single grain of pollen, the stamens
being all changed into petals.

"I do not believe," says S.E.Miller, in

Progressive, " there is one cellar in fifty that is

a fit place to keep either comb or extracted

honey." No; and in the fiftieth cellar it would
spoil in this part of the country. In Colorado,

where I'm told bread dries in the cellar, it may
be all right, and in other dry climates.

Honey soap, so called, says Deutsche Imkcr,

contains no honey whatever. If you want the

genuine article, something that will keep your
skin soft and free from chaps, make it yourself.

Take one pound common hard soap, add rain-

water, place the earthen dish with the soap in

a water-bath, or on a stove-mat, and boil till

dissolved. Then add an ounce of honey, and
continue boiling till the water evaporates.

That article on p. 124 is very interesting;

but that part of the heading which says, " Small

hives more profitable," hardly fits. Boardman's
9 frames, l2%-x.\2% inside measure, are equiva-

lent to 10)^ dovetail frames. [The heading to

which you refer was based on the cubic capaci-

ty of the Boardman hive. Nowadays the 8-

frame Langstroth may be considered a small

hive. This contains the same cubic capacity

as thfe Boardman, and hence I classed it among
the small hives. But when we compare Board-

man's nine frames to the Dovetailed hive's

eight, the case is a little different. One would
not think there was so much difference in the

capacity of the two frames; but I shall have to

acknowledge that I can't find any thing wrong
with your figures. But, say; Boardman doesn't

use 9 frames or the larger capacity because it

gives more room, but because he thereby less-

ens the burr-combs.—Ed.]

PACKAGES FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.

BARIJELS FOR COLORADO NOT SUITABLE; WHY
SQUARE CANS ARE BETTER ; CANDYING OP
HONEY A SERIOUS DRAWBACK ; REACHING
CONSUMERS direct; a VALUABLE ARTICLE.

Bij R. C. Aikin.

I have read with interest Mr. E. France's

article on this subject, in Feb. 15th Gleanings,
page 129. I have a little criticism to make,

but mainly wish to add to what he has said.

My criticism is in the use of barrels. Keep-
ing the barrels in a dry place, and well coopered

before using, is all right. It is a fact, that a

barrel kept in a cellar or damp place, when
filled with honey, will season and let the hoops

fall off just as if it were empty. In the fall of

1887 I filled two 25-gallon white-oak barrels,

they having been kept dry for months before,

having eight hoops hard driven just before

filling. These I brought with me to Colorado.

In a few weeks after arriving here I found the

honey—candied too—leaking out, and I could

pull the hoops oft' with my fingers. Had the

honey been liquid I might have lost the most

of it. That the barrels can be made tight

enough to hold the honey, by his method, there

is no question; but a barrel shipped from Wis-

consin here would not remain tight. A few

days ago I received a 50-gallon barrel of sor-

ghum shipped for Eastern Kansas. It may not

have been thoroughly tlg}it when shii)\)ed; but

right in zero weather, and exposed to the cold,

it began to leak so that I have had to drive the

hoops on it.

I have, the past winter, liquefied and market-

ed between six and seven tons of honey. It

was in 6()lb. cans. I sold it to consumers very

largely, it going here and there all over the

country, in lots of from one to four or five cans.

Few of the purchasers knew how to liquefy, or

were fixed to do it. Now, had I stored this

honey in barrels, then opened the barrels and

spad4;d out the honey to liquefy in other ves-

sels, then returned to the barrels to ship, I cer-

tainly should have decided never again to pro-

duce extracted honey. But should I put it into

cans to ship, then I must have two sets of ves-

sels—an additional expense. If I had a trade
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that would take honey in such large packages,

and take it nt the same price as in c<ins, a,nd

proviiiod I did not have to ship empty barrels

a long distance so that the freiglit would be

more than the first cost of barrel, and if I did

not have to liquefy before shipping, I could use

barrels. If the barrel could be kept from year

to year, and the crop sold at retail, it might be

a cheaper package in the end, for it will last

for years; but if I have to spade out the honey

and put it into other vessels, I should build a

wooden, tin-lined tank that would hold my
entire crop, and do it at much less cost than

the cost of barrels to hold the same; or, what
would be better, a metal tank with a heating

appliance, and liquefy the honey in the tank.

Just recently I had quotations from Fish &
Co., of Chicago, and they quoted one-half cent

less if candied. Now if, to get the best price

for the honey, it be necessary to liquefy, the

barrel is not the package. Mr. France says his

barrels cost SL-W for 370 lbs., which is a little

less than K cent per pound. Our cans cost us

^ of a cent per pound. The freight will be

some lower on the barrels. I have forgotten

just the difference, but it is not much; but if

the honey is to be liquefied to get the best price,

the liquefying is much easier done in the cans.

It is not necessary to take the screw-cap off

when melting. The honey will swell some;

but the degree of heat necessary—and above
which it ought not to go—will not swell the

can sufficiently to burst or kink it. I have a

tank that holds six cans, and covers the top of

an old range that I purchased and fixed up for

the purpose, and I usually leave the six cans in

this and covered with water, from 24 to 48 hours.

If the heat be regular, and as high as is safe,

24 hours will do; but with a slow fire, and the

temperature often low, 48 hours is necessary.

I have kept the caps screwed tight, and they

did not burst a single can in melting several

tons the past winter.

Now, while I should much prefer the can,

and think it the cheaper in the end, I have a

criticism to offer on it. A GO-pound can is too

large. Two cans in a box make a package that

\s just too heavy and aivhivardfor one man to

handle. We can have them boxed singly at a

little additional cost, it is true; but this is not

the only objection. Many people will order by
the 2.5, 50, or 100 pound lots. It is so natural

and easy to order in 25 and .50 pound lots, or

multiples thereof, that it is often done; and
then we must ship more or less, or else corres-

pond and explain. Two 50-pound cans in one
box are abundantly heavy, and I think there is

no valid reason why they can not be had in

these sizes.

There are still other difficulties in the han-
dling of extracted honey. If it would stay
liquid we could afford to ship in large packages,
and take somewhat lower prices; but when we
get at best only three to four cents above

freights and packages, then have to cut half a
cent or more because it is candied, it is hard on
profits. I doubt whether one commission or

wholesale house in ten is fixed for liquefying.

If the wholesaler can not melt it, then it must
go to the retailer candied. Is there one out of

twenty-five retailers who knows how and is

prepared to liquefy? I believe that, in the
whole city of Denver, there is but one firm

—

and that not on a business street—that is In

any manner prepared to liquefy. The Denver
commission men tell me they can not sell honey
well in 60-pound cans. If a 60-pound package
is too large, the 400 or 500 pound barrel would
be still worse.

Now, if extracted honey sells in the general

markets, and holds its place with other sweets,

it must be put in shape to handle cheaply and
easily. If I were a wholesale dealer in the city,

I would demand that the goods be put in pack-
ages that I could handle. as other goods are

handled, or I would pay only such prices as

would give me a margin over the cost of such
packages and getting it into them. What the

commission man wants, and what he must
have if the product ever obtains and holds its

proper place in commerce, is the goods put in

such shape that it will reach the consumer in

original packages. Until this is done we shall

continue to do as we are doing—sell to consum-
ers direct.

The producer of grains, grasses, and vege-

tables, and all manufactured goods, can sell

his products at any and all times. There are

regular dealers, and the necessary appliances

for handling all these things. If the individual

farmer had to advertise his products, and sell

and ship to those who may want and need his

product in other parts of the country, as many
bee-keepers now sell their product, how much
would he get out of his stuff? The city dealer

does not go to the farmer for his products, bat
goes to the commission and wholesale houses.

When he finds what he wants, it is in such

shape that he can buy as much or as little as

he wishes.

I suppose that C. F. Muth is thoroughly
equipped for handling honey and putting it in

retail packages. He. no doubt, can use large

quantities of honey in large cheap packages;

but the general produce-dealer can not do this,

and must sell in original packages. I have the

past winter, as previously stated, sold several

tons of extracted honey. I could not sell it to

commission houses nor to retail dealers. Why?
Just ask your grocer to sell in your own mar-
ket, in eayis and barrels, and you will know
why. The wholesale houses must have the
honey in the very cheapest large package, and
then put it into his own retail package, or the

producer must put it into retail shape and all

properly packed in regular packages before it

leaves the honey-house.

Here again comes that snag of candying, and
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also the fact that we must have an expensive

sealing package. If the package be glass, we
have increased freights. Retail packages that

do not seal cost from 13^ to 3 cents per pound;

and those that seal, from 3 to 5 cents per pound.

Add to this the freights, and the getting of the

crop marketed is as expensive as raising it.

Then after we have done ail this, and the honey
is marketed in nice shape, it candies before the

consumer gets it. Some of our honey candies

so quickly that, if it were transported long dis-

tances, it would be solid before it got there.

So you see at every turn there is something in

the way. With these difficulties in the way we
must be content to let it remain as it is—ex-

tracted always at a disadvantage, and comb
only a luxury—or find some better method of

marketing.

We must lessen the cost of retail packages;

ship so that we get low freights and commis-
sions, and put the goods up so that the con-

sumer gets it in the original package. What
this package shall be I do not, know; but cer-

tainly if we could put it into cheap tins, and
seal, say, in something like the square oyster-

can—a package that is so cheap as to be thrown
away, as are those of all fruits and other canned
goods—then with each can printed instructions

to the consumer, that each one who uses it will

liquefy for himself, we could then afford to

raise extracted honey; and not only that, but
find it successfully competing with other

sweets, and holding its place. I could put up a

large tank, and heating appliance, to hold a

big crop; then if I get the crop I could buy the

cans, and pack for market. The purchase of

cans need be only what is needed. It would
then make no odds if the honey did candy; for

it would remain so until the consumer got hold

of it. It would not bring quite so high a price

in the retail market; but the intermediate ex-

penses would be much less, and so benefit both

producer and consumer.

I do not think that we shall altogether do
away with glass; but the main crop must be

in a very cheap package, and go to the con-

sumer candied, the glass and fancy packages
being left for the fancy trade. If this can not

be done, then the trade in extracted honey
must always be a very uncertain thing until it

can be produced at a price less by considerable

than the price of sugar. I say less than sugar,

because of these difficulties in the marketing of

it. It would be quite different if we could keep
and handle the honey as easily as we do sugars.

With a simple cheap package, and the goods

sold to the consumer in the original package,

it will become more and more of a staple and
more and more a common article of diet.

Loveland, Colo., Feb. 26.

[This is one of the best and one of the most
comprehensive articles on this subject that we
have ever received, and I commend its careful
reading to every producer. Barrels, whatever

may be their advantage in the Middle and {

Eastern States, are not suitable for a large part '

of the West, where the climate is dry, like that
of Colorado and California. Tin or glass pack-
ages, or something that will not shrink, must
be used; and, besides, as friend A. well says,
they are more suitable for liquefying. We have
tried spading the honey out of barrels; and we
can't afford to buy in barrels, spade out, and
liquefy, and run into smaller cans, and make
any money out of it. But instead of spading,
we find it cheaper to set the barrel in a large
tub of hot water, and keep the water hot with
a steam-pipe. But, few have the steam, and so
the spade process is the one usually employed.
But honey in square cans can be liquefied easily
by any one. We set ours in a coil of steam-pipe.
We must, as producers, have our packages

suitable for the honey market, and, so far as
possible, far the consumer. If it is true, that
honey in barrt^ls must be spaded out by the av-
erage commission house, and if he can't doit
exci'pt at a loss, sooner or later he is going to
make the producer pay for it in a reduced
price. As square cans are so ucar the cost of
barrels, per pound, it will be seen that they
have a big advantage, not only in this one mat-
ter of candying, but in the fact that the bulk of
honev can so easily divided upon the multiple
of 60 lbs.—Ed. 1

RIPENING EXTRACTED HONEY.

SHOm.D HONEY BE EXTKACTED THROUGH THE
SEASON, OR LEFT ON THE HIVES TO BE

EXTRACTED AFTER THE SEASON?

By E. France.

Mr. E. J^ra?ice;—Having read your articles

in the late issues of Gleanings with much in-

terest, I should like also to get your views, if I

can, on one question that I have had upon my
mind for some time. I believe Mr. A. I. Root
advocates letting the bees cure the honey, leav-

ing it in the hive until the latter part of the

season, so it may cure well. It has also been

our experience, that honey left in the hive

toward late or until fall, is better in all respects

than honey extracted, say, in June. I believe

that you and a good many others extract at

intervals during the whole season, commenc-
ing as early, even, as apple-bloom. Now, my
question is. How do you manage to turn out a

good article, extracting so early? or, how do
you cure your honey? I should like to make
or get out honey of the best quality, and am at

a loss to know how it can be done without

its being cured in the hive. I think I have
seen in your writings that you put it in kegs as

soon as extracted. I have read that curing in

open barrels or crocks would be about as good,

but I don't know. Do you extract any but that

which is capped over? G. A. Lunde.
Stoughton, Wis., Feb. 17.

[Mr. France replies:]

My friends, this is a big question; and an an-

swer that would be all right for one place could

not possibly work in some other location. Some
locations have long steady flows of honey; oth-

ers, a short heavy flow, a sudden stop, and then
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all is over. The last is my condition. We will

look at it from my standpoint, and let the other

fellow answer for himself. Right here we nev-

er have any honey for the bees to work on to

more than make a scant living until the middle

of June. We have no fruit-blossoms to amount
to any thing. Dandelion is the first for eaHi-

ness. When the dry seasons have not killed

the white clover, that will give the bees a liv-

ing until about the middle of June. There may
be a little honey gathered in the fall, and a lit-

tle in the spring before the middle of June.

But it is all dark, and but little of it. But one
pound of it will materially darken 100 lbs. of

white honey, so it is very important to go over

all the conabs and take out every ounce of this

dark honey, at the commencement of the white-

honey flow, so we have extracting No. 1, or, as

we mark it, one X. It is dark, and most of it

goes to the baker's.

Now we have emptied our combs of the dark
honey. But we have not washed out the combs;
and, do the best we can, there will be enough of

the dark honey left to shade. The next extract-

ing is No. 2 as to color. If the honey is coming
in pretty last, the combs will be full in a week
or ten days. If the weather has been fair, and
not much rain, the honey will be thick and
good—about two-thirds capped over. We must
get this extracting out, for the same reason we
did ihe tirst, for from now on until the close of

the basswood season, we get our whitest honey;
and now, if we are to get a good crop of honey,
the bees are doing their best, and will fill their

combs once in a week. Assuming that the bees
have three sets of eight L. frames, or their

equivalent in some other frames, if we empty
the combs once a week we can go right along
with the second set of extracting-frames. If it

is a good season they can be extracted three
times yet, making five extractings in all. The
honey will be good if the season is not wet. If

it rains much or often, then we have to wait
longer between extractings.

We will now see how it would work to wait
until the close of the season, as above, extract-

ing thriceduriiig the heavy honey-flow. We shall

have to empty (3 sets of L. frames, if we wait
until the close of the season ; or, in other words,
we shall have, at the close of the season, in-

cluding the brood-nest, seven stories of combs.
How about the wind blowing them over? How
many of us are prepared to keep over that
many empty combs, if we had them? If we
have 100 or more colonies, we shall have to

have a big pile of extra supers and extra combs.
If we extract at the close of the season, the
bees will be cross, and get every one on the
steal, and we shall have the biggest robbing-
scrape you ever saw, unless extra care is used.

No greenhorn can do it; and how about the
empty combs, after they are extracted, all

sticky with honey? What are we to do with
them—put them away in that condition, or

give them to the bees to clean up? If the bees

are to clean them, not one man in ten will do it

without getting the bees to robbing. Well,

what are we going to do about it? For my
part I am going to extract while the bees are

gathering honey. I get no fall honey. My bees

have to winter on basswood honey, and we
must quit extracting in time for them to put

up their winter supplies. We put our honey in

barrels, right in the yards, as it comes from the

combs; drive in the plugs, take the honey
home, and deposit it in our honey-house. We
don't loosen the plugs. We don't extract thin

honey. We wait for it to get thick enough to

keep well. We don't wait until all is capped,

but only from one-half to two-thirds. When
the weather is very dry, honey may be extract-

ed as soon as gathered, and be good. Of course,

when we are extracting we get some honey that

was gathered the same day, and some the day
before; but how can we help it? If it averages

thick and good, and will keep sweet, that is all

we can expect. We sometimes have honey that

sours more or less. We don't sell that for first-

class if we know it. The bakers can and do

use sour honey, and they buy it. They say it

takes more soda or less acid to make it work
right.

Platteville, Wis.

MANUM IN THE APIARY.

SECTION cartons; winter ventilators.

By A. E. Manum.

" Good-morning, Charles. It seems to me you
are out in good season this morning."
" Yes, Manum, I find myself confronted with

a little difficulty this morning, and I have call-

ed to consult with you. As you know, our car-

tons came last Friday afternoon, and this

(Monday) morning my helpers all came in good

season, as we were inteniiiJig to get my honey

all ready to car with yours Tuesday, as you

and I had agreed upon, and I learn the freight-

car we had ordered for the purpose is already

at the station in waiting for us. But upon

going to work putting the sections of honey into

the new cartons I found that the latter were

too small. We opened all the boxes, and tried

some from each box, and found all alike—too

small—and I have come over to see if yours are

likewise too small."

"No, Charles, mine are just right; and, as

you see, my honey is all crated and marked,

and ready to ship."
" Now, that is very strange, Manum. Your

cartons and mine were ordered at the same
time, and of the same firm. Our sections are

just alike, and my cartons are too small, while

yours are just right. Well, here; I have brought

over 20 of mine for you to examine."

"I declare, Charles, they are too small, sure

enough. That is too bad. We have waited
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and waited for the manufacturers to get them

out until we have lost the best of the market,

no doubt, as it has been my experience that the

first honey put upon the market usually sells

for the highest price; and, furthermore, we

have arranged to ship our honey together by

freight, to save expense, rather than ship sep-

arately by express. But here we are—mine is

ready, while yours is not, and is liable not to be

for some time if you have to order more cartons

made, which I can see no other way for you to

do under the circumstances. It is very unfor-

tunate, to say the least, as it is a damage to us

both, especially to yourself."

"Now, Manum, what would you advise me

to do?"
" Why, Charles, I would telegraph the parties

that these cartons are too small, and to make

you another lot at once."
" Yes, that is my only way out of the scrape;

and in the mean time you might as well ship

your honey at once, and not wait for mine; and

I will see the station agent on my way home

and countermand the order for the freight car,

as you will doubtless ship your honey on the

butter-car to day."

"All right, Charles; that is our best way out

now, as the matter stands. Hereafter, Charles,

I think it will be policy for us to order our car-

tons early in the season, and of the old firm.

They have always been prompt and reliable.

Suppose we order one or two thousand more

than we need the present season. They are

not very expensive, and are something that

will keep without shrinkage. I have learned,

Charles, by sad experience, that it is bad policy

to leave an old and reliable firm—such as the

A. I. Root Co., for instance—and dodge off on

some side branch, expecting great things.

Nine times out of ten the tender branch will

let us down with a Uuid, as you have just been

let down."
"Yes, that is right, Manum—just right. I

want to know what you are doing with those

pieces you have piled up here on your bench."

" Oh! these are for winter ventilators, to take

the place of quills; you know that quilts are

more or less a bother. To begin with, the bees

will cover them with propolis in a year or two

so that they are no betier than enameled cloth

or boards, to allow the escape of moisture; and,

furthermore, the bees gnaw holes through them

in so short a time that I find it quite an expense

to renew them every two or three years; and,

again, If the wind blows—as it usually does—

when packing or unpacking the bees, these

cloths will be scattered all over the yard if left

on the ground or a hive; and, also, by the use of

quilts, when putting them over the frames the

whole brood-chamber has to be uncovered,

thereby disturbing the bees and permitting the

warmth to give place to cold air, since we have

always chosen a cool day to pack the bees, ow-

ing to the fact that, in a cool day, they are

more apt to be compact and at the bottom of

the frames, making it much more convenient

covering them with the quilts than in a warm
day when the bees cover the top-bars. But
with an arrangement made thus I can not only

MANUM S WINTER VENTILATOR.

pack my bees in less than half the time that it

would take with quilts the old way, but they

are much better, as they will last a lifetime,

and cost no more than cotton sheets—called

quilts. To use them, all I have to do is to sepa-

rate the two honey -boards two inches apart

and place these ventilators between them and
cover all with the thick cushion."

"Yes; but, Manum, suppose one does not

have his honey-boards—cover to brood-chamber

—in two parts as you do; how can he use these

ventilators? "

"Oh! just simply by shoving the board to

one side and placing the ventilator at one end

instead of in the middle of the brood -chamber;

and besides, Charles, they can, in case of emer-

gency, be used as feeders. By placing them
with wire screen downward the space can be

filled with moist sugar, which would keep a

starving colony alive for a day or two, or until

they can be fed more abundantly."
" In this case, then, what are you going to do

with your old quilts?"

"Charles, when I visited our friend J. E.

Crane last spring I learned what to do with

them, whereby I am putting them to good use

by Using them for smoker-fuel. I can tell you

that, with my Crane smoker filled with well-

propolized rags, I can drive bees home or mad
dogs out of the streets."

Bristol. Vt.

REPORT OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE BEE-
KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

By J. H. Martin.

The California State Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion held its annual session in the new Cham-
ber of Commerce, Los Angeles, on the 5th and

6th of February, 1895. After the preliminary

routine the subject of marketing honey was

taken up for general discussion. The trend of

the discussion was toward cooperation and the

establishment of exchanges for the purpose of

handling honey. Fruit exchanges were prov-

ing a success, and why not have success in the

sale of honey also?

Mr. Mclntyre seemed to have an exchange of

his own, which was working satisfactorily, as

he always sells his honey for not less than 6 cts.
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per lb. His plan is to hold his honey until he

can get his price.

Capt. Wood sold the most of his honey in the

home markets, and would not sell for less than

6cts.

There were some pertinent remarks in rela-

tion to the commission men and their practices,

and it seemed to be the desire of the bee-keep-

ers to get along without the commission men,

and to get into a more satisfactory way of dis-

posing of the product.

In the afternoon session Mr. Brodbeck read a

paper upon the cooperation of bee-keepers,

which was followed by a long discussion.

SELLING HONEY ON THE COOPERATIVE PLAN;
GIVING COMMISSION MEN THE GO-BY.

Mr. Mellen cited the fact that a cooperative

store had been organized in the town of Acton,

which was a success. Cooperative stores are

being established all over the country. These

cooperative associations act together; and if

the sale of honey could be effected through

such organizations we could secure better prices

for it. At present we are at the mercy of the

capitalist, and the cooperative plan is the best

way out of our difficulties.

It was stated that plans were in progress to-

ward forming some such organization in Los

Angeles for the purpose of handling honey;

and if the coming season should be a bountiful

one, as the abundant rains indicated, it would

be a good season to start such an organization.

The exchange, or whatever it may be named,
should have an officer at the bead of it. Every
producer who would support the organization

should state the amount and quality of his hon-

ey, and attach his name to every package.

The officer of the association has samples only

in his hands, and secures orders from these

samples. This obviates the necessity of stor-

ing large amounts of honey in any given ware-

house, with its attendant expense and risks.

Bee-keepers, instead of putting their honey
into five-gallon cans exclusively, should use a

greater variety of packages. Some recom-
mended one-pound cans, and all the way up to

the standard five-gallon.

Prof. Coolf said that great corporations held

together as one man. The laboring men should

in like manner hold together. He believed the

time was coming when the laboring men would
do this, and better prices would result. Have
patience, and agitate. The producers are too

suspicious of each other, and so scattered that

the cooperative plan had not been adopted.

The fruit-growers had been compelled to or-

ganize, and the result is better prices for their

fruit. It needs enthusiasm and some self-sac-

rifice, perhaps.

The great fundamental principle is, to first

establish a good price and stick to it. The fra-

ternity were greatly handicapped by so many
needy bee-keepers who are obliged to sell their

honey in order to purchase the necessities of

food and raiment. If an organization is form-

ed it must have a little capital to enable it to

advance some money to this class of producers.

Capitalists are afraid of cooperation, and will

hinder its establishment if possible. The pro-

fessor did not believe in the mushroom growth
of such organizations. A slow growth gives it

a more substantial footing.

Mr. Touchton said that California honey had
to compete with the whole United States and
Cuba. He thought that an exchange, however
small, if once established, would grow. This
would lead to putting up honey in such pack-
ages as the public demanded. Each producer
should keep his own brand on his packages,

and thus make a reputation.

Mr. Wilder thought that California honey
should bring as good a price as eastern, and he
proposed to take a carload east and sell to the

consumer. He believed that but a small por-

tion of California extracted honey found its

way to the tables of eastern consumers; it is

used largely in manufacturing establishments;

and, coming in competition with sugar, when
the price of honey advanced above a certain

figure, sugar is used instead.

Mr. Flory said that Central California bee-

keepers were ready for cooperation. They
were subject to low prices, high freight rates,

and an unjust tare on all of their packages;

upon a crate for comb honey weighing only 4

lbs. they were obliged to allow 7 lbs. tare, or an
actual steal of 3 lbs.

An expression of the meeting was taken in

relation to organizing on the cooperative plan;

15 arose in favor of it and 6 against, while

there were several not voting. The 6 had fa-

cilities for storing their honey, and were able

to keep it until their price, 6 cts. per lb., was
obtained.

BEE-PARALYSIS SCARCE IN CALIFORNIA.
The next subject under consideration was

bee-paralysis. The opinions upon this malady
were somewhat contradictory. Locality had
much to do with the opinion in relation to the

cause. The fact was brought out, however,

that there were but very few cases of paralysis

in California. Several bee-keepers, owning
their hundreds of colonies, had observed only

three or four cases at any one time in their api-

aries. The disease usually disappeared when
new honey began to be gathered.

Mr. Touchton gave a lecture upon practical

bee-keeping, demonstrating his remarks with a

hive and all tools for management. There
were some criticisms upon some of the meth-
ods; but on the whole Mr. Touchton, being a

practical bee-keeper of many years standing,

his ideas were generally indorsed.

The evening session commenced with an ejt-

cellent annual address by Pres. A. J. Cook.

Several of the points brought out in the ad-

dress were discussed. The so-called new bee-

disease, also the controversy between fruit-
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men and fruit-dryers and bee-men. City ordi-

nances against producers selling their own pro-

ducts were pronounced unconstitutional.

A paper upon California bee-keeping was

read by J. H. Martin, after which there was a

social half-hour. The convention was favored

with the presence of the Hon. J. M. Hambaugh,
of Illinois, and Mr. Jacob Alpaugh, of Canada.

Wednesday morning the swarm of bee-keep-

ers were a little tardy about convening. Mr.

Mellen read a paper—Money vs. Honey. Mr.

Mellen touched upon financial things generally,

and thought that a better financial policy for

the nation would res^ult in financial accumula-

tions of the bee- keeper.

The use and abuse of smoke in handling bees

was next treated by Mr. Mendleson. This call-

ed out quite a lengthy discussion, all tending

toward careful handling, clean hives, with a

clean apiary.

The fact was also noted that bees, while

gathering honey, are more vindictive than un-

der the same conditions in the East.

The discussion led into the feeding of bees.

The past season had been one in which the bee-

keeper could experiment to the extent of his

ambition. Honey, diluted honey, sugar (refin-

ed and raw), beet sugar, and Chinese sugar,

had all been used with success. A few gave

preference to diluted honey.

The methods of feeding were as various as

the kinds of feed. The most rapid way to get

over a large number of hives was to pour the

feed into empty combs and place them in the

hive after dark.

Capt. J. M Wood next brought in an old

red weather-beaten hive, and lectured upon

the advantages of his method of management.

His frame was about the size of the Gallup.

His tools to manipulate the hive were of his

own invention and manufacture. A scraper,

something like an intensified putty-knife, seem-

ed to be a very handy tool. His smoker was

the old-style Root Simplicity, improved ac-

cording to Wood, and in which he used a ball

of sacking for fuel. His honey-knife was also

constructed with an abundance of metal that

would hold heat, when warmed, for uncapping

combs. For heating the knife a copper boiler

of unique construction was used. Upon an ex-

pression of the meeting being taken, Messrs.

Wood and Levering favored the Wood system,

while all of the rest of the bee-keepers favored

some other way.

The Bingham honey-knife was also indorsed

as the standard knife.

Mr. Cory exhibited a knife invented by him-

self. This was also a heavy knife, and a trifle

curved at the point, long enough to uncap a L.

comb at one stroke. The method of cutting

down and then up was illustrated.

The question-box was at this point introduc-

ed; and in answer to the question as to the best

average of honey in the best season, Mr. Mcln-

tyre said his opinion was that the average for a

number of seasons in the best apiaries was 75

lbs. per colony.

The afternoon session was devoted to the

election of officers. Prof. Cook was unani-

mously ret'iected President.

J. H. Martin was reelected Secretary; H. E.

Wilder, Treasurer.

Mr. McKinney, Vice-pres. for San Bernardino Co.
Mr. Brodbeck, " " Los Angeles
Mr. Flory, " " Kings "

Mr. Taylor, " " Riverside
Mr. Touchton, " " Ventura
Dr. Gallup, " " Orange '*

Mr. Stubblefleld, *' " San Diego "

Reports of committees followed.

It was voted to pay the secretary $25 for ser-

vices.

Also voted to pay from the treasury the sum
of ten dollars to the Langstroth fund. This

was further increased to $10.60 by a collection.

Dr. Gallup, an old-time bee-keeper, and now
living in Santa Ana, then made a few stirring

remarks, proving that, though out of the busi-

ness for years, the bee still could arouse his en-

thusiasm.

Upon motion of Mr. Brodbeck, the Central

California Bee-keepers' Association was recog-

nized as co-workers with us: and their action

in sending such an able representative as Mr.

J. F. Flory was commended.
The Association then adjourned to meet at

Los Angeles at the call of the executive com-
mittee. Prof. A. J. Cook, Pres.

J. H. Martin, Sec, Bloomington, Cal.

SEFABATGRS.

the advantages in the use of narrow
sections; cleated separators.

By B. Taylor

.

Editor Olea) I liujs:—I send you to-day one of

the separators 1 have been using for four sea-

sons. In looking over your price list I noticed

that you mention a cleated separator in which
the entire bee-space is in the separator, thus

leaving the honey in the section two bee-spaces

thicker. You will notice that my separator has

TAYLOR'S SEPARATOR.

only a half bee-space in it; and the reason for

this I will tell further on. I have often put my-
self on record as having no use for separators,

always having the combs straight enough to

crate conveniently without them; and I always

viewed cutting a super up into a little separate

room for each section (which the separators in

use did) as discommoding the bees, and I still
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think so. But sevoral years ago I discovered

tiie groat value of Pinpty drawn combs in sec-

^tions, for getting a large yield of white comb
honey, and I found it impossible to get such

combs tilled and capped evenly enough to make
their use possible. So I began to experiment

on a separator that would obviate the objec-

tions I had to those in use. I wanted a separat-

or that would leave a free passage for the bees,

in the center between each section, and thus

avoid partitioning each section off by itself,

with a solid partition wall. This I accomplish-

ed by making the separators of two thin strips,

and dealing so as to leave a scant ^^ space or

slot between them lengthwise.

Now, there was another thing I wanted; and

that was, to use narrow sections—some not

more than V., inches wide. I had been using

these narrow sections for twelve or fifteen

years, and I liked them so well that I could not

think of abandoning them. I had changed all

my supers so as to use sections 4 x .5 inches, and

1J.2 wide. These sections, when filled without

separators, come nearer a pound than any
others I ever used; and let me say here that

narrow sections will vary far less in average

weight than wide ones. But my narrow 4x5
sections, with separators between, so a bee-space

would have to be taken from both sides of the

combs, would leave them but one inch thick,

jind they would not weigh % of a pound, and

this would not do. So I began to study a way
out of the difficulty. My first thought was to

cleat the separators like yours, with a whole
bee-space in the separators; but from theory

alone I saw this would not do, for two reasons.

First, the combs would have \i inch added to

«ach side, and would weigh more than a pound.

I could have remedied this by making the sec-

tions 1^4 inches, or less, wide; and as I loved

narrow sections I would have gladly changed
in that direction; for with the whole bee-space

in the separators I could have all four sides of

the section the same width, which would be an
advantage; but the second reason could not be
settled so easily; for, with a full beespace in

the separators the combs would be built as

thick as the sections were wide. The edges
would be built right up to the cleats on the sep-

arators, and would be sealed more or less to

them, and would break the cappings on being
removed. I tried enough to know that this one
fault would render separators with; full bee-

spaces in them impractical.

There is another objection that would pre-

vent their use. The combs being as thick as

the sections, in crating, the surfaces of the
combs would touch together, chafe each other,

and start the iioney to leaking. With the aid
of the conib-leveler I could dispense with sepa-
rators in using drawn combs in sections; but I

have now used them, like the one I send you,
four seasons, and I like them so well I probably
shall never fill another super without them. [

do not use them between every section—only

between every two. This gives perfect sections

that weigh a scant pound each when tilled.

The honey on both sides of the section comes
w ithin \ inch of the edge of the section, and is

never broken in removing the separator, and
the surfac-es are ^ inch apart in crating. In

crating sections filled between common flat sep-

arators, the .-urfaces of the combs are ^^ inch

apart, and require a larger crate for the same
number of pounds.

You will, no doubt, ask why I make my sep-

arators >8 thick. I tried thin ones of wood, and
the bees soon gnawed and spoiled them. Those
\ thick cost but little more, and, made like the

one sent, will, with proper care, last a lifetime,

and prove cheap indeed.

I see narrow sections are attracting the at-

tention of bee-keepers. They have so many
good points, when tried, that they will yet cause
the 4>4 X 43^ section to be abandoned, for they
are too small to hold any thing near a pound,
if only 1^2 inches wide, and this is the extreme
wirlth of the coming section. The combs are

fastened to all sides of 1}^ sections much bet-

ter than to wide ones, and ship more safely

with the separator I use with its slotted center,

so the bees have free passage from comb to

comb, without having to leave passages in the
corners of the combs; and with narrow sections

the combs are made solid to every side, and
nearly every cell will be sealed; and these sec-

tions, with their larger surface, and filled to }4

inch of their edges, solid fast on all sides, and
every cell sealed, make a section that leaves

the wide 43^ section, with its sunken surface

and imperfect capping and fastening, far in the

shade.

Some years since, Mr. Keys, of the firm of

James Forncrook & Co., visited the Forestville

apiary. I took him into my honey-house, and
showed the well-filled sections of 41^ x 414' size,

1% inches wide, and the 4 x .5 IJjj' sections, and
he agreed, without argument, that the latter

made a much finer appearance, and looks go a
long way in selling comb honey. So impressed
am I with the superior advantages of the larg-

er and narrower sections that I would not ac-

cept as a gift a future supply for all time of i}^

X 4^4 and IX sections.

Forestville, Minn., Jan. 23.

[I am well aware that there are advantages
in the use of narrow sections. The combs are
filled out better, honey ripened perhaps better,
and customers will take them, because, while
they appear to be as large as the regulation 1%,
they are cheaper. In Canada, the 7-to-foot
and 1>2 section rather take the lead; in this
country, 1%; in England, full two inch, but all

mx'^H in size. But you probably do not over-
look the fact that, while you may be able to
get more for your 4x5 sections, as a general rule
they list in the market quotations, or did so, at
least, until they were driven out of the market,
from one to two cents lower than the regular
43^ size.

I believe your separator is a good thing. It
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certainly would greatly improve the T super;
but cleated separators, yon are probably aware,
are not new. In Nov. 1st Gleanings, 1888, p.

833, Oliver Foster set forth their advantages.
His article was accompanied with an engrav-
ing which, for the convenience of our readers,

we now reproduce.
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thousand tooth-brushes. In view of the bo-

nanza before us I had only one suggestion to

make; and for the moment I was inspired to

put it into rhyme, as follows:

That is riglit, Bro. Pryal;

On the Are put a lop,

And by the cheerful flames

We'll view the festive hog.

You may make him into bacon,

Or fry him in the pan.

Or his bristles use for brushes.

But here's a better plan

:

Tour highfalutin schemes.

Like mice and men, will fail.

Unless advice you take

—

Make whistles of his tail.

This ended the hog discussion for the evening,

and our convention resolved to adjourn. It

As we climbed and climbed the moderate

mountains, the landscape grew behind us, and

we were soon at such an elevation that the

cities, the bay, the islands within the bay, the

Golden Gate, and the broad ocean, were spread

out before us in one grand panorama; and
when we consider that a genial clime touches

with its magic wand the vegetable world, and

gives one round of growth and bloom from one

end of the year to the other, it is no strange

thing that people enthuse over the wonderful

climate of California.

We are now in Contra Costa Co., and we drop

down on the north side of the mountains; and
18 miles from Oakland we halt for a few days

in Walnut Creek, a pleasant little town. Hard
times seemed to be knocking at the doors of

the majority of the people. The saloons, how-

PUMPING WATEK TO SPRINKLE THE HIGHWAYS.

was hard upon 1"2 o'clock. Mr. Jones disap-

peared in the darkness with a kind farewell,

and we made an opening in the fog and sought

our tent.

The days sped by so full of duties and plea-

sures that a week elapsed ere we were again

ready to proceed on our journey. Our evenings

of social converse with bee-keepers, and espe-

cially in the Pryal home, when the family

gathered around the hearthstone, and, aside

from the words fitly spoken, there was vocal

and instrumental music in the air—those eve-

nings will not soon be forgotten: and on the

nth of August, when we took our departure,

and climbed the hills that rise abruptly in the

rear of Temescal, I cast glances below and ex-

claimed in heart-felt tones, "May the shadows
of all the Pryals never grow less!"

"Amen!" says Bro. Wilder.

ever, seemed to be doing a good business—even

better than the churches. Spending Sunday in

town I patronized the little M. E. church, and

found 40 in attendance. At the close of the

services there seemed to be a greater crowd

and more lively times around the saloons. The
pastor was young and earnest, and disp*ensed

the word with ability. Still, there was apathy

in the outside crowd, that left the church with

a meager attendance.

Spaniards and Portuguese were numerous

here, and the Spaniards often indulged in a

barbecue. We camped near the scene of their

festivities. In a shady nook on the banks of

the little creek the Toro Club assembled occa-

sionally to eat the face off a bull's head and

crack a few bottles of vino.

The master of ceremonies, the barber of the

town, came around to prepare for one of these
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gatherings. We had noticed a deep hole In the

ground near the creek, and curiously wondered
what It was used for. It was 4 feet deep and 3

feet In diameter. Our barber built a fire In the

bottom of the hole, and kept feeding it with

hard-wood chunks until there was a thick bed

of coals. A bull's head was then carefully roll-

ed in a burlap sack, and dropped upon the

coals. Immediately the head was covered with

dirt to the depth of about three feet. From 16 to

34 hours was considered long enough to cook the

head. It was then taken out piping hot. The
Toro Club would assemble around a rustic

table, under the walnut-trees, and enjoy the

festal board.

Our camp was furthermore enlivened by its

proximity to the cooler, made necessary by the

aforesaid saloons. The cooler

was very appropriately located

near a huge water- tank. It was
the duty of the waterman to

put his three docile horses to

the turntable pump and fill the

tank regularly every day, and

as regularly every night deliver

it to the thirsty and dusty road

all about town.

There were no bee-keepers

here to enliven our evenings,

and with whom to trade jokes.

We longed again for Bro. Pryal's

camp-fire and Bro. Jones's en-

thusiasm. We knew, too, that

they would enjoy the numerous
mosquitoes just as we did. We
realized the full beauties of cool

foggy nights, for the result was
fewer mosquitoes in Oakland, and a double

portion in Contra Costa Co.

When the days were fulfilled for us to move
along we left Walnut Creek in peace, and next

surprised the town of Black Diamond. This

queer little town is located on the Suisun Bay,

at the point where the San Joaquin and Sacra-

mento Rivers mingle their chocolate-colored

waters. We expected to cross the bay imme-
diately; but the town was so inviting we resolv-

ed to stop a few days. The streets were not as

inviting as they are in some towns in which we
have been; for numerous pigs, goats, dogs, and
urchins ran at large, and preyed upon the un-

suspecting camper. Black Diamond, as the

name suggests, derives it name from coal-mines

in the hills beyond; but the mines have been

paralyzed by a ten-years' litigation. Salmon-
fishing, however, is a flourishing industry, and
several score of Italians reside here, and daily

mend their nets, and nightly go forth to swoop
in the fish, which they do by the boatload.

Canneries dot the s-hores of the bay, and the

business of putting salmon in cans is nearly as

honorable as the production of honey. The

that sweet disposition so characteristic of the

American bee-keeper. The Dago wives are

sharp-tongued, meddlesome, and saucy. Their
pigs, their goats, their urchins, and mosquitoes,

were ditto. Saturday night th(! fishermen all

came in for a grand pow-wow, more than less;

wine was guzzled, and Italian language was
slung through the air in volleys, salvos, and
broadsides. We know, for a whole brigade of

Dagos hung to the fence near our tent, and
fired words at each other until one volley

knocked a fellow over our tent-rope. Well,

now. wasn't there music! Our lantern came
rattling from its hook; Wilder yelled, and I

did. The meeting outside was broken up in

confusion, and the participants scattered to the

four winds of Black Diamond. One of the

DAGO FISHERMEN AT BLACK DIAMOND.

Dagos was, however, polite enough to hug him-
self into a comfortable feeling, lie came back
and apologized. He explained a fact that we
already knew—that the rest were all drunk.

Between Dagos and mosquitoes, we slept but

little that Saturday night.

Sunday I found peace and quiet in the little

Congregational church. A young and earnest

pastor preached a helpful sermon; but his au-

dience v/as small, and the cause languished.

On the public square, in sight of our camp,
however, that afternoon times were very lively.

There was a baseball game, and a hundred and
fifty people in attendance.

Contra Costa Co. can not be classed as a hon-

ey-producing locality. About the only bees

we find are in nondescript hives, and few in

number. Mount Diablo (devil) in the eastern

portion of the county should bear upon its sides

a rich honey-flora; but from its name, or some
other cause. Mount Diablo is not worth much
if any thing, in a practical way. There are,

no doubt, good locations along the San Joaquin

River which could be made profitable with

fruit-raising. That these places may soon be

Dagos, however, even if they did come from occupied by some happy bachelor is the wish of

the land of our gentle Italian bees, have not the Rambler.
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T SUPERS.

WHY BETTER THAN SECTION-HOLDERS OR WIDE
FRAMES ; THE PROPER WAY TO MAKE

A T TIN.

Bji A. n. An(hi))m.

I have produced comb honey in several styles

of surplus-cases; and if I could have the T tins

made as I like them I should like the T super

best. Two-tier wide frames are away behind,

because the valuable feature of tiering up is

lost. Single-tier wide frames are good, but they

can be rigged for only one width of sections, and
then if made for separators they can not well be

used without. Pattern slats, or bottom-bars,

are a slight disadvantage because they place

the sections that much further away from the

brood-chamber. Could they be above the sec-

tions their clean tops would be valuable. As
for the bottoms, no one hardly ever sees them.

T tins as I use them are fastened permanent-
ly to the crates. Simplicity should be the rule

with all fixtures a bee keeper has to deal with.

Section-frames make extra pieces: separators,

that many many more. Some think that shift-

ing section-frames will pay: I think not. I

used to do that too, but don't any more. A su-

per should be suitable for sections open on all

four sides.

We, the majority of bee-keepers, I believe,

have always been wrong in the use of closed-

end sections and open-end brood-frames, where
we should have had open -end sections and clos-

ed-end frames.

I think, also, that those of us who use separa-
11 tors, and get ordinary prices for

1 our honey, do so at a loss. One

J

great trouble is, that we use sec-

(

"

v> tions that are too wide. The T
tin that I think would be more

suitable would be like the diagram above. The
worst trouble with the old T tin is, that the

rounding at the point 1 took up so much room
as to separate the sections. The T form is a
strong one. By using thin tin, and bending as

I suggest, it would leave hardly a visible space
between sections when compressed. Also, the

points 3 3 would not form cutting edges for

hands and fingers, and would never become
bent out of shape as much as the old kind do.

I hope, Mr. Root, I am right in the above, and
that you can see it so. Of course, a new ma-
chine would have to be gotten up to bend this

form. If some of your help could turn out one
to make these tins I should be pleased to have
it so; and if they should fail, and you really

felt that you wanted one, perhaps I could try

for you.

Coleta, 111., Dec. 17.

[So few, comparatively, use T tins now that
it is a question whether it would pay us to build
a new machine to make the tins as you recom-
mend, providing we admit that they are better
when so made. Of course, I see that it might
be an advantage to have the point 1 as thin as

possible; but there is no reason why it can not
be just as thin when con><tructed the usual
way. On the other hand, are we sure we want
them thin or flat at the upright? If we could
reduce it to nothing, it would be desirable. As
we can't, is a thickness of -^^ any worse than g^j ?
and is it not true that separator stuff will close
up a space of the former on top of the sections
better than in the latter? How is this. Dr.
Miller?-ED.]

TIERING UP FOR COMB HONEY.

SHALL A SUl'EK OF EMPTY SECTIONS BE PUT
UNDER OR OVER ONE WITH SECTIONS

PARTLY FILLED?

Bij JiiJin Handel.

Editor Oleanincis:—At last Dr. Miller knows
(see Stray Straws, p. 8), where he says: " The
ft/juse of a good thing is no argument against
its proper use. Like John Handel, p. 944, I've

coaxed bees up into the eighth " (I said sixth)

"story, and had all unfinished sections; but,

all the same, when I'm pretty sure bees will

fill a second super. I put the second one under.
If doubtful about both being filled, I put the
empty one over."

Now, why does Dr. M. "allee samee" waste
his strength lifting heavy supers off the hive
and on again? We will take "don't know"
for an answer, doctor, but give us a reason if

possible. I know the practice is backed up by
age, and numerous followers, but that is no
evidence of truth. We should prove all things

and hold fast that which is good. I have
proven (to my satisfaction at least) that bees
will commence work in the second super as

readily if put on top as under the first. I gave
the readers of Gleanings the benefit (if any)
of my experimental labors. Now let us see if

they are backed up by reason.

It is evident that the heat escaping from the

brood-chamber will accumulate in the top of

the hive, and that the wax-workers require this

heat most; and, again, that most wax work is

wanted in the empty super. Therefore if Dr.

M. has as good reasons for creating that un-
natural vacuum between the surplus and brood,

let him trot them out. I use starters only in

the sections, and like to put a few drawn combs
(extending well down to the bottom) in the

center of the super. It seems to induce the
bees to go upstairs sooner; but such ladders
don't appear to be necessary for any but the
first story, or after they have acquired the habit
of going up.

I am experimenting for my own benefit;

therefore when I get something good, and offer

it to the public, they should make allowance
for the difference in the management, location,

etc., and not expect to reap large benefits with-
out testing the plan for themselves. For ex-

ample, in this case of tiering up, most if not all

producers of comb honey have a horizontal

bee-space between every super. I have gradu-
ally discarded until that between surplus and
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brood-framos is all that I can tolerate. Those

horizontal loaling-halls undoubtedly hinder,

and may be the sole cause of their halting be-

tween two opinions until necessity or the bee-

keeper (by putting the partly filled super on

top) compels the bees to reach up overhead and

draw themselves through those imported

spaces.

There, now, I've given Dr. Miller another

chance to say, "All the same, I want a bee-

space between the supers," and probably a

majority of bee-keepers will always tolerate

the nuisance because of some advantages, and

also trouble of making the change in the sur-

plus-arrangements. But the specialist, who
manipulates not for pleasure, but for the money

there is in it, will shut down on those prome-

nade-halls, and keep his bees Inside of the sec-

tions, where they will be useful, instead of

scrubbing and daubing the top of every section.

If those who do not enjoy lifting supers off and

on again, and those ready to crawl out of that

horizontal rut are of sufficient number to war-

rant space for a description in Gi-eanings, I

will explain how they can test the principle,

with but little expense or labor.

bavanna, 111.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

WHY THE EMPTY SUl'Ell SIIOUI,D BE PUT UN-
UEU; THE PHILOSOPHY OF HEAT RIS-

ING, ETC.

In the first place, friend Handel, I don't lift

/(caiii/supcrsoff the hive and on again. They're

only about half full, and weigh somewhere in

the neighborhood of 15 pounds. But I suspect

there isn't as much difference in the amount of

strength laid out as you suppose, between your

way and mine. Let us compare.

Suppose on the same date you and I have

each a hive on which there is a super half filled,

ready for an empty super to be added. I go to

mine, lift off the half-filled super, put on the

empty one, then lift back the half-filled super.

You simply put the empty super on top, without

touching the half-filled one. Now we'll go

again when the first super is ready to take off,

the second one being about half full. You lift

off the half-lilled super, take off the full one,

then put back the half- filled one. I take oft'

the full one without touching ihe half-filled

one. So you see the labor exactly balances.

You do the extra lifting one time, and I do it

the other. That's on the supposition that we
know, without looking, just when the full one

is ready to take off. As a matter of actual fact,

we don't know when the full one is ready to

take off', and a good many times look at it only

to find it not yet ready. At such times you

have to lift off' the partly filled one and then

lift it back, whereas I have no lifting to do.

That makes my way appear to have less lifting

than yours, doesn't itV

So my answer to your question, why I waste

my strength "lifting heavy supers off the hive

and on again," is because I don't know any

other way that takes so little lifting.

Y'ou have proven to your satisfaction that

bees commence work just as readily in the

second super if it be placed on top as if placed

under. Others have proved equally to their

satisfaction that bees will commence always as

readily, and generally more readily, in a super

placed under. So the only thing is for one to

practice one way and the other to practice the

other way. Only the beginner, until he has

had experience of his own, will do well to follow

the practice that has been found best by almost

all, for, as you say, almost all raise the partly

finished super and puD the empty one under.

You want me to trot out my reasons for

creating that unnatural vacuum between the

surplus and the brood, if I have any "as good "

as yours. All right; I'll produce the best

trotting stock I have. But, first, suppose we
take a look at the teeth of your trotters. " The
heat escaping from the brood-chamber will

accumulate in the top of the hive," and so the

wax-workers, which need heat, ought to be

there. Granted that heat rises, does it accumu-
late? Right by where I am now sitting is a

small register which lets the heat up from a

fire below. When the register is open, allow-

ing the hot air to rise through it, the metal be-

comes so hot it burns my fingers. Now close

the register and let the heat "accumulate."
Does the metal get red hot? On the contrary,

it becomes quite cool to the touch. Don't take

things for granted, but " prove all things," and
then you'll not think the second super is warm-
er than the one under it. Heat rises from a

stove, and it's warmer at the ceiling than down
at the floor; but hold your hand directly over

the stove at the ceiling, then lower it, and
you'll find the heat becoming greater the near-

er you approach its source. So, the nearer the

brood-nest (the source of the heat) the warmer
you will find it. All the heat that's in that

upper super must come up through the under

one; or, to put it another way, the upper super

gets its heat from the one below it, and it is not

likely to be warmer than the one from which it

gets its heat.

Now as to that "vacuum" business. My
reason " for creating that unnatural vacuum "

is that bees, like Nature, "abhor a vacuum,"
provided the vacuum be between two parts of

their work. So when the vacuum is " created "

they hustle to get it filled up. But how much
less vacuum do you have than I? When an
empty super is put on, isn't there just the same
vacuum in it whether it be over or under the

previous one?— only create your vacuum out-

side of the space occupied by the bees, and
they'll not go up for the sake of filling the vac-

uum, but simply and solely because they are

crowded for room. With your plan the bees

leave home and friends to commence in a new
spot at the top of an empty super; whereas
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with my plan they commence work right under
and close to the bees at work above them.

And just that difference between commenc-
ing promptly in the second super, or waiting

to be crowded to it, may make the difference

between filling up the second super and swarm-
ing. The thing desired is to get them at work
promptly on as large a surface as they will

|)rofitably occupy, and yet not have them com-
mence work on more than they will finish up
in good shape. If they commence work on five

supers, and have material enough to fill only

three, we may expect a large proportion of un-

finished sections, if, indeed, any of them are

finished. But equally we'll have unfinished

sections with only one super on, provided there

is not honey enough to fill it. The bee keeper

must use judgment, in an ordinary season get-

ting the bees to occupy a goodly number of

sections early in the harvest, and crowding as

much as possible toward the last.

That bee-space between supers, to which you
object, is in some respects objectionable, but

nearly every one submits to it rather than sub-

mit to something worse. At different times it

has been discarded, only to be taken up again

after trying some other way. A quarter-inch

space between two supers is a bad thing; but

no space at all is still worse, I think, in the

judgment of those who have thoroughly tried

both ways. But if you like to have one super

jammed down on another, to be glued together

by the bees, with the chance of mashing bees

between the two, there's no law in Illinois to

prevent it.

Marengo, 111.

HONEY AS A DIET.

WHY IT IS NOT EATEN MOKE; HOW TO DEVEL-
OP THE HOME MAKKET; IS GRANU-
LATED SUGAR ADULTERATED?

By C. Davinp<»-t.

I was interested in reading your article,

" Honey as a Diet," page 93; but I disagree

with you on some things. First, you say we
have a good deal of prejudice or distaste for

honey, real or fancied, to overcome. I have
sold a good deal of honey, and it has been sel-

dom that I found any prejudice or distaste

against it; and when I have, generally it was
caused on account of their having had some
poor or inferior honey before. A good many
bee-keepers, instead of doing any thing to in-

crease the sale of honey, are doing more to

injure it. These are mostly the ones who do
not take a bee- paper, and you can not get them
to subscribe for one, because they know all

about the business. With them, any thing
gathered by the bees is honey, and is sold for

what they can get; and if they can't sell it all

in the fall, most of them will put it in the cel-

lar, where it often becomes sour, and even

moldy. It is then put on the market in the
spring; and the consumer who buys a few
pounds of this is not very anxious for any more.
But with a very few more seasons such as we
have had for the last three or four years, this

class of bee-keepers will be pretty well done
away with around here, and I think in many
other localities as well.

Again, you say that many persons do not
like honey. Of course, there are some who do
not; but in all of my experience I have found
but very few who did like good honey. I have
found quite a number of persons who liked it,

but could not eat it, as it did not agree with
them. In regard to the family you have men-
tioned, who are able to have most of the luxu-

ries on their table that can be bought, but sel-

dom use honey, I wish there were a good many
such families around here. There used to be a
good many such here, but most of them are

now my best customers. Let me describe one
case.

A few years ago I went into the store of a
prominent merchant in a neighboring town,
and asked him if he used honey. He said he
did not. They used to sell it in the store, but
it was always dripping and daubing every

thing up, and he did not want any thing more
to do with it. He did not like it himself, and
none of his family cared much about it I told

him I should like to have him try some of my
honey. He asked me how I sold it. When I

told him 17 cents a section that would weigh
nearly a pound, he said he could buy all the

honey he wanted, for a shilling a pound. I

then asked him if he bought butter, and what
he paid a pound for it. He said butter was
worth from 10 to 20 cents per pound, according

to what it was.
" Well, Mr. W.," said I, " there is as much or

more difference in honey than there is in but-

ter. Now, I am going to leave you a case of

honey; you try one of the sections, and if you
do no not like it, it will not cost you any thing.

I will be around again in two or three weeks,

and will take away what you have not used or

do not want."
This was white-clover honey, and it was very

nice. It was packed in cases that held 24 sec-

tions. When I saw Mr. W. again he asked me
if I had any more honey like that I had left

before. On my replying in the affirmative he
said he would like two more cases just like the

first one. He has bought three cases of me
each year since. He has quite a large family,

and is well able to pay for what they like.

Of course, some years we do not get much
clover honey, and some seasons we get none at

all; but there are other kinds that are good,

such as basswood, goldenrod, aster, etc.; and I

find many people who prefer sottie of these

kinds to clover honey; and if one works up a

large home trade, and secures 100 or more regu-

lar customers, he can dispose of a good deal of
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honey, and realize much more from it than by

shipping it to large city markets; and in my
opinion there is no better way to increase the

use of honey than for each of us to thoroughly

develop our home market. It may surprise

you when I tell you that I have some regular

customers, private families, who buy over 100

lbs. each year: but I have a number of such,

and expect to keep them in spite of the fact

that sugar and syrups are cheap.

ADULTERATIONS IN SUGAR.

The truth of the matter is, molasses and
syrups of all kinds, at least such as we get here,

are adulterated so that they are not fit to use,

and most of the people around here have found

it out. Here we can also buy a large pailful of

jelly for a few cents. I do not think such

things injure the sale of honey much if any;

for after one has eaten such stufT a short time

he prefers to buy honey, even if it does cost

more. Most if not quite all kinds of sugar are

adulterated. Almost every one seems to think

that granulated sugar is pure, and that granu-

lated sugar is always alike. As you undoubted-

ly know, there are various kinds or brands of

granulated sugar; and while I have no doubt

that they are all adulterated, I know some
kinds are more so than others.

Now, I do not think that I have ever seen

any honey on the table at a hotel; but I do not

think this is because it would not be eaten if it

were there. Last fall I took the train one day
and went to a near town where I sold some
honey by sample. I sold one ;M-lb. case to a

hotel-keeper; and when I delivered it I went
into the office with it, where the proprietor and
a number of his boarders were. I started to

tell him I had brought the honey he had or-

dered; but he did not let me finish. He hur-

ried me right through into a private room with

it. I do not think he wanted his boarders to

know that he had bought any honey. Very
likely this was not put on the public table.

But if it was, I have no doubt it was eaten in

preference to molasses or syrup.

Southern, Minn.

[The article on page 9:3. calling forth this,

was not written by me; but as no name of any
kind was attached to it. Mr. Davenport very
properly thought it was written by one of the
editors. The name, a iiom. de plume, was left

off by oversight. It should have been credited
to " Novice."
This matter of developing a home market is

a good one; and our correspondent's scheme,
while by no means a new one. of leaving a fancy
article to sell on its merits, is mo^t excellent.
As to adulterations in sugar: We have been

taught for years that granulated sugar could
not be successfully counterfeited, and that,
therefore, it was always pure. From time to
time, reports from the Chief Chemist, at Wash-
ington, showing an analysis of the foods com-
monly adulterated, have come into my hands;
but among the long lists therein I do not re-
remember to have seen granulated sugar. I

think our correspondent is mistaken in think-
ing it is ever adulterated. The brown sugars

may be and probably are adulterated more or
less. I wish some expert on sugars would en-
lighten us on these points. See Editorial.—En.]

PROFITS IN THE GROWING OF ALSIKE.

HOW 30 ACRES YIELDED OVER $1000.

By Frank Coverdah.

Mr. Editor:— It, appears to me that more
should be known about the cultivation and
growing of alsike clover for profit. My eight

years' experience with it has most decidedly

prompted me to raise more each coming year.

I first began sowing it with red clover and
with timothy, and afterward by itself, which
has proven more profitable than any grass or

grain crop on the farm. Perhaps some one
might say, " How do you know?" I answer.
" Because I have kept an account, and know-

whereof I speak."

One year I cut and thrashed 8 acres. It

yielded 4 bushels per acre, and it sold for 110.00

per bushel, and the net value was close to $40.00

an acre for the ground on which it grew. To
be sure, clover seed was high that year.

Now I wish to tell the readers of Gleanings
what the Income of 30 acres of alsike will do

for me this season. I cut it when the seed was
ripe, stacked it up nicely, and green as tea

leaves; hulled it, and got HO bushels of nice

seed. It yielded 4 stacks of good hay. or about

40 tons, this very dry season. It is all fed to

the cattle at this date; 73 of 1080 steers lived

from the beginning of winter with nothing else

in the way of hay up till about Feb. 1—nearly
half the winter. With the above was fed each

day 8 bushels of corn, and the steers look fat

and plump; in fact, I feel really enthusiastic

over the matter: and a better aftermath I nev-

er saw grow.

Now let us count the profit: 90 bushels of

seed, we will say, will net at least $.540.00; 40

tons of good hay, $240.00, or a total of $780.00,

saying nothing of the after-growth—$26.00 per

acre at least—a far better showing than the

average cornfield, even when corn is selling at

40 to .50 cts. per bushel. The clover has left the

ground in the best possible shape to grow corn

or any other cereal that grows here.

Now, kind friends, I have told you how it

has profited as a stock-raiser; but let me tell

you that, had it not been for the alsike bloom
this last season I could not have sold $2.50.00

worth of honey. So it will be proper to add

the above profit from honey to the proceeds of

alsike, which would count up to $1030. Can an-

other do likewise ? I would most assuredly say

yes; but, let me add, try all new things on a

limited scale, and hold fast to that which is

(jood.

Delmar, Iowa, Feb. 9.

[Farmers are complaining of the low prices
of the ordinary produce. J-iet some of them
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turn their attention to alsike. It is hardly
probable that all will do as well as for friend
Coverdale; but the experiment, at least on a
limited scale, will be worth the trial.—En.]

HOW I MET A. I. ROOT IN THE PINE WOODS
OF FLORIDA.

"we met by chance," but not "the usual
WAY."

By Thaddeiis Smith.

I first became acquainted with the name and

writings of A. I. Root some 35 years ago, when
he was a correspondent of the old American
Bee Journal, then published in Washington,

D. C, and wrote over the nom de plume of

"Novice." This was before Gleanings was
probably ever thought of, and before A. I. R.

had any idea of going into the manufacturing

of bee-keepers' supplies. Being very much in-

terested in Novice's letters I found out his true

name and address, and had a short correspon-

dence with him. When the publication of

Gleanings commenced I became one of the

first subscribers, and an occasional contributor;

and, having read Gleanings ever since, and
being personally interested in the subjects its

editor treated—bee-keeping, gardening, moral-

ity—it was but natural that I should become
personally interested in its editor and his work
and his family; and yet in all these years we
had never met face to face. It has long been

my desire to visit the Home of the Honey-bee,

that I might become personally acquainted

with the Roots and their associates, and see

their interesting establishment. It is not very

far from my home on I'elee Island, iu Lake
Erie, to Medina; but something has always
been in the way of my getting started there.

In November last I left my island home to

spend the winter iu Kentucky and Florida. I

saw in Gleanings that A. I. R. was also going

to Florida. He was to start earlier than I in-

tended, and he intimated that he would goon
to Cuba, so I had no expectations of meeting
him. I started for Florida Jan. 22d; but before

I started I copied from Gleanings the names
and addresses of several Florida correspondents.

I had no special business with these bee-keep-

ers; but I thought that, if I should go near
them, I would call, as I generally find them
congenial companions. Among these names
was that of Charles Norman, of St. Peters-

burg.

I spent three weeks on the east coast, from
Jacksonville to Palm Beach on Lake Worth. I

then made my way across the State to Tampa,
my objective point being Tarpon Springs,

where I had an engagement to meet some Ken-
tucky friends. To get from Tampa to Tarpon
Springs, »it was necessary to cross the bay to St.

Petersburg to get to the railroad, and then I

had six hours to wait for the train. To pass

the time, and see if there was any thing there

of interest, I took a walk with my daughter,
who is traveling with me; and as we passed

the postoffice I said to her that I knew of a

bee-man living there, and I would Inquire for

him. "Yes, I know Mr. Charles Norman," the

young man said. "He lives ten miles out in

the country."

Seeing a livery-stable on the opposite side of

the street I crossed over and asked about Mr.
Norman. I was informed that they had just

sent a man out to Mr. Norman's. It was only

seven miles, and he would take me out for two
dollars. I did not think that I wanted to see

Mr. Norman quite that bad, but felt curious to

know who the man was that had just gone to

Mr. Norman's, and concluded it must be some
bee-man with whose name I might be familiar,

and I went back to the hotel to consult the reg-

ister. To my surprise and delight I there found
the names "A. I. Root and daughter." The
clerk said the gentleman had gone out, but the

lady was in the house. I told my daughter,

and sent her upstairs to hunt up Miss Root, and
she brought Miss Constance down, and we very

soon become acquainted. Didn't I know her as
" Blue Eyes " when she was a laughing, romp-
ing child? know her as a college student?
know her as the musical genius who handled

the violin and the bow ? know her as the busi-

ness young lady, the stenographer and "pretty

typewriter''? Of course, I did; but we had
never met before, and there she now stood,

looking just as I expected to see her—blue eyes

still. She said it was doubtful about her father

coming back that night. My only chance,

then, of seeing A. I. R. was to follow him up,

and I hurried back to the stable and got a rig as

soon as possible, and struck out upon a "trail "

(they have no roads in Florida), through an
uninhabited pine forest, for Norman's. When
we had gone some six or seven miles we met
the other buggy returning. I had seen some
pictures of A. I. R., and had so often in fancy

pictured him in my mind that I flattered myself

I should know him wherever we might meet.

But the little thin-visaged man, with short

gray (nearly white) beard, with a brimless fur
cap on (down here in Florida), and his coat but-

toned up tight around his throat—this man
whom I was meeting, sitting in a buggy by the

side of a broad-faced colored boy—did he look

any thing like the A. I. R. whom I expected to

meet? Not much. But as my driver said that

he was the man he had sent out to Norman's,

it could be no one else. I jumped out of my
buggy, and stepped forward to greet him. I

asked if he did not know me. I knew, of course,

that he did not, for we had never met before.

When I handed him my card, the name seemed
familiar to him, and I invited his colored driver

to get out and give me his place. As we drove

through the lonely pine woods back to St.

Petersburg, you may be sure I had a visit with
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him that I greatly enjoyed, and shall never for-

get.

But our ways diverged, and the time for sep-

aration soon arriv(>d. Miss Constance was not

going with her father, but would go on the

same train with me to Tarpon Springs, where I

had expected to meet her and have the pleasure

of getting better acquainted with her, and of

introducing her to a number of my friends; but
when I went to look her up next morning I

found that she had left the place.

THE ANDERSON SWARM-HIVER

Bii Lduis A)Hlc)v<))i.

In the spring, or before the swarming season,

prepare a hive-stand large enough to hold two
Dovetailed hives placed side by side, and two
inches apart. Place the colony of bees upon the

left end of the stand, and an empty hive on the

right (the bee-keeper is supposed to be stand-

ing in front of and facing the hive.)

As the swarming season approaches (say

from the first to the tenth of May), reverse the

hives, placing the empty hive on the left and
the colony on the right, taking care to have the

front of the hives on a line with each other,

and about two inches apart: then set the

swarm-hiver upon the alighting-boards and
fasten with a screw through the blocks on each
end of the hiver, and screw up tight. If the

hives stand, upon a line, there will now be no

outlet for the bees except through the hiver.

Now close the entrance to the empty hive by

placing a wood strip large enough for the pur-

pose against the entrance upon the inside of

the hive, to keep the bees out until they have
become accustomed to the hiver, which will be

after the first day. As soon as they have be-

come accustomed to the hiver, remove the

strip and put in frames of empty comb or

foundation, and the hive is ready for swarms.

A small alighting-board should be placed from

the entrance to the ground, for the bees to

alight upon. If the hives, are placed well to

the front of the hive-stand when first placed,

and well to the rear when reversed, the en-

trance to the hiver will be very near where the

entrance to the colony was before the hives
were changed.

OPERATION OF THE SWARM HIVER.

When the swarm issues, the bees and queens
pass out of the chamber in the hiver in front of

the colony through the perforated zinc and the

wire-cloth cones, into the chamber in front of

the empty hive, and the queen is there trapped.

The swarm, upon discovering the absence of the

queen, returns to the hive, and, finding the

queen at the entrance of the hiver, which, be-

ing directly in front of and communicating
with the empty hive, the bees at once enter the

empty hive with the queen, and commence
work. The hiver may now be removed by
taking out the two screws, and all queen -cells

except one cut out of the parent hive.

The swarm may be strengthened, if desired,

by removing the hiver in the middle of the day,

when the bees are flying freely; the entrance
to the hiver being in front of the swarm-hive
after the hiver is removed, the field-bees will

return to the swarm-hive. If the swarm is

considered to be strong enough, the hiver should

be removed early in the morning, before the

bees are flying.

WHAT IS CLAIMED FOR THE ANDERSON
SWARM -HIYER.

1. It will hive lai'ge full swarms.
2. To see if the bees have swarmed, it is only

necessary to raise the cover to the empty (or

swarm) hive.

3. Either of the hives may be examined with-

out disturbing the other.

4. If a second swarm issues before the hiver

is removed, it will be hived with the first

swarm; in such case the old (or laying) queen
will be accepted by both swarms, and the

young queen balled and destroyed.

5. If the bees do not swarm, the colony

gathers honey just as well as without the hiver.

During the season of 1892 the colony that made
the most comb honey in my apiary of 40 colo-

nies had a hiver attached, but did not swarm.
6. If drones clog the entrance to the hiver,

the perforated zinc slide may be withdrawn,
the drones liberated, and the slide returned;

the drones may then be destroyed, in the even-

ing, at the entrance of the hiver. Or make a

small box, three inches high, the size of the en-

trance to the hiver, but without top or bottom.

For a top, nail on a strip of perforated zinc;

and in place of a bottom, make a tin slide to

work the same as the perforated zinc slide in

the hiver. To clear the hiver of drones, with-

draw the tin slide from the box and place the

opening in front of the entrance to the hiver.

Now remove the slide in the hiver, and the

drones will enter the box. As soon as the

drones are in the box, return the tin slide and
remove the box, and replace the zinc slide in
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the hiver. The drones are now all prisoners in

'the box. As soon as the worker bees that have

been cauRht with the drones have escaped

through the perforated zinc top, shake the

box pretty hard for a few moments, which will

stnn the drones, then withdraw the tin slide

and empty the box on the ground, where the

drones may be killed by tramping them with

the foot.

THE ANDERSON SWAKM-HIVER AS USED IN
THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY.

For the production of comb honey I have

found no better method than the following:

After putting on the swarm-hiver I place

four frames filled with sheets of foundation in

the empty hive. The fourth or fifth day after

the bees have swarmed, the swarm will have

settled down to work, and will have the foun-

dation in the four frames well drawn out. I

then in the middle of the day, while the bees

are flying freely, take four frames of hatching

brood, with the adhering bees, out of the parent

hive, removing all queen-cells if there are any

on them, and place two of the frames on each

side of the four frames of foundation in the

swarm hive. I then take the half-story with

the sections and bees off the parent hive and

place it on the swarm-hive; then remove the

hiver, and move the parent hive with the four

remaining frames of brood to a new location.

All the field-bees from the parent hive will

now return to the swarm-hive, which, with the

four frames of hatching brood taken from the

parent hive, will make the swarm very strong;

and the swarming fever having been satisfied,

work will go right along in the sections. When
the next colony swarms I proceed in the same
manner and place the parent hive, when re-

moved, by the side of the parent colony that cast

the first swarm. As soon as the first parent

hive has a laying queen I remove the queen

from the other hive, if they have one, and then

double the two together by placing the frames

from each hive alternately in the same hive. I

then put on a super full of sections, and if hon-

ey is coming in freely the bees will enter the

sections at once. By this method the increase

is kept down to one colony for every two swarms.
If increase of colonies is desired, instead of

doubling the parent hives put in each parent

hive four frames of comb or foundation, and
allow them to build up.

By the above method there will be no second

swarms, as the removal of the four frames of

brood and bees, and the loss of the fii^Jd-bees. so

weakens the parent hive that, as soon as the

first queen hatches, the remaining queen-cells

are destroyed.

[After friend Anderson had sent the forego-
ing, he later sent the following, with another
drawing showing the arrangement somewhat
simplified. We have had it also engraved.—
Ed.]

Within the past two days I have thought of

a slight improvement in it, as will appear in

the drawing which I inclose herewith. You
will ''notice T have cut olT the corner of the

chamber in front of the colony, and beveled the

hive, thus doing away with a useless vacant

^-^.

space—making the hive less bulky, and con-

siderably decreasing the amount of lumber re-

quired to make it. When made as shown in

the drawing, a k'-i'ich board 10 in. longer than
the top board of the hive sent you, cut diag-

onally, will make both top and bottom of the

hive, and no end board is required in the bev-

eled end, as the front board nails! up to the

block in the end of the hive.

Bloomsbury, N. J.

THE DANZENBAKER HIVE AND SECTION.

By F. Dnnzenhaker

.

Forty years ago I managed bees in box hives,

and then progressed to the Quinby and Amer-
ican hives, with large and deep brood-chambers
and combs, liable to stretch, sae, and bulge,

when heavy with honey. The care of keeping
the hives exactly level to secure nice straight

combs true in the frames led me then to desire

a shallow comb-frame, more than 35 years ago,

which I laid aside when the Simplicity hive

came in vogue, that I might be in fashion with
those using the standard hive and 4^| x A}^ sec-

tion, the production of comb honey being my
specialty; and during that time I have been a

close observer of others, testing what I thought
desirable improvements, including the open and
closed end frames and the Hoffman deep top-

bars, etc. However, I am chiefly indebted to

the champion comb-honey producer, Capt. J.

E. Hetheringtou, of Cherry Valley, N. Y. (who
has raised 40 tons of comb honey in a year),

from whom I learned the superiority of the ob-

long deep honey-sections as used by him and
others in New York and the East. Twenty-five
percent more of them will stand on a given

hive surface than the standard 4I4 x 4V sec-

tions; and this form conveys a better impres-

sion of full weights. Having space for a deep-

er cluster, the bees enter them more readily;

and, filling them out better at the sides, they

are safer in transportation; more attractive in

appearance, they sell for two cents each more
in market. Thirty-two of these deep sections,

in a case, require no more hive surface than 24

43^ X 4J4 sections on the eight-frame Dovetailed
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or any other hive. They are scored out at the

corners, providing side openings for free pass-

ago of air and bees between the tiers of sec-

tions, also saving the irksome labor of scraping

propolis from the corners of sections; said cor-

ner being cut away, the bees do not daub or

glue the openings which they can pass through.

The sections are nicely filled at the corners, and

are ready to set right into the shipping-cases,

as taken from the supers.

The Root style of section-holder (put togeth-

er by dovetailing) is made to hold four of these

sections, there being eight holders for each

case, supported within the metal hangers and

case, provided with wood separators nailed to

them to make the sections of uniform size and

weight.

The entire case of sections and holders is cov-

ered air-tight with a layer of paraffine paper,

which the bees do not cut away if covered over

with other paper or cloth, and held down close

and smooth by thin boards beneath the outer

cover. This is of the utmost importance, as

bees can not work to advantage until the top of

their hive is air-figfht to retain the warmth of

the colony, provided there is abundant ventila-

tion at the entrance of the hive, which may be

controlled to suit the seasons and conditions of

the colony, to restrain the swarming impulse.

When extra stories are used, and more ventila-

tion is needed, it can be given by reversing the

bottom and shifting the first or second story

forward, thus giving full and direct ventilation

at front and rear if desired, which will cause

the bees to store their honey at the top of the

hive, instinctively to avoid danger from robbers.

The hive-bottom is made to give a deep space

and opening under the frames by reversing it

when desired to admit more light and air to

force the bees to store their surplus at the top

of the hive. The bodies and supers are all

alike, square edged, to fit tightly together for

tiering up, consisting of but two pieces, ends

and sides dovetailed to go together the same as

four-piece sections.

The brood-frames are made in the same way;

but the ends and top and bottom bars being

alike there are but two kinds of pieces used in

them. The section -holders are also made of

two pieces, so in each of the separate parts of

the hive they duplicate each other, to have the

fewest separate pieces possible; and as all are

made for me by the A. I. Root Co. with the lat-

est Improved all-iron machinery, the work is as

nearly perfect as possible to be, and is very

easily put together.

The hive proper consists of two stories used

as a brood-chamber, and one story for a super;

extra supers can be ordered to use if two tiers

are needed. Two stories are intended to be

used in wintering, as well as breeding up in

spring, as the full bee-space is at the top of

each case, independent of the others. The

lower hive is intended to be placed at the top in

putting on a super to bring the brood directly

beneath the sections, which stimulates the bees

to storing honey directly above it; by alternat-

ing the bodies at proper intervals, the uncapped

honey will be carried from the lower one to

give room for the queen; and the two stories

giving ample room for a brood-chamber, no

queen -excluder is needed where separators are

used between sections filled with worked foun-

dation, as the queen will not leave a large

brood-nest for single sections, except to raise

drones when not allowed drone comb in the

brood.
METAL HANGER.

The brood frames for sections, and the brood-

frames, are supported in the case on a remova-

ble sheet metal provided with turned edges or

flanges on alternate sides, to hang upon the top

edges of the cases, with the end-bars of brood-

frames or section-bars resting upon its lower

edge, this unshrinkable metal having such

bee-space that will not be contracted by shrink-

age above the brood-frame and sections as may
be desired, and determined by the width of the

sheet metal and corresponding depth of the

cases. These metal supports are adapted to

either deep or shallow hives, using close-fitting

end-barred brood-frames. This arrangement

gives increased capacity and facility of manip-

ulation, as these removable supports can not bti

glued fast to the hive, and are fully covered by

the end-bars of the frames, which they sup-

port and protect from touching the end of the

cases, so that the bees can not glue the frames

fast to these supports, nor to the sides of the

hive, and they are easily removed with the

brood -frames or sections by reversing the case

and lifting it off, or they may be pressed down
over a follower the same as a " T super," leav-

ing the sections or frames free for removal or

inspection. Paper or other elastic material

may be placed between these supports and the

cases to form a cushion giving flexibility, if de-
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sired, to facilitate the nlllng and removal of

frames or sections.

Washington, D. C.

FLORIDA MOSS AND HONEY-PLANTS.

By Mri<. L. Harrison.

I read with much pleasure A. I. Root's notes

of travel in Florida. For four seasons it has

been my wintf^r home. This winter is very

materially different from previous ones that

I've known, for frost has robbed the orange

and lemon trees of their shiny green leaves,

and kept the roses from blooming. Whenever
I pass under the magiiilicent live-oaks, hung
with nature's drapery, I feel like raising my
hands in adoration to the Giver of all good,

with an invocation that this great work of his,

for centuries, may not be rudely destroyed.

"The groves were God's first temples."

The botanies class Spanish moss as an air-

plant, and I fail to find any roots that would
indicate that it is a parasite; but it is said in

time to kill trees. To-day I passed through a

grove of live-oaks, and I noticed several great

trees, heavily laden with this moss, that were
entirely dead. If it is a parasite, it draws life

from both living and dead trees—from the sap

of the living and from the decaying wood of the

dead. I think it is a mistake, that it will grow
hung on a wire. Many observing persons think

that its presence indicates malaria, and, by a

wise provision of nature, absorbs it in some
way. It evidently thrives best where the fogs

are the thickest and most frequent, holding

moisture in its meshes. It does not grow nat-

urally on our own grounds; but when I put it

upon the limbs of scrub oaks it lives, but does

not thrive as it does in its native habitat. I

grow it as food for my fowls, for they are very

fond of it; so are cattle; and I wonder why the

residents do not pull it down for them, when
forage is so scarce that they will eat dagger-

pines. I've not been able to learn whether bees

work upon this moss while it is in bloom.

If this moss is gathered and put into pillows

and mattresses in its green state it will soon

smell very offensive. The parasite must be

killed by burying in the ground, or by boiling,

before it can be utilized in this way, when it

will make good mattresses and pillows.

The ti-ti is an excellent honey-plant, and
should be spelled with a hyphen. It may be

found in a Southern botany, and is known as

Cliftonia Ugustrina. It is an Indian word,

and means tangle, or thicket. The name is

given to the small trees; also the places where
it grows are known as ti-ties. It grows only in

living water; and if the water is dammed up,

and becomes stagnant, it will perish. The
bloom is small and white, growing in racemes,

and is sweet and fragrant, yielding honey that

is white and of good flavor. It had commenced
to bloom before the great Valentine storm of

snow and sleet, which put an end to it; but it

is again opening, Feb. 2.5. It is much used for

decorations at Eastertide.

I see that you class goldenrod as blooming here

in September; it may bloom then, but I've seen

bouquets of it gathered in April.

You should not fail, while in Florida, to visit

the largest apiaries in the State, of Alderman
and Roberts, located at Wewahltchka. This is

an Indian name, meaning the " lakes of the two
eyes," or eye-glasses, as they are shaped like

them, and are about 3.5 miles long and 18 miles

wide—otherwise known as the Dead Lakes.
They are thickly studded with dead cypress-

trees. One of the most weird experiences of my
life was while returning from visiting an api-

ary located on an island. It was in the gloam-
ing; and the approaching darkness, as I sat in

the canoe, with the tall cypress-trees bearing

upon their branches a heavy drapery of moss,

and only the strong arms of a trusty colored

man to guide and propel the little craft through
the intricacies, was a scene long to be remem-
bered.

The trade-mark of this firm is "Orange
Bloom." Their surplus honey is not gathered

from this source, as that from the orange is

used in rearing brood. There are many groves

in this locality. The surplus honey is gathered
from tupelo. There are several varieties,

known as black-gum, sour-gum, and gum-trees.

Bees also gather honey from moonflower, an
aquatic vine. This region will support more
colonies than any other I ever saw; but it has

its drawback, in being very malarious.

St. Andrews Bay, Fla., Feb. 26.

AVHEN TO TRANSFER BEES.

Question.—Having quite a number of colonies

of bees in box hives which I wish to transfer, I

should like to know when this can be done to

the best advantage. Can I do it as soon as

spring opens? or had I better wait till the bees

are securing honey from the fields'?

Answer.—The transferring of bees from box

hives, or "gums," or from one style of frame

hive to another, can be successfully done at

any time of the year when bees can fly, if the

operator understands just the needs of the case;

and I always look with pride on that man or

woman who has ability enough to accomplish

any thing successfully which it is necessary to
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do at a certain time, no matter whether said

time is the most proi)itious or the most unpro-

pitious. The one who can set out a row of

small-fruit plants, and make all live in a time

of extreme drouth in midsummer, or the person

who can successfully transfer a colony of bees

in early spring, when robber-bees are prowling

around, is to be admired; yet unless there is

some urgent reason why a certain thing should

be done at a certain time, it is always best to

wait about doing any thing till that time when
every thing is the most conducive toward a

successful outcome. As I consider it, there are

two seasons of the year when bees can be trans-

ferred to the best advantage, the first being

during fruit-bloom, and the other 21 days after

a prime swarm has issued. During the first

part of fruit-bloom the scramble after new
honey is such that one is not liable to be an-

noyed with robber-bees, and at this time there

is very little honey in the combs to cut through
and make a sticky mess of every thing which is

used during the operation. Again, as the bees

are getting their first honey they are eager for

something to do inside the hive at night, hence

will repair all the mutilations of comb, fasten

the same in the frames, etc., much more readily

than at any other time. With all the above
being true, fruit-bloom brings the most aus-

picious time for transferring bees, but it has

this drawback: As a rule, the bees have got

under good headway rearing brood, and we
shall find the combs half or two-thirds filled

with the same, so that, in cutting them to fit

our frames, much brood must be sacrificed, as

well as displaced in the brood-nest, owing to

our not being able to secure all in the shape in

the new hive which it was in the old one. All

of this has a tendency toward a loss of bees;

and as all of the brood which is sacrificed at

this time would become bees of the right age to

do the best labor in the honey-harvest, had we
left the transferring till later on, we can see

that a loss must be made by doing our trans-

ferring at this time of the year, with all colo-

nies except those which have little brood In

their combs. For this reason I prefer to wait

till 21 days after the prime swarm went out.

At this time all of the brood will have hatched
from the combs, except perhaps a few drones,

and the young queen will have laid but a few

days, not long enough so that there will be

much but eggs in the combs, so that all we
have in our way now is the honey which the

combs may contain. As this comes at a time

of year when the bees are securing all of the

honey they want, and the weather is always

warm so that no brood or bees will become
chilled, we can now do our work right out in

the bee-yard, this making it more convenient.

Then should you desire to use the Heddon, or

modern plan of transferring, by driving out the

bees and hiving them in a hive filled with

comb foundation, this is just the time to do it,

for the combs are free of brood, so only the one
operation is needed, and the old combs can be
cut out at once and placed in the solar wax-
extractor, doing this work right beside the wax-
extracior, so that in an hour or two you can
have both the honey and wax in shape to use,

thus saving time and delay which would result

at any other time of the year.

HOW MUCH FOUNDATION SHOULD BE USED IN
SECTIONS ?

Question.—As I wish soon to prepare my sec-

tions for the coming honey-harvest, I should
like to know just how much thin comb founda-
tion it is best to put in each one. Shall I put in

just a small triangular starter, or fill the section

full?

Ansiver.—The answer to this question will

depend quite largely on two things. The first

and most important is, have we the necessary

means to procure all the foundation which will

be needed to fill our sections, without depriving
ourselves or family of some of the necessities or

comforts of life? If we have not, then my way
would be to use triangular starters, the same
having each of the three sides about two inches
long, in three-fourths of the sections I was to

use; and when the season opens, put in starters

of white new comb, which it is always easy to

find or produce during fruit-bloom in any api-

ary, in the remaining sections. In this way
little if any difl'erence as to the yield of honey
will be seen in an ordinarily good season, es-

pecially if the sections containing the starters

of comb are scattered uniformly among those

having the foundation starters. The differ-

ence when so working will be that the sections

will not contain all worker comb, nor present

quite so fine an appearance, nor the combs be
attached to the wood of the sections all around
quite so well, as where the foundation in full

sheets is used; still, very little difference will

be made in the selling price for the lack of the

full sheets of foundation.

Again, if I thought it best to hive my new
swarms on frames filled with comb foundation,

so that wired frames filled with worker combs
would be a certain result, then I would use

only starters in the sections as above. When a

prime swarm issues, they go forth, as a rule,

with wax already secreted in their wax-pockets,
so that they may at once commence to build

combs in their new home; and if the new home
is already supplied with all the necessary

combs this wax is wasted, or, what is often the

case, worse than wasted, it being added to the
foundation already in the sections, so that,

instead of drawing out the side walls of the

foundation, they build with their own wax the

cells of the combs, thus leaving the foundation
in the sections the same as it left the mill.

This causes the grumbling about " fishbone " in

section honey, which we often hear- about.

Now, where I hive swarms on full combs, or

frames filled with foundation, I use only start-
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ers in the sections, and tind that the bees will

build the combs in the sections while they are

drawing out the foundation below, and thus a

saving is made. But as a rule I prefer to till

the sections with foundation, that I may have

handsome salable sections of honey, and use

only starters of foundation in the frames below,

having the starters in the frames, say from one

to 1,1 o inches wide. By contracting the brood-

chamber to six frames, the bees go to work at

once in the sections, drawing out the founda-

tion there, while at the same time they build

all nice straight worker comb in the frames,

which does not detract from the amount of sec-

tion honey in the least, so far as I can see.

doing so. I was watching the man all the

time, and counted the bills at the same time he

did. He must have been very expert at his

trade. The moral it taught me is, always re-

count your money when it has been taken from
you for recounting and handed back to you.

Benjamin Passage.
Stark, Mich., Jan., 1895.

THE CROSSES OF FIVE BANDERS.

I notice in January 1st Gleanings, page 23,

an editorial stating that a cross between a

queen of five-banded stock and a black drone,

or a five-banded drone and a black queen, will,

according to your experience, result in all the

bees showing at least three yellow bands.

Now, there must certainly be a mistake some-

where, as our experience has been to the con-

trary; for we have had many a fine golden five-

banded queen mated to a black drone, which
in every case produced from the finest five-

banded bees to the blackest native, and we had
also the reverse. A black queen mated to a

five-banded drone produced bees as black as

tar, and now and then a bee that showed three,

four, and five bands. Leininger Bros.
Ft. Jennings, O., Feb. 6.

COUNT YOUR MONEY OVER.

When I was selling my honey this fall, the

last I sold came to about S30.00. It was in De-
troit, and on the street. The man took it at my
weights, and we reckoned the price the same,
and he paid me before the honey was ta;ken

from my wagon. He took a roil of bills from
his pocket, counted them, and handed them to

me. I counted them, and found 121.00. Said

he, " Let me see them. I thought there was
more." He counted them over again, and said,
" Yes, that is right— twenty-one," handing the

roll back, which I put into my pocketbook by
itself. He then paid me the rest in silver, put
the honey in his wagon and went his way, while

I went home congratulating myself for selling

out at a good price. You can imagine my feel-

ings, when I got home and counted my money,
to find his roll of bills just $10.00 short. It made
me blue for a while, I tell you, for I could ill

afford the loss; but God probably knew what it

was for. It is the first time I ever lost any that
way, but have since learned of quite a number

HOW TO EXTRACT THICK HONEY.

I wonder if all honey is as hard to extract as

was mine last season. I left the honey on
the hive till it was well ripened. The frames
weighed about 7 lbs., and the honey was so

thick I could not extract all of it, as it would
break the combs. What was the cause? Is all

honey so hard to extract, or was it the extract-

or? The extractor was of my own construc-

tion. Frank N. Blank.
Prairie Home, Mo., Feb. 18.

[You must have some extra fine honey, for
the thicker it is. the better. How shall we get
it out of the combs? Fii'St store the combs in a
warai—yes, hot room for a few hours. Use a re-

versible extractor; extract one side of the combs
partially; reverse the pockets, throw out the
lioney, and then return to the first side and
throw it all out. The combs break because the
great weight of honey on the side opposite the
side extracted presses upon the bottom of the
cells; but by reducing this weight by a gentle
turning of the handle, greater speed may be
used to get the honey all out without breaking
the combs. Of course, they should be wired.
—Ed.]

H. R. BOARDMAN'S ARTICLE AND C. A. HATCH'S
COMMENTS.

Feb. 15th Gleanings is at hand, and I have
read Boardman's article on hives with much
interest, and can say " me too " to almost every

line, especially on the tiering-up part. The
whole article is well written, and the ideas are

good. But let me call your attention to some
points in the tiering-up paragraph. 1. He says

it "involves some extra labor." Good! just

my idea! 3. He says, "I do not expect the

queen to continue laying in both hives at the

same time." " I do expect, and am not often

disappointed, when the queen goes above, that

she will continue to work in the upper hive

until it is full of brood." Just so !, what we
have always said; and while this is going on

you are getting empty combs or combs of honey
below, by the hatching of the brood. Do you
see my position on this tiering-up question?

Let me try once more to explain it. Plenty of

room below for the queen, so she need not go
above to lay, to the neglect of the combs below.

1. Because we do not want any empty combs in

the hive. 2. Because if they are empty of

brood, and the workers fill them with honey,

it discourages storing above. See?
But, why do you claim Bro. B. on the eight-

frame side? Simply because his frames count
eight? He advocates nine, however; and
when you figure out the comb surface of his
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nine frames, V2^\12% inside measure, you have

rather more comb surface ihan ten L. frames

with %-in. top-bars. The comb surface of 9

frames, 12%xl2% in., is 1463+ in., and the comb

surface of 10 frames 8H^i"H i"- (L. size with «8

top-bar), is 14.5.5+ in. Is that difference enough

to argue about? Really, Bro. B. differs from

the ten-frames in favoring closer spacing, not

in number of frames. Am I right?

Ithaca, Wis. C. A. Hatch.

Eight extra pages as usual.

Our revised booklet on Bees and Fruit Is now

out. See Special Notices for further particu-

lars.

Reports show that bees are still wintering

comparatively well, considering the extremely

cold winter that we have just had. We shall

be sending out our statistical blanks soon.

We have just had a delightful visit from the

Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, one of our bee-keeper

legislators, just from the Michigan State As-

sembly at Lansing. He is chairman of the

Railroad Committee, and had arranged matters

so as to get away a couple of days to make us a

call—a pleasure he had promised himself for

years back. Mr. Hilton is one of God's noble-

men, and I wish more of our legislators had

the same honest heart and the same earnest

desire to do good to their fellows as he has.

Although the opposition at the last election

made a tremendous effort to defeat him, even

putting up a union ticket combining three

parties, he was elected by a handsome majority

for the second time.

THE BEE-ESCAPE FAD AND BEE-ESCAPE IN-
VENTORS.

It seems as if almost every mail was bringing

in a bee-escape that some fellow has just in-

vented. The ground has been so well gone

over that none of them, so far as I know, con-

tain any new idea other than that recently ad-

vanced by C. W. Dayton—the flood-gate princi-

ple combined with the going-toward-the-light

idea. This combination, I believe, is new,

though the two separate ideas are old.

Well, how about these fellows who are send-

ing in their escapes? I have to write and tell

them that their idea belongs to so and so, as

described on such a page of Gleanings. One
man wrote that he had an escape that would

rid supers of bees in two hours' time. I some-

what doubted it, and the more so when I came
to examine critically his escape. If I am cor-

rect, the most we can expect of any escape, on

the average, is to get the bees out of the super

over night; and I am inclined to think that

those who thmk they have something that is

away ahead of the Porter, the Dayton, or some
of the other well-known forms, that will do

the work in a half or a sixth of the time, will

find, upon further experimenting, their mistake.

The bee-escape fad has assumed, within the

last six months, or year, something of the na-

ture of the reversing-frame fad of a few years

ago. Our older readers will remember that al-

most every thing conceivable, in that line, was
invented. Well, that condition of affairs is

pretty nearly true of the escape. The old forms

may be improved some, but that is about all we
can expect.

HONEY IN HOTELS.
I BELIEVE it is a fact that hotels throughout

the country seldom put honey on the table.

The proprietors may be laboring under tlie im-
pression that it is too expensive. But honey is

something, a little of which will go a great

way; and if only some means could be employ-
ed to induce the proprietors to place the article

on the table, even if only once a week, it would
add greatly to the sale of honey, and at the

same time advertise it among a class of people

who would use great quantities of it. If bee-

keepers, whenever they patronize hotels, espe-

cially when in attendance at conventions, would
call for honey at the table, it would be put
there. Then producers should make an effort

to sell to them direct. The following is an ex-

tract from a letter, that I take pleasure in giv-

ing here:

The writer was in Grand Kapids last week, and
the first time he ever found a hotel that served
comb honey to tlie guests was the Morton House.
Upon questioning lie found out that they served it

every Friday night; and as they gave about H of a
pound to each one, you see they are liberal in serv-

ing it. You might mention this fact in your paper,
as it might assist some of the bee-keepers to inter-

est other hotels in using it, thereby making a larger

outlet. S. T. Fisn.

Cliicago, 111., Mar. 7.

The proprietor of the Morton House ought to

be congratulated. We feel sure that their pa-

trons will appreciate the favor, even if comes
only on Friday. Let more hotels follow the ex-

ample.

GIVEN FOUNDATION MADE ON ROLLER MILLS.

We have finally turned out a mill that dupli-

cates almost exactly, in my estimation, the

same article that comes from the Given press.

Besides that, it has the advantage of the rolls

in making a more regular sheet, and, I hope, a

thinner base, and, in a given time, a larger

quantity. Here is what Mr. R. L. Taylor says,

to whom I sent some samples:
Fikvd R.:—YouTs of a, late date, as also samples

of foundation made on new style of machine, Is re-

ceived. The foundation is very mucii like the Giv-

en; looks exceedingly well, and, when properly
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made for sections, I believe It will prove to be a

decided improvement over the old kind. Of course,

the main advantage will be in its use for sections,

and for that purpose the sheets of wax must be

made so even and thin that, in milling', the raised

cell-walls will not be pressed on top. I shall, of

course, be very anxious to test it when the honey
season comes. K. L. Taylor.
Lapeer, Mich., Mar. 8.

I wrote to Mr. Taylor that we would send

him some of the Given rolled wax in sufficient

quantity for him to test, to see whether it com-
pared favorably with that made by the press.

In the mean time, doubtless, other bee-keepers

would like to try it. I am glad to say that we
are now in position to furnish it at the same
prices as other foundation, when called for.

But you must bear in mind that it does not

look like ordinary rolled wax. The walls are

very thick, and the sheets of foundation have a

rather clumsy appearance as compared with

the regular article that we have been selling.

SIMPLE METHODS OF DETECTING WAX ADUL-
TERATIONS.

In speaking of detecting impurity in bees-

wax, the Dadants, in our last issue, refer to the

water and alcohol test. It has occurred to me
that some of our readers would like to know
what it is. On page 596, Vol. 11., of Cheshire,

we find the following:

Fresh wax melts at about 144°, but the melting-

point rises 2° or so by a few months' keeping. The
specific gravity of wax is nearly equal to that of

water, and ranges between .960 and .965, water being

1.000. When adulterated with hard fats, its specific

gravity is reduced, and on this fact Mr. Hehner has
suggested an exceedingly simple test. Take a piece

of undoubtedly pure beeswax, and cautiously mix
alcohol (methylated spirit) with water until the wax
just sinks. A piece of wax so adulterated would,

in the same test-fluid, rise to the surface. The test

must be applied, however, with great care, as any
air-bubbles in or on the piece to be tried might lead

to its being condemned unjustly.

A simple method for the detection of par-

affine adulteration, though not entirely relia-

ble, Is to take a small piece of the suspected

wax and chew it. If it crumbles up within

seven or eight minutes in the mouth, it is prob-

ably pure wax. If paraffine is mixed with it,

you can chew it longer without its crumbling,

but it will not crumble quite so much. To suf-

ficiently acquaint ourselves with paraffine mix-

tures, we took a small quantity of beeswax and
melted with it an equal quantity of paraffine,

and then tried it by all the various tests; but

we were greatly surprised to see how very much
like pure wax this half-and-half stuff looked;

but according to the chc^wing test it showed the

presence of paraffine; but the stuff which we
spoke of in our last issue, and which we came
very near accepting as pure beeswax, seemed
to stand the chew test pretty well. It smelled

like real wax; and in breaking a cake of it, it

had the regulation granular appearance along

the line of fracture. But the wily chaps have
discovered the process of mixing in paraffine of

a higher melting-point, and had been "doctor-
ing" it up in other ways so that it seemed to

stand ordinary tests. But now since the chem-
ist has declared the wax to be adulterated, we
find that, according to the chew test, the wax
does not crumble quite so promptly as it might.
Another method of detecting grease, besides

the alcohol and water test, is in the use of

chalk. Besides a greasy appearance of the
cakes, if a piece of common blackboard chalk
be scratched across the smooth surface the
chalk will slip along without making any
marks. If there is no grease present, a white
mark will be made. Grease is also detected by
the smell and by the character of the fracture.

When a cake of such wax is broken, just how
this fracture should look can be determined
only by experience.

THE SUGARS OF COMMERCE PURE, AND WHY.
Mr. C. Davenport, on page 217, gives it as

his opinion that sugars, even the best grades of

cane sugars, are largely adulterated. Since his

article, with my footnote, was made up, I have
found Bulletin No. 13, from the United States

Department of Agriculture by the Division of

Chemistry. I find that several of the United
States chemists analyzed 500 samples of sugars
obtained in the open market, and that all were
found to be pure, with the exception that a
few of the lower grades contained an excess of

water, which could hardly be called an adul-

terant. The Chief Chemist goes on to tell of

the attempts that have been made to adulter-

ate or counterfeit cane sugars, but all have
ended in failure; and he says further, that the
low price of cane sugar renders adulteration

practically out of the question, even if it were
possible. I think we may set it down as a set-

tled fact, then, that granulated sugar—indeed,

all of the white sugars—are absolutely pure.

We know there are adulterations in other lines

of food stuffs; but let us not make the mistake
of jumping to the conclusion, without good ev-

idence, that all foods are adulterated.

Perhaps it would be well to state that, in cer-

tain grades of powdered sugars, especially con-

fectioners', will be found a small percentage of

starch. But this is hardly to be regarded as

an adulterant, because the sugars in question

are designed for making frosting for cake, and
the starch is an important element in making
good frosting, if I am correct.

Another interesting fact—one that we have
generally accepted as true, however—is, that

the chemists say, " In general it maybe said

that, for a given sum, a greater quantity of

saccharine matter can be purchased by taking
the high-grade sugars."

They admit that maple sugar may be adul-

terated with cheaper varieties of sugar, because

"at the present time the resources of chemistry
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are powerless to detect such an adulteration.

The sugar of the maple sap is identical in com-
position with that of the sugarcane, sorghum,

and sugar beet. No discrimination in such

cases can be made by analysis." I think, there-

fore, we may set it down as a fact, that, when
we feed our bees syrup from white sugars, we
are sure we are giving them the very best pure

sweet, and at a price that is cheaper than any

thing else on the market.

we may desire to use or manufacture. Any other

course would be inconsistent with the senti-

ment written by A. I. R. in '84, and, more than
all, dishonor the Lord and Master whom we
are trying to serve.

OUR POSITION IN REFERENCE TO PATENTS, AND
TO DIVISIBLE BROOD-CHAMBERS.

I THINK we are misunderstood; and to cor-

rect some misapprehensions I will try to set

forth our position. Years ago, A. I. R. gave ex-

pression to the following:

I am very glad indeed to note the disposition

among bee-keepers, of forbearing to copy the

works of e;ieh other, patent or no patent. The sup-

ply-dealer who would unliesitatingly copy some-

thing well known to be the property of another,

without getting the privilege of so doing, by pur-

chase or otherwise, would very likely lose more
than he made, so strong is the disposition of our

people to give honor to whom honor is due.

We believe every word of it to-day, and pro-

pose to abide by its spirit. We are paying roy-

alty now on some four or five patents, and we
may do so on more. We are also paying royalty

for the use of certain inventions on which no

patent was ever taken. "But," you say, "how
about Mr. Heddon and his divisible brood-

chamber hive?" We propose to honor and re-

spect Mr. Heddon's rights, so far as we honest-

ly understand them. We never made or offered

for sale his hive; but should we ever do so

(1. e., such a one as is specified in his patent) it

would be under royalty, or such an arrange-

ment as we could make with Mr. Heddon him-

self.

" But," you say, "how about the Danzenbaker

patent, and his hive, as described in this issue? "

That is a point which the interested parties

wllTperhaps settle between themselves. But,

again, you may ask, "Have you not been try-

ing to evade Mr. Heddon's patent in recom-

mending two Langstroth bodies, one on top of

another, as one brood-nest?" Inasmuch as

two-story Langstroth hives, through both of

which the queen has had access, have been in

use many years, we did not, and do not now,

think they conflict with Mr. Heddon's claims.

Before perforated zinc was known, queens must

necessarily have had access to the several parts

of the hive.

I understand that Mr. Heddon has criticised

us pretty severely in the January number of his

Dowagiac Times extra. No copy of it has as

yet been received at this office, so I do not know
what has been said, other than what has been

reported to us second hand. In any case, we de-

sire to arrange honorably and amicably for any

invention properly belonging to another, that

OFFICIAL CANVASS OF VOTES.

General Manager Neavman has sent the

following report:

To Members of the National Bce-?ffcp(';>' Union:

The canvass of all the votes received, up to the

time of closing the polls, Februaiy 1, 189.5, shows
that 1.51 ballots were recorded, as follows:

For President—
Hon. R. L. Taylor, 126; Dr. C. C. Miller, 5; G. M.

Doolittle, 4; Hon. Eugene Secor, 3; A. I. Root, 2;

scattering and blanks, 11. Total, 151.

Fob Vice-President—
Dr. C. C. Miller, 114; G. M. Doolittle, 113; Prof A.

J. Cook, 102; A. I. Root, 101; G W. Demaree. 77; Hon.
Eugene Secor, 38; C. P. Dadant, 31; C. F. Muth,22;
P. H. Elwood, 16; G. W. Brodbeck, 14; G. W. York,

11; E. R. Root. 7; Hon. R. L. Taylor. 7; Mrs. Jennie

Atchley, 6; Hon. James Heddon, 6; AV. Z. Hutchin-

son, 4; S. I. Freeborn, 3; R. F. Holtermann, 3; Frank
Benton, 2; C. W. Dayton, 2; H. G. Acklin, 2; scatter-

ing, 17.

For Gen'l Manager, Secretary and Treasurer.
Thomas G. Newman, 149; blank, 2. Total, 151.

Although several have expressed their desire for a
change in the officers, the members have decided

to keep the management in the same hands for

another year.

Mr. G. W. Damaree, who has served as vice-presi-

dent for 10 years, now states, both publicly and
privately, that he positively declines to act on the

"advisory board" for the coming year, as he de-

sires a change in the "official board." This will

elect Hon. Eugene Secor, who has received the next

highest number of votes. We welcome friend Se-

cor most heartily, because of his eminent ability,

influence, and sound judgment. This is a place

where the latter is a very necessary qualification,

and the sagacity of the Board is sometimes quite

severely tested.

Several more decisions from Supreme Courts are

needed as precedents, for the guidance of judges in

lower courts, and one of these, I hope, is about to be

obtained, covering a very important point.

The "Treasury" being in a satisfactory condition,

the Union is fortunately in a position to demand
justtee, and protect the rights of its members in the

courts of law.

This is a place where " money counts." If the

Union were a bankrupt concern, quite powerless to

"help in time of need," its influence would be in-

finitesimal, and itself a laughing-stock for all. The
"sinews of war" makes all the difference in the

world. Thomas G. Newman,
General Manager.

Beginning with this issue we shall al-

low space in our Trade Notes department for

inventors to describe some of their recent in-

ventions as they come forth from the Patent

Office. In doing so I shall neither indorse nor

condemn, but let the inventions stand on their

own merit.
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HIGH-PRESSUKE GARDENING IN THE SWAMP
WOODS, OR HAMMOCKS, OF FLORIDA.

Another trip on the cars, and we struck Ti-
tusville. I have just been out in the woods
with friend Froscher, and have seen something
that I shall not soon forget. Imagine a low
piece of ground covered with palmetto-trees,
with all other growth cut away. Now imagine
open ditches, two or three feet wide, cut
through at intervals so as to draw oflf the
water. The bottom is pure white sand;
and the water, as it runs through, is as soft as
rain water, and as clear as water well can be.

These ditches are cut through at intervals of
from one to five hundred feet, as may be needed
to take ofT the surplus moisture. The gardener
goes to work and gets out every thing except
the palmetto-trees. These are all, or nearly
all, left standing. They are, on an average,
perhaps ten or fifteen feet apart, may be far-
ther. When they have oak stumps diflficult to
get out. rubbish is piled on them and burned.
Then the ground is grubbed up into ridges and
furrows, sav averaging 25 or .30 inches apart.
The k'lad of soil selt-cted for this sort of garden-
ing is a soft, black, sandy loam. It looks a
good deal like what we call woods dirt. On the
tops of these ridges the crop is planted. This
morning we saw a patch of beans. The plants
stood evenly three or four inches apart. They
were large enough to have four or six beautiful,
thrifty leaves to each plant. As we approach-
ed the garden the luxuriant bright green, part-
ly in the shadow of the palmettoes, made one
of the prettiest sights I ever beheld in ihe way
of gardening. Closer inspection showed thrifty
tomato-plants, some of them nefirly a foot high,
standing at intervals in the furrows between
the beans. These tomato- plants were saved at
the time of the freeze by bi-ing bent down and
covered with the loose dark soil; and now right
here is a strange phenomenon. The beans and
other plants grow just as thrifty right close up
to the trunk or stump of a palmetto-tree as
anywhere else. The gardeners say the beans
require some sort of fertilizer that the palmetto
does not use; and it has been suggested that
the palmetto is a sort of air-plant, so that it

really takes very little from the soil. But the
principal object in leaving these palmetto-
trees is, that they keep off fi'ost from the beans
and tomatoes, and also keep off cold winds and
the extreme heat of the sun. In fact, it makes
a sort of shaded greenhouse during the heat of
the middle of the day. The gardener works in a
shady woods, with damp soft soil under his feet,

and pure running water always close at hand.
The gardens seem to be in small patches of
from one-half to a whole acre. Around this
little circle or square, a thicket of woods is left
for protection. Of course, no horses are used.
The work is all done by hand: but the soil is .so

light and soft that hoes and steel garden-rakes
enable the workman to prepare the ground and
keep out the weed-, with comparatively little

labor. ]}esides beans and tomatoes we saw cu-
cumbers, lettuce, radishes, cabbages, onions,
and, in fact, almost every thing grown in gar-
dens, cared for in this way.
Friend Froscher has his gardening ground so

arranged that he can shut up the ditches and
raise the water to any height, just as we do in
our celery-grounds north; and. in fact, he has
made quite a little start in producing fine cel-
ery, to be shipped to the northern markets

during the months of March, April, and May,
when celery is out of the markets in the North.
The bleaching is all done with boards. The
principal impediment just now is the matter of
express charges. For an illustration: P'ive
boxes of celery shipped to Philadelphia brought
$12.00. The express companies took $9.00 of
the $12.00, leaving friend Froscher the remaining
$3.00. May be this matter can be remedied when
the express companies have more competition,
and the work is more fully established. In anv
place except Florida, so much shade would be
more of an objection; but even up north, dur-
ing our hottest summer months, I have observ-
ed that certain garden-plants do better when
somewhat shaded, more especially celery.
Now in regard to rotation of crops. The

friend we visited, Jas. Cole, has raised two
crops of Refugee beans, picked for enap beans,
of course, in a season; and he would have had
three crops had it not been for the big freeze.
He succeeded in harvesting and selling one
crop in the fall, cleared ofif the ground, and
planted another; got them just about as far
along as those we saw to-day, when the freeze
demolished them. Therefore, during ordinary
seasons there would be no difficulty in getting
three crops During the very hot weather of
the summer, however, they have diflHculty in
keeping the ground occupied, unless it is with
cucumbers, pumpkins, or squashes, or some
crop that bears extreme heat. Even sweet po-
tatoes fail to do any thing if started before
August or September. Friend E'roscher says
they do just as well as if planted earlier.

ONE OF THE FLORIDA INDIAN-RIVER HOTELS.

For the first time we find it convenient to
stop at a hotel instead of accepting invitations
from bee-keepers. We were told several times
that we must not fail to visit Rockledge. Now,
we did not feel called upon to pay $.i.00 a day;
but we chose the moderate price of $2.50. and are
abundantly pleased with the Rockledge hotels
at that price. There are five hotels in the
place: a beautiful, commodious drygoods store,
drugstore, postot'hce, etc. At the 'entrance to
the road leading to the Indian River Hotel we
found an archway of incandescent electric
lights. A little railway for running baggage
extends from the depot platform to the hotel.
A similar one extends from the steamboat land-
ing to the hotel. There seems to be a disposi-
tion down this way to avoid the necessity of
horses. Boats on the water, that is almost
everywhere; railways and plank sidewalks for
Daisy wheelbarrows (and other kinds), seem to
be the general plan; and, in fact, without shell
roads or some other kind it taki s a horse a
good while, and even then considerable muscle,
to get any kind of a load through the soft and
yielding sand. The grounds in front of the
hotels are finely lighted by electric lights and
gas. Fountains are playing on the green lawns,
and people are walking about in the thinnest
summer clothing. Women folks are barehead-
ed at that. Scarcely a breath of air is stirring,
and the thermometer is well up toward 80°;
and yet, even in the evening we have not seen
a gnat or mosquito. The porter says they
"don't have any here." Steamers and craft of
all sizes are on the Indian River in front of the
hotels, with their lights marking out their
location. We have not paid out very much
money so far on our trip; but I feel just now as
if I would almost give $25.00 to have the Root
family here for just an hour. Of course, I
should want the grandchildren counted in.
Some of the friends may think $2..50 a day for a
single individual is pretty expensive. Well, so
it would be perhaps if followed up. But let me
give you some of the advantages: The postoffice
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is just across the way; stores and places of
business, I liave mentioned; boats are conaing
and going constantly at the wharf, right at the
door of the hotel; we have beautiful, spacious,
airy rooms. The parlor and even the office is

carpeted and furnished in excellent style.

Every thing is clean, beautiful, and new. The
most courteous and civil people are always
ready to help and advise. I was obliged to
change the tire of my wheel in consequence of
running over a catfish on the beach. At least
half a doz(!n different persons offered to help
me, or bring me any thing I wanted. Last, but
not least, a beautiful, cushioned naptha-launch
is in use every day, solely for the benetit of the
guests of the hotel, and entirely without
charge. I wanted to go over to Georgiana, six

or eight miles distant, and they carried me over
and waited an hour for me to make my visit.

My good friend O. N. Page, at this place, and
his family, were delighted to see me, but scold-
ed pretty severely because I came all the way
down to Florida and then stayed only an hour.
One of friend Page's grandchildren, a curly-
headed, bashful little chap who has commenc-
ed going to school, couldn't learn to recite the
vowels—a, e, i, o, u, y, because, whenever he
got started, he would always run off into A. I.

Root. You see, A 1. Root is such a household
word at Georgiana. Here we first saw a pine-
apple-garden, and cocoanut palms large enough
to bear; and when we saw some strawberries
large enough to be red, friend Page climbed
over the fence and picked a berry. Then we
told the owner afterward. It seems too bad to
hurry by friends who are so glad to see you in
this way; but how else shall I ever get around '?

Friday, Feb. 1, we found ourselves at Palm
Beach. I enjoyed a ride on my wheel for sev-
eral miles before breakfast. It is daylight here
at half-past five, and the earliest breakfast is

at half-past seven. Iran down the west coast
of Palm Beacli through beautiful grounds
interspersed with cocoanut palms and various
other tropical products. Patches of tomatoes
more than a foot high greeted me at every turn.
At one point I saw a beautiful garden of cacti.
Of course, the frost has marred the beauty of
all the grounds more or less, but not nearly so
much here as farther north. Orange-trees here
have all their foliage, and the fruit is said to

be uninjured; but veiy few oranges are grown
in the vicinity of Palm Beach, it seems. The
grounds around the great hotel. The Royal
Poinciana, are not only beautiful, but are kept
constantly neat and tidy. The hotel at Palm
Beach I should call the handsomest structure
of its kind I have ever seen anywhere. The
Ponce de Leon, at St. Augustine, is admired by
many, and is called the finest in the world.
But what prejudiced me at first glance was to
see the breaks in the paint, and unsightly
stains running down on what I supposed to be
stone work. All over the edifice were glimpses
indicating that the building was cement and
veneer, and not what it purported to be. The
Moorish architecture, I admit, is beautiful.
The hotel here is built to represent wood, and
nothing else. The wood is neatly painted.
There are no rusty spots or unsightly cracks
caused by the wear and tear of the sun and
storms. It is perfectly bright, clean, and hand-
some. I tried my wheel on the ocean-beach;
but the sand seems to be too soft down here.
The walks along the shores of Lake Worth at
Palm Beach are very fine for wheeling. Along
here, as at Rockledge, the shores are mostly
lined with a queer rocky formation called
coquina. This seems to be all made up of
fragments of shells. In many places it is made
up entirely of polished fragments, or of shells
almost pure white, these fragments being ce-

mented together by what seems to be a trans-
parent cement.* It has been suggested it was
first made solid by the salt of the ocean, and,
after the lapse of time, by some change caused
by the sun and air, this salt formed an insolu-
ble compound. The stonework of the Ponce de
Leon is mainly of this material. It would
seem asif there were fragments of ^5hells enough
in Florida to furnish lime for the world. A
word in regard to the multiplication of shellfish.
Friend Hart showed us something that look-

ed like kernels of sweetcorn strung on a thread.
He said that these eggs were produced by the
fish that inhabits the great conch-shells- Each
grain of corn, as it appears to be, in due lime
bursts open, and is then found to be full of lit-

tle shells not larger than a cabbage seed. These
shells grow. I don't know how rapidly, until
they make the great heavy handsome shells we
find and use so often as ornaments. The ani-
mal, when it is alive in salt water, has a neatly
shutting lid that it can pull down and be al-
most absolutely beyond the reach of its en-
emies. The old mound-builders used these
shell-fish for food, for we find the remains of
many conch-shells in the oyster-shell mounds,
with a hole broken in a particular point to
enable them to extract the fish for food.

SHALL, I RECOMMEND FLORIDA AS A PLACE
FOR A POOR MAN TO GET A LIVING?

In some respects, no. Florida seems to be a
camping-ground for rich people—millionaires
if you choose. Almost every man who has
made a fortune in soap, chewing-gum, or any
such commodity, has a winter residence in
Florida. There are almost no manufactures or
other similar industries, except factories espe-
cially for these rich people. For instance,
there are ice-factories in every considerable
town. Then fishing is constantly going on to
supply the great hotels and fine residences.
Orange-growing seems to be the one great in-
dustry—that is, for a crop to ship long distances.
There is no doubt a gooa opening, and always
will be, for gardeners who will furnish extra
fine products for the great hotels. Every one
who raises a crop, however, must look out that
he has a market for all he raises; and he must
see to it that he can get a product into the mar-
ket before it goes to waste on his hands. I

should say there is plenty of opportunity to get
good wages in most places where one has the
energy and strength to work during the hot
weather. I warn you, however, that it is the
grandest place on the face of the earth to sit on
a cool piazza and rest instead of working out in
the sun; and if you don't look out you will find
yourself giving way to this prevailing fashion.
A great deal of the work done is to accommo-
date tourists and pleasure-seekers. The yachts
and launches that are flitting about on Lake
Worth right before our eyes, while we take
down these notes, are far more for pleasure-
parties,than they are for business.
This' morning at six o'clock the weather was

oppressively hot; but by eight o'clock we had
a brisk breeze on the water that has several
times made me think of putting on my coat.
Here for the first time we find cocoanut palms
scattered about almost everywhere. Young
trees are starting up all through the brush,
especially along the bank of the lake. In the
little flower-beds in the neat cottage where we
are staying are cocoanuts lying on top of the
ground, with sprouts from a few inches to a
foot or more in length. The smaller ones have
as yet no root at all, but those with the larger
tops have roots starting out from the other end
of the nut, reaching down into the ground. It

would seem that they are the easiest things to

grow in the world. We are much indebted to
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Mr. Wallace R. Moses and Dr. Stites, of this
place, for points of information, and many
courtesies. When I asked if cocoanuts grew
naturally at Palm Beach, Mr. Moses said they
did not; that, if he was correctly informed,
they originated from a wrecked schooner con-
taining something like 40.000 nuts. These nuts
were washed up on the shore, and took root in
the way I have described, thus lining the shores
with these beautiful tropical trees with their
handsome fernlike foliage. These fern-leaves,
however, are anywhere fi'om len to twenty feet
long. The nuts hang in great clusters just
below where the branches start out at the top
of the tree—each nut, of course, being envelop-
ed in its husk. So far as I can gather, however,
cocoanut-growing is not as yet a paying indus-
try here. The sharp competition from Cuba
seems to stand in the way. The people here
gather enough of the nuts for their own use. or
for retailing in the Florida tnwn«, and that is

about all. In the evening Mr. INIosos brought
his wife and children to the cottage where we
were stopping, and we had a very pleasant
visit. Mrs. Moses is quite an enthusiast with
poultry and ducks. You know I have suggest-
ed that this business could be profitably car-
ried on in Florida. Ifere are some figure^ she
gave us. During the month of .Tanuarv. just
finished, they sold G91 eggs from .58 laving hens,
and 607 eggs from 32 ducks. The hens' eges
brought 40 cts. a dozen, and the ducks' eggs 3.5.

This large price was probably owing to the
demand for eggs from the large hotels and
hoardinff-houses. Mrs. Moses said if I gave
these figures in print I must be sure to state
that nearly all of the food for the poultry had
to be purchased from the North. They also
have toshut up the pnnlrrv nights and let them
out again mornings, as the opossums and other
enemies would be sure to make short work of
them.
West Palm Beach has all grown up in one

year—at least I am told there were only two
houses there a year ago. There are now toward
one hundred houses in the place. All kinds of
business are carried on. Two papers are pub-
lished. Beautiful drinking-water is pumped
from a fresh-water lake half a mile from the
center of the town. The bottom of the lake is

of the most beautiful pure white sand. It is

about as nice as water can be for any purpose.
The pumping-«tatibn furnishes an abundant
supply for the great hotel, for the town, and for
the railroad. Building is going on briskly on
almost every street. You can s^e the carpen-
ter and the owner of the property working to-
gether like a couple of brothers, and almost the
next day a grocery, barber-shop, restaurant, or
printing-office will have out a newly painted
sign. Of course, a good many things are pretty
crude and unfinished: but the weather is so
warm, something that looks like a house is all

that is needed. A« there is never any mud, it

is not a difficult thing to keep the floors and
verandas clean. Almost every house has a
porch in front, and iilenty of rocking-chairs.
The latter are generally in use, for almost every
one prefers to stav out of doors.
On Saturday, Feb. ;.'. we found ourselves at

the home of O. O. Populeton. who is so well
known to most of the readers of Gleanings that
a further introduction will hardly be necessary.
Here we seem to be right in the midst of the
pineapple industry, and this is so strange and
unusual that I hardly feel able to describe it

accurately, much less teach the people here
how to manage their gardening or farming. In
the first place, I rather expected friend Popple-
ton to meet us at the train with some sort of
horse and carriage; but he came with a boat.
Pineapples are a scft of air-plant that grow in

the clean white sand. When I asked him if

stable manure wasn't cheaper than the chemi-
cal fertilizers they were using, the question
arose, where would they find any stable ma-
nure? for, although there is quite a community
of people gathered here, there is not one of
them who has a horse or cow or pig.
Just at this point we were interrupted by the

visit of a boat containing a couple of Indians

—

one of them a boy of seven, the other a young
man of twenty; at least, the latter said he
guessed he was about twenty. Although the
day is so cold that I have been wearing my fur
cap and overcoat on account of the chilly north
wind, these Indians were bareheaded and bare-
legged—in fact, bare almost all over, especially
when the wind blew aside their clothing, which
was exceedingly short. The little fellow could
not talk our language, but he could smile in a
way that was quite taking. They were of the
Seminole tribe, the remnant of th^ native Indi-
ans of Florida. They stepped out into the wa-
ter, without the least hesitation, and stood
there while we talked. I asked the older one a
great many questions. Some of them evidently
taxed his learning and intelligence somewhat,
for at first he would say he didn't know; and
then after studying a while he would give an
answer a little at a time. He said he was mar-
ried; had a squaw of his own; that his name
was Billy Ham. He said they had over in their
camp a "horse-wagon." I joked friend Pop-
pleton on being behind the Indians in methods
of locomotion. The boy had nothing on but a
thin calico shirt, and his hair was clipped ex-
cept a tuft just on top, and yet he seemed to be
perfectly indifferent to the brisk north wind. I
told friend P. I wotild give thousands of dollars
for such a constitution as these Indians have.
They were exceedingly pleasant and friendly,
and I could not but admire the manly frankness
of the older one, especially his readiness to say
he didn't know, when such was the case, and
his willingness to give me all the information
he could possibly scrape up on any point I was
curious about. Although help is needed on the
pineapple grounds, and good wages are offered
(SI. .50 per day for good stout men), these Indians
never hire out. friend P. says. The squaws do
the work while the men shoot deer, and then
peddle them out among the white people, with
their canoes. After he had sold us a half of
venison he inquired for oranges and then honey.
We sold him some of the latter for 60 cts. a gal-
lon, he promising to bring back the pail. Friend
P. says thev are straight and fair; have one
price for what they have to sell, and always
pay down without any attempt to beat down
the price they are charged. Billy had a tunic
of many colors, with flounces and fancy stitch-
ing that was so neatly done a schoolgirl might
be proud of it. When I asked him who made it

he answered, "Me," pointing to himself; and
when I expressed wonder and surprise he said
they had a sewing-machine. You see, the Indi-
ans are beginning to " catch on " to the latest
form of civilization. The men are doing the
women's work, and the women are doing—
well, we don't know what they are going to do
when they get settled down to it. Now, the
Bible says it is wicked to covet; but I want
that seven-year-old boy more than I have want-
ed any thing else in a long time. I feel just as
sure I could bring that boy up, God helping me,
so he would be a good boy and a Christian, as
that I could grow pineapples if I lived next to
friend Poppleton. Well, suppose we get back
to the pineapples, as we are pretty nearly
around to it.

When I asked friend Poppleton if stable ma-
nure wouldn't be cheaper than chemical fertil-

izers, he laughed at me and asked where they
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would po to get stable manure. In the first

place, there are no stables; second, there are
not any horses anywhere within miles, and
there are no roads on which to travel, even if

there were horses. Neither are there any wag-
ons. Every house is planted by the river, and
in front of the door there is a wharf or landing
where one or more boats are tied up. People go
everywhere in boats. They ship their products
in boats. The oranges and pineapples are all

wheeled down to the landing in wheelbarrows;
and, by the way, the manufacturers of wheel-
barrows will please take notice right here.
They are to make some with a light steel tire at
least four inches wide. Furthermore, this steel

tire. and. in fact, the whole wheel, is to be gal-
vanized so it will stand the salt sea-water.
There are miles and miles of country down here
where wheelbarrows are almost the only vehi-
cles used in gathering crops, and they should
be made so they can run over the soft sand, and
go clear down to the beach and into the salt
water.

A LETTER TO MT SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS; WHAT
I FOUND IN THE SALT WATER.

It was the last day of February that I stepped
on board a little steamer to ride from Punta
Gorda to Fort Mvers. Our route lay down
through Charlotte Harbor, around Pine Island,
and finally up the Caloosahatchee River. While
most of the passengers proceeded to pass the
day reading papers, talking politics, etc.. I de-
cided to find out what I could of the inhabi-
tants of the tropical deep. I felt sure that, by
practice and study. I could learn to see fish in
the water, like the old veteran fisherman, and
in a little time I was rewar led by seeing great
numbers of a round light-colored fish which
the captain said were "needle-fish," a species
of gar. These dart about with incredible
rapidity, and one must get his eye trained be-
fore he can follow them. They have a long
ducklike bill, and the fish are from one to two
feet in leneth. As the boat comes along, they,
in their fright, often run right in front of it,

and sometimes even jump out of water. Very
soon I thought I could in many places see the
bottom, and the captain told me I was rieht.*
The sea-water is often very clear and clean,
having only a greenish tinge; and the pure
white sand at the bottom makes it very easy to
see any object. Think of looking overthe side
of a steamboat, and seeing the bottom as yon
go along, and seeing also almost every object
quite plainlv. I soon found crabs and turtles;
and finally I started back in fright, for a hide-
ous creature as big as a cooking-stove, with
spotted wings, came almost up to the surface,
and seemed to care very little for me or the
steamboat. His tail stuck out like that of a
turtle, and his wings were painted as gay as if

made of curtain calico. The captain said it

was called " whippera," and is near akin to the
order of devil-fish.

A school of porpoises came next, and they
evidently proposed to give me a better chance
to get acquainted. They rolled and tumbled
partly out of the water until I became very
anxious to .see the whole of one at once: and
just about then one of them seemed to say,
"All right; we will do almost any thing to
accommodate 'brother Root.' since he has come
clear down here to see us." And. suiting the
action to the word, he hopped clear out of the
water, going out head fir<!t, and going back
in head first. Now, boys, think of a fish as big

*Tt mav be well to mention that our little steam-
er is made for shallow water, and draws only about
six feet; therefore, when the water is from seven
to ten feet deep, and cf^ar, I can see almost every
flsh, little and big.

as any one of ^o« doing that, and you get some-
thing of the idea. About this time I said to
the engineer I would give a silver dollar to see
one of these chaps up close; and almost as soon
as I had spoken, two of them turned summer-
saults so close to me I could easily have touched
them with a common fish-pole. Well, now,
even this was not all of the "show," for I had
hardly taken my position again at the prow of
the boat, down near the water, when I saw two
beautiful cream -colored fish, just before the
boat, scudding along like a nicely matched
pair of colts; they were almost as large a»
horses, and one could easily imagine they wer&
pulling the boat exactly ashorses pull a buggy.
I thought they were running in front of us, as
cows get frightened and run before a loco-
motive; but the mate of the boat said they
were only big porpoises "at play." and he say*
they often run in front of the boat and play in
just that way. Pretty soon the captain asked
me to leave my fish and come to dinner; and
then the cook of the boat said he had prepared
some " speckled trout " expressly for " Mr.
Root's dinner;" so you see I had a nice time all

around. For dessert the cook brought us some
very fine guavas. If you don't know what a
guava is, just imagine a nice strawberry as big^

as a large peach, and you will have ili pretty
nearly. They grow on trees, and the trees bear
fruit almost every month in the year.

I spent the whole day in the way I have told
you, and enjoyed every hour of the trip. One
secret of the enjoyment was, that 1 made
friends with every one of the five men who run
the boat. Some of the passengers came to see
the wonderful things I was finding down in the
" briny deep," but they said they couldn't see a
thing. You see, they hadn't the patience to sit

down to learn how. If we only look carefully
we shall find-

Sermons in stones, books in running brooks,
And God in every thing.

Everybody is catching fish down here. The
mate told me a party of "women " who stood
on the dock and threw in their lines caught two
hundred " big ones " in about two hours.

A. I. R. 8 NOTES OF TRAVEL; DOES HE PAINT
THE PICTURES IN TOO ROSY COLORS?

Mr. Ernest J?oof;—Excuse my freedom in of-
fering a few words in regard to the last travels
through Alabama. Georgia, and Florida. I am
surprised to see that country so enthusiastically
—yes. " eccentrically " palmed olT. It is "just
slick." that "Dixie Land," etc.: and this, too,
notwithstanding the disastrous drouth, hard
freezing, poor and sandy soil, poor houses, no
windows, etc. It is ridiculous. I have seen
houses in the South made of bnrrel-stdves. and
many other things according. I am sorry that
your father started out in such high "tune,"
"big-bug like." He has forgotten all about
the thousands in Florida who lost nearly all

they had by the last disastrous frost, when he
speaks of Jacksonville. That's all right for
rich men; but how is it for those whose means
are limited, who are encouraged by such writ-
ings? I could send you letters from Florida,
from men who live there, that would open your
father's eyes. One of my neighbors sold his
nice home here, on account of just such re-
ports, and went to Florida last fall, and is now
back again, after spending nearly all he had.
I have also seen the same thing through Texas
this winter, and that is why I write this, not to
find fault with your father, for he has written
many good articles, from which I have learned
much.

I was at the midwinter convention at Mrs.
Atchley's, at the time of the hard freeze. The
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"Sunny Southlanders " didn't have much to
say, but all closed up to the fireplace.

I remember you and your mother well, from
seeing you at the World's Fair convention. It

struck me you were "mother herself" in looks,
oiitsUle and inside. C. Theilman.
Theilmanton, Minn., Feb. 8.

[This, as our readers will see, was forwarded
to A. I. R. himself, who replies.—E. R.]
Many thanks, good friend T., for your time-

ly caution; but 1 must think you overestimate
the dangei'. If you read my notes carefullyyou
will see I mentioned the poor dwellings with
wind blowing under the floors, etc. Surely no
one will think of "pulling up stakes" and
rushing down to "Dixie" on account of the
pen-{)icture I gave Huber. It was mostly to
contrast the difference between Dixie, and
snow a foot depp and zero, that I wrote\ \t.

Suppose I should, in my travels anywhere (say
through Minnesota, for instance) write up all

the disagreeable things, tell i,f the tumble-down
buildings, deserted farms, untimely frosts and
drouths, etc. Would anybody want to read
such "travels"? and would it do any good?
Even our pleasant town of Medina, where I

have lived, grown, and prospered, is often called
the "meanest place on earth:"' "fntining
doesn't pay," and all kinds of business are
"overdone," to people who always wear that
kind of "spectacles." Now. Florida is much
like Medina, unless you look for its bright side,
and take in its rcdfcwiijig features. There are
lots of tumble-down hotises. slipshod gardening,
and dilapidated orange-groves. By the way. a
neglected orange-grove is about as sorry a look-
ing place as one can well imagine. Perhaps there
never was a time more unfavorable for writing
up Florida than this very winter I have chosen:
but you see by my notes I still find a world full
of interesting things—a world full. too. of op-
portunities to go to work and get good pay for

your work. Back of it all. I see continually
the hand of the unseen Ood, the hand of the
living Father.
TJinrsdny Feb. 7.—During the afternoon at

GitTord, Florida, the thermometer stood at 72°.

Next morninsr at sunrise it was down to 22°—
a fall of fifty degrees in 12 hours ! The greater
part of fill the garden stuff in the State was
killed outright, the second time, in just one
winter. People had just begun to recover, and
to get courage, since their December losses, and
now here we are acrain. I say 7ve for I feel as
if I were a part of Florida now. Shall I write
this up as a part of the bad features of Florida?
Of course, it indicates that noiv and then* we
must expect disasters down here. But, dear
friends, crops fail and losses occur everyivhere.
Since I have been a Christian mv disposition

is to see sunshine, even through black clouds;
and mv travels in any land will take in natu-
rally the sunny features; but I think that, if

yon look caref^uUy, you will find I have faith-
fully mentioned, also, most of the unpleasant
things.—A. I. R.

HOME AGAIN.
Here I am, March 13th, back again in the

land of mud, dampness, and frost. Florida is

gone—gone in a brief 48 hours; gone with its

clean sand and sunshine; gone like a bright
dream. I have traveled through it something
like 1.500 miles, and didn't find mud enough to
scarcely need to brush off my pant-legs once.
Mrs. Root will tell you \t must he a wonderful-
ly cZean place. Triie; but you can't get any

* I believe the Weather Bureau will bear me out
in the assertion tliat no such winter has occurred
here before in fifty years.—A. I. R.

crops down there like those here on our Medina
clay, without a tremendous sight of fertilizers
of some kind, and you have to keep putting
on the fertilizers for every crop you raise.
After leaving the East Coast I visited in suc-

cession Sandford. Oakland, Tarpon Springs,
St. Petersburg. Manatee. Tampa, Thonotosas-
sa. Lakeland, Bowling Green, Avon Park. Kis-
singen Springs, Homeland. Bartow, Punta
Gorda. Fort Myers, Orlando. Tavares. Mt. Dora,
Blue Springs. Orange City, Lake Helen, Palat-
ka, Lake City, and Green Cove Springs. The
only place where I found orange-trees full of
foliage, fruit, and blossoms, was at Ft. Myers;
and T made in that vicinity a still bigger "find"
for bee-keepers—at least, I consider it so. You
have all doubtless noticed what our good vet-
eran friend Poppleton has to say about the de-
struction of the black mangrove on the East
Coast. Well, imagine my feelings when the
men who ran the steamer told me the rank
vegetation which covers the numberless islands
on Charlotte Harbor was black mangrove, and
almost nothing else. As nearly as 1 can learn,
but few bee- keepers have ever located on or
near these islands; but I am told the woods is

so full of wild honey it is brought in in large
quantities. W^e shall at once open up corres-
pondence with all the bee-keepers we can find
in that vicinity. Here seems to be a chance
for the migratory brethren. This point is so
far south, the mangrove seems to be entirely
unharmed. My Florida note* will, in full, go
through several months yet I shall be glad to
answer any questions that my notes do not an-
swer.

KIND WORDS FROM ODR CUSTOMERS.

Tlie much-talked of Crane smoker is received, and
was thoroughly tested, which resulted in proving
all that is claimed f(ir this pride of the apiary.
Reinersvile, O., Feb. 3"). J. A. Golden.

Order No. 35.286, you shipped Feb. 8. I received
Feb. 28. .5 boxes. 'I'liey are in good shape. The
foundation is very nice, good color—a groat deal bet-
ter quality than I have been using. Tlie freight
was very low - 78 cents. I shall put the hives to-
gether next week, then I will write you how I like
them. Wm. R. Page.
Avon, N. Y., March 1.

BEST LOT OF BEK-FIXTURES HE EVER HAD.
Goods came to hand all righ*-. Some of the boxes

were split pretly badly, and the lamp was broken;
but I must say they were the best lotof bee-tlxtures
I ever had. Everything fit nicely, lam 67 years
old, and have had bees since I was a boy.
Cline, Tex., Feb. 2 W. H. Beaslet.

We have sent A. 1. Root one of the latest improv-
ed queen-traps. Those wlio purchase traps of him
the coming season will get the most complete
queen-trap ever used. Tlie new trap will soon be
illustrated and described in Gleanings.
A. I. Root has sold more of our drone-and-queen

traps than any other firm. We predict tha^ in the
near future, tlie Root's will be about all the bee-sup-
ply dealers in the country. Medina will be the head
center, and their sunplies will be found on sale in
every State in the Union . They now have a branch
supply office in tlio Stale of Florida.
"Quality, not cheapness," is their new motto.

That has the right ring to it. Success for Bro. Root
was establislied years ago.

—

American Apicultiaiat.

THAT CAR OF BEE-GOODS, AND HOW THEY PLEASE.
The car of bee-keepers' supplies has arrived, and

is unloaded. I have not had a chance to check up
ail the small articles; but so far as i have ciiecked,
every thing is O. K. The hives and sections are
even nicer, if any tiling, than the last car was, and
we are all deliglited with the "bee notions." as we
call them. I think yi u can count on an order for
the next car of goods 1 need. W. O. "Victor.
Wharton, Tex., Mar. 8.
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Still in the Lead!
Hilton's White T Supers,
Chaff Polished Foundation,
Hives, Sections, Smokers,

and every thing needed in the apiary.
^^eiul for 1(^95 catalog-.

GEO. E. HILTON, = = Fremont, Mich.

Best on Earth.

STRAWBERRY AND
RASPBERRY PLANTS.

HfffiDrifi tana
eiNGHAM

BeeSmokOT

l{iii).hMm's five sizes of
bee-smokers raiifjre in price
from iiOe to ^fl.75 per mail,
and are tlie Inwest-priced of
any in the market, acford-
ing to size. Binj^liam Snio-
keis and Knive-* are made
only by the inventor, and
can be depended on every
lime, as they have been for
16 yenrs as ihe best that
could be made or used.

Mention Gleaninos, and send for circular
prices. J p BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.

DON'T MONKEY NOW.
Send for our ^B-page catalog- free.

Root Co. 's Supplies kept in stock.

We can save you freig-ht. Let us

know what you need for the apia-

ry. Get our prices.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

METAL
WHEELS

for your

WAGONS
Any size you want, 20
to 56 in high. Tires 1

to 8 in.wide—hubs to

fit any axle. Waves
Cost many times in

a, season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
gram, fodder, manure,
hogs, kc. No resetting of
tares Catl'g free. Address

EMPIRE MFG. CO.,
Q,uincy, 111.

500 Barrels Sweet=Potato Seed.
Yellow Jersey, best variety, $3.00 per barrel.
Red Spanish, Red Bermuda, and Jersey Queen,

$4.00 per bai-rel; 5^ discount on 5-barrel lots.

Our stock is fine. Order now and secure a sup-
ply at reasonable prices. /^. H. MAHJXK,
3-7ei Box 14,3, Terre Haute, Jncl.

My new Catalogue of

Small Fruits ; Free
To every re.'ider of this journal. All leading old
and new varieties. J^art>-est staeU in O/iio.
L,owest prioes. Many new novelties, such as
Greenville andTimbrell strawberries, Eureka and
Miller rasi)beriies, Eldorndo and Ohmer blackber-
ries, North Star currants. Crosbey peach, etc., etc.
Catalogue free. YXT XT Cpjif-ff

dJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIILh

= r\y Strawberry Catalog =
= FREE to all. =
= C. N. Flansburgh, Leslie, Mich. =
^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliililllllllllllillllllllllllllli?

iWln responding to this advertisement mention Glkaninqs,

Rest New :md Old varie"
ties. Best grown Plants.
CaialoK Free. With in-

structions for their culture. Send for it Now.
Mention this paper. Address
P. O. Bo.x 213. E. J. SCOFIELD, Hanover, Wis.

USE THE COMMON^SENSE
BERRY-CRATES and BASKETS.

None cheaper. For circular addi ess eitf

H. H. AULTFATHER, MINERVA. O.

Sweetheart.
A Regular Sugar Lump.
LEADS / Early, Large, Handsome, Good Ship-
ALL S per. Best Quality. Send for circular
WATER- ( giving important facts to growers and
MELONS / shippers, with comparative sales and
ON S opinions of many commission men in
THE < lending northern markets.
MARKET. } Seed, Packet, 10 cts.; lb., *1 .-)0.

AT^BEKT WITTENMYKR.
Originator, Grower, and Shipper,

Emison, linox Co., Ind.

CHOICE
5WEET=P0TAT0 SEED
Yellow Jersey (the best), Red Bermuda, and Yel-

low Nansemoud, at $^.50 for 11-peck barrels, till

sold out. 4-8

L. H. REDD, De Soto, Illinois.

The New Craig

Seedling Potato.

For full description of this Potato, see page 9.59 of
this journal lor Dec. 15, 1894. Prices: lib by mail,
postpaid, 25 cts.; V4 peck, by freight or express.
$1.00; peck, $1.75; % bushel. fS.OO: bushel, $6.00;
barrel of II pecks, $12.50. The above prices will
hold good as long as our stock lasts. All orders by
mail will be filled as soon as received. Orders by
express will be shipped at once unless ordered oth-
erwise. All orders for potatoes by freight will be
filled April I, or soon after that time, unless direc-
tions are given to ship at an earlier date. In this
latter case 1 do not assume responsibility for loss in
freezing; but where it is desirable to ship earlier,
and customers have bad luck, I e.\pect to help them
out so far as I can consistently. In regard to my
responsibility I would refer you to A. I. Root. In
fact, where it is more convenient j'ou can order po-
tatoes of the A. I. Root Co., instead of sending your
orders to me.

GEO. E. CRAIG, Zimmer, Franklin Co., 0.

Plants,
B 4 U Buy Seeds

Send for my
Annual Catalog.

It is neatly gotten up; no old stereoty]ied mat-
ter about it; nothing sensational. The Best
Varieties truthfully described and honestly
priced. A. I. Root saj^s, "I believe I have read
every catalog you have put out clear through,
and 1 wish all seedsmen would tell us their ex-
perience with different varieties as frankly as
you do." True I'rizetaker onion seed and plants
a specialty. Vegetable and small-fruit p ants
of all kinds, trees, and supplies for gardeners.
Send tor free catalog at once, or send lOc for cat-
alog, a pkt. of a new smooth very early tomat^i,
a pkt. of the best new lettuce, a pkt. of true
I'rizetaker onion, and a pkt. of choice flower
seeds, all for lo cents.

Christian Weckesser, Niagara Falls, N. V.
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Best ^ Goods
At lowest prices are what we are all

after. The <iuality of Gary's goods has

never been questioned. His X X white

thin foundation and polished one-piece

sections are the finest on the market.

His bees and queens are from the best

strains, and reared and shipped in the

way that long years of experience have

shown to be the best.

He has the largest stock of BEE-
KEEPEKS' SUPPLIES in New England;

and as to prices you have only to send

for a catalog and compare them with

those of other dealers.

To those living in the East, there is

the still further consideration of low

freight rates. Address

W. W. GARY.
MASS.

300 Colonies
Of A No. 1 Italian bees in 8-

frnme Dov. hives ciieap.
Qiioens, bees by the pound,

and a full line of new first-class apiarian supplies.
Send for catalog- to Box T.s3, Belleville. III.

Tested Italian Queens.
I will offer for sale in April, tested Italian queens

bred for business and p-entleness. Leather-colored
queens at 90 cts. each : :i for $3.60; 6 for $4.50. Test-
ed g-olden Italians, yellow to the tip, bred for busi-
ness and beauty, easy to handle, $1.00 each; for
$6.00. Wiil have untested Italian queens leady to
mail the 1st of May at T'l cts. each; 3 for $3.00; ti for
'H.OO. Bred from the h<'si 5 banded stock, free from
disease. W. A, COMPTON, Lynnville, Giles Co., Tenn.

WINTER soon is over!

eitf

And if you contemplate buying-
Bees and Queens
You will do well to write
For prices to

Leininger Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queen-;— g-Qod, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at nOc
each. Also bees in anyqnantity: 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

25 Imported Garniolans
Ready for immedi-iie delivery at $5 eacli.
Bred in 1894 at the most elevated point
among the Carnic Alps where bees are kept.
Daughters of tbesf queens ready in April,
$1 each; $10 per d< z Address

The Carniolan Apiaries. Charlton Heights, Md.

Q and 3 frame nuclei cHpap by the dozen.
^ AUG. LEYVRAZ, Francis, Fla.

The Southern fj^^g ^f ^^q Honey=Bee
Is ready for your orders for 3 or 5 banded queens,
as good as the best, guaranteed free from paralysis.
Warranted queens, T5c each; tested, $100. After
.Tune 1, warranted, .60c each: tested, 75c each. Good
breeders, $2.00. Straight 5-banded. or " faultle.ss,"

queens, $3.60 each. Special prices on lots, also to the
queen -dealer. Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed. Circular free. Address

HUFSTEDLER BROS., Clarksville, Tex.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc.. etc.

Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Hives, Sections, Foundation,

Bees, Queens,
Or any thing a Bee=keeper Needs.

In April and May I will receive from the South,
(via steamer) cases of 8 frames of capped brood,
well covered with bees. Tliese are.;n.s-f ii(jht to build
up colonies with.
Single frame, 90c; 4 frames, $3.35; » frames, $3.25;

8 frames, $6.00; 16 fiames, $11.00.

Untested queens included for 90 cents.
Everything sent from this city. Let me know

your wants. Catalog free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y. City.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

My queens are bred for business, as well
as for beauty and gentleness. Safe arri-

val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
anteed. Untested. $1.00; tested, $1.50.

Write for price list. 5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas. Box 3.

lAAP To my customers and fiicndu: Please re-

IKgfl member that W. H. Laws is again head-"'''' quarters for Italian queens. I breed
nothing but large, well-developed queens, either
Golden or Leather-colored. My Golden strain is from
Doolittle's original (nir-liuiidred-doUar queen, sent me
after he had rcai-cd over 1000 queens from her. For
business and beauty, my bees are unexcelled. Price
of queens, each, $1.00; 6 for $4.50. Tested, $1.36.

Breeders, $3 to $3. Address
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and everything a Bee-keepers
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-
log fn-e.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

PI : Choice Tested Italians, vig-

Cflliy : orotis and prolific, ¥1.00 each.Q: These queens were reared in

UeenS: the fan of '94 for our early

gy : spring trade, and are guaran-

p J j teed to give satisfaction.

v« ;, j J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
JTlall. J Loreauville, Iberia Parish, La.

Flease mention this paper.
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BUSINESS^#'-^^
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^^l^feMANAGER

HONEy MARKET.
Tlie demnnd for extracted honey is gcod, and we

could handle some more clioice lots of basswood
honey in 6(-lb. cans. ]f yi u have tiny to otter, let

us liear fr( m you with sample. Our prices for
comb and extracted honey remain as quoted in our
last issue.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.

We liave a g'ood slock of choice seed, and there is

no better lime to sow than the present monili. Mar-
ket is usually flimer, and prices higlier, at this sea-
son and laier. This j ear si ems to be an exception
so tar. ]t is being sold at about the same jnicc as
medium and laige clover. Our price for the p-es-
ent is. $3 00 ler peck; *3.80 per lialf bushel; $7.20
per busliel; $14.0(1 for 3 bushels; 5 bushels or over,
at $6.60, bag's included in each case.

BUSINESS AT THIS D.4TE.

Orders are coming- in freely, and we have several
carload orders bonked not yet shipped. We have
been obliged to shut down our wood working de-
partment for a week to make repairs in our boiler
and steam-plant, which could not whit any longer.
Besides, la gii| pe has come upon us with foice, and
temiiorarily laid oft' for a few days some of our
most efficient helpers. Tf there is some little delay
in attending to your wants, we trust you will bear
with us. Prf)vidence permitting, we trust all will
be at their post again soon with their usual vig^or.

BEESWAX WANTED.
The scarcity of beeswax continues, and markets

are bare, and prices are stiffening-. If this contin-
ues much longer we shall be compelled to make
another advance in the price of comb foundation.
We are hoping that, with the opening of spring and
the return of the junk peddler to his usual summer
vocation, tlie supply may be more plentiful, and
the upward tendency of price checked. We increase
our offer again Ic per lb., and will pay 29c cash, 33
in trado. for average wa.x delivered here. We need
all we c;in get for making comi) foundation, and for
the present we will not offer wax for sale.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.
As we go to press, no new maple sugar or syrup

has been brought to market; but we are daily ex-
pecting it, and propoi=e to furnish it as in former
years. We usually have thiee grades of sugar
which we will ofler for the present at the same
prices as formerly—8, 9, and Id cts. per lb. ; Xc less
in .50-1 b lots; Ic less in barrel lots. If piice should
be lower, we will give you more sugar for the money
you send. Maple syrup of choice quality will be
worth $1 00 per gallon in 10-gallon lots; single gal-
lon. $1.10. We shall be pleased to book orders for
the first supply that is brought in ; and if prices are
lower we will give you the benefit, and quote in
next issue the best prices we can make.

A BOOKLET ON BEES AND FRUIT.

This is about the season of the year, or will be
soon, when the interest of the bee-keei>er and fruit-
grower sometimes comes in conflict. It will be re-
membered that, last year, we got out a special
pamphlet showing that bees and fruit do not con-
flict; that they are mutually interdependent on
each other to a very great extent. This yetir we
have a revised booklet of 16 pages that gives all

the evidence that we have been able to gather to-
gether for the last three or four years, boiled down
in a nutshell ; ;ind the matter is put in such away
that the fruit-grower, if he is intelligent aiid fair,
will be willing to accept the evidence, and thus un-
pleiisant feelings and perliaps a suit for alleged
damages may be avt rted. We will furnish it at the
bare cost of printin.c-, postage, and wrapping, be-
cau-e we feel tliat Ihey ought to be very liberally
distributed in almost every locality. Price for 2.5.

25 cts ; .50 for 40 cts. ; 100 for 75 cts., postage prepaid
In each case.

THE SEED BUSINESS MARCH 15, 1H95,

I find our pet pie have been doing quite a brisk
trade during mj absence, and certain lines of seed
have advanced considerably, owing to tlie wide-
spread drouth of last season. 1 shall, however,
continue to furnish every tiling at the prices given
in our catalog, with the excci)tion of the Red Weth-
ersfleld onions. Instead of the prices given in the
catalog, read us follows: Oz., 10c; lb, $1.25; 10 lbs.,

$10 00. We can fill orders for all kinds of potatoes,
at the prices given in our issue for Jan. 15, with the
exception of the second-size Rural New-Yorker.
These all run so large that there is i.o more second-
size left.

I would call special attention to our late-grown
Monroe Seedlings, such as we had last year. They
were dug and put into the cellar at the very last
minute. In fact, our grower, Mr. Wilbur Fenn,of
Tallmadge, O., came pretty near getting caught by
the frost; but lie managed to get his whole crop
into the cellar in nice shape. The consequence is,

they are as nice and firm as the day they were dug;
and if you want some first-class table potatoes, I

think these will suit; and at the price we offer
them, $2. .50 per barrel, they are almost as cheap as
anything you are likely to get in the market, for
table use.
Now in regard to shipping potatoes. As soon

after the 1st of April as the weather seems favora-
ble, we send out all potatoes, unlesrs we are notified
to the contrary by the purchaser. If not notified,
we shall expect them to go at your risk. Therefore
please write us at once, if you want us to keep your
potatoes for you later than the 1st of April. We
have arrangements to keep them clear through the
month of April, with very little danger from
sprouting. A. 1. R,

VEGETABLE PLANTS READY MARCH 15.

Our boys, Fred and Frank (the ones who put the
roof oti the greenhous^ ). have managed so well in
my absence that we now have a fine stock of cold-
frame cabbage-plants, onion-plants, lettuce-plants,
and celery plants, ready to send out. We have also
a splendid lot of both one and two year old aspara-
gus-roots: also rhubarb-roots one year old, and
huge ones for forcing in hot-beds, or under the
benches in greenhouses. For prices of all the
above, see our catalog, mailed free on application.
Large rhubarb-roots, just right for forcing, for
early pie-material, $.S..50 per 100 roots. Tiiese latter
(the fnrf/c roots) are packed in barrels, and shipped
by freight from Mercersburg, Pa. A. I. R.

At present writing, March 14, the season is quite
backward; in fact, no maple sugar or syrup has
been brought in. This is exceedingly unusual, as
we generally get more or less during the month of
February. A. I. R.

Kind Words From Our Customers.

I have a fault to find with Gleanings—it takes so
miicli time to read it! I hardly get one half read
iM til the ne.xt one comes. It is all cream and no
skim milk, as they say. Daniel, E. Robbins.
Paysen, 111., Mar. 6.

our goods no. 1 IX wokmanship, and cheaper
THAN THE RA^W MATERIAL.

I received the hives, etc., to-day, in good order,
and am moi-e than satisfied with them. Everything
is finished up in a No. 1 workmanlike style; and
after paying freight I find they come cheaper than
the raw material. I am sorry 1 did not order more;
but as I am an amateur I will make out with what I
have this year. Frank Woollard.
Savannah, Ga., Mar. 9.

FOWLS AND EGGS
lt_STAM»AKI» 1{KEE1»!«— II
All i-KS" fold Iroiii bird* sforliis

9~ pointH iiiid U|>\rurdH.
Our large CatMlogue niailed on receipt

|

of 4 cents. Circular.s Feek.
F. 8. STAHI.., Oulncy. llllnoln
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Notice.
= l-^^r^lfIC ^® ^'^ Northwestern Agents for The A. I. Root Com= |
= ^ _____^ pany's supplies, and can make prices that will interest you. =
= Send us a list of your wants, and see if we can not save =
= l30rl ^t" y**" money. POSSON'S SEED STORE, =
I
^^^^^*«^t-^ Portland, Oregon. E

I Bee=keepers. # # # # j
^IMMIIMIMIIIIMMMMMMIMIMIIIIiilllMMIIiinMIMIIinilJllMMIIilllMMIIMIIIIIIMMIIIUIIIIIilllinMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIliP

I5EE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thing- else used by a bee-

keeper. All late improved goods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike£lover and Japanese buckwheat furnislied at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices,
May be had, with occasional exceptions, of the
following agencies in the territory named.

Eastern and Central New Vork, N. E. Pennsylva-
nia. North New Jersey, ;irid adjacent Now England
territory, of P. A. Salisbury, Syracuse, N. Y.

S. E. Pennsylvania and South New Jersey, Wm. A.
Selzer, No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Maryland and Delaware, Rawling-s Implement

Co., Baltimore, Md.
Florida, A. F. Brown. Smu Mateo, Fla.
Minnesota and Dakotas. H. G. Acklin, 1024 Missis-

sippi Street, St. Paul, Minn. ,-ji ,; j

Michigan, M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch. Mich., near
Detroit.

Indiana,, Walter S. Ponder, Indianapolis, Ind.
Southern Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee, Chas.

P. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, O.

Iowa, Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

Besides a multitude of other dealers and agents
too n\imerous to meution, who buy iu smaller quan-
tities than carloads. _:___

'

When you buy Root's goods you know what you are getting, and can depend on getting the best and
most practical bee-keepers' supplies of all kinds that are mad

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.

Patents Pending

On new process, new ma-
chines, new product, in

manufacture of comb foun-
dation.

I am manufacturing

BEE=KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
Every thing you need.

PRICES REDUCED.
Send for new Price List.

GEO. RALL, Frenchville, Wis.
Trempealeau Co.

Result:
Lowest prices, best work.
Samples and price list free.

Wax wanted.

W. J. Finch, Jr.,
Springfield, III.

LARGE yellow tested queens, delivered as the
weather will permit, at 75c each, $8.00 per dozen.
Solid yellow brciMliTs, $1.50; young and pro-

lific. Safe delivery. Money-order office. Decatur.
Cleveland Bros., stumper, Newton Co., Miss.

3=R^tiHpr1 **^*'^" Queens,
UClllvlWvl from my own imported

queens, $1.00 each.
Max Brauer, Beeville, Bee Co., Tex.

I

Fruit and^'^v

I

Bee Ranch for Sale,
Address REV. L. J. TEMPLIN, Canon City, Col.

Eggs

Hatching

f^ta From Prize - Winning Fowls,
lUr .5Uc and $1.00 per 15.

Send foi- citcular.
AUGUST QOETZE & SON,

3822 Wood St.. Wheeling, W. Va.

3 Great PAfjitAPe ^^^^ ^°^^

Seedsman lUiaiUUDi Catalogue.
That fr-rent Carman No. 1 (10 lbs. grew 24 bushels);
Maule's Irish Daisy; and Everett's Onward (new);
all three mailed, 5()c (large, $1). i^' bu. each of Puri-
tan, Rural New Yorker No 3, American Wonder,
and Everett's Early Six Weeks, with 1 lb. your choice,
$3.(i0. Last four named, $3.0J per barrel.

Smith's Stock and Seed Farm,
Padelfords, N. Y.
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Alsike Clover Seed
For Sale. $6 per Bush.

One bushel or more, sack included.
SilverhuU Buckwliejit, T5c per bushel.

W. D. SOPER & SON, Box 56S, Jackson, Hicli.

nifldinlll<: Rlllhc; * ^""^ mixed, 25c perdoz.
UldUIOlUh DUIUSs

, Common mixed. 18c "

Maria Lemoine (orchid nmrkcd), 25c per doz.; Maria
Lemoine bulhl ts. 10, 15, and-'Oc per 100. AUpostiiaid.

FAY KENNEL, GKOWEE, EOCHE&TEE. N. Y. BOX 2.

>^ww^>v^vwswr^www^wwwww^w^>< i

STAHL'S EXCELSIOR
Spraying Outfits
kill insects, pre-
^ent leaf blighl
aii-d woimy fruit,

Insuie a heavy
yield of all

liuit and
\ egeta b 1 e

cioi»s.
Thousands
in use.
Send 6 cts.

tor catal'g
and ful 1

tieatiseon
spraying.

hn s f?fe. Address
W1LI.1A.1I STAIIL,, ULINCY, ILL.

SIMPLFY HATCHER &
BROODER Combined.
THE MO.ST PERFECT

Incubator ;>Ia<le. Hatches
every egg that a hen coiilU
hatch; Begulates it.self auto-
matically; Keduces the cost o:

poultry raising to a minimum
bend for Illustrated Cataloyue
I60 Egff !iiize!«14;.O0.

SIMPLEX MANF'G. CO. Ouincv.lil

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and every thing

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping=point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has Ko Siiir- in Brood-lrrutnes.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Hosey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually woiked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
IStfdb Sole rianufacturers.
Sprout Brook. JVlontgomery Co., N. Y.

Read what J, 1. Parent, of
'Chaklton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of j'our Combined
Machines last winter 50 chafl
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames. 3,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e
have doubled the amount of bee-

_^j, hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
/ pect to do it all with this saw.

P**>^ It will do all you say it will."
Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F, &
JOHN BARNES, 645 Ruby St., Rockford, 111,

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a, I, Root Co,

WOVEH WIRE FENCE
Horse high, bull strong,
pig and chicken tight.
Make it yourself for

50 styles. A man and boy canmake
40 to 60 rods aday. catalog free.

KItSELMAN BROS.. Rideeville, Ind.

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee keeper, a 70-page book by Prof,
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
2Hc. The little hook and the Progressive
Beekeeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 65c, Address any flrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., Higbinsville, Mo.

There ss No Substitute
For EL,ASTI<TTV in a wire fence. Ever
since the Page became generally known, men
have been racking their brains to discover
one, and hundreds of devices have been
brought out with extravagant claims, run
their short course and dropped out of the
race. If it were possible to make a good,
durable efficient fence of common cheap soft
wire, the Page Company would use it. Every
pound of our wire is made to order. Its
quality, combined with the COIL, gives the
only elastic fence,

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
tS'ln responding to this advertisement mention Gi.KANiNGft.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives. Shipping-Crates. Frames. Foundation. Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG, CO.,
8tfdb New London, Wis.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE MODEL »

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
Tlioiisnn<l!4 in Sue*
cessful Operation.

SJ.UrLE, PERFECT, and
SELF-h'EG ULA TING

<Juarant«'ed tohatcha
hirger percentage of
fertile eggs, at less cost,
than any other Incubator,

-
, ._ Send 6c. for DluB. Catalog.

Hatcher made. || Circulars Free.
flEO. II. STAllL,114to188 8.6th 8t.,qulnc.y.lll.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us
iug hand tot>ls, in Ripping, Cut-
ting otr, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
F,dging-up, .lointiug Stuff, etc
Full Line of Foot and Hand
•owcr Machinery, Sold on Trial

('(italoq Fire. l-24ei

SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
44 Water St., Seneca Falls, N Y.

oqSODagsTrial
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THE

Aspinwall Hive

THE HIVE FOR BEES.
THE HIVE FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Aspinwall IVtanufacturing Co.,
Jackson, Mich.

We beg to announce that we have
completed arrangements with the

Porters whereby we secure for this

country the control of the sale of that

very excellent and almost indispen-

sable implement,

The Porter Bee=Escape.
It will be manufactured by the

Porters, as formerly, but write to

us for prices in both large and small

quantities . ^-^^^^^

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

WE WILL PREPAY
Freigiit cliMitivs oil (jrders for Koot's polished sec-

tions, and ]t5-sectioii white basswood shiiiiiinjr-cases,

at his pt-lces. to lie ^sllipped from I'aftorj- to points
within 300 miles, in lots of .=iO0O and aOO or over re-
spectively. Seiid for c.ita ot.

B. WALKER, Evart, Hich.

We' uld not Imve expended

HUNDREDS QF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
donig i:ulvanizint:, for which we made no extra charge, had
there not been merit in tt. GalvanizinK consists in coating the
strong but most perishable (in tliin sheets) metal, steel, with
the almost indestructible (even when very thinj metals, zinc
and aluminum. If lliere were not great merit in galvanizing,
no one would pay hi more for galvanized hai bed wire oi sheet
iron than uugalvanized costs. If w'e were making painted
windmills to-day, we should furnish an

That IS a too'l i.rice for an 8 foot iniiHteil vvii,.lmill.

WE HIILU HOR IHE AGES. WE W()l 1,1) NOT SELI
YOU A POOR, I'AINrEtl WHEEL, HOR ONE .HADE OF
lUETAI, (9AI.VANI/,EI> KEFOKE BEING PIT TOGETHER, IF
YOU WOULD PAY rs UOIBLE PRICE FOR IT. We build
the best we know, and knowing tliat painted thin sheets are
practically worthless, we have nothing to do with them. The
enormous cost of preparing to do galvanizing, and of doing it

well on a large srnle, deters others. SOME BUY GALVANIZED
SHEETS AND PI XCII AND SHEAR AND MAKE TIIE.1I IP
AFTERWARD WHEELS OR VANES MADE OF GALVANIZED
SHEETS RUST OUT FIRST AROUND THE RIVEIS, .101NT8,
AND EDGES, AND ARE, THEREFORE, NOT SO GOOD AS
PAINTED ONES, How amj concern can get our jirices for
jyauited windmills and painted towers, or those made uj) ojf

galvanized material, cut, sheared and punched after the gal-
vanizing is done, can on/i/ be ej-jilained by the fort that 2K0ple
Ufhobmj them are ignorant of the value of galranizntg. We
now galvanize everything after it is completed, even bolts and
nuts. We galvanize with ihe most improved processes and in
the most perfect known and attainable manner.

The process: When a section of an Aermotor Wheel is all
iveted up, completed and cleaned of ru.\t and imjmrities, it is

^rsed in melted zinc
there until it becomes
until every crack,
and opening of ererg
closed up and satu-

ntolten metal, and
2)ieces composing the
soldered and welded
then you have some
during and reliable,

doers cannot afford to

aluminum melted f i oi

sih'erg white coating which
every portion of the A
is zinc and alu
atime,forms,

u

alloy, which
indestructible.

prices (j£ w:
illustration of what we
REDESIG.iJINO AN OLD
IT IN INFINITELY SU-
RIDICULOUSLY SMALL

e, pore
filed,

rated with the
the whole 23
section become

together as one 2>'ece,

thine that is stroni;, en-
expensive to do, and small
We keep bU tons of zinc and

year's end to another. The
fills every pore and covers
tor Wheel, Vane and Touer,
tt is frsf ptit on, but after
a cheutuat combination or
melted and is practically
vious ad. we talked of
towers, etc., and as an
could do in the way of
ARTICLE AND PUTTING
PERIOR SHAPE AT A
PRICE, ANNOUNCED

THE OFFER OF AN ALL-STEEL VERY SUPERIOR FEED
CUTTER, WORTH .S40 AS PRICKS (iO, AT .?10. IN OUR
NEXT AD. WE SHALL OFFER YOU SO.METHING OF STILL
iKEATER INTEREST. AermOtOr Co.. Uhicttgo.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thing- else used hy a bee-

keeper. All late improved g')ods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wliolesale and retail. Write fot our

DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japaiuse buckwheat furnislied at lowest market jiricc.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDHJ7, Des Moines, Iowa.

brtd from my orig-inal strain of Maryland Italians, which has
given sucti fit-nctal satisfac.iou as lioney-producers. Untested
queens ivad.x March 1st, $1.00 each ; fi for $.5 00. Write for prices
on large lot^ ami special circular. Safe arrival guaranteed.

Chas. D. Duvall, San Mateo, Florida.

Florida Queens
3-7ei Address until Apiil ]•"),

B—em»99fmem—9m9—99090^Q99®9Q&®®Q9»<^'ii®®9999»999^99tt

URPEE'S
for

"Tbe I,euuing Aiuvricau Seed Catalogue."
A hand.some booK ot 171 pages with many new features
for 1895—liunrtred.s of illustrations, pictures painted fiona

Inature-it tells all about the BEST SEEDSthat grow, inoludingrare novelties that cannot be had

(elsewherp Any sped planter is welcome to a copy KR RK. iSend your address to-dai/ on u postal.

'\A/ ATLEE BURPEE &. CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA.
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Honey Column

CITY MARKETS.
Denver.—iT())if}/.—Tliere seems to be an improve-

ment in our market; still, tlie prices remain about
the same. No. 1 eomb, in 1-1 h. sections, 1I@,13; No.
2, 9@10. Extracted, No. 1 wliite, in 60-lb. cans (2 in
a box), 6@7. We could handle to advantag-e a quan-
tity of No. 1 comb honey; also pure beeswax at 22®
25. R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
Mar. 21. Denver, Col.

Chicago.—Honey.—We report our market well
cleaned up on fancy white comb honey in 1-lb sec-
tions. A neat package and a fancy article would
sell quickly at Uc. No. 2 comb, or dark, would not
sell at over 10@11. We report better inquiry for
extracted, at 5ffl7, depending- on quality. Beeswax
selling- at 30c. S. T. Fish & Co..
Mar. 19. 189 South Water St., Cliicago, 111.

Chicago.— Honej/.— During- this month a good
movement has been felt in the market. Sales have
been of small lots each time. t)ut sufficiently fre-
quent in occurrence to make 1he aggreg-ate sales of
some volume. Wliite comb of Mie best grades, I4c;
travel-stained or off in color, 13@i.Si,;

; yellow comb,
10@11; dark. T@9. Extracted. .'i'JOf, according- to
flavor and package; GO-lb. cans of wliite bring the
highest price. Beeswax, 28@30.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Mar. 19. 163 So. Water St., Chicag-o, HI.

Detroit.—Ho/iej/.—Best white comb 14^ T); sup-
ply moderate. Darker grades, 11@I3 Exiracted,
6@7. Beeswax in good demand at 3«&29.

M.H Hr^T.
Mar. 19. Bell Branch, Mich.

Phii^adelphia.- Honey — The supply of comb
honey is getting low in this market, with consider-
able call; selling at 11@14, as to qiialilv. Extracted
honey in fair demand and good supply at 6@6' bc.

Wm. a. Selser,
Mar. 21. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffalo.—Ho?iey.—The honey market is getting
well cleaned up; fancy exceedinclv .scarce, selling
readily at 13@U; choice, 1]®13; commoner grades,
8@9; buckwheat very slow and dull at 8@9.

Battekson & Co.,
Mar. 19. Buffalo, N. Y.

Albany.—Honey.—There has been ajj unusual
demand for both comb and extracted honev since
the beginning of Lent, and we have but very little
of either now on hand. We would advise parties
still having honey to dispo=eof to forward it at once.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Mar. 23. All)any, N. Y.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The demand for comb
and e.xtracted continues fair. We quote No. 1 wliite
1-lb. comb. ]4@1.5; No. 2, l-i(S),13; No. I atnber. l-'Olo;
No. 2, 10@11; extracted. 4'2@.6".,, Beeswax, 32@35

C. 0. Clkmons & Co.,
Mar. 21. Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City.— Honey.- The stock of comb honey
is large; market well supnlied. Fancy while Mb.

Receipts of extracted liglit;

; Southern, 4i2@5. Beeswax,
Hamblin & Bearss,

Kansas City, Mo.

comb.s, 14; amber. 12,

white, 7; amber, .514

22
"'kar. 20.

Cleveland. — Honey.-Honey remains at about
the same price as in our last quotation. Parties are
buying sparingly, and we quote No. 1 fancv 1-lb.
sections at 13@l-); No. 2, 11®12. White extracted, 6
@8. Beeswax, 28@;30.

Williams Bros.,
Mar. 19. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Cincinnati. — Honey.—There is a fair supply of
extracted and comb honev, while demand is slow.
\\ e quote extracted lioney at 4®7 on arrival. Comb
honey, V.WjUi in the johbinar way. There is a good
demand for beeswax at 25@28 for good to choice yel-
low. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Mar. 19. Cincinnati, O.

Boston.— Ho?iej/.— Our market on No. 1 white
comb honey is well cleaned up. and it is wanted.
Price for comb, 13@14; extracted. h@.^.

E. E. Blake & Co.,
Mar. 20. Boston, Mass.

Closingout balance of my fine extracted basswood
honey at 7c f . o. b. Who Is not supplied ?

Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples. 8c.
eift Oliver Foster. Las Animas, Col.

We yet have extracted a'falfa at $7.80 per box of
120 lbs. AiKiN Bros., Loveland, Colo.

Beeswax wanted.—Will pay 31i4c cash for abso-
lutely pure beeswax that will stand chemical test.
Write me at O'lce.

Wm. A. Sklser, 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

Queens by Return Mail.
Choice tested Italians, $1 each. Un-
tested, 7.5c each. .?8 per doz. These
queens are from fine stock, vigorous
and prolilic, and are guaranteed to

be No. 1 honey-gatherers. Send for

price list.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,
Loreauville, Iberia Par., La.

Aiippnq If j'ou want bees that will stand the se-
yUGulJOi veiest winters, and roll in the most honey
in summer, send for price list.

/=. B. YOCKBY, NORTH WASHINGTON, PA.

Eggs From 8 leading varieties of fowls, in-
cluding Imperial Pekin Ducks. Send

for de.scriptive list to J. S. MASON, Medina. 0.

FOR
SALE! SAFETY BICYCLES, ^ "^^

with
pneumatic tires. $26.00. Remingt(Mi sporting-rifle,
3f-4ii, cost $17; sell for $7. Robert B. Gedye, La Salle, 111.

John F. Nice still has for Sale
2.5 colonies of nice Itali.in bees in Simp,
hive for 3=4.00, in chaff hive for $.5.00.

329 Maynard St., Williamsport Pa.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS,
Postpaid to Australia, $3.00.

MISS BIANCONCINI,
BOLOGNA, ITALY.

I eather-colored Queens. -tOc each, or $4.00
*- per dozen, June or after. Orders taken now.
A. T. NIcKibben, Morrill, Morrison Co., Minn.

Ree=supplies Cheap! ^^SlS"^—^— 5(j.5, Jackson, Mich.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The sienii-annual meeting of the Southern Minnesota Bee-
keepers' Association will be held on the first Monday iir May,
IS'.IS, at La Crescent, Minn. All bee-keepers are invited.

E. C. CORNWELL. Sec. Winona, Minn.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over live lines will cost you according to bur regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price'lists, or notices of
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. aline will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

wANTED.—Old combs in frames. Dcscrifie, witli
price. W. L. Coggshall, West Groton, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchang-e the only WAx-extractor
in the world that will extract all the wax from

old combs rapidly by steam, also bee-sniokers, for
wax. C. G. Ferris, South Columbia, Herk. Co., N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchang-e Universal wood-worker,
one s'roover, one dovetailer. and one cutter-

liead table; also short .iointer, all in good order.
What have you to trade for one or all ?

W. s. Bellows, Ladora, la.

WANTED.—To correspond with parties wishing- to
sell or test my new hive. F. Danzenbaker,

1110 New York Ave., Washington, D. C.
Reference, Gleanings.

WANTED.—25 to 100 hives of bees. Who can fur-
nish them the cheapest? I will exchange,

for bee-hive machinery, queens bred from a straight
flve-banded breeder valued at $50, or from imported
stock. H. G. QuiBiN, Bellevue, Ohio.

W

W

ANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Off, Helena, Ark.

ANTED.—To exchange Black Minorca eggs at
6Uc per 15 ft)r a few untested queens.

H. Barber, Adrian, Mich.

WANTED.—Bees, bee-supplies, and poultiy. In
exchange for strong, well-rooted basswood-

trees. This is the time to transplant.
W. R. LiGHTON, 601 N. Y. Life Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

WANTED.—To exchange yellow Italian queens
the coming season, also the best varieties of

strawberry-plants, cheap, for foundation or offers.
Mrs. Oliver Cole, Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange bees, queens, and eggs
(from B. P. Rocks. S. C. B. Leghorn, and Light

Brahmas), for bee-supplies or offers.
Chas. H. Thies, Steeleville, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.

J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange Australian stamps for
any other denominations. Send along from

any part of the world, and I will return equivalent.
H. L. Jones, Goodna, Queensland, Australia.

WANTED.-To exchange 6 and 12 inch Root foun-
dation-mills for wax, honey, or offers.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

WANTED.—20 lbs. of bees and 10 tested queens in
exchange for Gregg raspberry-sets.

H. H. Aultfathek, Minerva, O.

ANTED.—To exchange Foxhound pups, peerless
stock, for any thing useful. Fox teriier want-

S. S. Miller, Grantville, Md.
W
ed.

WANTED.—To exchange raspberry and blackberry
plants, 16 per 1000, bees $5, Japanese buckwheat,

for beeswax. A. P. Lawrence, Hickory Corners,Mch.

WANTED.—To exchange poultry and egps (3 best
kinds) for tliin foundation, sections, shipping-

cases, or new smokers. D. F. Lashier,
Hooper, Broome Co., N. Y.

W ANTED.-To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatp, Shenandoah, Iowa. 20tf

3= ^i'xY.Tn Queens,
from ni.v own imported
queens, Sl.Oli each.

Wlax Brauer. BeeviPe, Bee Co., Tex.

Send your orders to W. H. Laws for Ital-

ian Queens ?

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
For beaut.v and business you can't beat
them. The leading bee-keepers of the TJ.

S. are my customers, and all praise them.
I breed either the Golden or Leather color-
ed strains.

PRICES REDUCED
To suit til e times. Fine breeders always
on hand, $2 to !?3. Untested, 75c; 3 for $2.

Tested, $1 ; for $:->. Address
W. H. LAWS, LAVACA. ARK.

o<lVION£Y-JVIAKERS>o
Are a strain of business Italians tliat winter in the
cold North, and are ready for business, with a bush-
el of bees, when the tlowers bloom. They are gentle
and industrious. Queens warranted purely in June.
Each, $1.00; six, $5.00; doz., $9.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. F. QUIGLEV, Unionvil-le. Mo.

A Bargain.
I have a complete set of the back

numbers of Gleanings, unbound,
clear up to the ])resent, that I will sell

for $10. liegular price, bound, $25.

MRS. A. A. RICE,
Seville, Ohio.

3 Great PntAtAae ^^^^ ^°^^

Seedsman WI<IIUv«i Catalogue.
That ir-reat Carman No. 1 (10 lbs. grew 24 bushels);
Maule's Irish Daisy; and Everett's Onwai-d (new);
all three mailed, BOc (large, $1). M bu. each of Puri-
tan, Rural New-Yorker No. 2, American Wonder,
and Everett's Earlv Six Weeks, with 1 lb. your choice,
.f2.00. Last four nam(>d, $3.00 per barrel.

Smith's Stock and Seed Farm,
Padelfords, N. Y.



SPRAY . PUMPS . AND . SPRINKLERS.
A Complete Line for Large and spray sprinkler Fig. 3.

" -- - i-C^. i«:sa Myers
nozzle.Small Growers, at Prices

Witliin Reach of AIL

It is becoming- every year more evident that,
in order to secure peifect fruit or foliage, it is
absdlutt'ly essential that the trees and slirul)s be
spr.iycil wit li poisonous arsenit.es one or more
times eacli season at just the rig-ht time In order
to kill the insect pests which worls so much
havoc. If you would secure a crop of salable
fruit, spr.iying' is as necessarv as the proper
cultivation and enriching- of the soil. To do this
work most easily and economically you require the best tools to work
with. W e have carefully examined many spraying outfits, and be-
heve the line we offer here can not be surpassed in quality, efliciency,
and price.

The Myers Bucket Brass Spray-Pump is shown in Fig. i.
It includes 4 ft. of 'o-inch hose and Myers spray and sprinkler nozzles

as shown. The Vermorel or Bordeaux nozzles maybe had instead ol Myers, when
specified, at :ir.c each extra. These nozzles are shown half size in Fig. 3. The
Myers IS the simplest and least liable to get out of order. The aperture in the

Bordeaux can be varied in size from the finest spray to a stream. The de-
gorger in the Vermoiel is very handy for clearing the sprav tip of any ob-

struction. The Myers is regularly furnished on the bucket pump. Fig.
1; the Bordeaux on the knapsack. Fig. 3, and the Vermorel on the bar-

rel inimps. Fig. 7. unless otherwise ordered.
These spray nozzles throw a spray as fln^ as mist, so that it

floats up like a cloud, settling on the foliage like dew. This Is
more effective, and uses less than a fourth of the
1 1 (1 ui d re-
quired in us-
ing a perfor-
,ited nozzle.
The bucket

pump. Fig 1,

IS the same

Fig. 6.

' as we have sold for several years, but improved
mhnisli and reducedin price. It is madeeniiie-
lyot biass, -nith rubber l>a 11 valves; has an au-
chambei making a contin-

"^ uoiis spia^ , and a steady
pressuicot "50 lbs can easi-

ly be maintauKd. A hue jet is discharged
Iroin the liottom to keep the solution thor-

oughly mixed. By unscrewingthe nozzle you can
throw a stream, and thus use the pump lor wash-
ing windows, bug^-ies, etc. Fig. (i sliows the man-
ner of operating the pump with pipe extension,
which is necessary to reach all parts of the tree
from the ground.

Knapsack Spray=Pump. This is shown
in lig. 3. TIk> can is uf galvaiiizid iron, and holds

gallons. The puiiii) is the same kind as the
buekot ))ump. but made shorter It
may be entirely removed from the can,
and usrd as a bucket pump if desired.

^_ It is the only knapsac-k having an agi-/^
-=f. tator to keep the solution stirred. TheJ

. , . , ,^ ,
lever handle may be changed to usefl

with either hand, and one of the straps having a snap may be passed \v
across the top, and hooked, forming a bail to carry the can "by. As reg-
ularly sent out, it includes Bordeaux nozzle on 2 ft. of pipe" extension
and .5 feet of 'i-in. hose; can Iw furnished with copjter tank at $3.60 ex-
tra. Vermorel nozzle substituted at same price, if so ordered.



Fountain Sprayer. Fig. 4 shows this valuable instrument, and its PRirP With 2
manuiT of use is shown in Fig-. 5. It is tlie same in principle as the

xv'-'MBl/ir ot nn -^ tt
Lenox sprayer, on this page, but is made neater and more substun- vY^»VVi ' 1 '^^•""- Qfes.

^'cse,

tial. The most couvenient implement for potato vines and small \,^^\ \\\lll UWi. $8.00.

shrubs. Price $3.35. Extra tul)e bulb and rose furnished for *l.~'(i.

Myers Barrel 5pray Pump.
Wliereyouhavealargeramountof spraying to do, you can ac-

complish it more easily with an outfit of this kuid. It has our patent

submerged cylinder, is double-acting, has patent expansion rubber
bucket, has a large air-chamber to cushion the spray, is provided with TWO
DISCHARGE PORTS, one or both of which can be used for spraying. It has

S„
,^ steel pins, brass plunger cylinder, and brass-

/ / lined lower cylinder, good leverage, is very
// / powerful, and easy to operate, will throw a
^ // l\ spray as fine as mist over any ordinary fruits

n
f] tree, and will throw a solid stream 60 feet from

I" 'I
'

the point of the nozzle.
This can be mounted either on the side or

end of a common barrel. The barrel may be
mountedon wheels; or. If you have a horse to

spare, it can be drawn around under the trees

in a wagon or on a stoneboat. This outfit in-

cludes vermorel nozzle, the same as the bucket
, . ^ .-

pump, and the pipe extension can also be used, If

needed, for high trees. We can furnish the outfit, as
shown, witliout the barrel, consisting of pump with
three feet of suction pipe, strainer, and agitator, 5 feet

of rubber hose and vermorel nozzle, with extra tip, for
$7.00; or the same with two
r)-foot lengths of hose and
two nozzles, for $8.00; 8-foot
extension, at 50 cts. extra.
We are prepared to fur-

T isli the Myers Knapsack
^ prayer, with copper tank.

. ( omplete, for $9.60; and the
Myers Hydraulic Spray-
Pump, largcenough fortlie

largest growers, for $22.00. Our space is too limited on this slieet

to do more than mention these two items. If any are interested
we will gladly mail circular with full description and illustration

on application. This circular contains two pages telling what
mixtures to use for different crops, and when to spray. One of

these circulars is included with all the Myers pumps we furnish.
It contains fuller descriptions of all the foregoing spray pumps.

Smith's Novelty Force=Pun,p. ^^l^'^^^^^^
sold for many years. Four nozzles are included with each pump as
No. 1 for upward stream, 3, for horizontal stream for washing buggies,

windows, etc. : 3. for watering and spraying ]>hinls and tiowers, and 4 inr spray-
^

ing trees. This is a strong pum]i, madt^ of tin, with wood plunger, and will

.

throw a stream 30 to 40 feet high. Price $1.0U; 12 for *10.(jO; 24, $18.00; 36. $2.-).00.

r"^.^.^^^ c^^^^ c~..».r D..m.« The adjoining cut shows ItsConimon=Sense 5pray Pump. construcli;'n and manner of
1 working. The piston, or plunger, is worked with a lever handle, giving
greater force for the same power exerted. The plunger-tube is shorter,

and larger in diameter, than the ordinary pump. If the water comes
over the top it spills right into the pail again.
It has an air-chamber, with valve, giv-
ing a continuous stream or spray. It
has a short rubber hose to give direc-

tion to the stream or spray, without
moving the pump. It has also an ad-

justable nozzle for stream or spray. We i\xe able to
otter them for only 60c each, or $1.00 postpaid. In

- IT -mw i< .^-^-tt
quantities the price will be fii.lO per doz.; 3 doz. for

£^ /i!l%ik '• \\ /i^ri iltJ-UO. Larger quantities quoted on application.

TU^ I ^^^-L, C^-tttraf In I^i^- 11 ^S show
1 ne Lenox aprayer. ^^^ ^^^ ^1,^: jj^^g^ conven-
ient implements we know of for applying poisons to potato-vines and other
small plants and shrubs. With this the work can be done with pre.itcrease
and speed than you would think pos-
sible. You can spray as fast as you
walk. No waste, because by releasing
the pressure of the thumb the spray
stopsinstantly till you direct It toward

I \« iiiiiiiimi I m II . II
the next vine. Price of Lenox Sprayer,

F " 'Jllfflli,
l|| Ji—^ jlJ complete, with tank to hold 23 quarts,

I ^^^^ ,=_ n '.- J3.00. The sprinkler rose with bulb and

shown.

hose, no tank, $1.20. Post. 15c.

^ ^
The Lenox Atomizer.

r]5| In Figs. 13 and 13 we show

Fig. 10,

the Lenox Atomizer, a very
y handy implement for various
M uses. Foi-sprinkllngclothes,
or watering i)lants in the
window, you use imre water.

you use any of tlu> solutions of London purple, Paris green, hellebore, pyrethrum,
be banished. For convenience you want an extra rubber ball for the poisons.

For applying poi
according to the ii

It uses the liquids with sucli economy that a pint bowl of solution may be made to go over a very large sur-
face. It is recommended for bugs and insects on carpets, _, » » r» J. n Il/I J* /\
furs, o- clothes. For this purpose a carbolic acid solution is | HC A. I. KOOt CO., iVleflina, U.
used. Price 3.5c each; post. 10c, 'c^+.-o >...i.i^,... i oii= ir>oExtra rubber 1 alls, 15c.
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Advertising
Costs money, but we can't do business without it.

It is a comfort, though, to know thati the better the
advertising the greater the business. For years I
liave made of advertising a study, and, since publish-
ing the Keview, I liave put thousands of ads. into

type, and have thus had an opportunity to study the effect of different combinations of type in display-
ing advertisements. If an advertisement is sent to the Review I will do my best to set it up in an effec-
tive manner. If desired, I will also compose the advertisement, the advertiser sending me his catalog, or,
if he has none, giving me the strong points to be made in favor of his business. I also offer my services
to those wlio do not advertise in the Review. I have a good assortment of type, borders, ornaments, etc.,
and shall be glad to submit proof of my efforts in composing and displaying advertisements. Send me
your circular, and I will send proof of an ad., and put a price upon the work if it should be accepted. As
a specimen of my work in this line, see the ad. of W. W. Gary, in this issue of Gleanings.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flich.

^ Vkm Cut Out i To tlie M)M\m of
TSrs whole Advt.
.^igu, uiid Mail.

'i^W" Please send me
the Americiui Bee Jnuriml
eac-h Week for Three
Months. At the end
of that tiiTio I win re-

mit $1 00 fori year's
suiascription. or 25c.
in case I decide to
discontinue.

56 Fiftb Avenue, CHICAGO, ILI^.

Name

P. 0.

State

CO
0>

CD

C9

CD
CD

IMEW SUBSCRIBERS are given a free copy of Newman's " Bees and Honey "—Kid-page book—upon re-
^ ^ ceipt of Sl.OU tor a ye tr's subscription to the Am. Bee Journal, or this book will be sent at the end of
the 3 months, as per above offer. You ought to have the weekiy Am. Bee Journal, even if you have
Gleanings. For $1.75 we will send you the Bee Journal and Gleanings for a year, besides a copy of the
" Bees and Honey." Address your order as above, or for sample copy.

E. KRETCHHER, RED OAK, IOWA, 00^
SENDS FREE HIS CATALOG OP 72 ILLUSTRATED PAGES; DESCRIBES
EVERYTHING USED IN THE APIARY; BEST QOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.

4-8 CAPACITY ONE CARLOAD A DAY'. WRITE AT ONCE FOR HIS CATALOG.

I told you so.
Mrs. Atchlcjj :—'Ihe one-frame nucleus I got of

you last spring gave me 120 well-tilled one-pound
sections. J. A. Smith, Heber, Utah, Oct. 9, 1894.

Now, haven't I told you that it will pay to send
bees north in the spring ?

One-frame nucltus, $1.00; 10 or more, 90c each.
Bees by pound, same price. Untested queens to go
with them, 75c each.
Untested queens by mail, $1.00 each; $5.00 for 6;

$9.00 per dozen, till June; after, 7.ic each; $4.25 for
6, or $8.00 per dozen. I breed the leather-colored
Italians, 5 bands, and Carniolans, in separate yards,
at safe distance.
Tested, 3 bands, $1.50 each; 5 bands or Carniolans,

$2.50 each.
Fine breeders of either race, or imported queens,

$5.00 each. Full colonies with untested queens. $6.00.
Ask for discounts to dealers, and by quantities.
The only steam bee-hive factory in south Texas.

Root's goods, Dadant's foundation, and Bingham
smokers.
Safe arrival on ev^ery thing guaranteed. Send for

FREE catalog that tells all about raising queens.
JENNIE ATCHLEY, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

Woodcliff

Business

To please all, am breeding
V)Oth Leather-colored and
Golden 5-banded Italians.
Have five apiaries, 3 to 5
miles apart, running 3.50

nuclei. Y'^our orders filled

Q
promptly. Can furnish

tiac%*%cr <iueens from March 1st to
UCCIlo* Nov. 10. The Leather-col-

ored 3-banded Breeder, im-
ported from Italy, Oct., "94.

The Golden 5-banded Breeder, selected from 10130
queens, some producing 400 lbs. of honey to colony.
State what you want, and send orders now for early
delivery. Guaranteed ^,; i c- i
queens, 75c; special low Will. A. ZJClSer,
price in quantities. Send wj . n
for descriptive catalog. Wyncote, Fa.

WE have a large stock of SECTIONS now ready," both No. 1 and No. 3. Write for special prices
on winter orders in large or small lots, including all
other Supplies. Also Berry Crates and Baskets
made up or in flat.
Address BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,

®it' BERLIN Heights. O.

gllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IJIII llllll!lllllllll||||||||||||||[±

- GOOD GOODS are always in -

demand.

LOW PRICES are appreciated

in these times.

PROIVIPT SERVICE is a ne-

cessity in business.

We combine all thi'ee.

Write for free catalog and price list.

= G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis. =
Tiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil III!! (iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif?
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Illinois State Fair offers bee-keepers $255,

in premiums of $3 to $20 each.

GuENTHER says Italian queens don't live as

long as black ones.—Bienen-Vater.

The first page of the American Bee Jour-

nal for March 7 is well edited. Five editors ap-

pear on it.

Propolis, warmed and applied as a plaster

to corns, is said to be a cure, in Schwelzerische

Bienenzeitung.

Bees flew a little, March 18, with the ther-

mometer at 34°, and flew nicely at 44°; but the

sun shown brightly, and the air was still.

" In Italv an enemy of the wax-worm has
been discovered—a fly that lays its egg in the

worm, from which grows a larva 3€ inch long

that kills the worm.

Le Frogres Apicole occupies a supplement
of 15 pages telling about a four-days' bee- keep-

ers' convention and exposition, with 184 prizes,

commencing Aug. 31 at Mons, Belgium.

In buying seeds of honey-plants, look out

you don't get a start of bad weeds. A lot of

sweet-clover seed that I bought gave me a start

of three bad weeds I had not known before.

'• How OLD may brood-combs be before chang-
ing them ?" is a query in ^. B. J. No one of

the repliers thinks of changing them before 10

years, and the large majority never change on
account of old age.

Actinidia polygama is mentioned as a new
honey-plant in Germany—a twining plant, per-

fectly hardy, bearing long clusters of green
fruit that is of the size of gooseberries; sweet,

and with the odor of pineapples.

A bee's EGG, according to some authorities,

weighs .00013 of a gram; according to others,

.00021 of a gram. Can Hasty or some one else

tell us which is correct? [Hens' eggs vary in

size; and, if my eyes have not deceived me.

queens' eggs. That being the case, both figures

may be right.—Ed.]

Black bees seem to be preferred to Italians

In England, but in Australia not. In the

Question-box of the Australian Bee Bulletin,

all the repliers strongly preferred Italians ex-

cept one man, and.he had had only one colony of

Italians.

E. E. Hasty, in Review, and " Gleaner," in

American Bee Journal, seem to spend a large

part of their time nosing around in the pages of

Gleanings after choice bits. All right, breth-

ren, there's nothing wrong in your brousing
where you find the best picking.

No WONDER beeswax was in demand in the
Middle Ages. I read in Elsass-Lothingischer

Bienen-Zuechter of the imrnense number of

wax candles burned in the churches.- In one of

them, 16 candles, each weighing 30 pounds,
were kept burning day and night.

Hasty says, in Review, that " putting foot-

notes of the Gleanings variety on the Straws "

gives vivacity to the first page. So say I.

They're more interesting reading to me than
the Straws themselves. [Don't believe it; but
I'll stick 'em on so as to have my say.

—

Ed.]

" We have always found bees build burr-

c_ombs when stariers only are put in the upper
story." — Australian Bee Bulletin. Never
thought of it before; but it's reasonable to sup-

pose burr-combs will be worse with small start-

ers, because the bees are slower about going up.

Giant bees of India, or Apis dorsata, are

now advertised, and I'm afraid there is some-
wrong. The advertiser says one of the drones

put in a cage with a black or Italian queen will

fertilize her at once, "and will fertilize as

many as four queens before he stops"! [See

Editorials.—Ed.]

Chemists say there is more "sweetenin " in a

dollar's worth of white than in a dollar's worth
of brown sugar. I never disputed it, but I'd

just like to know how it can be. Take a bar-

rel of brown sugar and change It to white, and
then it costs more, doesn't it? But have you
added any sweetness to it?
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" Clumsy " or no clumsy, if you can make on
rolls foundation like the Given, that the bees

will like as well as that made with the press, I

want to try it. I want foundation, not for its

beauty, but for the beauty of the finished prod-

uct. [We can make ihe article; and if the

bees or their owners can tell it from the pressed

wax, they are smart ones.

—

Ed.J

The Bienen-Vater is an excellent German
bee-journal, published at Vienna. You can
subscribe for it at a dollar a year, or you can
join the bee-keepers' society, paying 50 cents a
year, and get ihe journal for nothing. Is it

any wonder the society has a large member-
ship? I tell you, those Germans can give us

points on bee- keepers' societies.

A VENEKABLE TRADiTiox has come down to

us, that allowing bees to get started storing in

the brood-nest ^eriously interferes wiih their

storing in supers. I've bowed to that idol long

enough, and now stand up to say I don't believe

there's a word of truth in it. So there, now!
[I am half inclined to think the doctor is right.

If there is a supporter of that '• Venerable Tra-
dition," let him speak out.—Ed.]

"A NICE JOKE " is what Mr. Cowan calls that
Straw on p. 123 about British honey produc-
tion. That Medina printer wouldn'tthink it any
joke if I could get hold of him. Only I'm
afraid the mistake was mine instead of his.

You see, I gave 5250 lbs. as the possible pro-

duction annually, when I meant tons. But
Mr. Cowan thinks 10,000 tons would be nearer

the mark. [Your treat, doctor.—Ed.J

Propolis, says Geo. W. Stephens, in ^4. B.J.,

can be cleaned off the hands with soap and
water alone. "Use plenty of soap and not
much water; rub the hands together in the
lather until the propolis is dissolved, then wash
in the water. If any propolis yet remains,

lather and wash again." [Grease the fingers

with vaseline before working with the hives,

and the propolis won't get on the fingers much
if any.—Ed ]

La grippe, says Dr. Peiro, in A. B. J., can
generally be shaken off if taken at first. " Ab-
solute quiet in a warm bed, not a thing to eat
for 24 hours, and only hot buttermilk to drink-
all you want of it. After that time, toast, with
the yolk of a soft-boiled egg three times a day
is permissible. In a few days you will be quite

able to- resume your regular work and diet."

[Dr. P. is about right. I have been testing that
sort of advice, without the buttermilk, and it

worked tiptop. We don't have buttermilk at

our house.

—

Ed.J

What's THE RIGHT ANSAVER to R. C. Alkin's

demand, p. 205, for 25 and .50 lb. cans for ex-

tracted honey instead of 00 lbs.? [Yes; but we
can't make the large manufacturers change.
The OO-lb. cans are made to hold a great vari-

ety of liquids, among which kerosene and
lubricating oils are the most prominent. These

goods are sold by the gallon; and the cans
hold, even measure, five gallons. A four-gal-

lon can would be an odd-size; and as the honey
interests are insignificant compared with the

oil-trade, it is evident that the smaller size, hold-

ing .50 lbs., would cost as much as or more than
the GO-lb. size. The square cans are cheap be-

cause the oil and syrup business makes them
so, and we must take the regular size or pay
more.—Ed.J

[As this item, although by another writer,
properly belongs to this department, 1 put it

here at the end.

—

Ed.J

Dr. Miller's criticism in March 15th Glean"-
INGS, in Stray Straws, is a little misleading

when he compares the capacity of my hive

with 9 frames with that of the Dovetailed hive

with 8. My statement, that I favored the

eight- frame hive with 9 frames, applies as well

to the eight-frame Dovetailed hive as to mine
or any other of same width. Comparing them
both as an eight-frame hive will be fair. And,
again, if Dr. Miller will think just a moment
he will be able to see (without getting off the

fence) that adding an extra frame does not

increase the capacity of the hive except in one
respect. It gives more comb surface, but makes
the combs thinner and only increases the ca-

pacity for brood, and actually diminishes the

capacity of the hive in other respects. It di-

minishes the room for bees by just the space

occu pied by the extra comb. I t diminishes the

holding capacity for stores, as it adds an extra

empty bee-space.

Mr. Hatch has made the same criticism on

p. 225 of the same issue. My brood-fjame has

a cross-bar in the middle, which has been over-

looked in the estimate of the comb-space in it.

This was omitted in my article also.

H. R. BOARDMAN.
East Townsend, O., Mar. 18.

[There! you have struck the key to the situ-
ation exactly. I thought I was right, but
couldn't prove it quite as well as you have
done —Ed.]

THE OLD-STRA'W BEE-HIVE.

THE BEST FORM FOR A HIVE.

Bu H. R. Bocndmau.

This has always seemed to me to be a model
of perfection not surpassed by any other hive in

use to-day, if man's convenience is eliminated

from the question. This strange, ancient hive,

was hardly the result of accident, but was, I

think, the result of careful study of the re-

quirements of the bees by the pioneer bee-keep-

er, who took the dimensions of the swarm, as

it were, for an economical covering for their

protection. It is most perfectly adapted by its
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shape to fit and protect a swarm of any size,

large or small, and that, too, without the use

of division-boards.

There are two important features to be se-

cured in the construction of a bee-hive—the re-

quirements of the bees and the convenience of

the bee-keeper. It becomes important to decide

how far we can afford to sacrifice the one to

secure the other. A plain box or chamber,
affording a cavity of sufficient size, is all that is

required by the bees for a domicile. They will

store as much honey in a log gum or a straw

skep as in a hive of modern pattern. Even
movable frames, that have become an indis-

pensable feature of modern bee-keeping, are

not appreciated by the bees. I have more than
suspected that a plain box hive, of the old

type, with the combs built securely to the sides

and top all around, furnishes better conditions

for wintering than the modern movable-frame
hive.

In buying bees to transfer, I sometimes used

to get an old neglected movable-frame hive.

The frames would be irregularly spaced, and
the combs built crosswise in every conceivable

shape. I soon learned that they were not as

valuable for my use as the plain box hives. I

have never been able to see how these improv-

ments furnished any of the requirements of the

bees, or conveniences to the bee-keeper. There
are a great many of these primitive bee-keep-

ers all over the country, who will have from
one to half a dozen colonies of bees, kept in

this way. They buy improved hives and fix-

tures, but never expect to look into a hive after

the bees are put in. It pains me to see my poor

neighbors pay their money out for something
that will do them no good, and I am inclined to

recommend only box hives for box-hive bee-

keepers.

THE BEST FORM FOR A HIVE.

I am aware that bees adjust themselves to a

very wide range of circumstances, and even to

serious inconvenience in the hives they some-
times occupy, without seeming to materially

affect the results. 1 am sure that this furnish-

es no proof that there is not an economical
form for a hive, that will give better results than
any other form. I am aware that there is no
such fixed form generally recognized among
bee-keepers; but the size and shape of hives, in

use varies through a very wide range, and are,

I am well satisfied, many of them at least, the

result of accident rather than the careful con-

sideration of the requirements of the bees or

the convenience of the bee-keeper. I have
never been able to find any sensible reason why
a hive in cubical form, with a square frame,

was not the most perfect form. It furnishes,

more nearly than any other, the natural re-

quirements for a brood-chamber in permitting

a round, compact brood-nest, and at the same
time it furnishes the most economical form for

the convenience of the bee-keeper.

Such a hive I have used for many years. Be-
fore the advent of the one-pound section I used
a deep frame, but it was not just square, but
deeper than wide. This gave good results; but
I wished to use wide frames in the regular
hive-body, for holding sections. Accordingly I

made a slight change in the dimensions of the

hive, which enable me to use my present square
frame. The hive in most general use, and the

most popular, perhaps, of all, is the long shal-

low hive of the old Langsiroth pattern, with its

improvements and modifications. I wish to

compare these two forms of hives in some of

their important features, and for convenience
will call them the square hive and long hive.

SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES OF A SQUARE
HIVE.

First, in the construction it is the most eco-

nomical form, giving greater holding capacity
than any other. Any one who can make figures

can convince himself of this if he is interested

enough to make a careful comparison of the

square and long hive. It affords the same
economy in construction, and it also gives less

surface exposure to the cold of winter and the

heat of summer, which is an item of more im-
portance than might at first appear.

When I took up my pencil and made a care-

ful computation of the comb capacity of the

square and long frame, I was not a little sur-

prised to discover that the square frame (12%x

12%) actually contained the most comb space.

The compact form of the square hive, giving

the least possible surface exposure, and at the

same time giving a brood-nest of the best pos-

sible form to resist cold, contributes largely to

the best results in wintering. It has a repu-

tation for good wintering qualities that few
will think of questioning. The same features

that make it favorable for wintering are also

favorable for spring management. There is

no place where these favorable conditions are

more appreciated by the bee-keeper than in the

spring.

There is not much in the claim that the long

shallow frame has a decided advantage in

manipulating; as the square hive has, if con-

veniently constructed, a side opening that

makes the frames easy of access. There is,

though, one advantage in a shallow frame—

a

prominent one—which I will not fail to recog-

r^ize. It spaces more uniformly at the bottom
of the frames. If fixed frames are used, of

course this advantage all disappears.

There has been some discussion in the past

over the height of the hive for the best con-

venience for yard work, and I regard it a mat-
ter of some importance among other features

of the hive. The square hive furnishes the

best height for convenient work possible, in

sitting at a single hive or standing when tiered

two stories.

Among the many who have discovered that

the long hive is not a model of perfection is
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John Craycraft, in Gleanings, p. 47. He gives
some very sensible arguments, showing the ad-
vantages of his square hive over the long hive,

although his is not a square frame. This, to my
mind, eliminates the most objectionable fea-

ture. His experience with both styles of hives
entitles his views to careful consideration. It

has often occurred to me that I should want to

use the frames as he arranged to use them, the
short way of the hive, if I were using the long
hives. Nor would this make a hive that I

could be satisfied with by any means.
HOAV THE SQUARE HIVE OPERATES IN WINTER.
At the beginning of cold weather the brood

will all be hatched. This will leave the lower
part of the combs empty, upon which the bees
will be clustered. The stores will all be above
the bees, in the most favorable position to be
protected and preserved by the heat ascending
from the cluster. As the winter advances, the

consumption of stores enlarges the brood-nest
of empty comb, and the cluster advance slowly
upon the stores above them; and as long as any
stores are left they are in an available position,

and preserved in good condition for use. This
is important. iStores of honey exposed for any
considerable time to the cold become candied
or grained, and are seriously impaired, and
sometimes they become utterly worthless, and
will be dug out of the comb, and carried out of

the hives when warm weather comes. At
the approach of spring, the cluster will have
reached the top of the combs, where brood-
rearing will begin in the warmest and most
favorable part of the hive.

HOW THE LONG HIVE OPERATES IN WINTER.
Long before winter is over, the stores will be

exhausted above the cluster to the top of the

frames. If the cluster was located in the cen-

ter of the hive, they will now have the stores di-

vided into two lots, one in either end of the hive.

One lot must now be abandoned while they ad-
vance upon the other. When these are con-
sumed they are hopelessly cut off and separat-

ed from the stores in the other end by the
empty comb between, and will perish unless a

fortunate warm spell conies to their relief. But
suppose the cluster is located at one end of the
hive, at the beginning of winter. The stores

will all or nearly all be at one side, and exposed
to nearly as much cold as if no bees were in the
hive at all. If the cold is severe and continu-

ous throughout the winter, how could any
thoughtful bee-keeper hope or expect the

dormant cluster of bees to advance upon this

frozen and candied mass of stores, and be able

to appropriate them for food, with much
chance of survival ?

The large amount of surface exposure of the

long hive makes it unfavorable for wintering
without protection. This fact seems to have
been early recognized by its advocates, and
chaff packing as a winter protection came to

the rescue. By this Improvement the hive

that was already clumsy and awkward to

handle became practically an immovable fixture

in the bee-yard, and manipulation of such hives

was not to be thought of.

I think the chaff hive has hardly been re-

garded with favor by the majority of large hon-
ey-producers, even by those who practice out-

door wintering. The manipulation of hives is

too important a feature to be sacrificed for the
advantages thus gained.

East Townsend, Ohio.

E. FRANCE'S ftUADRTJPLE LANGSTROTH
HIVE.

HOW^ USED AND MADE BY HIMSELF.

By E. France.

First, we will say our lumber is dressed on
both sides, and is % inch thick. We waiit a
pair of good match planes that will make a

good tight job. For an eight-frame hive,

match boards together for a bottom 30 inches

wide by 42% inches long. We now want a

division-board 30 inches long, 9% inches wide.

Make the division-boards double thickness;

nail two pieces of lumber together flatwise.

Now rabbet out of the top edge of the division-

board X inch out of the thickness of the board,

and % inch down toward the bottom. Cut a
rabbet on both sides of the division-board.

Those rabbets are to hold up one end of the

frames. Now put the division-board across

the bottom-board, exactly in the center, and
nai! it fast, driving the nail through the bottom-

board into the division-board.

Now make two short division-boards, double

thickness, to go lengthwise of the bottom,

dividing the hive into four equal parts. Nail

them in, and we are ready for the sides, which
should be wide enough to come even with the

top of the division-boards and down to the

bottom of the bottom-board (10j>^ inches wide);

now two boards the same width to go across

the ends; then we want some one-inch hoop-

iron. Cut off a piece 30 inches long. Roundoff
the two upper corners, then drive the iron into

the division-board between the two thicknesses.

Drive it in half an inch, leaving half an inch

above the division-board. Now cut two pieces

of hoop-iron to go into the short divisions, the

same length as the division-boards. This iron

is for a safeguard to keep the bees from passing

from one colony to another over the divisions,

in case the honey-board should be warped
enough to let bees pass over.

We want quite a lot of IJ-g-inch strips, same
thickness as the hive lumber. Place a l^o-inch

strip around the top of the hive, }.< inch down
from the top. This is for the top chamber to

rest on.

If you now look at the pictures you should

get a good idea of the hive. The entrance is

put at the corner furthest from the center of
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the hive. The bees in winter cluster about the

center of the hive, away from the entrance.

The open hive shows the large entrance open

for summer. The closed hive shows the large

entrances, 1}4 in., closed by the button, down
to the small hole, K inch for winter. The
closed hive also shows the ten-inch belt, as we
have them in summer, when the third stories

are on. The belt is in two parts, hooped to-

gether. When we open the hive, one-half of

the cover is turned over on to the other half.

We can then work two colonies, can take off

one-half of the belt, and all the loose stories,

if we wish. If we want to get into the lower

story, or brood-nest, when we are done with

ting in the half-inch lining, take the square

block (that you see upon the open hive), four

inches square, IX inches thick, and put it in

between the outside of the hive and the half-

inch lining. Make the hole match with the

hole through the hive; nail through the half-

Inch lining into the block; pack chaff around
it. For those bottom entrances, cut out half

of the thickness of the bottom part of the

cushion frame, opposite the holes in the side of

the hive; also see that there is a passage

through the half-inch lining. Those loose

parts for second and third stories are made
with a cushion in one end and one side. Make
them the right size to fit one of the quarter-

fkance's quadruple langstroth hive, closed.*

the two colonies, we can put on the loose stories

and the half belt, then shut down the cover;

then if we want to work the other two colonies,

just turn over the other half of the cover or

chamber, and work the other two colonies. In

winter we take olT the third stories and the

belts, and pack them away in the storehouse.

There is a two-inch lining inside the liive.

All around the outside we use the IJ^-inch

strips to make a frame; nail the frame to the

hive, then side up inside the hive with 3^-inch

lumber; fill the vacant space with chaff, well

packed in. When lining up the end chaff-box,

leave the half-inch lining low enough to form

a rabbet to rest the end of the frames on, as

shown in the cut. There must be a bee-passage

through the chaff lining. Bore a hole through
the outside of the hive; then when you are put-

divisions of the main hive. Rabbet out a
frame-rest from the single-board end. The
rabbet at the cushioned end is made by leaving

the half-inch lining down %" of an inch. Make
these upper stories 9^^ deep. I use a solid

board (honey-board) over these hives, made to

fit one division or quarter-section; cleat at the

ends to keep them from warping. Honey-
board is shown in the cut, up in the turned-
back cover, with two holes through it, holes

covered with wire screen. The holes are used
for feeders. When I have to feed I set one of

my pepper-box feeders over each hole.

Now for the roof, or top chamber. The cut
shows how they are made. We want them

*The camera has distorted the true rectilinear
lines a little in the hive and building- in the back-
ground, for which allowance should be made.—JEo.
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deep enough to cover one set of upper stories,

and leave room above the honey-boards for

some straw packing for winter. The gable-end

boards in my hives are 17>2 wide at the ridge,

below the roof- boards, and ISK in. under the

eaves. The roof is hinged together with three

heavy 5-inch strap hinges. My frames are L.

size, 17%xy,V.

Now I believe the hive is made. You can

see very nearly what kind of a stand I set it on

—6 stakes driven into the ground, 2 feet four

inches out of the ground; 3 boards, 4 inches

wide, nailed on top of the stakes crosswise of

the hive, all leveled with a spirit-level.

My bees are wintering finely in those hives

this winter—140 colonies; not one yet dead.

All had a good fly Feb. 27.

an hour or two, then smoke them a little and

put in the upper set of frames fixed to suit you;

or if the swarm is small, drive the bees down
into the lower story, and put the honey-board

on that.

I find this hive safe to winter bees in. Wind
doesn't blow it over; farm stock don't push

them over.

One thing I forgot to mention. That single

story, shown with the open hive, shows a strip

of galvanized iron nailed on the single side,

raised up }{ inch above the wood. That should

go around the single end also. It is put on as

a safeguard to prevent the bees from passing

over from one colony to another. We cut a

strip l>o inches wide, and long enough to go

around one side and one end; nailed on the

kkance's quadruple hive opened and dissected.

Some one says, " How in the world can you
hive a swarm in that thing?" Easily. First,

hive your swarm in a common box hive; then

turn up one half of the roof over on to the other

half. Put your frames into the lower story

containing combs, or foundation or starters;

set on the second story empty, no frames; have
the honey-board ready to put on. Now get

your box hive that has your swarm in it; bring

it to your prepared quadruple hive; hold your
box hive over the empty second story of the

frame hive—box hiveopen end, of course. Now
give the box hive a good chug down on the

frame hive, and your bees are all in. Put on
the honey-board quick, then let them alone for

honey-board; and other single stories fit right

in there. The iron is not in the way at all.

Platteville, Wis.

[It may be a little difficult to understand the
exact construction of the quadruple hive from
the description; but if you will examine care-
fully the engravings I think it will be plain.

It will be seen that these quadruple hives are
large, and it would almost appear that they are
clumsy, and would require clumsy and difficult

manipulation. But friend France has got the
handling of them down to a science. When I

saw him work them he did nothing with them
except what any frail woman could have done.
Indeed, although he is over 70 years old he
handles one yard entirely alone, taking large
crops of honey. My purpose in saying this of

the quadruple hive as used by Mr. France is
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not to boom it nor to say that everybody
should use it. but only to show that it is not
such an awiivvard hive as it appears to be.

—

Ed.]

THE MADISON CONVENTION.

KEPOKT OF THE EI-EVENTH ANNUAL CONVEN-
TION OF THE WISCONSIN BEE-KEEPERS'

ASSOCIATION, HELD AT MADISON,
FEB. 6 AND 7, 1895.

By H. LaUirwp.

It was with some misgivings that the officers

of our association wended their way to the State

Capitol to our regular annual meeting. For

some years past the attendance had been get-

ting smaller; and just at convention time this

year there occurred one of the most severe

storms of the winter, which would discourage

some from coming. But the outcome was the

reverse of what we feared. There was a good

representation of the old stand bys, and a num-
ber of bright young men who attended for the

first time, and who will doubtless be among the

future successful bee-keeters of our State.

Much of the discussion related to questions

that have been discussed many times in con-

ventions before, and which might seem to have

been worn out; but we must not forget that

much of our work is for the benefit of the

younger and inexperienced, to whom these

questions are important.

Some of the members of the Southwestern

Wisconsin Association were with us, of whom
N. E. France, the president of that society, was
elected to an office in ours. Messrs. Van Allen

and Williams, two enterprising young men
from Boscobel, Wis., had on exhibition a six-

frame automatic honey-extractor that seemed
to please every one who examined it. The
following is taken from brief notes of the ses-

sions:

The convention was called to order by Presi-

dent Frank Wilcox, at 1:30 p.m., in a room of

the State-house. The minutes of the last

meeting were read and approved.

N. E. France, of Platteville. stated that he
had been sent as a special delegate of the

Southwestern Wisconsin Association, for the

purpose of working w ith us for the passage of a

foul-brood bill, and asked the privilege of hav-
ing the question inserted in the program.
Pres. Wilcox replied that it is proper to intro-

duce any question by simply writing it on a
slip of paper and handing it to the chairman.
Mr. Tawle called for the report of the com-

mittee appointed last year to present the re-

quest of the association for lower freight rates

on extracted honey. H. Lathrop reported that
the request had been presented in due form to

the chairman of the Western Classification

Committee, Mr. Ripley, who had promised to

bring it before the meeting of the committee in

November; but a list of tariff changes made in

that meeting, which had since been sent out,

did not contain any reference to extracted hon-

ey.

A letter from the commission house of S. T.

Fish & Co., Chicago, was read, in which they

answered several questions on the program, as

follows:

Glass fronts to shipping-cases should not be

dispensed with. We would not allow any one

to ship us comb honey unless it had glass

fronts, and we think that any one who wants
to change the present style of case is making a

mistake. The railroad companies request that

the glass be covered; but in every instance

where this has been done, honey has arrived in

bad order, as the freight-handlers are not

aware of the contents of the cases; while if the

cases have glass fronts it is handled with care.

They also spoke very decidedly against dis-

pensing with the use of separators. They do

not think statistics of the bee-keeping industry

is of any benefit. They preferred extracted

honey in barrels, half-barrels, and kegs, or in

<)0-lb. cans; but they could not pay any more
for it when in cans.

Mr. Van Allen said it was of great benefit to

the retailer to have glass fronts in shipping-

crates. H. Lathrop described how he protect-

ed the fronts of single-tier crates by tacking

a short piece of lath across each end, and then

tacking a piece the full length of the crate on

to these short pieces. This protected the glass,

and conformed with the requirements of the

railroad companies, and did not hide the con-

tents of the crate. When the honey arrived in

store these strips can be pulled off.

In regard to the use of separators the conven-

tion was about evenly divided for and against

their use. It was generally considered safest

for all, except the expert and careful bee-keep-

er, to use them. The question of supers was
taken up, and on this there was also a division.

Some declared they had the best success with

deep wide frames, and others used the T super,

or topless wide frame. It is evident that we
have not yet found a surplus arrangement of

such marked superiority that it will supersede

all others.

It was voted to make the presidents of other

bee-keepers' associations, attending our con-

vention, honorary members. This admitted N.

E. France, president of the Southwestern Wis-

consin Bee-keepers' Association. At this junc-

ture Mr. France announced that the next con-

vention of their association would be held the

first week in October, at the house of E. France,

in Platteville, to which he invited all.

The question of foul-brood legislation was
taken up. Mr. France spoke of the great dan-

ger to bee-keepers from foul brood, and read the

draft of a proposed foul-brood bill, which was
similar to the Canada law. A committee was
appointed to present the bill to the legislature,

and work for its passage.
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The question, " Does it pay to feed back in

order to finish partly tilled sections ?" was de-

cided by vote in the negative; though some
maintained it could be done with profit if

properly managed. It was the general opinion

of the members, that extracted honey should be

thoroughly ripened, and on the hive was the

proper place to do it.

Mr. Wilcox stated that, in melting up granu-
lated honey, the water should not be allowed

to get hotter than 140°, lest it should injure the

delicate flavor of the honey.

MORNING SESSION, FEB. 7.

The first item of business was a resolution

offered by Mr. Winter, extending the sympathy
of the association to the bereaved family of our

deceased brother, S. I. Freeborn, of Richland
Center. The resolution was adopted, and a

copy ordered to be sent to the family. It was
the sickness and death of Mr. Freeborn that

prevented the attendance of our former presi-

dent, C. A. Hatch; if he had been present we
expected something from him on the important
question of brood-chamber capacity. The
question was not discussed to any extent, and
nothing new presented.

A letter from an absent member, Gustav
Gross, of Milford, was read, in which he called

attention to the fact that sweet clover was in-

cluded in the list of noxious weeds. He thought
we ought to do something to have the law
changed. It was decided that, as we were ask-

ing for legislation on foul brood, it would not

be best to do any thing about it now. In some
places it would not do well, and in a few cases

only the weed commissioners had condemned
it. Mr. Hoflfman said it was not a very good
honey - plant in his location. Mr. France
thought we had better sow alsike clover.

On the question, " What can we do to im-

prove our association?" one suggested that

each member bring one new one; another sug-

gested that we get the ladies to attend. This
was warmly seconded. Take notice, sisters,

we expect you next year. Several members re-

ported that their wives had intended to come
along, but were prevented by sickness among
the children at home.
The following were elected officers for the

ensuing year:

President, Frank Wilcox, of Mauston; Re-

cording Sec, H. Lathrop, Browntown; Cor-

responding Sec. and Treas., N. E. France,

Plattevllle.

A paper sent in by W. H. Putnam, of River

Falls, entitled, " Honey; how it should be Pre-

pared for Market," was considered very good,

and we therefore give it here in full.

Browntown, Wis., Mar. 5.

honey; how it should be prepared for mar-
ket.

I shall confine my remarks to the production and
preparation of comb honey for the market. I do
not wish or expect to impart much information to
my fellow-members of this association, as most of

them, at least, are experts in this line. The s'reat
bodj- of bee-keepers, however, are not members of
this or any other association, and they are the peo-
ple who need to improve in the preparation of their
honey for the market. My ideal of a packng'e of
comb honey, if a 13-pound case, should weii-h 11
pounds net; if aa4-pound case, it should weig-h Zi
lbs. net. The comb of each section should be con-
fined within tlie Wood of the section, so that, if a
straight edge were drawn across its face, resting on
the edge of the rim, it would not touch the comb.
If honey is produced in this shape, each individual
section can bo removed from, the shipping-case
without disturbing tlie others. Precaution should
also be taken against leaking. These are qualifica-
tions which the market demands, and the success-
ful business man will cater to the trade.
People in other lines do put up their goods to suit

the purchaser, and we must do the same if we would
make money. For instance, a few years ago it be-
came fashionable to color butter. The conserva-
tive people argued against it, and there was no end
of clack and clamor against coloring butter. One
of the most successful dairymen in my State (Wis-
consin) favored the coloring of butter, because he
said his customers demanded it; "and," he added,
"if my customers send in an order for butter col-
ored blue, the next sliipment will be colored blue."

I make this digression to try to impress upon
bee-keepers that the end of all our efforts is to make
bee-keeping profitable; and if we would succeed
we must cater to the trade. I had occasion recently
to criticise a large producer of comb honey. That
man raised nearly -tOOO lbs. of comb honey in the
poor year of 1894. I bought the whole amount at
the price he asked, 10 cents a pound. I had difficul-
ty in disposing of that honey because the crates
were overweight, and the sections were not straight.
You could not get one out without tearing the
crate to pieces. When I had sold a customer one
lot I could not sell him another. I criticised my
friend, the producer, stating the reason why the
trade wanted the scant sections, and got the follow-
ing reply: "I do not care to put up honey for the
dealer to beat the consumer on if I can help it."

Along argument might be had on this point; but
to cut it short, and state my view of the point, I
will say, "Don't bite off your»own nose to spite
some one else;" dealers don't have to buy any
man's honey unless it suits them, and it will suit
tliem if they can make money on it. Moral: Cater
to tlie trade. i i

Tlien I may briefly state my ideal crate of comb
honey to have four necessary requisites:

1. It must be scant weight.
3. Combs must be straight.
.3. They must not leak.
4. The'l-lb. is the standard.
How shall we obtain these requisites? If we

would compete with Bro. Wilcox and Bro. France
at the State fair next fall, we must lay the founda-
tion now. If we would compete in the markets of
tlie world we must make preparation at home long
before tlie bees begin to swarm.
To accomplish these points we must adopt a sec-

tion that, when filled full, will weigh about a pound.
I consider the 4^^x4.^x1 's the proper size for general
use with separators, and I do advise the use of sep-
arators by the general public. The members of
this association do not need to use separators; they
are skilled in their profession; they look to all the
points; they keep their hives level; they keep their
bees strong, so that, when they go into the surplus
case, they fill it. and straight combs come naturally.
For such bee-keepers I would advocate the 4ii x4i4x
7 to the foot, and a full sheet of comb foundation.
The average bee-keeper uses about 1 lb. of comb
foundation for a bunch of 500 sections; his bees
take care of themselves; some are strong, but most
of them are weak; but a few bees go into the super
at first; they cluster on some section; there is a
vast unoccupied space all around them; honey is

coming in slowly; they draw out the comb, and
there is no limit to the size; it may bulge out on
both sides, away past the edge of the section, and
weigh 1^ to 3 pounds. Later, honey comes in more
freely; more bees are hatching all the time, and
after a while the case is filled. Later, when the bees-
more perfectly fill the case, some very straight
combs may be found in the same case with some
very bad ones. Had this person used separators he
would have had all the combs straight, because the
few bees would have occupied one or two sections
somewhere in the centerofthesurplusca.se; where
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tliej' liad drawn out the conibs within about ;'« of an
inch of lliC separator, they would liave cupped it

over and g'one on to the next section. In tliis way
tlie honey of no section can protrude beyond tlie

edge of the section, and we have g'ained our tirst

two points. The combs are scant weight, and tliey

are straiglit, and we have almost gained our third
point; for, when the combs are straight, and do not
bulKe, there will be very little leaking. We can
guard against all leaking- it we will cut a piece of
newspaper an Inch larger than the bottom of our
shipping-crate, and place it in the bottom, allowing-
the edge to turn up all around about M to Jo inch.
One more point about preventing- honey from

leaking-. Wlien lioney is tirst stored in the combs it

is tliin and watery. It needs to be ripened. The
water in it needs to be evaporated. Honey may be
ripened on the liive; but it it is white it is better to
remove it from the hive, because, if left on tlie hive,
the bees will run over it, and the yellow pollen will
fall off trom their legs, and soil the combs, and the
honey has to go for second quality, and be sold at
from one to two cents a pound less. If, however,
the houe3^ is of a dark color, or is produced in a re-
g-ion where no buckwheat or g-olaenrod exists, it

may be ripened on the hive. The reason why honey
should be removed trom tlie hive as soon as com-
pleted, if i-aised in a region where buckwheat ex-
ists, is that buckwheat lioney, if dark-colored, and
if only a few cells of dark Jioney are stored around
the edge, even of the section, it places the whole in
a second grade. When honey is removed from the
hive, never place it down cellar; that is the worst
thing you could do, because there is always more or
less moisture in a cellar. It you place your honey
down cellar, I will tell you what happens. The
honey takes on moisture; and as two particles can
not occupy the same space at tlie same time, the
cells are expanded, the capping bursts, the contents
of the cells become more watery, part of it oozes
out, a chemical process takes place, and, the tirst

you know, that noney is all over the floor. You
taste of it, and it is sour. I presume what I have
just related takes place in nine-tenths of the gro-
cery stores in the countrj'. Grocers are in the habit
of keeping their molasses, vegetables, and other
produce in the cellar, and naturally the honey goes
down there also, and it is damaged more or less ac-
cording to the length of time it has been subjected
to this process of taking on moisture. The custom-
er pays i!U to 'Za cents tor a comb of that stuff called
honey; they take it home; they taste potatoes, on-
ions, codtisu, and every thing usually kept in a gro-
cery cellar. That flue flavor that bee-keepers talk
about is gone, they don't like honey any way. Then
people talk about adulterated honey, and no won-
der. What shall we do V Kipen our honey above
ground, in some dry, clean, warm room where the
air is pure, so that what surplus moisture there is
will evaporate. If the weather is damp and rainy,
use a stove to dry the air, then our honey will thick-
en and preserve its flavor. When you sell a box of
honey, tell the party not to put tne honey in the
ice-box nor down cellar, but, rather, put it on the
pantry-shelf. If your customer is a grocer, give
him a few pointers in a friendly way.
And now I come to the fourth point. The one-

pound is the standard. The pocketbook argument
should have its effect here. I'iist, if you use an odd
size you must expect to pay the supply-dealer from
50 cents to $1.00 extra per lUoO, because it is more
trouble to make odd sizes than regular sizes. Sec-
ond, you must expect to get less for your honey.
I will show you how much you would lose if you
Used a two-pound section. Suppose 2U00 one-pound
sections to cost at the factory $5.UU, you could not
expect to get lOOU two-pound sections for less than
*-i.uU; and supposing aUUU lbs. of honey to sell at If
cents a pound in one-pound sections, you could not
expect it to sell for more than W cents in two-pound
sections, in proof whereof i quote from the Minne-
apolis Journal, dated January 4, 1895.
Hiiney.—The market is slow, and prices are steady.

Minnesota white clover, 14@15c; Wisconsin white
clover, I4@15; dark honey, 1(J@12; extracted honey,
7c; a-lb. combs, lo®14.
Then we have saved Sl.UO on the cost of the sec-

tion.s, and we have lost $:JO.uO on the honey; $19.U0
would be a big Christmas present; but it would be
just like flnding it, to a bee-keeper who was in the
habit of using a :i-lb. section.

I wish to touch briefly upon how to secure the
greatest amount of white honey. We hear so many
bee-keepers say every year that they did not get
any white honey, or very little white honey. The

plan generally pursued by the ordinary bee-keeper
is to let his bees alone in the spring until they De-
gin to swarm; then he hives the new swarm, and,
after about two weeks, he puts on his surplus-
cases. A little knowledge of honey-producing
plants, and their time of blossoming, would change
all this; for, be it understood once for all, bees do
not make noney; they simply gather it, and store it
in the hive. In my locality the flrst surplus honey
comes from white clover, in May and June, followed
by a short spell of no honey at all, and then comes
the basswood the last of June and flrst of July,
liasswood bloom is all over from July luth to the
15th, and then comes another famine. In order to
get white honey in my locality, the bee-keeper must
have his bees in conuition to gather honey by the
middle of May. He must put on his surplus-cases
as soon as his bees begin to build brace-combs. It
is my practice to tier up as fast as possible, and
sometimes I have two or three surplus-cases nearly
tilled at swarming- time. As soon as a new swarm
issues I remove the old hive a little to one side,
placing it at right angles to the old stand. I place
the new hive exactly where the old one stood; place
the partly tilled settion-cases on tne new hive; and
in less than ten minutes after swarming, the cases
are again tilled with workers; each worker carries a
sackful of honey with her when the swarm issues,
and thirty or forty thousand bees can hold a con-
siderable amount of honey. I have weighed new
swarms that weigh eighteen to twenty pounds with-
out the hive— ill fact, before they haci been put into
the hive at all. i have no doubt that two-thirasof this
weight was the honey in the bees. With me, bees
swarm during white honey-flow; and by following
the method here described, no time is lost; they go
right on, and more cases may be added. Meantime
the old hive is moved nearer and nearer the new
hive, day by day, until they stand side by side and
very close. On the seventn day after swarming, in
the middle of the day when the most workers are in
the Held, quietly anu carefully pick up the old hive;
carry it quietly, and set it down softly at the great>-
est distance possible in the same yard, from its
former position. Notice the ettect. Almost instant-
ly you will see a swarm, as it were, collecting around
tne place where this liive had stood; they are the
workers returning from the field; their home is
gone; they are confused, and tiy aimlessly about
for a few seconds; they alight at the entrance of
the new hive; tiieir mother is the queen there
reigning; the bees have the same scent; they are
receivea, deposit their load, and go again to the
field for more honey. Likewise tne woi-kers that
were in the old hive which we moved so carefully
do not know their home has a new location; they
go forth, but return to the old location; they are
received, and a rousing swarm is the result. No
wonder the honey-sections fill up quickly, as there
are so many workers. But what happens at the
old hive in its new location ? Nearly all its working
force has been drained away to the new swarm. In
a day or two the new queen hatches. She has few
bees to hamper her actions; she makes a tour of
the hive, and murders her sleeping sister-queens,
yet unborn. She is monarch of all she surveys, and
there is none her right to dispute. You will not be
troubled with seconil swarms. No time has been
lost since white honey began to flow, and now we
have the whole working- force concentrated on com-
paratively few sections. If there is any white honey,
we get it. After a week or two we can put sections
on the old hive, and all our bees will be in shape for
dark or fall honey. W. H. Putnam.
Kiver Falls, Wis.

DRONE -TRAPS, SELF-HIVERS, AND NON-
SWARMERS.

DRONE AND QUEEN TRAPS MOST PRACTICA-
BLE; "YOU PRESS THE BUTTON AND WE
DO THE rest" HIVER WILL NEVER

BE INVENTED.

Bij C. H. Dibbern.

A good deal has been said of late about how
best to manage our apiaries in the bee-keeping
of the future. It is generally admitted that,
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for small apiaries of, say, less than 50 colonies,

it will not pay to spend valuable time watching
for swarms, especially in poor seasons; neither

will it pay to let them go to the woods. In the

large apiaries and out-yards the swarming sea-

son is usually a time of great anxiety and loss.

Even if one has all his time free to look after

the swarms, and every thing ready to do the

hiving, it is usually hard hot work; and losses

by doubling up and absconding are not always
avoided.

Now, as the swarming season will soon be

here again, the question is, no doubt, puzzling

a good many—" How are we to control swarm-
ing?" Of all the many methods suggested of

late years, the drone and queen trap method is,

perhaps, the simplest and most satisfactory, so

far as generally known. What is easier than
putting the traps on the hives on the approach
of the swarming season, and, when a swarm
issues from one of them, simply putting an
empty hive in its place, attaching the trap

with the queen in it, and allowing the swarm
to return when they please? There is no
danger of the swarm absconding or doubling

up with others as long as you trap all the

queens. Should no one see the swarm it makes
little difference, as the bee-keeper can easily

determine any time, within two or three days,

what hives have been swarming out, by finding

a handful of bees with the queen in the trap,

and fixing them up as desired. Surely this

beats climbing trees, or running up and down
the apiary with swarm-catchers, a la B. Taylor,

all to pieces.

But why not carry this idea out further, and
let the bees hive themselves? But how is this

to be done? is the question I have studied for

several years. Last year, and the one before, I

described my devices that had proved partially

successful; but the season developed serious

defects. When the weather became hot, the
strong colonies would crowd through the wood-
zinc boards under the empty hives, and take
possession and build comb there. This made it

difficult to tell when a hive had actually
swarmed, and it interfered too much with the
work in the sections. Then, again, a hive
would swarm ; and when I supposed them
nicely hived they would all go back through
the board to their old home, except, perhaps, a
handful or so, with the queen. To overcome
these difficulties I substituted a solid board,
except 4 inches of wire cloth at the rear end, to

afford ventilation to the old hive, for the wood-
zinc board. This worked ail right; and when
a swarm issued I would cut off the old entrance,
and every bee would go into the new hive,

where the queen was trapped, awaiting their

return. When not present to cut off the direct

entrance I would get only a part of the swarra;
but I could always tell what hives had swarm-
ed by looking in at the top, as the new hives are
so cut off that the bees never take possession

without swarming. When I found these self-

hived small swarms I had but to cut off the

direct entrance to the old hive, to throw as

many workers as wanted into the new one.

But now another difficulty appeared. When
all the entrance was cut off, except through the

bee-escape cones, from the old hive, the re-

maining bees would become alarmed, and com-
mence in a day or two to destroy all their un-

sealed brood. This may be caused by their in-

ability to get water, as bees never return when
once through the escapes. I now leave an inch

or so through the lower perforations, so that

some bees can work from the old hive. At first

I was a good deal puzzled to account for the

small number of bees, and entire absence of

brood in the old hive at the end of 10 or 12 days.

I found invariably that, when cut off so that

no bees could return, the unsealed brood would
be destroyed. This, perhaps, explains the

failure of such devices as the Langdon non-

swarmer. I found that about 8 to 10 days was
long enough to leave the old hive to boom the

new, after hiving the swarm. If the surplus-

cases are changed to the new hive at once, the

work goes on with little interruption.

It has been urged against self-hivers, that

the work and expense of preparing so many
hives with foundation, in a large apiary, was
too much work and bother. It is not necessary

to prepare hives any faster than bees are

ready to occupy them. As soon as I suspect

there will be swarms soon, I put the queen-traps

on all the strong colonies, and keep adding

more as I have time. Now, as soon as a swarm
issues from one of these hives I allow them to

return once. This shows where an empty hive

to receive the swarm is needed. I usually

mark these hives, and fix them up during the

day or evening, as I find time. When they

again swarm out the next day or so, I simply

place at the entrance a square stick, and fasten

by a tack or two, to keep the bees from pushing
it away, thus cutting off the old entrance, and
compelling all the bees to go into the new hive.

It seems to me it would be difficult to manage
swarming more easily or more surely. Cer-

tainly it beats swarm-catchers, where one
must be constantly on the watch, and generally

on the jump, or cutting off limbs from valuable

fruit-trees, and hanging them in holes dug in

the ground " big as a barrel," to keep the

swarms from doubling up.

I want to say, I do not claim that my device

is entirely perfect, and I have no hivers for

sale. Of course, in all such devices one must
use a good deal of common sense. I do not be-

lieve that a "you press the bottom and we do
the rest" hiver will ever be invented. The
truth is, bees act very differently one season
from another. I do know, however, that the

idea is entirely practicable, and will soon come
into general use.

Milan, III.
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BAMBLE NO. 129.

AT NAI'A; ON THE SACKAMRNTO; JACK; GREAS-
ERS: WINERIES, ETC.

Bij Rawhler.

HERE were a few par-

tially civilized Ameri-
cans living in Black

Diamond, and these

were allowed to come
inside the "dead-line"

around our camp. Mr.

Wilder had established such a line with our

picket-ropes, to keep the horde of Dago kids

from a too promiscuous mingling with our uten-

sils. One of our American friends was pleased

with our easy camp-chair, and, having appar-

ently loaded up with beer, would come around

and look at us as we worked at the picture

business. It pleased him to tell us that he was
electioneering for the office of justice of the

peace, and had great hopes of election. He
evidently thought that each jag of beer taken

aboard was a harbinger of success. His heart

was warmed toward us, and he gave us a sort

of judicial opinion that our outfit was not com-
plete without a dog; and as he had a surplus of

that commodity on hand he would give us one.

Aft»»r seeing the embryo justice kick the dog
with his heavy boot, and send him home limp-

ing, we decided to accept the gift. Jack was a

splendid-looking specimen of the water spaniel,

and his dam and granddam were traced back to

Alaska. Jack adhered to the traditions of his

forefathers, and was a good temperance dog,

therein showing more sense than his master.

OFF FOK COLLI NSVILl^K.

We were to cross the river here. We had
sought this place, for it was the cheapest one
to cross. We were very busy until within an
hour of boat time, and our spread-out camp had
to be hustled into the wagon. Our would-be
justice said we could not do it, and that we
should have to wait two days for the next boat.

But that man knew no more about hustling

than a tadpole. He did not know of the con-

veniences of a collapsible camping-outfit, and
we surprised him by driving to the wharf some
minutes before the boat arrived.

The boat was one of the regular river craft

that ply between San Francisco and Sacramen-
to, having a large undershot water-wheel in the
rear. We just crossed the river to the town of
Collinsville, not over five miles, and were on
board less than an hour; and the ferriage, in-

cluding the dog. was the modest sum of ^4.00.

When we landed at Collinsville, and were hitch-
ing our ponies to the wagon, a fellow chipped
another 25 cts. out of us for wharfage. We de-
murred greatly, and called it by its right name,
a species of highway robbery. The explana-
tion for this state of things is, that the rights
and privileges of this waterway are controlled
by the Southern Pacific Railroad. Their rule
is to carry such an outfit as ours from San
Francisco to Sacramento, over 100 miles, for
.*4.5(), or five miles for the same price, and we
have to submit. "For ways that are dark, and
tricks that are vain, the S. P. R. R. will beat
the heathen Chinee."

We camped at Bird, four miles from the riv-

er; and the county we are now in bears the
name of an Indian chief, Solano. A good por-
tion of it rests upon Suisun Bay, and lOO.CXX)

acres of the county is tule swamp. These tule
swamps are very fruitful all the year round,
and the leading crop is mosquitoes. It is also a
prolific breeding-place for frogs; and their hind
quarters are temptingly displayed in the city
markets. The next day, as we journeyed, a
cloud of mosquitoes followed us. We were, for-

tunately, facing the coast breeze, and the cloud
was left in the rear. Every conveyance we
met, and that was going with the wind, had a
fuzzy halo of the insects hovering over them.
Our observations in relation to bee culture

were not rewarded with much
success. Now and then a patch
of wild sunflowers by the road-
side would reveal various insects

upon the flowers; but I saw only
one honey-bee. Mr. Wilder saw
another, showing that a colony
was in the vicinity, bravely hold-
iiig its own with the mosquitoes.
Owing to the flat country, and
its liability to inundation, the
bee can not tind lodgment in the
ground: neither are there large

trees or rocky hills; so if the bees live here in

the wild state it must be in the cornice of some
residence; and even a house with such an ap-
pendage is somewhat rare after we leave the
towns.

The lands above the river-bottom are devoted
to the production of grain, and there is but
scanty pasturage for bees. The'tule' lands are,

however, in a fair way to be reclaimed. Great
schemes are now on foot, so that, by a system
of dykes and waterways, the rivers will be held
in their natural beds, and the rich alluvial soil

utilized for agricultural purposes. Then these

low lands will become the natural home of al-
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falfa; and wherever that is grown, we find the

thriving bee-keeper; and I am not sure but

some portions of Solano County already enjoy

the benefits derived from the growth of alfalfa.

The hoarse croak of the frog, and the high-

keyed note of the mosquito, must give way to

" SANTA MAKIA ! DYNAMITO 1

"

the more industrious civilized hum of the

honey-bee. It has been said, that the planting

of eucalyptus-trees will banish mosquitos from

a locality; but here we saw clouds of them
while passing through avenues of gum-trees.

Perhaps the avenues were not plentiful enough,

or enough trees in the avenues. This being

near the breeding-grounds of the insects it

would probably require a tree to every sciuare

rod; and in case they were EucalypUis lomji-

folia, here would be another source of honey

for the bees.

Whether it was mosquitos behind our horses,

the untiring efl'ortsof Jack to circle around our

outfit, or our desire to get our mail, or a little

of all three, we made a long drive that day:

and in the early evening we dropped into the

city of Napa. We were directed to a fine camp-
ing-place in the shade of some trees, and in

that portion of the city known as Spanishtown.

We were congratulating ourselves upon the

shady situation, and had scarcely begun to

erect our tent, when a woman with a very

shady complexion, very large (I judge she

weighed 300 lbs.), fat and greasy (you know
these Spanish Mexicans are sometimes called

greasers) appeared. Her first salutation was,
" Why, what a pooty tent you have ! Ble've

I'll come and sleep in it to-night." Bro. Wilder
dropped a tent-pin he was just going to drive,

and I dropped a corner of the tent I was hold-

ing. Bro. Wilder recovered in a minute, and
whacked away at the tent-pins again; and, not

knowing what else to do, I took out my Water-

bury watch and commenced to wind, wind,

wind. The shady fat woman had a look of curi-

osity at first; but wind, wind, wind; then a

troubled expression of her swarthy features.

Wind, wind, wind, and a step toward her, and
she took alarm and shouted, "Santa Maria I

dynamite I" and fled. No, she was loo fat to

flee; she got to her little cabin. She evidently

thought I was fixing an infernal machine to

throw at her.

We were soon after accosted by another Span-
ish woman, from another cabin. She was quite

voluble of speech, and invited us to " beber vi-

no" (drink wine) with her.

" No, sefiora," said I. " No necesitamos vino.

Bebemos agua " (no. marm, we don't need wine;

we drink water). We were thankful at last to

be left in peaceful possession of our camp. We
tied Jack in front of the tent, and, with my
good Waterbury watch close at hand, we felt

perfectly safe among the shady greasers.

We found in the morning, however, that

these people were not all greasers. We could

find no wood in the morning with which to pre-

pare our breakfast. I entered one of the cab-

ins to purchase a few sticks. The head of the

house said I could have some; and after select-

ing four or five billets I asked him how much.

"don't you know I AM A MISSOUKIAN?"

"Oh ! go along," said he. "We are Missou-
rians; and don't yer know that, wherever you
find a Missourian's home, you must walk right

into the house and help yourself?"
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I pocketed my dime I thought to give him,

and paid him in thanks, which seemed to be

satisfactory.

Napa is the great center of the wine industry

of California. Vineyards and wineries are up-

on every hand. The viticultural associations

and many good people, including some very

prominent ladies, recommend the use of wine

as a Deverage. or as an appetizer at each meal.

Owing to a delay in the arrival of our mail and

express packages we were obliged to stop over

here one day. and we had an opportunity to

witness how delightfully the wine-bibbing

practice worked.

Several of our Spanish neighbors, of both

genders, and including our fat and our volu-

ble acquaintances of the previous evening,

gathered under the trees a few rods from us.

around a demijohn of wine. It rapidly circled

from person to person, until it was emptied;

and after a short season it was sent to some
convenient saloon and filled. It then circled

again. Result, a young Spaniard slipped from

his chair and sought a slumberous attitude on

the ground. A blanket was spread, and he

was rolled upon it by the fat woman. If he as

much as opened an eye, the dames were on

hand to offer him more wine. Others of the

group staggered off to some more private place

to have a lethargic sleep. The senoras wound
up their afternoon with what might be termed

a jamboree of angry words. As the cool of the

evening came, there came also two men and
carried, rather than led, the limp form, that

was still on the blanket, into one of the cabins.

Thus the picture of the afternoon vanished.

Shall we take a little wine for the stomach's

sake? Thus far on our journey Mr. Wilder
and myself had not patronized the drink-shops,

and this temperance lecture before us gave us

an opportunity to renew our allegiance to cold

water.

I have no sympathy with viticultural associ-

ations, for the scene among these poor Span-
iards is daily reproduced in higher walks of

life, and where the public eye can not behold

the lethargic sleep or the domestic brawl.

Therefore, still in the ranks of temperance re-

form will be found the Rambler.

JAKE SMITH'S LETTEK.

FIVE-BANDED OR LONG-TONGUED BEES.

Mr. A. I. Gleenings—deer Sir.-—Our Zed's

always a fussin at something. Last summer
he got a lot of oyster-cans and put them on the

different hives, with a little bit of feed in them.
I didn't mind it. for it was a bad season and the
bees wan't a gettin' nothin; and I didn't care
if he did feed em sunthin'. Zed's a good boy.
If I do say it, and when he hain't into no mis-
chief I let him have his own fun.

One day Jim Short he come over, and we was

a talkin' about how the corn was a dryin' up
without fillin', when Jim see Zed a fussin' at

the hives.

"What's Zed up to now?" says he. "He
ain't a takin' off honey, is he ?

"

"Oh, no!" says I; "the bees ain't a makin'

any honey now. It's a bad year for bees as

well as every thing else. I guess Zed's a tryin'

to get the bees to hatch out a crop of oysters."

I jist said it for fun, for I knowed he was a

feedin' em. And I told him so.

Then he went over toward where Zed was,

and says Jim to Zed, "You'll get your bees

trained so they'll be no good."
" How's that ? " says Zed.

"Why, they'll git used to lookin' to you for

feed, and then when any honey does come in

the blooms they won't go after it."

"I guess all I give 'em won't spoil 'em very

bad," says Zed. "Come and see how much I

give 'em."
" Jimminy!"says Jim. " Why, they hain't no

feed there at all."

" Yes, there is too," says Zed. " You see,

there's a false bottom there. And you see all

those little holes in it for the bees to reach their

tongues through. Well, there's just a little

feed on the true bottom. And the true bottom's

on a little slant, so you can tell just how far the

bees' tongues reach. They'll suck up the feed

just as long as they can; and when it's out of

their reach, of course they'll have to stop."

" Oh I I see," says Jim; " you make 'em reach

as long as they can, and then they'll stretch

their tongues a little farther, and that way
you'll grow a long-tongued set of ,bees."

"Say-ee!" says Zed, "why wouldn't that

work ?
"

" I guess," says I, " you'd have to have a good

many stretches to make much difference, and

the whole hive would have to be at it all sum-
mer long, and may be a hundred summers for

any thing I know."
" I guess that's so," says Zed, a fetchin' a

long breath. "But that wasn't what I was
after, though it ain't so far from it either.

You see, bees' tongues ain'.: all of a length, not

by a long shot. Now you see that feed comes
up to the seventh hole. Now let's go to this

next hive. Two, four, five—this comes only to

the fifth hole. You see there's a good bit of

difference in the tongues of these two colonies,

and it's that way all over the yard. Some of

'em must have tongues a half longer than

others. I guess I belter get this cover on, for

the robbers are gettin' around."
" Well, now," says I, " what goodwill it do

if you take the measure of everv bee? It

won't make 'em any longer or shorter. If you
could make 'em longer you might git 'em to

work on red clover. But you can't do it."

" Don't be too sure of that," says Zed. " You
can do what amounts to the same thing. Sup-
pose you measure tongues in every hive. Then
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breed from the long-tongued chaps, and weed
out all the short ones. You know there's been

red-clover queens one time and another wrote

about. But I guess they all run out in a little

while. My notion is, that those red-clover bees

had extra long tongues; but the only way to

tell it was to see the difl'erence in their yield,

and you couldn't keep that up soze to rely on it.

Now, if you had a red-clover queen to breed

from, or, what's the same thing, breed from

your longost-tongued bees, and raise drones

from the same, don't you see you could tell

what you was a doin'? And you could keep

that up."

"It wouldn't be no use where there's no red

clover," says Jim.

"I believe it would," says Zed. "You know
you'll have two hives just alike every way, fur

as you can see, and one will store ever so much
more than the other, and nobody can tell why.
It's the difference in their tongues, along with

the difference in flowers. Red-clover honey's

too deep to reach. Now, it stands to reason

that other flowers may be as deep or deeper

than red clover; and even on white clover the

bees with the shortest tongues might have
hard work to reach all the honey in the blos-

som."

I thought to myself that wasn't sech a bad
idee, but I didn't say it.

Zed went on, and, says he, "When they're

tryin" to make out which is the best race, and
whether five bands or three bands is best, let

them settle it by measurin' of their tongues."

"Yes,' says ,Iim, "first thing you know
they'll have a Jair, and bees from all over will

be sent in to get the prize for the longest

tongues. Then they'll quit advertisin' 5, 10, or

l.T bands; but the advertisements will read,

'Queens for sale warranted to raise bees with

tongues three-quarters of an inch long.'
"

1 I ^
OPERATING A BEE-ESCAPE.

THE I'ORTEK AND ITS I'RINCII'I>K KKfONSlIlKKKI)

ByC. 11' Dnyfiiii.

I consider that the stateint'nt (in Review and
(Jleaninos), that I was using Porter escapes

both in experiment and actual practice, was a

fair acknowledgment : but the final report

upon them I shall not be prepared to make for

a season or two yet. The past season I used

four different kinds of escapes in removing (iOOO

lbs. of comb and extracted honey. Also several

colonies were kept busy going through escapes

from May to October, and it has become my
opinion that the Porter, or. for that matter, the

Stampede, is only a "stepping-stone" to an
escape which is far better than either.

That escapes are an advantage is no question

with me; for, during the past season. I kept

an apiary within 54 feet of a much traveled

highway. To open a hive and brush bees from

the combs of but one hive sent angry bees

thickly after passing teams and people. Es-

capes, on the other hand, prevented a single

molestation. To keep bees and take honey
where I was located, without escapes, was pos-

itively out of the question. Where bees were

once looked upon as a terror, there became a

friendly disposition toward them.

When I began to experiment it was found

that the bees of some colonies went out much
more readily than others. The stampeding
disposition was discovered, and some of the

forms of escapes sent were far more favorable

to stampeding bees than others. Prior to this

1 had used Porter escapes, but did not inquire

into the philosophy of their operation any more
than to put them on and remove the supers

when empty. But when two escapes, which
were exactly alike, were placed upon two col-

onies apparently alike, and the operation consid-

erably different, it was queried where the dif-

fering existed—in the escape or in the disposi-

tion of the bees, or what?
The average time taken was perhaps twelve

hours; but sometimes the time would be short-

ened down to three hours. I began to inquire

into the reason for having the channel of the

single-exit Porter of double-bee-space depth.

Then after a bee gets down into the channel,

and is about to proceed toward the springs, it

must ascend an elevation in the Hoor. Under
this elevation is an opening as if prepared for

the deception of bees which were seeking a

route to get back into the super. At the side

of the elevated portion of the floor are two
spaces as if for the passage of air. This eleva-

tiua in the floor is a hindrance to stampeding
bncs. Then the round entrance to the channel

is widely flanged downward, so as to interfere

witli stampeding bees passing forward. Asa
rule, the first bees to try the springs seldom go
tlirough until they return and inspect every

other part of the escape or escape- board. I

don't believe they want to go through the

springs. But the depth of the rear part of the

channel, and the flanged aperture, prevents

their getting back into the super again, and
they are finally forced to go through the

springs, from thinking there is no other exit;

thus when the bees get down into the channel

they are in a trap. Observation teaches that,

when the main force of bees get started they

crowd through without attempting to turn about
toward the super. Now, the number of bees

which are liable to be trapped by this double

depth of channel and flanged entrance to the

same does not amount to .50 bees per super,

which bees, if joining the throng, would go
through in a few seconds. But these arrange-

ments tend to defeat the purpose of the escape

by retarding the main tumult. These first

bees to test the springs are of a meddlesome dis-

position, and do not know that they are sepa-

rated from the queen; and to construct imple-
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ments to trap them is impractical. After a

while a few of the clustered bees come down on

the escape- board. They are not meddlesome,

nor will they fight. These are the bees to set

up a line of fanners, as soon as they discover

the route to the brood-chamber, which rapidly

augments in numbers.
Many times I have held the Porter escapes in

my hands and wished they (Porters) had only

done enough " ax-griuding " to explain the

disposition of the bees toward every part of the

implement. I would furnish the "' stone " glad-

ly. It was the failure in them to do this which
caused me to do so much experimenting and
philosophizing, and I produced the Stampede
to illustrate the necessity of a wider exit; the

going-toward-the- light, and other principles.

I believe that the going-toward-the-light is one

of the best principles in an escape, if we find

out how to apply it. If we do not know how
to apply it, it may be the worst. I do not think

it can be employed in the Stampede or Porter

as conveniently as In an escape that is surely to

arrive within one or two years hence. I believe

the perfect escape will possess a trap, but not a

channel. When the bees progress a distance in

a horizontal direction, turn an angle, and pro-

ceed onward to reach the brood-chamber, ener-

gy is wasted, the same as draft is wasted by

an elbow in the pipe to the stove. I do not

think escapes can be compared accurately by

adjusting several In a board. It is the opera-

tion of the bees more than of the escapes.

1 challenge any one to produce one line of

theory from my articles which can not be

demonstrated as actual fact, beyond a reason-

able doubt.

Florence, Cal.

[Yes, I hope our inventors will not be too
backward on this "ax-grinding" act. If they
go too far I'll try to shut 'em oft'.—Ed.]

THE PART THAT LOCALITY PLAYS IN DECID-
ING UPON THE BEST SIZE FOR

THE BROOD-CHAMBER.

Btl J. K. Crane.

It is not often that I " take my pen in hand "

to write to any of the bee-journals; so that,

while I miss saying a good many things I should

like to say, I am at least left to judge more dis-

interestedly in regard to what others write, be-

cause I have not committed myself to many of

the views advanced.

As I look back over the years, there seems to

be something of fashion in bee-keeping as in

other things. Only a few years ago, revolving

hives and frames were the fashion, though we
hear but little of them now. Farther back,
large brood-chambers were strongly advocated;
and, later, smaller ones have been considered

best; and now, again, like the sleeves of a fash-

ionably dressed woman, the tendency is to en-

largement. Meanwhile Dr. Miller sits serenely

on the fence, the most sensible man in the

crowd.

I do not now remember any good reason for

the adoption of a large brood-chamber, unless

it has been that bees do better in them. And
so small hives were adopted because they were
thought to be more profitable than large ones.

It has surprised me that so little proof, by act-

ual experiment, has been offered. Surely here

is a nut for the " Experiment Station" to crack.

And yet I doubt whether, if it were conclusive-

ly proved that large hives were better than
small ones in a given apiary, it would follow

that they would be better in some other apiary

five miles away. Here in my home apiary I

use, mostly, hives with seven or eight Lang-
stroth frames. Some years ago I brought in

six or seven hives with large brood-chambers—
ten or more combs. As the combs were crooked
and irregular I let them remain for several

years as they were unless it was to remove the

surplus drone comb and substitute worker comb
instead. And now I think I can say that I re-

ceived twice the profit, on an average, from ray

colonies in small brood-chambers that I did

from those in large brood-chambers.

More than this, within a few years a neighbor
has put out an apiary near me. He worked for

me two seasons, and knew very well how t6

care for bees before that; but he has kept his

own stock in large brood- chambers, while I

have kept mine in small. I told him recently

that I thought he had not received one-half the

profit to the hive that I had, and he was quite

ready to agree with me.

Now, does not all this prove quite conclusive-

ly that a small brood-chamber is better than a

large one? It certainly looks so. But, hold on

a little. I have several out-apiaries. One of

them, six miles away, I have for several years

kept mostly on seven or eight Langstroth
frames. Close by it my brother's wife has a
small apiary in large brood -chambers, with ten

or eleven Langstroth combs to the hive. She
does not believe in feeding—says that, if bees

can not get their own living, they may die. So
she did not feed at all the past season, while I

had to feed quite heavily both spring and fall,

and her yard averaged more marketable sur-

plus honey to the hive than mine, and I think

twice the profit with one-half the care. Hurrah
for the large brood-chamber I

Now, here is experiment and positive proof to

ray raind that both are best and that neither is

best. But what raakes the difference? What
are the principles that underlie the subject

that raake a large or small brood-chamber
more valuable in a given location than the

other size? All were wintered alike out of

doors, all were on the same size of frame; and,

so far as I know, the bees were equally good
workers.

I believe we have not far to look for an an-

swer. In my home yard the bees have an al-
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most continuous flow of honpy from willows

and maples, from flower-gardens, fruit-trees,

and dandelions, from early April until June,

and brood-rcarins progresses with great rapid-

ity. The brood cliamber being small, the brood

can be kept warm with fewer bees, and more

workers are sent to the fields; and, the faster

the honey comes in, the faster the brood is

spread, and strong colonies early in the season

is the result.

How is it in the ynid six miles away? The
conditions are quite difl'erent. Very little early

honey is to be had; and, while the small brood-

chamber always contains ample honey for pres-

ent needs (for we feed if they do not), the bees

will not spread their brood as fast as where

there are from 15 to 20 lbs. or more of old honey

at the sides of their hives.

Again, I have found hives with a large brood-

chamber and "lots" of honey, rearing brood

later in the season than hives with less room

and less honey, and so go through the winter

stronger.

Again, it is necessary to feed colonies in a

small brood-chamber much more in autumn to

winter them than is necessary to feed to those

in a large brood -chamber; and it now seems

vgry doubtful whether sugar syrup is as good

to stimulate brood-rearing as is pure honey.

So It comes to pass that, where but little

honey is gathered in early spring, the large

brood-chamber has the advantage of a small

one. But suppose we feed the colony in the

small hive very heavily in autumn, will not

that help the matter? My experience has been

that, where a small brood-chamber is crowded
with bees and honey, the bees will rear a large

amount of brood in winter, and the vitality of

the bees and their stores both be exhausted.

I formerly reasoned in this way: What is the

use of letting a colony of bees occupy eleven

frames when eight are all they really need for

brood and a moderate supply of honey? Why
not have the eighteen pounds of honey that it

would take to fill those extra combs, stored in

boxes which would sell for ?=3.00 above the cost

of sections, etc., and then in the fall feed 15 lbs.

of sugar, which, would cost less than a dollar,

and thus make a dollar clear to each hive,

which, on 500 hives, would be no small sum?
The logic seems to be all right; but in practice

I have only one yard where it is an entire suc-

cess, and that is where the bees get an abun-
dance of early honey, and here a small brood-

chamber is much more profitable than a large

one. In our other yard it would seem to be

about an even thing, and in all my other yards

the large broedchamber has decidedly the ad-

vantage, unless in exceptional seasons when
there happens to be an unusual yield of early

honey.

Middlebury, Vt., Jan. 19.

—Bee-keepem^ Review for February.

Br G.M.DOOLITTLE.BOROOINO.N.Y.
'''"'"'"''"""I ^•- ' "!' !'
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INCREASING COLONIES.

Question.—Owing to the past cold winter,

bees are coming out very poorly this spring,

some having lost from one-third to two-thirds

of their colonies, and others nearly all they had
last fall. Now, what we wish to know is. how
to build up the colonies we have left, so that

the combs can be occupied, and our apiaries be

prosperous again. We elect you as our general;

so, go ahead that we may follow.

Answer.—I am very sorry to hear of the

many losses, from reports which are coming in,

but am glad to see the cheerful spirit manifest-

ed in going about building up again, and will

gladly do all I can to help. In this building-up

process, all want one or more boxes similar to a

honey-case, only having wire-cloth sides, and a
hole in the top which will admit a funnel, such

as is used in putting up bees by the pound,

this hole having something like a door to easi-

ly close it with; and one of the wire-cloth

sides should be tacked to small wooden strips,

and thus made easily removable. All how to

make these ''nuclei boxes " has been given by
myself in back volumes of Gleanings. As
early in the spring as you can do so withoutloss

by cold spells, begin to stimulate the very

strongest colonies you have, by spreading the

brood and feeding (being sure that you do not

go too fast), so that these colonies may swarm
early, thus giving you queen-cells, or build

queen-cells for you by the plan given in my
book, so that you can have plenty of queen-

cells to use as you wish them, if you prefer to

raise your queens to purchasing them. Having
the queen-cells nearly mature, or having queens

on hand by purchase or otherwise, go to the

colonies which can spare bees without damag-
ing their building-up as fast as you desire, and
take out two frames having to the amount of

about one-half pound of bees on them, being

sure the old queen is not on these combs. Set

them down on the outside of the hive, and tap

gently on them so as to cause the bees to fill

themselves with honey; and as soon as they

are filled shake them down through the funnel

into the box, removing the funnel and closing

the hole. While the bees are filling themselves

with honey, you can go to other colonies and
take out frames of bees from them, and thus

keep things moving right along, instead of

waiting as you will have to if there is only one

colony in the apiary.

Having the bees in the box. return the combs
of brood to their old place in the hive, marking
the one having the most hatching brood, so

you can get it in a moment when wanted.

Now set the boxes of bees in a cool dark place.
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and leave them till near night — just lime

•enough so you can finish your work before it

becomes so dark you can not see. At the right

time, go to the hive from which you took the

bees, and get the marked comb, shaking the

bees which are on it in front of the entrance,

and put a frame of comb from which the bees

have died, in its place. Now take your comb of

brood and a frame of honey, left from your

dead colonies, and place them in a hive where
you wish a colony to stand, putting in a divi-

sion-board so as to make a small hive for the

two combs. Go to your hive having queen-

cells, and take one of them, fitting it into the

comb having the brood, at the upper edge of

said brood. Now close the entrance to the

hive; get the box of bees, and put it with the

funnel-hole next the combs; open the door over

this hole; and if the box is within three-eighths

of an inch of the brood, the bees will immedi-
ately run out of the box on the combs. As soon

as they begin to run out, close the hive, and
the work is done till next morning, when you
will take out the box, adjust the division-board,

and open the entrance. As soon as the young
•queen from the cell given gets to laving, you
are ready to insert your combs from the dead
colonies till the hive is filled, giving the combs
as fast as the bees can occupy them. In the

above, I have given the mode of making one

little colony; and you are to make as many and
as often as you have colonies that can spare

bees and queen-cells to give the bees, using

about half a pound of bees for each colony

made during June, one pound during July, and
two pounds during August. Where we have
plenty of combs to use, there should be no
trouble in making ten colonies from one old one
in the spring, as I have repeatedly proven. If

you prefer to purchase queens, instead of rais-

ing them, then you will proceed the same as

above given ; but instead of doing any thing

about putting the bees in the hive at night,

you will place the queen in a provisioned cage,

go to your box of bees, and, by setting the box
down suddenly, drop them all to the bottom,

when the caged queen is to be hung in so the

top of the cage touches the top of the box, and
the bees left till the next morning, when the

hive is to be fixed as before, less the queen-cell;

and, instead of opening the funnel-hole for the

bees to run out of it, the movable side is taken
off, and the bees hived like a swarm, letting the

queen out of the cage so she can go in with
them. Or if you do not prefer this plan at all,

then let the colonies swarm as fast as they
will; and, six days after any swarm issued, di-

vide the old colony into nuclei, using two
combs with bees, brood, and a queen-cell to

start a separate colony, and build up these nu-
clei with the combs not occupied with bees. In

this way you can make six good colonies from
one in the spring, and often secure quite a sur-

plus from the new swarm.

DIVIDING COLONIES.
Question.— I wish to divide each of my colo-

nies just once; thereby securing the increase I

desire. How would you proceed to do this if

you had virgin or laying queens to give the
queenless half?

Answer.— Having the queens on hand, as it

is supposed in the above question, go to any col-

ony preparing to swarm, or one that has its

hive full of bees and brood, and move it to one
side of the old location, so as to put a new hive
in its place. If a hive is not full of brood and
bees, do not touch it; for it is useless to try to

increase bees till such is the case. Now look
over the combs until you find the one having the
queen on it, when you will place said comb in

the new hive. Next give them a frame having
some honey in it, and then fill out the hive
with empty combs or foundation, when about
two- thirds of the bees in the old hive are to be
shaken in front of the new hive, and allowed to

run in. Now arrange the frames back in the
old hive, putting a division-board in place of

the frames taken out, when the old hive is to

be carried to a new location where it is wished
that it should remain. After the bees thus re-

moved have become reconciled to their queen-
less condition, or in from 24 to 36 hours, give
them a virgin or laying queen in a cage, in the
mouth of which is enough Good candy so that
it will take them from three to four hours to

eat it out, thus liberating the queen. When
the queen gets to laying, take out the division-

board and fill out the hive with combs or
foundation. In this way we secure a new
swarm, control all after-swarming, and intro-

duce a young queen, all to our liking and with
but little trouble.

'^ci^g^rgk^

HONEY-CAKE RECIPE.

As I know a good recipe to make honey-cake,
I will publish it for the benefit of others: Five
eggs; 2 cups honey; 1 cup sugar; cinnamon;
one teaspoonful soda. Beat the eggs with
sugar; heat the honey lightly; stir in soda
with one spoonful of warm water, then pour it

all together. Stir as much flour to it, to roll

out for cakes. When eggs are scarce I take
two eggs or none, but a cup of lard, two cups
honey, one of sugar, etc. I prefer this recipe.

I make cakes, or pour it in a pan. It never
fails to be good in either shape. Just try it.

You and the children will be satisfied. We eat

honey three times a day, the whole year round.

Guajilla and catsclaw honey have a fine taste.

The more you eat, the better you like it.

Mks. Annie Schuddemagkn.
Sabinal, Texas.
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NO SE1>F-S1'ACING DEVICE WANTED.
The 1(X) thick-top frames I ordered of you,

and received Aug. 30. 1894, I think are the best

made; in fact. I would not give them for any

other. I like a plain frame. I do not like the

Hoffman, or a frame vv'ith a tack driven in the

edge to space them. I always fix the space on

the hive, and not make the frames self-spacing:

by doing this there is no need of having any

other than a plain thick-top frame.

S. F. Sampson.
Ronceverte, W. Va., Feb. 11.

eny, but many running as high as four bands

—

none less than three. I bred from these queens,

and found one to reproduce the markings of the

mother; but the other two did not reproduce

their markings in their daughti-rs. Some of

their daughters wore not more lit to breed from

than a hybrid mother; and I will state right

here that no queen that will not reproduce her-

self in her daughters is fit to breed from. So I

came to the conclusion that the first cross on
these queens, even if by a black drone, the

progeny would be a respectable three-banded
[All the manufacturers, I believe, allow their bee; but to breed further would be a cross hy-

customers the option of self-spacing or non-

spacing frames, for it is impossible to please

every one with one style of frame.— Ed.]

brid of the most vindictive nature. My experi-

ence proves to me, at least, that all bright

queens will not do as breeders: for, while black

ROBBERS, and CRACKS AND CREVICES. blood may uot show on the first cross, it will

I want to say something to you. where you crop out in the continuation of breeding, if

are giving advice about robbing. You say. on there ever was the least particle in the mother,

p. 2.51, in the A B C. "Close all cracks and crev- Coronaca, S. C, Feb. 13. J. U. Fooshe.

ices." Now, I want to ask right here, what will

start robbing quicker than to have such cracks how to protect an apiary from thieves;

A SILENT night-watch THAT BOARDS
ITSELF AND WORKS FOR NOTHING.

1 have been troubled with thieves in my
apiary this season robbing one colony of fine

Italians of all the honey, with frames, right

after the fall flow, thus destroying the colony

entirely. Now, what I should like to know is

this: Can I procure some powder cartridges,

similar to the .5 or 10c. caution firecracker, sold

and crevices in a hive? I want to say again,

that, if bee-keepers can't make or furnish hives

for their bees, that have not such cracks in,

they ought not to keep bees at all.

Big Rapids, Mich. A. A. Joles.

[The item to which you refer was written be-

fore the advent of the present modern factory-

made hives, with their nice-fitting joints, and
referred more particularly to the bee-keeper
who made them himself. I agree with you,

that there should be no cracks or crevices in a for 4th of July celebration for the small boy.
well-regulated apiary: for surelv in this case

prevention is better than cure.—Ed]

FIVE-BANDED STOCK; DIFFICULTY OF BREED-
ING THEM TRUE TO MARKINGS.

I ordered, about three years ago, a five-band-

ed queen and two untested queens from a pure explode the cartridge, causing a loud report,

that will explode by pulling it apart, or, in

other words, by friction, instead of a spark of

fire? My idea is, to have one of these fitted to

a hive using an outer case, and so adjusted

that, when the cover or top is removed, it will

five-banded mother. The queens reared from

the five-banded queen, in every instance so far

as I know, produced queens that, in every re-

spect, resembled the mother— finely marked,

and, in the majority of instances, the daughters

thus not only frightening the thief, but also

giving the alarm to the apiarist. I intend to

fix up something that will do the business, even
with shells used in a shot-gun, 3;'.j drams of

powder, and heavy wads; but I think cartridges

produced a full three-banded stock, while the designed for this special purpose, making a

other two untested queens, from the five-band-

ed mother, or claimed to be, produced as fine,

distinct, three-banded bees as I ever saw; but

neither of them was fit to rear queens from.

The daughters from them were a motley set,

and, in the majority of instances, would pro-

duce hybrids, from black all the way to four

bands. Some of the daughters from these

queens would be black, while others would be

yellow to the tip. I keep no black bees in my
apiary, and there are but very few in the vicin-

ity—none less than two and three miles. That
was my first experience with these bees.

I made a further experiment, however, and

found about the same. I ordered, in August,

1892, three untested queens from a pure five-

banded mother. This, as in the other instance,

I believe to have been from a perfectly reliable

breeder. They were all safely introduced, and

proved to produce strictly three-banded prog-

loud report, would be much better if they could

be procured, which could be exploded by fric-

tion of the parts. John K. Goodkich.
Waterbury, Conn.. Nov. 2.5.

[It would be rather expensive. T think, to get
up a special cartridge that could be attached
to hives; and even then, if it worked as i)lanned,
it would scare away the thief instead of aiding
in his capture. Afar better and cheaper ar-
rangement, and one that we once used around
a poultry-yard to keep away thieves, is a sim-
ple electric bell, small battery, and a spool of
linen thread. We simply stretched the thread
around where the chickens were housed in small
coops. It was black, and was passed through
small screw eyes attached to trees. Of course,
in the nighttime this would be invisible, es-
pecially if only about two feet from the ground.
This thread should run clear around the apiary
or poultry-yard. One end should be made fast,

and the other tied to a wooden plug slipped be-
tween two brass clips, representing the poles of
the battery. The battery wire and bell may
reach to the house and into the bedroom. The
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minute an intruder runs against the linen
thread it will draw the wooden plug out and al-

low the spring clips to come together and com-
plete the circuit of the battery, when the bell

will ring in the bedroom and give the alarm,
unknown to the thief. In our own case, for-

tunately or unfortunately, the thii f did not
come any more. If he had he would have been
surprised. Now, this plan will protect 100 colo-

nies at a cost not to exceed $i.'>0 for material,
and perhaps three or four hours' time in put-
ting up.—Ed.]

THE HEDDOX DIVISIBI-EBROOD-CHAMBER HIVE;
THE DANZENHAKER HIVE, AND THE

QUESTION OF INFRINGEMENT.

When Mr. Heddon saw the article by Mr.
Danzenbaker, which we published on page 221,

he requested the privilege of replying to the

same, saying his reply would be fair, courteous,

and logical. As Rambler and one or two
others had expressed themselves privately as

of the opinion that the D. hive was a direct in-

fringement on the Heddon patent, if any thing

was, it seemed no more than fair to Mr.

Heddon that the request be granted. It is im-

portant, I think, that the question of infringe-

ment, if any, and just what Mr. Heddon's

patent does cover, be discussed fairly and can-

didly—more so than for the parties to resort to

the process of law. The reply is as follows:

THE DANZENBAKER (?) HIVE.

Bro. Root;—I have just read Mr. Danzenbaker's
article and your editorial comments regarding the

same. On this, above all other subjects, do bee-

keepers need information. I am very glad to note

your sincere and intelligent views regarding our
national laws giving adequate titles to the earners

of property. First, I will say that I am surprised at

your statement that you have not received the

Quarterly edition of my paper, devoted to bee cul-

ture. It was mailed you promptly, over six weeks
ago; but we know mistakes will occur in our offices

and on our railroads. But now allow me space to

make clear to your readers the relation between
Mr. Danzenbaker and myself.

Bro. John H. Martin (Rambler), of California, has

sent a communication to me which will appear in

my April issue. In that communication occurs the

following:

Recently in my travels in this State I have found
a great variety in the size of brood-frames, and tlie

tendency seems to be toward the shallow frame.
Mr. Brodbeck, of Los Angeles, reduces the depth of
the Hoffman an inch or more. Mr. Flory, in Central
California, uses a similar frame. These straws
show the tendency of the times; and the shallow-
er the hive used, the more pronounced becomes
the liability of infringement. Mr. Heddon says
that, when straws become sawlogs, there is some
meaning to them. Here comes the sawlog. When
in Los Angeles a few days since, attending our State
convention, my attention was called to a divisible-
brood-chaniber hive, invented and patented by Mr.
F. Danzenbaker, of Washington, D. C. I do not
know what Mr. Danzenbaker's claims are; but this

1 do know, that, at first glance, any person at all
familiar with the Heddon hive, would snyatonce,
" Why, there is a Hi ddon hive." A closer examina-
tion reveals the fact that t)ie thumb-screws are
mis.sing; and the case, insiead of having eight
frames, contains ten, and thei'e is a sheet metal
lining in the ends which also serves for supporting
tlie frames, which are adupliCMte of the Heddon. In
making his frame close fitting toaeiher, and also to
the case, tlie combination is clearly an infringe-
ment upon the Heddon claim.

The sheet-metal lining and rest, or frame-sup-

port, used by Mr. Danzenbaker, we consider very
objectionable, expensive, and a failing effort to

overcome supposed weaknesses that do not exist In

our hive.

That sheet metal will not hold the frame tightly

together, nor tightly to the case, for shaking and
inverting; and if it would, it would be an infringe-

ment upon that special function of my invention,

in the use of close-titting frames, at the same time
closely fitting the ends of the case. Whether Mr.

Danzenbaker's features are better or worse, they
can not be made, used, or sold, without laying all

parties liable for infringement. My circular quotes

patent laws, giving all the reasons why. The only
damage Mr. Danzenbaker's hive can do is to lead

bee-keepers into infringemeiits, and away from bet-

ter devices.

Mr. Martin says that a brood-chamber, made in

divisible parts, and used as specified in our patent,

is well adapted to California, and we are sure he is

correct; for it is equally adapted to any spot on
earth. While it was constructed principally for

safety and time-saving in manipulating the apiary,

it has been repeatedly demonstrated, since we
brought out the hive, that a divisible or multiple

brood-chamber winters bees more safely, and that

they breed up faster in the shallow tiers of frame,

than in any other style of hive. Hundreds have so

testified; but, as stated before, to fully carry out
safety and economy in manipulation, the frames
must be fixed, and our manner of adjusting them
tightly to each other at their ends, by the use of set-

screws, and sufficiently close to the ends of the

case that they are readily movable, yet the bees can
not go behind them, is the only one we believe to be
possible, so long as bees keep their present in-

stincts. The set-screws are the only device which
will securely hold the frames, for the needed manip-
ulations in carrying out to completion the new
system of management. Mr. Martin is acquainted
with the state of the art, consequently he knows
what is my property, and in his article makes that

knowledge Known to our readers. It must be his

inquiry relates to the question as to whether there

may not be a flaw in the Mf/e upon which I depend
for the protection of my property. I am quite cer-

tain there is not, Bro. Martin ; but if there were, do
you understand that bee-keepers would rob me of

what they know to be the results of my labor, pro-

vided the sheriff was absent ? Laws are not virtues,

but necessary evils; necessary to protect virtue

and industry from crime and idleness. Law doesn't

make right and wrong, per sc. You know of what
my invention consists, and you know it is my
property, whether I had any patent-deed to it or

not. But I have, as you know; and allow me to add
that it is a good strong one, for, as the great author-

ity. Walker, states, " The state of the art to which
an invention belongs, at the time that invention

was made, must be considered In construing any
claim for that invention."
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Since Lang-st roth was robbed, a patent court of

equity has been established. This was done in 1870.

The establishment of that court enables you, my
rambling brother bee-keeper, to make a much bet-

ter guess as to howl shall come out when I am
compelled to defend my natural rights in United

States courts than could a judge on tlie United

States supreme bench, who was not acquainted with

the state of the art to which my invention belongs.

The patent court of equity gives unto Cfesar the

things which are Caesar's. We have no dispute

about the ownership of what the state of our art

sliows through its literature and otherwise, as was
brought forward by me.

The divisible brood-chamber, with its collateral

functions, was constructed especially to carry out a

new system of management, neither one of which
was known before the issuance of my patent. I

have none, nor could I have a patent on any partic-

ular depth, length, or capacity of a frame or brood-

chamber. My patent covers a divisible brood-

chamber, xised as and for the purposes specified in

said patent. These purposes specified are the same
as have been time and again written in bee-jour-

nals, my circulars, and book. There is no mistaking

it, and no getting around it. In Langstroth's time,

a popular method of deceiving the public was to

procure a hive-patent on some minor or inconse-

quential feature which the claims covered, while

the specifications (of wliich the drawings form a

part) showed the essential feaiures of father Lang-
stroth's valuable patented invention. The unedu-
cated public supposed it liad a right to use the

"patented hives," just as illustrated in the

Jones, Smith, or Brown patents; but no such thing

is true. They procured the right to use only what
was claimed in the claims in these worthless patents,

the patent office presupposing that Jones, Smith,

and Brown would purchase of Mr. Langstroth the

right to use his invention before they would use or

sell their own. It is as though I had invented a

bundle-carrier for a McCormick reaper. Before my
invention is available, I must procure a right of

Mr. McCormick, or sell my invention to him for

what I can get for it. A patented machine or man-
ufacture may infringe some other patent just as

much as one that is not patented; rememl)er that.

Also, please remember that a patent is not property,

but an attempt to give a title to property.

One writer has asked me why I don't begin prose-

cution against Mr. Dauzenbaker. Why should I

make haste ? In most cases it is much cheaper and
better for me to begin suit against his customers;

but why make haste ? Every one infringing my
patent is liable, and the law gives me six j'ears after

the expiration of my patent, or until 11(08, to collect

royalty from all who infringe. There is no hurry;

nearly all bee-keepers are fairly well intoimed, and
it is rarely that one would make, use, or sell the

Danzenbaker hive without knowing he was infring-

ing, as certainly as Mr. Martin, the reader, and our-

selves know it. It is, perhaps, a fact that we have
done too little in the direction of introducing the

new hive to the public.

Bee-keepers have been so writing us ever since

our last issue of The Quarterly containing the more
complete directions for properly making and using
tlie; hive, written by a thoroughly honest and un-

biased friend. So far as our financial interest is

concerned, which is by no means the paramount
one, we have been in no hurry, knowing that time

would bring the truth uppermost, and feeling whol-

ly secure in our patents.

There is also another phase to this subject. That
strong sense of justice among bee-keepers, men-
tioned in your editorial, will very likely make it un-
necessary for us to spend large sunis of money in

U. S. courts, provided the people are properly in-

formed regarding the rights and wrongs of invent-

ors, and it rests largely with our literature as to

whether or not honey-producers shall receive such
information. Ja.mes Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Mar. 20.

In the meantime Mr. Danzenbaker was ad-

vised that Mr. Heddon would reply to his arti-

cle then in type. In anticipation of this he
directed his attorney at Washington to send in

his opinion on the legal aspect of the question,

to us. It was received before Mr. Heddon's
article, and is reproduced herewith:

The A. I. Boot Co. .'—Mr. F. Danzenbaker requests
me to give you an opinion upon the question of in-

fringement of the patent to James Heddon, for

bee-hive. No. 32V,~'68, issued Sept. 29. 1885, by such a
hive as that shown in Mr, D.'s patent. No. 6~1,873,

issued June ~6, 1894.

A careful comparison of the hives shown in the
respective patents discloses a similarity of struc-

ture only in the following respects; viz.: Each hive

is composed of several (three) removable cases,

containing respectively brood-frames and honey-
sections, and each has a similarly made top or cover
for the hive. Such similarity being found to exist,

the question is presented. Has the Heddon patent
any claim which, by a fair construction, can be held

to cover the same, and hence be infringed by the
Danzenbaker hive ? In my opinion, this question
must be answered in the negative.

The only claim of the Heddon patent, that even
remotely touches upon the features of construction

common to the two hives, is the 5th; but under no
principle of construction, recognized by the courts,

can his claim be held to be infringed by the Dan-
zenbaker hive, because the latter does not contain

the cleats and thumbscrews that are specified as

essential elements of the combination in said claim.

To infringe this claim, a hive must not only eon-

tain the thumbscrews and cleats, as the means for

holding the brood-frames in position, but such screws
and cleats must have substantially the location and
relative position specifically defined in the claim.

The scope of this claim of Heddon, furthermore,

is not only restricted l)y reason of its express limi-

tations, but by the fact that the records of the

Patent Oftiee, in connection with his patent, show
that he was not the originator of a hive composed
of several horizontal sections, to enable the capacity

of the hive to be increased or diminished according

to the size of the colony. When his application for

patent was pending, Mr. Heddon tried to obtain the

following claim

:

"In a bee-hive, a brood-chamber constructed of

two or more horizontal separable and interchange-

able sections."

This claim the Patent Office refused, as being to a

construction that was old at the time of Heddon's
Invention, as shown by patents 33,668; 196,060; and
203,890, and the claim was accordingly dropped.

You will see that tliis claim contains no such limi-

tations as the 5th of his patent; and had he secured
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the same, he could well assert the Danzenbaker
hive to be an infring-ement. Unfortunately for Mr.

Heddon, however, not being the first inventor of

the subject-matter set out in said claim, he had to

content himself with the 5th claim of the patent,

with its limitations to thumbscrews and cleats, and
he has no right to prevent others from making-

hives having a brood-chamber composed of two or

more horizontal, separable, and Interchangeable

sections, unless they use in connection therewith

the thumbscrews and cleats.

No principle of patent law is better settled than
that, where an inventor in applying for a patent

makes a broad claim, and drops it in view of its

refusal by tlie Patent Office, and in its stead takes

a narrow claim, having limitations to a construc-

tion not specified in the rejected claim, he can not

be permitted to repudiate the limitations of his

narrow claim, so as to make one an infringer who
does not use what is specified in the claim, but
uses onl}' what was set forth in the claim originally

made and dropped because of its rejection by the

Patent Office. This is Heddon's position exactly.

In view of the foregoing, it is my opinion that,

upon neitlier legal nor moral grounds can Heddon
properly claim that he is entitled to stop the manu-
facture and sale of the Danzenbaker hive.

Washington, D. C. C. J. Willi.4mson.

The 5th claim of Mr. Heddon's patent, re-

ferred to above, reads as follows:

In a bee-hive, a brood-chamber consisting of a
series of reversible and intercliangeable cases, each
of said cases being provided with thumb-screws ex-
lending through one side, and with cleats at the
corners of the other side and facing said thumb-
screws, and of a number of reversible frames rig-
idly secured therein between said thumbscrews
and cleats, and a stand and cover, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

I have already sent for the copies of patents

stated by Williamson to cover the divisible-

brood-chamber idea: but at this date they have
not arrived.

I desire to take no side in this matter, any
more than to give each party a fair and impar-
tial hearing.

Eight extra pages as usual.

The two-pound vs. one-pound section ques-

tion is very nicely answered by W. H. Putnam,
in his paper in the Madison convention report

in this issue.

Do not forget that now is the time to dis-

tribute the little pamphlet on bees and fruit,

among neighbors who are disposed to call the

bees a nuisance.

The editor of ReMew,vfhUe admitting that

the cutting-down of the labor item by the use

of labor-saving hives helps to make a success

of the business, says that, " if the flowers fail to

yield nectar, all the short cuts in the world will

not save us." Quite right, Bro. H.

When a writer condemns a thing he has never
tried, and speaks from his own standpoint, and
not from that of another, and judges from his

own climate, and not from that of another, his

criticism is weak, to say the least.

The February Apiculturist comes to hand
with a smiling face and a cordial good will to

all its sister-cotemporaries. It is largely, as are
the preceding numbers, made up of editorial

matter written in Mr. Alley's characteristic

style.

The editor of the Review agrees with me in

thinking that Mr. Boardman is one of the
keenest, brightest, and most intelligent bee-

keepers we have. He is a man who writes but
little, but thinks much. He has followed the
bee-journals closely; and now that we have
succeeded in getting him to write a few articles

for Gleanings, I shall expect something un-
usually good from his pen. In this issue his

articles are begun again.

Cards are beginning to come in thick and
fast, showing that there is a strong desire on
the part of our readers for the continuance of

the discussion, large vs. small hives. We have
received only one request to have it dropped.

So, unless the straws, or "sawlogs," point dif-

ferently, we will keep up the question a while
longer. It is a very important subject, and
each bee-keeper should settle it in the light of

the discussion brought out for his locality.

Upon its right solution hinges largely the

bread-and-butter side of bee-keeping.

A SUBSCRIBER writes that he likes our way of

tiering up hives in the cellar for wintering, but
he wants to know how to get rid of rats and
mice. Our plan is none other than that used
and recommended by H. R. Boardman; namely,
piling bottomless hives, with cover sealed down,
one on top of two others, so as to leave a large

open space at the bottom. If the cellar is not

mouse-proof, and can not be made so, use
"rough on rats " or some other poison, nicely

concealed in one or two kinds of food, as de-

scribed by a correspondent recently. If there

are only mice, the nicest way is to use common
traps.

rERCOLATOR SYRUP A SAFE WINTER FOOD.
We fed our bees last fall in two different

ways. The majority of them were fed by the

percolator plan, and the rest with syrup made
in the old-fashioned way—X sugar and X
water, by the use of heat. Although the for-

mer were fed with very much less labor, and
with far less danger from robbers, and with no
heat or mussing of pans or cans, they wintered

just exactly as well. You see, the percolator

syrup is made half sugar and half water. The
bees receive it in a condition about as thin as

nectar from natural sources. They ripen it

thoroughly, and of course it is the best feed
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they can have. I shall expect that, in a series

of years, comparative tests will show that such

feed is far preferable—that is, that thin syrup

is much better than thick feed, either early or

late.

THE HIGGINSVILLE AND GABLE COVER MIXED.

It appears that some of the correspondents

of our exchanges, in criticising the Higginsville

gable cover and the ventilated gable cover,

have got the two mixed. It is perfectly evident

that they have not studied carefully the en-

gravings and descriptive matter of each cover;

otherwise they would not make such blunders

in their criticisms. The ventilated cover is

intended primarily for the South, and all cli-

mates where the sun pours down hot. It is not

a cover that I would personally use, as I prefer

a single-thickness cover, flat on the under side;

but as all people can not be made to think

alike, and as climates vary greatly from each

other, manufacturers try to make covers that

will suit all classes and conditions. Why one

should condemn one style and praise another, I

can not understand. ' One might as well con-

demn climate.

DO BEES TKANSPOBT EGGS?
Considerable speculation is now being in-

dulged in as to whether bees ever transport

eggs in their hive. Most authorities in this

country seem to agree that they do. So far as

I am concerned I know that they do, for I have
seen them carry eggs—not once, but a number
of times, and I do not understand why our good
friends the Germans have not seen a similar

thing. Mr. Hasty, in commenting in the Re-
view on the fact of my having witnessed the

transportation of the egg, says I " neglected to

follow on and see whether the egg was used for

lunch or queen-rearing, or what." This is true;

but I was not then particularly interested in

the point, because I assumed that the mere
fact that they carried them at all was evidence

that they intended to use them in some queen-

cell. This they may have done, but I feel tol-

erably sure that bees do at times use them for

"lunch," for I have repeatedly noticed, as have
others, that, when I have put a frame of eggs

into a colony, for the purpose of obtaining

queen-cells, two or three days afterward a large

portion of the eggs would have disappeared.

HASTY ON GLEANINGS.

The following very kind notice is from one of

our old correspondents—Mr. E. E. Hasty:

Let me see; what kind of paint did I put on
Gleanings the last time she was in dry dock ?

Whatever coating' got put on for some of the prom-
ising writers seems to have peeled off since. I was
going to name Jolin Smith as a "peel-offer;" but
Jake, after sleeping in his bunk for many months,
has been on deck quite recently. But if tliere is a
little peeling off occasionally. Gleanings is the

same nice ship—same assortment of captains and

pilots, and same boa's'n. And ?he rides the waves
of tlie hard-times cyclones a little easier than any
other craft. No other seems to t)e saying, "Eight
pages extra this time." The editori il work in the
line of travel notes and interviews keeps well up,

if not expanding a little in space. Friend Norman
seems to be the nvw " middy," with more frequent
hearings from friends France and Dayton. Portrait-

publishing, which had declined a little, is being
revived. The opening number of the year has two
excellent portraits; and the persons are people of

general interest whose pictures have not been
trotted around much it' at all. Tliey are John T.

Calvert, of the A. I. Root Co., and N. E. France, of

E. France & Son. And putting footnotes of the
Gleanings variety on the Straws gives an added
vivacity to the first page of late.

Coming from such a source, it is highly ap-

preciated, and we tender friend Hasty our sin-

cere " thank you."

AVINTER LOSSES.

Our wintering loss up to the 20th of March
was only 2 per cent, out of a total number of

over 200 colonies. Three of the colonies were
made up of a number of small queen-rearing

nuclei, united late in the season. Such made-up
stocks are liable to succumb any way, so we al-

ways take our chances on them. The other col-

ony was one of those handsome five-banders.

Winter losses among careful and expert bee-

keepers this winter will be comparatively light;

but among the slovenly and slipshod it will be

heavy. It seems to be a fact that cold winters

(that is, continuously cold), where the bee-

keepers are of the class first mentioned, are

favorable. The bees do very little brood-rear-

ing, and the spring usually comes on quick, and
opens up warm and balmy. As I have often

remarked, it is not as difficult to winter bees as

it is to spr-hig them. Well, then, if the winter

suddenly turns into good warm spring, as we
hope it will do this spring, and as it generally

does do after such a cold winter, this spring

will be comparatively easy on the bees. There!

I am afraid I am counting the chickens before

they are hatched.

NON-SWARMING DEVICES AND FIVE-BANDERS.

Experimenter Taylor, in the Review, in

referring to non-swarming devices, says, "One
can hardly avoid the suspicion that the Lang-
don device and the Conser hive depend for their

success upon principles which the bees are by
no means uniformly careful to observe." From
all I know regarding these non-swarmers, I

think Mr. Taylor is about right. Further on,

referring to the five- banded bees and his ex-

perience with them, he says:

Though called "golden Italians," I should have
pronounced them any thing but Italians, judging
from the disposition they exhibited. While they

are not the most irascible of bees, they are yet very
nervous, and quick to manifest a recognition of

intrusion, from which characteristics I should have
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judged them to be larg-ely of Syrian blood. But the

most noted characteristic exhibited by at least one

of tlie two colonies was an inclination to rob. If

there was any attack to be attempted ou a colony,

or any chance to pry into a case of honey, about

one-half the would-be thieves out of a large apiary

were from one or both of these colonies. It is to

be hoped that this peculiarity may stand them in

stead in the gathering- of nectar when an opportu-

nity occurs.

I can personally vouch for the truth of Mr.

Taylor's statements; for while I was in his

apiary last summer they exhibited several of

the characteristics he has pointed out.

THOSE GIANT BEES OF IXDIA.

Perhafs our readers will remember seeing

in our columns an advertisement of "Giant
Bees." We accepted the card for two insertions,

and in the mean time wrote to the advertiser,

asking him to send samples of the bees, as it is

not our custom to accept an advertisement of

a novelty unless we know what it is. We re-

ceived no response to our first request, and
finally wrote again, and still the request was
ignored. We dropped the advertisement, and
finally the following card came to hand:

I have been led into the Giant-Bee business

througli my ignorance, and am out $14 cash. I

should like to liave you discontinue my advertise-

ment. I have received a good many letters and
postal cards asking for descriptions, samples, etc.,

but no orders or money. If I receive any it will be
returned at once. I have answered none of them
yet, and am very much ashamed of having been
mixed up in this matter. C. D. Holt.
Murray, Ky., March 12.

Inasmuch as Mr. Holt claims, in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, that the drones of the

"Giant " bees will fertilize queens in confine-

ment—yes, several of them—even in a queen-

cage, it is evident he could not be fully inform-

ed in regard to the habits of bees or of the

experiments that have been made in the past.

We should not have inserted his advertisement

in the first place; and it is due to our readers

and Mr. Holt's patrons that his card should be

published.

I do not mean to give the impression that Mr.
Holt intended to be dishonest; but it is a little

singular that he refused to send samples of the

bees or reply to those who wrote. If he really

has the bees, and inasmuch as he has adver-

tised them, it seems to us he ought to be willing

to send at least the editors of bee-journals dead
specimens, even if it is difficult for him to get

live ones at this time of the year. The $14 that

he refers to is probably the total cost of adver-

tising in all the bee-journals.

WAX ADULTERATIONS. AND SIMPLE METHODS
FOR DETECTING THE .SAME.

Since our last issue we have been carrying

on quite a series of experiments, taking wax of

known purity, wax adulterated with paraffine,

and wax mixed with ceresin, and carefully

noting the results in each case.

I procured a lot of test-tubes, such as are used

by chemists, and told the foreman of our foun-

dation department to put a small quantity of

each of the samples into each tube. These,

together with a thermometer, were to be placed

in a bath of water, the temperature of the

water lobe gradually raised, when he was to

be careful to observe the melting-point of the

contents of each tube. The different tubes

were numbered, and the results are shown in

the following table:

No. 1, white wax, commenced melting at 156° F.;

entirely liquid at 160.

No. 3, half wax and half ceresin; commenced
mtlting at 160; entirely liquid at 166.

No. 3, red wax, probably Southern; commenced
melting at 153; entirely liquid at 158.

No. 4, recently bought wax, commenced melting
at 153; entirely liquid at 159.

No. 5, ceresin only, commenced melting at 163;

entirely liquid at 173.

No. 6, half wax and half parafBne; commenced
melting at 140; entirely liquid at 148.

I will explain that No. 3, the red wax, is a

product from the South or from Cuba, the real

color of which is a brownish red, and at first it

appears to be suspicious; but, as I shall show
later on, it is probably all right. Nos. 1, 3, and
4 are probably pure wax. The slight difference

in the melting-points is due to the amount of

dirt, or whether the wax had been recently

remelted often or not.

Now, then, referring to the table you will see

that the pure wax begins to melt at from 153 to

156. and becomes a perfect liquid at from 158 to

160. You will observe that No. 6 (wax that we
adulterated ourselves) half paraffine and half

wax, commenced to melt at 140, and became
liquid at 148. No. 2, half wax and half ceresin,

commenced to melt at 160, and became liquid

at 166. No. 5, pure ceresin, began to melt at

163, and became liquid at 173. We therefore

observe that the melting-point of ceresin is

much higher than that of wax, and that par-

afBne is correspondingly lower. No. 6, half

paraffine and half wax, shows the melting-

point just where we should expect it. No. 2,

half wax and half ceresin, shows figures that

are- half way between the pure wax and pure

ceresin. You see. therefore, that something
can be told by the melting-point of doubtful

pieces of wax. I wish to remark right here,

however, that the text-books put the fusing-

pointofwax anywhere from 145 to 1.50. This,

doubtless, applies to wax as it comes from the

hives, and which has not been rendered pre-

viously. It is observable that, the more wax is

melted over, the higher the fusing-point, and
the tougher it becomes.

Now, then, I want to give you a simpler and
easier test, and one that may be, I think, fairly

reliable. In our last issue we quoted from
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Cheshire, giving the alcohol test. But he
seems to assume that it is valuable only for the

detection of grease; but we find that it will

apply not only to grease, but to wax and par--

affine as well. We procured a large Mason jar

—one holding two quarts; and in the bottom
were put several pieces of wax of known purity.

Water was poured in, to a point say half full.

Of course, the wax would all rise to the top.

Alcohol was then added until the wax had set-

tled to the bottom; then we took a piece of No.
fi, half paraf'fine and half wax, and found that

it floated readily; also a piece of No. 2, half

wax and half ceresin, did the same. Pure par-

affine and pure ceresin seemed to be more
buoyant on the surface of the liquids, as a

matter of course. Later on we took a sample
of wax containing 10 per cent only of ceresin.

It hovered nearer the top of the liquid, but did

not seem inclined to come entirely into the

"bad company " of the pure ceresin and pure
parffine, and the mixtures, 50 per cent of each.

The alcohol (or specific-gravity) test is not

entirely reliable, but sufficiently so to put the

wax-buyer on his guard, and cause him to have
a chemical analysis made. I think there is

no question but that the mixtures of half cere-

sin and half paraffine can be readily detected

by the above test; and it is to be assumed that,

if adulteration is practiced at all, the mixers
will put in at least .W per cent of the cheaper
article, and that, likely, would be either ceresin

or paraffine.

These experiments were performed in my
presence by our Mr. Kindy, foreman of the

wax-working department, and Mr. Karl Ru-
dolph Mathey. who, I found, is quite an expert

in the wax business. He tells us that the Ger-

mans make ceresin foundation, two-thirds cere-

sin and one-third wax—that is, they sell it for

what it is; but from what experiments we have
made, I am rather of the opinion that the bees

will not work this article nearly as well as they

will pure wax; indeed, we find it impossible to

roll foundation from pure ceresin. It is too

hard and brittle, and is lacking in that ductile

quality so necessary in hive-work, and would
not, I imagine, be very suitable in the hive,

even when mixed with pure wax.
The ordinary paraffine of commerce has a

beautiful milky whiteness, and, as explained, it

has a lower specific gravity than pure wax. It

is more ductile, and has a lower meliing-point.

Ceresin, in color, may be milky white, or so

nearly resembling the color of wax, as to deceive

the most expert, from its mere appearance.

We are now buying our supply of wax through
a New York inspector, who has made this busi-

ness of sifting the adulterated from the pure

almost a life-study. To give you an idea of

how the fakirs are trying to palm their adul-

terated goods off on the unsuspecting, let me
give you an instance. Out of 23 sacks of wax
that were inspected by him, only 17 were ac-

cepted, and were subsequently shipped on to us.

I can hardly think that any of the foundation-

makers have been deceived. The adulteration

of wax has seemed to spring up within a year;

and I trust that the simple tests above given
will assist our co-workers or others to "spot"
the spurious at once.

ROOT brothers' HOME REPAIRING OUTFIT.

Let me explain, to begin with, that the Root
brothers are no relation to A. I. Root. That is,

they are no relation without going away back.

Their celebrated repairing outfit was first

worked up by George A. and C. F. Root, in the

middle of the year 1890; and I remember of

being greatly pleased to see the unique engrav-

ing of the cast-iron lasts, clinch-nails, etc.,

when they first put it out upon the world. You
now can readily understand how vexed I felt

when I saw unscrupulous imitators come out and

copy even their advertisement before the idea

had been out in print much more than a year.

One of the first men to copy their idea entire,

without so much as saying " by your leave,"

was one John H. Grant, of Chicago. I have
had in mind, for a year or two past, holding

these imitators up to public gaze; but I finally

decided that the man who would appropri-

ate ideas would, sooner or later, take other

things, and so I let him alone, thinking it was
not really my affair, any way; but the para-

graph which I give below, from the Rural
New-Yorker of March 9, seems to open the way
to give Mr. Grant a little free advertising.

Read it, and then give the gentleman a wide

berth.

There may be a less satisfactory business man in

this country than Jolin H. Grant, of Chicag-o; but if

there is, the R. N.-Y. has yet to find him. We con-

tracted with liim recently to furnish a kit of tools

for our subscribers, at a certain fixed price. When
we sent him the orders, lie shipped about one-half

the tools promised; and when we complained, he

assured us that we had made a mistake—that he
had two sets of tools, and that he had given us
prices on the small kit. His story seemed plausible,

and we accused ourselves of a blunder, and told

him to send the rest of the tools at our expense.

We also ordered the large kit sent to 27 more per-

sons. This he promised in writing to do at once,

six weeks ago, and sent us a bill for the same. We
then supposed that he had sent them; but finding

that the tools were not delivered, we kept writing

to find out why. He now has the impudence to

write that the orders are not filled, and that they
will not be uulil we comply with unreasonable de-

mands, which he now mentions for the first time.

Fortunately, we are able to get the tools elsewhere,

and we have sent the orders to another factory,

where they will be filled promptly, and where we
will get our future supply. Tliis explanation seems
due to the subscribers who have been so long

and patiently waiting for the tools which they

should have received weeks ago. All the orders

will now be forwarded at our expense to those who
received only a part of the set. The full set will

also go promptly to those who have received none.
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SACALINE—THE NEW AND WONDERFUL FOR-
AGE-PI.ANT.

I find that much interest seems to be center-
ing in this new plant. I have already seen it

growing at the Florida Experiment Station, at
Lake City. While it does certainly promise a
good deal, the statements we find in the seed-
catalogs are, without question, greatly exag-
gerated. As an illustration, the following is

copied from a circular, with cut:

Is perfectly hardy, even in Siberia—Flourishes in the Indies.
Requires no plowing before plant inij.

Needs no cultivation, no manuring, no replanting.
Roots ))enetrate deep into the soil.

Once planted, stands for ever.

Endures severest drouth with impunity.
Grows in poorest soils. Luxuriates in wet lands.
Thrives where no other forage-plant will grow.
Young shoots and leaves eaten as a vegetable.

Stems and leaves, green or dry, greatly relished by cattle,
sheep, and horses.

More nutritious than clover or lucerne.

Gives three and four cuttings per year.
Produces 90 to 180 tons uf green forage per acre.

,. Grows 14 feet high by June.

Excellent soil-enricher. Planted at any time.
Affords shade to cattle in summer.
Protection against storms in winter.

Floods will not destroy it. Fire will not kill it.

Cattle can not trample it out.

Seed has been sold at .$10tO per pound.
Indorsed by the highest authorities.

Stock is limited. Some who have tested it

claim that their stock will not eat it. This
may be because they have been too well fed.
It may be, also, that they have not learned
how, or have not acquired a taste for it. The
wild cattle in Florida will not even eat corn
meal or bran, without "learning the trade;"
and a cow that is dying with starvation would
die all the same if ears of corn were all around
her. Under very favorable circumstances, the
plant may grow from 12 to 14 feet high, and so
will a good variety of field corn down on the
rich corn-bottom land of Missouri—at least, it
comes pretty near that. The claims, however,
of 'liO to 180 tons of green forage per acre," I
should say, are away ofi"—that is, if we are to
understand by the above that this enormous
product will be eaten by "cattle, sheep, and
horses."
You will notice the plant is said to be hardy

from Siberia to the Indies. Well, when I saw
it in Florida, toward the first week in March,
the growth of last year was all killed down to
the ground—killed, I suppose, by the frost;
but new shoots had started up, some of them a
foot away from the original plant. These
shoots were from 3 to 6 inches in height. By
permission I picked some of them, and felt cer-
tain by the taste that all kinds of stock will eat
it—at least, in this stage—and I also think it

likely it might be cooked like asparagus. As
to whether one would want to eat it unless he
was very hungry, will have to be tested by ex-
periment.

SACALINE {Polygonum, Snchaltnense) the new forage and honey plant.

It will, without doubt, grow from 6 to 10 feet
high in a season, on any tolerable soil, when
well started; and I believe cows and horses will
eat it to some extent when it is young and ten-
der, especially after they learn how. In this
respect it is something like sweet clover. It

takes a year or two, if I am correct, for it to
get firmly rooted. After that it makes this
tremendous and extraordinary growth. We
can furnish the seed in five-cent packets, but

Last, but not least, there are reports floating
around that sacaline is a great honey-plant.
I can not find out any thing very definite in
regard to it. There do not seem to be any
"posies" in the picture, but perhaps the plant
had not got quite tall enough to bear honey
when the photograph was taken.
We will give further reports in regard to it as

soon as we get hold of any thing really au-
thentic.
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ELECTROPOISE, OXYDONOR. ETC.

THE "BLIND LEADING THE BLIND."

Beware of false prophets, which come to you in
sheep's clothing-, but inwardly they are ravening
wolves. Ye shall know them hy their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?—
Matt. 7; 15. 16.

Electropoise has been imitated. Just think
of Itl Somebody, excited by the idea of getting
$25.00 fo.' what costs about as many cents, has
copied Electropoise! The new machine is ad-
vertised, with the names of twelve ministers Df

the gospel to back it—at least, they have got
"Rev." before their names. The thing is

more cheeky than even Electropoise itself. It

also claims there are many imitations. It will
not only cure people, but it will make plants
grow. The picture of it is so exactly like that
of the Electropoise that you can hardly tell one
from the other. Price $25; or you can rent it

for S3 a week. They admit there is nothing
inside of the little metal case except sulphur
and carbon. I really do not understand why
people can not copy it and make one them-
selves. But the manufacturers say it is "com-
bined in certain delicately adjusted propor-
tions." Here is a sample of their reasoning, to
show how this machine takes oxygen from the
air and transfers it to the body:
We take from page 8 of Oxydonor circular:

HOW DOES IT CUKE ? „

Electricians have known for years that any body
connected with the earth by means of a conductor,
like a wire, soon becomes "negative."

A square and positive untruth in the outset.
Nothing whatever pa^ses along the wire under
the circumstances mentioned.
The earth attracts the positive fluid from the

body; and as all bodies have both po>itive and neg-
ative electricity in them, when one is withdrawn
the other remains.

Another untruth.
We now know that difiference of temperature lies

at the bottom of this transfer. Hence, if the little

plate of the " Oxydonor " be attached to the ankle,
and the metal cylinder—or " vocor"—be placed in a
temperature colder than the body (as in ice, cold
water, or air), the positive fluid leaves the body and
goes to the colder substance, thus leaving the body
"negative." So much is plain.

Exceedingly plain, Mr. Oxydonor ; by sup-
porting the human body, or any other body, on
a stool with glass legs, or insulating them in

any way, this insulated body may be made
either positive or negative, by means of a suit-

able electrical machine. But the idea that
human bodies, or any thing else, becomes posi-
tive or negative when standing on the ground
uninsulated, is a simple absurdity, even if it is

quoted over and over again by venders of quack
medicines.

Now, we are surrounded by the air, four-flfths t)f

which is free oxygen gas, and—
Now, I do not know whether this is a sort of

typographical blunder, or whether it is part
and parcel of their other awful misstatements.
We have given them the benefit of the former.
Common air is about one-fifth oxygen and four-
fifths nitrogen. See under "air" in Webster's
dictionary. But let us now take the last half
of the sentence.

—oxygen gas has a strong affinity for the negative
state.

One begins to be puzzled a little as to what
they mean by a "negative state." If they
mean electrically negative, then it is another
stupid falsehood. Oxygen has no more attrac-
tion for a body negatively electrified than a
horse has for a snapping-turtle. One statement
would be just about as sensible as the other.

Therefore, because you are connected with a cold-
er substance, because that colder substance draws
the positive fluid from you, thus leaving you "neg-
ative," because the air is touching your body at all
points, because the oxygen of the air is free, and
has an affinity f.jr the negative state—you absorb
the ox.vgen in the skin and tissues. The colder the
substance with which you are connected, the more
rapid the transfer of positive fluid, the stronger
your negative condition, and the more intense the
absorption and action of the oxygen.

This last scientific (?) explanation of the way
in which Oxydonor works is just like what I

have quoted above. There is just as much
science to it as there is in the ravings of a
maniac.
Now, if any of you think A. I. Root is mak-

ing a mistake, and that he is doing injustice to

an honest invention, find an educated man, if

you can, who can make any sense of the above
quotation. A good man may pass counterfeit
money by mistake, not knowing that it is coun-
terfeit; but the man or men who rmi'de the
counterfeit money did not make a mistake.
And the men who make Electropoise and Oxy-
donor did not make a mistake. They knew
they were humbugging the people by lies; and
the men who put up this little metal case, filled

with sulphur and graphite, know that it has
no virtue, exactly in the same way that the
counterfeiter who is at work with his counter-
feiting-tools knows the money he is making is

not genuine and honest. Quite a few who use
the machine are now admitting that it is not
electricity, but they claim these people have
discovered some new and heretofore unknown
force or agency' for the cure of the disease. My
friends, if a new force in nature had been dis-

covered, the whole scientific world from the
Atlantic to the Pacific would be in an uproar
about it. It would be of a thousand times
more importance than a new planet, comet, or
any thing of the kind. But the truth is, scien-
tific men and scientific journals know nothing
of any such discovery, for no such discovery has
been made, in fact; and yet we have a case
where a schoolteacher is taking the thing into
a school and teaching the pupils that it is a
scientific instrument! Again, they are making
an excuse for charging $2.5 for a thing that
costs only from 40 to .50 cts.. by saying that it is

customary nowadays. Everybody who is

charging more for a book than it is really worth,
or for some secret in agriculture, or for some
cure for disease, seems to have got hold of the
following story. I will give it briefly in sub-
stance:
A big factory was standing still because they

could not make the engine work. They tele-

graphed for a man, and with two taps of his
hammer he made it all right, and took the next
train back to his city home. His bill was $25.25.

When asked to explain, he said the 25 cts. was
for doing the work, and the $25 was for know-
ing how.* Now. a great many people are re-

peating this, and thinking it is the honest
truth. I want to say that I have never met
with such a case in all my experience, nor any
thing like it. We get experts from the large
cities, to teach us how to do any thing we want
done, or to make plans for us, etc. They
charge us for only their time and traveling ex-
penses; and we seldom pay a man more than
three or four dollars a day.
While in Orlando recently, a subscriber of

Gleanings told me that his pastor's wife had
recently purchased an Electropoise, and, like

* Quite a compliment the above story pays to the
ability and skill of the engineer placed in charge of
the engine belonging to a great factory. I rather
think our engineer would smile somewhat to see a
city chap—one of the know-how sort—doing things
after that fashion.
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all the rest, she thought it was doing wonders
in the way of improving her health. My friend
heard of it, and gave his minister, who is a
Congregationalist, a copy of our journal. He
read it carefully, and what do you think the
verdict was? Why, he spoke out square and
honest, as any educated minister of the gospel
must speak. Said he, " Why. Mr. Root is right
about it—unquestionably right. There is no
possibility of his being mistal<en." It is this
way: Sense and reason stand back of even
personal experience. Two and two make four
—always have made four, and always will.

Now, somebody might as well say that two
and two make five, and that they know it by
personal experience, as to say these things cure
disease. We need a shaking up. all of us. If

sense and reason can not be made to come up-
permost, we had better go straight to an insane-
asylum—the whole lot of us.

Our Homes.

As I sit down and think of the two pleasant
months I passed away down in those Florida
homes, not only pleasant memories, associa-
tions, and recollections come up. but there
comes also a feeling that God ca7/cd me to go
down there, and that it was hi's purpose to
teach me some valuable lessons. I am going to
try to tell you one of them. During all of
those two months I was an invited guest in
somebody's home. Sometimes the invitation
came about in a strange way—I might almost
say in a mysterious way. You know

—

God moves hi a mysterious way
His wonders to iierform.

Well, I was. as I told yon. an invited guest
almost every day and every hour. It was quite
an abrupt change from many business cares
to a life of ease, and of being ministered unto
instead of ministering to others. Here at
home, with my many responsibilities and more
or less things constantly going wrong, which I

must set right, it is not very strange that I get
into a way of— well, we will say of remonstrat-
ing when people are thoughtless: and I am
afraid sometimes that I am not just as kind
and courteous to imperfect humanity as you
might judge by my talks and teachings. I

hardly need tell you that, when one goes '• vis-
iting," and accepts an invitation, he is. at
least for the time being, on his "good behav-
ior." He is not to complain, no matter what
unpleasant things come up. Why, the man or
woman would be a churl indeed" who would
scold and find fault while a guest in the home
of somebody else. Let me make haste to tell

you, however, that I did not, during all my
trip, find any thing to scold and find fault
about. vSom« accidents happened. It was un-
expectedly cold in Florida, and they were not
prepared for it. and I had to take my share of
putting up with every thing as we found it.

But I did not find any thing to complain of nor
to feel cross about. Yon may be surprised
when I tell you that I really can not remember
of having spoken an unchristianlike word dur-
ing that whole trip; and I can almost say that
I did not have an unchristianlike feeling. It
surprises me when I think of it. Is itreallv
possible that A. I. Root passed two ivhole
months of his life without being what you
might really call wicked, or having a wicked
or unchristianlike thought? There must be
some explanation for this. There is an expla-
nation. When the time came for me to leave
for home I did not really want to go. Perhaps I

felt something as Jonah did when he was com-

manded to go down to Nineveh. I was not
called, however, to go down to Nineveh to
preach, and I did not do any preaching, unless,
indeed, I did something that might be called
preaching on that one particular Sunday I

told you about. One great secret of this won-
derful change and transformation was that I

asked God for grace in the very outset. I

felt afraid that I should, by my abrupt or rest-
less disposition, hurt somebody's feelings.
Therefore, when I started out I prayed earnest-
ly for grace to do my work ^vell, whatever
work it should be. It does not seem to me that
I did very much work after all of auy kind. In
fact, in one sense it does not seem to me that
my visit amounted to any thing—that is, so far
as doing any particular good is concerned. In
another sense it amounted to something won-
derful, for I met kind friends, a host of good,
bright, intelligent, earnest men and women,
who ' loved righteousness and hated iniquity;"
and I felt again and again, as I bade them
good-hy. " Why, I would not have missed know-
ing these good people for any thing in the
world." They taught me great lessons, and, I

presume, without thinldng how much good
they had done me. I verily believe that the
thought of that Florida visit will make my
heart bound until the last day of my life. I

love our nation of people better than I have
ever loved them before; and I love God more
for having given me these pleasant glimpses of
other people's " homes."
Circumstances and events seem to have

strangely crowded me. or pushed me, as it were,
into the very inner lives of many people. One
of the pleasantest calls I made was where I

visited a bee-keeper away off in the wilderness,
expecting to call just one brief hour. I was
taken sick, and it was not thought best for me
to ride back through the woods, in the cold.

You see, it was during the February freeze. I

did not get any better, and I wa* obliged to
stay several days. Sickness and sufTering finally

obliged them to take me into the very inner
circle of their little home in the woods. As the
man and wife were, however, professing Chris-
tians, we did not have a very hard time in get-
ting along togi'ther. One of the davs was the
Sabliaih: and as I was really too sick to sit up
much I leaned back in an easy-chair and we
exchanged religious experiences, read from the
Bible, and sang Gospel Hymn*. Again and
again my thoughts go back to this brother and
his good wife: to that little home with its bees
and chickens and garden, and the dainty little

spring beside the babbling brook under the
palm-trpes hut a little way from the house.
Dear friends, do you not remember how often

we see inscriptions, not always in the cemetery,
where th'^v commence. " Sacred to the memory
of "? and then follows the name of some
doar departed one. I think it must be God's
Holy Spirit that has been suggesting to me
that we need not nmXt until our friends are
dead and gone before we erect a little shrine in

our hearts, "Sacred to the memory of ,"

somebody who is yet full of life; and I have ta-

ken great jov and pleasurein thus erecting a host
of little shrines stowed away in the little cor-
ners of my heart, "sacred to the memory of"
the Florida homes I have visited. I might think
these friends did not enjoy my visits as I enjoy-
ed them, were it not for the postal cards and
letters that keep coming now—reminiscences,
as it were*. Then I fall to wondering if, in my

*Here is a brief extract from one of the postals:
We all feel ttie better for your coming; and all

•join in sending' you our bwst wishes. Come again,
please. Surely "goodness and mercy" liave " fol-

lowed "you these many years. All the beeworld
will say amen.
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awkward way, I may not have given some
good brother or sister pain by my carelessness.
If so, I wish to assure such that I did not mean
it, or did not intend it.

Just a little more about that lesson God
wanted to teach me. Several times I met peo-
ple with whom we had had little differences.
Sometimes it was some one whom our people
had refused to send goods to because they did
not know all about them. In one case a veter-
an bee-friend, and one of the shining lights in

bee culture, moved from Iowa away off down to
Florida, and did not tell us he had done so

—

that is, when he made an order for something,
just in the way hi' was in the habit of doing
away back in Iowa, he forgot to tell us he was
the same man, down in Florida. Had the
clerks come to me with the order, I should
have known our old friend at once, even if he
was down in Florida; but in this case he not
only overlooked our blunder, but he hailed Con-
stance and myself as we were on the way to a
hotel, and gave, as an excuse for so doing, that
their weekly paper had already announced in

plain print that we were staying at /its 7i07nc.

When I looked astonished at such a procedure he
good-naturedly replied," Why, Mr. Root, didn't
you know that obituaries are often written be-
fore people are really dead ?

"

When the letters of invitation came, asking
us to go to certain points, I did not always
know any thing about the people; but the fact
that they wanted me to make them a visit was
sufficient; and I never inquired, and scarcely
ever thought about, what particular church
these people belonged to, or whether they be-

longed to any church at all. The result was,
I visited people of various denominations, and
was taken right into the homes of people who
represented almost all kinds of belief. Some-
times I laughingly suggested, when the family
Bible was handed to me, that perhaps I was
not used to conducting worship in their way.
The reply was, invariably, " Brother Root, we
will worship God this time in your way."
The matter of giving thanks at the table, I

found, is also conducted in quite a variety of
ways. Sometimes I did not readily " catch on,"
but I really believe that one of my pleasantest
experiences was in having some good brother or
sister, in a most kind and friendly way, explain
to me their ways, or the forms in use by their
particular denomination. Are you surprised
that I began slowly to have a broader charity
than I had ever had before ? One very pleas-
ant visit was with a brother who did not pro-
fess any religion. He told me at the outset
that we had better not discuss theology, because
we would only get mad.
" Oh! no, dear brother, we shall not get mad

—J most assuredly shall not."
"Oh! yes, you will get mad if I tell you the

plain truth. If you do not, you will be the first

Christian I ever met who did not. They get
mad, every last one of them, when people of my
class come right out and take the liberty of be-
lieving what we choose, and telling the truth
in plain English."
Then he told me of some of the things he had

said to ministers, and the reply that the minis-
ter gave. Now, I am really afraid that, before
I made this visit, I should have said the minis-
ter did obout riry/it. But I think row; he made
a mistake. You see, I was an invited guest;
and, besides, I had given a sacred promise—at
least it was sacred to me

—

not to get mad. My
friend with whom I was riding said some se-

vere and cutting things about our faith; and,
oh I am*.so glad that I replied gently and mild-
ly. This friend recohimended hooks and writ-
ers who speak disrespectfully of the Bible and
of the Christian religion. Of course, I could
not agree with him here.

Well, the next day as we were riding away
off through the great pine forests we called at
a humble home where there was quite a flock
of children, and not very much tor them to
read. My companion said he had brought
along a bundle of papers for the family, and in

some way I got it in my head that he would
naturally bring them something that might
teach disrespect to Christianity; and if so, I

felt like making a protest. How do you sup-
pose it turned out? Why, dear friends, that
bundle of papers I had been looking at suspi-
ciously turned out to be some old worn copies of
—what do you think? G'iea?u/igs in Bee Cul-
ture! I asked God to forgive me for my un-
charitable thoughts; and when I reminded my
good brother that the Home Papers in those
back numbers would teach the children Chris-
tianity, he looked up with a laugh, and said he
believed he would rather risk the children with
such teaching than any thing else he knew of,

even if a good deal of it was fallacy and super-
stition. O dear friends, I am sure there is some-
thing wrong in having such wide differences
between God's people and those who do not see
things as we do.

At another home I found they belonged to a
sect who worship God on the last day of the
week, instead of the first. But my heart had
been considerably mellowed by this time. I

assured the brother who came for me Saturday
night, that, had I known of his religious con-
victions, I should have greatly enjoyed wor-
shiping with him on his Sabbath instead of
mine. Then I should have been obliged to
have two Sundays, some of you may suggest.
Not necessarily. He lived away back in the
woods; and while I was his guest I could have
done as he did, without any violence to my
honest convictions.
The great Father, it would seem, had still

another experience in store for me. I was
obliged to hire a livery, to be taken five or six

miles to the home of one who had given me an
invitation. The liveryman said I would find

*'my man" at a camp-meeting of Spiritualists,

for he was one of the leaders. I found him just
a little before the meeting opened. In fact,

there were other bee-keepers present also with
their families. Would I care to attend one of
their meetings? Yes, I told them I should be
glad to. Dear brother or sister, if you should
feel like criticising my course, let me say that
the earnest follower of Christ Jesus can go
anywhere unharmed if he holds fast to the
strong arm of Him who once said to the winds
and the waves, " Peace, be still." The speak-
er's stand was spanned by a beautiful arch on
which was the text, " Peace on earth, good will

toward men." The hymns that were sung
v/ere such as we generally use in our places of
worship. The music was most beautiful. A
bright young daughter of my friend played the
violin, and another bee-keeper's daughter play-
ed the guitar. In a little time it was announced
that the address would be made by a speaker
who would speak on any subject that any one
of the audience might suggest. I was called
upon to furnish the subject. After asking the
Holy Spirit to guide me, I wrote on a piece of
paper, "Thou ha^t loved righteousness and
hated iniquity." Two other subjects were giv-
en the speaker, and I believe that, in his ad-
dress, he included all three; but in order to
reach the train I expected to take, I was
obliged to leave the tent before the discussion
was ended.

I liave found it a pleasure to do business with
your tirm, :is poods are always carefully packed
and promptly sent. VVm. N. Stout.
Portland, lud , Feb. 25.
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FLORIDA FOR HEALTH.

Before I go any further, I think I must an-
swer a few questiones in this line. When I left

home, I was suffering from a severe cold that
had settled into a kind of bronchial trouble,
that has followed me more or less winters ever
since I was away up in Portland, Ore. After
being in Florida three or four weeks, this en-
tirely disappeared. My appetite greatly im-
proved, and I was particularly impressed with
the fact that I could sleep better than I had
been able to for years. I used frequently to ask
the privilege of going to bed when it was only
eight o'clock in the evening, and I often slept
soundly until the sun was up and shining in my
face next morning. This is a new departure
for A. I. Root. During the last four weeks I

was in Florida, as a consequence of this, I

learned to omit entirely my naps in the middle
of the day. Since I have been home I have
been feeling more vigor and strength of mind
and body than for years past, unless, indeed,
it was when riding the wheel. I can not ride
my wheel now here in Medina, for the roads
are too muddy.
Well, you will find people all over the State

of Florida who went down there to live because
they could not live anywhere else; and quite a
few say they came without any expectation of
living many months aniiwhere. I do not know
whether it is the beautiful climate, or whether
it is spending so much time sitting in a rocking-
chair on the veranda, or whether ii is the gen-
eral fashion of taking thins^s ea*v. that makes
people get well and strong in Florida; but I
have been told many times that careful statis-
tics show the death- rate according to population
to be less than in any other State in the Union:
and this, too, right in the face of the fact that
the State is the general rendezvous for invalids
from all over the world. If this is true, it is

something really remarkable. By the way. I

want to say. too. that I did not once feel a bit
of my old nervous prostration. I got around
lively every day, as I do anywhere else, and
enjoyed lots of energy, strength, and enthusiasm
during the whole time. I was told several times
that nobody ever has grip down there—at least,

in the southern part of Florida; catarrh is also
almost unknown. Some eight or ten years ago a
young lady worked in our office, who was quite
deaf. She finally went to live with a brother
at Sorrento, Fla. Most of you remember Nellie
Adams, who used to advertise queens from that
point. When I met her I expected I should
have to shout to make her hear; but as I
noticed she heard every word of the most com-
monplace conversation, I said, "Why, look
here. Nellie, how does it come that you are
hearing every thing we talk about? What
great doctor brought about this cure?" She
replied in substance that she had reason to be-
lieve it came about from living in Florida.
When she was here in Ohio, she was troubled
with catarrh, which became so bad that it

affected both her hearing and speech. She
noticed her trouble began to improve almost as
soon as she arrived at her Southern home, and
it finally disappeared entirely. Since then she
has been North, and stayed a whole year at a
time, but she hears perfectly.
Now, friends, before spending very much

money with doctors or medicines I would trv
at least a few weeks in Florida; and by all

means try Florida rather than Electropoise, or

anything else of that ilk. If you have not very
much money, you can rent some sortof domicile
very cheaply, and you can get along down there
as economically—that is, if you are so inclined

—

as in almost any place in the world. A great
part of the year you do not really need any
house at all, except for the looks of the thing;
and if you do not care to put on much style, food
and clothing may be had for a very small sum,
comparatively.

It occurs to me that I may have put the mat-
ter of health pretty strongly in the above, and
perhaps it may be no more than fair to say that
a great part of Florida is occupied by people
who have taken up homesteads. They have
160 acres of land, but they really make use of
not more than five or ten acres—that is, a great
many of them do this way, and every home-
steader is anxious to have neighbors. He would
sell five or ten acres very cheap—sometimes he
would rjive it away in order to have somebody
move in and start a settlement. There are lots

of towns—that is, they are towns on the map

—

in Florida where there are not any houses at
all. At Giftord Station, for instance, which is

to be seen on the map, there are no houses, not
any station, nor even a platform—no, not even
a crossroad. There is a sort of road that runs
parallel to the railroad, and the town is sup-
posed to be somewhere on this parallel road.
Well, you see people are very anxious to have
towns built up, because thnt would advance
their property. They are intei ested everywhere
in having people move in, and. as a natural
consequence, they are all the while studying up
the advantages of their locality. This is good,
and I am glad of it; but it has a tendency to
makeeverybody honestly think that/iis locality
is an exceedingly healthy one. I was led to
believe there might be some honest bias in their
opinions, because so many will say. "Oh, yes!
over at so and so it is sickly. They have
malaria and fevers;" and at some other place
they will tell you that there are mosquitoes,
fleas, etc., so that a body can hardly live; "but
where we live you don't have any troubles of
this kind. See how well I am. There ain't
anybody sick anywhere in this neighborhood."
I did find people sick, however, in some places,
but it was mostly rheumatism. Even Florida
does not seem to be proof against some kinds of
this dread disease.

DEATH OF MR. HENRY NEIGHBOUR, SENIOR
MEMBER OF THE FIRM OF GEORGE

NEIGHBOUR & SONS.

The above announcement comes in the Brit-

is?! Bee Journal for Feb. 38—another reminder

that the veterans in our industry are passing

away. For more than a quarter of a century

the name of George Neighbour & Sons has

been almost a household word in apiculture;

and notwithstanding the criticisms that dealers

in apicultural implements are pretty sure to

get now and then, I can not remember that I

have ever heard a reflection cast on the busi-

ness methods of the above-named firm. Their

dealings, and their whole lives, in fact, seem to

have been characterized by a sort of manly in-

tegrity and gentlemanly bearing that it would
be well for us to imitate on this side of the

great water as well as the other. Perhaps it

would be well to mention that one of the

standard works on apiculture in England comes
from this same firm. A. I. R.
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Still in the Lead!
Hilton's White T Supers,
Chaff Polished Foundation,
Hives, Sections, Smol<ers,

and every thing needed in the apiary.
StMid for lb95 Ciitiilog.

GEO. E. HILTON, = = Fremont, Mich.

Best on Earth.
Dlmllrtft Tuna
BINGHAM

BeeSmoker

Riiifhiim's live sizes of
bei'-siiiokcrs ranj^e iti price
from .50c to 1-1.75 per mail,
and are tlie lowest-priced of
any in tlie in;iiket, accord-
ing to size. IJingliam Smo-
keis and Knives are made
only liy tlie inventor, and
can he depended on every
time, as tliey have been for
16 years as the best that
could be made or used.

Mention Gleanino.s, and send for circular of
prices. J p BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.

DON'T MONKEY m^^w ,^
Send for our Se-page catalog free.

Root Co. '5 Supplies kept in stock.

We can save you freight. Let us
know what you need for the apia.

ry. Get our prices.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

METAL
WHEELS

for your

WAGONS
Any size yon want. 20

to 56 in. high. Tires 1

to 8 in.wide—hubs to

fit any axle. Saves
Vast many times in

a season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
gram, fodder, manure,
hogs, >tc. No resetting of

teres. Catl'g free. Address

GMPIRK MFG. CO.,
Q,ulxicy, 111'

500 Barrels Sweet=Potato Seed.
Yellow Jersey, best vaiieiy, $3.00 iier bari-el.

Red Spanish, Ked Bermuda, and Jersey Queen,
$4.00 per barrel; i>% discount on .5-barrel lots.
Our stock is line. Order now and secure a sup-

ply at rea-sonable prices. /,. H. JMA.HAN,
3-7ei Box 1^3, Terre Hnute, Intl.

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN AGENCY
FOR A. I. ROOT'S BEE = KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

AT A. I. ROOTS PRICES.

RAWLINGS IMPLEMENT CO.,
Formerly Balto. Farm Implement Co.

Jobbers & Dealers in Farm Implements & Hachinery

209 S. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
23-9eoi

STRAWBEREY AND Best New and Old varie

RASPBERRY PLANTS, lifs-
,
Best grown Plants.

CataloK Free. With in-

structions for their culture. Send for it Now.
Mention this paper. Addrt»ss
P. O. Box 213. E. J. SCOFIELD, Hanover, Wis.

USE THE COMMQN=SENSE
BERRY-CRATES and B.ASKETS.

None cheaper. For circular adilio^s eitf

H. H. AULTFATHER, MINERVA. O.

Sweetheart.
A Regular Sugar Lump.
LEADS < Early, Large, Handsome, Good Ship-
ALL

\
per, liest Quality. Send for circular

WATER-
\
giving important facts to growers and

MELONS < shippers, with conii)arative sales and
ON t opinions of many commission men in
THE > leading northern markets.
MARKET. < Seed; Packet, 10 cts. ; lb., $1..50.

Al^BBRT WJTTBJS'JMYHR,
Oriiiii>atni\ Grower, and Shipper,

Bmison, Jinax Co., Ind.

CHOICE
SWEET=POTATO SEED
Yellow Jersey (the best), Red Bermuda, and Yel-

low Nansemond, at $:i.50 for 11-peck barrels, till

sold out. 4-8

L. H. REDD, De Soto, Illinois.

The New Craig

Seedling Potato.

For full description of this Potato, see page 959 of
this journal for Dec. 15, 1894. Prices: 1 lb. by mail,
postpaid, 25 cts.; 'A peck, by freight or express,
$1.00; peck, SI. 75; H bushel, $3.00; bushel, $.5.00;

barrel of II pecks, f 13.50. The above prices will
hold good as long us our stock lasts. All orders by
mail will l)c tilled as soon as received. Orders by
exjji'ess will be shipped at once unless ordered oth-
erwise. All orders tor potatoes by freight will be
filled April 1, or soon after that time, unless direc-
tions are given to ship at an earlier dhte. In this
latter case I do not assume responsibility for loss in
freezing; but where ii is desirable to ship earlier,
and customers have bad luck, I expect to help them
out so far as 1 can consistently. In regard to my
responsiliility I would refer you to A. I. Root. In
fact, where it is more convenient you can order po-
tatoes of the A. I. Root Co., instead of sending your
orders to me.

GEO. E. CRAIG, Zimmer, Franklin Co., 0.
"

Every Farmer
Ought to read the Rural New=Yorker.

( Published weekly, i

It is the business farmer's paper, and a most re-
liable authority on agricultural and horticultural
subjects. Frauds and humbugs fear it. ONLY $1
A YEAR. Send for sample coi\v 10
THE RITRAC >E\V-YORliER.NPW York.
We h;ive made ananuenients so that we can send

it and Gi^eaning^ lor $1.75 a year.
Pleasi- mentioir ttiii- paper.

Control Your Swarms, Requeen, Etc.

Send 2.")i' for samples of
West's Patent t^piral wire

^Queen-Cell Protectors, and
Pat. Spiral Queen Hatch-
ing and Introducing Cage,
also best Bee-Escaiie. with
circular exiilaining. Twelve
Cell-protectors, (iOc; 1(K), ^i.

12 cages, *1; 100, $'\ by
mail. Circular free. Ad-
diess N. D. WEST. nid=
dieburgh, Scho. Co., N. Y.

Soldjalso by all the leading supply-dealers.
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Best ^ Goods
At lowest prices are what we are all

after. The (luality oi Gary's goods has

never been questioned. His X X white

thin foundation and polished one-piece

sections are the tinest on the market

His bees and queens are from the best

strains, and reared and shipped in the

way that long years of experience have

shown to be the best.

He has the largest stock of BEE-
KEEPEES' SUPPLIES in New England

;

and as to prices you have only to send

for a catalog and compare them with

those of other dealers.

To those living in the East, there is

the still further consideration of low

freight rates. Address

W. W. GARY.
MASS.

300 Colonies
Of A No. 1 Italian bees in 8-

frame Dov. hives cheap.
Queens, bees by the pound,

and !i full line of new first-class apiarian supplies.
Send for catalog to Box T83, Belleville. 111.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thinj;

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. &, SON,
l-23a Ottumwa, la. South side.

WINTER now is over!
And if you contemplate buying

Bees and Queens
You will do well to write

eitf For prices to

Leininger Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italinii Qtieens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first (jrder, to any address, at nilc

each. Also bees in anj' quantity: 4.50coloni( •= torliaw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices fo
suit the times, iuiy near home, and save freight.

25 Imported Garniolans
Ready for inimi'diate delivery at $.5 eacli.
Bred in 189i at tlie most elevated point
among the C; rnic Alps wliere bees are ke|>f.
Daugii'ers of these queens read j' in April,
$1 eai h: SIU per do/.. Afldress

The Carniolan Apiaries, Charlton Heights, Md.

Rose Comb White and Brown Leghorns,
And Silver-Laced Wyandottes.

l."> t^n'j", ^\ (0; 39 Pgfi-s, *:.'.(»0.

J. \V. COO/v, i'oneto. Ind,

2 and 3 frame nuclei cheap hy tlie dozen.
AUG. LEYVRAZ, Francis, Fla.

THE
SOUTHERN Home of the Honey-Bee
Is ready for your oid'MS for 3 or .5 banded queens,
as good as tlie btst, giiai-anteed i ri e from paralysis.
Warranted queens, 75c ea<-li; tested. $1 On. After
.Tune 1, warranted, ."iOo each: tested, 7')C each. Good
breeders, *3.0(). Straight S-bnnded. or "faultless,"
queens, $3.50 each. Special in'ices on lots, also to the
queen -dealer. Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranfeed. rirculai- •"'ce. Address

HUFSTEDLER BROS., Clarksville, Tex.

T will give 10 per cent off on all

cash orders of $5.00 worth of sup-

plies or over, except foundation, up
to May 1st, 1895. Send for catalog to

manufacturer.

J. J. BRADNER,
Marion, Grant Co.. Ind.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-IARS,
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc.. etc.

Send for out new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Hives, Sections, Foundation,

Bees, Queens,
Or any thing a Bee=keeper Needs.

In April and May I shall receive from the South
(via steamer) cases of 8 frames of capped brood,
well covered with bees. These are just right to build
up colonies with.
Single frame, 90^; 4 frames, $3.35; 8 frames, $3.25;

8 frames, $6.(10; 16 frames, $11.00.

Untested queens included for 90 cents.
Every thing sent from this city. Let me know

your wants. Catalog free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y. City.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

My queens are bred for business, as well
as tor beauty and gentleness. Safe arri-

val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. Untested, $1.00; tested, $1.50.

Write lor price list. 5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas. Box 3.

•*I^
-^i*-

Dovetailed Hives.
Stctions, Extractors. Smokers,
ami every ihing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

CCC^EY'S GOLDEN ITALIAN
QI' r are large, beautiful, bred for^ business, eijual to all. and su-
perior fo mauv. LTntested, April, 80 cfs. each; 'i

do7,.. $4..50; Maj'. TO cts. each; V4 doz., $1.00 Tested,
$1.00 each; fine breeders, $2.tK) each extra. Fine
straight .5-banded breeding-queens, $4 (10 each. Sat-
isfaction and safe arrival guaranteed.

E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.
p. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark. V-:.'0
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Manager

Notes of Travel tliatwere written for this issue
were crowded out by a mass of other matter. They
will appear In our next.

BEESWAX WANTED.
Since our last we have received a goodly number

of g'ood-slzed shipments of beeswax; but we can,
for the next two or three months, use all that our
readers can send to us. We are paying now 29 cts.

cash, 33 in trade, for average wax delivered here.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.

We have a good supply of choice seed, and it is

plenty early enough to sow. There are many good
reasons for soM'ing. Price of seed, f3.00 per peck;
$3.80 per half-bushel; $7.20 per bushel; $14.00 for 2
bushels; .5 bushels or over, at $6.60, bags included in
each case.

CHOICE EXTRACTED HONEY WANTED.
We are in need of choice extracted basswood and

clover honey. We prefer it in 60 lb. cans; but if we
can not get it that way we will take it in some other
way if we c:in buy it. Tliose who have a supply
which they desiie to sell, we sliall be glad to hear
from, with samples, stating quantity you have, how
put up, and the price,

WHEELBARROWS AND LAWN-MOWERS REDUCED.
Wc call your attention to the adv't on the 3d cov-

er page, and to the marked reduction in price, es-
pecially on lawn-mowers, which we have reduced
one dollar each from the prices of last year. Surely
at these low prices there are few in need of a mow-
er who need remain witliout one. We still offer the
same styles we have sold for several years.

PLANET JR. GARDEN IMPLEMENTS.
We are now supplied with this year's catalogs of

Planet Jr. tools, wliich we shall be pleased to mail
to those interested, togetlier with our net-price
sheet. We are making lower prices on these excel-
lent tools than ever before, and there have beeu
some valuable improvements added. Write for cat-
alog, if interested in hand seed-drills, for all kinds
of garden seeds, onion-sets, etc., hand or liorse cul-
tivators for all kinds of work in the garden.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
Since our last report we have .shipped the second

car to Florida, to A. F. Bi-own, at San Mateo; a sec-
ond car to F A. Salisbuiy, Syracuse, N. Y.; a second
carload to Wm. A. Selser, 10 Vine St., Philadelphia,
Pa.; a carload of export orders through the port of
New York, including about a tiiird of a car for J. H.
M. Cook. 78 Barclay St., New York. As we go to
press we are loading a car for H. G. Acklin, St. Paul,
Minn., which will be followed by one for G. G. Wick-
son, Los Angeles, Cal., and another to Barteldes &
Co., Denver, Col.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.
The weather so far has been very unfavorable to

the production of the delicious sweets from tlie

sugar maple, and the season is so far advanced that
there can be at best but a light crop In this vicinity.
Few will take the trouble to make sugar if the.v can
get a market for syrup. Our orders for syrup are
all filled, and we can supply many more at $1.00 per
gallon, in quantities, for choice syrup. We have
booked a number of orders for sugar, but so far it

has not been offered to us for sale by the producers,
and we may be obliged to disappoint our friends;
but we hope soon to be supplied; can offer no bet-
ter prices than named in our last, and these only
subject to our being able to get the sugar to fur-
nish on orders we receive.

HIVE-MAKING MACHINERY.
If any one is interested in an outfit of machinery

for hive-making we liave a hai'gain to offer at Otta-
wa, Kan. Tlic outfit consists of a 4 H. P. engine
and boiler, a liive-dovetailing machine, a saw-table
with a lot of grooving-saws and cutter-heads, a 10-

inch foundation-machine, and other tools. Cost
new over $500. Is in about hs good condition as
new. and can be bought for $325 casli. Will send •

further particulars to tliose interested, on appli-
cation.

WIRE NETTING AND FENCING CATALOGS.
We have for some time been short of wire-netting

catalogs, but we are now supplied with a large new
edition which we shall be pleased to mail those in-
terested, on application. It uicludes a discount-
sheet giving very low prices, and incorporates a
page describing a new and very cheap sheep and
hog fence. We are also prepared to furnish No. 12
smooth galvanized fence wire, 100-lb. bundles, at
$2.25 per 100 lbs., or barbed wire at $3.75 per 100 lbs.

LABEL CATALOGS EXHAUSTED.
We regret to be obliged again to disappoint our

friends who apply for label catalogs. Our store is

exhausted, and our printers are now and have been
so crowded witli work that they have been unable
to print a new edition. It is likely to be six weeks or
two months before they will be able to complete an
edition. We have a number of new designs in hon-
ey-labels, which will appear in the new catalog when
ready, and we trust it will be ready in good time be-
fore the next honey-crop is taken. We will file all

applications, and send catalogs as soon as ready.

SWEET-CLOVER SEED WANTED.
If you have any for sale, mail us a sample, tell us

how much you have, and what .voti will take for it.

By the way, it is really remarkable what a demand
there is getting to be for sweet clover; and I for one
should be very glad to know what people do with
it. We are jnst now in receipt of an order for 350
lbs. Some time ago I used to feel troubled about
large orders, for fear the friends did not know what
the.v were ordering, and did not know what they
wanted; but with the steady demand that is coming
in now, there can hardly be a question but that it is

being used as a fodder crop, oi- for .something else
besides these. Can anybody enlighten us ?

OLD-STOCK SECTIONS.

We still have the following list of old-stock i\ix4:M
sections, made two or three years ago, which we
offer, to close out, at $2.20 per lOOO: 3000, $6.00; 5000,
$9.00; 10,000, $16.00.
109,000 4!4x4i4xi;2, open top and bottom.
13,000 " " " open four sides.
9,000 " " x7 to ft., closed top.
7,WX1 " " " open top and bottom.
8,000 " " " cream, or No. 3, new stock.
.5,00t) " " xl3i closed top.
9,000 " " " open top and bottom.
3,000 " " " open four sides.
4,000 " " xl!i. closed top.
5,000 " " " open top and bottom.

]0,0a) " " xHS. open 4 sides.
30,000 " " x2, cream, open top, new stock.
30,000 " " " cream, open four sides.
At the very low price named above, these are a

Viargain This is especially true of the l^j-inch sec-
tions, w hell are about equal to our extra polished
as now made. If any one can use or handle a quan-
tity of this width we shall be pleased to hear from
them.

PARSNIP SEED AT A BARGAIN.
Last fall we succeeded in getting a tremendous

crop, and the seed is all from the Improved Guern-
sey, nice large roots; but either we have not the
proper machinerj- or else we do not understand the
business of cleaning the seed. There are no seeds of
weeds nor any thing of that sort, but there are little

bits of stems and branches of tlie parsnip itself that
can not be got out in any way we know of except bj'

expensive hand-picking." These bits of stem no not,
of course, hurt it in the least for sowing, but they
make it look untidy; therefore we offer it at tlte fol-

lowing exceedingly low prices: 1 lb., 30 cts.; 5 lbs.,

75 cts. ; 10 lbs., $1.35. Just now parsnips are selling
in our market for 6 cts. per lb. Those that wei'e dug
and placed in the cellar last fall might have beeu
sold at about the same price all through February
and March if we had had enough of them. If you
can not sell them all, horses, cows, pigs, and even
chickens, are very fond of them. The above prices
are to hold only so long as our stock holds out. The
quicker you get them into the ground the better,
after the frost is out, for parsnips will make quite a
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growth before miiny kinds of weeds get up, if you
give tliem u cliaiice^^

PRIZETAKER ONION SETS.

We liiivo several bushels of these which we can
furnish at 10 cts. per i int: i5 ets. per quart; $1.00 per
peck; $3.50 ])er bushel. If wanted by mail, add 10

cts. pel' quart extra. Large sizes, iialf above prices.

LATHYRIS SYLVESTRIS AND SACALINE.
We have seed of both of the above in 5-cent pack-

ets, and can furnish sacaline-plants by mail post-
paid for 20 cts. each. Plants of Lathyris sylvestJis,
or flat pea, 5 cts. each ;

2'y cts. for 10, or $1.50 per 100
—postpaid by mail at above prices.

SEED POTATOES.
At present writing- all our second-size potatoes

are sold out. I think I must have made the price
pretty low—half price right through. Well, I want-
ed some plan by whicli we could get rid of all small
and otherwise objectionalile tubers, so that we
could give out for first-class only nice-lookitig,
good-sized ones. We have so far all kinds of the No.
1 size, but several kinds are iieaiiy sold out.

SPRAY PUMPS AT REDUCED PRICES.
The time for spraying fruit-trees is near at hand;

and those not already provided with a good spray-
ing-apparatus, if they have the trees, and expect to
get aiiy cQoice fruit, should not fail to secure in
time the necessary spraying-outflt. It is being
demonstrated more suiely every year, that it is

absolutely necessary to spray "fruit-trees of all

kinds one or more times in order to secure a stand
of reasonably perfect fruit. There are pests which
attack the foliage as well as those which destroy
the fruit. For the latter you should not apply the
poisonous spray till the petals of the blossoms have
all fallen off. Tlieii ihere is no danger of poisoning
the bees as tlie.v gather the nectar from the blos-
soms. To spray before the petals fail is worse than
useless.
We are late in getting out our list of spray pumps

this year. We call your attention to our line in the
advertising- pages. We do not believe you will get
better \alue for the money anywhere than in the
lino wo offer. To dealers, and those who buy to sell

again, we will make special low prices
in quantities on application.
The adjoining cut shows a pump

which we secured after our other line
was made up. This is very much like
the Myers bucket pumix Th(» rubber
hose, '.1 incli, is attached to the top of
a brass tube running up through the
center of the air-chamber. This re-
duces the capacity of the air-chamber.
The pump is lighter, and we do not
think quite as good as the Myers; but
for tlie price at which we offer it, $3,50,

it is a bargain. It can be sent by
mail, postpaid, for f3.25 An eigbi-
foot pipe extension, not mailable, will
be included at 35c extra.

OXYDO^OK AND D. L. MOODY.
On the second page of the Oxydonor pam-

phlet, the O.xydonor people make use of the
name of D. L. Moody as follows:

Our manager, Capt. R. Kelso Carter, is well
known all over this country, and in England, to
many thousands of the best people, as a college pro-
fessor, a scientific and religious writer, and a prom-
inent evangelist in Christian work, and as a lecturer
of great ability and magnetism. As to his charac-
ter, ask such men as Rev. A. J. Gordon, of Boston;
Dwight L. Moody, and Major Cole.

I at once wrote to Mr. Moody, forwarding a
leaf from their circular, containing the above
paragraph. I also inquired of him wheth-
er it could be possible that he knew that his
name was being used to push a fraud. His re-
ply below comes to hand just as we go to press:

I know nothing ab(5ut this, and never indorsed it.

Chicago, March 26. D. L. Mot)DV.
" Magnetism'' indeed ! It must be this sort

of magnetism that prompts them to use a good
man's name in this way without permission.

I am manufacturing

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
Every thingr you need.

PRICES REDUCED.
Send for new Price List.

GEO. RALL, Frenchville.Wis.
Trempealeau Co.

Fruit and~^v
Bee Ranch for Sale,

Address REV. L. J. TEMPLIN, Canon City, Col.

From Prize = Winning Fowls.
.50c and $1.00 per 15.

Send for circular
AUGUST GOETZE & SON,

3822 Wood St., Wheeling. W. Va.

Patents Pending

Eggs for
'"'''"'

Hatching

On new process, new ma-
chines, new product, in

manufacture of comb foun-
dation.

Result:
Lowest prices, best work.
Samples and price list free.

Wax wanted.

W. J. Finch, Jr.,
Springfield, III.

LARGE yellow tested queens, delivered as the
weatlier will permit, at 75c each, $8.00 per dozen.
Solid yeilow l^reeders, $1..50; young and pro-

lific. Safe delivery. Money-order office. Decatur.
Cleveland Bros., Stamper, Newton Co., Miss.

420 Lbs. Average
Is what my l)ees g-ave that I moved to the man-
grove; those at home, 300 lbs. each; ii-bancl&d
bees, too. Queens, bred for bijsiness from
this stock, will be sent in 189.) for 11.00 each until
May; per doz., $8.00. Circular free.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

\l\^ M Smith Perkiomenville, Pa., breeder of

Eggs, $1.00 per 1.5.

16 leading varieties of Poultry.
Catalog- free.

ITfll IAN RFF*? Ready in May. Queens fl.OO.

-«« «..,.Vl.« I^ees by the pound, $1.00. One-
ANO QUEENS, frame nucleus with queen. $2.00;
•••" "» two frames, $2. .50. Also Barred
Plymouth Rock eggs for setting-, $1.00 i^er 15.

6-17ei MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, Swarts. Pa.

SPRAY.* '

STAIITi'S
Excelsior Spraying
OutlitB kill insects, S^.
prevent leaf blight X
and wormy fruit. Insure
a lieavy yield of all Fruit
and Vegetable crops.
Send 6 cts. for catalogue
d full treatise on spraying.
Cirrulais nee. Address
WM.STAHL.QuincyJII.
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Lnst year we commenced an elaborate plan of advertising,
liut btf.iie wo were lialf through, OIK AUVERTISEJIKNTS
DISAPPEAiiKU. Why? Because WE WERE OVERWHELM EU
UITII ItCSINESS. There was hut one thing to do: withdraw
the advertisrng and devote every energy to filling the orders
wilh which we were flooded. Tiii- wi- dhl, nnd handlr.l with
reasonahle promptness a most im j.i rcrilrnli-.l v it ^ iHivni.-s^.

WITH ENLARtiEU.KACi'OKIKS, IM'KI- (SMI F\( IMIIKS,
AM) TWENTY KRA.NCH HOI SKS FltOJi Wllhll HI HIS-
TKIBITE OIR GOODS, WE CAN NOW CARE KOR ALL WHO
CO.IIE, Last year we could not reduce prices Iiecause we were
compelled in some way to limit the demand for Aermotoi- goods.
We would have been satisfied with low er prices, hut why create
a demand which we could not supply? We have made the
heaviest purchases of steel and material bought in Amei ica this

year, and at unprecedented prices, and have niade terms to

dealers which enable them to make unprecedented prices.

In quality, character, variety, finish, and accessibility to

full stock of goods and repairs, we are without competitors.
In our plan of advertising last year, we proposed to furnish a
feed cutter under cert;i in conditions for $15. For reasons stated
above we did not comi-lete the advertising, and the feed cut-

ter \ AS not put out. We now propose to make amends in
the fi, lowing manner: AVewill aiinounoe in this paper our
MEW ALL..STREIi VEIiT SI PERIOR FEEU riTHER, WORTH

$40 81 $10
cash with order, f. o. b. Cliica^o. Only one to one person, he to

furnish addresses of ten neishhors wlio ought to have some-
thing in our line. Cut. description and fnll information re-

garding it will appear soi.n.

We especia Jh/ (le.

excessive pricesfor im
Hon on the jyart of the

great, $J0 addfd to

price is $10 clenr
dealer. To be sure
proper prive and arti-

your needs and you
are, and always have been
Because of the prodigioi

are enabled to have speci

thus re<luce the hand labor

the material and laying
become the cost of labor p
sell that it is not war
come the largest dealers
the material, of course, bi

steel galvanized-nfterc-n
(tilting' and fixed), tank
extent has this becoiue trm
the price of our goods (an

ume of our business ren-
sible). that FOl K LARGE WrNDMIt

catfffon yon against paying
'

tjits. Thetenipta-
dealer to overcharge is

the legitimate
jyrofit to the
that you get the
cle, write us of

vill be protected. We
lievers in low prices,

tput of our factories we
'tools tor each piece, and

it to merely picking up
n again. So small has

on the material which we
mentioning. We have be*
material in the country;
ing made up in the form of
pletion windmills, towers
pumps, etc.. To such an
and to such an extent has
on th..t account the vol-

ierftl competition impos-
I'OMEKNSAKEBIYIXG

^Horsehigh. bull strong.
'^ i^ and chicken tight,

ake it yourself fo

^l3to20lirJI: ^
50 Stj-les. A man and boy can mate
40 to 60 rods a clay, catalog free.

KiTSELMAN BROS., Ridgeville, (nd.

THEIR TOWERS OK IS THIS YEAR THEY DO IT BE-
CAl.-lE WE niAKE THE OM.V ABSOMTEI.Y RELIABLE ANW
SAKE TOWER; IIECAISE TIIFY t'AX RIY OK IS CHEAPER
THAN THEY CAN KlILU: HECAISE WE ALONE ARE PRE-
PARED TO flALVAMZK EVERVTHINO AFTER IT IS COM-
PLETED, AND COMPLETE EVERYTHING EXACTLY RIOHT.

These concerns are wise, for, even though they may not
furnish the best of wheels, the whe^l will have the best of sup-
ports. Send to us your name and address, and those of your
neighbors who may need something in our line, and thereby do
them a good turn. The Aermotor Co. is one of the most success-

ful business enterprises which has been launched in recent
times. In succeeding advertisements will be discussed and made
clear the lines on which that success has been worked out. It

was done by a farmer's boy. A careful following of these ad-
vertisements mav suggest to some other farmer's hoy a career.

Aermotor Co-. 1'-H>, Rookwell & Enimore Sts. , Ohieagot

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Foundfttion. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for vvliolesale price^.
Root's new F*olislie<l Sec* ions and other ffnod^
at his prices, free Illustrated Price I.ist of everj
thins" needed in the apiary. JVl H HiitTf

Bell Branch. Mich. JTl. I I. i lUlIt,

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-.iar^, •^hipping'-cases, and every ttiiiifr

that bee-keeiiers nse. Root's Qoods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping=point in the
Country. Dealer.s in Honey and iieeswa.x.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
lias No Sag- in Brood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Eas no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Reinf,' the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
IStfdh Sole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a ( opy of the Am-
ateur Bee keeper, a 7()-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
2Hc. The little book tind the Progressive
Bee keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, fi.')c. .\ddress any flrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., Hig3 nsville. Mo.

FACTS FROM THE FACTORY.
The Page is the only elastic fence made,

and requires special wire. Oi^r contracts for
the manufacture of this wire cover many
thousands of tons, all puarrnteed to sv.it

the purpose. The Superin(i>r dents of the lar-
gest mills in the country liave spent d.'iys at
our factory studying our pa-licular needs.
"This wire co.sts more than the common article,
which could not be used if furnished free.
Our complete fence costs the fiirmer less than
/lecan buy the wireofwhi-h it is made and
IS the cheapest in the end.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

t^'ln reajKindlng to this advertisement mention GLEANiNoa

TAKE NOTICE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood' Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames. Foundation. Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London, Wis.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE MODEL >

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
Tlioii8niidM in Suc-
cessful Operation.

SI.Ml'LE, I'ERFECT, „nd
SELF-REG I'LA TIj\G.

Guarantet'd tobatcha
iarsrer perceiitnge of
fertile eggs, at less cost,
than any other Incubator.
Send 6c. for Illus. Catalog.

, Circulars Free.
BEO. H. 8TAHL,114toTg8 8-6thSt..Qiilncy.lll.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Cm do the work of four men us
ing hand tools, in Ripping, Cut
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Giooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
KdL>ing-up, Jointing Stuff, etc
Full Line of Foot and Hand

'/ ~^\ Power Machinerv. Suhl on Trial.
i^J^ VoUihxi Free. ]-34ei

^'
J,- SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,

^3^^ -^ 44 WaterSt., Seneca Falls, NY.

USSES
onsoDayslrial

F.asy, durable and
heap- A radical

cure effected. Send for sealed catalogue.
EUliLESTON TKl'SS CO., Uasanle Temple, Chicagu, III.
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THE

Aspinwall Hive

THE HIVE FOR BEES.
THE HIVE FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Aspinwall Manufacturing Co.,
Jackson, Mich.

{^"In respondinfr to tills aavemseiiif III iiif-nijon »+i,KANiN(i>i

We beg to announce that we have

completed arrangements with the

Porters whereby we secure for this

country the control of the sale of that

very excellent and almost indispen-

sable implement,

The Porter Bee=Escape.
It will be manufactured by the

Porters, as formerly, but write to

us for prices in both large and small

quantities .

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

ee=supplies Cheap! Ko?En%^SrBo''.^—«™i^——««»— 565, Jackson, Mich.
B

WE WILL PREPAY
Freight charges on orders for Root's v>olished sec-

tions, and 16-sec'tion white basswoud sliipping-cases,
at his piices. to be shipped from tactory to points
witliin 300 miles, in lots of TOGO and :J00 or over re-
spectively. Send for ciita'oy.

B. WALKER, Evart, Hich.

Tested Italian Queens.
I will oflfer for sale in April, tested Italian queens

bred for business and gentleness. Leatlier-colored
gueens at 90 cts. each; 3 for $3.60; 6 lor $4.50. Test-
ed golden Italians, yellow to the tip, bred for busi-
ness and beauty, easy to handle, $1.00 each; 6 for
$5.00. Will have untested Italian queens ready to
mail the 1st of May at 76 ct.s. each: 3 for $3.00; 6 for
H.OO. Bred from the best 5-banded stock, free from
disease. W. A COMPTOH, Lynnville, Giles Co. , Tenn.

Please mention this paper.

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and every tliinj^

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
|

Prices, and the Best Shipping^point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Patents Pending

On new process, new ma-
chines, new product, in

manufacture of comb foun-
dation.

Result:
Lowest prices, best work.
Samples and price list free.

Wax wanted.

W. J. Finch, Jr.,
Springfield, III.

Flea'^e "lention thi.« paper.

Fruit and~^>-
Bee Ranch for Sale,

Address REV. L. J. TEMPLIN, Canon City, Col.

Aiinpno If you want bees that will stand the se-
yUGCUOi v^eiest winters, and roll in the most honey
in summer, send for price list.

F. B. YOCKEY, NORTH WASHINGTON, FA.

BEE-KBEPERS' supplies for 1895-
Sections, Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thing- else used by a bee-
oods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

Such as Dovetailed Hive
keeper. All late improved

DISCOUl\/TS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese buckwlieatfurnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

•••••••«»«««««««««««««««9«e<««e999co«®e9«»««o««««««««««««

URPEE'S
FARM ANNUAL for 1895
"The heading American Seed Catalogue."
A Ijanilsome book of 174 paj^es with many new features
for 1895—hundreds of illustrations, pictures painted frorii

Inature—it tells all about the BEST SEEDS that grow, including rare novelties that cannot be had
(elsewhere Any seed planter is welcome to a copy FREE, f^eiid your address to-day on a postal.

'W. ATLEE BURPEE &. CO., Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA.

In wiiting iidvertisers please mention tlH^ p.ipui

.
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Honey Column

CITT MARKETS.
Chicago.—Hoiui/.—We report our market well

cleaned up on fancy white comb honey in 1-lb sec-
tions. A neat packag-e and a fancy article would
sell quickly at 14c. No. 2 comb, or dark, would not
sell at over 10@11. We report better inquiry for
extracted, at 5@7, depending on quality. Beeswax
selling- at 30e. 8. T. Fish & Co.

,

April 8. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Philadelphia.— Honey.— The supply of comb
honey is getting low in this market, with consider-
able call; selling at U@14, as to quality. Extracted
honey in fair demand and good supply at 6@6'2e.

April 9. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia,' Pa.

Boston.— Honej/.— Our market on No. 1 wliite
comb honey is well cleaned up, and it is wanted.
Prices for fancy 1-lb. white comb in cartons, 14@15c.

E. E. Blake & Co.,
April 9. Boston, Mass.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The stock of comb honey
is large: market well supplied. Fancy white 1-lb.
combs. 13; amber, 11. Receipts of extracted light;
white, 7; amber, 5}i@.6; Southern, 4i2@-5. Beeswax,
22. Hamblin & Bearss,
April 8. Kansas City, Mo.

KvNSAS City.—flonej/.—Tlie supply of cmib and
extracted, fairly large. We quote No. 1 v^liite 1-lb.
comb, 14@15; No. 2, 12@13; No. 1 amb. r. 13@13;
No. 2, 10@11; extracted, 5@7. Beeswax, 22fr(;2.5

C. C. Clemons & ( I).,

April 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Buffalo.— Howei/.-The honey market is cleaning
up quite satisfactorily. Sales, however, are light.
Fancy moderate at 13@14; choice, 11@12; commoner
grades, ranging from 8@9; buckwheat very slow,
and hard to sell at any satisfactory prices.

Battekson & Co.,
April 9. Buflfalo, N. Y.

Detpott —HoHej/.—Best white comb in light de-
niHud at l.Sfai4; darker and inferior lots, 10@11. Ex-
tracted, 6@7. with few sales. Beeswa.x in better de-
mand, and selling on sight at 29^'30.

M. H. Hunt,
April 8. Bell Branch, Mich.

ChiCaoo — Hojiej/.— The market is well cleaned
out at t hi'^ writing, of all grades of comb honey ex-
cepting some lots of comb in cartons, which is not a
popul-ir w;iy of marketing in this citv. Best grades
of comb sell at 14 : dark, 8@10 ; yellow comb, 10®
12. Extracted, .5' a@7, .according to quality, flavor,
and package. Beeswax chiefly at 30.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
April 8. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati. — /7o)iej/.—There is a slow demand
for all kinds of honey. We quote extracted honey
at 4@7 on arrival. Comb honey, 12@,I6 in the .lob-
bing way for best white. Dark honey is unsMlable.
Beeswax is scarce and in good demand at 25@28 for
good to choice yellow. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
April 9. Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland. — Honey.—Our honey market is very
slow at present. We quote No. 1 white, 1-lb. sec-
tions, 13c; No. 2, lie. There is a better demand for
extracted; No. 1, white, 7@8. Beeswax. 28@30.

Williams Bros.,
April 8. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Milwaukee.— Honey.— This market for honey
presents no new features since our last, and we are
enjoying some trade both for comb and extracted.
Our supply is fair, and the quality the very beM.
We quote finest 1 lb. sections. ]5@16; good, 14@1.5;
common, 12^13; mixed, 10@12. Extracted in barrels
and kegs, white, 7@T'i; dai-k, R@6'i; white in pails,
8@10. Beeswax wanted at 26®28.

A. Y. Bishop & Co.
April 8. Milwaukee, Wis.

Albany.—Honey.—Have received quite a number
lots of comb honey during the past few days, and it

has found a I'ead.v sale at a slight advance in price.
We quote fancy white, 13c; mixed and buckwheat,
9@11. Extracted, bVi^HK.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
April 8. Albany, N. Y.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Mercliants. igtfdb and Prompt.

High=QradeBicycles

These are high-grade in every re-

spect, both as to material and w^ork-

manship. We have personally test-

ed them thoroughly, and know that
they are first-class.

Tires, Moi-gan & Wright or Hartford single-tube
pneumatic tires; wheels. 28-inch, wood rims; ball
bearings tliroughout; pedals, lat-ti-ap or rubber;
handle-bars, raised oi' drop; frame of best (luality
of drawn seamless steel tubing; weight, 28 lbs. The
entire bicyles are built bv one of the largest bicycle
works in tlie country. The extremely low price is

owing to the fact that they are made on '94 machine-
I-J-, and under another name-plate. We can furnish
gentlemen's or Ladies' wheels at this price. Write
for circular.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
MEDINA, O.

FOR SALE. 250good Brood-combs.
Jas. F. Goodwin, Danbury, la.

QUEENS
BY RETURN MAIL.

Fine tested, yellow to the tips, 75c each, $8.00 per
doz. Solid yellow breeders, $1.60. These are e.xtra
large and prolific, and are good from 3 to 5 years.
Safe delivery. Money order oflBce, Decatur.
CLEVELAND BROS., Stamper, Newton Co., Hiss.

ITfll IAN RFF^ Ready in May. Queens. $1.00.

!..?«-..-_:.> Bees by the pound, >fl.iiO. O.ie-

ANO QUEENS, frame nucleus with queen, *2.()0;

•• two frames, $2. .50. Also Haried
Plymouth Kock eggSifor setting, $1.00 per 15.

6-17ei MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, Swarts. Pa.

Eggs From 8 leading varieties of fowls, in-
cluding Imperial Pekin Ducks. Send

for descriptive list to J. S. MASON, Medina, 0.

In writing advertisers mention this paper.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The seml-annnal meeting of the Southern Minnesota Bee-
keepers' Association will be held on the flr; t Monday in May,
1895. at La Crescent, Minn. All liee keepers aie invited.

E. C. CornWELL, Sec, Winona, Minn.

The siu-ing meeting of the Northern Illinois Bee-keeners' As-
sociation will be held at the residence of H. W. Lee, in Pecaton-
ica, 111., May 21—one week later if it is a stormy day.

B. Ken-nedy, Sec. New Milford, 111.

W&nts or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want youi
adv't In this department, or we will not be responsible for er
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over live lines will cost you according to bur regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex
changes. Exchanges for cash or tor price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be in.serted under this head
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. aline will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

wANTED.—Old combs in frames. Deiicrihe, with
price. W. L. Coggshall, West Groton, N. Y.

WANTED.—To excbange Universal wood-worker,
one groover, one dovetailer. and one cutter-

liead table; also short jointer, all in good order.
What have you to trade for one or all ?

W, S. Bellows, Ladora, la.

WANTED.—To correspond witb parties wishing- to
sell or test my new hive. F. D.\nzenb.\kbr,

1110 New York Ave., Washington, D, C.
Reference, Glkanings.

wANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Off, Helena, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange yellow Italian queens
the coming season, also the best varieties of

strawberry-plants, cheap, for foundation or offers.
Mrs. Oliver Cole, Sherburne, Chenango Co., N, Y.

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.

J, A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange Australian stamps for
any other denominations. Send along from

any part of the world, and I will return equivalent,
H, L, Jones, Goodna, Queensland, Australia.

WANTED.-To exchange 6 and 12 inch Root foun-
dation mills for wax, honey, or oflers.

I. J. Stringham, 106 Park Place, New York, N. Y,

WANTED.—20 lbs. of bees and 10 tested queens in
exchange for Gregg raspberry-sets.

H, H. Aultfather, Minerva, O.

WANTED.—To exchange raspberry and blackberry
plants, $6 per lOUO, bees$.5, Japanese buckwheat,

for beeswax. A, P. Lawrence, Hickory Corners.Mch.

WANTED.-To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa. 20tf

WANTED.-To exchange pure-bred St. Bernard
pups. My stock is of the best. Would like some

fine queens, and nuclei and bees by the pound.
Scott Brillhart, Millwood, Knox Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange 100 8-frame hives, with
comb, smokers, bee-escapes, lu-inch founda-

tion-mill, shipping-cases, a general outfit of Root's
supplies, for offers. Oscak Kerns, Cowgill, Mo.

\\; ANTED.—To exchange bee-keeping supplies for
TT full colonies of pure Italian bees, or two and
three frame nuclei. Send me prices and get my an-
nual price li.st. Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont. Mich.

vr ANTED.—To exchange safety bicycle, ~'f<-inchM pneumatic, bees, queens, B. P. Rock, L. C.B.
Leghorn and L. Brahma eggs, for honey or bee-sup-
plies. Chas. H. Thies, Steeleville, 111.

WANTED.-To exchange E-flat cornet, new, for
bees, comb foundation, violin, or offers, at

once, P. W. Stahlman, Ringgold, Pa,

WANTED.—Helper in bee-yard and orchard,
Waltkr L. Hawley, Fort Collins, Col.

w
ANTED.—To exchange Buff Wyandotte eggs at
$1.50 per 13 for 5-banded golden Italian queens.

A, G. Guifein, Hadlyme, Ct.

WANTED.—Active young man to work in apiary.
Give age, experience, wages wanted, references,

etc. W. D. Wright, Altamont, N. Y.

II' ANTED.—To exchange poultry and eggs (3 best
TT kinds) for ihin foundation, sections, shipping-
cases, or new smokers, D. F. Lashier,

Hooper, Broome Co., N, Y.

Second-Hand
Bicycles Cheap.
We have one ladies' Victoria, last year's model,

made by the Overman Wheel Company, that has
been used but liitle. and cost last year $l~."i,(iu, that
we will sell tor ii*75. We also have one ladies' Mon-
arch, last year's model, for $60. Also one gent's
second hand Monarch, 30-in. wheels, in first-class
running order. Price, $50,00. Reason for selling
cheap is to get new 'i)5 mounts, AVill take lionev or
wax in payment. Wiite what you have, sending
samples, and we will give you further descripiion of
the wheels,

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. Medina, Ohio.

Alley's Combined
Description and i)rice

list now leady.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wenham, Mass.

Please mention this pape

Queen-Trap and

Swarm-Catcher.

A Tested Queen Free

!

Pure Italians. To every one buying W2
^f^ doz. untested queens I will give a tested
^I^ one free. Untested, 60c; tested, $1.00;

selected tested, $1.50; breeders, $3.00.

STEWART BROS., Sparta, Tenn.

Bees
In good new eight-frame L. hives,
good full swarms, $4.00. Three-
fiaiiie nuclei, with queoncj, $2.25,

Wn. H. STANLEY,
Dixon, Lee Co., IIL

/ COLONY ITALIAN BEES, in 10-frame L ingstroth
hive, $4. .')(!; 2 .ir more, $4 00 each; tested Il;iiian
(ineen. fl (0: ,'? or more. 9Mc each Ad iress
OTTO KLEINOW, J22 Hilitary Ave., Detroit, Hich.

^ '^-R^^nr^ OllPPriS reared last fall by C.
lot of O-DdnU V;Ueeni5, d. Dnvall: tested, $1;
selected, fl..5(i. L. H. EOBEY, Worthington, W. Va.

In writing .-xdveitisers mention this paper.
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HATCH CHIOKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE MODEL >

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
TlioiiiiiaiKli^ in Shc-
ctssful Operation.
SIMPLE, PERFECT, and
SELF.REG ULA TING.

< J uaranteed to hatch a
LI:irgeri<eroeiitngeof

fertile e^gs, at less cost,
than any other Incubator.

,_ Send6c.forIlluB.0atalog.
a^i<-iici iiiinit:. p Circulars Free. >

CEO. II. STAHL.114tolga8.6th8t..Qiilnoy.lll.

lyin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

WOVEN WIRE FENCE
Horse high, bull strong,
pipr and chicken tight,
MaliO it yourself for

cents.
a Rod

Mali6 It yours

13 to 20
50 styles. A man and boy can make
40to60rodsaday. catalogf -

KITSELMAN BROS., RidgevilK

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing liand tools, in Ripping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, D'doing,
Edging-up, Jointing Smtt', etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power M.-iehiuery. Sold uii Trial.
Cainloq Firr. l-34ei

SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
44 Water St., Seneca Falls,N Y.

^^In responding to this adveitisenient mention Gleakinos.

TRUSSEScure effected. Sen
EOUIjESTON Tlil SS CO.

onSODaysTrial

Kasy, durable and
icbeap. A radical

1 tor sealed catalogue.
nasuDlo Temple, Chlcagu, III.

G^li ding to this adverti.-enient nmntioii (iiKAv

Read what J. 1. Parent, of
'Charlton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 hone.y-
racks, .500 broad frames, 3,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e
tiave doubled the amount of bee-

, hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
'pect to do it all with this saw.

-"5^ It will do all you say it Vill."
Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot^
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a. T. Root Co.

METAL
EELS

for your

Any size yon want, 20
to 56 in high. Tires I

to 8 in wide—hobs to
tit any axle. Saves
( '(>»t many times in

ft season to have eet

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
eriin, fodder, manure,
b''2s. <-o. No resetting of
Ur<^s C-iU'efree. AddroBS

eMPIRE MFG. CO.,
(^uincy. 111.

I^ln responuiiig to tills advertiseii

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
Anyoft'*ese books on which postage is not given will be-

forwarded by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if we make a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that the bookseller could read all the books he
offers, as ne has them for sale, it were hardly to be expected
he would be the one to mention all the faults, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desire that those who favor
me with their patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
fore I am going to try to prevent it by mentioning all the
faults, so far as I can, that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that I approve I have
marked with a *

; those I especially approve, "*
; those that

are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines,^;
foreign, §. The bee-books are all good.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by

freight or express, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can judge of the size of
the books very well by the amount required for postage
on each.

8
I

Bible, good print, nei^tly bound 30
10

I

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30

20
I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 7S
This is a large book of 425 pages and 175 illustrations, and

would usually be called a 82.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 25c more.

6
I

First Steps for Little Feet. By the author of
the Story of the Bible. A better book for young children can.
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and full.y illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 36-

3
I
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10
1

I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos. 1,2, 3. and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 05
2

I

Same, board covers 20'

5
I
Same, words and music, small type, board

covers 45
10

I
Same, words and music, board covers— . . 75

3
I
New 'Testament in pretty flexible covers. . . 05

6
I

New Testament, new version, paper covers. 10

5
I

Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10
4 Stepping Heavenward** IS-

IS
I

Story of the Bible** 1 00
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will be read

by almost every child.

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. . . 25
Same in cloth binding 50
" The Life of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 25

1 Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*.. 06
5 Tobacco Manual** ' 45

This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around
where the boys get hold of it, and any boy that reads it will

be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
Postage [Price without postage.
15 A BCof Bee Culture. Cloth 110
5 A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller. . . 45

Advanced Bee Cultvire, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50
3

I

Amateur Bee-keeper, by J. W. Rouse 22'

14 Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,
England, Vol. I.§ 3 36

II.m GLEANINO&

31
I

Same, Vol. II. § r 3 79
or, $5.25 for the two, postpaid.

10
I
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman

10 Cook's New Manual. Cloth
5 Dooiittle on Queen-Rearing
2 Dzierzon Tlieory
3 Foul Brood; Its Natural History and Ra-

tional Treatment
1 I Honey as Food and Medicine

15 Langstroth Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son..
10

i
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping

I
Thirty Years Among the Bees, bj- H. Alley

4
I
Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon

I

Handling Bees, by Langstroth. Revised
by Dadaut

1 Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker
5

I

The Honey Bee, by Thos. William Cowan.

.

I

British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thos.
William Cowan, England §

3
I
Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A.I. Root

4
I

Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce

MlSCELLANEOyS HAND-BOOKS.
5

I
An Egg-Farm, Stoddard**

I
Amateur Photographer's Hand-book**

3
I
A B C of Potato Culture, Terry**

This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work. The book
has hai an enoriiiuus sale, and has been leprinted in foreign
languages. When we are thoroughly conversant with friend
Terry's system of raising potatoes, we shall be ready to han-
dle almost any farm crop successfully. It has 18 pages and 22

illustrations.

90
1 15
95
10

22
05

1 25
1 40
60
46

08
25
95

40
15
46

45
70
35
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5
I
A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Fiiiley 35

5
I
A B C of Strawberry Cultuie**By T. B.Terry 35

Probaljly the leading book of the world on strawberries.

I Barn Pluiis and Out-Buildings* 160
I

Canary Birds. Paper, 50
2

I
Celery for Profit, l)y T. Greiner** 26

The first really full and complete book on celery culture, at
a moderate price, that we have had. It is full of pictures,
and the whole thing is made so plain that a schoolboy ought
to be able to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-
tance excejit from tlu' book.
8

I

Dotncstic Economy, by I. H. Mayer, M. D.** 60
This bonk oiiii'ht to save at least the money it costs, each

year, in every household. It was written by a doctor, and one
who has made the matter of domestic (cononiy a life study.
The regular price of the book is.tl.OO; but bv faking a large
lot of them we are euabled to make the price only 60 cts.

Draining- for Profit and Health, Warring:.. 1 50
10 Fuller's Grape Cuiturist** 140

Farming For Boys* 76
This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions, and it

seems to me that it ought to make farm-life fascinating to any
boy who has any sort of taste for gardening.
7 I Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing-** 90
This is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is thi

only book on gardening that I am aware of that tells hon
market^gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest theii
own seeds. It has l£6pages

12 I Gardening: for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85
while " Gardening for Profit "is written with a view of mak-

ing gardening pat, it touches a good deal on the pleasure pai-t

;

and "Gardening for Pleasure " takes up this matter of beauti-
fying your homes and improving your grounds without the
special point in view of making money out of it. I think most
of you will need this if you get " Gardening for Profit." Thif
work has 404 pages and 203 illustrations.

12
1
Gardening- for Profit 1 85

The latest revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work.
Nothing that has ever before been put In print lias done so
much toward making marketrgardening a science and a fasci-
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, without
question, although we have many other books on these rural
employments. If you can get but one booji, let it be the
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 1 25
This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Although it

goes over the same ground occupied by Peter Henderson, it

particularly emphasizes thorough cultivation of the soil in
preparing your ground; and this m.atter of adapting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happy
vein. If your children have any sort of fancy foi gardening it

will pay you to make them a present of this book. It has 187
pages and 46 engravings.

10 75
1 80
25
25
25

10
1 40
15
25

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson**.
Gray's Scliool and Field Book of Botany
Gregory on Cabbtiges; paper*
Gregory on Squashes; paper*
Gregory on Onions; paper*

The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are all val
uable. The book on squashes especially is good reading for
almost anybody, whether they raise squashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind o(
business.
10 I Greenliouse Construction** 1 40
Tliis book, by Prof. Taft, is ju^t out. and is as full and com-

plete in regard to the building of all glass structures as is the
iie.xt book in regard to their management. Any one who
builds even a small structure for plant-growing iinder glass
will save the value of the book by reading it "arefully.

15 i How to Malie the Garden Pay.** 1 35
By T. Greiner. This is a new book, just out, and it gives the

most explicit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any book in the world Those who aie interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, hot-houses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the bonk.

I
Handbook for Lumbermen

10 Houseliold Conveniences
2 How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green*
2

I
Injurious In.sect8, Cook

10
I
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-

chard, Stewart* 1 40
This book, so tar as I am informed, is almost the only work

on this matter that is attracting so much interest, especially
recently. Using water from springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rain, during our great droughts, is the great
problem before us at the present day. The book has 874 pages
and 142 cuts.

5
I
Manures; How to Make and How to Use

tliem; in paper covers 46
6

I

The sarue in clotli covers 65
Covering the wliole matter, and discussing every thing to be

found on the firm, refuse fioin factories, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. W. Sempers.

7
I
Market-gardening and Farm Notes, by

Burnett Landreth 90
The Landreths ate the pioneer seedsmen of America; and

the book is worth fully as much as we iniglit expect it to be. I
think I riciived liiiits from it worth the price, before [it had
been in m.v li.inds fifteen minutes. It is exceedingly practical,
and tells wh:it has been done and what is BEING done, more
than it discoiiises on theory.
3

I
Maple Sugar and tlie Sugar-bush** 35

By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 atmy request. As the author has, perhaps, one of the Hnest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as being an enthusi-
astic lover of all farm industries, he is better fitted, perhaps, to
handle the subject tha an sther man. The book is written

in Prof. Cook's happy styl combining wholesome moral les-
sons with the latest and best method of managing to get the
finest syrup and maple sugar, with the least possible expendi-
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo-
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and 35 cuts.

I
Our Farming, by T. B.Terry** $3.00

In which he tells " how we have made a run-down farm
bring both profit and pleasure."
This is a large book, 6x9 inches, 367 pages, quite fully illus-

trated. It IS Terry's first large book; and while it touches on
the topics treated in his smaller handbooks, it is sufficiently
different so that no one will complain of repetition, even if he
has read all of Terry's little books. I should call it the bright-
est and most practical book on farming before the world at
the present day. The i)rice is «2,00 postpaid; or clubbed with
Gleanings for -iSM. Those who are already subscribers to
Gleanings may have it postpaid by sending us 1.50 more. We
are so sure it will be worth many times its cost that we are
not afraid to oft'er to take it back it any one feels he has not
got his money's worth after he has read it. If ordered by ex-
press or freight with other goods, 10c less.

3
I

Onions for Profit** 45
Fully up to the times, and includes both tlie old onion cul-

ture and the new method. The book is fully illustrated, and
written with all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author, T. Greiner. Even if one is not particularly in-
terested in the business, almost any person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them through.

1
I

Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** IQ
11 Practical Floriculture, Henderson* 1 35
10

I
Profits in Poultry* 90

3
I
Practical Turkey-raising '.". iQ

By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we offer for 10
cts.; postage, 2 cts.

4
I
Peabody'.s Webster's Dictionary iQ

Over 30,000 words and 2.'i0 illustrations.
2

I
Kats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Char-
acter 16

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of tlie few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not? It is written in such a happy vein
that every member of the family will read it clear through,
just about as soon asthe.y get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete summing up of the best information the world can
furnish.

1
I
Silk and the Silkworm iQ

10
I

Small-Fruit Cuiturist, Fuller l 40
10

I
Success in Market-Gardeningr* 90

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market-gardener who lives in Arlington, a subui-b of Boston,
Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the foremost to make
irrigation a practical success, and he now irrigates his grounds
by means of a windmill and steam-engine whenever a drought
threatens to injure the crop-;. The book has 208 pages, and is
nicely illustrated with 110 engravings.

!
Ten Acres Enougli ..100

I Talks on Manures* 1 75
This book, by Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most compre-

hensive one we have on the subject, and the whole matter Is
considered by an able writer. It contains 366 pages.

2
I
The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 15

10
I

The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led
Captive 75

2
I
Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10

6
I
Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35

Fully illustrated, containing every thing of importance
clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone make the book
worth what it costs, to every one who has occasion to lav ten
rods or more of tile. There is as much science in digging as
in doing almost anything else; and by following the plan
directed in this book, one man will often do as much as two
men without this know ledge. The book embraces evei-j- thing
connected with the subj,^ct, and was written by the author
while he was enga-ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson. O.

5
I
Tomato Culture 35

In three parts. Part first—by J. W. Day, of Crystal Springs,
Miss., treats of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
marks by A. I Root, adapting it to the North. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Conneaut, O.. treats of tomato culture
especially for canning faetoiies. Part third—By A. I. Root,
treats of plant-growing for market, and high-pres.sure garden-
ing in general. This little book is interestingbecause it is one
of the hr.^t niral books ti' come from our friends in the South.
It tells of a great industry that has been steadily growing for
some years past; namely, tomato-growing in 'the South to
supply the Northern markets. The little book, which is fully
illustrated, gives us some pleasant glimpses of the possibili-
ties and probabilities of the future of Southern agriculture.
Even though you do not ^'low tomatoes to any considerable
extent, you will find the book brimful of suggestions of short
cuts in agriculture and horticulture, and especially in the line
of market-gardening.

3 I
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 36

This Is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;
but it is so intimately connected with hi.'- potato-book that it
reads almost like a sequel to it. If you have only ahorse or a
cow, I think it will pay you to invest in the book. It has 44
pages and 4 cuts.

3
I
Wood's Common Objects of the Micro-'

scope** 47
8

I
What to Do and How to be Happy While

Doing It, by A.I. Root 50

THE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA, O.
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TESTED QUEENS
Are usually-sold for $2.00. I will explain why I wish to sell a few
at less than that. As most of my readers know, I requeen my
apiary each spring with young- queens from the South. This is

done to do away with swarming. If -done early enough it is usually successful. It will he seen that the
queens displaced by these young queens are never more than a year old; in fact, they are fine, tested,
Italian queens, right in theih prime; yet, in order that they may move off quickly, and thus make room
for the untested queens, they will be sold for only ONE DOLLAR. Or I will send the Review for 1896 and
one of these queens for only $1.15. For $2.00 I will send the Review, the queen, and the book "Advanced
Bee Culture." If any prefer the young, laying qvieens from the South, they can have them instead of the
tested queens, at the same price. A discount on large orders for untested queens. Say how many are
wanted, and a price will be made. Orders can be filled as soon as It Is warm enough to handle bees and
Ship queens with safety.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

i i!^Si^.
i

To the PuMisiiers of \mman Bee Journal,
i^lgu, and mall.

i^^ Please send me
the Americau Bee Journal
each week for Three
Months. At the end
of that time I will re-

mit $1 .00 for 1 year's
subscription, or 25c.
in case I decide to
discontinue.

56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, II.I..

Name

P. O.

State

CO
0>

CD

C3

CD
CD

NEW SUBSCRIBERS are given a free copy of Newman's "Bees and Honey "—160-page book—upon re-
ceipt of Sl.OU lor a yeir's subscription to the Am. Bee Journal, or this book will be sent at the end of

the 3 months, as per above offer. You ought to have the weekly Am. Bee Journal, even if you have
Gleanings. For $1.75 we will send you the Bee Journal and Gleanings for a year, besides a copy of the
" Bees and Honey." Address your order as above, or for sample copy.

E. KRETCHHER, RED OAK, IOWA, ^ ^ ^
SENDS FREE HIS CATALOG OF 72 ILLUSTRATED PAGES: DESCRIBES
EVERYTHING USED IN THE APIARY; BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.

4-8 CAPACITY ONE CARLOAD A DAY. WRITE AT ONCE FOB HIS CATALOG.

I told you so.
Mrs. AtchUy:—The one-frame nucleus I got of

you last spring gave me 120 well-fllled one-pound
sections. J. A. Smith, Heber, Utah, Oct. 9, 1894.

Now, haven't I told you that it will pay to send
bees north in the spiing ?

One-frame nucltus, $1.00; 10 or more, 90c each.
Bees by pound, same price. Untested queens to go
with them, 75c each.
Untested queens by mail, $1.00 each; $5.00 for 6;

$9.00 per dozen, till June; after. 7."ic each; $4.25 for
6, or $8.00 per dozen. F breed the leather-colored
Italians, 5 bands, and Carniolans, in separate yards,
at safe distance.
Tested, 3 bands, $1.60 each; 5 bands or Carniolans,

$2..50 each.
Fine breeders of either race, or imported queens,

$6.00 each. Full colonies with untested queens, $6.00.

Ask for discounts to dealers, and by quantities.
Tlie only steam bee-hive factory in south Texas.

Root's goods, Dadant's foundation, and Bingham
smokers.
Safe arrival on every thing guaranteed. Send for

FREE catalog that tells all about raising queens.

JENNIE ATCHLEY, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.
Please mention this paper.

Woodcliff

Business

To please all. am breeding
both Leather-colored and
Golden 5-banded Italians.
Have five apiaries, 3 to 5
miles apart, running 350
nuclei. Y^our orders filled

promptly. The Leather-
Qt^r\r\*^r< colored 3-banded Breeder,

UCCIlo* imported from Italy, Oct.,
'94. The Golden 5-banded

Breeder, selected from 1000 queens, some produc-
ing 400 lbs. of honey to colony. State what you want,
and send orders now for
early delivery. Guaranteed Wm A ^f»l<SPr
queens, 76c; special low ''^ *'*• ^' "J^'sti

,

price in quantities. Send
for descriptive catalog. Wyncote, Pa.

WE have a large stock of SECTIONS now ready,
" both No. 1 and No. 2. Write for special prices
on winter orders in large or small lots, including all
other Supplies. Also Berry Crates and Baskets
made up or in flat.
Address BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,

eitf BERLIN Heicshts, O.

fjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiLb

= GOOD GOODS are always in
-

demand.

LOW PRICES are appreciated

in these times.

PROMPT SERVICE is a ne-

cessity in business.

We combine all three.

Write for free catalog and price list. '

= G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis. =
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mil iim (iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimr?

In responding to these advertisements mention th's paper.
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Five cents is enough to Invest in sacaline

till more is known about it.

Sliced onions are given to bees 24 hours be-

fore uniting, by Wm. Stolley.

—

A. B. J.

F. L. Thompson has been doing some good
work culling from foreign journals for Review.

Gleanings is troubled to know what's done
with so much sweet clover. M. M. Baldridge
says some of it is used for tanning.

Chaff hives are the things for East Tennes-
see, with its ever-changing warm and cold

spells in winter, according to Adrian Getaz in

A. B. J.

A CRUSADE ought to be started against re-

spectable papers—at h^ast respectable in other
respects—for advertising such frauds as Elec-

tropoise.

That man Boardman must be squelched.

He's trying to break in on established tradi-

tions and customs, getting us to hanker after

old straw skeps and square frames.

Vm glad the big-little-hive discussion is

not to be closed yet. Not that a positive de-
cision is sure to be reached, but incidentally
the discussion brings out points of value.

The Wisconsin convention seemed to think
the " expert and careful bee-keeper" could get
along without separators. Don't you think
he'd get along just a Icttle better with them ?

Mrs. Edith Miller is the name that stands
at the mast-head as editor of the new paper,
The Kansas Bee Jcmrnal. If Mrs. Edith is a
genuine live bee-woman, that paper ought to
succeed.

Brood-spreading seems to be taking a back
seat. Of 23 repliers in A. B. ./., only one in-

dorses it unqualifiedly. Doolittle and a few
others use it less than formerly, and the major-
ity will none of it.

Large-hive advocates are appearing in A.
B. J. Adrian Getaz says, " Eight hives of thir-

teen frames each will probably give more sur-

plus, and certainly as much, as thirteen hives

of eight frames each."

Do bees WORK on strawberry-blossoms? Ab-
bott says, in ^1. B. J., that Secor's wrong in

thinking they don't. I don't remember ever

seeing them at it, and I've had strawberries by
the acre; but that isn't proof positive.

" I placed in a long trough, in separate

piles, wheat flour, wheat Graham, rye flour, rye

Graham, ground oats, oat-meal, buckwheat
flour, and corn meal, and found the bees would
hardly touch any thing else till the cornmeal
was all gone."— O. K. Omstead, in A. B. J.

" No dangp:r of the swarm absconding or

doubling up with others as long as you trap all

the queens," says C. H. Dibbern, p. 258. But
I'm sorry to say swarms sometimes return to

the wrong hive, which is the same as doubling
up.

The Australian Bee Bulletin says, at the

last of January, "Swarming may now be said

to be practically over." I should think so!

That accounts for the big crops they get there.

We could get big crops too if we would work
the poor bees right through the winter.

The past winter has been a terror across

the sea. In England the mercury went down
to 8° below zero: and one man says in B. B. J.,

" If a recurrence of this extreme weather takes

place, we should make some experiments on the

American plan of cellar wintering."

Alfalfa in Wisconsin. A report of a third

of an acre is given by S. Favil, in Prairie Farm-
er. P''irst year it didn't show much; second

year gave two good cuttings, and four cuttings

the third year. Flourishes in drouth that

checks red clover, and doesn't need re-seeding.

Foundation made of two-thirds ceresin, we
are told on p. 272. is sold in Germany for what
it is. I'm afiaid there's some mistake about
that. Thi^re's much complaint in the German
journals about adulteration, but I never saw a
word in favor of the mixed article, nor any of

it offered for sale.

Clover seed. Waldo F. Brown says, in

Prairie J'ar/rier, "In my experience the mam-
moth clover will in good seasons average about
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one bushel of seed more to the acre than the

medium; and from reports at institutes the

past winter, the alsike will give nearly double

the yield of the red clover.

Adulterated honey from America, accord-

ing to one writer in Centralblatt, floods the

German markets to the extent of 5,500,000

pounds. On another page of the same journal,

H. Guehler, the C. F. Muth of Berlin, asserts

that there is probably very little adulterated

American honey, what is adulterated being

generally done by Germans in Germany.

Hasty says in Review that he believes the

leading thinkers no longer hold to the old the-

ory that the queen at impregnation receives in-

to her spermatheca a supply of spi-i matozoa

that lasts for life. Don't you be fooled by

noise. Hasty. That battle is being mostly

fought in Germany, and the bulk of the leading

thinkers hold to the old theory.

Catching swarms. Here's how it's done in

Florida. A box 14x8x4 inches placed on the

end of a long pole, placing in it a queen with a

handful of bees and hanging it out every day
during the swarming season. Clipping the

queens' wings throughout the apiary, the bees

in coming out to swarm will cluster around

this box, sometimes? or 8 swarms together, and

are hived as one swarm.

—

A. B. J.

Bee paralysis. Joshua Bull, in Review,

says he failed to cure a very bad case with salt

brine, then made a success in this way: "I
took a large spoonful of salt, and dissolved it in

a little water, just enough to get the salt all

dissolved, and mixed this with a gallon of hon-

ey and fed it to them just as fast as I could get

them to take it." That cured for good. Now
the question is, whether it will work the same
with a bad case down south.

THE LANGSTROTH VS. THE CUBICAL HIVE.

THE QUESTION CAREFULLY CONSIDERED BY AN
ADVOCATE OF THE LATTER; A VALUABLE

AND READABLE ARTICLE.

By H. B. Bttardman.

The lifting and carrying of hives in and

about the bee-yard in the hot and busy part of

the season, when the hives are stored with

honey, is certainly an important item of the

hardest, most trying work of the apiary. Then
the carrying in and out of winter quarters,

where bees are wintered indoors, all suggests,

in a forcible manner, the convenience of hives

for such manipulation.

The square hive is most perfectly adapted to

this purpose. I could suggest no improvement

in that respect. When lifted by the cleats it

makes a well-balanced load, and is easily car-

ried. In this respect the least that can be said

of the long hive is that its construction suggests

little thought of convenience.

I have seen two men tugging away at a

Simplicity hive, to carry it into winter quarters,

when either of them would be able to pick up a

square hive of the same weight, and carry it

in quicker and easier.

In these times of sharp competition and short

honey crops it is the sum total of these little

items that sometimes tips the balance toward

the side of success or failure in bee-keeping.

It is only along the lines of strictest economy
that we can now hope for success.

The queen insists on a round, compact brood-

nest, when unrestricted. In carrying out this

natural instinct in the long shallow hive, the

brood nest is necessarily carried into the sur-

plus-chamber. In order to correct this fault (?)

perforated-zinc queen-excluders and other ex-

pensive devices are used to keep the queen out

of the surplus-chamber. The trade in perforat-

ed zinc for this purpose has become an impor-

tant item. That this is wholly a fault of the

hive, it is only necessary to say that, with the

square hive, this fault does not appear. The
queen never goes into the sections unless by

some mistake or awkwardness of management.
The brood-chamber furnishes just the natural

requirements for a brood-nest.

A few years ago 1 was one day in the apiary

of; a friend who used the Simplicity hive. He
had Ibeen at work taking oti sections. " My
bees are very cross," said he. " I am having a

disagreeable muss. The frames in my hives,

in the upper and lower stories, are built solid

together; and when I lift off the section-

chamber it pulls up the brood-combs from the

lower hive. I am getting a little disgusted

with the way it works. How do you manage
this trouble?"

" I never had any such experience," said I.

" Let me see your hives."

We lifted the cover from a hive that had just

had the sections removed. I did not wonder

that my friend had become disgusted. There

was enough to disgust any ordor-loving bee-

keeper. The long top-bars had sagged until

the bee-space over some of them was at least an

inch, others were less, while some were nearly

straight. All of these spaces, of course, had

been filled with irregular masses of comb and

propolis, and were stored with honey.

" I do not need to tell you that all this trouble

is the fault of your hive. Look at those thin

top-bars. Their strength is out of all propor-

tion to their length, and the weight they have

to support. I think the remedy for this trouble

is a properly constructed hive."
" I guess you are nearly right," said he,

" and if this accumulation of old traps were all

off my hands I would improve upon your sug-

gestion as well as my own past experience, and
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I will assure you that I would uiake some very

radical changes in starting again.

To mend these faults, honey-boards of vari-

ous kinds have been introduced. The bracing

and strengthening of the frames in various ways
to prevent sagging was resorted to. and finally

the thick top-bar came to cure a multitude of

evils. It certainly is gratifying to note that

this improvement is at least a safer extreme
than the other.

It is claimed, as a valuable feature of the

long hive, that it furnishes a large amount of

surplus room close to the brood-nest. I think

it remains to be shown that this is a valuable

feature; that there is any advantage in such

an arrangement. I am quite sure that this is

also a mistaken economy.

CLUSTEKS IN SQUARE AND LONG HIVE

A considerable degree of heat is necessary in

order to carry on comb-building. How to con-

serve and economize this heat in the surplus-

chamber to the best advantage is an important
question; and especially when the nights are

cool, it sometimes becomes difScult and perplex-

ing. The best and most satisfactory work in

the sections can always be obtained directly

over the brood-nest, and in a central compact
form tiered up to the capacity desired. Being
placed directly over the heat-center, it best

conserves and economizes the accumulated heat
from the brood-nest within; and, being in a
rather compact form, protects from needless
surface exposure without. In the square hive
the sections are thus tiered up in a compact
form over a compact brood-nest. Now if, in-

stead of being thus tiered up, these sections

were disposed in one tier to adjust them to the
long hive, so that a greater number would
come next to the top of the brood-combs, would
it need much argument to demonstrate that we
have spread out, or dispersed, the heat over
more surface, and at the same time placed a
part of the sections farther from the heat-cen-
ter? We have also increased the outside sur-

face exposure to a considerable extent. I am
quite sure that the second or third tier of sec-

tions on the square hive is in a more favorable
position for good work than are the outside sec-

tions on the long hive. What is the testimony
of the bees themselves? Have your bees got
nicely at work in the sections? Go out into

the yard and examine a few cases, and see

where they commence their work and how they
continue it. This is what I think
you will find, if you have the long
hive: Work beginning centrally

in the cases, and extending toward
the outside, finishing in the cen-

tral part, may be, before work is

much advanced in the extreme
outside. If a second case is on,

work begun centrally, and well ad-

vanced, before the outside of the

lower tier is finished—if you do find

this, it will, no doubt, suggest to

you that the central portion is the

preferred part of the case for work.
There is one argument yet unan-

swered, that stands upon the side of

the long hive. It is one which pre-

sents a barrier more potent for op-

position in the human mind than
all the other arguments that reason

can array. It is popular; it is in gen-

eral use. The beginner inquires,

"What hive shall I use?" He is

recommended the one in general

use, and the question is settled.

Any other hive would have been

as readily accepted. By far the

larger part of the trade in hives has

been, and is now, with a class of

bee-keepers who know nothing at all of the

requirements of a bee-hive. Having once

adopted any style of hive, it is by no means
an easy matter to make a change to some
other kind, nor is it advisable to do so without

some very good reasons. Every bee-keeper

knows how important it is to start right; but

the question after ail is, how to be sure we are

getting that right start.

A tight or fixed bottom to a bee- hive is a fea-

ture that I have never been able to appreciate.

Its economy or use I have never been able to

comprehend. A great deal of my valuable

manipulation of hives depends upon the open

bottom. The tiering-up feature, perhaps, is the

most important, but is not all, by any means.

Examination from the bottom, without opening

the hive, has for me some decided advantages.
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In the spring I wish to keep in touch with my
bees, and know at all times their exact condi-

tion. To examine them I pass rapidly along on

the back side of the hives, weighing each one

with delicate scales which I have in the ends

of my fingers, and at the same time I tip the

hive up and count the spaces between the

combs in which there are bees. I have learned

to do this work very rapidly; 30 minutes is suf-

ficient time to go over 150 colonies. When I

wished to examine the combs briefly, to locate

the queenless colonies that may be in the yard,

or for any other purpose, I tip the hives in such

a manner that the sun will shine straight in at

the bottom. With a few puffs of smoke I drive

the bees from between the combs to be examin-
ed; then by pulling them slightly apart I have
a good view clear to the top of the hive. This
has the advantage of being quick and easy, and
can be carried on at any time without attract-

ing robbers; and in early spring you can take a

look at the brood-nest without exposing it to

the cold. The open-bottom hive is, in my
mind, intimately connected with the solution

of the winter problem. My hives have been
carried in and out of winter quarters for years,

without bottoms; others report that they are

not able to make it a success. I was puzzled

at first, and thought it was because they did

not know how; but I suspect it is the exposure
of the large open bottom of the long hive that
causes disturbance of the bees. Now, may be
this is also the key to the origin of this feature.

East Townsend, Ohio.

[You say there is one argument yet unanswer-
ed that stands upon the side of the long hive.
Aye, there's the rub. It is the standard. It is

adopted ni the United States and Canada, in
many of the islands of the sea, in jNew Zea-
and, and also in Australia. We may admit all
your arguments in favor of the cubical hive;
but what are we going to do about if? The sit-
uation, it seems to me, finds a partial parallel
in this: Our present system of spelling is outra-
geous. All schoolchildren have to waste years
over something that might be much better
spent upon some other department of learning.
Printers have to waste tons and tons of type for
useless silent letters; and they have to waste
years of time in setting them up and in throw-
ing them down again. Pressmen have to waste
press room, to say nothing of valuable space on
the pages of our books and journals, and all for
what reason? Because we are helpless, and can
not change. Our books for centuries have been
printed so as to accord essentially with our
present methods of spelling.
The Langstroth system is adopted through-

out the United States and a large part of the
world ; but, unlike the spelling of our lan-
guage, it is not outrageous. By many it is con-
sidered unique. We have for years made our
hives so that the earliest frames we ever made
will fit the hives of our present manufacture,
and vice versa.
There is one point that it seems to me you

have not considered in speaking of the advan-
tages of the cubical hive. It requires wider
lumber, or else boards of one or more pieces
matched together, because the hive is tall or
deep; and the fewer cracks we can have in the
side of a bee-hive, the better. The long hive

takes narrow barn-boards— lumber compara-
tively cheap in price; and a side or end of such
a hive can be made of a whole board. It is

true, you?' hive may be; but when you go be-
yond ten or twelve inches with the boards, you
have got to pay more than jjvo rata price for
the extra width. It appears, therefore, that
the Langstroth hive is the cheaper of the two;
and it is, therefore, cheaper to the bee-keeper.
There is one other point that has not, per-

haps, been considered, and that is this: Bee-
keepers who use the long hive seem to produce
as much honey as those who use the cubical; at
least, in all my readings (and 1 am forced nec-
essarily to read a good deal on the subject of
bees, both published and unpublished manu-
script) I have never run across a case that I re-
member, where the square or cubical hive had
the advantage in net results of comb or ex-
tracted honey produced.
There was a time when we had deep hives;

and the experience of my father as well as my
own seemed to be that the Langstroth frame
was more easily manipulated and withdrawn
from the hive. In your case you overcome the
disadvantage somewhat by the use of the side-
opening hive ; but these are used but little,

comparatively, if I am correct; and, besides, it

is not possible to make such a hive as tight as
one that has permanent sides and ends all

around.
As to your last sentence, about the bees flying

out from the bottom of the shallow hive, pre-
paratory to putting them into the cellar, I be-
lieve you are entirely correct. I came to that
conclusion myself after seeing you handle your
hives, and trying the same in our own Lang-
stroth.

It is not my purpose to make an attempt to
overthrow your arguments, but only to give our
readers an opportunity to see the question on
both sides. You have fairly presented many of
the arguments in favor of the long hive, and I

only wished to add a few more that perhaps
you have overlooked.

—

Ed.]

MANUM IN THE APIARY.

EARLY SPRING MANAGEMENT OP BEES; HOW TO
LOOK OVER COLONIES WITIIOLTT WASTING
TIME UNNECESSARILY, OR EXPOSING

BEES TO COLD AIR.

By A. E. Manum.

"Good-morning. Leslie. Are you out taking

a sun-bath this fine morning?"
" I have come over to get a setting of eggs. I

want to try your new breed of fowls."

"Well, just go into the house, and my wife

will put them up for you. I want to show this

man where to put his horse."
" Manum, who is that chap ?

"

" His name is Abe Jones. He came here last

week to see if I would allow him to work with

me one day each week, during the bee season,

and show him what I could in the management
of bees, as I now manage them, and I consented

to do so. He has a few bees."

"Well, that is a new kink in the business.

It's a grand chance for him. He can care for

his own bees, and at the same time take lessons

of you. Does he pay you any thing for it?''

"Yes, he pays for his dinner, and for hay for

his horse; in other words, he offered me $10.00

for the season."
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"Well, Mr. Jones, I suppose you are here for

business; so we will get our smokers and go for

the bees."

" Yes, Manum, I want you to put me through
while I am here. I am not afraid of bees or

work."
"Now, Jones, it is early in the season; and I

want to say to you now that a colony of bees

must not be kept long exposed to the cold air.

We simply need to open the hives, and quickly

look in to see if we can assist the bees in any
way. In the first place, we will go through the

yard, and open all the entrances to their full

size by pulling out the slides. It being a warm
spring day, and bees are flying nicely, this will

give them a chance to clean house; and when
we get through work, we will return the slides,

because they require but a small entrance

through April and the first half of May."
" Won't there a great many bees get lost or

die on the snow?"
" No doubt a few of the old bees will never

return to their hive; but that we can not help;

however, it is so warm to-day there will be but

few lost. If there were much wind, or if the

air were chilly, I would not open a hive. You
would, therefore, lose your journey this time.

" We will open this hive, No. 1, and take tlaem

by course. First, raise the cap very carefully,

so as not to disturb the bees. Now remove the

cushion, and next the ventilator and honey-
board. 1 puff a little smoke to drive the bees

down. It seems too bad, they are so very quiet.

There—you can see now; they have a plenty of

sealed honey: another puff of smoke, and now
we see a small patch of capped brood. This
colony is all right. They have a laying queen,

plenty of honey, and are strong in bees. Now,
Jones, as you were timing me, how long did I

have this colony exposed?"
" I am surprised when I tell you that the hive

was open only 41 seconds. Now, it would have
taken me at least five minutes to satisfy myself
of the condition of the colony; and if I learn no
more to-day, I shall feel well paid for this day."

"Here we are to the 23d hive, and all have so

far been nearly alike as to condition; but here
we have a change. This colony is light, and
short of honey. I will cover the bees at once
with the cushion, and go to the honey-room for

a comb of honey. I break the cappings, that

the bees may get at the honey more readily.

Now I will place it near the cluster, so the

bees will have it near by, where they can keep
it warm. I must take out a comb here from
the cluster, to see if there are any eggs, as I see

no capped brood. Yes, there are eggs; they
are all right. Now I will cover them with
this old meal-bag, and over it put the honey-
board and cushion. This is to keep them as

warm as possible. If I can keep them along
until May, I can then assist them with brood
and young bees from a strong colony."

" Why not give them brood now, and have the

benefit of it sooner ?
"

" Because they aie not strong enough to prop-

erly care for it; and, furthermore, it would be

bad policy to take brood from any colony this

early in the season.. It would damage a strong

colony more than it would help a light one.

In fact, it would be no great help to the light

one; better by far leave the brood in the strong

colony to hatch, and then give the light one a
few of the young hatched bees. You must re-

member that it is only the first week in April,

and we are liable to have several days of winter
weather yet. My experience teaches me that,

the less I do with the bees thus early, the better

for them. Here is No. 28, with a mouse-nest in

it, and two of the outside combs badly muti-
lated. Close the entrance at once: I will try to

kill the mice with this new ventilator. Here
is a new use for my ventilator. It is just

the thing to punch the mice with. There !

there! and there! 1 guess, that is all there are

—three of them. Now 1 will remove the nest,

and put in two combs partly filled with honey,

as I see this colony has not an overabundance,
and they are quite strong in bees."
" Oh, my ! this 29th colony is dead."
" No, there are a few bees away down in that

corner. I will remove a comb and examine.
There is the queen—a nice one too. I will set

the comb back, cover the hive, and get a par-

tially filled section. I usually save out a few
for this purpose. There! this section, you see,

has wood sides, making a box of it. I'll now put
40 or .50 bees with the queen into this box, and
break up the colony entirely. I can in this way
keep the queen several days by keeping the box
in a warm room in the house. Now, when I

come to look over the remainder of my bees,

which I hope to do this week, I may find a

queenless colony. If I should, this queen will

come handy. Next week, the work will be a

little different. Be sure to choose a still, warm
day, or you may lose your journey.

Bristol, Vt.

[I take it from the foregoing that Mr. Manum
is going to give us a series of practical articles
especially designed for beginners, so that not
only Abe Jones, but a large number of Abe
Joneses, will have the beuetit of tutor Manum's
instruction. As Mr. Manum makes tiis bees
pay, I have no dou bt that many of the veterans
can glean here aiui there a fact worth much to
thein. Yes, Mr. M.,i hope you will give us a
lull report of your instructions to Abe, and give
him a hearty hand shake forme.

—

Ed.]

SEPARATORS.

A READABLE AND PKACTICAL ARTICLE FROM
A PRACTICAL BEE-KEEPER.

By N. D. West.

I notice on page 210, B. Taylor would have us

fall in line with him—make our sections narrow,
and cleat our separators, and all this and that.
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Why, Mr. Taylor, we can't, can't do it. We
ought not to do it. Why, sir, if we should

change our sections every year or two, we
should not get anywhere. We take only one
step ahead, and then we only step over in a side

rut in the road, when we change; no better, but
we get another rut in our road, and it costs

something to change. Now, sir, it does not

matter so much what kind of sections we use,

if all would use one kind, so that a box of honey
would be a box of honey, just as much as a

barrel of flour is a barrel of flour. So far as the

size is concerned, it would be far better for the

supply-dealers, better for the producers, better

for all who have anything to do with the honey
crop, if we could have a uniform section and
shipping-crate. How many poor widows have
had to sell their bies at less than half their

value because their husbands had kept chang-
ing their hives, their sections, etc., from time to

time, until their barn, shop, and every store-

room on the place was filled with all kinds of

bee-rubbish, good for nothing! The poor widow
can't run the bees, and has to sell fhem at auc-

tion in about 14 kinds of hives, together with
the rubbish, to the highest bidder at about the

price of kindling-wood. If everybody would
make his hives and sections alike, we could

buy and sell bees at any time for their value;

but we are not all alike, and so we must differ

from other folks.

The4)4x43^xl%'is the section that I am using,

and I like it best of all. First, 4^^x434, because

more use this size than any other. Second, I

want them IX wide because that width suits

me best, all things considered. I am producing

honey for the money there is in it, and I can as

yet get more clean money from my bees by
using a section 4J^x4i4xl% than I can by using

a section 43^x4)^x1?^. I have had a little experi-

ence with these two widths. A commission
merchant told me that my honey would bring

more in the narrow section, which weighs from
10 to 13 ounces, or one pound with glass on.

Two years ago I used (JOOO of these 1% sections,

and about 16,000 of the IK section, and last sea-

son I used up about 2000 of the l^-il sections that

I had left, and I gave them a fair test, and the

1%-wide section was decidedly the more profit-

able section for me. I wish I had the figures to

give exact, but I can't now find the paper that

I kept the account on. But I figured it as closely

as possible.

To begin with, I will say that I can use one
kind of section as well as the other on the hives,

as 14 sections 1% wide fill one of my half-

clamps, including separators and follower; and
16 sections I'X wide fill the same clamp, includ-

ing separators and follower, and two clamps
cover one hive; sections run the same way the

brood-frames do on this kind of hive; and,

again, I have 200 swarms in smaller hives, the

clamps of which hold 21 of the IX sections, and
24 sections 1% wide; and on these hives the sec-

tions run across the brood-frames. Now, Mr.
Editor, I figured from 100 colonies in this way:
Say KX) colonies fill four clamps of honey each
( I will not give all the figures now, as they are

laid aside). I could not get any more clamps
filled of one kind than of the other, but the

best work was done in the clamps with wide
sections. But the 3200 sections IX wide did

not weigh as much as did the 2400 sections IX
wide. But in using the IX section I had 800

sections more to pay for; also the extra founda-

tion to fill them, besides all of the time needed

to handle them. This I do remember: that, if I

sold the honey in the IX section from the 100

swarms for 10 cents per pound, I should have
more money than by using the IX section, and
selling the honey at 11 cents per pound. Both
were sold at the same price.

My shipping-crates hold 24 of the IX sections,

and the same crate will hold 28 of the IX sec-

tions, but the latter does not weigh as much per

crate, so the cost is more to buy crates for the

narrow section.

Again, the comb in the narrow sections is

more liable to be attached to the separators

than are the wide ones, from this fact: If a hive

does not stand level, so that the foundation in

the narrow box can swing but a trifle, it will

cause the bees to attach the comb to the sepa-

rators more or less.

Mr. Taylor says that, long ago, he discovered

the great value of drawn empty combs in sec-

tions for getting a large yield of white comb
honey; and he found, too, that, by using them,

he wanted separators. I am glad of it. So do

I; but I don't want the kind he uses.

dI was going tosay more about separators when
I commenced, but will not now. But I will say

a word about what I have noticed with drawn
comb in tlie sections. I prize them very much,
and use one row (the center one) in every clamp

that I put on my hives before I tier up. Here,

again, the narrow sections are more liable to

be occupied with brood than wide ones. I will

admit that the section 5 inches high has an

advantage over a lower section of the same
weight.

Middleburg, N. Y.

[On my first bicycle-tour I called at the home
of N. D. West, in isc>0. The gentleman himself
was absent, hut I was kindly shown about by
his son. I saw evidences enough to convince me
that Mr. West was one of the bright, intelligent
bee-keepers of York State. I afterward learned
that he was a successful manager of some 300
or 400 colonies distributed in one or more out-
yards. I had the pleasure of making his ac-
quaintance at one or more of the York State
bee-conventions. At the meetings which I at-

tended he was full of ideas, and was ready to
give them to his brother- workers. The article

is a fairly good sample of what he knows about
bees; and the arguments he presents seem to be
almost incontrovertible, not the least important
of which is the idea of having regular goods-
something that everybody can use, and which
have a par value among bee-keepers everywhere.
-Ed.]
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RAMBLE NO. 130.

AT ST. HELENA.

By Ramhlcr.

ITR Spanish neighbors had
regained their equilibri-

um in the morning; and
as we departed they

gave us a kind ' adios."

St. Helena, IS miles

from Napa, is another

of those beautiful towns

we have so often ob-

served. Like Napa it is

surrounded with vine-

yards, and boasts of one of the largest wineries

in the State. It would have been very pleasant

to camp in such a town; but thinking we
might get among the festive Spaniards again,

we pushed along. Our friend H. L. Jones, the

gas-man of San Francisco, having our welfare

in mind, said we would find a beautiful camp-
ing-place beyond St. Helena—streams of run-

ning water; fir and madrone trees interlocking

their branches, making a cooling shade, and,

above all, it was near the residence of his

friend W. M. Cole.

We found the camping-place all he had pic-

tured it, and Mr. Cole was a Missourian of the

"walk right in and help yourself '" order. It

seems that he delighted to have the camping
public rest under the shade of the trees. For
his special friends he had a cosy nook on the

banks of the stream near his residence, which
he offered to us; but as we were to stop only

one night we preferred the more public place

near the highway. Mr. Cole's house was so

embowered under fruit-trees that but a small

portion of it could be discerned. A thriving

family of boys and girls were romping among
the trees. As to how Mr. C. was getting along

in other directions. I know not; but in the mat-
ter of a family he was a success—not the evi-

dence of things hoped for by some, and not

found, but here was evidence and reality.

Mr. Cole was a bee-keeper after a fashion.

He allowed his few colonies to manage things

their own way in the far corner of his garden.

They held proud possession of a few cracker

and soap boxes, and, according to Mr. Cole's

ideas, they were a strain of bees known as the

French bee. One of their shining characteris-

tics lay ill their fighting qualities. A neighbor
across the valley brought in some Italian bees;

but the French bees pitched into them. They
had a general fight, and '"

fit and fit," and the

French bees came off victorious.

"'But I ain't no bee-keeper," said Mr. C. "I
kin go out into the woods and get more honey
than 1 can from my hives. These French bees

work better in trees than they do in hives, and
the woods are full of bee-trees." Said he, '" You
tell Harry Jones, the gas-man, to come right

out here and set up a bee-corral. It will pay
him."

Mr. C. made some complaint about moths
getting into his hives of French bees, and didn't

see why, when they were such good fighters,

that they let that pesky moth in to eat up a

whole colony. Then grapes and French bees

did not agree. In his little vineyard of choice

grapes he left two rows for family use; but the

P'rench bees got after them after awhile, and
cleaned them all out, and left nothing but the

shucks.

Mr. Cole's swine-corral was located near the

bees, and the pen and the hives were elbowing
each other, as it were, for room. This led to a
discussion in relation to hog and honey pro-

duction vs. hog and hominy. I told him our
gaseous friend in San Francisco proposed that

line of labor.

"Just the thing," said Mr. Cole. "This is

the best hog and bee country north of the city;

and such an energetic fellow as Jones would
make things lively up in this country. As you
observe, my bees and hogs agree well together.

And say, stranger, did you ever know of a bee

stinging a hog?"
I had to confess that, though I had seen

many hives located near hog-pens, I had never
witnessed or heard of such a case.

" Well, it's a fact, sir, a bee will never sting a

hog. If you get the scent of a hog on your
hands or clothing it is the best of preventives

to bee-stings. Smokers! wouldn't have one
around. Just step over into the pen and rub
your hands on the old sow's back, and you will

have apifuge enough to last half a day." Un-
fortunately I am not so situated as to test Mr.
C.'s plan. Bui when Mr. Jones gets his ranch
started, and has several fat sleek porkers near

at hand he can call up Peggy, Betsy, or Han-
nah, as the case may be, and secure the api-

fuge. It is quite possible, though, that the hog
antidote could be successfully practiced with
only oiir friend's French bee.

There were other small apiaries in this vicin-

ity, but they were not numerous, and not man-
aged according to modern methods.

Our fine camping-place was made desolate

again in the morning, and we were rolling

through that other beautiful town, Calistoga.

The attractions of this resort are sulphur

springs, mountain scenery, and climate. The
vineyards sliiide off here into prune-orchards,

which, healthfully and morally, is a good snade
for the people.

Our friend Jones, of gas memory, had, at

some preceding time, spread himself all over

this country; and, knowing what he was talk-

ing about, he advised us to cross the St. Helena
Mountains to f^ake Co. by what is known as

the Oat Hill route. We followed his advice,

with "cliildlike and bland" confidence. We
had an arduous climb again, winding up and
around the mountain-spurs. As we were lifted
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by the grade high above the Calistoga Valley,

a scene worthy the artist's brush lay beneath

us. The level valley is broken in manv places

by quite sizable hills; these, covered with trees

and luxuriant deep-green foliage, looked like

so many islands rising in the midst of vineyards,

orchards, and homes, while the distant Coast

Range gave a fitting background to the lovely

landscape. I was also told that a view from

this mountain road was peculiarly pleasing and
novel when the fog was resting low down in

the valley, every thing being hidden from view

except the projecting hills, and the appearance

was that of a large lake dotted here and there

with islands. Oji the mountain summit we
found a cabin and a refreshing fountain of

water, where we were glad to rest our horses

and eat our noonday lunch.

The geological outcroppings here were of a

hard and stern character. The rocks were

jagged and pointed, and we could imagine

many an ancient castle with its towers and
battlements frowning down upon us. Such a

geological upheaval would naturally presage

something of an unusual character; and here

upon the northern slope of the mountains we
find a profitably worked quicksilver- mine,

known as the Napa Consolidated Mine. Quite

a little town is perched here upon the rough

and rugged side of the mountain. There is

scarcely room for dwellings; but by digging

out niches, removing boulders, and placing

long stairs, the thing is accomplished. The
mines are owned by 300 stockholders, ail Maine
capitalists. The laborer earns all the way
from $2.00 to $3.00 per day, and quite a sprin-

kling of Chinamen are employed. The shafts,

or tunnels, are run in horizontally from the side

of the mountain; and little trucks, with a don-

key attached, run out the ore to the smelter.

Around the latter, where the fumes of mercury
rise, is the only unhealthful place to work, and
much of this is overcome by wearing sponges

over the mouth and nose. It is said that cor-

porations are soulless; but it seems that this

corporation has a soul in the direction of tem-

perance, and, let us presume, in other directions

also. The stockholders, being Maine men,

have brought the prohibition principles of that

most Eastern State, and planted them here

among the hills of the most western of our

family of States; and, though great induce-

ments have been oilered to allow liquors to be

solc^ in the only store, which is owned by the

company, it is not allowed, and is kept from

the grounds as far as possible.

A few miles beyond the mines we found a

fine camp beneath the outspreading arms of

oak-trees. Here we quietly rested over Sun-

day, the 36th day of August. Bro. Wilder,

taking Rom. 14:5 for a text, went off in the

morning early with his rifle, in search of signs

of deer. There were some sheep around that

country, so the signs, supposed deer-tracks.

were plentiful. He also found another fellow

with a rifle who had strangely taken the same
text; and when they returned in the heat of

the day the signs on their faces plainly echoed
the words of the Preacher when he said, " Van-
ity of vanities, all is vanity."

We are now in Lake Co., called by the inhab-
itants the Switzerland of America. We had
previously heard of so many Switzerlands of

America that we suspected these people were
hallucinated by local pride, and we resolved to

have a lookout for the grand features. Our
first day in the county was not favorable to

Swiss impressions. It was hot, 108° in the

shade, and the roads very dusty. After a long

drive, wherein we could find no water for our

ponies or dog, we made Lower Lake— tired,

hungry, and dusty, and straightway camped.

HONEY AS A DIET.

A REPLY TO C. DAVENPORT, PAGE 317, MARCH 15.

By Thaddeus Smith.

I wrote the article on "Honey as a Diet,"

printed on page 93, which, through some over-

sight, appeared without a name to it, and upon
which Mr. Davenport makes some comments
and criticisms. Mr. D. says he does not agree

with me, that a great many people do not like

honey or care for it as food or a relish. He
finds no dislike for good honey in his locality;

but my experience in a different part of this

wide country has been the reverse of his. We
may both be right, and the apparent contra-

diction m'ay be owing to the different location

and the different class of people we have come
in contact with. Mr. D. thinks that only those

who never saw good honey dislike it. I can

assure him that the good lady who gave me
her reasons for not using honey on her table

knew what good honey was, and I am confident

that most of the persons I have alluded to have
have had opportunities for seeing and tasting

good honey—fine white-clover honey. I have
known some progressive bee-keepers who care

but little for honey, and do not use much of it

in their families; and in the article referred to

I called upon bee-keepers, especially those at

the " Home of the Honey-bees," to give their

testimony as to the amount used in their fam-

ilies. If Mr. D. had read carefully he should

not have made the mistake of supposing that

the editors wrote the article.

HOJ^EY AT HOTELS.

In a recent trip to Florida, of six weeks, I

did not stay long at any one place, and conse-

quently was a patron of many and a variety

of hotels. The bill of fare at most of these

hotels contained a great variety of all the sub-

stantials and delicacies of the season, usually

including maple syrup and other syrups; but 1

found honey on the menu of only three of the

hotels that I stopped at. It so happened that I
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took a breakfast at the grand Tampa Bay
Hotel (cost one dollar and tifty cents), and there

I found "orange honey" on the bill of fare.

But there was such a grand array of good

things displayed on this menu that I did not

call for it.

At Atlanta, Ga., I also found "orange hon-

ey," and this time called for it. I was brought

a dark liquid resembling Florida syrup—fully

as dark—which had a bitter and astringent

taste. I could not eat it, and called for maple

syrup. At another hoiel I got some comb hon-

«y. The comb was white and tender, but the

honey was darker than any fall honey I ever

saw in the North. The quality was a great

improvement upon the first, but not up to our

standard. I should like to hear from A. I. Root
in regard to the honey he found in P^lorida.

XJPW^AKD VENTILATION WITH A VENGEANCE;
A SINGULAR CASE.

A friend in Kentucky kept bees many years

ago. Thirty years ago he had some of his bees

in movable-frame L. hives, and a very nice

little apiary; but in the pursuit of other mat-
ters he soon lost interest in them, ceased to care

for them, would not hive new swarms or have
any one else do it. He had so completely aban-

doned and banished them from his mind that

he did not know whether there were bees on

his farm or not when I visited hira last fall. I

looked around his place where he used to keep

his bees, but could see nothing left of the old

frame hives except the body of one up in the

garret of his two-story house, where a line colo-

ny had once flourished and stored large quanti-

ties of surplus honey. The hive contained the

litter of the combs, eaten up by mice and moth.
The frame hives outside were all gone, but

there were a few remnants of box hives, some
partly broken up, some filled with moth-
cocoons, and one without cap or cover, with

live bees in it. All were nearly rotten. I do
not know positively how long these bees have
been in that hive, but I think they have been

there 13 or 15 years, and probably longer. The
hive had a l^^-inch auger-hole in the center of

the top—uncovered—exposed to rain and snow.

To protect them a little I kicked an old hive to

pieces (and it was easily done), and laid one of

the pieces over the top, with a stone on it. But
as there were some strips on top of the

hive the board did not fit down close to the

hole; it was still open. So much for the intro-

duction, now for the sequel. My friend, his

wife, and myself went to Florida. They will

remain there until April. I returned March
5th, and am staying at their house with their

two sons. I went to look at the bees, and found
the hive turned completely upside down, with-

out any cover over it; but the bees were alive,

and seemed to be quite strong. I called up the

colored man, who seems to be a kind of fore-

man while the owner is away, and asked him
what he knew about the bees. He said, "I

reck'n the mules must have knocked it over;
they were in the yard here the other day. They
knocked it over once before in cold weather,
and I turned it up again." But he could not
tell me how long it remained turned over either
lime. In another place, in the orchard, March
13th, I found another box hive turned upside
down and full of comb, no cover on it, and, to

my surprise, there were live bees in it. I care-
fully turned it up and sought the colored man
again, who, by the way, is quite intelligent and
very reliable. He said the hive had been in

that position all winter; he thought the bees
were all dead, and he did not pay any attention
to it. From the indications around it, and the
impression on the grass, where the hive stood,
I am satisfied that it did stay in that position
all winter; and this has been the coldest win-
ter known here for many years. In December
the thermometer was 14° below zero, and in

February 18° below, and either down to zero or
below every day for three weeks in February.
This is a case of extraordinary upward ventila-
tion, and shows what an amount of exposure
bees will sometimes endure. But why is it

that this is only sometimes ? There must be
some cause for it.

I have a theory in regard to this particular
case. There was a great deal of snow—ground
covered all the time of the cold weather, and
no rain all winter. The combs were level with
the bottom of the hive (now top), old and
strong, and became covered with snow which
remained until warm weather, it being too cold
for the heat of the bees to melt the snow above
them. This was some protection to them dur-
ing the coldest weather; but when this melted
off they remained in that unprotected condi-
tion up to the time that I discovered them.
March 19th I examined the hive to see if the
bees needed feeding; and in raising the box up,

every comb in it dropped out. The exposure
to rain, snow, and frost had loosened all the
combs from the box. The colony was not large,

and there were but comparatively few dead
bees. Two combs contained large patches of
brood, and they still had plenty of honey. I

transferred them to a clean box, and they are
doing well. These hives are cases of extreme
ventilation, and of upward ventilation at that.

They wintered well, but probably will not de-
cide the much-mooted question of sealed covers
or upward ventilation. I merely give the facts,

without entering into the discussion.

Midway, Ky.

[In regard to the honey I found in Florida, I
would say I saw^ little or none on the tables of
the hotels; but 1 found beautiful honey in great
plenty at the homes of all the bee-keepers. I
do not think I saw any poor honey even once.
Very likely they brought out the best, or saved
up some of the best for me. I learned to be very
fond indeed of honey from saw-palmetto. And
that makes me think I am guilty of putting a
wrong title undercut on page 14G. It should be
saw-palmetto and not cabbage. The cabbage-
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palmetto does, however, furnish good honey
also. Honey from mangrove and that from
saw-palmetlo were pretty nearly the only two
kinds I found. The honey from orange-blossoms
is so often mixed with that from other sources
that it is a pretty hard matter to get it any
where near pure, as a general thing.— A. I. R.J

HOW TO CONVERT OLD BROOD COMBS INTO
FOUNDATION WITHOUT MACHINERY.

A NOVEL TDEA.

By TV. M. Little.

During the past season, 189i, I succeeded in

working over old brood-combs to my complete

satisfaction. I had about 200 old combs, that

had been in constant use for 12 years. I tried

rendering them, but could secure but little wax
from them, as the cocoons and other substances

absorbed all of the wax, and I had nothing left

for my labor. So I began to experiment a little.

I began, with a sharp Bingham honey-knife,

trimming down the cells of these old combs
(some of them were old transferred combs taken

from old box hives ten years ago). I soon found

I could cut through the cocoons down to the

septum by care, and leave the base of the cell

intact; then, turning the L. frame over on a

board, cut the right size to tit the frame, thus

supporting the comb, and I could trim down the

other side in like manner, leaving a sheet with

the base of the cells well defined. The bottom of

each cell will be filled with the base of the cocoons

of all of the past generations bred in them: these,

however, the bees remove in a short time, leav-

ing the septum much like the sheet of founda-

tion at the first. If the sheet is torn, or

if there are patches of drone comb that I

desire to dispense with, I cut it out, and
patch it with brood foundation, using melted

wax to hold the patch in place until the bees

fasten it permanently.

I succeeded in getting l.'iO combs of this kind

rebuilt in a few days in the early part of June
last, before the honey-dew began to be gathered

by my bees, when they would not build comb of

any kind. These combs were mostly built on
wired foundation in the first place, and, having
been rebuilt, are firm, and stronger than those

built first on foundation. After working at cut-

ting these combs down I became quite expert at

it. It takes a keen, stiff knife, using cold water
to keep the septum stiiT, so that it will not stick

to the blade, and tear. With a little experience

at the business, one can trim them down quite

rapidly, and can make brood combs much more
rapidly, and with less waste of wax than by
rendering the combs and molding them again.

The bees seem to delight in pulling out the base

of the old swaddling-clothes of former genera-

tions of bees, and mending the rents and
patches in the old comb, and working them
over.

If my health permits, and the bees have work
to the coming season, I will work over a large

number of my old combs this year, as I am well

pleased with the result of my experiment last

year. Wm. Little.

Marissa, 111., March 9.

HANS READS A. I. ROOT'S BEE-BOOK.

I reads riot book dru ant dru,
Und I studies it ore and ore.

Mine liet It vas most bustln,
I c m not stand upon der floor.

I reads about dot Doolittle,
Und pee-mons by der schore;

I yust can not sit sthlll,

I gets me yup and vakes der floor.

I goes to see von nabor-mon.
He gots do, dree hlfes or more,

He dt Us me n e dot does beemons
Dravels der gundry ore.

I sthudies dot bee-book in und oud.
But 1 denk di.es bee moiis

Knows vat dere about,
D,)es bees make you look a little oud.

Und as I reads dot pook
1 denk, " Hans, you get some bees,

Und dry your luck mlt liuijy,

Und lilfe dem In der trees."
I gets mine bees from Alley,
Dot new fan-dangh d kind;

He says ciey makes der most iiunys,
Una works qulie to der mlud.

I gets my bives all redy,
Und fix d.-m out among der trees.

Und I denks " Now, Hans, you bees bappy
Mit your lotiy little bees."

Does bees gomes out
To liaf a 11 tie fly

Sblmney Grislmas!
One sthlcks me in der ey!

Dot ey it keeps a swellin,
I can not see no more.

I denk I fi.x does bees;
I siimoke i liem do, dre dimes or more.

Does bees dey come a pllin out.
And I runs me all about

To get der bit's all redy
For does lofly little bees.

Does bees crawl up my bant legs,

Und stbings me on der knees,
I runs arount most gracy,
Und get some vater tor does bees.

I dink does pees of Alley's,
He says dey bees so kint.

When dey gets a sthinglng me,
Dey works quite to der mint.

I hife does bees do, dree times or more;
Mine hart mit dlspalr was akin,

For yust so sure I liaf dem rite.

So sure I vas mistaklu.
I c-lls mine wife to help me oud,
Mlde demper vas most rilin,

Ven oud gomes does bees
Yust a billn'.

Then I say, " Hans, you bees a fool.

To be so long a lookin,"
So I gets me in dot house,
Und gets dot book to look in.

Does bees flies round and round.
In does trees dey sthop not eny;

Mine vife she say, " O Hans!
Der bees so very meny."

I gets does bees right in dot bife,
They goes to makin huny;

I say, " Now, Hans, olt poy.
You ged your bokets full of muny."

I reads about dot Rambler,
Dot funnj' mon is he;

He no likes the vimens.
But he lofes dot little bee.

But now I bees so happy.
Dot book It helps me oud;

Und I sthudies it some more.
To knows what I bees about.

I denk does bee mon's
Heads is level dot rites

Dot book about der bee;
It has helped a greenhorn yust like me.

Hans Vonderblinken.
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COGGSHALL'S SPRING MANAGEMENT.

ONE day's AVOKK AT THE OUT-YARDS OF AN
EXTENSIVE AND PRACTICAL

I>EE~l\.l!jEPEK.

By Harm S. Howe.

On Thursday, May 10, 1894, I received the

following card from Mr. W. L. Coggshall:

Friend Hairy :—Come over Saturday, and help us
make the grand circuit. If weather is favorable.
Apple-bloom is nearly over. W. L. C.

West Groton, N. Y., May 9, 1894.

With me the apple-bloom had been for some

time over, for I was teaching at that time

twelve miles west, near Cayuga Lake.

We always wish to unpack the bees just at

the close of apple-bloom, for there is nothing

to gather for a time then. If they were un-

packed during the flow, they would lose a day

or two of honey. There is sure to be a slacking-

up of brood-rearing at the time of unpacking,

and also when apple-bloom is over; so we bring

the two together when we can, for they are not

apt to slow up much more for both than for one

alone. Of course, the weather has also to be

consulted in regard to the best time to unpack,

for it would not be well to set them out when a

cold wave was expected, even if they had to

stay in another week. This time, however, the

weather was all that could be desired.

When school was out Friday afternoon, I got

out my wheel, and arrived at Mr. C.'s house in

time for supper. After supper, Mr. Coggshall,

Russel, and I sat down to talk over the cam-
paign for the morrow. Just here, perhaps, is a

good place to introduce Russel Stennet, a young
man from Virginia, who came North to put the

finishing touches on his education as a bee-

keeper. This was to be his first trip to the

south yards. After talking a few minutes, Mr.
C. remarked, "Well, Harry, I have started a

new yard this year again."

"Where?"
"In that nice location near Etna we talked

about last year."

"Why did you like that better than the oth-

ers?"
"It is near the station, and will make a good

place to store the honey from the other south
yards, if I do not want to ship right off early."
" Yes, I remember that we figured out that

the Etna station was the nearest one to most of

the honey. By the way, how are we going to-

morrow?"
" We will take the team and democrat wagon.

It would be a rather big load for the buggy; be-

sides, I want to take some smoker fuel."
" When were you at those yards last?"

"I have not been to Ellis since they were
packed last fall."

" What time shall we set the alarm-clock?"
"It is a long drive there. Perhaps we had

better start by six; that would get us up by five."

After some more talk on bees in general, we
went to bed. The next thing I knew, the clock

was ringing away for us to rise. The chores

were quickly done, and the wagon run out and

loaded with the things that were to be taken.

After breakfast, came the seven-mile drive to

the Brown yard. Arrived there, Mr. C. showed

Russel where to put the team, while I unlocked

the honey-house and lit the smoker. The sup-

ply of fuel for the season was put in place, and

a box of matches in the match-box.

The fifty colonies at this place are in chaff-

packed Eclectic hives. It took but a short time

to take off and pack away the cushions from

the tops, and see that there was no loss. The

bees were apparently in need of nothing, plenty

of honey having been left the previous fall.

Russel and I put the team out while Mr. C.

went over the yard to see that every thing

was all right, and that no fire had been left.

Then the three miles to Etna quickly passed,

where the same business with the team was re-

peated. This yard required more work, how-

ever. It was put in place while the snow was

on last winter. vSome of the bees were drawn

from other yards; others were bought. Those

new ones were not in the best shape for rapid

handling. The combs of some had grown to-

gether so they had to be cut apart. The five

miles of road to Ellis is over a high ridge of

hills, the last two miles over an old wood road

upon which three or four families have settled.

Russel said that it looked much as it did down

home in the mountains, where they have done

no work on the road in years. The land on

each side had been covered with pine, which

had been cut off, giving place to thickets of

chestnuts and brush. The Ellis yard, however,

is situated iu a fertile valley. We ate our din-

ner, which we had brought along, before be-

ginning work. For a cold dinner we have found

nothing to equal good bread and milk. This

time we had a loaf of Mrs. Coggshall's bread,

and she can't be beat as a bread-maker. A
two-quart can of milk, some strawberry sauce

and cookies, taken together, makes a meal

which a king might envy. When I go on my
wheel, I take my dinner with the people we

rent the yard of; but it would not always be

convenient for three to drop in on them just at

meal time.

This yard of 67 live colonies was set out in a

hurry. They are in Mr. C.'s own style of pack-

ing-case, which he will describe for Gleanings

soon. The places where the stands stood were

plainly marked in the grass. This yard is the

hardest to reach, but every thing is so handy

when we get there that we do not have to stay

long.

We are now fifteen miles from home, and two

o'clock finds us on the road back over the hill.

The road we take is, if possible, worse than the

one we came by; but we are at Varna at last.

Here the work is much the same that it was at

Ellis, except that about 40 of the 90 live ones we
find are in chaff hives, which do not have to be
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handled. When this yard is finished, we drive

home rather leisurely. Just after sundown Mr.

C.'s little boys stop from their chores to shout,

"Here is papa!

"

We had driven over thirty miles, unpacked
131 colonies, besides going over 110 colonies that

were in chaff hives.

We have a regular system upon which we
work, not only in unpacking, but in all the work
with the bees. To do rapid work, one must
have, first, handy hives and fixtures; second, a

system that fits the hives: third, men who are

used to both^ In the case of that big day's work
we had hives of two entirely different patterns,

neither one of which has proven itself so

superior as to drive the other out of use.

We had a system that is the result of over a

quarter of a century's constant effort to system-

atize the work. We had two men who had
worked together more or less for seven seasons;

the third was an experienced bee-man, quick

to learn, but he had never worked on that

system before. We go to work as soon as we
reach the yard and every thing is ready. The
first step in unpacking is to place the bottom-

boards. These are loose. They an- placed

where they stood last year. They can be told

by the places where there is no grass. One
man carries them out from the honey-house,
where they had wintered, and sees that they
are level from side to side, and tipped slightly

forward. The others take off the covers from
the packing-cases, which hold eight colonies,

and place them near where the empty cases are

to stand, then the hives are lifted out one by
one, after being slightly smoked at the en-
trance, and placed upon tho stands. Care! is

taken to place the weaker ones where the cases

stood, while the stronger ones are placed on the

ends of the rows. The empty cases are placed

out of the way, but handy for the following fall.

The covers are carried out and placed on them,
and that is the end of that boxful. This is re-

peated with each box until all are out. The
hives are all looked into to see that they have
a queen, etc. Sometimes the one who is looking

through the hives calls a consultation of doc-

tors to see what to do to some one that is out of

the regular run, or perhaps it is a coroner's jury

that is called to find the cause of some mysteri-

ous death. Mr. C. himself, however, is rarely

at fault in such matters, his long experience

enabling him to see at a glance what it would
take one of us younger generation hours to

study out. He is always willing to impart his

knowledge to those about him.

The work of the day goes along without many
directions being given. Once telling in the

morning is supposed to be sufficient; in fact,

Mr. C. very mucli prefers to have experienced

help. Of course, when he has a green hand, he

has to keep watch of him and see that he is

working to good advantage. The things that

are used during the day are all picked up at

once. It seems to be cheaper to drop empty
hives, extra covers, etc.. where tliey happen to-

be. and then carry them all in at once, than to

make a separate trip for each article.

Mr. C. says that he is handling bees for the

honey, and that, if he can work faster or easier

by having things handy, he is going to have
them so. He carries his system of rapid work
to his farm, and even to the harness. There
are no buckles on his harness to unbuckle; those

places are all fastened with snaps. His idea is,

to get a good system, and then stick to it, study

it, perfect it in every detail until you can do
your work with the fewest possible motions and
the least expenditure of time and strength. One
of the best ways to make bees profitable is to

reduce the cost of the production of honey.

Groton, N. Y.

PRODUCING COMB HONEY A LA FRANCE.

CAN IT BE PRODUCED OVER TWO EIGHT-FRAME
BODIES?

By E. France.

I am asked to give my plan for producing

comb honey. I suppose you all know that I

am not a comb-honey producer usually, al-

though I have raised some. I have been think-

ing of working a part of my home yard for this

purpose, but I have not got at it. Several

years ago I got 100 supers, right size to fit my
hives. They hold 24 sections each. I got 400O

sections. I have the most of them yet.

The question that is put to me is this: How
would I produce comb honey, using a two-story

eight-frame brood-chamber? This would de-

pend on circumstances. If the bees gather and
store that much, I must have eight frames full

of good sealed honey to winter the bees first;

then if honey is coming so they can store more,

I will have it put in sections; confine the queen

to the lower story with zinc, then put on the

sections with foundation starters; put the sec-

ond story of eight frames full of honey on top

of the sections, if the colony was strong. I

think it would be best to give them two supers

—one over the other. I would not put on the

second super of sections at first. Wait until

they get crowded for room. As fast as the sec-

tions are completed take them out. Give them
plenty of work to do between their winter

stores and the brood-nest. I am keeping their

winter supply overhead to save it. If the

frames of honey were below the sections, the

bees would likely put some of it up in the sec-

tions, and I don't want them to do it. I want
to give the bees their share, and I will take

what I can get after they have theirs.

If the colony is strong they may swarm. If

they do, put the queen in a cage, and put her

into one of the upper sections, after removing

all queen-cells; then in ten days remove all

queen-cells again. In ten days more, liberaty
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the queen. I have tried this plan with six colo-

nies. In 18Sii I got both supers filled with hon-

ey—48 sections.

Another plan. As I am working for extracted

honey mostly, with three sets of combs, I made
the extracted bees feed the comb-honey bees.

In this case I don't wait for the section bees to

fill the combs to winter on, but put the sections

on earlier, and not have the combs above them
—just sections with the honey-board on top of

the sections, queen below the zinc in the lower

story. Give them all the sections they can fill,

to the very last of the honey season; then take

off all the sections and zinc queen-excluder;

put on a second story, and fill it with full combs
of honey from the third stories of the extracted

bees. This plan gave the most section honey;

but they are more liable to swarm.
Bees could be worked on this last plan, and

then give them a set of empty combs, and feed

sugar syrup for winter feed. But for me I

like the honey best. I was forced to feed

my bees 14 barrels of sugar in the fall of 1892,

and that winter I lost lOO colonies of bees—

a

greater mortality than any year before or since.

Now, I don't know but the comb-honey men
will laugh at me, or at my way to get comb
honey; but I don't know any better. Remem-
ber that location makes all the difference you
can imagine. What is best in one place would
be folly in another.

Platteville, Feb. 27.

BEE-KEEPING IN THE TROPICS.

SOME INTERESTING ITEMS KELATIVE TO BEES
IN GUIANA, ETC.

By TJiomag B. Blow.

Denr Friend Root:—I wrote you some months
ago that I was going to take a complete change
tnis winter, ill health having been troubling

me much for the past year; and I said that, if

I saw any thing of interest in the West Indies

or elsewhere, I would write you. You very
kindly sent me letters of introduction to all the
people you knew in that part of the world. I

received these at Trinidad, and you have my
heartfelt thanks. I was, however, prevented
from going to the larger islands, where those

bee-keepers lived. My route was to British

Guiana via Madeira from London, and I found
that very little bee-keeping was carried on
there — none commercially. There are two or

three bee- keepers in Georgetown, with small
apiaries, and their bees are kept in rough boxes
or rough hives, with American frames. There
appears to be a moderate yield of honey; but
owing to the great equality of the climate the
year round (the variation not amounting to

more than 10 degrees of temperature) there is

nothing in the shape of a harvest as we under-
stand it. The bees I saw were all descendants
of imported bees, and greatly resembled Carnio-

lans. There is a wild bee here of the genus
Apis (about half the size of Apis melliflca),

stray swarms of which often take possession of

an empty box in an apiary. They, however,
yield but little honey, and are few in numbers
compared with a colony of common bees. After

seeing some of the sugar-factories here (for su-

gar is the greatest industry here, though at

present in a very bad way owing to the great

competition with German beet sugar, Aanyof
the estates being abandoned; for, though they

are in a high state of cultivation, and some
have upwards of $500,000 worth of machinery
in the factories, yet they are quite unvaluable),

I proceeded to see the gold-mines, which are

becoming quite a great industry. They are,

however, rather remote from civilization, the

nearest being between 200 and 300 miles up the

Essequibo River and its tributaries, most of the

ground they occupy being part of the territory

so long in dispute between Great Britain and
Venezuela. The only way to reach them is by
open boat rowed by (or, rather, paddled by)

about twenty colored men ; and as a great many
rapids and falls are encountered, it takes about
seven days to accomplish the journey. Each
day, when we halted the boat for the midday
rest, I went into the bush as far as possible, to

see what bees I could find. There were great

numbers of the small stingless bees (M. trkjona)

that store their honey in little bladder-like re-

ceptacles; and at one place I noticed quite a
number of bees, pollen-laden, at a creek, taking

water. They much resembled Carniolans, but

were fully a third larger, and much more hairy.

I was sorry that time did not allow me to trace

them to their nest. This journey, botanically,

was most interesting; for at the rapids, which
are the only parts of the river that support any
vegetation at all, I was able, during the time

the boat was being drawn up, or portages made,
to study the habits of about three species of

Podostomacea:, of which very little is known.
Altogether this journey was a great treat.

The camping at night, our hammocks swung
between the trees, and the numerous campfires,

with the men cooking their evening meal, was
something quite new to me.

Leaving the South- American mainland. Trin-

idad was the next point of call; and, though so

beautifully written about by Charles Kingsley,

in " At Last," yet I somehow failed to appreci-

ate it, and I was rather glad, at the end of 12

days, to make ready to depart. There are a

few bees kept near the town, and quite a lot in

Maraval, on the Mocha estate there. Their
owner is Mr. Watkins, who hails from near
Hereford, England, and I had a real good time

with him. Mr. Hart, the government botanist,

keeps a colony of the stingless bees (trigona)

near the door of his laboratory; and he told me
that at dusk each evening the entrance of the

hive was sealed up by the bees to prevent in-

truders entering during the night. Granada,
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St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Martinique, Antigua,

Nevis, St. Kitts, and Redonda, were visited;

but the last and most interesting was Montser-

rat. I was here enabled to make an interest-

ing observation as to the quantity of beeswax
produced in a given area. The island is quite

a small one—30,000 acres—with a population of

9000. Bees are kept to some extent, but I im-

agine a quantity of the wax is got from the

wild bees in the forests on the mountains. I

had the good fortune to be provided with a let-

ter of introduction to a gentleman who is prac-

tically the sole buyer of all the beeswax that is

exported. The whole appears to be brought to

him with the exception, perhaps, of a little that

the chemist gets for local use. The average

quantity is about 1120 lbs. per annum, or about

1 lb. to every 27 acres. This island is in a better

position than any other I visited, for the pro-

duction of comb honey, owing to the vast plan-

tations of limes, the property of the Sturgis

Montserrat Lime-juice Co. The honey is very

superior, being much like the South-European
orange-bloom honey, and commands quite a

high price locally—about 5 cts. per lb., being

put up in empty whisky-bottles, which, I com-
pute, hold about 2}>4 lbs. each. The surplus

honey finds a ready market in Trinidad.

I here found my time was exhausted, and was
hence obliged to givfe up any extended visit to

Cuba. Hayti, and Jamaica, which, of course,

are the great bee-keeping islands, and I am
writing this at Barbadoes, on my way home.

[I will explain to onr readers, that Mr. Blow
is one of the leading-supply dealers in England.
He has traveled extensively throughout Con-
tinental Europe, and to some extent in the
United States.—Ed.]

with the ability to sting, it can make its pres-

ence felt, and its memory a "possession for

ever." One species is frequently two feet in

diameter, and moves about in schools, or shoals,

which oftentimes are sufflcient to interfere

with the progress of boats. Irridescent in the

sunlight and phosphorescent in the twilight

and darkness, their course is a path of light.

The jelly-fish is the glass-umbrella of the sea,

and in place of the handle are numerous deli-

cate filamentary tentacles. By the contraction

and expansion of the muscular umbrella-like

body, the creature makes its way through the

water. Its tentacles, however, contain a sting

and a poison-cell, so that, while admiring its

beauty, one must remember the maxim, " Do
not touch me."

All animals' bodies are partially water; but

the jelly-fish contains only about thirty grains

of solid matter out of a possible ten pounds of

weight. Many a person who has admired the

beauty of the floating jelly-fish has been sur-

prised to find it almost vanish after it had been

caught. A story is told of a thrifty farmer who
collected loads of jelly-fish, thinking to fertilize

his land therewith, but found that he had
rather discovered a new method of salt-water

irrigation.

JELLY-FISH.

AN INTEKESTING DESCRIPTION OF THEM

By J. W. Bud.

The Discophera (disk-bearers), such as jelly-

fish, sea-nettle, etc., are a very numerous, at-

tractive, and (under some circumstances) trou-

blesome community in the waters of the ocean.

They seem restricted to no temperature or clime.

They exhibit the most infinite variation in size,

form, and color. Many of them add to their

personal charms the phosphorescence which is

so charming a feature of evenings at the sea-

side. Their delicate tissues assume all imag-

inable forms, and rival the magic of the kalei-

doscope. The arms proceed from beneath the

umbrella-like disk, and resemble the four posts

of some grotesque arbor. The mouth, when
existing, is placed in the lower wall of the disk,

and is furnished with tentacles. A common
species has a multitudeof filamentary tentacles

which resemble a fringe dropped from tlie seat

of a chair; these it entwines about any object

of contact. As each one of them is endowed

DRUGS FOR FOUL BROOD.

WHY THE OPPOSITION TO THE DRUG METHOD.

By F. L. Thomjjson.

At various times in the past you have said

that you took no stock in drugs for the cure of

foul brood. I differ with you, if you meant that

drugs never cured foul brood. We have had
cases enough, with three dlff'ereut drugs, to

prove that they do. Cheshire and others (among
them one of our county inspector.^) have suc-

ceeded in curing foul brood with carbolic acid;

Ed. Bertrand cured 37 colonies with salicylic

acid; and others in Switzerland have recently

succeeded with formic acid. In the face of

such evidence we are justified in simply disre-

garding the assertion which Mr. McEvoy and

others make, that foul brood can not be cured

with drugs.

But it seems a little singular to me that en-

ergy should be wasted in these fruitless asser-

tions when there is another evident loop-hole by

which the drug cure (for that is the proper

term) can be attacked; namely, its great slow-

ness. Even lysol, for which so much is claim-

ed, took three weeks to effect a cure. Now, if

one man's sick colonies were all he had to look

out for, the drug cure would be the thing,

though it needs skill and thoroughness, as many
have failed with it; but when there is danger

that not only his remaining healthy colonies,

but also his neighbors' bees, will be infected,

while he is puttering over his drug cure, it is

evident that we, as a community of bee-keep-
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ers, can not allow it. There is nothing better

than the old way of inspectors and transferring,

or possibly the Baldridge method as amended
in the August Review.

But where I am criticising you, Mr. Editor

(and nearly every writer on the subject, for

that matter), is right here: Here are all these

drugs, of such proven efficacy in their relation

to Bacillus nlvei that they will stamp it out,

even when it has accumulated in such propor-

tions as to cause the death of the brood; and,

on the other hand, there is foul brood itself;

and no one who has not been through the mill

can realize what a disagreeable .job it is to deal

with, not to speak of the loss. Is there not the

strongest kind of presumption that some one of

the drugs mentioned can and ought to be used

as a preventive by bee-keepers who are any-

where near foul brood, and that every contri-

bution to drugs as cures ought to be eagerly

welcomed, whether slow or not, for the good it

may do in prevention'^ Our wise shakes of the

head ought to be reserved for the impractical

method of relying on drugs, without transfer-

ring, after the disease has obtained a foothold.

So much for a priori grounds. Are there

any a posteriori? Yes, and good ones, though
not extensive as yet. I have not at hand the

number of the Progressive (page 76, 1894) which
contains what I refer to; but the following is

Mr. Hasty's comment: " D. L. Tracy, of Den-
ver, makes a success of preventing foul brood

by the use of dilute carbolic acid. For four

years neighbors all around had it badly, and
he escaped. He merely sprinkled heavily the

tops of the frames three times each breeding

season. Formula: Carbolic acid Jl ; salt' 3 ;

water 2Ufi. D(One part of carbolic acid to 300 of

water, and a level tablespoonful of salt to every
pint of the mixture is an easier way to remem-
ber it.) Easy enough to try. But don't put on
iire-proof paint as a preventive after your
building is all ablaze at one end. That's about
the way half the boys would do—if they did

any thing." But that last statement shouU
not be construed to indicate that preventives

should not be made known for fear they would
be taken as cures. The rest of us ought not to

suffer, even if some men are fools.

The first year I began bee-keeping I had to

transfer all I had—30 colonies—on account of

foul brood. Being a novice, and pressed with
other work, my colonies were so weakened that
they took until the fall of the second year to

build up; and the second spring after, the
spring count was 7 to show for the original 20.

A knowledge of a preventive, and a sense of the

desirability of using it (which the bee-papers
do not give) at the time I bought my bees,

would have saved me SlOO at the least. It is a

terrible mistake, sometimes, to be too cautious,

when nothing would be lost by venturing.

Let us admit that a colony in full robbing
career would contract the disease anyhow, pre-

ventives or no preventives; still, the evidence
that the preventives would make a great dif-

ference in the degree to which that colony
would be afflicted is strong. Compare Mr. R. L.
Taylor's occasional plan of holding the dread
disease in check by the use of medicated feed

until the close of the season—not that such a
procedure is to be recommended; but for evi-

dence, it is just what we want. But in the
majority of cases it is probable that the
disease does not begin by excessive robbing. A
taste here and there, and a bee entering the
wrong hive occasionally, are mainly what we
have to look out for, and are precisely the con-
ditions which we have very strong reasons to

suppose would be rendered harmless by those
drugs which have been able to effect cures.

Mr. Adams, the inspector for Boulder County,
who constantly uses and recommends the form-
ula referred to, and can furnish other evidence
besides what I have given, spoke of it at the
meeting of the State Association last April, but
said plainly that he did not recommend it as a
cure. After learning about it I told a near
neighbor, who had about 3.50 colonies among
which he had discovered two cases of foul

brood shortly before, that I would apply the
method to the rest if he would furnish the ma-
terials. He agreed, and I did so. Neither his

bees nor mine showed a trace of the disease

last season. Perhaps they would not have
done so anyway; but who knows? I do know
this, though; that, if the disease had spread
among those 250 colonies with the same rapidi-

ty that it did among my 30, the labor, the loss,

and the vexation would have been enormous.
Another use of drugs, and an important one,

is in treating colonies after they have been
transferred. That is the very time when, if by
any hook or crookf a drop of foul-broody honey
should be left exposed, they would be apt to

get it; and such treatment is especially desir-

able when, for any reason, the remaining colo-

nies have to be transferred during the day, in-

stead of in the evening—and that is quite often

the case^when there are many to attend to.

Experience soon shows that the assumption,
that more than a very, very few colonies can be
properly transferred by one or two persons,

after the bees have stopped flying and before it

gets dark, is fallacious. Robber-bees fly as

late as they can see, anyhow; and the average
bee-keeper can not muster a gang of men for

this business, even if he could afford it. Here
is where the Baldridge method, if approved
will be a boon indeed. I transferred most of

mine during the day (after a few frantic and
unsuccessful attempts to do it up in the eve-

ning), and fed a part of them with medicated
honey, after boiling. At this time the bees had
begun to show a slight propensity to rob, the

main flow being over. If I had to do it again

I would sprinkle the hives of all after transfer-

ring, and give medicated food to all. The next
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spring but two colonies showed slight indica-

tions of foul brood, and were again transferred.

If I had known of drugs as a preventive, per-

haps not even that much would have reappear-

ed.
" An ounce of prevention is worth a ton of

cure," said one of our Denver bee-keepers, re-

ferring to foul brood; and every one who has

had it among his bees will say amen. The
question becomes doubly important when we
reflect that, as Mr. Getaz suggests, whatever

cures foul brood will probably cure paralysis,

and therefore prevent it. No, sir: we can not

go back on drugs yet. I move that the bee-

papers change their attitude in this respect.

Arvada, Colo., Mar. 4.

[I sincerely wish there were a reliable drug
cure; and I shall be only too glad if such has
been found.

I believe I never said that carbolic and sali-

cylic acid would not cure; but the former, at
least, seemed to do no good in our case. I tried

(or, rather, a college jfriend for me) carbolic
acid diluted according to Cheshire. A quantity
of this mixture was introduced into test-tubes
containing pure cultures (i. e.. the growing
germs of foul brood in beef-gelatine). Did it

kill them? Not at all.

Every one, so far as I know, has been success-
ful with the mere starvation (or foundation
and clean hive) plan; but very few by the drug
plan; hence I have recommended the former.

I am not opposed to the drugs, and I sincerely
hope that the time will come when we all shall

be able to use them with satisfaction, because
it will be far cheaper. Perhaps you will be in-

terested in the foUowins: very readable article

from Mr. Gravenhorst: but don't forget to note
that he says foul brood will go ofif many times
of itself. If he is correct, and I think he is, it is

easy to explain some of the drug cures.

—

Kd.]

LYSOL

ITS USE AS A CURE FOR FOUL BROOD; CRUDE
CARBOLIC ACID PREFESiRED TO THE

REFINED.

By C. J. H. Oravenhorst.

Referring to a report from Germany, where a

Mr. Fulde has cured foul brood by means of a

new disinfectant, lysol. Dr. C. D. Miller asked
in Gleanings, page 88. "What's lysol? and will

it work as well in the English language as in

the German?" The editor remarks thereon:
" I should be interested, also, in knowing
whether the disease stayed away. Perhaps Mr.

Gravenhorst will answer the question."

Yes, I will answer the question according to

the best information I can get. I have not

tried lysol, because I did not know of it before

September of last year.

The new disinfectant has been manufactured
for a few years by Schi'ilke it Mayr, at Ham-
burg, Germany. They produced it from coal-

tar. It has a brown color, and smells like tar.

In Germany it is to be had in every drugstore,

and perhaps in America also. Mr. Fulde pur-

chased a bottle of lysol for 2} .3 cents, and there-

with cured his bees, which were badly infected

with foul brood. He took ten pounds of sugar-

syrup, boiled and skimmed it, and mixed it up

with 24 drops of lysol and 4 drops of carbolic

acid. He gave a colony a soup-plate full of this

food. After three days he found the sick larvte

dry in their cells, and in a lapse of three weeks

not a trace of foul brood was to be found in his

colonies. They were sound, and did swarm.

Later he has fed lysol in the same way, partic-

ularly in the spring, to protect his bees against

foul brood. He never saw a trace of it again.

That's all I know about lysol. I hope some
of the German and American bee-keepers will

try the new disinfectant. It would be a great

benefit to bee-keeping if lysol should prove to

be a remedy for such a rapidly spreading disease

as foul brood. Then it would be a trifle for

every one to cure the malady himself. How-
ever, I confess that I do not have such confi-

dence in lysol as Mr. Fulde has. Experienced

bee-keepers in Germany, and I myself, too, are

of the opinion that the disease will disappear,

oftentimes, without any cure other than a good
honey-flow, when good sound honey is coming
in, and that most of the remedies tried in such
cases did not cure foul brood at all. The good
honey-flow only, did it, nothing more. Hun-
dreds of remedies have been recommended, but,

when tried, they would not work as was
claimed. May be that, in one or the other case,

the remedy was not used as it should have been

;

but I think most of the recommended remedies

are worthless, and rest upon illusion.

On account of the importance of the matter,

it may not be out of the way to report concern-

ing a disinfectant that I have used nearly

twenty years, with such resu>ts, that, for my
part, I hold the foul brood question as fully

solved. I have had to fight hard against foul

brood, as I resided in Brunswick, and, later,

here in Wilsnack; but I have never lost one
colony by it. I had to guard my apiaries

against neighboring bees infected with foul

brood, in apiaries only a thousand paces, or less

than half a mile, distant. Well, it was a very

bad position for myself; but I have fought it

out. In a few cases, where the neighboring

apiaries were lost by foul brood, I have found
in some of my hives slight traces of the disease.

However, they disappeared swiftly by my treat-

ment. I used, and have used till to-day, al-

though I have not at present any apiaries near
by that are infected with foul brood, carbolic

acid—not the refined article you get at the

drugstore in the shape of white crystals, but
black and unrefined carbolic acid, which is in-

termingled with coal-tar, and mostly used as

paint. Refined carbolic acid is too strong, and
the sanative power of the tar is absent in it. I

am of the opinion that just the tar, in connec-

tion with the carbolic acid, has much to do in

the cure of foul brood, as Dr. Preuss said.

He was the first bee-keeper who studied

foul brood. This opinion is confirmed by
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another prominent German bee-keeper, Mr.

Schroeder. at Frankfort-on-Main, who has

mixed up refined carbolic acid half and half

with coal tar, and thus cured foul brood. I,

however, prefer the unrefined carbolic acid, not

this mixture. Although among foul-brood-in-

fected apiaries at Brunswick, I have never lost

a, colony by this disease: yes, and I have cured

the foul-broody apiaries of my neighbors, except

one. which was a total loss, as the owner was
careless and did not follow my directions. I

bought his hives and combs, disinfected them,

and used them without harm to my bees. All

the bee-keepers who followed my directions

strictly, succeeded in getting rid of the disease.

To guard my bees against infection by foul

brood. I take J^ gallon rain water, add to it a

teaspoonful of unrefined carbolic acid, and stir

it. With a brush, dipped in this solution, I

wash the bottom -boards every spring, after the

first cleansing flight. By doing this I destroy

not only the germs of foul brood, but also the

eggs of bee-lice and wax-moth which may be

there. In badly infected apiaries, I found now
now and then some traces of foul brood in some
of my colonies. Then I applied such a washing
every eight days. The steam of this solution

disinfected the bees, the food, and the cells.

Now and then I examine the brood-combs of a

auspicious colony, and when I see that there are

many empty cells which I had seen some eight

days before filled with eggs or larvie, I am sure

I have before me the first traces of foul brood.

The bees, in helping themselves, had borne

out the dead larvte. Then, among the capped
brood are to be seen many empty cells. Should
I find, besides this, some sunken cells, and, after

opening them, that brownish, tough matter in

them, I spray such combs besides washing the

bottom-boards by means of a "refraicheur,"

with a warm solution of four or five drops of ray

carbolic acid to a teacup of water, thoroughly
mixed up in a bottle. This does no harm to the

open or sealed brood. Besides this treatment
I feed now and then such infected colonies with

sugar syrup and add to a teacupful of the food

three or four drops of my carbolic acid.

Colonies badly infected with foul brood I

treat in the following manner: At a time when
the bees will build comb I brush them upon
starters in clean hives, wash the bottom-boards,

and feed the bees with those solutions of food 1

have mentioned above. I have found out that
starters are better than foundations. I give

only four or five frames with starters according
to the size of the swarm: and later, before the

combs are finished; and, further, only founda-
tions. The combs of the colonies I render part

in'o wax and part are disinfected. Outof some
of the badly infected colonies I hunt the queen.
When all the brood is emerged from the sound
cells, I brush also the bees upon starters; or if

the bees do not build combs, from want of a

honey-flow, upon comb foundation or disinfected

combs. Later in the season, when comb-build-
ing is out of the question, I unqueen the colonies

and unite tlie bees, after all brood is emerged,
with those I had brushed upon starters. Then
the combs are disinfected. This I do in the
following manner: At first I uncap the cells,

then I lay one frame after the other in a vessel

filled with a solution such as I use for washing
—perhaps a little stronger. The comb floats on
the solution. Now I take a hand-syringe and
squirt the solution with all my force into the

cells to fill them, first on one side, then on the

other. This is necessary, as otherwise the cells

will not be filled to the bottom; the foul -broody

matter will not give way, and the solution will

not penetrate it. If all cells on both sides are

well filled, then I extract the solution by means
of an extractor, or by jerking the combs, and
then hang them up to dry. After from eight to

fourteen days in the open air, when they do not

smell any more of carbolic acid, I use them as I

would any other good combs.

The infected hives were also washed inward
thoroughly with the washing solution, and,

after laying two or three weeks in the open air,

were used as new ones.

I am so very cautious in this matter that I

wash the inside of every hive in the spring, ex-

cept the new ones, with my disinfectant, before

I put in a new colony. I need not say that all

the tools used by infected colonies must be dis-

infected; also, that one must wash his hands
after he has had to do with infected bees.

I know, however, that American bee-keepers

do not have much confidence in the carbolic-

acid cure of foul brood; but it is a question

whether they treated their sick colonies with a

remedy that is composed of and used in my way.
If it is true, what Fulde says about lysol. and

if he is not misled, as are so many others who
recommend foul-brood remedies, then lysol will

surpass the unrefined carbolic acid as a disin-

fectant for foul brood, especially as it is em-
ployed with less labor and cost. On the other

hand, if lysol does not prove to be such a remedy
as is claimed, then I will use the unrefined car-

bolic acid in my way, as I have done till now,
which has saved rae from any loss by foul brood
under dangerous circumstances.

Lysol consists of cresylic acid made soluble in

water by a patented process, by means of sapon-
ification. It is a powerful disinfectant and
antiseptic, and is largely in use in the hospitals

of the Old World as a substitute for the less

active but highly poisonous carbolic acid. It is

further much employed in horticulture, where
it has proved, in weak solutions, a very active

remedy against vermin and parasites of all

kinds. It is manufactured by Schiilke Sc Mayr,
Hamburg, and sold by their general agents for

the United States, Lehn ilk Fink, 128 William
Street, New York. It is put up in 1-lb. bottles,

at 60 cents.

Wilsnack, Germany, March 9, 1895.
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BEE-KEEPING IN CUBA.

60,000 LBS. HONEY PEK YEAR, AND LOOKING
TOWARD A QUARTER OF A MILLION; FOUL

BROOD IN CUBA INCURABLE.

By W. W. Somcrford.

Mr. Root:—In your footnote, Jan. 15, to Mr.

Fred L. Craycraft's letter from Cuba, you say

some of your readers would perhaps like to

view some pictures of Cuban shed or house

apiaries.

No. 1 is a picture of a part of the main shed

that covers Mr. A. W. Osburn's 700 hives that

with his record-book of queens, for he believes

in keeping up with them closely, and breeding

queens only that " give results " in the way of

honey-gathering. Hanging from the plate of

the shed you will see scores of Miller feeders,

which are used to advantage during the rainy

season only. His honey-carts you will also see

in the main alley between the rows of hives.

The eaves of the shed come down so near the

ground, and guava-bushes grow up so thick

and close, that bees hardly ever sting a person

while working underthe roof, and are not much
inclined to rob. You may ask why the bush-

FIG. 1.—A SHEDDED APIARY IN CUBA; A. W. OSBURX IN THE FOREGROUND.

are all under one roof—twelve miles west of

Havana, near the little town of Puntabrava.

Fully 17,(X)0 square feet of tile and corrugated

iron roofing is required to cover the apiary, one

main shed running straight up the hill 300 ft.,

crossed by two others of about the same length,

all opening into or joining the main shed,

thus makingall convenientlysituatedup the hill

from the honey -house and that big steam hon-

ey-extractor.

Mr. Osburn uses a honey-cart that holds 7.5 or

more combs at a time, and it is a downhill pull

to his honey-house; so, hauling in his tons of

honey is only fun for his son Harry, who is an

expert in all the branches of the industry, hav-

ing been raised from childhood in an apiary,

and continually among the bees, for his father

has for years been one of the largest honey-

producers on the island, or anywhere else, for

that matter. His average crop is about 60.000

lbs. annually, which he intends, if honey goes

much lower, to increase to a "'quarter of a

million " per annum.
You can, as usual, see Mr. O. at his desk.

es are not cut away. Because they save honey,

or the consumption of honey, by keeping the

bees quiet during the long hot summer days,

which is very essential in hot climates; for

hives well shaded will have plenty of stores,

while those in the sun will be starving.

Picture No. 2 is an interior view of the Casa-
nova apiary, situated 21 miles east of Havana,
and at present in charge of my brother, Fred O.

ISomerford, who has resided in Cuba over four

years, continually among the bees, and has
had, I presume, as much experience with foul

brood as anyone during the past four years,

never being without it, scarcely, during the

whole time. He, like Mr. Taylor, has conclud-

ed that it can be transmitted by foundation
made of foul-brood combs.

Mr. A. W. Osburn, who has had varied ex-

periences with the disease in California as well

as in Cuba, thinks, like myself, that foul brood

in a hot climate, and in largti apiaries, is some-
thing too progressive for any remedy yet known
to the fraternity. I have, after reading all the

fossil works on the subject, and experimenting
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for three years with various remedies, such as

phenol, starvation, melting up all combs, scald-

ing hives, killing queens, caging all queens 21

days to stop breeding for a time, v/hile new
combs were being built out, come to the con-

clusion that a new and more effectual remedy
will have to come along before much foul brood

in the tropics is eradicated except by total

annihilation, which surely follows if the disease

is not checked each year by melting all combs
and putting the bees on new foundation.

I have lost 350 colonies by the disease—worth
in Cuba not less than 11000, and all my neigh-

never uses German script, but plain English
letters, so his writing is read as easily as the
printed page. But here's his letter, which
loses by the translation:

My experience agrees with yours iti the matters
you mention, except tlie case in which you saw a
queen kill a worker. To balance tliat, I once had a
young- queen sting me, which I had taken out of an
after-swarm, and held in my closed hand. The
sting did not remain in the flesh, and it was less

painful than that of a worker. Since then I have
had in my hand thousands of queens young and old,

but have never again been stung by one.

FIG. 3.—CASANOVA APIARY, CUBA.

bors around have shared my fate, or their bees

have.

Navasota, Tex. (at present).

BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATIONS IN GERMANY.

WHY THEIR MEMUERSHTPS ARE SO LARGE.

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

I have a letter which I esteem very highly,

not only because it clears up a matter concern-

ing which I have for a long time been curious

—

the reason why the Germans have such large

bee-conventions—but also because it comes
from one whom I am proud to number among
my friends, the able editor of the Deutsche II-

lustrierte Bienenzeitung (German Illustrated

Bee Journal), who is already well known to

the readers of Gleanings through his contri-

butions to its pages. I wish I could show to

all of you his writing. Although past his

threescore and ten, the address on the envelope

would easily be taken for copper-plate. Al-

though his letters are in the German language,

in pity for my lack of familiarity therewith he

I have read in Gleanings for January 1 your
statement concerning the number of members of

the German Central Association, as also the remark
of Ernest Root. Now I will impart to you the

secret why it happens that the Centralverein (Cen-

tral Association) has such a large membership, and
if you wish you can betray the secret to Ernest.

In thickly populated Germany there are minis-

ters and teachers wlio form about them little

Vereine (societies or associations) wliose members
generally meet monthly or quarterly. Every one
wlio has bees, even if only a couple of colonies, al-

lows himself to be enrolled, without attending each
meeting tliat is appointed. These small Vereine
obtain at a very low price one of the reasonable

bee-journals, as the Coitralhlatt or Lcipzlger Bienen-

zeitung for 1 mark (26c), or 6.5 pfennig (about 13c) a

year. Many of these small Vereine have their own
bee-journals, wliich then cost more, but never more
than 50cents. These small Vereine (Special-Vereine)

are united to tlie Centralvereine of the different

provinces or small states. For example, in Mark,
my province of the kingdom of Prussia, the Mark-
ische Centralverein consists of 77 Specialvereine,

with 1539 members, who, in the fall of 1894, put into

winter quarters 15,000 colonies.

Now comes, however, the principal thing, which
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explains all. All the Centralvereine receive a grant

or allowance from the government yearly, and all

the members share alike in this grant. Whoever is

not in a Verein has no sliare in the money wliich the

government grauts yearly. Many of the Central-

vereine receive so large an allowance that they

deliver to their members one or more bee-journals

free.

At the large conventions, where all the Central-

vereine come together, extra money comes from
the government, and even from private sources,

from which premiums are offered, transportation

paid orr objects for exhibition, and often free rail-

way passage, as well as payment for articles dam-
aged or lost in transit. In Vienna, at the conven-

tion which I reported in Gleanings, it went even

so far that the members had their common meals,

including wine, /ree. "There's the rub," says Ham-
let I Whoever is not a member of a Verein must
wipe his mouth—that is, he gets nothing of all this.

I once traveled to a convention of this kind with a

man who admitted that he no longer kept bees, but

had himself enrolled in a Verein, and paid his dues
of 30 cents, for which he received the bee-journal

and the opportunity of visiting strange places. In

our deliberations at Kiel he took no part, but prob-

ably in all the favors, visit to the museum, man-of-

war, etc.

Yes, friend Miller, you must set all sail to pro-

cure such a cement in your States, which will not

only secure many members, but also hold them to-

gether. Freundlich gruessend,

C. J. H. Gbavenhorst.

For one, I feel like giving a vote of thanks

for this information. Just the thing we needed.

Now, can any thing of the kind be done in this

country? The answer has always been that

distances are too great and bee-keepers too

scattered. Eight there is the rock on which
we have always split, depending for member-
ship solely on those who could attend the meet-

ing. You will readily see that not all the mem-
bers attend the German conventions; but the

inducements are sufficient to make a man keep

up his membership, even if he never attended

a single meeting. So while our great distances

may count against the largest attendance at

conventions, it counts for nothing whatever
against a large membership.
The only thing needed, then, to bring us up

on a level with Germany, and, for that matter,

with Canada, is to get the grant from the pub-

lic treasury. I think I hear some one say, " Oh 1

there's no use. We can't get any thing of the

kind." How do you know we can't? I feel

quite sanguine that there's just as much enter-

prise here as abroad; and if we go at it in the

right way we can get all the help we need. In-

deed, something has already been done. The
bee-keepers of Illinois succeeded in getting, at

least for one year, an appropriation of S500. It

was given to the State society, with the ex-

press stipulation that it should be used to

spread information—in other words, to publish

their report. Good was done by it; but it had
very little effect in the direction of increasing

membership. Probably a large number had

the benefit of the reports who were never mem-
bers of the society, and, under existing circum-

stances, never will be. With a large member-
ship it would be much easier to get an appro-

priation from the State legislature.

Now, suppose the Illinois society receives an-

other grant of $^00\ how would it do for them
to profit by the example of their foreign breth-

ren? I think it could be so managed as to

make the society five or ten times as large, and
still keep within the restriction that the money
must be used for spreading information. Let's

figure. Suppose the society make arrange-

ments to furnish free to its members a bee-

journal, and on any one of them it could prob-

ably get special rates so that, at the highest, it

would pay not more than 80 cents per copy, the

journal publishing in full the society's report.

Now, suppose the membership-fee be placed at

2.5 or .50 cents. Does any one doubt that a large

number would be induced to join who are not

now members, and many who now take no bee-

paper would do so by paying to the society less

than the regular subscription price of the pa-

per, without saying any thing about the privi-

lege of membership ? Let's see how the thing

would come out if the annual fee be placed at

35 cents. Allow $hO to be reserved for expenses,

and we have $450 left. Each member pays in

•J5 cents, and the society takes that, and 55

cents more, to make out the 80 cents it must
pay for his paper. It seems clear that the so-

ciety can afford to do that just as many times

as 55 cents is contained in the $450. If I figure

straight, that would make 818 members. Could

not get 818? Well, then It could reduce the

fee, making it only 10 cents per member, and
take in 64:.' members. There's a power in num-
bers, and I believe the thing to work for lies in

that direction. The fact that such a thing is

done in one State will give strong leverage to

work upon the legislature of another State.

Don't you believe that, if bee-keepers push as

they might, in a few years there might be large

societies in each State?

Marengo, 111.

[We are always glad to get anything from the
pen of that practical German bee-keeper and
bee-writer, C. J. H. Gravenhorst. If our read-
ers do not know him through his own most ex-
cellent journal, they surely do know him to
some extent from his writings in our journal.
On account of the magnificent (geographical)

distances, I am afraid, as you suggest, we shall
never be able to see a complete realization of
such a plan as is now in vogue in Germany.
Our country is made of so many little countries,
and so much has to be done through State ap-
propriations, that it is very difficult to get any
thing from the national government to help all

bee-keepers alike. Instead of concentrating
any great effort on any particular State. I should
be more in favor of getting an appropriation, if

times ever do get better, from the powers that
be, at Washington. A State association, no
matter how flourishing, would never be more
than a Slate organization.—Ed.J
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KARLY SWAKMS.

Question.—I am desirous of securing early

swarms. Would there be again or loss along

this line by putting on surplus cases of sections?

Ansiocr.—lt might be safe to say that, tak-

ing early swarms into consideration, there

would be a disadvantage or tendency toward a

few days' delay, if the surplus arrangement is

put upon the hive before the bees swarm. Heat

is one of the elements in forcing early swarms;

hence, by putting on the surplus arrangement

before the hive is crowded with bees, much
of the heat from the colony will be distributed

up among the sections, which would retard

swarming, as it also does brood-rearing. If

early swarms are what we must have, even if

we have to sacrifice other values, then it is best

to keep the top of the hive as close as possible,

and stimulate the bees by feeding them or

otherwise. Later on, when the hive becomes
crowded with bees, and preparations for

swarming begun, the placing-on of sections

may not delay it. But if we count surplus

honey a gain, then I can conceive where there

would be a gain in putting on sections as soon

as our main honey-harvest opened, as it is often

the case that, with all our crowding and de-

siring early swarms, the bees will obstinately

refuse to swarm, when we not only fail to ac-

complish what we are after, but lose a part or

all of the honey crop we might have had if we
had put on the sections at the proper time. I

verily believe, that, during the past, when con-

ducting experiments along Ibis line, I have sus-

tained more loss by trying to force swarms by
crowding the bees than by giving them too

much room. Hence my advice of late years

has been to place the section'* on the hives at

the proper time, no matter whether swarming
is desired or otherwise, resting assured that,

with the majority of bee-keepers, moi'e swarms
will issue, when doing our best to secure a good
crop of section honey, than we could expect

under any conditions, and fully enough to sat

isfy any reasonable person.

WHEN TO PUT ON SECTIONS.

Qiiestion.~\Yhen is the proper time to put on
sections for surplus ?

Ansioer.—Xo set time as to month or day can
be given for putting on sections in any locality,

as all depends on the strength of colony and the

time of the opening of the blossoms which give

us our main honey crop, both of which are ad-

vanced or retarded in accord with the earliness

or lateness of the season. Some say, put on all

surplus arrangements as soon as the first buds
giving our surplus honey are about bursting

open, no matter about the strength of the colo-

nies. Others tell us to put on sections as soon

as the colonies are strong enough, without any
reference to the time of the blooming of the

flowers, they saying, " It is a mistake to put off

putting on sections till the honey harvest is

upon the bees, as they will sometimes waste

time looking through the surplus apartment
before going to work." I can not agree with

either of the above, as it savors too much of

the old " luck in bee-keeping " we used to hear

so much about, and does not give credit to any
apiarist of managing his business intelligently.

After years of experimenting, to know just

when the sections should be placed upon the

hive, I have arrived at this: Wait about put-

ting the sections on till the hive becomes popu-

lous with bees and the combs well filled with

brood, and till the bees are securing enough
honey from the fields to begin to lengthen the

cells along the tops of the combs next the top-

bars of the frames, or build little bits of comb
here and there about the hive. When we see

this it is time to put on th"e sections; for if we
delay longer we are sure to lose in time and
honey; while if we place sections on the hive,

no matter how populous with bees it may be,

before any honey is coming in from the fields,

we shall lose by the bees gnawing or tearing

down more or less of the foundation placed in

the sections. If we use only starters of natural

comb in our sections, then they can be placed

on the hive as soon as the colonies are strong in

bees and brood, if we so desire; but even then 1

can see nothing gained over the other, unless

we are liable to be crowded for time at the

right time for putting them on. If my memory
serves me rightly. Dr. Miller has put forth the

claim that it is only after the honey season is

over that the bees gnaw holes in and tear down
foundation, which may be correct with him in

his locality; but with me bees always mutilate

foundation in the sections, more or less, at any
time of the year when an abundance of num-
bers, or hot weather, crowds them into the sec-

tions at a time when there is no honey coming
in. I had scores of sections one season in

which all the upper half of the foundation

was gnawed away but a little strip or neck

about i^^ to }i of an inch in width; and when
honey began to come in. and the foundation

was woiked out. it twisted and turned to such

an extent that it was attached to the separa-

tors on either side, thus spoiling such sections

for market when they came to be removed, as

the honey would be set to running in getting

the combs loose from the sections

WHEN TO PUT ON SECTIONS ON NEW SWARMS.
Question.—When is it best to put on sections

on a hive having a new swarm?
Answer.—That will depend somewhat on

how you work. If your swarm is large, and
you have full sheets of foundation in the brood-

frames, it is well to place a case of sections

(and they should also be filled with foundation)
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right on the hive when the swarm is run in;

but should you fill the sections with foundation,

and use only starters in the brood-frames the

queen would be likely to go into the sections to

deposit her first eggs unless a queen-excluder

were used, in which case she could not get into

the sections, no matter how the hive was ar-

ranged below. With nothing but starters in

the brood-frames, and no queen-excluder used,

then it is best to wait about putting on sections

till the queen has commenced laying in the

new comb built below, when the sections can

be put on without fear of brood in them. The
plan I consider the best, and the one I use more
largely than any other, is, to contract the

brood-chamber to two-thirds its usual size, us-

ing only frames having starters in them of

foundation about half an inch wide, on too of

which is placed a queen excluding honey-

board. The new hive thus prepared is set on

the stand of the parent colony while the swarm
is out. and the sections from the removed hive

placed over the qUeen-excluder on the new,

when the swarm is hived in this new hive on

the old stand, when the old or parent colony is

placed at some distance away on a new stand

Vhich we wish it to occupy. In this way work

does not stop in the sections at all, and we. as a

rule, get the frames in the contracted brood-

chamber filled with nice straight worker combs,

at a less cost to us than the purchasing of

foundation and fitting it into wired frames.

THE DIVISIBLE-BROOD-CHAMBER HIVE.

By Homy Producer.

is to obtain his product at the least cost possi-

ble. Where this is accomplished, his hive will

be so constructed, and its manipulation such

that he applies the principles of bis art to each
individual colony, 1, with the greatest effective-

ness; and, 2, with the least expenditure of labor.

However, be our hive construction and manip-
ulation never so good, we can not force the

productiveness of any colony beyond the limit

of its ability, nor, on the other hand, lessen the

labor of manipulation beyond the point of

profitable efPectiveness. We see, therefore, that,

in order to be the most effective, these two ele-

ments must be made as weighty as possible, and
so adjusted in our hive that it will exactly bal-

ance upon its fulcrum, honey-production.

It must also be remembered that the natural

principles which govern tha developraentof the

honey gathering and storing instinct of our

bees can not be changed, but that the methods

of applying them can, and that they either

hinder or help the effectiveness of these prin-

ciples. That the sectional hive and system,

from which we can not with justice separate

the name of James Heddon, lis inventor and
patentee, requires, in practically applying prin-

ciples, the least known amount of labor, does

not seem to have been generally disputed, ex-

cept by some who, for some cause, have been

troubled with brace-combs between the sections;

but that it is also pre-eminently adapted to the

most cifecttue application of these same prin-

ciples to the colony it contains, and hence to

the securing of the greatest amount of honey

from each individual colony, is ignored by a

few. disputed by some, doubted by others, and

entirely overlooked by many.

THE PRINCIPLES OF THE HEDDON HIVE SET
FORTH BY AN ADMIRER OF

HIS SYSTEM.

In all the arts with which we have to do, there

are certain governing principles or laws peculiar

to each, with which we have to comply if we
wish to accomplish a certain definite result;

and, reasoning at least from analogy, honey

-

production and hive-construction should be, and

are, no exception to the rule. However, as with

the farmer, so also with the bee-keeper, there

are climatic and other conditions or principles

over which he has no control, and which affect

the obtaining of the object he has in view, thus

giving varying results, no matter how correctly

and effectively he has applied those which he

can control.

The honey-producer applies the principles of

his art largely through his hive, which fact

shows its important relation to the cost of his

product. Like other producers, his first object

The cut is a good representation of this hive.

^ is the stand, Iv the loose bottom-board and

two loose entrance-blocks; B and If are shallow

brood-cases, one or more of which are used for

a brood-chamber. Each is of five Langstroth-

frame comb capacity, and contains eight shal-

low combs in close-fitting end-frames, which
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also closely fit their case endwise, and are sup-

ported on tin rests, and held tightly together

and securely in position by a thumbscrew at

either end, which arrangement allows the cases

to be handled in any position as one solid whole,

and yet, by loosening the thumbscrews, it leaves

the frames readily removable. M should be the

queen and brace-comb excluder, but is not shown
and is generally wrongly named " honey-board."

D and E are wide-frame surplus-cases for

comb honey. These have the same kind of

frame adjustment as the brood-cases which
are used forsurplus-cases when extracted honey

is wanted. F is the cover. Besides, there is the

escape and board which are not shown, and
without which the hive is incomplete, although

not a part of the invention. Each brood- case,

outside measure, is 19X inches lung, by 13 inches

wide, and 5fJ inches deep. The wide-frame

surplus-cases are the same length and breadth,

but only 5^ inches deep. Considering, now,

the size, shape, lightness, and construction of

the parts, you will see how admirably adapted

it is to its system of case (sometimes called

hive) manipulation, no matter whether of the

brood or surplus apartments, or these as used in

connection with each other or any of the other

parts of the hive, or of the hive as a whole, and
for which it is intended and expressly built.

When left to themselves, and under natural

conditions, bees will store a little of their honey
about the sides of their brood-nest; but the

great bulk of it will be above. Besides, they

store it as near the top of their hive as possible,

and for consumption use that lowest down and
nearest the brood. In breeding, the upper part

of the brood-nest is kept immediately next to

the honey. When the upper brood hatches, and
the honey-flow is suificient, the bees will fill

with honey the cells out o which it hatched,

thus continually working to connect the brood

and honey by filling with honey the s^iaWo?/;

space continually being created between them.

From these natural conditions we learn some
important principles as they relate to a hive's

construction and its manipulation.

1. That surplus cases should be added above
the brood-nest, and hence our hives built for top

storage.

2. That we should not compel our bees to

travel over honey at the top of the brood-nest

in order to store their honey, and hence the di-

vision between the surplus-apartment of our

hives and the brood-chamber should come right

where the brood and honey meet. In other

words, the construction of our hives, and man-
agement, should be such that there will be no
honey, or as little as practicable, at the top of

the brood-chamber when we wish the bees to

store in the surplus-cases above it.

3. That brood should extend under the whole
bottom surface of the surplus-cases; hence sur-

plus-cases should not extend endwise or side-

wise beyond the brood-chamber; neithershould

there be combs of honey beneath them, at

the sides of the brood-chamber. It is a fact,

that a brood-chamber of sufficient capacity,

and more than eight combs wide, is quite liable

to have its outside combs filled with honey;
hence a brood-chamber should not be more than
eight combs wide.

4. From principles two and three, we see that

any hive or system which attempts to fill the

brood-chamber with honey for winter stores,

either before or while the honey-harvest is on,

does so at the expense of important conditions

necessary to the development of the strongest

honey gathering and storing instinct of the bees.

5. That when one or more surplus-cases have
been filled sufficiently to justify the addition of

another, it should be placed right between the

brood and honey already stored, and, as might
also be inferred, and which experiment proves

true, the shallower the opening which we make
for storage between the brood and the honey
already stored, the stronger the instinct of the

bees to fill it. It is also much better that the

first surplus-case which is put on be shallow

rather than deep, and of large capacity.

6. A little reflection shows, and experience

proves it true, that the deeper the brood-cham-

ber the greater the liability to have honey

stored at the top of it by the bees, which they

will have to traveise to store honey in the sur-

plus-cases, greatly lessening their energy.

7. A little mathematical calculation shows,

too, that, the deeper the brood -chamber, the

less surface there can be above it for top stor-

age, and hence the deeper will the surplus-cases

have to be in order to have sufficient capacity,

in adding which the deeper will be the opening

made between the brood and honey, thereby

again lessening the instinct of our bees to fill

this space promptly.

8. It is a fact that, wlaen a brood -chamber is

larger than a queen can keep filled with brood,

the remaining space will be filled with honey.

We at once see, therefore, that such is a mis-

take, where we wish a brood-chamber tilled with

brood, and devoid of honey.

You will now look at the cut, carefully study

the hive, its shape, construction, and size of the

different parts, and connect therewith the fol-

lowing manipulation, and carefully compare

any and all of its bearings with the above prin-

ciples.

Suppose our colonies are in normal condition,

and ready for the surplus-cases at the opening

of the summer honey-flow. When we put on

the first case we will interchange the two brood-

cases—that is, place the upper one below and

the lower one above, and then put on the honey-

board and surplus-case. When this shalloiv

case is sufficiently filled, we will add another

on top of the honey-board and beneath it, and

so on with others as required upon the tiering-

up plan. You will notice now, 1, that the

brood-uest is flat on top instead of rounding;
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2, the brood extends to the very top of the

brood-chamber; 3, that the brood-nest was di-

vided where it was largest across, and thereby

the brood was. so to speak, spread out under-

neath the surplus-cases; 4, that placing the

honey where the bees want brood, induces them
to remove it and put brood in its place, thus

filling the brood-chamber with brood; .5. that,

in adding surplus-cases, we continually create

a shallow opening between the brood and honey
stored.

The swarms we hive in one brood-case; place

them upon the stand of the parent colony, and
give them the unfinished surplus from the same,

and add an empty case, if needed. From this

arrangement of the hive, you will notice the

following conditions which now exist: 1, the

brood-chamber will be filled with brood, because
of its small capacity ; 2, brood will extend to the

top bars, because of its shallowness; 3, when
filled with brood, it will extend under the whole
bottom surface of the surplus-cases; 4, the

whole body or bulk of the brood is nearer to the

surplus-cases than it can be brought by any
method of narrowing the brood-chamber to

contract it; and, also, the bees are in a more
compact form to work; ,5, that a shallow opening
between the honey stored and the brood-cham-
ber is established for storage.

In my opinion, with no other hive or system
that I know of can all the principles of honey-
production, as mentioned, be so easily and per-

fectly applied to our colonies, either before or

after swarming. " But," says some one, " there

are other things to be taken into consideration

if we are to be successful." True; but can the

most indulgent of editors be expected to permit
the space?

Just as I finished this article. Gleanings
came to hand; and you may guess of my sur-

prise upon finding another claiming nearly all

of the essential features of Mr. Heddon's hive
and system. However, it is a pretty late day to

succeed in this kind of work.

[As there are some who think the divisible-
brood-charaber hive is the coming system, I
have asked one of them (a user of the Heddon,
and one who thinks there is nothing like it) to
write it up for the Trade Notes department, and
this he has done in the foregoing. Along in the
same mail came, unsolicited, an article from
Ezra G. Smith, also an admirer of the Heddon
hive. He writes of it as follows:]

I want to say something about Heddon's hive.

You say in Gleanings. Mar. 15, that two-story
Langstroth hives were used years ago. That
is so; they were used, but not as divisible

brood-chambers. We had no way to restrict

the queen. It was intended and advertised,

sold, and used as a single-brood-chamber hive.

When the queen went above, it was not because
we wanted her to do that, but because we
could not help it. I have used the Quinby,
Langstroth ( Hoffman frame ) hives ; have
used the Heddon hive five or six years; and if I

had to go back to the other hive I would quit

the business. I can take care of my bees with
one-half the work that I formerly had to lay

out on them. I think the Heddon hive is as

much ahead of the other hives as those hives

are ahead of the old box hive.
Ezra G. Smith.

Manchester, N. Y., Mar. 19.

[I shall endeavor, so far as it is possible, to
make the Trade Notes department represent
fairly the views of our subscribers along the
line of practical bee-hive construction. While
I understand that there are some who like the
Heddon system, I am also told that there are
others who have tried it and abandoned it.

Now let us hear from these latter, and wherein
the multiple chamber is not a success.

I am not seeking this information pro and con
because we desire, or may desire, to go into the
extensive manufacture of Heddon's hive under
royalty, but only to get at the truth. It is true
we did write to Mr. Heddon, asking royalty
price per hive; but it was only that we might
be in a position to supply such hives, in a limited
way. when ordered, and not that we considered
it the best hive, as Mr. Heddon seems to think.
At present we are satisfied with what is com-
mon property, viz., the Langstroth system. On
the other hand, we shall endeavor to hold our-
selves open to intelligent conviction.

—

Ed.]

catnip honey, a barrel or more.

In 1892 one extracting, of 500 to 700 lbs., was
either pure catnip or else so strongly impreg-

nated with that flavor that no other could be
detected. Besides, I could not find that they
were working on anything else in particular at
the time. Once or twice before when I had
not many bees I secured some. But that year
the bees fairly swarmed on it, as they some-
times do on basswood.

Sang Run, Md., Feb. 25. C. A. Montague.

PROPOLIS deposited IN A LIQUID STATE.
Before the introduction of the movable frame

I used the Miner cross-bar hive. A piece of

thin cotton cloth was spread over the bars

when a swarm was hived, to prevent the bees

from attaching their combs to the loose cover
between them. This was allowed to remain
two or three days, and then removed. On re-

moval it was generally found to be almost or
quite saturated with liquid propolis, and was
as limp as if wet with water. This and some
other circumstances have led me to believe

that bees use propolis in only the liquid form.

Indeed, it is difficult to conceive how they can
handle it in a semi-solid state. I have often

seen them loading their pollen-baskets with
the solid material; but I think they liquefy

it before using it. With this liquid they varnish
their combs, and all other surfaces within their

hives, and wherever else they may cluster.
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That motion called "raking," so puzzling to

many of ns, is, I think, simply a part of their

manner of during this job. A. S. Martin.
Roanoke, Va., March 4.

[It can scarcely be doubted that propolis is

put on in a liquid, or partly liquid, state. The
bees secrete some soi't of fluid that seems to cut
it enough to render it plastic and liquid. lean
hardly think that the "raking motion " has
any thing to do with propolis. The motion is

witnessed only at the entrances; at least, I do
not remember to have seen it elsewhere. At
all events, there is no sign of propolis where
they have been raking: but I do find particles

of paint removed.

—

Ed. J

GOOD WINTERING SO FAR.

I have been much pleased to-day, Feb. 19.

AS I was sitting in the office a hen cackled in

the workshop, and I opened the back door to

see what was the matter. The sound that

struck my ears caused an alarm. I thought

robbers were at work in the apiary, and hur-

ried out. A glad surprise met me. It seemed

that all the bees from every hive were in the

air giving one glad hallelujah for a free foot, or,

rather, a free wing. I went to the hives, and

pulled away the blocks which some of them had

in front, and they had a general house-clean-

ing. I think there were not more than 100 or

150 dead bees thrown out of each hive, notwith-

standing the severe zero weather and the snow

15 or IS inches deep for the last three or four

weeks. They were in single-walled Dovetailed

hives, without a particle of protection; for if

they can not live in such hives through our

winters, only 6 below zero, I want to know it

before I get any deeper in the business.

Port Norris, N. J., Feb. 19. J. R. Prichard.

gained some very valuable pointers from his

writings, and believe he is one of the safest

guides in the United Stales.

Mt. Pleasant, Mich. H. S. Wheeler.

[The sample of wood sent is considerably dis-
colored on one end. I think Doolittle is all

right, and that the trouble was in your giving
the honey too much sulphuring. Too long a
sulphuring will turn every thing yellow, as I

happen to know. Let me give an illustration:
Years ago, when I slept in the shop as a sort of
" night watch,"' I discovered, much to my dis-

may and sorrow one morning, that bedbugs—
yes, real live crawling ones—had gotten into
our little room. Now, you know I couldn't
stand that, so I sulphured the room a little, in-
cluding its contents. Bul it didn't kill 'em.
"Next time I'll kill 'em sure." I said, and ac-
cordingly built up a big sulphur fire in a large
kettle, and shut the room up tight for three or
four hours. Did it kill the bugs? Indeed it did,

and, more than that, the side walls of the room
were covered with a yellow sulphur deposit; in

fact, every thing was covered. There! don't
tell any one I've slept with bedbugs.

—

Ed.]

danger in sulphuring comb honey; a bed-

bug STORY.

I should like to caution beginners in the bee-

business about using sulphur smoke on comb
honey to destroy miller-worms, as directed by

Mr. Doolittle. Last fall I sold my honey to

Byron Walker, of Evart, Mich. He directed

me (after grading up the honey) to burn sul-

phur in the room; to cork it up around the win-

dows, and burn a pound of it. Inclosed I w ill

send you a piece of wood showing what sulphur

smoke will do. 1 had to put more than 1(X) lbs.,

out of 1400 lbs., that Mr. W. had graded A, into

grade B; and some of grade B was not fit to

send to market at all—not that Mr. Walker
would not have been obliged to take it, but I

could not afford to sign my name to it. After

I wrote him about it he said he had tried burn-

ing sulphur on old comb only, but got his au-

thority from ^Ir. Doolittle. By the way, Mr.

Walker buys a very large amount of honey

every fall. He is a square man to deal with.

His own honey amounted to about 3;.'.()00 lbs.,

counting in what he got from one apiary that

he has in Wisconsin. Now, I am very much in-

terested in Mr. Doolittle's writings, and have

THE FOOD SUPPLY OF FLORIDA.
This is the fourth winter that I have spent in

Florida, and I've watched with much interest

to see where the food-supply of the inhabi-

tants came from. In mingling with them on

sailing excursions I took note of their lunches,

and I invariably discovered food obtained from

the stores. I can speak intelligently of only

this portion of the State. Plums, peaches,

pears, mulberries, dewberries, nectarines, and
scuppernong grapes grow in great profusion.

Christmas day, oranges and lemons amid the

green leaves were a thing of beauty; but now,

not a green leaf decorates the trees. This is a

new town, settled by Northern people, and
fruit-trees are too small to bear much.
In the issue of Gleanings for Feb. 15, there

is a good representation of the head of saw-

palmetto, under the large letters " red cabbage-

palmetto." In looking at it I wondered where

th"? head "of"cabbage was, and I failed to dis-

cover it. I think what is said of the edible

part is rather misleading. I've questioned

many persons who have lived among it all

their lives, and they tell me that the cabbage

is the bud; and in order to make it palatable it

must be parboiled to remove the bitter. I

would obtain one of these cabbage-head if I

did not consider it sacrilege to destroy one of

these noble trees to obtain a bud of about the

size of my fist, which would require a great

stretch of imagination to think was cabbage,

which can be raised in a short time, of much
finer quality. If I'm not mistaken, the name
is not derived from this bud, but from the im-

brication of the leaves. If you look at the

trunk of one of these trees you will see the bark

imbricated, overlaping each other like the

leaves of cabbage.

Most of the native women know how to make
palmetto hats. They take the center leaf

while it is folded together, before it spreads
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out, and it does not harm the tree. These hats

are very comfortable and durable.

Palmetto logs are used for building piers, as

they resist the ravages of time and corroding

worms more than other wood.

St. Andrew's Bay, Fla. Mrs. L. Harrison.

Atchley, who speaks for it. For her locality—

the extreme southern point of Texas—there is

no danger; but experience seems to show that,

when practiced in the spring, usually more

harm is done than good. If the experts are shy

of it, the beginner had better let it entirely

alone. I have spread brood, however, in early

summer, with great advantage; for I was after

increase with a vengeance, and got it. I in-

creased some fifteen colonies, fair to middling,

up to 80 good ones, by the first of September.

Of course, to do this I had also to divide.

Sixteen extra pages this time, instead of

eight.

Advertisers who see fit to patronize us now
ought to get good returns. We shall be publish-

ing, from now on, until the early part of sum-
mer, extra editions. The present issue reaches

15,000 copies, and it appears evident that we
shall have to print extra copies, for a time at

least, to keep pace with the demand.

In speaking of winter losses in his vicinity,

Mr. H. R. Boardman. of East Townsend, O.. at

the end of a letter, writes:

Of all those in my vicinity who have kept bees,

and have taken no bee-papers, I can not think of

one who has not failed; while those who have taken

a journal have nearly all succeeded. I think this

needs no comment. H. R. Boardman.
East Townsend, O., March 37.

We are giving our readers now a very large

amount of reading-matter—perhaps more than
many of them will be able to cover; but I ap-

preciate the fact that what may be interesting

to one may not be to another, and I try, there-

fore, to give a wide range in apicultural lore. I

am sorry that so many unused manuscripts are

now on hand to which I fear I shall never be

able to give a place in our columns; but I am
striving earnestly to give you the very best we
have, properly seasoned and dished up.

A very tall compliment was paid us by Mr.
D. M. McGafhck, who gave us a call, also of the

United States mail service, from Pittsburg to

Chicago. Said he. " Of the tons and tons of

mail matter that I handle, that which comes
from the Home of the Honey-bees is the nic-

est."

"Why? "said I.

"Because your packages are always nicely

wrapped, and the county is invariably supplied.

If manufacturers only appreciated the impor-

tance of this one item they would greatly facil-

itate the delivery of their mail matter." Here
is a point for our subscribers.

The question is asked in the Am,ericnn Bee
Journal,'' Question-box " departiwent, whether
it is advisable to spread brood. Of the 23 who
answer, all advise against it excepting Mrs.

Mr. S. E. Corwin, of Sarasota, Fla., seeing

the recent article on candied honey, forwarded

the following that he received from one of his

old customers who. it appears, purchased hon-

ey of him seven or eight years ago:

Friend Corwin:—Do you remember the case of

honey you sent up h^re while my father was sick,

some seven or eight years ago ? Well, I have three

or four bottles of it now. I opened one night before

last, and it was apparently just as good as when
fli'st received, and not at all candied.

Fall River, Mass. Chas. B. Luther.

I have long known that honey would keep

almost indefinitely; but it is very seldom in-

deed—in fact, I do not remember to have seen

an instance before—that pure honey had kept

as long as this without candying. Can any of

our subscribers trot out a better?

adulterated foundation.
A FEW weeks ago we sent to Mr. O. O. Popple-

ton, of Potsdam, Fla., some small pieces of

adulterated foundation, half ceresin and half

beeswax. The amount was so small we were
afraid that perhaps the experiment might not

be satisfactory; but we had only a little of the

ceresin wax on hand. Here is what he writes:

I mail you to-day those tliree pieces of foundation

from adulterated wax you sent me to have drawn
out by the bees. 1 don't think it will take more
than a glance to show you that it's "no good."

Had it shown no stretching wlien used in such
small pi< ces, I should not have considered that an
adequaiL- lest had been made of its value when us-

ed ill full sheets; but if such small pieces will

stretch, what would full sheets do? You will ob-

serve the sample of thick foundation has stretched

less than the medium, and the medium less than the

thin; but all entirely too much.
I suppose my extreme southern location, and our

having a, usually steady How of honey all winter

and spring makes it easier for us here to make any
such experiments as this has been than almost any-

where else in the United States.

Potsdam, Fla., Mar. 37. O. O. Poppleton.

We hope to get a larger quantity, and have
the experiment tried by different bee-keepers

—

not that we have any desire to put such an

article on the market, but only to prove more
conclusively what our early experiments years

ago seemed to demonstrate ; viz., that pure

beeswax gives altogether the best results in the
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way of foundation. How any one can be satis-

fied with a half-and-half mixture, even at a

reduced price, is beyond our comprehension.

Theke is talk in the American. Bee Journal

of reorganizing the old Northwestern Bee-keep-

ers' Association. The old organization was a

power for good, and would never have disband-

ed except that it was deemed advisable to con-

centrate its energy in the State association,

having an annual appropriation of ?!.500.

Foul-brood Inspector Wm. McEvoy, it ap-

pears, has done some pretty thorough work in

eradicating foul brood in Ontario. If he con-

tinues in office (as we hope he will) the disease

will soon be a thing of the past for Canada.

Every State on this side should have at least a

foul-brood law. While it is improbable that

we should be able to get a State appropriation

to defray the expense of an inspector, we should

have the law, so that it may be used in case of

emergency.

In our next issue. Trade Notes, Mr. Heddon
and Mr. Danzenbaker will discuss further,

in a friendly way, the patentability of divis-

ible brood- chambers. Some interesting points

will be brought out on the subject of pat-

ents in general, by both parties. I do not

know to what extent this question will be

interesting to our general readers; but unless

they signify a general desire to have the subject

continued, I believe it would be better to have
it dropped with our May 1st number. As I have
already said, we desire both parties to have a

fair hearing. If they wish to continue it fur-

ther, they can probably do so through the

medium of Mr. Heddon's paper.

The time has now arrived when we should

be gathering our usual annual honey statistics,

or, rather, statistics of winter losses. We desire

every bee-keeper who will, upon receipt of this

number, to send us, on a postal card, answers to

these two questions: 1. What per cent of your
own bees were lost during the past winter, up
to the time of your writing? 2. What per

cent were lost in your vicinity '? In order to get

the facts in time for our May 15th issue, it is

absolutely necessary that you give this your at-

tention at once. The more distant States, such
as California and the like, do not have the

winter problem to contend with; but we think
the most of the others will be able to report so

we can get something of an idea as to how bees

wintered, by our May 1st issue. Do not pass

the matter over, thinking somebody else will do
It for you. We need reports from every one.

Langstroth hives. If he will procure, say, a

dozen colonies in such hives, with loose bottoms,

we will pay the expense of transferring to his

own hives if they do not winter as well. This
is not a challenge to Mr. Boardman; but it

might help to throw light upon a point concern-

ing which there has been more or less guessing.

For the present I can only say that, with his

square and deep hives, he seems to winter

better than his neighbors with the Langstroth.

In fact, he appears to be the only man, so far as

I know, who winters year after year with no
loss. Years ago we gave a picture of " the man
who never loses bees," and that was none other

than our East Townsend friend.

In another column, H. R. Boardman writes

that he put out his bees on the 5th, from his

bee-house, and reports " no loss, and condition

perfect." I should like to know, just for the

fun of it, whether he would winter as well in

Winter losses throughout the country, so far

as I can gather from the reports, will not be
nearly as bad as I at one time feared. The
heaviest losses seem to be among the careless

beekeepers—those who have a fashion of let-

ting the bees take care of themselves, largely,

or among those who, as Mr. Boardman himself

says elsewhere, do not take any bee-paper.

Our colonies at the basswood yard, all in one-

story chalT hives or winter cases, wintered per-

fectly, so far as I could see when I went down a
few days ago. A large part of their stores was
sealed basswood honey that had been kept in

combs stored away in stacked-up hives. Late
in the fall these combs were distributed in some
of the more needy colonies. In addition, we fed

very little sugar syrup. Our home-yard loss

will aggregate more than I stated in our last

issue, from the fact that I supposed we had
more colonies than we actually had. The cor-

rected per cent of loss is 4.

DEAD-AIR SPACE HERMETICALLY SEALED, VS.

PACKING-MATERIAL.
The following short editorial is from the Bee-

keepcrs'' Rentew

:

" Dead air is all right, providing- you can get it in

a space or compartment that is air-tight," so reads

a sentence in an editorial in a late issue of Glean-
ings. I beg to differ. It makes no difference, If the

space is between two walls that are hermetically

sealed, if these walls are placed between two differ-

ent temperatures, the air next the wall on the warm
side will become warmed and will rise, while the air

next the cool wall will become cooled and will settle;

thus there will be a circulation inside of even an
hermetically sealed space, that continually robs the

warm wall of its heat and passes it over to the cold

wall. The filling of this space with sawdust or chaff

breaks up this circulation.

When I first read it over I was inclined to

think Mr. Hutchinson was right and I wrong.

Then it occurred that I had read recently in

one of the mechanical journals that a steam-

pipe Incased tightly in wood, leaving an air-

space of one to two inches around the pipe, was
a better protector than a similar pipe similarly

incased in wood, with packing-material occu-
pying the air-space. I am sorry that I can not

now refer to the authority; but a long series of
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figures by the government inspector was pro-

duced to show this. And here is another illus-

tration that means a good deal: Years ago the

cylinders around steam-engines of the highest

grades contained a casing of wood ; and be-

tween the casing and the cylinder proper, pack-

ing-material; but latterly it has been found

that a casing of either iron or wood, leaving a

dead-air space of two or three inches, without

any packing, gives the best results—that is. the

least condensation. The point is ri^ht here:

Packing-material itself becomes, to a greater or

less extent, a conveyor of heat or cold. The
better the material, the less it conveys. But
the best non-conductor of all seems to be air,

pure and simple. If this is correct, my original

proposition is all right, friend H.: but dead air

space in hive-construction is impraticable and

out of the question, and we therefore have to

resort to packing. It is true, you may say

steam-pipes are usually covered with pipe-

covering or plaster; but it is not always found

practicable to make a wooden casing around a

pipe air-tight; and, moreover, insurance com-
panies do not recommend it. But my proposi-

tion was for a space hermetically sealed.

SHALL FOUNDATION BE EXCLUDED FROM THE
MAILS?

As our readers know, we have for many years

sent small quantities of comb foundation by
mail to all parts of the United States, and there

has never been any question till recently but that

such matter was permissible in the mails. On
the 1.5th of last March. Route Agent C. M. Cot-

terman, of the United States mail service, came
across a package of foundation from us that.

It seems, had come in contact with, or at least

very near to, a coil of steam-pipe, and melted,

leaving, as he said, little but the wrapper. In

his opinion, this was not a proper subject to

send through the mails, and so reported to

headquarters. The matter was referred to our

local postmaster, and by him to us. On the

25th of March we dictated a note stating that

we had for 20 years been sending foundation by

mail, and that no question had ever arisen as

to whether it was legitimate mail matter. We
sent a duplicate packet to the department, ask-

ing them to examine carefully the same, ex-

plaining that it was simply pure beeswax em-
bossed with the impression of the base of the

honey-cell. On the 28th of March we received

the following, which settles the question, at

least for the time being:

Mr. L. S. Smitli, P. M., Medina, O. :—You can con-
tinue to accept and forward these packages. I f we
have furtlier trouble with them it maybe necessary
to exclude them from the mails, but this office does
not feel justified in doing- so as yet. Section 32:^

,

Postal Laws and Keg-ulations, 1893, prescribes that
salves and ointments must be put up same iis

liquids, wliile hard candy, yeast cakes, and soap can
be forwarded when simply wrapped in paper and
enclosed in pasteboard or wooden boxes. Beeswax,
while having some of the characteristics of both of

these flasses, really belong-s to neither, and I tliink

we can give it the benefit of tlie doubt until it is

demonstrated that further restrictions are neces-
sary. Ai.v.x. Grant,

Aciitig OeneroJ Si(iieiiutendcnt.
Washington, D. C, March 28.

It seems to me that comb foundation would
pretty nearly come under the category of soap.

It would not soil articles in the mail-pouch any
more than that article, and its melting-point

would be about the same. As it is, we do not

see how the General Superintendent could have
decided other than to accept.

As the temperature next to the steam-pipe

must have been alsont 180 degrees, it seems to

us unreasonable to throw mail-sacks against

it. and yet demand that articles in the sacks

injured by such treatment should be excluded.

When absent-minded Isaac Newton found his

fireplace so hot as to singe his clothing and
chair, he ordered his servant to come and re-

move it; but his servant, when he came, said

it was easier to wheel Sir Isaac a little further

off. "Good I" said Mr. Newton. "I never

thought of that." Perhaps Route Agent Cot-

terman had not thought of the foundation

question in that light liefore.

LONG HIVES HORIZONTALLY. VS. TALL OR TWO"
STOKY HIVES.

In my Notes of Travel I omitted to mention
friend Poppleton's apiary at Potsdam. He
still uses what was called, years ago, the " Long
Idea" hive. Of course, you can use whatever
frame you choose; and where there are no up-
per stories at all, a frame a little narrower and
a little deeper than the Langstroth may be
advisable. Friend P., like some of the rest of

us. is not very strong. He says that, for years,

he has not been able to do heavy work of any
kind, and it would be out of the question for

him to think of lifting off an upper story; there-

fore he makes his hives as long as the needs of

the colony demand it, and has the combs all

side by side. In opening a hive, nothing is nec-
essary but to remove a very light thin cover.

As a proof that his plan is not a very bad one,

he has succeeded in harvesting some of the
largest crops of honey made in Florida or any-
where else, and I believe the work has almost
all been done by himself and wife. Of course,

they have to work pretty hard when a big

honey - flow comes suddenly; but with the
honey-flow come inspiration .and energy; and,
so far, with the inspiration and energy, strength
has been vouchsafed, so that no honey has been
wasted. May be you have seen bee-keepers
before who were unable to do hard work; but
when the honey came in at the rate of several

barrels a day, some way they managed to get
it out. Now, friend Poppleton has quite a few
disciples scattered throughout Florida, and
they are sufficiently successful to show that his

plan is certainly not a very bad one. May it

not be that such an arrangement succeeds bet-

ter in the warm climate of Florida than it

would away up north, where it is so much more
important to economize the animal heat of the
brood-nest? A. I. R.
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KOBBING SICK PEOPLE.

STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES CHEMIST
IN REGARD TO THE CLAIMS OF

ELECTROPOISE.

Notwithstanding the plain and clear expose
that has been given for months past in these
pages, there are quite a few who continue to in-

sist that the Electropoise people, and others of

the same stripe, ha%'e made a scientific discov-
ery. They admit that physicans do not accept
it, but give, as a reason, that they are jealous,

because " it will spoil their business," etc. Now.
I felt almost ashamed to refer any thing so

ridiculously and plainly a sham to such an
authority as the United States Chemist; but I

finally decided to do so; but in order to have
the matter perfectly fair and clear, I give you
my letter to Prof. Wiley first:

Prof. H. ir. Wiley.—Dear Sir;—We come to you
this time with something' that may not be altogether
in your line; but even if this is true, you could do
us and the people at large just now a great service
by even a couple of Ihies with your signature at-

tached. Very likely you are acquainted with the
humbug mentioned and described in the little pam-
phlet inclosed. If you are not, please turn to page
6 and read the paragrapli around which I have
penciled a line. Now, if you can give us permis-
sion to say that vou pronounce this neither sense
nor science, it will be all we ask. Should you care
to say more, however, it will be more acceptable
to us than you can imagine.
Tlie inclosed galley-proof of an article that ap-

peared recently in our journal will give you some
idea of the periodicals that have been helping in
the e.rpo.se.

Your in the cause of fruc scioicc, and especially
medical science. A. I. Root.
Medina, O., March 27.

The pamphlet mentioned above was, of
course, the Electropoise company's circular.

Well, here is his answer in plain black and
white:

U. S. Department of Agkicultube,
Division of Chemistry,

Washington, D. C.
Mr. A. I. Root, Medina. Ohio:
Dear Sir—I was mucli interested in reading your

letter of the 27tli ultimo, and also in looking over
the enclosures which you sent. You ask my opin-
ion of the marked part of page 5 of the circular
which you enclose. From a scientific point of view
it is rank charlatanry. I should want to go no fur-
ther than such a sentence to form an opinion of the
merits of the invention. 1 do not think, however,
that I could properly give an opinion on the inven-
tion itself, as I do not claim to he- an expert on
electrical matters. I fully agree with you, howev-
er, that it is a humbug, pure and simple.

I am, respectfully, H. W. Wiley,
April 1. 189.5. Chemist.

You will see that I expressly asked his opin-
ion in shape so that I might make it public. I

liope the above may settle the matter in regard
to the scientific part of their invention. In re-
gard to the electrical part of the discovery, all

electricians have pronounced it a fraud so far
as that goes; and, in fact, the Electropoise
people themselves now admit that it is 7iot elec-
tricity, though they did not at first.

To meet the charge that 1 have not made an
actual test myself, let me say that I have now
in my possession one of these instruments; and,
after testing it thoroughly, I can say conscien-
tiously that it amounts to nothing more than
would a brass button dropped into a bowl of
water, a piece of wire being attached to the
button, and the other end connected with the
ankle of the patient. It is true, the metal case
contains sulphur, carbon, etc.; but as the
case is perfectly tight, and none of the water
in the bowl touches the chemicals, the said
chemicals have absolutely nothing to do with
the instrument. There is nothing at all about

the arrangement to make it worthy of the
name of apparatus ; and if it does perform
cures, it is, as I have said before, exactly in line
with the idea that a horseshoe nailed over a
door wards off disease.
Pardon me for saying once more that this

revelation of fraud that has been practiced up-
on intelligent people forces us to the conclusion
that Tammany Ring, of New York, was not
the only place that needed ventilating and
holding up to the public gaze. The saddest
part of the whole matter is, that it is a great
part of the religious papers of our land that
need the e.rpose. It pains one to the bottom of
his heart to see the excuses the managers have
made, for continuing to accept such an adver-
tisement. When summed up it amounts to but
little less than that there is " big money " in it,

and that they need money, and viust have it.

If there are among our readers those who
would like to help in ferreting out and exposing
this fraud, I would ask them to examine the
advertising department of their family papers;
and whenever any thing of this sort is found,
write at once to the publisher, with a protest.
Mail them this number of Gleanings, or clip

out this article, and we will send you as many
copies of Gleanings as you can use for the
purpose. We will have some extra slips pre-
served containing this item. Any one can
have as many of these slips as he can make use
of. They will be a little handier to put in a
letter instead of taking the trouble to mail the
journal. A. I. Root.

What therefore God hath joined together, let not
man put asunder.—Mark 10:9.

There was once a schoolboy whom we will

call John ; and there was also in the same
neighborhood a schoolgirl whom we will call

Mary. Mary was a professor of religion: John
may have been, but I do not exactly remember
now. At any rate, they were very good people,

and, I believe, they stood well in the communi-
ty round about them. By accident, perhaps it

was, these two became somewhat intimate in

their schooldays. John, however, decided, be-
fore the intimacy had gone so far as to attract
attention, that she was not exactly the woman
he would choose for a wife. This may not have
been through any fault of the young lady, but
simply because he judged their dispositions
were not exactly congenial. Some time passed

;

and as he gave her no more attention than he
did the other girls of the school, a third party
—a young man whom we will call Henry—began
to ioe somewhat intimate with Mary. Of
course, this was nothing to John, until finally

Henry made some disrespectful remarks about
the young lady, in John's hearing. Perhaps
Henry did it on purpose to see whether John
still felt any particular interest in her. John,
of course, felt pained. He studied the matter
over, and decided that some one ought to tell

Mary what Henry had been saying, for she
would most assuredly cut his acquaintance if

she knew it. For reasons that may be guessed,
John thought he was hardly the one to give her
a warning; but as things went on, and they
seemed to be getting still more intimate, Henry
at the same time continuing to show a low and
depraved tendency, John finally decided it his

duty as a friend toMary to suggest to her she
had better cut Henry's acquaintance. Mary,
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of course, thanked him for his friendly interest,

and gradually excused herself for having noth-
ing more to do with Henry. So far all went
well. But this incident seemed to have opened
the way, as it were, for further acquaintance
and friendship between John and Mary. His
better judgment told him again he had better
not go on; but as Mary evidently preferred he
should, it was a rather hard matter for a boy
yet in his teens to break away. My friend,
have you not, at some time in your life, had
more or less of a similar experience? Duty
points the way. but inclination does not run
exactly the same way duty points; and it is no
easy thing, I tell you, to always follow duty
instead of inclination, especially when an in-

teresting young woman stands in one direction
and duty in another. However, John finally

declared in his own mind that things had gone
far enough, and turned to his studies with an
earnest and manly determination to follow
duty, no matter what influences were brought
to bear in any other direction.
By this time, however, both John and Mary

were getting past boyhood and girlhood; and
when he held aloof from her she remonstrated,
and finally told him that, had it not been for
his interference, she might have married Henry,
and all would have been well; but now it was
too late. If he did not want her himself when
he cautioned her about being intimate with
Henry, what did he want? I do not know for
sure, but I suspect a woman's tears came in

somewhere along here. Dear friends, it occurs
to me just now that I am (perhaps unconscious-
ly) reflecting a little severely on Mary. May be
be some of my fair readers will say, "That is

just about the way it generally goes. The nian
is all right, and the woman is enti7'e?!/ to blame."
You remember how Adam, away back in olden
time, undertook to make out that he would not
have got into any trouble if the woman—yes,

the very woman whom God had given tiim

—

had not led the way. Well. I did not mean to

blame poor Mary. Very likely she was more
or less at fault; but the truth is, the story came
to me from John's standpoint, and not from
Mary's. I still think, however, that John
meant to do right, for they were married soon
after, and every thing should have been pleas-
ant and lovely—yes, I am sure every thing
might have been pleasant and lovely had Christ
Jesus and not Satan been taken into that
household. I feel sure that neither one of the
two meant to take in Satan, and I know they
will both claim that Satan was not invited by
either one; but yet he got a foothold almost at
the outset. My friends, I am a great believer in
letting every young couple start out in married
life by themselves—that is, if it can be so man-
aged. For a time at least they do not need a
third party to manage or suggest; and if there
is ever a time in the life of any person when
Satan is not needed, it is when man and wife
first begin to ?f7Km' each other. "What there-
fore God hath joined together, let not man put
asunder." I told you Mary was a professing
Christian. I am afraid, however, her Chris-
tianity was not of a real practical kind. If I

could talk with her about it she might insist
that it was. I think John, at this stage, made
no profession whatever. Very likely he was
skeptical. Still, I believe he aimed to do right
—at least, as nearly right as anybody is likely
to do without Christ Jesus to guide and direct.
You may guess, from what I have told you,
that their start-out in life was not just the
best kind of a start-out, and it was not long be-
fore little disagreements arose. John was cash-
ier in a bank, earning a fair salary, and gave
promise of being a good careful business man.
He had saved a little money. Of course, his

wife knew just how much, and where it was.
That is right. She ought to have known.
Some of you may object to this, and there may
be circumstances that would justify the hus-
band in keeping his business from his wife: but
as a rule they two should be one. in business
and every thing else. But Mary had seen a
piece of furniture that could be bought for just
about the sum of money laid aside. John pro-
tested that it would be wisdom to keep a little

laid up for a rainy day, or for sickness. She
suggested he could earn more, and there was
no peace in that little household of two until
the piece of furniture was bought, to be put
into a rented house. Even the coveted object,
however, did not bring permanent peace, and
dissension and discord soon began again to be
the rule. The advent of a bright little boy did
not seem to make much difference, or the dif-

ference did not last very long, and things pass-
ed on until there were two boys and a girl to be
part and parcel of that home. John was get-
ting farther and farther away from religious
influence; and I am afraid the wife was only
professor and not possessor.
Dear married friends, do you know what a

terrible thing it is for discord to get possession
of a household? I wonder if you have ever
resolved, over and over again, that you would,
on your part. stop. I wonder if you have felt

sad to see this thing steadily gaining a hold,
and growing, almost in sjylte of any thing you
can do. I remember once, years ago, of visit-

ing a home where Satan seemed to have become
so thoroughly intrenched in his work that it

was really fearful to contemplate. I changed
the subject again and again; but every new
topic seemed to raise the same trouble as the
others. I remember I praised the meat that
was served for our breakfast, and innocently
asked what it cost in that region. Somebody
said it was 14 cents. The mother replied that
it was no such thing—they got the best kind of

steak for 12. The man of the house retorted
that he oueht to know, for he bought it and
paid for it. And so they went on until I was
really afraid they might come to blows, not-
withstanding my presence. Then I said some-
body told me there were a good many rattle-

snakes in that vicinity. But they disputed,
and almost called each other names, because
they did not agree any better about the
"snakes."
My good friend, were you ever in a hurry in

the morning, when breakfast happened to be
late? Did you ever, almost before you thought,
suggest that things were always late in your
especial household ? If the good wife had been
trained to the business—but I sincerely hope
she had not—she might retort that you ?c?icu;

you did not have to wait for your breakfast
once a month. You see, husband and wife get
so well acquainted with each other that it is

their p?'(/tnicge to talk plain; and some people
pride themselves on their habit of plain speak-
ing. God forbid. You have no more business
to give pain to your wife by your plain speak-
ing than you have to wound or hurt the feel-

ings of some good wife whose guest you are.

Bv the way, shall I tell you that a great many
of my sins come right along here with that
restless and impatient disposition of mine?
When business is pushing—and it is almost
always pushing when I am around— I am up
early in the morning; and if breakfast is de-

layed, it is the most natural thing in the world
for me to become impatient, and to scold. We
expect our men, as a rule, to get to their work
at about 7 o'clock; and a great many times, if

I am not on hand when they start out, some-
thing goes wrong. The team may go in the
wrong direction, or the team and two or three
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men may all be standing still and waiting for a

tool if I am not on hand to find the tool or take

a new one out of the store rather than waste
more time than the old tool is worth. Well, if

I should start everybody off at work before
breakfast, Mrs. Root would be annoyed by hav-
ing the breakfast late, and having her work
thrown out of joint. Another thing, our morn-
ing prayers very often come right in when the
men and team are waiting, or something else

of a similar kind. The temptation is great to

skip worship for just this time. Shall we skip

it? God forbid. There may be important
duties to be attended to; there may be others
waiting; it may be a question of duties; but
my verdict, after long years of experience, is

that we had better delay almost any thing else,

or, I might almost say. eiiery thing else, rather
than think of skipping the daily Bible-reading
and prayers. A good friend of mine has said,
" Stick to your family worship, and it will drive
out all discord;" or. in other words, " if discoi'd

does not drive out family worship, then family
worship will surely drive out discord." I know
how distasteful it is to think of taking the Bible
in hand just after you have been scolding or
contradicting; but I have sometimes thought
that we might consistently sum it up in the
words of the old veteran commander Joshua,
*' Choose ye this day whom ye will serve." I do
not know for sure that the husband is alwdys
the aggressor. I am afraid, however, he usual-
ly is. In a fit of impatience he makes a state-
ment, and overstates it. When you are vexed,
Satan always stands at your elbow, and urges
you to put it strong. If you listen to him you
will go so far that your wife takes it up and
says, " Now. that is not true, and you 'know it

is not." The latter, of course, is an additional
sting to the lash; and Satan prompts you to

reply, even though you know better when you
say it, " It is true." By this time your faces
are both flushed. Children are iiery apt learn-
ers in such matters, and the disease is terrlb/i/

catching. It pains my heart as I go over it

now; and yet I have, during my travels, heard
almost or quite as bad as the above, even while
I, a stranger, was present. Dear friends, do
not be alarmed. It was not in a bee-keeper's
home, and it was years ago. Perhaps I have
taken an extreme case. I sincerely hope it Is

extreme. But now and then I get glimpses of
the outcome of these things. It grows and
grows; and the very best disposition in the
world is hardly proof against it if one remains
long where it is going on. Were I so disposed,
and if Satan would lend his help—and, by the
way. he is always exceedingly ready to help—

I

verily believe that I could, in process of time,
make the sweetest-tempered man or woman in

the world bitter and hard and ugly. I have
been told sometimes that I have a 7'«re to/ent
for provoking people, when I feel that way.
God helping me, I never mean to use that talent
any more; and if I have such a talent, Christ
Jesus has, I believe, given me another talent
or gift. It certainly must have come from him,
for it never belonged to A. I. Root himself

—

a talent for helping people to be gentle and
kind—to turn away wrath with a soft answer.
To turn the figure round, Christ helping me I

have sometimes thought that, by taking plenty
of time and great pains, and much prayer for
help, I might succeed in taking one of the most
bitter, hard, and ugly persons, and making him
gentle and kind. It is hard work, though. A
grown-up person who has fallen into a way of
being hateful can be made to give it up and be-
come sweet-tempered, only by a tremendous
deal of hard work. It must be " line upon line,

precept upon precept." It must be a continual
rendering of good for evil, and replying to hard

and cutting speeches with soft and gentle an-
swers right straight along for months, and per-
haps years. The disagreeable person must be
loved with no common love. That 13th chap-
ter of I. Corinthians tells how it is done. You
must suffer long, and be kind. You must not
get provoked, no matter what happens. Neither
must you even think evil—" bea»-eth all things,
believeth all things, endureth all things."
This is the way the teacher must go to work to
redeem the pupil. I know it can be done, for I

have seen it done. A gentle, loving, pious wife
or mother has again and again transformed a
bad and wicked man, with Jesus' help. When
I heard the story of John and Mary I fell to
wondering how it would have turned out had
Mary been my wife— I mean, suppose I should
have been suddenly converted when well along
in life, and suppose my wife was not converted,
but remained just the same. The man is the
stronger of the two; and if he succeeds when
he takes the lead in educating his wife to dis-

cord, he can usually, by taking the lead, and
asking for grace, lead her back to gentleness
and grace and truth; and when it is done

—

when you have succeeded in winning your
w'Ife. oh what a glorious victory! If there is

joy in heaven among the angels over a reclaim-
ed sinner, what joy must there be over the
mother of a home, who has been reclaimed and
brought from darkness into lightl

If you should be away from home, the invited
guest of some well-bred people, you would never
think or dream of grumbling—no, not even if

the breakfast were so late as to cause you to
miss your train. Now. if there is any one on
earth who demands your most gentle bearing
and your kindest courtesy, it is the wife whom
God gave you. Some of you may suggest that
God did not give her—that it came about some-
thing the way I have described in the story of
John and Mary. But, my friend, you are
wrong. "What therefore God hath joined to-
gether, let not man put asunder." If you are
lawfully wedded man and wife, that is enough
—the command of our text holds. If there are
children in the home who belong to vou two,
then a sacred seal has been placed by Ood him-
self on the union that exists between you; and
whether yon. during the marriage ceremony,
promised to honor and cherish this partner or
not. all mankind and God himself expect you
to do so.

I shall have something further to tell you in

regard to John and Mary in our next, Provi-
dence permitting.

FINDING WATER WITH A SWITCH.

Severai. good friends have written me that

this thing is true and honest, and that there

really is a force in nature, heretofore unrecog-

nized by science and scientific men; and several

declare they can trace underground streams as

you would trace a stream or brook on the sur-

face. Now, this is going to make the test com-
paratively easy, if it is true: First, have a row
of stakes set, outlining the course of the under-

ground stream; then let the operator be blind-

folded, and see if he will set some stakes along

the same line. When you find a person who
succeeds in doing this, then I am ready to pay

him a visit, and perhaps take along some one

from some of our experiment stations, so as to

have the matter tested by a competent official.

A. I. R.
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PINEAPPLE-GROWING, ETC.

Now, then, if you please, let us go back to
pineapples. I think my last Notes of Travel
were when I was stopping at Mr. Poppleton's.
It costs from $50 to $75 an acre to clear up the
land, and get it ready for pineapples. It is

mostly done by hand, digging out the saw-
palmetto roots and other trash. These saw-
palmetto roots, however, are quite valuable.
The State Chemist at Lake City told me that
fresh roots, burned to ashes, show 42 per cent
of potash—that is, 42 per cent of the ashes is

potash. This is remarkable, when we consider
that the best hard-wood ashes seldom contain
more than 8 or 10 per cent, and often not half of
that; and potash is in constant requisition in
Florida in considerable quantities. After the
land is all ready for the plants, it needs from
$25 to $.50 worth of fertilizers every year. The
crop of pineapples, however, brings from $100
to $400.* The fertilizers used are cotton-seed
meal principally; a good deal of sulphate of
potash, some fish guano, and large quantities of
fertilizers from the North, are used right along.
Mapes', Bradley's, and Bowker's are all largely
.used. Pineapples are cultivated about once a
month, with a scuffle-hoe. The work is all done
by hand. Mr. Dyer, a neighbor of Mr. Popple-
ton's. had a few that withstood the December
freeze, and we enjoyed beautiful fruit all the
time we were in that neighborhood. There are,
perhaps, a dozen different varieties of pine-
apples in cultivation. Some of the new vari-
eties sell as high as 40 or .50 cents per plant. We
rather thought the "sugarloaf" the most de-
licious. There is no seed to the pineapple—at
least, I never heard of one.t New plantations
are made from little plants, and the little plants
are obtained in four different ways: First, the
crown that comes out of the top of the pine-
apple; second,slips that grow around the bottom
of the fruit; third, suckers; fourth, rattoons.
The rattoon is a little plant that starts up out
of ground somewhere near the mature plant.
In many places they protect from the frost

and sun by means of strips of board. This

* Like most other fruits and vegretables, there is a
chance to do big thing's with pineapples under fa-
vorable circumstances Hnd with the best of care and
fertilizers. For instance, Mr. Poppleton sent six
pineapples to Jacksonville, and tliey sold for $1.25
each, and he actually received from the commission
merchant $1.(0 apiece for them I think ihe.v
weighed 15 or 16 lbs. each A pineapple has been
produced in tliat neighborhood, having the enormous
weight of tHriit)i-twi) pounds. 1 mention this only
to show the possibibties in tiiat line.

tAfter the above was in type, friend Poppleton
kindly sets me right, and gives us the following
Information:
Fi-irnd Roof .---Pineapples do have seeds, either

a mature or immature one in each ej'e. You ma.y
remember I told you that the apple had a small
purple blossom at the point of each eye. I don t
think any were quite far enough along when you
were here to be in bloom; but you might have seen
them later on when you were at Fort Myers. Mr.
Johns told us the sheds we visited near here were
so much of a protection that the February freeze
did his no damage. Ordinary seasons we have ripe
pineapples everj' month in the year. The main
crop comes in June and .July; but a plantation of,
say, 10 acres would ship a few crates to market
every month in the year, excei)t, possibly, April
and May, and would have enough more ripening
along at all times to fully supply a family.
Potsdam, Fla., April 4. O. O. Poppleton.

forms a sort of roof above the plants, just high
enough so one can walk under it. It is sup-
ported by posts. The strips of board are three
inches wide, and the space between the strips
is three inches. The cost of covering a whole
acre is about $800. This protection keeps ofT
any ordinary frost; but during the severe /reezes
of February, the protection did not seem to
amount to very much, unless it was pretty well
south. At Fort Myers, for instance, the plants
seemed to be almost, if not quite, uninjured
underneath the covering.
Friend Poppleton kindly took us in his sail-

boat, and we visited pineapple-growers and
gardeners for quite a distance round. Florida
is just commencing to do considerable in the
way of irrigation. The nicest apparatus we
found on the East Coast was at Dr. Howland's,
who has a gas-engine, such as I have described,
for pumping water. We found it down in the
woods, at work all alone by itself, pumping the
water out of a spring. The doctor was in his
garden with his men, perhaps a quarter of a
mile away, at work with his crops. He has
iron pipes laid on top of the ground, 20 feet
apart. At intervals of 20 feet along these pipes
a 5^-inch standard goes up perhaps four feet
high, having a revolving sprinkler on top. This
gives the effect of a gentle rain all over the
ground where the pipes are laid. The capacity
of the engine is hardly sufficient to pump water
enough to sprinkle the whole acre at once.
Perhaps a quarter of an acre is sprinkled at a
time; but by running it about four hours, the
ground seedis to be sufficiently wetted. In
Florida they are hindered a great deal by dif-
ferent kinds of insect-enemies; and certain
kinds of garden vegetables, in some localities,
cannot be grown at all on account of these.
Well, the doctor informed us that the sprinkler
proved to be a perfect remedy for these pests.
There are not many kinds of insects that can
do much damage while it is raining; and with
the light, sandy soil they have, there is not
very much danger of injuring anything by too
much wet; therefore the doctor had some of
the most beautiful summer squashes, onions,
beans, and almost every other vegetable, just
smiling under the influence of water and sun-
shine all at the same time.
During our many pleasant boat-rides around

the home of friend Poppleton, we met again
and again the queer phenomenon of a tree hav-
ing limbs at both ends. One set of limbs goes up
into the air, and the other set goes down into
the water. As a consequence, in the course of
time one single tree may cover an acre or a
whole island with its growth so dense that
nothing larger than a cat or dog would be able
to get through. This queer tree is called the
red mangrove, or aerial plant. According to
Webster it "spreads by emitting aerial roots,
which fasten in the saline mire and eventually
become new stems. The seeds also send down
a strong root while yet attached to the parent
plant. The fruit is sweet and eatable. The
bark is astringent, and is used for tanning."
It does not bear honey, or, at least, not enough
to be of any actual use like its near relative
the black mangrove. The seed is a queer-
looking thing, about the size and shape of a
cigar. When it drops off into the water, one
end sinks and the other end floats on top.
When it comes up near the shore, so the lower
end touches the bottom, then roots put out. and
the queer-shaped tree is the result. Whenever
one sees these queer-looking trees skirting the
edge of the shore or an island, he thinks of the
banyan-tree that we used to look at in our
geographies, away back in the old schoolhouse
on the crossroads.

While visiting the pineapple groves we saw
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a queer animal washed upon the shore, about
the size of a cow, and with a head looking con-
siderably like that of a cow. This is called the
sea-cow, or " manatee." Friend P. tells me
these are quite common in these waters, notwith-
standing ihe fact that many of them have been
exhibited in shows as being "the only living
specimens," etc. These animals are 1;") feet or
more in length, and are found both in fresh and
salt water.
About the 7th of February, we bade adieu to

the kind friends at Mr. Poppleton's, and moved
on further north to Gilford Station. Constance
had got rather used up by mosquitoes at Lake
Worth, and moving about so constantly every
day, so she went back to Jacksonville for "re-
pairs." Even if Gifford was in the wilderness,
I found a very good road for my wheel, and in

due time reached ihe Gitford mansion. This is

only about a quarter of a mile from a town,
called Vero. But the conductor would not let

me off at Vero, so I had a wheel ride as a conse-
quence. As 1 came at a time when they were
not expecting me, I found no one at home but a
miss of ten years old. She and I soon became
excellent friends. She told me how they man-
aged the postoffice, and said she could do it all

herself; and I was greatly surprised to hear her
answer questions that 1 put to her in regard to
general postoffice business. Her name is Ruby.
She not only told me about the postoffice. but
about the neighbors and other things. They
are so far away from everybody that they have
no schools for her to attend; and, in fact, there
is not any little girl for a playmate within miles
in any direction. The State of Florida, how-
ever, is not forgetful of her childien. There is

a provision by law, so that each pupil receives,
if I am correct, $10 for a term of 16 weeks. The
county superintendent decides, at his examina-
tions, whether the money has been well ex-
pended. Accordingly. 1 found my young friend
Ruby remarkably bright and ready. I suppose
one reason why we became fast friends in so
short a time was that she rather hungered for
companionship of any kind. If she could not
have a little girl to talk to, a man 55 years old,
like myself, would do a great deal better than
nothing.
After a while I took my wheel and went out

to meet her brother, who was at work with the
horses and farming-tools, a couple of miles
away. You see, friend Gifford has horses and
wagons, etc., after all. And, by the way, he
has some land around him that warrants hav-
ing Northern tools. It is not All sand, let me
tell you. After I found Charles •(Ruby's broth-
er), I went out to meet friend Gifford himself.
His garden was of wonderful interest to me,
especially the new, strange fruits. There were
mangoes, guavas, mulberries, sugar-apples,
tamarinds, sour-sops, cherries, grape fruit, etc.
The last-named tree was left with part of its

crop hanging to its limbs for my special benefit.
The tree was scarcely as high as my head, only
three years old, and yet it had borne three
bushels of fruit. One bushel remained on the
tree, left for me. The grape-fruit grow so close
as to touch each other, and I believe this has
suggested rhe queer name—grape-fruit. When
one is tired and thirsty during hot weather, it

is wonderfully delicious.
When I arrived the mulberry-trees were

bending with loads of berries almost big enough
to begin to turn red. During the night, how-
ever, both berries and foliage were literally
cooked by the frost.

Friend Gifford is an enthusiast on mangoes.
It is a tropical tree of most rapid growth, and
the fruit is greatly sought for after one has
learned to eat it. Friend G. is satisfied that it

has wonderful curative properties, especially

where one is troubled with disordered stomach
or bowels. Some people, who have not learned
to eat it, say it tastes like cotton batting soaked
in coal oil; but. notwithstanding this, others
are so extremely fond of it that the fruit on a
single tree at St. Lucie, one season, brought the
sum of $150; and Mrs. Prange (who is kindly
taking down these notes for me) adds that the
family found this one tree their main support.
In fact, it>is about all they have to get a living
from. Now, when I was writing, a few months
ago about supporting a family on a (luarter of
an acre, some of you were inclined to make fun
of the idea; but here is a family depending upon
a single fruit-tree, without saying anything
about as much land as a quarter of an acre.
When I expressed my incredulity in regard to
this statement, friend G. said the man's name
is Alec Bell, and that I could easily get the full
facts if need be. He added, however, that one
reason why they received so much money from
the crop was that it seemed to be an extremely
fine variety, and many sold for an extra price
because the parties buying wanted the seeds to
plant. Friend (J. added further, that there
were mango-trees standing in his garden that
he would not have taken $100 for, before the
December freeze. J suggestt d that, for $100, he
could have covered the whole tree, trunk and
branches, with a heap of dirt; and this, indeed,
might have been done, or something like it, in
many cases; but the frost came " like a thief in
the night," and nobody thought it was going to
hold on so long without letting up.
Another of friend Gifford's hobbies is Japan

persimmons. This is a new fruit that has not
been very much grown in Florida; but fine
specimens, I am told, have been sold for a nickel
apiece. The fruit of a good variety is as large
as a good-sized peach; in fact, they have been
raised i^o inches in diameter. And this fruit is

clean pulp clear through—there is not a stone
or seed of any kind. The tree is a wonderful
grower, like the mangrove, and I think it has
not been very much harmed by the freeze.
Another of the Florida fruits is the Avicado

pear; but almost everybody calls it the "alli-
gator" p^ar, because it comes handier to say
alligator than "Avicado;" and after you have
it said, it is not a pear at all, even then; but it
is a beautiful fruit. Did I tell you that Florida
is the greatest place I ever saw in the world for
fertilizers of every sort? Why, the outbuild-
ings of even the humblest home to the biggest
hotel are almost invariably provided with gal-
vanized iron pails, or some equivalent (Terry's
plan, you remember), to receive and preserve
the night-soil. When anybody wants to plant
a tree he digs quite a little cavity, pours in a
pailful of this night-soil, mixes itwith the sand
until it is thoroughly incorporated, and not at
all offensive, then plants the tree, and it has a
good send-off. No matter what a man works
at, he has some trees or fruits of some kind
growing in his dooryard, and therefore he is in-
terested in saving everything in the shape of
fertilizer. Well, near friend Gifford's home
there are great droves of wild cattle; and up
near the river there is a clean spot of ground
that, for some reason or other, is almost free
from vegetation. Here the cows come to lie
down nights. At intervals friend Gifford goes
out with his wagon and scoop-shovels, and
gathers up the " cow-chips " as they call them
in Florida. His beautiful fruit-orchard is fer-
tilized almost entirely by this manure.
On one of our visits we called on a Mr. Weis.

This man, although he lives a sort of hermit
life, all by himself, away out in the swampy
woods, where not even a road of any kind runs
anywhere near him—this poor lone bachelor
friend has one of the prettiest gardens I ever
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saw. We found bananas, date palms, potatoes,
cabbage, string beans, and even some beautiful
flowers, and nobody but himself to enjoy ihem.
You might have known I would have made a
protest against such a waste. Why, there are
thousiinds of industrious, intelligent German
women who would delujlit in tinding such a
home, and they would give this poor, lonely
man a glimpse of happiness and companionship
such as he has never dreamed of; and then
there would probably be some reason, in course
of lime, for building a neat little schoolhouse
away down in those Florida wilds.
Several times I wondered why it was that

everybody in Florida was planting beans; and
it was just one kind of bean, too—the Refugee,
or Thousand-to-one. They say the golden wax
beans do not do well in Florida; but they pro-
duce this one kind of string bean. I did not see
any beans in Florida, however, with the rank,
luxuriant growth we have here on our clay soil;

but when I suggested as much to friend Gifford,

he replied that they sometimes sold a single
crop for $400 per acre, even if they did not get
such tremendous crops as we do. His daughter,
Mrs. Sprange, here puts in, by way of paren-
thesis, that sometimes the crop brings nearer 4

cents per acre.

Ruby's mother died of consumption less than
a year ago. They brought her to Florida when
it was too late, although her life was prolonged
several years, so the friends believed, in conse-
quence of getting to Florida when she did. The
cook of the family, while I was there, was a
boy who had formerly served in that capacity
on board of a steamboat. In consequence of

dull times he was out of employment, and friend
Gifford took him in, and I found him making
himself exceedingly handy, indoors and out. In
one of our trips through the woods, we came
across a deserted plantation, where orange-trees
were planted twenty years ago. Nobody has
tried to do anything with It for years past, and
the place has all grown up to forest; but the
orange-trees, mostly the sour variety, grow
right out in the woods, and bear considerable
crops. I found some of them that had escaped
the frosts, and I thought them quite delicious.

Almost all through Florida, bee-keepers com-
plain of the depredations of bears. Once upon
a time a bear visited an apiary where there were
cases of sections all ready to come off. The
bear took off the top of the hive, then took two
cases of sections, one under each "arm," and
started off for the forest. I presume he was a
little bashful about sitting down and eating
his honey there so near the bee-keeper's home.
The owner of the hives, however, heard the
racket, and put out after him. The consequence
was, Bruin dropped his cases of honey in the
bushes, and put off without them. I asked the
owner if he actually s<(i« the bear going off with
a case of sections under each arm. He admitted
that he did not see the operation, but replied,

"But, Mr. Root, how else couUl he have carried
them? Please tell, will you? I chased the
bear away, picked up my two cases of sections
which he dropped on top of the bushes, so as

not to break or injure them; and, in fact, they
were in such good order that I shipped them
both to New York, and sold them with the rest.

Now. how did the bear carry those two cases
out into the woods unless he had one under
each arm and walked on his hind feet? Please
tell."

Now, friends, I am sorry to say that I can not
at this very minute tell who told me this bear-
story. It sounds very much as if it were A. F.
Brown; but if he absolutely declares that he did
not tell it, then it must have been somebody
else.

I suggested to friend Gifford that he should

keep store in connection with his postoffice, and
that Ruby would make a tip-top clerk. But he
said he had had " store" enough in the North

—

that he does not want to be bothered any more.
Theri^ is not a store or grocery of any sort within
six miles of him. I happen to know, however,
that he does quite a retail business as it is. for
Ruby says they sell oianges for a cent apiece,
and honey for .5 cts. a pound, at retail.

You remember what I said about the Weather
Bureau and the oranges? Well, during the
freeze of Feb. 7 I had an opportunity of seeing
something of the difficulty of transmitting cold-
wave messages in the interior of Florida. On
the Gth of February, about 10 o'clock in the
morning, Jacksonville was notified that a cold
wave would reach there during the night. This
message was promptly telegraphed to Titus-
ville, where they ran up the cold-wave flag.

The displayman also mailed cards of warning
lo ail the postoffices in the county. One of
these cold-wave cards passed Vero postoffice on
the train at 7 o'clock in the evening. There is

so little mail in the evening, however, that they
have decided to let it all go down to West Palm
Beach, and come up the following morning at
10 o'clock; and, accordingly, at that time next
day, we were notified of a cold wave coming.
We got the notice several hours after the mis-
chief was done. Now, this happened right on
one of the main lines of railway too; how would
it be several miles away from either railway or
telegraph lines?

THE NEW CATALOGS.
Look out for the catalog that praises every

thing unstintedly, and especially where the
good qualities are mentioned of every fruit and
vegetable, and none of the objectionable qual-
ities. We have catalog men now who report
almost as faithfully and disinterestedly as do
our experiment stations, and these men should
be encouraged and patronized. Take the Tim-
brell strawberry for an illustration. How many
of the catalogs tell you that, while it is one of
the grandest new berries, it has one very objec-
tionable feature—a mottled white tip, even
when the berries are perfectly ripe?

VAKIATION IN PRICES OF POTATOES, ONION-
SEEDS, ETC.

If you will look over the seed -catalogs you
will see what a wide margin of prices is given
on the same article.' For instance, one seed-
catalog will put seed-potatoes at !?2.25 per bush-
el, while another one quotes the same variety
Sit $2. 2~i a hari'el. Again, some of our le-iding

seedsmen in the great cities are still asking
$2.50 a peck for onion-sets, potato onions, mul-
tipliers, etc., while other friends who live out
in the country are offering the same thing, and
would be glad to get 12.50 for a whole bushel.
Perhaps it is no particular business of ours;
but I would advise that, before you send off

your hard earnings, you look over the agricul-
tural papers and see the bargains offered in

their advertising columns, and also look care-
fully over the catalogs sent out by practical
farmers.

WHITE VICTORIA ONIONS.

I believe we were among the first to intro-

duce and recommend these beautiful fine large
onions; but of late there has been more or less
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complaint that the seed produced onions of
different kinds, not true. etc. In Burpee's 1895
catalog we tind the following by way of ex-
planation:

Since first introducing- these onions, we have each
year heretofore imported seed direct from the orig-
inal growers In Soutliern Italy (wliose gardens we
have several times visited); hut we regret to an-
nounce that the seed sent in the autumn of 1893
<for sale last year) was not ti-ue to name. Thei-efore
we have been forced to discontinue the sale of im-
ported seed, and now offer excJusivclu American-
GROWK SEED. Unfortunately, the Italians do not
seem to realize the Importance of purity in seeds,
but we did think that we could rely upon the orig-
inal growers maintaining, by careful selection, the
true type of these Victoria onions. Fortunately,
however, much of the seed sold last year had been
grown for us at home, so that all our customers who
ordered Victoria onions did not receive the inferior
Italian-grown seed; but those who did, it tiiey will
kindly notify us, are now entitled to select fresh
American-grown seed, to the same value, without
cost. W. Atlee Burpee & Co.

We are glad to see the above from friend
Burpee. It has the right ring; and we make
the same offer to all who bought seed of us of the
White Victoria. If it did not prove to be what
it ought to be, tell us how much seed you had
and when you got it, and we will send you aood
seed, or, at least, seed bought directly of Bur-
pee, in place of it.

PARIS GKEKN TREATMENT FOR CODLING MOTH.
The United States Department of Agricul-

ture sends out the following:

Secretary Moiton, in au interview to-day, said:
"The apple-trade of the United States with foi--

eign countries has always lieen profitable. The de-
mand for apples grown in the United States lias

always been in excess of the supply. The United
Kingdom of Great Britain alone, during the nine
months ending September, 1894, paid the orchards
of the United States $3,500,00O. Tlie greatest enemy
to our export a|)])le is the 'codling moth.' But the
entire crop can be made wormless if the orchards
of the Unil'ed States will use the following recipe:

" Use Paris gieen at the rate of 1 pound to 150 gal-
lons of water. Weigh out sufficient poison for the
capacity of the tank used, and make It into a thin
paint with a small quantity of water, and add pow-
dered or quicklime equal to the weight of poison
used, mixing thoroughly. The lime takes up the
free arsenic, and removes the dang-er of scalding.
Strain the mixture into the spray-tank, taking care
to pulverize and wash all the poison through the
strainer. During the operation of spraying, see
that the liquid is agitated with sufficient frequency
to prevent the settling of the poison.
"The prime essential in spraying is to break up

the liquid into a fine mist, so as to coat every leaf
and part of the plant as lightly as Is consistent with
thoroughness. This should not require more than
from 3 to 7 gallons for a comparatively large fruit-
tree.

" Let the first spraying follow within a week after
the falling of the blossoms of either apple or pear,
and follow this with a second treatment just before
the fruit turns down on the stem, or when it Is

from }>i to V2 inch In diameter. The first spraying
reaches the eggs laid hy the moth In the flower end
of the fruit, shortly alter the falling of the blos-
soms; and the second, tlie later eggs laid by belated
moths. Do not spray trees when in bloom; and if a
'washing rain Immediately follows treatment, repeat
the application.
" Knapsack sprayers suitable for applying the in-

secticide can be obtained at reasonable prices at all
agricultural-lmpiemen t stores.

'

'

Washington, JX. C, March 23.

ed with London purple, and that did no good.
Next I took slacked lime and put it into a coarse
sack and dusted the onions in the morning
when the dew was on. I made them clear
white, but that did no good. Then 1 got some
soot from the chimney and dusted them early
in the morning, and made them clear black;
but they worked right on, and killed all my
sets and the big onions too. Are there any of
the Gleanings readers who know any thing
about the insects? I should be glad to Hnd out
what to do to get rid of that onion -destroyer.

Henry Paulus.
New Philadelphia, O., Feb. 13.

I myself have been considerably troubled for
fear the onion-midge might commence again
in our locality as it did last season. Some of
the onion-growers think, however, it was main-
ly caused by the drouth—that plenty of rain
would have drowned them out, or at least
hindered their enormous propagation. I am
glad you have tried all the things you have
mentioned, and reported to us, for it will save
others from going through the same experi-
ments. On page 596 of this journal for July 15,

1894, I described the onion-midge, and said
that our experiment-station folks visited the
large onion- fields, and made some experiments;
and they decided, I believe, that the only
feasible remedies were tobacco tea or dilute
carbolic acid. The latter will be the cheaper

—

one part of carbolic acid to lUO parts of water
put on the onion-tops with a spray- pump. If
our Ohio Experimeiu Station, or. in fact, any
other, have any thing better to offer than the
above, we shall be very glad indeed to liear
from them. Our American Pearl onion is so
early that it has so far n.atured a crop before
the; midge really got to work.

WATER CRESS—A CAUTION.

This variety is what the English and Ger-
man people are so fond of. I have a large spring
in which, a few years ago. some roots were set.

They im-ri'ased very fast from seed floating
down .'<lieam. and soon tilled the open ditch,
and choked the side drains, and caused the
sediment and mud to fill the ditch for a mile in
length. This had to be cleaned out at great
expense to avoid flooding the ground. A word
of caution here may save you a world of
trouble. It sells readily, tied in bunches about
what your hand will reach around. I get 2X
cts. a bunch wholesale, and 5 cts. retail. Where
it is kept at stores it is set in pans wiih an inch
of water or more, where it will keep without
wilting, for some time. It is used in hotels to

garnish dishes, and is eaten similarly to celery,

by dipping in salt. Some use vinegar, the same
as in eating lettuce. Chas. Mills.
Fairmouht, N. Y., Mar. 24.

THE ONION-MIDGE.
This insect is so small that it can hardly be

seen by the naked eye. I had just as thrifty
onions last year as anybody could wish to see;
then all at once they commenced to die from
the top down, before they had begun to bot-
tom. I went to work and sprayed them with
Paris green, but that did no good; then I spray-

FIVE SASHES.

Several years ago I got five sashes. April
first I helped prepare a bed, and had a kind
hand make a frame to put o/er it. The sashes
cost me 16.50, the lumber $1.00. I placed the
thermometer inside on a nail, and brought out
my seed-basket. I put in a row of celery four
inches from the front of the frame, always in

the coolest shaded place; then crosswise, sev-
eral rows of tomatoes; then one and a half
sashes were sowed to Grand Rapids lettuce;

then cabbage, sage, and cauliflower. We had
lettuce for general family use in three weeks,
and used daily till garden lettuce was ready.
We sold .?4.40 of cabbage and tomato plants, be-

sides setting a large garden at home. The to-

matoes were dropped seed by seed about an inch
apart, of Dwarf Champion sort, and made the
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finest plants I had ever grown. For earliness,

robust growth, satisfactory fruit, and frevdom
from disease, I grow the Champion. My five

sashes have since been my dulight, and twice
paid for themselves, besides tiie home pleasure
and benefit. Mrs. L. J. Page.
Faribault, Minn^

FLORIDA UP TO DATE, ETC.

The Alec Bell mango-tree story is rather
large, but you haven't told it all, even yet. It

was tliree years instead of one that the fruit

sold for C"150. I have the finest beans I ever
saw; shall commence shipping this week. Po-
tatoes, cabbage, and watermelons are looking
well. Japan persimmons are loading with fruit.

If half hold on, the trees will have to be sup-
ported.
Bees are doing well. I am painting all of the

hives over new. and shifting all the bees into
newly painted hives, taking pains to cut out all

burr-comhs, and to put all drone-combs in up-
per stories. H. T. Gifford.
Vero, Fla., Apr. 8.

SWEET CORN.

We have found an excellent demand for our
crop of fresh sweet corn in neighboring city
markets. City people seem to find it quite diffi-

cult to get their corn fresh. After it has lain
in the stores a day or more it rapidly becomes
tough and stale, and its quality rapidly depre-
ciates, until soon it is hardly good for any
thing. Consequently, corn freshly gathered,
brought in directly from the farm, is a welcome
article. To make a good succession through
the season, sow Cory first, then Minnesota, and,
last, iStowell's Evergreen. The last should be
sown several times at intervals of ten days, to
have plenty of corn until frost comes. The
early corn will probably bring at retail 20 to 35
cts. per dozen. Soon it will fall to about one
cent an ear; but even at this last price there is

a fair margin of profit, especially when the
stalks are prized as horse or cattle food, as
they justly should be. The feeding value of
the stalks materially reduces, even if it does
not quite offset, the cost of cultivating the
entire crop. A fair estimate of the proceeds
from an acre of sweet corn would be from $75
to 1100; and, considering the labor expended,
the sweet-corn crop averages about as well as
the majority of farm and garden crops. One
good thing is, that corn is not over-particular
as to soil. A tough sod, turned over in May
and enriched with fine barnyard manure, an-
swers well for this crop. Or we may use nitrate
of soda, superphosphate, and wood ashes, if we
have not the manure to spare.

STRAWBERRIES.

The strawberry is the most luscious of small
fruits, and the spring is by all odds the best
time to set out plants. At the outset, take
some care to secure vigorous young plants for
setting. The common opinion seems to be,
that any young plants that will grow answer
well enough — a great mistake. We want
young plants from large vigorous older plants,
that have never been allowed to produce a
berry. Fruiting-beds, and beds for prooagat-
ing-purposes, should be regarded as distinct
affairs. It is desirable to have the plants we
are to set out come from the strongest parent
stock possible. Next after getting the proper
plants comes the planting. To secure the larg-
est possible specimens of berries, confine the
plants to hills 18 inches apart in each direc-
tion, only one plant in a hill; but to secure the
largest crops of large berries, grow strawber-
ries in iheir beds. A closely matted strawberry-
bed means small, soft, poorly flavored berries.

Plants of almost any vigorous-growing variety,
if set in early spring in rows foui' feet apart,
the plants two feet distant in the rows, will

cover the ground as closely as is desirable dur-
ing the season. To cause the runners to cover
all spaces uniformly, it is well to arrange them
by hand in any cases where they do not proper-
ly separate naturally. By placing a little fine

dirt just above the roots of the runner it will

be held in place, and the process of rooting
facilitated. Apply wood ashes for fertilizer,

and cultivate often till the vines obstruct the
work. M. Sumner Perkins.
Danvers, Mass., Feb. 8.

MICHEL S EARLY STRAWBERRY.
I am sorry to see Michel's Early in the list of

" poor " ones at your agricultural station. I
am growing Bederwood. Bubach No. 5, Cres-
cent, Jessie, Michel's Early, and Warfield;
and Michel's Early made the best stand of
plants and gave the most berries (nice perfect
ones too) of any of them. For one I shall not
give up the Michel's Early yet.

Eldora, la., Jan. 19. J. W. Buchanan.

WHAT shall we DO?
We can not take very much space in such a

journal as this to discuss the financial and social

matters that seem to be filling our newspapers
at the present time; but I hope I may be par-
doned for this suggestion: A great many peo-
ple seem to claim that the world owes them a
living and does not pay it. I fear this is bad
philosophy. The world owes no man any thing
until he has earned it. When he has earned
it, the world generally pays it. If manufactur-
ers, bankers, etc., are so greedy and dishonest,

do not have any thing to do with them. My
father went into the woods, and chopped logs

enough to build a house, brought up a family
of seven children, without any help from man-
ufacturers or millionaires, and it seems to me
that is just what our people ought to do now.
God surely helps those who help themselves.

A. L R.

DAYLIGHT AHEAD.
You may remember that, when Dr. Wilford

Hall got to doing an immense business in sell-

ing his internal water cure at $4.00 for each
secret, there began to be imitations. Some-
body offered the same thing for $2.00, and then
somebody else came down to $1.00, and so on
to 50 cts., and lastly to 25 cts. At the latter

figure there was not enough money in it to

cause a great scrabble any longer, and so the
whole thing went down, and the secret was
published in the papers. It is now getting to
be just so with Electropoise, and a $5.00 ma-
chine is already advertised. Very soon they
will be down to .?1 00. and perhaps 50 cts. The
question is, will the .50-cent one cure diseases
just as well as the $25.00 one? lam afraid it

will not—not even if they should sell the very
same thing that is now selling for .?25.00, for 25
cts. There is a tremendous lesson to be learned
right along here; but will the people learn it?

Will those who have been paying out so much
money for medicines and expensive apparatus
have grace to admit they made such a blunder
in thinking the thing really did possess virtue ?

A. I. R.
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EE SUPPLIES.D
1^ I will give 1(1 ])er cent off for cash
^M orders of $5.00 and over up to May 1 ,'95.

Send for free catalog to manufacturer.
J. J. BRADNER, MARION, IND.

t^rin responding to this advertisement mention Glkantvg8.

FARMERS SHOULD EXPERIMENT
and not always take the word of interested
parties. Very few of them have any idea
how much the common soft wire will stretch.
They may have been lead to believe it a mere
trifle. It is an easy matter to prove that a
No. 9 wire, under a strain of about 1000 lbs.
will stretch from 1 to 1'4 in. per Toot and it
never takes ud its own slack. That accounts
for those little end ratchets filling up so
quickly. Our local a?ent will furnish a power-
ful stretclier for tliis experiment.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention this paper.

420 Lbs. Average
Is what my bees gave that I moved to the man-
grove; those at home, 300 lbs. each; 5-bandecl
bees, too. Queens, bred for business from
this stock, will be sent in 189.5 for $1.00 each until
May; per doz., $8.00. Circular free.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Please mention this paper.

John F. Nice still has for Sale
3.5 colonies of nice Italian bees in Simp,
hive for $4.01), in chatf hive for 8.5.00.

329 Maynard St., Williamsport, Pa.

Full stocks of pure Italians nu 7 L. frames in por-
tico L. hives for $.5.00. C. G. Fenn, Washington, Ct.

Max

7A\Ta^n Queens,
fiom my own imported
queens, Sl.Oi each.

Brauer, Beeville. Bee Co., Tex.

3=Banded

WHY NOT
Send your orders to W. H. Laws for Ital-
ian Queens?

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
For beauty and business you can't beat
them. The leading bee-keepers of the TJ.

S. are my customers, and all praise them.
I breed either the Golden or Leather color-
ed strains.

PRICES REDUCED
To suit the times. Fine breeders always
on hand, $3 to $.3. Untested, 75c; 3 for $3.
Tested, $1; 6 for f.5. Address

W. H. LAWS, LAVACA, ARK.
Please mention Gleanings.

«<JVI0NEY-JVIAKER8>«
Are a strain of business Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are ready for business, with a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers bloom. They ai-e gentle
and industrious. Queens warranted purely in June.
Eacli, 11.(0; six, $.5.00; doz.. $9.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. F. QUtGLBY, Unionv'ilue.Mo.

Please mention this paper.

Apiary for Sale. ^
M <\ ^ $800.00.

Eight hundred dollars in cash will purchase one
of tlie best appointed apiaries in Canada. One hun-
dred colonies; good location. Every thing flrst-

class. The best of reasons for selling. If j'ou mean
business write me for particulars, or come and see
for yourself.

F. A. CEMMELL,
Atisistdut Fiiul-Biood Inspector,

Mention thijS paper. Stratford, Ont.

Queens by Return Mail.
Choice tested Italians, .SI each. Un-
tested, 75c each, 18 per doz. These
queens are from fine stock, vigorous
and prolific, and are guaranteed to

be No. 1 honey-gatherers. Send for

price list.

J. W. K. SHAW «St CO.,
Loreauville, Iberia Par., La.

I3'"ln responding to tins adverti.senient mention GLEANINGS.

Given Foundations****^
Ready for Delivery.

We are now making, as previously announced,
Given toundatioii on rolls. We can supjily thein-od-
uct at thesame piicc as tlie regular wax. ( 'ustomers
who desire a small <iuantily lo expeiiment with can
have a little added to the regular tuuiidatiou if they
will so specify in their orders. We neither indorse
nor condemn it, but hope it will be tried sufficiently
to test its merits. Tlie surplus Given has extra
thill bases. The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
After May 1st. T.5c: ti for $t,:i.5. Nuclei cheap. Also
poultry eggs for hatching, 50c up. Send for cata-
logue. Send your orders now. Can plea-^e you.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, IIL

FOR SALE.—Bu/z-i^aw table, with Root mandrel,
$14; l;i-in.rip and cross-cut saws and 8-iu. ditto. $.5.00;

former-table and 3 cutters, $lu; scroll-saw table and
saws, $8 00 These are all separate machines, and all
have iron frames and wood tops.

M. S. Jackson, 63 Sixth Ave , Pittsburg, Pa.

Eggs

Hatching

tf^t* From Prize = Winning Fowls.
lUr ijOc and $1.00 per 15.

Send for ciicular.
AUGUST QOETZE & SON,

3822 Wcod St., Wheeling, W. Va.
Please mention this paper

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I believe the Porter bee-escape to be one of the
grandest things in the way of labor-saving inven-
tions about the apiary. A. F. Brown.
San Mateo, Fla., March 28.

Do not stop Gleanings until I order it stopped.
At the present time I could not keep bees without
it and the ^4. /{. J., and I want the A B C as soon as
you have the new t dition ready.
Parrett, Minn., Jan. 29. Scott Lamont.

Your Home talks and wheel-rides interest me
greatly. Your Notes of Travel, and the description
of places you have visited, are a never-ending
source of delight to one of my daughters. I am a
great lover of a good garden, and spend many an
hour among my tlowers and vegetables. Your talks
on gardening are a great help. I have 13 colonies of
bees, so you see I am not a bee-keeper on a large
scale. Mrs. Alex. Patterson.
Lucknow, Ont., March 22.
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Still in the Lead!
Hilton's White T Supers,
Chaff O Polished ?! Foundation,
Hives, Sections, Smokers,

and every thing needed in the apiary.
Send for 1895 catalog'.

GEO. E. HILTON, = = Fremont, Mich.
Please mention tliis paper.

Best on Earth.
Biii>!h;im"8 five sizes of

bee-smokers raiig'e in jirice

from 50c to 4?1.75 per mail,
and are tlie lowest-priced of
any in the market, aci'ord-
ing to size. Ringliam Smo-
kers and Knives are made
only by llie inventor, and
can be dejtended on every
time, as tliey liave been for
16 yenrs as the best that
could be made or used.

Mention Gleanings, and send for circular of
prices. J p BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.

Please mention tti\>' paper

DON'T MONKEY NOW.
Send for our SB-pag'e catalog' free.

Root Co.'s Supplies kept in stock.

We can save you f reiglit. Let us
know what you need for the apia-

ry. Get our prices.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

Control Your Swarms, Requeen, Etc.

'> i&JSS, Send 25c for samples of
1-^^^ West's Patent Spiral wire
5' ^pfe Queen-Cell Protectors, and
r/^fc Pat. Spiral Queen Hatch-

ing and Introducing Cage,
al.'^o best Bee-Escape, with
circular explaining.Twelve
Cell-protectors, 60c; 100, ^i.

eag-es, ^1; 100, $5, by
mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress N. D. WEST. nid=
disburgh, Scho. Co., N. Y.

Sold also by all the leading' supply-dealers.

|^"ln responding to this advertisement mertiun Glkanings.

< >^wr>^^>^wv^wwfv^^v^w^^^yvw#

"S EXCELSIOR
Spraying Outftts
kill insects, pre-
^ I nt leaf blight

i ormy fruit.

e a heavv
yield otall
iruit a n d
vegetable

croi*s.
Thousands
in use.
.Send 6 cts.

for catal'g
and full
treatise on
spraying.

I 9 ^rfc. Address
.I.IA3I STAIU>, QUINCY, U.K.

I3rin responding to this advertisement mention GLKA.MNGa

STRAWBERRY AND
RASPBERRY PLANTS.

Best New and Old varie-
ties. Best grown Plants.
Catalog' Free. \\'ith in-

structions for their culture. Send for It Now.
Mention this paper. Addr ss
P. O. Box 213. E. J. SCOFIELD, Hanover, Wis.
lyin responding to this adveitisement mention Glkanings.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it js usually woiked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
IStfdb Sole rianufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. V.

tyin responding to this advertiseincii I inHntlon gleanings.

Sweetheart.
A Regular Sugar Lump.
LEADS < Eai'ly, Large, Handsome, Good Ship-
ALL ? per. Best Quality. Send for circular
WATER- S giving important facts to growers and
MELONS \ sliippers, with comparative sales and
ON > opinions of many commission men in
THE \ leading noi'thern markets.
MARKET, i" Seed, Packet, 10 cts.; lb., $1 .50.

ALBERT WITTBNJXIYKR,
Originator, Grower, and Shipper,

Emison, linojx: Co., Incl,
C^In responding to this advertisement mention GLEANlKGa.

CHOICE
SWEET=POTATO SEED
Yellow Jersey (the best), Red Bermuda, and Y'el-

low Nansemond, at $^.50 for 11-peck barrels, till

sold out. 4-8

L. H. REDD, De Soto, Illinois.

t^'ln respondintc to this adverU^eiiiuiit mention GLtANii-GS.

The New Craig

Seedling Potato.

For full description of this Potato, see page 969 of
this journal for Dec. 15, 1894. Prices: 1 lb by mail,
postpaid, 36 cts.; V4 peck, by freight or express,
$1.00; peck, $1.75; % bushel, $3.00; bushel, $5.00;
barrel of 11 pecks, $13.50. The above prices will
hold good as long as our stock lasts. All orders by
mail will be filled as soon as received. Orders by
express will be shipped at once unless ordered oth-
erwise. All orders for potatoes by freight will be
filled April 1, or soon after that time, unless direc-
tions are given to ship at an earlier d;ite. In this
latter case I do not assume responsibility for loss la
freezing; but where it is desirable to ship earlier,
and customers have bad luck, I expect to help them
out so far as 1 can consistently. In regard to my
responsibility I would refer you to A. I. Root. In
fact, where it is more convenient you can order po-
tatoes of the A. I. Root Co., Instead of sending your
orders to me.

GEO. E. CRAIG, Zimmer, Franklin Co., 0.

fSrin responiiirv- !. : !. -Milv.ni h nL Mifurimi (4ik vmno.i

World's Fair fledal
Awarded my Eoxindation. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new F'olished Sections and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. JVl H Hiitrf
Bell Branch, Mich. ^'** •'• liU"»-»

Please mention this paper.

BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Boe-

Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames. Foundation. Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention Glkanings. 21-8db
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THE
SOUTHERN Home of ths Honey-6ee
Is reiidy for your orders for 3 or 5 banded (jueens,
as good as the best, guaranteed free from paralysis.
Warranted queens, 75c each; tested, $1.00. After
June 1, warranted, 50c each: tested, 75c each. Good
breeders, ^2.00. Straight 5-banded, or " faultless,"
queens, $3.50 each. Special prices on lots, also to the
queen -dealer. Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed. Circular free. Address

HUFSTEDLER BROS., Clarksville, Tex.
[ iTlii responding to tnis aavertisement mention GLiSANINGS.

MOTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQOARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.

Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Hives, Sections, Foundation,

Bees, Queens,
Or any thing a Bee=keeper Needs.

In April and May I shall receive from the South
(via steamer) cases of 8 frames of capped brood,
well covered with bees. These a,re just riijht to build
up colonies with.
Single frame, 90c; 4 frames, $3.35; 8 frames, $3.25;

8 frames, $6.00; 16 frames, $11.00.

Untested queens included for 90 cents.
Every thing sent from this city. Let me know

your wants. Catalog free.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y. City.

tyin respondinfr to this advertisement mention Gleanings,

Golden Queens
From Texas.

*My queens are bred for business, as well
as for beauty and gentleness. Safe arri-

val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. Untested, $1.00; tested, $150.
Write for price list. 5-16ei

J. D. QIVENS, Lisbon, Texas. Box 3.

t^In responding to this advertisement mention Rleaninos

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a J5ee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-
log tice.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

QrgLEY'S GOLDEN ITALIAN^E^ ai-e larjie. lifumiful, bred lor
busiue.-,s. equal U> all, and su-

perior to many. Untested, April, 80 cts. each; V-
doz., $4.50; May, 70 cts. each; Vi doz., $4.00 Tested,
$1.00 each; fine breeders, $3.00 each extra. Fine
straight 5-banded breeding-queens, $4 00 each. Sat-
isfaction and safe arrival guaranteed.

Best - Goods
At lowest prices are what we are all ^%
after. The qunlUy of Gary's goods has a'%

never been questioned. His X X white pT
thin foundation and polished one-piece >|^
sections are the finest on the market. ^3
His bees and queens are from the best ^j^
strains, and reared and shipped in the ^^
way that long years of experience have ^W
shown to be the best. ^q
He has the largest stock of BEE- A^

KEEPERS' SUPPLIES in New England; W
and as to prices you have only to send '%^

for a catalog and compare ihem with ^^
those of other dealers. ^%,
To those living in the East, there is 3^

the still further consideration of low Cr
freight rates. Address <^^

^ W. W. CARY ^
COLRAlN. MASS. 14

I3rin responding to this advertisement mention Gleaning*

WINTER now is over!
And if you contemplate buying

Bees and Queeiis
You will do well to write

eitf For prices to

Leininger Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 5()c

each. Also bees in any quantity ; 45(1 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

t^In re.spondinjr to this advertisement mention Rlkaningb,

25 Imported Garniolans
Ready for immediate delivery at $5 each.
Bred in 1894 at the most elevated point
among the Carnic Alps wliere bees are kept.
Daughters of these queens ready in April,
$1 ea' h; $10 per doz. Address

The Carniolan Apiaries, Charlton Heights. Md.
«win r.'-ri.mriinir to tlJls a<ilveirtis«meni menttoi? Qlibianinus

Rose Comb White and Brown Leghorns,
And Silver-Laced Wyandottes.

15 eggs, $1.00; 39 eggs, $2.00.

J. W. COOK, JRoneto, Ind.

E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark. BEGINNERS.
p. O. Money Oid/r otlicc, Lavaca, Arl.

t^"In respondinir i.. i ins tuivertisement mention Oi

300 Goloniss
Of A N.). 1 Italian bees in 8-

frame Dov. hives cheap.
Queens, \nics by the pound,

and a full line of new first-class apiarian supplies.
Send for catalog to Box 783, Belleville, 111.

E. T. FLA.J>{AaA.:S.

Beginners sh(juld have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. The little book and tlie Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one -year, 65c. Address any first-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., Hioginsviuue. Mo.
^P*In responding to this advertisement mention GLKAXDJGa.
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ODD-LOT SECTIONS.

Of the list of sections otfered in last issue at spe-
cial prices, we liave sold tlie i]l, open top and bot-
tom, but still have the other sizes listed.

BUSINESS CHOWDING.
We are having all we can manage to keep our or-

ders filled witli reasonable promptness. Some or-
ders for odd goods which have to be made are delay-
ed longer than we like to have them; but we hope,
by putting in extni time, to keep pace with the
orders, and get goods out promptly.

There will be a good demand this spring for bees
by the pound, nucleus, and colony, owing to the
heavy losses in some quarters. We do not now sell

bees ourselves, and there are only one or two who
advertise nuclei in our columns. If you have bees i

to sell, advertise; but get your aniiouncemeuts in
quick if you desire to catch the orders.

manufacture of these mills. It will answer nicely
tor lieavy foundation.
Ten-inch round-cell, old style. No. N N. Price

$11.(10. This answers to about the SHme description
MS No. M M, bui is in a little better condition.
Eitlier of these is good value for the money.
Besides the above we liave a number of new six-

inch mills which are far superior to what we sent
out a few years ago. but are not quite up to the
present standard of excellence required by the large
users. We will sell these mills at from $12.00 to
$15 00, depending on value; will submit samples and
full particulars to those interested, on application.

ONE PIECE SECTIONS.

As a sample of tlie way our one-piece sections go
together without waste from breaking, we mention
the fact that, during the past week, one of the girls
in our employ folded on a Hubbard section-press, in
less than inilf iin hour, ."jOOseci ions taken from stock,
only two of which were broken in folding. These
sections, when folded, are much more rigid than
any four-piece section can be unless glued. Think
of the time sHved in putting together, as well as the
saving in first cost.

HONEY MARKET.
Our last call for extra ted honey has brought us a

number of favorable offers, some of which we have
accepted. We are again able to supply choice ex-
tracted honey in'60-lb. (^ans, 2 in a case, at 8Xc; two-
case lots or more, at 8c; in 115-lb. kegs at 8c, or di-
rect from Wisconsin at 7c. Barrels of ij50 Ihs., direct
from Indiana, at Vc. Special prices on large lots.
These offers are pubjf ct to previous sale. We have
calls for choice white comb honey. If any of
our readers still have some unsold we should be
pleased to hear from them, stating quantity, price
and how put up.

WIRE FENCING AND NETTING.
The attention of those interested in fencing is di-

rected to oui adv't on another page, offering
special bargains in remnant rolls. This has not ap-
peared since last June; and by com()aring prices
now and then you will find a marked reduction
clear through the whole list. You will find at pres-
ent prices some decided bargains in the list. We
have in stock here 6 rolls of 8-in. mesh. No. il wire,
48 inches wide, which we offer at S3. 60 per roll, or
the 6 rolls for $20.00. This is a size not regularly
kept in stock, and it will make a very desirable yard
fence.

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.
Two or three weeks ayo we were sold out of

second-hand mills, all but one six-inch. More have
come ill since, so that we now have the following
list to otter:
Six-inch. No. 1467, hex., thin-surplus mill. Price

$12.00. This is the mill exhibited at the Worlds
Fair, and was for a time used in our wax-room. It
is good value for the price.
Six-inch, No. 16.31, hex , thin-surplus mill. Price

$10.(jO; good value at the price.
Ten-inch, No. 1728, hex. Price S12.00. This will

make ft)undation 6 or 7 feet to the pound; was used
in our wa.v-room. and is still an excellent mill, ex-
cept for a blemish in the rolls, caused by a small
hard substance passing through in t he wax.
Ten-inch round. No. L L. Price $14.00. This is a

late-pattern mill, and in excellent condition; suit-
able for medium foundation; practically as good as
new.
Ten-inch round cell, old stvle. No. M M. Price

$10.00. This mill has the old-style frame: was made
a number of years ago. Although used very little

It shows the great advance we have made in the

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
I do not know of any thing of more importance to

the inmates of the homes of our land just now
than tills matter of domestic economy; or, in other
words, in deciding how to make what money there
is go the furtliest. The first real start lever made
in the world, financially, wsis by making the outgoes
less than the incomes; and Mrs. Hoot and myself
gave the matter as much study in those earlier
years of housekeeping as we would give to one of
the fine arts—perhaps even more study. We learn-
ed not only to make tvery thing go as far as it could
be made to go, but to utilize all the waste products.
In the last few > ears it has been mypiivilege to
get occasional glimples of the inside workings of
many home.s, and it has pained me again and again
to see the losses that are permitted to go on, a great
many times, because the newly married couples
had not learned a belter way Well, we now have a
book of almost 300 pagesdevoted to this very subject
—Domestic Economy; or. How to Make Hard Times
Good, or Good Times Better. Written by a physician
of much experience. Just let me mention a few
of the things it treats of. First, drinking-water;
where to place the building; arrangement of the
kitchen; doors and locks. (Oh dear me! how many
times I have seen people annoyed by badly working
locks and hinges I A great many times I have call-

ed for the sewing-machine oil-can, and -have receiv-
ed smiling thanks when I showed them what just a
single drop of oil would do. Sometimes with a sew-
ing-machine screwdriver, the single turn of a screw
would make every thing work nicely.) Well, let us
go on. The book treats of where to buy; how to
buy; wasting; good morals; education; how to care
for the baby; cooking; going to school; what books
to read; habits of industry ; house-cleaning; recrea-
tion; rats and mice; time wasted; fuel; how to make
afire; clothing; dogs and cats; fleas and bedbugs;
washing-daj'; broken furniture; springs and cis-

terns; good bread; soups; sugar; doctors; exercise;
care of the body; accidents; contagion; water-
closets, etc. The price of the book is $1.00: but by
buying a large lot at one time, we have been en-
abled to get them so we can sell them for just 60
cts. If wanted by mail, add 8cts. extra for postage.

THE GAULT RASPBERRY.
Our creek-bottom ground has given us a thousand

or more beautiful plantsof the above \-ariety. They
are the strongest, and finest of any thing in the way
of a raspberry plant 1 ever saw in my life. Many of
them have three or four large shoots just coming to
the surface of the ground while I write. Now, I
am not at liberty to Sell these plants for less than
."jO cts. each; but I am permitted to sell one plant to
every subscritier to Gie.^nings for 25 cts. each,
postpaid by mail, in a strong wooden box made
expressly for mailing them securely. Or if any
subscriber will get somebody else to subscri be we
will send him a plant free; or whoever sends $2.00
for Gleanings two years may have a plant free.
Even if you have only the tiniest bit of garden, I

think you should liave" one Gault raspberry-plant.
They begin to bear when they are not much larger
than a strawberry, and keep bearing right straight
along until frost. Each plant will make you ten or
a dozen plants next fall, and the prospect is they
are going to be worth a good deal of uKincy next
year at this time. Without taking any sjucial care,
we have secured ov^er a thousand nice strong plants
from not quite a hundred plants last .'-pring. The
voung plants will (irobably bear fruit this year, un-
less you pick the blossoms off. The lierries are so
very heavy they almost need mulching like straw-
berries to keep them out of the dirt, unless they are
tied up to a stake or some sort of trellis. See cut
and description on page 959. last year. Or we will

mail you drawine-s from a photo, with full descrip-
tion of the new raspberry. A. I. R.
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THE SEED AND PLANT BUSINESS BY APRIL 15.

On account of the late spring', and much frost re-
maining- in the ground, the plant-trade is rather
slow as j'et; but tlie demand for seeds has been
larger, perhaps, than in any other spring since we
have been in the seed business. Onion-sets are still

going down. We can offer nice Yellow Globe Dan-
vers sets at 16 cts. per quart; 75 cts. per peck, or
$2.75 per bushel. Eitlier White Victoria or Prize-
taker, $1.00 per peek or $3.50 per bushel. White
Multipliers, while they last, $1.00 per peck, $.3.50 per
bushel. Large-sized sets. )4 above prices. If want-
ed by mail, add 10 cts. per quart for postage. By
the way, the White Multiplier is the best onion to
keei> over winter of any thing we have come across.
They are about as handsome as any onion in the
world, and about as nice to eat. They never send up
any seed stalks, but just keep right on multiplying;
and if you gather the bulbs when the tops are dry,
you can keep them without any trouble from sprout-
ing or getting soft; and even where they have been
repeatedly frozen, they stand it about the best of an.y
onions I know of. The objection is, that they sel-

dom get as large as other onions, and that they do
not yield as many bushels per acre. I am inclined
to think, however, that, with the right kind of soil
and cultivation, the yield is going to be pretty sat-
isfactory. You can plant them either in the fall or
spring, as you choose. Our own. planted last fall,

seem to have stood the winter with very little dam-
age.

SEED POTATOES.
At the present writing we are sold out on Everett's

Six Weeks, and second-size potatoes of all kinds e-Y-

cept Monroe Seedling. We can furnish the latter
at fl.50 per barrel; or first size, $3. .50 per barrel.
Early Ohio, Early Puritan. Lee's Favorite, Rural
New-Yorker, $1..50 per bushel or $3.50 per barrel, so
long as they hold out.
We have a nice supplv of asparagus-roots, two

years old, 75 cts. per 100, S6.00 per 1000; one year old,
.50 cts. per 100, $1.00 per 1000. The latter can be sent
by mall lor 25 cts. per 100.

At present writing we have a nice lotof both cold-
frame and greenhouse cabbage-plants; ditto cauli-
flower. Onion and tomato plants are hardl.y ready
yet to send out; but we have a splendid lot of White
Plume celery-plants just riglit to ship. Sacaline
and Lathyris sylvestris have been pretty freely criti-

cised by the press; but I feel sure the latter, at
least, is worthy of trial. It has stood the severe
winter without a bit of damage except to the great-
er part of the foliage. But they started out bright
and green with the first warm weather; and when
we come to dig up plants to ship, we find them go-
ing away down below any kind of clover; and the
root is of such size that throwing out of the ground
by frost would he almost an impossibility. During
my recent visit with Pres. Clute he gave a very en-
couraging report of his experience with the plant
at the Michigan Agricultural College. We can mail
you a good strong plant for 6 cts. ; sacaline, 20 cts.

don't SPRAY WHILE YOUR' FRUIT-TREES ARE IN
BLOSSOM.

On page 327 the Department of Agriculture says:
"Don't spray trees wh^n in bloom," but does not
take space to give the reasons. First, it is not nec-
essary; but second, and most important of all, it is
liable to kill tlie bees and poison the honey if spray-
ing is done while the trees are in blossom. Bee-
keepers are interested in having this matter well
understood and emphasized, even if other people
are not.

Kind Words From Our Customers.

BETTER THAN EXPECTED.

Dear Friend:—I want to send you a few words by
way of thanks for your promptness in business.
Why, sirs, a man can see the spirit of our blessed
Savior in your work, and in your way of doing busi-
ness. You say. " Did you get your goods all right? "

Well, yes (if I know what is right); yes, every thing
was even better than I expected, and I now send
you another small order. W. H. Box.
RusscUville, Ala., Feb. 2.

[We try alwa.^s to live up to the teachings of that
Savior; but sometimes our efforts are greatly mis-
construed.—Ed.]

Roofs goods are always as represented, and we
get what we send for. We can not keep house with-
out Gleanings. H. Boswohth & Son.
Ford, O., Feb. 8.

I take pleasure iu saying that the goods which I
purchased from you last May were all flrst-class,
every thing just a,s ordered, entirely satisfactory.
I know that you shipped them promptly by the
shipping-ljill which you sent me.
EastFarnham, P. Q., Dec. 28. .Ioshua Bull.

I have received Gleanings regularly, which gives
me much pleasure. I have read your ABC and
Langstroth on the Honey-bee. I found wonders
unfolding on every page. All praise to the patient
investigation bestowed by the studj^ of bees by the
various authors, unfolding, as they do, the handi-
work of the great Architect of the universe. All
praise be to him. C. F. Garland.
Grose Vale, N. S. W., Oct. 2.

KIND WORDS notwithstanding A REPORT DIS-
COURAGING.

I commenced the season with 120 colonies; took
300 lbs. honey, no increase. Prospects are not very
encouraging for next year, but we (wife and I) in-
tend to do our best, and trust God lor results. I
feel that, whatever success I have in bees or other
business, I owe a ffood share of it to Gleanings,
more especially to the Home talks. Fifteen years
ago I had scarcely any thing; but by being faithful
in "that which is least " I have been enabled to pro-
vide a home for a loving helpmeet, and now a third
party has arrived on the scene—a little blue-eyed
girl. We started out to give you a report on bees
and honey, but some way home thoughts crowded
in, and we felt like giving a glimpse of our home
life. Go on with your Home talks, and success to
you and yours. H. L. Rouse.
Republic, Iowa, Dec. 14.

OUR RELIGIOUS LITERATURE AND ELECTRO-
POISE.

At present writing; there seem to be just four
of our leading religious periodicals that are
proof against the money that the Electropoise
people offer. They are: Tlie Sunday-School
Times, The Christian Advocate. The Indepen-
dent, and Tlie Advance. If there are others, I

should be glad to give them honorable men-
tion. The temperance periodicals seem to be
accepting the advertisements blindly ; and,when
called to order, the principal excuse I have
been able to find is, that they are sadly in need
of money. Not an agricultural paper in our
land, so far as I can discover, has given them a
single Insertion. What sort of showing, dear
friends, is this for temperance and religion and
science? Dr. DePuy. of The Christian Advocate,
who has been paraded po largely by the Elec-
tropoise people, severs his connection with that
journal on the 1st of May. Electricity says:

" The Electropoise killed Dr. DePuy."
The same paper also says:

Not one medical man of standing, not one single
scientist, can he found to indorse it. FJlectricity re-

ferred it to six of the leading electrical scientists of
the country, and to a dozen of the leading physicians
in New York (^ity, every one of whom pronounced
it an unqualified fraud.

" O CONSISTENCY !

"

The following bright hit comes from our old
friend the Baral New-Yorker

:

Imagine a man teaching his pupils that whisky
and tobacco are harmful, and then being caught by
the boys, smoking a cigar on the sly

!

Ernest remarks right here, that one of the
best talks he ever heard on whisky and tobacco
was given by a minister of the gospel who was
afterward caught by the boys, smoking a cigar
on the sly. There are a good many ministers
of the gospel, as I happen to know, who take
this journal. Dear friends, does the above
searching suggestion hit you in any way?
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"G & B" Web=Wire Fencing
MEETS THE POPULAR DEMAND FOR

A Harmless Fence at a Reasonable Cost.

HUNDREDS OF MILES IN USE

BY SATISFIED CUSTOMERS WHO HAVE FOUND IT

PERFECTLY SAFE for horses and cattle.

SUFFICIENTLY STRONG for vicious stock.
A SURE INCLOSURE for sheep and hogs.
A RELIABLE PROTECTION against dogs for

sheep.

A SATISFACTORY FENCE to property-owners
along railroads.

A FENCE COMBINED for both large and small
animals.

A COMPACT MATERIAL for portable corrals.
Excellent for grapevine trellises.

Animals will not bend it to crawl under or climb
over, or loosen it from the posts.

"G & B" WEB-WIRE FENCING is made of the
best quality Heavy «jiiilvanlzed Steel Wire
(No. 14 in the meshes, No. 13 in tiie selvages)
woven into diamond-sh;ipe meshes by automatic
machinery, insuring a regulir and smootli fab-
ric, strengthened by tliree-»traiid rope sel-
vages at botli sides.

The 3.x6 inch Mesli Is suggested for sheep-enclos-
ures; the 4x8 for cattle and hogs, and the 5i4x
10!^ for a ver.v low-priced funce lor any purpose
named.

PRICE IN FULL ROLLS, 20 RODS EACH.

3x6 inch Mesh.
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THE

Aspinwall Hive

THE HIVE FOR BEES.
THE HIVE FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Aspinwall Manufacturing Co.,
Jackson, Mich.

{^•Tn rpspondintr to tliis advertisfin tlOT) Rl.KANIVr

Notice!
We beg to announce that we have

completed arrangements with the

Porters whereby we secure for this

country the control of the sale of that

very excellent and almost indispen-

sable imiDlement,

The Porter Bee=Escape.
It will be manufactured by the

Porters, as formerly, but write to

us for prices in both large and small

quantities . ^^..^........^.,.^.^

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

gee^supplies Cheap! Ĵ1,%^orBo^x^^^^"^^^^^^^^-"" 565, Jackson, Mich.

Every Farmer
Ought to read the Rural New=Yorker.

(Publislied weekly.)
It is the business farmer's paper, and a most re-

liable authority on agric-ulturai and horticultural
subjects. Frauds and humbugs fear it. ONLY $1A YEAR. Send for sample copy to
THE RITRAIj MEW-YOKKKR.New York.
We liiive made arrang-ements so tliat we can send
and G meanings for $1.75 a year.

WE WILL PREPAY
Freight charges on orders for Koot's (Milished sec-

tions, and 16-secti(in white basswoiid shipping-cases,
at his prices, to be shipped from factory to points
within 300 miles, in lots of 5000 and 200 or over rq,-

spectively. Send for cata'oa-.
B. WALKER, Evart, Hich.

Please mention this paper.

420 Lbs. Average
Ts what my bees gave that I moved 10 the man-
grove; those at home, 300 lbs. each; H-ltanded
bees, too. Queens, Itrecl for Ijusjness from
this stock, will be sent in 1895 for $1.00 each until

May; per doz., $8.00. Circular free.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

1 COLONY ITALIAN BEES, in 10-frame Langstroth
hive, $4. .50: 3 or more, $4 00 each; tested Italian

oiieen. fldO: ^ormoi-e. 9.1c each Address
OTTO KLEINOW, 122 Hilitary Ave., Detroit, Hich.

In good new eight-frame L. hives,

good full swarms. $4.00. Three-
frame nuclei, with queens, $3.25.

Wn. H. STANLEY,
Dixon, Lee Co., 111.

Bees
SOUTHERN AND EASTERN AGENCY

FOR A. 1. ROOT'S BEE = KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
AT A. I. ROOT'S PRICES.

RAWLINGS IMPLEMENT CO.,
Formerly Balto. Farm Implement Co.

Jobbers & Dealers in Farm Implements & Hachinery

209 S. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
33-9eoi

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. &. SON,
l-23a Ottumwa, la. South side,

eiotf Please mention this paper

Patents Pending

On new process, new ma-
chines, new product, in

manufacture of comb foun-

dation.

Result:
Lowest prices, best work.
Samples and price list free.

Wax wanted.

W. J. Finch, Jr.,
Springfield, HI.

Please "lentlon this paper.

Fruit and^^v
Bee Ranch for Sale,

Address REV. L. J. TEMPLIN, Canon City, Col.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Comb Foundation, E.xtractors. and every thing- else used by a bee-

keeper. All late improved goods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese buckwheat furnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.
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Honey Column

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Hoiiejy.—The stock of comb honej-

is larg-e; market well supplied. Fancy white 1-lb.
combs, 13; amber, 11. Receipts of extracted light;
white, 7; amber, 5'4@6; Soutliern, 4'2@5. Beeswax,
22. Hamblin & Bearss,
April 18. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Honey.—We report our market well
cleaned up on fancy white comb honey in 1-lb sec-
tions. A neat packag-e and a fancy article would
sell quickly at 14e. No. 3 comb, or dark, would not
sell at over 10@11. We report better inquiry for
extracted, at 5@", depending- on quality. Beeswax
selling at 30c. S. T. Fish & Co..
April 17. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati. — Ho»)fj/.—Demand is quiet for all
kinds, with a fair supply only on tlie market. We
quote comb honey at 12@14 cts. for best wiiite. Ex-
tracted honey at 4@7, according to quality. De-
mand is good for beeswax, with a scant supply. It
brings 25@31 cts. on arrival for good to choice yel-
low. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
April 19. Cincinnati, O.

Chicago.- W'<»e;/.—The supply of comb honey is
very light, and it looks as though all would be sold
unless it be some California that is being spread
upon the street. Best grades of white comb, 14c;
dark, 8@10. Extracted, 6'2@j7, as to quali'y, body,
flavor, and package. Beeswax, 28@3i1.

R. A. Burnett \ <'o.,
April 18. 163 So. Water St., Cliic ;.o. III.

Buffalo.—Honey.—The demand for honey is very
light; stock is getting well cleaned up, and there
remain only a few tail ends unsold. Moderate sales
of fancy, 13@14; choice, 11@1^; other grades range
from 7@9. Buckwheat honey moves very slowly
here; would not advise any shipments. Extracted
honey is also very quiet, ranging in pilce from 4@.5.
Beeswax, 25@29, according to quality.

Batterson & Co.,
April 17. Buffalo, N. Y.

Albany.—Honey.—We have received quite a lot
of comb honey during the past few days—one lot
of paper cartons from Buffalo; but the weather
begins to get warm, and the demand is falling off.
We quote clover at 1]@12; buckwheat, 8@10.

Chas. McCulloch & Co..
April 18. Albany, N. Y.

Philadelphia.— Ho?iC!/.— The supply of comb
honey is getting low, but there is correspondingly
little call. Good white clover, some broken combs,
sold at 912C We quote comb, 9U@12; extracted, 5®
6. Beeswax, 31. Wm. A. Selser,
April 18. 10 \^ine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Boston.—Honey.—Comb honey is in good demand,
with a light supply; and, should present demand
continue, we could get 14@lo for fancy white comb
in 1-lb. sections. E. E. Blake & Co.,
April 18. Boston, Mass.

Cleveland.— Roney.—There is no material change
in the prices of honey since our last report: if any
thing, the demand is lif>hter. Strictly fancy No.'l
white is selling at 13c; No. 2. 11. The demand for
extracted is livelier, and prices are from (5(0,8. Bees-
wax, 28@.S0. WILLLA.MS Bros.,
April 17. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Detroit.—Honey.—Very little No. 1 white comb
honey in this market, with fair prospect for selling
out befoi'e new comes in. Extracted, 6®7; sales
slow. Beeswax is in good demand at 30®31.

M.H Hunt,
April 18. Bell Branch, Mich.

Denver.—Ho»ey.—Tlipre is an improvement in
our market for both comb and e.xtracted honev.
We quote No. 1 comb, in i-lb. sections, at 11>^@12'4;
No. 2, 9@10. Extracted, No. 1 white, in 60-lb. cans (2
in a easel, 6®7. We are shoi't on No. 1 comb, and
could handle a quantity to advantage.

R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
April 20. Denver, Col.

Kansas City.-Honey.—The demand for comb
honey is light; demand for extracted, good. We
quote 1-lb. comb, No. I white, 14: No. 2, 12@13; No. 1
amber. 11@12; No. 2, 8@10; extracted, .5®6'>. Bees-
wax, 22@2,5. C. C. Clemons & Co',
April 18. Kansas City, M*
St. Louis.—Honey.—We have fiirly good trade in

honey, and on account of early receipts of new crop
expect an improvement. We quote comb, 10@13;
extracted, in cans, 6'2®7; in barrels, 5@5' 2. Prime
beeswax scarce at 30K@3].

D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
Apr. 18. St. Louis, Mo.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, tliick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.
eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

No. 1 extracted honey in 50-lb. pails at 7c per Ib.-
$3.50. J. B. Murray, Ada, O.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, istfdb and Prompt.

High=QradeBicycles

These are high-grade in every re-

spect, both as to material and work-
manship. We have personally test-

ed them thoroughly, and know that
they are first-class.

Tires, Morgan & Wright or Hartford single-tube
pneumatic tires; wheels, 28-inch, wood rims; ball
bearings throughout; pedals, rat-trap or rubber;
handle-bars, raised or drop: frame of best quality
of drawn seamless steel tubing: weight, 28 lbs. The
entire bicyles are built bv one of the largest bicycle
woi'ks in the country. The extremely low price is

owing to the fact that they are made on "94 machine-
ry, and under another name-plate. We can furnish
gentlemen's or Ladies' wheels at this price. Write
for circular.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
MEDINA, O.

gllk JJtic .iiiftiir iilllliir Jk. .iiilllir Jiaftir jiillllliir. .iiitflkjHHiir JItiit. jiilBk jHUiiuJ^
Untested Italian Queens. E

~;«;i JMi ||' Reared from a queen valued at $50. p'

Can't be excelled as honey-gather-
'

ers; 7.5 cents each. Address ^
W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala. ^

gj|||iirjii|unr 3iin|iiir:)ini|ir-jipii: aiiijpiimiF :JHIl»'-- '%¥'mi'"%¥""%¥'^Wm^
Sr^ln resixindine to this advertisement mention (tLkaninrs

1, 2, or 3 S. frames, 90 cents
each. Queens from import-
ed stock. Hardy, beautiful,
iud proliUc. Untested, $1;

tested, $1..50. Portico S. hives. 7.5 cents. eitf

MES. 0LIVE2 COLE. SHEEBUENE, CH2NANaO CO., N. Y.

t^lii re.>.poMiUnK to this auverti. nem mention Glkanings.

NUCLEI.
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Bees on rfiicli-hlossoius 362
Bees, UeraiiipiiiK 361
Bees. Noii-swaniiins 360
Bee-foive. To Anaiise .'Ull

Beyinnei's' Que>tioiis :i('i"

Brooil-i-liainlier. Divi-ible. . :;:.;
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Deer-sliooting
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Hives. Syniiiosiuni on 34S'Winterin

Lathyrus Silvestris
Maniini in Apiary
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Pelieans in Floriila 367
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Hairdilei' in Lake Conntv .. ^'m
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S.V Siii,,ker. Ciane. Patented. '...360

36-JSiiii.ker. .Antcnnatic 362
..372 T Siipcis, .Miller on 3.53

3.52

d Bees 347
Miller on 3.10

I ool^ Here, Bee=keeper!
If you arc in neid of lire supplies.

write for catalog- and lu-it-c list. Every ihing-sold
as cheap as the cheapest. WT T^ ^ '4-1%

Kenton, Hardin Co., 0. W. C. 0011111.
C^"ln responding: to this advertisement mention (il^KANINGS

PURE

ITALIAN

BEES.

By the pound, nil cents. Untested
(jueens t'ntm imported mother, 90 cts.
Two-frame nuclei, iiotli fi'ames con-
tainiu?' brocid with all adhering- bees,
and untestccl queen from imported
motlier. ^'r.'.dn. Tested <iueens, W 50.

Satisfaction fiuaranleed. I will be
ready to shiji liv Mav-'ith.

MRS. A. F. PROPER,
PORTLAND, JAY CO.,INO.

I^"li. responding to this advertisement mention GLEANDJas

For Sale^^-^-^.-^-^-^^^-^-^^^*
200 colonies of Italian and liylirid bees in 8-frame

Langstioth hives. Italians. J.5.00; hybrids, $4.50;
delivered at tlie depot in Jetfenson free of charge.
Also a lot of bee-supplies.

MRS. C. GRIMM, Jefferson, Wis.

Your Orders
for untested 11 al-

lan queens will be promptly filled by return mail.
These (pieens are carefully reared from fine stock,
are large, healthy, and proliflc, T5c each; $8.00 per
dozen. Tested, $1 00 each.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,

Iberia Par. Loreauville, La.
larin rnspondinc- to this advertisement mention (iLKANiNoa

HEADQUARTERS
For those large beautiful Golden Italians. One un-
tested queen, 80c; 3 for t-.OO. One warranted queen,
$1.00; 3 for $2.,50. One tested, $1 50; One select tested,
$3.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.

C, M. HICKS, Hicksville, Wash. Co.. Md.

BEES FOR SALE.
Seven strong colonies in Dovetailed hives. Also

honey - extractor; 4S emiit5' combs; several bee-
books, etc. Will take $2.5.00 for the outfit.
R. L. WEBER, J'ei'o/.v, Jeff. Co., ilio.

3=Banded WSdS. Queens,
from my own imported
queens, $1.00 each.

Max Brauer, Beeville. Bee Co., Tex.

FAY'S Are a Paying Crop to Grow for Market.
PROLIFIC I have a large quantity of e.xtra strong
RED well-rooted hushes tor sale cheap.
CURRANTS PRED. H. BURDETT,

CLIFTON, NEW YORK.

IRISH DAISY POTATOES.
I have a few barrels of choice unsprouted pota-

toes of this new late variety that 1 will sell at <M.0O
per batrel. Speak quick if you want them.
C. H. HELT^, A^damsville, AliisU. Co., O.
lyin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

36 BLACK MINORCA EGOS FOR q>4 HH
H. Barber, Adrian, Mich. «pl.UU

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't In this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rorB. You can have the notice as many lines as you please^
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
rering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—Old combs in frames. Dcscrttie, with
price. W. L. CoGGSHAt^L, West Groton, N. Y.

w

WANTED.—To exchange Universal wood-worker,
one groover, one dovetailer, and one cutter-

head table; also short .iointer, all in good order.
What have you to trade for one or all ?

W. S, Bellows, Ladora, la,

ANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark,

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample,

J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111,

WANTED,-To exchange 6 and 13 inch Root foun-
dation mills for wax. honey, or offers.

I. J. Stringham, 10.5 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange raspberry and blackberry
plants, $6 per 1000, bees $5, Japanese buckwheat,

for beeswax. A. P. Lawrence, Hickory Corners,Mch.

WANTED,—To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa. 20tf

WANTED.—To exchange 100 S-frame hives, with
coml), smokers, bee-escapes, 10-inch founda-

tion-mill, shipping-cases, a general outfit of Root's
supplies, for offers. Oscar Kerns, Cowgill, Mo,

WANTED.—To exchange bee-keeping supplies for
full colonies of pure Italian bees, or two and

three frame nuclei. Send me prices and get my an-
nual price list. Geo. E, Hilton, Fremont, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange safety bicycle, 28-inch
pneumatic, bees, queens, B. P. Rock, L. C. B.

Leghorn and L. Brahma eggs, for honey or bee-sup-
plies. Chas. H, Thies, Steeleville, 111,

WANTED.—To exchange poultry and eggs (3 best
kinds) for thin foundation, sections, shipping-

cases, or new smokers, D. F. Lashieh,
Hooper, Broome Co,, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange warranted Italian queens
bred from imported motliers. for poultry or

eggs, nursery stock, seeds, or plant-s, or offers,

J, H. Garrison, fiflOO Bleeck Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED.—To exchange S. C. Brown Leghorn pul-
lets, at 7.5c, and eggs from breeding-pens, at fl,

for pneumatic safety ijicycle in good repair. Write
quick. G. D. Clapp, Chatham, O.

wANTED.—To exchange eggs from choice fowls
and ducks, finest stock, for Italian queens.

Leslie Stewart, Jefferson, N, Y,

WANTED.—To exchange second hand 60-lb. cans,
in good condition (boxed); delivered at j-our

station at 2.5c each, for worker comics, or white comb
or extracted honey, crop of '95.

B. Walker, Bvart, Mich,

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

A few first-class black and hybrid queens ready to
ship; blacks, 2,5c; hybrids, 30c.

W, J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.
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TESTED QUEENS
Are usually sold for $2.00. I will explain why I wish to sell a few
at less than that. As most of my readers know, I requeen my
apiary each spring with young queens from the South. This is

done to do away with swarming:. If done early enough it is usually successful. It will be sem that the
queens displaced by these young queens are never more than a year old; in fact, they are fine, tested,

Italian queens, right in their prime; yet, in order that they m:iy move off quickly, and thus make room
for the untested queens, they will be sold for only ONE DOLLAR. Or I will send the Review for 1896 and
one of these queens for only $1.75. For $3 00 I will send the Keview, the queen, and the book "Advanced
Bee Culture." If any prefer the young, laying queens from the South, they can have them instead of the
tested queens, at the same price. A discount on large orders for untested queens. Say how many are

wanted, and a price will be made. Orders can be filled as soon as it is warm enough to iiandle bees and
ship queens with safety. _ . _

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

To tk PuMisiim of AnK^rJcaii l>ce Journal,
56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAOO, ILI..

Ndine

CO

3
CD

^ Please Cut Out
CO
00 Tli's whole Advt.^ i^igUi aud. lUulI.

— J^~ Please send me
^ the Ainericau Bee Jnunml
Q> each week for Three
^ Months. At the end
:s of tbat time I win re-
-o mit $1.00 for 1 year's
S Bubscription, or 25c.

,2 in case I decide to
discontinue.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS are given a free copy of Newman's "Bees and Honey "—160-page book—upon re-

ceipt of $1.0u for a yetr's subscription to the Am. Bee Journal, or this book will be sent at the end of
the 3 months, as per above otter. You ought to have the weekly Am. Bee Journal, even if you have
Gleanings. For $1.75 we will send you the Bee Journal and Gleanings for a year, besides a copy of the
" Bees and Honey." Address your order as above, or for sample copy.

P. O.

State
CD
CD

E. KRETCHHER, RED OAK, IOWA, ^ ^ *

4-8

SEND< FREE HIS CATALOG OF 72 ILLUSTKATED PAGES: DESCRIBES
EVERYTHING USED IN THE APIARY; BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.
CAPACITY ONE CARLOAD A DAY. WRITE AT ONCE FOR HIS CATALOG.

I told you so.
Mrs. AtchJey:—The one-frame nucleus I got of

you last spring gave me I'^O well-filled one-pound
sections. J. A. Smith, Heber, Utah, Oct. 9, 1894.

Now, haven't I told you that it will pay to send
bees north in the spi ing ?

One-frame nucleus, $1.00; 10 or more, 90c each.
Bees by pound, same price. Untested queens to go
with them. 75c each.
Untested queens by mail, $1.00 each; $5.00 for 6;

89.00 per dozen, till June; after, 75c each; $+.25 for
6, or $8.0<J per dozen. I breed the leather-colored
Italians, 5 bands, and Carniolans, in separate yards,
at safe distance.
Tested, 3 bands, $1.50 each; 5 bands or Carniolans,

$2.50 each.
Fine breeders of either race, or imported queens,

$5.00 each. Full colonies with untested queens, $6.00.

Ask for discounts to dealers, and by quantities.
The only steam bee-hive factory in south Texas.

Root's goods, Dadant's foundation, and Bingham
smokers.
Safe arrival on every thing guaranteed. Send for

FREE catalog that tells all about raising queens.

JENNIE ATCHLEY, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.
Please mention this paper.

To please all, am breeding
both Leather-colored and
Golden .5-banded Italians.
Have five apiaries, 3 to 6
miles apart, runniug 350
nuclei. Your orders filled

I)r()niptly. The Leather-
Qttrxr^t^cy colored 3-banded Breeder,

UCCllo* imported from Italy, Oct.,
'94. The Golden 5-banded

Breeder, selected from KKIO queens, some produc-
ing 400 lbs. of honey to colony. State what you want,
and send orders now for
early delivery. Guaranteed
queens, 75c; special low
price in quantities. Send
for descriptive catalog.

Woodcliff

Business

Wm. A. Selser,

Wyncote, Pa.

WE have a large stock of SECTIONS now ready.
" both No. 1 and No. 2. Write for special prices
on winter ordeis in large or small lots, including all
other Supplies. Also Berry Crates and Baskets
made up or in flat.

Address BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,
eitf BERLIN Heights, O.

fJlililliJIIIIIIJIIiillJIIIiill! III!! iillllJiilliiJIiiilliillllliilli

- GOOD GOODS are always in
-

demand.

LOW PRICES are appreciated

in these times.

PROJVIPT SERVICE Is a ne-

cessity in business.

We combine all three.

Write for free catalog and price list.

= G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis. =
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Mill mil niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir;

In responding to these advertisements mention tliis paper.
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Foul-brood cure of McEvoy, says B. B. J.,

was advocated by Shirach in 1769.

Honey, applied outwardly, is reported in B.

B. J. as a satisfactory cure for chilblains and
chapped hands.

The usual number of pages in Gleanings
is eight more than usual, and this time sixteen.

If that thing goes any farther I'll have to sit

up all night to read Gleanings.

How MANY bright bee-keepers are coming to

the surface as writers! [Yes, I've noticed that

there were more lately. I am glad of it, be-

cause it infuses new blood into our literature.

—

Ed.]

The " Long Idea" hive, if I am not mistaken,

was just as popular with Puppleton in Iowa as

in Florida. This in reply to A. I. R.'s query on

p. 320. [Then is it a question of locality, or of

the man?—Ed.]
A 13-FRAME HIVE is what Observer in Pro-

gressive says Ernest Root has "gone and done."

How's that, Ernest? Have you been getting

up a new hive so much on the sly that I

haven't noticed it? [See Editorials.]

F. L. Thompson, in A. B. J., wants bee-jour-

nals to be more like conventions in having
pithy, good-natured discussions. Good idea.

[That's so; but the editors must have the help

of their contributors.

—

Ed.]

Boards % thick were tried by Ed. Goodrich,

for hives. It was hard to keep them warm
enough for brood-rearing in spring. In the

fall, combs and bees were kept damp by the

ready condensation of moisture.

—

A. B. J.

Caging the queen at swarming and cutting

out cells twice, as given by E. France, p. 304, is

a good plan that I formerly practiced, only I

freed the queen at the last cutting of cells in-

stead of keeping her caged ten days longer. I

believe you'd like that better, friend France. I

learned the plan from Doolittle.

I SECOND the motion you make on p. 312, Mr.

Editor, to try to get an appropriation from
Washington for ihe N. A. B. K. A., and may
be Canada could chip in too: but I don't see

why that should make any less effort in each

State.

The Nebraska Queen has a warning from

Prof. Bessey against sacaline. After growing

roots obtained direct from Russia, and giving

it a fair trial, he sums up his opinion in these

words: " I am confident that itis a rank fraud."

Alas! farewell, sacaline.

"How much CONVENTION time should be

given to essays?" is a query in A.B.J. One
man wants the time all taken up with essays,

" unless the discussions can be well managed;"
two or three would rather have no essays, and

nearly all agree that essays should be short,

merely used to start discussion.

Honey or butter? Dr. Peiro, in A. B. J.,

says of honey, "Its nourishing properties are

certainly equal to, and for many greater than,

that of the best butter; and in view of the dan-

ger of butter from cows affected with tubercu-

losis he raises the question whether it would

not be wise to substitute the perfectly safe ar-

ticle, honey.

Doolittle is right, p. 313, that bees gnaw
foundation whenever they're idle, but I've

found it only at the close of the honey season,

for the simple reason that they've had the

chance only at that time. I've had to put on

sections in advance of their need, for want of

time later; but the bees are busy in the brood-

chamber, and don't gnaw sections then.

Burning sulphur made a yellow deposit for

you, Mr. Editor, p. 317. I've had a few sections

at different times discolored with sulphur, and

it was always a greenish color. I suspect it

makes a difference on what surface the deposit

is made. [My "yellow" you might call a

"greenish color." The difference, I suspect, is

not in color but in the individual.

—

Ed.]

Fight fair, friend Boardman. On page 294

you teach that a queen doesn't go into the

super over a square hive; but that in the long

shallow hive, queen-excluders and other ex-
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pensive devices are needed. My queens are not

hindered in any way from going into the supers,

and it's a very rare thing for them to do so.

—

[Yes, reports seem to show that this is so.

—

Ed.]

Rambler, p. 299, thinks bees don't sting hogs,

on account of the smell. When rattlesnakes

were plentiful here— I killed 11 my first summer
In Illinois—hogs killed them, and I never heard

of a hog being hurt by a rattler. It was said

the snake couldn't bite through the hog's hide.

Can a bee sting through it? Anyway, how
much better than a sting would it be to smell

like a hog?

Honey for babies. " M. Forester Dieiz has

had his infant son, now aged seven months,

reared entirely with the bottle which contained

milk sweetened with honey. Has already con-

sumed 25 lbs., is strong and plump, has never

had a single pain, and sleeps soundly the whole
night. At first the child received half milk

and half honey liquefied with water; no\v he

has four parts milk and one part honey lique-

fied with water."

—

Bulletin d'Alsace-Lorraine.

C^APMii,N HONEY- PLANT seed is offered free

in B.B.J. Don't fool with any big quantity,

friends. I suppose acres of it were planted in

the U. S., and I believe it's the only honey-

plant that the government ever furnished free

to bee-keepers; but if there's a single man who
now cares to occupy ground with it he is keep-

ing very still about it. [The Chapman honey-
plant was not a success in this country; but
the bees make a great show on a single plant.

—Ed.]

Railroads in England have "agreed that
bees in hives sent in truck-loads to the moors
during the heather season, should be conveyed
at 6d. per truck per mile, station to station,

owner's risk, with a minimum charge of 7s. 6d."

—B. B. J., page 14. That means, if I under-

stand rightly, that a carload of bees will be
taken 40 miles for $5.00. How much would it

cost in this country? [Bees by freight go as

third class. The rate on a carload of bees to

Cleveland (about 40 miles) would be 10c, mak-
ing the total freight $20.00, or just four times

as much as in England; and this, notwith-
standing that railroad companies in the mother
country pay enormous taxes in support of the

government.

—

Ed. ]

Is Jake Smith a plagiarist? or have the
people across the water been getting points

from him ? At any rate, ihat idea of measur-
ing bees' tongues is having very serious atten-

tion in France. Actual measurements with
Ingenious glossometers show a great variation

in the different colonies of the same apiary.

By careful selection persistently followed up,

why may not a permanent strain of red-clover

bees be established? [If our queen-breeders
would spend more time in developing a strain

of red-clover bees and less to yellow bands it

would be better for the honey-producer. We are

getting a large number of complaints from bee-

keepers who have purchased the yellow stock.

The past winter has shown that the majority

of the colonies of this strain are practically

good for nothing so far as hardiness is concern-

ed. As I have before said, the tendency is to

sacrifice every thing for color. In a few rare

instances, other good qualities are present.

Yes, let's have long-tongued, long-lived, long-

houred workers.

—

Ed.]

FEEDING BEES.

DOES IT PAY? THE SUBJECT REVIEWED UN-
DER NEW sidelights; a PRACTICAL AR-

TICLE FROM A PRACTICAL MAN.

By H. R. Boardnian.

There are some kinds of feeding that pay
well, and other kinds not so well, and some
kinds not at all. I will try to show what kind
of feeding pays, and how it pays, and what
doesn't pay, and why.
After the honey season is past, if there are

any light colonies in the yard that lack only

winter stores to make them good promising

colonies for another year, I am sure that the

expense of a few pounds of sugar, and the

trouble of feeding it, will be repaid with good
interest unless such colonies are to be united to

prevent increase. I don't think this will need
the support of any very long arguments. It is

often said, though, that there should be no light

colonies at the close of the season, with good
management. I wish I could manage so wise-

ly; but I can not. and I am assured by the re-

ports that others do not, so the need of feeding

is apparent in this case. These late-fed colo-

nies make the very best to winter, and for the

next season if the work of feeding has been

thorough. They should be fed enough to carry

them not only through the winter, but through
the early spring as well. The giving of liquid

feed is more profitable in the fall than in the

spring. The fall feeding gives young bees for

winter. Spring feeding, by exciting the bees to

activity, induces them to fly out, when they are

chilled by the cold spring winds, and many will

thus be lost at a time when there are no bees to

be spared. It may induce robbing also, and
much of their vitality will be spent in useless

activity in marauding.
If colonies should be found light in early

spring, there is one kind of feeding that I would
always recommend. Place combs of sealed

stores next to the brood-nest; and it pays to be

provided with these for an emergency. Upon
the first cost of the brood-nest depends very

mucn the future value of the colony. The old

bees are in sufBcient force early to do the work
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if they but have stores and a good queen; but

not so later on.

When early pollen appears from the willows

and maples, which is usually in the fore part of

April in this locality, the queen gradually ex-

pands the brood-nest by laying around the out-

side until the first or earliest in the center of the

combs begin to hatch, when she will return to

the center and commence to refill the combs
with eggs as the brood hatches. In the mean
time the old bees fail rapidly, and there comes

a time when the disappearance of the old bees

gives the colony a very feeble appearance;

and. indeed, it is a very critical time, and must

be bridged over by the few young bees already

hatched. A cold spell at this time is sometimes

disastrous, although the sealed brood generates

considerable warmth, which helps to protect the

central brood-nest, which is now being filled

with eggs.

It will be readily understood that feeding at

this time would do very little good, and only

imperil the colony by exposure to robbing.

Many colonies will be so weak in workers as to

refuse feed entirely. About the first of May
the colonies will usually begin to build up rap-

idly from the hatching brood. At this time, or

as soon after as the weather and the condition

of the bees will warrant, the giving of liquid

feed may be safely and profitably begun; and
the brood raised from the stimulus of the feed-

ing will furnish workers for the early honey-

gathering. The natural pollen-supply is of

much importance in connection with the feed,

and should be carefully watched.

FEEDING UP TO THE SWAKMING SEASON.

Feeding before the swarming season to sup-

ply winter stores is another kind of feeding that

I have practiced with quite gratifying results

for several years. It is expected that worker-

bees, raised on honey for the honey -harvest,

will more than pay the expense of raising them;

but it is not very gratifying in a poor season to

have only enough honey to raise them, and
none to go into the surplus for the bee-keeper's

share. By the time the surplus season begins

(10th to 15th of June in this locality), the brood-

combs will usually be exhausted of stores, or

nearly so. and no work can be expected in the

sections until these are filled to their utmost ca-

pacity; and the amount of the choicest honey
of the season required for this purpose would
be an important item if secured in the sec-

tions, especially in a poor season.

It occurred to me some years ago that sugar,

exchanged for honey at the prices of the two, if

the exchange could be economically effected,

ought to be a good trade for the bee-keeper, and
it is this kind of exchange that I have been try-

ing to make with ray bees by supplying them
with sugar for winter stores before the honey
season, and allowing them to put the honey
into the sections for my share in return. The
advantages of this plan are, it furnishes stores

for wintering the bees, that are unsurpassed by
any gathered from natural sources. It answers

at once for stimulative and store feeding. It

keeps brood-rearing going without interrup-

tion from failure of the natural honey-yield. It

takes the place of the same amount of honey
that will be stored in the sections. I expect to

commence feeding only moderately—just suffi-

cient to stimulate brood -rearing and increase as

the season advances, so that, at the beginning

of the surplus season, the combs will be filled

and sealed over outside of the brood -nest. It is

hardly necessary to explain that these stores

will not be used by the bees except in an emer-

gency, but will remain for winter stores and for

brood-rearing the following spring. I want the

hives well filled with brood at the beginning of

the surplus season—the more the better; and if

all combs outside of the brood are occupied with

sealed stores I should not expect to wait long

for work to begin in the sections, provided the

bees were gathering any honey; but the persis-

tence with which they continue to store in the

brood-combs at this time is often disappointing.

But, " the best-laid plans of mice and men gang
aft agley," and this plan is not without its dif-

ficulties and perplexities. The prosperity of

the bees under such generous treatment encour-

ages swarming; and just as our plans may all

be perfected the bees often upset them by intro-

ducing something of their own, and swarming
out, leaving our well-filled hive and our well-

laid plans for prospective surplus, to start busi-

ness anew. Then we meet the same old diffi-

culty—no more nor less than under the influ-

ence of a liberal honey-yield from the flowers.

To get the full benefit of this plan, then, it is

necessary to prevent swarming, or return the

swarms; or if increase is desired, feed up the

new colony.

I mention this difficulty, as it seems to be the

most serious one in this plan. I think most
practical bee-keepers would feel able to over-

come this in some way. Almost every bee-

keeper has a non-swarming remedy; but mine

is

—

young prolific (lueens.

East Townsend, O.

[Mr. Boardman has made the subject of feed-

ing a very careful and critical study for the
last four or five years; and it is only now that
he has reduced this valuable experience to

writing. Of course, many of the veterans will

say there is nothing new to say on the subject
of feeding. In a certain sense that is true; but
in another sense it is not true.

Regarding fall feeding, I might explain that
I called on Mr. Boardman last summer, after

the honey-flow, and he was feeding his bees
with his entrance feeder, right along during
the robbing sea-on. The construction of the
feeder is such that it is not necessary to open
the iiive. and almost impossible for robber-bees
to get at the feed without going clear through
the entrance, past the sentinels, and getting out
again with their load if they can. At the time
of my visit friend B. was not ready to have his

feeder described; but now that he has it fully

perfected he has consented to have it done, and
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I take pleasure in showing you the illustration.

A is an ordinary fruit-can, and B a special
cover having a flange sticking up high enough
so as to make what is known as an atmospheric
feeder, on the Hains style. This is then invert-
ed and set right down over a hole in a box so
constructed as to fit closely to the entrance on
one side. The points D D project clear in,

boardman's feeder.

making it necessary for robber-bees, if per-
chance they are able to pass the guards, to go
clear into the hive around D. It is altogether
improbable a robber could accomplish her
pesky meanness without being "caught in the
act."

I have not been advised as to whether Mr.
Boardman expects to sell these feeders; and
while the main principle is old, the method of
application is new. All together, he has, in my
opinion, a moral right to the control of the sale.

I have examined a great many entrance
feeders, but I do not know of any that seem to
secure so perfectly the result as this does. In-
deed, I never saw any thing yet attached to the
entrance in the way of a feeder but that would
make more or less of a hubbub in the apiary;
but Mr. Boardman's bees at the time I visited
his yard were as quiet and peaceable as if

clover honey were coming in. This happy re-
sult I attribute largely to the projecting points

In our next issue, Mr. Boardman will say
something about feeding back, sugar honey,
etc.—Ed.]

ARRANGEMENT OF BEE-FORCE.

BEST WAY TO STRKNOTHEN WEAK
NIE8; A SEASONABLE ARTICLE.

By C. A. Hatch.

The success or failure of a commander of an
array depends mnch on the arrangement and
distribution of his forces. The part to be
actively engaged must be placed so as to get

every advantage of position possible, and the

reserve force must also receive proper attention

and thought as to place and base of supplies.

Every bee-keeper occupies, in a certain meas-
ure, the position of commander of an army.

The field -bees are his active forces; the nurse-

bees and downy young ones are his reserve; the

fields and forest his battle-ground which are to

be robbed of their hoarded riches for the en-

hancement of the commander's interest. And
no army ever proved more faithful, or adhered

more closely to their chief's interest, than

will this army of busy workers. But no com-
mander's success depended on his arrangement
and placing of his command more than does the

bee-keeper's. Therein does he show his skill.

If it were otherwise, any one could succeed in

bee-keeping; for all there would be to it would
be the possessing of the bee-force, and the bees

would do the rest: whereas this force must be

guided and directed, even as much as the army
must be commanded, to be successful. Weak
battalions must be strengthened; strong bat-

talions must support and help the weak. The
above is only a prelude, to borrow a musical

term, to the real object of this article; but the

fancying myself a commander-in-chief pleased

me and may others; perhaps it tickles my
bump of self-esteem.

WEAK BATTALIONS.

What to do with weak colonies in the spring

is one of the ever-recurring problems that come
before the bee-keeper. The old maxim, " Keep
all colonies strong," may be true enough as a

general principle, but it will hardly apply here;

and trying to make it apply has ruined what
might have been a fair colony for profit at the

close of the honey season; for to do this (make
them strong) only two ways present themselves

—to build them up with brood from those al-

ready strong, or put several together, and thus

make one strong at the expense of several. In

following the first method, you have not in-

creased your bees any, only put your forces in a

new position, thereby weakening the battalion

that was none too strong, and putting the force

subtracted where its only use is to support the

poverty of its adopted home, without any
serious results as to alleviating it.

If the other course is followed, you have de-

stroyed at least half of your recruiting force by
destroying the queens of those united with the

others; and, furthermore, the chances are large-

ly in favor of your united colony being no

stronger at the end of two weeks than any one of

them was at the beginning. It is well to bear

in mind that all the bees brought out in the

spring are old, and their term of usefulness is

limited to days or weeks at the furthest, and no

amount of uniting will save them from this

fatality. One hundred bees in one hive will die

just as soon when their time has come, as they

would in ten hives.
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THE CAUSE OF WEAKVESS.
This is first to be inquired into. Usually the

queen is at the bottom of the trouble, but not

always. She may be a drone-layer by reason

of age or having passed her time of usefulness,

or by reason of being raised too late in the fall

before to meet the drones. In either case the

only course is for the apiarist to destroy her and

give her bees to some other colony. Other

queens may be all right, but able to lay only a

small quantity of eggs in a day. It is of this

kind that you will probably find most, and here

the former treatment would be suicidal. Simply

let them remain; tuck them up close with

enamel cloth and quilt, or division-board; see

that they have plenty of honey, and do not dis-

turb them until about ten days before clover-

bloom, except to see that the queen has room to

lay at all times. At this time, if you have ob-

served the proper conditions as to food and
warmth, each colony will have increased per-

haps from three to five frames. These, if left

to themselves, would, of course, not amount to

much as honey-colonies in their present shape,

for it would take about all the bee-force to

maintain the heat of the hive, etc.; but I find

that, by uniting the working force, we can get,

even from this unpromising material, some sur-

plus. First, look your colonies over and ascer-

tain just how many frames of brood there are

in each, and mark them in some conspicuous

place with that number, selecting the best for

your honey-colonies; then from the others take

frames of sealed brood with adhering bees, and

fill these honey colonies full of brood, putting

the removed frames into the colonies from which
the brood was taken. Just how many to leave in

the robbed colonies will depend much on the

weather at the time; if warm and fine, all but

the eggs and unsealed brood may be taken, for

there will be returning bees enough to care for

them. Of course, it hardly seems necessary to

say, ' Do not carry away the queen, and mix
the bees well in their new home." This is easily

done by mixing the frames from different hives,

not putting two from the same hive side by side.

With this plan I have never found it necessary

to cage the queen. By this plan, you have not

increased your bees by one; but you have put

them where they can do your work better, and
their own housework will not suffer materially.

You have now quite a number of fighting

battalions ready for tlie coming onslaught of

forest, field, and plain; whereas, by building up
the weak from the strong, only weak forces

would have been at your command, and the

spoils would have been few and scanty.

But the war is not over yet. You have these

few weak colonies yet to care for. What shall

we do with them? They will have increased

some by the time swarming commences, and are

worth looking after.
SWARMS.

These will probably come from your strong

colonies very soon after l\oney commences to

come in, and then is the time to show your gen-
eralship again. Remember that increase of

number of hives containing bees is not necessa-

rily an increase of bees. Our maxim now should
be: Allow no increase until all hives now occu-
pied are full. Having this always in mind, one
can readily see how to arrange those weak
forces. Allow the swarms to issue in the good
old way, which, in my mind, has no equal;

hive them on their old stand, which is a small

job if you have the queen clipped, as you should.

Give them a new hive with two frames of un-
sealed brood, taken from the old hive, in it, and
fill out with empty combs, foundation, or empty
frames, as experience or conditions dictate as

best; put a surplus arrangement on top, and
your honey-gathering goes merrily on at the old

stand in the old way, but with added vim.

Take your eight frames of brood, which you
have left from the old colony, and put them in

two or more of your weak colonies, and by the

time basswood blooms they are weak no more.

If you think the queen is poor, and would rath-

er replace her, all you have to do is to decapitate

her majesty and put a frame containing a queen-

cell in the hive, and you soon have a new queen
to reign over your new colony.

After all colonies are made strong in this way,
and if swarming continues, you can get all the
increase desired by making nuclei of the brood
instead of putting it in other colonies. This
plan has been the one I have followed for sev-

eral years, and can yet see no reason for change.
Ithaca, Wis.

'

[Here is another article on the same subject.
—Ed.]

1^ —^
MANUM IN THE APIARY.

SPRING MANAGEMENT ; .TONES TAKES ANOTHER
LESSON.

By A. E. Manum.

"Manum, do you run a hot-bed with all the

rest?"

"No, Jones; thisiswhat gardeners call a cold-

frame. For the want of a better place, such as

a hot-bed or a greenhouse, I start my plants in

the house, and then transplant them into these

little three-inch pots, and on sods, and set these

in the cold frame."

"Do you expect those cucumber and melon
plants to thrive'when put out in the open gar-

den?"
Oh ! yes, if they are not put out too early, by

growing them in pots and on sod they can be
transplanted without disturbing the roots in

the least; in fact, they never seem to stop grow-
ing when put out if kept watered. Now, Jones,

we will see how the bees are prospering. We
will make short work of it to-day, as the middle
of April is pretty early to expose the brood-nest

very long to the cool air. We can only look af-

ter their store of honey, and see how they are
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prospering In the way of brood -rearing. There,

this colony has some brood in four combs, equal

to two full combs. Pretty good for this time of

year! "

" Now, Manum, I get a little confused in cal-

culating the amount of brood or honey in your

hive when reckoned by frames. You see, I use

the Langstroth size, while you use the Bristol

frame, which is much smaller than mine. Now,
what portion of my combs would be occupied

by the amount of brood contained in two of

your combs?"
" That depends somewhat upon the comb sur-

face in the L. frame, since it varies somewhat,
owing to the varying thicknesses of top and

side bars. There is in one of my frames 114

inches of comb surface, while an L. frame has

about l."^! inches, making 37 inches more in the

L. frame than in mine. The comb surface in 9

L. frames just about equals that in 12 of my
frames, so that it takes nearly 2f, of my frames

to equal 3 of yours. Here is a colony that was
strong in bees when we opened them last week,

and just see how they have dwindled down.

Oh! I see—the queen is a cripple. She can but

just drag about; and see! there is a dent on her

back. She has been caught in a tight place

somewhere, to have met with such an accident.

Well, I might as well break up this colony at

once. What few bees there are I will unite with

that light colony over on the other row. The
queen I will drop down here and put my big

foot on her. That makes one more colony to be

numbered among the dead."
" Why couldn't you use these bees for a nu-

cleuslior queen-rearing, and save the breaklng-

up of a colony later on, as you spoke of this

morning?"
"It is altogether too early in the season for

that, Jones. I never think of forming nuclei

before the 15th of May, and then only a few. I

form the greater part of them after the first of

June; because, of late years, the most of my
orders for queens are for yearlings, which I

commence to ship about the first week in June;

and, furthermore, such bees as these would be

nearly worthless for queen rearing, as there are

so very few young bees among them. You see

they are all old settlers, and would be short-

lived at best. In fact, I do not suppose they are

even worth the bother of uniting with other

bees; but I will unite them just for the sake of

showing you how I do it. Now, there are just

about bees enough here to cover three of my
combs, hence we will remove all but three combs,

and close the hive for thirty minutes or so,

and in the mean time we will transfer two good

colonies from my hives into these little experi-

mental non-swarming hives; and as the season

advances we will watch their progress. Now
we will unite those bees. First, I will remove
three combs from the light colony, from near

the cluster, leaving one comb of honey close to

the cluster, and now I will place the three

combs, with the queenless bees, next to this

honey, and the job is done. You will observe

that this comb of honey between the two lots of

bees keeps them separated until they become
better acquainted, or all of the same scent, and
then they will unite of their own accord."
" Manum, I see on this next hive a blue stick

tacked on the front gable end. What does that

indicate?"

"That indicates that the queen in that hive

is one selected last fall for a breeding-queen;

that is the way I mark them, so that, when I

am in a hurry, I can go right to one of these

hives without having to refer to my book. We
will open up this hive and see what is in it.

"Goodness! this is a strong colony; see the

brood! Why, they will swarm in two weeks, I

should judge by the strength of the colony.

"Yes, this is a good queen; just see how large

and plump she is, and how large and strong

appearing her bees ai'e. I am tempted to steal

a comb of hatching brood from this colony and
give it to that light colony, to which we gave
the queenless bees. It would help them won-
derfully—much more than those old bees will.

Yes, I will do it, although it is too early for

such work; but this colony can well spare the

brood. The only fear I have is, that the light

colony may not be able to care for the extra

brood. But I will heat a brick and put it into

the unoccupied half of the hive every night and
morning, for a few days, and I think there will

be no loss of brood." A. E. Manum.
Bristol, Vt.

Our Symposium.

THE LARGE OR THE SMALL HIVE.

LARGKST YIELDS FOUH TIMES OUT OF FIVE
FROM THE LARGE HIVE; NOT A QUESTION

OF LOCALITY; A STRONG ARTICLE.

By J. A. Nash.

I have read with much interest many of the

articles on the hive question, but did not intend

to say any thing myself, until the editor re-

marked that the subject was stlH open; then I

concluded to say a few words.

In a number of the articles on this subject,

the writers speak of a large hive for one local-

ity, and a smaller one for another. Mr. Editor,

is there so very much in this? I have been in-

terested in bees since I was a boy; have kept

them for the money there was in them, as well

as the keen enjoyment I derived from a study

of their habits; and in the years that are gone,

when the flowers of our Iowa prairies and
groves secreted honey, I believe I secured my
share of it. Now, if the experience of over a

quarter of a century has taught me one thing

more thoroughly than another, it is this: While
you can keep a small colony in a large hive, it

is another matter altogether to have a large

booming colony in a small one; and that a small
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hive can be depended on to take the swarming
fever altogether too often tor the good of its

owner's purse, if he wants a large yield of sur-

plus honey. Were I depending on the sale of

bees for an income, I would take the smaller

hive every time. My largest yields of honey

have come, four times out of five, from the large

hives.

For many years I have produced extracted

honey; but before the extractor came into gen-

eral use I made shallow frames, about five or

six inches deep, for supers on the Langstroth

hive. These frames had a pair of vertical cen-

ter-pieces nailed in. I would remove the filled

frames, and saw them apart in the center, thus

making a very salable package. Sawing off

the top and bottom bar in the middle, leaving

the center- piece as an end, I crated about 25 or

30 lbs. in a neatly dressed basswood box, and

sold at a good figure, wholesale, to the mer-

chants in the city, besides supplying many
private families. But I digress. Much of this

honey was stored in L. hives of 12 and 14 frames

each. Our locality was good, and the yield from

the large hives noticeably greater than that of

some 2.T or 30 hives, ten-frame L. size, but only

six inches in depth.

On the road to one of my out-apiaries, years

ago lived a bee-keeper of the old school. His

apiary was composed entirely of basswood

"gums," worked out thin and raised up from

the bottom-board by flat stones about one inch

thick. The capacity of these "gums" was, as

their owner assured me, "purty nigh a half

salt-barrel." To obtain surplus, he bored holes

in the cover, and placed another large hollow

log over the first, and in this way he often ob-

tained large quantities of honey. I purchased

ten first swarms of him one year, paying him
$60.00 cash for them (remember this was years

ago, when bees were very high). They were
very large fine swarms; were hived on empty
frames (twelve-frame L. hive), yet I sold from

these ten colonies over 400 lbs. of surplus honey

at 24 cents per lb.

Some 50 or 60 rods down the stream lived an -

other bee-keeper, a widow. Her bees were in

box hives, as nearly as I can remember, 10x13

inches, and 13 inches deep. I am very certain

in regard to the depth, as she assured me that

13 was considered an unlucky number; but she

did not believe in luck at all—at least, ill luck.

I left here 20 hives. Mrs. W. filled them with
the swarms that issued in great plenty from
her small hives. I paid this bee-lady $80.00 for

the 20 swarms, she readily admitting that Mr.
K.'s swarms were worth more than hers. In

the fall I found two or three of these swarms too

light and weak to winter, and one colony had
stored a little surplus.

Now, the net res.ults of my bee operations have
been something like the above with variations;

and as I look back over the past, I find that

with me the large hive, the large colony, and

the large surplus, have traveled hand in hand
irrespective of good or bad location. Two good
men can do twice as much work in a day as one;

two good teams will accomplish twice as much
plowing in a day as one; and a swarm that,

when shaken from the tree, will weigh from 18

to 38 lbs. will just as certainly gather more
honey than one that tips the scale at only half

that amount.
Some ten years ago I concluded I was using

hives that were too large, and, moving to a new
location (the present one), I made all my new
hives to take ten frames 13x12. Of these I now
have about 100, bee-spaced, loose bottom-board,

flat cleated cover, and a movable side. On
these hives I tiered up half-depth bodies, filled

with empty honey-combs. I soon found, how-
ever, that my ten frames would not do for a

twelve or fourteen frame queen, so nearly all

my colonies have an extracting-case of ten half-

depth combs Tt?ifZer the brood-chamber proper,

which I seldom disturb, unless it is to take it,

with adhering bees, to build up some weak
colony, in which case another empty super

takes its place.

For the edification of those who think that

eight L. frames are plenty for a queen to oc-

cupy, I will say that I have often found this

brood-chamber of ten large and ten small

frames well filled with brood in all stages of

development, and the queen looking for room t6

lay.

I have no red-clover queens, and, as yet, no
five-banders or golden honey queens—just plain,

every-day leather-colored Italians and a few
hybrids.

I believe some one said that this kind of high-

pressure brood-rearing is a trifle wearing on the

queen, and causes her to come to an untimely

end. Such may be the case; but when I find

one that can't fill more than six or eight frames,

I step on her and put a better one in her place.

I don't believe my bees are the best in the

world; but I do believe in breeding from
the largest and most prolific, and the best

honey-gatherers. I keep a record of each hive;

and when I find one that has had as good a

chance as the rest, and doesn't make as much
honey as it should, that colony gets a new
queen. Of course, this is written mostly from

an extracted-honey point; but were I producing

comb honey, I should want a large colony.

I must agree with Mr. Boardman (our hives

are much alike) in regard to the square hive

for practical utility— page 2.50—for brood -rear-

ing and wintering.

Monroe, Iowa.

[Say, friend Nash, did you ever try two eight-
frames, one on top of the other? You have
given some strong points in favor of large
hives; now let some other fellow who thinks
differently produce counter-evidence if he can;
but, hold ! here is another one right in the same
strain from Mr. Doane.—Ed.]
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SIXTEEN-FRAME HIVES A SUCCESS.
I commenced using 16-frame hives seven

years ago this season. I made only one, as I

was afraid. This colony is alive and in good
shape yet. Four of the years it has given from
140 to 180 lbs. of comb honey. Two years they
swarmed, when the parent stock gave about 60

lbs. one season, and 90 the other. One year they

superseded the old queen, but didn't swarm.
After trying this size of hive two years, I made
some twelve or fifteen of them; and, as they
gave like good results, I continued to add to the

number of large ones in the yard, until I have
now some thirty of them. I have the eight and
ten frame, and have used them for twenty
years; but I expect to put all in large hives this

spring, as I get an average of nearly, if not
quite, double as much from the large hives as

from the small ones. Last season my best, in

eight-frame hive, gave only about 60 lbs., while
my best in the large hive gave 220 1% sections

well filled, and 28 sections, same size, of No. 2

honey. If it would interest you to know more
about these, and how I manage them, I will tell

you.

I have 60-lb. cans ready to ship the honey in.

If you should not want this honey, I will send
you comb honey in its season. I have got rasp-

berry honey off the latter part of June for sev-

eral seasons.

I have just received one of your Cowan two-
frame extractors from W. D. Soper.

Breckenridge, Mich., Apr. 6. N. E. Doane.

[Although Mr. D. does not sav so in just so
many words, I assume that the 16 frames are all
in one hive-body. The facts he gives are inter-
esting. Can we not have more of them? Of
course, we should be glad to hear from Mr.
Doane further. Here is another:]

IN FAVOR OF THE TEN-FRAME HIVE.

I have 300 colonies on summer stands, some
200 with flat covers, and 100 with gable covers,

all two-story ten-frame Simplicity hives. I

have been very much interested in the eight vs.

ten frame hive discussion. I have never used
the eight-frame hive; have used the American
pattern and discarded it. I think the ten-frame
has advantages in this locality over the smaller
hives. By their use we can build up to enor-
mous colonies, and at the same time keep down
swarming to a great extent. The natural
swarms in my yards last season were 12 per
cent. I use a two-story brood-nest, and often
have sixteen frames of brood in the same. I

run exclusively for extracted honey, so I have a
less number of hives to visit for the same num-
ber of frames of honey, which is a great sav-
ing in labor. I would rather increase than
diminish the size, by tiering up to three stories.

I have used throe stories to some extent, and
find they give perfect satisfaction in my local-

ity. I find that, by using eight frames in the
extracting-supers, I am bothered less with
brood in them. The cells being so deep, the

queen doesn't use them for brood unless they
are cut down by the bees. My crop for the last

season was ten tons of extracted honey from
270 colonies, spring count. Z. S. Weaver.
Courtney, Texas, Feb. 14.

[And here is still another:]

You can put me down as being in favor of the

large hive. I have about eight in ten-frame
hives, and they have, strange to say, done all the

swarming, and are the strongest colonies that I

have. During my three years' experience with
bees I have noticed that the ten-frame hives

were ready for the extractor before any other,

and after this season I expect to use no other.

Columbia, Miss^ T. S. Ford.

THE EIGHT-FRAME LARGE ENOUGH.
In regard to the size of hives, I will say the

eight-frame Dovetail ed hive is large enough
for me. In the past five years I have trans-

ferred perhaps a hundred colonies from larger

as well as smaller hives than the dovetailed,

and put them into the latter hive, and all ap-

pear to be well satisfied with the change. I

find it large enough for an average queen; and
when we get at the average, we are then as far

as we should go. Jas. Pratt.
Cumminsville, Neb., March 12.

[Friend Pratt has hardly a fair show. Who
will help him out?—Ed.]

WINTERING.

WHY BEES CAN STAND LOWER TEMPERATURES
OUTDOORS THAN IN THE CELLAR.

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Dr. Miller:—Having been a reader of Glean-
ings for four years, and studied the A B C of

Bee Culture for nearly the same length of time,

I have a question to ask, something like this: I

have several colonies of bees in single-walled

Dovetailed hives, and they have been wintered

outdoors for three years in Southern Iowa. My
plan was to move them up side by side, and
about four inches apart, then pack with chaff

in between, also put on a Hill device and a

chaff cushion on top of that. Now comes the

most important part of my question. Bees, even
when packed in this shape, will freeze some.

Now, why will it hurt if they freeze some in the

cellar, providing the bottoms are left on the

hives? For the life of me I can not see where
the difference comes in. Of course, I presume
there is some ditTerence; and if so, please show
us where it is.

I am thinking some of erecting a sod house

for my bees next winter. The walls will be two
feet thick, with hay for a roof. Now, please

tell us what you would think of my sod house.

Supposing they get a little cool in it, what
worse will they be than if they got a little cool

or cold outside? This winter I have moved my
bees out to Northern Nebraska, and have
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packed them as before stated, except they are

packed in moss. We have moss that is three

inches thick, and we cut out our cushions with

the hay-knife to tit the upper stories; also to go

in between the hives. Please say how you

think moss will do as packing. I know the

bees are well packed, but I also know they are

in single-walled hives; and I know that, on the

morning of Feb. 6lh, the thermometer stood 10°

below zero; and on the 7th, 33° below; and on

the 8th. 20° below.

Now, friend Miller, I know this is quite

lengthy, but I hope you will give it your atten-

tion, and oblige. Jas. Pratt.

Bartlett, Wheeler Co., Neb.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

Friend Pratt:— I must confess that your

question is a little too much for me. I've asked

that question myself more than once, and never

got an answer entirely satisfactory. When
bees are in the cellar, if the thermometer goes

down to 38° we are told it has reached the dan-

ger-point. But if they are outdoors, and the

thermometer goes down to 15 or 30, or even if it

occasionally reaches zero, we think it's all right.

It is so generally conceded that there is a big

difference whether the bees are out or in, that

you wisely refrain from disputing it, and I sup-

pose it must be true; but then comes your

troublesome question, "Why?" I may as well

say at once "I don t know," and be done with it;

but really it's such an important matter that it

seems we ought to be able to get some light on

it. For if we knew why bees can't stand the

cold in the cellar that they can outdoors, then

we might possibly be able to supply the condi-

tions in the cellar that will enable us to winter

the same as outdoors.

In the hope, then, that, by a discussion of the

matter, some light may be drawn out from some
quarter, "I'll mention some of the things that

have at one time or another been thought to

have a bearing. Perhaps the majority who
have any opinion at all on the subject would
say something like this: "The trouble with the

cellar is the long confinement. Bees outdoors

have an occasional fly, while at such times bees

in the cellar must remain in the hives." It

seems there ought to be some truth in that, for

we know very well tfiat in the spring a colony

standing outdoors affected with diarrhea will

often succumb if the spring is long and cold,

giving the bees no chance whatever to fly;

whereas, if a single warm day comes, giving

them a good cleansing flight, they're then ready
for another long pull.

If that's the right view, then, in few words,

bees have a chance for flights outdoors that

bees in the cellar don't have. How shall we
meet this difficulty? It seems quite plain

—

carry out the bees for a flight every time those

outdoors fly, and then carry them into the cellar

again. Other things being equal, the cellared

bees ought to come out best in the spring if they

are thus carried out, for they have a milder win-

ter; and I think we all know that, the milder

the winter, the better for the bees.

Just at this point, a friend at my elbow says,

"Yes, that would be a lovely job, to carry the

bees out and in every day they can fly!
"

"Nevermind the lovely job," I said; "if we
can make them winter perfectly in that way it

might pay."
" But they wouldn't winter well that way. It

would stir them up every time they had a fly,

making them uneasy, and they wouldn't be con-

tented to stay in after they had been out. I

don't believe it would be a good way at all."

And she spoke with such earnestness that I

think she had some fear lest I should contem-

plate carrying out bees every mild day, as part

of the regular program.
" But," I said, " the bees outdoors fly without

disastrous consequences, and we don't try to

keep them in the hives for fear they become un-

easy; why isn't it the same in one case as the

other?"
"They're not shut up— they're not shut in

—

they can fly when they want to."

" Why, they're shut up just as much in one

case as in the other. Indeed, if there's any dif-

ference it's in favor of the cellar bees; for, on

the whole, they're the warmer, and the cellar

bees can fly when they want to just as much as

the others, if we carry them out every time it's

warm enough."

Silence was the only reply to this for some
time; and then, woman-like, she turned on me
with the remark, " Well, if that's the best way,

why don't you make a practice of carrying

them out and in ? I don't think it is a good

way."
I think it is generally agreed that it is not a

good plan to carry bees out of the cellar until

they are ready to stay out, and I think the idea

is correct; but I confess I'd like to know why.

Who can tell?

If, then, it's true that, by letting them have
the same flights that they would haveoutdoors,

they still can not stand the same cold, we come
back to the old, question, " Why?" Is it an oc-

casional warming-up that they get outdoors,

not enough for a fly, but still warmer than in

the cellar? G. W. Demaree advocates occa-

sional raising of the temperature in the cellar,

and the plan looks reasonable; but after trying

it one winter, I have less faith in it. Possibly it

may be all right in Kentucky.

The only thing I can think of as a possible ex-

planation is the difference in the air. Mind you,

I don't know about it, but I'm searching for a

clew that seems to give a little promise. I know
we are told that bees don't need air; that you
can get plenty for their use through a stone

wall, and all that sort of thing. I don't believe

a word of it. I feel sure they need some air,

and I believe they're better off to have plenty
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of It; and the purer the better. Do you think

the air of a cellar averages as pure as that

outdoors? Do you think a person who lives

in a cellar is as strong and healthy as one living

outdoors, even supposing one had the same
light as the other?

I believe it is a well-known fact, although not

so universally known as it should be, that, in a

room where the air is close and impure, the

thermometer must stand higher to keep the

human occupants warm than in a room with

fresh pure air. Is it not reasonable to suppose

it may be the same way with the bees ?

I'll tell you one thing that I have already

mentioned, and I have noticed it many times.

Along toward spring there come warm spells

when the air outdoors is as warm as or warmer
than it is in the cellar. The bees become very

uneasy and noisy. At night I open up doors and
windows, letting in a flood of fresh air. The
noise in the cellar increases threefold; but by
morning all is quiet, and sometimes the full

light may stream in on the hives through the

forenoon without their stirring out. It isn't

because they are cooled off, for the thermometer
in the cellar has gone up. Moreover, I have
sometimes accomplished the same purpose by

putting a fire in the cellar. You see, in the cold

weather the heavy cold air from the outside

forces its way in; but when the air in the cellar

Is as cold as or colder than outdoors, then venti-

lation stops, and the air becomes foul. The point

is, that the bees are uncomfortable, and hence
inclined to disease when the air in the cellar is

more impure than usual.

Now, I don't know that the impure air is the

whole reason why bees in the cellar must be

kept warmer than outdoors; but I suspect it has

much to do with it, and I'm ready for any light

that comes.

The moss you speak of is, I suppose,sphagnum
or nurseryman's moss, and is highly esteemed
in Germany. I think you will like it.

Marengo, 111.

WAX.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE I'lUNCIPAL KINDS, AND
THE USES TO WHICH THEY ARE APPLIED;

SUBSTITUTES FOR BEESWAX.

By Karl Budolpli, Mathcy.

[In presenting the following papers on the
subject of wax, we believe we are giving our
readers much of value and interest. The au-
thor, Mr. Mathey, who is now one of the staff"

of workers here at the Home of the Honey-
bees, has written considerable for our columns
during the last year or two. He has paid par-
ticular attention to the subject of wax, and ap-
pears to be unusually well informed in regard
to it. He has quite a nice little library devoted
to that subject, all in German, as that is the
only language he uses here, and the one in

which he writes his articles. The interest be-
longing to the subject will increase as the arti-
cles appear.—Ed.]

Honey and wax—two natural products which,
in their pure state, are obtainable from bees

only— have, from the earliest dawn of human
history, played a role of the highest importance
inhuman economy. The Bible mentions milk
and honey as typical of all earthly blessings.

The Greeks and Romans flavored their wine
with honey ; the ancient Germans prepared
their intoxicating mead from it; and in a time
when men had neither sugar nor syrup, honey
served exclusively as a sweet for their food and
drinks.

Wax, on the other hand, was the only illumi-

nating material for God's house and for pal-

aces; and it found special application for phar-

maceutical purposes; and for thousands of years

the product of the bee had no competitor.

But now this is all different. A whole list of

fats, partly from the animal kingdom, partly

from the vegetable kingdom, and some (at least

apparently) coming from the mineral kingdom,
are, with the help of modern science, chemis-

try, and other adequate agencies, so manipulat-
ed as to resemble pure beeswax to such an ex-

tent as to be very deceptive. Yea, so well is

this work done, that, for certain practical pur-

poses, such as illumination, etc., the compound
may be considered as perfect.

As these species of artificial wax, such as cer-

esin, paraflfine, ozokerite, and all such mention-
able products of human manufacture, can be,

for the most part, furnished at an insignificant

price, it follows, as a natural consequence, that

pure beeswax must become greatly depressed in

price to meet the price of the others. We get

now hardly as much money for two pounds of

beeswax as we formerly did for one.

Wax was already known in the earliest an-

tiquity. The Greeks and Phenicians were ac-

quainted with its use, and knew how to bleach

it. Pliny called white wax " cera Punica "

(Phenician wax); he describes the framework
upon which the sheets were laid to bleach; and
he even describes the cloths with which the

frames were protected and the wax covered

during unfavorable weather.

In the time of Dioscoroides, sheeted wax was
known. The bottom of a pot was first dipped

in cold water and then in melted wax; or a

globe, likewise moistened, was dipped in wax.
The sheets, or films, when removed, were strung

on threads so they would not touch each other;

and after copious washings they were set in the

sun. At that time, illuminating material pre-

pared from pure beeswax brought a high price.

It was used in divine worship, and its consump-
tion increased in proportion to the spread of

Christianity. Even to-day the Mohammedans
use wax tapers in their mosques. I saw such

in the Aya Sophia, in Constantinople, at the

right and left of the mimrab (prayer-niche),

each taper being about 19 inches thick and 13

feet long. A similar one was in the mosque of

the Sultan Achmet.
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In former years, wax-bleaching was carried

on as an independent business; and its exten-

sion may be inferred from the fact that, at the

end of the seventeenth century, there were four-

teen wax-bleaching establit-hments in Ham-
burg. In fact, except oil and tallow, and the

inevitable pine shavings, no illuminating male-

rial was known but wax ; and this, only the

rich could use. At that time, even princes who
indulged in this luxury (according to the con-

ception of th()>e times) were held to be spend-

thrifts. Besides for candles, wax had a further

use in the manfacture of artificial flowers and
fruits, which were used as room ornaments, for

at that time the use of sealing-wax and other

kinds, for that purpose, was not known.
Besides beeswax we are now familiar with a

list of vegetable fats which more or less resem-

ble it, known by the common name of vegeta-

ble or plant wax; in addition to which has been

recently added mineral wax—ozokerite—which,

when refined, is known as ceresin, which is used

to a great extent in the adulteration of beeswax.

Wax is still used nowadays for illuminating-

purposes in divine worship, not only by Chris-

tians but by Jews. But the Orthodox Greek
Church makes the most conspicuous use of it.

It serves, also, for a number of technical, medi-
cal, and artificial purposes; and in spite of the

diminished production of wax candles, beeswax
alone will not supply the need of wax, as the

different kinds mentioned allow of a wide use

of that substance.

Clint iinial.

T SUPER VS. SECTION-HOLDER SURPLUS
ARRANGEMENT.

WHY THE A. I. KOOT CO. KECOMMEND THE
LATTER.

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

A question is asked me on p. 315 that I shall

be glad to answer as well as I can. It is about
T tins; but in introducing the question a state-

ment is made, or at least implied, over which I

have pondered—" So few, comparatively, use T
tins now." Now see, Mr. Editor, whether I

give an entirely fair puraphiase of what you
meant to express. * There was a time when T
tins were much used, but not now. Section-
holders are better than T supers, and are now
taking the place of the latter." I should really

like to know just how much truth there is in

that. Are T supers less used than formerly?
Can you give us the names of practical honey-
producers who have thrown aside T supers for

section-holders?

You may say that you know section-holders
are taking or have taken the place of T supers,

because you now sell many section-holders and
scarcely any T supers. If you should tell me
that about diflferent kinds of sections, I should
at once see the weight of the argument, for it

would tell me about the preferences of bee-

keepers in general; for bee-keepers who use
sections are continually buying new ones. But
those who use T supers do not need to buy new
ones, and so their lack of buying doesn't prove
they think any less of T supers than they did.^

I don't expect to buy another T super as long as
I live; but my not buying them doesn't prove
any thing about my preference. Now, if you
say to me, " We sell a great many section-hold-

ers to those who have used T supers and have
cast them aside," I shall, in all fairness, have
to admit that, for such persons, with their pres-

ent knowledge, section-holders are preferable.

But who are the purchasers? As surplus-
honey arrangements last a long time, a large
portion of the purchasers will be beginners.
The beginner looks to you for guidance; and
you say, in very plain print, " We consider the
section-holder arrangement for holding sections
on the hive superior to any other." That set-

tles it for him, and you lake his purchase as a
proof that section-holders are best. It doesn't
prove any thing of the kind: it only proves that
you think so, and that the beginner has confi-

dence in your judgment. Other purchasers are
those who are still increasing their require-
ments and need more supers than they now
have. Such a one will say, "I want the best
that's to be had. Mr. Root says it's the sec-

tion-holder. He's so thoroughly reliable that
I'll trust to him and get section-holders." Very
likely he'll make an improvement, for he may
be using something not nearly so good as sec-

tion-holders; but if he has been using the T
super, and finds on trial that he doesn't like the
section-holder so well, it is not at all certain he
will piomptly make it known; and in any case,

the fact still remains that he has increased the
sale of section-holders without preferring them.
There are those— I have your own word for

it—"there are those who have used the T super
so long, and to the exclusion of all others, that
they are not easily persuaded to use any thing
else." Now, why? I suppose you include me
in the number, and I suppose that I adopted
the T super for the same reason others did — at

least some others— because it was better than
what I had been using. Would not the same
reason make me change from T supers to sec-

tion-holders that made me change fi'om wide
frames to T supers? I think I made a pretty

fair trial of the two side by side, and, like the
others who are stubbornly holding on to the T
super, I did so because I believed it best.

Please remember this: The friends of the T
super are not likely to say any thing about your
preference. Take my own case. Personally,

what difi'erence does it make to me what you
think about it? I have all the T supers I need;

and if others buy section-holders, it's nothing to

me. If you should try to rule out the kind of

sections we prefer, then a howl would be raised

because we should be stopped from getting

what we wanted. But booming section-holders
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doesn't touch in the same way, so nothing is

said. But try to take away T supers, and then

you'll hear something.

You will probably say I'm prejudiced. Why
sjiouldlbe? I've changed before; and unless

I should die young I expect to change again. I

am on the lookout for something better than

the T super, and then I'll change to that. But
it will hardly be the section-holder, for I have
tried that and don't know of a single feature it

has better than the T super. Can you name
one? Now, instead of its being all prejudice

that makes some stubbornly hold on to the T
super, is it not possible there is some prejudice

on your part? While giving you credit for none

but the best of motives, I sincerely believe you

are misleading those who look to you for guid-

ance, and using your powerful influence in fa-

vor of an inferior article.

And now that I've made a good deal longer

introduction than you did, I'll answer your
question. Let us look at the

points in the T tin proposed on

page 21.T. Friend Anthony says,

(

"

v2 "The points 2, 3 wouldn't form
^

cutting edges for hands and fin-

gers, and would never become bent out of shape

as much as the old kind do." I've no trouble

with their bending outof shape with fair usage,

and the duller edge would be had at the expense

of nearly .50 per cent more tin; and, worse still,

it would perceptibly raise the sections, making
a larger space between top-bars and sections,

and the bees would do a worse job of propolizing

on this rounded edge than on the sharp edge of

single thickness.

He thinks it would be a good thing to avoid
" the rounding at the point 1 " and have the

sharp edge of the tin there. Well, my first T
tins were all made that way, and I am still us-

ing them by the hundred. An objection to

them is, that the sharp point 1 catches on the

sections as you put them in the super, especial-

ly the last sections. There is much less trouble

about the section catching on the rounded
edge.
Now to come directly to your question, " Is a

thickness of ^ any worse than g'j?" Not a bit.

It's just as easy, and a little easier, to close the

larger space, for a thin piece hasn't as much
stiffness to allow its being wedged in. You
say, " If we could reduce it to nothing it would
be desirable." No, it wouldn't, begging your
pardon. Try once tilling sections in a super

where there is no play ; and if you've quit

swearing, there may be danger of a relapse. I

want full ^g" of an inch play, then the three lit-

tle top separators }{ inch wide, and a shade less

than 3^ thick, can be forced in and make a snug
fit that would be utterly impossible with no
play whatever. Whoever tries the two kinds of

T tins side by side will, I think, prefer them as

the Roots now make them.
Marengo, 111.

[Your paraphrase of the quotation from my
footnote does not quite give it as I would have
said it if 1 had been enlarging upon it. T
supers formerly had the lead; but they were
not very well adapted to the Dovetailed hive,
without making supers of different lengths
from the regular hive- body. As the single-tier
wide frame was very popular, and is now, and
probably always will be, and as it seemed to
have all the advantages of theT-super arrange-
ment, and some peculiar to itself, we adopted
ii, but left otf the top-bar. This omission, we
find, had been begun by others before us. We
give customers the option of the two kinds of
super; but if they do not know what they want,
we recommend the section-holder arrange-
ment. We boomed the T-super arrangement
in our 1895 catalog harder than ever, putting in
a nice wood cut. But our packers hardly know
what it is.

You ask me to give the names of those who
have thrown aside T supers for section-holders.
This 1 can not do. Why? I can best answer
by making a quotation from your article above,
wherein you say, *' I do not expect to buy an-
other T super as long as I live." The reason
is, you have enough for your requirements, and
you could not afford to throw them away for
something perhaps slightly better. Now, then,
if there ax"e hundreds of other T-super men in
the same fix, it is not likely they will discard
their arrangement for the section- holder de-
vice; but we have had in times past a good
many letters stating that they preferred the
section-holders to the old T supers, but could
not change for the reasons already given. I
could not give you the names, because I was
not then interested, and did not preserve them.
The fact is, doctor, you have become accustom-
ed to the T super (and it certainly is one of the
very best arrangements), and your habits of
working fit it better than any thing else. I
have said before, there is a good deal in get-
ting used to a thing. For instance. I know of
some women who would not change their old
cook -stoves, true and tried, for ail the neAv-
fangled stoves in the market. They have be-
come accustomed to them, and know just how
far they can go without burning their bread.
They have become used to the swing of the
doors, the position of the reservoir, the han-
dling of the griddles, and yet nine judges out of
ten would say their old stoves were very much
inferior to the new ones. There, doctor, I do
not mean to say you are an old fogy, and have
become wedded to your old arrangement; but
honestly now, doesn't the stove illustration
partly fit your situation ?—Ed.]

MORE QUEENS SAFELY TO AUSTRALIA.

I beg to announce the safe arrival of the two
queens by September mall. 1 sliould have written
you before, but I have been very busy. All the
bees except the queen were dead Iti one cage; queen
and all tlie bees alive in the other. Candy was In a
good state of preservation. Bees commenced comb-
building: in the one all were alive in. My friend
Edmunds informs me to-day that two out of three
queens forwarded to him arrived all safe on the 16th
of this month, so that you are much more success-
ful this year than last, in so far as this district is

concerned. I find your queens and progeny pro-
duce splendid honey-gatherers, besides being very
gentle and prolific — all the advantages required by
any bee-keeper. Your queens should command
ready sale. It seems all that is required is safe
mailing to Australia, when no doubt you would ob-
tain many orders from Australian bee-keepers.

Jno. Gardner.
Hurstville, Sydney, N. S. W.. Oct. 27.
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BAMBLE 131.

IN LAKE COUNTY.

By Rambler.

HEN we rounded over the

hill that looks down
upon the little strag-

gling town of Lower
Lake we could see no
signs, even, of a lake

far or near. When we
were putting our camp
in order, an inebriated

Dutchman came sham-
bling along, and I ask-

ed him how far it was
to the lake. He bland-

ly replied that it was 12 miles.

"There, Wilder," said I, "I told you there

was no lake near us. How many rivers, creeks,

and lakes we have crossed that have had no

water in them!"
When we had our camp all set, and horses

picketed out, we discovered we were in the

next yard to a winery. That accounted for the

drunkenness of the Dutchman. The poor fel-

low lost his hat and his bundle, and lay beside

the fence as stiff as a poker for several hours.

This was another object-lesson showing the

beauties of wine-drinking.

Our next socially disposed visitor was an old

resident of Lake Co., and in age he was an
octogenarian, his silvery locks falling over his

shoulders; his bent form and staff reminded

one of an ancient prophet. He informed us

that only an arm of the lake projected into

that portion of the county, and it was only a

mile and a half away. Our venerable visitor

being an old resident, and having filled various

offices of trust, he, in true California style, ex-

tolled the many good features of Lake Co. He
said but little about its being the Switzerland

of America; but he said, in a half-serious way
in relation to the bealthfnlness of the country,

that no one ever died in Lake Co. If they
wished to shuffle off the mortal coil they would
have to go over inio Napa or Mendocino Coun-
ties. He gave us the average death-rate, and
it was only 1 in 114, and this was not a very
good day for death-rates either. He was thor-

oughly posted otherwise in relation to the
statistics of the county, and informed us that
there was plenty of room for settlement, as only
a tenth of the land was occupied. The hills

and mountains produce the best of fruits, while
the valleys were adapted to grain and stock
raising.

There were but few signs of apicultural pur-
suits, and the country so far had the appear-
ance of scant honey-bee pasturage. We had
observed, however, several familiar eastern
honey-plants. Here was a patch of heartsease;
then a sprinkling of sweet clover; here a fine

field of buckwheat, and mulleins. Their tall

stalks and yellow blossoms transferred our

thoughts in an instatit to the old back pasture-

lot in Eastern New York. Mr. Wilder inquired

of our neighbor the fruit-rancber and winery-

owner if there were any bee-keepers about.
" Yes," said he, " there's one just out at the

other end of the town—Mr. Shires."

I resolved to spend at least a portion of the

evening with him, and made tracks for his res-

idence. I broke in upon him just as he was
finishing his supper. Of course, having sup-

plied the wants of the inner man, he was in a

good humor, as all good men are upon such
occasions. I found him a progressive bee-keep-

er, well acquainted with the reputation of A. I.

Gleanings and the Rambler, and his greeting

was cordial. Allow me to introduce Mr. Z. P.

Shires. Mr. S. is not a very tall man, but he
has much steam-engine about him. He is a
married man, and has a swarm of seven chil-

dren—four boys and three girls; and although
he has so many strings to hold him down
to one location and a steady occupation, he
is quite a rambler. He was born in Tennes-
see, had lived in Florida. Alabama, Texas,
Washington, and California. Even now in this

glorious Switzerland of America he showed
some signs of discontent, and thought of mov-
ing to Upper Lake; and if that did not suit him
he would go back to Alabama.
Mr. Shires is a very enthusiastic bee-keeper.

He had been in his present location only eight

months; but in that time he had cut down 60

bee-trees, all of them within two miles of town,
and many in town. From the 60 colonies thus

obtained he had saved 54, and had them nicely

at work in Langstroth hives of his own con-

struction. I visited him Aug. 26th. Since Feb-
ruary, say a little over six months, he had cut

the trees, transferred the bees, and, in addition

to building the most of their own brood- combs,
they had made a good amount of honey in 1-lb.

sections, and his sales of the same had amount-
ed to $96. The bee-trees would sometimes yield

a wash-tub full of honey. One colony occupied
a cavity 6 inches in diameter and 14 feet in

length. His bees were then, Aug. 26, at work
upon honey-dew on the oak.

Mr. Shires described a remarkable feature

of the country in the fact that, at certain

seasons, honey-dew comes in veritable showers.

The dew is seen to drop from the sky—not only

seen, but felt on the clothing, and It covers all

manner of vegetation with a sticky substance.

The bees work upon it with great energy, and
the quality of the honey is good.

There were but few bees kept in the Lower
Lake region, and the persons who owned them
had a mortal dread of the moth-miller. Mr. S.

thought if they knew a little more about bees

they could easily manage the pest. Foul brood
Is unknown here, and we hope it will continue

so to be.
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Like all of California, the spring months gave
an abundance of flowers; but in June there is

a short time of scarcity which sometimes en-

dangers the life of the colony unless closely

watched and fed.

At Upper Lake much alfalfa is grown, and
Mr. Shires had an idea of moving to that local-

ity, where he thought a greater amount and
better quality of honey could be produced; but

there is no better evidence needed to show the

abundant honey-flow of this locality than the

number of bee- trees.

In the morning Mr. Shires came over to our

camp with a nice basket of fruit and some sam-

ples of his comb honey; and, how opportune!

We had ceased to say, "May the shadow of

Pryal never grow less," for the honey he gave

us was all gone; and now we changed our

opinion, and thought that the Shires shadow
ought never to grow less; and how can it, with

a swarm of seven children ?

The objection to making a business of bee-

keeping in this locality is its distance from

railroad transportation. Mr. S. found sale for

his honey in the home markets. We felt much
benefited by meeting Mr. S., and were better

posted in relation to honey-production in Lake
Co. At the close of our fraternizing we turned

our faces in our respective directions; and soon

Lower Lake was a memory of the past.

Lake Co. is noted for its numerous mineral

springs and health resorts; and, as a native said,

the country seemed to make a good share of its

living off the tourist. We desired to do our share

toward supporting the country, and resolved to

take a turn among a few of these resorts.

At Seigler's Springs we found a fine hotel,

many cottages, and tents; but owing to the

hard times there were but few occupants. The
sparkling waters reminded me much of the

mineral waters of Saratoga, N. Y. We lunched

at Seiglers, and then pushed on toward Adams
Springs; a rough, stony, and steep road tried

the mettle of our ponies, but we accomplished

the journey without accident, I was pleased

to note in many places by the wayside quite

thrifty little fields of sweet clover. The bees

were working upon it quite freely, and they

were presumably from the surrounding trees,

for there were no bee-keepers in the vicinity.

At Adams Springs the mountains closed in to

a narrow gorge. Here we found hotel and
stables, and numerous cottages. There was
barely room for a road, and we nearly desr aired

of finding a camping- place. We did, however,

find a little sq\iare spot large enough for our

tent, and we decorated the side of the moun-
tain with our wagon, blocked with stones, and
our ponies hung, as it were, to the bushes.

When we bade Mr. Pryal farewell in Oakland
he partly promised to join us in Napa and enjoy

with us for a season our travels and camp-life;

but hearing no word from him we could only

hope that he would follow on and overtake us.

We had been two weeks from Oakland, and his

shadow had grown very dim, and here in this

wooded country we had given up all hopes of

his arrival.

MR. PRY At- S UNSEASONABLE VISIT CREATES
SOME ALARM IN CAMP.

We had retired, and were about to send up
our somniferous orisons, when we heard a

tramping of many feet up the narrow roadway
—a lantern and a rough voice intimating that

those hobo fellows had better get their tent out

of that or they'd get pitched out. Our valiant

Jack rushed out to the defense, and the parties

halted. Mr. Wilder followed the dog to see

what all the racket was about; and whom
should he meet but our friend Pryal? It is

needless to say that we gave this bee-keeper of

Oakland a cordial greeting. He had been upon
our trail for several days, and an extra push on
the lines, and a late drive enabled him to over-

take us. We gave him a soft corner of earth in

our camp for his bed ; here he rolled his blanket

around him and soon forgot the toils of the day
in sleep, witli the rest of us.

MK. PRYAL AND HIS RIG SUSAN B. ANTHONY.

In the early morning we saw a sort of nonde-

script animal across the gulch, and Mr. Wilder

was the first to exclaim, " Hello! Bro. Pryal,

where in the name of the equine race did you

get that hoss?"
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"Eh? oh: That horse and cart is the prop-

erty of the paper I represent—the Pacific Rurat
Press—best agricultural paper on the coast;

only 82.00 per year; circula— "

"But that hoss," said I, "what's the pedi-

gree? Whafs the name of the animal, any

way?"
"Well, gentlemen,'" said Mr. P., "she's a

strong-minded animal, and her name is Susan

B. Anthony. Her pedigree is from away back.

She's the missing link between the donkey and
the giraflfe."

We all gathered around Susan B., and ad-

mired 1 he various points of interest; and a snap

shot will enable the more expert horseman to

judge the ancient dame.

THE DIVISIBLE - BROOD - C HAMBER IDEA
WHOSE PROPERTY IS IT 1

AN INTERESTING DISCUSSION ON PATENTS AND
PATENT DECISIONS.

As announced in our last issue, we give space
to both Mr. Heddon and Mr. Danzenbaker to
reply to statements on pages 267,268. Neither
one has seen galley-proofs of the articles in
this number, and so both stand on an equal
footing, i desire, above all things, to give both
an equal and perfectly fair hearing. To let one
reply to either one of the two articles in the
present issue, and not the other, would be hard-
ly fair; but as either one in a very large mea-
sure covers the points advanced by the other in
this issue, it seems to me that further replies
are unnecessary—at least in our columns; and
I feel very sure that Mr. Heddon will grant
space to Mr. Danzenbaker. if he so requests it.

in his own paper, for the further discussion of
the matter. As the latter's article came first

we give it first. It is as follows: -.

Editor Gliytilings:— J hare neither time nor incli-
nation for needless discussion, and I had hoped the
world was wide enough for Mr. Heddon and the
rest of us; but as he talks titles, laws, courts, and
the sberitt', I desire the privilege of defending' my
position.
Mr. Heddon says: "My patent covers a divisible

brood-chamber, used as and for the purposes speci-
fied in said patent." These purposes specitled are
the same as have been time and again written in
bee-journals (by himself), in his ciixrular and book;
there is no mistaking- it, and no g-etting around it.

Dear reader, sometimes good men are honestly
wrong. Two locomotives can not pass each other
on a single track, and we can't both be rig-ht. The
unsupported word of either of us can be weighed
by all intelligent readers at their own estimate.

If friend Kambler, and others whom it may con-
cern, will refer to the flies of record in the U s.
Patent Otfiee. showing- the history of Mr, Heddon's
case, they will And that he was not the Hrst to in-
vent and patent a multiple or divi.sible-brood cham-
ber hive, and has no legal or moral right to support
his threats of prosecutv>n, as he was informed at
the time, when applying- for his patent, in which he
made a broad claim as follows: "7. In a bee-hive, a
brood-rhanitier constructed of two or more horizon-
tal, separable, and interchangeable sections," This
clear-cut claim shows plainly his purpose; but it
was rejected, with all of his ten claims except the
3d, by the Patent Ollice. as being nld undconnndn
rights, and ivere dropiicd by his attorneys, and he

was restricted to limited and combined claims, as
title-deeds are made subject to existing- incum-
brances. The Patent OfHce, by these limitations,
e.xpressly reserved what it had already gianted to
others. Mr. Heddon had to confine his claims to a
construction of bottom-board, break-joint honey-
board, and a case with thumbscrews through its

sides, and cleats in the opposite corners, expressly
limited, showing that the cases, cleats, frames, and
screws, all old and common, were combined to ef-
fect his purpose, which defines and limits him to
using these things as described, but does not pre-
vent others from using any of them in other ways
for the same purpose; and he is debarred from in-

terfering with others using what the records of his
own case show were denied him, and yielded abso-
lutely by him at the time of his application. Nu-
merous and recent decisions of the Supreme Court
can be cited, showing the fallacy of Mr. Heddon's
pretensions, as in the two cases below:

Sargent vs. Hall Safe and Lock Co.
lU U. S,, Judge Bhiteliford.

"In patents, for combinations of mechanisms, lim-
itations imposed by the inventor, especially such as
were introduced into an application after it, had
been persistently rejected, must be strictly con-
strued (7S against the inventor and in favor of the
puhlic, and looked upon as in the nature of dis-
claimers,"
In case Keystone Bridge Co. vs. Phoenix Iron

Co, 95 U, S,, 279, S. C. said: "As patents are pro-
cured 6.r par-fe, the i)ublic is not bound by them;
but the patentees are, and the latter can not show
that their inventions are brooder than the terms of
their claims; or if broader, they must be held to
have surrendered the surplus to the public."
What if Mr. Martin does say, " In making my

frame close fitting, and also to the case, the combi-
nation is clearly an infringement upon the Heddon
claim"? If Mr. Heddon had such claim (but the
history of his case shows clearly and distinctly that
it was denied him, as old and a common right), neither
Mr. Heddon nor myself have been allowed to fence
it off from the public, and we can not honestly
claim it.

Mr. Heddon's objections to the sheet-metal lining
and frame support have never been made by others
who have seen my hive. This sheet metal does not
warp, shrink, nor swell, and is covered over be-
tween the uprights and cases, insuring a uniform
bee-space, with slack enough to press lightly
against the uprights, and yielding enoue-h to avoid
jamming, if the frames swell. This end play is a
decided advantage over the Heddon hive. They
can not be glued to the case by the bees, and are
easier to empty than a T super when full of either
frames or sections. I first made and used it in
place of the T supers, having never seen a Heddon
hive until several months after I got my patent, al-

though I had .seen the drawings.
If Mr. Heddon's claim did cover the close fitting

of the upright to the case, my hive would not in-

terfere with that claim as they do not touch the
case at all, but rest and bear against the metal sup-
p<n-t that hangs upon the case, and it can be used in
other styles of hives. My claim is a broad one,
without limitations, as I am at this date the first

inventor of it. No set-screws are needed to secure
the frames tight and solid in position, as they can
now be carried bottom side up if need be, and they
can be wedged up or set free with a plain gouge
chisel, with half a turn of the wrist.

While apparently resembling the Heddon hive,
mine does not use his style of frame or section. It

is furnished with the exact style of top and bottom
barred brood-frames and the nrize sections, oblong
in shape, used by Capt, J. E. Hetherington, of Cher-
ry Valley. N. Y.," which, after a careful test, I find

the best in use, as 2.5 per cent more of them will go
on the same hive-space, and they sell for 5 to 10 per
cent more in market. Mr. Martin says such hives
are well adapted to California, and he writes me
that he likes my ten frames and sections better
than the longer and shallower sections, irrespective
of any claims as to infringements.
Mr. Heddon puts much stress on "the state of

the art to which an invention belongs at the time
that invention was made must be considered in
construing any claim for that Invention." When
he invokes tliis, let him not forget that nine of his
ton claims were rejected a.s idd, and common rights,

and his patent is only a combination of cases, cleats,

screws, frames, sections, all old. Where is the in-

vention ?
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Functions ! whatever tliat may he, it is too esthet-
ic. You might as well try to patent a purpose or a
principle wliich is as free as God's pure air and sun-
shine that he designs for all. Patents must detine
co/istntctio/Ks or fixtures so clearlj' tliat one skilled
in the art can muke tliem. The venerable Lang-
stroth may liave been robbed of his just rights; but
you, Mr. Heddon, are secure; it is impossible to rob
you of what never belonged to you, either before or
since the Patent Office rejected your claims, and
you have accepted what you could get, like the rest
of us.
There is no patent court of equity that was estab-

lished in 1870, or any other time, different fi'om oth-
er courts for patent-cases. Equity courts originated
during the reign of Richard II., and come to us
from our earliest history, your assertion to the con-
trary notwithstanding. If I am trespa.ssing on your
legal rights, I will gladly surrender; but as we can
not think alike in this case, I will agree to abide by
the decision of tliree reputable judges, each of us
to choose one, they to select the third. Until you
do this 1 declare publicly, as I well know, that my
patent does not infringe any claim of yours, neither
legally nor morally.
Mr. Heddon's reference to a bundle-carrier im-

pales himself exactly. The otlier fellows had been
there nearly a score of j-ears ahead of him, which
he knew then and now, as tlie records of the Patent
Office in his own case clearly show that he mutely
submitted at the time.
The limitations of Mr. Heddon's claims absolutely

prevent him from interfering with others using
what was denied liim. He certainly can not claim
more than his title calls for, any more than a squat-
ter on a quarter-section could claim the State. As
for management, his circulars show that he has re-
vised it materially since he set out, and I prefer a
very different one for myself.
Washington, D. C. F. Danzenbaker.

In order that the reader may more clearly
understand just what Mr. Heddon's patent,
dated Sept. 29, 1885, does or does not cover, we
reproduce his five claims. They read:

1. In a bee-hive, a ease consisting of a frame one of the sides
of which is provided with thumli-screws extending through
said side, and the oi^posite side of which is provided at the
corners with narrow cleats facing said thumb-screws, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. Tlie combination of the bee-hive, the bottom stand having
end pieces of less height than the side pieces, and the detach-
able bottom-board, the ends of which are provided with down-
wardly extending cleats resting upon the end pieces of the
bottom stand, and the upper side and i ear idges ut which are
provided with cleats adapted to srippoit the lower ca>e of the
liive and atford admission-space for the bees, substantiallj' as
and for the purpose set forth.

3. In a honey-board for bee-hives, the combination, with a
frame, of a number of slats secured to the bottom sides there-
of at a bee-space distance apart, said frame being even with
the bottoms of said slat-; and projecting a bee-space above
them, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

i. In a bee-hive of the de.scribed class, the combination, with
the brood-chamber of a hive tlietopsot the frames of wliich
are n bee-.'-pace below the top edges of the hive and a case for
surplus honey the bottoms of the frames ol which are even
witli the bottom of the case in which they a re secured, said
frames for .-surplus honey hanging parallel with and directly
above the frames of the brood-chamber, of a honey-board
consisting of slats secured to a frame, said frame beiiig even
with the bottoms of said slats and projecting a bee-space
above them, said slats being so arranged that the spaces be-
tween them will be between the tops of the frames in the
brood chamber below and the bottoms of the frames in the
case above, and the slats themselves will be parallel wiih the
frames, and between the spaces between the said frame, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
5 In a bee hive, a brood-chamber consi.^ting of a series of

reversible and Interchangeable casc^, each of said cases being
provided with thumb-screws exti mliiig Ihrcnigli one side and
with cleat" at the corneisof the ..tlur Mib- and facing said
thumb-screws, and of a number of reversible frames rigidly
secured theiein between said thumb-screws and cleats, and a
stand and cover, stibi-tantially as and for the purpose set
forth.
In testimony that 1 claim the foregoing as my own I have

hereunto fixed my signature in the presence of two witnesses.

[I have since obtained copies of patents No.
33,668, 196,060, 20,'5,890, tliat are said by the at-
torney of Mr. Danzenbaker to antedate Mr.
Heddon's claims of the divisible-brood-chamber
hive. We can scarcely afford to give room to
the whole of the patents in question, but we
make extracts touching upon the points at
issue, so far as they concern the novelty of a
horizontally divided brood-chamber. Patent
196.060, bearing date Oct. 8, 1877, by J. C. Train,
makes the following claims:]

1. In a sectional bee-hive, the combination, with each of the
sections thereof, of two or more fixed partitions, G, and a
corresponding number of comb-supports, H, removably se-
cured to the (ixed partitions, substantially as described.

2. In a sectional beehive, the ininliination, with the lower
section having grooves or mllrti^e- foinied in its lower side
edge, of a hinged bottom, substantially as set forth.

3. In a sectional beehive, the sections formed with two
upper edges provided with tenons and two with rabbets, the
inner edges e of which are cut away to afford bearings for
the corab supports G and H. while the lower edges are
formed with two mortised edges and two rabbeted edges, in
combination with such supports, substantially as set forth.

[Two paragraphs in the descriptive matter
also read as follows:]

My invention relates to an improvement in bee-hives, the
object being to provide a bee hive of such construction that
it may readily be adjusted in size to meet the wants of either
large or small colonies of bees, and the several sections re-
movably secured together in a water-tiglit manner, to ex-
clude moisture and dampness from the interior of the hive;
also, to provide space in the lower portion of the hire
wherein the moths may collect and be removed therefrom
without disturbing the bees.

It is evident that any number of sections may be employ-
ed, and a complete hive secured to the apiarian at all times,
as, in case the honey is to be removed from the upper sec-
tion only, the upper section may be removed entire, if de-
sired, and, thr" cover or top J being replaced, as all the
sections are made to accurately lit each other, a complete
and water-tight hive is thus secured.

[Patent 36,668, dated Nov. 5, 1861. by H. R.
Terry, contains these paragraphs in descriptive
matter:]

My improvement consists in constructing the hive in hori-
zontal sections, fitted to a suitable base and provided with
a top, which forms a roof or cover, each section being sep-
arated from the others by series of slats, and connected
together when in use by hooks or other equivalent fasten-
ings, which admit of the ready detachment and removal of
any one of them The sections are
three or four inches in depth, which permits the formation
of combs, which are suspended from the upper series of
slats. Each section is provided with a glass light F, cover-
ed with a slide, to admit of the inspection of the bees while
at work. These sections being readily removable, any one
of them may, when tilled with new honey, be changed for
an eiiiiity section thus taking the place of honey-boxes, and
any number may be added to increase the capacity of the hive
and adapt it tc) the size of the swarm. By this means the
troublesome method of transferring the bees from a smaller
to a larger hive, and vice versa, is entirely dispensed with and
much time and labor saved.

[Patent 303,890, under date of May 21, 1878,
shows a series of shallow cases containing reg-
ular frames over the brood-nest. The only
claim under this patent is for a brood-chamber
having concave or arched sides.

Patent No. 2592, dated April 29, 1842, shows a
series of shallow chambers fastened together
with bolts. They were simply shallow boxes, I

judge, without Ijrood-frames or any thing of
the sort. There is no printed descriptive matter.
Patent No. 2929. dated Jan. 27, 1843, by J.

Harris, contains a similar series of horizontally
divided hive-sections, one piled upon another.
These, like the one just preceding, contained
no brood -frames, as a matter of course.

If any one is interested in following these up
further, he can secure them by applying to the
Commissioner of Patents, Washington. D. C,
giving the number and dates as above given.
It will be necessary to inclose 15 cts. for each
patent called for. Stamps are not accepted.
Possibly our readers would like to have me

enter an opinion (inasmuch as I have studied
the patent question to some extent) as to
whether the patents above cited would cover
the divisible-brood-chamber idea specified in
Mr. Heddon"s patent. Such a statement as I

should feel like making, I am sure, would please
neither party; and I therefore prefer, for this

and other reasons, to take no sides at all, as I

take it that our readers are intelligent enough
to decide the merits of the case after comparing
the claims of Mr. Heddon's patent with those
above cited, and reading his article.

As Mr. Heddon seems to be pretty well ac-
quainted with the patents above given, the
references that he makes to them, and his reply
thereto, will probably cover what he desires to

say concerning them in the article that now
follows:]
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REPLY TO ATTORNEY WILLIAMSON.

Infringement, oi- desire to infringe, are, eitlier or botli,

prinia-fac'ie evidence of utility.—Walker.

Bro. Rout :—l Ivavo lliis day discovored Mr. Daii-
zetibaker's attorney Willi.inison s silteDipted defense
of his client's infrinjiinsr hive (not pa;tent), in your
Tradf N(jtes in April Ist Gleanings. While I re>fret

that you should have printed such a communica-
tion, and al.so that two weeks should elapse before
the sopliislry could be shown up, I am pleased at
your editorial remark that " both sides sliall have a
fair and impartial liearing-."

Mr. Williamson is in the position of a paid attor-

ney, and we all know what that means. It is no
reflection upon the gentleman's character, to infer
that he deems it a moral duty to carry the point
desired by his client, rig-ht or wrong-. Now, Mr.
Williamson is discussing- a subject before an audi-
ence of bee-keepers, not one in tifty of whom have
sufHcient knowledge of the same not to be misled.
The members of this audience have been compelled
to devote their time and intelligence to other mat-
ters; but these other matters have cultivated their
inherent logic; consequently, it is more in this line
than strictly in the line of patent law that I shall
reply to the learned attorney. My own knowledge
of patent law enables me to answer definitely and
successfully every point raised by Mr. W. ; and, in
fact, my article preceding it, and the paragraphs
from Walker's Patent Law, found in my 1890 circu-
lar, do most completely answer every point that he
brings up; and these I commend to those of your
readers who may understand patent law as well as
or better than I do myself; but this article I shall
contine principally to the illogical position of Mr.
Danzenbaker and his attorney, believing it will be
the better understood by our just and logical bee-
keepers.
Allow me to call the reader's attention to the fact

that Mr. Williamson makes no mention of patent
law in equity. He speaks of my natural or "moral
rights" as though he had seen a proof of my fore-
going article, jf Mr. Williamson is given room for
another article, T request you to mail me proof at
once, when I will have my Washington attorney
append a reply to the same, which will unquestion-
ably end all discussion on the legal aspect of my
right to my earnings as an apicultural inventor.
No one knows the state of the art so well as bee-
keepers; such students of our literature as Prof.
Cook, Hutchinson, Clark, Mason (and, without tak-
ing further space, twenty other prominent bee-
keepers), would never have proclaimed "new, orig-
inal, unexcelled, a revolution," etc., were I now the
owner of nothing- of any value. If such could be
true, of what use is our patent office ? and of what
service are our patent-solicitors? Such would be
an everlasting stain upon Mr. Williamson's pro-
fession. My attorneys will undoubtedlj' be as
anxious to defend the title to my property, a docu-
ment of their creation, as Mr. Williamson is anxious
to tear it down, as a paid attorney in the interest of
Mr. Danzenbaker. They will undoubtedly be able
to defend the right, especially as "possession is nine
points in law." The misleading arguments of Mr.
Williamson, made for the purpose of dispossessing
me of my earnings, by claiming that there is a Haw
in my title to the same, are an exact repetition of
the Langstroth history; of the attack upon the nat-
ural rights of the man we have subsequently saint-
ed as the bee-keepers' greate-st benefactor. If it

were true, that any of the features of the Danzen-
baker hive, which belong to Mr. D. (claimed in his
patent), were of any value, Mr. Williamson's line of
argument would as completely rob Mr. D nzenba-
ker, could it be successfull.y carried out in ihe prac-
tice of bee-keepers, as it is intended to rob me.

I call your readers' attentiiiu to mi-staki's, both in
statements and deductions, in Mr Williamson's
article, as follows: He says the two hives are similar
in construction, (jitly in the matter of divisible
brood-chambers and top covers. That is not true.
If Mr. W. knew aught of the state of our art, he
never would have mentioned "top covers," and,
further, would have known that the close-fitting
frames, at the same time closely fitting the case,
prior with me, was the second essential feature of
my hive, and imitated b.y Mr. Danzenbaker. He
asks if my pitent contains any claim which by a
"fair construction" can be held to lie infringed by
the D. hive. ''Fair construction!" Here Mr. W.
admits that paient courts take into consideration
the matter of " fairness" in construing the breadth
of a patent-claim, and by this bee-keepers may know

just where our suit at law will come out at the end
of a damag'e-suit against Mr. Danzenbaker's cus-
tomers. Of course, Mr. Willldmson must say some-
thing, because he is paid for so doing. The above
shows clearly that Mr. W.'s statement, that claim
five of my patent is the only one that touches upon
the features of construction common to the two
hives, is a gross erroi'.
Next, Mr. \V. quotes a claim of my original appli-

cation wliich was rejected by the patent office, but
fails to infcnm your readers that it is whoU.y cover-
ed by the last eight words of claim five, which read:
"substantially as, and for the purposes set forth."
In answer to another misleading statement of Mr.
D.'s attorney, let me explain that I never claimed
to be the prior inventor of every kind of brood-
chamber which could be divided "fir the purpose
of increasing or diminishing its capacity." I so
stated in the discussion which arose relative to the
Ekes and Nadirs of Fiance and Germany. My claim
is on a divisible brood-chamber containing frames;
one capable of the manipulations of modern apicul-
ture, for the purposes set forth in my specifications.
What are these purposes? Not only to " contract
or enlarge" the brood-chamber, but to alternate its

upper and lower parts, to produce certain results in
the surplus sections of the hive. Now let me quote
to you from the great authority. Walker:
"Novelty of a thing is not negatived by any other

thing fundamentally incapable of the functions of
the first."

" Novelty and patentability are not negatived by
the fact that every part of the thing is old."
"Novelty of any thing is not negatived by another

thing which was not dexigned or used to perform the
functions of the first."
The above is a complete answer to Mr. W.'s mis-

leading quibble regarding the revision of my claims,
made to suit the Patent Office, and still holds as
much as before.
Now, Bro. K')()t, you say that you have .sent for

the tliree copies of old patents my attorney was
cited to, as referred to by Mr. Williamson. Why,
bless your soul, 23 citations were handed out by the
examiners, and yet only three or four of them con-
tained a single feature in any way resembling any
part of my hive, and these were nothing fatal to
the value of my patent. Firing at us irrelevant
citations is a privilege of the examiners. These 32
copies I lost in the fire in Patent-Attorney R. B.
Wheeler's office in Detroit, about four years ago. I
have never replaced them, because they have no
bearing against the title to my property, when
lightly understood. I will ask one question, which,
if bee-keepers can not answer in the affirmative,
the argument based upon these citations falls to the
ground. Are you willing to, and do you expect to
use. the features and functions shown in these old
patents, as and for the purposes therein specified ? If
not, what do you propose to do ? What is it that is
just now so greatly desired ? Fill Gleanings from
cover to cover with nothing but .sophistical, mis-
leading, and confusing discussions b.v patent-law-
yers, and, in the end, down in the hearts of all

honest bee-keepers will remain this verdict: "To
Heddon belongs the practical, divisible brood-
chamber, with its reversible cases and close-fitting
frames closely fitting the case, as and for the pur-
poses specified in his patent, and further explained
in his book, Success in Bee Culture."
To close, I will say that I notice your statement,

that you "take ni> side in the matter." I believe
you should, and believe j'ou will—not with persons,
but with principles. I know that you know the
property to be mine, all the time you are discussing
the question of the technically legal title to the
same; and I think it strange that, in your last J^sue,
you confine yourself wholly to the matter or title,

utterly ignoring the question of right per se. It
seems to me that this is almost the only point the
mass of your readers can understandingly decide
upon, and upon that I know they are already decid-
ed. However, if you wish to educate us all in the
details of patent law I will not be displeased, and
my attorneys will be on hand promptly.

It seems to me that the matter stands about like
this: Mr. Martin has voiced the sentiments of nearly
all of our bee-keepers in proclaiming the fact that
Mr. Danzenbaker's hive is a " gross infringement"
on my invention. No one has ever claimed that I
have infringed a ny man's rights. Nine years elaps-
ed before any such claims as attorney Williamson's
were made, because it required that length of time •

for Mr. Danzenbaker to discover the value of my
inv^ention. Why does not Mr. D. apply ?i is patent-
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claims to a hive-construction which does not infringe
mine? (Remember that it is his cimstniction and
not his claims of invention that infringes.) I tliank

you for J our offer to give us all a fair and impartial
hearing.' James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich.

[Mr. Heddon indirectly asks whether a proof
of his former article was sent to Mr. Danzen-
baker's atioriiey. No such proof was sent; but
I wrote to Mr. D., requesting that his attorney
state whether Mr. H. had either a legal or a
moral right to the divisible-brood-chamber
idea, and hence Mr. Williamson's reference to

the "moral right."
Whatever legal claims Mr. Heddon may or

may not have, if he has. by these years of ad-
vertising, made popular a certain system—if he
has been the lirM one to show the world at

large that it may have points of merit, then he
certainly has a kind of moral right—a right
which I think bee-keepers will be quick to re-

spect. Understand, I do not go so far as to say
that he has or has not legal or moral right to

certain hive-constructions. I could render an
opinion, but. as I said. I shall adhere strictly to

the ground of taking no sides. lean not do
any better than to repeat the words of the
great Master of all things, who said, under
similar circumstances. "Render unto Csesar
the things that are Cte^ar's." Naturally, after

the severe way in which Mr. Heddon has criti-

cised us in the Dowagiac Times extra, we
should be Inclined to take sides against him,
but this should and does have nothing to do
with the matter at all. I do not very often
stand "on the fence;" but for the present, at

least, I do not know of any reason why any of

us here at the Home of the Honey-bees should
desire to get on either side of said fence.—Ed.]

is properly constructed I believe these ad-

vantages are fully attained.

So far as I know, the use of a jacket of tin

completely surrounding and extending some

way below the fire-chamber toward ihe bellows

is original with me. I think it would be better

if plain tin were used for this purpose, and

small washers were used where it is riveted to

the lire-chamber, so it would set out }-s inch

from it on the back, although it might not look

quite so well then as now manufactured.

My claims were allowed some months ago;

but for various reasons I delayed having it is-

sued until the present month.

There are some obvious reasons why a new
invention, or an improvement on an old one,

should be patented, one or two of which I will

mention: It greatly facilitates its introduction

to the industrial world, and often enables the

manufacturer to pay the inventor a fair royalty,

and then, by manufacturing in large quantities,

be able to sell them for even less to the consum-

ers than would be possible if a large number of

persons engaged in their manufacture without

paying royalty. J. E. Crane.
Middlebury, Vt., March 22.

A NEW DEPARTURE.

" Trade Notes," a corner in which we poor in-

ventors may blow our horns "with none to

molest or make us afraid," as I see from the

last issue of Gleaking.s. Now, that is " fair

play," and we all like fair play—at least, for

ourselves; we are not always so particular

about the other fellow, I am afraid; so I will

just trot out my hobby—a kind of hobby it is,

the Crane smoker, which is henceforth to wear

that little motto, ''Patented March 12,1895,"

which witnesses that the United States govern-

ment, through one of its departments, has care-

fully examined into my claims, and has

pronounced them " new and useful," and that

it is ready, through its courts, and, for aught I

know, its army and ironclads, to defend them.

My claims are very quickly told: An air-cham-

ber ^ituated between the fire-chamber ^and

bellows, one end extending and opening into

base^f the~ fire-l;hamber7and {he other com-
municating with the outside atmosphere, and a

valve so situated as to open and close alter-

nately this opening, so that, as the bellows

closes, the valve opens, thus forming a continu-

ous passage from the bellows to the fire-cham-

ber; and when the bellows opens, the valve

closes, thus giving a draft to the fire-chamber.

The advantages to be obtained are twofold—
. a strong blast, and the exclusion of smoke and
sparks from the bellows; and when the smoker

NGN-SWARMING BEES.

Questioji.—Three years ago last June I pur-

chased a queen of you said to be reared by the

plan given in your book. This queen has done

well for me; but the point of interest just now
is this: Although she has kept her hive full to

overflowing with bees, fully as well as any

queen I have, yet only one swarm has issued

from her colony since I got her. About the

time I received her I purchased your book and

reared a few queens in accord therewith. Very

few of the queens so reared have led out

swarms, and the bees behave very similarly to

those from the queen purchased from you,

while my other colonies have kept up excessive

swarming each year. The queens not reared

in accord with your book were reared under the

swsrming impulse, by colonies casting swarms,

as are the most of the queens in any apiary

where the bees are allowed to swarm. Now, I

should like to know if you claim that queens

reared by the plan given in " Scientific Queen-

rearing " have a greater tendency not to swarm
than those reared by the bees during the

swarming season, as most bee-keepers allow

their bees to rear them.

Answer.—I have never made the claim that

queens reared in upper stories, over a queen-

excluder, while the reigning queen was doing

good work below, were less inclined to swarm
than were those reared when the bees were pre-
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paring to swarm, as I formerly raised all

queens, then claiming, as niany do now, that

queens reared under the swarming impulse

were the very best possible to raise. Some
twenty years ago I noticed that queens reared

to supersede a failing queen were less inclined

to swarm than were those reared during the

height of swarming, and so noted the matter on

my diary; and during all the time intervening,

since I first noted this matter, 1 have had no

cause to change my first conclusion. Queens

reared as given in my book are brought to per-

fection in very much the same way as are

those reared when a case of supersedure hap-

pens; and I have noted that I have had less

swarming in my apiary during the past eight

years, through which time I have reared near-

ly all my queens over queen-excluders, than I

formerly had; yet I would not think it best to

put forth the idea that a continuation of thus

rearing queens for a quarter of a century or

longer would give a race of non-swarming bees.

When God told all animated nature to go forth,

"multiply, and replenish the earth," he im-

planted in the same a nature so to do; and if

that nature is not carried out in bee-life,

through the issuing of swarms, it will come
about through the intervention of men, by way
of such manipulation of hives as will throw the

colony out of its normal condition, rather than

by breeding for a race of non-swarming queens.

At least, such is my opinion. I have received

many letters similar to the above, relative to

less swarming occurring since the parties writ-

ing had practiced the plan of raising queens as

given in "Scientific Queen-rearing;" but it

must be remembered that the past few seasons,

taking the country as a whole, have been

rather poor seasons, hence would be conducive

to less swarming. Of course, there is no harm
in watching this matter; but to put forth the

claim that a persistent rearing of queens over a

queen-excluding honey-board will bring forth

a race of non-swarming bees would only end in

disgusting those who went into such a trial

with a full belief in the honesty of the one
making such claim.

COLONIES LEAVING THEIR HIVES.

Qwcsttou.—What is the cause of bees leaving

their hives with clean honey, clean hives, and
quite a quantity of brood, in the spring of the

year? Three of my colonies have deserted

their hives in this way on warm days; and al-

though I have put them back they will not

stay. What can I do to remedy this matter?
Answer.—This is a case of what is termed

"swarming out " by some, and "spring deser-

tion " by others. In an experience of a quarter
of a century I have had about a dozen such
cases, and in each one it has happened after a
hard winter, such as the past has been, and
with colonies which had wintered imperfectly.

Some think it is caused by the bees becoming
discouraged, and abandoning further effort to

keep up the temperature of the hive so as to

keep the brood from perishing. In nearly

every case which has come under my notice,

colonies deserting their hive have become re-

duced as to numbers to a greater or less extent

by spring dwindling; while the number of bees,

compared with the amount of brood, was ill

proportioned, considering the outside tempera-

ture. 1 used to think that such swarming out

could be accounted for on the ground of lack of

stores, moldy combs, etc., as has been told us

many times in the different bee-papers of the

past; but after having several swarm out when
all was clean and nice, the same as is spoken of

by our questioner, I had to give that up and con-

clude that those who had told us that such was
the cause were mistaken. Some seem to think

that the chief cause of this swarming-out

mania lies in excitement on the part of the

queen, the same happening at a time when few

young bees are in the hive to keep company
with the queen, when a general flight of the

bees takes place, which often happens during

the first warm days in early spring. During
such occasions the queen becomes excited about

being left with so few bees with her, goes to

the entrance, takes wing, and sallies out to join

the circling bees; and when once in the air

with the bees the whole alight as a swarm.
But I can hardly accept this as the cause, for

the reason that, as our correspondent states,

when we hive them back again in their own
hive, they will swarm out again and continue

to swarm out till they enter some other colony

or go off entirely. As to a remedy, I doubt

whether there is any better than to unite such

with some other colony, although I have tried

giving a frame of hatching brood from some
strong colony to them, removing all their brood

and giving it to the strong colony from which
the frame of hatching brood was taken. Next,

place this frame of hatching brood together

with one frame of honey next one side of their

hive, and confine the bees to these two frames

by means of a division-board till they become
strong enough to take more frames, when they

are built up to full colonies. This is the plan I

used to adopt with good results, where for from

any cause I desired to save just that individual

colony. Lately, since the queen-excluding zinc

has become common I have simply hived back

in its own hive the colony swarming out, and
placed a strip of perforated zinc at the en-

trance, thus keeping the queen from going out,

in which case the bees will retui'n after each

swarming-out; and if such colony so treated

does not die by dwindling it can usually be

saved in this way. But, as 1 said, unless for

some reason you wish to preserve the individu-

ality of any colony which once swarms out. the

best thing to do is to unite it with some other

colony, as the work required to make a good

colony of such a discouraged colony amounts

to more than any ordinary colony is worth.
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THE KECORD BKOKEN AGAIN ON DEER- SHOOT-
ING BY A BEE-KEEPKR.

On page 170 Mr. J. D. Given asks for a better

record on shooting and killing game than he

has. I will admit his score is good, and hard to

equal. I used to think 1 was fairly good with

the gun myself. I use a rifle instead of a shot-

gun. I have stood in one place and killed five

deer with six shots. The gun was a single- shot

breech-loader. The first shot I fired, the deer

was about forty feet distant, and the last one

was about 400 feet. There were only five deer in

the band, all full grown black-tails. I have
frequently killed three and four out of a band
before they would get away. At another time

there were four of us boys worked up to a band
of elk. I killed three while the other boys got

none. At another time there was a party of ten

of us went on a buffalo-hunt. We killed 42

buffalo, 6 antelope, and 2 deer. I killed 39 of

the buffalo, the 6 antelope, and 2 deer. I have
fired 2fi cartridges without missing a single shot,

and with the same I killed not less than 10 tons

of meat, beeing inis is not a sporting-paper I

will let up; but we have bee-keepers here who
have records all right. This shooting was done

from 1868 to 1876. Use this if you see fit; and If

you wish any more records I have plenty left,

on up to killing Indians.
Buckskin Charley.

Aurora, Neb., Mar. 13.

[Among his other accomplishments " Buck-
skin Charley " is the inventor of a section-press
and foundation-fastener that seems to have
merit, judging from the engravings and de-
scription in a circular sent. Verily, is there
any thing bee-keepers can't do between be-
tween being legislators and breaking the rec-
ords on shooting deer? By the way, I am
interested in gunning. When I was sick last
fall, and convalescing, the doctor prescribed
the shotgun and long tramps. I got both of
them, but yame—not any. Indeed, I "broke
the record for the county " in missing every
thing I shot at. May be if we had deer here I

could miss them too.—Ed.]

SCORE FOR THE BEES.

At the Oregon Experiment Station, peaches

were grown under glass, and forced, by artificial

heat, out of their natural season. In such cul-

ture, it is necessary to pollenize the flowers by

some artificial means—a brush or otherwise.

This is very slo\v, tedious work. Bulletin 34 of

this station tells what was done: " To save la-

bor in transferring the pollen, some trees were

sprayed when in full bloom with warm, others

with cold water. This proved very unsatis-

factory, more fruit dropping at the stoning

period than in the case of trees pollenized with

the brush. As a further exneriment, a hive of

bees was placed in the house when the trees

commenced to bloom. This was in November,

and a heavy fog prevailed for 1.5 days; and
although the flowers were constantly opening,

not a bee showed itself. During the night of

the l.Tth the fog lifted, and the next morning
was bright and clear, causing the pollen to

burst. Then the bees came from the hive and
kept up their work for eight or nine days. The
result was, that not a single peach was observed

to drop at the stoning season. So great was the

amount of fruit on the trees, that it was nec-

essary to thin it. On 3 tree in the house was
securely protected, so that bees could not gain

access to it, and all of the fruit dropped at the

stoning period."— R?t7'ai New-Yorker.

THAT EUROI'EAN AUTOMATIC SMOKER.
Mr. Chas. Norman, in " European Matters,"

talks about an automatic smoker. I inclose an

Illustration. I don't think it will ever do for

any "go-ahead ' bee-keeper. Some one of my
acquintance having seen it says the automatic

movement, produced by a kind of clockwork, is

very noisy. My impression is against this

smoker. You can judge for yourself.

Winter has been very severe in France; but

our situation behind the Alps, in Nice, has kept

away the fierce cold all our neighbors had to

undergo this exceptional year. We had snow
three times, though not to stay longer than a

day or two. In Palestine my people want rain,

especially in Jerusalem—very much exposed to

east winds, which dry up every plant. Last

year, 1894, was a very poor season here. I hope

1895 will be better. I didn't have one-fifth of

my usual honey-harvest.

Nice, France. Pii. J. Baldensperger.

[The smoker is not reproduced because I

think it practicable for this or any other coun-
try, but because it represents an idea.—Ed.]

HONEY FROM RASPBERRIES.

I wish to attempt to correct two mistakes in

your list of seeds of honey-plants, which I cut

out and inclose. I was brought up on a fruit-

farm, and have kept bees since I was 12 years

old. It is the red ra^'pberries that the bees

work on principally. They work some on black

raspberries, and a very little on blackberries;

but the bulk of the raspberry honey comes from

the ivild red raspberry. The cultivated is as

good, or better, but there is not enough of ii;.

Sang Run, Md. C. A. Montague.

CORRECTION.
Friend Root:—In Gleanings for March 15,

you apparently committed me to the proposi-

tion that bee-paralysis Is hereditary, by your
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headline to my paper on that subject. It should

have been headed " Bee-paralysis Contagious."

I do not believe that the disease is hereditary

in the strict sense of the term, but that an in-

fected queen will communicate the disease in

the ordinary way by contact. I do not wish to

reopen the discussion of this matter, but simply

to make a correction. T. S. Ford.

Columbia, Miss., April 9.

THE GOSPEL OF ART.

Work thou for pleasure; paint or sing or carve

The things thou lovest, though the body starve.

Who works for glory, misses oft the goal
;

Who works for money, coins his very soul.

Work for work's sake, then, and it may be

That these things shall be added unto thee.

Kenyon Cox.

H. Y., Wash.—Bees can not, with any satis-

factory results, be kept in a room adjoining the

kitchen over winter. You had better leave

ohem outdoors. In your climate they will prob-

ably winter all right. It might be advisable to

put over them winter protecting-cases.

W. S. Y., la.—We leave chaff cushions on the

hives along toward the first of June in our lo-

cality. It is better to leave them on a little too

long than not long enough; in fact, it does no
harm to leave them on all summer, only that
they take the place of section-crates or any
supers designed to take surplus.

W. B. R.. Fa.—The braula, or bee-louse, we
sometimes find on the backs of imported queens
direct from Italy; but we never knew them to

make any serious trouble. The bees themselves
will soon remove them when the queen is in-

troduced into a strong colony. We do not know
where you will find any further particulars

than those given by Prof. Cook in his book.

H. M. S., O.—We would say we recommend
the use of full sheets of foundation in the
brood-frames; medium brood if wired, and
heavy brood if unwired. Yes, we recommend
wiring, running the wires parallel with the
top-bar. Yes, use thick top-bars.—Carniolan
queens are preferred by some; would refer you
to John Andrews, Patten's Mills, N. Y., or Mrs.
Jennie Atchley, Beeville, Tex.

M. J. A., R. I.—Hives, as a general rule,

should face the east. If they are placed toward
the south it gives them too much sun in the
middle of the day. If they face the west they
are apt to get too much wind; if toward the
north, also too much wind and too much cold.

Taking all things into consideration, having

hives point toward the east is preferred by the

majority of bee-keepers.

W. F. C, Ore.—When the bees build the

combs crosswise we don't know of any way but
to cut the combs out, straighten them out, and
fit them back into the frames by the directions

that are usually given for transferring. If they
are too crooked for that, use the Heddon short

way, given on page 32 of our catalog. We al-

ways advise beginners, and everybody else, in

fact, to put at least a small starter in each
brood-frame; otherwise they may have a condi-

tion of things much like yours.

W. H. W., Tex.—The half-inch space in the
Dovetailed hive, back of the division-board, has
a purpose. If every thing fit down in the hive
snug and tight you would have difficulty in

removing the Hoffman frames. We therefore

have provided what we call the "lateral play."

Remove the brood-frames; shove the division-

board into the half-inch space. That breaks
propolis connections. Remove the division-

board, and then you have room to shove over
the brood-frames and handle the same easily.

J. M., Kan.—A good deal will depend upon
locality as to whether you can use two-story
eight-frame hives with the section-crate on
top. The colony should be a tremendously
strong one, with brood and honey in both stories

before any surplus will be put into the sections.

—Bees will be likely to fill the second story
with honey or brood before they occupy the
section-crate.—The yield of section honey from
the two eight-frame bodies all depends upon
your locality, season, and size of colony.

J. R. W., Minn.—The circumstance you re-

late regarding drones from black queens is not
an unusual one. Indeed, the progeny from
hybrids—that is, a black queen fertilized by an
Italian drone—will vary all the way from black
to bright-yellow bees or drones. We very often
See some very nicely marked Italian drones
from queens that are perfectly black; therefore
it is not color always that decides purity. If

you were to take some of those nicely marked
drones, and mate them with pure Italian

queens, if it were possible, you would find the
resulting progeny only % Italian.

O. F. H., Cal.—The best inside lining for a
solar wax-extractor of small size is Russia iron.

Zinc and galvanized iron would darken the
wax, and, besides, would reflect back too much
of the light. Of course, if you can get an
asphaltum that will not be affected by the heat
or the wax it will make no difference what
metal you use. The asphaltum used by photo-
stock dealers for painting developing-trays
would be about the thing. For large-sized

extractors there is nothing better than matched
boards of butternut .wood, or something that
will not shrink much. These, of course, should
be painted black.
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Extra pages and extra editions as usual. It

is a good lime to advertise and to send in new
names. Yes, indeed, the new names are coming
in fast now, so our subscription clerks reports.

Bright sunsliine, the merry hum of the bees,

good bicycle roads, piles of orders, lots of work,

and a good spring all around, are making us

here ^t the Home of the Honey-bees happy.

Our buildings were never tilled with so many
employees as now.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Texas, one of the

prominent and leading bee-keepers of that

State, sent us a couple of twigs from the rattan

vine. It yields considerable honey in that

State. He says it usually yields first-class hon-

ey anywhere from ten to twenty days.

In our occasional department, headed " Ques-

tion-Box," I hav6 concluded not to state the

question, because it is usually implied in the

answer. I do this in order to save space. The
answers that are published are a few selected

from our daily correspondence, that I think a^e

of general interest to A B C scholars.

It is a pleasure to announce that our friend

and co-worker, Mr. R. F. Holtermann, of the

Ccmadian Bee Journal, hsiS received from the

Ontario government the appointment of Lec-

turer on Apiculture at the Ontario Agricultur-

al College. He is also in charge of the experi-

ment apiary connected with the college. He is

a good man for the place, and we shall look for

some good work.

We have received but one call for Given
foundation made on rolls. Either it is or is not

a good thing; and I am anxious to see it tried

by different bee-keepers, not so much for the

paltry profit there may be in fussing with a

small quantity, but to determine whether it

has real merit in the hands of others. We are

ready to put in one, two, or half a dozen sheets

with your regular foundation, when so re-

quested.

From the last American Bee Journal it ap-

pears that the usual^SOO appropriation for the

benefit of the lllinoi.s State Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation will not be granted this year. "The
dairymen fared the same as the bee-keepers,

and the horticulturists are not sure of getting

any thing much better," writes Secretary Stone.

The cause is attributed to the condition of the

State treasury.

We have now obtained some lysol, that new
drug for curing foul brood, mentioned by C. J.

H. Gravenhorst as giving very satisfactory re-

sults in Germany. See his article on page 308,

last issue. We will, till the supply is exhausted,

send out a small vial of the liquid, a sufficient

quantity for curing several colonics (lOcts.), to

those who may have foul brood in their apia-

ries, and who care to make a trial test and re-

port. It will be folly for American bee-keepers

to shut their eyes against all drug remedies,

and claim that there is no cure but extermina-

tion and the foundation plan.

Whatever legal or moral claims Mr. Hed-
don may really have over the Danzenbaker
hive, it is but just to Mr. Danzenbaker to say

that, so far as I know him, he would not appro-

priate any thing that properly belongs to an-

other, not even an idea. He thoroughly be-

lieves, and I think he is honest in that belief,

that his hive is not an infringement, and that

Mr. Heddon does not have either moral or legal

claim over any feature of the Danzenbaker hive.

HOW father i-angstroth is appreciated
BY A BEE- keeper IN COSTA RICA.

A prominent bee-keeper, who does not wish

to have his name printed, but living in Costa

Rica, the most southerly of tlie small republics

constituting Central America, seeing the article

on page 170, March 1st Gleanings, soliciting

funds for Mr. Langstroth, very generously sent

a contribution of ^10.00, asking us to forward

the same to Mr L., whom he considered a real

benefactor to him also. The amount was for-

warded, and has been acknowledged with

thanks by Mr. Langstroth's daughter.

I am sure our American bee-keepers appreci-

ate this, not because of the largeness of the

gift, but because of the spirit which prompted
it. I can only regret that many of our Amer-
ican bee-keepers, using the Langstroth system,

have forgotten to send in their annuity fund

even when they agreed voluntarily to send it

each year as long as Mr. Langstroth lived. I

am informed that our venerable and much-
respected friend is in very feeble health, and
he does not seem to improve with the charm-
ing spring weather. Any funds that may be

sent in will be received by ourselves, or by Geo.

W. York, 5G Fifth Ave., Chicago.

DEATH OF CHRISTOPHER GRIMM.

As we go to press, a notice reaches us tliat

Christopher Grimm is no more. Most of our

readers knew him as the brother of Adam
Grimm, and one who has for many years made
it almost a religious duty to be present at the

meetings of the North American Bee-keepers'

Association. In fact, we weil remember his

genial smile and hearty handshake at our last

meeting at St. Joseph. Christopher Grimm was

known all over the United States as the suc-

cessful and intelligent bee-keeper, his number
of colonies reaching at one time 1000 or more.
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I remember him as one of the brighest types of

a genial, good-natured representative of Ger-

many—a man of the most strict integrity and
honesty. He was born at Haienbrunn, Ger-

many, March 18, 1838, and died April 20, 1893.

His home for the last thirty years has been at

Jefferson, Wis. A. I. R.

STATISTICAL REPORT ON WINTERING.

In response to our inquiry in our last issue,

for reports on wintering, we have received

about 100 letters. I was surprised at the good
showing. Scarcely one had lost over 33 per

cent, and there was a very large number who
had lost absolutely none whatever. As was
to be expected, inexperienced and slipshod bee-

keepers did not winter as well as those who
read bee-journals. But before these reports

came in, quite a number of our agents who are

selling our goods wrote that they would not be

needing the usual amount of bee-supplies, as

bee-keepers had lost pretty heavily all around
them. I have wondered whether they, the

agents, were not guessing that the losses would
be much greater than they really were. «The
fact of the matter is, that, although we have
had very severe winter, the spring and fall

were unusually favorable; and experience has

shown, time and again, that it is much harder

to " spring"' bees than to winter them. After a

severe winter and a moderate spring, bees will

come out from their winter quarters in very

much better condition than when the reverse is

true—a moderate winter with a prolonged cold

spring.

HAS "he done and GONE AND DONE IT?"
" Observer," in Progressive Bee-keeper for

April 1, gives expression to the. following:

We knew Ernest Root was Incubating- something
to take us in with some time ago, and now he's

"done and gone and done it." That twelve-frame
hive is what's the matter now. Say, friend R.,

can't you give us a rest ? We don't want any more
new hives for a while yet. What we want is more
honey, and more money for the honey. Will the

twelve-frames give us that ?

If I have advocated the twelve-frame hive i n

preference to the eight or ten, I did not know
it. I believe the most I have ever said in its

favor was that there was a possibility that

large hives would give better results. I knew
our sixteen-frame colonies at our basswood
yard last summer had done better than the

eight-frame; but this was only one straw. A
short time ago, from the testimony that came
in I concluded, and so expressed myself on these

pages, that sixteen was too large, and that, if

we must have large hives, the twelve-frame
was the extreme limit. The substance of this

opinion is given in several different numbers,
and I do not see how from this I have "gone
and done it" or how I was " incubating some-
thing " to take in the unsuspecting. I have
written the hive matter in our catalog; and

while admitting that ten and twelve frames
may be preferred by a few, I urged strongly

the use of the eight frame—see second para-
graph, page 4. Dear mel Some one else has
been saying that I am an advocate of a double
brood-nest. I did not kno^v it before. I am
simply open to conviction, and have been
trying to call forth the truth, no matter
whether it favors supply-dealers or anybody
else. If we ever adopt the twelve-frame as the

standard it will be much against our will and
our pocketbooks, as well as the pocketbooks of

bee-keepers who might be foolish enough to

follow every such fad. Take it all in all, Ob-
server, if I am not very much in error we stand
on about the same footing, and I therefore in-

dorse your two last sentences heartily; but at

the same time do we want to shut our eyes to

the value that there may be in other systems
and in other managements '? It is a publisher's

business to dish up the truth impartially. Am
I not right?

WHAT I THINK ABOUT PATENTS.

What do you think I have on my desk, in a
prominent position? A patent - binder — not
something that I patented myself, but a binder

containing copies of patents of all important
apicultural inventions. We have made ar-

rangements whereby we now receive a copy of

all patents on apicultural inventions as soon as

they are issued from the Patent Office. Some
of them, I feel sure, will never bring their own-
ers any return; others give promise of being

useful, and perhaps will be of some advantage
to their owners in a pecuniary way. I hope so.

Whatever may have been the opinions of my
respected parent in the past, the more I look

into the patent system in the United States

the more I feel like admiring it. Although it

has its defects, the system in our country, I

believe the world acknowledges, is the most
perfect in the world. And the fact that some
of the greatest and most useful inventions have
emanated from this land is evidence along this

line.

Are we going to patent any of our recent de-

vices? No—that is, we have no intention of

doing so now. But I have advised one or two

—

yes, several—to secure their ideas by patent,

even when I knew that such a patent might
compel us in time to pay royalty. As examples
of this I would refer to the Crane smoker and
the Porter bee-escape, both now well-known
and useful implements. I believe most thor-

oughly in the idea that inventive genius, and
the product of the brain in this line, should be

rewarded. On the other hand, I believe that

our patent system should be so modified as to

restrict some of the fearful abuses connected
with some of these patent-monopolies. I am
glad to see that the Supreme Court has recently

made some much-needed and substantial limi-

tations.
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ON THE INDIAN RIVEK.

The Indian River is generally mentioned as a
synonym of something balmy and tropical. On
the morning of the 7th of February, however,
there was a keen northwest wind, and things
were not so very tropical after all. Friend
GiflFord is employed by the government to light
and trim the lights that are kept constantly
burning for beacon-signals along the Indian
River; and you know Uncle Sam's business
must be attended to, visitors or no visitors.
Friend GifTord had been planning to take me
on this trip; but I was pretty nearly sick, and
the state of the weather seemed to indicate
that the trip would have to be given up. But
I changed my mind before he reached the boat-
landing and followed after him. Up in the
garret of the Giflford home there was a heavy
old overcoat that had done service away back
in Vermont. After having had about ten
years of repose in said ganvt it was brought
down on that eventful morning. It was large
enough so I could get it on over my own over-
coat, and. thus rigged, I began to take almost
my first lessons in running a sail-boat under a
heavy wind. I enjoyed the trip, however, very
much, in spite of the wind and cold. These
beacon-lights are to direct the boating craft
after dark; and as it is necessary to go several
miles to replenish the lamps, they are allowed
to burn night and day, the expense of the oil
being less than the cost of travel needed to
keep them lighted all the time. One not ac-
customed to boating might think a steamer
could go anywhere. Not so. however. The
highways of vessels are laid out almost like the
roads overland: and wherever there are dan-
gerous points, piles are driven at stated periods,
projecting above the water enough so a board
may be nailed on, indicating to the pilot of the
boat the channel. Sometimes these guiding-
posts are within a quarter of a mile of each
other or even less; again, they are a mile or
even two miles apart, the pilot understanding
the signification so that he may avoid the shal-
lows. Well, in the night time they use these
lamps as a guide to the pilot.Fand they are near
enough together so that one or more of them
are always in sight. At each lighting-station
our little sail-boat had to be securely lashed to
the framework of timbers supporting the light.
Then friend Giflford climbed aloft with his sub-
stantial copper lamps, carrying a great hood
made of sail cloth, to cover himself and lamp
while he did the trimming and filling, and clean-
ed the chimneys, etc. It seemed as if the wind
would tear the boat loose sometimes; and, in
fact, unless very stout ropes are used, boats
often do break away. When the wind was the
highest, it was necessary to lower the sail be-
fore tying up the boat; and then it had to be
hoisted again when we started out amid the
boisterous wind. Sometimes it seemed as if we
surely would upset. But fri(=nd GifTord had a
knack of handling the flapping sail as an expert
would handle a vicious colt. Just once the
rope got caught, and I thought we were go-
ing over sure into the cold briny water, amid
the boisterous and almost deafening gusts of
wind. But lie was equal to the occasion; and
once when the water actually came over into
the boat a little, and I began to turn white
from the scare, a single glance at his self-pos-
sessed smilingcountenance reassured me. Ishall
long remember that experience on the water;

and I enjoyed it greatly, although I did get
cold and stiff before we fiuished our day's work.
He said it was almost the first unpleasant day
for the work he had had for the business in all
the years he had held the post.
The next day, although it was still cold, we

started out to see the bee-keepers. We stopped
briefly at the home of Mrs. J. D. H. Weir, Tole-
do: but the weather was so cold that both the
bees and the interesting family of children were
kept pretty well indoors. Children seemed to
be so scarce in that part of P"'lorida that it re-
joiced my heart to get a glimpse of even a tol-
erable-sized family. If we don't have any chil-
dren we surely can not have any schools; and if

we do not have schools, what will become of us?
We made a brief call at Wood ley, and then

pushed on to friend King's, where I reluctantly
decided I was too sick to go any further. I

have mentioned briefly something of that
pleasant visit prolonged to several days when I
expected to stay only an hour or two. Friend
King is a very quiet, still sort of man; but
even if he does not talk much he does a tre-
mendous lot of thinking; and, by the way, a
big lot of work comes about in his quiet sort of
way. Several times I heard him nailing up
work before daylight; and when I was up so as
to look out of the window, there he was out in
the dooryard. working by the light of his lan-
tern. He has now several hundred colonies of
bees, and has secured some crops of honey al-
most equal to those a little further north
around New Smyrna. His good wife busies
herself with a fine flock of poultry numbering
almost a hundred laying hens, while he looks
after the bees and makes the hives.

FLORIDA ANTS, ETC.
In many parts of Florida they are pestered

with a species of large ant. At Daytona I

found some of the bee-keepers setting their
hives on legs, and planting each leg in a dish of
water. But even then leaves blew in on top of
the water and made a bridge for the ants to get
over. Besides, unless the water was watched
it would evaporate from the dishes, and then
the ants would get through again. Friend
King studied over this matter, and finally went
to the woods (all about him), where pine-trees
are so plentiful and cheap, and cut down some
tall trees. Two of these were placed side by
side, and spiked together just far enough apart
to hold a hive conveniently; then legs were
put on to this lone frame so as to raise it up to
a convenient height for working. Then the
legs of this huge bench were set in wooden
troughs hewed out from these same pine logs.
You see, when the wooden trough is filled with
water it lasts a good while: and three of these
troughs will hold a frame long enough to sup-
port, say, a dozen or may be twenty hives of
bees, the long frame being supported at each
end and once in the middle. After he had got
his apiary of several hundred colonies fixed in
this way he decided it would be cheaper to cut
a ditch clear around hi* apiary, house, and
garden, and then fill the ditch with water. The
ditch is needed any way. where there are so
many forest-trees, to prevent the roots from the
forest coming in and using up his expensive
fertilizers. After the ditch was finished, how-
ever, he found that the water was not actually
needed. The soil is so sandy that, when the
ants get to the bottom of ttie ditch, they find it

impossible to climb up the steep sides, because
the sand gives way, especially if the ground is

dry, and lets them roll back into the ditch.
After he got the ditch all finished he said the
ants came from the woods in great bodies, and
literally piled up beside it, and stayed there
days, evidently mad because they could not get
over to the hives and help themselves to the
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honey and young larvae as they had done in
former days.
Ky the way. friend King is a pretty deter-

mined man when he sets out to succeed. He
found the ants did most of their brooding in

rotten logs in the woods, so he took his wife's
flock of poultry, coaxed them out into the woods
with corn or other grain, then chopped open
the logs and taught them to devour the white
larviv of the ants. The chickens soon became
very fond of such food, and in time he came out
victor. The ants got along very well with the
water-troughs and even the ditch; but when
he retaliated by taking his hens out into the
woods to eat the ants' larva?—their children

—

instead of letting them eat the young bees
from his hives, they concluded, evidently, that
this was a little too much. It was the last
straw that broke the back of the camel, you re-
member; so the ants packed up their tents
and moved away to a healthier locality. And,
by the way. there is a lesson or two right here.
When we begin to wage a determined warfare
on any insect-foe—so determined as to take up
the aggressive instead of the defensive, and
follow "them to their holes as it were—they will
pretty soon take the hint and abandon the
ranch. Tracking and chasing them up to their
breeding-places is. a great many times, cheaper
than drugs—Terry's plan of managing potato-
bugs, for instance.

BRE-PARALYSIS IN FLORIDA.
Friend King has had some experience with

bee-paralysis, and he tried an experiment that
was new to me. He took some of the brood
from a suffering colony, and put it with a
healthy colony to see whether the bees, when
they hatched out, would have the paralysis.
Has anybodv else ever tried this? Is the
disease one of the brood, or is it something that
the bees get after they are able to fly ? If I re-
member correctly, he said they had no paralysis
in the new hive on a new location. This does
not strengthen my position that I took so many
years ago; namely, that the diseased bees were
those reared from a certain queen, and that,
when you remove the queen and put in a
healthy one, the disease is cured.
On this Florida soil, where fertilizers must be

used, at least on the greater part of it. I found
there is much discussion and much uncertainty,
as with u<5 up north. Friend Kins paid $22.00
for a ton of what he called Gainesville fertilizer,
and he says he does not believe it did him a
nickel's worth of good. Very likely it was
something his soil did not need. His poultry
manure, however, always gives a sure and
profitable return; and he says he verily be-
lieves the manure from the poultry is worth
half as much as it costs to feed them, even
when fed on grain that has to be shipped down
from the North. In other places I found simi-
lar statements. Poultry manure always tells
on almost all kinds of garden stuff' or fruit.
One of Mr. King's neighbors saved half an
acre of melons during the freeze by covering
them with sand. He is an unmarried man, and
went out to see his " best girl " on that event-
ful night. When he returned home to his
ranch at half-past eleven at night he realized
the danger his melons were in. You know
melons are planted a good way apart, and
therefore it does not cost so much to cover each
hill with sand. He worked about three hours,
and all were saved except a few where he did
not put on quite enough sand. Friend King
saved 1500 tomato-plants through the first

freeze, by a similar proceeding; but he lostthem
all during the second. Some of them had to-
matoes on at the time, as big as hickorynuts.
When I was able to get around, my friends de-
clared I must stay at least one more day to visit

PEIJCAN ISLAND.
It was not altogether curiosity that made me

want to see this wonderful island. As the
water all about the island was quite shallow,
we were obliged to use a row boat; and even
this ran aground so many times that we were
some time in finding a landing, and succeeded
only by wading (Mr. King curryUig his better
half) ashore. Before we reached the island a
swarm of these strange birds, with their queer-
looking pouch or gripsack hanging to the under
side of the bill met our view. They are as large
as a good-sized goose, or perhaps a little larger;
and we found them not only filling the air but
on the water all around the island; and on the
island itself were hundreds and thousands, ap-
parently sitting still with their funny-looking
heads sticking straight up. and that long queer
bill, with its appendage, hanging almost
straight down. They did not seem to be very
much afraid of us, for we could come up near
enough to hit them with clubs were we vicious-
ly disposed. Hundreds of nests met our view
containing eggs, young just hatched, and from
that up to birds of all sizes until some of them
were ready to fly. The freeze had driven the
fish away into deep water, and the poor things
were having a sort of famine on account of
the unu«ual cold. In fact, the young pelicans
were suffering to such an extent that, when we
came along, they would open their mouths and
beg most piteously for their accustomed food.
They even hopped out of their nests, and ran
after us with mouth stretched wide. The scene
was so touching and painful that I turned
away. The friends assured me that nothing
could be done but to wait for warmer weather
and the reappearance of fish. This island has
probably been the breeding- place of these birds
for ages. In fact, the manure has accumulated
to the depth of several feet, covering the island,
and almost extinguishing vegetation of every
sort. At one time it was suggested that this
sea-bird manure might be of value like guano;
but the trouble is here, the fertilizer is not only
drenched by the incessant rains of Florida, but
at stated periods the salt water is blown by
winds almost over the entire island. One won-
ders why thfse birds should come from miles in
every direction to congregate on this one par-
ticular bit of land. The island contains per-
haps some four or five acres; and it is almost
completely monopolized by the birds. If these
birds have been in the habit of roosting and
nesting here since they came on the face of the
earth, why should not this deposit be still

larger? I believe friend King told me that
the oldest inhabitants have a sort of tradition
that there tvas a time when the island was not
thus occupied. If this be true, what should
cause the birds to change from one place to an-
other? I afterward discussed the matter with
the State Chemist, of LakeCitv. He also agreed
that the accumulation of fertilizer was of little

or no value. The guano of commerce all comes
from islands where little or no rain falls, or
from caves where birds and bats congregate,
protected from the rain and its consequent
leaching.
The second thing that interested me in re-

gard to this island was the fact that here, right
under my eyes, was a poultry establishment
carried on entirely without the guiding hand
of man. The birds themselves, and the in-
stinct implanted in them by the great God
above, managed the whole thing and did it

successfully. Now. if pelicans can breed and
multiply enormously without human agency,
why can not a properly arranged island or in-
closure be made to do the same with common
fowls? If we have not breeds adapted to the
circumstance demanded, then get somebody to
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furnish us the breed. I once had one little

brown U-ghorn hen that I verily believe would
have peopled a farm with poultry all alone by
herself, and in a very short time too, if plenty
of food could have been provided for her and
the chicks.
"Are pelicans' eggs edible?" you may ask.

I think my friends told me they were eaten by
some people; but as the diet of the birds is

exclusively salt-water fish, the eggs are rather
rank in flavor. Now, if any reader of Glean-
ings can tell me of a successful effort at raising
poultry where they manage to raise chickens
all by themselves, I should like to hear about
it. I suppose yon know the enormous wealth
of the great cattle-kinjcs of California, Arizona,
and Florida, is secured in something this way.
The cattle run wild, and breed after nature's
fashion, the hand of man never coming in at
all except to put the proper brand on the calves
as fast as they arrive at a proper age. The
flock grows and multiplies as the years pass,
without any management from the owner—the
only condition being, indeed, a sufQciency of
pasturage.
On our way home we stopped at a pretty

little point called Orchid: and it was quite an
agreeable surprise to find, away out in the
wilderness, a pretty little home full of books,
magazines, and periodicals, presided over by a
newly married couple—Mr. and Mrs. Forester.
In their beautiful garden, watered by an ever-
flowing artesian well, we found orange-trees
containing leaves, blossoms, and fruit in limit-
ed quantity, unharmed by either the first or
second freeze. This little bit of Eden is pro-
tected by both water and the great tall spread-
ing palm-trees. It is on a stripof land between
Indian River and the ocean-beach. We also
saw beans under the protection of the palm-
trees, that had passed the ordeal of both frosts.

This would not have been sufScient, however,
were it not for the water on each side of it.

The place has been named "Orchid " because
tropical plants like the orchid here find a safe
place to grow and thrive ordinarily. The plan
of irrigation here is to have the artesian-well
pipe come up in the center of the garden, say
four or fivp feet above the general level; then,
to avoid the expense of more iron pipe for con-
ductors, the sand is banked up nearly to the
top of the pipe; and in the top of this ridge of
sand a little ditch is made with a gradual in-
cline. This takes the water off in different di-

rections across the garden; and with sand
ridges to hold the water it is conducted between
the furrows where they want it. Of course,
much water is wasted by leaching through the
sandy loam; but thi» artesian well gives such
an unlimited supply from a four-inch pipe that
it can waste all it wants to. Of course, when
the garden shall have increased so that it be-
comes an object to utilize all the water, iron
pipes will probably take the place of the
ditches on top of the sand ridges. After having
had such a visit as I did with friend King and
his wife, and with Mr. and Mrs. Forester, it

makes one feel like thanking God that there
are such real nice people in this world of ours.

The wind was still boisterous when we un-
dertook to climb from the landing down into
the little row-boat. I was so much of an in-

valid after my recent sickness that I did not
attempt to help very much. In fact, I was so
unused to such treacherous things as boats that
I needed help most of the time myself. Mr.
King had charge of the management of the
boat, and his wife was obliged to climb down
and secure a foothold while the boat was sway-
ing to and fro. She came near falling at one
time; but instead of grasping for the secure
timbers of the pier, she held tenaciously to her

little purse, or satchel, forgetting she could toss
it into the boat and use both hands to steady
herself. Friend Forester here broke in with:
" Look here, Mrs. King, I want you to tell us

what is inside of that precious porte-monnaie
that makes you cling to it so frantically, as if

it were of more moment than life and death."
Without waiting for her to answer, her hus-

band replied:
" Why, she has not any t?im(/ in the pocket-

book except a five-cent piece. That is just the
way with women-folks."

I here came to Mrs. King's rescue by re-
marking that I had known quite a few TJien
during my time who would hang to a nickel,
even though they knew it would carry them
down to perdition and death, but that I was
sure it was the first time in all my experience
where a woman risked her life by holding fast
to the root of all evil, and that I for one strong-
ly resented the imputation that womankind
are given to such penuriousness. Mrs. King
did not vouchsafe to open that precious pocket-
book and tell us what it did contain; but we
laughed long and heartily, especially as she did
not go over into the briny deep. Then some-
body sang out that a school of porpoises was
rounding the point.

Is it lawful for a man to put away his wife?

—

Mark 10:3.

There are unfortunate and unhappy mar-
riages in this world of ours, as we all know; and
a good many times it would seem as if the two
had better separate—that is, it would seem so
to human judgment and wisdom, especially
when we attempt to use that judgment and
wisdom without asking for grace from on high
to guide us. I am not sure but I have, under
certain very extreme circumstances, myself ad-
vised the separation of man and wife. If I did,
however, I am pretty sure that my conscience
troubled me about it afterward. There may
be a terribly bad state of affairs where they
undertake to live together; but the older I

grow, the more I am convinced that it does not
mend matters to seek a divoi'ce through the
courts of law. In the first place, the precedent
is a bad one. The example is bad for the com-
munity. It is fe?"r{b?y bad for the children. It
seems to wrench things asunder—things sacred
and holy; and wreck and ruin often follow in a
way no one could have expected. Satan's
stamp and Satan's seal seem to have been left

on divorces of almost every sort. Sometimes I

am consulted in such matters when told that
Earties can not live together. My reply has
een invariably—that is. before I knew the cir-

cumstances — that they would find it more
trouble still to undertake to live separate.
Now, the story I have commenced to tell you,
perhaps, does not bear me out in this. If we
knew all the circumstances connected with it,

perhaps it would, after all.

I presume most of you are familiar with our
Savior's command in regard to this whole mat-
ter. In fact, it has been read and considered
again and again. This much seems to be clear:
Christ Jesus gave very little encouragement,
and I believe mentioned only one case in which
divorce might be considered excusable; and if

I am right he at least advised that man and
wife who separated on that account should not
marry again.
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When these two parties, John and Mary,
were well along in life, a circumstance occurred
that perhaps helped to hasten the separation.
In the town where they lived, the editor of the
village paper was getting to be very intemper-
ate. He was not only squandering all of his

own means, but he had commenced, also, to

waste the little property that belonged to his

wife before they were married. The wife, in

despair, appealed to our friend John. His con-
nection with the bank gave him an opportunity
of knowing more or less in regard to legal mat-
ters, and he was, perhaps, a very good man,
under the circumstances, to advise the poor
woman. Out of the best of motives he also

undertook to see if something could not be done
for the intemperate editor. The result was a
sort of joint stock company of three—John
being one, the editor one, and the editor's wife
the third. In this way an i^i temperate man
was prevented from using up his wife's proper-
ty; and finally he was so far reformed that the
paper began to grow, and the printing-office

did a thriving business, proving a profitable
Investment for all three. Under the circum-
stances, the wife's gratitude was unbounded to

John for saving not only her property, but her
husband from a drunkard's grave. Before
John undertook this he consulted with his wife,
and had her discuss the matter fully with the
editor's wife. Mary declared she was quite
willing, under the circumstances, that John
should enter into this praiseworthy undertaking.
Let me digress a little right here to say that

such arrangements are more or less risky and
dangerous. Even though John had been at
the time a devout Christian, which he was not,
and even though this editor's wife had been
one of the very noblest and best of women,
which I have reason to believe she ivas, I think
we should be exceedingly careful indeed how
we undertake any thing that invades domestic
relations to the extent of the case mentioned
above.
The poor woman, when she saw her property

was saved, and her husband too, which was of
a thousand times more moment, felt, as I have
just said, unbounded gratitude to John. My
friends, Satan is not slow to take advantage of
such a state of affairs; and it seems a little

strange sometimes for us to be obliged to con-
fess that there is but a single step (often a very
short step) from the noblest and best instincts
of humanity down to the lowest and most de-
plorable. The man who had been saved from
his intemperate habits did not stay saved. He
was not saved through Christ Jesus. I do not
mean to discourage friendly efforts like the one
above; but the man who breaks away from
any terrible sin needs Tno?"e than human agency.
One night John remarked he would have to

go to the bank and finish some urgent business.
His wife objected, but he said it had to be
done. When he arrived home rather late, his
wife had already retired. She asked him if he
had been at the bank at work. He was a little

surprised at the question, but answered, and, I

believe, honestly, that he had. She charged
him with falsehood, and finally admitted she
followed him when he left home, and saw that
he did not go to the bank. Then he remember-
ed that, before going to his work, he stopped in
for a little chat with a particular friend. She
followed him, and saw them through the win-
dow. She probably was jealous of the editor's
wife at the time; and even though she did not
discover that he was anywhere near the woman,
she did discover, or, at least, claimed she did,
that he was untruthful; and if he was untruth-
ful in one thing, why shouldn't he be in an-
other? This is a poor sort of reasoning, as all
will admit; but when a woman once loses

faith in her husband she is ready for all sorts
of foolish suggestions from the green-eyed
monster. John declared he had^ been at his
work, and she declared again he had not. Was
not this a foolish thing to dispute about? I

wonder if it occurs to you, dear friends, just
now, that you at times have been perhaps just
as inconsistent and unreasonable a> were these
two. They were both wrong and wicked.
John was tired, and wanted to go to sleep.
They had got a going, however: and the poor
wife, like other daughters of Eve, could not
rest without the last word—and, in fact, I fear
there were several " last words." John told
her again and again that she must stop and let
him have his sleep or he could not get through
with necessary duties that were to be perform-
ed early in the morning; and finally when she
would not stop he left the room and sought a
bed in another apartment. I do not know
whether he got the needed rest in the other
apartment or not. I can thank God, and do
thank God almost every day, that 2 can goto
sleep quickly and readily under almost all sorts
of circumstances; but I am quite sure 1 should
never have found any rest or recuperation in
that other room. The only possible rest for me
would have been after I haa kneeled down by
the bedside, my wife kneeling with me, and
asked God to forgive two of his children for
being bad and wicked, and to help them to do
better. I think I may safely say thati before
the little brief prayer would be finished, my
wife's hand would be in mine, and then we two
could go to sleep. You may say, perhaps, I

need to thank God for giving me such a wife.
I quite agree with you. for I have and do often;
but, my dear brother, something seems to tell

me that there are very few women in this world
of ours who would not go at least half way
toward a reconciliation and a settlement of dis-
putes of this sort.

But these two friends of whom I am speak-
ing were not Christians. Certainly neither one
of them was in a Christian frame of mind that
night. John continued to occupy another room
from that time on. Friends began to notice the
trouble; and Henry, whom I mentioned in the
outset of the story (who was also by this time
married), came over and plead with John. He
asked John to forget and forgive, and to try once
more. John replied that he had forgotten and
forgiven so many times that the thought of it

sickened him. He did not want to try any
more; but for Henry's sake he finally yielded.
It turned out as the intemperate editor turned
out. Without God's grace and God's blessing
the same conditions produce the same results
again and again. "Ye must be born again,"
the Savior said, and there does not seem to be
any other way but the new birth through
Christ Jesus.
Dreary months passed for these two. Mary

finally said she was going home to her father's.
John agreed, and suggested that she bad better
stay there for all time to come. Preliminaries
were aiTanged as to who should have the
children, etc., and then she bade adieu to her
husband and the children she was to leave with
him.
In a very few days, however, it was whisper-

ed that the editor's wife was the cause of the
separation. She heard of it, and implored
Johw to bring his wife back again, and offered
to go with him. By this time the editor was
back to his old habits worse than ever, and the
poor wife was sinking into an untimely grave
from abuse and neglect and privation. The
shock and excitement of the scandal made it

almost necessary that Mary should go back, to
save a life. John sent for his wife to come
back. The editor, however, had got some ink-
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ling of matters through his befogged intellect,

and about this time woke up enough to get
down on the street just drunk enough to boast
before everybody that John had sent for his
wife to come back because he had pointed a
loaded pistol at his head and told him to do so.

John became stubborn and ugly, and declared
he would never live with the woman again,
even if she came back, and telegraphed her not
to come, rie told me he had been so harrassed
and worn out from want of peace and rest that
he was about ready to commit suicide rather
than to undertake to live under the same roof
with that woman again. You see, Satan had
got matters well in hand by this time. When
he gets a man, or woman either, where they
say they would rather commit suicide than to
do some other thing, he is pretty nearly master.
If you want lo know how many suicides come
about in something this way, read the daily
papers. Sometimes it is divorce, desertion, and
suicide too. Years after these events John be-
came a Christian. He and I went over the
ground together. I suggested to him what a
Christian would have done under the circum-
stances, and we pretty nearly agreed on the
matter.
Naw, friends, if in this little story I have

seemed to blame Mary, or if I have uncon-
sciously told how provoking and ugly a woman
can be if she has a mind to, I have made a mis-
take. If, however, I have succeeded in telling

you how provoking and ugly both men and
women can be—even husbands and wives, and
fathers and mothers, when Satan is allowed to

get a foothold in the family circle, then my
story has performed its mission. The inmates
of any home are to be pitied when Satan gets
the upper hand. They are to be pitied exactly
as if the smallpox had broken out in that house
and could not be stopped. If there were no
remedy, and no help for Satan's work, then in-

deed would this world be a sad place to live in.

But, dear friends, there is a remedy and a cure
for all troubles of this kind—even Christ Jesus
who came from heaven to earth to cast out Sa-
tan. If the dear Savior is not invited into your
home—if he is not one of you—be assured Satan
will come, and he comes without invitation.
Yes, even now he is going about as a roaring
lion, and we should be helpless indeed against
his wiles were it not for the Lamb of God that
taketh away the sin of the world.

GARDENING UP TO MAY 1.

When I got home from Florida I think I told
you our crimson clover was all right. So it

was; but the severe freezing and thawing, day
after day, through the latter part of March
and fore part of April, has, I fear, used it up.
When I saw it so green and well rooted in
March, I thought it was surely safe; but now
there is scarcely a root of it left, and it is much
the isame with our White Multiplier and
American Pearl onions. This time, however,
instead of putting them on the creek-bottom,
where I have for years past, we put them up
on the swamp in the black muck; but the muck
seems to be so loose that the roots could not get
hold enough. Perhaps half of our White Mul-
tiplier onions are all right, and these that
stood the freezing and thawing the best are on
a well-underdrained clay soil. They look pret-
ty sick even now as I write; but as the freezing
seems to be over, I think they will fetch up. I

am going to try crimson clover again, and put
it in earlier. But I tell you it is a relief to take
a look at the lathyrus silvestris. Why, the
way that pea-looking plant sends its roots
down into the ground is just wonderful. Not a
single weak plant has been disturbed in the
least; and yet they stood in a very exposed sit-

uation without any sort of protection. They
were on our rich plant- beds, however, where
the ground was spaded down a foot or more.
A single tap root goes straight down. Now, if

this forage is relished by stock, what a wonder-
ful thing it will be to have such immense
quantities of feed year after year, without any
care nr attention except to keep cutting your
fodder when it is big enough! Our sacaline-
plants are taking hold and growing tremen-
dously. I do not think I ever saw a plant have
more vigor—no, not even a dock; but it does
not look to me as if it were going to be as valu-
able for feed as the lathyrus. The latter, you
know, is one of the plants that take nitrogen
from the air. By the way, we have a relative
of the man who introduced the lathyrus. here
in our own country—Mr. Carl Wagner, of Econ-
omy, Pa. He advertises the genuine lathyrus,
and says there are imitations. We have pur-
chased .500 to test beside our own. His di-
rections for cultivating are printed in English
and German. Here is the English translation
that came with our plants:

TO CULTIVATE THE GROWTH OF WOOD CHICKLING
VETCH, LATHYRUS SILVESTRIS WAGNERI.

This seed is to be sown during the month of April
in a well-cultivated growing garden, in rows, and
placed about 13 inches apart. The bottom ground
must tje well dug up and turned over, and the up-
per crust properly manured. Should this not be
the case, an artificial fertilizer may be used, so that
the outgrown lathyrus seed is penetrated by the
mineral gases, etc., and the many roots forced
through the sand, stone, or other rough bottom
containing mineral strength. In such cases the
seed is not alway successful in taking root, and is

mostly drawn by the aid of old or mother roots dur-
ing the first season. A growing garden, continu-
ously well dug up to a suflBcient depth, may serve
as a propagation-bed for at least ten years, without
remission.
From the middle of October to the end of April

of the next year, provided the ground was not
frozen, these one-year plants may be transplanted
in all directions, about 13 to 14 inches apart. The
bottom of the field must be dug up and well turned
over, as the nutriment will then last 20 to 25 years;
whereas by ordinary plowing or turning over it

ma J' not do so well. The roots of tlie transplanted
seeds are cut smooth, and supported to a height of
S or 10 inches, so tliat. when the next row is dug,
the ground covers tlie one just passed. These seed-
lings thrive best when the head is imbeded about
two inches in the ground. If not set in deep
enough, and the heads with the neck of the roots
are exposed, the seedlings perish. Wet grounds or
soft soil containing stagnant water will kill, where
dry, deep, sandy stone soil is successful. It is not
meant to reject good soil, but it should be dry. See
item on chickling vetch in the New York Staatszeit-
nng, Feb. 11, 1893; June 10, July 16, Sept. 2, and Sept.
30' Carl Wagner.
Economy, Pa.

STRAWBERRIES UNDER GLASS.

My Strawberries under glass did not succeed
during the past winter as they did the winter
before. When the terrible freezing weather
came on while I was in Florida, it was neces-
sary to let on so much steam to keep our dwell-
ing warm, the strawberries were pretty well
cooked; but if they attempted to ventilate, the
plants were cooked at the roots and scorch-
ed on their tops. If a little greenhouse were
built right over the underground passage for
exhaust steam, instead of the simple hot-bed
with sash, it would equalize the heat, and make
it possible to raise plants.

COLD-FRAME ONION-PLANTS.
This last winter we made a larger experiment
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in wintering onions under glass than ever be-
fore. Only two varieties were tested—the Prize-
taker and American Pearl. The seed was
sown quite thickly in the beds in September.
By the time freezing weather came on we had
onion-plants with bulbs about the size of the
end of your finger. The sashes were put on
and moved very little through the winter. To
prevent the beds from becoming too hot when
the sun shone out, every third or fourth sash
was made of glass slats such as I have describ-
ed. Besides, the dogs walked over the glass,

here and there smashing out a light. I told

the boys to let these occasional lights be for
ventilation, even if it did kill the plants right
under the opening. These onions are so hardy
that a very little protection suffices; and when
the severe freezing occurred in March and
April, with warm sunshine in the middle of
the day, the glass saved these from injury.
We usually tilted the sashes, however, in the
middle of the day. These onions are now,
April 24, some of them, nearly as large as hens'
eggs. They will make nice-looking bulbs
away in advance of onions raised in any other
way; and the ground was made so rich with
manure that we can let them grow so close
together that they almost push each other out
of the ground. This sort of treatment will cer-
tainly pay. for you can almost set your own
price on beautiful nice onions away ahead of
anybody else. Very likely the White Multi-
pliers would work nicely under this treatment.
I presume that, in a few days, we shall have
trouble by many of the large onions sending up
seed-stalks, because they made part of their
growth last season. To obviate this we can
pull on: the seed-stalk, or pull out such onions,
and sell them in bunches. Of course, these
cold-frame onions would be a splendid thing
for onion-plants; and I think it would pay to
give twice as much for themas for onion-plants
raised in the greenhouse, from seed sown in
February or March. To produce plants, they
should be sown a great deal thicker than we
have them. Another season, I think I shall
use a great part of our sashes in producing
cold-frame onion-plants for early market In
fact, ever since the trade has started in onion-
plants we have had orders for them before they
were ready; but the cold-frame would afw^ays
be ready. In our locality, and with our average
freezing weather which we have in March and
April. I should say the cheapest and best way
to raise spinach is in beds just such as I have
described for onion-plants. No heat at all is

needed for either onions or spinach, if you
plant them so that they get a good start in the
fall, before the sashes are put on. The spinach
is ever so much nicer than any we ever get
wintered in the open ground. All your sashes
can be easily utilized at a season of the year
when they are hardly needed for any thing
else. Late frosts are making trouble with our
large twice-transplanted tomato-plants. We
have put them in a bed having the sides so high
that the sash is quite a distance above the soil;

but every night, when it looks like frost, the
glass lies on top of the tomatoes, crushing down
their leaves and blossoms. This does not do
any particular harm unless it is cold enough to
freeze through the glass. But they are grow-
ing so now that they probably would not stand
it very much longer.

We are still getting 1.5 cts. per lb. for lettuce,
or 20 cts. where it is sold in five-cent packages.
Our first pie-plant brings 5 cts. a bunch, three
bunches weighing a pound. Our first aspara-
gus brings 5 cts. a bunch, eight bunches to the
pound. Of course, these bunches are very
small; but we aim to put all our vegetables up
In five-cent bunches. As the season advances

we make the bunches heavier. For instance,
the first onions raised in the greenhouse are put
up in bunches of 4 oz. each. As the season
advances we give three bunches to the pound,
then two, and finally a bunch weighing a whole
pound, for a nickel. But in order to induce
people to purchase more we sell 3 five-cent
bunches of any thing for 10 cts. Of course, it

is some trouble to do the bunching up; but our
boys use cheap rubber bands, and it greatly
facilitates the work of the man on the wagon.
He simply says to his customers, " Five cents
for a bunch of any thing, or three bunches for
a dime." In this way there is no weighing up,
no discussion, no bantering. Of course, each
customer is to take each bunch as it comes.
He is not to pull them over nor sort out the
best. But in putting them up, the boys en-
deavor to have the bunches average of equal
value.

I wonder how many of the friends are enjoy-
ing working with plant-beds and sashes, as
described in the latter part of the tomato-book.
Oh! by the way, I got hold of a new item iii

this matter during my Florida trip. You will
notice in my travels how much I said of the
protection furnished to garden-stuff by plant-
ing under trees. Now, with the plant-beds I

have described you do not need to fear the
roots of trees robbing your plants—that is, if

you have some trees in your garden that pro-
duce a valuable crop. Let thi- trees help them-
selves. Bring in your manure, and bring in
water; and be sure there is enough to go round.
Apple-trees trained high, so the limbs would
not hit your head, would be just the thing, and
in the fall of the year the foliage will protect
your tomatoes from frost so that you may have
several gatherings after the frost has destroyed
those, where there is protection from the trees
overhead. The shade of the trees is really a
good thing for many kinds of plants and crops
during the extreme heat of the summer. And
then just think how pleasant for the wife and
children to " make garden " in the shade under
large leafy trees. But in this business of 7it(/^-

pressure gardening the shade-trees ought to be
something that bears crops of great value.
The mango-tree, of Florida, where the fruit

from a single tree brought $1.50, that would be
just the thing. Very likely grapevines could
be trained high enough to give the right
amount of shade, and not interfere with the
work. You see. there would be no leaves at all

until hot weather comes. In fact, I have seen
magnificent crops of grapes grown on vines
trained overhead, so one could just reach the
clusters. Of course, there are crops that need
all of the sun; but there are a good many
that do better without all of it. We have
raised beautiful cabbage, celery, and tomato
plants, where they were shaded a great part of
the day by evergreens.
Now, when some of you have got a nice plant-

garden under some tall branching shade-trees,
please invite me to come and see you. Just
now I am getting greatly in love with straw-
berries in our rich plant-beds. With plenty of

water and plenty of manure I can make them
do just what I want, even through the hottest
part of summer; and if you want to raise nice
strawberry-plants for sale, the plant-beds are
the place to do it. If you have exhaust steam
that you can run under some of your plant-
beds, all the better.

The strawberrj'-plants I got of you last fall were
so fine that several liave asked me about you, as
they wish to deal with so honest a slilpi)er.

S. S. Fetherolp, p. M.
Palestine, Ohio, April 15.
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THE BEAN CROP, ETC., IX FLORIDA, IN SPITE
OF THE BI>IZZARDS.

Mr. Root;—You reniPmber the 7th of Febru-
ary every ihinR was killed. We thought it of
little use to try again after being frozen out
twice in one season; but one of my neighbors
had 32 lbs. of seed beans on hand, which he
concluded to eat to save thera. I induced him
to sell them to me, and I planted them Feb. 13.

I have shipped 78 crates to New York, picked
from this 32 lbs. planting, and shall probably
get 40 more. We have a good crop of Irish
potatoes, which we sell here on the river for
$2.00 a bushel. Our table is well supplied, and
has been for two weeks, with cabbage, summer
squash, Irish potatoes, string beans; and rad-
ishes and lettuce for the last month; so you
see we do not have to wait long here, even if

we do lose all by a freeze, which does not hap-
pen more than once in about ten years, and this
the hardest in fifty years. H. T. Gifford.
Vero, Fla., April 22.

EIECTEOPOISE, OXYDONOR, ETC.

A PLEA ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE CASE.

Bro. Boot;—I see you have inserted in Gleanings
several notes condemnatory of the Oxydonor (in-
cluding it with the Electropoise). Now. may I not
asl? if j'ou are not talking- too fast, and perhaps con-
demning a thing whicli you may not understand
because you do not see how it can be useful 1:)ecause
it does not coincide with what lias been used in the
past. Ts it so perfectly impossible that there shall
be any new discoveries made in science? and is it

not possible that this shall,be one ? Other discov-
eries have been ridiculed in tlie past, aud no doubt
will be in the future.

I send herewltli a circular of the O.vydonor Vic-
tory. Please look it over, and decide in your mind
whether you can believe that all these certificates,
over 2,'jfl, are either frauds, or liave they been re-
lieved or cured all by the powers of their imagina-
tion ? If you had advised your sick friends to go
direct to tlie Lord Jesus Christ, tlie great physician,
for healing, rather than depend on Electropoise or
Oxydonor, I should not have said one word more
than "Amen." A. H. Van Doren.
Hamraonton, N. J., April 19.

My good friend, I should be very glad indeed
if it were possible that these people have made
a new discovery. Yes, new discoveries are
being made in science every day; but it is not
possible that some new discovery may decide
that 2 and 2 make .5. instead of the old orthodox
way, 2 and 2 make 4. Another thing, you con-
found legitimate discovery with fraud and
deceit. In regard to the 2.")0 testimonials, it not
only makes it sadder but more deplorable.
Suppose these people all declared that nailing
a horseshoe over a door performed these wonder-
ful cures—would you believe it? Well. Electro-
poise and Oxydonor are even worse than this,
for they claim to be scientific, and that they
have made a discovery; whereas, it is all hum-
bug, cheat, and fraud. These men are hypo-
crites. Read again what U. S. Chemist, Prof.
Wiley, said on page .321 of our last issue.
And now read below the testimony of Pres.

Ballantine. of Oberlin College:

Ohirlin CiiUege, President's Office, Apr. 10.

Mr. A. I. Riiot, Medina, Ohio:—I agree with you
that it is inexcusable for reliaious papers, or re-
spectable papers of any kind, to adveitise such
frauds as Electroiioise. To take the money of sucli
ad%-ertisers is to connive at a confidence game wliicb
is all the meaner liecause practiced upon the sick.
If I can co-i)perate with you in any way in awaken-
ing the public conscience itwillgive'me satisfac-
tion. Very gratefully and truly yours.

W. G. Ballantine.

It is not a difference of opinion, mind you, in
this case; neither is it something these fellows

have discovered that Prof. Wiley and Pres.
Ballantine know nothing about. In their cir-
culars and their claims they have invaded the
chemist's domain—have talked about taking
oxygen from the air with their humbug appa-
tus. They evidently know too little of chem-
istry to realize what absurd quackery they are
promulgating. In any case, they are guilty of
hypocrisy and deceit. They know full well
there is no meaning at all, and no science, to
the jargon of their circulars. Now, mind you,
this is not simply my assertion. All learned
men and scholars of the present day are in
accord with the position I have taken. They
must stand with me, for there is no other place
to stand. I leave it to you—is it probable that
these pretenders have discovered something
valuable and good? Do men gather grapes of
thorns, or figs of thistles? Since you have un-
dertaken to defend these things, I wish you
would turn to page 274, where I quoted from
the Oxydonor circular, and answer me as
to whether there is sense or science In what I
quoted.

I thank you for your concluding words. You
are aware, friend V., that I do. in every issue of
our journal, exhort all mankind to turn to the
Lord Christ Jesus; but should I be called upon
to stop a thief in the streets, or to arrest a mid-
night assa.«sin. I should hardly think it worth
while to exhort the thief or assassin, in the
same breath, to turn to Christ. Should I not,
rather, call upon the officers of the law to ar-
rest him and put him safely in prison, and then
sit down by his side and exhort him to lead a
different life ?

I have looked the Oxydonor circular, which
you were so kind as to send, all over, and I con-
ifess the testimonials are astounding; but. dear
friends, have you not noticed testimonials are
now floating for almost every thing ? And they
are setting men with " Rev." attached to their
names to indorse it. If you go among the
heathen you could, no dotibt, get thousands of
testimonials as to the efficacy of their gods,
made of wood and stone; but it would not, in
your opinion, help your faith in those gods; on
the contrary, it would sink your faith in those
who were so foolish. If Oxydonor and Electro-
poise shall be the means of waking people up
to the absurdity of this whole matter of being
cured by every new thing that turns up, no
matter whether it has sense or science either to
back it. then I grant you some good will be
done. If these men have made a discovery,
why do they not come forth boldly, and pro-
claim it to the scientific world? They t7are 7iot

do it. I do not think I have ever met a man
who had the cheek or hardihood to stand up
before intelligent and educated people, and
attempt to palm off such ridiculous stuff for
truth or sense. I should pity a man who would
even attempt it.

On page 333 we gave the names of four reli-

gious papers thai would not accept advertise-
ments of Electropoise. There was a fifth one
in this group—the Outlook; but before we went
to press a late copy was received containing a
large advertisement of the thing. Of course,
the Outlook was taken out. As we go to press
"•e find the following in Electririty for April 24:

For a journal to assist in the promotion of a gross
swindle, and to accept the money of a swindler as a
consideration for that assistance, precludes tlie

possibility of such a journal, or the clergyman con-
ducting it, doing successful missionary work among
those who kuow the facts, and there are thousands.
We may add that we have the names and addresses
of six ' members of Plymouth congregation who
state that they were humbugged out of the price of
an Electropoise through seeing it advertised in the
Outlook some months ago.

I will add here that the editor of the Outlook
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is the Rev. Lyman Abbott, now pastor of Ply-
mouth Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., the pulpit
formerly occupied by the late Henry Ward
Beecher. A. I. R.

TOBACCO AND SCHOOLTEACHERS, ETC.

Your little extract from the Rural New -

Yorker, in the issue for Apr. 1.5, induces me to

relate the following: When I read that article
in the Rural I just wanted to give the editor a
good old-fashioned handshake and tell him
that I had once been in just that predicament.
When I began taking Gleanings, in 1887, I did
not like the tobacco articles, and I fancied A.
I. Root was meddling with something that was
not in his line. I was teaching, and was using
tobacco on the sly, for you see my guilty con-
science would not let me be bold about it. By
and by, when the State made a law that the
evil effects of alcohol and narcotics should be
taught in our common schools, our examiners
went one step further and would not grant a
certificate to any one who used tobacco. This
question was asked both lady and gentleman
applicants at first: but at present males only
are put through the test. You see, it was hard-
ly in harmony with our progressive age far an
examiner to look a fair young lady in the face
and say. " Do you use tobacco?" Imagine the
embarrassment for both. Well, wheh the ex-
aminers made the new ruling I didn't like to
give up teaching, so I quit chewing, and resolv-
ed to smoke occasionally, generally in the eve-
ning, just before retiring. Now, the funny
thing about this is. I had imagined I couldn't
live without my quid, and I am surprised now
to look back and see how soon it was forgotten:
but about one night every month or so I

dream of having my quid in my mouth; and
while the dream lasts I suffer the old anguish
and torment to be loose from my old bondage,
and I tell you it is a relief to awake and find
"it's all a dream."
The smoking was continued till a year ago,

when a young lady became an equal partner.
The smoking seemed to poison my system to
such an extent that, during the night, so much
of it was given off that she awakened every
morning with a heavy headache. The smok-
ing was stopped, and to-day I am free from
a slavery that had me once in an iron grasp.
Last winter one of my boys said, "Teacher, do
you use tobacco? " I pleasantly replied, " I am
free from the habit; and, God helping me, I am
ever going to remain so." The supreme satis-
faction of being able to say conscientiously
what I did to him rewarded my effort. " For
surely there is no excellence without great
labor." Dr. J. Q. Mui-ford.
Lebanon, O., April 19.

BSST OIT SARTIX.
WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC REVERSIBLE

HONEY - EXTRACTOR.
Perfect in principle and working's. Here is what

the veteran bee-keeper, N. E. France, of Plattcville,
Wis., says of it: "I consider the Williams Automat-
ic Reversible Extractor liead and shoulders above
any 1 have ever used, and. furthermore, consider it

the BEST on the market." Mr. Prance produces
extracted iioney by the carload, so he is good au-
thority on extractors. For price list No. 1 of E.x-
tractors, choice Italian Bees, Queens, etc., address

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS, Barnum, Wis.
I^"In respondinir to tins mivi . .i;.cii..ni iiit-iitlon GLKANINGSt

100 Breeding Queens.
We have got 100 very FINE SELECT fbreed-

ij^ ing) Gray Carniolan queens that we can
w # ship by return mail for $3.50 each. Don't
sB fail to send for our free descriptive price

list of the Gray Carniolans and golden
Italians.

F. A. Lockhart & Co., Lake George, N. Y.
' '"In responding to this advertisement mention CIleanings.

GOLDEN s:^S QUEENS
each; 3 for $2 00. Tested. $1.00 each. Fine breeders,
$:i.00 each extra. Select straight 6-banded breed-
ing-queens, $4.00 each. To all new customers one
Golden Queen forSOcts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guaranteed.

.. ^ .. E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark. 7-20

tl^In responding to this advertisement mention GLBANluaa.

EGGS from pure B. P. Rocks, cheap, for hatching or
incubator. Cards cheerfully answered.

MRS. L. C. AXTELL, Roseville, Illinois.

Hives, =
Fouadation

="""""""""""""""""""""""""

Qorifnnc — '--frame nucleus with untested
:)eLliunb, ^ queen $3 50

Bees, = 3-frame nucleus with untested
(\

— queen 3 25
(Queens, ^ Ready to ship. Discount on
r\f.

— quantities."' = 40,000 3-lb. 414x4^x1% sections,
Any E per 1000 150
XL- = 40,000 3-lb 4J^x4J^xlii sections,
•n'Og = perlOOO 135
\ = Every thing shipped from this

„ , = city. Catalog free.
Bee=keeper =
v^^Jo = I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place,
Needs. = n. y. city.

tyin responding to this advertisement mention GLBANlNoa,

H/-\
T^ T w-^ "¥ r t If we would be suc-

• i •^•|-<* V I
cessful in the pro-

V^ 1 ^ l_w A • duction of honey it

is of vital importance
that our queens be first-class. After an extended
experience with the different races of bees brought
to this country, I am led to believe, all things con-
sidered, that these direct from Italy have never been
improved upon. Large yellow prolific queens from
imported mothers, mated to drones of imported
stock from a difierent source, securing a direct
cross. Untested, ready May 25, 75c; 6, $4.35; 12 for
$8.00. Select untested, $1.00. No disease.

L. n. ROBEY, Wortliin^toji, W. Va.
(C^ln respondinir to this adverti-sement mention Oi.itANTwna.

Must be Sold.
75 Langstroth and Simplicity hives made

• up and painted, mostly new; supers
• and wide frames, 3000 sections. Simplicity
• smokers, all new; 100 straight combs,
• nice and clean. Send on your offers for

part or whole.

E. Y. PERKINS, Lenox, Iowa.
Please mention this paper.

>HOJMEY-JVIAKERS
Are a strain of Italian

bees that we have pro-
duced by years of careful

breeding. Queens will be
ready May 15. Tested queens

in May, $3.00; untested, $1.00; half-
doz., $5.00; tested queens in June,

$1.26; untested, 7.'>c; half-dozen, $4.00.

Please state in your order whether im-
ported or golden queens are wanted.

Leininger Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.
I^"In responding to this advertisement mention ulkanings.
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Still in the Lead

!

Hilton's White T Supers,
Chaff O Polished # Foundation,
Hives, Sections, Smolders,

and every thing needed in the apiary.
Send for 1896 catalog.

GEO. E. HILTON, = = Fremont, Mich.
Please mention this paper.

Best on Earth.
IlrHlDnn TaM
BfNGHAM

BeeSmoker

Bingham's five sizes of
bee-smokers range in price
from 50c to fl.75 per mail,
and are the lowest-priced of
any in the market, accord-
ing to size. Bingham Smo-
kers and Knives are made
only by the inventor, and
can be depended on every
time, as they liave been for
16 years as the best that
could be made or used. Ny

Mention Gleanings, and send for circular of
prices. J p BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.

Please mention tnid paper

Control Your Swarms, Requeen, Etc.

Send 3.5c for samples of
: West's Patent Spiral wire

:
Queen-Cell Protectors, and
Pat. Spiral Queen Hatch-
ing and Introducing Cage,
also best Bcf-E^cape. with
circular e.xplaining.Twelve
Cell-protectors, tiOc; 100, $3.

13 cages, $1; 100, $5, by
mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress N. D. WEST. Mid-
dieburgh, Scho. Co., N. Y.

Sold also by all the leading supply-dealers.
tyin responding to this advertisement nier.tiun Glkanings.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

^V-'
fk^

My queens are bred for business, as well
as lor leauty and gentleness. Safe arri-
val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. Untested, $1.00; tested, $1.50.
Write for price list. 5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas. Box 3.

Uf'In responding to this advertisement mention (ii.RANii.os

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
M'ants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-
log free.

J. IM. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Queen-Trap and
Alley's Combined
Description and price

list now ready. _ #» i i

HENRY ALLEY swariTi-Catcher.Wenham, Mass.
Plfiisc mention this iiaiiei-.

A Tested Queen Free

!

Pure Italians. To every one buying Vi
^^gt doz. untested queens I will give a tested
^i^ one free. Untested, 60c; tested, $1.00;

selected tested, $1 50; breeders, $3.00.

STEWART BROS., Sparta, Tenn.
^^In respondlcer to this advertisement mention Glkanings.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has A'o Say: in Iiro(id-t'j-i±ine>i.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdb Sole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

S'"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings,

Sweetheart.
A Regular Sugar Lump.
LEADS < Early, Large, Handsome, Good Ship-
ALL ; per. Best Quality. Send for circular
WATER- S giving important facts to growers and
MELONS \ shippers, with comparative sales and
ON ; opinions of many commission men in
THE > leading northern markets.
MARKET, i' Seed, Packet, 10 cts.; lb., $1.50.

AT^BERT WITTENJMYER,
Originator, Orower, and Shipper,

Emison, linox Co., Ind,
C?rin resi>onding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

DON'T MONKEY NOW.,
Send for our 36-page catalog free.

Root Co.'s Supplies kept in stock.
In order to reduce our stock for
the next two months will give
large discounts. Write us what
you need. Get our prices

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
Please mention this paper

The New Craig

Seedling Potato.

For full description of this Potato, see page 959 of
this journal for Dec. 15, 1894. Prices: lib by mail,
postpaid, 25 cts.; V4 peck, by freight or express,
$1.00; peck, $1.75; H bushel, $3.00; bushel, $5.00:
barrel of 11 pecks, $13.50. The above prices will
hold good as long as our stock lasts. All orders by
mail will be filled as soon as received. Orders by
express will be shipped at once unless ordered oth-
erwise. All orders for potatoes by freight will be
filled April 1, or soon after that time, unless direc-
tions are given to ship at an earlier d;ile. In this
latter case I do not assume responsibility for loss in
freezing; but where it is desirable to ship earlier,
and customers have bad luck, I expect to help them
out so far as 1 can consistently. In regard to my
responsibility I would refer you to A. I. Root. In
fact, where it is more convenient you can order po-
tatoes of the A. I. Root Co., instead of stnding your
orders to me.

GEO. E. CRAIG, Zimmer, Franklin Co., 0.

Fi^In respond in J- to 111 .: ailv.'iii .-riii'tiu Miention Qt.kaniNum

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Foundntion. Send for free
samples, Dealeis, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new F'olishe<l Sections and other goods
at his prices. Eree Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. JVI H Hfirrf
Bell Branch, Mich. ^'»^* *'• HUllL.

I'lease mention this paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames. Fotindation. Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention Gleanings. 2I-8db
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THE
SOUTHERN Home of tlis Honey-Bee
Is reudy for your orders for 3 or 5 banded queens,
as good as the best, guaranteed free from paralysis.
Warranted queens, T5c eacli; tested, $1.00. After
June 1, warranted, 50c each: tested, 75c each. Good
breeders, $3.00. Strjiight 5-banded, or "faultless,"
queens, S3.50 eacli. Special prices on lots, also to the
queen -dealer. Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed. Circular free. Address

HUFSTEDLER BROS., Clarksville, Tex.
[ -»"ln responding: to tnis aavertisement mention Glbanings.

WHY NOT
Send your orders to W. H. Laws for Ital-
ian Queens?

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
For beauty and business you can't beat
them. The leading bee-keepers of the II.

S. are my customers, and all praise them.
I breed either the Golden or Leather color-
ed strains.

PRICES REDUCED
To suit the times. Fine breeders always
on hand, $3 to $3. Untested, 75c; 3 for $3.
Tested, $1; 6 for $5. Address

\N. H. LAWS. LAVACA, ARK.
flease mention Olbanikos.

Apiary for Sale. i>

^ ^ ^ $800.00.
Eight hundred dollars in cash will purchase one

of the best appointed apiaries in Canada. One hun-
dred colonies; good location. Every thing flrst-

class. The best of reasons for selling. If you mean
business write me for particulars, or come and see
for yourself.

F. A. CEMMELL,
Asuistant Foul-Brood Inspector,

Mention this paper. Stratford, Ont.

MOTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQOARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.
Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.
I3rin responding to this advertisement mention GLKANlNaa.

Given Foundation^»«»*^
Ready for Delivery.

We are now making, as previously announced.
Given foundation on tdIIs. We can supply llie prod-
uct at thesame price as 1 lie regular wax. Customers
who desire a sni;ill quantity to exi)erimcnt witli can
have a little added lo tlie regular foundation if they
will so specify in I heir orders. We neither indorse
nor condemn it. but hoiie it will be tried sufficiently
to test its merits. Tlie surplus Given has extra
thin bases. The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
After May 1st. Toe: for 14.35. Nuclei cheap. Also
poultry eggs tor liatching, 50c up. Send for cata-
logue. Send yoii'- orders now. Can please you.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, HI.

Eggs for

Hatching

From Prize = 'Winning Fowls.
.50c and $1.00 per 15.

S''nd for circular.
AUGUST GOETZE & SON,

3822 Wood St., Wheeling, W. Va.
Please mention this paper.

Best - Goods
At lowest prices are what we are all

after. The quality of Gary's goods has
never been questioned. His X X white
thin foundation and polished one-piece

sections are the finest on the market.

His bees and queens are from the best

strains, and reared and shipped in the

way that long years of experience have
shown to be the best.

He has the largest stock of BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLIES in New England;
and as to prices you have only to send

for a catalog and compare them with
those of other dealers.

To those living in the East, there is

the still further consideration of low
freight rates. Address

W, W. CARY,
MASS.

larin responding to thi.s advertisement mention QLKANlNoa

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 50c
each. Also bees in any quantity ; 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

t^^In resDondincr to tliis advertisement mention Gleanings.

o<J\/IONEY-JVIAKERS>o
Are a strain of business Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are ready for business, with a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers bloom. They are gentle
and industrious. Queens warranted purely in June.
Each. $1.(0; six, $5.00; doz.. $9.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. F. QUIGLEY, UmoNviLue.Mo.

Please mention this paper.

ITALIAN BEES Ready in May. Queens. fl.OO.

A7.r «..Jt».« Bees by the pound, $1.00. One-
ANO QUEENS, frame nucleus with queen. $3.00;
••••• • two Irames, $2. .50. Also Barred
Plymouth Kock eggs for setting, $1.00 per 15.

6-17ei MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, Swarts. Pa.
.;^^in respondintr to tills ndveitiseineiit mention GlkaN1i>QS.

Eggs From 8 leading varieties of fowls, in-
cluding Imperial Pekin Ducks. Send

for descriptive list to J. S. UASOIT, Medina, 0.

In writing: advertisers mention this paper.

BEG/NNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 65c. Address any flrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., HiaaiNSViLLE, Mo.
i9*In responding to this advertisement mention Oleanino&
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MAPLE SYRUP.

We have not been able to secure enough maple
sugar this spring to fill our orders; but we have an
oversupply of syrup which we offer at $1.00 per gal.,

or $9.00 for 10 gallons. It is of unusually fine qual-
ity, and this price is lower than heretofore quoted.

CARLOAD SHIP.MENTS.

During the past month we have shipped a carload
to G. G. Wickson & Co., Los Angeles; another to
the same firm at San Francisco; one to Barteldes &
Co., Denver, Colo.; one to W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev.;
and a car of hives and cantaloupe-crates^ ,to Rocky
Ford, Colo. As we go to press we are alse, prepar-
ing a second car of export orders, the larger part of
which is for Hebblewhite & Co., of Sydney, Aus-
tralia. We are also shipping a cnrload to Buell
Lamberson, the sliccessor of F. L. Posson & Son, at
Portland, Ore.

BEESWAX MARKET.
We find that, since the first of Jan., 189.5, we have

bought over twelve tons of beeswax, and we now
have a prettj- good stock on hand. At the rate
foundation is going out we shall need it all and
more. With the opening of spring the offerings of
wax in the principal markets are getting to be
more plentifTil, and we do not look for any higher
prices. The mortality of bees in many localities
the past winter, no doubt serves to increa-se the sup-
ply of wax. Until further notice we will \>ny 28c
cash, 31 in trade, for average wax delivered here.
We feared that it might be necessary to advance
the price of foundation again. While we have
made an advance in the wholesale price during the
past month, we have not advanced the retail price,
and trust it may not be necessary during the re-
mainder of the Season to do so.

REVISED LIST OF OLD-STOCK SECTIONS.

Quite a number of sizes of old-stock sections of-
fered a month ago have been sold. The revised list

is as follows; and the price while they last is $3.20
per 1000; 3000 for tf6.00; 5000 for $9.00, or 10,000 for
$16.00.

80,000 4Mx4MxlV2, open top and bottom, extra pol'd.
12,000 " " " opeu four sides.
7,000 " " xT to ft., clo.sed top.
2,(XKI " " " open four sides.
4,000 " " xlM closed top.
3,000 " " " oiten four sides.
8,000 " " xlll. open 4 sides.

35,000 " " " open top, new-stock cream.
22,0(Kt " " 2 cream, open four sides.
22,000 " " x2, cream, open top. new stock.
To those who can use I'i-iuch sections, the above

is a special bargain, as they are polished, and flrst-

class in every respect; but we have too many of
that width, and desire to reduce our stock.

AGENCY AT PORTLAND, ORE.

Owing to difficulties in the corporation of F. L.
Posson & Son, at Portland, Oi"e.. a receiver was ap-
pointed early in February. About a month ago
Buell Lamberson bought the business of the former
company, and came ea«t to ftomplete arrangements
for the agencies formerly held by Posson & Son.
He spent two dajs here at Medina, and we have
closed a contract with him for the sale of our goods
in Oregon and Washington, and are shipping an as
sorted car to replenish the depleted stock.
Mr. Lamberson is a man of good business ability,

with considerable experience, having been fifteen
years in Porthind, where he is quite well and favor-
ably known, especially in the hardware trade. He
retains five of Messrs. Posson & Sons' principal
clerks, who have a knowledge of the requirements
of trade in our lino, so that we can cheerfully rec-
ommend the new firm to those in need of bee-keep-
ers' supplies in the Northwest.

price at the nurseryman's is 50 cts. each; but any
I'egular subscriber of Gleanings—that is, some-
body who has paid up or expects to pay up soon^
may have one plant postpaid by mail for only 25 cts.
Any rich spot in the garden, or even a corner not
more than a yard square somewhere in the door-
yard, will give you room for one of these beautiful
plants. If you want to see it do its best, I would
advise you to dig down deep and make the ground
rich. Have it where you can water it when needed,
if the weather is very dry. No plant can furnish
the enormous quantity of juicy fruit that this one
does, without the wherewith in the shape of food
and drink. Besides getting the fruit, you can get a
dozen more plants in the fall that will, very likely,

be worth 25 cts. each a year from now.

DWARF ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHERRY.
A year ago I purchased three of these of Storrs &

Harrison, of Painesville, O., for ."iOc apiece. They
seemed very hardy, and made quite a good growth
last season". This morning. I was agreeably sur-
jnised to find that one of the three, although less
than 2'.2 feet high, is covered with blossom-buds.
Ndvv, even if the fruit should not be quite equal to
the advertisement,] am well satisfied with my in-
vestment, to get a plant sq strong and thrifty that
it will be fuUof bloom at one year from planting.
The catalog tells us, "the size averages somewhat
larger than the English morillo. Its flavor is similar
to that of sweet cherries."

THE GAULT RASPBERRY.
We have still a good supjily of the Gault rasp-

berry, although the demand has been enormous for
them during the past ten days. Remember, the

LATHYRUS, AGAIN.
To-day, April 26, we are taking up our plants and

moving them to the field. I was astonished to see
the nitrogen-nodules strung along on the little root-
lets, like beads on a cord. It is now satisfactorily
settled that all leguminous plants—peas, clover,
etc., that produce these nodules or little white
knobs the size of a pinhead on their roots, have the
faculty of taking nitrogen from the atmosphere.
That is why clover is worth more than any other
V)lant to plow under. At the Experiment Station in
Florida they showed me these nodules on their
leguminous plants. Well, I never saw any thing
like the number on our lathyrus. The roots go
down so deep that my stalwart friend " Ben " said
It was too much work to tt~y to dig them without
breaking the roots off. At its present stage, with
the foliage only a few inches in height, I am sure
cows and horses will take it as readily as they will
any of our clovers. When it gets to be tall and
strong it maj' be different. If you wish to see one
of these plants, foliage and all, we will mail you one
for 5 cts., or 10 of them for 25 cts. With such a root
as they have, I do not know how the plant can fail
to grow.
The wonderful power this lathyrus possesses to

penetrate a hard and impervious subsoil was shown
in digging up a plant an hour ago, that had forced
its root iibsolutely through a piece of partially rot-
ten board that was down in the plant-bed. The root
came through on the other side, and went several
inches beyond the board; but it was so firmly fas-
tened that the bit of board was carried along and
put out with the plant. The roots invariably go
straight down; and after they are 6 months old they
will, without doubt, be proof against drouth to dry
up the plant, or against the effects of frost to heave
it out in winter.

HUBBARD SQUASHES.
Hubbard squash has sold, even at wholesale, for

from 2 to 2'2 cts. per lb. during most of last winter.
We ourselves sent to Cleveland again and again, for
great big solid Hubbard squash, paying 2^ cts. per
lb., or at the rate of fiftii dolhtrs per ton ; and our
Medina people paid from 3>^ to 4 cts., without a bit
of grumbling. Away down in Florida, northern-
grown Hubbard squashes sold for 5 cts. per lb.

Why, it is ridiculous—half a dollar for a fair-sized
Hubbard squash; Wliat ails the farmers? Of
course, it is a little bit of science to keep them from
frost and decay awaj' on into January and Febru-
ary. But anybody can do it if he wants to bad
enough. Well. Hubbard squash .seed is now quoted
in the catalogs all the way from 60 to 80 cts. per lb.

We offer it in our price list at 50 cts. per lb.; and
farmers and gardeners pay these prices for seed
almost every year. When we bought those great
Hubbard squashes in Cleveland for2i2 cts. per lb.,

I told the man on the wagon he might sell them a
cent a pound cheaper if the purchaser would give
us back all the seeds; and in this way we got quite
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a lot of very clioice stock. Just recently one of our
bee-keeping' friends ott'eicd nie a big- lot ot Hubbard
squasli seed. I did not want so niucli, but I made
him an offer for it. Now, tills seed is not cleaned so

as to look exactly as nice and white as that we get
from seedsmen; but I tliiuk it will grow .just exact-

ly as well. He is a squasli-grower liimself. and says
he is going to plant largely from tlie very same lot

of seed he sent us; and if you want some of thi,s

seed, you may have it at 40 cts. per lb. ; 5 lbs. at 35

cts. per lb. ; 10 lbs. or over, 30 cts. per lb. If wanted
by mail, add 10 cts. per lb. for postage and packing.
A8 there is no particular hurry about getting the
seed into the ground, if you choose you can order a
flve-cent package for sample, before you purchase
largely. By the way, Hubbard squash can be put
in between a great variety of crops that come off

early in the season. Our neighbors in the Harris-
ville swamp plant Hubbard squash between their
seed-onions; and as soon as the seed is ripe enough
to gather, the ground is cleared off. and the squashes
have the whole Held. You can do the same by put-
ting them among your early potatoes, early celery,

sweet corn, and ever so many other things. Very
likely they may not sell for S50.00 a ton next year;
but there is money in Hubbard squashes at even
$30.00 a ton, or less.

SEED POTATOES.

These are all gone except a few barrels of second-
size Freemans in excellent condition; peck, 40 cts.

;

one bushel, «1.2.5; one barrel, $3.00. Also four or
five barrels of Rural New-Yorker, a few Lee's Fa-
vorite an'd Early Ohio, and about 50 bushels of
Monroe Seedling, all first size. We can still furnish
the Craig Seedling, and probably shall have some
of them left during the month of May. By the first

of June, however, we expect to plant every thing
not sold.

We have a nice lot of Mammoth Russian sun-
flower seed that we can furnish at 8 cts. per lb.; 5
lbs. or over, 6 cts. per lb. ; 10 lbs. or over, only 5 cts.

If wanted by mail, add 10 cts. per lb. for postage
and packing.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

FREEM.\N-POTATO REPORT.
Although it was a poor season for potatoes, I rais-

ed 32 lbs. of vo-y nice potatoes from the one pound 1

got of you. John D. Wise.
Camden, Ind., Jan. 26.

I sent you Oxydonor circular, and now ad't in the
Eudeavorer, th'At you may place it with Electropoise.
Tlianks for your expose of frauds. Go for tlie re-
ligious papers tliat are leagued with Satan to cheat
their patrons and lessen their own influence for
good. Our own New York Christian Advocate refers
to Electropoise as fraudulent. Oh for moral stami-
na in pulpit and press to kick tlie Devil wherever
lie is found'. Oh for a Christian manhood that con-
fers not witli flesii and blood, but stands for the
right, without regard to con.sequences.
Philipsburg, Pa., Feb. 19. John D. Gill.

I enjo.y very much your writings on your Florida
trip. I lose about a tliird of my bees, liut my neigh-
bors lose all. Oh. yes! what is the matter with Bro.
Rambler, on page 166—high hat, stand-up collar,
and store clotlies from fire down town ? Hah ! I

often feel very sorry for him, living alone in this
world.

I hope you will not stop your Scripture talk. In
fact, every thin a- in Gleanings is so interesting to
me that, when I take it up. I can hardly lay it down
until I have read it through. D. N. Ritchey.
Blackllck, O., March 30.

kind words from a QUAKER.
A. I. Root:—A few years ago I read in Gleanings

thy plan for warding oft sick headaciie. I was so
much pleased with it that I determined to write at
some future time, thanking thee for the manliness
to pviblish such iin article— feeling sure tliat it was
a pure and noble philanthropy wliich prompted it.

To what extent thy readers will avail themselves of
the information contained therein given, I do not
know—I fear not much. People like to be liumbug-
ged. Butthat is not tliy fault; and if the publica-

tion of such principles as given in the article in
question are not directlj' beneficial to a large num-
ber of people, it will at least do much toward edu-
cating the people to a reform in medicine, wliich
must come through an imperative demand from the
people and not through the schools of medicine of
their own volition ; because, when men get both
honor and emolument, with little labor, they will
not " kill the goose that lays the golden egg."

I will say, concerning thy treatment for preven-
tion of sick-headache (and other forms of disease as
well), "that ought ye to have done, and not leave
the other undone." Give the patient hot water to
drink (I mean as hot as can be used comfortably)—
hot-water baths (or, better, vapor baths), proper
food and exercise, in addition to thy prescribed
course, and we can cure most forms of disease that
are curable, and they are nearly all curable.

I myself was educated in the physio-medical
("steam doctor ") faith. We are like the old toper.
He said, "Ever since the flood, water tastes of
drowned sinners. I always put a little su'thin' in
mine." We always "put a little su'thin' in " our
hot water; but water in its various states is one of
nature's best. I have no fight with the hydro-
therapeutic (or water-cure) system; but I detest the
poison and humbugging system.

I thank thee for being a man with the courage of
his convictions. There are more of that stripe need-
ed. There are many lines on which people need to
be educated. Just now we have started in a wrong
direction—I mean military education in school and
church. The National W. C. T. U. has 46 depart-
ments of education and trnining organized, and mil-
it;iry is not one of them. I have a sneaking kind of
idea that woman suffrage and equal rights is one of
the most important if not the mo.'it important of the
46. Paul Tomlinson, M. D.
Cedarville, O., Ltee. 10.

Carniolans
Imported, $5 each.

Bred in 18i)4 at the
--,-----—-.—-——-—^» most elevated point^"^^ among the Carnic
Alps where bees are kept. Untesred daughters of
these, $1 each; 12 for$10. Tested daughters produc-
ing gray bees. .t2 each; 12 for *ls.

MRS. FRANK BENTON,
"The Carniolan Apiaries." Charlton Heights, Md.

Sfln responilinjr to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

For Sale, Nuclei or pounds.
See article on page 171,

March 1st Gleanings.
For prices address T. f. A.JSnREWS,

Farina, Fai,^. Co., Illinois,

Cheap Bees

Bee=Supplies for Sale.
T offer for sale the fol'owing articles. Packed for

Shipment, F. O. B., except made-up hive-bodies and
supers r<^ady for use, which are not convenient to
box or ship:

87 Heddon's slatted honey-boards, each 08
.50 Oil-cloth covers for supers, each 03

800 No. 1 Snow-white 4^x4iix2 in. sections, open
2 sides, per 1000 $3 GO

2800 No. 1 Snow-white 4V4x4>4xl% sections, open
2 sides, per lOOO :..... ...2 00

1000 Wood separators, per 100 .'.
' 15

10 Simplicity bodies with 2^-, in. covers and
bottom-boards, in the fiat, each 20

90 T supers with T and L tins, in the fiat, each 10

300 Simplicity frames, in the flat, per 100 50
Lot of L. frames with V-groove top-bars, in the

flat, per If^O 50

Lot of T tins, per 100 : . 50
Lot of wood division-boards, made up and in the

flat, each 03

30 Queen-excluding sheets, zinc, plain, each... 10

38 Simplicity bodies, with tops, made up, sec-
ond hand, each 20

39 Bodies with 6-in. and 10-in. tops, telescopic,
each 20

105 T Supers tilled with sections and founda-
tion, ready for hives, each 25

All these fixtures and hives for L. 10-1'rame hives.

J. M. AKERS, Smithville, Mo.
»^"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleaninps.
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A NEW TALKING FiiAGHINE
is tlie latest invention, and itdiffers from the
phonograph in this: instead of merely repeats
ins what is said to it, this machine takesboth
sides of the fence quest ion. It gives straight
wire a fair show against coiled siprinss,
convinces the most skeptical that expansion
and contraction iiiii!!it be provided for, and
nothing but abundant elasticity will do It.

Send for particulars.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
lS"lii re&poiKliiiy. to tins ailvei liseiiieiit iiieiiUua iTi.r.A.NiMiS

^..^
Second-Hand
Bicycles Cheap.
We have one ladies' Viclotia, last year's model,

made by the Overman Wheel Company, that has
been used but liitle. and cost last year $12.").00, that
we will sell tor ^75. We also have one ladies' Mon-
arch, last yeai-'s mcidel, for $60. Also one gent'8
second-hand Monarch, 30-in. wheels, in flrst-class
running order. Price. $.50.00. Reason for selling
cheap is to get new '9.") mounts. Will take honey or
wax in paxment. Wiite wliat you have, sending
samples, and we will give you further description of
the wheels.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

WOVEN WIRE FENCE
Horse high, bull strong,
pig aad chicken tight.
Make it yourself for

I3to20l%"o*l:. ., . .

50 styles. A man and boy canmake
40 to 60 rod3 a day. catalog free.

KITSELMAN BROS.. Ridgeville, tnd.

ONE MAN WITH THE^ UNION COMBINATION SA^W
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Ripping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, D;idoing,
Edging-up, Jointing Stuff, etc
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold un Trinl.
Catnlo't Free. ]-34ei
SENECA FALLS MFG. CO..

44 Water St., Seneca Falls, N Y.
I responding to this advertisement mention GLEANEJaJL

METAL
WHEELS

for youp

WAGONS.
Any size you want, 20
to 56 in high. Tires I

to 8 in wide—hubs to
fit any axle. .Saves
Co9l many times in

A season to have set
of low wheels to fit

yonr wagon for hauling
KTain, fodder, manure,
bogs, .^:c. No resetting of
•ires. Catl'g free. Address
KSfPIRE MFG. CO.,

^ulncy, 111.

HTIn respouuiiiy lo this advertisement mention GLKANING&

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and e%'ery thing

that bee-keei>ers use. Root's Qoods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping-point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswa.x.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Please mention thi^ jiaper.

Crane Smoker
1895 Pattern.

This excellent smoker was in-

troduced soDje two years ago,
since which time it has worked
itself rapidly into popular favor.

Patnitrd March 12, IS!).).

Its Distinctive Feature is the Crane
Valve, by wliich tlie full force of the hellows
is secured witliout waste, and V)y which also
smoke is prevented absolutely from going into
the bellows.

Tile Legs are of SIteleton Malleable
Iron, contracted at the feet so as to be out of
ihe w ly of the fingers in handling, and are se-
cured to tlie bellows by bolts instead of screws.

The Shield is of Light Corrugated Tin,
and bags ne.xt to the bellows, tliiis giving ample
prt)tection from heat.

The Cone Top easily tilts back for re=

plenishing the smoker, and is secured bj' a
malleablc-iion hinge, the working parts of
wliicli are milled so as to insure accurate ad-
justment to the stove or cup.

As to Fuel, it will burn any thing, in=

eluding Soft Coal, Stovewood. Planer-shavings;
and it makes no difference how much the lat-
ter may be crammed down in the cup, tliere
will be the same strong blast as before.

Price, 3^-inch barrel, $1.85, post-
paid; or $1.50 by fgt. or exp.

The A. I. Root Company,
Medina, Ohio.
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THE

Aspinwall Hive

THE HIVE FOR BE£S.
THE HIVE FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Aspinwall IVtanufacturing Co.,
Jackson, fVDich.

rWTii rpspon

Notice!
We beg to announce that Ave have

completed arrangements with the

Porters whereby we secure for this

country the control of the 'sale of that

very excellent and almost indispen-

sable implement,

The Porter Bee=Escape.
It will be manufactured by the

Porters, as formerly, but write to

us for prices in both large and small

quantities .
-~™^.-^— ™

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

Your Orders
for untested Ital-

ian (jneens will be promptly tilled by leturu mail.
These queens iire carefully reared from fine stocli,
are large, liealtliy. and piolifio. 75c each; ^8.00 per
dozen. Tested. «1 (iO each.

J. W. K. SHAW «Sc CO.,

Iberia Par.
rs*"!!! r..^t.onf1inL' to this anverti!

Loreauville, La.
mt-nt mention ItLKaMmus

gee=supplies Cheap! For pi'ices write W.
D. SOPBE k SOIT, Box
5H5, Jac-kson. Mich.

"Gentlimeh: Regarding prospects for ths coming year,

would Siy, u-e hope to Uuitble our lust year's oiitjiiit of Aer-
iMtors, or, at leaxt, as u-e have clone in the past, sell twentii-

foiir out of er,-yii ticentti-fice iriurhiiiUs that are s<,h!. Since
commeiiciiiii Ihesniein m9, WE HAVE SOLD AUOIT

500 AERWSOTORS
We do not attribute this fairly good record entirely to our ef-

forts, but to tbe superiority of llie goods which you make.
BuRRiLL & Davis Urbana, 111., February 18, 1695."

Gentlemen : We bouebt and put up Aermotor No. 2, and
out of the first fifty which you made we had thirteen. Since
that time we have sold about

AERIVIOTORS
n our small territory is represented the history of the Aermotor
and the Aermotor Company from the beginning to the p
hour. That history is one
Aside from the Aermotor
other windmills put up
enough with which to

show the infinite su-

Aermotor in design,
finish (all g^dvanized
tion), and ability to run
when all others stand
We should have sold more,
supp'ied with wind power
pea red, it being only 66 miles
years been the battle giound
largest, best known and
amies, all beniK lof^ated

rCH OF 01 It HUSINFSS
PLACING WOODEN AND
TORY WHEELS WITH
you have during' Ihe past
vioiis year's record by
you expect to double your
coming year. Count on u<?

the Aerniotor never stood fa
tation and in fact than to-d
Frhrn

ph.
been but few

our territory—just
compare and
periorityof the
wo/kmanship,
after com pie-

do effective work
idle fur want of wind,

but (his region was well
when the Aermotor ap-

> Chicago, and had tor

fur ten or twelve of the
strongest windmill com-
within 50 mile's of us.

HAS COME FROM KE.
O T II E R INSATISFAC-
AERHOTORS. You say
year suri'assed any pre-

aliout one-half, and that

Inst year's output tbe
for our portion of it, for

.Tliove all competitors in repu-

SsiiiH & Briout, Marengo, 111.,

thrr Arrmotor advertisement,

which every one should r^ad, v;e offer for

$7.50 A $15
tliree way force pump. All dealers should have it or can get it

to sell at that price. All Aermolor men will have it. In still

an.ithcr nd. appears our offer of galvanized steel tanks at 2J^c.
pT callon. Tliey neitlier shrink, bak, rust, nor make water
taste bad. AeriYIOtOr Co.j tbicago.

B*"!!. responding to this ativerHsement mention Gleaninos.

By tlie pound, 90 cents. Untested
queens from impoi'ted mother, 90 cts.

T\vo-frnme nuclei, liotli frames con-
laiiiinji- brood witVi all adlierirg' bees,
and untested queen from imported
nidtlicr. *2.00. Tested queens, *1.50.

Stiti^factiou guaranteed. I will be
1 e;id V to sliip by May 25tli.

MRS. A. F. PROPER,
PORTLAND, JAY CO., IND.

Patents pending

On new process, new ma-
chines, new product, in

manufacture of comb foun-

dation.

Result:
Lowest prices, best work.
Samples and price list free.

Wax wanted.

W. J. Finch, Jr.,
Springfield, III-

Please mention thi.« pnper.

I^EE-KEEPEI^S' supplies for 1895.
Sui h as Dovetailed Hives. Sections. Comb Foundation, Exi i-;ictors, and every tliiui!- else used by a bee-

keeper. All late improved }<-o(.ds. Imiinn^e stock. Goods sold at wliolesiiif and retail. U rite for our

DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japantse buck^\ Ik ;it furnislied at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Woines, lowa.
In writing advertisers please mention tlii.^ piipcr
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Honey Column

CITT MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Honey.—The stock of comb honey

is large; market well supplied. Fancy wliite 1-lb.

combs, 13; amber. 11. Receipts of extracted light;
white, 7 ; amber, 5J4@6 ; Southern, 4ii@,5. Beeswax,
32. Hamblin & Beakss,
May 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Honey.—We report our market well
cleaned up on fancy white comb honey in 1-lb sec-
tions. A neat package and a fancy article would
sell quickly at 14c. No. 3 comb, or dark, would not
sell at over 10@11. We report better inquiry for
extracted, at 5@7, depending- on quality. Beeswax
selling- at 30c. S. T. Fish & Co.,
May 7. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis.—HoJiej/.—We have fairly good trade in
honey, and on account of early receipts of new crop
expect an improvement. We quote comb, 10@13;
extracted, in cans, 6S@7; in barrels, 5@5'i. Prime
yellow beeswax, 27@27>^.

D. G. TuTT Grocer Co.,
May 8. . St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The demand for comb
honey is light. We quote No. 1 white comb, 13®14;

No. 2, 1-lb.. 12@13; No. 1 amber, 11@12; No. 2, 10; ex-
tracted, 5@7. Beeswax, 25.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
May 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Detroit.—Honey.—Best white comb honey 13@14,
with little in sight. Dark, unsightly lots nlmost un-
salable. Extracted, 6@7. Beeswax, 28@30.

M. H. Hunt,
May 9. Bell Branch, Mich.

CleveijANd.—Honej/.—Our honey market is very
slow. No. 1 white, in 1-lb. sections, 12c; No. 2, 10;

exiraf'ted. No. 1 white, 6@8. There is a fair demand
for ' xiracted. but no call for the comb. Beeswa.\'
is selling at 28@30. Williams Bros.,
May 7. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Boston.—Hfiriei/.—We quote you our market at 13

@14 for best 1-lb. comb honey, and .5@6 for extracts
ed, with light demand. E. E. Blake & Co.,
May 8. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia.—Ho?ici/.—Comb honey finds little

or no sale now in large city. Extracted is selling
freely. We quote comb, 9@11; extracted, .5@(i.

Beeswax, .31. Wm. A. Selser,
May 8. 10 Vine St. , Philadelphia, Pa.

Milwaukee.—Ho7ify.—Since our last there has
not been much chiinge on this market on honey.
The receipts have been good, and our supply is of
general good quality. The receipts of late have
rather exceeded our sales, and market now is some-
what ensv and sales slow. Can quote best 1-lb. sec-
tions, 1.5wl6; second, 13@U; third, 10@13. Extract-
ed, in bbls. or kegs, white. T®7Vo; dark, 6@6>^; in
pails, white, 8@8>^. Beeswa.\, 26@28.

A. V. Bishop & Co..
May 8. Milwaukee, Wis.

Denver.—iTrwej/.—There is an improvempnt in
our market for both comb and extracted honey.
We quote No. 1 comb, in 1-lb. sections, at ll>^@12vi;
No. 2, 9(§,10. Extracted, No. 1 white, in HO-lb. cans (2

in a case', 6@T. We are short on No. 1 comb, and
could handle a quantity to advantage.

R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
May 9. Denver, Col.

Chicago.— Ho7ie}/.—The amount of comb honey
that is sold during this month is very small, consist-
ing of a case now and then, so that the market fluc-
tuates but little. Sales are made at 14c for best
grades now obtainable, all fancy lots having been
disposed of. Extracted is very slow of sale, with
prices flexible within a range of 5H@7c, according
to quality, flavor, color, and package. Beeswax
sells on arrival at 30c when of average cleanliness.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
May 7. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Honej/.-Small lots of comb lioney con-
tinue to arrive, but the demand is very light, owing
to the lateness of sea.son and warm weather. Prices
range from 8@12c per lb. No beeswax on hand.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
May 8. Albany, N. Y.

Buffalo.— HoTjey.—No material change in the
honey-market. Fancy is moving slowly at 13@14;
choice, 11@12; commoner grades are hard to sell,

and a few tail ends remain un.sold.
Battehson & Co.,

May 7. Buffalo, N. Y.

New York.—HoHcy.—We quote beeswax at 32c
per lb. Supplies are small, demand moderate.

F. G. Strohmeyek & H. Arpe,
May 9. New York, N. Y.

Alfalfa IN Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 4^20 in 1000 - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in flve-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association,
Phcenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eif

t

Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

No. 1 extracted honey in 50-lb. pails at 7c per Ib.-

$3.50. J. B. Murray, Ada, O.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, istfdb and Prompt.

BEST OIT EARTST
WILLIAMS AUTOMATIC REVERSIBLE

HONEY - EXTRACTOR.
Perfect in principle and workings. Here is what

the veteran bee-keeper, N. E. France, of Platteville,
Wi< , says of it: " I consider the Williams Automat-
ic Reversible Extractor head and shoulders above
any I have ever used, and. furthermore, consider it

the BEST on the market." Mr. France produces
extracted honey by the carload, so he is good au-
thority on extrHCtors. For |irice list No. 1 of Ex-
tractors, choice Italian Bees, Queens, etc., address

VAN ALLEN & WILLIAMS, Barnum. Wis.

Bred for busi- A||e£fa|C
ness. Untest- IJ|ltC.ll^
ed. May, 70 cts. ^•r^^i***

each ; 3 for $2 00. Tested, $1.00 each. Fine breeders,
$2.00 each extra. Select straiglit 6-banded breed-
ing-queens, $4.00 each. To all new customers one
Golden Queen for 50 cts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guaranteed.

E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark. 7-20

Hiv6s ~
r. 1 .. EllllMIIIIMIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIII
Foundation,=
Ca/^^inn^ = 2-frame nucleus with untested
sections, ^ queen $3 50

Bees, = 3-frame nucleus with untested

(\ — queen 3 25
(Queens, = Ready to ship. Discount on
n» — quantities."^ = 40,000 No. 2, 414x4^x7 to foot
Any = sections, per lOuO 1 50

XL- = 40,000 No. 2, 4:ii-s.^Kx^i\% sec-
inmg = tions, per 1000 i 1 35

^ = Every thing shipped from this
— city. Catalog free.

oee-i^eeDer —
M„«^„ = I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place,
Needs. e n. y. city.

t;^Iii writing advertisers pleasi- meutiou Gleaninus.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

There wiU be a meetine: of the S I'theastern Kansas Bee-
keepers' Asociation in Fort Soott on Thursday. Ji.nn 6th. ISg.j.

All Ijee keepers are urged eonie. as iv.- -had liave an interest-
ing time. J. C BA1.CII. Sec. Bi onson, Kan.

The 30ih semi.-annual ineetinu- of theC.-ntral Mieliisan Bee-
keepers' Association will be held at the eapitol TiMnsing:. May
22, At 10 A.M. A O. D Wood.
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Apiary for Sale. Southern California.

Beautiful location, 18 miles from Los An-
geles, a' 2 miles from prominent watering-
place, % mile from another. Camping- and
picnic grounds; bathing, lisliing, sliootiiig.

For full particulars apply to
' R. F. JONES & CO., 204 Bradbury Block,

I

Los Angeles, California.

^1 (Colonies Hyltrids, in E.xcelsi-

or ch;i£F hives. $4.00 per colony, or
will excliange for baled hav, grain, or

C. //. T. m^y, Soutltald, JW 1'.

BEES.
feed.

3= irSH"^ Queens,
lioni ni.\owti imported
(|ueeiis, !?I.Oh each.

Max Brauer, Beevilie Bee Co., Tex.

The undersigned RurL-cUnc wliicli he will de-
has a few UUCIV»MU» ii^,pr bv mail for

$1.25 per lb., in advance. VVH. CURTIS,
Tidewater, Lincoln Co., O e.

For Sale. 50 new clamps, fllli>d witli sei-tions. very
cheap. MARCUS ZEH, Central Bridge, N. Y.

POR SALE. -10 cclonies of
* in Simplicity hives, strong HYBRID BEES
in l)ees, and plenl.v of hone.v, $ -i 00 each.

£•. D. BARTON, EAST HAMPTON, CONN.

iittUart Rapc forsalein gooddovetailed bodies,
lldliau UCCa ^^^^^^ § L. frames of brood; fine
condition; $4.00 a stand.

B. .J. CROSS, CberoUee, Ala.

9linn Names, with ixisiofflce. voters of Frank-
btlUU [in Co., Ga , for $lmhi in o;ish to de;ilers in
stiaiijld goods. J. J. HARDY, Lavonia, Qa.

25000
prime
plants

now readv to ship. Leading varieties; 11.50 for 500,

$2.50 for 1000. Chas. McClave, New London, O.

CABBAGE PLANTS.

For Sale-
200 colonies of Italian and liybrid bees in 8-frame

Langstroth hives. Italians, $.5.00; hybrids, $4.50;
delivered at the depot in Jefferson free of charge.
Also a lot of bee-supplies.

MRS. C. GRIMM, Jefferson, Wis.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Ki|jping, Cut-
ling off, Mitering, Rablieting,
Grooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
Fdging-up, Jointing Stutl, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.
CaUihui Free. l-34ei

SENECA FALLS MFC. CO..
44 Water St., Seneca Falls, N Y.

•••••«»«e9«e«H0NEY-JVIAKERS
Aie a strain of Italian

bees tliat we have pro
duced by years of careful

breeding. Queens will te
ready May 15. Tested queens

in May, $2.00; untested. $1.00; lialf-

doz., $.5 00; tested queens in June,
$125; untested, 75e; half-dozen, $4.00.

Please state in your order wliether im-
ported or golden queens are wanted.

Leininger Bros., Ft. Jennings, O.
C^In responding to this advertisement mention GLKANDJoa.

:0R SALE.— 14 9 L. combs at 10 cents each.
F. OAKES, Brecksville, Ohio.

HONEY! If we would be suc-
cessful in tlie pro-
duction of honey it

is of vital importance
tliat our queens be fiist class. After an extended
ex))erieiice with the different races of bees brought
to this country, I am led to believe, all things con-
sidered, tliat these direct from Italy iiave never been
improved upon. Large yellow i>roliflc queens from
impnTlfd motliers. mated to drones of imported
slock fi-om a dltfereiit source, securing a direct
cross. Untested, readv May 2.5, 75c; 6, $4.25; 12 for
$8.00 Select untested, $1 00. No disease.

L. II. ROHrSY, Wo rthi II urton. W. \'a.

(STln resDoiKUntr to this advertisement mention OT.FANiNfsa

Wants or Exchmge Department.

Notices will be inserted nnder this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for thi.s department
must not exceed five lines, and you must sat you want your
adv't In this department, or we will not be responsible for er-

rors, ifou can have the notice as man.v lines as .you please;
liut all over Ave lines will cost you according to onr regular
rates. This department is Intended only for bona fldo ex-
•hanges. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such ourregular ratesof 20cts. aline will be charged, and
1 hey win be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
he responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange some fine English mas-
tiff puppies; also some collie shepherd pups.

Write me at once and tfU me what you have to ex-
change, Scott BKiLLnAWT,

Millwood, Knox Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

ANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-

cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.
J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

W
WANTED.-To exchange 6 and 13 inch Root foun-

dation mills for wax, honey, or otfers.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

WANTED.—To excha nge raspberry and blackberry
plants, $6 per 1000. bees $5, Japanese buckwheat,

for beeswax. A. P. Lawkence, Hickory Corners,Mch.

WANTED.—To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa. 30tf

WANTED.—To exchange second hand 60-lb. cans,
in good condition (boxed); delivered at your

station at 25c each, for worker combs, or white comb
or extracted honey, crop of '9.5.

B. Walker. Evart, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange brood-combs. Dovetailed
hives. Portico hives, veils, for bees by the

pound, or otfers. R. F. Hetrick, Ceresco, Neb.

WANTED.—To exchange golden queens for Pekin
ducks, Embdeu geese, fancy poultry, buck-

wheat. J. F. MlCHAEI,,
Greenville, Darke Co., Ohio.

WANTED.-Locust seed for an important experi-
mental I'urpose, to report results in Glean-

ings. I also want the name, address, etc., of every
bee-keeper in U. S. and Canada for a bee-keepers'
directory. El.mek E. Guy, Yardley, Pa.
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Still in the Lead ! Carniolans 'TI'
Hilton's White T Supers,
Chaff O Polished S Foundation,
Hives, Sections, Smolcers,

and every thing needed in the apiary.

Send for 189.5 catalog.

GEO. E. HILTON, = = Fremont, Mich.
Please mention this paper.

Best on Earth.
BINGHAM

BeeSmoker

Bingham's five sizes of
bee-smokers range in price
from 50c to $1.75 per mail,
and are the lowest-priced of
any in tlie market, accord-
ing to size. Bingham Smo-
kers and Knives are made
only by the inventor, and
can be depended on every
time, as they have been for
16 years as the best that
could be made or used. ^

Mention Gleanings, and send for circular of

prices. J p BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.
Please mention tnis paper

Control Your Swarms, Requeen, Etc.

^i^g Send 2.5c for sanii^les of®^S Wests Patent Spiral wire

'^^E Queen-Cell Prote^ tors, and
^SC Pat. Spiral Queen Hatch-
^S^ ing and Introducing Cage.
^^ also best Bee-Escape, with
^g' oil cular explaining.Tweh e^ Cell-protectors, 60c; 1(X). *3.

fl 12 cages, 11; 100, $5, by
mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress N. D. WEST. Mid=
dleburgh, Scho. Co., N. Y.

Sold also by all tli<- leading supply-dealers.

tyIn responding to this advertisement nertiuii Rlk-axings.

a

Golden Queens
From Texas.

My queens are lived for business, as well
as lor beauty and gentleness. Safe arri-

val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. Untested, $1.00; tested, $1.50.

Write for price li.st. 5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas. Bo.\ 3.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
and everv Uiing a Bee-keeper
want.s. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 6(J-p;ige cata-

log frf-e.

J. M. JENKINS, W etumpka, Ala.

Kead what J. 1. Pakent, of
'Chahlton. N. T.. says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chafl
hives with 7-inch cap. lOO honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 2,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e
have dotibled the amount of bee-
lives, etc., to make, and w^e ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.

^'-''y
\\. will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BAKNES, 545 Ruby St.. Uockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a. I. Root Co.
I3?"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gle.\m:.'G3

$5 each.

1S94 at the

jwwHW •""-^ elevated point"^VTTTTVVTTVf among the Carnic
Alps where bees are kept. Untesced daughters of
these, §1 each : 12 for $10. Tested daughters produc-
ing gray bees. $2 each ; 12 for $ls.

MRS. FRANK BENTON,
"The Carniolan Apiaries." Charlton Hsights, lid.

QTin resiKiiidin^ to tlii> iKiverti-enieiiT mention (iLi-:AXiXGa.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has JVo Sag- in Brood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Eas no Fishbone in the Snrphs Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdb Sole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

^?"ln responding to this advertl.-'enient mention Glkanings.

I f\(\V Here, Bee=keeper!
If.you are in need of tiee-supplies.

write for catalog and price list. Every thing sold
as cheap as the cheapest. WT V^ C.**tl4-t^
Kenton, Hardin Co., 0. W. C. omiln,

WE WILL PREPAY
Freight charges on orders for Root's polished sec-

tions, and 16-section white basswood shipping-cases,
at his prices, to be shipped from factory to points
within 300 miles, in lots of 5CKX) and 200 or over re-

spectively. Send for catalog.
B. WALKER, Evarf, nich.

Please mention this paper.

Sweetheart.
A Regular Sugar Lump
LEADS
ALL
WATER-
MELONS
OX
THE

Early. Large, Hand.some, Good Ship-

l
per, Hest Quality. Send for circular

> giving important facts to growers and
\ shippers, with comparative sales and
I
opinions of manj- commission men in

^..^ ^ leading- northern markets.
MARKET. 1 Seed. Packet, 10 cts.; lb., $1.50.

ALUBRT WJTTEMMYER,
Originator, Grower, and Shipper,

Emison, linox Co., Ind.
r^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

DG.N'T MONKEY "^'""^ w
Send for our 36-page catalog free.

Root Co.'s Supplies kept in stock.
In order. to reduce our stock for
tlie next two months will give
large discounts. Write us what
you need. Get our prices.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Eoimclation. Send for free
samjjles. ' Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Roofs new Polished Sections and other goods
at his prices. Eree Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. liJl 1-1 f-fnti'f
Bell Branch, Mich. ^'»* *'• »»"»»l"

Please mention this paper.

TAKE notice]
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames, Foundation. Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
Stfdb New Loudon. Wis.

Please mention Gleanings. 21-8db
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soutSIrn Home of the Honey-Bee
Is reuij' for 3our oiders for 3 or 5 banded nueens,
as good' as the best, guaranteed free from paralysis.
Warranted queens, T5c eacb; tested, $1.00. After
June 1, warranted, 50c each: tested, 7.5c each. Good
breeders. 12.00. Straiglit 5-banded, or " faultless,"
queens, $3..50 each. Special prices on lots, also to the
queen -dealer. Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed. Circular free. Address

HUFSTEDLER BROS., Clarksville, Tex.
[ =^iii lesponding to tnis aavertisement mention GLiSanikgs.

WHY NOT
Send your orders to W. H. Laws for Ital-

ian Queens ?

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
For beauty and 1 usiness you can't beat
them. The leading bee-ktepers of the TJ.

S. are my customers, and all praise them.
I breed either the Golden or Leatliercolor-
ed strains.

PRICES REDUCED
To suit the times. Fine breeders always
on hand. $2 to ?3. Untested, 75c; 3 for $2.
Tested, $1; 6 for §5. Address

W. H. LAWS, LAVACA. ARK.
Please mention Gleanings.
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Alley's Combined
Description and price

list now leady.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wenham, Mass.

Please mention this paper

Queen-Trap and

SwarRi-Gatcher.

A Tested Queen Free !

Pure Italians. To every one buying I'J

^Igf doz. untested queens 1 will give a tested
^i^ one free. Untoted, 60c; tested, $1.00;

selected tested, U 50; breeders, $3.00.

STEWART BROS., Sparta, Tenn.

MOTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc.. etc.
Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. WIUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Given Foundations****^
Ready for Delivery.

We are now making, as previously announced.
Given foundation on rolls. We can supply the prod-
uct at thesamepTiceas the regular wax. Customers
who desire a small quantity tu experiment with can
have a little Jidded to the regular foundation if they
will so specify in their orders. We neither indorse
nor condemn it, but hope it will be tried sufticiently
to test its merits. The sur|ilus Given has extra-
thin bases. The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded,
After May 1st. 7.5c: (3 for *4.2.">. Nuclei cheap. Also
poultry eggs tor liatching, 5t)c up. Send for cata-
logue. Send vour orders now. Can please vou.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

'

Eggs for

Hatching

From Prize = Winning Fowls.
.50c and $1.00 per 15.

Send for circular.
AUGUST GOETZE & SON,

3822 Wood St., Wheeling, W. Va.
Please mention this paper.

Best ^ Goods
At lowest prices are what we are all

after. The quality nf Gary's goods has
never been questioned. His X X white
thin foundation and polished one-piece

sections are the finest on the market.

His bees and queens are from the best

strains, and reared and shipped in the

way that long years of experience have
shown to be the best.

He has the largest stock of B£E-
KEEPEKS' SUPPLIES in New England;
and as to prices you have only to send

for a catalog and compare them with

those of other dealers.

To those living in the East, there is

the still further consideration of low

freight rates. Address

W. W. CARY,
COLRAIN,

tS^ln respciiiling ti this advertisement mention Gleanings.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 60c
each. Also bees in any quantity ; 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times, liuy near home, and save freight.

t^"In respouilinfr to tills ailvertlsemt-Tit mention GLiiANiNGa

o<IVIONEY-IVIAKERS>o
Are a strain of business Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are reads' for business, with a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers bloom. They are gentle
and industrious. Queens warranted purely in June.
Each,$l.iO; six. $5.00; doz.. *9.U0. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never liad any disease.
Address E. F. QUIGL.BY, Unionville.Mo.

Please mention this paper.

ITfll IAN RFFS Ready in May. Queens. fl.OO.imkinii BUM j3ggg ^^ ^jjg pound, $1.00. One-
AND QUEENS, frame nucleus with queen. $2.00;
•iiiiiii two trames, $2. .50. Also Barred
Plymouth Keck eg-ps for setting-, $1.0n per 1.5.

6-lTei MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, Swarts. Pa.

'^^Li\ responil!!!^ t-i t ..i.- ..-)\'*-ni>fi!H-iit ineitiiuii GLi^^N.^'j*.

Eggs From 8 leadinjr varieties of fowls, in-
cluding: Imperial Peliin Ducks. Send

for descriptive list to J. S. MASOiJ, Uedica. 0.

In writinpr aiivertisers mention this papei'.

BEGINNERS.
Beg-inners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee keeper, a TO-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. iPrice 2.5 cents; it' sent by mail,
28c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one j'ear, boc. Address any flrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., HiaaiNSViLLE, Mo.
J^*In responding to this advertisement mention GLEiSlNQ*
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TESTED QUEENS
Are usually sold for $3.n0. I will explain why I wish to sell a few
at less than that. As most of my readers know, I requeeu my
apiary each spring with young queens from tlie South. This is

done to do away with swarming. If done early enough it is usually successful. It will he seen that the

queens displaced by these young queens are never more than a year old; in fact, they are fine, tested,

Italian queens, right in THEin prime; yet, in order tliiit they may move off quickly, and tlius make room
for the untested queens, they will be sold for only ONE DOLLAR. Or I will send the Review for 1896 and
one of these queens for only f 1.T5. For $2 00 I will send the Review, the queen, and the book "Advanced
Bee Culture." If any prefer the young, laying queens from the South, they can have them instead of the

tested queens, at the same price. A discount on large orders for untested queens. Say how many are

wanted, and a price will be made. Orders can be tilled as soon as it is warm enough to handle bees and
ship queens with safety. ^ _ . ^^.

.

_ . .

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flich.

Ten Weeks for Ten Cents!
Tor ten cents (in stamps or silver) the Jimeriaaa Bee tTournal will be sent for Ten "Weefes-dO

numbers) to any one who is not now a subscriber. A ten weeks' trial is a fair trial, and ten cents is a
small price for the testing. Better accept this offer at once, or at least send for a free sample copy of the
Weekly American Bee Journal. Address

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, III.

E. KRETCHHER, RED OAK, IOWA, ^

4-8

SENDS FREE HIS CATALOG OF 72 ILLUSTRATED PAGES: DESCRIBES
EVERYTHING USED IN THE APIARY; BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.
CAPACITY ONE CARLOAD A DAY. WRITE AT ONCE FOR HIS CATALOG.

Untested

Italian

Queens.

I have untested queens ready
to mail, yellow to the tip, bred
for business and beauty, easy to
handle, at 7nc each; 3 for $2.00;

6for*t.00; S7.00 per doz. Bred
from best 5-banded stock, free
from disease.

W. A. OOMPTOJSr,
L,-ynTx\^ille, Tetin.

Imported
Italian Queens of '95 rearing, after
May 15, $3.10 each: tested, now, $1.,50

1 o f2 each. W. 0. PEASIES, Atlantic, Iowa.

QUEENS.
IMPORTED ITALIAN

MOTHERS ONLY.

NUCLEI.
I, 3, or 3 S. frames, 50 cents
each frame. Queens from
imported stock. Hardy,
beautiful and yjrolific. Un-

tested, $1; tested. ^L.W. Poitico S. liives. 7.^ cents.
MES. OLIVES COLE. SHEKBUEHE, CHLNANaO CO., N. Y.

EGGS from pure B. P. Rocks, cheap, for hatching or
incubator. Cards cheerfully answered.

MRS. L. C. AXTELL, Rosevllie, Illinois.

Order your
supplies early
before the rush
gets you. Send
for our price
list of Bee sup-
plies and Fruit
packages. Ad-
dress

BERLIN
FRUIT BOX

CO.,
Berlin Heights,

Erie Co.,
Ohio.

Woodcliff

Business

To please all, am breeding
both Leather-colored and
Golden .5-banded Italians.
Have live apiaries, 3 to 6
miles apart, running 350
nuclei. Your orders filled

pidniiitly. Tlie Leather-

i\ttckcx*tcy colored 3-banded Breeder,
\/UCdlo* imported from Italy, Oct.,
^^

'itt. The Golden 5-banded
Breeder, selected fiom lOOO queens, some produc-
ing 400 lbs. of honey to colony. State what you want,
and send orders now for
early delivery. Guaranteed
queens, 75c; special low
price in quantities. Send
for descriptive catalog.

Wm. A. Selser,

Wyncote, Pa.

Untested, .55 cts. ; doz., ?6. About 11 out of every
13 will make fine tested queens, and for gentleness
and industry we defy the world to beat them. Safe
delivery. Money-order office, Decatur. eitf

CLEVELAND BROS., Stamper, Newton Co., Miss.

We have proven to our satisfaction that
queens lired in the North produce bees
that are /larrfierand winter better

• than those bred in tlie South. We make
• 9 queen-rearing a specialty. We never saw
• foul brood or bee-paralys:s. Send for our

free descriptive price" list of our Gray
Carniolans and Golden Italians. Prices
to suit the times.

F. A. LOCKHART & CO., Lake George, N. Y.

If Tons of Honey,
Pleased Customers, and Increasing
Trade is a, criterion, then my queens are satisfac-
tory. Warranted purely mated queens from
.5-banded strain. 75c; six for $4.00; dozen, $7.50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

^Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILh

- GOOD GOODS are always in
-

demand.

LOW PRICES are appreciated

in these times.

PROiVIPT SERVICE is a ne-

cessity in business.

We combine all three.

Write for free catalog and price list.

= G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis. =
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii lllll lllll (iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir^

In responding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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A Gi-ORious SPRING fof bee- keepers.

That feeder of H. K. Boardman Is hard to

beat as an entrance-feeder.

Crimson clover, according to J. C. Smith,

in Ajnericcm Bee Journal, does best sown
with buckwheat.

Ten feet of snow covered four hives for

more than eleven weeks, and the bees came out

ail right.—B. B. J.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Augusta, Ga., has tak-

en charge of the Southern Department in the

American Bee Jouryial. Good man.

I can not resist the impression, from all

I've read in Gleanings, that, A. I. Root doesn't

entirely approve of Electropoise and Oxydonor.

The lime, as a honey-tree, is a little confus-

ing. Sometimes it means the linden, or bass-

wood, and sometimes it means a small tree

much like the lemon.

Statistical reports received by Glean-
ings seem encouraging, and yet elsewhere re-

ports are quite discouraging, losses even reach-

ing 50 and 80 per cent.

Bassavood. says Dr. Brown, American Bee
Journal, is rarely found south of latitude 33°,

and then only on low land. The European va-

riety does better than the common.

A NEW SMOKER, Zachringer's, is described in

German bee-journals. It's nothing more nor
less than an atomizer, or sprayer, with a big

rubber ball. But it's well spoken of.

The ancient Romans believed that bees

originated from the decaying carcases of cattle.

[There was a good bit better reason for believ-

ing this centuries ago than for putting faith in

Electropoise and Oxydonor.—Ed.]

Gravenhorst says that young queens that
do not issue with a swarm, but merely emerge

from the cells and remain in the hive, are, as a

rule, much later in becoming fertile than those

issuing with a swarm. He prefers the latter

queens.

DooLiTTLE defines his position as to spread-

ing brood, in American Bee Journal. He
would spread only when the queen does not

keep filled with brood the combs well covered

by bees. That's all right, isn't it? [Yes, sir;

and when that rule is followed, no bad results

will follow.

—

Ed.]

Farmer Hardwear at the telegraph office.

—

"How much will you charge to telegraph my
son $300 at college?"

OpeTYttor.-" Two dollars."

Farmer Hardwear. — Gosh! that's cheap!
Yer's the $;3. Send it quick as lightnin."

—

Chicago Record.

"Melilotus is one of the very few plants

which are able to draw their supply of nitrogen

from the air; and hence by and through its bi-

ennial decay it furnishes the most valuable

and most expensive factor in commercial fer-

tilizers free of cost, and in the best form."

—

Prof. S. M. Tracy, Director Miss. Exp. Station.

Doolittle's observation, p. 361, as to colo-

nies deserting in spring, leaving nice brood and
plenty honey, agrees with mine, and in every

case I think there has been more brood than
the bees could cover. Is it because the bees

have become so reiiuced in numbers that they

desert rather than stay and see that brood die?

Dwarf Rocky Mountain cherry promises

well with you. friend Root, but it may be well

to add a caution. 1 1 was boomed at the World's

Fair, but I heard a company of horticulturists

denounce it as a humbug, and if I remember
rightly the veteran Edgar Sanders said it for-

merly grew wild on the lake shore near Chicago.

A AsTOR, in Ttevue, says his hives containing

6770 cubic inches inside the frames are too

small. Dzierzon, in his "Rational Bee-keep-

ing," says, " A space of about 3000 cubic inches

will be sufficient in most districts; neverthe-
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less, a space of 5000 to 6000 inches will do no

harm, if there be no difficulty in partitioning

off the superfluous space." Quinby thought
2000 was enough for the brood -nest. An eight-

frame dovetail has 1579 inches; a ten-frame,

1964.

Gravejjhokst advises thus with respect to

after-swarms. Wait till the first after-swarm is-

sues; cut out all queen-ceils, and return the

swarm. Friend GravenhorsT. I believe some
who desire no increase mi^ht carry the plan

still further. Kill or remove the queen of the

prime swarm, letting the swarm return, then

treat the second swarm as you advise.

Overeating shortens a man's days in more
ways than one. It shortens the number of

days, and it shortens the number of waking
hours in each, for he must sleep off the effects

of the surfeit. [I wish this same sensible good
advice had been given me years ago. All the

same, I am syid have been profiting by it for the

last six months. Better? Of course, I am. I

believe at least half the ailments are indirectly

traceable to this one thing.

—

Ed. J

Uniting. " A colony having a laying queen
will accept without any trouble any colony

which has been queenless for at least 24 hours.

Consequently, if you want to unite two colonies

standing side by side, deprive one of its queen;

and the next day, or the day following, hang
the combs with adhering bees of the one colony

in the second story of the other colony, im-
mediately above the bees below, and remove
the empty stand."—C. F. Muth, in American
Bee Journal.

" Separating swarms when two or three

cluster together.—If for three swarms, tier up
three hives with an entrance to each on a

stand; raise the bottom hive an inch from the

board to give the bees room to go in; shake the

bees in front of the hives, stop the entrances to

the two upper ones, and let them settle for half

an hour; then take the top hive and put it on a

stand; put the second on another, and let the

bottom one remain, and your three swarms and
queens are separated."—P. D. Wallace, in the

American Dee Journal.

" We boomed the T-super arrangement in

our 1895 catalog harder than ever, putting in a

nice wood-cut."—Gleanings, p. 394. Yes, and
right under that nice cut you say, " We consid-

er the section-holder superior." How's that

for booming the T super? No wonder your
packers "hardly know what it is." And then
you want to make out an old stove fits me! I'll

fit you in an old stove if you don't look out.

[The quotation taken alone as above doesn't

boom the T super very much. But in the same
paragraph we refer to others, including your-
self, who think the T super the better. The
paragraph as a whole gives it a good promi-

nence. Perhaps "boom" was too strong a

word.—Ed.]

FEEDING BEES.

FEEDING BACK TO HAVE UNFINISHED SECTIONS
COMPLETED.

By H. R. Bijardman.

The last few years have brought to the sur-

face considerable discussion in regard to this

kind of feeding, and a diversity of opinion still

prevails among very good bee-keepers in regard

to it. About the only important thing left yet

unsettled is, whether it pays or not. There
Lave been some figures given the public, upon
this question. It is said that figures will not

lie. I can not deny it; but they are sometimes
manipulated so as to be misleading. I will give

you the benefit of my experience and opinions,

without figures.

The object sought is, to follow some plan by
which the feed will be stored in the sections as

much as possible. This the bees are not dis-

posed to do so long as they have room in the

combs near the brood-nest. I have tried two
plans. One is, to deprive the brood-hive of

combs as far as possible, and thus compel stor-

ing in the sections. The other is, to deprive

the colony of a brood-nest, making them queen-

less, with only enough brood to raise a queen.

In the first place, I put a swarm upon empty
frames with starters only, by shaking them out

(or drumming out) from a populous colony,

leaving the old colony to raise a young queen. I

feed immediately; and as soon as the queen be-

gins laying in the newly started combs I put on
the sections and continue feeding rapidly for

35 days. This gets most of the feed into the

sections, excepting that used for brood and
comb-building, and a little stored outside of the

brood nest in the new combs. These combs
will be nice worker-combs mostly, and will, I

think, be worth all they cost.

QUEENLESS COLONIES.

The second plan — that of depriving the colo-

ny of a brood-nest by making it queenless

—

throws the bees all, or nearly all, into the sec-

tions, where there is comb already built, and
they will continue the work there mostly, as

there seems to be no inducement to build comb
in the brood-chamber. The plan I have fol-

lowed in my experiments is the same as already

given, except that I remove the queen back to

the old colony as soon as a few eggs appear in

the newly started combs, sufficient to hold the

bees and enable them to build queen-cells. I

had great hopes for l\\\< plan, and, indeed, it

has some advantages. But it must be borne in

mind, that, although the bees build but little

comb in the brood-chamber, being queenless,

the combs will be imperfect, and filled with the

feed. To remedy this I cut them out as fast as
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built, and allowed the bees to carry back into

the sections the honey they contained. But

there is so much upon the unfavorable side of

this question that I am not prepared to recom-

mend this kind of feeding as very practical, and

I think it would be most likely to prove unprof-

itable. By way of experiment upon a small

scale, it is well enough. Very much is to be

learned tjy such experiments. I could give fig-

ures upon this kind of feeding, that would show

a profit very clearly; but in giving them, many
of the unfavorable details would be left out, lost

sight of. It involves a great amount of work

and care, from beginning to end, and I have

nearly always failed in the most important

part—that of getting a choice finished product.

Unless the sections are unsealed before they are

put on they will be finished with a rough and

patchy look, and will be, according to my expe-

rience, more or less stained with propolis, which

gives them an untidy appearance.

WHAT TO DO WITH UNFINISHED SECTIONS.

The best and most profitable way for the av-

erage bee-keeper to dispose of unfinished sec-

tions, I am convinced. Is to extract all that will

not sell as second grade for as much as extract-

ed honey will bring, and use them for bait sec-

tions the nextseason. There is a value in these

nice white combs for this purpose, that is not

appreciated by very many.
SUGAR HONEY.

There have been a good many suspicious

hints dropped in the past few years about su-

gar honey. Cheap sugar has been the tempter.

But nothing has materialized from these sug-

gestions but talk, so far as I know. I am going

to consider only the practical phase of this

question, and leave the scientific part to the

scientist. So far as feeding sugar to be stored

in the sections is concerned, it is sufficient to

know that there is no inducement for such a

practice. Until bee-keepers have the courage

to feed sugar for stores in the brood-chamber to

the full extent necessary for that purpose, there

is no use in wasting our valuable time discuss-

ing the very remote possibilities of sugar hon-

ey. It would seem like very poor economy to

fill the brood -combs with the choicest honey

from the flowers, and the sections with sugar,

even if it were practical, when just the opposite

is desirable, and much easier to accomplish. It

would be somewhat like the economy in dairy-

ing, of feeding the cream to the calves and pigs,

and saving the skimmed milk for use.

MAKING NEW COLONIES; NATURAL COMBS VS.

FOUNDATION.
After the honey season is over, and that mys-

terious impulse to swarm is abated, new colo-

nies may be made and built up from sugar feed.

Natural combs built at this time will be almost

entirely free from drone comb, and will com-
pare favorably in perfection with combs drawn
from foundation. There is a large force of

workers lying idle; and the busy season being

over makes it somewhat of a temptation to do
such work at this season. I have thought it

just as well to wear these bees out as to let

them live in idleness and die of old age, provid-

ed, of course, there was any profit in it. I have
a good many of these natural combs in use now
that I have built in this way in the last few
years, and they give very good satisfaction. I

reasoned that, with the prevailing low price of

sugar, and the high price of wax, together with

the late succession of poor seasons, bee-keepers

ought to be able to become producers of wax by
raising natural combs, instead of consumers by
using foundation. I do not really think there

is much money in it. I only hope it may help

in the sharp struggle for survival, especially in

poor localities.

This work gives an excellent opportunity for

superseding the old queen — a very profitable

work. In any of these operations desci'ibed, if

no increase is wanted the bees may be united

back upon the most desirable combs. I have no

doubt that new combs are best for building up
in spring, but old ones may be better for win-

tering outdoors.

East Townsend, O.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD BEE?

NINE POINTS CONSIDERED IN THE ORDER OF
THEIR IMPORTANCE.

By S. E. Miller.

What are the essential qualities in a colony

of bees? Perhaps it would be hard for all bee-

keepers to agree on this subject; but I have

given some thought to it lately, and after think-

ing the matter over I would place the points

about as follows:

1. Prolificness of the queen.

2. Honey-gathering qualities of the workers.

3. Hardiness in wintering.

4. Disposition of workers—gentleness, etc.

5. Non-swarming.
6. Comb-building.

7. Longevity of queen and workers.

8. Size of workers.

9. Color.

Probably no one will agree with me in the

exact order I have placed the points of excel-

lence, and probably no two bee-keepers would

agree exactly. I am not speaking of the man-
ner in which a colony would be judged at a

fair; for at a fair they might be judged very

unfairly; for at best it is little more than guess-

work. The judge, in all likelihood, has no

knowledge of the working qualities of the col-

ony, so that size and color would be apt to guide

him mainly in rendering his decision.

But what I am speaking of is the colony of

bees that will earn dollars and cents for their

keeper. And now let me explain why I have

placed the points of superiority as shown above.

Let us consider the first point. There, I be-
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lieve, nearlj' all will agree with me, that the

first essential to a No. 1 colony is a prolific

queen that can be relied upon to produce a host

of workers at just the time when most needed;

and without a prolific queen it matters not how
good the workers are. If there are not enough
of them we can not expect them to store a large

quantity of honey. Having a queen that will

place a strong force on the stage of action at

the time when most needed, we want that force

to get a move on them and roll in the honey
while their neighbors are hanging on the shady
side of the hive or coming the " washboard act"
around the entrance. So we see that, hav-
ing these two points combined, we come very

near having a perfect colony already. But let

us proceed to the third point.

Having stored a large quantity of honey this

season we want them to do as well next year

again; and in order to attain to this end it is

essential that they be able to withstand the

severe winter weather without having to be

put into a feather bed. To those who winter

in cellars this point might be considered of

minor importance; but we do not all winter

our bees in cellars, and probably there are many
of us who never will; therefore we want colo-

nies that will pass the winter with the least

possible loss in numbers, and come out strong

and healthy in the spring.

Fourth, gentleness. No one, I presume, will

deny that this is a desirable trait in bees, and
probably some would place it above some of the

points named above; but should a cross colony,

of strengtli equal to one of a gentle disposition,

gather, say, a third more honey in a given

time, I believe I would manage to get along
with the cross ones for the extra amount of

honey they store.

Non-swarming, or the absence of a desire to

swarm, is a trait that the comb-honey producer
would probably place among the first qualities to

be desired; but so long as swarming comes with
prosperity and seasons of large crops of honey,
and non-swarming is accompanied by failures,

I should consider swarming the lesser of the two
evils, if swarming may be considered an evil.

Sixth, comb-building. In order to produce a

first-class article of comb honey we want bees

that will go to work at it in a business-like

manner, building straight even combs, and
attaching them securely to the sections all

around. But as this also depends largely upon
the honey-flow and the condition of the colony

as well, it can hardly be con^idered as one of

the first essentials of a first-class colony; for,

in my experience, almost any fair to good colo-

ny will do good work in this line provided there

is a suilBcient flow of nectar for a number of

weeks at a time. As to the whiteness of the

cappings, it is merely a matter of fancy; for

the honey inside of a comb having a translucent

appearance is as good as and often better than
that having the whitest cappings. However,

so long as the market demands white combs it

is-to the bee-keeper's interest to produce such.

Longevity in queens is something to be desir-

ed, but is not of such great importance when we
consider that every practical bee-keeper can
rear an abundance of queens at very little

cost; yet a queen that will do good service for

three years is worth more than one that wears
out in one season, and we should certainly pre-

fer the former to the latter kind. As to longev-

ity in the workers, it seems no one has given
the matter much thought or study. No doubt
a worker that would live and do good work for

sixty days at the season when most needed
would be worth more than one that wears out

from overwork at from forty to forty-five days;

but probably it will be a long time before any
one sets up the claim that he has a strain of

bees in which the workers live to a greater age
than those of the ordinary kind. Probably
under the same circumstances—that is, having
the same care from the egg to the adult, doing
the same amount of work, having the same
protection from cold, etc., one worker will live

as long as another.

Large size, in both queens and workers, is

something we admire; but who would care to

have them as large as the fellow said they grew
to be in Germany (as large as sheep) if they

gather no more than those of smaller size? Yet
the fact remains, that the larger bee may have
a proportionately longer tongue than the

smaller one, so tliat size should not be lost sight

of in breeding for the best.

Color—there is my ninth and last point of

excellence. Won't some of the yellow-banders

be ready to jump on to me for placing color at

the tail end? Probably I should have made
ten points, while I came so near it; but I will

leave that for some other fellow to put on.

Had I mentioned ten points, color would cer-

tainly have been the tenth—not that I am op-

posed to beautiful bees, or that I should not

prefer them provided they were as good as their

more homely cousins; but really if we had a

strain of bees that would gather one thousand
pounds of A No. 1 honey per colony in a season,

would it matter whether they were brown, yel-

low, green, or red ? Are the fastest trotters the

handsomest of the horse kind ? Are the prize-

winning Jersey cows the prettiest cattle? or

have the breeders who bred them up to the

high standards of excellence bred for beauty,

or for the profit there was in them? If any
one can show that color or beauty should be

placed above any one of the other eight points

I have named, I am ready to give him a cooky;

and yet have not many bee-keepers from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, from Maine to Texas,

been chasing after yellow bands, instead of

large crops of honey, for the last three or four

years? Nearly all breeders of the so-called

golden or five-banded bees claim that their

strain is bred for business; but who among them
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will stand up and say that, while breeding for

yellow bands or solid yellow, he has all the time

kept in mind, paid close attention, and given

painstaking care to the other eight points of

superiority to be desired in the honey-bee of the

future? Who is he or she? Where do they

live? I hear no answer, but the owl repeats

the words

—

" Who who-who-are you ?
"

Bluffton, Mo.

[This is another excellent article, and I could
not help saying "Yes, yes," to every point
friend Miller gave. I wish all bee-keepers, es-

pecially queen-breeders, would read this over
carefully. Yes, friend Miller, if you had enu-
merated 100 good points I believe I should have
put color at the bottom of them all. It would
not do to give it even a favorable position, for
then some queen-breeders and some bee-keep-
ers would put it at the top. In fact. I wish
color could be buried clear out of sight, and
stay there—not that I despise beautifully col-

ored bees, nor that I have any grudge against
bee-keepers or queen -breeders who rather favor
the yellow bands; but I am afraid color has al-

ready had a rather detrimental influence on
the real bread-and-butter side of bee-keeping.

—

Ed.]

Our Hive Symposium.

THE JUMBO SIXTEEN-FRAME HIVE.

ONE LARGK SINGLE-STOBY HIVE; SUCH HIVES
MANAGED BY A YOUNG GIRL OF 18; QUEEN-
EXCLUDING HONEY-BOARDS DISPENSED WITH
AND NO SWARMING.

By N. E. Doane.

Mr. Editor:—A& you seem to be interested in

the item I gave you in regard to the 16-frame

L. hive. I will try to tell you more about it. As
I make it now I call it the "Jumbo hive." I

commenced keeping bees some twenty years

ago. I have used the eight-frame L. hive, also

the ten, and the Simplicity hive. I commenced
with the six-pound box for surplus honey, then

used the prize box, in its day; then came the

four-piece section and the Heddon case; the

one-piece section and the wide frame. All

these were used and found good until something
better took their place. With me, a few years

ago when the bee-keepers of our land were
cutting their ten-frame hives down to eight, I

cut mine the other way (some of them), and
made a 16-frame hive instead. My main reason

for doing so at that time was to prevent swarm-
ing, and to keep the bees storing honey con-

tentedly throughout the season; but I soon

found that a 16-frarae hive covered with wide
frames, and one extracting-comb, to call the

bees up, was no preventive. A second story

was tried on top of this, the extracting-comb
giving passage to the second set of wide frames.

This worked well for getting lots of honey; but
much of it was travel-stained. So you see

these faults in the hive I was using led me to

devise something better, which came in the

shape of the Jumbo hive.

Now you may ask, " What is the Jumbo
hive?" Just imagine you are here, and I will

tell you the best I can. Now you are here. Let
us play that an eight-frame hive is made of

india-rubber. You take hold of one side and I

the other, and pull; now pull hard; how much
has it stretched? Only twenty inches. Pull

again. Now we have it 22 inches. Now give
it another awful jerk. There! now we have
stretched it until it is 24 inches. That is wide
enough for 16 frames and a thin division-board.

There, now let us get hold of the ends and
give them a jerk. Hold on! you have pulled

too hard. We want to pull them only just far

enough so we can use a board }{ inch thick and
9}4 inches wide for the brood-frames to rest, or

93^ in. with metal rabbets nailed on. Let us
get inside of it and take hold of the top edge of

the boards which the frames rest on. Now let's

pull away at this until we get it at least five

inches above the top of the brood-frames. It

is getting to be quite a good-sized hive, isn't

it? When we commenced pulling, the entrance
was in the end of the hive; we have not chang-
ed it, except to make it a little larger; but it is

now in the side of the hive. We have also

changed the L. frame to a crosswise one, with-
out marring the frame in the least.

Let us sit down now and see what we have
done. We have the length to the width, and
what was the width to the length. But we
don't want it india-rubber any longer, but good
wide inch lumber, with the bottom nailed

right on tight. Now lay a strip of J<-inch
lumber right along on the ends of the frames
for your section- holders to rest on; cover up
your brood-frames with cloth or board, and you
are ready for the bees. When the bees are
ready for the sections, place six section-holders,

holding four sections each, on the strip, over
the center of the hive. Make the ends of your
section-holders % inch thick, and have tin sep-

arators nailed on each holder. You can make
your section-holders with little legs on, so they
can stand on the brood-frames and dispense

with the sticks. I use them both ways, but
can't tell which is the better.

When the bees have commenced nicely in

these sections, move them to one side of the
hive and finish covering the hive with sections.

When the bees have accepted this room, and
are pulling the foundation in the last sections,

take six of them and place on the other six.

You will now have two tiers of sections in all

stages of progress, on half of the hive. Now
fill the other half with sections. You now have
96 IX-inch sections on the hive, and have them
away above the hive. Now make a rim of J4
lumber, with a lath belt around, to set on the
top of the hive. Better use ten-inch lumber,
because, if the season is good, we shall need
more room. When you come to add the third

tier of sections you need take only one or two
section -holders from the second tier that the
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bees have commenced in, and put them in the

third tier; then fill in with empty sections the

second tier, where you removed these. You
see you can build this hive up as high as you

like, and add as much section room as is needed.

Last season I built one up to the fifth tier of

sections. I use flat metal covers for these hives,

and set the hives tipping a little toward the

front.

Now, what difficulties have I overcome? In

the first place, I have done away with queen-

excluding honey-boards by making the hives

satisfactory to the bees. I have never had a

queen enter the sections. I have no use for

bee-escapes, as the bees are nearly all shaken
off when the honey is removed from the hive.

I can take the honey as soon as it is done—one

section or a hundred as the case may be—before

it becomes travel-stained. I have no warping
of covers or shrinking of cases or supers to let

the light in, so the honey is properly finished,

and, consequently, a larger per cent of No. 1 or

fancy honey is secured than by any other sys-

tem I know of. Swarming is entirely over-

come, if proper management is given to the

brood-nest the early part of the season; but if

they are let alone, packing left on top, they

swarm earlier than those in eight-frame hives,

as they are always stronger earlier in the spring

—in fact, all the season.

Breckenridge, Mich., Apr. 19.

[The following is a private note sent along
with the article. It contains a valuable point;
viz., that a young lady is going to manage an
apiary of Jumbo hives.]

Please ask questions, and I will answer them
the best I can; but I labor under very many
difficulties. I am nearly blind; have not been
able to see to read or write for seven years, and
am used up by that dreadful disease rheuma-
tism. My eighteen-year-old daughter is doing

this writing for me. She is to take charge of

an out-yard of fifty or more Jumbo hives this

season. You see, when they are once located

the lifting is light; but I intend to use section-

holders that will hold twelve IJ^-inch sections

on these, as I believe they have some advan-
tage over those I have used. Tliere are many
valuable points 1 have not mentioned, but I

think I have said enough—perhaps too much.

IN FAVOR OF LARGE HIVES.

" ONE - FOURTH MORE I5EES," " FIVE TO SIX
FOURTHS xMOKE HONEY."

By John Slnubaugh.

Mr. Root:—I am not ready yet to send a post-

al, telling you that I am tired of the discussion

of an eight or ten frame brood-nest; but I am
ready to send my experience. I can speak for

my own locality only, my kind of honey, and
my way of wintering bees. When the eight-

frame brood-nest question came up first, I made

my hives the same as I had made them before
— a ten-frame Langstroth, with a division-

board to contract to eight or nine frames, as I

used to. In case the eight-frame would not
answer my purpose, I could take out the

division-board and go back to the ten-frame

brood-nest. After a four-years' trial, eight,

nine, and ten frame brood-nest side by side

fully convinced me that, for my locality, my
way of wintering, and the kind of honey pro-

duced, the ten-frame is more profitable than
either eight or nine. First, the less the brood-

nest, the more inclined to swarm. There is, in-

disputably, more room for a big force of workers

in a ten-frame than can be crowded into an
eight-frame hive. It is said the two outside

combs in the ten-frame hive are not filled with

brood, nor is the old honey always used up by

the colony. True, it is not always used up
when spring comes. Those left-over stores are

a safeguard in caseof scarcity; and we all know
that, if they are not all used up, there will be

room in the brood-nest for a fourth more bees

than in an eight-frame hive. I contend we can
keep the bees with the one-fourth more bees

just as long in the ten-frame hive, without
swarming, as we can the bees with the one-

fourth less in the eight-frame hive. The one-

fourth more bees will give us from five to six

fourths more honey.

It might be said this is theory and not fact.

Well, I hived two swarms together the 23d of

June, 189-t, into a ten-frame hive. They filled

the ten frames, and completed me 143 lbs. of

section honey, while other ordinary swarms
completed only about 56 sections. We want
the biggest force of bees to gather the most
honey. The eight-frame will not hold as large

a force of bees as the ten-frame. If some of our

colonies should seem to be rather too small for

a ten-frame, why, use a division-board; that

will be cheaper and much less trouble than one
hive- body upon another.

My next point is for my locality. I use the

double-walled hive, wintering my bees on their

summer stands, not having to carry my ten-

frame hives in and out of the cellar.

My third point is, I am running my apiary

principally for comb honey, having the 1)4-

story and the two-story chaff hives with two
supers.

As I make my own hives, I will make a
twelve-frame one for trial this summer. If we
here can keep bees from swarming, we can
expect honey. Although this is not an extra

good locality for honey, yet I have handled bees

for from 35 to 30 years. I have never known
bees here that would not always gather suffi-

cient for winter stores, with the exception of

some late swarms. John Slaubaugh.
Eglon, W. Va., Mar. 15.

[Perhaps before you go too far in the matter
of enlargement you had better consider careful-
ly the following:—Ed.]
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THE EIGHT-FRAME HIVE PREFERRED.

LOCALITY XOT A FACTOR IN THE MATTER;
EXTK A- PROLIFIC QUEENS NOT NECESSARY;
WORE BEES IN LARGE HIVES, BUT LESS HON-
EY. AND MORE BEES IN THE FALL AS CON-
SUMERS THAT HAVE TO BE FED; HOFFMAN
FRAMES PREFERRED. AND WHY.

By C. Davenport.

As it seems some of the readers of Gleanings
wish the discussion on large vs. small hives

continued, perhaps you will allow me to say a

few words on the subject. I prefer the eight-

frame size: but I am a specialist—that is, I

make a living, such as it is, by producing honey;

and from quite a large and extensive experi-

ence I know I can make more money with a

large number of frames in eight-frame hives

than I can with the same number in ten or

twelve frame hives. But in order to do so it

is necessary to feed some seasons in order to

keep brood-rearing up. I employ a man for

each yard the entire season. These are cheap
men; that is, one of them who has been with

me for a number of seasons is a man who has

one wooden leg; another is a man who is not

able to do a hard day's work. But they can

feed bees all right. I believe the majority of

bee-keepers, though, keep bees as a side issue

only, and many of these do not wish or have
not time to do much feeding in the spring and
early summer, if necessary. For this class, as

a general thing, I think the ten-frame hive the

best; for the honey those two extra combs will

contain, will, in a poor season, enable brood-

rearing to be kept up much better than it

would be with only eight. If no feeding were
done, and if a flow did come, the colony on ten

frames would have a much larger force of

workers to secure it; but when I have gone
beyond ten frames, in general I have got just

that much less surplus—that is, with a twelve-

frame hive I do not get as much surplus within

14 or 16 lbs.; and, besides, such a hive costs

more, and it is much harder work to handle

them. I do not think the locality makes much
difference to the specialist about the right size

of hive. Of course, it might make a difference

as to the time, and amount to be fed. I believe

I can make more in any locality with frames in

the eight-frame hive than I can with the same
number of frames in larger ones; for my expe-

rience has been that, as a general thing, eight

frames are enough for the best queens we can
get at the present time. In saying "the best

queens" I do not mean those that are the most
prolific. I have had queens th&t would keep
ten and in a few cases even twelve frames full

of brood; but these queens needed to be prolific,

for their bees were so short-lived that these col-

onies could not store as much surplus as others

whose queens did not keep eight frames full.

Again, I have had very prolific queens whose
bees lived long enough; but they were worth-
less so far as surplus honey was concerned, for

their entire time and attention seemed to be
devoted to raising bees, and swarming.
Last season, a poor one in this locality, I had

in the home yard a high-priced queen that I

had bought the previous summer. She was in

a ten-frame hive, and she needed ten frames,

for she was very prolific. This colony did not

swarm. They partly filled one super. There were
perhaps 15 sections completed. An eight-frame

hive stood right beside this one, the queen of

which was a hybrid. I do not believe she laid

an egg in either of the outside combs during
the entire season; yet this colony filled 96 sec-

tions, and had plenty of stores for winter; and
it is to-day one of thestrongest colonies I have.

Another colony, in an eight-frame hive, whose
queen, a pure Italian, was also bought the

previous summer, filled five supers of 24 sections

each. There were a few in the last super that

were not completed. They also had to be fed a

little in the fall; but they are in good shape at

this writing. This queen is hardly equal to

eight frames; but I regard her as one of the

most valuable ones that I ever owned.

Sometimes we see reports of queens that will

keep twelve or even fourteen frames full of

brood, and their bees store a large surplus. I

have had two or three such queens; but they

are very rare, and hard to get; and if we could

get them, would ihey be any better? Suppose
we had queens that would lay as much as two
of the best ones we now have; could we get

any more surplus for the same number of work-

ers, or per frame, than we now do? I do not

believe we could, from my experience. I be-

lieve that, after a colony gets to a certain

strength—a strength with the right kind of

queen—the eight-frame hive gives ample room
to develop, and they will store as much or more
for the same number of workers as one much
larger; and I had much rather produce 200 lbs.

of honey in two eight-frame hives than I would

in one sixteen-frame hive.

Some of the advocates of large hives tell us

that bees in such hives will raise a good many
more bees during the latter part of the season,

and thus have more bees for winter; and that,

such being the case, they will winter better and

build up faster in the spring. I will admit

that colonies in large hives of twelve or four-

teen frames will raise more bees at a time when
there is nothing for them to do. This is why
colonies in big hives do not store as much sur-

plus. It takes a good deal of honey to raise

and keep these extra bees over winter—enough

so that, in large apiaries, it would amount to

8100 or more; and with me they generally die

off in the spring before they have done much
if any good. P.ut I winter in cellars altogether.

In outdoor wintering it may be quite different,

and the same may be true of deep frames. I

have better success in wintering with bees on

the standard frames than I do on those that

are deeper.
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The past winter was, for certain reasons, very
hard on bees in this locality, whether they
were in cellars or outdoors; and at present some
of the strongest colonies that I have are in

eight-frame Dovetailed hives; and I have col-

onies in hives of many shapes, styles, and sizes

—

many more than I shall next year, if the pres-

ent season proves a good one.

There has been considerable comment in the

past year or two in regard to the best style of

frame. I use and prefer the Hoffman. It is

not perfect, by any means; but I have tried in

a small way nearly every thing in the shape of

a frame that has been offered in the last few
years, and for the rapid handling of bees the

Hoffman is ahead of any thing I have tried yet.

Still, there are many who do not like them. In

talking with a bee-keeper last winter he said

he considered them a great nuisance, as it was
so much work to dig the first one out. He was
using the ten-frame hive, and there was no
room in it for a follower-board. I do not use

the Hoffman in ten-frame hives, but I can well

understand that, without the extra space and
follower-board, as there is in the eight-frame
hive, they would be a nuisance. In my opinion

the ten-frame hive should be made wider, and
the extra space in the supers could be filled

with a board. But you have made an improve-
ment in narrowing the ends of the top-bars,

and in having the metal rabbets project up
behind the ends of them. Most of those I have,
the frames are the same width at the ends, and
the metal rabbets do not come up back of them,
and I have more trouble with propolis being
stuck on and between the ends of them and the
hive than I do on the V'd edges; but the way
you are making them will, I think, nearly if

not quite overcome this; still, the way mine
are, I can handle them much faster than I can
loose hanging frames, or frames that are hung
on metal rabbets and spacers combined; for

with the latter we have not the lateral motion
so necessary for the rapid handling of frames.
The former have it, but you can not use it with
two or more frames combined, as you can the
Hoffman, on account of smashing bees, and
occasionally a queen also.

Southern, Minn., May G.

[This I consider to be one of the strongest
and best articles we have ever received, and I

think most of our readers, after perusing this
carefully, will be convinced that the eight-
frame hive is and should be kept the standard.
Mr. Davenport is a very large and extensive
bee-keeper, and his statements can be taken as
in some degree authoritative.
Regarding the Hoffman frames. I might say

that the article on that subject in the editorials
was written before the above came to hand.
But it can be seen how nearly Mr. Davenport
agrees with what I have said regarding the
rapidity with which Hoffman frames may be
handled. It is indeed true, that, to handle such
frames properly, it is necessary to have a re-
movable follower-board. The ten-frame hive
ought to have been a little wider; but as it was
standard in width as we send it out, we could

not very well change it; and we did not at the
time, and do not now, think that such size of
hive will ever be universally adopted.

I believe we have the Hoffman frame down
now where it will not have to be changed or
improved. The narrowing -up of the ends,
while it facilitates the handling of the frames
themselves, does away with a great deal of the
propolis attachment at the ends. I find that,
as friend Davenport says, the Hoffnians are
held more by propolis attachments at the ends
than by the uprights along the V edges; but
having narrowed up this end, that sticking pro-
pensity is reduced to a minimum.

It is true, the Hoffman frames are not per-
fect, but neither is any other good thing per-
fect; but I believe it comes the nearest to filling
the bill for a general all-around brood-frame;
and the great beauty of it is, it i-s everybody's
property. All can make and use it.—Jio.]

HOW THE BEES WINTERED AT DR. MILLER'S.

THE NECESSITY OP A BEE-FLTGHT BEFORE
PUTTING INTO THE CELLAR.

By Emma Wilson.

Last fall the exceedingly good weather during
the month of October fooled us into leaving our
bees at the out-apiaries so long that we were
caught napping at last. The weather suddenly
turned very cold, and the bees did not have an
opportunity for a good fly before they were put
into the cellar. October 31st the first two loads

from the Wilson apiary were brought home.
Nov. 1st all were brought home from the Has-
tings apiary. Nov. 2d being a warm day, all

these bees had a tolerably good fly. The last

two loads of bees were brought home from the
Wilson apiary Nov. 3d. Nov. 5th these last

bees were flying, with the thermometer at 40°,

while the other bees remained quiet in their

hives. Nov. 20th the bees were put into the
cellar. They had been through two very hard
freezes, with the thermometer at 7 to 10° above
zero, with 2i.< inches of snow on the ground. We
disliked putting them into the cellar without a

good fly, but did not dare to leave them out any
longer. If we could have foreseen the future it

would have been better to leave them out until

Dec. 21st, as that was a nice warm day. And it

would have paid us well if we had carried them
out for a fly on that day and then carried them
back again.

About Jan. 10th the house cellar commenced
to smell bad, and two of the strongest colonies

were pretty badly daubed.
March 18th was a nice day; and as many of

the colonies were in such bad condition we con-

cluded to take them out for a fly. even if we had
to carry them all back again. There were 110

colonies put into the house cellar. Of these, 94

came out alive and 16 were dead, and 31 more
colonies have died since taking out. The house
cellar contained the Wilson and Hastings bees.

All of the Hastings bees came out alive, and 100

per cent of them are alive at the time of writ-

ing. Those that died from the Wilson apiary,
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as nearly as we can make out, were all from the

two loads that were hauled last. In the Wil-

son apiary the colonies were much heavier and
stronger than either of the others, it being the

one apiary that required little feeding for win-

ter. Now, what caused the mortality ? It

seems a very plain case that it was the failure

to have a good fly after being hauled, for that

was the only difference between those two loads

of bees and the rest, as they were wintered in

the same cellar under exactly the same condi-

tions. I guess we won't be caught napping
again. No bees of ours will be likely to be

hauled as late as November hereafter.

April 4th we carried the bees out of the shop

cellar. They belong to the home apiary. They
were in fine condition when taken out, and to

all appearances could have remained some time

longer in the cellar, without injury. Of the 89

colonies put into the cellar, two died.

Marengo, 111.

[I take it that your bees wintered perfectly,
with the exception noted. I should not have
supposed that the lack of a good flight just
after being hauled home, and before putting
them into the cellar, would have made all this
difference.—Ed.]

CALIFORNIA ECHOES.

By Rambler.

Many standard appliances used in the East
are in but little use here. The bee-tent is a

valuable adjunct to the apiary, but we seldom
find one in California.

Messrs. Gemmel and Alpaugh, of Canada,
made a host of friends while here. We should

like to annex them to California. It would
lengthen their days of usefulness, and give us

two more live bee-keepers.

In the last A. B. J., Mr. Dadant thinks the

new forage-plant, sacaline, is a honey-produc-
ing plant. If it proves true, it means much for

California, for just now there is much talk

about introducing it into Southern California;

and if New Mexico can grow sainfoin, Califor-

nia surely can. Every bee-keeper who has a

spot of ground upon which to test these plants

should sow the seeds this year.

The Hon. J. M. Hambaugh. of Illinois, so-

journed for several weeks in California; and in

summing up his observations in a recent issue

of the American Bee Journal he said, " The
half has never been told." When you consider
that several persons have attempted to throw
doubt upon the statements of such writers as

Prof. Cook, Dr. Gallup, and the Rambler, the
above from Bro. Hambaugh is truly helpful.

We have said much about California; but, re-

member " the half has never been told."

There is much said recently in the American
Bee Journal about the practice of spreading
brood in the spring, the majority taking
gronud against it. It is very safe advice when

applied to the bee-keeper in the cold corners of

the East; but here in California the spreading

of brood can be indulged in with but little

danger to the colony, and it is largely practiced

here in the spring. It is safe to say that all of

the leading bee-keepers do thus enlarge the

brood-nest, and equalize until the honey-har-
vest commences. It pays in dollars.

Please allow me to return thanks to the
" Ladye Faire " who sent me that " confusion "

of poetry. I am looking with much favor upon
the fair sex just now, and am poetically dispos-

ed; and. being a lonely bachelor, I have been in

a deep study over the following for some time:
" Fact is," said the one bee-man, " I married

because I was lonely as much as for any other
reason. To put it tersely, I married for sympa-
thy."

"Well," said the other bee-man, "you have
mine."

Eastern people come to California for various
reasons—some for their health, some to engage
in fruit culture, some to produce honey, and
some to fill in the various other industries.

Nearly all of these classes do well. They very
sensibly consider that this is a new country,
and it requires time for development, and they
will endure a little hardship at first, in order
to reap the advantages later; and, speaking of

bee-keepers, there are hundreds of them who
have made money out of the business, and
thousands more will do the same.
There is a class of people, however, who ar-

rive here from the East, expecting that every
breeze is balmy, every sunbeam evenly balanc-
ed between heat and cold, and that golden
nuggets are found in every sandhill. Owing to

the fact that we do have disagreeable climatic

features, and sometimes a failure in crops,

precious little loose gold, and now and then a
real bad real-estate man, this class of enlarged
expectancy soon shake the dust of California

from their feet, and seek the East, howling
their grievances to high Heaven. We look

around us and expect to see the whole of the

State sink; but, no; she still waves; and the

evidences of prosperity—growing towns, thriv-

ing communities—lead us to look with pity and
a derisive smile upon the rantings of the mistak-
en emigrants.

Moral.—If you are doing well where you are,

are respected, healthy, and passably contented,

by all means stay there. If you have poor
health, and .?]00() or more to invest you will do
well to come to California. If you are along in

years, remember what Dr. Gallup says: "Cali-
fornia is the old man's paradise." My advice
at all times is, to look well before you leap.

Mr. Gee and myself find the prog-eny of the queens
we g-Qt first from you to Ije far better honey-grather
ers than the other bees we have had. Mr. Gee has
four strains (New South Wales bred), but he gives
the palm to yours, both last year and this.
Minto, N. S. W., Aus., Dec. 24, 1894. P. D. Page.
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WAX.

THE QUALITIES AND SOURCE OF WAX.

By Karl Rudolph Mathey.

Beeswax is a substance which is produced the

world over by the various members of the Apl-

dce (bee) family. Opinions vary greatly as to

whether bees obtain it from the different kinds

of sap which they find on certain flowers which

serve them as food, or whether the pollen of

such plants furnishes the requisite material.

Wax itself may be considered either as a secre-

tion or as a separate product; for when bees are

quiet in their hives the wax may be seen in

the form of minute scales, exuding from be-

tween the little rings of their abdomen. The
worker bees either take these scales up from the

bottom of the hive or else they receive them
directly from the bees and form cells therewith.

Many bees are kept in European countries

—

Austria, Germany, France, Russia, Spain, Italy,

and Turkey ; and these countries furnish the

main part of European beeswax. And, too. the

Orient, especially Persia and Asiatic Turkey,
furnishes considerable amounts, to which may
be added the yield from the East Indies, Japan,

China, Africa, and America, though not all the

wax from these countries is designed for Euro-

pean consumption. German wax comes from
North Germany, from the heathy regions of the

lower Elbe, from Hanover. Holstein. East Fries-

land, etc. In Middle Germany it is more par-

ticularly from Thuringia (a part of Saxony) that

much good wax is produced; Bavaria, especial-

ly Mittle Franken; then Wurtemberg and Ba-
den have, by careful bee culture, produced a

superior wax. German wax forms no article of

commerce, as it is used mostly in home con-

sumption. Austrian wax, Bohemian, Moravi-
an, Silesian, and that from Bukovina and Po-
land, are ranked as among the best kinds. The
wax of Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, and Galicia,

is among the softest. Recently two kinds have
been noted—the West Galician, having a strong

odor of fir-tree rosin, and that from East Galicia

(Bukovina), varying in color from red to brown-
ish-yellow. It has a fine odor and considerable

firmnes.s. As buckwheat is a prominent plant

for bee-pasturage in these regions, the wax
produced therein is of the best, as is the case in

all districts where this cereal is grown in sufli-

cient quantities.

Hungary and its surrounding country produce
much wax; also the region around Fiinfkirchen,

and especially Banat, with its rich fields. Sie-

benbergen sends much wax to the Buda-Pest
market, and finds there in all cases willing buy-
ers. Illyria (Carniola) and the Tyrol, and the

country around Klagenfurt, furnish wax at all

times, against which the Russian wax offers no
competition, on account of the unsightly shape
in which the latter comes. The best kind of

wax known is the Bosnian — even better than

the Turkish. But it is the dearest, and the

reddest in color.

All countries which use much sweet (and that

is especially the case with Turkey) make much
use of honey, and pursue bee-keeping with par-

ticular zeal and scrupulous care, and hence are

in condition to offer to the world a wax of sur-

passing excellence in quality. Almost equal to

the Turkish wax is that from Greece, whether
it be from the mainland or from the numerous
islands of that country. The French follow

bee-keeping with the greatest assiduity. Brit-

tany and southern France furnish the best wax.

Burgundy, Landes, Normandy, and the regions

around Bordeaux, produce inferior kinds of

wax; but it does not appear on the market, as

it is all used at homo, and considerable quanti-

ties are even imported. In Paris there are sev-

eral large firms that deal in honey and wax ex-

clusively ; and large wax-bleaching establish-

ments, with hundreds of workmen, are engaged

in this business. Spanish wax, in blocks weigh-

ing two or three pounds, is but little sought

after in comparison with the French. Apicul-

ture in Spain is in a rather primitive condition.

Italy produces, in Sardinia, Lombardy, and
Venice, considerable quantities of wax, and ex-

ports some, notwithstanding the great amounts
used at home.
Wax, as produced by the bees and worked

into comb, is snow-white; but that which comes
from the hive, separated from the honey, has,

on the other hand, a yellowish cast, varying

in intensity. It is generally furnished in level

cellular honey-combs by bee-men, from white

to dark yellow, or now and then even a grayish

yellow. It has a granular and generally shelly

appearance where broken, showing a crystalline

structure. At a low temperature it is brittle ;

but the warmth of the hand renders it soft and
yielding, in which condition it can be kneaded.

It has a slightly spicy taste, and does not stick

to the teeth when chewed. In water or cold

spirits it is not soluble; but in boiling alcohol

it dissolves readily. On cooling, however, most

of it returns to its original condition, so but lit-

tle of it remains in solution. Sulphuric acid,

ether, benzine, and spirits of turpentine, as well

as most of the etheric oils, dissolve it complete-

ly. It admits of combination with most fats

and fatty oils, in all proportions, by melting.

The specific gravity of pure beeswax is from

.96.5 to .973. Its melting-point lies between 143

and 14,5°, and it becomes hard again at about

136°. If a higher temperature be applied, the

wax is entirely decomposed, and vaporizes, but

leaves no perceptible acrolin odor.

The coloring-matter in wax bleaches best in

full sunlight. Bleached wax is found on the

market in round, thin, translucent sheets. It

has a mildly rancid smell, no taste, and melts

between 147 and 152°, having a specific gravity

ranging from .970 to .976, but preserves in other

respects the original properties of yellow wax.
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BAMBLE 132.

BEE-KEEPING IN LAKEPORT.

By Rambler.

When we pulled out again from our camp the

added factors to our cavalcade attracted much
attention. The people who were lounging

around the springs cast curious glances at us

as we rolled out of sight through the dust.

Susan B. formed a cordial attachment to our

ponies; and whenever we would get beyond

her vision her shrill neighing reverberated up
the mountain sides. No, Susan B. was not

wind-broken, even if she was old and some of

her teeth loose.

We traverse Cobb's Valley, and meet many
new features on the way. This valley seems to

have several fine ranches which were evidently

a sufficient support, without living off the tour-

ist; but we discovered that the tourist was the

legitimate prey of even the ranchers. Herein
the pretty shady Glen wood we had to pay 20

cents per loaf for bread. The postmistress of

the nook was real pretty and sociable, and was
fully as well posted in relation to roads and
distances as the village blacksmith; and while

she sold ns stamps and bread she gave us much
valuable information. Bro. Pryal wanted to

camp right there and then, at midday. Wilder
and I would not listen to such a proposition,

and, cracking the whip, swung around the

corner out of sight. Of course, Susan B. whin-
nied, pawed the earth, and whirled around;

the postmistress stopped in the middle of a

story, and fled to her little office. Susan B.

pulled so hard on the bits that Pryal had to let

'ergo. This little inkling of our friend's ad-

miration of the fair sex gave us some fears that

there would be disastrous results in the future,

which, alas! did prove true.

Cobb's Valley was also noted for its delight-

ful camping-grounds, running streams, and
shady nooks. At the northern extremity a

mountain 4000 feet in height, named Uncle
Sam, beamed down upon us. Geologists tell us

that Uncle vSam bears the proud distinction of

being an extinct volcano. The evidences of

volcanic action were visible in the rocks; for

here was a whole mountain, not far from Uncle
Sam, that appeared to be constructed wholly of

black glass.

Our friend the blacksmith again gave us
much valuable information. This blacksmith's
impressions of California were peculiar. South-
ern California, he said, lived ofT the eastern

tourist; said tourists are naturally stingy, and
spend but little money; consequently the south
end of the State is not prosperous. Northern
California, on the other hand, depended upon
the San Francisco and Oakland tourist, and
they spent their money with reckless freedom;
therefore this portion of California was the
more prosperous. The people and the towns,
however, belied his statements, for the song of

hard times was loud and long; and now and
then a town was in the fatal stages of dilapida-

tion. In Kelseyville were numerous vacant
houses with broken doors, paneless windows,
and shutters awry. Near this town we met a

tourist leaving the country, and he held a very

pronounced opinion in relation to the Swiss

features, characterizing them as a delusion and
a snare.

Hurrah! here is Lakeport, and this time the

lake. Clear Lake is 28 miles in length, and 10

wide. Upon its shore we pitched our camp,
tired and dusty. Several of those little gaso-

line-launches were puffing to and fro across the

lake, giving quite a lively appearance to its

placid surface.

Lakeport is quite a pretty town, with a fine

climate. The lake seems to be naturally adapt-

ed to the breeding of billions of buffalo-gnats.

In the evening, clouds of them surrounded our
lantern and persisted upon going to roost in our
tent; and in the town the space between win-
dows and the screens was several inches deep

Bjtes

with dead gnats. The nuisance was, however,

only during the evening. In the morning they

retired to the tules that lined the shore. And
what a beautiful picture our lake presented at

sunrise! The air was filled with smoke from

forest fires further north; and the sun, as it

arose, appeared like a great red ball of fire. The
lake, as smooth as a mirror, reflected the sun

in a long blood-red pathway across the lake.

The moon and its silvery pathway we had
witnessed many times upon our lovely eastern

lakes, and it has been likened unto angel-walks

from earth to heaven; but this blood-red road

suggested the pathway of demons from earth

to some unknown sphere.

Before entering Lakeport, Mr. Pryal inform-

ed us that there must be a progressive bee-

keeper in or near town, for one P. J. Moreley

had purchased queens from him. Mr. Pryal

took a turn into town after we had camped,

and found his man. Mr. Moreley was the lead-
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ing (and I am not sure but he was the only)

harness-maker in town, and bee-keeping he

conducted as a side issue.

Mr. M. came from that good but cold country,

Sweden, and had been a resident of this coun-

try for only five years. He occupied a very

pretty residence in the edge of the town, sur-

rounded by trees and luxuriant foliage, and the

bees were in neat dovetailed hives placed here

and there under the trees; and. though some of

the hives were only a few feet frotn the street,

the bees were not troublesome to the neighbors.

Mr. M. seems to be a thorough mechanic, and

showed us a new kink in putting together the

dovetailed hive. A piece of tin Ix nt at right

angles, long enough and wide enough to cover

the ends of the dovetails, is securely nailed to

the corners of the hive. There was no chance

for sun and rain to get in their warping effects.

Upon the date of our visit, Aug. 30, the bees

were working quite lively, and we were shown
quite a number of sections in which the bees

were storing a good quality of amber honey.

We were also shown combs nicely drawn from

foundation, and well filled with honey, which
had been inserted in the hive on the 26th, or

Sunday, five days previous to our examination.

When Mr. Morley first came to this country

he used a hive that was in general use in Swe-
den. This hive was 18 inches deep, and con-

tained 24 frames. The latter were 14 inches

deep and 10 inches in length. From one of

these hives he secured 900 lbs. of honey. Hav-
ing no extractor he cut out the combs contain-

ing honey, on Sunday. By the next Sunday

MORELEY'S SMOKEK.

the bees had built new comb and filled it with

honey; and the cutting-out process was per-

formed again. The operation was continued

through the entire season, with the above re-

sults. The honey was gathered from wild sun-

flower, and was of a bad quality. Mr. M. finds

a home market for his honey, selling his comb
honey for 25 cts. per lb., and the extracted for

10 cts. Mr. Pryal was pleased to be introduced

to a queen uf his own breeding, and showing
finely marked progeny. We were also intro-

duced to some Carniolan stock from Mrs. Ben-
ton, and a strain of Italians from Lockhart's

apiaries. Mr. Moreley had bred the Carniolans

in Sweden, and had much experience with both
races; and it was his opinion that, for business,

the Italians were far superior to the Carniolans.

Mr. M.'s smoker was of that kind which
causes some controversy and any amount of

ugly comment. It has been described as follows:

"A little roll of tobacco-leaves with a fire at

one end and a sucker at the other," or the

cigar. Mr. M. had a polite way of wafting the

smoke over the bees. They understood the

plan, and were handled without gloves or veil.

Mr. Moreley would be a successful apiarist

upon a larger scale; but the transforming of

leather into horse-trappings seems to have the

greater attraction, and in that business beseems
to be successful.

Lakeport is some distance from railroad trans-

portation; and this,, with the dark grade of

honey usually obtained, would probably deter

the apiarist from making honey a specialty in

this location.

Mr. M. kept abreast of the times by being a

subscriber to Gleanings and the Revieic; and
we had a very enjoyable visit with him.

We stopped a day ih Lakeport, in order to

allow Mr. Pryal's propensity to fish to have full

play. His efforts piscatorial resulted in about
as many bites as Wilder's signs of deer. I was
pleased that my traveling-companions mounted
such opposite hobbies; for when they did both

mount the same hobby later on, ruin and devas-

tation marked their pathway.

THE T SUPER, AND WHY THERE IS NOT A DE-
MAND FOR IT.

WHY SOME THINGS GO AND OTHERS NOT.

[I would explain to our readers that A. B.
Anthony has made some suggestions regarding
the T supers; but as Dr. C. C. Miller has had
more experience along that line I forwarded
them to him for reply. The doctor sent his re-
ply to me, and I have in return again sent them
on to friend Anthony. I have not space to
give the whole of the discussion, but I give the
"tail end" of it. Dr. Miller's comment on a
previous letter of Mr. Anthony's appears first.]

If I understand Mr. Anthony correctly, he

proposes to change the length of the brood-

frame so as to accommodate more perfectly the

super. Then he will have a super % inch long-

er inside than four sections, and fill up that

space with wedges at each end, or with a wedge
and follower at one end. In actual practice I

find no great difificulty in having a super short-

er inside than the brood-chamber. He can tell
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better after trying how he will like the pro-

posed change, but I'm not sure there will be

any real gain. If I am not mistaken, the main

thing he is after is to have the sections crowded

close together end to end, so there shall be no

space between them. That, of course, is to

avoid the crack for bee-glue. Now, there can

be no advantage in that over the plan of hav-

ing the little top separators crowded between

the sections; for what difference can it make
to a section whether it is crowded tight against

another section or against another piece of

wood? But it may be more satisfactory to

him to put the matter to actual test.

At A is shown the close fit between two sec-

tions, and at B the top separator between. If

they are crowded equally tight together, what
chance is there for bee-glue in one case more

than another? C.C.Miller.
Marengo, 111.

[The following is the reply by Mr. Anthony.
The experience that I have had personally with
T supers inclines me to agree with Dr. M.
rather than with Mr. A.]

Mr. _Root;—Really I think the doctor must
have been sleepy when he replied to the last

article of mine. I did not mean we should

change the length of the L. frame to accommo-
date the super. I only said, " Let us suppose

our frame is 17 inches long." I did that hoping

that E. R. Root would notice it as one point in

favor of a shorter frame, as he had somewhat
expressed himself as wanting to hear from me
on the subject of hives, and because my own
brood-frame is just that long.

I think if any one would try to find the cause

for the 4}4x4:}4 section coming so largely into

use, the first and principal reason would be on

account of the length of the L. frame. The
doctor says there can be no advantage over

having little top separators between sections,

and that there would be no diflference between

a section crowded against a section, or one

section against anotlier piece of wood. He for-

got that we were making the super suitable

for open-side as well as closed sections. Sep-

arator stuff closed the opening along the top of

sections; but with the open-side sections there

will be all that space under the separator stuff

and over the T tins to be filled with propolis.

Mr. Root thinks that the T super is so little

used now that the subject might as well be

dropped. I am sorry that he thinks so. Almost

all' living kind seems to have its leader or au-

thority to look to, and it is right. It is in E. R.

Root's hands that most of the responsibility

lies as to what shall be adopted by the bee-

keepers of the United States. But very few

people are capable of making the wisest choice

as to what is best for them to use; and some of

the few who are, prefer to use what the rest do,

so as to be in good company. It only wants

Mr. Root's sanction, and in three years it will

be all the go. If Mr. Root would only give the

matter a little close attention, and call others'

attention to it, I think they would realize the

value of its simplicity, its cheapness, and
adaptability to the different widths of sections

that people want.

If formed as I have advocated, I am sure

they could put in and take out sections quicker

and easier than in other supers of this day.

The one great necessity is to have one and the

same thing fill the wants of all. I have seen

the time when I was out of sections, and could

have bought of a neighbor bee-keeper; but his

width of sections would not fit my supers.

Also the time when I could have accommodat-
ed my neighbors had it not been for the same
difficulty.

Looking around us at other things, we see

that the wheels of all vehicles run in the

same rut; all locomotives on the same track;

all axes fit the same handle: all kettles

fit the different stoves; plows turn the same
furrow, and machine after machine goes the

same round in the field. Progress must have

its way; and to look in the same line down to

this very year we find the Columbia bicycle

folks coming out with a pump-and-valve at-

tachment that fits other wheels and what is

coming to be the standard. And so should bee-

fixtures have the same combined fitness that is

found in other things in these more modern

days. A. B. Anthony.
Coleta, 111., April 17.

[Now, friend A., you intimate that whatever
I push will surely " go." I plead guilty to hav-
ing started the use of some new implements; but
these are implements of real merit. I have
tried to push some other things that did not

go that I thought had real merit. I think the

Pratt automatic hiver, for instance, under cer-

tain circumstances, might prove a valuable
assistant in the apiary, and it did indeed do
well for us. I pushed it in the catalog and in

the journal; but it did not go at all. And,
again, inasmuch as yourself. Dr. Miller, and
some others, think the T super should not be
crowded out of sight, we have put in our cata-

log a better illustration, and improved it so it

can be used on the Dovetailed hive, and yet

take 4>4^ sections. Here is the cut.

By cleating the ends, shorter frames are un-
necessary; so also are handholes. Well, al-

though we have given it more prominence, and
improved it so that it leaves nothing to be de-
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sired, it doesn't go, and I doubt if it would
were we to say It was "just as good."

—

Ed.]

oo-rJM

COMBINATION QUEEN-AND-DRONE TRAP
AND SWARM-CATCHER.

By Henry Alley.

There is a demand by a large number of bee-

keepers for a simple, practical, and cheap de-

vice for either hiving or catching a swarm of

bees when it issues. A practical self-hiving

arrangement has not as yet been devised, as

experiments the past few years have demon-
strated. I think the device here described, for

catching a swarm of bees, will prove not only

practical, but will prove satisfactory to all who
try them. The arrangement is simple in con-

struction, inexpensive, and, though not a self-

hiver—that is, the bees are not hived in the

hive they are to occupy as a permanent home

—

yet the swarm is caught and hived till they can

be placed in a hive or otherwise disposed of as

the apiarist desires.

The swarm-catcher is used in connection

with the Alley queen-and-drone trap, and can

be used on almost any style of hive, and fasten-

ed thereto with little or no trouble. wSome of

the advantages of this device are, that the

apiarist can go from home one or more days at

a time, and rest assured that, should his bees

swarm during his absence, they can not decamp,
and they surely would be found in the catcher

—

a fact one can know by a mere glance at the

catcher and without an extended examination

either. In case a swarm is found in the catch-

er, it will require not over one minute's time to

transfer the bees to a hive.

Although the catcher is used in connection

with the queen-trap, the trap will not have to

be altered in the least to connect it with the

catcher. When the catcher is not needed for

catching swarms it can be removed, while the

trap can remain in position to trap drones or a

queen as the case may be.

This arrangement in no way interferes with

the bees while they are at work, and would
hardly be noticed by them, even when first put

on the hive.

This arrangement can be used as a self-hiver

if any one so desires. All that is needed is to

place a hive of combs over the catcher, as seen

in the cut, or frames having starters in them,

connecting the catcher and hive by an opening

direct up through the top of the catcher and
bottom of hive. In my opinion this arrange-

ment would come nearer a practical hiver than
any device yet described in the various bee-

publications.

And now, friend Root, one word about the

improved queen-and-drone trap. Those who
have not used the improved trap know but

little about what a perfect queen-trap is. Un-
like the old-style trap, the new one has metal

in the back side as well as on the front. The
bees while at work can pass in or out through

any part of the trap. There is no such thing

as killing bees by being caught in the trap.

Unless care was taken in placing the old-style

trap on the hive, a colony of bees would be

smothered. Not so with the new style, as there

is no way the entrance to the hive can be closed

by the trap, and the bees can pass up the back
side of the trap, and pass out or in. The trap

as now arranged does not prevent free ventila-

tion of the hive during the hottest weather.

But in some cases where there were very large

colonies the old-style trap did not admit of suf-

ficient ventilation.

Wenham, Mass.

[Perhaps the readers will understand the
swarm-caieher a little better when I say that
the device is simply an ordinary Alley trap, the
upper compartment of which has been enlarged
to take a large swarm, and hold it for a day or
two till the apiarist can give it his special at-
tention. The hive on top. with the Alley trap,
as shown in the cut, is not necessary when the
device below is used simply as a swarm-catcher,
but only when used as a self-hwcr. I have no
doubt the arrangement will work as Mr. Alley
says.—Ed.]

50LDEN'S BEE-FEEDER.

By J. A. Oolden.

Mr. iJoot:—Having shipped you one of my
combined hive-covers and bee-feeding arrange-

ments, specially named bee-feeder, permit me
to give you a short description of the device and
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its advantages over any other, so far as my ex-

perience goes. In doing this I do not wish to be

understood as having any new-fangled dish or

pan to hold the syrup, more than any open-top

vessel.

The special features of my invention, then,

are, first, a brood-frame cover provided with a

bee-space over the top of the brood-frames, per-

mitting the heat from each cluster to unite, as

from one compact cluster, during cold weather;

also, bees are not required to travel to the bot-

tom or around the extreme ends of combs, to

pass from one comb to another to feed; and as

this cover is made of thin lumber, it admits of

ample ventilation; thus sweat and moldy combs

are overcome, which undoubtedly create dis-

ease, which so frequently occurs when oilcloth

and other substances are placed in contact upon

the frames.

Second, the cover is provided with a recepta-

cle or box made permanently open, the cover

having a wire- screen cover fastened by two

small hinges. Upon the board, near one end, in-

side of this box, a slot 3g' x 6 inches is cut. per-

mitting the bees to step from the brood-frames

right into the receptacle, in which any open-top

feeding-utensil is placed, and is always ready to

receive feed, either for stimulating brood-rear-

ing, cell-building, winter stores, or filling out

unfinished sections at the close of the honey-

flow, thus doing away with gathering up feed-

ers, smoking the bees, lifting lids, pulling off

oilcloths, exciting bees, often subjecting the

young tender brood to a blast of cold air. the

latter being detrimental, as every rational bee-

keeper knows, and the tired apiarist is relieved

from the arduous work required in the above,

besides frequently preventing unwelcome visits

from robber-bets.

I wish to say, before closing, that, when feed-

ing extracted honey back to finish sections at

the close of the honey-flow, have a bee-entrance

at each end of the feed-receptacle box, and

place a feed-dish between. Thus the bees will

do the work in a shorter time, having ample

and shorter space to travel; and I also find, by

thinning the honey somewhat, the bees can

perform the work in a much shorter time ; and

after supers have been taken off, the covers are

replaced upon the hives, and there remain.

Reinersvilie, O.

DIJONES AND SWARMING.
Question.—I am told that bees never swarm

unless there are drones in the hive. Now, will

it keep my bees from swarming if drones and

drone comb are kept out of the hive ?

^?isw'er.—There are a few bee-keepers who
argue that, if all drones and drone comb are

kept out of the hive it would be, to some extent,

a preventive of swarming; but with me I have

failed to see that this matter of drones has h^d

any thing to do with the matter of swarming
whatever; for I have several times had hybrid

colonies in my apiary, from which I have taken

all drone combs, and not allowed them to rear

drones, because I did not want my young

queens to meet such drones; yet, so far as I

could see, these colonies swarmed as promptly

as did those having drones. I said, "from
which I have taken all drone comb," and meant

just this; but will explain that, to keep all

drones out of a hive, means the opening of that

hive every 20 days, and decapitating a few

hundred drones in their cells; for where all

drone comb is removed, drone-cells will be built

in all sorts of out-of-the-way places, for I have

yet to see the hive containing a populous colo-

ny during June and July that had not a few

cells of drone comb in it; and I do not believe

that these few cells can be kept out; for worker

comb will be cut down and drone built in its

place if a few cells can not be gotten otherwise.

From my experience in the past I would say

that it is not practical to try to keep all drone

comb out of any hive, but, rather, have just

one frame in each and every hive, having from

six to twelve square inches of drone comb in it,

and have such comb stand in a certain place in

each hive, so that the apiarist may know just

where it is; then every twenty days open the

hives from which it is desired that no drones

shall fly, and decapitate them, thus making a

sure thing of the matter, and fully satisfying

the bees. In this way you will not have a few

drone-cells scattered all through the hive, nor

will you have to use a drone-trap at the en-

trance to catch undesirable drones. If this

comb with drone-cells is placed uf^ar the out-

side of the hive, and the drone comb is near the

top-bar of the frame, you will not have to de-

capitate the drones more than three limes dur-

ing the season, for the queen will be slow in
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depositing eggs in it; and when honey comes
in, the bees will All it with honey, thus keeping
the queen from depositing eggs in it.

SUI-PHUKING HONEY.
Question.— J see by Gleanings for April 15th

that some have trouble in sulphuring hon<^y on
account of turning the combs and wood of the

sections a yellowish green. How do you pre-

vent this?

Answer.—This is one of the nice points, and
one on which I did a good deal of experiment-
ing in the past, after nearly ruining the first

lot of comb honey I tried to sulphur; for at

that time no one had given any caution regard-

ing this matter. Honey should be stored in a

small room where the temperature can be kept
high, so that it can ripen out after the sections

are taken from the hive. The sections should
be stored on scantling, placed in such a way
that the fumes from burning sulphur can pass
between the sections all through the whole
pile, if signs of the larvae of the wax-moth
aj-e found. The right quantity to burn to kill

tLe larvae I found to be. after many trials,

three- fourths of a pound to every 200 cubic feet

contained in the room. Put some ashes in an
iron kettle, and on the ashes a few live coals;

pour the sulphur on, shove under the pile of
honey, and close the door. Now leave for

about fifteen minutes, when the door should be
opened and the smoke let out. If too much is

used, or the room left closed too long, we'a.re

sure to have the sections and combs discolored.
Really the best plan is to have a window in

this honey-room, so that, when the door is shut,
you can go to this window and watch the flies,

which will collect on it as soon as the fumes
from the burning sulphur begin to fill the room.
One by one they will begin to be stupefied, and
in from eight to twelve minutes the last one
will have ceased to move. I used to wait two
minutes after the last fly was lifeless, then open
the door and window, so as to cause a draft and
let the smoke out quick, and after thus work-
ing I never failed to kill the wax-moth larva,

nor did I ever have any combs or sections col-

ored. That you may not take in the fumes of

sulphur yourself, the window should be made so

it can be opened from the outside as well as the
door. Some seem to think that a red-hot iron

dropped in the sulphur gives better results

than pouring the sulphur on the coals, as given
above; but with me the coals do good work,
and are always handy from the cook-stove, as

we burn wood in the summer season.

'"WHAT SHALL WE DO?"
Question—Did you read what A. I. R. said

under the above heading on page 328 of April
15th Gleanings? If so, is such doctrine
sound ?

Answer.—J do not know that the Gleanings
friends will allow an answer to this question in

this department; but as I believe that Bro. A.

I. Root will sanction the "greatest good to the

greatest number." I will venture a few words.
The " good Book " says, "If any will not work,
neither should he eat," which coincides with
Bro. Root's '• God surely helps those who help
themselves." Then Bro. R. is quite right in

saying that " the world owes no man any thing

until he has earned it;" but when he comes to

advise us not to have any thing to do with
bankers, manufacturers, etc., who show them-
selves greedy and dishonest, I fear he did not

stop to fully take in our present situation. His
father succeeded in doing what he tells us of

"without any help from millionaires," because
there were no millionaires in this country at

that time; for, prior to 1860, there was scarcely

a millionaire in this country, and the legisla-

tion of this country at that time gave that

father the privilege of keeping fully 95 cents

out of every dollar of wealth which he produc-
ed from the land covered with woods which he
occupied, to use for himself and his loved ones,

while the wealth- producers of to-day in this

country have to part with .52 cents out of every
dollar's worth of wealth they produce, to add to

the millions of the few who force up prices by
combines, trusts, corners, etc., of the necessa-

ries of life, that they may amass fortunes that

no man can comprehend, out of the toil, sweat,

and deprivations of the masses. Fifty-six of

the actual necessities of life are controlled and
cornered by trusts and monopolies; and yet

Bro. Root says, "have nothing to do with
them." Abstain from beef, and punish the

dressed-beef combine; abstain from bread, and
punish the millers' trust; from light, and pun-
ish the oil combine; from coal, and punish the

coal combine. Is it possible to have nothing to

do with these? According to the Chicago
Tribune, the Standard Oil Co. cleared fully

?75 000.000 in ten days by the recent forcing-up

of prices on oil, with not a farthing greater

cost of production than before. The coal

barons have lately met, and decided that the

output of coal should be lessened, and the price

advanced 50 cents per ton. The dressed-beef

trust have doubled the prices of beef to the con-

sumers in our eastern cities, while the producer
of said beef, and the 'retailer, have to be con-

tent with nearly the same pay for the wealth
produced by them as before. I can not think

Bro. Root fully realized the import of what he
wrote when he penned those sentences. "Turn
the light a little lower, John, so we shall not

burn so much oil, for oil has gone up in price,

you know, and all we have to sell brings less.

Use as little coal in building the morning fire

as possible, John, for now it takes .50 lbs. of

honey to buy a ton of coal, while in 1874 it took

only 14. Let us economize all we can, for at

best I almost fear we shall not be able to meet
the rent this year." Such was the conversation

heard at a bee-keeper's house one evening not

long ago; and it only represents the condition

of multitudes of hard-working people strug-
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gling for an existence, while the few revel in

wealth at their ease, said wealth being wrung
from the masses by the legislation of the past.

Did God ever intend that a few men, through
unjust legislation, should enjoy the good things

of this world while the many should suiTer? Is

it not about time we began to legislate for the

masses instead of the classes?

[Friend D., I most heartily agree with the
text you quote—" tf any will not work, neither
shall he eat." But you surely do not mean
that every man must necessarily earn his bread
entirely by muscular work. Quite a few of
the readers of Gleanings buy potatoes in the
fall, and hold them over till the spring, taking
great pains to keep them in good condition in

the hope of getting better prices. Now. wheth-
er they buy the potatoes in the fall, or raise
them on their own farms, they are to a certain
extent speculatinc on the chances of a scarcity
in the spring. Whoever furnishes potatoes for

seed must be more or less of a speculator: hut
may not his work be as honest as that of his
neighbor who sells his potatoes as soon ns they
are dug? If the Standard Oil Co. did clear
75 millions of dollars, as you say, in ten days, it

was a gigantic gambling operation; and the
gambling mania of the present time is one of
the most terrible evils that threaten us. You
say mv father kept 95 cts. out of every dollar,

but that we to-day can keen only .52 cts. out of
every dollar, etc. I believe I have read enough
in regard to the matter you allude to, to under-
stand it pretty well; and if I am correct there
are only comparatively few people who agrpe
with your statement. You suggest that the
times are terribly hard for poor people. Sun-
pose I should take the time and space to make
out a list of the things that are cheaper for
poor people than ever before. We should all

consider that, when any thing gets to be very
cheap, it is bad for the producer, but a blessing
to tho«e who have to buy. The farmer gets but
a small price for his wheat. At least one con-
sequence is, that every humble home can have
bread cheaper than ever before. I would not
abstain from beef; but I would buy it from mv
nearest neighbor who has beef to sell, and so
with bread. If the miller is greedy and dishon-
est. I would have a little mill of my own. I

have found these little mills in many homes
during my travels; and they have proved to b^
a great economy and comfort. I never found
any better bread, to my notion, than that made
from home-made flour. There are men who
produce both coal and oil who are not in any
combine, and refuse to enter one. Can we not
do something, at least, by way of encouraging
them? You speak of "hard-working people
struggling for an existence." All mv life has
been spent among hard-working people, and in
many respects it seems to me they are havinsr a
pretty good time. Wages run from SI. 35 to
S1.50 per day. and almost every thing that a
workineman has to buy is cheap and good. Of
course, there are times and seasons when cer-
tain things are away up: but with the great
variety around the most of us. can we not select
things that are reasonable ? I have no sympa-
thy at all with the few who "revel in their
great wealth, and live at their ease;" and mav
God forbid that our crop of millionaires should
continue to increase.—A. I. R.]

A CORRECTION.
On p. 344 of last issue, second column, third line

from the bottom, it reads " lessens the first co.sf of
the brood-nest." It should be first cast (first time
filling the combs). H. R. Boardm.vn.

ilf. C D., 0.—I should judge from what you
say in your letter that your bees are afflicted

with what is known as dysentery. The only
cure I know is fair and warm weather.

^. S. M., Pa.—It is evident from your letter

that the bees you speak of as crawling about
and having swollen bodies are affected with
the disease known as bee-paralysis. I know
of no satisfactory cure for the disease. Some-
times removing the queen seems to remove the
trouble; but in many cases it does no good
whatever. If you have very many other colo-

nies, and these bees do not get any better, I

would recommend destroying them entirely.

M. L. B., III.—We are now using a very much
better arrangement —T supers or combined
crates, in connection with a honey- board.

Wide frames—that is, double-tier—are not used
very much, owing to the fact that burr-combs,

used with the old-style frames, are apt to hold

them down to the frames, making it somewhat
difficult to remove them. But wide frames
will come out all right providing the modern
brood-frames are used in the lower part of the

hive.

J. M. E., Ala.—It would take a good many
years for basswood or linden trees to yield

honey—perhaps twenty. We set out a bass-

wood orchard something over 20 years ago, and
it is not yielding honey very satisfactorily even
yet. The experiment is rather too expensive
to engage in very extensively.—I can not ex-

plain to you ^vhy some colonies are so much
more energetic than others unless it be that
the bees come from a more energetic queen. If

you have a good queen, some colonies will do
better than others, of course.

W. R. JB., Ind.—The ants are a serious pest

in certain parts of the South, but do not do
much damage in the North. I would sug-

gest that you find the nest, stick a crowbar in it,

and make a hole about a foot deep in the center

of it. Pour into this about 3< oz. of bisulphide

of carbon. Tamp the hole tight, and you will

have no further trouble from the ants. The
bisulphide produces a gas, and kills them al-

most instantly, the gas permeating all the gal-

leries of the nest.

B. D. C, N. H.—ln our A B C of Bee Culture,

under the heading of Poisonous Honey-plants,

you will find the mountain laurel described as

a poisonous honey-plant. I do not know that

any deaths have ever occurred from it; but it

certainly is not a honey to put upon the mar-
ket if the report from Dr. Grammer is true, and
I have no reason to doubt it, because his state-

ment has been confirmed by others. Under the
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circumstances, if you intend to go into bee-

keeping extensively you had better locate some-

where else, for there is no doubt that the moun-

tain laurel would yield well, and you might be

able to sell the honey; but on the other hand

you would be liable for heavy damages.

W. TF., of N. Y., inquires how to feed bees in

box hives. This can be done very nicely with

the Gray entrance feeder shown on page 27 of

the catalog we are sending you; or if you do

not wish to go to that expense, use an ordinary

common pan; pour in syrup made of sugar and

water, about half and half, and spread over

cheese-cloth. This should be put out in front

of the entrance at night, because, if other

bees are in the vicinity, it will cause robbing.

The bees in the box hive will take the feed all

in. Of course, such a plan of feeding would not

answer in cold weather, but will do very well in

late spring and summer.

J. 0. S., Kan.—Yes, the comb in the super

that was made last season will do to use this

season; in fact, the bees will start in the sec-

tions a little sooner if there are a few of them

containing a little drawn-out comb made the

previous season. When a swarm issues with

two queens, if you let them alone one of the

queens will probably be disposed of; but if you

can catch one of them you will be that much
ahead, providing you have a place where you

can use her in some other colony. The drones

from a tested Italian queen are generally very

dark, and to a beginner might appear to be

black. You will find the Gault raspberry ad-

vertised extensively as formerly. I would refer

you to our advertising columns and also to Spe-

cial Notices.

H. B. H., Pa.—You say that the solution for

imbedding wire in foundation in the battery

that we send out does not seem to be strong

enough, and you desire information. The so-

lution as given in the directions will certainly

give good results providing you follow very

carefully what is said. After the solution has

been in use an hour or so it may be necessary

to strengthen it up a little by putting in more

sulphuric acid. Put in enough until the bat-

tery gives the requisite power. Before you do

this, make sure that all wire connections are

perfectly clean. Otherwise you will fail to get

satisfactory results. You say that you are ex-

perimenting with other chemicals. I do not

think you will find any thing that will give you

the strength of current that bichromate of

potash and sulphuric acid combined in the pro-

portions given in our little circular of direc-

tions do.

S. JET. D., W. Fa.—When bees are moved over

a distance of\hree miles there is not the least

danger of their returning to their old location.

If I understand you, you expect to move them

very much further than this. If you have an

apiary of twenty-five or even fifty or one hun-

dred colonies I would advise you to have them
sent by freight. When bees are moved much
of a distance it is customary for some one to

accompany them, going right along in the same
car. No extra fare is charged for the person in

attendance; but as your bees are going a much
shorter distance than this, all that will be nec-

essary will be to load them on the car and have
some one receive them and unload them at des-

tination. I take it that you are familiar with

putting up bees so as to give them sulBcient ven-

tilation. There ought to be wire cloth on top

and wire cloth at the entrance, and the frames

should be fastened securely, of course, if not of

the self-spacing type.

BEES REMOVING EGGS ; THAT MISSING LINK.

Do bees remove eggs from worker- cells and

place them in queen-cells, and rear queens from

them? Yes, they do. How do I know ? I will

tell you. Some years ago I found a colony in

early spring that had become queenless— no

eggs or young larvfe, and the bees vainly try-

ing to raise a queen without these essentials.

As the colony was small I took away all their

combs but one, and then gave them two combs,

making three in all, and shoved up a division-

board so as to keep them warm. One of the

combs given them was well filled with eggs and

brood in all stages of development. The other

comb contained some honey, and had been kept

in an outbuilding during the winter. When
sufificient time had elapsed for the bees to have
sealed queen-cells from the young larva? given

them I opened the hive to see how many cells

they had built. Imagine my surprise when I

looked over the comb of brood given them,

without finding any sign of building queen-cells

or rearing a queen. I thought I would look

farther, and lifted out the other combs, when I

discovered, on the face of the comb that had

been given, that had been wintered in a cold

room, a single queen-cell well filled with royal

jelly, and a larva in it not yet sealed, which

was conclusive evidence to my mind that bees

could not only move eggs from one cell to an-

other, but that they could rear queens from

them. This is the only instance in nearly thir-

ty years' experience, and much of the time with

hundreds of colonies of bees, that I can say pos-

itively I knew the bees had moved an egg, and

used it for queen-rearing. From this experi-

ence I also learned that bees will do very differ-

ently at different times, or different colonies at

the same time. Their instinct seems to vary in

regard to many things, or they seem at times to

be guided quite as much by impulse as instinct,

which has led me to be somewhat skeptical as
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to the value of non-swarming hives or non-

swarming strains of queens, and devices that

depend upon the bees doing every thing just as

set down in the books. Indeed, there seem to

be as many exceptions to their general rule of

conduct or instinct as there are to the rules of

English grammar. J. E. Ckane.
Middlebury, Vt., Apr. 11.

Extra pages and an e.xtra edition as usual.

Rambler writes that Southern California

has started out for a big honey-flow, and that

rains have been copious and timely. Extract-

ing has been already commenced, and comb
honey is being capped over.

A PAMPHLET, entitled "A New System of

Management in Bee-keeping," by James Hed-
don, Dowagiac, Mich., has been received. Those
who are interested in his system of bee-keeping

can get the information by addressing the au-

thor as above.

I HAVE wondered whether it would be a bad

idea to put in every issue a label on the "best

article "in the judgment of the editor, as a

sort of stimulus to the other correspondents.

But then, there would be differences of opinion,

and some would feel hurt, 1 fear.

We have just received a note from C. P.

Dadant, announcing the death of his mother,

the estimable wife of Charles Dadant. She
died on the morning of May 3, of a tumor of the

liver. She was born in France, March 23, 1823,

and was married to her surviving husband
May 31, 1847, and came to this country in 18(53.

We feel sure that bee-keepers at large will

unite with us in extending their sympathy to

the bereaved husband and other members of

the broken family circle.

The editor of the Progressive Bee-keeper,

while recognizing that good arguments are pro-

duced in favor of both the eight and ten frame
hive, says that he himself prefers the ten-frame
hive with a follower. '"With such a hive," he
says, "lean contract to six or enlarge to ten

frames, to suit circumstances, by simply sliding

the follower-board and putting in or taking out
the frames. I use more hives with only eight

frames in them than I do with more; yet if I

were going to establish an apiary now, I would
not buy eight-frame hives."

Hutchinson. A common mistake of old writers

on bees, when trying to instruct the general

public, is to assume that that public knows
more about bees than it really does. But friend

Hutchinson has carefully covered the whole
ground, and put it in such popular style that

the reader is fascinated and interested at once.

The photos from which the engravings are

made are some of those prepared by Mr. Hutch-
inson some time ago, and which I have already

referred to as being so accurate and clear.

Copies of the Cosmopolitan containing this

article can be obtained at the Review office at

30 cts., postpaid. The article is to be continued
in the June number.

The claim is sometimes made that a certain

kind of hive will produce twice as much honey
as another. Of course, this is not true. One
locality may produce twice—yes, ten times as

much honey as another. One bee-keeper in the

same locality may, by the right management of

his bee force at the right seasons of the year,

produce twice as much honey as his neighbor
who lets things take care of themselves. A
certain peculiar construction of a hive may
perhaps enable the intelligent bee-keeper him-
self to save half the labor. Construction may
enable him, also, to secure a little more market-
able honey, and perhaps a little more in the

aggregate. The old statement, that bees will

store as much honey in an old nail-keg as in the

most improved hive, still stands practically

uncontroverted. Improvement in the construc-

tion of hives looks, then, not to more honey,

but to less labor in the getting of that honey.

A beautifully illustrated and well-written

article on bees appears in the May Cosmopoli-
tan, by our old friend and co-worker W. Z.

ARE those who LOSE IN WINTERING ALWAYS
SLIPSHOD AND CARELESS ?

In our last issue, in summing up the statistic-

al reports on wintering, after referring to the

good showing, I said: "As was to be expected,

inexperienced and slipshod bee keepers did not

winter as well as those who read bee- journals."

A subscriber, who has taken the journal for a

number of years, and has read bee- books, and is

supposed to be up with the times, takes this as

a personal insult, because, he says, he has lost

heavily. I am surprised that he should con-

strue the sentence quoted as implying that

every bee-keeper, himself included, who lost

heavily, was therefore necessarily slipshod and
behind the times. A careful reading of the

sentence would hardly bear out this construc-

tion. I did not say that everybody who lost

was slipshod, but I did say that "inexperienced
and slipshod bee-keepers did not winter as

well," etc. In other words, the slipshod lost

heavily because of their carelessness, unlike

our correspondent, who lost in s^siicof his care.

His mistake was like that of the man who con-

cluded that, as all eagles are birds, therefore

all birds are eagles; hence a lark, being a bird,

is an eagle. I did not mean to take this much
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space to reply to this; but as others may per-

haps have jelt hurt in the sarrie way, it is only

necessary to explain that I did not mean to in-

sult anybody, but was simply striking at care-

lessness, and not at our old friends and patrons.

At the last meeting of the North American,

it will be remembered that Dr. C. C. Miller was
appointed a committee of one to wait on the

Western Classification Committee to see if he

could secure some needed reduction in freight

rates for bee-keepei's and supply-dealers. May
8 last, this committee, assisted by Geo. VV. York
and Mr. Herman F. Moore, appeared before the

railroaders, and were successful in securing one

important reduction on honey in barrels, kegs,

and cans. An interesting report by Mr. Moore
will be given in our next.

MOISTURE IN CELLAR—DOES IT CAUSE DYSEN-
TERY ?

The last Review at hand contains the con-

clusion of Experimenter Taylor's experiments

in wintering. Among other things his object

was to determine whether moisture in excess

had any thing to do in causing dysentery. The
results seem to show that it does not. Mr. T.

seems inclined to believe that the disease is due
rather to the food, and to the fact that the

temperature is such that the bees are not able

while in the cellar to pass out of the hive and
void their feces. As between upward ventila-

tion and sealed covers in the cellar, there is

practically no difference in results. The tem-

perature of the cellar where these experiments

were tried was practically uniform, varying

only from 43 to 45°.

THIN veneer FOUNDATION.
A new firm, Schmidt & Thiele, New London,

Wis., send us a sample of veneer foundation,

and request our opinion on the same, in Glean-
ings. It is simply a thin sheet of wood, ,1;; of

an inch or less, covered with cell-walls of ordi-

nary foundation. The object is to give truer

combs, and combs that will not sag. We learn

that Schmidt & Thiele are going to get out a

patent on it. I do not like to discourage a

worthy invention, but it will surely be a waste

of money for them to invest in a patent to cover

this idea, when it is already sixteen years old

and over. Sixteen years ago, after having tried

paper, cloth, and the like, as a background,

with indifferent success, A. I. Root tried the

wood; and this is the way he threw up his hat:

I have succeeded perfectly, with a board about ^s

inch in thickness; and the only difficulty now con-
sists in getting' these boards coated perfectly with
wax, on which to make the foundation. For once
in the world, we have combs perfectly even, and
safe from sagging You can scrape off the honey
if you like, and let the bees build on more; but the
boys complain that they can not cut out queen-
cells from them.

That was published away back in August,

1879, on page 317 of Gleanings. Later on, a

more elaborate description was given in our

ABC book; but, like a great many things that

promised a great revolution, it died a natural

death. In the first place, such foundation can
not be made to compete in price with ordinary

foundation; and while it prevented the sagging

of cells, and made the most beautiful combs,
bees would at times gnaw the wax off, leaving

the thin veneer of wood; and at other times

the veneer has a disagreeable habit of warping,
pulling the combs out of true. But I presume
that bee-keepers could have got along with
this had it not been for the increased expense.

While Schmidt & Thiele offer this at less per

pound than ordinary foundation, it weighs pro-

portionally a good deal more per square inch;

and, after all, the present methods of wiring

seem to do away wiih the disagreeable sagging,

and at the same time stiffen the combs fully as

much as the wood.

I very much dislike to throw cold water on
Schmidt & Thiele's veneer foundation; but at

the same time I believe I am doing them a

gredter kindness in showing them what has
been done, and that a patent, even if secui'ed,

would be valueless in the face of printed matter
like the above.

FOUL BROOD IN ENGLAND.
We have just received a copy of the Report

of the Committee on the Bee-keeping Industry

and Foul Brood in the United Kingdom. It

sets forth in a very thorough manner the possi-

bilities in the line of apiculture in the British

Isles were it not for the shadow flung on it all

by foul brood (which seems to have its own way
so far as the law is concerned), before which dis-

ease English bee-keepers seem to be powerless.

The British Bee-keepers' Association is now
trying to have apiculture recognized as an in-

dustry, and to have suitable legislation enacted

to drive the fell disease from their shores. Our
British brethren seem to be hampered in this

direction more than we are here, and are more
inclined to say, "What can't be cured must be

endured." The American version in that case

would be, "What can't be endured must be

cured," and Canada has about done so. The
mother-country is much behind Canada in this

respect, where foul brood at present is likely to

find its match.

The report was compiled under the supervi-

sion of Thos. Wm. Cowan, editor of the British

Bee Journal, who gives us the following infor-

mation:
The annual value of bee-keeping in England

and Wales would probably reach S750,(X)0. aside

from sale of bees. The annual yield of honey

and wax in the same place approaches 4,000,000

lbs. More honey could be gathered if more
bees were kept; not enough bees are kept;

demand for honey increases with the supply;

area of pasture land is increasing. Prosecu-

tions for the sale of adulterated wax have im-

proved the demand for pure wax. The use of
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native honey is encouraged as a preference

over foreign. Tlie value of the bee as a fertil-

izer is beginning to be understood. In this

respect the value of the bee is greater than the

value of the honey and wax. Twenty times

more bees than other insects visit the bloom

which is absolutely dependent on insects for

pollenation. In England and Wales thore are

20 bee-keepers' associations, with 4104 members;

number of hives, 260.000: average per hive, 17

lbs.; wax per hive. 4 ounces. Ireland produced

248,363 lbs. of honey and 3188 lbs. of wax, whicn

is considered an underestimate. It is believed

that Scotland exceeds this, but statistics can

not be obtained.

A STUDY OF INSECTS.

A SCIENTIFIC treatise on this subject, and yet

one adapted to the capacity of the average

reader, is what the book named above purports

to be. It has 700 pages, the size of this one. It

is illustrated with 797 cuts, all engraved for this

work by Anna B. Comstock, its assistant editor.

These cuts were all made from the creature it-

self, and certainly leave nothing to be desired,

and they are a monument to the skill of a wo-
man's hand. Twenty-two orders of ins(;cts are

described fully, while the total number is al-

most beyond count. All of the old bugs pecul-

iar to this country (except hum ) are here

seen, drawn with remarkable fidelity, especial-

ly the "tree-hoppers." which are certainly fun-

ny enough to suggest to the author the idea

that Nature must have been in a joking mood
when she created them. We can not think of

an enemy of any of our garden and field crops

which is not here described, with information

as to their destruction. The subject of " Bee-

moths " will be found to be very interesting to

bee-keepers, as will also the bee itself, although
the latter has had such special treatment by
Cheshire, Cook, Cowan, and others as to leave

this book in question entirely in the shade, as a

matter of course. But it takes us into a world
of wonders, and most of these " wonders " are

at present the enemies if not the scourges of the

agriculturist if not. indeed, of the human race.

We know of no book which will better enable

us to combat such foes; and to be forewarned is

to be forearmed. The scientific names are so

printed as to enable any one to pronounce them
at sight. As to the author, his name is John
Henry Comstock, Professor of Entomology in

Cornell University and in the Leiand Stanford
Junior University: and after that is said, noth-
ing more needs to be remarked in regard to the

thorough manner in which the work has been
done. The price is $3.75; postage 34 cts. extra.

Printed and published by the Comstock Pub-
lishing Co., Ithaca, N. Y., to whom all orders

should be addressed.

The work has been adopted in twenty-six

colleges as a text-book, and twenty of these are

agricultural. v,\ p. r.

HANDLING HIVES; THE METHODS OF DIAGNOS-
ING WITHOUT HANDLING FRAMES, ETC.

I MAKE it a part of my business, assisted by a
light-weight safety bicycle, to take entire

charge of our out-yard. This I have done for

the last three or four seasons. While I keep
track pretty closely of our home yard, I do not
do much work with it except to hive an occa-
sional swarm on Sundays and other days when
our regular man is not about. Early this

spring, as soon* as the roads were fit, I took a
run down to our basswood apiary, peered under
all the cushions, raised the sealed covers, and
made an examination of each colony. I found
that they had all wintered, whether under
sealed covers or under absorbents, and that

notwithstanding they were in a comparatively
open field, with the exception of what protec-

tion the small bass wood-trees afforded.

Again I went down a few days ago, and this

time I gave them a very thorough examina-
tion. I took along a Crane smoker, a twenty-
penny wire nail, and a silk-tulle veil. My
object was to determine the amount of brood

in each colony, the amount of stores, bees, etc.

Now, I can not with my other work in the

office afford to handle over every frame. After

opening up the hive, with the wire nail I have
just spoken of I removed the division-board,

then ran the nail between the center pair of

brood-frames, and pried them apart. This split

the brood-nest perpendicularly in two equal

parts, leaving a space of from }4 to ^4 inch be-

tween them. In some cases I lifted out one
frame, and in others I got satisfactory informa-

tion by simply peering in between the frames.

In the latter case, if not entirely satisfied as to

the amount of stores I split the brood-nest in

another part, and peered down between the

frames as before. This usually gave me an
idea of the amount of stores. After having sat-

isfied myself as to the condition of the colony, I

pried on the outside frame, crowded the whole
set of frames together en masse, inserted the

division-board, and closed the hive up. If

there was any thing unusual, or'something re-

quiring attention, I laid a brick, or block of

wood, on top of the hive.

If, in splitting the brood-nest perpendicular-

ly in two equal parts, and looking down be-

tween the frames, I thought the brood looked

a little irregular, or scanty in amount, I pulled

out a frame to see whether there were eggs. If

these were present, and the brood well capped
over, and healthy-looking, I replaced the

frame, crowded over the other four with one

operation, and closed up the hive. I seldom if

ever stop to hunt for the queen. If I see eggs I

know that she is present in the hive, or at least

she has been within a very short time. Eggs
are supposed to be eggs for at least three days.

But, supposing the queen was killed the day
before I examined, I think I should be able to

recognize her absence, even if I saw eggs, by
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the howl of distress on the part of the bee,^.

Old bee-keepers know what this "howl" or

uneasy humming means. It does not always
indicate qneenlessness, it is true; but, with

other conditions easily ascertained, it is not

difficult to tell whether the hive is queenless,

without even hardly handling a frame.

How the divisible brood-chamber can be han-

dled anymore rapidly than a good hive con-

taining modern Hoffman frames with V edges,

is past my comprehension. I harve handled the

former somewhat in our own apiary. That is

to say, we have had a Heddon hive in our yard

for a number of seasons; and I have manipu-
lated that hive perhaps more than any other

one hive in our yard. We have also had a Dan-
zenbaker hive in our yard for a part of one

season. I have seen divisible-brood-chamber

hives handled by bee-keepers who were very

enthusiastic over them; but. taking it all in

all, I think I can get a more satisfactory kno wl -

edge with a given number of hives containing

full-depth Hoffman frames in less time than

from any equal number of horizontally divided

brood-chamber hives I have ever seen or read

of. I say I tltink. A positive assertion right

here—and I refrain from making such a one

—

is but little short of rank egotism. Individual

tastes, ways, and habits of working, will lead

to a variety of opinions.

Mr. Heddon and Mr. Danzenbaker, of course,

will both think their ways are better, and they

certainly have a right to their opinions. Now,
why do I like mine (or, more correctly. Hoff-

man's) better? A Hoffman-frame hive can be

split perpendicularly \n two parts. A divisible-

brood-chamber can be split horizontally in two
parts; but it will be apparent that such a split

does not show brood s (i?-/acc—only the edges of

the combs, and those very imperfectly. A per-

pendicular S'\)]\t does show the whole surface

of two combs. Then if we remove one comb
we have for examination the two surfaces of

the one comb besides two surfaces of each of

two other combs.

Although I have studied and experimented a

good deal, I have never been able to diagnose

accurately a colony merely by looking at the

top and bottom edges of the combs; but if, for

instance, I can see just one frame from the cen-

ter of the brood-nest, or can see the two sur-

faces of two combs when a brood-nest is split

as I have explained, I can judge—and so can

every experienced bee-keeper—pretty accurate-

ly the amount of brood in those combs. To
test myself. I have repeatedly, after forming

an opinion, examined every frame, and I do not

know that I have at any time found that I was
mistaken in my first impression. Now, then, if

it is a fact that the Hoffman-frame hive can be

diagnosed as quickly—and I think more satis-

factorily than by dividing the brood-nest the

other way, horizontally—do we not, by having
full-sized frames, gain some advantages'? Bees,

according to my experience here, breed better

in full-sized frames than in half-frames; and
this experience of mine has been corroborated

from what observations I could make, where
horizontally divided brood-chambers were in

use.

Last fall—or, rather, late last summer—we
tried one Danzenbaker hive. I know one swal-

low does not make a summer; but in spite of

all we could do, we could not get the bees by

any kind of feeding to breed satisfactorily in

the two chambers at once. The queen seemed
determined to stay in one hive-section at a

time; indeed, she would fill out the frames of

one section full of brood; but go below or above

she just wouldn't. The bees would put in pol-

len and honey, but there it stopped.

But with the Heddon hive we obtained very

much more satisfactory results. Why ? The
Danzenbaker brood-frame uses thick and wide,

top-bars and bottom-bars, l^^ wide by % thick;

but I have found that, between two sections of

the Heddon, burr-combs will be built, and this

to a great extent completes the two sets of

brood-frames. But even this slight obstruc-

tion seemed to hinder somewhat the normal
circles of brood, when compared with brood-

frames solid without any obstructions between.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that it would not

do to have thick and wide top-bars for section-

al brood -chambers; and that, if we are to have
any thing of that sort, Mr. Heddon's decision

for narrow and thin top and bottom bars is

about right. But he has burr-combs, and these

I won't have—even if a part of the nuisance is

obviated by a slat honey-board. Mr. Danzen-
baker, in the attempt to obviate these, has pos-

sibly run into a snag more serious yet in the

use of wide bars.

About this time I imagine I hear Doolittle

chuckling, and saying, "There, didn't I tell you

bees don't like to go past thick and wide top-

bars?" Now, I am not taking any back track

yet on this question. While I fear heavy bars

between parts of the brood-chamber will not

be satisfactory, I know they do not form any
obstruction between brood-chamber proper and
surplus—certainly far less obstruction than the

old-style hive with thin top- bars, burr-combs,

and slatted honey-boards; or, worse yet, burr-

combs and no honey-boards, said burr-combs

stuck fast to the bottom of the surplus.

I have endeavored to give you my honest im-

pressions of what I believe to be true regarding

these matters; but I was not quite willing to

give expression to them just yet, because I de-

sired to experiment and observe further along

these lines. But now that the divisible-brood-

chamber hive is being discussed, I think it is

well that we look on the side that I have pre-

sented. I do not claim to be infallible in my
opinions; and if I should change my mind it

will be because truth, and an honest purpose to

get out of ruts, will force me to do so.
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Who then is that faithful and wise steward, whom
his lord shall make ruler over his household?—Luke
13:43.

In order to take the above little text in the
sense I wish, let us first commence by suppos-
ing ourselves all to be servants to somebody, or

servants to the great wide world, as you choose.

In a measure I am your servant, dear friends,

for you expect certain things of me. You have
a right to expect them: and if I do not render
these services to you faithfully, you have a
right to complain. Come to think of it, I

rather like to get letters taking me to task
right In this line. Once in a while somebody
says, " Look here, old friend; does this sound
just like A. I. Root, or what we might expect
of him?" Then follows an extract from some
letter I have written wlien I may not have
been exactly in the right frame of mind. Well,
if we all recognize, then, that we are all ser-

vants, I am ready for my little talk to-day.

It is the first day of May, and, as usual, there
is a general activity everywhere. Nobody is

looking for a job; but a great many, on the
contrary, are inquiring where they can get a
man or boy to plant ptitatoes or make garden.
Why. everybody is so busy here in Medina that
Mrs. Root was telling me of a widow lady who
got her garden spaded up and planted by a
woman over seventy years old. Shedid it tip-

top too. Of course, you know I rejoice in see-

ing everybody have something to do. Yester-
day I met a man from the great oil regions of
Findlay, O. He said that, since the recent ad-
vances in oil, new wells were being drilled, old
ones were starting up, and the manufacturers
of drilling-appliances were working day and
night with all the help they could scrape up.
During the past week we should have been
running day and night, could efficient help
have been obtained. As it was. we asked those
who could bear the strain to put in twelve
hours a day until we could get a little ahead of
orders. Well, at such a time there is more
than ever a demand for not only skilled labor-
ers, but for those capable of taking charge of
the unskilled, to see that they do their work
right, and that mischief is not done. Above all

things, we want reluthle men. Of course, we
can not demand that every man, woman, and
child, be at their post invariably; but we do
like to have notice, so that provision may be
made for absences when it is necessary for
hands to be away. But a great many people
do not seem to have any conscience in vacating
their posts.

The most serious annoyance comes where
somebody stays away without a word of ex-
planation. Perhaps he runs machinery. Three
large boilers are now furnishing steam to do
the work. Our big engine is crowded to its ut-
most capacity, and we have so many men in
readiness to fill up any vacancy, and keep
every thing moving, that, when they happen to
be all well and on hand, it is sometimes a puzzle
to find a place for them. Where a man is not
running machinery, his absence without any
notice throws things out of shape, and hinders
those who are depending on him; but it is not
quite like having a machine standing idle
when somebody away off is urging us by letters
and by telegram to hurry up the stuff which
that machine is to make. Some people have a
reputation for reliability. Oh how I do like
that word reliability I It speaks of faith and

of hope; and I do not know but it speaks of
charity too. What a comfort it is to have re-
liable people around you I A few days ago
Mrs. Root paid me a compliment. Isn't that a
strange thing to write about? What do you
think it was? Why. she had been talking
with somebody who had the blues, and would
have it that every thing was "going to the
dogs." I ciime in just afterward, and she said
something like this:

'• You do not know, dear husband, how thank-
ful I am that you never get the blues. You are
always hopeful, always full of life and energy."
Of course, she did not mean to say that I nev-

er get tired out. Well, I told her this morning
that I wanted to pay her a compliment. The
compliment was, that my wife had always been
reliable. She never failed in any thing since I

knew her, when it was a possible thing, not
only in keeping her promises, but in coming
up to what was expected of her. I do not be-
lieve I ever knew her to shirk, or play truant.
And now if you will excuse me, that Is enough
of " my home" for the present.

Some years ago a young man worked for me
who was a pretty good sort of fellow, but
nothing remarkable that I know of in the way
of reliability. When our neighbor across the
way was short of an engineer, and asked if he
could have John for a few days, I let the latter
go; and as we were not rushed much at the
time. John kept on in his new place. Years pass-
ed, and we had a revival in our town. John
was one of the brightest new converts. His con-
version extended clear to his fingers' ends—yes,
and toes' too, I might say. Once or twice it

seemed necessary, where he worked, to have
some repairing done on their engine on Sunday,
so as not to hinder work during the week.
John objected. By and by things came around
to where it seemed very desirable that we
should get John back again, if his present em-
ployer could spare him. I went over and talk-
ed with my neighbor about it. He did not
want to let John go. I was not much surpris-
ed; but during the conversation he made a re-
mark something like this:

"The fact is. John is mighty reliable."
I could not help smiling. What an expres-

sion — "mighty reliable" 1 That is pretty
strong language, friends, and it paid our friend
John a very high compliment. My friend did
not say so. but it seemed to be summed up
something like this: "John has some peculiar
notions, and it is sometimes quite inconvenient
to have him refuse to help us when it Is very
desirable that a little bit of work should be
done on Sunday; but notwithstanding all this,

John is mighty reliable." Mind you, my neigh-
bor did not say just the above, but I have sort

o' paraphrased it so as to express about what I

have reason to suppose he thought.
Now, my dear friend, has anybody ever said

of you that yori were "mighty reliable"?
Why, that very fact gave John fi'om fifty cents
to a dollar a day extra, year in and year otit.

He is not as good a mechanic as some other
men who do not get the pay he does. He al-

ways does his best, however, and he is a groio-
ing young man. In fact, he could not well be
otherwise. Do some of you want to know
whether his becoming a Christian made him
more reliable? Why, to be sure it did. It

would be a funny sort of Christianity that did
not make a man more reliable. If instead of
becoming a Christian he had become only a
hypocrite, then of course It would make him
less reliable. A great deal has been said about
hypocrites; but, to tell the truth, I have never
found many of them in the churches. The at-
mosphere is not congenial.
Let me tell you another story about rellabili-
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ty. A yonng man applied to us for work dur-
ing our dull season. Finally one of my good
friends in the teachers' meeting—a woman
who has busied herself all her life in looking
after the unfortunate—put in a strong plea for
this young man. Siie said he had recently
married. She knew that would please me, for
I am always glad to hear about good young
men and women getting married. Then she
said she was pretty sure he either had been
or was thinking of taking a start in life as
a Christian. When business started up I sent
for him, feeling glad I could give him a chance.
He did exceedingly well: and every one with
whom he worked admired his manliness and
energy, and he was soon promoted. In our
business councils his name was mentioned, and
we had much hope that he would be able to fill

some important post with good pay. Before he
had been in his new place two weeks, however,
a conversation something like the following
came up. The foreman of the packing-room,
who loads a car almost every day, besides fill-

ing no end of small orders, has perhaps a dozen
good reliable men immediately under his
charge. Well, he said:

" Mr. Root, do you know what has become of

" Why, isn't he at work ?
"

"No, he has not shown up since last Thurs-
day."
This was on Monday.
" Did he not tell you he wanted to be away,

or has he not sent any explanation of his ab-
sence ?

"

" Not a word, and I need him the worst kind."
I immediately went to the time-clerk. She

said he had said nothing to her about being
away, but came around Saturday night and
drew his pay, and walked off. He said nothing
about being absent Monday—not a word as to
whether he would or would not be back to
work. I hunted up his brother, and he express-
ed surprise. He said he was pretty sure his
brother was not sick, and did not know why he
should be off. Monday afternoon as I was
rushing past I caught a glimpse of somebody,
but he did not look up enough so I could be
sure who It was. I turned around after I had
got past quite a little way, and sure enough it

was . Some time afterward I passed
Jacob. By the way, Jacob is now the foreman
of our packing-room. Some of our older read-
ers will remember the Jacob at that mission
Sunday-school, who used to be so prompt and
reliable in having a text every Sunday, rain or
shine, and Jacob used to repeat his text so
clearly and plainly that everybody in the old
school house heard every word of it. By the
way, I wonder if I dare stop long enough to
meddle with the affairs of one other "home " to
just whisper in your ear. Now, don't tell any-
body. Up at Jacob's house they have an eight-
pound boy. tie came to their home last night,
the last day of April. I declare! since I have
told so much I must tell you that the boy's
mother used to be queen-clerk in the office.*
Now let us go on with the story.
On the day in question, as I passed Jacob I

stopped and remarked:
"Oh I I see has come back to work.

What reason did he give for skipping out with-
out saying a word when we were so badly rush-
ed?"

*May be some of you would like to in<iuire wheth-
er Jacob was on hand to look after his g-ang- of men
the day he first became father. Yes, sir, he was on
hand as usual that day and the day after. He got
up very early in the morning- about that time, and
did considerable rushing- about; but lie knew the
situation of affairs, and stuck to his post rlgrht
through every working hour.

" Why, he did not say any thing until I over-
hauled him a little, and then he explained that
he stayed out to plant his potatoes; and after
the potatoes were planted he went visiting a
day or two.
Now, may be I have not stated the whole

matter as it should be; but in any case I think
it illustrates my meaning. I do not know
what the custom is in other shops and factories.
In fact, I have been feeling for a few days as if

I should like to know. Do men who occupy
important positions of trust and responsibility
stay away to plant potatoes, or to make garden,
without saying a word to the foreman of the
room, to the time-clerk, or to the man who em-
ploys them? If that is the way to do, here in
this land of " liberty," I will try to put up with
it and not scold. But, dear friends, did you
ever consider that this fashion of going through
life cuts a terrible slice out of your daily wages
—just one operation like the one I have men-
tioned above ? I am very sorry indeed to hurt
my young friend's feelings, but in the very na-
ture of things such a proceeding may cost any
young man hundreds of dollars before he gets
through with it. Every little v/hile somebody
is sick. When it comes to the women-folks,
somebody gets married (as the queen-clerk did),
or vacancies occur. Then the question arises
in our cabinet. " Who shall fill the place?"
Many names are suggested: but almost the first

thing that comes up is, " Is he reJiabie.^ Will
he be on hand when wanted ?" You see, with
our methods of management, a missing hand,
without previous arrangement, is like a link be-
ing lost in a big chain. A telegram comes in
regard to an order that is being filled. The
clerk who is away sometimes has charge of the
order or other papers, and nobody else can find
them. A man decides to put in some special
crop. He sends a telegram, and wants his or-
der changed. It maybe possible to change it

before the goods are off, if we could get charge
of the matter. If the clerk who is needed is

gone, other clerks tumble business papers over,
may be throw them out of shape, and so lay
the foundation for other mistakps, and perhaps
even then fail to get hold of the thing needed
until the train is gone. We have had men stay
away with the heys of the warehouse in their
pockets. I you should see your old friend A. I.

Root at such a time as this you might know
something of him then that you never knew be-
fore, or would not have known otherwise.
Just a word about going visiting. It is a

good thing to cultivate sociable relations, I

know; but it seems to me that April and May
are two months in the year when but little

visiting should be done. It is well enough for
old men, and those out of health, to go visiting;
but even then they should be careful about
wasting the time of busy men.

It is a grand thing to have a garden; ves, I
like to see every man have his own or even a
rented home have a little patch of potatoes.
But a man may be unwise about potatoes as
well a? other things. I would have the pota-
toes myself; but I do not think I would desert
my post in the month of May to get them in.

If working-hours were so long as not to afford
time. I would plant them bv moonlight, or. bet-
ter still, between daylight and time of work in
the morning. I think I would manage to do
my visiting during dull seasons, if it could not
be done evenings and mornings. There are al-
most always lulls in business. If a man comes
to me and says, "Mr. Root, if it should come
handy to spare me three or four days, or a
week, without hindering business now. before a
great while, it would be quite a favor," and
such a request is made a week ahead of the
time, or may be a little more, we can almost al-
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ways bring things around so as to spare the
one who wants to be absent: and if he does not
want too mdny vacations, it does not spoil the
man's usefulness and money value. A good
many times when we have had more help than
we really needed, I have asked several (one
after the other) if they had any work of their

own they wanted to do, or if they would not
just as soon go visiting for a week, or some-
thing of the kind. By the time I have spoken
thus to half a dozen men, I am sure to find one
who wants just such a favor. Some of you
may ask, "Mr. Root, if you object to anybody
taking a day or more without previous arrange-
ment, do you on the other hand always expect
to provide work all sorts of weather for those
in your employ? "

To which I reply, " Yes, sir, I do." It is some-
thing almost unheard of for a man to come to

his place in the morning, and be told that there
is no work, unless a breakdown happens, or

that we are obliged to shut down for repairs.

In order to do this we sometimes set a man
worth 81.50 a day on something that a boy
worth 50 cts. can do almost as well. We do
this for a short time rather than annoy him by
asking him to lay off. While I was absent in

the winter, I believe some of the hands were
stopped temporarily on account of the weather.
Had I been home, however, I could have set

even these people at work. " As ye would that
men should do unto you, do ye even so unto
them."

I have sometimes felt like asking the ques-
tion, " Well, my friend, for whom are you work-
ing, anyhow ? " If somebody comes to you beg-
ging for work, and you give him a job, is there
not a general understanding that he ,works
for you alone until that job is finished? Come
to think of it, I do remember one man who was
away from his post so much that we began to

Inquire into it, and finally found out that he
took jobs here and there, whenever he could
get 35 cts. a day more than we were paying
him. Of course, it is every man's privilege to
do so if he thinks best. But does that kind of
work pay? Surely not in the end, for people
often come to me offering to work at verj/ loio

wages providing I will give them a steady job
the year round, they evidently having discov-
ered by experience that steady employment
every day, right along, is much better in the
end than a day's work here and there, even at
a higher price.

it just now occurs to u^e that my talk to-day
may sound like fault-finding. I do not mean it

to be so. Only a few feet from where I sit dic-
tating is a woman who has been in my employ
something over 26 years. A little further off is

a man who is nearly forty, who has been in my
employ steadily since he was a boy in his teens.
Our stenographer remarks here that our boss
printer has done better still, having been here
for 20 years, or ever since he was in his teens;
and he himself, who is writing down these
notes, is just now finishing up 16 years here.
When he commenced we talked perhaps 15 or
20 minutes about the matter of wages and
work. In all these years he has had a job
every day if he has wanted it, and his pay has
been forthcoming every week, without an ex-
ception. I have learned to regard these old
and tried friends with almost as much faith in
their being at their post as I do the rising of the
sun; and I presume they in a like manner have
faith not only in my good will, but in my abili-
ty to guide our little ship (business ship)
safely through the financial breakers. I need
hardly say these friends have good pay. These
pleasant relations were all built up by an en-
ergetic reliability, if that is the way to express
it.

Now, I have been moved to throw out these
hints as suggestions, especially to the younger
people—the boys who have just got married,
for instance. Sometimes the consequence of
one man leaving his post for only a single day,
without notice, in a large factory, is disastrous,
not only in loss of money, but I think it some-
times brings about loss of life. A few days ago
my attention was called to a pile of lumber
that was put up so badly that high-priced
choice boards were almost ruined. The boss of
the lumber-yard explained it this way: He
commenced the pile, and carried it up three or
four feet; but as it was haying time, somebody
wanted him badly to help get in hay. He was
permitted to go, and another man was hastily
and perhaps thoughtlessly directed to go on pil-

ing the lumber. The first one had been educated
in his work, and knew just what to do and how
to do it. The one who took his place had had
little or no experience in that kind of work.
There was a clear sharp line where the good
lumber ended and where the damaged com-
menced. Once in a while we find a man who
says:

'• I should like to be away this afternoon, but
I have arranged to have my work done by
somebody who will do it right. If any thing
comes amiss Ijecause it is not done right, just
charge it up to me and I will pay the damage."
Now, that makes quite a different matter of

the whole affair; and when a man speaks in

that way, and his past record shows that he is

good for all he undertakes to do, his money
value is likely to come up instead of go down.
I feel quite sure that the great world at large
does not understand how it is that one man
gets big wages and another one low wages.
You may say the result of my teaching would
be too many high-priced men. Not so, my
friend. Every time a man is wanted to take
charge of a department or of a company of men,
we have hard work to find one competent. Or-
dinary day laborers are always in great plenty;
but reliaiile men to take charge of and furnish
brains to look after the muscle, there are never
enough to go round.

I can not think of a better ending than to
put right in here a letter that was put into my
hands just as I dictated these last words.

Dear Friend and Brother:--! feel that I have a
right to call j'ou brother now. I write this to you
first, from a sense of duty; and next because I
know it will re'joice your heart to know that an-
other of the Glkanings family has found the Lord.
I had strayed away from God for many j-ears;

but I have the blessed assurance in my heart
that I liave been washed clean in the precious
blood of Jesus, even if I have returned at the
eleventh hour. However low down in sin I have
been, I have always found time to read your Home
Papers when I have had time to read Gleanings.
Never give up those little sermons, you don't
know—you can never know this side of heaven

—

the good they are doing. Notliing in the world
would give me greater pleasure than to take you
by the hand; but that may never be, perhaps, in
tliis world. But by the dear Savior's help 1 expect
to meet you in glory.

Your brother in Christ,
San Francisco, Cal., Apr. 27. Henry S. Thomas.

Dear unknown friend, you knew then, did
you, that it would rejoice my heart to hear of a
reader of Gleanings who had started out for

eternal life? Now, dear brother, hold steady,
and beware of the tempter. Ere many days he
will try to cripple you and lead you astray.
Stick to your Bible; go to your Savior every
day and hour, and you will not only succeed in

holding fast to the new bright life, but you will

always find there are " more to follow." May
God bless and strengthen you, and all the rest
of the new converts that Gleanings reaches.
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A DROUTH IN MAY.
I believe the above is something I have never

known before. But there are many pleasant
things about it after all. And do you know I

rather enjoy these unusual features of the
weather the great Father has seen tit to send
us? Whenever any thing happens that the
oldest inhabitant has " never seen the like of
before," there are always many interesting
things about it for me. In fact, I al most al-

ways find new possibilities. For instance, dur-
ing this dry first of May there is no trouble in

pulverizing the ground just as tine and nice as

we would do in August. I have lold you a good
deal about our creek-bottom garden and Cham-
pion Brook. VVeJl, this brook is worth some
money just now. By the way, is there any sort

of brook running through your lot? If so, you
are lucky. If you haven't one, I would try to

make one in the lowest part of your ground

—

some old natural watercourse. If you have
already got it well tile-drained, have some silt-

basins or little wells put along at convenient
distances, for dipping up water.
Now I will tell you why you want a brook.

We are again sold out of strawberry-plants

—

that is, we can not fill orders without tawing up
the plants that are to produce our fruit. But
we do this rather than disappoint our custom-
ers; and as a consequence ol being short we aie
making plants just as fast as we can by the aid
of this beautiful warm sunny weather. Per-
haps I should say we are making preparations
for plants rathei- than making the plants them-
selves, although we have runners started
already, where we have taken pains to pick
out the blossom-buds and ptts/i them for run-
ners. Well, our new sirawt)erry-plantation is

right alongside of Champion Brook. We plow-
ed the ground, fined it up, mellowed it, rolled it,

and marked it. Then as the plants were to be
moved only a few rods, we took tuem up with
a good chunk of dirt adhering to the plant, and
set them in rows parallel with the brook. As
it was Saturday (and no school), the largest
part of my Sunday-school class were helping.
Ordinarily I dislike to have a lot of boys trans-
planting, because they run about so much and
tramp up the ground; and if it is the least bit

wet, it gets stamped down so hard it bakes.
The ground is so dry now, that, the more they
stamp it with their bare feet, the more they
mash up the lumps. Every thing is dry, and
nice to work with.
When the plants are all in, with a ball of

earth adhering, as explained above, then the
boys dip water out of Cnampion Brook and give
each plant about a pint, so it can start out
housekeeping in good order. To test the value
of a pint of water under such circumstances,
we left one row Saturday without watering. I

did this because there were indications of rain,

and I thought I would see how much difference
it made. vSunday, May n, was exceedingly dry
and hot—about 95 degrees in the shade, with
drying winds. The plants that were not water-
ed were most of them apparently dried up,
while the others were just as fresh and bright,
almost, as if they had not been moved. I went
over this matter when describing the use of

transplanting-tubes. We did not use tubes this

time, because we found we could take up a ball

of earth, with a narrow round-pointed ditching-
spade, almost as well as to use the tins; and it

is quite a little trouble to pick up the tins and
carry them back and forth.

I do like to work soil that is dry enough so
you can pulverize it and level it off and mark
it out without having things stick. Then, as I

said before, the running and tramping about
does good rather than harm; and with water
close by, say only a few rods from the plants,
the whole length of the field, it is not a very
big job to do the watering.

HOW TO TRAIX THE GAULT KASPBEKRY FOR
FRUIT.

Friend Gault—at least when I visited him—
has never used any trellis at all for his rasp-
berries. The bearing canes go up into the air,

and then go down and root at the other end;
and this supports them pretty well from the
ground—that is, with the old canes. But his
berry-patch is pretty well tangled up; and if

you don't look out the vines catch on your
clothing, and get broken and in disorder. We
have just finished taking out the young plants,
and tnis left a great lot of long canes trailing
on the ground. It was a very ditiicult matter
to cultivate between the rows; and another
thing, the fruit would be sure to be down in the
dirt unless there were some son of support.
We got out some oak stakes, 2x3 inches, and 4
feet long. These were driven, with a big
sledge, at each end of the row, and some heavy
galvanized wire, such as is used tor grapevines,
was stretched from one end of the row to the
other. Then, to prevent the wire from drooping
clear to the ground in the middle of tlie row,
more similar stakes were placed, say about
every 40 or 50 feet.

Now, then, we are ready to pick up these
long loose canes and tie them to the wire. But
I have found tyiug with strings to be slow
business, so 1 got some small galvanized wire,
about like that used for the lightest poultry-
uetiiug. I got a pair of tinner's shears, or snips,
from the tin-shop, and wound this light wire,
say a dozen timea, over one of the blades of the
snips. Then by shutting the shears together
we had a lot of oval rings open at one side.

They are shaped something like the letter U,
made of wire, but the ends were pretty close
togettier. The boys take a lot of these wire
loops, slip them around their suspenders so as
to have them handy when needed. With one
hand they lift up a raspberry-cane, and with
the other they slip a wire loop over both cane
and wire; then the loose ends of the loop are
twisted half a turn. Do not twist them any
tighter, because after the cane has done bear-
ing we shall need to open the loop so as to get
it out and put a cane of new growth in its

place. We spent quite a little money in tying up
raspberry-canes last fall with strings; but when
spring came, the motion of the wind sliding the
string along the wire had cut ott a great many
of them. With our Palmer and Gregg rasp-
berries we also found a good many shoots
winter-killed after we had been to so much
pains to tack them up to the wire. So far the
Gault raspberry has never winter-killed at all;

but every cane was fast at both ends. The old

root was attached at one end, and the new
plant at the other end. My experience is, a
raspberry-cane is much safer iiom winter-
freezing when both ends are well rooted in the
ground. So long as you want to raise plants,

the Gault raspberries may always be thus root-

ed at each end.
Now, it is some work to put up stakes and

wire, and tie up the canes; but the straight
rows look very much better, the picking is

much easier, and then it is so much pleasanter
to cultivate raspberries that are tied up. While
visiting E. France I got the idea of tying black-

berries to a wire in the way I have described.
With the latter, however, you need taller and
stronger posts, and a much heavier wire; but
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for raspberries, I think the wire need not be
more than 2,i.i feet above the ground. This
keeps them out of the dirt; and it is so low, if

you want to go " crosslots " you can hold the
wire down and straddle over it—that is, if you
are a man of average stature.
One thing more about having your garden

with rows parallel to the brook. Of course,
said brook should be made to go straight
through your premises. You can not afford to

have it crooking as brooks usually crook. In
order to have it handy for irrigation, it is not
necessary that water should always be running
in the brook. Scoop out some holes at inter-

vals, and these will be filled at every summer
shower. By making them of sufficient depth
and length you can have water enough to keep
things going, even during a very severe drouth.
These remarks are intended, of course, only for
using the water so you can transplant during
very dry weather. After you get your stuff

well going, there is seldom much need of irri-

gation if you keep the cultivator constantly
moving, so as to preserve a mellow surface.
Besides, creek bottoms, as a general thing,
have more or less sand or gravel in their sub-
soils; and I have found this to be the case, even
in heavy clay soils.

Have your brook arranged, however, with
ample outlet, so that, if you have a June fresh-
et, the water may not come clear over your
stuff. In order to get rid of the effects of
freshets. Champion Brook (through our ground)
is from 4 to 6 feet deep, and perhaps 10 feet
wide at the top, and 6 fnet wide at the bottom
of the channel. The sides are kept from cav-
ing in by means of cedar posts and hemlock
boards. As fast as we make tin scrap in our
tinshop it is packed down back of the boards,
so that, by the time they rot out. the tin scrap
will very likely have rusted together so as to
make a permanent wall to resist the effect of
high waters. Of course, we have to do more or
less cleaning-out of the brook every spring.
About midway in the length of the brook, in

the center of our garden, we were lucky enough
to find a spring with sufficient force to raise the
water 15 or 20 inches in a large iron pipe driven
over this spring. This spring furnishes drink-
ing-water all through the summer, and near
where a great part of our work is done, and is

worth ever so many dollars to us every summer.
Now. if you have not a garden in your lowest
piece of ground, with a brook running through
it, you are missing lots of fun and lots of profit

to one who loves to work in the ground and see
things grow during a drouth.
GETTING RID OF WEEDS IN THE PI.ANT-REDS.
One of the expensive drawbacks in raising

vegetable-plants has been the weeding; and
one trouble with the weeding is, that the boys
get lazy, and lose interest when we set them to
picking out the weeds between the plants, es-

pecially if the beds are very weedy. You may
say we should not let the weeds go to seed.
Well, we don't let them go to seed. The stable
manure we are buying constantly, furnishes
fresh seeds; and there is no other fertilizer as
cheap and effective as stable manure.
Now I will tell you how we worked this

spring. We have a larger area than heretofore,
and therefore we can spare the use of a bed
for a week or ten days better than when we
were cramped for room. Accordingly the beds
are made up as heretofore, the soil sifted so as
to have the finest and best dirt on top, the bed
nicely leveled over with a strip of board; and
then if it does not rain it is watered and left

before planting until the weeds have about all

come up. Then on some hot day the surface is

chopped up with a sharp steel rake, and once
more sifted with a fine hand-sieve. This takes

out all the weeds, but lets the fine earth go
through. Now smooth off your bed, and put in

either plants or seeds, and your crop will cover
the ground before weeds of any account make
their appearance. In this way we get rid of
weeding almost entirely, and the surface of the
beds gets to be so fine it works almost like flour.

If there is old rotten manure enough in it to
put a rich dark color to it, this fine surface
will bring up almost any thing in an incred-
ibly short space of time; and if you put in
plants they get hold and make an astonishing
growth in a time that would seem almost in-
credible to one unacquainted with soil just
right in richness and tilth. The sieve we use
for this last sifting is a 10-cent square sieve for
coal ashes. You can find them at almost any
of the 10-cent stores. They are very light to
handle, and so cheap you can afford to leave
them out in the rain, without being much out
of pocket.
A word more in regard to getting the soil into

such a fine state of subdivision. Within a few
weeks, the Country (Jentlemnn has contained
some excellent articles on preparation of the
soil; and T.B.Terry has taken it up in the
Practical Farmer, quoting from the C. O., and
adding emphasis from his experience; and I

will tell you what we have been doing right
along in this line during this dry month of May.
We ordinarily cover our ground with a heavy
coating of manure before plowing it under; but
for potatoes we do the manuring the year be-
fore; therefore there is nothing to hinder work-
ing the ground up fine and soft before it is

plowed. We do this with a two-horse culti-

vator having all the teeth in, and the roller.

In fact, we get the ground fine enough to put in

a crop before it is plowed at all; then when we
turn it over with a plow it is finely pulverized
soil down where thp potatoes can make their
growth. After it is plowed we fine it up again,
and use tools going down deep enough to get to

the fine soil turnpd under. I am getting to be
notional about the way my plowing is done. I

want the hpst plow I can get, and eithpr a new
point or the old one properly sharpened as soon
as it becomes dull. On our creek-bottom
ground we make the plow go down nine or ten
inches. If it hits a stone or hard place, and
then runs up. we back up the team and do it

ovpr again. After the plowing is done scien-

tifically, then with the cutaway or Acme har-
row, alternating with the roller, we get it just
right, on the same principle that we fix our
plant-beds, only, of course, we can not go to

the trouble of sifting several acres. It is not so

very expensive, when the ground is just right,

to get a mellow seed-bed nine or ten inches
deep. All the potatoes we raise are planted
by hand. The furrows are madp by Darnell's
furrower and marker combined. The revolving
disks make an additional fining-up, and the
potatoes are finally placed with about four
inches of fine mellow earth under them, and
four or five inches of soft mellow earth over
them. If you do this you will have a crop
without any expensive commercial fertilizer,

and without very much stable manure—that is,

where you have a soil such as we hsive here in

Medina. I know conditions are diffprent away
down in Florida, and possibly in othor places;
but with our clay soil this thorough fining and
pulverizing answers_tq a great extent in p'ace
of the_ manure, rrr' \.lZt ^'

S7i

If you w'ant more on this subject, especially
fuller details, read Terry in the Practical
Farmer, along about the first of May. The ad-
dress of the publishers is Philadelphia. Pa.
Since writing about fine soil well mixed by

sifting with good old well-rotted compost. I

have read what our friend T. Greiner has to
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say in several of the papers in regard to this

very matter. In taking a small quantity of
valuable potatoes, like the Craig, for instance,
and increasing a single tuber to the utmost, he
practices pulling off the sprouts, after they
nave made a leaf or two above ground, and
have sent up little branching roots where the
sprout is attached to the potato, a good deal as
we do with the sweet potato. These sets may
be pulled off and planted out; but to make a
success of it you want this kind of fine rich soil

I have been talking about. I suppose florists

would call it 2Joffi?icf-soil. There are many
grades of this potling-soil; but when we get
some that is real good it will start potato-plants.
or any other kind of plants, with almost no
effort or care at all. For instance, when we
put out plants in our plant- beds, if the sun
shines during the month of May we must both
water the plants and shade them during the
middle of the day, in ordinary soil; but if you
have plenty of the very host kind of this pot-
tingsoil, if you put out good plants over night,
and give them a pretty good wetting, they will

have caught on to this (jood soil even during
the night, so they will sland up all next day in

the sun unless, indet^d. it shines tremendously
hot, with severe drying winds. The plants will

do this with such soil where they would need
to be shaded a week in ordlnarv garden dirt.

I have mentioned before doing quite a trade
in furnishing this potting-soil. We eet 10 cts. a
peck or 25 cts. a bushel for it: and where we
give a real good article, everybody thinks it is

cheap, and is sure to come again. But if I am
away from home, the boys are pretty apt to fill

the order from some bed where it is only toler-

ably good. When I tell them that at this price
they ought to have the very best we have

—

even that right out of the greenhouse-benches
—they are apt to dpmur. and think we can not
spare it. Why, 25 cts. a bushel would pay for

clear stable manure, and we can make a very
nice potting-soil with a half or even a fourth of
well-rotted manure. A great many times we
can find just the very best of this stuff where
an old hogpen, stable, or even poultry-house.
has rotted down in some obscure corner. I

think the best I have seen was where we put a
great lot of poultry-manure in one of our green-
houses. I feared it would kill the plants; but
by spading the ground down very deep—say
more than a foot—and sifting the whole to-
gether repeatedly, it did not hurt the plants

—

at least very much. But it did not get to do its

best until it had been worked and turned over
for about one year, and then it was just beau-
tiful to look at or to handle; and any thing
that was given a chance would take hold and
begin to grow almost in one night, and the
plants would cover the ground, and need trans-
Ijlanting again, almost before one could turn
his back. Oh what bright, clean, smooth-look-
ing foliage—cabbage, celery, tomato, and every
thing else! Somebody has put in a caution
about getting the ground too rich for vegetable-
plants. I never saw it too rich myself, provid-
ing they had plenty of sun and air, and were
transplanted further apart just as soon as they
began to crowd each other in the least.

I often read the piece on the tliird \>nge of " Bees
and Honey." and sometimes the tears blind ni.veyes.
I know you must be a frDorl man to meet with such
wonderful siicecss—oiu'e a laboring: boy and now
keeper ovt'i' sueli woiulei'ful works. As a rvile I

make things prosper along- "ly path. T commenced
empty-liaiidcd. but now it is (pnte diffei'ent. I am
bound to make the bee-business tlourish in this val-
ley. 1 have always kept bees, but on the old plan,
which amounts to nothing.

M. A. Bellows, GrifHn's Corners, N. Y.

HONEY FROM THE FLORIDA WILD PP^NNYROYAL.
Around friend Poppleton's, and at other

places around Indian River, we saw a plant
which they call pennyroyal. ]t is not a bit

like the pennyroyal of the North, however, but
it is rather a sort of vine with a pennyroyal
taste. It spreads and grows of itself, with even
just a little chance, and friend King is prepar-
ing now to plant out ten acres. I suggested
moving his bees to some place where he could
have 7Hi?idrec?s of acres without the trouble of
planting it. But he thought he could prepare
and plant ten acres around his home cheaper
than to move his bees, etc., to where the penny-
royal is already.
Friend King asked me the question whether

bees always gather honey when the flowers
yield it. Of course, I said they would; and
when he went on to tell me of a time w hen the
black mangrove yielded so much honey that it

actually dropped out of the blossoms on the
leaves below, and the bees would not touch it

at all, I was going to accuse him of supersti-
tion. He finally explained it by saying they
had a sort of salt-water fog, or spray, that
covered the blossoms, bushes, and all. until the
honey tasted of the salt. After they had had a
good rain they washed out the salt honey, so
that some more was secreted, and then the bees
went at it again with a great boom.

MORE ABOUT THE SHELL MOUNI>S.

Close by friend King's ranch, a spur, or side-
track, branches off from the main road, and
runs down to a shell mound on the banks of
Indian River. This side-track is solely to take
shells by the carload to the adjoining towns
and cities for paving the streets. As soon as I

was able to walk half a mile or more we went
over to this shell mound. The shells had been
shoveled away, and the track pushed off into
the mound until in places a wall of solid shells
rises almost perpendicularly beside the track,
up fifteen or twenty feet. Was this great
mound or hill made entirely of shells thrown
away after some former race of people had used
the contents for food? One feels a little in-
credulous; but as he examines the shells and
finds they were broken open much as we open
them now, and the large conch shells mixed in,

each one of them having an opening broken in

at just the right point to scoop out the edible
portion, it begins to look as if it must have been
the work of human beings. Besides this, at
different points along up the wall of shells we
see strata of dirt, debris, ashes, charcoal, and
even broken pottery, indicating that the people
who lived there encamped for some time on a
certain spot, and that this spot was at a later
date vacated and covered up with a foot or two
of shells; then another encampment, and so on.
Are these shells valuable only for road-making ?
Yes, they can be easily burned into lime, to be
used for plastering houses, or to be spread on
the soil where lime is needed; and some excel-
lent results have been obtained by using these
burnt shells for a fertilizer. One trouble is to
get the fuel to burn them.

WAXING HONEY-BARRELS.
Before I finish up my visit at friend King's I

want to speak about barrels for honey. In that
warm southern clime, where frosts are so sel-

dom known, there are great varieties of insect-
enemies that we know nothing about. For in-

stance, if you leave a boat in the water for any
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length of time, the Teredo navalis will eat it

full of holes and make it worthless; whereas,
if the boat had been taken out of the water,
and kept in the air, it would have been un-
harmed. So you see Florida is harder on slip-

shod managing than almost any other place.

Every little while we see the results of sloth-

fulness in beautiful boats that cost large sums
of money being left in the water, to be eaten up
hy the teredo until they are next to worthless.
Another insect delights in making little holes
through the sides of honey-barrels, or any
other kind. Friend King says that, no matter
whether your barrels are made of oak, cypress,
or any other timber, and no matter how care-
fully you put them away where they won't dry
out, it is never safe to put honey in them until

you have waxed the whole inside according to

the directions so many years ago laid down in

the ABC book. Wax the barrels just before
they are filled, and they are safe and sound,
and honey may be shipped clear to New York,
without the outside becoming sticky in the
least. He finds paraffine to answer just as well
as beeswax, and it is very much cheaper.
Talking about shells reminds me that, while

visiting Harry Mitchell, near Hawk's Park, we
were shown a strip of ground in front of the
house, all covered with broken shells. It was
outside of the dooryard, along the main road-
way, and I was much surprised to learn from
friend Hart that they secured excellent crops
of onions and other garden vegetables right in

among these shells, although we could hardly
find a bit of soil of any account.
This recalls that I omitted in the proper place

to mention the very pretty little home belong-
ing to friend Mitchell nnd his good wife. An
artesian well of considerable volume attracted
my attention in the back yard; but it was too
warm, and too strongly impregnated with sul-

phur, to prove very palatable. Friend M. has,
besides his apiary, quite a pretty yard of fruits

and flowers, and a valuable collection of curi-
osities from Florida and other parts of the
world. Although he himself is in quite poor
health, we are reminded, by looking back at
pages 860 to 863 inclusive, of Gleantngs for
Nov. 15, 1894, that he secured last season the
enormous honey crop of 21,.'>00 lbs. from .57 hives,
or an average of about 377 lbs. per colony.
If anybody has ever made a better report than
this, either in Florida, California, or any other
part of the world, it seems to me it can not be
very much ahead, all things considered. •

Sanford. Fla., is a very pretty town of about
2500 inhabitants. I was much interested in the
spacious waiting-room at the depot, especially
as said room contained a large open fireplace
with a cheerful fire burning, made of pine logs
resting on old-fashioned andirons, I had been
suffering a good deal from chills, and it seemed
hard work, a good many times, to get thor-
oughly warmed up, even down in that land of
flowers and sunshine; but the big fire of pitch-
pine logs filled the bill to my heart's content. ^
After getting weii warmed up I enjoyed a

walk for a couple of miles to the little station
of Fort Reed, where friend McMillan has his
home. Here I met with such a warm welcome
from all the inmates that I did not quite under-
stand it. My friend and his good wife, how-
ever, made haste to explain. If I am correct,
they moved to Florida on account of ill health.
There they found good health, but did not suc-
ceed in finding any thing suitable to their case
for earning a livelihood. While thinking over
the matter, and. I believe, praying over it (for
they are devoted Christians), a sample copy of
Gleanings fell into their hands. Both hps-
band and wife soon became deeply interested,
got some bees, and commenced. Although they

are well along in years, and in feeble health,
as the bees increased their enthusiasm and
strength seem to increase also, to meet the
emergency; and right in the spot where no-
body else ever thought of raising honey they
have made excellent crops, and increased their
bees to something like 100 colonies. Instead of
selling honey at five and six cents a pound, as
some others have done, friend M. started out to
develop his home market. He carried samples
to the big hotels, and took oi'ders at from eight
to ten cents per pound, if I remember correctly,
being exceedingly careful to furnish only a first-

class product, even though almost their only
source of honey is the saw- palmetto; and that
is why they sent me an invitation to call, and
felt so glad to welcome under their own roof the
man who wrote the ABC book.

I have before mentioned that a new industry
has sprung up in Florida during the past winter,
in the way of furnishing firewood. I was sur-
prised to see the number of colored men with a
bright new one-horse wagon, ditto harness, and
a fair-looking mule with which to draw wood
to town. They go out of Sanford a couple of
miles, and get a very nice pine-ti'ee. as it stands
in the woods, for 25 cts. The horse stands
hitched to a tree while the owner cuts up the
load of wood. Then he drives to town and gets
a dollar for it. I suggested, as a matter of
economy, that the man employ somebody else

to cut the wood whil3 he goes with a load, thus
taking ever so many more loads in a day; and
I said, also, that one man could drive two
horses as well as one, and thus double the out-
put. Friend M. assured me, however, that I

did not understand the colored race at all. or I

would not make such suggestions. He said it

was accepting considerable responsibility al-

ready for one of these men to keep his horse
going everyday, let alone hiring somebody to
help, or, worse still, thinking of having the
care and responsibility of two horses. And ob-
servation seemed to back up his assertion.

Every thing is done on the one-horse plan

—

especially where the colored people manage it;

and the one horse, instead of doing a whole
day's work, stands still in his new harness,
hitched to the brand-new wagon the greater
part of the time.

In the vicinity of Sanford are many beautiful
lakes, and some of the finest orange- groves,
perhaps, in Florida. Where there was so much
lamentation because the garden-stuff was killed

by the frost, I suggested to quite a number of
the gardeners that they try their hand at
hardy vegetables that would stand a freeze: and
at Sanford I found an onion-patch of nearlv an
acre that was comparatively unharmed. The
proprietor, however, was a little above the
average gardener. He had got his ground un-
der high cultivation, and made very rich, so
that the onions had vigor and vitality enough
to stand the blizzard and to keep on growing.

I found one of friend McMillan's boys very
busily occupied, together with a neighbor's boy,
in building a boat. This boat was to be launch-
ed on Lake Jessup, within a short distance of
their home. The boys were making their boat
of sufficient size so they could camp out in it

for several weeks, and have room enough for

their provision, bedding, etc. By taking ad-
vantage of the lakes and rivers, they can get so
near Indian River, that, by hiring a team to

pull their boat across a mile or two, they can
go clear down to Lake Worth, and from there
back UD to Daytona and Ormund. Of course,
the vessel is to be run by sails, so the boys may,
by giving their time, make quite an exploring-
excursion, and see a good deal of the world, be-
ing out of pocket only what is necessary for

food and clothing. A great many have made
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such trips as this, and have found them, where
properly managed, very enjoyable. I could not
but share the boys" enihiisiasni; for it brought
vividly to my mind the time when I, although
only 18 years of age, felt that I could not stand
it any longer without seeing a little something
of this great world of ours in which we live.

When [ wrote up the electric gasoline-launch
on pages 143 and 144, I planned to give you a
picture of some of the Florida rivers with one
of these pleasure-boats on it. Here it is.

A young man on the cars gave me the photo.
He owns the larger of the two boats, and makes
it his business to carry tourists.

ELECTROPOISE, ETC.

MORE ABOUT THE ELECTROPOISE.

Mr. R()ot:—l have been very much interested in
your expose of humbusrs and swindles, particularly
that of ELeefcropoise. You say, " If it does perform
cures It is exactly in line witli the idea that a horse-
shoe nailed over a door wards off disease." My idea
about the matter is, that a great many people have
been really benefited by Electropoise, but exactly
on Ihe same principle that people are benefited by
faith cure. Christian science, the waters of Lourdes,
the relics of saints, the laying'-on of hands, etc. If
people, when ihey employ these remedies, thorougii-
ly believe that they will be beneficial, then, as a re-

sult of that belief, they will be benefited.
The imagiuatiiiu has a very powerful influence

over the functions of the human body. You say
that a brass button, with a wire attached, would be
just as efflcai'ious as the Electropoise apparatus.
That is undoubtedly true, provided the person us-
ing- it thoroughly believed in it.

Covelo, Cal., Apr. 25. Thos. B. Henley.

[Friend H., if I am correct you do not mean
to reflect on a proper, right, and reasonable
faith in God. I have closely inquired into the
matter of faith cure, Christian science, etc., not
only around my own home, but in Florida and
California, and 1 have watched the records
from other places. While there are some re-

markable cases of recovery that we can not ac-
count for, there are also other instances of
where both limb and ii/e have been sacriticed

because friends refuse to call in their family
physican or a competent surgeon. Yes, there
have been several cases of arrest of the parties
because they neglected the usual and recogniz-
ed means of saving life, and I think it was
right and proper that people should be arrest-
ed under the circumstances. Notwithstanding,
I have great faith, and with good reason, in

constantly seeking God's guidance and wi-dom
in directing us what to do with these bodies of
ours to escape sickness and death as far as
possible. This Electropoise business will be
the means, no doubt, of arousing people to the
fact of how much imagination may do in the
way of cures. But the guilty parties should
be arrested in their swindling, all the same.
Jesus said, " The Son of man indeed goeth as it

is written of him; but woe to that man by
whom the vSon of man is betrayed I Good were
it for that man if he had never been born."
Again, '• God maketh the wrath of man to
praise him," it is true; but this by no means
makes it right that they be allowed to go on in
their wrath.—A. I. R.]

Inclosed you will find some clipping-s from Tlie
BihJiial Ri <-i)r<l6)\ of Raleigh, a Baptist paper. Is
this Electroiioise the same as you have reference to
in your paper? If so, please send me some extra
copies of Gleanings, also extra slips of the item of
Prof. H. W. Wiley. I also know of a Baptist minis-
ter in my own county who sells the Electropoise,
and I know of two people in my own town, whom
he sold to, with no benefit—price $'2,jJ>i); but I don't
know whether it is the same. If thej' are swindlers.

which I believe they are, I am with you to help
break it up. S. D. Matthews.
Hamilton. N. C, Apr. 29.

[Yes, friend M., the circulars you send are
from the very same Electropoise people we have
been exposing. These people have all along
based their claims on the simple fact that
everybody who used their machine was either
cured or made better. But here we are told of
two customers receiving no benefit. The only
wonder is, tiiat anybody should receive any
benefit or even think he had. But another
appalling fact stands forth. A minister of the
gospel has used his sacred calling to induce
people, perhaps the members of his own church,
to buy his wares; and these wares, instead of
being legitimate trade and honest merchandise,
are a terrible fraud and swindle—.*25.00 for that
which should not cost 3.5 cents, and the whole
thing a piece of hypocrisy and quackery at that.
Religious papers have been shirking responsi-
bility, and here is a part of the result. Friend
M., show this to these poor friends who have
been victimized, and advise them to demand
their money back. It is a very clear case of
fraud; and either the minister or the Electro-
poise company will hand it over very quick

—

probably. If they do not, tell them (the two
victims) to make a plain statement in their own
handwriting, and forward these statements to
me.—A. I. R.J

The following from the editor of that bright
new little journal. The Mdrket Oardeii, it seems
to me, throws a little light on this matter of
'"testimonials:"

Mr. Root:—YOUT stand on the Electropoise ques-
tion seems to me to be worthy of no censure. I am
inclined to believe your correspondent on the ques-
tion in the last number of Gleanings has failed to
understand human nature or correctly interpret
her eccentricities. There are many people in the
world who only need to find faiih in something' to
find in it a panacea for their ills, the majority of
which are imaginary. I am a strong believer in
faith cure to the extent that, if people would only
have more faith in tliemselves, they would have
more curt'S than in all the patent or quack remedies
under the sun. Suggestion alone is a powerful
remedy; and having- realized tliis, the cure-all
people throw something- in with it and reap enor-
mous profits from the credulity of human nature.
People buy the remedy, and sincerely believe they
are getting wed from diseases tliey never had, and
hasten to make all sorts of testimonials, or sign
those made up for them by the wise proprietors of
the new medical fad.

'

F. VV. Leavitt.
Minneapolis, Minn.-

To Keep Yourself Posted on all

Electrical Frauds and Humbugs,

^»^
•^i^

as well as to learn all that is in-

teresting to know about the
wonderful advancement of Elec-
trical Art and Science, read

Electricity.
A weekly journal treating- electric-
al subjects in a practical, non-
technical and popular manner, and
exposing all forms of huuibuug-ery,

^t, quackery, and fraud, including- va-

^i^ rious electro-medical devices. In-
tended to mislead and rob those
whose knowledge of electrical mat-
ters is limited.
Subscription: $2.50 per year;>am-

'ple copies free. Cr_'

Electricity, 6 Park Place, New YorL
.ji_^a ^ iH IFlease mention this paper. . fisS b.u
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BUSINESSfc^sgSr^^"

SWEET-CLOVER SEED WANTED.
There seems to be an unprecedented boom on this

seed this year. We have handled more during- the
past six months, severjtl times over, than we did in
the previous six years. He are again in need of
more, and sfiould be glad to liear from any of our
readers who have it for sale.

RUBBEK GLOVES, SECONrS.
We have a stock of rubber gloves, Nos. 10, 11, and

12, which we bought as seconds, but which are so
good that it is ditticult to see wherein they are infe-
rior to firsts. We are able to offer them postpaid, at
SOc a pair. With other goods, S6c. Special rates in
dozen or half-dozen lots.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
As we go to press we are loading a third car,

made up of export orders for New York, and have
just shipped a second car to Barteldes & Co., Den-
ver, Col. We are :it work on the third car this year
for Syracuse, N. Y., where F. A. Salisbury is pre-
pared to take care of your orders for any thing in
our line.

SECOND-QUALITY ABC BOOFS.
I find we have about 50 copies of the above, m;ide

up from sheets that were a little soiled or otherwise
injured. They are just as good in every respect,
and can be easily read—every page and every word,
Until they arQ gone we offer them, cloth bound, at
only 50 cts. each, by express or freight with other
goods. If you want one by mail, add 15 els. for
postage. These are the last edition, and exactly the
same as those we are selling for $1.25.

HONEY MARKET.
We are finally closed out of comb honey entirely,

except two small lots in hands of commission men
In Cleveland. We have a good supply of extracted
honey in cans and barrels. We have one lot of
clover honey, which we will sell as it is, 350 lbs. in a
barrel, at 8c, or put up in 60-lb. square cans at 9c.
Choice basswood and clover honey in kegs and bar-
rels at 7c; in 60-lb. cans, at 8X, or two-case lots 8c.
Choice Alabama honey, in barrels of about 500 lbs.,
at 6c. Samples mailed to those interested.

BEESWAX EASIER.
The highest point lias been reached in the bees-

wax market, and prices are again declining slightly.
We have some six or seven tons in .'itoc-k, and we
decline the price we pay till [utther notice, to 27c
cash, 30c trade, for average wax delivered here.
When you ship wax. be sure to put your name in or
on the package, and write by mail, giving the
weight of the wax shipped. We have over h:ilf a
dozen lots of wax on hand now for which we can
not find the owners, as they have failed io take
these simple precautions when they shipped it.

DIVIDED-TOP BROOD FRAMES.
We have nine boxes, each roniaining 250 thick-top

frames, with divided top-bar. They are just like
our regular thick-top frame a \ ear or two ago, with
top-bar in two sections, each" V4 inch wide. Those
who like to fasten foundation in the top-bar by
pinching between two pieces of wood, would find
these frames convenient to use. We will sell them
in the boxes, as packed, at $2.CO a box, which is 80c
per 100—about half the price of the regular thick-
top frame. This is something we do not catalog,
and we desire to close out this stock, hence this low
price. We will not repack a less number for less
than $1.20 per ICO.

BUSINESS AT THIS DATE.
AVe are being crowded to our utmost capacity

these times—are running 12 hours a day; and if we
had enough extra comj elcnt men at hand we would
have a night force at work lor two or three weeks,
so as to turn out the goods laster. There are but
few orders ih.at have not been shipped within a
week after they were received. On Tuesday, May

7. we broke all previous records by putting up 130
shipments by freight, besides quite a number by
express. In the eight days ending Saturday, 11th,
wf received six hundred orders, and we had left un-
tilli'd at tliat time 250. But we had during that time
shipped about as many as received, so we are really
less than a week behind.

CHEAP LAWN-MOWERS.
Here is a bargain for those in want of a low-priced

mower. This machine used to be our leader, and we
have sold hundreds of them. Desiring to close out
present stock we have cut the price down this sea-
son to less than we paid for them a few yenrs ago.
We sell the 10-inch for $2.00. and the 12-inch for .$2.50.

In lots of 3 we will discount these prices 10 per cent;
6, 16 per cent; 10 or more. 20 per cent. They are a

good light-running machine, and a bargain at these
prices. We can not supply any more when present
stock is sold. If you desire a bargain, let us hear
f r< m you at once.

THE MOHEKMAN BRASS SPRAY-PUMP.
The adjoining cut shows a spray-

pump which we secured after our list

of spray-pumps was m;ide up. It was
such a decided bargain that we bought
some of them. It is made on the same
nrinciple as the Myers bucket-pump.
The hose is attached to a tube run-
ning up through the air-chamber. The
nozzles used on the pump are the same
in construction as the Myers. We can
sell this one for $'2.r,0; by mail, »3.25.

An eiglit-foot pipe extension, which
cm not be mailed, will be included at
35 cts. extra. There are a good many
spray -pumps on the market, but I
doubt if you will find or e equal to this
at the price at which we otter it. Spe-
cial prices to dealers, on application.

PROTECTING PLANTS FROM FROST, ETC.

May /.?.—Well, we got some rain last Saturday,
the 11th, and, more than that, it wound up with a
frost last night. We liad 125 large tomato-plants,
I'lany of them in blossom: and as the frost came
Swiday nigl it, it was desirable to get ihem covered
with as lit tie work as possible. The touiatoes were
right adjoining our pie-plant piitch. After a little

study I diiectfd the boys to cut off' just the largest
leaves from each pie-plant, and sort them out so as
to put the biggest leaves over the biggest tomato-
plnnts. The plant was carefully turned over on its

side, and the great pie-plant leaf spread over, the
point of the leaf coming down right by the root of
the plant. Then Ben. with a scoop-shovel, put a
little fine dirt all around the edge of the leaf to
make it tight and to hold it secure. It took perhaps
half an hour, with three of us, and this morning our
tomatoes areas bright aud fresh as if there had
been no frost at all. About an acre of kidney wax
beans upon the liill were all laid flat, and the same
with some Biirpee's bush limas. Of course, I knew
when I planted them I was taking a risk.

THE CURRANT AND GOOSEBERRY WOR.M.
This pest started out earlier with us than ever

before, and with more persistence than ever liefore.
We first tried liellebore, but it did not work very
well, b''cause all we could get at the drugstores was
kept over from last year. Then we tritd insect-
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powder. This did pretty well, l)ut it is more ex-

pensive than helleliure. and so we sent off for some
fresh liellobore. This cost less, and did i he business
pretty well. But by tliis time we discovered tliat

air-slacljed lime answers just as well as eitiier of
tlie above, and costs practically nothing-. You can
use it in the bellows just the same as the insect-

powder. Perhaps the amount of hellebore and
pyrethruni that had been administered before we
tried the lime may have had something- to do with
the success of the latter. The great tiling- with
these pests is to take a stitch in time. Go over your
bushes twice a day. Loolt carefully at ttie leaves
out of sight down near the ground; and whenever
you see half a dozen worms at work, go to work
with your powder th:it very hour. If you wait over
niglit, or, say, over Sunday, you may find every leaf

oflf your bushes before you suspect that such a thing
is possible.

SEED BEANS FOB FLORIDA AND OTHER SOUTHERN
LOCALITIES.

I have told you something of the great bean in-

dustry of Florida, and that it commences ordinarily
as early as December. From that time on, snap
beans are shipped north until we can grow them
here in our own locality. Well, they do not use the
wax or yellow beans. They say they do not do as
well as the green-podded varieties. And another
thing, they can not raise good seed in the South. It

all has to be brought from the North. Of course,
where they get such extravagant prices for green
beans in mid-winter, they want the very best seed
to be had. After considerable inquiry there seems
to be a pretty general agreement that a green-pod-
ded bean called " Best of All " is what is wanted. I

wrote to several of our northern seedsmen in regard
to the best bean for Florida, and there seemed to be
a gener;il agreement in regard to this variety. Now,
I am going to undertake to furnish our southern
friends with beans for seed for less tlian they now
have to pay—four or Ave dollars a bushel. If some of
you wish to turn in and help, I have no objection at
all. I have secured 4 bushels to plant of this variety.
Best of All, and can supply any of you, who want
to try it, at the following prices: Pint, 16 cts.;

quart, 35 cts. ; peck, S1.50. If wanted by mail, add
at the rate of 8 cts. per pint, for postage and pack-
ing. When we get some nice seed, I think we can
dispose of it readily by an advertisement in Glean-
ings or in some of the papers that circulate in the
Southern States. So far as I can learn, it is a great
yielder; and the dry beans can probably be furnish-
ed nearly if not quite as cheap as our ordinary field

beans. Of course, I had to pay a high price to get
the seed of this variety to start witli. I wish some
of the friends in Florida, who have grown the Best
of All, would tell us a little more about it.

grown by the market-gardener the prices will gen-
erally be considerably lower. Whatever you do, do
not get the blues, and let your ground grow up to
weeds. Get at it and do sumethinij at once.

THE RECENT FROST.

Very likely the question is coming up with many
of our readers as to what shall be done. Well, it

wants some advi^, from somebody of wisdom and
years of experience, many times, to say just what
is best to be done. A year ago a patch of wax beans
was, to all appearance, "gone up," as the boys say;
but on examining closely I found buds between the
leaves, that seemed to be unharmed. I waited three
or four days, and had just about decided to harrow
them up and plant again, when 1 thought I would
wait a little longer. We had a warm rain, and al-

most every beanstalk started. I planted some more
right after the frost, to see which would do better;
and the frost-bitten ones gave a pretty fair crop of
wax beans ten days or two weeks ahead of the
others. Of course, the frost-bite set tliem back;
but when they once got out leaves, the large root
that was unharmed gave them a big send-off. At
other times I think I have fussed with frost-bitten
stuff when it would have been better to cultivate it up
and plant anew. Sometimes you can plant between
the hills or put another row alongside of the frost-
bitten row. The latter way makes cultivation diffi-

cult. Putting a hill between the others does pretty
well; but in gathering the crop it takes too long to
hunt it up here and there; and unless it is worth
considerable money it costs about all it comes to.

If you decide to plant over, I would work the ground
up thoroughly with cut-away or other harrows, fine
it down, and roll it, as in the first place, then put in
your crop just as nice as you know how. As the
second planting comes right in the very best part of
tlie season, it will oftentimes give a much better
product than the first, any way; but on most things

MY NEW WHEEL FOR 189l.

I have had it .some little time, but I did not men-
tion it, because it took me some little time to decide
that I liked a wheel as light as an 18-lb. Rambler.
When I undertook to ride it with my winter cloth-
ing, overcoat, heavy l^oots, etc., someway the wheel
and I didn't get acquainted. But the warm weather
came, so I could put on my light summer clothing,
light shoes, etc., and I have just begun to compre-
hend what it is to fly through tlie air, with almost
nothing to add to the momentum of my own weight.
Well, now the wheel and I have become inseparable
companions. The old one seems heavy and awk-
ward. In fact, it is just as each succeeding- lighter
weight has previously thrown the others into tlie

shade. I get on and off now with the greatest ease,
and ride as slowly, if necessary, as one would walk,
and go around obstacles almost easily and safely.
At the same time, when I have a g-ood stretch of
road there seems to be almost no limit to the speed
that may be attained. By the way, I wonder if the
next great move in this world of ours is not going
to be along the line of dropping uselpss weights
and encumbrances; or, to put it in a spiritual sense,
to "lay aside every weight, and the sin that doth so
easily beset us, and run the race that is set before
us." Somehow I seem to have g-otten my text at
the end of my little sermon; but, my good friend, if

you do not weigli any more than about 130 or 140
lbs., and if you have never tried an 18-lb. wheel of
the present date, let me suggest to you that there is

a treat in store for you. By the way, I have not
had any long rides yet this season, principally be-
cause my presence seems at this season to be so
urgently needed every day here at the Home of the
Honey-bees.

Kind Words From Our Customers.

The Crane smoker you sent me is the best I ever
saw. W. B. AiKiN.
Riverside, Tex.

My goods were received O. K. They are the finest
I have seen. You may look for ray future orders.

Henry E. Liveling.
East St. Louis, 111., April 27.

The garden seeds I ordered of you by mail came
all right in just four days from the day I ordered
them. We get just about twice as many seeds for
the money from you as we can at the stores here.
Please accept thanks. Mad Talbert.
Morristown, Ind., Mar. 11.

The goods ordered Apr. 4th arrived safely and in
good condition; also the queen ordered on the 8th.

She has been introduced successfully. My reason
for ordering- goods of you in preference to buying
nearer home is, that I am always sure of their com-
ing in good condition. W. W. Conner.
Washington, D. C, April 29.

one big colony WORTH TWO OR THREE SMALL
ONES.

I make just as few swarms as possible, as one
large swarm gathers as much honey as three or four
small ones. The bad windy days for handling bees
1 am busy making- or putting together and painting
those new hives I got from you, which are the nicest
you ever sent me. You have really outdone your-
self on this order. H. T. Gifford.
Vero, Fla., April 33.

Your card of the Itith ult. is at hand, also Glean-
ings for March 1st. In reply to your request for
postals regarding- "hive argument," I say keep it

up and we will sift tlie grain from the chaff.
Gleanings is getting better each year, and all are
given a lair hearing. Bloom is coming on, and bees
are rearing brood very fast. Prospects are very
good for a fair crop. J. W. Griffin.

I Descanso, Cal., Mar. 8.
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"The Battle is Not

To Tiie Strong Alone"
If it "were, we "would win it just as we do now,
for we stand ready to guarantee our fence to
be tlie strongest of all wire fences made.
We do not ask you to take anybody's figures
or tables of tensile strength, but wilt make a
bona fide test of the real article Ou the
other hand, if a fence must be '"vigilant,"
"active" and "brave," there is no use looking
further than the Page. It's tlie only live
fence. ''Dead" soft wire fences are exempt.
PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,Adrian,Mich.

In a recent advertisement we told of our very superior all-

steel hand and power feed cutter to be offered at

$io » 'h$40
Another a'l. tells of the process of ^'alvanizin^ and its indis-

pensable pie-ervative qualities. We also will give you the ex-
perience of two ri'presentative business firms of Illinois, one of
whom has sold 400 and the other 5U0 Aermotors. In ad. No. 4
we qu"te a p ice on the best pumps made (hand, windmill, and
irriza ing) lower than v,-n< ever bef rt- dreamed of. and in ad.
No. 5 we talk to you of steel galvanized tanks, with covers, at

the unheard of [trice of 2^ cents per gallon. This is cheaper
than wood. They dn not shrink, le tk. rot. rust, or give taste to

water. Read all of the Aermoior ads.

The Aerniotor Company treats the public generously.
While state legislatures are passing laws to secure repairs for

farm machinery ;.t rens'.nahle prices, IT IS A FACT THAT
THE AKKMOTOR COMPANY HAS FOR THE YEAR 1H95
BEEN COMPELLED TO RAISE ITS PRICES ON REPAIRS
BECAISE SOMK OK ITSCVSTOMFRS HAVE BEEN ORDKRLNG
INUIVIOl AL PARTS TO MAKE I P COMPLETE MACHINES,
SINCE IN THAT WAY THEY COILU (JET A MACHINK
CHEAPER THAN BY ORDERING IT ASSEMBLED. JW>ph

I not CO mpelled to buif
pelled to buy re2)atrs.

was in th is respect gen-
Bold so low that cus-
buy the repairs and
chine at less than the
chine would cost. But
not certain that they
assembled in good shape,
own reputation, the Aer-
the price of certain repairs
in future. Not only has the
given the best goods at the low-
apoorarticleatanv [trice,but
TWENTY BRANCH HOCSES
THE COINTRY IN ORDER
COODS EASILY ACCESSI-
REPAIRS WITHIN EASY
to greatly increase this
a matter of the greatest
are purchasing machinery.
a wise man will look to it

clethat repairs can quick-
cost, "Our very In

machinery ; they i

The Aermoior Company
erous to a fault. It

tomers could
assemble a ma-
assembled ma-
since it was

would get tlie macliina
for the protection of its

motor Company has raised

just enough to prevent this

Aermotor Company always
est price and refused to sell

it has now ESTABLISHED
IN VARIOl'S PARTS OF
TO HAVE NOT ONLY 'TS
BLE, BIT TO HAVE ITS
REACH. It expects soon
number of houses. This is

importance to those who
Accidents will happen, and
when he is buying an arti-

ly be had at reasonable
and hi^'h standards on everything

connected with water supply and power production by wind,
together with the accessibility of a full line of our goods and
repairs, will be appreciated. AeriTIOtor CO*« Chleago.

METAL
WHEEL

for your

WAGONS
Adt size yon want, 20
to 56 in high. Tires I

to 8 m wide—hubs to
fit any axle. .Suvcs
Cosf many times in

*, season to have set
of low %vheel8 to fit

Jour wagon for hauling
KTain. fodder, manure,
bogs, .Vc. No resettins of
tores Oatl'e free. Address

Empire mpg. co
^ulncy, 111.

tSrm respouuiiiii to tins advert!

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping--cases, and eveiy tliiiij

that bee-keei)ers use. Root's Goods at Root's i

Prices, and the Best Shipping=point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax,
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Please mention this paper.

Crane Smoker
1895 Pattern.

This excellent smoker was in-

troduced sojiie two years ago,
since which time it has worked
itself rapidly into popular favor.

patented MarcTi 12, lSf)5.

hs Distinctive Feature is the Crane
Valve, li.v which tlie full force of the bellows
is seriired without waste, and liy which also
smoke is prevented absoluielytfrom going- nito
tlic bellows.

The Legs are of Skeleton Malleable
Iron, contracted at the feet so as to be out of
the w ly of the fingers in handling, and aie se-
cured to the bellows by bolts instead <)f screws.

The Shield is of Light Corrugated Tin,
and lia^s next to tlie bellows, thus giving ample
protection from heat.

The Cone Top easily tilts back for re=

plenishing the smokei'. and is secured by a.

tnalleable-iion hinge, the working parts of
wlijch ;ire milled so as to insure accurate ad-
.jnstment to the stove or cup.

As to Fuel, it will burn any thing, in=

eluding S(dt Coal, Stovewood. Planer-shavings;
and it makes no difference how much the lat-
ter may be crammed down in the cup, there
will be the same strong blast as before.

Price, 3.^-inch barrel, it^l.85, post-
paid; or >t^l.50 by fgt. or exp.

The A. I. Root Company,
Medina, Ohio.
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Notice!
We beg to announce that we have

completed arrangements with the

Porters whereby we secure for this

country the control of the sale of that

very excellent and almost indispen-

sable implement,

The Porter Bee=Escape.
It will be manufactured by the

Porters, as formerly, but write to

us for prices in both large and small
j

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0. !

Your Orders
j(_)r umesifu iiai-

ian queens will be promptlj- filled by return mail.
These (jueens are carefully reared from fine stock,
are larg-e. healtliv, and prolific. 75c each; sFH.OO per
dozen. Tested, $1 00 each.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,

Iberia Par. Loreauville, La.
C?"!!! rpsnondiner to this advertisement mention ulkaninos

for untested Ital-

•HONEY-MAKERS
Are a strain of Italian

bees that we have pro-
duced by years of careful

breeding-. Queens will be
ready May 15. Tested queens

in May, $2.00; untesfed. SI. 00; half-
doz., J5 00; tested queens in June,

$125: untested, 75c; half-dozen, $4.00.

Please state in your order whether im-
ported or golden queens are wanted.

Leininger Bros., Ft. Jennings. O.
tyin responding to this advertisement mention GLEAKdoa.

Patents Pending

On new process, new ma-
chines, new product, in

manufacture of comb foun-
dation.

Result:
Lowest prices, best work.
Samples and price list free.

Wax wanted.

W. J. Finch, Jr.,
Springfield, 111.

Hlease mention this paper.

WEAK POINTS IN mW FENCES.
1st, too low: If less than 5 ft. animals

reach, .lump or tumble over. 3nd, cross bar.s
too wide a!>art. The.se add nothing to the
streu»'tli, simply spread the strain, like the
planks on a bridge, and should he close, ad,
cheap liorjzoiital wires No matter how
larg**, a moderate strain stretches them un-
til useless. 4th, tlie laclt ola reliable, auto-
matic tension device. End springs, ratchets,
etc., can only affect near by panels. You
can learn the remedy by addressing

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich,
C^ln reMioiKlinir to tills advertisement mention fST.KANTNfia

Imported
Italian Queens of '95 rearing-, after
Mny lij, .*3.C0 each; te-ted, now, $1..50

1 o fe each. W. C. FEASIEE, Atlantic, Iowa.

HONEY! If we would be suc-
cessful in the pro-
duction of honey it

is of vital importance
that our queens be tirst class. After an extended
experience with the different i-aces of bees brought
to this count! y, I am led lo believe, all things con-
sidered, that these direct from Italy have never been
improved upon. Large yellow prolific queens from
imported motheis. mated to di-ones of imported
stock from a different source, securing a direct
cross. Untested. re;idv May 2.5, T5c; 6, $4.25; 12 for
$8.00 Select untested, $1 (HI. No disease.

L. TJ. ROB/i^'. Worthinarton, W. T"a.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing liand tools, in Kipping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
Kdging-np, Jointing Stuff, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.
('(tiiilo'i Fire. l-34ei
SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,

44 Water St., Seneca Falls, N Y.

METAL
WHEEL

for your

WAGONS.
Any size yon want, 20
to 66 in high. Tires 1

to 8 in wide—hubs to
fit any axle. Maves
Cost many times in

a season to have set

of low wheels to fit

yoor wagon for hanling
ffram, fodder, mannre,
bogs, kc. No resetting of
lires. Catl'g free. Address

Bmpire: mfo. CO.,
4uljicy» 111.

I^"lli respond I M.^ In this aclverti.-ienient mention QLEAlONas.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thing else used by a bee-

keeper. All late improved goods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

D/SCOUI\/TS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese buckwheatfurnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.
IH writing advertisers please mention this paper.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Ho?ie)y.—The stock of comb honey

is large; market well supv)lied. Fancy white 1-lb.
combs, 13; amber, 11. Receipts of extracted lig-ht;

white, 7; amber, 5J4@6; Southern, iijg.S. Beeswax,
32. Hamblin & Bearss,
May 20. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Ho?!e}/.—There is not much honey be-
ing- sold, and prices remain as formerly reported.
Such white comb as we have of good qualitj' sells at
14c; but tliereis a prospect that the market is going-
to be cleaned out before new crop. Extracted
bring-s 5'4@7. Beeswax, fair grade, 3()c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
May 18. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Detroit.—Honey.—Honey is somewhat neglected.
Prices lower, with little g'ood in sight. Best white
comb honey 13®14; dark lots at buyers' prices. Ex-
tracted, 6@7. Beeswax, :i9@30.

M. H. Hunt,
May 18. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveimnd.—Honev.—Our honey market is very
slow. No. 1 white, in 1-lb. sections, i2@13c; No. 2, 11;
extracted. No. 1 white, "@8. Beeswax. 28c.

WiliT.iams Bros.,
May 18. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

New York.—Ho?iej/.—All grades of white comb
honey are well cleaned up. Considerable buck-
wheat is yet on the market, and, as the demand is
about over, some of it will probably be carried over.
We <iuote wliite, 10@,12, and buckwheat 7@8. There
is a fairly good demand, principally for California,
of wliich there is more than a sufficient supply to
meet the demand. New crop southern is arriving
quite freely. We quote: California, .5%@6; white-
clover and basswood, 6; buckwheat, .5; southern,
common to fair, per gallon, 45@.",0; choice. 55@65.
While beeswax liolds firm at 31@32, we tliink the
market has reached top piices, and do not expect it

to advance any further.
30@31. Hildreth LJros. & Segelken,
May 24. 120 & 122 W. Broadway, New York.

Alfalfa in Arizona.—We will .sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phrenix at i'sC in lOUO - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association,
Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples. 8c.
eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

Cincinnati. — Honey. —The market is quiet. No
change since our last. We quote choice comb honey
at 12@16c. Extracted honey at 4@7. Demand is

good for beeswax at 25@31 cts. on arrival for good
to choice j'ellow. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
May 20. ^ Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis.—Ho7iei/.—Tlie market for strained hon-
ey in barrels and cans is more active—prices, how-
ever, not improving. We quote comb, 10@12; ex-
racted, in cans, 5V^@6'i; in barrels, 4^2®.'). Prime
beeswax, 27. D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
May 20. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City.— 7?o?ie?;.—The demand for comb
honey is light; considerable on the market. Re-
ceipts of extracted liglit, demand fair. We quote
No. 1 white comb, 13@14; No. 2, 1-lb., 12@13; No. 1
amber. 12@13; No. 2, 8@10; extracted. .5@7. Bees-
wax, 2.5. C. C. Clemons & Co.,
May 20. Kansas City, Mo.

Philadelphia.—iTo?iey.—Comb honey finds little
or no sale now in large city. Extracted is selling
freely. We quote comb honey, 9; extracted, ?tK.
Beeswax, .30c for clear yellow.

May 21. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia," Pa.

No. 1 extracted honev in 50-lb. pails at 7c per Ib.-
$3.50. J. B. Murray, Ada, O.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSQN & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

Wants or Exchange Department.

i Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
I al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
j

must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
I
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-

j

rors. You can liave the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex-

I
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-

I

fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will he put with the regular advertisements. -We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

Buffalo.—Horjew.—The honey market is verv
easy and sales are light. Fancy, 12@13; choice, 10®
11. Most of the stock on hand is tail ends of ship-
ments. Cleaning up at irregular prices. Buck-
wheat, very slow sale at prices ranging from 6@8c.
Extracted is dull. Beeswax, 2S@:Wc.

Batterson & Co..
May 18. Buffalo, N. Y.

Boston.--Hrtney.—Our honey market is quiet and
without cliange. We quote you our market at 13
@14 for best 1-lb. comb honey, and 5@6 for extract-
ed, with light demand. E. E. Blake & Co.,
May 20. Boston, Mass.

Albany.—Honey.—Our market is well cleaned up
on both comb and extracted honey. We have a
small stock of buckwlieat, but no clover pn hand.
There is but very little demand, and prices remain
unchanged. Have had some correspondence with
Florida parties desiring to ship new honey.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
May 18. Albany, N. Y.

San Francisco.—H«?ifjy.—Tlie pnjspects for the
coming honey crop are good, and we expect to ship
large quantities of California honey to the East. I
quote to-day: New extracted honey, light amber, 5c;
white, 5>^. White comb, 1-lb. frame, 10. Beeswax,
26@27. Henry Schacht,

Successor to Schacht, Lemckc d- Steincr,
May 23. San Francisco, Cal.

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.

J. A. Green, Ottawa, III.

WANTED.—To exchange 6 and 12 inch Root foun-
dation mills for wax, honey, or offers.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

w ANTED.-To exchange supplies and other goods
for honey. O. H. Hyatt, Shenandoah, Iowa. 20tf

WANTED.—To exchange a quantity of carpenters'
tools, also Barred Plymouth Rock eggs for

nuclei. F. L. Wotton, Darien, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange golden queens for Pekin
ducks, Embden geese, fancy poultry, buck-

wheat. J. F. Michael,
Greenville, Darke Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange 26-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron ; tenoner, and mortiser, for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working machinery.
Will give a bargain for cash,
eitf Geo. Rall, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange my fine English mastiff
pups and collie shepherds, for something useful.

They are tlie liest stock.
Scott Brillhart, Millwood, Knox Co., Ohio.
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Boardman's Bee=Feeder.

You can not afford to let your bee.s run down
before the honey-tiow begins. By stimulutive feed-
ing you can hav^e a strong working force of bees
ready for business in honey harvest. For feeding
under all cnuditious, and esiecially for stimulative
feeding, there is no feeder quite as safe and con-
venient as the

^*-^^ Boardman Feeder. -%.-%^

I am prepared to furnish them in large and small
•luantities. Particulars and prices on application to

H. R. BOARDMAN,
East Townsend,

£^"In respond ill ..ii

= Huron Co., = Ohio.
KAN1M..-V

COR SALE.-JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT, 75 CTS.r PER BUSHEL. A. P. LAWRENCE,
HICKORY CORNERS, MICH.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

100 black, hybrid, and mismated queens for sale;
30c each; $3.00 per doz.

H. L. Weenes, Hanford, Cal.

"The
Southland

Send $1.00 for the South-
land Queen. Edited by the
Aichley family. Plain, prac-
tical, and all fresh bee matter.
Jennie Atchley will begin a
Bee-keeping school in June

Q
" l'"'*'! No. All that wish les-

Ut^t^Ila sons, come in. A steam bee-
hive factory. Root's goods,
Dadant s foundation. Send

for free catalog and sample journal.

THE JENNIE ATChLEY CO.,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

Will pay 25c per lb. cash, or 38c in trade, for any
quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 33c for hest selected wax.
Old comhs will not he accepted under any consid-
er it ion.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify

us by mail of amount sent, we can not hold our-
selves responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as
a general thing to send wax by express.

TWE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O.

Second-Hand
Bicycles Cheap.
We have the following second-hand bicycles for

sale at the prices stated:
One ladies' Victoria, last year's model, made by

the Overman Wheel Company; has been used but
little, and cost last year $135.00. Will sell for $65,

One ladies' Monarch, last year's model, for $55.
One ladies' Columbia, '93 pattern, in perfect run-

ning order, tires in fjood condition; price $37. .50.

One gents' Columbia, 93 pattern, also in perfect
order-, with new tires, and newly enameled, $47. .50,

One gents' Monarch. '93 pattern. This wheel has
had considerable use. but is in good condition. Has
had new tires recently; weighs about 30 lbs. *45.
One gents' Lovell Diamond, '9' pattern. Fitted

with new tires and pedals last fall. Weighs about
31 lbs. In excellent condition, and a bargain at the
price. $40.

We have also one $16.00 shot-gun, nearly new, 13
bore, breech-loading, top action; barrels' perfect,
and without a spot inside or out; modified choke;
for only $11.
Will take white hone.v or wax in trade, f. o. b. at

Medhia, for any of above goods.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. JVledina, Ohio.

A KIND WOHD FOR THb; BOOK "THE CHRISTIAN'S
SECRET OF A HAPPY LIEE."

The following is from a private letter to one of
the teachers in the Medina schools, and was not
written for publication.

Dear Sa)o7);— I much wish to give a number of
Japanese of my acquaintance, who read English,
the book Christian's Secret of a Happy Life. I know
of nothirg that is more needed in Japan than such
teaching as that. Our best (or, rather, leading) men
are doubting or disbelieving in the divinity of
Christ, the lesurrectiorr, the personality of God,
etc., so that it seems as if tliey had no greatly dif-
ferent foundation fi-om Bnddhist.s. Alack of spirit-
uality and ^i1al faith in a liviny" Savior is, I believe,
the root of the difiicnlty. 1 am having the book
translated into Japanese, but it will take a good
while to get it done, and I want to give one or two
discouraged friends (pastoi-s) the book right away.

H. Frances Parmelee.
Maebashi Joshu, Japan, April 33.

[Our missionary friend has, without knowing it,

given us one of the grandest testimonials for this
good book I have ever seen, for it does indeed strike
directly at the root of the matter. I am afraid that
right here in America as well as in Japan we have
"discouraged pastors;" and this book, "The Chris-
tian's Secret of a Happy Life," has a most kind and
genial rebuke to all such. "O thou of little faith !

wherefore didst thou doubt ?"] A. I. R.
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Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
Any of tiese books on which postage is not given will be

forwarded by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
In buying books, as evei'y thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if we make a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that the bookseller could read all tne books he
offers, as ne has them for sale, it were hardly to be expected
he would be the one to mention all the faults, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desire that those who favor
me with their patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
fore I am going to try to prevent it by mentioning all the
faults, so far as I can. that the purchaser may know what he
Is getting. In the following list, books that I approve I have
marked with a *

; those I especially approve, •*
; those that

are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines,!;
foreign, §. The bee-books are all good.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by

freight or express, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can judge of the size of
the books very well by the amount required for postage
on each.

8 I Bible, good print, neatly bound 20
10

I
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30

30
I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 76
This is a large book of 425 pages and 175 illustrations, and

would usually be called a 82.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 25c more.

6
I
First Steps for Little Feet. By the author of

the Story of the Bible. Abetter book for young children can
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully Illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

6
I

Harmony of the Gospels 36
3

I
John Ploughman's 'Talks and Pictures, by

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10
1

I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos.1,2, 3. and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 05
2

I

Same, board covers 20
5

I
Same, words and music, small type, board

covers 46
10 Same, words and music, board covers .

.

76
3 New Testament in pretty flexible covers. .

.

05
5 New Testament, new version, paper covers. 10
5 Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10
4 Stepping Heavenward** 18
15 Story of the Bible** 100
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will be read

by almost every child.

Tlie Cliristian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. .

.

25
Same in cloth binding 50
" The Life of Trust," by Geo. MuUer** 1 25

1 Ten Nights In a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*.. 05
5 Tobacco Manual** 45
This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around

where the boys get hold of it. and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
Postage [Price without postage.
16 A B Cof Bee Culture. Cloth ..110

A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller. . . 46
Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50

3
i
Amateur Bee-keeper, by J. W. Rouse 22

14
I
Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,

England. Vol. Li 2 36
31

I
Same, Vol. II. § r 2 79

or, $6.25 for the two, postpaid.
10

I
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 91)

Cook's New Manua'l. Cloth 115
95
10

Doolittle on Queen-Rearing.
Dzieizon Theory
Foul Brood; Its Natural History and Ra-
tional Treatment . 'SZ

1 I
Honey as Food and Medicine On

15 1
Langstroth Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son.

.

1 25
10

I
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping 140

I
Thirty Years Among the Bees, bj' H. Alley 5(i

4
I

Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon 46

I
Handling Bees, by Langstroth. Revised
by Dadant 08

1 Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker 26
5

I

The Honey Bee, by Thos. William Cowan.

.

96

I

British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thos.
William Cowan, England! 40

3
I
Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A.I. Root 16

4
I
Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce 46

MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.
5

I
An Egg-Farm, Stoddard** 45

I Amateur PhotOBrapher's Hand-hnok** 70
3 I A B C of Potato Culture, Terry** 36
This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work. The book

has hai an enoriiious sale, and has been leprinted in foreign
languages. When we are thoroughly conversant with friend
Terry's system of raising potatoes, we shall be ready to han-
dle almost any farm crop successfully. It has 48 pages and 22
illustrations.

5
I
A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 36

5
I
A B C of Strawberry Culture**ByT. B.Terry 35

Probably the leading book of the world on strawberries.

I

Barn Plans and Out-Bulldings* 1 50
I
Canary Birds. Paper, 50

2
I
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 35

The first really full and complete book on celery culture, at
a moderate price, that we have had. It is full of pictures,
and the whole thing is made so plain that a schoolboy ought
to be able to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-
tance except from the book.

8 I Domestic Economy, by I. H. Mayer, M. D.** 60
This book ought to save at least the money it costs, each

year, in every household. It was written by a doctor, and one
who has made the matter of domestic economy a life-study.
The regular price of the book is *1. 00; but by taking a large
lot of them we are enabled to make the price only 60 cts.

Draining for Profit and Health, Warring.. 1 50
10 Fuller's Grape Culturist** 140

Farming For Boys* 76
This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions, and it

seems to me that it ought to make tarm-life fascinating to any
boy who has any sort of taste for gardening.

7 I Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing** 90
This is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is the

only book on gardening that I am aware of that tells how
market^gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest their
own seeds. It has 166 pages.

12 I Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85
While " Gardening for Profit "Is written with a view of mak-

ing gardening PAT, It touches a good deal on the pleasure part;
and "Gardening for Pleasure " takes up this matter of beauti-
fying your homes and improving your grounds without the
special point in view of making money out of it. I thiiik most
of you will need this if you get " Gardening for Profit." This
work has 404 pages and 203 illustrations.

12 I Gardening for Profit 1 86
The latest revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work.

Nothing that has ever before been put in print has done so
much toward making market-gardening a science and a fasci-
nating industry. Peter Hendersonstandsat the head, without
question, although we have many other books on these rural
employments. If you can get but one book, let it be the
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I
Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 1 25

This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Although it

goes over the same ground occupied by Peter Henderson, it

particularly emphasizes thorough cultivation of the soil in
preparing your ground; and this matter of adapting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most bapp^
vein. If your children have any sort of fancy foi gardeningit
will pay you to make them a present of this book. It has 187
pages and 46 engravings.

10 75
1 80
35
36
25

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson**...
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany.

.

Gregory on Cabbages; paper*
Gregory on Squashes; paper*
Gregory on Onions; paper*

The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are all val
uable. The book on squashes especially is good reading for
almost anybody, whether they raise squashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind of
business.
10

I
Greenhouse Construction** I 40

This book, by Prof. Taft. is ju.-t out, and is as full and com-
plete in regard to the building of all glass structures as is the
next book in regard to their management. Any one who
builds even a small structure for plant-growing under glass
will save the value of the book by reading it "arefully.

15 I How to Make the Garden Pay.** 1 35
By T. Greiner. This is a new book, just out, and it gives the

most explicit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any book in the world Those who are interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, hot^houses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

I

Handbook for Lumbermen 10
10 Household Conveniences 140
2 How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15
3

I
Injurious Insects, Cook 25

10
I

Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-
chard, Stewart* 140

This book, so far as I am informed, is almost the only work
on this matter that is attracting so much interest, especially
recently. Using water from springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rain, during our great droughts, is the great
problem before us at the present day. The book has 274 pages
and 142 cuts.

5
1
Manures; How to Make and How to Use

them ; in paper covers 46
6

I
The same in cloth covers 65

Covering the whole matter, and discussing every thing to be
found on the farm, refuse from factories, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. VV. Sempers.
7

I

Market-giirdenii'ig and Farm Notes, by
Burnett Landreth 90

The Landreths are the pioneer seedsmen of America; and
the book is worth fully as much as we might expect it to be. I

think I received hints from it worth the price, before |it had
been in my hands fifteen minutes. It is exceedingly practical,
and tells what has been done and what is being done, more
than it discourses on theory.
3

I
Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 35

By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at
my request. As the author has, perhaps, one of the finest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as being an enthusi-
astic lover of all farm industries, he is better fitted, perhaps, to
handle the subject tha an jther man. The book is written
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in Prof. Cook's happy styl combining wholesome moral les

sons with the latest and best method of managing to get tht
finest syrup and maple sugar, with the least possible expendi-
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo-
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and 35 cuts.

I
Our Farmins, by T. B.Terry** $2.00

In which he tells " how we have made a i-un-down farm
bring both profit and pleasure."
This is a large book, 6x9 inches, 367 pages, quite fully illus-

trated. It is Teri-y's first large book; and while it touches on
the topics treated in his smaller handbooks, it is sufficiently
different so that no one will complain of repetition, even if he
has read all of Terry's little books. I should call it the bright-
est and most practical book on farming before the world at
the present day. The price is 82.00 postpaid; or clubbed with
Gleanings for 2.50. Those who are already subscribers to
Gleanings may have it postpaid by sending us 1.50 more. We
are so sure it will be worth many times its cost that we are
not afraid to offer to take it back if any one feels he has not
got his money's worth after he has read it. If ordered by ex-
press or freight with other goods, 10c less.

3
I
Onions for Profit** 45

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-
ture and the new method. The book is fully illustrated, and
written with all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author, T. Greiner. Even if one is not particularly in-
terested in the business, almost any person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them through.

1 Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** 10
11 Practical Floriculture, Henderson* 135
10 Profits in Poultry* 90
3

I
Practical Turkey-raising 10

By Fanny Field. This is a 85-cent book which we oflfer for 10

cts. ;
postage, 2 cts.

4
I

Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10
Over 30,000 words and 2.t0 illuEtrations.

2
I
Rats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Char-
acter . 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not! It is written in such a happy vein
that every member of the family will read it clear through,
just about as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
Flete summing up of the best information the world can
urnish.

1 I
Silk and the Silkworm 10

10
I

Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 140
10

I
Success in Market-Gardening* 90

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market-gardener who lives in Arlington, a suburb of Boston
Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the foremost to make
irrigation a practical success, and he now irrigates his ground?
by means of a windmill and steam-engine whenever a drought
threatens to injure the crops. The book has 208 pages, and if

nicely illustrated with 110 engravings.

!
Ten Acres Enough .. 1 fl(i

j
Talks on Manures* 175

This book, by Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most compre-
hensive one we have on the subject, and the whole matter ie

considered by an able writer. It contains 366 pages.

2
I
The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 15

10
I
The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led

Captive 75
2

I
Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10

5
I

Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35
Fully illustrated, containing evei-y thing of importance

clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone make the book
worth what it costs, to every one who has oicasion to lay ten
rods or more of tile. There is as much science in digging as
in doing almost anything else; and by following the plan
directed in this book, one man will often do as much as two
men without this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with the subject, and was written by the author
while he was enga-ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson. O.

o 1 Tomato Culture 35
In three parts. Part first—by J. W. Day. of Crystal Springs,

Miss., treats of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
marks by A. I. Root, adapting it to the North. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Conneaut, O.. treats of tomato culture
especially for canning-factories. Part third—By A. I. Root,
treats of plant-growing for market, and high-pressure garden-
ing in general. This little book is interestingbecause it is one
of the first rural books to come from our friends in the South.
It tells of a great industry that has been steadily growing for
some years past; namely, tomato-growing in the South to
supply the Northern markets. The little book, which is fully
illustrated, gives us some pleasant glimpses of the possibili-
ties and probabilities of the future of Southern agriculture.
Even though you do not grow tomatoes to any considerable
extent, you will find the book brimful of suggestions of short
cuts in agriculture and horticulture, and especially in the line
of market-gardening.

3 I Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 35
This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters

;

but it is so intimately connected with hip potato-book that it

reads almost like a sequel to it. If you have only a horse or a
cow, I think it will pay you to invest in the book. It has U
pages and i cuts.

3 1 Wood's Common Objects of the Micro-
scope** 47

8 1
What to Do and How to be Happy While

Doing It, by A. 1. Root 50

THE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA. O.

BEES, 60 Cents a Pound, this month.
T. f. A.ncJrews, Purina, Fay^. Co., 111.

WHY NOT
Send your orders to W. H. Laws for Ital-

ian Queens ?

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST.
For beauty and business you can't beat
them. The leading bee-keepers of the U.
S. are my customers, and all praise them.
I breed either the Golden or Leather-color-
ed strains.

PRICES REDUCED
To suit the times. Fine breeders always
on hand, $2 to $3. Untested, 75c; 3 for $2.

Tested, $1; 6 for $5. Address
W, H. LAWS, LAVACA. ARK.

Please mention Gleanings.

I qqI^ Here, Bee=keeper!
If you are in need of bee-supplies,

write for catalog and price list. Every thing sold
as cheap as the cheapest, -i-tr rj

^tt-iJ-fli
Kenton, Hardin Co., 0. W . C OlTllin.

A Tested Queen Free

!

Pure Italians. To every one buying IV2

^f^ doz. untested queens I will give a tested
^^ one free. Untested, 60c; tested, $1.00;

selected tested, $1.50; breeders, $3.00.

STEWART BROS., Sparta, Tenn.
.^"in responding to lliis advertisement mention GLEANIk'GS.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.

Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Given Foundation^*--*^^
Ready for Delivery.

We are now making, as previously announced.
Given foundation on rolls. We can supply the prod-
uct at the same price as the regular wax. Customers
who desire a .small (luantity to experiment with can
have a little added to the regular foundation if they
will so specify in their orders. We neitlter indorse
nor condemn it, but hope it will be tried sufBciently
to test its merits. The surplus Given has extra
thin bases, jhe A. I. Root Co., Medina, 0.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 50c
each. Also bees in any quantity; 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

ITfll IAN RFFS Ready in May. Queens. fl.OO.IIHLinn Dtto gggg ^,y ^jjg pound, $1.00. One-
AND QUEENS, frame nucleus with queen, $2.00;
••• •• two frames, $:3..')0. Also Barred
Plymouth Rock eggs for setting, Jl.tio per 15.

6-17ei MRS. A. A. SIMPSON. Swarts. Pa.

Eggs From 8 leading varieties of fowls, in-

cluding Imperial Pekin Ducks. Send
for descriptive list to J. 3. MASON, Medina. 0.

In writing advertisers mention this paper.
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TESTED QUEENS Are usually sold for $2.00. I will explain wiiy I wish to sell a few
at less than that. As most of my readers know, T rcqucen my
apiary each spring with young queens from the South. This is

done to do away with swarmingr. If done early enough it is usually sureessf ul. It will be set n that the
queens displaced by these young queens are never more than a year old; in fact, they are flue, tested,
Italian queens, right in their prime; yet, in order that they may move otT quickly, and thus make room
for the untested queens, they will be sold for only ONE DOLLAR. Or I will send the Review for 1895 and
one of tliese queens for only $1.75. For $2.00 I will send tlie Review, the queen, and the book "Advanced
Bee Culture." If any prefer the young, laying queens from the South, they can have them instead of the
tested queens, at the same price. A discount on large orders for untested queens. Say how many are
wanted, and a price will be made. Orders can be filled as soon as it is warm enough to handle bees' and
ship queens with safety.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flich.

12 Please cut out this whole ad.

^ and sign and mail it to

—

£S 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ci&a

«a1

«3

IC^^ Please send to me the
American Bee Joornal for
3 months (13 numbers). At
the end of that time I will
send $1.00 for a year's sub-
scription, or 25 cts. in case I

decide to discontinue. Yon
will please address me thus;

Name

.

Fost-Office. State.

E. KRETCHHER, RED OAK, IOWA, * ^ ^

4-8

SENDS FREE HIS CATALOG OF 72 ILLUSTRATED PAGES: DESCRIBES
EVERYTHING USED IN THE APIARY; BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.
CAPACITY ONE CARLOAD A DAY. WRITE AT ONCE FOR HIS CATALOG.

Hives ~

Foundation,

=

"" 3-frame nucleus with untested
queen $3 50

3-frame nucleus with untested
queen 3 25

Ready to ship. Discount on
quantities.

40,000 No. 2, 4Mx4^x7 to foot
sections, per 1000 1 50

40,000 No. 3, 43^x4 J^-xlii sec-
tions, per 1000 1 35

Every thing shipped from this
city. Catalog free.

Sections, =
Bees, =
Queens, E
Or =
Any E
Thing E
A I
Bee=keeper =
Needs. =

Smokers,
Knives.^

Send for circulars
and prices to

T. F. Bingham,
Abronia,
Mich.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place,
N. Y. City,

QUEENS.

WM. A. SELSER.
BREEDER

GOLDEN
ITALIAN

QUEENS
FOR BUSINESS.

WYNCOTE, PA. NEAR PHILADELPHIA.

Favor is

Deceitful,

Beauty is

Vain.

New York Queens.

^9

The beautiful yellow bee is go-
ing. I have a strain of bees, here-
after I shall keep. It is the coming
bee for our Northern climate for
longevity, and perfectwhit '-capped
honey; hardy and proUflc. Queens,
$1.00 each. Having two apiaries,

can sell yellow Italians. Queens, $1.00 each.
JMRS. OLIVER COI^E,

Slierburne, Clienana-o Co., JV. V.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my JFaundation. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new Polished Sections and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary, lyi |-I f-fuf|-f
Bell Branch, Mich.

IMPORTED ITALIAN

MOTHERS ONLY.

Untested, 55 cf s. : doz., $6. About 11 out of every
12 will make fine tested queens, and for gentleness
and industry we defy the world to beat them. Safe
delivery. Money-oider office, Decatur. eitf

CLEVELAND BROS., Stamper, Newton Co., Miss.

NON-SWARMING
and NON-STINGING.

June 1 shall commence to ship queens and bees
from my farat)us >cIlow banded strains. Queens,
!fl.(Ni each. I never had a swarm of bees from one
strain that has been in myHpiarysix years. No
cbarge unless queens are satisfactory.

H. ALLEY. Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.

One=piece Sections,

Cheap ! •••••••mmmmil*
In order to reduce stock, we offer No. 1

Cream Sections, 4ix4ix7 to foot, If, U, 1\^,
and 2 inch:

1000 for $1.50,
•5000 at 1.40 per M.,
10000 - i.;^o '' "

We also offer No. 1 White Sections, 5ix
6ix2, open on two oi sides:

1000 for $2.50,
5000 at 2.85 per M.,
10000 " 2.25 '' "

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
In responding to these advertisements mention tliis paper.
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FEEDING.

HOW THE AXTELLS DO IT.

By Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

Spring and summer feeding of bees is so much
easier done by feeding out of doors tiiat we feed

that way almost exclusively unless we know of

a liive or more that is clear out, and then we
give a comb of honey or one good feed in the

hive at night. We l<eep our feeder at the east

side of our honey -house, where the water runs

off the house and keeps it full of fresh clean

water whenever it rains, and this helps to keep

water out fur the bees, and at the same time

keeps the feeder from drying up if we forget to

keep water in it. Just now we are feeding only

by putting the syrup in feeders in the evening,

and on top of the feeder we set some black sec-

tions of honey-dew. as we don't care to feed

much honey-dew by itself; then we cover over

the feeder so as to shed ofT the rain should it

come in the night. The bees work at the feed

late in the evening and early in the morning,

and have it all taken up before the neighbors'

bees, two or three miles away, come around,

and then they have the day to go to the woods
and orchards.

WINTEl? FEEDING.

We always feed in the hives, as generally

half or more of the colonies have enough.

Often only a very few will need any, and the

very best and cheapest feeder we can get hold

of is a large tin pan set on the frames with a

thin cloth like a flour sack put into the pan,

and then tilled up with syrup as thick as will

dissolve sugar by stirring cold watev into sugar

and letting stand a few minutes to settle. We
then pour off the clear liquid. We do not even

heat the water any more, as it is so much less

work. If we have any extracted honey we care

to useva little of that mixed with the winter

feed, we think, makes it all the better, as it will

keep it from candying in the combs; and yet

we have not been able to observe any bad

effects from feeding clear sugar. Bees winter

all right upon granulated sugar if fed not later

than Sept. 15; yet I believe it pays better to

feed in August, and let them seal their combs
over thoroughly.

I.ATE FUSSING WITH BEES,

I am inclined to think, is very injurious; at any
rate, our bees winter ever so much better, all

things else being right, since we quit bothering

their brood-nest in the fall. The honey may
be taken off the top, and not seem to hurt them;

but if they have a good queen, and get the

hive well filled with honey before cold weather,

and left alone without opening up the brood-

nest, and are properly protected in winter, such

colonies almost invariably come through safely.

UNITING WEAK COLONIES.

Doing this in the spring is not very satisfac-

tory. We have about come to the conclusion

that, if they can care for their queen, it is bet-

ter to let them alone unless we have queenless

colonies, and then they may be united to ad-

vantage with a weak one tliat has a queen.
'

Feeding out of doors does more to build up
weak colonies, and give them heart and health,

than uniting. We crowd them down on to

two or more combs, cover up warm, and let

them alone.

TO MAKE BEES GENTLE TQr HANDLE, WHEN WE
HAVE TO HUNT OUT THE QUEEN TO

CLIP HEK WINGS.

When there is no honey coming in, there is

nothing like feeding thin sugar syrup—merely

water a little sweetened, and give them all they

will take.

In all my foregoing remarks I would not have

it understood that I believe in feeding sugar to

have it stored in sections. I think that is wick-

ed, and should be classed with other sins, such

as stealing, etc.; but there is no need of getting

a particle of sugar syrup in sections if we un-

derstand the habits of bees, and feed only when
they would not store in sections, or when there

are none on the hive. We can be honest or dis-

honest in every thing.

Our bees have wintered unusually well, hav-

ing lost but one colony out of 115, and it was

queenless, though there are quite a number
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that are weak, but many very strong for this

time of the year. Some of our neighbors report

heavy losses; but I think it was where the bees

were not properly prepared for winter. A per-

son who does not understand bees, and will not

take pains to learn their habits, it is just as

well, an.i better, for his bees to be in good-sized

box hives where their owner can not rob them
very easily. They can get surplus by setting a

box on top of the hive, with some white comb
stuck into the box for starters, or they may
stick comb or foundation into sections, and set

into the box; but before setting on the box,

large holes should first be made in the top of

the hive—the larger the more readily will the

bees go up to work.

A deep jar makes a good feeder of water.

Put into it a handful of salt, and take a clean

gunny sack and wet it and hang it in the jar,

letting one end hang over on the outside. It

acts as a syphon, and keeps wet, even on the

outside, and no bees are drowned or chilled, as

they are in all open water in cool weather. It

being in a jar, the poultry can not get the salt-

ed water to drink. I don't know that it would
hurt them, but I have been told it would.

I should have stated, that, when feeding bees

for winter, the rest of the frames should be

covered where the pan was set on except some
little openings around the pan, and the cloth

should reach over the side of the pan down to

the frames; and over the pan lay a block to

keep the quilt up out of the syrup, and cover
all snug and warm. By feeding in a tin pan
there is no leaking, as there almost always is

with all wooden feeders.

THE HILI. FEEDER.
If not taken off the hives as soon as empty,

the bees seal up the little perforations or holes

so the syrup can not get out quick enough, and
so sours if filled the second time, unless they are

heated and rubbed clean with cloth or paper,

which takes time.

SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES WHILE IN BLOOM.
I think every bee-keeper should have an item

put into his county or town paper, not to spray
fruit-trees while in bloom. I feel certain our
bees have been injured two different years in

that way. Our bees took to dying off just about
fruit-bloom; and a little after there would be
but very few old bees left in the hives—lots of

capped and hatching brood; and as I did not
know of any of our neighbors spraying their

fruit-trees I thought we killed them ourselves

by spraying after the petals had fallen; but I

have since learned that one of our neighbors
did spray while in bloom. He said he did not
know it would do harm. Spraying while fruit

is in bloom has been talked and written about
so much one would think every farmer would
know better; and yet there are some who never
read any but their local papers, and don't seem
to know any better.

Roseville, III.

WINTER REPOSITORIES.

THE UPGROUND AND THE UNDERGROUND, AND
THE ADVANTAGES OF EACH COMPARED. AND
WHY THE FORMER IS PREFERRED: DOES THE
MATTER OF MOISTURE HAVE ANY BEARING
ON THE SUCCESS OF WINTERING? A VERY
VALUABLE AND INTERESTING ARTICLE FROM
THE MAN WITH THE REPUTATION OF AL-
WAYS WINTERING HIS BEES.

By H. R. Boardman.

Friend Boardman:—I shall probably lose 20

per cent of my bees in my home apiary, owing
to the honey candying in the combs, as I think.

You fellows who winter in regular bee-reposi-

tories will come through this hard winter with
flying colors as usual, I suppose. Well, you
have got the trade learned, and understand

just the conditions needed for successful win-

tering indoors. If I had a perfect bee-cellar I

should like to try wintering in that way, but
am fearful I should not succeed in building a

perfect one, nor succeed in controlling the tem-
perature or the humidity. But now comes
Doolittle (see Gleanings, page 59, current vol-

ume) with an article claiming that moisture

does no harm in a bee-cellar providing the

temperature. does not run down too low. I had
supposed that a bee-cellar should be dry; and
as I have understood that yours was always
dry I should like to know if you think this dry-

ness essential to success, as I know that no one
has had better success in wintering than your-

self. Suppose you give us your views through
Gleanings, on the proper conditions necessary

for indoor wintering. Chalon Fowls.
Oberlin, O., Mar. 25.

"Many seem to suppose that a bee-cellar in

which bees are wintered should be dry in all

its parts."—Doolittle in Gleanings, Jan. 15,

page 59.

That hits me. I must own up I am one of

those fellows. I have for many years had a

very comfortable conviction that, in order to

secure the best results in the bee-cellar, it

should be dry in all its parts, and I have always
tried to secure this condition as far as possible.

That they do winter well in a moist or even
wet repository is not new to me. But I am not

quite ready to admit that the moisture contrib-

utes to the success of wintering.

Mr. Doolittle describes his cellar as not only

moist but wet—actually wet and dripping, and
filled with mold—sometimes great patches of

mold on the walls as big as a hat-crown, and
ready to seize upon the combs in the hives

when not protected (see Gleanings for Feb. 15,

1894) and upon every thing where it could get a

foothold. The glowing terms with which Mr.

D. describes the nice condition of his bees in
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this wet cellar is quite captivating, and might

give others the bee-fever as well as himself; and

I fear it might also mislead some to give the

whole credit to the moisture. James Heddon

reported a similar experience years ago, but not

to advocate moisture as the most favorable

condition, that Iremember, but as an argument

bearing upon the pollen theory.

The astonishing part to me is, that Mr. Doo-

little goes on record as favoring such a condi-

tion—see Gleanings, 1894, Feb. 15. Mr. D.'s

reports give him a good record for wintering

his bees in this same moist cellar, except one

winter when he reported a serious loss attrib-

uted by him to an oil -stove which he had placed

in the cellar, to overcome the low temperature,

I suppose. With his experience and sound

judgment in such matters I feel sure that his

good record will continue unbroken in winter-

ing in this same cellar unless something un-

foreseen should turn up. But would it be safe

to trust the novice in his place? I think not.

Without the knowledge of the requirements of

such a repository I think it would be unsafe

and uncertain.

But what reason has Mr. D. for thinking

that bees will winter better in a moist or wet
atmosphere than a dry one? He probably has

reasons, but he gives none except the excellent

condition in which he describes his bees. Has
he any assurance that they would not winter

as well, or even better, if his cellar had been

dry instead of wet? To those who contemplate

building a wintering-repository, it is a question

of first importance how to secure the most
favorable conditions.

MY OWN EXPERIENCE.
Of the four wintering-repositories that I used

for quite a number of years, I had but one that

I considered perfect. This one is absolutely

dry in every part, and mold rarely ever gets

into it. It is in such perfect condition in this

respect that combs and honey stored in it keep

in good condition at all seasons. My section

honey I have kept here for many years. This

is my home bee-house, planned and built ex-

pressly for the purpose. My other bee-reposi-

tories were improvised. About 200 colonies I con-

sider the utmost capacity of my home bee-house;

150 to 160 is about the average number that I

have wintered in it for years. This gives 75 to

80 colonies in each of two rooms, making what
I consider a well-balanced proportion of colo-

nies to the size of the rooms, which is of much
importance. Now, I am sure that this bee-

house could not winter better with a moist

atmosphere instead of a dry one. Every colony

put into it in November in normal condition I

expect to come out in the spring in just as good
condition as when put in. Even light nuclei

winter just as well as strong colonies. I at-

tribute the perfect wintering qualities of this

bee-house largely to its dryness and wholesome
sanitary conditions. It is not entirely secure

against outside changes of temperature, but

varies considerably. It is sufficiently protected

to avoid sudden changes and extremes, and is

perfectly safe for a short time between the ex-

tremes of 35° and 60°. Uniformity I do not

consider imrortant. The regulation 45° is, no

doubt, about right. A high temperature is

much safer than a low one in any bee-reposi-

tory. Artificial heat I know to be a good thing:

and in the building of a bee-house I would

advocate some provision for it. The absence

of mold may be partly due to the fumigating

with sulphur which I frequently give the rooms

for the benefit of the honey and combs stored

in them during the warm season. Two of the

four repositories mentioned were very good

cellars under dwelling-houses. These were

walled up in the usual way with stone. In

each of these I made a room of the size which I

thought 1 would need for my bees by means of

a partition of matched ceiling. When I had

them finished I thought they would be good

wintering-repositories for the bees. But I have

never been able to winter in them as perfectly

as in the home bee-house. Although not as

wet as Mr. D. describes his to be, they would

always accumulate some moisture; and the

combs not protected by the bees would be more

or less damaged by mold and fermentation.

Light colonies were especially exposed, and the

first to suffer. All unsealed stores, especially

the pollen, would be affected.

I regard the wintering of the stores in good

condition as decidedly important; for upon

their condition depends the future prosperity

of the colony. There is no question about their

wintering best in a dry place. I found these

cellars too cold. They were affected too much
by outside temperature—a fault I had no means

of correcting, as I had no means of raising the

temperature during a long steady cold spell,

and this I think is the prevailing fault of such

repositories. They were by no means cold

cellars, as they were frost-proof, and sufficient-

ly warm for vegetables, but they were cold

bee-repositories. If such a cellar has to be

used it is best to put in as many colonies as can

be safely controlled during the warm weather

in early spring before it is time to set them out,

for they help to keep up the temperature during

a cold spell. If these cellars had been as dry

as my home bee-house, the low temperature

would not have been at all serious; or with

artificial heat the fault might have been easily

corrected. Look out for cold if the wintering

repository is damp.

WHAT MAKES THE MOISTURE IN THE BEE-
CELLAR ?

The walls are cold. The bees generate heat,

which warms the air about them. This moves

out to the walls and cold corners, and deposits

the moisture with which it is loaded, by con-

densation, where it will remain if there are no

means of absorbing it or evaporating it by ven-
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tilation. Of course, so long as the bees keep up

the proper balance of heat, no moisture can

be condensed upon the hives or combs; but

upon this balance hinges life or death to the

bees.

Cold and moisture are destructive to the bees

when they meet as allies; but so long as they

do not come together they are comparatively

safe. Bees will endure severe cold if dry. They
will also withstand much moisture in a high

temperature.

If you decide that you want to make your

bee-house so that it will be dry, make the walls

of material that will absorb moisture instead

of condensing it. Imitate the chaff hive. I

would suggest, as an improvement to walled

repositories that condense moisture, an inside

lining of matched ceiling, with an air-space

between it and the wall. This would prevent

the condensing of the moisture without inter-

fering with the requirements necessary for

wintering. I am quite sure that this would im-

prove the sanitary condition of such damp re-

positories.

A great many bee-keepers are situated in a

level country where they could not build like

Mr. D., by burrowing into the side of a hill, if

they wished to: but they must build wholly

above ground. This requires an entirely dif-

ferent structure—one with double walls packed

with some kind of absorbing material like saw-

dust, or with dead-airspaces.

Then I would say, as regards the conditions

desirable, according to my experience in a bee-

repository, I would have it frost-proof and dry;

dark when required. That it is necessary to

have a bee-repository always shut up from the

light is a very great error. If other conditions

are favorable, the light does not disturb the

bees in the least. When they are inclined to

fly out of the hive at a low temperature it is an

indication that something is wrong. With a

high temperature toward spring it is then nec-

essary that the bee-room be dark: but the fore

part of the winter it is not important. I leave

my bee-house doors open after the bees are put

in until the weather is quite cold. The bees

remain quiet.

A valuable feature in a bee-house is an extra

room adjoining the bee- repository, which may
be used as an air-chamber to furnish air to reg-

ulate the temperature to some extent. It is

the sub-earth theory realized. If the bee-room

Is small and well filled it will be kept warm by

the bees during the coldest part of the winter;

and as the temperature rises in the bee-room at

the approach of warm weather or during a

warm spell, more room can be given by opening

into this room as required. In this room I

would also have a stove to furnish artificial

heat. After years of experience I would not

think of building a bee-house without provid-

ing the means of using artificial heat when
needed. There are times when an hour spent

in warming up the bees just a few degrees

would improve their condition materially.

I have been delaying this article a few days
in order that I might read it over again to see

how it would sound after I had set out my bees.

I have to-day, April 5, set out from my home
bee-house, 178 colonies without the loss of one

from any cause; although quite a number were

small and light in the fall, they all, so far as I

can see, are in as perfect condition as when
they were set in last November. They seemed

to start in right where they left off last fall. It

is not enough that bees come through the win-

ter alive. They may do so, and yet come far

short of being well wintered.

East Townsend, O., Apr. 5.

[A few days ago we received a card from Dr.
Miller, calling our attention to a few para-
graphs in Gravenhorst s journal, Deutsche II-

lustrierte Blcncnzeitung, and advising us to

translate and print them, i-'ortunaleiy, as it

turned out, we had no particular use lor them
till the reception ot the article above, from Mr.
Boardman; and iiuvv, lilve "" lUe sione which
the builders refused," it has a marked bearing
on the question, wiih a decidud inclination in

the direction of Borodino, N. Y. Mr. Schon-
fiild is held in the highest esteem by the best
bee men of Germany (,ur Europe lor tliat mat-
ter), and his inuujseaieuL oi Mi'. Czieselski's

views seems to be very enthusiastic. We give
it Itere for what it is worth; and we have no
doubt the experiments were performed with
tfiat great care wiiicU is characteristic of the
Germans.— W. P. K.j

, Mr. Czieselskl says:

"Bees use waler in winter. Tuey get iliis water
from uncapped iiouey, which absorbs It from the
surrounding moist air. J'liere is always found, in
wiuter, ill the upper part ul a bee-clusn;r, a g'reater

or less number ot uncappeU honey-cells, as the bees
always uncap them iti advance, without consuming-
the contents. These uncapped cells are designed to

absorb atmospheric moisture. The more tavorable
the circumstances may be for the honey to absorb
moisture, the smaller will be the number ol cells

uncapped. In clumps of bees, and in their imme-
diate vicinity, where a temperature of only from 53

to bi F. prevails, brood-rearing- can not go on. The
air which is breathed out by the bees, which is al-

ready somewhat moist, receives in addition, by the
condensation of the moisture in the cold outer air,

a considerable amount of wetness Now if, while
coudenstd, it comes in contact with an absorbent
body, it is clear that the latter will take from the
former a certain amount of moisture, or even make
it so dry that, when it impinges against the cold
walls ot the hive, it can .srive off but little more
dampness. A colony under such conditions will

winter well. Still, if the brood-nest is too small,
and crowded with bees, and the entrance not broad
and high enough, or if the colony stands in a warm
place, the temperature will rise, and hence tlie

honey can not absorb water enough from the ex-
pired saturated air to meet the requirements of the
bees. They will suffer from thirst, and winter badly.

If the air contains too little moisture, the honey
itself loses a part ot its own. It happens in sum-
mer that the bees try by fanning to introduce large
amounts of dry air into their hives, in order to ripen
the green honey."

[Mr. Schonfeld continues:]

That is a l^eautiful and intelligible view of bee-

life, which will be hailed with joy. It is the fruit

of n searching- and comprehensive investigation

into the economy of the hive, as well as a clear in-

sight into physical laws bearing- on the case, and an

e.xact and scientific examination, which the doctor

has given us. From the most careful experiments.
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we learn : Three grains of uncapped honey will, in

34 hours, in a temperature of 76°, absorb only .584

grains of water on an average; while three grains

of the same honey, impregnated with the same
quantity of water, but which, during the experi-

ment, lias cooled down to 50°, will, iu the same space

of time, absorb 1.537 grains of water. Other ex-

periments showed that tlie three grains of honej', in

24 hours, at a temperature of 76°. took up, on an
average, l.f'33 grains of water, and at 50° absorbed

3.7 grains, and in one case even ,S.034 grains. In the

dry air of a room, on the other hand, having a tem-
perature of 61°, three grains of honey lost only .04

of a grain of water. In three experiments, made
directly in a cluster of bees, at a constant tempera-
ture of 50°, five grains of honey received on an aver-

age 3.068 grains of water. No experienced observer

or student of the universal lawsof nature can doubt
the results of these experiments. We find it per-

fectly easy to comprehend that ripe honey, contain-

ing only 30 per cent of water, wliich the bees bring

in as nectar containing 80 per cent, does, by means
of energetic fanning, lose 60 per cent of its mois-

ture; and tliat it attracts back to itself its lost

property, water, as soon as the bees uncap the cells.

It is the nature of lioney, when five grains of it con-

tain only one part of water to five of solid part, to

absorb, on an average, 3.068 grains of water; for it

will not take back more water than it originally

held as nectar, as nectar is four-fifths water.

[As our readers know, I have visited Mr.
Boardman's home a number of times, and illus-
trated and described his favorite winter reposi*
tory at his home apiary a few years ago. As it

may not be convenient to refer to this I repro-
duce one of the engravings we then made.

It shows the outside of the repository. It is

a plain double-walled building, divided off into
three rooms—two large rooms, one at each end,
and one smaller one for entryway in the center.
The whole structure is 12x50 feet, with walls 14
inches thick, and packed.

R. L. Taylor's experiments last winter, as re-
ported in our last issue, seem to show that
moisture, or even an excessive amount of mois-
ture, does not have a deleterious effect on the
wintering of bees; but Mr. Taylor seemed to
regard as of prime importance an even temper-
ture. and Dooiittle seemed to be of the same
opinion. Observe that Mr. Boardman thinks a
dry repository important, but does not consider
the matter of exact regulation of temperature
necessary. If I am correct, Mr. Boardman
winters right along, year after year. In this re-
pository, with absoutely no loss. If the proof
of the pudding is in the eating, then Mr. B.
seems to be nearer the truth. Or perhaps we
can put it this way: If the cellar is moist, we
must have an even temperature: if it is an up-
ground repository, and dry, even temperature
is not necessary. This will harmonize the opin-

ions of Dooiittle, Taylor, and Schonfeld, on the
one side, and Boardman on the other.
With regard to artificial heat at certain times

in winter repositories. Dr. Miller has seemed to
stand altnost alone in its advocacy. But now
comes Boardman supporting it. and. for aught
I know, he may have been a practicer of the
idea as long as or longer than Dr. Miller.

—

Ed.]

B, TAYLOR'S LATEST HIVE

LARGE HIVES HAVE TOO MUCH ROOM BELOW,
AND CONSEQUENTLY LESS SURPLUS; THE
FORCE OF DADANT'S ARGUMENT FOR LARGE
HIVES LOST, AND WHY.

By B. Taylor.

Editor Gleanings

:

— I see you still wish bee-

keepers to give their ideas in regard to small or

large hives. I have tested more styles and
sizes of hives in my 45 years of apiarian experi-

ence than any other bee-keeper I know of. To
me it is a great pleasure to realize that I know
a thing in counter-distinction to merely believ-

ing it, for belief may be founded on either truth

or error, and we must not forget that error is

no less harmful because honestly entertained.

"Prove all things, hold fast to that which is

good."

Many years ago I made four large hives that
contained 4000 cubic inches each. I expected
to get large yields of comb honey from them.
I reasoned that, by clover time, these large

hives would contain gigantic colonies of bees,

and would not be likely to swarm. Well, I be-

lieve they never did swarm during the three or

four seasons I used them; but the giant swarms
were never ready at the right time when the
white-honey harvest came. Each season these

big hives would contain no more bees than
hives of 1200 inches of comb capacity, and I nev-
er got any surplus from them worth mention-
ing, and what they did give was always dark
fall honey. You see, they had ample room in

those big brood-chambers, to store all the
white honey they did not use in raising the

great colonies of bees that those hives always
contained at the end of the season. This im-
mense force, would, before spring, consume
nearly all of the large store of honey which
those hives always contained at the commence-
ment of winter; but these old bees would pret-

ty much all be dead the following spring before

a new force of young bees could be raised to

take the field; and they would have to build

up again from about the same condition as

swarms in small hives, with this disadvantage
—that the large hives did not utilize the heat
of the colony nearly as well as the smaller

ones In the cool weather of spring.

A year or two ago we resolved to discontinue

further general experiments in testing hives.

We resolved to select from the fruits of our ex-

periments that hive and system that actual

experience had taught us would give the very
best results in white surplus honey, either comb
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or extracted, with the least amount of work,

and be good at the sarae time for wintering

and breeding up colonies in the spring. And
now, friend Root, to describe just how these

hives are constructed, and ihe reasons for

them, and the system of using them, will give a

clearer explanation of my present understand-

ing of the best hive than any other words could

give.

The new hives are 16 inches square, outside

measure; 143^ inside, and the bodies are 9 in.

deep. The frames are 1332 long by 8^4 deep.

Each frame contains 100 inches of comb sur-

face, and we use 10 of them in a hive. Those
hives then contain 1000 cubic inches of comb
surface. This is, then, according to the com-
mon popular understanding, a small hive. And
now for the system of using them. We will

hive new swarms in one of those hives on eight

combs, two dummies being used in place of the

outside combs. Each hive will be given all

supers of sections tilled with either finished

combs or foundation, or part of each that they

can use. At the end of the white-honey season

(basswood here) we will remove the surplus

cases, take out the two dummies, return the

combs, place a queen-excluding honey-board on

top, and on this another hive, either a new one

filled with foundation or one filled with bees

and brood from which a swarm has previously

issued. If the last is used I will see that the

queen from the new swarm is removed, and the

old swarm with its young queen put under. I

want no brood raised further in the top hive.

As the brood in the top hive hatches, the combs
will be filled with fall honey. If the flow

should be good I will add other hives as needed
until the end of the season. At the end of the

honey season I will take off all hives above the

queen-excluder, having, a day or two previously,

put an escape-board under them and run all

the bees into the parent hive below, which hive

will be examined as to stores, and, if lacking,

an abundance will be givon from the filled

combs from the top hives taken away. We will

winter the colony in a single hive. They are

easier to handle, take less room in the cellar,

and we know that, with us, a small hivt^ with a

good colony of young bees, and plenty of stores,

is in the best possible condition for cellar win-
tering.

In the spring we will remove the colonies to

the summer stands. These stands will have
room for two colonies each, but we will have
only one colony to the stand until swarming-
time; but previously we shall have added to

each colony a second hive taken from those

used on top last fall, and more or less filled with
honey; but we shall not add the second hive

until the first one is well filled with brood, as

they will breed up much better in the small

single hive early in the cool weather of spring.

In this system each colony will have two
hives at swarming-time. We will give each

colony, run for comb honey, cases of sections

early, for we do not care whether they swarm
early or late. We will keep them storing sur-

plus without swarming at all, as long as plenty

of room will do it; but we will use no force

measures to prevent swarming; for, after the

most searching effort in that direction, we are

now thoroughly eonviiiced that it can not be

profitably done. When the swarm does finally

come (if it does), we will hive it in a hive con-

tracted to eight frames or less; remove all sur-

plus cases from the old to the new swarm; set

it on the old stand, turn the entrance of the

parent colony in an opposite direction on the

vacant space on the same stand to be re-

queened, and the two colonies will be united

again after the white honey-flow as l)efore.

In working for extracted we will simply give

each colony all the hives they will fill; and in

case they swarm we will treat them exactly as

for comb honey. If, after we have supplied all

our colonies, fall and spring, with all the combs
of honey they can use, if any remain we will

extract them; but we will use every pound of

dark for winter stores and brood-raising; for

by this management we can and will secure

nearly the entire white-honey crop for surplus.

Now, Mr. Editor, I have written not only

about small hives but how to use them. Many
bee-keepers try small hives. They use them
exactly as they would large ones. They do not

find small hives profitable, and argue against

them. I have great respect for the Dadants as

bee-keepers, and their argument for large hives

had almost persuaded me; but now comes Mr.
Dadant, in the American Bee Journal of May
9, and states that his average yield of extracted

honey from colonies in his big hives is only

fifty 2)ou?if7s, and that his greatest yield was
only 1.50 lbs. per colony. Friend Dadant, you
have, to me at least, given the whole argument
for your large combs and brood-chambers away.
A small comb, all will agree, can be handled

more easily and pleasantly than large ones,

and small hives the same. You may say I

have more combs to handle in my two sets that

I use at times; but I tell you that, with my
wired end-frame, with which no followers,

wedges, thumbscrews, or other traps are used,

but where each comb can be taken from any
part of the brond-chamber with the naked
fingers, and returned to their exact place with-

out the use of our eyes at all, the handling of

frames becomes a pleasure and pastime. As
for crops, we have always worked for comb
honey, and have for 20 years regarded less than
100 lbs. per colony, spring count, as partial fail-

ure. We have in a good year secured 143 lbs.

per colony from a whole apiary, and 90 per cent

of it while honey. The seasons of 1893 and
1894 were regarded as bad ones here, and yet

we harvested more fine comb honey each of

those seasons than Mr. Dadant says he gets in

extracted in average good years. No, friend
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Dadant. you may go ahead with your big hives.

I now refuse to be " persuaded."

Now, friend Root, in praising my own special

hive I do not mean to condemn other small

hives (or large ones either). I have no doubt

your eight-frame Dovetailed hive can be used

in the system I practice, and have explained in

this article, to good advantage.

Forestville, Minn., May 17.

TWO EIGHT FRAMES. ONE TOP OF THE OTHER,
NOT AS GOOD AS THE .JUMBO HIVE.

Edit07' Gleanings:—You ask friend Nash, on

p. 349, if he ever tried two eight-frames, one on

top of the other. I will say that I have tried

them, also the ten -frame two and three stories

high, and they do not give as good results.

Why '? Because there isn't sufficient cap room.

You can get strong colonies in the eight or ten

frame two stories, but they are not in conven-

ient form for sections. You see, when you have

the si.xteen frames in one hive you can put on

48 sections, and the hive is not yet as tall as it

is wide or long; you can put on another tier of

48 sections, and it is not yet as high as it is wide

or long. All bee-tuen acknowledge that the

proper form of a hive is square, as nearly as

may be. When the third tier of sections is

added it is then nearly square.

How do you suppose the eight-frame two-

story hive would appear with this number of

sections on ? Rather out of proportion, I think;

don't you ?

I find that I can conform to the principles of

honey-production, as laid down by Heddon or

Honey Producer, better with my Jumbo hive

than with any other hive I have used, except

his third principle, which cuts no figure in

this management, as the bees seem to fill the

outside sections just as well in the sixteen-

frame as in the eight-frame hive.

I was extracting from the Jumbo hive May
2d. One of them contained seven frames of

sealed brood. May 4 I transferred some from
ten-frame hives into the Jumbos; three and
four frames of brood was all they had, and they

were packed in chaff, sides and top. All the

protection the Jumbo hives had was the uppi-r

story filled with chaff. The eight-frame hives

are none of them ready to transfer yet.

Raspberry will soon be in bloom. The bees

wintered In the Jumbo hive will be in fine

shape to store it while the eights and tens will

be building up. N. E. Doane.
Breckenridge, Mich.

with. The great mass of your readers do not

belong to that class, but are willing and anx-

ious to learn while they live. If my apiary

were situated at a distance from the river-bot-

toms, where I could not have early and late

pollen and honey, I think it would be an advan-
tage to lue to use the ten -frame hive in prefer-

ence to the eight-frame. If I ever increase my
bee-business I think I will try fifty ten-frame

hives, and institute some comparisons; then if

I decide that I do not want them I can sell them
to some fellow on the other side of the fence, or

send them to Richland Co., Wis., to be used for

Hatch-m% purposes.

The strongest colony now in my apiary was
wintered out of doors on two hive-bodies of 8 L.

frames, each packed in planer-shavings On
the 3d of May I noticed about one peck of bees

hanging out at the entrance. I examined them
and found much brood in both stories, and
queen cells started preparatory to swarming. I

gave them a third set of frames, which they at

once occupied, and now (May 13th) I find the

preparations for swarming have disappeared;

and truly there is no occasion for it, as there is

but little prospect here for a honey crop before

basswood.

But here is the point I wish to make: If the

experience of the past winter holds good, there

are other colonies in the yard that would now
be considered rather weak, but at the close of

the season's work I shall find that their honey-

record is as good as or better than that of the

other. If a queen produces a large amount of

brood very early in the season, and the honey
season is long, as it usually is here, she will be

very likely to do less during the middle or lat-

ter part of the season than some queens that do

not get down to business in egg-laying so early.

Browntown, Wis. Harry Lathrop.

FOUL-BROOD LAW IN WISCONSIN

Friend Root:—I have watched with great in-

terest the discussion relating to large and small

hives, and trust the same will be continued un-
til all the light possible has been thrown on the

subject. There are a few individual bee-keep-
ers in this country who think they know it all;

but they are a disagreeable class of men to deal

indefiniteI/Y postponed; an appeal to the
bee-keel'ers of that state.

By N. E. France.

1 am surprised that the bee-keepers are so in-

different to one of the vital points in bee cul-

ture. Often have I called upon bee keepers of

our State, and explained to them the nature of

foul brood, contagious and fatal; and unless

something is done to stop the spread, the future

outlook for Wisconsin as one of the best honey

States is very alarming. Many times I have
been asked, " How near is foul brood to their

bees?"—as if a few miles insured their safety!

With the present demand for queens and honey,

I have plenty of cases reported where foul

brood has appeared from some supplies bought
3000 miles away. We have never had a case of

foul brood, and don't want to. I have spoken

on this subject in conventions in many towns

of Southwest Wisconsin. Last November, at

Montfort, the Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-
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keepers' Convention voted their president be

delegated to draft a bill for the suppression of

foul brood in Wisconsin, and attend the State

convention in February, and get them to assist

in having the legislature act on the bill. I ap-

peared before said society, which voted F. Wil-

cox, their president, to act as State delegate.

We in committee carefully reviewed each

section of the bill, and reported what we con-

sidered a model, much in form like the Canada

foul-brood law, which is doing so much good.

That evening my assemblyman reported Bill

300 A. for consideration, which was referred to

the Committee on Agriculture. About two

weeks later I was telegraphed to appear before

said committee in defense of the bill. I took

the next morning train, and at 1:30 p.m. ap-

peared as directed. Said committee reported

the bill was worthy of consideration; but as it

provided for an appropriation to defray ex-

penses of a State Inspector, they would recom-

mend the bill for indefinite postponement. As

soon as this report reached me, I learned by

several assemblymen, that, if the bee-keepers

would write them, urging the passage of the

bill, it would have quite an elTect. I wrote 65

postal-card requests to bee-men, asking them

to plead for their interests. Had they all re-

sponded with the earnestness of F. Wilcox, H.

Lathrop, and F. Murray, Wisconsin would

have had a foul-brood law.

I set a date for them to reply. The same

date I again appeared before another State

claim committee, with only a small handful of

letters for support. As a last resort I presented

this committee a bill the same as before, ex-

cept that no State money was asked, but a two-

cent-per-swarm tax on all colonies of bees, to

defray expenses, was added. As this made the

bill self-supporting, they voted to recommend

its passage. Next day it was presented to the

Senate, and returned for indefinite postpone-

ment.

Now, Wisconsin brothers in bee culture, I

have been at $25.00 personal expense, and wish

to say that, if you had done your part, we

should have had a law for our defense. Am I

going to give it up ? Not until we have a State

foul-brood law. I know the ground we have to

go over, and will for the next two years try to

get our bee-keepers interested. If at first you

don't succeed, try, try again.

Platteville, Wis., May 6.

BEFORE THE WESTERN CLASSIFICATION
COMMITTEE.

FREIGHT RATES ON EXTRACTED HONEY IN BULK
MATERIAI-LY REDUCED.

By Herman F. Moore.

Mr. Root : — Dr. C. C. Miller has just left my
office with Mr. Geo. W. York, and will stay one

night at Ravenswood with him. The doctor

stayed at my home last night. He says he has

often been asked to pronounce a benediction,

but answered that he was not a minister. But
I tell you it is a benediction to have Dr. M. for

a guest; and if he did not preach to us— why, I

never heard preaching. Mrs. Moore and my-
self were charmed by the doctor's visit. He
sang for us in his own inimitable style, and
played an accompaniment on the piano.

We had 45 minutes before the full committee.

It consisted of about sixty men of all ages, from

the youth of 25 years to the gray-headed veter-

an railroader, seated at a long table in a room
75 feet in length.

Dr. Miller called attention to the fact that the

bee-business is a great and growing industry;

that it needs encouragement from the railroads

to develop into one of the greatest interests in

the land. He said, by way of parenthesis, that

he was there in the interest of the roads; that

if they'd give us lower rates we'd give them
more business. He mentioned the fact that one

supply-firm had shipped seven carloads to west-

ern points in one month (The A. I. Root Co.);

also that fourteen carloads of honey was ship-

ped from Arizona in 1894 to one firm in Chicago

(R. A. Burnett & Co.).

Nine petitions were presented to the Western

Classification Committee by the chairman of the

committee appointed by the North American
Bee-keepers' Association at its convention at

St. Joseph (Dr. C. C. Miller, of Marengo. 111.).

Petitions on four of these same articles were

presented by The A. I. Root Co., of Medina, O.

Bee-hives in the flat was first on the list.

Through the kindness of T. G. Newman, sample

packages of stufif were on hand to show the

committee. Mr. York, editor and publisher of

the Americun Bee Journal, assisted the writer

in elevating the samples in view of the commit-

tee. Attention was called to the fact that bee-

hives in the flat (K. D.) have no greater value

than average lumber shipments, and that the

Trans-continental Committee had already rated

them with box stuff at a very low rate.

Samples of the Crane and Clark smokers were

next shown to the committee. They took great

interest in these, and one or two amused them-

selves in a quiet way by aiming the current of

air at a fellow-committeeman's face.

Samples of honey-box lumber were then pre-

sented, and the uses explained. Just then a

young man asked how long a bee lives, to the

great amusement of the others. Dr. Miller said

it depended on what kind of a bee he meant.

Another committeeman put in, "A bumble-bee,"

and the whole committee of railroad-men burst

out laughing, like a lot of schoolboys.

The writer believes that whatever reduction

is obtained will be more the result of Dr. Mil-

ler's jokes, and R. A. Burnett's case of honey,

which he presented to the committee, not for

publication, but merely as an evidence of good

faith, than to any of the solid arguments ad-

vanced in the course of the conference.
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In answer to the question, Dr. Miller said

that ages vary greatly, and explained the mat-

ter at length as bee-keepers understand it.

Then said Dr. Miller, " I am going to tell the

biggest whopper yet. Our queens lay as high

as three thousand eggs in a single day;" and

some gentleman remarked, " That is the reason

the bees live so short a time."

The honey-extractor crated was then exhibit-

ed, upright and lying on its side, so as to give

the committee a good idea of the structure of

the same. The committee was asked to classi-

fy these, as there is at present no classification

of them in the Western.

Honey in comb being the next petition, a sec-

tion of comb honey was handed about, and the

gentlemen began to sample it with their fingers.

Dr. Miller explained at length to the commit-

tee that we as bee-keepers want the glass in

sight; that we have no fear of breaking the

glass, but the honey inside, owing to ignorance

of the nature of the contents. A large crate to

hold a dozen 12-lb. cases was shown, and our

method of packing the same explained. We
hope to get a second-class rating for comb hon-

ey packed in this manner. There is no doubt

that this is the ideal way to pack comb honey

for shipment in less than carloads. The writer

received one shipment of over irXJO lbs., without

any breaking, the past season.

Friend York kindly furnished a Muth jar of

fine extracted honey, which was passed around,

and the gentlemen invited to partake of the

same. R. A. Burnett suggested that it was not

to use on the hair.

A good point Dr. Miller made was that the

railway companies, in rating extracted honey,

valued it equal to comb honey, when, as a mat-
ter of fact, the average extracted honey has

about the same value as good syrup, and no

greater risk in handling. The doctor explained

why this is so.

The chairman of the railway company asked

the value of comb honey. He also asked the

value of beeswax and of comb foundation.

One reason why the companies rate these

things high is, that they look at the value com-
pared with the bulk and weight. Four things

they consider in classing our products—weight,

value, bulk, and risk of injury in shipping, to

the goods shipped, or to the other goods in the

same car.

Another point against the high rating of hon-

ey is the fact that all shipments are actually at

owner's risk of leakage or breakage, as an own-
er collecting for loss by transportation is almost
unheard of.

In regard to beeswax, we informed the com-
mittee that, by high rates, they prevent much
wax from being shipped and comb foundation
returned—a double shipment and double trans-

portation charges for the roads.

Bees in hives less than carloads are refused by
the roads at present. Dr. Miller told them that.

under such circumstances, a bee-keeper desir-

ing new stock pays Uncle Sam two cents to

carry a queen- bee by mail, when often full col-

onies would be shipped if taken at a reasonable

rate ift less than carloads.

The railroad committee on classification ren-

dered great courtesy and lots of interest in all

the remarks made by the committee of bee-

keepers. Too much credit can not be given

these gentlemen for the kind manner in which
they treated the committee.

Naturally your committee felt some timidity

in appearing before these railroad magnates
who hold, as it were, the destiny of half a con-

tinent in their hands. One of our number said

we might be in the predicament of the gentle-

man who went to the general passenger agent

to get a pass. After the applicant had told his

story, the G. P. A. remarked with a drawl,
" Well, yes; I can give you a pass or I can give

you the money to buy a ticket."

We shall be on the anxious-seat for a few
days until the rulings of the committee on our

petitions are made known. |-^

In the meantime a step in advance has been
taken. We have published the fact that we are

alive, and doing business at the old stand. This

committee, and through them the railroads

they represent, will in the future have more re-

spect for our honorable pursuit. Our claims

for damages will receive more respectful atten-

tion, and good must result to the craft at large

from this meeting.

Later.—I have just seen Mr. J. T. Ripley, the

chairman of the Western Classification Commit-
tee, and he informed me as to the result of our

petitions as follows:;j

Bee-hives in flat—petition denied.

Honey-box lumber, referred to the Western
Freight Association, John W. Midgley, chair-

man, 7th floor. Rookery.

Bee-smokers—petition denied.

Honey or wax extractors, crated or boxed

—

petition denied.

Honey in comb, glass fully protected—petition

denied.

Glass fronts not protected, future rating first

class.

Extracted honey in barrels, kegs, or tin cans

boxed, future rating fourth class.

Beeswax— petition denied.

Comb foundation—petition denied.

Bees in hives—petition denied.

In regard to bee-hives " K. D.," which should

have been referred, to be consistent, along with
"honey-box lumber" to the Western P'reight

Association, the writer was informed by Mr.
Ripley, the chairman, that he might get "bee-

hives K. D."' referred also.

Mr. Ripley very kindly accompanied the writ-

er to a number of railroad freight ofBces, for

this purpose.

The next meeting of the Western Freight As-

sociation occurs in May, and it is too late now
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to get on the docket the petitions referred to.

The next meeting after May will occur in June,

if I am correct, and then our petitions will be

taken up. It will be best to get our material in

shape to present to them in the best possible

manner as they make the final ruling.

Chicago, 111.

FEEDING.

THE OLD STYLE OF MILI-ER FEEDER PRE-
FERRED, AND AVHY.

By Emma Wilson.

The first thing we did after taking the bees

out of the cellar this spring was to weigh each

hive; and any colony that weighed less than 38

lbs. was given a frame of honey. As soon as

the bees were hauled to the out-aplarles, we
commenced putting on feeders. Into each

feeder we put 5 lbs. of dry granulated sugar.

Then we made a little hollow, right in the

center of the sugar, and poured in about a pint

of water, and so on till all the feeders were

treated alike. After they had stood half an

hour or longer, we added three quarts of water

to each feeder.

The object of putting the small amount of

one pint of water into each feeder at first was

to let the sugar have time to dissolve, so that

the first that passed through might be sweet.

If the whole amount of water is put in at one

time it will pass through so rapidly that it will

be very little sweetened, and the bees will not

take it readily. It pays to look after all these

little items, even if it takes a little more time.

When the Miller feeder was improved upon.

Dr. Miller was very much pleased with the im-

provement, and we made 25 of the new kind,

intending to discard the old ones. But after a

thorough trial we liked the old ones a good deal

better. In the first place, if there's any leak-

age it is inside the hive, and that is quite a

point. It is more convenient to have one large

compartment rather than two smaller ones.

The one point that we thought would be of so

much value, and prove so much superior to the

old one, that of the passageway directly over

the brood-nest instead of at the sides, in actual

pi'actice has not proven to be so. Just why, I

can not tell. It really seems as if it ought to

be; but our old feeders are the ones that are

emptied first, and, as a consequence, the new
feeders are the ones that we use last.

Many of our feeders have been on for more
than three weeks, with only 5 lbs. of sugar in

them, and are not empty yet at the present

date. May 4. The very strong colonies do pretty

good work at emptying, while those of medium
strength empty very slowly, and the weak ones

are almost a total failure. Last fall our feed-

ers, with 15 lbs. of sugar, were often emptied in

a day or two. while this spring the strongest

colonies are several days in taking 5 lbs. Fall

and spring feeding are two entirely different

things. Of course, we should expect the strong

colonies of fall to work faster than the weaker
colonies of spring; but there seems to be more
difference than can be accounted for in that

way. Perhaps it may be accounted for in this

way: In the spring there is so much brood to

care for in proportion to the number of bees

that few bees can be spared for the feeder,

while in the fall there is little or no brood.

I notice that, where there was a leakage from

the new feeders on the outside, the bees took

the feed eagerly, seemingly more willing to

work outside than inside the hive; and, strange

to say, the bees work along busily day after day
on this leakage without any indications of rob-

bing.

We had, however, two colonies robbed this

spring, not where there was any leakage, but

the robbers went in at the entrance, which was
not large, up through the hive, and emptied

the feeder, and left no honey in the combs.

The curious thing about it was they did not

destroy the colony.

All things considered, never a feeder would

we put on in the spring if we had only enough

frames of honey to feed with. We planned for

this last spring; but when the season is a total

failure, and the bees can not gather enough to

keep them over winter, where are the frames

of honey for spring feeding to come from ?

Might it not have been a good thing if we had
had the bees fill some extra combs of sugar

syrup last fall ?

Marengo, 111., May 4.

REMARKABLE RIFLE-SHOOTING.

Yes, Buckskin Charley beats my record on

deer-shooting; but I think he had greatly the

advantage over me, as his record was made at

a time when game was very plentiful, and not

wild. Although he used a rifle he " still hunt-

ed," which allowed him every advantage,

while here at this late day deer are so scarce a

man could walk for a week, and it would be an

accident if he ever saw one. Deer are now
found only in the wooded districts of East Tex-

as, and we use hounds to find them; so we hunt

on horseback, and run for a chance to shoot. I

have killed many a deer while my horse was

running at full speed, as well as the deer. This

makes hard shooting—quite a difference from

being on foot. A few years back I was quite

handy with a rifle. I used a 22-caliber Win-

chester rifle, but my shooting was confined to

target practice—at flying targets too. The best

score I ever made, I broke 38 balls thrown by

hand into the air, out of 40 shots. I have

cracked walnuts, peachstones, and pecans,

thrown into the air—yes, nickels and dimes.

This requires very accurate shooting, as a 22

ball is very small. J. D. Givens.

Lisbon, Texas.
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RAMBLE 133.

IN THE MENDOCINO MOUNTAINS.

By Rambler.

Lakeport we were advised

to leave the county byway
of Scott's Valley and the

Blue Lakes. We accepted

the advice, and through

the valley we go. Here
we find again a general

farming community.
Many hop-fields
abound; and as it was
nearing the time of

gathering, a large
band of Indians had arrived from some not

remote reservation, and were camped on the

sandy shore of the river, and their camp made
a lively and picturesque scene.

Blue Lakes were rightly named. The waters

are clear, and of a bluish cast. Three little

in Mendocino Co., there was a fine running
stream full of fish; rabbits in the brush, quail

in the grass, and deer on the mountain; and
from thence it was hurrah for the game. It

was after dark when we found a good camping-
place; but darkness had to flee when Bro.

Pryal started a camp-fire. Old floodwood was
piled up all along the stream; and, what a

roaring camp-fire we enjoyed! Plans were
laid for the morrow, and we could already see

fish and game piled up all around our camp.
Before the gray of dawn appeared. Wilder

was ofT with his rifle in quest of deer. Pryal

and I fished. After about two hours angling 1

caught one 4-oz. trout; returned to camp;
dressed, cooked, and ate my fish. In about an
hour Pryal returned with one little fish and a

long record of bites. His fish was also cooked

and eaten, without much comment. I believe

I suggested that we had forgotten to catch a

fish for Wilder, whereupon Pryal thought we'd

have to serve him with the bites.

Wilder soon appeared on the mesa beyond

MOUNTAINEERS.

lakes were linked together like a chain, and set

like so many gems in the folds of the mountains.

Bold bluffs, placid waters, mountains shading

off into the smoky distance, gave us views

pleasing to look upon.

Of course, Mr. Pryal had to clamber out on a

log to fish. Result, some splendid—bites! We
had set our minds to camp at the last of these

lakes; but an honest-looking freighter we met
told us that, a few miles further down, just over

our camp. Said I, " Wilder has shot a deer."
" What makes you think so ? " said Pryal.
" Why, just see how he grinds his heels into

the ground; and see how rapidly he walks."

So it proved. Susan B. was hitched to the

cart, and away they trotted up the canyon. A
fine buck, "mit horns so vide," was soon dan-

gling to a limb in camp, and that day was de-

voted to eating venison, and jerking for future

use the portion we could not eat.
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The next day boing Sunday, we all rested in

camp. Oar neighbor half a mile away had a

fine herd of pigs that gave us some trouble;

but Jack was equal to the occasion, and kept

them at a safe distance. This neighbor said

that it was no uncommon thing to find bee-trees

ill these woods; and, though he was not a bee-

keeper, and no one kept bees near him, his

observation enabled him to confirm the pre-

vious reports in relation to the great prevalence

of honey-dew. At certain seasons the trees,

shrubs, and grass were covered with it. Our
experience with insects, however, was in the

yellow-jacket line. These determined fellows

were hungry for venison; and our slashed meat,

as it hung in the sun to dry, began to disap-

pear. We were told afterward by hunters,

that, if unmolested, they would spoil and get

away with a large amount of meat. We saved

our meat, however, and consoled ourselves

that, though there were many bees working on
blossoms near by, they did not devour our

meat. Half the ills that are laid to the honest

bee might be cast upon the troublesome hornet.

After the two days' rest and such an abun-
dance of venison, we made a lively gait to

Ukia'h, the county-seat of Mendocino Co.

After a very brief halt we commenced a drive

with Eur.'ka, in Humboldt Co., as our objective

point, or about 140 miles of mountain roads,

streams, and forests. The towns began to

dwindle in size, and the distance between them
began to lengthen. The saloon seemed to be

the main business center of these towns, and
the saloon-keeper seemed to be a very public-

taking a nip. In Caliente the enterprising

saloon-keeper, in addition to the watering-

place, provided an awning, in the shade of

which the team could rest while the driver

"buead! twenty-five cents a loaf?"

spirited man. The only watering-place for our

horses in these little villages was in the shadow
of the saloon; and while the horses were drink-

ing, the driver was supposed to be in the saloon

a chance for practice not to be missed.

was taking another nip. We watered our
horses, but eschewed the nips. Here we began
to meet again those many-teamed wagons haul-

ing immense loads of merchandise into the

remote mountain regions; and the jangling

bells, upon the leading horses, made merry
chimes in the air. Our days were passed in

climbing and descending grades—rough grades,

serpentine grades, forest grades, and but a
small mileage of level grades.

The native mountaineer men and women
were usually mounted upon horse or mule, the

ever-present rifle across the pommel of the sad-

dle, and the long picket-rope coiled in a con-

venient place. If we desired infor-

mation about the roads, ihe woman
always did the talking. The man
with her usually had his mouih full

of " terbacker," and before he could

unload and get his tongue into work-
ing order the woman had unloaded a

whole grist of information. When
we three bachelors saw such a com-
pany coming it was safe for us to bet

that the woman was already wound
up, and ready to go off like an alarm-

clock.

the northern borders of Mendocino Co. we
a great hog country, and we all rcmpm-
the brilliant scheme of our friend Harry
les, the gas-man. We made remarks that

ould be just the country for him—swine
: hillsides and in the valleys. White-oak

trees were plentiful here, and the hog fattened

on the acorns. Cows that wander in the forests

are often belled; but here the hog was belled

as well. Such a one crossed our path, and the

following inspiring scene occurred:

While o'er Ihe mountain climbing,

We spied a pensive sow;
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Jack, our dog, espied her too.

And then commenced the row.

Upon her neck a bell was tied

With heavy leathern thong;

And how till' bell did jingle, whingle.

While she sped fast along.

Dog and sow, with headlong le;ips.

Kicked up a blinding dust;

She, intent upon her sty.

She meant to reach or bust.

It was no use for Wilder 'n' I

To swing our arras and yell;

In sad confusion, out of sight

Went sow, dog, dust, yelps, grunts.

And jangling bell.

In the northern portion of Mendocino Co. our

surroundings began to change. We left the

railroad away back in Ukiah, and the only

route now to follow is the stage-road into Hum-
boldt Co. About every 35 miles are located

stations, and now and then a small town. The
intervening space is an unbroken wilderness.

The trees that had been familiar to us began to

disappear, and the redwood, the northern fir,

the madrone, and the beautiful California bay-

tree, or laurel, were abundant. The latter is a

rich honey-producer in its season of bloom.

Our roads, instead of following up one canyon
and down another, now sought the highest

ridge, and we followed its contour for several

days. The highest point to which our road

conducted us was at the Bell Springs ranch,

about 4000 feet above sea-level. We had a

splendid atmosphere which visibly affected our

spirits for happy effects. Grand panoramas of

mountain beyond mountain, away to the north;

black volumes of smoke rising from forest-fires;

now the scene shifts, and we plunge through a

narrow wooded defile; now out upon a mere
niche for a road upon the mountain-side. Here
were evidences that the road had been taken
out by a slide, and dumped into the gorge be-

low. The road, now mended with logs, was
liable to go out again during the rainy season.

It was in this region that we could indulge,

under the inspiration of Mr. Pryal, in those big

camp-fires; two or three fair-sized logs, then
smaller limbs, sent the flames and the sparks

heavenward in a grand pyrotechnic display.

Cornfields were not abundant; but when we
did find one it had to pay tribute in roasting-

ears; and here we were delighted to initiate

our city friend into the beautiful rural practice

of roasting and then eating the delicious green
corn. With a rise in oitr spirits, etc., there was
also a rise in the price of provisions. Bread, 2.5

cts. per loaf; hay, 35 cts. per sack. As we had
to buy hay for long distances, it was necessary

to load several sacks. Susan B. and the cart

were loaded to their full capacity, and Mr.
Pryal's attitude at such times was so striking

that I greatly feared for his decorous bachelor
appearance. Wilder took turns with him, how-
ever, in hugging the delusion. See sketch.

At Bell's Springs we were directed to a good

camping-place a few miles ahead, where there

was plenty of water; but by some hook or

crook the signs were not strong enough, and we
missed it. We made a long drive in a vain en-

deavor to find water, and finally darkness
compelled us to camp. Having a merciful feel-

ing for our horses and dog, we broke camp al-

most before the gray of dawn appeared, and
resolved to find water, even before we ate our
breakfast. We were now in an abundant deer

country; and as this was the hour for them to

feed, our guns were loaded, and Wilder sat with
rifle in hand, and expectant eye. His face

would have a sort of lemonade-withoutsugar
appearance whenever Susan B.'s whinnies
would reverberate through the forest; but in

spite of the noise, when we made a sudden turn

through a wooded gorge, hurrah! three deer-
noble deer, with antlers long, and nimble feet,

went bounding one after the other across the

road and into the bushes. I brought the horses

to a sudden stop, and crack! went the rifle.

"Whoa, Reina! whoa, Keno!" The rifle went
into the bushes with Wilder behind it. Soon
another shot, and ive had the deer. Pryal and
Susan B. came up, and we all lugged the deer

into the road and upon the cart, and again

proceeded upon our journey. We could have
shot every deer, but we wanted only one for our
daily needs, and^a shooting of more would be

merely wanton sport. We soon found a resi-

dence and a spring, where lived our friend the

blacksmith. We dressed our deer, watered our
animals, cooked our breakfast, and, without
further rest, prepared for the continuation of

our journey.

ANSWERS TO

Seasonable QiJESTittl
BY G. M.DOOLITTLE.BORODINO.N.Y.
''"" iinriiiiuo.iPnyiiiiiiMMiin'iiii i ^

HIVING SWARMS IN HIVES HAVING PART
FRAMES WITH STARTERS AND PART FRAMES

FILLED AVITII COMBS OF BROOD,
HONEY, AND POLLEN.

Question.—In hiving swarms on frames con-

taining narrow starters, how would it work, by
way of contracting the brood-chamber, so to

speak, to put in two or three frames of honey,

bee-bread, and sealed brood, placing such
frames on the sides of the hive, instead of using

division-boards? This would save the trouble

of looking over the hives and taking out the

division-boards later on, and give the bees a

start at housekeeping.

Answer.—There are three things against

such a mode of procedure, the first of which is,

that the bees would be likely.to fill those combs
with honey as soon as the brood hatched out,

thus giving the three combs'solid with honey,

instead of having that muchahoney in the sec-

tions, this thwarting the only purpose of con-

traction, which is to secure the first and best
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quality of honey in the sections, and also to get

the bees to work in the sections before they

conamence to store honey in the brood chamber
to any extent.

Second, if the three combs had any great

amount of sealed brood in them, so that the

hatching of this brood materially strengthened

the swarm, it would be very likely to result in

swarming, or the issuing of "virgin swarms,"
as it is called, where a swarm of the present

year casts a swarm. These virgin swarms
always destroy the prospect of a good yield of

section honey, for, as a rule, they are much
more persistent in continued swarming to the

end of the honey-flow than is an old colony.

I have often had new swarms go to work with

a will in a large number of sections, working
till they were about two-thirds completed, and
then, just as I was priding myself on having a

large lot of beautiful honey from such a hive,

had them swarm, and be so persistent in swarm-
ing that none of said sections would be com-
pleted, while the nice looks of the work they

had begun would be spoiled through the long

failure of its completion.

Tbird. But the greatest trouble with such

a plan of working lies in the persistency of new
swarms in building drone comb in the remain-
ing part of the hive, where any part of it is sup-

plied with any thing in the shape of frames
filled with combs. Why this is so I never could

fully understand; but an experience of more
than 35 years along this line has proven to me
that bees can not be depended upon to build

worker comb during the first week after being

hived, if there is any completed comb in the

hive at the time of the hiving of a prime
swarm. With second or third swarms, the case

is different, as bees are more apt to build

worker comb with a queen when she first com-
mences to lay, and only unfertile queens ac-

company these latter swarms; and in this

case the queen does not'commence to lay till

the bees are fully accustomed to their surround-

ings. But with an old or laying queen, she
seems to adhere to the combs placed in the hive

when the swarm is hived, going but very little

on the new comb then building, the result of

which is the building of store comb for honey,

which is always of the drone size of cells. After

the bees have built a frame or two of drone
comb, and the queen recovers her normal egg-

laying powers which she had before the swarm
issued, then the bees will go on and build

worker comb; but we have worker and drone
comb all mixed through our frames, which is a

condition an enterprising apiarist does not like,

and one which, if allowed to remain, results in

a diminished crop of honey each year. My
advice to all is, use only starters in the frames
in hiving swarms, or else fill all frames with
foundation, or give all frames filled with combs.
Frames filled with foundation mixed with those

containing combs do much better than frames

having only starters when used with combs;
but even this is objectionable, on account of

the bees lengthening the cells of the combs
given while they are working out the founda-

tion, so that the combs are very thick when
completed, while those on the foundation are

correspondingly thin.

ITALIANIZING.
Question.—When is the best time to Italianize

an apiary of 52 colonies without interfering

with the honey flow, without buying queens
for every hive? and when should the queen-
cells be started for doing this ?

^?is((;er.—There is no time of the year in

which queens are so generally superseded as

immediately after the general honey-flow; and
we can always rest assured that, when the bees

are willing to do such work, then is our best

time. With me, fully three-fourths of all the

queens which are superseded by the bees are so

superseded during the three weeks immediately
following the basswood bloom, as that gives

our main honey-flow. Knowing this fact I

have for years done the most of my requeening

at this time of the year, and with success which
has always pleased me, without interfering

with my crop of homy in the least. To this

end I start a greater number of queen-cells

than usual, from five to eight days before the

expected close of the basswood-honey harvest;

and when these cells mature, hunt out the old

queen and dispose of her, giving a mature cell

24 hours after having removed the old queen. If

cell-protectors are used, the cell can be given at

the time of removing the old queen, thus sav-

ing once opening of the hive; for, as a rule, the

bees allow a queen to hatch all right where a

cell-protector is used. If the young queen
hatches in an hour or so after giving the cell,

or before the bees become aware that their

mother is gone, they will sometimes kill her and
start cells from their own brood; but if the cells

do not hatch in less than from 12 to 24 hours

after the old queen was removed, nearly every

queen will be accepted all right. A plan which
I often use at such times is to raise a lot of ci^lls

from my best queen; and, 24 to 48 hours before

they will mature, give one to each colony hav-

ing a queen more than one year old, using a

cell- protector for each one, and placing this

cell in the sections or anywhere I best can

where the bees can cluster about it, without

hunting out the old queen at all; when, if the

bees have any notion to supersede their queen,

they will accept of this young queen and de-

stroy the old one. If they destroy the young
queen I allow the old one to remain, thinking

that the bees know what is right; and, 19 cases

out of 20, where the bees decide on keeping the

old queen I find she proves par excellence till

after the honey-flow of the next year is over.

This is something that does not cost much
labor, and one which I have practiced often to

my satisfaction.
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IMPROVED HIVE-COVEKS.

By B. Taylor.

Editor Oleanings:— I have read so many ar-

ticles in the bee-papers lately about hive-cov-

ers that I have concluded to send you a model
of the best hive-cover in the world. You know
everybody nowadays marks their wares " The
best on earth," hence I make my extravagant
claim in order to be in fashion. I have used

this style of cover for more than 30 years, and
believe it to be the best, all things considered, of

any in use, past or present. Before I had ma-
chinery I grooved them with a common panel-

plow, with a narrow bit. The grooving is, of

course, to prevent warping, which it does most
effectively. You know boards warp because one
side becomes longer than the other, caused com-
monly by one side becoming damper than the

other; then the damp side expands, and pushes
the board in a circle; the grooves prevent this

pushing power, as they allow room for expan-
sion without its pushing effect. I always put
the heart side of the lumber up, and groove
two-thirds of the way through in three or more

SECTION SHOWING GROOVED CLEAT

places, according to the quality of the lumber,
a soft board being less inclined to warp than a

hard one. I always paint the ends of the cov-

ers in the joint before the cleats are nailed on.

I cut the tops in lengths before planing;

groove them, then nail on the cleats; the covers

are then placed on a carriage, and run under a
set of planer- knives, and the most beautiful

covers you ever saw are made at the rate of

one a minute, each one entirely out of wind,
and true to a hair's breadth.

Of course, you will ask the reason for the
shallow grooves near the edges. It is to pre-

vent the water from flowing under by capillary

attraction. I paint both sides of my cover—the
under side one and the top two coats of oil and
lead. I now have covers made thus thirty

years ago, as straight and true as when new.

I have tried all kinds of costly covers of more
than a dozen styles, and would have none of

them as compared with these simple plain

boards. They are always convenient in the
yard or in winter quarters; they pack in small
compass when not in use; are the cheapest of

all to make, and will outlast any complicated
cover of several pieces; shed water perfectly,

if properly made, and deserve their title, " B.

Taylor's Handy hive-cover."

Porestville, Minn., April 15.

[This question of grooving a cover-board to
prevent warping has been brought up before.
We never tried it in our yards.—Ed.]

THE DIVISIBLE BROOD-CHAMBER.

THE QUESTION OF INFRINGEMENT, AGAIN.

[I had hoped that this question might have
been drawn to a close in our May 1st issue.
But Mr. Williamson felt that, as he had been
an unwilling participant in the discussion, and
that, as he did not know his opinion, given on
page 368, was to be used for print, he should be
given space for further reply. After some cor-
respondence with Mr. Danzenbaker it was
granted, on condit'on that he would allow Mr.
Heddon to have the "last say." The article
came, and I assume that the condition was ac-
cepted. In order to have the whole matter
appear in one issue, and to end there. I sent a
proof to Mr. Heddon. Mi-. Williamson's article
is as follows:]

Editor of Oleanings,:—Itwdswith ming-led feeling-s
of amusement aud disgust that I read Mr. Heddon's
" Reply to Attornej' Williamson," and it is probably
foolish to dig-nify such " reply " by any notice what-
ever. In fact, were not Mr. Danzenbaker's interests
involved iu the matter I should pay no attention to
it, since the intellig-ent reader will perceiv^e that the
alleged reply is not an answer to my statements re-
specting his right to hold the Danzenbaker hive to
be an infringement of his patent, but, rather, a mix-
ture of irrelevant citations from Walker on Patents,
misstatements of the law of patents, and reflections
upon my veracity.

It will be a sufficient answer to Mr. H.'s reference
to " paid attorneys "to call attention to the fact
that, however interested an attorney might be to
present his client's case to the best advantage, his
interest and consequent bias could hardly be as
great as that of a party whose interests are at stake.
It is to be remembered that Mr. Heddon is most
vitally concerned in the matter in controversy, and
that it is Ixirely possible that, under the tremendous
influence of interest (I understand he gets $.5 for in-
dividual rights), he is quite as apt to feel under
compulsion to "say something " as would a " paid
attorney." 1 think that, under the circumstances,
my statements are fully as worthy of belief as those
of Mr. Heddon.
Mr. Heddon says: " Allow me to call the reader's

attention to the fact that Mr. Williamson makes no
mention of patent law in equity." Permit me to
call attention to the fact that the only reference he
makes to "patent law in equity" is in his state-
ment quoted above. He may know what he means
by " patent law in equity," and its bearing upon his
case; but so far as his article is concerned he keeps
his knowledge strictly to himself. I rather suspect,
however, that lie uses this mysterious phrase as a
sort of verbal bug-a-boo.

I am surprised, and yet at the same time flattered,
that one so well versed in patent law as Mr. Heddon
claims to be should admit himself insufficient to
cope with me by asking that opportunity be g-iven
his attorney to reply to me. It would seem that the
gentle reader will be justified in inferring from this
admission of Mr. Heddon, that tlitre is some force
in what was said in my heretofore published opin-
ion. I am also somewhat startled at the exhibition
of inconsistency in Mr. Heddon in his expression of
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an intention to foitify liiniself witli the opinion of
a " paid attorno}''," in view of tlie preceding- and
succeeding i)a,ragraplis of his article. Snrely he
will not insult the intelligence of the reader by
offering- the opinion of a paid attorney in support of
his case!
Mr. Heddon charges me with misleading state-

ments and mistakes, and not only fails to support
his charges in a single instance, but in an effort to
make out a case of error on my part he is liimself
guilty of what he imputes to me. He says, " If Mr.
W. knew aught of the state of our art he never
would have mentioned 'top ciwers.' " I challenge
Mr. H. to point out the place where I used this ex-
pression. On the contrary, I used the phrase "top
or cover;" and as Mr. Heddon's patent sneciflcation
uses this exact phrase, he will probably not insist
that such phrase is an inappropriate one, and con-
clusive evidence that the user thereof is unacquaint-
ed with the nomenclature of the art. If Mr. H.
could not read these three small words aright, it is

little wonder that he falls into grievous error in
endeavoring to understand and apply the principles
of that branch of legal science which has been
characterized a* the " metaphysics of the law."
In stating in his flftli paragraph tliat tlie claim

rejected by the Patent Office and dropped by his
attornej' is covered by the last eight words of liis

claim 5, "substantially as and for the purposes set
forth," he displays gross ignorance of patent law,
and shows tliat he has not read the "great authority
Walker " as faithfully as one should, who assumes
to instruct and criticise others in patent matters.
This fifth claim of Heddon's patent contains a good
deal more than the eight words referred to, and
whether or not he can ignore or omit parts thereof
to suit his fancy will be made apparent by the fol-

lowing extract from the "great authority Walker,"
section 349:
"A combination is an entirety. If one of its ele-

ments is omitted, the thine- claimed disappears.
Ever.y part of the combination claimed is conclu-
sively presumed to be material to the combination,
and no evidence to the contrary is admissible in any
case of alleged infringement."

If Mr. H.'s mode of construing- claims by leaving
out limitations to suit the exigencies of the case is

sound, then, logically, he can cut out every thing
but the words "a bee substantially as and for the
purpose set forth." and thus be in a position to
charge the bees themselves with infringement of
his rights!

I also invite Mr. Heddon's attention to section 180

of Vvalker, which reads as foUojys: "It is well
known that the terms of the claim in letters-patent
are carefully scrutinized in the Patent Office. Over
this part of the specification the chief contest gen-
erally arises. It defines what the Office, after a full
examination of previous inventions and the state
of the art, determines the applicant entitled to.

The courts, therefore, should be careful not to en-
large by construction the claim which the Patent
Office has admitted, and which the patentee has
acquiesced in, beyond tlie fair interpretation of its

terms." C. J. Williamson.
Washington, D. C, May,8.

[Mr. Heddon replies as follows:]

INrRINGEMENT.
Editor Oleaninfis :—As a rejoinder to attorney Wil-

liamson's adjoining article, it may not be out of
place for me to say that 1 have not and never have
had any ill feeling toward the gentleman, nor is it

casting any reflection upon his character, as he
would make believe, to state that he, being a paid
attornej', dealing with law rather than fact, uses
fancy to carry the case of his client. Mr. William-
son must not forget that most bee-keepers have at-

tended circuit court, and know that tlie spirit of
legal work is to leave no kind of stone unturned to
advance the interest of the client. I feel that I

must compliment attorney Williamson upon his
ingenuity in endeavoring to make a case without
any material.
Does it not .seem strange that my quotations from

Walker should be called " irrelevant," and " mis-
statements," by the learned attorney ? I quoted
them word for word;,and if they are irrelevant,
would not your readers know it, without the gentle-
man telling them ? and if not, of what use is his
bald assertion, without any explanation, in Mr.
Danzenbaker's case ?

Mr. W. thinks my interest is great because I sell

individual rights for i.5.00 each. Perhaps so. I
liave sold over oOO such rights, and perhaps a hun-
di-ed counties at $26.00 each; and after nine years
Mr. Danzenbaker seems to have discovered the
value of the products of my labor, and at once em-
ployed an attorney to see if there was not a flaw in
my title by which he might jump my claim.
As to pitent law in equity, attorney Williamson

did say there was no such law; but now, having dis-
covered his mistake, he seems to admit that there is.

He says I do not explain of what use equity is to
me. twill endeavor to explain: Equity -will undo
and set aside every citation from patent law that
Mr. Williamson has brought up in all he has written.
It will examine the state of the art ten years ago,
and give to me all that is mine. In other words, if

Mr. Danzenbaker, aided by his able attorney, should
be able to find a weakness in the title to my proper-
ty, equity, as the word indicates, at once comes to
my protection. For positive proof of the foregoing,
I refer you to Walker's text-book, edition of 1885,
page 401. This shows that my former statement,
denied by Mr. W., is absolutely correct, and that
alone clinches my entire argument, because that
court of equity in patent law, established In 1870.
will give me what is mine; and I call the learned
attorney's attention to the fact that the brightest
and best-posted bee-keepers all over the country-
men who know vastly more of the past and present
state of the art that any patent-lawyer would know
— pronounced my invention startlingly new, unique,
and original. Talk all you may of the technicalities
of my title, and yet bee-keepers know that the
Danzenbaker hive is nothing more nor less than an
infringement of my invention, and that, if he wants
to use his sheet-tin rest, lie should use it indepen-
dently of my divisible brood-chamber, and frames
closely fitting each other and the case. I am daily in
i-eceipt of letters from bee-keepers with whom Mr.
Danzenbaker is corresponding, and in nearly all

cases they send me his letters to them. These
letters lay special stress upon the advantages of the
special functions of my hive, but not one line have
I yet seen concerning a single feature claimed in
the Danzenbaker patent. I respect the Danzen-
baker patent, although I consider it upon worthless
devices; but whether worthless or not, I should
keep my hands off'.

Attorney Williamson knows so little about our art
that he misunderstood me regarding " top-covers."
I had no reference to the way he used the words, but
the signiHi-ant fact that he said anything about
covers itt <iU. Bee-keepers will understand me. Re-
garding his quotations from Walker, they are fully
answered and annulled by those 1 previously quot-
ed in this journal, and found in my circular to bee-
keepers. But, laying this all aside, the patent court
of equity, the existence' of which Mr. Williamson
undertook to deny, will set tlicsi- all aside, and give
to me what is mine. This, Mr. Williamson can no
longer deny. Nearly every well-read bee-keeper
knows better than does Mr. Williamson, what be-
longs to me. The learned attorney excels the bee-
keeper only in the matter of legal titles.

I hardly think tliat my opi)onent should be proud,
and " feel flattered," because I admit that he knows
more about the legality of patent deeds, and their
fitness to the property they intend to cover, than
should a.ibee-keeper who has made patent law only
a side-issue study. However, when I received proof
of his subjoined article I discovered at once that I

needed no patent-attorney to wipe out his argu-
ments as a July sun would melt a snowball. But
let me again compliment Mr. Williamson by stating
that he has no ease, as he evidently knows, and that,

bee-keepers of intelligence are all against him and
his client; knowing, first, that the Danzenbaker hive
has no merit except as it incorporates my special
features, and that, after so doing, his changes and
additions nearly ruin the hive. But you may rest
assured, Mr. Editor, it will not be long before this
court of equity will be tried, and I will endeavor to
substantiate every claim I have made.
Please allow me to refer to the Train, Terry, and

Harris patents, as cited by you in a former Issue.
In these patents, as in all others.it is a divisible
hive and not a divisible hrood-chamher, for specified
purjioses, that is referred to. We have always used
divisible Jiives, but not divisible brood chambers, as
specified in my patent. Mr. Danzenbaker said truly
that fa.ther Langstrotli was robbed, but that I had
nothing to be robbed of. That is just what they
said when they were robbing Langstroth. How per-
fectly history repeats itself

!

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich.
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MRS. HARRISON'S RETURN.

Last autumn my attention was directed to

ttie lateness of the season in which bees were

working—carrying water, and pollen gathered

from asters in the river bottom, into November.

I was requested to make a note of this as bear-

ing upon the winter problem. The colonies

were left upon their summer stands, protected

in the upper story with chaff cushions. On my
return from Florida, April 15, all of the colonies

responded to my " How do you do?" with the

exception of four. Since then, in cleaning out

these hives, I judged from appearances that

they were queenless in the fall. The past four

seasons had been poor for honey, and, having
other duties more important, the bees were left

to their own sweet will. I shall hereafter con-

sider the rearing of young bees in the fall as

one of the adjuncts to successful wintering.

SPRING FLOWERS.
My way from Florida north was through per

peiual bloom, extending to Southern Illinois,

Alabama taking the prize. Her woods were in

fitting garb for the Easter lide. Some of the

trees that I was told by ri sidents were dog-

woods, were entirely covered with white blos-

soms, without leaves; others had green leaves

among the white bloom. Pink honeysuckles,

so light and fairy, were a thing of beauty, and,

when once viewed, will never be forgotton.

North of Mongomery the yellow jessamine was
very abundant, climbing to the tops of the

small pines, and bending their heads with the

weight of bloom. Passengers came into the

train carrying bouquets and baskets of flowers,

and boys offered them for sale at the stations.

The orchards of Tennessee were in full bloom,

and a passenger from Nashville informed the

writer that they had had no fruit there for

three years, but had great promise for this. I

v/as surprised, on reaching Southern Illinois, to

find the peach-trees in pink, and still more so

on reaching home to find the buds showing
pink in our garden. Fruit-bloom has been
very abundant in this locality.

Peoria, 111.

paint. The groove in the cleat was given the

same, and put on and nailed into the end of the

cover-board while the paint was still wet.

They were then painted two coats all over, and
the crevices filled with paint, so that the cleats

were as secure as if they had grown there. The
bottom-boards were painted on all sides; but

the covers, being covered with tin, were painted

only on the parts not covered by the tin, except

at the ends. My hives are exposed to the sun and
weather the year round. They are of pine,

and were made by you.
Albert Wittenmyer.

Emison, Ind., Feb. 25.

[We never had any trouble with the flat covers
ourselves; but a few reported that they did.
The painting of the ends of all boards for cleat-
ed covers, of the old-style flat, or the new
Rigginsville. will add greatly to the durability
of the covers.

—

Ed.]

HOW TO PREVENT THE FLAT fOVER FROM
WARPING.

I see there is some trouble from cleated flat

covers warping, and, in consequence, you have
devised a ne-., cover to take its place. Now, I

have nearly 100 of the old covers, which have
been in use from one to four years, and they
never warp or check, and are as true as if made
of sandstone. The bottom-boards are the same.
Tliis is the way they were put up: Before put-

ting the cleats on the ends, the ends of the

cover were given a heavy coat of white-lead

HIGGINSVILLE COA'ER WARPING.
Editor Oleaiiings :—On page 13 of Glean-

ings for Jan. 1 you say, in footnote to my let-

ter, " The Higginsville model, besides the cleats

and gable strip, is made up of two boards; and
theory as well as practice shows that the warp-
ing tendency of the one will correct that of the

other." I am not much on theoiie'^, but I have
had five of these covers in use four weeks; and
although it is not yet summer they are warped
and twisted worse than any flat cover I have.

My covers must act diflferently from those be-

longing to others; for. instead of the "warping
tendency" of one "correcting" that in the

other, it seems to aggravate it. Two of the

covers fit fairly well, except that the groove is

too wide at the ends; and the thin edges of the

covers curl up. Two stand on three legs, and
the thin edges bow up. One does not fit down
square, and the cleats are warped so as to al-

most let the thin edges out of the grooves.

The gable strips of all are warped. I have not

a single flat cover in the yard but that is in

better condition. They are lighter, and blow
oft' easier, though no cover is safe here unless

fastened on or weighted.

uncapped FRAMES OF HONEY GIVEN TO BEES
IN THE SPRING.

I find f)'om careful tests, that, from each
pound of capped honey, the cappings if saved

will make on an average about H oz. of bees-

wax. This is quite an item when beeswax is

30 cents, and extracted honey 4 or 5 cents. I

have saved as much as 50 lbs. of wax from 30

colonies, run for exti acted honey (spring count);

just from cappings with scrapings of hives and
frames. Clark A. Montague.
Sang Run, Md., April 15.

[This doesn't tally with the experience of
others along the line of covers. You say the
cleats are warped so as to almost let thin edges
out of the grooves. There is actually more
wood in a crns-^ section of the Higginsville cleat
than of the ordinary flat cover. Under the
same conditions it should warp actually less.

You say further that the grooves are too wide
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and that the thin edges turn up. This is not a
fault of the principle but of the workmanship,
and if you got the covers of us you are entitled
to a rebate. You do not say one word about
the use of paint. Without it I should not ex-
pect any cover to stand true. Well, let's have
the truth, at all events. I'd like to hear from
others.—Ed.]

WHY THE HEDDON HIVE IS NOT APPRECIATED.

The reason some apiarists fail to appreciate

the many advantages offered by the Heddon
hive is that they do not understand the peculiar

system of management which the successful

manipulation of this hive requires. Mr. Hed-
don seems to think he is not called upon to pro-

mulgate this system till he gets ready; but I

say he has no right to patent an article and
then withhold from the interested part of the

public any thing essential to its use; for by
such patent he debars others from discovering

the patented principle who would place it be-

fore the public in a shape that it could be used.

In the Heddon case, the hive is secondary to

the system of manipulation which it admits of;

for without such system the hive is no better

than, if as good as, the Dovetail; but having a

knowledge of the proper way to handle the

hive, one can do from two to four times the

amount of work in a given time that he can
with any other hive.

Loss in this (Linn) county, 95 per cent for

this winter. F. H. Richardson.
Laclede, Mo.

mud-flinging or hollow PRAISE.

Dr. Miller, in a recent Stray Straw, refers to

a " good time" Editor Leahy had with J. T.

Calvert, and proceeds to remark: "Now, you
can fling all the mud you like at the mutual-
admiration business; but that sort of talk

makes a good bit nicer reading than mud-
flinging." Has there been any "mud-flinging"
in regard to this matter? Is it fair to use a

term of this kind to characterize disapproval

of a too liberal use of "taff'y " in certain quar-
ters? Honest criticism should include com-
mendation when it is deserved, as well as the

pointing out of faults; but there is such a thing

as flattery, and it is most abominable and mis-

chievous. Are there not often words of praise

in the bee-journals that every one knows to be

mere hollow compliments, intended to make
and keep those to whom they refer good-

humored, pleased with themselves and with
others ? Is it not plain that there is a virtual

compact in some quarters, "you scratch me
and I'll scratch you " ? Is this manly, truthful,

not to say Christian ? One of the wise and good
men of the olden time said, " Let me not, I pray

you, accept any man's person; neither let me
give flattering titles unto man; for I know not

to give flattering titles; in so doing my Maker
would soon take me away." We are taught on
high authority that "a man who flattereth his

neighbor spreadeth a net for his feet," wherein

he is likely to be tangled with vanity and
pride. Again, "He that speaketh flattery to his

friends, even the eyes of his children shall

fail;" i. e., they shall lose the power of moral
perception, and be unable to discriminate be-

tween truth and falsehood, good and evil. One
of the grandest characters that ever lived in

this world could appeal to those who knew him
and say, "Neither at any time used we flatter-

ing words, OS ye know.'' I wish every writer

in the bee-journals could truthfully say this,

and that there might be an end to all vain and
fulsome flatteries. Flattery is lying, and a liar

is despicable. The dictionary definition of

"flattery "is, "To inflate with blandishments
or exaggerated praises; to deceive with fair

words; to cajole; to wheedle; to coax; to at-

tempt to win by artful compliments; to soothe

or gratify by praise or obsequiousness; to please

a person by applause or favorable notice; to

compliment." It is time the columns of the

bee-journals were for ever closed to this kind

of thing. Wm. F. Clarke.
Guelph, Ont.

[What Mr. Clarke has to say is very good-
yes, excellent; but that bee-jounials or bee-
keepers are frequent oft'enders in the use of
" words of praise . . . that every one knows
to be hollow compliments," Gleanings is not
prepared to admit. There has been no " mud-
flinging " at the " mutualad-rairation society"
so called; but there is such a thing as mud-
flinging at individuals that is ten times more
"abominable and mischievous" than any flat-

tery I ever heard or read.—Ed.]

PETITION.

Whereas, the Hon. Secretary of Agriculture,

in his last report to the President, says, " The
Entomologist strongly recommended as a part

of the work of this fiscal year the attempt to

introduce into the U. S. from Ceylon the 'Giant

bee of India.' Apis dorsata,'" and
Whereas, it now remains with the bee-keep-

ers and farmers to unite in petitioning the

proper authorities to carry out the work rec-

ommended by the Entomologist, therefore.

Resolved, That we, the bee-keepers of Ontario

Co., N. Y., in convention assembled, respectful-

ly ask the publishers of the bee-papers to print

and distribute with their paper a petition to be

circulated by each subscriber, the extra expense

to be shared pro rata by the various bee-keep-

ers' societies throughout the United States.

C. A. Olmstead, 1

E. H. Perry, VCom.
E. Hutchinson, )

Ruth E. Taylor, Sec, Bellona, N. Y.

close-fitting frames.

Close-fitting frames, as Mr. Heddon uses,

won't do south. They will swell so at times,

especially in winter and spring, that they can't

be pried out. I knew from trial, and I had

more play than he gives. A. F. Ames.
Claremont, Va.
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DIXIE land; the verdict of a man who is

NOW in CALIFORNIA.

I read A. I. Root's southern travels with the

greatest interest. What he says is every word
correct. When he says that Dixie is "just

slick," he is right. I have been over Uncle

Sam's domain, and know of what I speak. Tak-
ing it all in all, the >outh is hard to beat. If

you look it up you will see where you shipped

goods to me in the State of Washington. I

lived five years in Florida, fourteen in Texas;

was raised in Kentucky. I lived in Washing-
ton ten years, and this is my second year in

California. I spent five months in San Diego

Co., and have a tolerably fair idea of most

places, and my choice is Southern Alabama.
Upper Lake, Cal. G. P. Shires.

[If our readers will turn to page 3.55 they will
see that Rambler mentions meeting friend
Shires in California.—Ed.]

BEE -STING POISON, ETC.

Bees are doing finely. I had 26, spring count,

now .56. Last evening I transferred the Iialian

colony from the box hive to one you sent.

Twice in my lifetime bees have thrown some-

thing into one of my eyes. It smarts and turns

red immediately. I have never heard of any
one else who is troubled in that way.

Box Elder, Va., May 18. J.H.Allen.

[Friend A., I have many times, while near
angry bees, felt the sensation ynu describe; but,
as you mention, I do not know that I have ever
before seen it in print. Sometimes when you
open a hive during cool weather, cross hybrids
will elevate their stings, and you may see a
little drop of poison hanging to the sting If

you take the trouble to taste this you will find

it a very pungent, acrid poison. Now, I have
sometimes thought that an angrv bee might,
while on the wing, flirt or throw this poison so
it might go into a person's eye. Under similar
circumstances we often smell what we call

bee-poison. In preparing stings for medicine
this is quite perceptible, and some people
seem to be disagreeably affected by being
around when this poison seems to be very much
in the atmosphere. Very likely it is more or
less volatile, and the odor of it in the air may
affect the eyes, and perhaps other organs. Can
somebody tell us more about it?—A. I. R.]

DESTROYING SWARMING - CELLS; LANGSTKOTH
VS. SECTIONAL BROOD-CHAMBER FOR

THE rURPOSE.
In that valuable article by E. France, in

Gleanings, Dec. 15, on out-apiary manage-
ment, he puts the key to his plan of swarming-
time management by periodic visits in a line or

two of print, and it is a pity, seeing the amount
of work and care involved in following his in-

structions, page 934, viz., " Be sitre no queen-

cells are left in any colony," and, further down,
" Leave no queen-cell in the old colonies," to

let it pass without comment. It is truly good

sound advice; but with the L. frame and hive,

how laborious ! how risky I all hinges on not

one cell being missed in the work of destruc-

tion. A mere cup with an egg in it, accident-

ally overlooked, means a swarm issuing before

the 10th day comes round, and with it the api-

arist. This plan of getting the swarming-date
of a number of colonies on the same day, so dis-

pensing with a watcher, is one I have carefully

studied and followed in my out-apiaries for

three seasons past. But I give them now but
nine days between visits; and when there, in-

stead of destroying cells one by one, I turn

each of the brood-cases upside down, which ef-

fectually and positively destroys all embryo
queens, and none can escape, and the colony is

safe for nine days. This colony is swarmed on

next visii; also all others like it previously in-

verted. The other colonies are inverted if

strong, or likely to swarm; and if they have
cells sealed next visit, they are swarmed in

their turn; but if they have young cells, or

none at all, they are inverted again and are

safe till next visit, and so on with all hives as

they advance to swarming strength every nine

days for the two or three months of our swarm-
ing season.

This inverting has other advantages that

have been set forth by other writers, including

Mr. Heddon, whose hive, or a modification of

it with hanging frames, I use in my out-apia-

ries; but I have not seen its superiority in this

respect, and the rapidity and certainty which
with it the cell destruction essential to such a

system of periodic visits can be accomplished,

set forth anywhere. Any easily inverted hive

would have the same advantage over non-in-

vertible as the Heddon type has. Inversion is

not a mere fanciful and pretty idea; it is to me
the key of out-apiary success, and does away
with all need of swarm-catchers, and hivers

and traps and appliances outside the hive it-

self. T. Bolton.
Dunkeld, Victoria, Aus.

I have had the same trouble John K. Good-
rich had. Some thieves carried away three

hives of bees at different times, and the ar-

rangement spoken of in Gleanings seems to

be just the thing. Would you please tell where
such a battery could be bought? Others might
be glad to know. Gustave Gross.

Milford, Wis.

[A battery and an electric call-bell outfit can
be purchased at any of the electrical-supply
houses for about f^.50. Write to Stanley & Pat-
terson. New York City.

—

Ed.]

THE strength OF BEES.

A French naturalist, Mr. Plateau, has tested

various insects to ascertain their strength, and
finds that the smallest ones are very often the

strongest. According to his experiments, a bee

can drag off .30 times as much as a horse can,

according to its size. One bee dragged easily

20 others, and showed a power proportionate

to a locomotive. What astounding muscular
power the bees must have, we think, when we
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remember that the weight of a whole swarm The late frosts that have prevailed through-

hangs from a limb, when but comparatively out the country have done a good deal of dam-

few bees touch the limb itself. age; but we hope they have not affected the

Medina, O., May 33. K. R. Mathey. nectar-bearing flora that will come on later.

SOME UNSCIENTIFIC AND INACCURATE TEACH-
ING CONCERNING BEES, IN A COLLEGE

TEXT-BOOK.

Mr. Root:—In a book at present used in the

State Normal College, in Albany, entitled

" Comparative Zoology, Structural and System-

atic, for use In Schools and Colleges, by James
Orton, A. M., Ph. D.." new edition, revised by

Charles Wright Dodge, 1894, Harper Bros, pub-

lishers, I find the following statement in rela-

tion to the bee:

"They exhibit three castes — females, or

queens: males, or drones, and neuters, or sex-

less workers. There is but one queen in a hive,

and she is treated with the greatest distinction,

even when dead. She dwells in a large pear-

shaped cell, opening downward. She lays

three kinds of eggs; from the first come forth

workers; the second produce males, and the

last females."

I send tbis as a bit of curiosity, showing how
the colleges are advancingc?) in bee-knowledge.

Menards, N. Y. Jacob Kautz.

[Such scientific (?) teaching is disgusting.
If it is a fair sample of the accuracy of the oth-

er matter in the book I should be sorry to have
my boy use it as a text-book. The authors ev-

idently got their knowledge on bees, such as

they do have, from a very careless reading. It

is very unsafe for any one to write on the
subject without a little practical experience to

throw light on what he is reading. Prof. Com-
stock's book, notice of which appeared on page
409, last issue, is in marked contrast. Prof. C.

went to the bees himself.

—

Ed.]

Eight extra pages as usual.

After a trial of 30 years. Dr. J. P. H. Brown,

in the Southern Department of the A. B. J.,

says, " I am satisfied it does not pay to culti-

vate plants exclusively for the amount of the

nectar-secretion."

The ApicuUurist for March, April, and May
Is here, bound in one cover, but not any fatter

for the consolidation. Is it a quarterly '?

" Rev." Is the title in front of Emerson T.

Abbott's name, as printed in the A. B. J. That
may be a Rev.-elation to some; but it belongs

there, and deservedly.

The new bee-paper, the Southland Queen, is

out, issued by the Jennie Atchley Co. It con-

tains 22 pages and a cover, and is edited by the

Atchley family. Monthly, $1.00 per year.

The accurate and scholarly typography of

the British Bee Journal is a pleasure to those

who are pleased in that way. In this respect

it presents a marked contrast to—some of us.

E. B. Weed, in the Canadian Bee Journal,

claims that the bleaching of wax in sunlight

gives a better result than by the use of acids.

We believe that is the position taken by Mr.

Mathey, whose articles on wax we are now
printing.

Wm. McEvoy, the foul-brood inspector of

Ontario, reports bringing 109 colonies through

the winter in good condition, not losing one.

That's something on the Boardman style; and

several others in Canada report wintering with

little or no loss.

For the first time .since Stray Straws were

published, we have failed to receive our in-

stallment for the current issue. We have not

learned the cause up to the time of going to

press. Kind o' suspect the doctor prepared

them, put them into an envelope, then into his

pocket, and forgot to mail 'em.

During the preparation of a part of this

number I have been somewhat under the

weather, but I am now coming around all right.

The consequence is, most of the editorials were

written by W. P. He prefers to use the edito-

rial we, because, he says, it rhymes with P. So

you can designate his by the use of "we."

What shall the harvest be? is a conundrum
with bee-keepers all over the land. Indeed, it

is a conundrum every year; but it seems to be

more so this year than ever. Mr. Harry La-

throp, of Wisconsin, writes that the prospect is

poor. Last year Wisconsin suffered terribly

from the drouth, and many of the bee-keepers

obtained little or no honey: but Mr. Lathrop

did well.

We copy the following from the Newaygo
Repuhlican of May 9. It fully accounts for

the fact that Bro. Hilton has been missing for

some time.

Hon. Geo. E. Hilton returned from a week's stay

at his home yesterday. He is receiving many con-

gratulations from his colleagues upon tlie fact that

he is the proud father of a nice little girl. Time
bears out the prediction made in the first of this

series of letfcers that Mr. Hilton would prove to be

one of the most popular as well as active and xiseful

members of the House. No man is more highly re-

spected than he, and no man in either House has

more friends. He has much influence; and it is
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needless to say to Newaygo County readers that it

is never exerted in a bad cause.

In the Aplculturnl Review (Spanish), pub-

lished by Mr. Andreu, at Mahon. Balearic Is-

lands, near Spain, we learn that indications for

a good crop of honey are very favorable—plenty

of rain, and an abundance of flowers. The
editor says the price of wax is steadily going

up, while that of honey is continually going

down. He recommends the policy of keeping

bees for wax only; and his article on the " Pro-

duction of Virgin Wax" is so timely that we
will translate it for a future number.

AVOOD-BASE FOUNDATION. AGAIN.

Since our mention, in the last number, on p.

408, of Schmidt & Thiele's foundation, we have

received another sample having a very much
thinner wood base. S. & T. write concerning it:

We herewitli send you anotlier sample of our

veneer foundation. The veueer we use now is only

^g of an inch thick. This will not warp, or trouble

in cutting queen-cells, and is still strong enough to

keep the combs from melting, sagging, breaking,

falling out of frames when handling or extracting.

This is a big improvement over the first sam-
ple received. Of course, it can not possibly sag,

and would, I have no doubt, make good brood

-

combs; but I am still inclined to think it is

more expensive than ordinary brood founda-

tion such as is genenerally sold. A great many
times old things that have been discarded and
declared valueless in the past, have come up
again and demonstrated that there is some-

thing of value in them after all. Possibly the

wood-base foundation of Schmidt I'C: Thiele may
be one of the things of this kind. I have no

doubt they would be glad to send samples to

any one desiring to see it. Their address is New
London, Wis.

THE STANDARD DICTIONARY—A GREAT WORK.

After five years of labor on the part of 247

editors and a host of helpers, and the expendi-

ture of a million of dollars, this superb diction-

ary is finished, and it is far ahead of what the

publishers promised at the outset. It defines

every English word and its derivatives, with

every shade of meaning, in every branch of

science and art, making a total of 301,8(i5 words,

or 55,000 more than Webster's International.

The time has past when any one man might
write a dictionary of our language; hence on

the Standard a specialist was engaged on every

line of human thought and work, such as as-

tronomy, botany, chemistry, electricity, physi-

ology, etc. In defining apicultural terms, for

instance. Dr. C. C. Miller was engaged. When
Webster's latest edition was published we were
surprised at some of the apicultural definitions,

especially under the word " Propolis," which is

spoken of as forming the capping of honey-cells.

Finding it was too late to have any corrections

made in Webster's, we immediately wrote to

the publishers of the Standard, which was then
completed only to the letter B, and urged them
to secure the services of Dr. Miller on behalf of

bee-keepers. They did so just in time, for the
old errors were beginning to show again as the
word " Bee " was reached. The publishers im-
mediately corrected the type so as to correspond

with the suggestions. So far as apicultural

terms are concerned, we find no room for im-
provement nor ground for complaint in the

Standard. This is not intended as an invidious

comparison against the International, which,
at the time of its publication, was the best dic-

tionary ever printed, but to show the great ad-

vantage the last one has in profiting by the
mistakes of others. The publishers of the
Standard have had some of the most prominent
editors of Webster's, The Century, Britannica,

and other lexical works, on their own staff, and
have left no means untried for securing infor-

mation wherever it could be found. The Eng-
lish press as well as American pronounces the

highest eulogies on the Standard.

The defining part of the book contains just

2100 pages, printed in very fine type, copiously

illustrated with new cuts (about .5000). Birds,

badges, colors, coins, flowers, precious stones,

etc., are shown in their natural colors, and not

all in dull black. The different parts of modern
machinery, such as engines, type-writers, knit-

ting-machines, looms, etc., are fully shown and
numbered; also the bones, veins, muscles, etc.,

of man and animals. The locomotion of dogs

and horses is shown by numerous pictures tak-

en from snap-shot photographs that were taken

at different stages of the step, run, amble, or

leap. This feature is very unique. The book
not only describes the word " apple," but de-

scribes fully every known kind—about 368; and
when it comes to the weights and measures of

the world, one feels lost as in a labyrinth. The
principal words used in all the arts, such as ar-

chitecture, carpentry, printing, etc., are group-

ed by themselves, besides being defined in their

proper place. Some 218 pages are devoted to

grammatical corrections, pronunciation, foreign

phrases in several languages, disputed spell-

ings, etc. The quotations used are on the side

of morality, Christianity, and temperance.

The printing of the book is as good as human
skill can make it— every page being like those

found in our standard magazines, and the bind-

ing corresponds. But the best idea the reader

can obtain of the book, without buying it, is to

send 10 cts. for sample leaves of it, which will

show more at a glance than we can say for it in

a day. Address The Funk & Wagnalls Co., 30

Lafayette Place, New York.

This is not a paid " puff " or editorial in any
sense of the word. It is written without any
knowledge on the part of the publishers of the

Standard, and simply because bee-keepers will

find the book to be so reliable in defining api-

cultural terms.
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HONEY FOR HORSES.

You may suggest it would be a rather expen-
sive feed. Well, circumstances alter cases. It

may not be so expensive after all. Listen.
Friend McMillan wanted a pony to go to town
with, and to run around the neighborhood. A
neighbor offered him a mustang at a very low
price, because the animal was vicious and un-
manageable. Friend M. and his good wife,
however, decided they could educate the pony
to be useful, and the neighbor brought him
over. It took two men to deliver the new pur-
chase—one to drive and the other to lead the
horse by the bits: and as it was, they came in
sweating and puffing, and seemed very glad
indeed of the privilege of Uirning over the
property to its new owner. How did they make
out? Well, it was my pleasure to have very
many pleasant rides around the country with
that same pony. Now for the secret. I have
heard of §.")0 secrets, and I do not know but this
one would add SnO to the value of very many a
balky or vicious horse. I think the credit of
the discovery belongs to the good kind-hearted
Mrs. McMillan. I suppose you have heard it

said that the shortest cut to a man's heart is

down his throat. Everybody knows it is not
true, but there may be a grdin of truth in it.

Well, Mrs. M. set out that very tirst day to win
not only the affections but the good will of the
mustang pony. She gave him bread and butter
and honey to start with. Come to think of it, I

do not know but the butter was left out, and so
it was only bread and honey. The tempting
morsel hit the spot exactly; and after the pony
had had a good slice of bread, with a liberal
allowance of honey, he would nod his head
with satisfaction, and do almost any thing they
wanted him to, for a whole hour.
We were late in starting out; but when we

got hitched up. and I was in the buggy, the
pony made a bee-line for the back door of the
kitchen. His benefactress came out to give
him an approving word; but friend McMillan
said we were so late we shouldn't have time to
wait for him to have his accustomed sweets.
The pony looked terribly disappointed, and
evidently had almost a mind to go back to his
old life, and act badly. I plead for him; but
friend M. said he was old enough to behave
himself without being coaxed like a baby every
morning, and made him go on. He went very
well till we came to the store and postoffice;
and I presume, as this was a frequent program,
he expected us to turn back and go home,
refreshing himself by the way, no doubt, in
thinking how nice that bread and honey would
taste when he got back. His master, however,
had planned a long trip for him, before getting
home; and when his head was turned in an-
other direction we came so near having a cir-

cus performance right in the public street that
I wanted to get out. My companion, however,
assured me he would bring his horse around all

right in a few minutes. When I questioned
him as to how he knetv he would, he said they
two had had a good many rough-and-tumbles
in the sand, and the pony knew that he knew
who came out on top every time at the ending.
So the pony, philosophizing, evidently, that
"what could not be cured must be endured,"
took us all over the surrounding country before
we got home. I want to stop right here long
enough to tell Mrs. M. to go and give that pony
an extra piece of bread, well sopped in good

honey, just the minute her eyes meet this in
Gleanings.*
In the neighborhood of Fort Reed is a most

beautiful country residence belonging to Rev.
Lyman Phelps, whose writings perhaps many
of you have seen in the religious papers. He
has not only a magnificent orange-orchard, but
peaches, pears, strawberries, and ever so many
other fruits right along the margin of one of
the prettiest little sheets of water (Silver Lake)
to be found in Florida.
Sanford has something unique in the way of

sanitary arrangements. The sewage is in a
series of open ditches, covered only at street-
crossings. Well, at the head of each street,
away off' at the back side of the town furthest
from the lake, an artesian well has been put
down. I think they have to go something less
than 100 feet in order to meet an immense flow
of water. These artesian wells send a sufficient
current over and into the lake to wash all the
filth and every thing else out of the open
ditches as soon as it falls in. One feels like
protesting against such a waste of water; but
everybody says the supply is inexhaustible.
No matter how many wells you put down, or
how large, they just flow and keep flowing,
year in and year out; and yet with all this
abundance of water, that runs of itself up to
almost any height desired, it is only here and
there that it is as yet made any use of for irri-

gation.
I had arranged to meet Constance, who was

stopping with relatives in Jacksonville, at San-
ford; but there had been no very definite ap-
pointment; and hunting for strangers away
down in the interiorof Florida, when you didn't
even know when they would be along, seemed
a good deal like huntins for needles in a hay-
stack. I inquired for Mr. Ming, a cousin of
mine, connected with the Orange-belt Railroad;
but although all the railroad men assured me
he was a "mighty good fellow " nobody could
just then put his finger on the man. I began
to get somewhat homesick. I always do when
I have time, therefore I usually manage when
away from home to avoid having time for any
such recreation. I was up very early in the
morning, before any one else was stirring. I

finally met a porter who was hustling up a
drummer that he might not miss his train. I

felt restless, and wanted to go somewhere, so I

concluded to go on the same train with the
drummer. It was on the Orange-belt; and just
as soon as I stepped aboard I almost ran against
my cousin, Mr. Ming. He said the women-
folks, Constance included, would be in on the
afternoon train from Jacksonville. It did not
stOD raining just that minute; but if you had
looked into my face you might have thought
there was very bright sunshine everywhere.
Now, perhaps some of our readers do not enjoy
having me tell about how an unseen presence
often seems to guide my step*. When I arose
that morning I prayed earnestly, and yet I am
afraid with very little faith, that God would
direct me on that rainy morning, so that I might
find Constance and my relatives. As soon as I

heard the porter say this man would be late for
the train, without knowing u'hat train, or on

*Ev-ery bee-keeper knows how passionately fond
of lioney bears are. Well, several circumstances
seem to suggest to me that this stronsr love for this
peculiar form of sweets is not confined to Bruin
alone. Bruin, by the life he leads, has an opportu-
nity for discovering honey, and to satisfy his crav-
ing for it, while other animals have not; and may
we not take advantage of this strong liking and use
it to put a liorse on liis good behavior ? Will some-
body test it on a balky horse, and report ? After he
has acquired the appetite, tlie honey would surely
serve to divert his attention from his "sulks," if

nothing more.
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what road, I felt a strange longing to take that
very train too. I had just been feeling that I

must do something, or go someivhcre, that
dreary, rainy morning, and the way seemed to

open almost of itself. Do you remember that
old hyms.

He leadeth me ?

Mr. Ming said he was going down to Oakland,
and would be back in the afternoon; and as I

had nothing else to do he said I should come
along and look at his road, and see the country.
As we passed through Palm Springs I got just
enough of a glimpse to feel sure I wanted to

stop there. A little further on we passed, quite
near Oakland, a solid hundred acres of oranges.
Over the arched entrance to the grounds I read,
"Forest City Orange-orchard." I was told by
my companion that it belonged to some promi-
nent merchants in Cleveland, O.
Constance was evidently as much delighted

in the afternoon to find her father where she
least expected him as I was to see her. Before
leaving Oakland, however, I got a chance to
run up to Palm Springs, and investigate. In a
little shady nook were great palm trees that
threw their protecting branches all over and
around, and a beautiful crystal spring boils up.
sending out a volume sufficient to make a good-
sized creek. The waters are just warm enough
for nice bathing, and there are seats arranged
on the mossy banks, making it a most inviting
place for picnickers or pleasure-seekers. Learn-
ing of a bee-man only a mile and a half away,
I walked out to see him. and met a generous
welcome. He had suffered by the frost, but
was very busy putting his ground in good shape
again to put in another crop. The bee-hives,
the fruit-trees, the different buildings for

poultry, grain, domestic animals, etc., scattered
through a large dooryard, made one think of
the old-fashioned farmhouses. While others
were complaining, and saying that farming
does not pay. and that there was no use of

planting any more orange-trees, nor in fussing
with them any more, he and his good wife were
bright, hopeful, and enthusiastic. "Why."'
said he, "Mr. Root. I sold over ^(JOO worth of
oranges right out of this dooryard, in 1894.

Why should I give up and get discouraged ?
"

The Orange-belt Railroad has packing ware-
houses along its whole length. Sometimes it

seems as if there were an orange-house and
station every mile: and, in fact, some of them
are less than a mile apart. In consequence of

the freeze, however, business was. as might be
expected, dead, and things looked dull.

Our party left Oakland in the afternoon,
catching me on the train, and went through to

Tarpon Springs that Saturday night. On the
way to Tarpon Springs we passed through the
great tomato regions round about Claremont
and the strawberrv-farms near by. We passed
the Sabbath at Tarpon Spring's. Here, as in

almost every town in Florida, were very pretty
churches, filled with good audiences who listen-

ed to able and intelligent pastors. Tarpon
Springs gets its name from another of these
wonderful springs, connected, evidently, with
the artesian water. This spring is so great
that pleasure-boats of all kinds run out into the
lake and gulf adjoining. This water, however,
has a dark color', similar to that I have spoken
of tliat gets its hue from the roots of the saw-
palmetto. Iron pipes have been screwed to-

gether, and pushed down into the crater of this
spring some ^0 or 300 feet. They did not touch
bottom even then; but the sides of the cavern
presented so many shelves that the rod would
strike on a projecting shelf and prevent going
down any further. Well, this spring is inter-
mittent, and it is supposed to have a subter-
ranean connection with a lake several miles

away. The water in the lake is dark, like the
waters of this spring; and during a severe
drouth, when the lake is nearly dry the water
stops running. Is it possible that the artesian
wells of Florida are fed by the multitude of
lakes standing on higher ground? Almost the
entire soil of Florida is so sandy the water
would readily get down through into the rocky
strata composed of coral, and the phosphatic
rocks that are opening up such a great industry
just now.
We stopped at a hotel called the Ferns, and I

for one came pretty near falling in love with
the Ferns, the town, the spring, the people, and
especially with the old white-haired pastor of

the Congregational church. I called on him
before services, and then had the pleasure of
listening to his talk to the Bible-class before
preaching.
At an early hour Monday morning we stepped

off the train at St. Petersburg, at the southern
termination of the Orange-belt Railroad. The
first thing that enlisted my attention was see-

ing horses and wagons, away out in Tampa
Gulf, not only half a mile, but a whole mile
from shore. These wagons went out to get
freight from the boats, and there was a regular
traffic back and forth all day long, taking ad-
vantage of the rise and fall of the tide, as a
matter of course. The bottom of the bay is

hard firm sand, and level enough to be good
wheeling. They say the horses have learned
the trade so well that they go out in the water
anywhere, providing they can keep their noses
above the surface. But I tell you it looks
funny to see a regular traffic going on all day
long, sometimes with the horse, and wagon too,

almost submerged with the exception of the
box holding the merchandise. I suppose they
have regular pathways, and know where they
can go and where they can not. When the tide

is out, people walk along the sandbars out into

Tampa Bay for fully half a mile. The sand is

clean, and furnishes nice firm walking. The
Orange- belt Railway has a new pier which
runs out from shore a full mile. They evident-
ly expect to be ready for business when it comes
again.

St. Petersburg is a great fishing-point. There
are crowds of tourists fishing all day long, al-

most the whole length of the pier; and I am
told there are parties who furnish tackle and
bait; and not only that, they put the bait on
and take off the fish. All the stranger has to

do is to take the pole, throw out the line, and
pull them in. All this is provided free of
charge. You can fish to your heart's content
without soiling your fingers, or investing a
nickel in anv thing. Whv, this ought to be the
fisherman's '^ paradise. Even fine ladies can
fish, and vvear their kid gloves. Oh! by the
way. perhaps it were well to mention that all

the fish caught belong to the oivner of the fish-

poles, etc.

Our partv took dinner at the big hotel—price
7.5 cts.; and the house was so full of guests that

one sometimes had to wait tivo hours to get a,

place at the table. Now, you do not know A.
I. Root very well if you think he is going to

wait two hours for dinner. Just ask Mrs. Root
how she thinks such a program would work.
Well. I found a little humble restaurant called

the Woman's Exchange. There was not very
much style about it. but I found every thing
neat and clean, and they gave me a great abun-
dance of nicely cooked fish (such as they were
catching all the while out on the pier), and the
bill was only about 25 or 35 cts. This included
coffee, potatoes, bread, and sauce. The Ex-
change is a branch of the W. C. T. U. work.
They were nice friendly women, and they told

me their principal reason for starting a res-
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taurant was. there was no place where one
could get a comfortable meal at a moderate
price wiihont going to the whisky and beer
saloons. Of course. I do not give thanks out
loud when I sit down in a public restaurant,
but I several times gave loud thanks all to my-
self for the privilege of finding a place where I

could get my dinner, supper, or breakfast, right
away— well, say as quick as Mrs. Root would
get it herself—and be waited on by good, pui'e.

clean Christian women. When I contrast such
a place with those I am sometimes obliged to

put up with—<av a meal of victuals served in a
beer saloon— I should call the temperance res-

taurant a little heaven h'-reon earth compared
with the other place. Yxu can call the other
place what you choose. Now. wh^n you go to

St. Petershurir. just go into that Exchange and
say an encouraging word to them. Constance
think* I am a little extravagant in my praise;
but I am just giving you ^4. I. Roofs opinion.
About six miles out from St. Petersburg I

found our friend Charles Norman, whose arti-

cles have made him more or less acquainted
with our readers. He is located away out in

the wilderness, on the shores of the Gulf. His
occupation is, bringing in garden-stuff, fish,

and oysters to the town of St. Petersburg, espe-
cially to the large hotels. He too had suffered
by the frost, and was, I fear, somewhat dis-

couraged. The oyster-industry, however, was
comparatively unharmed, and he and his boys
take oysters to town two or three times a week.
Right near his residence is a shell mound of

pretty fair dimensions that was not made by
the mound-builders of ancient time. The
oysters are brought in by boat, and removed
from the shells near the home I have mention-
ed. Now, that these shells may not be scatter-
ed all over his grounds, and occupy valuable
land, the "shucking" is done on top of the
heap. As the shells collect, the tools, etc., are
pulled higher up: and finally they sit at their
work on a heap of shells that bids fair, in a
little time, to reach as high as the dwelling;
and T was surprised to see how great an accu-
mulation was made in .just a few years as the
result of the oyster-trade of just one person.
Friend Norman has a very neatly arranged
apiary under a great scuppemong grapevine,
if I remember correctly. Most of the hives in

Florida are shaded in this way during the great
heat of summer.
About half way between friend Norman's

and St. Petersbure I had my first glimpse of a
good -sized wild alligator. I should have called
it a log of wood on a pond of water: but the
colored driver told me that this "' gator " had
been there for years. He has got a deep hole
dug in the center of the pond: and when they
try to capture him he buries himself down in

the mud. He was lying partly out of the water,
blinking his eyes in the sun as we passed by.
It was near this spot, on our wav home, that I

metThaddeus Smith—see page 319. Mar. 15. I

need not tell you that friend Smith and myself
had a "bis visit;" and I. at least, am looking
forward in anticipation of another visit some
day up here in Ohio, where we both live.

Friend S., like myself, was accompanied by a
grown-up daughter. It seems a little funny
that we bee-keepers must wait until we meet
each other a thousand miles or more from home
before we can become really acquainted.

Toward night I shook hands with Constance
and the cousins, and they started back while I

took passage on the steamer for Manatee. For
quite a little while I felt homesick again, and
consoled myself with studying the winds and
the waves. Before reaching Manatee we pass-
ed through sea-water which looked almost like

whitewash—I suppose owing to the exceedingly

white sand that was so fine the wind and the
waves had mixed it mechanically with the
water. At the pier I found my friend J. W.
Bannehr, who lives about a mile and a half out
in the country. The orange-trees here near
the water, the most of them, held their leaves:
and although the fruit was somewhat injured
it was shipped almost every day to some extent.
On account of so much sand I left my wheel at
Sanford: but I greatly enjojed my walk out
in the country. For almost the first time I
found green fields—yes. an acre or two of oats.
You will remember grain is raised to a very
small extent, and only in certain localities, in
Florida. Finally I catne on to a very pretty
home with a neat fence around it. bee- hives
stationed out among the orange-trees, and
every thing so neat and tidy it reminded me of
the Engli-^h friends of my boyhood that I have
spoken about in our book, "' What to Do." Yes,
friend B;innehr"s people are English. They
came from London. They first came to Florida
some years ago, stayed two or three years, and,
got homesick, and finally returned to " Merrie
England." But after they had stayed there a
year or two they became more homesick than
ever to go back to Florida. They came back
here and located, evidently to stay the rest of
their lives. Friend B. has good substantial
fences all around his premises; then he has
good substantial gates with corresponding fas-
tenings. Why, it brought to mind vividly the
gates and fastenings that Mrs. Root's father
used to have down on the farm by the river. I

was so much pleased with the gate-hinge that
I am going to describe it right here. It is sim-
ply an iron rod driven in at each end of the
stick forming one side of the gate. The bottom
rod rests in a hole made in a stone set in the
ground. The top pivot simply goes through an
auger-hole in a piece of board nailed on the
cap of the fence. Here you have a hinge that
permits a gate to swing either way. It will
never wear out; and if the gate ever sags, just
pry out the stone a little that holds the bottom
pivot. Right here I have in my notebook,

—

" Five colonies increased to 28, and a big lot

of honey."
I do not know whether friend B. did this or

not; but I suspect he did. His hives are all set

up on a little pedestal or stake. They are up
about two feet from the ground: and in answer
to my question he said it was to get them out
of the way of the toads, and then he told me
the following

TOAD-STOUY.
When he first commenced keeping bees he

noticed one colony so much depleted that he
thought there must be some cause for it.

Watching closely he discovered, just at night-
fall, a big toad scratching on the entrance-
board. You know the rest. Being of a humane
disposition he picked Mr. Toad up and carried
him away off down to the river, and carefully
dropped him in. But there were more toads,
and he kept carrying them away. Finally,
after he had lugged off 30 different toads, by
count, all at once the idea suggested itself that
it was a little singular that there should be so

many toads possessing such marked family
resemblance. Thereupon he took No. 30. and
marked him with white paint, for identifica-

tion. He was consigned to the waters of the
river as all his predecessors had been. What
do you think? No. .3i was painted and dec-
orated. I do not know what he did—at least I

do not remember—with No. 31. but there were
not any more toads around that particular bee-
hive after that. You can figure out the moral
yourself. Either put bee-hives up on posts, as

ifriend B. has done, or else .«ee that they (the
toads) do not travel back during the night.
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Almost every visit I made showed me not only
model apiaries, but model appliances for
poultry.
Friend B. has no boys, but quite a family of

girls, and they and their mother look after
their chickens. It is no strange thing in Flori-

da to see hens with 1.5 chickens apiece of their
own hatching: and where the u'omc?i-folks
have charge of them they generally raise- the
whole brood. But every thing In the poultry
line has to be carefully shut up nights.
Away up north, when we heard people talk

of Manatee we imagined it was a big city. I

was somewhat surprised, therefore, to find it

only a little village. Why, the great county of
Manatee contains only about 3000 inhabitants,
and so it is with many other counties of large
area. You can readily understand, therefore,
why they do not have graveled roads, expensive
bridges, schools, churches, and other things.
In our trips around the country we passed by a
colored church, and I began making inquiries
about the people and their religion. Poultry
brings a high price in Florida—the colored
people, a good many of them, paying as high as

a dollar apiece for them. You know how nat-
urally colored people take to chickens. Well,
this colored church got in debt. In fact, a
mortgage hung over it. To raise the mortgage
they commenced having '"chicken-festivals."'
The church people would go to a chicken-festi-
val, but they loouldn't put their hands into
their pockets to lift the mortgage, and so they
kept buying chickens of friend B. in order that
the mortgage might be raised. Do you know
how it turned out? They did not get the mort-
gage raised, but they did eat up the chickens,
and had them, the chickens, to pay for besides
the mortgage. Just now it occurs to me that I

have heard of white people managing church
debts something after that same fashion.

To this end was I born, and for this cause came I

into the world, that I should bear witness unto the
truth. Every one tliat is of the truth heareth my
voice.—John 18:37.

These words are quoted only by that beloved
disciple, John, the faithful and intrepid follow-
er—the one who kept nearest to Jesus during
that terrible time that shook men's faith—the
time of the mock trial and crucifixion of the
Savior. Jesus spoke these words while alone
with Pilate. The latter asked Jesus, you will
remember, whether there was any truth in

what these people were saying. " Art thou a
king, then ? " Then comes the wonderful ans-
wer: "To this end was I born." The great
purpose for which God gave his only begotten
Son to humanity—the principal reason why he
sent him down to earth to battle alone single-
handed with the wickedness of humanity, was
that he should bear witness unto the truth.
Sometimes people say. when sorely provoked
by the shortcomings of humanity, ""There is not
any truth anywhere." And Pilate replied, per-
haps in sarcasm, perhaps in sorrow, "' W^hat is

truth? " My impression is. that Pilate had be-
come so accustomed to untruth—he was so
familiar with fraud, dishonesty, deceit, treach-
ery, and crime, that it seemed almost a sarcas-
tic joke, as we would say in common parlance,
to talk about truth. I think Pilate was satis-
fied, however, that for once in his life he had
met at least one human being—one individual

—who was honest and true. He goes back to
the Jews and says to them, " I find in him no
fault at all."' In the other gospels we are told
also that Pilate seemed to recognize the whole
thing as a farce, and a piece of Jewish spite
and jealousy; for they had not succeeded in
raising even a shadow of any reasonable excuse
for fault-finding; yet they hated him all the
more. Were there no good people in the world
at that time? Oh, yes! but Judas and his
band had planned to have this whole thing
hatched up and carried out when the honest
and true friends of the savior were sleeping.
The high-priests and their followers feared the
multitudes, so they arranged their plan to have
their mock trial when none of his friends were
around—in fact, when no honest people were
near. They hated the truth, and did not want
it to come out. They were determined to cru-
cify him because they knew he would speak
the truth fearlessly and honestly. Their self-
ish, greedy schemes' could not prosper while he
was around; therefore the cry was, "Put him
doivn and crucify him." They did not want
truth. They feared the truth. They loved
darkness because their ways were evil, and ?ie

was the light of the world.
Oh dear me! if this were true only of the

wicked and greedy high-priests of (Aden times,
it would not be so bad: if only those who pro-
fess to be the chosen servants of God and of the
Christian religion lived in olden time, and
olden time oiiij/, we might console ourselves
with the thought that the world is growing bet-
ter, and we might take things easy, and not
worry ourselves.
On page 27(J of our issue for April 1, I men-

tioned, at the close of my talk, visiting the
spiritualist camp-meeting at Lake Helen; and I

mentioned that it seemed as if I were thrown
there providentially. I did consider, at the
time that Home Paper was written, mention-
ing some things that I heard rather than any
thing that I saw that was not so pleasant; but
I decided then to finish my chapter that day by
speaking only of the good and not of the evil.

A circumstance, however, has opened the way
for me to say things that perhaps I ought to say.

I told you I employed a liveryteam to take
me five or six miles. The driver and I natural-
ly discussed this camp-meeting. I can not at
this late date remember exactly the words of
this conversation, but it was something to the
effect that he had attended one or two of the
meetings. Once a week—Saturday night, if I

remember correctly—they held a "seance," if

that is the right name for it, where the spirits
not only wrote on slates, played on instruments,
operated telegraphic machines, etc., but ihe
faces of the dead appeared to the audience, and
the departed ones conversed with their friends,
shook hands, etc. The young man told me the
admission fee was fl.OO.

'• Why, my friend, are there people around
here who can aflord to pay a dollar to see
things of this kind, especially after the terrible
losses around here by the freeze, and the gener-
al widespread feeling of poverty, etc.?"
He assured me they did come in great num-

bers. In fact, he said it was a great place for
boys and girls to visit. Somebody has told me
since that they charged $2.00 admission for each
person. Never mind—it does not matter par-
ticularly. I asked him if the exhibition was
made in the daytime.

" Oh, no! always in the night, and in a pri-

vate tent."
I turned, and looked him full in the face.
" Do you believe in the things that yoti saw?

Were you convinced that these wonderful
things were really miracles, and that they were
the work of departed spirits?"
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" Why, no; I do not believe there are any
spirits about it, nor any thing miraculous, and
I do not much believe the crowd did, although,
of course, we could not explain things, nor un-
stand how it could be done."
While I was at the meeting, a very bright

and intelligentwoman told meihey were having
wonderful miracles performed. If 1 remember
correctly, she said she saw the face of her
mother, who died years ago, as plainly as she
saw nly face, and talked with her. i could not
well manage to stay quite an hour, and so, of

course, theie was no time for me to remonstrate
or hold any argument. I did, however, object
to the large admittance lee charged, but was
told that the laborer is worihy ol his hire;"
that thiy could not afford to travel about and
give these exliibitions. which entailed consider-
able expense, without pay. How many times
the little text has been quoted as an excuse
for extortion and fraud! Again, 1 asked why
those slates, instead of being screwed together,
and put away until such a time as the spirits

were willing, could not have been hung outside,
on the side of the tent, in the broad daylight
of noontime; and why not let as many gather
around as could be collected from the surround-
ing country? and while thus exposed to full

view, if the spirits were desirous of communi-
cating with friends on earth, why not have
this mysterious writing appear in the full light

of day? If there were good reasons why their
forms should be visible only at stated times, I

could not see why the writing could not be
done in sight as well as out of sight. I did not
feel then that it was my province to criticise

severely, or to find fault; but I threw out these
remarks in a kindly, charitable spirit. They
spoke of the miracles—wonderful miracles

—

that were being performed. Our Savior per-

formed all of his miracles among crowds, and
mostly in the open air,/rec o/ c/iorge, and in

broad daylight; and, in fact, he said to his ac-
cusers, "In secret have I done nothing." And
there was not a single witness who could show
where even for one brief minute he did a7iy
thing secretly. His life was truth, and there
was no sort of reason for secrecy.

I had a few minutes to wait for the train.

The conversation around the depot was, of
course, in regard to the wonderful develop-
ments at the camp-grounds on the shqres of
beautiful Lake Helen. A boy in his teens said

he had attended all their exhibitions. I do not
know where he got his dollars, but he must
have scraped them up in some way. He, too.

said he could not understand how the things
were done; but when I asked him if he believ-
ed it was the work of spirits he looked me over
as if he thought I must be a stranger, or some-
thing more, and replied, " Spir-itsl not rmich!''

When I sat in the tent I looked over the
audience, the speakers, and the singers on the
platform. The whole matter was of the deep-
est interest to me. Perhaps I never weighed
individuals and studied faces as I did then.
When I furnished the text for the speaker,
"Thou has loved righteousness and hated
iniquity," I was looking from one to the other,
and wondering, "Does that fine-looking wo-
man honestly believe she is helping the cause of
righteousness? or can it be possible that she, is

one of the party who love iniquity? God for-

bid." I looked at the young girls who assisted

in the music; surely they were honest and sin-

cere; and then I looked at the men—gray

-

headed men—men of culture, experience, and
possessed of a certain kind of power to move
people by'their eloquence. Are they parties to

the iniquitous part of this work? I felt sure
there was iniquity. It could not be otherwise.
Not my own wisdom nor that of any other hu-

man being could draw the line through that
congregation of people. But God himself knew.
The great Judge of all the earth, who reads
our hearts, knew just what part of that audi-
ence were scheming and planning and loving
inviaity. Let us drop the curtain here, and let
Goa decide.
Some little time after my return from Florida,

friend Detwiler, known more or less to the
readers uf (Jleanusgs, v\ruie me, inclosing a
clipping from a Florida paper, exposing the
party who urew the crowds at Lake Helen.
He invited them to his home. Tiiey were
furnished every convenience, and went tlirough
witli the same program as at Lake Helen;
tliereupon friena D., with others present, con-
jointly and publicly advertised them as frauds
and humbugs. A little later he sent me a full
expose from another locality. As it seems wise
to give these people some publicity to induce
them to stop their work, we give the clipping
in full:

Oklahoma City. O. T., Mar. 20. 1895.
Editor News:—Yesterday a Mr. Goodricn, a former resident

of Florida, handed me a copy of your paper bearing date of
March 8, and c illed iny attention to the '• doings " of one Con-
cannon, a pretended medium. That you might be informed
of his escapade here I hurridly write your paper.
Mr. Concanuon came to our city. He followed two women,

who preceded him two or three weeks and quietly learned
the "lay of the ground," and became acquainted with as
many of our people as possible. The confederate learned who
had lost children, how they died, and causes of death; also
cases of deaths of grown people, especially those wlio left
children behind tliem to mouin their loss. When Concannon
appeared, quiet meetings were held among the element who
desired most to see spirits. Gradually, as it became Icnown of
Ills presence, his audiences increased, and the personnel of the
meetings changed. The manifestations were good, and, to the
credulous, unexplainauie.
Knowing the manifestations" to be "snides," and our

people duped, a few of us >et about to e.\pose the fraud, and
did :^o the llist meeting we atlemleil.
Concannon would put his feet into a pan of flour, take rice

in his hand, and then have hi^ coat-sleeves sewed to his pant-
legs at the knees, and coat-collar sewed up. Once in this con-
dition, the curtains Concealing him Irom the audience would
close, and singing and other music commenced to allay or en-
tice the spirits.
Myself with one other attendant took matches along, and

arranged that one should seize the ' ghost " and the other
strike a match and examine the oritier." Fortunately the
medium wanted to converse with me about some matters, and
1 was called to the curtain. The hul.v with him took me by
the hands and tne spirit i?) aiiiiearcil. Wlun the position
was favorable I seized hold of the ' ghost." and, lo and be-
hold! it was Concannon—nude—mosquito-netting around him
for ' angel wings."
The exposure was complete. We had him, examined the

pan ot Hour his clothing, the rice carefully laid away, and
the clothes used to wipe the hour from his feet. Also some of
the committee witnessed him as he donned his clothes all
sewed up. He can slip into and out of his clothes in half a
minute. The trick is easil.y exposed- is raw—and one of the
greatest frauds ever perpetrated on a public When Concan-
non was caught, the women fought like she-tigers. If they
are still in youi State, attend the meetings again; and when
Coiuanncm apiiears at the parting of the curtains,.iump for-
ward ami srizc the fellow.
A little )i:iint would not hurt, for there is no more villainous

occupatinn tli.in trifling wiih the subject as he is.

D. C. Lewis.

Along with the above, friend D. makes some
comments of liis own, and bias me make any
extract i think proper. Want of space compels
me to quote; only half a dozen lines that make a
most excellent summing-up of the whole mat-
ter.

The question arises, whicii horn of tbe dilemma
tlie camp-meeting- management will accept—that of
being- deceived for five weeks, or that of being a
party to the deception—both very humiliating and
annoying, no doubt. J. V. Detwiler.
New Smyrna, Fla., Apr. 11.

The great wonder to me is, that any intelli-

gent audience should consent to sit still and see

a man go through such absurdly ridiculous
things as putting his feet into a pan of flour and
filling his hands with rice, sewing up his pant-
legs, etc. I know they did that at Lake Helen,
because it was mentioned to me several times as

proof that the medium could have had nothing
to do with the manifestations. Are we to sup-
pose that the spirits of the departed would in-

dorse such proceedings in order that they
might communicate with the present age?
Why, it is a miserably wicked slur on our an-
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cestors. What does possess people to shut
thftir eyes and ears to sense and reason ?

Well, friends, there seems to be a better day
dawning. On every hand we see trnih rising

up our of the dust and ashes, and asserting it-

self. It is not only in our great cities that the
confiding people have refused to be humbugged
any longer by sneaks and traitors, but a gener-
al movement seems to be inaugurated to look
into things and after people. Just now I find

something in the Praclicdl Fan/icr. right in

line. Hereitis: g^«*w ^^31 ^»« :Zj
^mmmmmts^

Enos Harnden. seed-buyer for the Department of
Agriculture, will soon make a report rejiarding- sales
of seeds by members of Congress. It will involve
well-known men in a mess of petty crookedness.
He has discovered that tlie seeds annually g'iven
members for free distrilnition among- their constit-
uents have been sold by many members. Harnden
even bought some himself. For $7.5 he boug-ht of a
member 14,9.50 packages of veg-etable seeds 1-365

packag-es of flower seeds, und 82 packages of field

seeds. These seeds actually cost the government
$328. so that tlie member displayed a remarkable
ignorance of tlieir value. Mr. Harnden, wbile he
was In the detective business for the Department,
refused to buy more than 100.000 packages of .seeds
which had been pakl for by the government, and
g-iven to members free, and were offered by them
for sale. It is quite viossible that, when this report
is presented, it will nut a stop to the free seed busi-
ness altog-ether. The thing was started to enable
farmers to secure new varieties of vegetnliles and
grains, and thus enrich the aerricultnral products of
the country. Last year lltiO.OOO was appropriated
for the purchase of these seeds to be given to mem-
bers of Congress, in quotas of 15.000 packages each,
and in turn to he distributed by them among their
constituents. But the custom has been so abused
that it will probably be stopped altogether. No good
has ever come of it that any one has seen.— C/u'cagro

Tiinoi-Herald, April 23.

It seems to me the thing to do is to come right
out in print with the names of these members
of Congress. If our American people, in their
blind zfal for party, have put men into office

who vi'ill steal packages of flower and vegetable
seeds given them to distribute among the rural
people, let them bp shown up. Let them ex-
plain, of course, if there is any thing to explain.
But has not this thing been going on about long
enough ? It kept coming to my mind, however,
that our good friend Harnden might also have
been swindled when he paid §75 for over 1(3.000

packages of government seed, even if the gov-
ernment did actually pay $228 for them.
We are greatlv pleased to find in the Rurai

New-Yorker of May 4 an editorial which backs
up with their characteristic energv all I have
said about Electropoise. It is refreshing in-

deed to see a journal of such age, standing, and
influence, lend a helping hand.
Now please bear with me. friends, while I

make just one more application. The propri-
etors of Electropoise and Oxydonor are still

running things with a high hand, with the aid
of ministers of the gospel and our religious
periodicals. They do not want truth. They
have laid their plans on the assumption that
investigation will not be made. It brings viv-
idly to mind a part of a verse in the 28ih chap-
ter of Isaiah. " We have made lies our refuge,
and under falsehood have we hid ourselves."
They have humbugged a certain class of minis-
ters and a few so-called professors, and they
are becoming boastful, even while they laugh
in their sleeves at the success of their treach-
ery. Publishers of our religious newspapers do
not want the truth, bpcause the truth would
stop their money-getting. This is hard and
severe, friends, I know; but it is a terrible
thing to be permitted to go on. One of our
prominent religious newspapers—one that es-
pecially exhorts to holiness and sanctificdtion,
wrote me that it was not their business to in-

quire into the scientific claims of Electropoise.
They do not want to inquire. The truth would
cost them money. I asked permission to pub-
lish the letter they wrote to me defending their
course. Permission has not yet been granted.
They dare not grant it. They are obliged to
shut their eyes to the scientific part of it, or
else they could not consistently keep accepting
the advertisement. Let the truth come out,
just as it did under friend Detwiler's keen
scrutiny at that spiritual seance. Let the
truth come out, and be held np to the light of
day as it is being brought out in the govern-
ment seed business. Let the truth and the full

facts in the case be held up to the public gaze
as Parkhurst has been holding it up. And now
let the truth come out and be held up with
Electropoise and Oxydonor in the same way.
If I am mistaken, and they have some truth
somewhere on their side, it will do them good
and not harm. " Ye shall know the truth, and
the truth shall make you free."

LATEST FROM ELECTROPOISE.

It seems these people exhibit a tendency to
abandon their fraudulent science, and cornea
little nearer telling the truth. We judge so
from the following, which we take from one of
their advertisements in the Christian Herald
of May 8. CZ2 r

u'lt puis tne body Into such a condition as to be
able to absorb oxygen more freelj' through the
lungs and also through the pores as well. It is

thermal electricity. These are our theories about
it."i: CZ3

1^1 would call attention to the closing—''These
are our theories." This would seem to indi-

cate that th^y do not exactly know why it

cures folks. If a chemist or electrician should
prove to them that there is no electricity about
it whatever, I suppose they would be obliged to
say they did not know what it was that per-
formed the cures. I should like to ask them a
few more questions. For instance: If you do
not know what it is, why have you any reason
to think it has anything to do with oxygen ?

Secondly, what reason have you for putting
sulphur and plumbago into that little metal
case? What good does it do? To be honest,
they* would have to say again, "We don't
know." Third, why do you demand S25.00 for

what costs you but little more than 25 cents?
I do not think they will say they " don't know "

this time, for they do know only too well. And
now I submit the facts in the case to the people
who claim to be cured. Do you believe that
putting sulphur and plumbago into that little

metal case, and dropping the case into a bowl
of water, cured your ailments when even the
men who make it must admit they have no
reason for so doing? We once heard of a color-
ed doctor who gave a patient, in case of an ac-
cident, some lead shot and some rosin. When
the regular physican came, and demanded of

the darkey why he had adminstered such a
dose as that, the explanation was that he was
pretty sure something "was broke inside."

The lead was to solder up the break, and the
rosin was to make the solder stick. Now, this

poor unlettered friend had some reason and
sense to back his proceedings. Can the Elec-
tropoise people give as much of a reason ?

And yet they talk about the human body being
" polarized." " taking oxygen from the air." etc.

There are some testimonials that it seems do
not get into print in the Electropoise advertise-
ments. Here is one of them

:

Mr. Root:—1 have had the pleasure of receiving
and reading a copy (April) of Gleanings. It is in
regard to your article, " Our Religious Literature
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and Electropoiso," that I now address you. This
subject is important to me, for two members of my
family liave been intense sufferers from chronic
rheumatism; and when one sees his friends suffer-
ing- he will make great sacrifices for them.
My uncle has rheumatism—can not walk a step.

All winter he used the Electropoise, and received
no benefit from it. It is true, we rented it; but if

we bad been more flush in money matters we would
have bought it. Our pliysiciau brought it to us say-
ing he had no faith in it, because it professed to
cure too raucli. But another physician. Dr. Buck,
of Leetown, W. Va., had been using it with varying
success. One of the worst features about the whole
thing is, they recommend it for the most dangerous
and rapid diseases, and ask you to not take any sort
of medicine wliile using it. I take the New York
Chiirchmait. M. H. Mallory & Co., 47 Lafayette Place,
New York, and it has whole pages of advertise-
ments, praising- and recommending the Electro-
poise. I also take Minisin/'g yiagnzutc, and the May
number has two wliole pages devoted to Electro-
poise. The address is Frank A. Munsey, 151 Fifth
Ave., New York
If you please, I should like three copies of Glean-

ings and a few slips to send to those two publica-
tions. Mrs. W. H. Seibert.
Kerneysville, W. Va., May 20.

If It Is indeed true that our regular physicians
are recommending, or even suggesting, to their
patients that charms and baubles may, cure
disease, things are getting to a rather bad pass,
especially when they recommend such a trap
for chronic rheumatism. I would inform our
good friend that both the Churchman and
Munsey have been warned again and again of
the fraud they are helping to push, and yet
they keep on. By the way, our readers may
not know that the instrument (?) is rented out
at $1.5 for three months. Just think of it— .^'5

per month for a senseless trap that does not
cost half a dollar in the first place! What are
we coming to? I stated this plainly to the
editor of a prominent religious paper; and his
defense was, that people nowadays are getting
great profits for almost every thing. Great
profits indeed! How about the farmers, mar-
ket-gardeners, fruit-growers, and other people?
Besides, what would be the effect on the rising
generation to let them see instances, right be-
fore their eyes, where people who stand high
are getting $:J.t for what costs them but little

more than 25 cts.? Yes, I know I have been
going over this thing a good deal; but it will
surely be the ruin of our nation if thi^ and
other work of a similar kind is not put down
and stopped.

THE RECENT FROST.

In our last issue we spoke of covering our
tomatoes with pie-plant leaves. Well, we have
been doing this for almost two weeks. The
tomatoes were all saved, but they look pretty
sick on account of being covered up so much;
and, even though they did not get frosted, they
are a good deal stunted from the continued cold
weather. We saved all the plants under glass,

except that the frost was so severe tomato-
plants were frozen where they came up against
the glass. On Monday night. May 20, the frost
was so severe that cabbages and cabbage-plants
were more or less injured. It made me think
of the gardens in Florida after the frost of Feb.
7; and when I saw the mulberry-tree in front
of our back door, with the leaves and half-
grown berries all cooked, it made me think still

more of Florida. We all have to take our turn

with disasters and disappointments, sooner or
later; but if we are working right along in
harmony with the plans of the great God above,
we may feel sure that adversity as well as pros-
perity comes from a kind and loving Father.

It is interesting to note what varieties of veg-
etables and fruits stand the frost best. While
all of our common raspberries have been more
or less injured, even before the fruit-buds were
open, the buds of the Gault raspberry, even
those down on the creek-bottom ground, seem
to be uninjured. They are a little later than
some of the others, which may account for a
part of it: but the plant is certainly exceedingly
hardy. We shall have no more plants for sale
until next season.
Among the strawberries I was much surprised

to see our old friend the Haverland loaded with
green berries as usual, while nearly all the rest,

both green berries and open blossoms, are dead
and black. The Warfield comes next to the
Haverland in this ability to withstand frost

—

at least, so it has seemed during this last frost.

Our wax beans are all ruined except some that
were not yet up. And here is a good reason for
putting your early plantings in to a pretty good
depth, and for putting in. also, a great plenty
of seed. If the frost injures the first to get up,
you still have the last. In Florida I noticed
that those who had beans almost up were the
gainers. You see they would be several days
ahead of those who had to plant after the frost
was over. Our early corn had also to be re-
planted—at least, we thought best to replant it.

As usual, a good many people borrowed trou-
ble more than they needed to do. For instance,
our apples are almost uninjured: a great part
of the cherries still hang on the trees, and are
growing larger every day. even though they do
look brown and blistered: the same with plums
to a certain extent; and this morning I found a
peach-tree that had, by some hook or crook,
got through, and the peaches looked as fresh
as if there had been no frost at all. The tree
was close to a building. Our grapes are all

destroyed except some vines tacked on to the
brick walls of our house. The wall is a pro-
tection: and, besides, it holds the heat during
the night.
We are gathering beautiful strawberries, that

were in our plant-beds, protected by glass.

With a very little protection you can have
them two weeks earlier, and absolutely safe
from frost. In fact, the cloth covering for beds
will protect strawberries perfectly. I feel pret-

ty sure it will pay to grow strawberries pro-
tected by glass, say in February and March;
by cloth in April, and in May if it should be
needed. Thev will bring a much bigger price
than the berries shipped from the South; and
after you get your beds, sashes, and cloth
covers, it is not so very much expense to keep
them perfectly safe: and if you sell plants you
can in this way have runners and new plants
for sale during June and July, when nobody
else is prepared to fill orders; and early plants
put out in the above months will do wonders
in the way of getting a stand for the next sea-

son. Of course, water should be handy where
one plans to put out plants during these hot
summer months.

,_
_ .

^MICHEL'S EARLY STRAAVBERRY.

This has again given us our first picking
to-day. May 28. and they have stood th3 frost

almost if not quite as well as the Haverland.
The berries are of a good size for an extra early,

splendid color and shape, and exquisite in taste,

only perhaps a little tart. If they bore as many
berries as the Haverland they would be an
acquisition indeed. The Haverland, with its

great handfuls of berries on a single stem, will
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be perhaps a week later. We have a few
plants of the Rio. This is, perhaps, almost or
quite as early as the Michel's Early, and it

seems to be larger, and rather better in shape.
We have not plants enough to decide whether
it is as prolific as the Michel's i-.arly or not.

Every strawberry-patch should have at least a
few of these extra earlies. Both are perfect
blossoms.

ONION-PLANTS.
We are ju*t now getting ready to fill an order

for 200,000. The purchaser is satisfied to plant
them out almost as late as June 1, because he
did the same thing last year, and had excellent
success. He lost his first planting by frost;

but rather than lose the use of his ground,
which was nicely prepared and heavily manur-
ed, he is going to purchase this large number
of plants. In consideration of the quantity
ordered, and the lateness of the season, we let

him have them for .50 cts. per 1000. There is a
moral right here. After you have been to great
pains to get your ground fitted and heavily
manured or fertilized, do not let it go to waste.
Try to make it grow something of market value.

SCARLET CLOVER ABOUT .JUNE 1.

'jWhat do you think? Our first sowing of
scarlet clover was in among raspberries. It

was put in some time during the latter part of
September. It did not come uu very well,
however, and this spring there were so many
weeds and so little clover that we cultivated it

all up. Yes, it was pretty well cultivated
twice, and then the whole raspberry-patch was
thoroughly hoed out. Yesterday. however,while
I was going through the premises with our
friend Hugh Vankirk. of Washington, Pa., one
of the visitors suddenly stopped and remarked:
"Why, what new sort of clover is that in

there among those raspberries? "

I was a little way off, and told him I did not
know of any new clover: but come to get a lit-

tle nearer there were great stalks here and
there among the canes, from one to two feet
high, bursting out in great blooms of these
wonderful crimson strawberry - like heads.
Why, notwithstanding all our cultivating and
hoeing, there was in some places almost a fair
stand of crimson clover. Now, you see I am
going to try this thing again; and I do not
know but there would have been quite a stand
on the creek bottom, if I had not been in so
much haste to decide it was all killed, and plow
it under. This raspberry-patch was the only
place where the clover could have made a/Show,
for all the rest was plowed under fully ten
inches deep.

WINTER OR EGYPTIAN ONIONS; SOME QUES-
TIONS.

How early in the spring can you gather them
for market? How long do they remain tender
and in good condition for the table? Suppose
you plant the sets August 1st, in what condi-
tion are they the first of the following April?
To what extent (in numbers) do they multiply?
How many of those " long succulent stalks "

you mention does it require to make 1 lb.?

What do you mean by saying in your seed cat-
alog, that you '• plant them three to five inches
apart, in a drill, about as you would peas " ? Is
not that a long distance apart for planting
peas? How large is the average set that you
plant in the fall ? Timothy Hallett.
Galena, 111., Apr. 2.5.

We gather the onions for market as soon as
the frost is out in the spring; but they are
pretty small at first, and it takes a good many
of them to make abunch weighing fourounces;
but they commence rapid growth almost the

first thing that starts. In order to have them
early, the rows should be well mulched with
coarse stable manure. This will keep the tops
from freezing, and it also serves to bleach the
long stalk, and keep it white and tender. We
use them right along every day until, say,
strawberry time. When strawberries are ripe

the Egyptian onions begin to send up seed-
stalks, and become rather tough and strong. So
we commence on the American Pearl onions,
which are now getting to be of the size of hens'
eggs or larger. The best onions (Egyptian) for

spring use are from the sets put out in July,
August, or September. They do not multiply
until they have produced sets. After that,

when the sets are gathered, and the big seed-
stalk is cut off, the original onion splits up into
a dozen or twenty little onions. In order to get
the best quality and best size, the ground needs
to be exceedingly rich. The number of stalks
required to make a pound depends upon the
season. If you plant large-sized sets as soon as
they can be gathered, say in July, in very rich
ground, along in May they may be so large
that four or five would make a bunch weighing
a pound. In saying that we simply sprinkle
the sets in a drill, and cover them up as we do
peas, I meant to show you how little trouble it

is to plant them, and not that we put the peas
as far apart as we do the onions. The sets from
these onions vary from the size of a grain of

corn to pretty nearly the size of a small hen's-
egg. The large sets make the biggest onions
in the spring: but it would be rather expensive
for seed, to plant only large ones. The best
onions for market are those from sets the sea-
son before; but if you do not use them all for

bunching, and let them stand to produce seed,

they will grow a crop of seed right straight
along, year after year; and you need not touch
a hoe or cultivator to them unless you choose.
You can keep all weeds down by heavy mulch-
ing with coarse stable manure, on the plan
Terry manages his currants, gooseberries,
blackberries, and raspberries. The old stalks,

one or more years old. may be used for bunch-
ing, but they are not nearly as tender, neither
do they have as much of an onion at the bot-

tom as those from sets planted only the sum-
mer before. They continue to split up each
season, however, as soon as the seed-stalks are
mature and pulled away, so that a single row
ultimately becomes a great mass of onions,
sometimes two feet across, the stalks being as

close together as they can stand. In such a
row you can get an enormous crop of sets, but
it needs constant and heavy manuring to main-
tain the size of these sets each year. In fact,

so easily are the sets raised that there is money
in them at a dollar a bushel. Permit me to
say again, that, to keep up the reputation of
these onions, you should use only those for

market which were planted the season before,

and grow them on strong rich soil.

GRAPE JUICE AS A MEDICINE.

On page 475 of last year's volume, after
speaking about the remedial qualities of pine-
apples, I said, "I am told that grape juice,

when properly canned up, just as expressed
from the ripe fruit, makes a most faf^althful

and nourishing beverage." The above was
called to mind by a present—I think it came in

a box of wax—two quart bottles of Niagara-
grape juice. It came from C. J. Baldridse. of
Kendaia, N. Y., and I want to tell you that the
juice is exactly the same as that from the Ni-
agara grapes themselves. Irs appearance in

the bottle is a beautiful transparent amber or
straw color: and it is about the most delicious
thing in the way of a beverage I ever got hold
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of. I afterward learned from one of the book-
keepers in our office thai they had some grape
juice from Concords last year, when the fruit

was so cheap, and she kindly brought me some
samples. With such a lesi as 1 was able to

make, I am quite certain these pure fruit juices

will many times cure sick-headache caused by
indigestion, in the same way that pineapple
does. The juice is put up without any sugar,

and the cans or bottles are sealed up while hot,

just as we put up canned fruit. With the frosts

we have just been having, I do not suppose
grapes will be offered this year at the very low
prices they were last; but when any kind of

fruit becomes a drug in the market, I think
this is one of the ways in which it may be util-

ized by canning up the fresh juices. Friend
B. sells it at $4.00 per dozen quart bottles, and
the bottles are worth .50 cts. a dozen when emp-
ty. You may say this is rather expensive as a
beverage; but It is not at all expensive if used

as medicine; and if our various churches have
not already inaugurated the custom of using
unfermented grape juice, they had, in my
opinion, better do so, using the pure juice of

the grape as I have described. Friend B.

does quite a business, 1 am informed, in furnish-

ing this product for communion purposes.

dertaking. The city furnishes the land, you
see. and the deserving poor people furnish the
labor, and have the crop.

TOBACCO IN COLLEGES.

The effects of tobacco are beginning to be
recognized by our schools and colleges. See the
following:

Quite a scnsjition ha.s been stirred in college cir-

cles ;it Deluware by the announcement of Dr. James
W. IJa^htord, president of the Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity, that the question of the use of tobacco by
the students had been carefully considered by the
officers of the college, and concerning it he said:
"Our faculty, after making a careful study of the
matter, have decided to ask all our students to dis-

continue the use of tobacco, beginning next fall;

and if any tobacco users come we shall have to dis-

solve partnership." This is a very radical step, as
it is said that nearly 30 per cent of the students use
tobacco. This new rule may atCect the attendance
next year.—Asfilaud Times.

It is five years today since I read your article

in Gleanings on the tobacco habit, and resolv-

ed to try to give up the weed. I am glad to say
five years is gone, and 7io tobacco used by me
since. H. C. Hedges.
Lumberport. W. Va., Mar. 6.

A NEW PLAN OF RELIEF BY WORK.

The above is the title of a little pamphlet by
the Sterling Pub. Co., 106 Fulton St., New York.

It gives in detail the result of the experiment
made last season in Detroit in letting the poor
have the use, free of charge, of the unoccupied
land in the city. The ground was plowed, har-
rowed, and marked, ready for planting, then
divided up into little garden-patches, and the
poor of the city who had no gardens of their

own were given the privilege, and shown how,
to raise potatoes and other similar crops. The
result, which has been widely published, was
astonishing. About 430 acres were thus fitted

and divided off into quarter-acre lots. About
3000 applications were made for land; but they
were able to provide for only about 945 familes.

Let me quote:

The result is, that about a thousand families were
enabled to pass through the winter without having
recourse to the poor-commission, and a large sum
was thus saved to the tax-payers.
The estimated value of the crops produced was

from $13,U00 to SU.Out); although many famiUes,
from dire want, were compelled to dig up for con-
sumption certain portions of the potatoes Lefore
they had attained any size.

Poor people almost fought for a chance to get a
piece of ground to till; and those who were success-

ful used their best efforts to obtain a full crop.

Applications for laud for 1895 were made by a great
many of them. The loss by theft was practically
nothing—certainly not more than that of the aver-

age market-gardener.

Well, friends, I confess this is good news—to

me at least. That little book ol mine. " What
to Do," you may recollect, is right along in this

line; and as the area of ground is small for

each family, the ultimate result—that is, where
people have grace and persistence to follow it

up—will be "high -pressure gardening." Other
cities are rapidly taking up the project; and
just think of the general effect on the appear-
ance of things. Why, I have again and again,

in passing different cities in our land, felt pain-

ed to See these vacant lots—may be almost right

in the heart of the city, some of them—growing
great useless weeds; and where land is so high-
priced and valuable, the contrast is really pain-

ful between such a lot and one nicely improved,
no matter whether it is occupied by a store,

dwelling, or some sort of factory, or a green-
house. May God be praised for this new un-

I agree to quit the use of tobacco, and hope to

get my pay in the shape of a smoker; and I

will pay for it if I allow myself to be dominated
by this vice again. P. E. Avilo.
Penoles, Mexico.

Kind Words From Our Customers,

Youi' paper is a grand help on spiritual life to me,
and is worth far more, as bee culture here is an un-
certain calling. S. S. Fetherolf, Palestine, O.

Thanks for the exposition of Oxydonor, as we
have an agent here getting in his work on the des-
pairing sick and aged invalids.
Lampasas, Tex. R. A. Hardy.

MIXED JOURNALISM.
I wish to thank you for your articles on high-

pressure gardening in Gleanings. They have
proved a great help to me. To the teachings of
yourself and Mr. Terry I owe much of my success
in combining apiculture and potato-farming.
River Sioux, la.. Mar. 11. F. M. Crane.

My wife says if Gleanings cost twice as much,
and contained only A. I. Root's talks, she would
take it. She, as well as myself, is somewhat partial
to Rambler, as we have relatives and friends in and
around Colton and San Bernardino. Somehow we
both have "leanings" toward the Medina people,
and can not get along and keep house and bees
without Gleanings. The more men of A. I. Root's
stamp there are in the world, the better. I wish
every one could read his Talks. I can extract more
solid comfort from one of his Talks than from any
spread-eagle sermon I ever heard.

St. Joseph, Mich., Feb. li. E. A. Mallory.

The raspberry-plant came to hand promptly, and
such a nice plant—twicb as large as I expected ! It

is a pleasure to send to you for any thing. I am
sure to get as much as or more than I expect.
Thanks for past favors. N. A. E. Ellis.

Rail, Mo., May 7.

[Now, friend E., don't be too sanguine. We hap-
pened to hit you just right on the ra'-pberry-plant,

and, in fact, that is the way we like to do business.
But a great many times it is impossible to find the
plants and other things to give our customers these
happy surprises. Rich ground and plenty of care,

however, go a great way toward doing it. Many
thanks.—A. I. R.]
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Still in the Lead!
Hilton's White T Supers,
Chaff 'B Polished CJ Foundation,
Hives, Sections, Smolders,

and every thing needed in the apiary.
Send for 1895 catalog-.

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Mich.
Please mention this paper.

HEADQlJARTERS
For those large heautilul Golden Italians. One un-
tested queen, 80c; 3 for ^~.(K). One warranted queen,
$1.00; 3 for *2..50. One tested, n -W; One select tested,
12.00. Satisfaction suai-;inteed.

C. M. HICKS. Hicksville. Wash. Co., Md.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
After May 1st. 75c: 6 for W.~'.5. Nuclei cheap. Also
poultry egg-s for hatching, 50c up. Send for cata-
logue. Send your orders now. Can please you.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has 2Vo Sag- in Brood-frames.

Thin Flat -Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishlione ia the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
IStfdb Sole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

t^"ln responding to this adveitl.'.^eineiit mentlun Gleanings.

Control Your Swarms, Requeen, Etc.

Send 25c for samples of
West's Patent Spiral wire
Queen-Cell Protectors, and
Pat. Spiral Queen Hatch-
ing and Introducing Cage,
also best Bee-Escape, with
circular explaining.Twelve
Cell-protectors, 60c; 100, m.
12 cages, $1; 100, f5, by
mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress N. D. WEST. Mid-
dleburgh, Scho. Co., N. Y.

Sold also by all tlie leading supply-dealers.
fc#"In responding to this advertisement niertiuu Glkaning.s.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
l-23a
eiotf

Ottumwa, la.
Please mention tills paper

South side.

Every Farmer
Ought to read the Rural New=Yorker.

(Published weekly.)

It is the business farmer's paper, and a most re-
liable authority on agricultural and horticultural
subjects. Frauds and humbugs fear it. ONLY $1
A YEAR. Send for sample copy to
the: rural NEW-YORKKR, New York.
We have made arrangements so that we can send

it and Gleanings for $1.75 a year.

^>- WM. A. SELSER,^^
BREEDER

Golden Italian Queens
^^>-For Business. ^•^^^

Wyncote, Pa. = = Near Philadelphia.

We can fill

Your Orders
for Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Foun=
dation, etc.. by Return Mail. Have A.
I. Root Co.'s goods at Their Prices.
Will save you freight, and get goods to
you in a few days. Catalog free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

"The Market Garden."
A Monthly Journal

For narket=Qardeners and
Truckers.

So Cents a Year. Sample Copy FREE.

THE MARKET GARDEN CO.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

ca?"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

That Tired Feeling
Caused by washing has been eon-
(lut'ied by the Champion Washing-
Macliine Can sit down to run it.

Runs Lighter and washes Cleaner
and Faster than any machine on
the market. Will sell at wholesale
rates where we have no agent.
Write for prices.

CHAMPION MFG. CO.,
Middletown, Pa.

C^In responding to this advertisement mention Olkandjgs.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's

Strain of Italiaus, the result of 16 years'
careful breeding.

Dr. H. B. Lung. Harrodsburg, Ky., .sayS: " I have had the
pleasure of seeing; many line strains of bees, yet 1 have never
seen such industrious, energetic bees. I must express my ad-
miration for your success as a bee propagator."

Warranted queens, $1.00 each ; 3 for $2.50. Select
warranted queens, $1.20 each. Safe arrival and sat-

isfaction guaratiteed.
Those who have never dealt with me, I refer to

A. I. Root, who has purchased of me 808 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

GOLDEN
each

Bred for busi-
ness. Untest-
ed, June. 65 cts

6 for m 50. Tested. $1.0ii eiicli.

QUEENS
1. Fine breeders,

$2.00 each e.xira. Select siiaight 5-banded breed-
ing-queens, $4.(10 eiich. To all new customers one
Golden Queen for.50cts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guaranteed.

E. A SEELEY. Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark. 7-20

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 6.5c. Address any first-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., HiaaiNSViLLE, Mo.
t^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings,
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BUSINESS^
'fgS

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
Since our last report we h'ave shipped a curload to

Eocky Ford, Colo. ; aiiotlier to Joseph Nysewander,
De.s Moines, la. ; a third ear to F. A. Salisbury, Syr-
acuse, N. Y.; and as we go to pre.ss we are loading
the third car for Barteldes & Co., Denver, Colo.

' LAWN-MOWERS.
It is not too late yet to invest in a lawn-mower to

use in slicking up your front yard, and making the
home grounds look neat and tidy. We call your
attention to our line, and the unusually law prices,
in our ad. on the third cover page of this number.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
We have a good stock of choice seed of Japanese

buckwheat, and know wliere we can obtain more.
Price, free on board cars liere, bags included, 40 cts.
per peck; TOcper '^ busli.; H.'M per bush.; 2 bush.,
*2.30; 10 bush., $10.00; 40 bushels, f. o. b. Farragut,
Pa., at 75 cts. per bush., bags included.

TYPE-WRITERS AT A BARGAIN.
Desiring to replace several of our Smith Premier

type-writers by new ones of the same make, we offer
for sale those now in use. They are all of the same
age, and liave been used here for only a little over
two years, and work practically as well as when
new. We will fit them all with new tympans before
sending them out, after which they will give the
same impression as when new. The letters ai-e not
worn a particle. We will sell them for $65.00 each,
which is two-thirds of the first cost. Even with the
constant use to which we subject them, we should
expect them to work well for at least five years
more; and for ordinary correspondence, nearly twice
that. A new libbon will be furnished with each.
Sample work furnished on application, to intending
buyers.

SPECIAL SECTIONS AT SPECIAL PRICES.
Our supply of old-stock sections is very nearly

closed out. As there seemed to be no call for closed-
top 7 to foot and IJ, we have passed these under the
cutter-head and made them open top and bottom,
and we still have:

77,(1(10 414x4 '4xP4, open top and bottom, polished.
".000 '• • x7 to ft., open top and bottom.
3.000 " " xlM opeu top and bottom.
8,000 " " x]|§. open four sides.

13,000 " " xl'/4 open four sides.
40,000 " " 1 ii, open top and bot'm, new cream.
20,000 " " 3, open top and bottom, new cream.
30,000 " " 2, open four sides, new cream.
Price, to close out, $3.30 per 1000; 3000 for $6.00;

.5000 for *9.00. or 10,000 for i^ie.OO. Special reduction
in larger quantities, or to those who buy to sell
again. We shall be glad to hear from any one who
can use any of this stock. We desire to close it out
before the season closes.

THE NEW BUSH LIMA BEANS.
We have made our bean-poles into kindling-wood,

and never expect to want or use any more. The
bush lima beans last season filled the bill so com-
pletely that the poles are ruled oui, on our ranch at
least. I believe the Burpee bush lima has given the
best yield, as a rule; but the Kumerle is certainly
the richest and most toothsome bean—in fact, I
should place it at the head of all the bean family
in delicacy and richness of fiavor. We find we are
likely to have quite a stock of these left over, and
therefore we reduce the price as follows: U pint, 10
cts.; pint, 18 cts.; quart, 30 cts.; 14 peck. fl.OO. If
wanted by mail, add 8 cts. per pint or 15 cts. per
quart for postage. Remember, this is the bean for
which 1 paid its weight in gold for a handful to
plant, only a few years ago— $75, in fact, for a xmall
handful of beans. Now you can have half a peck for
a dollar.

STOWELL'S EVERGREEN SWEET CORN.
Although this is not in our catalog, we are having

so much demand for it we have placed it in stock,
and can furnish it till further notice at 10 cts. per

quart, 75 cts. per peck, or $2.75 per bushel. If want-
ed by mail, add 12 cts. per quart for postage. Our
corn and beans have all been tested on our own
grounds, and are now up and growing.

FIELD-PUMPFIN SEEDS, ETC.

There seems to be a general complaint that pump-
kin seeds raised last year do not grow well. We can
furnish you a good article for 25 cts. per lb. ; small
sugar pumpkins, especially for pies, 40 cts. If
wanted by mail, add 9 cts. extra for postage and
packing. Either kind can be pushed in among other
crops that come oft' early, giving the vines the entire
ground as soon as the early crop is out of the way.
Give them good rich ground and plenty of sunshine,
and you will have pumpkins in such plenty that the
children can run all over the field, skipping from
one great yellow fruit to the other, without touch-
ing the ground at all. Now is the time to put in the
seed; and if you are too busy to attend to it, have
the children push in the seed with their fingers, say
every ten or twelve feet. Tell them to read this,
and may be they will have more enthusiasm in
doing the work yood.
The month of June is the very best time to plant

all kinds of beans. We have planted two acres of
the Best of All green snap bean, and still have some
seed left for any one who may want to help us pro-
vide seed beans for the friends down in Florida.
For prices, see our last issue.
The first of June is also the best time to sow the

seed for late cabbage. We can furnish Excelsior
Flat Dutch, 15 cts. per oz.; $1.50 per lb.

Our best cauliflowers are the very early or the
very late. We seldom get nice heads in hot weather.
Now is the time to sow the seed for the late crop,
and we have nothing better than the Snowball.
Finally, the first of June is time enough to plant

almost any thing in the whole seed-catalog, and
still get a good crop if the weather is favorable. At
the high prices that seed peas have been quoted for
the last two or three j'ears, there is money in raising
them. If your seed has been treated with bisulphide
of earboii,'so that it contains no live bugs, you can
grow a crop free of bugs, as a lule, in almost any
locality. After saving the seed, however, you want
to keep watch of your peas; and just as soon as a
single buggy pea is to be seen, treat your whole lot
of seed until every bug, inside and outside, is as
dead as a doornail. Just look at what seed peas are
quoted in the seed-catalogs, our own among the
rest—four or five dollars a bushel; and by taking
pains you can raise just as good peas as anybody.
Why in the world should we pay such prices for
either Americiin Wonder, Alaska, Premium Gem, or
Stratagem ?

FOUNTAIN SPRAYER*

The time for applying poison to potato-vines and
other small plants and slirubs is at hand, and you
can use nothing more convenient for the purpose
than a fountain knapsack sprayer. We can furnish
the Myers, shown above, at $3.35; 5 for $13.00. We
have also the Lenox, which works on the same prin-
ciple, at $3.00 each: 5 for $13.00. We still have a
good supply of barrel and bucket spray-pumps,
ready to ship on short notice. See previous num-
bers for description and prices, or send for circular.
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BEESWAX DECLINING.
The slips sent out in our ctitalogs tliis spring-,

headed " Beeswax Wanted," seem to have started
the flood-tide our way, for it is simply a caution the
way the wax lias been coming' to us the past two
months. Although we use from 3 to 5 tons a month,
it has been coming- about as fast as we have used
it, and we still have mo-t of the stock bong-ht in
Marcli, which we expe<*ted to have used up the past
month. We don't mind having- a g-ood st(5ck of wax,
but dislike to lay in so much on a falling: market.
We decline the price we will pay. to 35o cash, 28c
trade, with prospect of further decline in the near
future.

SEND ON YOUR ORDERS.
As we go to press we have all orders tilled, and are

able to take a vacation Memorial Day with a clear
conscience. Tiiere are, of course, a few received
too late to get off on the last trains leaving, and no
freig-ht trains run on leg-al holidays. If you want
any thing- in a hurry which we can supply, let us
hear from you and we will show you how promptly
we can get the goods started. The crowd, when or-
ders were delayed a, few days, lasted only a short
time; and it is doubtless due t(j the recent cold
weather and frosts, and the consequent dropping-
otl of orders, as well as to our extra ettorffe, that we
were able to catch up again.

WIRE NETTING; SHORT ROLLS AT FULL-ROLL
PRICES OR LESS.

We have the following lot of wire netting of vari-
ous sizes and widths in short or odd-length rolls.

Very often a person wants a piece and can not buy
it cut from a full roll -in ithout pa.ving double price.
You may be able to find in this list just what you
need, or very near it. Even if you want more than
a full roll you will find the prices at which we oflfer

these to be in most cases less than full-roll price.
Of 3-inch mesh No. 19 wire, we have the following

remnants and short rolls at A c per square foot.
The figures at the left give the width in inches, and
the other figures give length of each piece in feet.
Multiply this by the width in feet, then take one-
half of the result to find the price of ench piece.

18
I

138.

30
I

140. 144. 146. 148.

36 49 83, 83, 86, 90, 90, 92, 96, 96, 99, 100, 102. 116, 116, 118, 122. 134, 12j.

1-29. 142.

48
I
83, 119. 122, 124, 125, 131, 134. 138. 138. 138, 140, 140, 143, 144, 114, 145,

I

145. 146.

54 I 52. 72. 88. 143.

60
I
120, 123. 127.

72
I

85, 85, 87, 100, 119, 123, 130, 138 142, 144, 144.

Of 2-ineh No. 20 we have the following pieces at one-half
of a cent per square foot, less 10 per cent. Arrive at the price
in precisely the same way as above, and take 10 per cent off.

30 I
129.

36
I

81. 88, 91.102, 102, 103, 103, 109, 122. 126, 126, 128, 128 136, 140, 141.

48
I
128. 144.

54 I
145.

60 139, 144.

72 I 139.

In the following list we give first the size of mesh;
next, the number of wire; next, the width in inches;
then the length in feet, and, flnalb,tlie price of
the wliole piece, so you will have no figuring to do.

2 in.. No. 15, 18 in. x 75 ft., at 1.60; 18 in. x 74 ft. at .!;1..55,

2 in., No. 15. 18 in. X 55 ft., at 1.20; .54 in. x 1'22 ft. at S8.00.
2 in.. No. 15. 60 in. X 20 ft., at L.^O; 72 in. x 36 ft., at 83.00.
2 in.,No. 15. 72in. X 33 ft., at 3.00.

2 in.. No. 16, 72 in. x 36 ft., at 2.3= ; 72. in x 55 ft., at $3.60.
2 in.. No. 16, 72 in. X .55 ft., at 3.60.

3 in.. No. 14, 72 in. X 70ft., at 5 25; 72 in. x 100 ft., at $7.50.

IK in.. No. 19. 3 ft. x 1-29 ft., at 3.85.

IX in.. No. 18, 4Mft. X 118 ft., at 6 35.

IV, in.. No. 19. 3'X, ft.x 85 ft., at 2.00; i x 55 ft. a 81.50.
iV, x 20 ft at .60; 5 X 19 ft. iit 65; 6 x 46 ft. at $1.90.
I'X-inch No. 18, 3 x 64 ft. at $1.75.

'

IJl-inch No. 16 3 x 51^ ft. at .25; zy. x 70 ft. at $3.00.

4 X 24 ft. at .M.65; 6 x 102 ft. at $6.10.

In lots of 6 pieces, any one or assorted kinds, de-
duct 5% ; 10 pieces, 10% ; 3.5 pieces or more, 15% . Bet-
ter name a second or third clioice, in case your first
begone. The A. I. Root Co., Medina, O.

«<JVIONEY-)VIAKERS>o
Are a strain of l>usinoss Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are ready for ijusiness, witli a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers bloom. They are gentle
and industrious. Queens warranted purely in June.
Each.Sl.tO; six, $5.t)0; doz., «9.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. F". QUIGLEY, Unionviule.Mo.

Best ^ Goods
At lowest prices are what we are all

after. The quality of Gary's Koods has
never been questioned. His X X white

thin foundation and polished one-piece

sections are the finest on the market
His bees and queens are from the best

strains, and reared and shipped in the

way that Ions years of experience have
shown to be the best.

He has the largest stock of BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLIES in New England;
and as to prices you have only to send

for a catalog and compare them with

those of other dealers.

To those living in the East, there is

the still further consideration of low

freight rates. Address

CARY,
MASS.

rtLEANINGS*.

If Tons of Honey,
Pleased Cu.stoniers, and Jncreasing-
Trade is a criterion, then my queens are satisfac-
tory. Warranted purely mated queens from
5-banded strain, 75c; sixfor^l.OU; dozen, $7..50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

Order your
supplies early
before the rush
gets you. Send
for our price
list of Bee sup-
plies and Fruit
packages. Ad-
dress

BERLIN
FRUIT BOX

CO.,
Berlin Heights,

Erie Co.,
Ohio.

NOTICE.
We have proven to our satisfaction that
queens bred in the North produce bees
that are hardienind winter better

9 tli;in those bred in tlie South. We make
• • qneen-renring a specialty. We never saw
• foul brood or bee-paralysis. Send for our

free descriptive price list of our Gray
Carniolans and Golden Italians. Prices
to suit the times.

F. A. LOCKHART & CO., Lake George, N. Y.

t3rin resiioiulini.'- to-tliis julvt-rt it int-ntlon Glkanings,

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Plece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation. Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London, Wis.

Please mention Glkanings. 21-8db
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Golden Queens
From Texas. •^1^

My queens are bi'ed fof busine<5s, as well
iis tor beauty and geDtleness. Safe arri-
val and reasonable satisfaelioM g'uaran-
teed. Untested, $1.00; tested, $1.50.
Write for price list. 5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Ttxas. Box 3.

3=Banded Jf^i^^ Queens,
from my own imported
queens, $1.0U each.

Max Brauer, Beeville Bee Co., Tex.

Ifnlinn RpAC for sale in g-ood dovetailed bodies,
liaiiail L»CC» ^viti^ g L frames of brood; fine
condition; f-t.OO a stand.

B. ,T. CKOSS, C/ierofcee, Ala.

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, -^liippinfj-eases. and e\ery thinfr

tbrit '<^(•-l<^M pers use. Root's Goods at Root's
I

Prices, and the Best Shipping=point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Heeswax.
CataloR ft ee.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Pleai-e niiniion thi.- jiapf r

3 = O
a. £ >

Crane Smoker
1895 Pattern.

This excellent smoker was in-

troduced some two years ago,
since which time it has worked
itself ra]ndly into popular favor.

r^.

(

Pdtented March 12. is;)5.

Its Distinctive Feature is the Crane
Valve, by wliieh the lull idree of the Ijellows
is secured wit hout waste, and by whieh also
smoke is pievented absolutely from going into
the bellows.

The Legs are of Skeleton Malleable
Iron, eontiacted at tlie feet so as to be out of
ihe w ly ol the fingers in handling, and are se-

cured to the bi'llows by bolts instead of screws.

The Shield Is of Light Corrugated Tin,

and bags next to the bellows, thus giving ample
protection from heat.

The Cone Top easily tilts back for re=

plenishing the smoker, and is secured by a
malleable-iron hinge, the working parts of
which are milled so as to insure accurate ad-
justment to the .stove or cup.

As to Fuel, it will burn any thing, in=

eluding Soft Coal. Stovewood, Planer-shavings;
and it makes no diflference how much the lat-

ter may be cranuiied down in the cup, there
will be the same strong blast as before.

Price, 3i-inch barrel, ^1.85, post-

paid; or ^1.50 by fgt. or exp.

The A. I. Root Company,
Medina, Ohio.
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HONEY! If wo would be suc-
cessful iti tlie pro-
duction of honey it

is of vital import aiicc
that our queens be first eluss. After an extended
experience with tlie different races of bees broug-lit
to this country, I am led to believe, all tliiiifis con-
sidered, tliat these direct from ItJily liave never been
improved upon. Large yellow prolific queens frorh
imported mothers, mated to drones of imported
stock fT'ora a different source, securing' a direct
cross. Untested, ready May 2.5, T.5c; 6, $4.25; 12 for
$8.00 Select untested, $1 (10. No disease.

L. H. HOBBY, WortliinQton, \V\ Va.
(r^^"Tii rosnondinsr to this advertisement mention olkanings>

FIRST on the FARM,

FIRST on the RAILROAO,

FIRST around PARKS and CEMETERIES.
Not our word for it, but that of our reg-nlar

customers, first-class fariuers, who pride
themselves on having the best and wlio.se
motto is "what is worth doing at all is worth
doing well," and firsS-class railroads that
seek protection for ri^lit of w^ay, rathet
tlian "anything to comply with tlie law."
The Park Commissioners. Cemetery Directors
and owners of Game Parks who have tested it

will vote for it first, last and all tlie time.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,Adrian,Mich.
Srin responding to tills advertisement mention Gikwinrs

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Ripping. Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Ralibeting,
Grooving, Gaining, D:idoing.
Kdging-up, Jointing Stuff, etc
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial,
("ataloii Free. ]-24ei
SENECA FALLS MFC. CO..

44 Water St., Seneca Fa I Is, NY.
t^"In responaing to this ariveitisement mention GLEANlNaa.

METAL
WHEEL

for your

WAGONS,
4ny size you want, 20
to 56 m high. Tires I

(o 8 in wide—hubs to

fit any axle. .Suves
('0!<' many time!! in

I season to have set

)f low wheels to fit

four waeon for haaling
(frain. fodder, manure,
bogs. kc. No resetting of
^T"" Citl'gfree. Address

ICMPTRE MFG. CO.t
f^ulncy. 111.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc.. etc.
Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

''^^^ish steel tanks"
with covers, all gal-'

'^vanized after completion,'^
'in nests of ten, 8 to I 2 feet'

Thigh and 30 to 36 inches \n^
^diameter, at 2^c. per gallon.^
They do not rust, shrink, leak, give]

' taste to water, nor allow foreign sub-
stances to get In. They can be put!
In garret or barn and thus are protectedi
Ifrom freezing. They take no setting/
\up, are cheaper than wood. Tank/

, substructures of all sizes made to
,

order. Send for price list and
designs forsubstructure and^ j
ornamental water supply, ^r 4 I
AERMOTOR CO.^^/lJII

CHICACO.^Udl^l,

Did you ever stop to think liow conijiletely the Aermotor
Co. made the modern windini 11 business ? How it has monop-
olized this entire line of manufacture because of its ideas,
mventious, designs, qualities and prices, or forced others
to be literal and servile imitators i Witness the steel

wheel, the back geared pumper, the higli geareil power
mill, the steel towers, fi.vLed and tilting, the galvanizing
of work after completion, the grinder centrifugal feed,
the improved irrigating and other pumps, the all steel
pole saw—one of the most popular things we ever put out
—the steel storage and stock tanks. Everything we have
touched we have bettered and cheapened. It is the tiling we
have deligtited in and ith.ts p.iid. We have established a score
of branch hou'^es, so as to have all these goods near those who
want them. The Aermotor Co. has but one more ambition. It
wants to build and fill one more new building. It has 2 acres
of land at its present location unoccupied by liuildings. It ex-
pects to commence in June to cover that 2 acres with a single
iiuilding, 7 stories high. This will give it H more acres of floor
space. Then when the public demand requires more goods
than can be produced with this added space, it will refuse to
extend further, or iii.ike any effort. It will have done its share
tosupplv th it demand. It will then turn away all new comers.
VNTIL THAT TPIE IT EXPECTS TO CONTIXrE TO SIPPLY
THE WORLD WITH THE GRE.ITEU P.4KT OK ITS WIND
WHEELS TOWFUS, GRI.VKERS, feed CITTFRS, PFJIPS,
STEEL FRAME lUZZ SAWS, .STEEL STOUAOK AND STOCK
TA.N'KS, STEEL STB.STRlTTrRES, ETC., ETC.. GAL-
VANIZED AFTER fOIIPLETION'. IT WILL CONTLVTE TO
DEAL .HOST LIHERALLY WITH THE PlllLIC, Fl RMSH RE-
FAIRS AT A LOW PRICE, AND BE THE GREAT MODEL
SqiAKE-DEALING WIND POWER AND WATER SrPPLT
HOUSE OF THE WORLD. AERMOTOR CO., CHICAGO.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections. Comb Foundation. E.\i i;ii-ioi s. :ind e\ ei \ tiling el.se n.scd hy a be

keeper. All late improved goods. Immen-^e stock. Goods si ild at vvlmles;! |c iin.l ntail. Write forour

DlSCOU/\/TS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
-Msike clover and Japan* se bucKv Ik atfurnished at lowest mai-Uit piicr.

Addnss JOSEPH N YS EW A N DE ~?
, Des Wloines, Iowa.

In writing advertisers please mentii'n tins p uier
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Clevet^and.—Ho?if}/.—The honey market is not

very biisk. No. 1 white \-\h. sections are selling-
at 12; No. 3, 10. Extracted, amber, 5(g)6; white, 7®
8. Beeswax, 26. Present stock cleaning- up; no re-
ceipts to speak of. Williams Bros.,
June 8. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland. O.

Cincinnati. — Honey. —Demand is slow for comb
honey at 12@16 for best white. There is a fair de-
mand for extracted honey at 4@7. Beeswax is in
good demand at 25@.31 for g-ood to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
June 8. Cincinnati, O.

Kansas City.—Honejy.—Demand ligrht, supply
light. We quote No. 1 white comb. 13@14; No. 2, 12
®13; No. 1 amber. 11@12; No. 2, s@io. E.xtracted,
white, T; amber, 5@6. Beeswax, 22.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
June 10. Kansas City, Mo.

Buffalo.—Honey.—The honey market is exceed-
ingly quiet. Fancy moves slowly at 12(^13; choice,
10@11; buckwheat and commoner grades are mov-
ing at ^©8. Beeswax in light supply, and firm at 28
@30. Extracted dull, and very little doing in honey
at present. Batterson & Co.,
June 8. Buffalo, N. Y.

Detroit.— Honc-M.—Best white honey lield at 13®
14; few sales and little in stock. Dark grades dull
at 10@11; Extracted, 6@7. Beeswax, 27@28; supply
good. M. H. Hunt.
June 9. Rell Branch, Mich.

Chicago.—flo)ie.i/.—Tliere is very little honey sell-
ing now, and prices are nominal. Best grades of
white comb, 14; dark, 8®I0: extracted. 5®7, accord-
ing to quality, flnvor, and package. Beeswax finds
ready sale at 28@30. K. A Bitrnktt & Co..
June 8. 183 So. Water St.. Chicago. III.

Kansas QiiY.— Hinieii. Tlie stock of comb honey
is about all sold: very little on the market One-lb.
comb, white, ]2®13; amber, 10@ll; extracted, 6@6i.i;
dark. 4H@5. Beeswax, 2.5.

Hamblin & Bearss,
June 10. Kansas City, Mo.

Milwaukee.—JJooc!/.—This ni;irket at present is
very dull on honey of all kinds and qualities, and
values are almost nominnl. The stock of section
honey is fair for the setisoti. ar>d generally of good
quality. Extracted stock small. We can quote
choice 1-lb. sections. 14@1^; good. ]2@13; dark. 10®
12. Extracted, white, in kegs and barrels, 7@7'";
in pails, 7S@8'2; dark, in kegs and b.-irrels. 4@.5
Beeswax, 26®28. A..V. Bishop & Co.,
June 4. Milwaukee, Wis.

Minneapolts.—H()»c?/.— Honey is r.tngina- aboui
as follows: Fancy while, 18; No. 1 white. 16; fancv
!iinl)er, 1.5; No. l amber. 13; fnncy dark, 12: No. 1
dnrk, 11 Extracted, while. 7@8; amber, 6@6!^:
dark. .5. Can yoii advise us where we can buy s<inic
strictly fancy white hon<'y ? We are about cleaned
up on that grade of goods. Dark honey is very
slow sale. J. A. Shea &Co ,

June .5. Minneapolis. Minn.

Dknver.—Hojic}/.—Our market is well cleanfd up
in fancy comb honey in 1-lb. section.c. still tlie
prices remain about the same, as the market is sup-
plied with old and granulated stock. No. 1 comb in
1-Ib. .sections, l(l@llc; No. 2 has no demand. Ex-
tracted, No. 1 -white, in 6ii-lb. cans, 2 in a box. 6c.
There is a better demand for extracted honey at
this season, as the comb honey is nearly all gr.-uni-
lated. Our dry climate is the cause of so much
granulated honey in our murket.

R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
June II. Denver, Col.

Philadelphia.—Hor/ei/.—New crop of honey has
commenced to arrive in the niarkel.but there is
very little call for it as vet. Some few sales of fine
white-clover comb at 13@14 Extracted is selling at
5'2@6. Beeswax is declining; sellinsf at 27®29, ac-
cording to quality. Wm. A. Selser.
June 11. No. 10 Vine St , Philadelphia, Pa.

Boston.— fl()?iey.—Our market on honey remains
the same, with very light demand. Prices for comb,
14; extracted, 5@6. E. E. Blake & Co.,
June 10. Boston, Mass.

For Sale.—600 lbs. of comb honey, in 1-lb. sec-
tions, in 24-lb. shipping-cases, at 12c per lb.

Edw. Smith, Carpenter, Madison Co., III.

Bee-keepers:—We buy quantities best quality of
comb and extracted honey Let sample accompany
price. We guarantee prompt pay. and give The
A. I. Root Co. as reference.

J. A. Buchanan & Sons. Holliday's Cove. W. Va.

Alfalfa IN Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 4iic in 1000 - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association.
Phoeni.x, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples. 8c.
eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

No. 1 extracted honey in 50-lb. pails at 7c per Ib.-
$3.50. J. B. Murray, Ada, O.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

ALL PRAISE THEM. ^
/\ .^=^^ITALIAN QUEENS
From the apiary of
W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark., can't

B E DEAUTYand
EAT for DUSINESS.

The leading bee-keepers of the U. S. are my cus-
tomers. Your choice—either Golden or Leather-
co'ored.
Prices Reduced.—Fine breeders always on hand,

$2 to *3; untested. 7.5c: 3 for $2; tested, fl; 6 for $5.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Ark.
it^^In responding: to this advpTtiseiiiPnt mention (tLKANINGS

Patents Pending

^t^.

ON NEW PROCESS,
NEW MACHINES,
NEW PRODUCT.
IN MANUFACTURE OF

Comb Foundation.

^j**
•?»«•

RESULT: LOWEST
I'HirES. BEST WORK.
SAMPLES AND PRICE
LIST FREE.

W.J.
WAX WANTED.

Finch, Jr., Springfield, IlL

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
After May 1st, 75c': 6 for $4.25. Nuclei cheap. Also
poultry eggs for hatching, 50c up. Send for cata-
logue. Send your orders now. Can please you.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

I Prevent Swarming
by de-iiueening, and sell or discard
ail of my queens every year. I now
otTer again all of my tested queens
for 80 cts. each. 2 for $1 50. Many of
them are worth three times the mon-
ey. A few mismated queens at 30
cts. each.

T. H. KLOER, Terre Haute, Ind.
C^iTlu respoiuiinjf to tlii.s advuiU.^einent ineiitiuii liLK.iNlNGS.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Bee-keepers" Educational Society of Rhode Island will
liokl its next meeting on Friday, June 21, at 8: 15 p.m., at No. 21
Custom house St. Mr. Samuel Cushman will read a paper on
The Relation of Bees to Fruit and Flowers." Mr. J. E. Pond

is expected. W. G. Gartside, Sec.
295 Globe St., Providence, R. I.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

My queens are bred for business, as well
as tor beaut.v and gentleness. Safe arri-

val and reasonable satisfaction g-uaran-
teed. Untested, 75c; tested, $1.00.

Write for price list. 5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Ttxas. Box 3.

CB^ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleaning-.

Why Not

^^
Try one of Leininser Bros. HONEY
MAKEKS, either Imported or Gold-
en Queens? June prices are as fol-

lows: Untested. 75c; '4 doz., St.dO:
tested, $1.25. We guarantee satis-
faction.

LEININQER BROS., Fort Jennings, 0.
Please mention this paper.

FOR SALE.- JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT, 75 CTS.
PER BUSHEL. A. P. LAWRENCE,

HICKORY CORNERS, MICH.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at .50c

each. Also bees in anyquantit\ : 4oii colonics to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

ITALIAN RECS Keady in May. Queens. $1.00.

«;?« «..Jt».« Bees by the pound, $1.00. One-
AND QUEENS, frame nucleus with queen. $2:00;

two Irames, $3. .50. Also Barred
Plymouth Rock eggs for setting, $1.00 per 15.

6-17ei MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, Swarts. Pa.

]f\f)h Here, Bee=keeper!
If you are in need of bee-supplies,

write for catalog and price list. Every thing sold
as cheap as the cheapest. \'17' F^ ^«-»^*-^l«
Kenton, Hardin Co., 0. W . C. olllltn.

A Tested Queen Free

!

Pure Italians. To every one buying l'/2

«^^^ doz. untested queens 1 will give a tested
•?1^ one free. Untested, 60c; tested, $1.00;

selected tested, $1 50; breeders, $3.00.

STEWART BROS., Sparta, Tenn.
i.:^"in resiioiKiiii;.- ti' ; .1 ,il>iiii iiiniii mention Gleanings

Imported
Italian Queens, $3.50 each. Tested, I

to $1.,50. Untested. 75 cts. eacli.
W. C. FRAZIER, Atlantic, Iowa.

Wants or Exchange Department.

'ANTED.— To exchange Autoharp or Italian
queens for trio of B. P. Rock or offers. Address

W. J. FORCHAND, Fort Deposit, Ala.
W

WANTED.— To exchange old breeding-queens
which I can recommend, for old breeding-

cjueens which you can recommend. Object, to se-
cure new and desirable strains, and avoid the evils
of in-breeding. J. F. McIntyre, Fillmore, Cal.

WANTED.—To exchange thrashing-machine, with
bagger, run one season, for bee-hive machinery

or offers. J. C. Redpath, Kalamazoo, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange 15 White Minorca eggs
for an Italian queen or section boxes.

Sarah Shaw, Winthrop, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange fine pug dog (blooded), 2
years old, perfectly kind to cliildren, for 'o doz.

untested Italian queens. E. D. Barton,
East Hampton, Ct.

II' ANTED.—500 bushels of cherries and raspber-
VV ries. Will pay highest market price, spot cash.
Friends, let us hi ar from you. J. B. Murray,

Ada, Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

ANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.

J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.- To exchange 6 and 12 inch Root foun-
dation mills for wax, honey, or offers.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

w

Vl/ ANTED.—To exchange golden queens for Pekln
V» ducks, Embden geese, fancy poultry, buck-
wheat. J. F. Michael.

Greenville, Darke Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange 2t)-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser, for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working machinery.
Will give a bargain for cash,
eitf Geo. Rall, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

3=Banded Jt'^^I!'^^ Queens,
fiom my own imported
queens, $1.0n each.

Nlax Brauer, Beeville Bee Co., Tex.

MONEY IfM ^ ^^^"^
GERJVIAN HARE, write for prices

CAA BUSHELS TRIUMPH
OxjV Seed Potatoes For Sale.
New crop ready to ship July 1st to 10th; $1.50 per

bushel; 2 bushels or over, 10 per cent off. Address

J. T. PENICK,
Williston, Tenn.

FROM IMPORTED MOTHERS. l^^:i&
select breeding Italian queens, .f 1.25 each; also test.-

ed and untested by return mail. Send for free price
list. L. JB. ETAA^S. Ousted, Mich.

In writing advertisers, mention this paper.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

I have 35 mismated Italian queens for sale at 30
cts. each, or i for $1.00. A good share of their bees
are yellow. Albert Hines,

Box .532, Independence, la.
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Tested Queens by Return Mail at $1.00.
I am devoting- my apiary larsely to the rearing- of queens, making a sp ;cialty of tested Italian queens

at $1.00 each or six for $.5.00. Tht'se (lueens are of this year's rearing-, and liave been kept jusi long- enough
to know that they are good layers and purely mated. For several weeks I liave been tilling orders hy )-c-

turn mdil, and I am keeping a large number of queens in nuclei for the e.xpress purpose f f enabling me to

fill orders promptly. More than six iiu^ens (tesiid) will l)e sold at 75 cts. each, l)ut such O'ders must be
sent with the understanding that, while they will be fllkd as promptly as possible, it may not be by return
mail, which will be the case with six or a less number of queens. The Re\'iew and one queen for $1 50.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

fiO

<a5

Please cut out this whole ad.

and sign and mail it to

—

56 Fifth Ave-, Chicago, 111.

11:^" Please send to me the
American Bee Journal for
3 months (18 numbers). At
the end of that time I will

send -SI. 00 for a year's sub-
scription, or 25 cts. in case I

decide to discontinue. You
will please address me thus:

^\'. i7ne

.

9S

Fost-Offic

WM. A. SELSER.
BREEDER

GOLDEN
ITALIAN

QUEENS
FOR BUSINESS.

WYNCOTE, PA. NEAR PHILADELPHIA.

Favor is

Deceitful,

Beauty is

Vain.

New York Queens.
Tlie beautiful yellow bee is go-

ing. I have a strain of bees, here-
after I shall keep. It is the coming
bee for our Northern climate for
longevity, and perfectwhite-capped
honey; hirdy and prolific. Queens,
$1.00 each. Having two apiaries,

can sell yellow Italians. Queens. $1.00 each.

Sberburne, Clieimnuro Co., A". 1'.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded ray I'oiimhil inn. Sind for free
samples. Dialers, write for wholesale prices.
Koot's new l*i)lif^he<l Sac^tion^ and other goods
at his pric-'s. /'roe Illustrated PT-ii-e List of every
thing needeil iti ih'> apiary. Jl/I Hf hlttrfi-
Bell Branch, Mich. i»l. 1 1 . I lUO L.

One=piece Sections,

In order to reduce s4^^ock, we offer No. 1

Cream Sections, 4ix4ix7 to foot. If, U, IJg,
and 2 inch:

lOOOfor Sl.oO,
5000 at l.-lOper M.,
KlOnO ' 1.3.5 '• '

We also offer No. 1 White Sections, oix
6ix2, open on two oi sides:

10(10 for $2.50,
5000 at 2.85 per M.,
10000 " 2.25 " "

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

Smokers,
Knives.^ #

Send for circulars
and prices to

T. F. Bingham,
Abronia,
Mich.

QUEENS.
IMPORTED ITALIAN

MOTHERS ONLY.

Untested, 5.5 cts.; doz., $6. About 11 out of every
1~ will make fine tested queens, and for gentleness
and industry we defy the world to beat them. Safe
delivery. Money-order office, Decatur. eitf

CLEVELAND BROS., Stamper, Newton Co., Miss.

NON-SWARMENG
and NOihS-STII\BCING.

June 1 shall commence to ship queens and bees
from mj' famous j ellow-banded strains. Queens,
5fl.00 each. I never had a swarm of bees from one
strain that has been in my apiarj' six years. No
charge unless queens are satisfactory.

H. ALLEY. Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.

A Full Line of Popular

SUPPLIES
Always on hand.

1 lb. sq. flint jars, $5.00 a gross, sent from this city.

Untested queens, now ready, 75 cts.

After July 10th, Sframe nuclei and Italian queen,
^2 .nO Discount on quantities.
Catalog free.

1. J. STRIWGHAIVI,
105 Park Place, New York.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
and every thing a Eee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

In responding to tliese advertisements mention this paper.
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Is FAILURE to be our doom another year?
June 4 white clover is In full bloom, but bees

are doing nothing.

Please keep watch, and tell us whether a

queen prefers to lay in new or old comb; also,

which the bees prefer to store in.

"Gleaner" gathers items "Among the Bee-

papers " for A. B. /., and, as might be expected,

he gleans a good many gleanings from Glean-
ings.

" Do DUCKS eat bees'?" is a question asked in

British B.J. I don't know; but at one time in

this country the bees were charged with eating

ducks.

Adulteration of foundation is so bad that

Prof. Foucart complains in Le Progres Apicole

that nowadays he finds foundation that sags

at 77° to 88° F.

Ex Pres. Abbott " roasts" ex- Secretary F.

Benton, in A. B. J., for not publishing report of

St. Joe convention, after accepting $25 in pay-

ment for his services.

The tuermometer did not vary from 58° all

winter in the cellar of O. E. Douglass, and his

bees came out in splendid condition. But the

cellar was well ventilated.

In Cuba, according to H. G. Osborn, in

American Bee-keeper, there are places where
the honey is squeezed out and thrown away, the

wax only being worth saving.

A NUMBER of cases, carefully observed by F.

Goecken. showed young queens to be fecundat-

ed at from 8 to 10 days old, the first egg being

laid 3 days later.—Centralblatt.

In East Africa, says R. Ludwig, in Graven-
horst's Illustrierte Bieiienzeitung, bees are kept

chiefly for the sake of making out of the honey
an intoxicating drink of disgusting taste.

I don't feel left out in the cold with my cel-

lar stove so much as I did, since I know so good
a man as H. R. Boardman is with me. Artifi-

cial heat may be a bad thing, but natural cold

is worse.

To MARK A hive temporarily, green grass or

weeds will do nicely. It practically takes itself

away, for next day it is withered, but a stone

or block might be taken for a fresh mark the

next day.

Queenless colonies are often the result of

a bee-keeper's handling. A queen is some-
times taken off with the cover, and once I found

a queen on the hat of my assistant—a clipped

queen too.

Rev. E. T. Abbott, in A. B. J., quotes Her-

bert Smith as saying that " particular parts of

the body may become temporarily inoculated

against insect stings." I wonder whether the

inoculation is only local.

Wood-base foundation reminds me of the

foundation with tin-foil base that came out

with a flourish years ago. It was a nice thing,

only the bees would none of it. What have they

said about the wood base?
" Buckwheat, north of the latitude of North

Carolina, may be a good forage-plant; but

south it is perfectly unreiiabfe. It will secrete

an abundance of nectar only when the atmos-

phere is cool and moist. This is a condition we
can not well have in the South."—Dr. J. P.

H. Brown, in A. B. J.

Dr. Brown relates in A. B. J. that he gave

goldenrod credit for being a good honey- plant,

as bees worked on it more or less all day long,

but afterward found that the honey stored

came from aster that commenced yielding each

day toward noon, and he concludes that golden-

rod is a poor yielder with him.

I WAS scared a little when I got before such

a big lot of railroad men in Chicago, but I found

them a pretty nice lot. They seem to have

hearts as well as other people. If a bee-keeper

can be allowed to judge, I should put down J.

T. Ripley, Chairman of Western Classification

Committee, as a real gentleman.

Lysol may prove to be the drug for foul

brood, in Gravenhorst's opinion. It is cheap,

and is more like crude than refined carbolic

acid, and in his experience crude carbolic acid
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has proved good as preventive and cure, while

the refined article has been unsatisfactory. He
thinks perhaps the coal tar that is in the crude,

and also in lysol, may be important.

Apifuge. In Le Progrcs Apicole, E. J. Ro-

land recommends cantharides, or Spanish flies,

and carbolic acid. Dissolve the powder in the

acid, apply it to the skin, greatly diluted, and

the bees won't sting there. Put the mixture

full strength on a sponge and use it in a smoker
if you want to drive bees out of a hive.

The greatest good to the greatest number
would make a law that owners of cider-mills

and such things should screen them against

the intrusion of bees. If I am prevented by law
from putting poisoned honey on my own ground

to kill my neighbor's bees, equally I should be

prevented from killing them with a cider-mill.

If I HAD KNOWN Ernest was going to be un-

der the weather I'd have liMed hard to knock

him out on the T-super question before he re-

covered his usual vigor. Guess I must try to

fire off the few shots I have left, anyhow. [I

am getting a little out from " under the weath-

er," so you had better looka"leedle oud."

—

Ed.]

Who CAN TELL what makes combs turn black

as they grow old ? It doesn't seem reasonable

to believe the bees' feet do the coloring. [We
know that bees go into the hive with dirty

feet; and we know, too, that the cocoons and
the deposits left from brood rearing seem to

have a darkening eff'ectupon newly built combs
along the line where the brood was. Is it not

probable that both causes contribute toward
the darkening you speak of ?—Ed.]

"The North American convention this

year has received a special grant of WOO from
the Ontario Legislature, to defray the expenses

at Toronto," says the A. B. J. Say; do you
Canucks mean to own the convention ? and will

you reincorporate it? Joking aside, that's a

grand stroke. [Yes, indeed ihat was a grand
stroke; but our country is so large I am afraid

we could not get similar favors at its hands—at
least, not at present. I anticipate that the

next North American will be the best in the

history of the association. Those Canucks—beg
pardon, Canadians—are hustlers in convention

matters.—Ed.]

You're 'way off in thinking Stray Straws
for June 1 are reposing in ray coat-tails. My
wife has searched my pockets thoroughly; and
when a woman can't find any thing in a man's
pockets you may be sure there isn't any thing

there. " Where are they, then?" I don't know.
[I knew that you once carried Stray Straws in

your pocket, and it was only when we punched
you up just in time that we discovered their

whereabouts. But you were then able to get

them to us in time for the journal, so as not to

break the chain. Yes, you are right. When a

woman can't find a thing in a man's pocket, no
one can—not even the user of said pockets him-

self.—Ed.]

Will as much brood be produced in a two-

story hive as if the combs are all in one story?

is one of the conundrums in A. B. J. Opinions

are pretty well divided, with some preponder-

ance in favor of the single story; but most of

the repliersseem not to answer from experience.

[I have noticed sometimes that the repliers,

when we had a similar department in our own
journal, frequently gave an off-hand opinion,

and not one based on experience. At the risk

of doing something nearly as bad myself, I will

say that, from what little experience I have
had, bees breed better all in one story than in

two separate ones.—Ed].

FEEDERS.

I'ROPERLY AND IMPROPERLY CONSTRUCTED;
THE LOSS INCURRED FROM POOR FEEDERS.

By H. R. Boardman.

Would bee-keepers be benefited by my experi-

ence with feeders if I should give it, or would
they go all over the ground for themselves? is a

question I have asked myself more than once.

Although I am satisfied that not all will be dis-

posed to accept my notions, some seed may fall

on good ground.

Success in feeding depends almost wholly up-

on the feeders used. A large amount of the

feeding done, even by quite practical bee-men,

results only in injury to the bees, instead of

benefit, leaving out of the account the cost.

This is not a very encouraging compliment, I

will admit: but it is too true. Feeders must be

so constructed that the bees can not possibly get

daubed with the feed. You may say this is

easy enough. I once thought so too; but it is

not so easy a thing to accomplish.

The most common kinds of feeders are those

with floats or slots. Take any of this class of

feeders, or even combs filled with feed, which
would seem, certainly in the latter case at least,

to meet the '-equirementsof the bees, and watch
them in their mad scramble to get each a share.

At first, when only a few are feeding, they poise

themselves daintily and sip leisurely and care-

fully as though their own fine plumes and fea-

thers were their sole care. Soon they gather

faster; and as their numbers increase they be-

gin to huiTy and jostle against and run over

each other. Still they gather until they are

piled up on each other in a wild, struggling, ex-

cited mass, which is not truly represented by

any thing except the board of trade of some
great city.

Now, those at the bottom, which were at first
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SO careful and dainty of themselves, are pressed

and crushed duwu into the feed: and as each

bee makes its escape up through the struggling

mass with Its well-earned load of sweets, it

wipes its feet and wings and body off upon its

neighbor's fine clothes, and ihey in turn rub it

off upon others, and this process is kept up un-

til the whole mass becomes smeared and dauby.

What then? As if ashannd to be seen by

their friends at home in this deplorable plight,

they go out and alight on a twig or leaf, or on

the grass or fence, and commence scraping off

the precious sweet they were so eager to get

into a few moments before, and wipe it upon
any thing and every thing at hand. The loss

of the feed thus wasted by being scattered

around in almost imperceptible particles is a

very serious loss to the bee-keeper when consid-

ered in the aggregate.

Nor is this the only serious part of the busi-

ness. The whole apiary is thrown into a bed-

lam of commotion by the feed that has been so

recklessly and profusely exposed by the daubed

bees, and this is the explanation of how bees are

so commonly excited to robbing and pilfering by

feeding.

In my search after a feeder I have tried many
—very many—of this class, and I could furnish

now a rare collection of samples that have been

consigned to the rubbish-gallery and to oblivi-

on, that once were objects of great expectation.

I had high hopes at one time in regard to open-

air feeding, and I constructed an atmospheric

feeder by inverting a can of feed on a slotted

board. This worked admirably; but after feed-

ing a few barrels of sugar in this way I aban-

doned the idea of open-air feeding, and used the

feeders only for water in the dry part of the

season. The objection to open-air feeding, ac-

cording to my experience, was, the excitement

caused too much waste of energy to make it

profitable. Tlie strong colonies, that had the

least need of feed, got the lion's share. But the

principle of this feeder I did not abandon. It

became the stepping-stone and led to the atmos-

pheric entrance-feeder, which has been already

described and illustrated in this journal by the

editor, and which is the only one I have ever

been entirely satisfied with. In regard to it I

will add to the brief description already given a

few more words in detail.

I use a special wide-mouthed can holding two
quarts, and not a common fruit-can, as de-

scribed. I would not recommend any thing

smaller. It woiild involve more labor in feed-

ing. I have found these small enough. In us-

ing these feeders no feed need be exposed, either

by the bees or the bee-keeper, to attract robbers.

The feed is in sight, and the bee-keeper can see

at a glance just what each colony is doing, and
know just when the feed is out, without any
examination. The feed is perfectly protected,

and no harm can come to it from storms, even if

it remainsunused indefinitely. They are as near

being robber-proof as any feeder can be made.
They are always in working order, but will not

work without the assistance of the bees, even if

left on all summer. Last summer I was feeding

atone time 145 colonies in my home yard, and
60 more at my out-apiary.

HOW IT WAS DONE.
The cans were filled in the bee-house, from a

tank, by a faucet, the caps adjusted, and placed

in crates holding 12 to 14 cans. These were

placed on a wheelbarrow, when ready to feed,

two crates at a load, and wheeled out into the

yard, and distributed by placing one on top of

each hive. When all are thus distributed I pass

rapidly along and invert each can in the feed-

chamber, which has been previously adjusted to

the hive. The bees are protected from injury in

this chamber by an ample bee-space below the

can when adjusted. I have filled these cans at

all times, whenever they became empty, but

prefer feeding at evening.

In feeding my out-apiary I took a sufficient

number of these cases of filled feeders into my
spring bee wagon and diove 'o the apiary, with

no slopping or spilling; thus the work of filling

was all done at the bee-house at home, where

the feed was prepared.

I prepare the feed by dissolving granulated

sugar in water, nearly equal parts of each. I

use hot water, but cold water will do, I am
suie. Sugar syrup needs no doctoring for feed,

excepting what the bees do themselves.

East Townsend, O.

[There are many things in favor of an en-
trance feeder, and such tVeders would have
been used more largely in tlie past but for the
fact that none have been constructed hitherto
but that would more or less invite the atten-
tion of robbers. But from what I saw in Mr.
Boardman's yard during the robbing season
last year, I am firmly of the opinion that he
has solved the problem. Furthermore, his
feeder may be used as a percolator, if desired, I

think. Indeed, he almost admits as much when
he says the sugar and water may be mixed half
and half, the water cold; and even if the sugar
did not all dissolve, more water could be put in

at the next feed, and the bees would thus take
care of the whole.—Ed.]

WAX.

ADULTERATION, AND IIOW TO DETECT IT.

By Karl Rudolph 3Iathetj.

The adulteration of wax is due mostly to its

high price ; and this is done as well with the

natural yellow wax as with the bleached prod-

uct. This adulteration is effected either by

means of other fats such as tallow and stearine,

and sebacic acid, or with vegetable fats and va-

rious kinds of vegetable wax; and lately with

refined ozokerite (mineral wax, earth wax, or

ceresin), and then rendered hard with certain

solid substances. One may therefore safely

conclude that adulteration of less than 30 or 40

per cent is seldom or never met, and some with
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40 or .50 per cent, and some even very much
more. In buying wax, therefore, it is neces.sary

to be on one's guard; and it is always to be rec-

ommended that the specific gravity and the

melting-point of wax be carefully determined

when testing the quality of it.

The following is a test to determine whether

foundation is made of pure wax. When, in

making foundation, a mixture of beeswax and

ceresin is encountered, the detection of the

adulteration is a very simple matter— namely,

by bleaching. As ceresin can not be bleached

by the sun's rays, but must be bleached by the

use of chemicals, foundation to wliich ceresin

has been added will remain more or less of a

yellow color when exposed to the light of the

sun ; while cells made of pure beeswax, if

hung in the full light of the sun for a few days,

and occasionally sprinkled with water, will be-

come perfectly white.

ANOTHER TEST.

Melt a small piece of foundation in a vessel,

being very careful not to burn it. At the same

time, take a few tablespoonfuls of water and

add thereto a little soda. Pour the melted wax
into the soda water. After the mixture has been

stirred for a while the wax will become perfect-

ly soapy; if, however, ceresin was in the wax,

the mixture does not become soapy, but swims

on the surface like an oily mass.

It has been proven that many makers of

foundation do not use the required amount of

pure wax, but adulterate it with one-half or

even two-thirds of ceresin*.

Material and shape must have especial atten-

tion in making foundation. In making it, only

absolutely pure wax should be used. Any ad-

mixture of foreign substances debases the prod-

uct. For the bee-keeper it is also of the great-

est moment to be able to test the purity of his

foundation before putting it into the hives.

The most satisfactory conclusions in this mat-
ter give the specific gravity of pure beeswax as

.966, and the melting-point at 143 to 146°. All

adulterants, such as stearine, suet, ceresin, par-

affine, mineral wax, spermaceti, etc.. differ from

each other in these two respects. Make a mix-

ture of water and alcohol, of such density as

will permit pure beeswax to float— that is. so it

will not touch the bottom of the vessel nor yet

come to the surface. Into this drop a piece of

the foundation to be tested. This must main-

tain itself in the mixture at the same height the

wax does.

Wax is found varying in color from wlwte to

black; and to the satne degree the odor varies

also, according to the plant from which the

honey was mostly derived; hence when a bee-

keeper compares the color and odor of Turkish.

Indian. African, and other kinds of wax, with

his own. he will nearly always make a mistake.

That foundation made of pure wax can be

* Tills certainly does not apply to this country.—
Ed,

stretched but slightly (if any) is entirely false.

Pure wax expands in a warm temperature very

noticeably. The resistance which wax offers to

a direct pull, at the same temperature, varies

within very narrow limits ; hence it does not

depend altogether on the country the wax came
from, but on the season of the year, and even on

the source from which it comes. It would take

too long for one to examine all of its peculiari-

ties. There are different kinds of entirely pure

wax which would be quite unfit for foundation,

as they lack the necessary toughness. Certain

it is, that foundation of pure wax, whatever the

color and smell may be, is always worked out

by the bees willingly and rapidly.

WHAT IS CEKESIN ?

I take my answer from a pamphlet written by

Fried. Thalmann, entitled " Fats and Oils."

" Under the name of earth wax, or ceresin,

there has been put on the market within a

short time, in large quantities, a product which

has received the name of wax on account of cer-

tain physical peculiarities which it has in com-

mon with other kinds of wax. Earth wax is,

however, a mineral substance, and is related to

petroleum. Good clean mineral wax is easily

mistaken for beeswax, and actually forms a

large part of the "wax' of which candles are

made, and sometimes the entire part. , When
the price of beeswax is much higher than that

of mineral wax. it is a gross deception to call a

mixture of the two by the name of ' wax; ' and

this fraud can be detected only by careful ex-

periment, determination of the melting-point,

the specific gravity, and other peculiarities."

CERESIN FOUNDATION.
I reproduce the following. simply to show that

foundation made from ceresin is publicly sold in

Germany:

The undersigned firm offer ceresin foundation
in their price list, together with thai made from
pure wax. on the following grounds:

1. The amount of beeswax produced, when
compared with that of honey, is very insignifi-

cant, being scarcely .5 per cent of the latter.

2. The cheaper foundation made of ceresin.

whetiier the extractor he used or not. and be the
honey harvest never so giod. is decidedly con-
ducive to an increase in the n^t amount of hon-
ey produced as compared with the use of foun-
dation made of pure beeswax.

3. The price of beeswax must fall more and
more — that is. come nearer to that of ceresin,

and that is only a question of time— or dsp the
use of cerisin and other kinds of wax will be-

come more and more common. But if it does
I'pcome cheaper, tiien the use of ceresin for

foundation will be discontinued.
4. No man. either officer of the law or a pri-

vate citizen, can control or hinder anyone of

the thousands of bee-keepers of Anstro Hunga-
ry in the uS" of ceresin foundation, whenever
and wherever he pleases, whether it he made
by means of a plaster-Paris or wax mold.

Babon Rothschuetz.
Weixelburg. Austria.

[This article is interesting and valuable ; but
I feel sure no American manufacturer would
think of making adulterated foundation.—Ed.]
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RAMBLE NO. 134.

BLOCKSBUKGH.

By Rambler.

We divided our deer meat with our friend the

blacksmith who had so kindly allowed us the

use of his corral. He did not enthuse much,
however, over deer meat. He said his boy

could shoot one almost any day. Our black-

smith wielded his hammer, chewed plug tobac-

co, and discussed the tariff on wool, in his shop

in Harris. When we passed through Harris

we found the blacksmith's shop the only place

of business there, and. of course, our smith was
an important personage. We lifted our hats to

him as we passed, and he returned our saluta-

tion by coming to the door and expectorating a

quantity of tobacco-juice. He wiped his mus-

tache with the back of his hand, and returned

to the duty of pounding his anvil.

We rushed down some long steep grades, and
made good time. Eel River, a fine mountain
stream, we crossed here. Bro. Pryal wanted
to stop and fish again. It was truly wonderful

how the sight of a stream of water would stir

up all of the piscatorial elements of his compo-
sition. We hastened across the long bridge;

and Susan B., losing sight of us, set the whole
valley vibrating with her neighing; and the

series of bites Bro. Pryal wished so fondly to

indulge in were lost. Our dog Jack was an
object of sympathy these days. The hot sands

of the road made him footsore; and on the long

stretches of mountain travel, where we could

find no water, he learned to look up to us for a

drink from our canteen, and he became quite

expert in the exercise of drinking from it.

We made another forced drive after crossing

Eel River, and after dark entered the little

town of Blocksburgh. This time the shoe-

maker came to our rescue and provided a camp
in the suburbs of the town, near a pure, sweet,

cold-water spring, which fountain of water was
the making of the town. Blocksburgh is a

town of about 300 population. The residences

are somewhat scattering, and located upon the

spurs of several hills which converge here; and
to get a view of the whole town one must needs
get directly overhead. It was founded in this

unique place by Mr. Blocksburgher, and all on
account of being near that excellent spring.

Mr. Block, as they all called him, for short, was
a hale and hearty old man of about 7.5 summers,
and occupied one of the leading stores of the

place. For five years after the first establish-
ment of the settlement, the only communication
with the outside world was over a trail where
every thing was packed in on the backs of

mules. Another prime factor in the building
of Blocksburgh, besides the spring, was its

being the center of the wool industry. Over
these mountains, and in the valleys, thousands

of sheep found succulent pasturage; and when
wool was 40 cts. per lb., dollars were brought
to the pockets of the sheep-herder; and the
owner of a few thousand sheep in a few years
realized a fortune. But of late, dull times had
invaded these wilds, and the price of wool bad
subsided to less than 10 cts. per lb., and the in-

dustry was rapidly waning. Our visit to this

wool country was just before the State election,

and the politicians were much heated over the
tariff problem; and tariff or no tariff on wool
was their song, and the question is not settled

even unto this day.
" There was a time," said Mr. Block, " when

this store of mine was completely surrounded
and nearly hidden from view with piles of

sacked wool. It was brought in from the sur-

rounding mountains, on mules, and the annual
handling of wool amounted to the hundreds of

thousands of dollars; and even now, when the
price of wool is so depressed, the street presents

a lively scene when a cavalcade of mules ar-

rives with their immense burdens of wool," as
will be seen by the photo. A large number of

sheep-men came here in the earlier California

days, and isolated themselves from civilization

to a far greater extent than did ever a bee-

keeper. These sheep-ranchers had much trou-

ble with Indians, and Mr. B. said that, at one
time, he could count up a hundred men who
had been killed by the red man. Then there

were saloon-rows that killed off a few more;
" but," said he, "I believe there has not been a
man killed here in a year."

The sheep-men finally sort o' compromised
matters with the Indians by marrying their

squaws, or, rather, taking them. Such were
called squaw-men. Not a few were called men
of the squaws, for they had taken a plurality;

and the worst feature of this amalgamation of

the races was that the squaw-men, many times

without the least appearance of a troubled con-

science, would leave their squaws and offspring

to shift for themselves. The dusky wife had
perhaps been a potent factor in making his

fortune; but in his bettered worldly possessions

he would move to town, build a new house, and
marry a white woman.
We spent ten days in this town, and nearly

every day some quaint character from the
surrounding country would turn up. Here is

an old man in from some branch of the Eel
River, with a few boxes of fruit for sale. His
apparel was ragged blue jeans; his toes pro-

truded from an old pair of shoes; his hat was
minus one half of its brim; his gray unkempt
locks dangled over his shoulders; still this man
could quote you scripture, Shakespeare, and
Milton. He had been a man of books, and at

one time had thoughts of the ministry. Even
now it was said that he would make religious

harangues to a crowd when opportunity offer-

ed. His hair he allowed to grow long, because
in that he could imitate the lonely Nazarene;
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but I noticed he did not imitate that personage
in his clothing; for through several rents in his

blouse I could see the bare hide of the man,
showing the total absence of a shirt.

In him was fulfilled the idea of the poet
when he exclaimed:

,
Sad is a man without a wife;

Sad is a ship without a sail;

But the saddest thing to me in life

Is a shirt without—its proper length.

What could be more sad in this case than the
absence of the entire shirt, the sail, and the
wife?
The shoemaker's boy said his housekeeping

was oflf the same piece with his general make-

the hot sun in their then exposed position melt-
ed a few of them to destruction, and the rest

were moved into the dense shade of the red-
woods, and here in various places the hives
were mounted upon platforms attached to the
trees, six feet from the ground. Hogs and cat-
tle roamed the forest; and to keep them from
their depredations, the hives were this elevat-
ed. The bees were not prospering in the shade,
and they were to be moved out again. Of all

trees to make a dense and cool shade, the red-
wood is the chief. Mr. Hope said that many
bee-trees were found in these forest-*, and they
were always well supplied with honey. His
bees produced a good but dark honey. I pre-

Cl.IMAX Eno.
Cl.KV'D, O.

MK. HOPE S APIARY.

up; that his cat would lick out the frying pan,

and then curl up in it for a nap; and his bed

—

here the boy's mother cuffed his ears, and he

went away disconsolate.

Now, a bee-keeper would never degenerate

into such a state of bachelorhood as that.

As a relief to the above picture, and in sharp

contrast, I will show you the home of the only

bee-keeper of Blocksburgh. Mr. Hope. Mrs.

Hope is a hale and stout English woman, and
Mr. Hope and Mrs. Hope's son are the black-

smiths of Blocksburgh.

The smith, a miglity man is he.

With strong and sinewy hands;
And the muscles of his brawny arms
Are strong as iron bands.

With these brawny arms Mr. Hope had clear-

ed away the crown of the hill, and upon it

planted a pleasant home. The vine and the

fruit-tree were growing with a vigor such as

can be induced only by a virgin soil. In the

rear, and toward the east, the noble redwoods
formed a fitting background, while the moun-
tains shade off into the distance. Mr. Hope
had at one time about 30 colonies of bees; but

diet that it will be a long time before bee-
keeping as a paying industry will be practiced
in these backwoods.

THE BEST FORM OF HIVE.

footnotes: why the langstroth form of
HIVE IS better than THE CUBICAL; A RE-
PLY TO FRIEND BOARDMAN'S ARTICLE ON
PAGE 251.

By J. H. Mnr-kley.

Mr. Editor:—I see, on pp. 251, 2.52, you allow
friend Boardman to go on in his comparison of

the square and long form of hives, showing the
advantages of the former over the latter, with-
out so much as using your footnote on him.
He admits, in the very beginning of his com-
parison, that " bees adjust themselves to a wide
range of circumstances, and even to serious

inconveniences, in the hive they sometimes
occupy, without seeming to materially affect

the result." Now, " I am .suj'e that this fur-

nishes proof " that we should subject them to

these little "inconveniences" by an "econom-
ical form of hive" that will give the best re-

sults in the production of either of the forms
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of our finished product. I am well satisfied (by

actual observation) that many bee-keepers

stumble on to some form of hive " by accident

rather than the careful condsideration " of

practical results, and whimsically conform to

its inconveniences so long that the greatest

amount of success with another and more
"economical" form will not induce them to

shake off the spell.

Of course, the square hive "furnishes more
nearly the natural requirements " than the

long shallow form; but doesn't the straw hive,

as he says, or, for that matter, the hollow tree,

furnish that quality to a still greater extent

over the cubical? It isn't the "natural re-

quirements " we're after, as much as subject-

ing the bees to these little inconveniences on

their part, for the sake of the greatest financial

results?

ADVANTAGES OF THE SQIIAEE HIVE.

In regard to the holding capacity of the

eight-frame hive not being large enough, why
not use a ten-frame L. hive, which affords the

same "economical form in construction," and

which affords no more "surface exposure," that

I can see, if we consider both the ends as well

as the sides of combs; and it seems to me that

end exposure is more objectionable than side.

If a square hive is desired in order to obtain a

more desirable height for manipulation, why
not elevate the long shallow hive to suit the

fancies of the operator—a position, by the way,

that many desire on account of the ravages of

'vermin.

SQUAKE vs. LONG HIVES FOR WINTERING.

In the square hive, " at the beginning of cold

weather the brood will all be hatched." Just

so in the long hive. " This will leave the lower

part of the combs empty, upon which the bees

will be clustered." That's the way they do it

in the long hive. "The stores," he says, "will

be above the bees, in the most favorable posi-

tion to be protected and preserved by the heat

ascending from the cluster." I don't know
about that. I will see you later. Again, "As
winter advances, the consumption of stores

enlarges the brood -nest of empty combs, and

the cluster advances slowly upon the stores

above them." Say! hold on! Isn't it a fact

that, but for the short warm spells during win-

ter, that permit the bees to carry stores from

any direction in the brood-nest to the center of

the cluster, they would starve, the shape of the

hive notwithstanding? Again, isn't it a fact

that brood-rearing invariably commences in

the center of the cluster where the out-

side honey is being carried? Speaking about

dormant clusters moving on to the stores

—

why! dormant clusters are dormant—they don't

move. If cold weather compels them to stay

dormant long enough, the bees will "go up"
while the temperature goes down. He says,

"Stores of honey exposed for any considerable

length of time to the cold become candied,"

etc. Now, the past winter I had honey granu-
late all around some clusters, I believe, by the

heat generated by the bees evaporating the

watery portion of the stores.

As space forbids a more minute criticism of

friend B.'s article, I shall be content if allowed

to enumerate a few of the many advantages of

the long shallow hive, from my point of view.

ADVANTAGES OF THE LONG HIVE.

It is more shallow, hence less liable to blow

over. It takes narrower boards in construction,

and consequently is less apt to season-crack.

Combs are less liable to break down by high

temperature. I have seen dozens of hives with

American frames, where every comb in some
cases would collapse at a high temperature,

but never one with shallow combs. Combs
being shallow, they are easier removed from

the hive—you don't need one side of the hive

knocked out. Combs being shallower than in

square hives, the bees enter the supers more
readily. We all know that bees will work above

quicker if a one-tier super is used instead of a

double-tier, and still a shallow hive with two

tiers of sections is but very little taller than

friend B.'s; consequently it stands to reason

that better results may be expected from a long

shallow hive than a square one which, in con-

sequence, is taller.

Carbondale. Kan.

[It is true, I made no answer to the article on
page 251. Inasmuch as I knew our friend
Board man had more to say on the same sub-
ject, I decided to reserve my footnote until
that time. Well, if you will turn to page 296,

April 15, you will find my answer. But I do
not like, as a rule, to "footnote" an article so
hard as to spoil its force; indeed, I would never
do it unless I thought the teachings were liable

to do harm, or were founded on error. Mr.
Boardman produces good arguments for his

side, and to a great extent I sliould prefer to

let them stand, so far as I am concernnd. But
suppose I had "footnoted" it so hard as to

knock his arguments into smithereens, then
there would have been no occasion for your
writing the above valuable communication. If

the editor tried to make every article lean his

way. and break down the force of every article

leaning the other way. his journal would be
narrow, biased, and teach nothing but one-
sided truth.—Ed.]

LARGE HIVES.

THE LONG -IDEA HIVES.

By W. S. Hart.

Mr. Root:—I have just read Mr. J. A. Nash's

article, on page 348, on "The Large or the

Small Hive;" also the two that follow it, favor-

ing the large hive, and I fully indorse the three

in nearly every point on which they treat.

As I have not followed this discussion of

" Large vs. Small Hives " from the beginning, I

will not attempt to enter it farther than to give

my choice and a few facts and conclusions

bearing on the matter, for fear of merely giv-
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ing a repetition of what has already been pub-

lished.

After many years of successful honey produc-

tion I am fully convinced that, for the most
profitable rtsults, a large hive must be used,

and this is especially true in the case of the

production of extracted honey. Nor do I be-

lieve that this necessity is a local one to the

extreme South, though possibly more marked
here than further North.

In 1877 the wr'ter was using a small hive of

one cubic foot capacity, with (during the

honey-flow) a half story top section over it.

The outcome was a moderate yield of honey
and a very large yield of swarms. As I then

desired increase more than honey, the hive

served my purpose exactly. Later, as my wish

for a goodly number of colonies was being sat-

isfied, my desire for a larger number of bees to

the colony increased. I plainly saw that, in

this direction, lay the accomplishment of my
ultimate object, that of getting the greatest

amount of honey with the least expense of

money, time, and labor.

I made a lot of eight-frame L. hives, but
found they did not give room enough for brood-

rearing in the spring, so I left the top sections

(the same size as the bottom sections, but sup-

plied with but seven frames) on the year
round, and put on extra ones during the honey-
flow. This arrangement curtailed the swarm-
ing impulse to some extent, but there was a
good deal of unnecessary work to be done, and
the second-story combs had about as much
brood and pollen in them as those of the body
of the hive. I would occasionally find brood

in every frame, except the outside ones. and.

sometimes, some even in them in both sto-

ries. This left me no clean bright combs in

the two-story hive for surplus honey, and no
room for storing without a third story—a hand-
to-mouth condition that I do not want in my
apiary at any time. I concluded that there

was little danger of getting hives too large, so

I made ten frame hives for L. frame, and with

top sections on the year round, and used them
side by side with the eight-frame hives for

some years. Through what seemed to me in-

disputable proofs of their superiority, I was led

to incri-ase the number of the ten franii' hives

while the eight- frame hive's have gradually

found their way to the attic of my honey-
house, where now all but one are nicely tiered

up awaiting a purchaser in some one who pre-

fers a small hive.

The reason I did not adopt a twelve-frame
hive is. that they are too heavy for one man to

handle. When Mr. Olaf Olson came to this

country hf asked my opinion as to the best size

of hive, and I told him that, except for the
awkwardness in handling. I preferred the
twelve-frame. He made a few of that size, to

test my conclusions, and from them secured
some astonishing yields. I saw one of these

hives, three stories high, at his apiary, full

from top to bottom of brood and honey. He
told me that it had been extracted from but a
few days before, and that it had been refilled

as quickly as the smaller hives beside it. By
actual weight this colony brought in 24 lbs. of

mangrove honey in one day. There was no she-

nanigan about this colony. It was the progeny
of one queen only, and had no special care over
and above the others about it. One only, I be-

lieve, of our most successful apiarists of this

section uses the eight-frame hive, and he tiers

them up high to get the necessary room. If

bee-keeping were my specialty, and my ambi-
tion required that I make an astounding rec-

ord of a great honey-yield with least labor, a

'"Long Idea" hive, taking 16 frames, and a

division-board, with a regular ten-frame top

section, supplied with 9 L. frames to put over
it during the summer honey-flow, would fit my
wants nearer than anything else that I now
think of. Other matters claiming my attention,

however, and the proposed change being an ex-

pensive one, I manage to be reasonably content
with last season's record of 5.541^ lbs. from one
colony, and an average, on 116 colonies, of 354

lbs. per colony from two story ten-frame Lang-
stroth hives with nine frames in the top section.

The freezes of last winter have so changed
the conditions here that it will be two or three

years before we can reasonably hope for anoth-
er large yield of mangrove honey.

Hawks Park, Fla., May 25.

EIGHT FRAMES NOT ENOUGH FOR SOME
ftUEENS.

HOW EXTRA ROOM IS SUPPI.IED AT DR. MIL-
LER S.

Bfi Emma Wilson.

We have decided most emphatically that

eight frames are not enough for some of our
queens, as some of our strongest colonies have
ten and eleven frames of brood. In the spring,

as soon as a colony gets pretty strong, say with

about five frames of brood, we put an extra

story of brood combs under the colony. We
have two objects in view in doing this. First,

if the queen feels crowded and wants more
room, she can enlarge the brood-nest at her

pleasure. Second, the combs are nicely taken

care of by the bees, and, if not needed, no harm
is done.

Last year the weather was delightfully warm;
and in some cases, where the colonies needed

more rooiu, we placed the extra story on top,

as that was less work than putting it under,

and in a few cases put a frame of brood in the

upper story to induce the queen togo up sooner.

Shortly afterward we had a cold snap; and the

consequence was, the bees had a bigger con-

tract on hand than they could care for. It

makes a big difference whether the empty space
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is above or below the brood-chamber. In every

case where the empty story had been put un-

der, the cold snap had not seemed to affect

them much, while those that had the empty
story put on top had not increased in brood,

and in some cases had less brood than when
the extra story was given.

This year we profited by our former experi-

ence, and all extra stories were placed under

the brood-nest, although up to May 13 it was

the warmest spring on record. After that we
had some extremely hard freezes, with about

two weeks of cold weather.

I spoke of giving extra stories, but it is not

the intention to leave them on during the hon-

ey-harvest. They will be taken away when
we put on supers, with the exception of a few

which may be left on for experiment. We have

also put a few colonies in 11-frame hives for

experiment.

We hoped that, by giving our strong colonies

that extra story of combs under, it would do

away with the swarming fever; but I am sorry

to say I can not see that it makes much differ-

ence. Nearly always we find queen cells in

these colonies first, not because of the extra

stories, but because they are the strongest

colonies. Now, we know that the Dadants

have little or no swarming because they use

large hives and give the queen plenty of room.

What's the trouble with our colonies ? Are not

16 frames enough for the queen? That's more
room than the Dadants give. Is it because

they are in two stories? The queen seems to

go readily from one story to another, and we
find five and six frames of brood in each story,

and queen-cells started. What's the trouble?

Why do our queens behave so differently from

Mr. Hatch's? He finds difficulty in getting his

queens to return to the lower story after going

up, although the lower story is filled with bees

and brood, while our queens go down of their

own accord into a story of dry empty brood-

combs.

As I said in last number, our feeding this

spring has not been a very great success so far,

as the bees have been so slow about taking it.

In two or three cases the feed turned to vinegar

on the hives. If that feed had been placed a

distance from the hive, and those same bees

had had a chance to get at it, I think they

would have taken it eagerly, as they were

promptly on hand in any case of outside leak-

age. I wonder what makes the difference. Do
they think it's all right as long as it's in the

feeder over the brood-nest, and theirs to be

taken at their leisure, and they must hustle if

they get their share when it's away from the

hive? It looks like it, if we may judge from

their actions.

They are doing better about taking it, now
that fruit-bloom is gone, and dandelions nearly

so.

Marengo, 111.

BY G.M.DOOLITTLE.BOROOINO.N.Y.

TWO QUEENS WITH A SWAKM.
Question.—Does a colony of bees ever have

two queens? I hived a swarm of bees the other

day that had two queens, I am pretty sure. My
neighbor tells me it was two swarms, as he says

there is never more than one queen in a colony.

^?isw"er.— Probably both you and your neigh-

bor may be right in this case, but you have got

things a little mixed. I think such a thing was
never known as a prime swarm of bees coming
from a colony in a normal condition, having
two queens with it. To be sure, we do some-

times have two laying quuens in a hive at the

same time, although such is a rare exception;

but no colony was ever known to swarm at such

a time, and both of these laying queens go with

the swarm. With a prime swarm, or what is

often erroneously called a first swarm, there al-

ways accompanies it a laying queen. All swarms
having a young or virgin queen should be class-

ed as after-swarms. When a prime swarm is-

sues it generally leaves maturing queen-cells in

the old hive, from which, when hatched, the

young queens lead out all after-swarms. The
only exception to this is that hinted at above,

where, from some cause, the old queen dies near

the swarming season, when several queen-cells

will be formed on the brood left, so that young
queens may lead out what appears to be a prime

swarm, the same as they do after-swarms. For

convenience, all swarms except the one having

the old or laying queen are called after-swarms

by bee-keepers, so the readers may know what
the term "after-swarms" means. Some days

after the prime swarm has issued, the first

young queen emerges from the cell; and if aft-

er-swarming is considered to be best, in the

economy of the hive, the other young queens

are kept in their cells by a little knot of bees

clustering on them at all times, so the lid of the

cell can not be removed to let the queen out,

her majesty being fed all the time through an

aperture in the royal cell. If further swarming
is not considered " economy" by the bees, then

all the other queen -cells are torn down and the

young queens destroyed, so, that the first hatch-

ed is the only queen in the hive. If the cells are

protected as above, the first-hatched queen

seems to get into a rage, and utters shrill notes

at intervals, called the "piping of the queen,"

which is kept up for about two days, when the

second swarm, or first of the after-swarms, is-

sues. This piping of the queen is always heard,

if listened for, before all after-swarms, or in any

case of a plurality of queens in a hive intending

to send out a swarm. The queens kept back in

their cells by the bees are growing in age and

strength, the same as is the one which is out,

they telling of this by their trying to pipe the
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same as the one does that has her liberty,which

noise is termed " quahking;" and so it happens

that, during the harry and bustle of the second

swarming, one or two of these queens hastily

finishes biting the cover off the cell and gets out

with the swarm, in which case two or more are

found with the swarm, as in the case of our

querist, although it is a rare thing to see more

than two or three queens with a second swarm.

If a third swarm is to issue, the bees now clus-

ter about the remaining unhatched queen -cells

as before, keeping all queens prisoners except

one, which queen scolds or pipes away, as did

the one before, the others in the cells showing

their anger back again by a chorus of quahk-

ings immediately after the first ceases piping,

when, after the lapse of two days or such a mat-

ter, the third swarm issues. As there are fewer

bees at this issue than there were before, and

more mature queens held as prisoners, the queen-

cells are quite generally vacated by the guard-

bees; and queens, bees, and all rush out, and in

such cases I have counted as many as from 12

to 20 queens with one such swarm, though from

one to five is the usual number. In the above I

have tried to give a short insight into the mys-

teries of the swarming of bees, many points of

which do not seem to be fully understood, even

by those who have kept bees for ten years.

WHICH WAY SHOULD HIVES FACE?
Question.—Should a hive face north or south?

Would east or west be preferable to either?

Answer.—Nearly all bee-keepers agree that a

hive should never face north of an east-and-

west line, the majority favoring a southerly di-

rection. The reason given for this is, that the

morning sun entices the bees out to work earli-

er in the day, while a northern exposure keeps

them in later, and in winter is almost sure to

result in the loss of the colony in northern lati-

tudes, from our rigorous north winds blowing

in at the entrance, and the confinement of the

bees, caused by the entrance being in the shade
on mild, sunshiny days, when the bees in hives

facing south fly freely. In southern latitudes it

might not make much difference which way
hives face : still. I have the impression that

even in Florida and Texas the most of the hives

are faced as above.

SHADE FOR HIVES.

Question.—Is it best to have a roof over the

hives proper, or have them under trees for the

puipose of shade?
Answer.—Some of our best bee- keepers use a

shade- board made of lath or light lumber to

shade the hive during the hot summer months:
but if the locality is at all windy, a weight of

some kind must be used to keep the wind from
blowing tliem away. This weight is generally

a 15' GO 25 lb. stone, which adds very much to the

labors of the bee-keeper, as it must be lifted off

and on every time the hive is manipulated.
Shade-trees (not very dense) are always good,
not only for the bees, but they add much to the

comfort of the bee-keeper; but it often so hap-

pens that not every desirable spot for locating

an apiary has such trees upon it. After having

tried all kinds of shade I now prefer to paint

the hives white and let them stand in the sun,

where there is no danger of the cover leaking.

White has a tendency to reflect the heat rather

than absorb it; hence any thing painted white

does not become nearly as hot as do the dark

colors, so the bees in white hives remain com-
fortable at times when those in dark hives are

driven out by the heat.

DEATH OF MRS. 0. 0. POPPLETON.

The following letter tells us the particulars
of inis sad event:
Friend Root:— I Imve just received very sad news

fr«)m fiiend Poppleton. His dear wife Mattle died,
after a sliort illness of less than a week. He writes
me thut tliey old not have any idea the sickness
would be fatal until three hours before she passed
away. She was taken clown with a coruplication of
diseases, but the final cause of death was heart
failure.
Mrs. Poppleton was a native of Indiana, having

been born in Maysville about 41 years ago. She
will no doubt be remembered by a number of bee-
keepers, having attended the bational convention
at Cincinnati in 1882, and Toronto in 188)^, besides
other State conventions. She was a well-posted and
enthusiastic bee keeper; and ever since her mar-
riage to friend Poppleton she has been his tirst as-
sistant in the practical care of the apiary.
Mrs. Poppleton has been a consistent and promi-

nent cliurcli-member for thirty-one years, having-
joined the Methodist Church when ten years old.
Cheerful, kind-htarted, and a lady in every sense of
the word, to know her was to value her highly;
and in her death, the community in which she lived
sustains a heavy loss. While the few who were
privileged to class themselves among her intimate
friends will feel their loss deeply, I know how much
friend Poppleton needs their sympathy in his great
bereavement. H. W. Mitchell.
Hawks Park, Fla., June 4.

[Our readers will recollect that Constance and
myself spent several days at the home of friend
Poppleton. Very soon after my arrival I was
deeply impressed with the bright Christian
faith and hope that continually shone forth
from every look, word, and action of our de-
parted sister. The Bible was her constant com-
panion and friend; and when writing some of
my notes for Gleanings, if 1 wanted a scrip-
ture text she gave it with remarkable readi-
ness, showing herself almost a living commen-
tary on the sacred pages. It was especially at
that Sunday-school 1 have told you about that
I was impressed with the thought that Mrs. P.
was a spiritual guide and sheet-anchor in that
little community. Our friend Harry Mitchell
has got it right, where he says the little flock
there has sustained a heavy loss. I often think
of that little new Congregational church, and
of the little flock that gathers there each Sab-
bath. 1 believe they have preaching service
only every other week, and this throws an ad-
ditional responsibility on the little Sunday-
school that is kept up on the Sundays when
there is no preaching. May the great Father
above sustain and cheer up our afflicted broth-
er in his great bereavement. The dear wife
was to a most remarkable extent his compan-
ion and helpmeet—not only in joy and sorrow,
but through all his daily tasks. She went with
him on his pleasure-trips, helped to manage
the boat, and seemed to be in reality a part of
his very self. May God give him grace to feel

that she is his friend and companion still, even
though she has stepped on, for the time being,
a little before him.—A. I. R.J
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TRADE NOTES.

THE ASPINWALL HIVE.

By F. L. Thompson.

One logical inference from the large and
small hive discussion is, that any hive which

can not be contracted or expanded frame by

frame up to the maximum, without fussing

with division-boards or dummies, is imperfect.

Two sizes of the Aspinwail hive are made

—

one holding 1 to 11 standard frames, the other

1 to 11 deeper (17;?<xll%) frames, or a !}{ to

nearly 14 L. frame capacity. I prefer the lat-

ter, as it fulfills the condition of perfect elastici-

ty, while preserving the standard length. I

see by the Review, however, that Mr. Aspin-

wail is not a supporter of large capacity per se.

The original reason for the expansiveness of

the hive seems to have been to make room for

the introduction, between eight brood-combs,

of non-swarming wooden dummy combs, half

an inch in thickness, with cells open at both

ends. These are still on trial, but promise

much.
The left side (on the right in the figure) is a

cleated %-inch board, which, hp^irins forming

THE ASI'INWAIX HIVE.

one wall of the hive, also performs the func-

tions of a follower. Being perfectly free from
the hive, it is as easily handled as a frame, and
is suspended in the same way. This free-

dom is secured by making the essential and
fixed part of the hive body consist of a frame-

work, mainly of oak, bolted together. The
remainder of the hive, except the frames, is

poplar.

The front is open. The closed-end frames
take up the whole space. The advantage of

this arrangement will be seen by the following

quotation from Hutchinson's Advanced Bee-

keeping, under "Shade for Bees," "A colony

of bees is a living, heat-producing body, and
can be kept cool in the same manner that we
keep our bodies cool; viz., let its clothing (hive)

be thin, with a free circulation of air." This
unpainted ,9a-inch front doubtless also facili-

tates the insensible evaporation of n.oisture.

The rear of the frames also forms a%-inch
wall, separated by a bee-space from the back,

which is a i^-inch board, bolted on with iron

cleats. The permanent side, and the bottom-
board, areof X-inch lumber. A further aid to

coolness is afforded by a spaco left under the

removable side, closed by a strip when not in

use. This accomplishes the same result as

wedging up the hive, in a much easier manner.
It is aNo handy in hiving swarms.

The bottom- board is fixed. If other things

were equal, I would choose a loose one. But I

prefer this hive with a fixed bottom to the next
best with a loose one, especially as the fixed

bottom has some undeniable advantages of its

own. This bottom is easily cleaned, the front

and side being open. I doubt, however, wheth-
er the fixed bottom may be regarded as an es-

sential characteristic of the Aspinv/all hive,

^i unless so desired by the powers that be.

^^ Simple castings, fastened by a screw
near each end of the top-bars, complete
the circuit of a bee-space elevation of

the top edge above the frames; secure

correct longitudinal spacing, and, in con-

nection with the closed ends, prevent the

bees from contact with the frame-shoul-
ders, which thus remain unpropolized.

These shoulders rest on a beveled railing

which forms part of the framework,
making an ideal method of getting at the

frames, without introducing the fingers

among crawling bees or dauby propolis.

This feature also removes the most seri-

ous objection to the use of wide top-bars,

which are usually hard to get hold of.

The frames being spaced IV.2 inches, the

top-bars are 134^ inches wide and ^4 inch

deep, which dimensions are best to avoid

burr-combs.

The frames are held firmly together by

a blunt screw turning in the side piece of

the framework. Two blocks, the three di-

mensions of which are respectively equal to the

width of one. two, and three frames, make the

ordinary adjustment by their different positions

between the screw and the movable side.

Closed-end frames, accurately made and held

together so as to present a smooth surface to

the bees, are easy to handle, and have several

advantages of their own, of which, perhaps,

the most important is that, in wintering and
breeding up in the spring, the heat of the clus-

ter is confined to the comb-spaces which it

occupies.

The Aspinwail frames have two advantages
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of hanging frames which ordinary closed end

frames do not—no bees can be crushed under or

back of the frame-ends, and the hxteral play is

considerable, amounting to about Ifg inches.

Every one has noticed, in brood-chambers

which are not extracted from, that a hillock of

honey on one comb sometimes collides with

another on the next one, if the frame is drawn
directly out or replaced without stopping to

move the other frames aside. A closed -end

frame is replaced by sliding its edges down past

the edges of the next one, so as to avoid catch-

ing bees between. The figure shows how this

is done in the Aspinwall hive, without any

collision. The ofifsels on the sides of the h've,

against which the last frames impinge, slant a

little from the perpendicular, so that, when
the hive is leveled and the frames screwed up.

each frame slants; consequently the septum of

the comb is a little nearer one side at the

top, and a little nearer the other side at

the bottom (the top and bottom bars being

placed to correspond). Hence when one

frame commences to slide past another,

the parts of the combs which are then

opposite are farther apart than when
down, and the normal distance between
them is attained only when the frame is

completely down.
In manipulating the frames of an Aspin-

wall hive last summer I was always able to

hold each frame close up against the next

one when sliding it down, though occupied

by a strong swarm, which put plenty of honey
in the tops.

For wintering and spring protection I have
had experience with but one of their devices.

I believe there are several. In this, external

attachments on the front and rear, internal

ones on the sides, a tray above projecting be-

fore and behind, and the hive-stand below,

made provision for a nearly continuous en-

velope of packing on all six sides, between two
and three inches in thickness. The results

were satisfactory. In the spring, frames were
as easily got at for inspection as in summer,
without disturbing the packing.

I did not have an Aspinwall supt^r last

summer, but have just filled one with sec-

tions to see how it works. 1 find it can be

filled as fast as or faster than a T super.

The cut shows the principle. Two sides,

the rods connecting them, and the separa-

tors, are all there is of the super. The
separators are turned to a right angle at

the bottom, and have insets corresponding

to those in the sections. The distinctive

feature, which makes possible this sim-

plicity, is the four round slicks which are

used when the super is being filled, and
afterward withdrawn. These pass through

holes in the ends of the side-boards, and

keep the sections to their proper place

lengthwise until screwed up by the thumb-
screws on the rods, while giving ample

play for inserting the fourth section In

each row. When the sections are all in,

they can be temporarily wedged at the

ends with a strip of the proper thickness,

to keep them square until fastened. A
flat board is then laid on top, to which a

little pressure is applied, and the thumbscrews

are tightened. On removing the board, sticks,

and wedge, the result is a homogeneous and

smooth block of sections, which i-; conducive to

cleanliness, as I can testify from having used

another super in which the same result is

achieved in aidifferent manner. The sections

can be scraped in a body, before being removed

from the super. This super admits of contrac-

tion or expansion just as much as the hive.

The flat or the Higginsville cover may be

used on this hive as on any other, and it will

take any style of super. But if the Aspinwall

super is used, a deep cover is necessary; and,

after all is said and done, nothing is more thor-

oughly satisfactory than the old reliable cap,

covered with tin. Rain and snow can never

beat under it; and when, as in this case. It is

deep enough to accommodate two section-
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supers, thereby keeping the sections warm in

cooi^nights by adding an internal arrangement

to suit the taste of the individual, and has

plenty :of play, and does not need a stone to

weight It down, and is never propollzed, It can

hardly be called " impractical."

I have no interest in the sale of this hive, but

have'written the above to call the attention of

bee-keepers to new and practical ideas.

Arvada, Colo.

L [Some time ago an enthusiastic admirer of the
Aspinwall hive (advertised in these columns for

a number of issues back) wanted to know why
we did not have that hive illustrated in our de-

partment of Trade Notes. I had intended pre-
viously to have this done, but somehow 1 iiad

not got around to it until my atteniiun was i-all-

ed to it. I wrote to the Aspinwall Manufactur-
ing Co., asking them, if they saw tii, lo send a
description, accompanied by engravings, ur re-

quest one of the users of their hives tu do so. As
will be seen by the above, they acted on the lat-

ter suggestion. There are some features about
the hive I admire; and although not having
tried the same I am of the opinion that ii- will

work very nicely. Not every bee-keeper will be
pleased wiih the same kind of hive; and 1 am
very glad that we can give our reader* a fair

and impartial view of several good hives.

Perhaps it would be well lo say that hives
that are made up in part of the end-!)ar!. of the
frames have never been very popular. Most
bee-keepers seem to prefer some sort >>{ box or

shell in which to put the frames. However,
two of the largest bee-keepers in the world (El-

wood and Hetherington) use closed-end frames
without the protecting case during the summer,
each side being closed up by a panel, something
as shown in the Aspinwall hive above. The
Aspinwall system employs the plan used by
Quinby and Hetherington; but in.-tead of using
standing closed-end frames it used closed -end
hanging.— 'Et).]

then, of course, it is not advisable to have your
hives point that way.

J. P., Mass.—You can put bees into a newly
painted hive as soon as the paint is dry. Paint

is uot offensive to bees; in fact, about every

two years we paint all our hiVes while the bees

are in them.

H. F. S., Pa.—The Dovetailed hive—in fact,

all hives of modern construction—have plain,

square edgfs. There is no danger of supers and

covers blowing oft', because the bees will fasten

them on with propolis. Neither will the rain

beat in and rot the edges that come in contact,

as would at first appear. Beveled edges be-

tweeen parts of hives and telescopic joints have

been largely abandoned.

F. C, Afic/i.—Noticing our advice in the A B
C, to have hivts face toward the east, says the

hives he has facing that way have not done

nearly as well as those facing in other direc-

tions. The directions we gave in the ABC
book are general, and apply to most localities.

If your prevailing winds are from the east.

With the exception of the small trees, bass-

wood stems to be profusely loaded with buds
that will soon burst into blossoms. If these

blossoms shall, later on, burst forth with dead
loads of honey, the hearts of bee-keepers will

be glad, in view of the fact that clover promises

but little.

Although there has been very little honey
coming in, our bees have swarmed earlier than

usual. They swarmed out, notwithstanding

there is plenty of room for the queens, and for

the bees to store honey. The only reason the

apiarist and I can assign for this is the ex-

tremely hot weather that made the bees think

other quarters might be more desirable.

In the Am. Bee Journal Mr. G. W. McGuire,

of Dark Ridge, N. C, comes out vigorously in

favor of large brood-chambers, he having used

them from (500 square inches up to 2172. The
colony in that hive tilled it in 16 days, and gave

a surplus of 63 one-pound sections. The next

spring he bought four colonies in small hives,

and they did nothing but swarm, while this big

colony gave 110 lbs. of surplus. He claims that

so much honey in the brood-chamber is of price-

less value to the bees. June 2, 1893, one of

these colonies gathered 22 lbs., from poplar.

Mr. M. claims to have one of the best honey

localities in the world—poplar and basswood.

It seems likely that Western North Carolina

will not much longer remain the terra incognita

it has always been, as it is doubtless one of the

richest and most healthful parts of the United

States.

Bko. Hutchinson has reason to be proud of

the two articles in the Cosmopolitan, especial-

ly over the very tine phoios from which the

engravings were made. The two articles are

written for the general public, and I hope that

some time they may be incorporated in book

form for general distributioti. One very pleas-

ant thing about it is, that the treatment of the

subject is fair and impartial. It does not boom
any particular hive, but simply talks standard

fixtures and acceptid opinions, leaving all the

latest ideas and thtories out. Mr. Hutchinson

deserves a vote of thanks from the bee-keeping

world for the masterly way he has given the

geneial public correct infoimation. 1 think

there will be less talk about manufactured

honey because it has been shown that hundreds

of tons of pure honey can be produced right

from the hive—all of it gathered by the bee.
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BEES ON STRAWBERRIES.

In the^/*ier. Bee Journal is an article from

Hon. Eugene Secor. relative to the value of the

strawberry as a honey-plant. It seems that, in

a previous number of that journal, Mr. E. T.

Abbott had claimed that bees visit strawberry-

plants in considerable numbers; but in the

present number Mr. Secor quotes from a letter

written by Wm. Kimble, of DeWitt. la., a man
who raises berries by the acre and honey by

the ton. He says, " It is a fact that bees never

work on strawberries. I wish they did."

Among others who write in the same way as to

the utter uselessness of strawberry-blossoms

for honey are W. S. Fultz, Muscatine, la. ; G.

M. Doolittle, and Dr. C. C. Miller. But when
we consider what they do produce, we can

easily excuse them for not giving honey too.

DO WE WANT THE APIS DORSATA ?

In our previous issue appears a petition hav-

ing in view the importation of the Apis dorsata,

from India. The editor of the American Bee
Journal does not seem to " tumble " to the idea,

believing that, if the government has any mon-
ey to expend in that way, it would be better if

applied in developing the known good races we
have. Another writer thinks such bees could

not be domesticated in a cold climate, and that

they would not take kindly to hives, and they

would not breed with our common kinds. He
fears, furthermore, that, even if successfully

introduced, they might increase so as to utterly

run out the smaller bees, just as the miserable

English sparrow has encroached so much on

our useful birds—giving us in his own person

nothing pretty, good to eat, nor pleasant to

listen to. If ray own enthusiasm for the Apis
dorsata is not up to the boiling-point it is be-

cause I do not think it would pay for the trou-

ble, even though they might not prove to be a

nuisance.

SHALL WE MERGE THE BEE-KEEPERS' UNION
AND THE NORTH AMERICAN INTO ONE

SOCIETY ?

In the last number of the Revieiv, Bro. Hutch-
inson hits a big nail square on the head in re-

gard to the necessity and desirability of bring-

ing about better organization among bee-keep-

ers in this country and Canada. The plan is, at

least in the rough, to have all the smaller local

organizations auxiliary to the State society, and
then in turn have all the State societies auxil-

iary to the (or a) national organization—or bet-

ter, perhaps, a continental union. In an able

editorial on this subject the editor says:

For these reasons I think it would be better if the

North American and the Bee-keepers' Union vtrere

merged into one society. As it now is, the members
and officers of the Union never hold any meetings.

All discussions are made either in the journals or by
mail, and all voting- is done by mail. To tlie plan of

voting by mail, I see no objections; but I do think it

would be an advantage if tlie officers and leading

members, or as many as wish to attend, could meet

in convention once a year and discuss ways and
means face to face. When there was a change
made in its constitution three years ago, tlie subject
was first discussed in the journals, then continued
in a meeting of the Nortli American where certain

changes were recommended and finally adopted by
the Union, a decision being arrived at by means of

a vote made by mail.

And again:

There are many things, aside from those already
done by the Union and North American, that might
be done by such an organization with an efficient

executive officer at its head and money in its treas-

urj'. The feature mentioned by Mr. Case is a case

in point; viz., that of looking after and reporting

swindlers. I don't know that the constitution of the

present Union would need any change to allow of

such work being done. Two or three times the Re-

view has exposed some swindler; but this was not

done until numerous complaints had been received,

and considerable time had elapsed. To call a man
a swindeler because one man said so would often

lead to unjust accusations. When an apparently
just complaint is made, the Union could make a

thorough investigation—more thorough than one
man could afford to make.

I have long thought it would be a good idea

to merge the Union and the North American
into one society; and I am glad that Brother

Hutchinson has set the ball a rolling. Then the

North American could olTer substantial advan-

tages for becoming members of the same. While
it would have its annual meetings as before, the

fraternal handshakes, etc., the members would
be entitled to protection from unjust legislation,

and perhaps from swindles of all kinds. I do

not know that I am prepared to say just yet

that such a merging of the two societies would
be wise; but I think the matter should have the

earnest and careful consideration of bee-keep-

e. It is a good time now to discuss it, prepara-

tory to the meeting that is to be held in Toronto.

THE CLOVER- midge; ITS WORK UPON THE RED
CLOVERS.

The clover-midge seems to be making serious

havoc in this locality, at least on red clover.

As I go out on my trips in the fields for pleas-

u?e and health, I find that fields of red clover

look as if they had been literally riddled with

shot. The leaves are perforated with holes

anywhere from a sixteenth to a quarter of an

inch in size. In every field thig clover seems to

be similarly affected. On top of this is the

drouth; and the consequence is, the usual rank-

growing pea-vine clovers look poor and feeble

compared to what they ought to appear at this

time of year. But I have not yet so far noticed

that the midge has attacked the white or al-

sike clovers. Why they appear to be proof

against this pest I do not know. This surely is

fortunate for bee-keepers, because the large

bulk of clover honey comes from these white

varieties. I believe it is generally admited by

writers on agricultural subjects that the white

clover seems to be proof against the midge. I
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should like to hear from our readers, especially

Prof. Cook, who may be able to give us more
definite information on the subject.

THE HIVE DISCUSSION.

Although the hive discussion that has been

going on in our columns may be a little confus-

ing, from the fact that one side v.ry able de-

fends the eight-frame side, and the other just

as ably shows advantages in favor of 10, 13, or

even 16 frames, I think light is surely coming
if not already here. Perhaps this discussion

may be tiresome to some; but it seems to me it

ought not to be slopped yet, although we have
prolonged it longer than at first anticipated.

The proper solution of the question for each

individual means dollars and dollars. I see no

way but that each one must weigh the argu-

ments advanced by both sides, and then consid-

er his own locality. I will say this much, that

the defenders of large hives have shown a

stronger following than any of us had any idea

of; and it is evident, too, that there is a tend-

ency toward the large sizes in some places. As
for ourselves—that is. we here at the Home of

the Honey-bees—we shall have to see stronger

proof yet to induce us to change to a larger

hive, although we shall be experimenting, and
shall hold ourselves open to intelligent convic-

tion. I think that, in the majority of the lo-

calities, the eight-frame hive is still the best.

We shall have something pertinent on the sub-

ject in our next issue by J. E. Hand.

rive-banders; the tide turned against
them: prominent queen-breeders are

GIVING UP the breeding OF THEM.
We have several letters from prominent queen-

breeders all over the country, condemning the

five-banded bees on the grounds that they are

short-lived, not good at wintering, are bad
stingers, excessive breeders, etc. I am sorry I

am not at liberty to give you their names; but
one or two of them will probably have some-
thing to say about what they think of them,
over their own signatures, in an early issue of

Gleanings. I noticed in the last Progressive

Bee keeper an article by E. T. Flanagan, with
the headline reading, "The Five- banders are

no good as Honey-gatherers." Mr. F. says:

If the advocates of the socalled five-banded bees
could have been with me wlien I overhauled my bees
this spring and noted ihe condition they were in a.s

compared with tlie leather-colored Italians and first

cross hybrids, they would never advocate their dis-

semination or propa.u-ation ngairi. With exactly the
same conditions as to liives, locality, treatment,
amount of stores, and condition thioughout tlie

season, all were as like as possible; but in eveiy case
this spring tlie dark Italians and liybrids were found
in good, fair condition, with no loss, scarcely, what-
ever, wliile tlie five-banders were reduced to mere
nuclei, or were entii'ely dead, leaving plenty of
honey (sometimes as much hs twenty-five pounds)
in the hives. Friend Alley, in his denunciation of
them, has been fully vindicated if others' experi-

ence tallies with mine, and I judge it does from the
reports in the bee-journals that have come to hand.

At the end of the last season we introduced a

good many five-banders into our yard. Of the

four or five colonies that we lost in wintering,

three of them were of the yellow sort. They
were such bad stingers all through the summer
that I made a firm resolve that, unless they im-
proved very greatly, we would go back to the

leather-colored Italians, and now we have hard-

ly any thing else in the yard. Last season it

was hardly safe to work among the bees, with-

out a veil. This year the situation is ma-
terially modified.

I am well aware that Gleanings has, in the

past, said some unpleasant things of the five-

banders. It was one of the first to raise its

voice against th«m; and now I am not surpris-

ed that the whole bee-keeping world is going

back on them. The whole trouble is, that

queen -breeders, rushed with orders, did not take

sufficient pains to breed for their bread-and-but-

ter qualities as well a.s for color; and the conse-

quence was, they sent out any thing that had
more yellow than the average stock, irrespect-

ive of other qualities. Now, mind you, I do not

say this is true of every queen-breeder who
raised these bees; but the tendency on the part

of most of them, I fear, was largely so. There
are other queen-breeders I might mention, but I

believe Mr. Doolittle is among those who are

careful and conscientious in breeding these

bees. In the Progressive Bee-keeper of June 1

he says:

I can not he accused of pushing this yellow craze

to the front; but seeing- it was coming, I went about
breeding the yellow bee up to the standard of per-

fection as lioney-gatherers, to the bestof my ability,

the same as I had been and am still breeding the

three-banders. I have both three and five banded
bees in my home apiary, and these and hybrids in

my out-apiary, five miles away, but mostly hybrids

at the out-apiary. Tlius it will be seen that I was in

a position to tell which did the best at honey-gatlier-

ing. With a buckwheat yield, the hybrids would
come in ahead; while with a basswood yield, the

average would not be greatly in favor of either kind
' till last year, when, from some reason that is not
sufficiently clear to me to decide upon, the five-band-

ers were ahead by some fifteen pounds per colony
on an average.

As I have intimated abo%-e, I have never claimed
any superiority for the five-banded bees; and while
I believe there is n great ditTerence in bees, yet I

believe that the result in honey is more largely due
to management than it is to the race of bees used:
and those bees which are the most pliable under the
hand of the apiaiist.'s manipulation arethe'«>( bees,

no matter what their color or where they came
from. If aiiy queen can not be manipulated or

coaxed to give the great bulk of her bees so they
will be on the stMge of action in the right time to

take advantage of the honey-harvest, she sliould be
replaced by something that can. That the five-band-

ed bees, the three-banded-bees of Italiaii origin, and
a good grade of hybrids, can be so manipulated, is

why 1 hold qn to them.
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FLORIDA TRAVELS.

I told you I was somewhat disappointed to

find Manatee only a little village. Well, in

going out into the country, unless you happen
to go into the neighhorhood of some of the nice

improved places like friend Bannehr's and
others, you would be likely to decide the
co^intry was not very much of a place either.

I can readily understand how people going to

Florida for the first time, especially if they get
a little homesick, might declare it was for the
most part a barren wilderness of sand and
stunted pines; and some of these folks who are
not careful about what they say might declare
it was a swindle all round. Some years ago a
railroad was built from Manatee to Sarasota;
but the rusted rails now lie unused, unless it is

when they have a picnic or excursion, or some-
thing of that sort. There is not travel or busi-

ness enough to run one train a day, and, if I am
correct, not even one a week. We accordingly
started out with horse and buggy, to visit

friend Corwin, of Sarasota. After we had got
out a few miles, however, it began to rain, and
we changed our course a little so as to strike

Oneco, where the Reasoner Brothers have locat-

ed their nursery. I could not help thinking on
the way that it was a wrong place for a nur-
sery away out in those desert wilds. There
were hardly any people, no railroads, not even
a well-traveled highway. Imagine my surprise
under the circumstances, to find myself abrupt-
ly ushered in to beautiful grounds with tropical
plants and foliage everywhere. Of course, the
recent frost had left its mark; but the Reasoner
Brothers have learned by experience that it

pays to have some protection, even in Florida.
They have several greenhouses covered with
cloth, and steam -pipes going about in almost
every direction in case the cloth is not quite
sufficient. They issue a catalog of over 60
pages; and some of their rare and valuable
plants are worth large sums of money. It does
not pay. they have found, to take risks with
such things. Just before the December freeze
they had been putting in a boiler, and had got
up a good many of the pipes. When admonish-
ed of the danger, all hands were set at work;
and by doing their best, toward midnight they
got the apparatus in shape so they could get a
fire under the boiler. Not an hour too soon
was the steam sent coursing through the
lengths of iron pipe. Only those who have
been in similar trying circumstances can im-
agine what a breath of relief they drew when
their apartments began to warm up in spite of
the fro«1y wind outside. Several hours were
passed very pleasantly and profitably to myself
in lookinff over the wonderful plants and fruit-
bearing trees and shrubs. For the first time I

here got a taste of that queer little orange,
kumquat (Citrus Japonica). They are oval
In shape, and a little larger than a gooseberry.
You can eat them peel and all. just as you
would a gooseberrv or cherry, and yet it is real-
Iv a mo«:t beautiful and delicious little orange.
Trees five feet high have given a yield of over
2000 fruits. Last season in Jacksonville they
were so very much called for that commission
men advertised to pav a large price for all that
could be furnished. The lime-tree produces a
little lemon, but it makes more delicious lemon-
ade than any lemon ever produced, in my opin-
ion. The giant bamboo was also seen here, but
it had been killed by the frost. I shall have

more of this later on. The display of pines,

palms, palmettoes. and sago-palms, etc., was
just wonderful. We nowhere found such an
assortment of cacti in Florida as we saw in

Arizona and California, but some of them were
very beautiful at the Reasoner brothers' nur-
sery. Of course, we had much to talk about in

the way of plants and machinery for irrigation
as well as for preserving the requisite temper-
ature for tropical shrubbery. Finally we took
a look at the private residence of Reasoner
Brothers, nestled down and almost concealed
beneath the beautiful forms of trees and shrub-
bery. Notwithstanding the thousands of dol-
lars' worth that was saved by their steam-pipes
and cloth-covered greenhouses, their losses

were quite heavy in valuable plants that could
not well be protected. Florida, left to itself,

presents many features that are rather discour-
aging; but under the influence of care and cul-
tivation, no one seems to know as yet what
Florida may not do. More of this anon.
Before leaving the establishment we looked

into a room kept warm and damp, made espe-
cially for propagating from slips. For this

purpose a certain amount of heat and moisture
must be maintained with very little variation.
But the skillful florist, with the right sort of

bed, will take not only slips from a growing
plant, but even a leaf, or piece of a leaf, and
make it put out roots, and grow. Now, the
Reasoners make use of this propagating-bed to

bring to life plants that seem determined to die.

Sometimes valuable plants are shipped in from
long distances, that would be entirely useless
without the reviving influences of this propa-
gating-bed and a skilled man to manipulate it.

On the trip from St. Petersburg to Manatee,
I noticed, when rounding the point near Palma
Sola, a child dextrously managing a little

canoe. The winds and waves were boisterous,
and I, with the rest of the passengers, was look-
ing anxiously toward the child in the skiff, as
it seemed to be. We were a little surprised to
see the skiff make straight for the steamer;
and as it came nearer we saw it was a little

girl in the boat; and, without deigning to
notice the rough waves or the wind, she pulled
her little craft right up beside the steamer,
which slacked up and caught hold of her little

boat long enough to give her the mail and take
hers In return, for she proved to be, in fact,

ANOTHER GIRL POSTMISTRESS.
Before starting out again, however, we notic-

ed she picked up a lot of fish, evidently just
caught, and piled up a heaping pailful, which
the mate of the steamer drew up, throwing her
some silver coins in return. I was almost ready
to protest against letting a child take such
risks. But when she picked up her oars and
showed herself more at home in a boat than I

am on my wheel, I ceased being anxious. One
of the passengers explained that she received
quite a little salary for acting as postmistress,
and fetching the mail from the daily steamer;
and besides this she caught fish enough to sup-
ply the dining-room on our boat, both sources
of income being sufficient to supply the needs
of a widowed mother, and perhaps lay up
something for a rainy day, or for her own edu-
cation.

I believe I was snubbed only once during all

my trip in Florida, and this once it was my
own fault, or, perhaps, the result of my own
carelessness. In fact, when I look back and
think of it I feel a little surprised that I receiv-
ed such unvarying courtesy from man, woman,
and child, even including railroad officials,

everywhere and at every turn. But now for
this one exception. On my return trip from
Manatee I was glad to get another glimpse of
the little girl who managed the boat with such
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wonderful grace and skill. This time the
waves were still higher, and it seemed as if she
were really in danger as she threw up her bag
of mail, caught th?. other in return, and pitched
her tish into the pail that was let down to re-

ceive them. She evidently seemed to think she
had better finish business as speedily as possi-

ble and get hold of her oars. When a bicyclist

gets even one foot on his pedal he is master of
the situation; and it is so with a boatman, only
he wants to get his hands on the oars, to be
able to defy the winds and waves that seem
ready to work his destruction. Our little post-
mistress made things fly right lively. She
tossed the money into the bottotn of the boat,
catching with the other hand her hat, which
the wind seemed determined to take away, then
grasped an oar. settled herself back, and, when
the wild winds made sport with her brown
curly hair, she by sheer strength and skill made
her boat spring almost as if it were a thing of

life, and had wings. I was thinking about
making mention of her wonderful ability, here
in these pages, and inquired of the passengers
how old she was. No one could tell. I did not
dare disturb her with questions until she had
her boat well under control, and then I ven-
tured:

" Please, sis, how old are you ?
"

As the boat prepared to shoot off across the
foamy crest of the waves, she threw her head
back, looked in the direction whence the in-

quiry came, and for one brief moment I caught
a full glance of her dark lustrous eyes. She
wore a jaunty sailors" cap: and for convenience
(probably more than any other reason) the
sleeves of her dress were such as to show her
beautifully rounded arms that handled the oars
with such strength and skill. Her complexion
was, of course, brown, from the sun and wind,
and there was not a bit of paint used to make
her whiter than God had seen fit. Oh, yes I I

have quite an eye for feminine beauty, even if

I am toward sixty; but, dear friends, there
never was a painted woman, old or young, who
could, in my estimation, approach this girl,

grown up, as it were, with the winds and waves.
Before she opened her mouth to make a reply I

saw that for once in the world I had blundered.
I called her "sis." thinking she was perhaps
twelve or may be a little more. Instead of a
"sis" she was a miss of sixteen or perhaps
eighteen. She looked me full in the face, with
a saucy twinkle in her dark eyes, and with a
little bit, perhaps, of natural pride (and. by the
way, she has about as much to be proud of as
any woman I know of), she replied—well, what
do you think she did say. anv way? Only this:

" It isn't any of your busmess, sir, how old I

am."
It was now ray turn to feel hurt, and I colored

up a little. But as she disappeared—or, per-
haps I should say, as the distance between us
widened—she vouchsafed to me a bewitching
smile that allayed any slight wound I may have
felt in the words she used. The smile said to

me, '"Oh! you need not feel hurt, my good
friend; I feel pleasant and neighborly toward
you all the same, even if I do not choose just
now to tell you that I am not quite so much of

a little girl, after all. as some people think."

The passengers banterea mn some, good-
naturedly, and one of them told me that he felt

sure she had no thought of being uncourteous.
She naturally attracted considerable attention,
and was used to banter with the passengers,
and had gradually fallen into a way of being
perhaps a trifle saucy, or into a way of speak-
ing that might appear so. May God be praised
that women are at this stage and age of the
world making themselves useful and indepen-
dent in honest and praiseworthy callings, even

if their calling does sometimes bring them not
only out into the open air, before the curious
gaze of mankind; and may God help 7/Ja7ikind
at large to regard all such women as they would
their own sisters and their own daughters; and
may we rejoice that it is our privilege to stand
before them to protect them, and to defend
them, if need be, from every thing that is evil
or unholy.
My next visit was at Thonototassa. Unless

you have had a little practice in pronouncing
this name you will have a good deal of dil^cul-
ty in speaking it as the Florida people do. But
our good friend Mrs. W. H. Stacey helped me
to learn it by suggesting that I pronounce the
first two syllables

—

thono—as one syllable;
then pronounce the rest of the word as it is

spelled, and then you have it—Th'7io-to-tas-sa.
To introduce friend Stacey and his wife I

shall have to tell you that, when O. O. Popple-
ton first spent a winter in Florida, he made his
stopping place with these good people. Now,
friend P. could not be anywhere very long with-
out talking bees; and he not only taJ/ced bees,
but he made a bee-hive, then a honey-extractor,
and finally a foot-power buzz saw, without
even a carpenter shop or tinshop to aid him;
and the very extractor and buzz-saw were
shown to me.
The Staceys are great poultry-keepers. Be-

fore I had hardly set foot in the dooryard I

was charmed by beautiful flocks of White Leg-
horns. Each flock has its appropriate yard.
Before I left I was permitted to assist in gath-
ing the eggs. I have had all my life visions of
a model poultry - establishment, with every
thing so neat and tidy that it would be an un-
mixed pleasure to tend the " biddies " and gath-
er the eggs. And here I found my dream al-

most realized. Mrs. Stacey suggested that,
before I said too much about their poultry-
establishment. I should pay a visit to their
neighbor, Rev. J. H. Waddell. When we ar-
rived, the pastor himself was absent; but his
good wife very soon enlisted not only my whole
attention but my enthusiasm by their beautiful
home and their poultry-appliances. Why, the
whole estahlishnicnt looked as if it had been
swept and dusted that very morning. The
nests and the roosts, and every thing pertaining
to Mrs. W.'s White Leghorns, was so unique and
tidy that I turned to her and inquired whether
she had really taught her fowls to wipe their
feet on the doormat before they got into the
nests. Now. there is 7iot a very large amount
of money laid out around the Waddell establish-
ment. When I made some inquiries as to how
many men they employed, our hostess replied
she believed the pastor himself was the only
hired man they had about the premises at that
time. Pretty soon we found him coming along
with a cartload of old brush and rubbish that
he had been gathering up. Do you know, dear
readers, that some people have a knack of keep-
ing things neat and tidy, without paying out
any money of any account? Others will keep
a lot of help, and even then seem often worried
with many cares and anxieties. I am afraid I

belong to the latter class.

Now, ever since that pleasant visit I have
been afraid that, in writing up this pastor's

home away back in the Florida wilderness, I

should make too long a story of it; so I am
going to stop right here by simply saying that
it was the pleasantest home I ever saw, either
in California. Arizona, down south, up north,
and I will not except even any thing I saw
away down east in Boston. I have never seen
any thing anywhere that so satisfied and re-

freshed my longings for a model home as this

one of which I have been telling. Perhaps one
secret of it is, the clean white sand that nature
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has spread so lavishly around this little home.
But beautiful shrubs, plants, and grassy lawns
were to be seen almost everywhere. And then
a little gem of a drive went down through the
wild tangled woods, and led along by a tiny

lake, where the wavelets of pure crystal water
rippled up against the soft clean sandy beach.
Two or three times I have been inclined to

say that, so far as producing great crops is con-
cerned, Florida is away behind the North; and
1 have heard others say that, without vast
quantities of manure or expensive fertilizer,

you can not raise a thing. Nosv, wait a bit.

Friend Stacey pointed to a large grape-fruit
tree standing at one corner of the porch, and
IncidenLally remarked that he received S'DO for

one single crop from that tree. I sprang to my
feet ih surprise. 8aid 1:

"Now, friend Stacey, I have been greatly

puzzled about this matter of fertilizing orange-
trees, grapefruit, limes, etc. What fertilizer,

and how much, did you put ai'ound this tree?"
•• Didn't put a bii of fertilizer of any kind

around it. neither that year nor any other year."
•' But, my dear friend, you certainly did give

it some extra cultivation of some kind."
"Didn't give it any sort of culiivation, nei-

ther that year nor any other year. It just stood

there and ' grew itself.' "

I walked around the tree, looked it over, ask-

ed how old it was, etc. Now, friends, when
you hear people talk about Florida soil, and
that there won't any thing grow down there,

and that you can't get any money for your
crop, just remember what 1 have told you, and
take a look at the preceding picture.

Please remember, also, there were not any
freights nor commissions to be taken out of the

$90. Our friend got the ^90 in cash for the
fruit, right in his own dooryard. There is a
part of this conversation that 1 once decided I

would not tell anybody; but since several have
complained about my extravagant stories in

regard to Florida, I think 1 will tell it after all.

Friend Stacey said that a neighbor of his got
$150 for the crop of ii nil frou} one single tree.

You get a few glimpses of the house where our
good friends live. Now, right near by friend

Stacey's is a cypress swamp, and the most
beautiful cypress-trees are now being cut and
taken to a sawmill near by. This straight tine

cypress lumber is the kind used for greenhouse
timbers, you know—rafters, etc. Well, friend

S. actually "whittled out" his dwellinghouse
from this cypress timber. He split out the
boards and the shingles, and built a pretty

home before sawmills were ever brought into

that region. He is also quite a gardener. He
is testing laihyrus and many of the other new
plants. Almost everywhere in Florida they

say they can not raise peas; but friend Stacey
tells me he had a tine crop of Alaska peas, and
they were picked before Christmas. The prin-

cipal fertilizers used in his vicinity are cotton-

seed meal and sulphate of potash. This was
all that was needed to get crops of almost every
thing in that locality. Of course, they are bee-

keepers, but the locality has not ever given any
very great crops of honey.

A Northerner is often greatly puzzled, and
sometimes smiles right out loud, at the queer
names and expressions used in Florida. For
instance, a piece of light-wood means a black-
ened knot of pitch pine, almost as heavy as

cast iron. A beautiful plump-looking bird is

called a "poor Joe;" and the live-oaks that
flourish in Florida are about the same as those
I have several times described in California.

Now you can understand the following which
Florida folks sometimes repeat, to the perplexi-

ty of their northern visitors: "You take a

chunk of heavy light-wood and throw it at a

fat poor Joe sitting on the limb of a dead live-

oak." This is almost as bad as the expression,
" Blackberries are always green when they are
red."
Friend Stacey and his wife have some won-

derful collections of minerals. In the vicinity
of Tampa, along the shores of Tampa Bay,
they find queer minerals called geodes. and
chalcedony. The geode is a peculiar flinty

quariz-like stone that is hollow inside, and tilled

wiih water. The crystallization, both on the
outside and inside, reminds one of beautiful
frostwork. How did the hollow come inside of
the flinty stone? and, finally, how did this hol-
low come to be partially filled with water?
The quartz is so transparent that, by holding it

up to the light, you can see the water and the
bubble of air that partly tills the cavity.

Thou shalt not covet.—Ex. 20 : IT.

On page 416, May 15, 1 spoke of a shell mound
near iriend King's. As we approached the ex-
cavation made by the railroad company in dig-
ging out the shells, friend K. was explaining
10 me that the excavating and throwing the
shells on to the cars was generally all done by
colored men. As we neared the scene of oper-
ations we noticed the men were not at work.
Friend King asked a colored man the reason,
and he replied that "yesterday was payday."
After he was out of hearing I inquired why
they could not work, even if yesterday was
pay-day. The answer was:

" Why, after these people get their pay they
will not work any more until they get rid of
their money. In a few minutes we shall prob-
ably see the sad way in which they manage to
get relieved of their funds before they can go to
work again."
Kighi there was being enacted the sad scene

right before our eyes. A sort of table or work-
bench was placed in the shade of a tree. The
men were all gathered around it; and so intent
were they on their gambling that they hardly
noticed that strangers were looking on at all.

There was one rude hut or building in the
camp, and a forlorn-looking woman was there
to cook and prepare their meals.

•' But how long does this gambling last,

friend King ? 1 suppose the dull ones, of course,
in the game, or perhaps the most conscientious
of the lot, will lose their money first, and drop
out. In this way the circle draws down nar-
rower and narrower until there are finally
only two contestants, and in the end one man,
the worst villain in the lot, probably, pockets
all the money the rest have earned during the
days and weeks that are past."
My companion turned around and looked at

me, perhaps in a little surprise that I should
know how these people managed when I was so
little acquainted with them. I went on:

" But doesn't the final ending-up of the game
result in quarrels and tights?"

" That is just the way it does end, Mr. Root;
and the one who gets the money from all the
rest has to run off, a good many times, to escape
their anger. Of course, there is more or less

cheating and sharp practicing, as there always
is in this work, and bloodshed is not unusual at
the winding-up."
Now, dear reader, this kind of work goes on

and on in this land of ours so full of Sunday-
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schools and churches. I could not discover that
any minister, missionary. or pastor, either black
or white, was making any protest against it.

The railroad company probably did not inter-

fere so long as the darl<ies kept the cars loaded
as fast as they were wanted. If they spent so

much time in gambling they could not do this,

then I suppose more men or different men were
put on. These colored laborers were mostly
without families. They were a sort of adven-
turous, irresponsible set. Some of them were
accustomed to change their locality as soon as

they got into some trouble; and the vast extent
of wilderness and swamps all about them made
it an easy matter to evade the law.

Not long before, one of this same class of

fellows shot a white man in a quarrel. He ran
for the woods, but nobody put after him; and
the locality was so far from towns or cities

that it was almost out of thf question to think
of sending an officer of the law after him.
Now. I do not mean to say that nothing is be-
ing done in Florida for the colored people.
Again and again I vvas obliged to admire,
reverence, and respect lhe efforts that are being
made for the education and Chri'^iianizing of

the race. Several times I walked through a
part of different towns and cities allotted to the
colored people. I saw the mothers and chil-

dren. I saw the colored pastors making their
calls, taking down the names of the people,
number of children, ages, etc., and asking
what church they attended. I believe these
colored pastors are, for the most part, good
men; and while I felt sad to see these men
spending their money in gambling, I could not
but reflect that they were by no means the only
transgressors in breaking that last and impor-
tant commandment. Let us look at it. These
men worked side by side day after day. through
the hot sun, and most of them did good honest
day's work. Onf would suppose they might
have a kindly feeling, oup toward another;
and that each one might f^el happy, when pay-
day came, in seeinsr his comrade get the re-

ward of his toil. What sort of disposition or
heart must a man have when he would volun-
tarily appropriate the wases of a fellow-work-
man? If he took it while this brother was
asleep, it would be robbery. I do not know
just what the laws of our land are in regard to
gambling: but I do know that laws have been
framed, tim^ and again, in the endeavor to put
it down. We respect in th^orv if not in prac-
tice the command. "Thou shall not covet thy
neighbor's house." etc. T'^ it not a fact that
almost all the wron^-doing and wickedness in

this world come about because men covet that
which does not belong to thr>m ? Whv, how
can any man, woman, or child deliberately plan
to appropriate that for which a neighbor or
companion has worked hard? Whv should wo
not have as much interest in seeing that our
neighbor has his just rights as that we have
our own rights and just dues? Well, it is be-
cause we are imperfect and sinful. It is be-
cause of the inborn depravity of humanitv. I

say »'C. because 1 am every dav and almost
every hour conscious that this sin of covetous-
ness lurks in my own heart as well as in the
hearts of others. I have worked and prayed
industriously for years and years, and yet I am
splfish still. God have mercy on rnc a sinner!
In one sense, however, I am not covotnus. I

despise and abhor the man who would take
from his neighbor without just and fair equiva-
lent. I loathe and abhor the sight of a pack of
cards, just because they have been the recog-
nized tools of this kind of genteel highway rob-
bery for ages and ages past. A certain class of
people seem to be continually striving to make
card- playing respectable. They bring it into

their homes, and they engage in games of cards
with their own children. Sometimes they suc-
ceed, appare?it?j/. in proving that this terrible
work is harmless and innocont. A man well to
do once put a billiard table in his barn, and
told his boys that, when they wished to play
billiards, to play at home. "Don't go off to
doggeries: don't go in company with the evil

and vicious. Play at home." Somebody, in

telling of the above, claimed that the father
had succeeded. His boys played billiards in

the barn, and grew up to be straight, square
men.

" Hold on, my friend," remarked a bystander.
"May be what you have just said is all true

—

at least, we will let it pass for truth just now.
But I happen to know a neighbor's boy—

a

child of Christian parents—one who started in

church and Sunday-school, and who, I verily
believe, might have been a good iL.an this day
had it not been for that billiard-table in the
neighbor's barn. The boy started there. He
started there because it was made respectable.
He got his taste for gambling then and there;

but now he is nearing a gambler's and a drunk-
ard's grave. That billiard-table in the neigh-
bor's barn spoiled him for every thing good and
useful."
We pity, censure, and despise the poor color-

ed laborers who have lost their money in

gambling year after year as fast as they can
earn it. tint, dear friends, is it not true that
they are only a little more bold and, reckless in

their manner of transgressing and breaking this

tenth commandment?
The daily papers of this whole land of ours

are just now teeming with accounts of hun-
dreds and thousands that have been stolen on
the sly. A good deal of the time the money Is

taken from the government by some sharp
management. Men get into office by bribery,
and then they seem to think it is expected as a
matter of course they will get their money back
that they have expended, by some hook or
crook. Officers of the law agree to let offenders
go on in their transgression providing they pay
them enough, etc. Are there no people left

who do not want and can not be hired to touch
that which justly belongs to some fellow-man?
or that which justly belongs to the United
States and our public institutions? Oh, yes!

there are a good many people; but there are so

many things to be seen to and looked after, with
all the machinery and multiplication of modern
industries, that good people have not time to

look after every thing: and a good many of

them have such a dislike for going down into

the filth and wickedness to straighten things
up that they leave it for somebody else to do.

Here and there a wicked man is converted to

Christ Jesus, and loves his Savior more than he
loves any thing Satan has to offer. Even
should the prince of darkness say. " Here. I will

give you the wliole world if you will fall down
and worship me." we have instances of men
who stand firm and steadfast all their lives,

who never yield to Satan one inch:* but as

* Yes. I have met quite a good many men who val-

ue a clear conscience, as they go to bed at night,
more thim they value the money they may have re-

ceived during the day. Why, a good many times
people liave come to me, saying, "Mr. Root, you
paid me a little more than you ought, in that deal
yesterday."
When T \oo\i up and laugli at them (T always feel

like laughing in real good nature and joy when that
un«elfish feature of humanity comes out>, and tell

them I guess it is all right as it is, sometimes they
will say, " Well, did you get rid of the stuff so as to
come out wliole V"

If I hesitate a little, down goes the hand of my
neighbor into his pocket, and out comes a handful
of silver.
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time goes on it seems almost as if the dens of

wickedness furnish bad men faster than all the

churches and missionaries can furnish (jood

men: and the saints are, to use a slang phrase,
"snowed under." But they need not be. God's
promises are to the effect that one who is con-

sistent and faithful shall be more than a match
for a hundred of the vicious and covetous.
But you will notice that this text of ours does

not end up by saying, " Thou shalt not covet
thy neighbor's mo?icjy." It does not say any
thing about money. It commences by saying
you shall not want his house. It is a sin lo be
envious because your neighbor has a better
house than you have. And then after men-
tioning the house it speaks next of the neigh-
bor's wife. I can remember that it used to

seem singular and strange that this enumera-
tion should come in just this order. But Satan
knows his business. He knows that many a
man might stand firm and Immovable so long
as money or property only was concerned.
The man who wrongs his neighbor out of mon-
ey, or even out of his house and home, can, if

he repents, give back the monpy with interest.

He can give back his house and home, or a bet-

ter one: but one who steals from his neighbor
the wife and mother, can never restore that
home as it was before. He has not only taken
the path that leads down to hell, as the scrip-

tures tell us. but he has led another human be-
ing down to hell along with him. And who
shall tell (j^f the wreck and ruin that follow on
for generation after generation ?

It is a terrible thing to want anything that
belongs to your neighbor—of course. I mean in

the sense of wanting it without giving for it

any proper equivalent; and it is the sin and
shame of our nation to-day that our children
are permitted to grow up without more careful
training in regard to this one matter of respect-
ing the rights of others. If everybody loved
and enjoyed the privilege of sacredly and
solemnly living up to this tenth commandment
this world of ours would be a heaven here be-
low. But, on the other hand, if mankind con-
tinue to grow up. not only wanting but greedily
appropriating all they can get hold of, it will

make this world of ours—nay. to come nearer
home, this United States of America—a veri-

table hell on earth. If we continue to look up
to men, to respect them, and to treat them with
courtesy—men who would, without doubt, do
just as the poor darkies are doing down in that
shell mound, pocketing the earnings of the
whole crowd if they can get it—then our nation
is surely doomed.
A few days ago, when it was first announced

that one of the great political parties of Ohio
had nominated a man as candidate for govern

-

" Look here, Mr. Root, we know you are g-ener-
ous and liberal; but we don't want to take advan-
tage of your good nature. Let me pay you back
enoug-h so you will come out whole in the transac-
tion, any way."
How much good it does me to meet a man like

that! We say to ourselves, " Well, there is one man
at least that we can remember never needs watch-
ing." Pretty soon we find another, then another;
and by and by we disfover there is quite :i little

band of honest, unselfish neiglibnrs around us--
people who will not overreach and take more than
their share, no matter how good a chance may fall

In their way. We can leave our tools and produce
out in the fields in such a neishhorliood We need
not waste our time in fussing with i);idlc)oks on the
tool-house, poultry-house, and yrimary, for such a
spirit in the hearts of mankind is more secure and
lasting than all the padlocks and iron safes that
were ever devised by the art of man. While I write,
it seems to me that someljody, years ago, said what
I am trying to say, better tlian I can ever say it my-
self. " Behold, how good and liow pleasant it is for
brethren to dwell together in unity!—Psalm 133:1.

or. the first comments°I heard were disapprov-
al; and the principal reasons for the disapprov-
al were, that the politicians had nominated a
millionaire .for the office. It seemed as if the
people of Ohio—at least a considerable part of

them—took it for granted we did not want a
millionaire. I do not know but they thought a
man ought to be ((s?u(metZ of being a million-
aire. Why? Well, many good people have
got into a way of thinking that a man has no
business in being a millionaire—at least, a cer-

tain class are taking it for granted that he be-
came a millionaire a good deal in the same way
the boss gambler in that crowd of darkies suc-
ceeds in taking the entire earnings of all the
rest of the crowd; and I do not know but they
think (like this same boss darkey) after he has
got it all, to be consistent he should run away
and hide himself, or get among a new crowd
that does not know any thing about his past
record. I hope you know, dear friends, I do
not wish to find fault with honest industry;
neither do I wish to complain of those who
seem to have ability to manage great numbers
of men and hundreds and thousands of dollars,

and also to manage large capital. But I am
/H(7i(/criJi(/ and t/iirsti7if/ and prayi/u/ that our
nation of people, before they go a step further,

may stop and consider this last commandment;
that they may. on bended knee, ask God to

take away all disposition or longincr for their
neighbor's house, or his wife, his maid-servant,
his ox, his ass, or any thing that belongs to the
neighbor.

A VISIT TO MATTHEW CRAWFORD S.

During one of thoso exceedingly hot days that
ushered in this month (in fact, it was on the
very first day of the month) I took a notion to

pay a visit to Matthew Crawford, the straw-
berry-grower. I knew it was a very hot day
for a wheel-ride. Hot days have never very
seriously interfered with my enjoyment on the
wheel so far, and I thought I would take the
chances. During the fore part of the route I

enjoyed it as usual; but I stopped and sat
down and rested by the numerous soft-water
springs along the way, and sometimes stretch-

ed myself out full length on the green grass in

the shade of the beautiful trees. But before
the 20 miles were up I had become pretty tired.

On the very summit of one of the great hills

near Northampton, Summit Co., I sat down in

a pretty dooryard to rest. Looking up I was
surprised to see red (the red kind, you know)
cherries, black cherries, plums, peaches, and
almost all kinds of fruit, apparently unharmed
by frost. This was clearly the result of the
elevation. The cold air could run down on all

sides into the valleys, away down below, and
this gave that fruit-orchard on the hill almost
perfect protection from the ravages of the frost.

Here is a hint to owners of hilltops. And what
is more beautiful than to see the summit of

these great mounds made by nature covered
with fruit-trees, and loaded with fruit, when
the valleys and plains are destitute on account
of the frost ?

The day before I took my trip, Ernest took
hold of the chain of my wheel and said,
" Father, look here; you had better take that
wheel right in to Henry now, and have him
take up the slack in that chain. If you neglect
it, th"^ chain will be thrown off in going down
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a hill, and you may find yourself in a worse
predicament than you have ever yet been in all

your wheeling adventures."
Now, I intended to do exactly as Ernest sug-

gested, but it was overlooked. In going down
a hill near Ghent—sure enough, off went the
chain. At first I felt a good deal distressed to

find the cranks of my wheel turn loose, and
give me no control whatever over its motions
or speed. The chain, however, seemed to keep
out of the machinery until I almost touched
the bottom, then it caught; but as it was soft

sand, the rear wheel slid like a sled-runner un-
til the machine slacked up so I could get off.

I felt like calling myself a good many names
for my stupidity and neglect. I hunted a
shady place, then began feeling in my pockets
for my wrench. The pump and oil -can were
all right, but "' nary a wrench." I rarely carry
my tool-bag, because I try to dispense with
every ounce in weight, especially during a very
hot day. Then I remembered laying the
wrench down on the window-sill at the factory,
15 miles away. I pat the chain back in its

place, however, and concluded it would prob-
ably go all right if I walked down steep hills.

I went down several hills of moderate decline,
and every thing seemed to be safe and sound
until I ventured on one that I felt on the start
was a little bit risky. When half way down, off

went the chain again. With no back pedaling,
of course the wheel began to go faster and fast-

er. I dodged innumerable rocks, set my teeth,
and held the handle-bars with a grip of iron.

All this time the chain was clattering; but final-

ly it caught in the sprocket-wheel, and there
was a zip, and a rattling of steel, then I heard
the chain fall to the ground. It was broken.
It made me think of a fractious colt that had
succeeded in kicking loo*e from sulky, whiffle-
tree, and even the traces. I felt like yelling to
somebody to " stop us." But there was no one
in sight. My IS-lb. Rambler seemed to be a
"rambler" indeed; and even when it got on
level ground it would not stop. It went up an-
other hill and down on the other side. I began
to think of Darius Green and his flying-mo-
chine. Finally the vvhsel gradually slacked up,
and I got off. I had been thinking thatmorning
that I needed a good sweat; and I got it that
time. It was not the sweat of physical exer-
tion, however, as much as it was mental anxi-
ety; and then I found I should have to walk
the rest of the way during that terribly hot
sultry noontime. I could not ride up hill with-
out a chain; and I could not ride down hill—at
least if it was very much down—because I was
afraid. But I did sail along nicely down all

gentle inclines, and even on a rather level road;
, and with a brisk wind behind me I made pret-
ty fair speed. At one point I came down a long
gradual hill. At the bottom was a bridge, but
the way was blocked by a peddler's wagon and
a farmer. As I could not slow up I yelled at
them all the way down hill to "clear the
track." They evidently, however, could not
see any reason why I should not slack up. But
when I got near to them I explained to them
that my wheel was broken, and that I had no
control over it. Doubtless it seemed to them a
little strange that I should be coming up hill at
such speed as that without doing any pedaling.
They moved, however, just in time to let me
squeeze between the two vehicles by the pretty
sharp guiding of my steed.

Beyond the hill I found a blacksmith shop,
and we two—the blacksmith and I—managed
to mend the Rambler chain by taking out one
link. He was a little slow on deciding just
what price he ought to charge. Finally he
said he guessed the use of his tools and his time
might be worth a dime. I gave him a quarter.

and thanked him besides, and went away with
the pleasant refiection that there were at least

&few people in this vorld who do not want all

they can get in every little deal. Yes, I was
cheered by another pleasant reflection too: An
18-lb. Rambler wheel, without any chain or
crank, swould help me quite a little on my jour-
ney. But after you have ridden a mile or two
without them, then you can realize as never be-

fore what a .s?//>crb luxury it is to make the
little light machine fly up hill and down, either
slow or fast as you choose.
Friend Crawford was fixing a posy-bed in the

shade of a tree, for Mrs. C. He is just about
my age, and he said he had lately been decid-
ing that he wanted to take life a little easier
than he had been doing during the years past.

I told him that was my sentiment exactly.

Then we went out where three bright muscular
young men were taking care of the strawber-
ries. Two of them were his sons. My eyes soon
caught a glimpse of the new Zephaniah Breed
weeder. With this machine one of the boys
had actually gone over two acres of strawber-
ries newly set, fined up the earth in the most
beautiful manner, and had not. so far as I

could see, torn up a single plant. Why, if a
couple of men with cultivators and hoes—yes,

and rakes too—had worked two or three days
on that two acres of strawberries they could
not have fixed them any better than young
Crawford did in perhaps two hours. And then
the boys had got hold of some new-fashioned
hoes which I greatly admired. You can make
one by taking a common hoe and cutting off a
portion of the steel in a line from one of the
corners back toward the shank. It leaves an
acute angle of steel at the corner that will go
in between the plants, and mellow up the soil,

or yank out a little weed. The hoe is just as
good for all ordinary purposes as ever, has a
sharp corner like a trowel, to get in where a
common hoe could not. The frost had spoiled
the greater part of their crop of berries; but
they are going ahead with new plantations all

the same.

I'a Irunnerless strawberry
attracted my attention. The plant just keeps
growing in great clumps or crowns; and if you
make the ground rich enough, and have the
plants far enough apart, you can, no doubt, get
a quart or two from each plant. To get new
settings you dig up the old plant and divide it

up. I saw a row of nine young ones just made
by splitting up one old plant. Another thing,
you can put your strawberries of this variety in

rows so as to cultivate both ways. I think this

variety has never yet been offered for sale.

Friend Crawford finds it quite convenient to

combine onions and strawberries. I don't mean
that he mixes them up on the table, but just in

growing them out in the fields; and. stranee to
tell, he has sort o' settled down on White Mul-
tipliers and White Top onions, just exactly as
I have, and here he is only about 30 miles
away, and we were sold out and seeking every-
where, while he was selling his crop for less

than half what it was worth because he did not
know where to dispose of it. Don't you see,

friends, that it pays to be neighborly? Go
around and see what others are doing in your
line of business, and talk matters over.

THE ONION-MIDGE OF NORTHERN OHIO , OB
rrJI^ NORTHERN THRIP OF THE WEST. ^" J

CMr. A. I. Root:—I wish to say that'your'talks
on gardening, etc.. are very interesting to me.
It was through your note on the onion-midge
that I learned what ailed my crop last year.
My onions began to die during the drouth early
in the season, that I thought were all right. I
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could not tell what was the matter with my
late planting, for the weather seemed favorable.
I looked, and found the onions covered with the
midge. I did not make over a third of a crop.
In August we planted two patches of winter
onions—No. 1 where the spring crop was grown;
No. 2. 300 yards from where onions had been
grown for several years. Patch No. 1 died
nearly to the ground before winter, after they
were knee high. Patch No. 2 was injured
about half as much as No. 1. I sowed 8 oz. of
Pearl seed the last of August; another 8 oz.

Sept. 1,5th, in adjoining beds, 17,5 yards away
from where onions had ever grown. The first

lot of plants were killed nearly to the ground
before winter, and the others were practically
uninjured. A part of each lot were transplant-
ed in December. Three-fourths of the first

lot. both transplanted and in the bed. were
killed by the winter. The second lot was un-
injured. This spring the first lot was the first

to be injured by the midge, except some of lot
two that were planted beside the winter onions
above mentioned, and began to show the effects
of their work as early as any. These pests are
in the ground in old onion-patches, also in the
onions, sets, and buttons. But in the case of
the seed-beds, where did they come from ?

I sprayed a few onions with kerosene emul-
sion. That seemed to do some good ; but thou-
sands of insects came from the adjoining rows
and covered them again. I will try acid on
some of my later onions. Our druggist charges
4.5 cts. per lb. for carbolic acid. I fear that is

too expensive to be used extensively. Then I

fear the applications will have to be repeated
frequently to kill those that come from the
ground; or are they all on the plants while they
are growing? I wish our experimenters would
learn of some cheap effective way to get rid of
this pest. It is my opinion that treatment, to
be successful, must be preventive. I would
suggest working the ground during freezing
weather, or planting winter onions about the
patch in August, then pulling and burning late
in the fall, when they are covered with the in-
sects. Tf water will destroy the midge, whv
would it not be a good plan to flood both patch
and seed-bed. where possible, just before trans-
planting? The onion is my best-paving crop,
but the midge will destroy three-foiirths of it

this year. I shall have to abandon the crop
entirely if I can not destroy the little fellows.
Malvern, Ark., May 16. P. C. Shockky.

The above was at once forwarded to our Ohio
Experiment Station, and below is their reply:

Friend Root.-—Our Prof. Webster, who has
done considerable work with the insect referred
to. refers me to a bulletin recently published by
the Iowa Experiment Station, in which Prof.
Osborne gives a description of the insect, under
the name of the " Western Onion Thrip." It
is one of those insects which do not have a par-
ticular liking for any special plant, but has
been found on squash, turnin, catnip, sweet
clover, cucumber, and many other plants. The
eggs are laid beneath the surface of the leaf;

and as soon as they batch they begin to feed on
the plant-tissue. They evidently crow quite
rapidly, and there are, in all probabilitv, a num-
ber of generations each year. They live
through the winter ia both the larval and
adult form, and begin to multiply as soon as
vesetation is ready for them.
The insect has never yet. except in exception-

al cases, been so troublesome but that success-
ful remedies have been found to meet it: but
Prof. Osborne thinks that kerosene emulsion
should be one of the first things to be tried.

This will kill the thrips whenever it hits them;
but there will be many that are in between the

leaves that will escape, and, with those hatch-
ing out, it would probably take several appli-
cations; and as the insect flies quite readily it

would probably come from othei' places. To
pull and burn the plants when badly infested
would check them; and especially would this
be advisable early in the season, when they
commence, as they did in the onion-fields of
Lodi and Creston, in spots, and gradually spread
over the field.

As the onion crop is such a valuable one it

will pay to do more than ordinary work in
fighting the pest; and the grower who watches
closely and carefully for the first appearance of
it, and then fights it from the start, will have
the best success; but as it is an insect that has
so many food-plants, it may be only a condition
that forces it to feed upon the onion. It is evi-
dent that these insects seek succulent plants,
and it may be that only in a dry season will it

prove serious to the onion. Bulletin No. 27, of
Iowa Experiment Station, contains quite an
account of the insect, and can be obtained by
sending for it. The address is. Experiment
Station. Ames. Towa. E. C. Gkeen.

VVooster, O., May 3.

A visitor at our onion-beds here has just now,
June 1, shown me that the midge or thrip has
started in on our American Pearl onions. As
we are now marketing them, however, they
will not be likely to do us serious harm. Should
the present drouth continue, however. I greatly
fear a repetition of the troubles of last year.
We are glad to get the facts given in both the
above letters, but regret to know the insect has
been doing mischief over localities so widely
separated. In the onion-gardens at Creston,
Wayne Co., O.. they nearly ruined the crop.
One of the owners, a Mr. Jordan, told me it was
his belief they all wintered over in some old
onions left in the ground overwinter to produce
sets. This t>grees. you will notice, with the
statement of friend Shockey. We have never
found them on our Egyptian or winter onions;
but thev fini'sh maturing their sets, usually,
before the midge gets to be very bad. At the
Lodi onion-gardens, a few miles from Creston,
it has been for some years their custom to clear
off every thing in the shape of vegetable growth
from their grounds in the fall, and burn all

rubbish. This, the men told me, was to pre-
vent insects, fungoid diseases, etc.. from being
carried over from one season to another. Friend
Shockey. you will notice, also suggests pulline
and burning late in the fall. Can some one tell

us whether flooding has ever been tried? The
most successful celery and onion farms at the
present time have arrangements for irrigation
that could be modified so as to flood the land in
the winter, without vety much trouble.

OXYDONOR AND ELECTROPOISE.

BLUXDERERS AND TLUNDERERS.

The following is from the Rev. C. N. Pond, of
Oberlin, O.. who has been for many years con-
nected with the Ohio Sunday-school Associa-
tion, and is also recognized as a contributor to

several of our religious periodicals. He is also
well versed in chemistry and electricity. I have
asked him to examine the advertisements and
circulars, and give us his opinion. Here is what
he says:

Deny Brother Roo/;—The documents you sent I

liave carefully looked over; also some directly from
the Oxydonor office. The claims made are simply
astounding-. "Maljesyou absolute master of dis-

ease." "It will make you as absolutely independent
of disease as if it did not exist." "It is per sc more
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than i)aramount to all else man's knowledg-e af-
fords," etc.
From one of the Oxydonor tracts I conclude that

the Electropoise Is the same thiiiM, but has passed
into other hands, and Oxydonor Victory now tights
its former self, " now in the liands and control of
the Pliilistines who propose to make war upon hu-
manity with that name." [mean that the entire
matter of all the circulars of botli indicates identity,
hut with a transfer and flglit later. One of tlie pub-
lications particularly indicates the change.
The announcements of Electropoise and Oxydo-

nor Victory are not founded upon any known princi

f)le of science or health. Tliey lay claim to " natural
aws heretofore unknown." and promise to cure al-

most every disease ot atflicted liumaniiy. The cir-

culars and phamphlets bear the stamp of unmiti-
gated charlatanry, as devices to get money from
needy sufferers, without rendering- the slightest
good in return. They do liarm, because, though in
some instances there is seeming' relief, yet the inev-
itable effect in general must be to burden the afflict-

ed by expense without proflt, by raising hopes which
can end only in disappointment, and by turning at-

tention from actual methods of cure. Many lionest
testimonials can be obtained for any device whatso-
ever, because, from a given number of sufferers
there are always some ab(jutto recover, and some
who need .simply to have their minds turned into a
new channel of hope. Such was the ca.se with so-
called ' Christi.an science," which was neithei Chris-
tian nor scientific, and is the case with every patent
nostrum palmed oft upon the public. But as for
any actual curative agency in Electropoise or Oxy-
donor, I shoul t as conHdeutly expect it in a tin
whistle or a lucifer match. C. N. Pond.
Oberlin, O., May 29.

We copy the following from the Rural New-
Yorker:

HEALTH CURRENTS.
Four weeks ago, on page 316, we gave our opinion

of the "electropoise" which is being advertised as a
great " cure-all." By turning back to that page you
will see that this device is a cheap little cylinder of
nickel, filled With a mixture of sulphur and graph-
ite, with a long cord connected with a garter. The
estimated cost uf the thing is under 50 cents, and the
price is $~r>. The points wetried to make were these:
1. The difference between price and cost is altogeth-
er too great. 2. We don't believe the sulphur and
the graphite will set up anj' " action" that is going
to do a sick person any permanent good. Our opin-
ion, then, was that a ne.-t-egg or a liorse-chestnut
carried in the pocket would prove just as scientific a
cure. Early this week we received this note from
the Medical Director of the company handling this
device:
A hidy bi'ouirht us in an abstract from the The R. N.-Y. of

Ma.y 11. containing an ignorant and annoying attack upon
"the fleetropoise." "The elet-tropoise" is not a fraud, no
matter how apparently f^iiiiple the contents and construction
of the polarizer. When the polarizer is placed in cold water,
etc., and the plate is applied lo the warm surface of the bodies
of men or animals, a tliermo electrical current is started, and
enters the body. This current has a most remarkable effect
upon the circulation, nervous system, ami niilrition, thereby
effecting unusual and also easy cures In numy diseases which
can not be reachtd by the usual methods. 1 will call upon
you.

Agreeably to his promise, this gentleman called,
accompanied by the manager of the company

—

bringing an "electropoise" along with him. They
admitted that our statemant as to the make-up and
cost of the device is corrects—it is a 50-cent article
sold for $3.5.

Now, this is about the way we talked to these
men: "Our present opiiaion is, gentlemen, that this
'electropoise' is a first-class ' fad.' You charge for
it 50 times what it costs, and you make for it most
extravagant claims which the ablest scientiflc men
we know declare to be ridiculous nonsense. At
the same time, we are alwaj'sopen to conviction.
The K. N.-V. is too big a paper to permit any bigotry
or false prejudice to sway lis opinion. While yoii
cant hiiii our opinion tor $1,000,0' 0. if you will give
us prmif that your claims are correct, we will help
you place an • electropoise' in the hands of every
sick man in tlie country."
"That's ju-t what « e came to do," said the mana-

ger, ".and here is your proof in tiiese hundreds of
printed testimonials from those who have used the
'poise.'

"

" We don't care any thing about your printed tes-
timonials. Admitting that these "people think this
'poise' helped them, how do they know that it was

not some change of diet, or way of living, that did
the business "i* Wiiat we call proof is a scientific
demonstration that this ' force' you talk about, ac-
tually does cure, and an explanation of the way it

ctiresand how it affects the system. "

' We can't explain it. We only know that it docs
cure. We have a theory about "it, however. Will
you let us put one on you to illustrate it ?

"

" Certainly!"
A piece of ice was taken out of tlie water-tank.

The nickel case of the "electropoise" was put on
this ice, and the whole wrapped in paper. The gar-
ter at the end of the cord was fastened to the writer's
wrist toti e satisfaction of the medical director, and
we all waited for the appearance of the thermo-elec-
tiical current. While it was preparing to start,
the manager exi>laincd the philosopliy of this new
system of curing. Put in the simplest way possible,
this is what we understood him to say:
When put in cold water, the sulphtjr and graphite

in tlie cylinder start up some sort of cnemiral ac-
tion, which is communicated by means of the cord
and garter into the system of the person connected
with the 'poise. Whether this "charge" is ordinary
electricity or not, nobody seems to know. After
entering the system, it very conveniently goes to
the spinal cord, and thence tlirough the nerves all

over the body, quickening all the processes of di-
gestion and assimilation, and thus (of course) curing
disease by mending all the broken-down parts of the
body and causing all tl e organs to do perfect work
in nourishing and taking oft' wastes. Somehow or
other, all the wise men of the ages have skipped
this great principle heretofore, and most of the
scientists now on earth are so envious and afraid
thatthis 'thermo-eh ctrical current" wi'l absolutely
ruin the l:)usiness of doctors, drugeists, and under-
takers, that they will persist in calling tlie " f lectro-
poise" a, humbug, just as they did the electric
brushes and other fads which flourished so 15 years
ago, and have long since died out !

All this time I was waiting for that current to start.
To cheer me along, the manager said that the cur-
rent could cure catarrh, deafness, old sores of many
years' standing, bon3' growtn at the joints, that it

would prevent consumption in its early stages, re-
lieve dyspepsia or nervous prostration, and that it

will make seeds and plants grow faster ! Now, I am
deaf, and have had catarrh; mj' fingers have been
frozen, I have five bad scars on my hands; there is

more or less malaria near where I live; 1 am always
afraid that the baby will get hold of some tuber-
culous milk and drink it; I am sure to have a head-
ache when 1 eat too much dinner; lam threatened
with nervous prostration when I see how " Preserva-
line" and the "Creamery Shark" are permitted to
advertise, and my lima beans simnly won't start this
year. Therefore, you can imagine that I was
mighty anxious for that "current" to start and put
an end to these vat ious troubles. But it didn't! T
felt no effect whatever, and at last they took it off-
putting me down, I fear, as a very tough subject.
To tell the truth, I did expect to feel something like
a mild shock of electricity, as I have no doubt some-
thing of that sort eoidd be generated in this way. I

simply did not feel it. We have now put the " elec-
tropoise" in the hands of one who has been an inva-
lid for many years. He will give 't a fair trial, and
we shall all know the results. Needless to say, we
have no faith in it whatever. Possibly we were
wrong in saying that it is no better than a dried
horse-chestnut, for undoubtedly there may be gene-
rated someslight chemical action. That this "cur-
rent" will act all through the body, as these people
claim, we do not believe, any more than we believe
that skunk's oil will cure deafness because the
skunk has a very acute sense of hearing. We have
tried that remedy too.
But stop! Hold on now! We don't want you to

go away thinking that we are down on all new
things and influences that we can't fully explain !

Not at all. We h.ave had quite a little experience
with a " thermo-mental current," and we have no
objection to having every reader test it. To test it

thoroughly, you must send The H. N.-Y. for at least
one year into some family that does not now read a
flrst-chiss agricultural paper. At this end of the
line, we guarantee to mak(! things sulphurous for
all the rogues. In place of using graphite, we will
make a grcaf-fight for the farmers' rights and try to
put cool water on the hot-heads. The result of this
combination will be a " thermo-mental current" of
improvement which follows the mail riglit into that
famil.v, and works all through it, starting all the
members up to better ideas of farming and li%-ing.
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I may remark that the "Medical Director"
alluded to in the above has seen fit to send me a
very kind (?) letter; and he tries again to ex-
plain how it is that Electropoise acts. He ad-
mits they get $25.00 for a 50-cent article, and
says the scientitic explanation of Electropoise
is, that it acts in the same way as putting cold
applications to the spine; but instead of apply-
ing the ice to the spinal column the polarizer is

placed on a block of ice, and the "'cold" runs
along the wire to the wrist or ankle, and then
to the spinal column. Thisexplanatinu is quite
ingenious indeed. But, unfortunately, science
has never yet discovered a sort of cold or heat
either that could run along a wire; then he
modifies it by suggesting that it is "thermo-
electric vital force" that goes along the wire.
No scientist of the present day recognizes any
such force, I hardly need remark: and yet these
fellows keep right on robbing sick people.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
Since last report we liave loaded and shipped a

fourth car to Barteldes & Co., Denver, Colo. We
are loading' a second car for G. G. Wickson & Co.,
San Francisco, and have export orders sufficient to
make a fourth car for Ne>v York city.

A MILLION FEET OF PJNE LUMBER.
During the last month we havp bought, or con-

tracted for, a round million feet of dry pine lumber
for use in making hives, frames, boxes, etc. We
have also contracted to furnish 10 or 13 cars of lum-
ber cut for boxes for shipping celery, most of it

grown in this county. We have for some time been
cutting up pine lumber at the rate of over two curs
a week.

MASON FRUIT-.IARS.

We have a pretty good stock of Mason fruit-jars,
bought befnre price advanced, which we will sell,

while they last, as follows:
1 viint, 1 doz. in box, 65c: fi doz. in box, $3.50
1 quart, " "

7iie; 8 " " 5.U0
', gallon, •' " 85c: 6 " " 4.75

These are best jars, made witli natural gas.

NORTHWEST TRADE INCREASING.
From thp settlement for 1 he month of May with

H. G. A(klin, St. Paul, Minn., our Northwestern
representative, we note witli much satisfaction a
decided int-rcase in the trade in our goods for that
ttrritorj'. I'he amount sold during tjie one month
was more than for the entire year of 1893, and near-
ly as much as last year's entire trade. This indi-
cates either that the prospects for bee-keepers in
that section are much better, or that they appreci-
ate Root's goods and the convenience of being able
to g:et them near home at catalog prices on short
notice, as well as the service of our agent there.
DoubtlesF both considerations help to swell the
trade.

HONEY-PACKAGES OF ALL KINDS.
We have already furnished this season a great

many thousand shipping-cases of various sizes, and
several hundred boxfs of glass to use with them.
We are ready to su))i)ly thousands more in large or
.small quantities, as needed. Our cases are light,
strong, neat, and well made. They include nails,
and, if ordered complete, will include glass and
paper to go under and over the sections in each case.
For shipping extracted honey the 60-lb. square

cans can not be surpassed. After July 1st. in all
the territory covered by the Western Classification,
i. e., west of Chicago and Mississippi River, extract-
ed honey in barrels, kegs, or cans boxed, will go at
4th class rate of freight. We are prepared to fur-
nish 60-lb. cans, with l?4inch screw caps, from New
Orleans, La., St. Louis, Mo., Conneaut, O., or from
here. Price of a single box of 3 cans, 75c ; 10 boxes.

J6 .50: 25 boxe=, $15.00. Special prices quoted on
large lots and e:irloads. One galhin or 13-lb. square
cans, with screw caps, f10.00 per 100: or put up, 10
in n box. at $1 40 for one box; $13.00 for 10 boxes: 25
boxes, $30. We have a good assortment of glass
packages for retailing honey in. See our catalog.

WHITE BEANS.
I believe these alwavs bring cash as surely as

wheat and corn : and the prices have never been
away down, like wheat and corn—that is. to my
knowledge. The beauty of them is, they do better
when planted, say the last of June, than at any oth-
er time (less liable to be buggy): and we usiuiUy
have ground that can be cleared off about this time.
The hurry of planting is mostly over, so we can put
them in in good shape. We have never found any
thing better than the York State Marrow and the
White Kidney. We can furnish either at 15 cts. per
quart; peck', $1.00; bu.shel, $3..50. If wanted by
mail, add 15 cts. per quart for postage.

CRIMSON CLOVER.
We copy the following from a circular ju.st receiv-

ed from Baltimore:
"Ttcan be sown from June to October 20th: the

earlier, the more pasture it will make. It germi-
nates quickly, grows very rapidly through the fall

and winter, blossoms in this latitude about May 1st,

and is ready for hay about the second week in May,
and matures seed from the first growth about first

week in June. It can be sown after other crops are
removed from the ground, such as wheat (when
clover has failed to catch i, oats, millet, or on any
vacant ground. It is a very rank grower, some
stools containing as many as 120 to 140 blossoms from
one seed.
"It will grow and make a heavy crop of hay or

seed on land so poor that the common clover would
not make a stand; and if cut when in full bloom it

will mike the most nutritious hay known: or if

turned under it will prove a most productive phos-
r>bate. increasing larsrely any crop that follows.
We believe great profit would result to the farmer
by sowinsr buckwheat and crimson clover at the
same time. He could thus get two more crops a
year than are usually grown. The buckwheat nur-
tures the tender clover-plant, and shields it from
the summer suns: and when it is taken off in the
fall it leaves the clover healthy and strong to make
its ffrowth."
The principal point in the aliove is for bee-keep-

ers. On the same ground you can get a crop of
buckwh'^at and a crop of crimson clover, both
honev-plants. From what expeiience I have had
with both, I have not a particle of doubt but that it

will succeed. T intend to make a sowing of several
acres myself. From 8 to 15 lbs. of the crimson-clover
seed are needed per acre, and we are prepared to
furnish it at the following very low figures: Two-
bushel sack. $7.00; per bushel," $3 60: half-bushel,
$1 90: peck, $1,00: pound, 10 cts. If wanted by mail,
add 10 cts. per lb. extra for postage and packing.
We will send 3 ll)s. by mail, postpaid, for ."iO cts.

Every bee-keeper should try a little patch of it in
his garden, even if he does not do any thing more.
The spring and winter just past have, perhaps, been
as unfavorable for this plant as any one for years
past; and yet the reports, even as far north as we
are, are sufficiently favorable to warrant at least a
further test. Of course, it is not to be expected
that all who sow it will get as great results as are
claimed for it in many of the circulars sent out.
The Practical Faitncr, of Philadelphia, for June

1.5, is devoted almost entirely to reports of crimson
clover, and instructions in regard to its manage-
ment. We think it wnll pay any one who is interest-
ed in the matter, and has had little or no experience,
to send for this as a sample number. Address
Practical Farmer, Philadelphia, Pa.

Did you ever! My Hubbard squashes now. June
13, have leaves as large as my two hands, and yet
not a bug, worm, or insect of any sort has even so
much as looked in the direction of that squash-
patch, evidently. I have been watching them every
night and morning, ready for the fight: but it looks
now as if I should not have any fight at all.

I EATHER'COLORED QUEENS, 40 CTS. EACH,
•-' or $4.00 per dozen, June or after. Monov-order
olfice, Royalton. A. T. M( KIBHEN.

Morrill, Morrison Co., Minn.
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Golden Italian Queens.
Queens warranted purely mated,

• at -5c each; 3 for *2.00: 6 torn 00; •
• per doz., $7.00. Untested queens •
• after the Ist of July,.'jOceacli. See •

former advertisements.

W. A. Compton, - Lynnville, Tenn.

That Tired Feeling
Caused by washinf? has been con-
quered by the Champion Wiistiins-
.Mucliiiie Can sit down to run it.

UuiKs Lighter and waslies Cleaner
and Faster tlian any machine on
the market. Will sell at wholesnle
rates where we liave no agent.
Write for nriees.

CHAMPION MFG. CO.,
Middletown, Pa.

Cjrin responding to this advertisement mention OLKANlNGa

IF YOU WANT BEES^
That will just "roll" in the honey, try Wloore's

Strain of Italians, the result of Iti years'

careful breeding-.

Dr. H. B. Lung, Harrodsburg, Kv., says: " I have had the
pleasure of seeing many tine strains of bees, yet I have never
seen such industrious, energetic bees. I must express my ad-

miration fill- your success as a bee propagator."

Warranted queens, 80c each; 3 for $2 03. Select

warranted queens, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-

isfaction guaranteed.
Tliose who have never dealt with me, I refer to

A. I. Root, who has purchased of me 808 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky,

Red-Clover Queens.
Friends, T am ready with those large
Leaiher-<-olored and Golden Queens.
Promiit deliverj'; 1 untested queen,
7.ic; tested, $1.00; 1 doz., $8.00. Sam-
pie queen, .50c.

Money-order office, Guernsey.

G. R. ROUTZAHN,
Menallen, Adams Co., Pa.

QUEENS
Bred for busi-
ness. Untest-
ed, June, 65 cts

Tested. $1.00 eacli. Fine breede
Select straight B-banded breed-

e;ich. To all new customers one
Satisfaction and safe

each; 6 for $8 50.

$2.00 eacli e.xlra,

ing-riiieen^. $4.1 '0

COLDEN Queen for 50 cts
arrival guaranteed.

E. A SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark
P. O. Money Oi'der office, Lavaca, Ark. 7-20

BEGINNERS.
^

Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Kouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
38c. Tlie little Ijook and the Progiessive
Beekeeper (alive progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 65c. Address any tlrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsvillb. Mo.

Send $1.00 for the South-
land Queen. Edited by the
Atcliley family. Plain, prac-

al. and all fiesh bee matter.
Ji-nnie Atcliley will begin a
Bee-keeping school in June

lJ^^rl_ sons, come in. .\ si earn bee-**^^"* hive factory. Roofs goods,
Dadant s foundation. Send

for free catalog and sample iouruMl.

THE JENNIE ATCHLEY CO.,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

t^"In responding to this advertisement mention (iLKA.siKos

J. W.'-K. SHAW & CO.

Will fill your n orders for
Italian Queens promptly by
return mail

Queens are carefully reared from fine
imported and home=brecl mothers ; are
large, healthy, and prolific.

Tested, >iiis season's rearing,''$1.00
each. Untested, 70 cts. each ; $7.00
per doz. Safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed Make money or-
der" payable Ht Loreauviile.

J. W. K. Shaw & Co., Loreauviile, La. ^^^

We can fill

Your Orders
for Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Foun=
dation, etc.. by Return Mail. Have A.
I. Root Co.'s goods at Their Prices.
Will save you freight, and get goods to
you in a few days. Catalog free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

"The
Southland

"The Market Garden."
A Monthly Journal

For narket=Qardeners and
Truckers.

So Cents a Year. Sample Copy FREE.

THE MARKET GARDEN CO.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

O^In responding to this adveitisement meiitioii Gi.kaxingh,

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUND/\TION
Hiit^ jVo Snis ill Hrood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
IStfdb Sole rianufacturers.
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

t^"ln re.spontiing to this ai) vertL-eniiJUt metition riLEANiNGS.

Control Your Swarms, Requeen, Etc.

^, -____ Send 2.5c for samples of
2^g^Si West's Patent Spiral wire

_^ _ Queen-Cell Protectors, and
^glis I'at. Spiral Queen Hatch-
^J^ringand Introducing Cage,
Sl^ also best Bee-Escape, with
^*^ circular e.xplaining. Twelve

Cell-protectors, (50c ; 100, $3.

12 cages, %-[; 100. if5, by
mail, rircvilar fiee. Ad-
diess N. D. WEST. Mid=
dieburgh, Scho. Co., N. Y.

Sold also bj' all the leading supply-dealers.
t^ln respondirig to this advertisement nier tioii Gleanings.

Read what J. 1. Pahent, of
Chaki.ton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Cfimbined
Machines lafst winter 60 chafif

hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
raeks, 500 broad framts, 2,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-

, hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.

"^Xt will do all you say it will."
Catalogue ttiid Price List free. Address W. F. &
JDHN BARNES, 54.5 Ruby St., Kockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a. I. Root Co.
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Promptness Is What Counts.

Best -Goods
At lowest prices are what we are all

after. The quality of Gary's goods lias

never been questioned. 11 is X X white

thin foundation and polished (iiit-pi>ce

sections are the finest on the tuarl<et

His bees and queens are from the best

strains, and reared and shipped in the

way that long years of experience have

shown to be the best.

He has the largest stock of BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPLIES in New England;

and as to prices you have only to send

for a catalog and compare them with

those of other dealers.

To those living in the East, there is

the still further consideration of low

freight rates. Address

^ W. W. CARY,
fl COLRAiN. MASS.

tarinresponcJIiK^to thisadveitispiiient mention ri.eaninr-

If Tons of Honey,
Pleased Customers, and Increasins:
Trade is a criterion, then ray queens are satisfac-
tory. Warranted purely mated queens from
.5-banded strain, 76c; six for H. 00; dozen, f7. 50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

Order your
supplies early
hefore theriisli
P'ets you. Send
for our price
list (if Bee sup-
lilies and Fruit
packHg-es. Ad-
ilress

BRRLTN
FRUir BOX

CO .

Berl'n Heights.
Erie Co..

_ Ohio.

NOTICE.
We have proven to our satisfaction that
queens bred in the Nortb produce bees
that are iinrc/ierand winter better

• than those bred in tbe Soutli. We make
• • queen-rearing- a specialty. We never saw
• foul brood or bee-paialysis. Send for our

free descriptive price list of our Gray
Carniolans and Golden Italians. Prices
to suit tlie times.

F. A. LOCKHART & CO., Lake George, N. Y.

I^"ln respontUnif to this aiivfiti.senii'Ut mention GLEAN1NG8.

TAKE NOTIOE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Plece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation. Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention Glkaninos. 21-8db

Honey-JMr.s, siiippiu;
thai lipf-kct pels use.
Prices, and the Best
Country. Dealers in

Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

cases, anil e\'ei'y tiling
Root's Goods at Root's 1

Shipping'point in the
llonev and Beeswax.

o<IVIONEY-IVIAKERS>o
Are a strain ol' business Italians tbat winter in the
cold North, and are ready for business, with a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers bloom. They are gentle
and Industrious. Queens warranted purely in June.
Each, $1.(0; six, $5.00; doz.. $9.(.0. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. f=. QUIGUBY, UnionvH-ue, Mo.

The Aermotor all Steel Feed Cutter Worth

FOR

We will furnish this feed cut^r, one onlv to one per-
son not later than July 1, 1895, for $1(1.01)

dreftties of ten neifjhho
known 2>ersoiudltf by hi
in their Iwi, lilies win
thi. tr III

thi.

thii

ill be ,

he paid to

literally tic

Chic;igo. If shipped from
back freight will fnll

and acquuintnnees of the sender
I to he re.fponsible and influential men
need and are likely to huij aonie-

year. After July 1, money sent in

irned to sender and no atti nfion uill
' letters concerniny this ofi't:f. It is

The feed cutlei is delivered f. o. b.

blanch houses

penorThis. ill steel fra

saw which we put out nt tl^lk^ il.'i.UUla

sell only lit J25.01I, is justly "Tiinii one uf the ni"st popular
articles "6 everninde. AERMOTOR CO. Chicago.

Please mention thi.>- paper.
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If Tons of Honey,
PIeetse<l dts^t oniers, and /ncj-cfjsino-
Trade is a criterion, ilieri my queens are satisfac-
tory. Warrttnteil purely mated queens from
5-barided strain, 75c; sixforW.OJ; dozaii, .1^7.50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction g-uaranteed. Send tor free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

I Prevent Swarming
by de-queening-, and sell or discard
all of my queens everj- year. I now
offer again all of my tested queens
for ^0 cts. each, 3 for $1 50. Many of
them are w orth three times the mon-
ey. A few mismated queens at 30
cts. each.

T. H. KLOER, Terre Haute, Ind.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

>ty queens are tired for business, as well
as tor beauty and gentleness. Safe arri-
val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. [Tntesti d, 75c: tested, $1.00.

^^'rite for price list 5 16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Ttxas. Box 3.

tF"ln responuing to this advertisement mention Ulkanin'o'.

Why Not

^^
Try one of Leininger Bros. HONEY
MAKEHS. either Imported or Gold-
en Queens? July prices are as fol-

lows: Untested. 70c; '» doz., $3 75:
tested, ^1 00. We guarantee satis-
faction

LEININGER BROS., Fort Jennings, 0.
Please mention this paper.

BUSHELS TRIUMPH
Seed Potatoes For Sale.

New crop ready to ship July 1st to 10th; $1.50 per
bushel; '^ Dushels or over, 10 per cent off'. Address

500

J. T. PENICK,
Williston, Tenn.

3=Banded
Max

JrJlE^r. Queens,
from my own imported
queens, $1.00 each.

Brauer, Beeville Bee Co., Tex.

Imported
'alian Queens $3 50 each. Tested, $1

$1.50. Untested. 75 CIS each.
W. C. FRAZIER, Atlantic, Iowa.

*<IVIONEY-IVIAKERS>o
Are a strain of linsinoss Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are ready for business, with a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers bloom. They are gentle
and industrious. Queens warranted purely in June.
Each.$l.i0; six. $5.00; doz.. $9 i 0. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guar<inteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. F. QUIGLEY, Unionviuue. Mo.

Without a shadow of fear farmer Trusty ran
nis traction engine on the bridge. The builder
proved It safe by figures thus: four stringers
acros.s the ditch carry 1500 lbs. each, four-
teen plank 600 lbs. each, equal to 13.000 lbs.

Whilo the coroner saton Trusty's remains, the
builder skipped out. Maybe "figures won't
lie," but they are sometimes juggled by
ignorant or unprincipled men. Remember
\vhcri figuring on fences the cross wires or
pickets, like tlio bridge planks add nothing
to tbo strength and the ''stringers" of tlie

Pa:;0 aro doublv strong.

P/^HE V70VErJ W!RE FENCE CO., Adrian, IWich.

^^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleaning&

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
( in do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Kipping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
Fdging-up, Jointing Stuff', etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Tridl.
< afnloQ Free. l-24ei

/:ri?4»^ SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
&i^«=^ 44 Water St., Seneca Falls, NY.

tS^In responding to this adverti.';ement mention GLElAKlNa&

Every Farmer
Ought to read the Rural New=Yorker.

(Published weekly.)

It is the business farmer's paper, and a most re-
liable authority on agricultural and horticultural
subjects. Frauds and humbugs fear it. ONliY $1
A YEAR. Send for sample copy to
THE KITRAL l\E\%-YOKKEB.New York.
We liave made arrangements so that we can send

it and G leanings for $1.T5 a year.

That Tired Feeling
Gaused by washing has been con-
(juered by the Champion Washing-
Machine Can sit d(jwn to run it.

__^^ii^^^^ Runs Lighter and washes Cleaner
fljj^Hj^^HH and Faster than any machine on

J^^^^^^^ the market. Will sell at wholesalela rates where we have no agent.
1^ I Write for prices.

f_ I. CHAMPION MFG. CO.,^ V Middletown, Pa,
t^rin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.

Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections. Comb Foundation, E.xtractors, and every thing else used by a bee-

keeper. All late improved gi)ods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

D/SCOUt\/TS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese buckwheatfurnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Nloines, Iowa.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Boston.—Honeij.—Oiir market for comb and ex-

tracted is fully supplied, with a very light demand.
Prices, comb, 14; extracted, 5@6.

E. E. Blake &Co..
June 19. Boston, Mass.

BuFFAiiO.—Hojiey.—There is very little doing- in
honey, and market is quiet. Fancy, 12@13; choice,
7®8. Extracted very quiet; but lig-lit receipts in
market. Batterson & Co.,
June 18. Buffalo, N. Y.

Milwaukee.—Honey.—The demaud for honey is

very light. The season for fruit cuts off greatl.y the
consumption of sweets. The supply is ample for all

demands at this time. We continue to quote l>est

quality 1-lb. sections, 14@15; second quality, 10@12;
dark, 8@10; extracted, in barrels and kegs, white,
6@7; in pails and cans, 7@8; dark, in barrels, 4@5.
Beeswax, 26@38. A. V. Bishop & Co ,

June 18. Milwaukee, Wis.

Cincinnati. — Honey. —There is no change in the
market. Extracted honey is in fair demand at 4@7.
Comb honey brings 12@14 for best white. There is

a good demand for beeswax at 2,5@31 for good to
choice yellow, with a scant supply.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
June 18. Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland.—Honej/-—Thei-e is scarcely any de-
mand for honey at present. No. 1 white in 1 lb.

sections, is selling at 13: No. 2, 11. Extracted, No. 1

white, 6@8. Beeswax, 28. Williams Bros.,
June 18. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Kansas CiTy.— Ho»iej/.—Supply light, demand
light. We quote No. 1 white 1-lb. comb. 13@14; No.
2. 13@13; No. 1 amber. 11@.13; No. 2, 8@10; extracted,
white, 7; amber, 6; dark, 4@.5. Beeswax, 22.

C. C. Clemons & Co..
June 19. Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City.— Hojie;/.—Old crop of honey clean-
ed up: no new on tlie market. One-lb. white comb,
old, 13; extracted, light, 6i4@7; dark, 4^®;'). Bees-
wax, 2.5. Hamblin & Bearss,
June 19. Kansas City, Mo.

Dethoit — Horiejy.—Best white comb held at 14;
no sales of late. Strawberries always knock out
honey. No new honey in sight yet. and but little

old left. Extracted, 6@7. Beeswax. 24@25.
M. H Hunt,

June 9. Bell Branch, Mich.

Chicago —Hojiej/.—We are clenred up on comb
honey, Mnd there is some demand. The new crop
will find a bare market. Whit« comb brings 14@.l.");

dark, 8@10. Sales of extracted are chiefiy at 6@(i'/^

;

Southern. 5@5V4. Beeswax wanted at 28®30—very
little sell ng below 30. We would advise shipments
to meet present needs. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
June 18. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Philadelphia.—iJoxei/.—The honey market has
begun to pick up some, with some call for new-crop
coml). E.xtracted honey in fair demand. The mar-
ket is all cleaned up of old comb honey. . We quote
new-crop extracted atS'aQo'o, in bulk. Comb, 11®
14, according to quality. Beeswax, 2.5@27.

Wm. a. Selser,
June 20. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.— Honey.— We report no inquiry for
honej" at present writins", but hjok for a good trade
in August, as revival of business means prosperitv
for honey. S. T. Fish & Co.,
June 19. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

San Francisco.—l/<i)ify.—I quote exlracled hon-
ey at 43i@5'4 for light amber or white, respectively;
comb, 1-lb. frame, 8® 10. Beeswax, 26@27. The
honey crop may be a good average one, although
the bees are not working as well as was expected
some time ago. Henry Schacht,
June 13. San Francisco, Cal.

No. 1 extracted honey in 50-lb. pails at 7c per lb.—
$3.50. J. B. Murray. Ada, O.

For Sale.—600 lbs. of comb honey, in 1-lb. sec-
tions, in 24-lb. shipping-cases, at 12c per lb.

Edw. Smith, Carpenter, Madison Co.. 111.

Bee-keepers:—We buy quantities best quality of
comb and extracted honey. Let sample accompany
price. We guarantee prompt pay, and give Tlie
A. I. Root Co. as reference.

J. A. Buchanan & Sons, HoUiday's Cove, W. Va.

Alfalfa IN Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 4>2C in 1000 - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association.
Phcenix. Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 6U-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible. Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St.

WHOLESALE
SEALESS &
COMMISSIOIT
MEECHAITTS.
Established

1875.

HONEY
—AND—

BEESWAX.

LIBEBAL
ADVANCES
MADE
OH
CONSISN-
MENTS.

WHAT'S THE USE OF
KEEPING BEES
If you do not sell the honey? That's what we are
here for. Get our high prices before selling.

C. R. HORRIE & CO., commission merchants,
224 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Reference, First National Bank, Chicago.

|C^"lii resooncliner to this advertisement mention RT.KAKTNrrsa-

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.

Will fill your orders for
Italian Queens promptly by
return mail

Queens are carefully reared from fine
imported and home=bred mothers ; are
large, healthy, and prolific.

Tested, this season's rearing, $1.00
each. Untested, 70 cts. each ; $7.00
per doz. Safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Make money or-
ders payable at Loreauville.

J. W. K. Shaw & Co., Loreauville, La. ^^_
CSf"!!! respond intf to tliis advertisement mention Ui.kakin(;s.

Tested ^ By mail, in July and Au-

Italian ^ gust, 50 cents each.

Queens ^ J. C. Wheeler, Piano, 111.

Italian Queens ^)r/>>

By Return Mail. ^--^
From best imported mothers, mated to
drones of finest imported stock, from
a ditferent source, hence a direct cross.
All queens wai ranted purely mated
and to give satisfaction, at T,5c each;
6 for $4.00; select warranted, $1.00. No
disease. Safe delivery.

J^. H. ROBBY, W^ortliiiig-ton, \V. Ta.
O^-fn responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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BUSHEL B0XE5.

The above cut siiows our popular ait-slatted
bushel hox. We have two other styles; one has
slatted bottom and side.s \vith stolid ends in three
pieces called tlie .s';a(<cd /ii(.s//('n»).r. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes, and is bound
with g-alvanized iron and called thegalvaiiizfidhuuud
box. These boxes were devised iDy T. B. Terry for
bandlinff potatoes, for which purpose nothinfi; could
be handier. The potatoes are picked up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being- handled in these same boxes. The.v are of
such a size that two p-o crosswise In an ordinary
wafroii-box. Outside mensure is 14;^xl67Lxl2X deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon another. The above cut
shows two atl-slattcd boxes nailed up, and a bundle
of 15 alongside; 13 of the l-'i nre in the flat, packed
inside the other two, and nails of the proper kinds
are included. The slatted and galvanized hound boxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 12
in a ]>ackage instead of 15. Each' package weighs
about 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 15 $1 .50

Slatted bushel box, per crate of 12 1 50
Galvanized bound bushel box, per crate of 12 2 10

In lots of ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed. 15. 18, and 22 cents,
respectively. A 20-|iage pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
free on ;ipnlicati(in.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

^ROR SALE.
ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.

QUEENS, 75 CTS.
MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, SWARTS, PA.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such ourregular ratesof 20cts. aline will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps .'

WANTED.— To exchang-e old breeding-queens
which I can recommend, for old breeding-

queens which you can recommend. Object, to se-
cure new and desirable strains, and avoid the evils
i)f in-breeding. J. F. McIntyre, Fillmore, Cal.

WANTED.—To exchange thrashing-machine, with
bagger, run one season, for beehive machinery

or offers. J. C. Rkdpath. Kalamazoo. Mich.

WANTED.—To excliange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-

cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.
J. A. Grern, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange 36-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tenoner, and m(n-tiser, for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working machinery.
Will give a bargain for cash,
eitf Geo. Ral,l, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey-extractors for honey or wax.
I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York.

w7ANTED.—A foundation-mill, in exchange for
other goods. L. L. Esenhower, Reading, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange 40 colonies of bees In
Simplicity hives, for Virginia land, or sell

cheap. Also small farm to reni

.

Gko. G. Green. Lyons, Ohio.

\V' ANTED.—Information regarding any locality in
VV Soutliern Georgia, Alabama, or Florida, pos-
sessing good fall and early spring honey resources.

Please address
South Florida Apiary Co., New Smyrna, Fla.

11/' ANTED.—To exchange Shot-gun, Remington
V\ rifle, 4.\5 kodak, safety bicycle, for foot-power
saw, portable forge, etc.

Robert B. Gedye, LaSalle, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange invalid and fracture beds
in hard wood, " Perfection " brooders and

" Ferlection " bee hives. 8 to 12 frame capacity, con-
traction-device arrangement for comb honey—best
in use; sections, foundation, frames, etc., for comb
and extracted honey, pnueraatic-tlre Safety bicycles,
good cross of poultry, chicks or year-old stock, and
pure breed, all kinds; also chicken and duck eggs
wanted, to hatch. Chas. L. Hill.

Box 495, Dennison, Ohio.

Qerman Hares!
Full-blooded, $1.50 a pair: breeders. Write to me.

E. W. SMITH, West Canaan, Ohio.
f^^In wiitinua Ivertisers please mention Gleanings.

Gray Carniolans and Golden Italians.
Our bees are har(l\-, o-e/i«/e. itroliiit.; and the best of honcy-gatlieiers. One untested queen, 7.5c.

six for $4.(KJ. All new" customers can have one untested queen of either race for 50c. We do this to intro-
duce our bees. We never saw foul brood or bee paralysis. Don't fail to try the Carniolans; they will

surprise you. Descriptive price list free.

F. A. LOCKHART & CO., Lake George, N. Y.
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Tested Queens by Return Mail at $1.00.
I am devoting my apiary largrely to tlie reariag- of queens, making a specialty of tested Italian queens

at f1.00 eacti or six for ^.5.00. These queens are of tliis year's rearing, and have been kept just long enough
to know that they are good layers and purely mated. For several weeks I have been filling orders hy re-

turn mail, and I am keeping a large number of queens in nuclei for the express purpose of enabling me to
fill orders promptly. More than six queens (tested) will be sold at 7.5 cts. eacli, but such orders must be
sent with the understanding that, while they will be filled as promptly as possible, it may not be by return
mail, which will be the case with six or a less number of queens. The Re\^ie\\' and one queen for $1 50.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

Eisa

Please cut out this whole ad.

and sign and mail It to

—

56 Fifth Ave-, Chicago, 111.

E^^ Please send to me the
Amekican Bee Journal for
3 months (18 numbers). At
the end of that time I will

send SI. 00 for a year's sub-
scription, or 25 cts. in case I

der-ide to discontinue. Yon
will plea«e address me thus:

PS

JS Post-Office State.

Woodcliff

Business

To please all, am bi-eeding
both Leather - colored and
Golden 5-banded Italians.
Have five apiaries, 3 to 5
miles apart, running 350
nuclei. Your orders filled

Q**^r\*%c- promptly. The Leather-

UcCnS* colored 3-banded Breeder,
imported from Italy, Oct..
•9f. The Golden .5-banded

Breeder, selected from lUUO queens, some producing
400 lbs. of honey to colony. State what you want,
and send orders now for
early delivery. Guarnnteed
queens, T.ic; special low
price in quantities. Send
for descriptive catalog.

Wm. A. Selser,
Wyncote, Pa.

A Full Line of Popular

SUPPLIES
Always on hand.

1 lb. sq. flint jars, J5.00 a gross, sent from this city.
Untested gneens. now ready. 75 cts.
After July 10th, 3 frame nuclei and Italian queen,

J2 .'0. Discount on quantities.
Catalog free.

I. J. STRINGHAJVI,
106 Park Place, New York.

One=piece Sections,

Smokers,
Knives.^

%)

Send for circulars
and prices to

T. F. Bingham,
Abronia,
Mich.

QUEENS.
IMPORTED ITALIAN

MOTHERS ONLY.
Untested, 55 cts.; doz., $6. About 11 out of every

12 will make fine tested queens, and for gentleness
and industry we defy the world to beat them. Safe
delivery. Money-order office, Decatur. eitf

CLEVELAND BROS., Stamper, Newton Co., Miss.

NON-SWARMING
and NON-STINGING.

June 1 shall commence to ship queens and bees
from my famous .yellow banded strains. Queens,
8-1.00 each. I never had a swarm of bees from one
strain that has been in my apiary six years. No
charge unless queens are satisfactory.

H. ALLEY. Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.

Golden Italian

Cheap !•••
In order to reduce s-tock, we offer Xo. 1

Cream Sections, 4ix4ix7 to foot, If, U, 1[|,
and 2 inch:

1000 for igl.oO,

•5000 at 1.40 per M.,
10000 '

1.:^.5
'' •'

We also offer No. l White sections, 5ix
6ix2, open on two 5i sides:

1000 for $2.50,
5000 at 2.85 per M.,
10000 " 2.25 " "

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

Queens by return
mail, from a breed-
er obtained of Doo-

little, which he selected and tested out of 1000, for
his own special use; he said this queen is a better
one than the

World's Fair Queen,
wliicli was valued at $.50.00. Also

l'fflli;in C\ii(^(^ne. from one of A. I. Root'siLdiiciii v^uccild very best imported breed-
ers; price of queens, untested, 55c; six for $3.00; 12
for $5 .50; tested, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. No disease.
Shall run 400 nuclei. AsK for free circular, which
may be worth dollars to you if you buy queens.
Safe delivery and satisfaction will be guaianteed in
each and every case. 13-18ei

H. B. OUIRIN, Bellevue, Ohio.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.
In responding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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About 52,000 bee-keepers, Mr. Cowan esti-

mates, are in England and Wales.

Aix IN ALL I like the new Cornell smoker
better than any other smoker I ever tried.

More good people are in the world than we
sometimes suppose. Every little while I find

some new ones.

A PRIME SWARM, says Doolittle, p. 484, "is

often erroneously called a first swarm." Why
"erroneously " ?

Hay fever is what Somnambulist, in Pro-
gressive, thinks is the matter with me. Caught
from sweet-clover hay.

Alfalfa is a thing that I supposed belonged

outside of Illinois ; but farmers in Northern
Illinois are beginning to experiment with it.

Prettylate to experiment with sweetclover

this year; but you might still try cutting the

big stalks to see whether stock will eat them
when dried.

I CAN REMEMBER when clover yielded honey,
but it wasn't last year nor this year. [Why
don't you mov^ over into the basswoods of Wis-
consin, not far from you ? —Ed.]

The HIVE DISCUSSION should stop—if it con-

tinues to bring out good points—in about five

years from now. [Do you mean it should or

shouldn't stop? Don't catch on.—Ed.]

S. E. Miller, in Progressive, thinks the form
of hive, shallow or deep, doesn't matter much,
because in a state of nature bees don't care

whether a hollow log is perpendicular or hori-

zontal.

J. B. Hall's picture graces the pages of

the Canadian Bee Journal. Friend Hall is

very economical of ink, but he knows a lot

about bees. [That's so. Too bad he doesn't

write more.—Ed.]

The union of the Bee-keepers' Union and the

North American, shall it be or not? Better

discuss it thoroughly in print than to take time

to discuss it at Toronto. [Yes, yes; the sooner

the better.—Ed.]

Golden queens are offered by 11 advertisers

in last Gleanings, and 11 others offer plain

Italians. In the market for queens, as well as

for comb honey, looks go a great way.

B. Taylor, after inventing and using for

many years the sectional brood -chamber, takes

away one's breath by saying in Review that he
prefers the single brood- chamber. [Will he tell

us in full why ?—Ed.]

After -SWARMS often have a number of

queens accompanying. If instinct impels so

many to leave, what holds any in the hive? or

will all leave if all are out of cells? [Yes and
no. No, I don't know.—Ed.]

The American Bee Journal, in the person of

Geo. W. York and wife, honored the Miller

family with a visit June 12. Brother York
brought along his usual stock of good nature,

and we had just the best kind of a time.

Hasty tells in Review how to prevent swarm-
ing, and ends up by saying: " There, my bees

bother me so with their swarming that I can't

find time to tell you any more about how per-

fectly easy it is to prevent all swarming.'"

F. C. Morrow, taking pity on my honeyless

condition, has sent me some Arkansas honey.

In appearance the honey compares with the

best, and only needs improvement in flavor to

bring price of gilt-edged section honey.

In taking off honey-boards or any thing

else with dauby burr- combs under, just raise

up enough to break the burr-combs and then

let down again. In an hour or so you can re-

move and find the burr- combs licked dry.

You Mediniters—no, I didn't say dynamit-
ers—have never told us yet whether fastening

wires by electricity was the right thing for us

common every-day bee-keepers. [Yes, sir, if

you can make it work. We have no trouble.

—

Ed.]

Tin pans, horns, etc., are generally con-

demned as no good in making swarms settle.

S. T. Pettit, one of the Canadian veterans, says
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in C. B. J. thai for 15 years he has not failed to

make an absconding swarm settle by vigorous-

ly ringing two good cow-bells, keeping always

in front of the leaders of the swarm.

Geodes are not a peculiarity of Tampa Bay,
friend Root. I found many of them near

Johnstown, Pa., in a deep cut made for the

Pennsylvania Railroad. The water doesn't get

inside the stone; the stone grows around the

water.

DooLiTTLE has been misunderstood to claim

that all five-banders have the same origin. He
explains in Progressive that others have pro-

duced them from Syrian, Cyprian, and other

bees, but he thinks all the five-banders of

Italian origin have come from Mr. Hearn or

himself.

Canadians have in general held out against

wiring frames. The last Canadian Bee Jour-

nal touches the subject in a gingerly manner

—

doesn't approve, doesn't condemn—just says

that the method of fastening wires by electrici-

ty works beautifully. On this side the line the

wiring works beautifully too, whether fastened

by lightning or not.

Says Doolittle, in Progressive, " I have
been in the bee-business as a specialist for the

past twenty years, yet I feel that what I don't

know of the business stretches out wide and
vast, away out into the unknown; and I sit as

a child at the feet of some vast problem, much
of which is beyond my comprehension." Shake,

brother Doolittle, shake.

This troubles me: Some report—particular-
ly in Europe—that very strong colonies with
unlimited brood room do nothing but rear bees

to be fed, while other colonies with limited

room for breeding lay up a surplus; and on the

other hand we have reports where it's the un-

limited room for the queen that goes with the

surplus, and little brood room means little sur-

plus.

FoK SHADE over hives standing in the sun,

try this: Cut some grass—long slough grass if

you have it: pile it on the hive six inches or

more deep, and anchor it with two or three

sticks of stovewood. Lift cover and all, and it

will last through the season. But I want
shade over myself as well as the bees. [So do
I; but somehow it is not always convenient to

have it so.—Ed.]

A SMALL NUMBER have for years paid an an-

nual tax for the benefit of bee-keepers in gener-

al. Is it fair to continue the Bee-keepers'

Union in that way ? Is there no way by which
a large number can become interested in the

Union and the North American ? Large mem-
bership is the thing to strive for, rather than
large attendance at meetings. In union there

is strength. [How would it do to have smaller

membership fees and a larger membership? I

think it would be well to consider this.—Ed. 1

LARGE VS. SMALL HIVES.

WHY IT IS A QUESTION OF LOCALITY ; A GOOD
ARTICLE.

By J. E. Hand.

Editor Gleanings:—I have read with much
interest the discussion on the subject of large v.

small brood-chamber hives. This is a subject

of vital importance to the bee-keeper, and one
on which depends his success or failure in the

production of surplus honey, perhaps, as much
as on any other one thing except, possibly, loca-

tion. I am persuaded it is all a matter of loca-

tion, and length and time of honey-flow, that

must ever decide this question of whether a

large or small brood-chamber hive will give

the best results in surplus honey. There can be

no iron-clad rules laid down in regard to this

matter, but it should be carefully considered

and decided upon by each bee-keeper for him-
self, and according to his location, and time and
duration of honey-flow, etc. Because a bee-

keeper in Colorado has splendid success in the

production of comb honey with a twelve or even

fourteen frame hive, it does not signify that I

should not have as good or even better success

in my location with an eight-frame hive than
with his large hive.

I will try to explain why it is altogether a

matter of location. In the first place, every

bee-keeper in the North (especially in Central

Iowa, where I have kept bees for the past 12

years) knows that the hardest thing for us to

do is to get our hives full of bees and brood in

time for the white-clover harvest, which usual-

ly begins about June 1st, after which basswood
opens about July 1st, and lasts from 5 to 30

days, according to the season, conditions of the

weather, etc., 21 days being the longest flow I

have ever known from basswood in Iowa; and
as we do not have any surplus from fall flow-

ers, our harvest closes with basswood, about

July 10 to 15. Now, then, it is conceded by our

most scientific apiarists that a bee does not be-

come a field-worker until about 16 days old;

and as it takes 31 days from the egg to the bee,

then 37 days must elapse from the time the egg

is deposited by the queen until it becomes a

field-worker; hence all eggs laid after 37 days

prior to the honey-flow which yields your sur-

plus become worse than useless, because they

become consumers instead of producers; and it

has cost much honey and time of the workers

to raise them, which might otherwise have
been employed in gathering honey from the

fields.

Now, then, 37 days prior to July 1st brings us

back to May 33d; hence it will be seen that all

eggs, in order to produce workers for the bass-
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wood crop, which ends the surplus for the year,

must be deposited by the 23d of May. Now,
then, brother bee-keepers of Central Iowa, how
many swarms would you have in 100 that would

have eight frames, or even six, full of brood by

May 33? After an experience of 13 years in

Iowa I will venture to say that, one year with

another, you would not have 25 hives out of IOC

that would have even six frames full of brooc

by the 1st of June. Some seasons it is so cold

during the fore part of May that it is impossi-

ble for the bees to care for so much brood at

that season.

Now, in view of these facts how absurd it

would be to advocate a ten, twelve, or fifteen

frame hive for such a location ! Why, any
practical honey-producer can see at once that

his surplus would go to fill up those empty
combs in that brood-chamber, instead of going

into the sections. As for me, I want a brood-

chamber for brood, and it must be of a size that

an average queen and colony of bees can fill

with bees and brood in time to gather the white

honey whenever it comes.

After years of careful study and experiment-

ing along this line, with the above-named con-

ditions to face, with eight and ten frame hives

side by side, I have decided in favor of the

eight-frame every time, for comb honey. This
is for Central Iowa. On tlae other hand, in a lo-

cation where the honey-flow does not come so

early in the season, and continues all summer,
an entirely different system would have to be

practiced. For instance, in the San Joaquin
Valley, in California, the surplus is gathered
principally from alfalfa and fall weeds, and
other flowers ; in fact, nearly every thing that

blooms yields honey to some extent; but their

swarming is all over long before the harvest be-

gins; and the more swarms they can get, the

more honey they expect; and the parent colony

has plenty of time to build up and get ready for

the harvest from alfalfa, which continues to

yield during the entire summer, and sometimes
even to the first of Novemlser.

Now, in such a location as this it would be
foolishness to advocate an eight-frame hive, for

it is very important that the queen be coaxed to

lay to her fullest capacity to produce woricers

for such a continuous honey- flow.

No. brother bee-keepers, this subject of large

or small brood-chamber hives can never be gov-

erned by any fixed rules, but must ever be a

matter of location, and time and duration of the

honey-flow from whichwe obtain our surplus.

I will close by saying that I have no pet theo-

ry to bolster up, and will use the hive that gives

me the best results in the production of honey,
every time, if I can find it, and I think I have
found it at last; and if this escapes the waste-
basket I will at some future time tell the read-
ers of this journal the hive I like bestof all, and
why. J. E. Hand.
Wakeman, O., May 15, 1895.

[This article, it seems to me, states the situa-
tion exactly ; and. no mattrr what has been
said to the cofitrary. I think locality accounts
very largely for the difference in opinion and
experience. Indeed, it could hardly be other-
wise. Competent and intelligent witnesses have
testified in favor of the large or small hive, and
from their standpoint and locality we can hard-
ly question the soundness of their argument.
Why, then, should these good witnesses differ?
That little word " locality " explains it all. As
I said in an editorial in our last issue, light is

surely breaking. While some localities most
assuredly require large hives, other localities

want nothing larger than the eight-frame size,

Langstroth ; and our experience and orders
show that a majority of bee-keepers are and
have been situated like our friend J. E. Hand,
as above.

—

Ed.]

BOX OR MODERN MOVABLE-FRAME HIVES.

WILL BEES STORE MORE HONEY IN THE AGGRE-
GATE IN THE ONE THAN IN THE OTHER?

By C. Davenport.

In Gleanings for March 15, in one of the

editorials we read: "The old statement that

bees will store as much honey in an old nail-

keg as in the most improved hive still stands

practically uncontroverted." Now, I do not

know that I can say any thing to controvert

that statement; nevertheless, I do not believe

that bees will store as much in a nail-keg, or,

what is practically the same thing, a box hive,

as they will in a modern hive, for I have kept

some bees in box hives for a long time, and still

have about 30 colonies in such. The largest

yield I ever got from a colony in a box hive was
about 80 lbs. This was secured by having holes

in each side of the hive, over which boxes that

would hold 20 lbs. each were fastened. There
was also one on top, which they filled twice. I

I got them to work in these boxes by fastening

pieces of comb in each one. This colony did

not swarm that same season, which, by the

way, was a good one; in fact, it was the best

season for honey that I ever saw. A colony in

a 10-frame hive stored 3.37 lbs. in 3-lb. sections

—

not by guess, but by actual weight. This is

the largest yield I ever got from a single colo-

ny. I also made four new colonies from this

one, and had them in first-class shape for win-

ter. It was done in this way: This colony,

which was a very strong one, got the swarm-
ing-fever just at the beginning of the white-

clover flow. I did not wait for them to swarm,
but removed all their brood, and gave them
frames with only narrow starters of foundation

in them. Now, I believe that, according to

theory, a colony thus treated should not store

any or work in sections until the brood-nest is

full. But in actual practice a colony thus

treated will, if the super is put on with one or

two bait-sections, and the rest filled with full

sheets of foundation, go to work in them at

once—that is, in a good flow. I took those

frames of brood with but very few bees on
them, and divided them up into four hives;
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and as soon as a few bees in each hive had
hatched I gave them a laying queen, and then

built them up by feeding and giving them
frames with full sheets of foundation as fast as

they could use them. At this time of the year

it is warm, and no danger of robbing, and they

will build up faster than one would suppose.

That same season from 40 colonies, spring

count, I secured nearly 150 lbs. of surplus

from each, and made a very large increase by

the method I have just described. But per-

haps I should say that all these colonies were
very strong ones. They were the best ones

that could be picked out of over 150. They
also had a very good range, and at that time

they were practically all the ones there were to

work on it. But now if these colonies had been
in box hives, would they have stored that much
honey? I do not believe that they would—at

least, it is certain that I could not have got

them to do so.

Another old statement is, that one who keeps

bees in box hives, and uses a starch or cracker

box on top for a super, will get as much surplus.

True, but not in as marketable shape as the

one who uses improved hives. In this locality

the former will not get as much, nor half as

much ; for, from some cause or other, bees in

a box hive will not go up through a hole or

holes in the top, and store as much honey in a

box inverted over the same as they will in a

super over a frame hive; for, with a very few
exceptions, a small boxful on top makes them
think it is time to swarm, and there is no way
to prevent them that I know of—at least, no
way either to prevent or to allow them to

swarm, and still get a surplus by using box
hives; for a swarm that is hived in a box hive

will not fill a box on top at once, as they will a

super where a frame hive is used. And now
suppose that, from the same yard, the same
day, we have two swarms issue that are the

same size, and just alike in every way; say

that we hive one in a small frame hive, the

other in a box hive that is large enough to hold

all they can possibly store, without having to

go up into a box on top to work; which one
will store more ? I believe I can get the one in

the frame hive to store at least a third more by
using sections, with full sheets of foundation
in them; for while, in some seasons, I think as

some others do, that there is not much advan-
tage in full sheets, as a rule I believe we can
get a good deal more honey by using them.
But I do not think foundation is the only thing
that will cause the colony in the frame hive to

store the most. I think that shallow supers

and the tiering-up system enables or causes

bees to store more than they will when they
are given as much room all at once as would be
necessary in the case just mentioned. But by
keeping bees in box hives, and hiving the
swarms from them in small frame hives, and
using supers, etc., in the usual way, we can get

good returns from them provided they winter

well, and then swarm at the right time. But,

no matter what kind of hive we use, or what
kind of bees we have, we shall sometimes lose

one or more queens during the winter, and
quite often a young queen will be lost when she

goes out to mate.

The reader will now readily understand that

a colony, in either case just mentioned, has at

that time no brood from which they can rear a

queen; and when a colony in a box hive loses

its queen at such a time, it is a good deal more
work, and much more difficult to remedy the

matter, than it is when the same thing occurs

in a frame hive.

Another old statement is to the effect that it

is easier, and less work, to keep bees in box

hives. I can not agree with this either. In

fact, I think it is right the other way, even if

we are keeping bees merely for pleasure, unless

those who winter them outdoors can do so with

less loss by using box hives. But even if this is

the case, the difficulty I have just mentioned
will, I believe, balance this. If it will not,

there are many other serious disadvantages in

trying to use box hives that surely will. Now,
on the other hand, if we are keeping bees for

pleasure, and also all the profit we can get out

of them, I believe we can not only produce hon-

ey with less work, but that we can get more of

it by using improved hives.

Southern Minnesota, June 5.

[Friend D., I do not think there is any conflict
in our views, if I understand you correctly.
Referring to the editorial in question, speaking
of hives, I said, "Construction may enable him
also to secure a little more marketable honey,
and perhaps a little more in the aggregate.
The old statement, that bees will store as much
honey in an old nail- keg as in the most improv-
ed hive, still stands practically uncontroverted."
You will see from the above that I do not say
that modern hives would not give any more
honey, nor that they would not produce more
marketable honey; but I still think that a box
hive, under normal conditions, having the
same cubic capacity as a modern movable-frame
hive containing section honey-boxes, will pro-
duce practically as much honey in the aggre-
gate (not marketable) as any other.—Ed.]

BEE-KEEPING IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.

DOES IT BECOME LESS PROFITABLE AS CIVILI-

ZATION ADVANCES ?

At the recent convention of Ontario bee-

keepers, W. Z. Hutchinson rather argues that,

as a country becomes settled and civilization

advances, bee-keeping is likely to become less

profitable. Under such circumstances we should

probably feel justified in expecting that, in the

long-settled countries, the number of hives kept

would be very small. Such is, however, not

the case. Germany has 1,900,000 hives; Spain,

1,690,000; Austria, 1,550,000 ; France, 950,000;

Holland, 240,000 ; Russia, 110,000; Denmark,
90,000; Belgium, 200,000; Greece, 30,000. The
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value of the annual production of honey and

wax is estimated at 114,750,000. There is, un-

doubtedly, reasonable ground to believe that

some districts have greater advantages for the

production of honey when first entered by the

settler; but as a rule the flowers in a state of

nature are in time replaced by another growth,

artificial and natural. The increased skill of

the bee-keeper, of course, overcomes some dis-

advantages. In Switzerland there are 2367 bee-

keepers, possessing between them 10,50'J stocks;

this makes an average of less than five colonies

to each. Very few possess as many as thirty;

and in looking over a long list we find one hav-
ing as many as 80 colonies. The bees will then

be pretty well distributed; but imagine the

number of colonies kept to the size of country.

We find the number of square miles in each

country as follows:

Colonies per
Country. Square Miles. Sq. Mile.

Germany 208,027 9.00

Spain 200,000 8.45
Austria 115,903 13.37
France 204,000 4.65

Holland 12,648 18.09
Russia 2,950,000 1.00

Denmark 14,134 6.37

Belgium 11,373 17.49

Greece 25,000 1.20
Ontario 219,640 .74

Canada .06

These countries practically consume their

own production of honey. Owing to their age
they are a more scientific people, and, owing to

the small amount of earning, they have to be

an economic people. Science and economy
will teach people to consume honey. Very few
of our Canadian people are aware of the value

of honey as a food. Bee-keepers must exert

themselves in this direction until it becomes the

habit of the nation, when the custom will per-

petuate itself. If we look at the value of bee-

keeping in a country, it is inestimable.

Europe produces nearly eighteen million dol-

lars' worth from what would otherwise go to

waste; and noi only that, but in the fertiliza-

tion of flowers it in all probability adds a simi-

lar sum to the wealth-producing powers of the

country. Bee-keepers are surely fully justified

in feeling that their industry represents nothing
insignificant, and that it will stand on just as

high a plane as they may place it. If they call

it a trifle, a bagatelle, and the like, they must
not blame the public for placing it at no higher
standard.—Ca7iadian Bee Journal for May.

A COLORADO LETTEB.

FROM OUR OLD FRIEND M. A. GILL.

Editor Gleanings:—I have been much inter-

ested in your notes from Florida upon its prod-

ucts, its climate, and its people, and take this

opportunity to say that I too have been ram-
bling since you last heard from me. A person

coming from a humid region to an arid one is

lost for something "green," and he generally

turns his eye inward and thinks he sees the

greenest thing yet—the people who leave a

country whose crowning beauty is in its grassy

slopes and leafy bowers, for the desert-like

plains of the irrigable lands of the great West.
But if he will stay until the water is turned on,

and see the worthless-looking soil give up its

burden of three or four crops of alfalfa in one
season—see peach, pear, prune, or apricot give

growth from six to ten feet in one season, he is

generally spellbound and thinks, perhaps, that

these facts should be added to the seven won-
ders. Truly this is a wonderful land of ours,

and has a great variety of products and climatic

conditions.

This is a good country for bees, both in this

valley and up the Gunnison River, wherever
alfalfa is raised in large tracts. Cleorae also is

found in large quantities, which yields large

amounts of honey some seasons.

The one great drawback to bee-keeping in

this valley will be foul brood, as it has got a
start about ten miles from this city, and the

slipshod bee-keeper, who abounds and seems to

thrive in this country, will no doubt spread the

disease faster than the vigilant eye of the in-

spector can detect and destroy it.

Bees at this time are breeding fast, gathering
pollen from natural sources, and some honey
from apricot-bloom. Peaches will be in bloom
in two or three days, which will be followed by
apple and pear. There are about 4000 acres of

bearing orchard around this city, and it is esti-

mated that as much more will be set this spring.

Western Colorado is earning a reputation for

its large crops of fine-flavored fruit. I am
having a mild attack of fruit-fever, and have
taken as a remedy 5 acres of new land at $100

per acre, and am setting it out to apples, pears,

peaches, prunes, plums, nectarines, apricots,

cherries, almonds, with strawberries and rasp-

berries between the rows. I have purchased 25

colonies of bees, and will try to grow into my
old-time number of 150 in Wisconsin.

While reading your experience with the two
Indians in Florida I was thinking of mine here.

Last Sunday my son Ernest and I mounted our
wheels and went out to visit the Teller Insti-

tute. It is situated two miles east of the city.

It was built by the government, and named in

honor of Senator Teller, of Colorado, who took

a great interest in promoting the enterprise.

As we neared the school we found the large

gate open; and as we wheeled into the campus
we were soon surrounded by 126 Indian boys

and girls who had just come out from their

Sunday-school. Dinner was soon announced,
when one of their number, acting as drillmaster,

formed them in line and marched them in strict

military order to the dining-room. Through
the kind invitation of the superintendent, we
followed. On reaching the dining-room each
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took his or her place behind a chair at the

dining-table; and at the tap of the bell each

one stood with bowed head and reverently

returned thanks for all the blessings that were

around and about them. At another tap of the

bell each took a seat and enjoyed a splendid

dinner, gotten up by their own members who
have charge of the culinary department. I

said to myself I was thankful I lived in a land

where the light of learning is being carried to

those uncultured minds. I could see that each

one, as he returned to his respective tribe,

would be a nucleus for much future good. But
the system to me seems yet incomplete; for, so

long as their tribal relations exist, many will

drift back to their former modes and manners,

and can not accomplish the good they could if

they were made full citizens, and given land in

severalty.

In changing from Indians back to bees I will

say I should think it would pay you or some one

else to establish a branch house for the distri-

bution of supplies here or somewhere on the

western slope of the Rockies, as the freight is

nearly as high from here to Denver as from here

to Medina.
Bees have wintered well here, and are rich in

old stores — a condition which is very desirable

where bees fly nearly every day in the spring,

but gather nothing.

I will say, in closing, that we are all in good

health, and are nearly in love with this coun-

try, as we have good schools, good churches,

and good society; and we hope to live so as to

add to instead of taking from the good things

to be found in this land.

Grand Junction, Col., April 8, 1895.

T SUPER VS, SECTION-HOLDER.

THE MATTEK DISCUSSED FURTHER

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

I had hoped before this time to notice the

editorial remarks on page 354. Perhaps you
have fondly hoped, Mr. Editor, that I wouldn't.

You say, "We boomed the T-super arrange-

ment in our 1895 catalog harder than ever, put-

ting in a nice wood cut. But our packers hard-

ly know what it is." Yes, you made a nice

picture of it, and all that; but then you said

the section-holder is better. Now suppose you
leave out the booming picture; don't say a

word in praise of the T super; give high praise

to the section-holder, and then make the re-

mark that the T super is better than the sec-

tion-holder. Then see if your packers won't

know what the T super is. The point I'd like

to have you see is, that all your booming isn't

booming at all. You might just exactly as well

not put the T super in your list at all, so far as

beginners are concerned, as to put it there with

picture and high praise, and then say, " We

consider the |section-holder superior ^to any
other."

I asked you to name a single feature of the

section-holder better than the T super. To
this you make no attempt at reply, except to

say, "T supers were not very well adapted to

the Dovetail hive without making supers of

different lengths from the regular hive-body."

That is, the reason that the section-holder is

superior is because it looks better to have a

super the same length as a hive-body. And for

that matter of looks you advise beginners to

use an inferior articlel I believe in looks, but
I don't want inferior bees just because they are

handsome, and I don't want a super for looks.

In the picture of the T super you have four

pieces nailed on to make out the length. One
of those pieces would work just as well as the

four.

You say the single-tier wide frame '' seemed
to have all the advantages of the T super."

Without mentioning any thing else, let me ask

whether the wide frame has the advantage
that a section of any width can be used in it.

You disavow the idea of calling me an old

fogy; but then you make me tear my hair with
rage by saying that I prefer the T super be-

cause I have become accustomed to it, and my
habits of workingifit it better than any thing

else. Now look here; don't you know I was
accustomed to the wide frames, and that my
habits of working fitted them? I had raised

tons of honey with wide frames, and had an

invention of my own for emptying them that

you thought worth describing and illustrating.

I threw aside the hundreds of wide frames I

had, both single and double tier, and adopted

the T super. Why shouldn't I be just as will-

ing to throw aside the T super for something
better ?

And while we're on that point, will you please

tell us what advantage the section-holder has

over the old wide frame? Certainly not ease of

manipulation. The only advantage I can
think of is that the tops of thesections are un-
covered the same as in T supers. You have
said that T supers are far better than wide
frames, and now how can you say wide frames
are better than T supers simply because the

top-bars are left off? And now you talk about
old stoves just because I won't go back to wide
frames without top-bars when the length of the

hive fits them.

Let me give a bit of testimony that has some
bearing. One of the veterans, whose opinion

I'm sure you would respect, writes, "Section-

holders are far inferior to properly constructed

T supers, and I congratulate you for voicing

the fact." Another man writes, "I got the

section-holders because Root said they were the

best. I had used T supers in old Simplicity;

but when they said section-holders—why, sec-

tion-holders it was. But I must say I was never

satisfied with them.. .... and I bought T
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supers this spring to take the place of the sec-

tion-holders."

In the American Bee Journal for June G

occurs the question, " Which are better—

T

supers or wide frames without top-bars, called

'section-holders'?" Of the 24 who reply in

the Question-box, some don't know; some think

both are good; some think neither; one thinks

section-holders better, and ten think T supers

better. Pringle, Dibbern, and Doolittle prefer

wide frames with top-bars. If I were obliged

to give up T supers and go back to wide frames

I should want top-bars on them; but I think I

should want the frames deep enough so the

top-bars would be a quarter of an inch above
the tops of the sections.

EUCALYPTUS HONEY.
Considerable discussion has taken place with

regard to the standing of honey from eucalyp-

tus, in English and Australian journals. Much
honey is obtained from eucalyptus in Australia,

and the people of that country do not take it in

the most kindly manner because the papers of

England think the honey in question not suit-

able for the table. A letter from J. D. Ward,
of Sydney, gives some light on the matter. He
names eleven varieties, and says there are nu-
merous others. Among them are a number of

gum and box.
'• Honey from box is generally considered the

best, though that from iron-bark, shiny-bark,

and some of the gums is excellent."

''Not a single variety of eucalyptus yields a
honey that has what is known as the eucalyp-
tus flavor. A few years back some bright

genius mixed a small quantity of eucalyptus
extract into a quantity of honey, and tried to

sell it in England as Australian honey for its

medicinal properties. Of course, it was unfit

for the table, and of course it gave Australian

honey a bad name. It would have been all

right if sold as a medicine, and labeled ' Euca-
lyptus and Honey.' "

" I am sending you a sample of honey I ex-

tracted last month (February). It is mostly
iron-bark, but honey gathered entirely from
iron-bark is better."

" Eucalyptus extract is a volatile oil, double-
distilled from, I believe, the blue-gum only,

though I have no doubt it could be obtained
from other eucalypti. It is used here very
largely in the treatment of colds, sore throats,

etc. I send you a sample; and when you get it,

if you put a few drops into half a teacupful of

your clover or basswood honey, and stir it well,

you will have eucalyptus honey that is ' not fit

for the table.'
"

The bottle of honey Mr. Ward was kind
enough to send was, unfortunately, broken on
the way, so that I had not a fair chance to test

it. From the little I could scrape up to taste, I

should say it was somewhat in flavor like a

sample of our fall honey, not equal to the best,

but by no means unfit for the table. But, as I

said, I could not judge fairly; and it is possible

it may have gained a flavor from the wood of

the box into which it ran. The eucalyptus ex-

tract, while it might rank high as a medicine,

has a very vile flavor for use on the table.

Marengo, 111.

[There. Dr. M., I am glad you have handled
me without gloves, because it gives me a
chance to " talk back." Well, in the first place
I would call you " old fogy," but you are in
pretty good company, and I fear I might have
a buzzing of bees or something of that sort
around my ears.
Now, then, as you have asked point-blank

questions I will try to answer them point-
blank. In the first place, in the previous issue
I took back the word " booming," so I will ac-
knowledge I am knocked out there to start on;
but when you raise the question about leaving
out the picture, and not saying a word in praise
of the T super, praise the section-holder, and
then say the T super is better, and that our
packers would not know what it was—well, I
just won't give in. I will tell you why. You
go on the bicycle as I do among bee-keepers,
and see how section-holders, modifications of
them, are used—that is, topless wide frames,
and you would conclude there is a very large
following who would have them, no matter
what we said of T supers. We are now push-
ing self-spacing frames, and recommending
them in preference to loose-hanging; but there
are thousands of bee-keepers who will not
have a self-spacer, no matter what we say in
favor of them. According to your reasoning
every bee-keeper, nearly, ought to be a user of
self-spacers because we say they are better.
Now, you ask me to name a single feature

of the section-holder better than a T super. I
will name several of them. 1. In some localities
it is desirable to shift the outside row of sec-
tions to the center, and vice versa. You can
not do that practically with the T super with-
out a good deal of picking and fussing. Sec-
tion-holders permit of handling the sections in
lots of four at a time, with perfect safety.
True, you say you can pick up four sections
from the T super; but you must pick them up
by the adjacent corners—not an easy thing, by
the way, when a T super is full or partly full of
sections.

2. Again, loose T tins are more or less of a
nuisance, and once in a while get bent; and to
have them fixed stationary is not very satisfac-
tory.

3. The T tins take up a little space between
each section; and if sections are inclined to be
diamond-shape, one set of sections will point
toward each other, and another set away from
each other, making a difference of from }^ to X
inch, depending upon the amount of play in
the super. Oh, yes! you say you can and do
obviate that by putting in little strips of seoa-
rator stuff to fill up the cracks; and here,
again, you have three little strips of separator
stuff and three loose T tins to handle over
every time you handle sections. But the facts
prove that the very great majority of T-super
users do not use those little strips of separator
stuff, or any substitute; hence nearly all sec-
tions filled in T supers are more or less dia-
mond-shape. As the section-holder does hold
the section square, the average run of bee-
keepers using such will have square sections
that will crate.

4. But a very important advantage of the
section-holder arrangement (not possible prac-
tically in th*^ T super) lies in the fact that
separators full width may be used, covering
section-holder edges and the upright edges, and
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horizontal edges of the section, not scoi-ed out
for bee-ways. This, taken in connection with
compression by means of a follower-board and
wedge, closes up all little spaces; and the con-
sequence is, the edges of the sections are prac-
tically free from propolis-stains, and do not
therefore require scraping to the same extent
that .sections do from T supers. Indeed, there
is no comparison, This is no theory. The
honey we buy, produced in section-holders,
looks better, so far as the propolized edges are
concerned, than that produced in T supers. I

can (or think I can) spot a T-super section
every time. This compression idea I got from
Mr. Manum, in Vermont, and from some other
practical bee-keepers in York State, while on
my first bicycle-tour. When I arrived home I

incorporated it in the section-holder device as
as soon as possible.

.5. The great mass of bee-keepers (and that
means, I think, the great majority) do not
scrape the sections before putting on the mar-
ket. Now. I do not guess or think, hutknow,
that filled sections from section-holders with
wide wood separators, and compression, present
a far cleaner appearance, so far as propolis is

concerned, than do those from T supers. Our
position as buyers of comb honey, from all

over the country, from large and small pro-
ducers, places me in a position where I know
whereof I speak.

6. Again, T supers require some rather nice
or complicated methods of emptying them out
—see our ABC. and Year Among the Bees.
The section-holder arrangement maybe emp-
tied by simply removing a wedge or tightening-
strip. and then all are practically loose. By
turning the section -holder upside down, and
pressing the two thumbs near the center, all

propolis connections are broken, and the sec-
tions are loose. The manner of emptying sec-
tions out of section-holders is self-evident: but
out of T supers is not so evidi^nt—at least, it

has been necessary to have nice engravings
made, showing each step: and as good and
clear a writer as the author of " A Year Among
the Bees " did not make his plan of accomplish-
ing the result plain to me without photos.
No. sir. Dr. Miller, there are hundreds of bee-

keepers who would prefer the section-holder
arrangement for the reasons I have given
above. It is able to stand on its own bottom;
and if what I have said by way of comparison
is true—and I am sure there are lots of bee-
keepers who will back me in this—we are per-
fectly justified in saving what we firmly be-
lieve, that the section-holder arrangement is

better. You evidently feel that T do not think
the section -holder is quite as good as the the T
super, and that, because of the mechanical con-
venience we boom it in preference to the other,
and for no other reason.
As to the matter of looks in the T super,

there is not one customer in a hundred who
would accept it if the cleats were all on one end
as you suggest. The outside cleats on both
ends are intended in lieu of hand-holes, and for
the purpose of giving a symmetrical and finished
appearance to the super when placed up on a
hive of greater length.

You ask if I don't know that you are accus-
tomed to the wide frames, and that your habits
of working fitted them. Let me ask another
question. Are you accustomed to the section-
holder, and do your habits of working fit them?
Y^ou are accustomed to handling hundreds and
hundreds of T supers against five or six of the
section-holder arrangements. How can you
fairly appreciate the section-holder.
This is a question that could be argued a

good deal; but the individual preference, and
that old bone, "habits of working," will keep

those that have been using the one and the
other largely in the line that they have been
accustomed to. Now, doctor, don't you inti-
mate again, that we recommend the section-
holder because, perhaps, from a mechanical
point of view, it may be more conveninnt, or

—

or— I'll jump on that '"bike" for Marengo,
and, arriving there, " talk it out " or chuck you
in that stove that you are saving for me.

—

Ed. J

^»^*«*^^

CALIFORNIA ECHOES.

By Rambler.

" Overeating shortens a man's life." So says

truthful Dr. Stray Straws. And why does a

man overeat? The dear well-meaning cherub
who engineers the cook-stove thinks her " hub-

by " must have all the fancy dishes going-
spiced, larded, sweetened, frosted; and the poor

stomach, unless of cast-iron qualities, soon

breaks down.
Now, I will go you one better. Dr. M. Half

of the modern cooking is a waste of time and
material, and a delusion and a snare. Remedy
—come out to California, and bach on a bee-

ranch, where you can cook your own Aunt
Sally pancakes, lunch on crackers and cheese,

and dyspepsia will fly away.
We are glad to note two arrivals of bee-men

who propose to make California their future

home—the Hon. J. M. Hambaugh of Illinois,

and Mr. H. Y. Douglass, of Texas. The latter

thinks California has charms even greater than
the much-lauded Lone Star State. Well, he is

not the only one to entertain such ideas.

Mr. G. K. Hubbard, of Riverside, Cal., has

produced over one ton of orange-blossom hon-

ey. It is a strictly fancy article, neatly labeled

with labels from the " Home of the Honey-
bees. There is no slipshod management about

Mr. Hubbard's apiary, and a few more such ex-

pert bee-keepers would have a marked in-

fluence upon the value of our products in the

markets.

The California honey-yield will not be so

large as the opening of the season warranted

us to expect. The greater portion of the month
of May was cool and foggy. The flowers were
abundant, but the elements were against the

secretion of nectar, and also against the free

working of the bees to secure the nectar secret-

ed. The honey already secured is of fine quali-

ty, water-white, and well ripened. There will

be many carloads to ship, but we predict that

the yield as a whole will not be as large as it

was in 1893. Many considered the yield then

as only a half crop.

After studying every phase of the Heddon-
Danzenbaker controversy I have come to the

conclusion that Mr. Heddon ought to pay

Danzenbaker a fair sum for inventing a hive.

The D. hive will probably not cut much of a

figure against the H. patent. Its chief utility

so far consists in being a good advertisement

for the latter, and good advertising should be

paid for.
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RAMBLE 135.

OFF FOR KUREKA.

By Rambler:

spentSiinday in

Blocksb urg h :

and though it is

a town of about
:iOO population,

and has a thriv-

ing school of

about 100 schol-

ars, there are

no gospel ser-

vices, no Sun-
day-school, no

;
church. The
sto.res were
open, and seem-

ed to do a thriving business during the day,

and from early morn until late at night the two
saloons were well patronized. During our so-

journ in town we noticed one citizen in particu-

lar who was a daily patron of the saloon. He
was at one time a large owner of land, sheep,

and a squaw; he had reformed from his squaw
condition, married a white woman, and now
had a family of four blight children. Hard
times came knocking at his door, and a mort-

gage upon his properly had caused a relapse of

his .moral condition, and the cup was his daily

solace. R<'sult. a careworn wife and shame-
faced children. The many elegancies in the

home gave evidence of a woman of taste and
culture; the piano stood unopened; there was
dust upon the music-rack; no merry songs as-

cended from that home now. It was tears and
moans and prayers. The house could not have
been more sad with crape on the door. Every
day at about noon the father returned from the

saloon, blear-eyed, unsteady of step, and maud-
lin of speech; and he spent the afternoon in

drunken lethargic sleep. Thus again a bitter

picture of the rum-traffic thrusts itself upon
our attention. Perhaps a little church here, a

little Sunday-school, a little exhortation, a lit-

tle prayer, even If it save not the father, would
save the sons from the ruin-strewn path of the
drunkard.
Another character appeared upon the streets

one morning. He was a tall spare man—a long
old-fashioned muzzle-loading shotgun in his

hand. He said he was a bummer by trade, but
just now he was acting as a guide to a party of

hunters bound for Mad River. He was known
as " Dad," and it was " Dad, shall I do this ?

"

or "Dad. shall I do that?" He was the most
thoroughly daddied man I ever met. He had
no end to deer and bear stories. His gun, his

pack mule, and his little dog, were all special

favorites. The last glimpse of his outfit was
when the whole party marched jauntily into

the forest, confidently expecting to return with
a ton of jerked venison.

The climate and capabilities of this portion

of California found a staunch advocate in the

doctor and druggist. The very best of apples

and pears can be grown here. Apple-trees, five

years after planting, would yield five barrels of

fruit, so the doctor stated; and the pears grown
here are immense and luscious. The doctor

believed the apple would eventually prove more
profitable here than the orange in the south.

He desired to make an impression upon us, for

he evidently thought we three would make
thrifty settlers. The old-timers there were too

lazy to work; and when they wanted meat all

they had to do was to go out into the brush and
shoot a deer or a wild hog. Game of all kinds

abounds—quail almost in town; rabbits plenti-

ful. Any bee-keeper wishing to keep bees in a

small way, and live a retired life, can here find

just what he wants, and land at S3.00 per acre.

We three finally bade the doctor, the shoe-

maker, the blacksmith, and Mayor Block, good-

by, and next camped upon Van Deusen River.

When we arose in the morning, Bro. Pryal was
missing. We knew where to find him, however;
for out in the middle of the river, mounted on
a rock, with pole in hand, in that favorite po-

sition of his; and how patient, and how satis-

fied—with bites'

We three are now passing rapidly toward
Eureka, on Humboldt Bay; and what a grand
drive among the mountains and the redwoods!
We might say fifty miles of forests. Of course,

there was now and then a space of brush, or a

stage station, or a lone ranch; but now we
came to the dense redwood forest, and for

twelve miles we were overshadowed by the im-
mense trees—trees fifteen feet in diameter; tall

trees 1.50 and 200 feet or more. We three trav-

eled leisurely, and stopped often to admire the

forest. Now and then there would be a little

break in the forest, and a wood-chopper's cabin

or a place to make s|)lit shakes would appear.

" DAD."

We were told by the shoemaker, that, no matter
how hot the weather ouiside the forest, we
would put on our overcoats when we had got-

ten into it. The tops of the trees were so far
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up, and the foliage so dense, that but a small
amount of sun heat penetrated to the ground;
and though we did not put on our overcoats, we
felt a decided depression in the temperature.
And how we three did appreciate the dim aisles

of the woods! There was but liule animal life

E. A. BRUSH AND APIARY.

in these dense shades, and the silent forest gave
back only the echoes from our passing wagons.

We three bee-men would now and then see

the busy bee, when we came to openings in the

forest, indicating that some of those tall hollow

trees were occupied.

Our redwood experiences, however, came to

an end, and new experiences in a civilized com-
munity occupied our attention. In Hydesville

we three very fortunately found a vacant pho-

tograph studio, several rooms adjoining, pleas-

ant people downstairs. We three took posses-

sion, and for six weeks we sojourned in this

pleasant town.

The observations of us three soon discovered

the bee-keepers in town. The old box hive and
let-'em-alone policy prevailed, and the number
of colonies was not excessive. There were no
complaints from the fruit-men, and we heard

not a word about overstocking the field. The
leading bee-keeper of Hydesville was Mr. E. A.

Brush. Our acquaintance with him commenc-
ed in a peculiar way. While Mr. Wilder and I

were trying to get a photo of the public school,

and just as we pressed the button on the school,

Mr. Brush; who lived across the street, and
possessed a camera, pressed the button on us.

We were oblivious of the fact until a couple of

days afterward, when we were surprised and
pleased to see the photo.

Mr. Brush is the ingenious man of all that

portion of the country. Watches, jewelry, and
guns are neatly and expeditiously repaired, and
photographs taken. The latter is pursued more

as a side issue and as a means of recreation,
though Mr. B. is an expert photographer, hav-
ing followed the business for several years.

A swarm of bees came to Mr. Brush, and,
like all ingenious men, he set to work to devise
a hive; and though Mr. B. had never been in-

terested in bees, had never read
a journal or a book upon bee
culture, yet our photo shows a
veritable up-to-date dovetailed

hive. The frames are not Hofif-

man, and the surplus sections

not 1-lb.; but the nearness to

modern ideas is quite surprising.

The dovetailed idea was stum-
bled upon by using Winchester
cartridge-cases, and the frames
were made to fit them. The
busy bees had filled their hives,

and Mr. Brush is looking for-

ward to the coming year with
expectations of a bountiful har-

vest.

As to the sources of honey, we
did not see much that would
encourage a specialist. Our ob-

servations were made in October,

and, not seeing the sages, the

honey - flora must consist of

spring flowers. Mr. Brush is

not a bachelor, but has a well-ordered house-

hold, is a leading factor in the community of

Hydesville, and a staunch advocate of Hum-
boldt Co. as a healthful and profitable portion

of California; is a dyed-in-the-wool Republican,

and a handy man to have in the community.

CLIPPING queens' i\'INGS.

Qiiestioti.—Is it advisable to clip the queen's

wings'? What has been the experience with
such queens'? Are they more likely to be

superseded by the bees than those having per-

fect wings '?

Answer.—In nearly every apiary, where the

manager can or is expected to be present dur-

ing the swarming season, I should advise the

clipping of all laying queens in the apiary; in

fact, I should as soon think of going back to

box hives as to the managing of an apiary

where the queens have their wings so they

could fly out with the swarm, where I was
working the same for comb honey. I said, " in

nearly every apiary." Why I said this was,

there are a very few localities in the United

States where ants are so thick .on the ground,

and about the hives, that it would not be safe

to allow the queens to be out on the ground for

any length of time, else they would be killed by
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these same ants. But as such a place or places

are rare exceptions, it would be safe to say

that I would always clip the wings of all

queens in the apiary as soon as laying. Some
seemed to think that queens with clipped wings

give far more trouble at swarming-time than

do those having their wings; but I can not

think that such have had much experience

with clipped queens; for with myself I would

rattier manage three swarms where the queens

are clipped than one whose queen can go with

the swarm. Especially is this the case where
there are trees in or about the apiary, whose
height exceeds 15 feet; for where there are tall

trees near the apiary the swarms alight so

high that it is often more than they are worth

to climb for them, while the clipping of the

queens' wings does away. with this climbing

part entirely, if no after-swarms are allowed to

issue. Without going over the whole ground
regarding the advantages arising from clip-

ping, it can be expressed thus: Clipping the

queen's wings prevent swarms decamping, as a

rule; saves the climbing of trees after swarms,
or the marring of those trees by the cutting of

limbs or the bruising of the same; makes it easy

to separate the bees where two or more swarms
come out in the air together; facilitates the

hiving and managing of swarms, and gives the

apiarist perfect control of the apiary during

the swarming season. As to their being more
liable to supersedure, an experience of 25 years

says there is nothing in the claim put forth by
some that such is the case; for during that

time I have had very many such queens remain
the profitable heads of colonies for three, four,

and even five years. My impression is that

superseding, as a rule, is caused by failure on
the part of the queen as an egg-layer, and not on
account of any clipping. I, unfortunately, in

clipping a queen purchased of A. I. Root, away
back in the latter seventies, clipped off a whole
leg and a foot off another, besides the wings;

but this seemed to make no difference, as she

did her duty well for over four years, and then
lost her life by carelessness on my part.

CHANGING QUEENS AT TIME OF SWARMING.
Question.—Wishing to Italianize my bees I

have thought that it might be done by chang-
ing queens ai time of swarming; therefore I

would ask if, in hiving either one or two
swarms upon the old stand, or in a new location,

would it be safe (by removing the queen or

queens) to let a strange queen go in with the
swarm ?

Ansiver.—The changing of queens, upon the
hiving of any swarm of bees, in any place, is

liable to "raise a rumpus;" and especially is

this the case where the swarm is hived upon a

new stand; for in this case the least disturbance
or dissatisfaction will sfnd the swarm whirling
back home. The chances of failure are too

great for all practical purposes, with a single

warm hived in a new location. Where two or

more swarms cluster together, if the new queen
is placed in a large cage made wholly of wire
cloth, so that the bees can get near the queen
in large numbers, and the cage hung with the
clustered swarm for half an hour or so till they
call her " mother," then this large swarm can
be hived where we please, and the queen
allowed to run in with the swarm; and, as a
rule, all will go well; but as very few wish to

hive two or more swarms together, and as their

coming so it is possible to do this is not very
frequent, did we so wish, this also is hardly
practical. The chances are better where the
swarm is hived in a new hive on the old stand,

or allowed to return, where you have the old

queen so you can control her on account of her
having a clipped wing ; but even then they
will sometimes become so dissatisfied that they
will hunt up the old hive, unless moved some
distance from its old stand, and all or nearly
all go back to it, or go into hives all about the
yard, where in many cases they will be killed.

If the above large cage is used, placing the
cage over the frames before the swarm returns

or is hived, and the queen allowed to remain in

this cage for a day or two, the chances of suc-
cess are much increased. On the whole I would
not advise the changing of queens during the
swarming season in any way or by any plan,

for I find it to be much more annoying to try

to change queens with colonies about to swarm,
or with those which have lately swarmed, than
with any others, or at any other time of the
year; and, besides, a failure more often results.

COLOR IN BEES THE LEAST.
Question.—Did you read what the editor of

Gleanings said on page 393 about the color of

bees ? If you did not. please do so now and
then turn to " Bees, Queens, etc.," in their il-

lustrated catalog and read how the Roots
charge more for queens of a yellow color than
they do for queens of darker hues, thus putting

a premium on the yellow ones. Are they not
putting color to the front in this way as much
as any one? How do you reconcile this with E.

R. R.'s statement that he would not give color

even a favorable position ? If the darker bees

are the best, why not charge more for them and
thus build up the best bee in the world, while

S. E. Miller's owl shouts, " Who-who-who-are
you?"
Answer.—It is probable that the friends Root

understand what they are about, hence I shall

not try to reconcile the apparent discrepancy

which the questioner points out—only saying

that, perhaps, friend E. R. R. will enlighten us

on this matter. While on this matter of color I

wish to say that this very item gives the main
"handle" we have in the improvement of any
stock. Mr. Miller asks, " Are the prize-winning

Jersey cows the prettiest cattle?" To this I

answer by asking, "Do the judges awarding the

prizes select the prize-winning Durham-cattle
color to award the Jersey premiums on ? " All
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are cattle, and it is the coJor and make-up of the

Jerseys which give them the name of Jersey

cattle, and whatever there is good in them. So
all are bees, and it is the color and make-up of

the golden bees which give them all the good
qualities there is in them, and by this color I

have been enabled to select a bee which has

given me a greater profit than any other. If

others wish to select any other bees by their

color, they are at perfect liberty to do so; and I

see no need of insinuating hard things against

any bee-keeper who selects bees by the color

black because he thinks they are the most prof-

itable.

[Why, friend D., it seems to me your ques-
tioner does not take in all I have said. Evi-
dently, the writer of said question is a little

nettled over my position toward the yellow-
banders, and, like all opponents, fails to give
all of what the other side said. Now turn to
our catalog, page 29. and read: " While we do
not regard them [that is, yellow untested
queens] as any better for real business, there
are some who go in for beauty." And, again,
under the paragraph headed " Select Tested,"
after describing the progeny as large and yel-
low, this sentence occurs: "The progeny of
these queens, for real business, will probably be
no better than those from the ordinary tested."
This answers the whole question, it seems to
me; and the mere fact that we charge more for
them is no evidence that they are belter, in the
face of such statements concerning yellow-
banders, as above given. There is nothing to
reconcile at all. The very fact that we charge
less for the leather stock, and more for the
yellow, would induce most people to purchase
in the interest of their pocketbook when it is

distinctly stated that the cheaper queens are
just as good. Another thing, we had to charge
more for the yellow stock, because there was
such an insane rage for the yellow at the time
the catalog was written that we would have
had no sale for the leather-colored stock.—Ed. J

WAS LANGSTROTH THE INVENTOK OF THE
MOVABLE-FRAME HIVE?

Mr. Root:—I send you this. Perhaps it may
be old to you, but I send it for what it may be

worth. A. D. P. Young.
Ashtabula, O.

The popular notion that Langstroth wa8 the in-

ventor of movable frames for bee-hives is an error.

Such frames were known in Germany 30 years be-

fore 1853, the date of Langstroth's first patent. In

1843 Baron von Berlepsch made use of movable
frames, and he refers the idea to a man named Pro-

kopovilsk, who employed it in 1841. Evidence to

prove this statement is obtainable at tlie Patent
Office in Washington. Furthermore, in a book pub-

lished in London in 1841, entitled the Natural History

of the Honey-bee, on page 300 may be found a descrip-

tion of comb-frames hinged like the leaves of a

book. By the way, tlie notion held by bee-farmers,

that the dovetailed method of constructing hives

has been patented, and must not be imitated, is a

mistake. It has never been patented, and is a com-
mon right. Anybody may manufacture such hives.

[Strictly speaking, Langstroth was not the
inventor of movable frames; but he was the
inventor of the first practical movable frame—
something that was of use to the world. The
leaf hive of Huber, while the frames were, in a
certain sense, movable, was not a practical
hive, and one would about as soon have regular
bo.x hives without movable frames. There is a
certain person who seems determined that
Langstroth shall have no credit for the great
strides he made in bee-keeping, and that person
is C. J. Robinson, who was cotemporary with
Langstroth when he was doing his best work.
1 do not know whether the clipping abovagiven
came from C. J. R. or not, but it is all of a
stripe; but I do know that Mr. Robinson ap-
pears to be jealous of Mr. Langstroth. Such
kind of writing at this time is in keeping with
the cJaims of those who say Columbus did not
discover America simply because he found men
here when he landed, so the natives must have
been ahead of him. He was the first man who
discovered it in such a manner as to make it of
^lse to the rest of the world, and in a way that
seems just now to be dui'able—something the
Icelanders did not do, although they touched
our shores Just as Huber did movable frames.
Far be it from me to detract from Huber. He
is already covered with glory; but if he were
living he would want none of the just credit
belonging to the father of American bee-keep-
ing.—Ed.]

double-story langstroth hives.

I read in Gleanings, May 1, a report by
friend Nash and Mr. N. E. Doane about 10 and
16 frame hives with large colonies of bees pro-

ducing large quantities of honey. I should like

to say a few words also, which I know will

please you. I started in April, last year, when
I ordered that Cowan extractor from you, with
only three hives; that is, to put two more
stories on top of those hives as an experiment,

so as to test the quantity of honey that those

three colonies would gather. What was the

result? They filled 16 frames in ten days, with,

nice clover honey. Well, when that extractor

arrived on Saturday evening, that next day I

gave it a trial. It worked like a charm. I ex-

tracted between four and five gallons of honey
from one hive which had a half-story on; but

those three hives where I put those two one-

story hives on top gave me eight or nine gallons

apiece inside of two weeks. Yes, I side in with
friend Nash and friend Doane. This year I

tried it again, and I received my reward from
those same hives as last season. I shall here-

after run all my hives on that scale. It is pay-

ing. There is nothing like it that I have found.

Of course, we must keep our colonies strong

—

that is, they must have a good laying queen. I

have mostly hybrid bees. It is very hard ta

get queens mated with Italian drones, on ac-

count of so many parties having a few hives

for their own use. Then another obstacle is,

the woods are so close to our doors; but never-

theless my bees give good results in gathering

honey. George Schafer.
New Orleans, La., June 1.
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THE RIGHT AND WRONG KIND OF FRAME-
SPACERS.

THE WANDER SELF SPACING FKAME HIVE.

By EimcHi: A. Wander.

The body of the hive can be the same as any
in use. The hives with which I experimented
are of the Quinby, Langstroth, and Gallup

types, with the addition of slideways, which
are affixed at opposite sides. The frames may

also be those used in other hives with the ad-

dition of pins or screws driven or screwed in at

their respective places in end-bars; viz., two in

each end-bar about one inch from the end.

The slideways are so adjusted that they slide

smoothly and easily. Closed frames with comb
can easily be planed off on sides, and used. I

prefer the slideways made by cutting parallel

mortises in inside of ends of hive-body, and
fastening flat strips of tin to the ridge remain-
ing, as will be seen below.

^v-^-^-; .v\n;^:\<\\\<x k IsN.N. vvo

It is the most perfect and easy hive to manip-
ulate that I know of, being able to do almost
every possible thing with it with ease, such as
moving or shipping without loss of time in

preparation, and possibility of fixtures getting
loose and killing the bees; also perfect spacing
through the center, top, and bottom, and at
sides of frames; reversing frames or hives; ease
in withdrawing or inserting frames without
destroying bees or danger of killing the queen;

the frames do not have to be pried loose in tak-
ing out, and most other features which will

readily be recognized upon examination. Every
thing is interchangeable. The little extra in

cost of making the hive is soon balanced by
profit, to say nothing of the pleasure of han-
dling it. Eugene A. Wander.
Hartfoid, Conn., May 18.

[Perhaps I ought to say that spacing-devices
that are part and parcel of the hive, and not of
the frames themselves, have not proven to be
very popular among bee-keepers. I have no
doubt that friend Wander can remove the
frames; but he by his plan loses some very im-
portant advantages. For instance, suppose he
wants to examine the brood-nest. He desires
to take out an outside frame, we will say, full
of honey. In order to put in the center of said
brood-nest an empty comb, and yet keep all the
rest of the combs in their same relative posi-
tion, he must remove at least half of the
frames, then put each one back in a notch or
trough next to the position it formerly occu-
pied, in order to give frame-space in the center
of the hive. Suppose, now, the spacers were a
part of the brood-frames themselves. We
simply remove the outside frame containing
honey, and shove the whole four or five frames,
as the case may be, over en masse at one oper-
ation, and in less time than friend Wander
can remove a single frame. There is now
space on the center of the brood -nest to insert
an empty comb for eggs. I have mentioned
only one disadvantage; but there are others,
though it is hardly worth while to give them,
and I know of no advantage that this plan has
over spacing-devices attached to the frames
themselves. In saying this I do not wish to
throw cold water on Mr. Wander's invention,
but it is a duty I owe to the younger ganeration
of bee-keepers to inform them why such self-
spacing arrangements have not proven to be
popular.
And here is another one that employs the

same principle—or, rather, the spacing-arrange-
ment is in the rabbeted part of the hive:

I have thought of a self-spacing device I will

use—a staple made of copper wire, tt inch thick,

and driven into the rabbets of the front and
rear end-boards of the hive, and made as
shown at the top. The staple will support

(i Jffe

the frame, and do the spacing, while keeping
the bees from sticking the frames fast to the
boards. The wire being ^, the bends will just

make the quarter-inch space, and will be bet-

ter than tins, nails, or tacks, not causing so
much moisture as tins, and better for winter.

I had thought of making the support of one
piece of ,V wire, as shown in the bottom.
Cuba, Kan., May 23. Wm. H. Eagerty.

This is open to the same objection as the one
previously described— namely, the impractica-
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bility of shoving a certain portion of the brood-
nest from one side or the other of the hive, or
of picking up three or four more frames at a
time. When the spacers are on the frames, the
frames may be picked up, and the fingers grip
hold of the outside edges of the outside frames,
so there is no danger that the intermediate
frame or frames will knock together, because
the spacers hold them apart just as when in
the hive.
Friend Eagerty's spacers, if, instead of being

put in the rabbets, were put in the frames
themselves, along the top-bars or end-bars,
would make very good spacers—that is, as
shown at the top of the engraving. When I

first looked it over I thought that was his idea,
and I wrote him I thought it was very good;
but I have since observed he would make them
a part of the hive, and here is where he would
make his mistake, as I have already pointed
out. Friend Eagerty's plan of staples, especial-
ly the second one. is quite old. and has bfen. I

think, illustrated and described in our columns
before.—Ed.]

ANOTHER HIVER

*'no profit in all these traps to a hon-
ey-producer; " INVENTIONS AND

THEIR INVENTORS.

By B. Taylor.

Mr. Root;—On page 403, May 15th, you give a

cut of Mr. Alley's latest swarm-catcher. I send
you to-day a photo to show that I have been all

over this field. The picture was taken four

years ago. The idea is the same as Alley's, ex-

cept that my device as illustrated has no zinc

for the bees co work through. The entrance to

the hive is not interfered with in any way; but
when a swarm begins to rush out, the entrance
is closed by their force, and the whole swarm is

caught with the queen. I tried the zinc and
cones, but this is much better. I lay no claim

to this idea. I believe this device will work as

well as any that can be made; but if any per-

son ever makes one that is practical — that is,

profitable to honey-producers— I give notice I

will not claim priority, for I have abandoned all

hope of making any of these traps profitable.

Friend Root, I am almost ashamed to send you
this, for it begins to look as though I were go-

ing to claim every thing that inventors bring

out. The fact is, I have dreamed out and tried

a vast range of ideas on apiarian subjects; have
tried them until I have come to the conclusion

that there is no profit in all these traps to a hon-

ey-producer. I believe that the inventors and
patentees and makers of these things are the

only ones who are likely to get any profit; and
the outlook for them is not good enough to

tempt me to further effort. I abandon the field

to others, and will give any one who makes one
of these self-hiving inventions practically use-

ful a handsome sum for the right to use it.

In the articles I am now writing for the Bee-
keepers'' Review I am giving my sincerest con-

victions in regard to each question discussed.

This may look like throwing cold water on in-

ventors; but it is not, for I regard mechanical
inventors as the greatest and most useful of the

human race. I was talking with a very bright

teacher lately, and made the above claim. He
disputed, and claimed that a teacher standing

before a class of boys and girls, and directing

their developing minds, as the grandest human
character; but I said, "Mr. K., I fear that,

without the aid of mechanical inventors, you
and your class would cut a sorry figure— no
shirt nor pants, no hat nor shoes, and your
scholars in the same fix ; no schoolhouse, no
books, not even a birch gad to wallop the un-
ruly with ; for the moment you break off a

sprout and strip it you begin an invention."

Reader, stop and reflect in what kind of state

the human family would be but for mechanical
inventors : and see if you are not forced to

agree that they are the greatest and most use-

ful of human beings.

Forestville, Minn.

[B. Taylor is more frank than most of us
would be. An inventor, when he gets up
something, and has it patented, whether it is

practical and valuable or not, is pretty apt to

feel that it is the best thing of the kind. In
fact, he feels toward it as a fond father does
toward a babe. But it is the every-day life

that demonstrates the value of these inventions.
I know it is true a lot of useless traps are an-
nually poured upon the public; but that public,
fortunately, does not very often adopt a thing
unless there is use in it.

While your handy bee-hiver, friend T., is not
practicable, it represents an idea from which
further ideas may develop.

I should hate to discuss that question—which
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is the greater benefactor, the schoolteacher or
the inventor ? It would be like the old discus-
sion in our school-days, that could be argued
ad inflnitum—the beauties of spring versus
those of fall.—Ed.]

SHALLOW BROOD -CHAMBERS.

THOSE NON-SWARMING AND NON-STINGING
BEES.

Bi/ Henry Alley.

Friend Root;—You wish to l^now about the

non-swarming and non-stinging bees. I have
this to say of them: In May, 1894, I formed a

six-frame nucleus for the purpose of preserving

some fine drones to be used in an out-apiary two
miles from home. Of course, the colony was
queenless, or the drones might have been de-

stroyed. In July the drones had nearly all dis-

appeared from this hive ; but in the meantime
a queen had been reared, and the young bees

were hatching out, and it seemed that they

were more than commonly beautiful, and of a

leather color. The colony was taken home,

more combs added, and in a few weeks it was
one of the most powerful hives of bees in my
yard. This colony was used to rear cells in an
upper story the rest of the season ; and before

the season closed they had built 250 queen-cells

of the finest quality; that is, the queens from
these cells were extra fine. You want to know,
too, whether the bees are stingless. Well, I am
hardly able to reply. I can say that not even

one bee of this particular hive has ever used its

sting on me; nevertheless, I presume these bees

have stings, yet they do not seem to know how
to use them. I have opened this hive not less

than fifty times, but never knew a bee to take

wing or to sting during any operation. Practic-

ally this is a strain of non-stinging bees.

Now about the non-swarming part. I have
had this strain of bees in my apiary six years,

and have never had a swarm of bees from them;
and, what is more, 1 have never heard of any
one ever having a swarm from that strain. It

strikes me that I can safely claim that they are

non-swarmers.

About the colony spoken of, I will say that

they are very industrious and active, and win-

tered finely. They are now the strongest colo-

ny in my apiary, and have drones in abun-
dance. I propose to use the drones of this hive

for my young queens that will be reared from
other fine queens of the same strain now in my
apiary. The bees are leather-colored, very in-

dustrious, hardy, and gentle. I believe in prop-

agating a race of bees of this kind. Don't you ?

Wenham, Mass. Henky Alley.

[Where any thing is advertised out of the or-
dinary we generally require an explanation.
In our last issue Mr. Alley advertised non-
swarming and non-stinging bees. I wrote him.
asking him whether he had bees that could
not sting, or bees that, under ordinary circum-
stances, loould not, although having the power
to do so if necessary, and the above is his ex-
planation.—Ed.]

MR. HEDDON REPLIES TO THE EDITORIAL ON P. 409.

TSro. Rant:—I am quite surprised at the import of
your editorial on pajfe 409. Either j-oii liave not yet
g'ot the liantf of liandling- my hive (and you must
use more tlian one to ever get it* or 1 liave no knowl-
edge, either |)raetical or tlieoretical, of handling- the
old styles, or you never could come to the conclu-
sion that you could compete with a- divisible brood-
chamber in rapidly determining the true condition
of the colonies. 1 think it would be very difficult to
convince those who have tested my hives that any
style of single brood-cliamber or deep brood-cham-
ber can for a moment compete. You had to open
your hive at the top, pull out a division-board, and
then pry along one half of your frames with that
wire nail before you could determine any thing,
hardly, beyond what might be determined from the
outside without opening the hive at all. This gave
plenty of time fiu- robbers to get into your hive, if

any were about, as is usually the case at such times.
With the divisible brood-chamber I do not remove
the cover at all, but split it in two in the middle,
turn up the upper half, and look into both halves
at once, or as nearly at once as possible for one not
cross-eyed, and put back the little case before a
robber could get a taste. My opinion is, that I can
handle hives for this purpose somewhere about six
or ten to your one.
Yes, you were correct regarding the reason 1

made the top and bottom bars to my frames only \%
wide, which is just the width that a brood-comb is

thick. Now, you find that, between the shallow
brood-cases, the bees will put in brace-combs. Cer-
tainly they will; but all they put in amounts to
more of a bugbear than a real detriment. These
brace-combs have some little advantages, and the
annoyance is very slight. Those who have learned
the great advantages of the use of a divisible brood-
chamber look upon these brace-combs as of no mo-
ment. I trust that bee-keepers who have not used
the hive will remember that, where an opening is

made between sets of frames so near the hattorn of
a brooding-apartment, much fewer brace-combs are
built therein.
What you state concerning the space in the mid-

dle of the brood-nest retarding the production of
brood is, in my opinion, a groundless theory from
first to last, wholly in opposition to practical results.
It's a part and parcel of the same theory that hives
should be square or tall, in order that tlie brood-
nest may be spherical in form. The Bingham eiglit-

frame liive, containing frames holding combs 4V4
inches deep and 33 inches long, will show as much
brood, and I believe more, than anj- other style of
hive. We have been terribly handicapped in adapt-
ing hives to the bee-master, because of false theo-
ries regarding adaptability to the bees.

I hardly know why you mention the matter of
burr combs between the toj) of the brood-chamber
and bottom of tlie surplus-receptacles. I can not
see that this is a fit subject, when comparing differ-

ent hive*, for they are all subject to the same laws
and conditions; whether the brood-chamber is divis-
ible or not makes no difference. At the top of the
brt)od-chamber, where we place our surplus-cases,
with all hives, is where brace-combs are much more
liable to l)e built, and here 1 always use and for ever
advocate the break-joint honey-ljoard. Those who
oppose it now will use it later. I assert this from
twenty-eight years' experience in bee-keeping, and
more than twenty years' use of thick and deep top-
bars.

Will you allow me to thank Mr. Richardson for his
truthful statement concerning the merits of a
divisible brood-chamber, etc., as found in my hive,
presented to your readers on page 450 ? I must con-
fess I can not agree witli my friend and colaborer
on the point he touches, concerning my being
derelict in my duty, in not better advertising the
hive. Surely many bee-keepers naturally would,
and have discovered its merits. To a certain extent
they have published these merits to the world, and
would have done so, and so would I, to a much
greater extent, had it not been that we were refus-
ed space in the journals. I think I have done pretty
well in my book, " Success in Bee Culture;" and
now in my pamphlet, just issued. I think the job is

completed. I can not understand Bro. Richardson's
allusion to the matter of others inventing what I

did, perhaps, had I not patented my invention, or
had I better explained the same. One who can not
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fullj- understand tlie merits and working- of the
hive, from the explanations 1 liave made, and im-
mediately after the patent was issued, certainly
never could alone have discovered its merits. If I

am to blame for not giving it wider advertising, at
an earlier date, what shall we say of those who now
claim to have discovered and used some of its meri-
torious features, and yet never published a word to

the world concerning them? There is only one
thing we can say, and perhaps that had better not
be said. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., June 7.

[As I have not yet had reason to change my views
as expressed in the editorial under consideration. I

will let Mr. Heddon's reply stand on its own merits,
without further comment.—Ed]

average dealer here or in Canada will sell It for

just what it is, for then it would not sell at all.

It is said there are exceptions to all rules.

We usually say that a swarm never comes

forth unless they have something that they re-

gard as a queen, either young or old. We had

the exception this morning that proves the

rule. Of course, they went back.

Some of our apicultural writers are having a

little sport over the way in which the editor of

the Cosmopolitan " put a head " on W. Z.

Hutchinson's articles, designating the bee as

masculine. Well, we can quite excuse his ig-

norance in view of the splendid way in which

the magazine sets forth W. Z. H.'s beautiful

photos.

We tried a swarm-catcher last week—not the

automatic device, but a large cage with a wide

mouth to clap over the entrance as the bees

rush out. Perhaps we were too late in getting

it applied; but it didn't work as we thought it

ought to. One swallow doesn't make a sum-
mer; but I suspect bees do not feel really sat-

isfied unless they have had a big " pow wow "

in the air. -

Basswoods are blooming beautifully; and
the frequent and warm rains that we are now
having give promise of an abundant honey
flow from that source. Letters go to show that

white clover has been largely a failure almost

everywhere. If any one has secured a fine crop

ef white-clover honey, let him hold up his hand.

There is going to be a crop of honey in Califor-

nia; but, as Rambler says elsewhere, it will

not be such a very large one after all.

It comes to us in a sort of roundabout way
that there are some bee-keepers in Canada who
are producing sugar honey—that is, a so-called

honey produced by feeding sugar to the bees.

There is little or none of that thing going on in

this country, I believe, and I really hope there

never will be. In Canada, some of the prom-
inent bee-keepers are taking vigorous measures
to keep such honey out of the market, and I

hope they will, for I can not believe that the

NEW vs. OLD METHODS OF RAISING CELLS.

We have something over 3.50 queen-rearing

colonies in our home yard. After having tried

very faithfully all the later methods, such as

artificial cell-cups, raising cells in the upper
story of a strong colony having a queen in the

lower story separated by a perforated zinc, and
all such new methods, we have gone back to

the good old ways. The artificial cell-cups are

too expensive to make—at least, for us; too

expensive to put in royal jelly and larv»; and
then, worse than all, we find that too large a
percentage of them are rejected. Completing
the cells in the upper story of a strong colony

with a queen below, works sometimes, and
sometimes not. The uncertainty of the plan

has caused us to abandon it for a good strong

colony of queenless bees. We save all our cell-

cups, and cells from first-class breeders, and
put the frame or frames containing them into

the queenless colony or colonies on hand for

that purpose. There is thus a certainty of

results; and where we are selling as many
queens as we are now, we always have quite a
number of partially completed cells from choice

breeders that have been sold out a few days
previously. By this plan our cells really cost

us nothing, any more than the time of taking
out the frames with the cells thereon, and put-

ting them into one or two special queenless col-

onies, by them to be completed.

WIDE AND NAKEOW TOP-BARS IN SECTIONAL
OR DOUBLE-BROOD-NEST HIVES, AND

THEIR EFFECT UPON BKOOD-
ING-SPAQE.

The double-brood-chamber Danzenbaker hive

still seems unfavorable for the rearing of a full

amount of brood. We find that a queen will

fill clear full one section of the brood-nest be-

fore she will go into the other. I feel more
convinced than ever that wide top-bars for

double brood-nests or sectional brood-nests are
not the thing.

A year or so ago the bees all died in our Hed-
don hive, and combs got wormy. This spring

we got out the comb, put in frames of founda-
tion, and hived a swarm on them. The top-

bars of these frames are K x }i. The queen and
bees seem to be working fairly well in both
stories at this writing, although I can see there

is a tendency on the part of the queen to accept
one section rather than both at the same time.

I can not but feel that the slightest barrier

through the center of the brood-nest is some-
what of an obstruction, and a waste of brood-

space. The narrower this barrier or top-bar,

the less the obstruction. But wide top-bars, or

wide and deep either, for that matter, do not

seem to hinder the bees. In fact, they may be
considered an advantage in that they keep the
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queen below, and allow the bees to put surplus

where we want it.

BEES AND FKUIT.

An interesting paper on raising fruit was
read recently before the Ravenna Grange by

Mr. Smith Sanford. After stating the condi-

tions necessary for that business, and the en-

emies and drawbacks to contend with, the mat-

ter of the influence of bees on fruit came up.

Mr. Sapp gave the following strong testimonial

as to the value of bees to the fruit-grower:

Mr. Sapp referred to the part that bees take in

successful orcharding. He referred to orchards

which had produced abundant crops of fruit when
a nurober of colonies of bees had been kept near
the orchards, that had partially or completely failed

after the removal ot the bees.

As the above comes from outside of our own
ranks, it is of special interest. We are indebted

to the Ohio Farmer for the clipping.

THE APICULTURAL EXPERIMENTS, AS REPORTED
IN THE REVIEW.

I AM always glad to read the articles in the

Review, by R. L. Taylor, detailing his experi-

ments at the apicultnral station, providing I

can study out the conclusion. But several

times I have found myself almost unable to

gather the lessons taught by the tables. I sup-

pose it is my own thick-headedness, but I have
heard others speak of it several times. If our

friend R. L. T. would help us to translate them
a little more it would add greatly to the value

of the report. I was about giving an editorial

summary of the one in the Ttevicw of June 10. I

maybe thick-headed; but for the life of me I

could not boil it down. I kept still, however,

and said to my co-worker, our proof-reader and
stenographer, in my usual tone, "I wish you
would make an editorial summary of this." I

have sometimes asked him to do this before,

when I have been pressed for time. The next
day I came around and said, "Well, have you
got that summary ?

"

" No," said he. " that is a sticker."
" Have you read it ? " said I.

"Yes. especially the reading-matter; and
while there are many interesting and valuable
facts all through the article, I can not bring
them all to a focus so as to state the result of

the problem as a whole."

I know my friend Mr. Taylor will not take it

unkindly when I say I am not fault-finding;

but I make it as a criticism, hoping that it will

enable some of us to understand the tables a
little better. He sometimes gives us a sum-
mary, or the gist of the matter in a nutshell,

and thus unquestionably throws much light

on the tables, making their meaning more in-

telligible. Perhaps I ought to be able to do
this; but surely Mr. Taylor can interpret his

own figures more correctly.

I am willing to acknowledge that I have my
fair share of thick-headedness; but some of the

brightest bee-keepers I know of acknowledge

that they have been greatly indebted to Glean-
ings for the editorial summaries of the Mich-

igan apicultural reports, as they were not able

to understand the original report in the Review.

I should like to give the names of some of these

bee-keepers; but for fear they would not like

the mild insinuation that they are thiclt-headed,

like myself, I forbear.

The point is right here: There are very few

readers who will take the time to study out a

set of figures, or read a thing through several

times to get its meaning. If they do not catch

the meaning at first glance they will simply

skip it.

foul, brood ; how to get rid of it among
neighbors; the policy at the home

OF the honey-bees.
We recently got track of a bad case of foul

brood in our own county. Some time ago I

took a bicycle-trip down to investigate. Sure

enough, it was a rotten case, and needed com-
plete extermination. As it was only about

seven miles from us, I offered to furnish the

party foundation, frames, and hives, if need be,

all new and complete, free of charge, on condi-

tion that he would burn frames, hive, and all,

but save the bees if he liked, by driving them
on to frames of clean foundation. We feel that

we can not afford to have that dread disease

within even seven miles of us.

I think it greatly behooves all intelligent and
progressive bee-keepers, when they know of

cases of foul brood, to offer, if need be, the owner
of the infested stock their services, and furnish

them foundation, frames, and a new hive. Our
apiary is perfectly healthy, and we have little

to fear of the disease making any serious in-

roads on us again, because we feel that we are

able to nip it in the bud. But notwithstanding

this, we take every precaution, and therefore

sell nothing but queens by mail. The business

of selling nuclei or bees by the pound was dis-

continued over a year ago. The mere fact that

foul brood broke out in our own apiaiysome
years ago, and reappeared in another yard some
five miles south of us two years ago, and again

within a few days past in an apiary seven miles

north of us, leads us to believe our policy is

wise. But we feel perfect safety in selling

queens, because we never knew of a case where
a queen carried foul brood from one colony to

another. A very few such cases have been re-

ported; but there are so many other ways in

which it could have been carried, I have been

inclined to doubt them all. In fact, as our old-

er readers have known, when we had foul

brood we carried queens from diseased colonies

and introduced them into perfectly healthy

ones. The experiment was repeated a good
many times, but foul brood never appeared
where the queen was put.
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FLORIDA TKAA^ELS.

There are a good many surprises in Florida.
You get a little homesick, and every thing looks
dull and dreary; the towns look dilapidated and
run down, and the landscape looks like a barren
desert. But all of a sudden you come across
some exampleof luxuriance and productiveness,
like the grape-fruit tree near friend Stacey's
house. By the way, I want to say a word more
in regard to this grape-fruit tree. In mention-
ing the matter, several friends assured me that,
especially in Florida, the trees around most
houses grow with remarkable vigor, and no
theory has yet seemed to explain the matter
fully. Some suggest that the shade of the
house conserves fertility; others, that the
waste and trash from the average family makes
the ground rich; and one friend, whom I shall
mention further on, goes so far as to gather all

the trees, trash, rubbish, and almost every thing
he can lay his hands on, to mulch the ground
around his orange-trees. He claims that
mulching and shading are elements of fertility.

Well, there are other surprises that meet you
in Florida, especially after you have begun to

think the little towns and villages do not
amount to very much—and some of the villages
and railroad stations are, in fact, not much
more than a store and postoffice; but now and
then you see something that upsets the idea
that there is nothing " going on "in Florida.
A startling surprise awaited me when I set foot
in the city of Tampa. The total population of
the place, I am told, is about 18,000. There are
beautiful paved streets, fine buildings, a street-

car line that runs to Ybor City (pronounced
Eebor) ; and, most astonishing of all, is to find

away out there in the wilderness and sandy
wastes the Tampa Bay Hotel. The hotel

—

well, look at the picture on the opposite page,
and then believe me when I tell you it lacks
only a few feet of being a quarter of a mile
long. These great hotels in Florida are. in

some respects, a sort of manufactory. They
manufacture right on the premises, by means
of steam and electricity, and skilled artisans,
every thing to make a traveler comfortable.
The nicest water is hunted up, even if they
have to go many miles for it, and a great en-
gine sends it where it is wanted. The same
engine furnishes power for driving fans, lifting

elevators, and helping about the kitchen wher-
ever power will help. The kitchen is a sort of
manufactory where the best eatables are made
in quantities sufficient to supply a considerable
town. I have forgotten how many guests this
hotel accommodates, but it is something like a
thousand; and at the time I was there I was
told the rooms were all occupied. The picture
gives you some idea of the grounds and sur-
roundings, and of the beautiful drives and
walks, made of Florida shells, which I have
already described; also the trees and tropical
plants and shrubbery. In the foreground you
have a view of a beautiful iron bridge that
leads to the hotel. Various greenhouses and
conservatories furnish every thing to make all

the rare and tropical exotic plants feel at home
that are to be found anywhere on the face of
the earth. The architecture is, I believe, what
is called Moorish. The building is all of brick,
and this was a great relief to me. because, you
remember. I had been somewhat disgusted with
the make-believe imitations of stone, made out
of sheet-iron and paint. There is not any

whitewash to drop off nor show through on the
Tampa Bay Hotel. Some of you may be in-
quisitive as to what should make such a thriv-
ing live city as Tampa, away down in that
part of Florida. Well, I was just thinking 1

should much rather say nothing about the
principal business of the city and vicinity; for,

to tell the truth, Tampa is said to be almost
headquarters for the whole world in the manu-
facture of cigars. I did not visit any of these
factories, although I was invited to do so.

When I am an invited guest, and my friends
take pains to show me around, I usually feel

bound to be pleased and to look happy, learn-
ing about things that I never knew of before;
but if I should look pleased and happy while
being shown over a great manufactory that
confines its operations to cigars and tobacco, I

am afraid I should not sleep well when it came
night time.
Out a little beyond Ybor City I found some

beautiful gardens carried on by a system of ir-

rigation, quite extensive, and fully up to the
times. Ybor is the name of the most wealthy
man in Tampa, and he was greatly instru-
mental in building it up. He is a Spaniard,
and has extensive tobacco-plantations in the
island of Cuba. For some reason, unknown to

me. the localitv of Tampa City seems to be better
for his line of business than Cuba.
While I was looking over the big hotel I was

greatly surprised to see a strange race of people,
unlike any thing I had ever seen before. As
the train pulled up, a lot of nicely dressed
page«, or waiters, came to take charge of the
trainload of visitors. These waiters were
mostly young boys, say in their teens. Their
style of dress was foreign, perhaps somewhat
after the oriental style: and some of these
young fellows were sufficiently good-looking
(notwithstanding their swarthy skin) to make
many of the girls envious. They spoke some
foreign tongue that I took to be Spanish. Let
me say to their credit I found them to be ex-
ceedindgly courteous and obliging whenever I

asked any questions of anv sort.

At Lakeland I found W. C. Green, who had
given me a very warm invitation to come and
see him. Friend Green is a genius, and an odd
genius. His hives are arranged in groups in

his dooryard. Some of the hives are very
tastily located in an ornamental summer-house.
Almost as soon as I came into the dooryard he
commenced to show me his beautifully marked
Italians. He began opening one of his hives,
with so little ceremony that I dodged back;
and he laughed at me some to think that A. I.

Root should be afraid of bees. I told him I was
not a bit afraid to open any hive in his yard,
and that without smoke or veil; but if he was
going to yank off covers in the way he had just
commenced. I thought I would keep at a safe

distance. He said his bees were properly train-

ed, and would not sting, even if one did burst
into their domains without so much as even a
gentle rap to let them know you are coming.
Well, the bees came out and filled the air.

They buzzed around his ears, and I felt almost
sure he would get stung most severely; but he
did not get a sting. The next day. however, he
attempted to do the same thing with a log gum
that we found away out in the woods in a
neighbor's yard, and both he and the owner got
stung until they were quite ready to beat a
retreat. Friend G. has a pretty home, and quite

a family of boys and girls.

In the afternoon we started out on an explor-

ing expedition. Mr. H. S. Galloway has nine
acres of strawberries. His variety, which he
calls the Newnan.is a perfect-blossoming kind.

I found his strawberry-ranch on ground so low
and wet that water stood in the furrows over a
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great part of the patch. I commenced at once
recommending him to put in tiles, and get rid

of all the water. Friend Green told me 1 might
know all about strawberry-raising in Ohio, but
that I aid not understand it in Florida. Of
course, the frost had played mischief with the
early crop. Strawberries are planted here in

double rows, about three feet apart. These
double rows have the plants a foot from each
other in every airection, and they are permitted
to bear but one crop. After they are done
fruiting they are allowed to put out runners
enough to make a new plantation in the fall.

The fall-set plants bear the crop in February
and March. We got over on a protected side of

the woods where the tall limber had kept off

the frost; and I was delighted to find here and
there ripe strawberries in the month of Febru-
ary. Somebody has said (1 do not know who)
that the strawberries of Florida lack the tine

flavor of those grown away up north, where we
have zero weather, and snow as high as the
fences; but when 1 got a taste of a fairly ripen-
ed berry 1 declared at once it was the most de-
licious strawberry or fruit of any kind I ever
tasted in my life. After I had sampled quite a
number it occurred to me they might be more
valuable than 1 knew; so I remarked:

*• By the way, friend Galloway, you say you
have already marketed a few. What price do
you get for them at this season of the year, if I

may inquire?"
" Oh ! I have an offer of f1.50 a quart for some

I expect to get off perhaps to-morrow."
" Dollar and a half a quarti" repeated I, as I

took a great luscious oerry away from my
mouth, where it was almost safely lodged.
"Now, look here, my good Iriend," I contin-
ued, ' perhaps I owe you an apology for help-

ing myself so freely. I do not think I want
very many, even if they are so delicious, if tJiat

is what you are getting for them."
"Oh! help yourself—help yourself, Mr. Root.

When I told you the price 1 am offered 1 did
not think a word about those you have been
eating. And, by the way, this price is a little

extra on account of the freezes. 1 think it is

about the best figure I was ever offered."

A few weeks afterward, while 1 was in Jack-
sonville, I found out how they managed to be
able to pay such a price. Little cards were up
on the sidewalk, advertising ice-cream with
real strawberries; and the strawberries were
right close to the notice, to let people see they
were genuine. The dishes of cream were fur-

nished at the usual price; but they managed
to make one quart of strawberries make
a good many dishes. When I asked friend

Galloway about manuring his ground he re-

plied that he had settled down on Bowker's
strawberry fertilizer, applied to his ground at

the rate of 500 lbs. per acre.
The next neighbor we called on was a bee-

keeper; and as he is right on the shores of one
of the beautiful lakes, he does quite a little in

the way of catching fish. Oh! I did not tell

you that Lakeland is surrounded by beautiful
lakes. Friend Cochran (where we were visit-

ing) had a contract to supply six dozen speck-
led perch at a certain hour in the afternoon.
I suggested to friend Green that it was not fair

to hinder a man when he was trying to fill an
order, and that he and I should get into the
boat and help him by catching fish too. Well,
I did help. I caught two beautiful perch while
friend Cochran caught twenty-six. I had a
hook and line and pole just like his own; and I

dropped my hook into the water just as he did,

and yet he was catching fish all the time and I

was not. Is there a trade or skill in just drop-
ping a baited hook into the water and then
watching for the cork to bob up and down?

Indeed there is. The old veteran fisherman
could tell at a glance about where the perch
would be likely to be hidden liear certain water-
plants. Then he knew how to drop the line
without making a great splatter and racket.
Furthermore, he kept his line moving, just
about enough to coax the fish without frighten-
ing them away. Now, friend C. is an expert in

his own line of work; and I am sure friend
Green can testify with me that his good wife is

also an expert in her line of work; and that line
consisted in getting us a grand good dinner,
mainly from the fish we had just caught in the
lake. By the way, what do you suppose these
speckled perch that are caught by the hundred,
sometimes, in a single afternoon, bring in the
markets down in Florida? Why, only three
cents each. They do not sell fish by the pound
down there. They are like eggs—so much a
dozen.
Now I shall catch it again for what I am

going to tell; that is, some of the friends who
think 1 am inducing people to move down to
Florida just to be disappointed, may be will
grumble some more. The story is this: Not
very far from friend Galloway's strawberry-
ranch a piece of ground was lately sold for $1.25

per acre. Friend Green, with whom I was vis-

iting, was the lucky purchaser. It was right
adjoining the railroad, besides, about seven or
eight miles from Lakeland, and a steam-sawmill
was located right there, cutting up lumber at
the time of the purchase. After friend Green
had bought the tract of land, he took the pro-
prietor of the sawmill over on it and sold trees
enough from the tract to more than pay the
purchase money. The mill-man paid so much
apiece for the trees just where they stood in

the woods, so friend Green had no expense
whatever to stand in the matter. A nice large
straight pine-tree brought—how much do you
suppose? OnlySOcts.; and some of them that
were not quite so nice sold for two for a quarter.
Well, 7 trees on an acre, at 20 cts. apiece, paid
for the land. Then the railroad company offer-

ed to make a flag-station right there by the
sawmill if friend Green would put up a little

building, and the building was already up. I

asked friend Galloway before I left what he
considered his best strawberry ground worth
per acre. He said it was not for sale, but finally

decided he would not want to part with it for
less than 8100 an acre; and the land that costs
only §1.25 is hardly a mile away; and I thought,
from the looks of it, it might be exactly as good.
You may ask why such chances are left "lying
around loose." Well, one reason is that people
are too lazy to go to work and build up a busi-
ness as friend Galloway has. Another thing,
there are a great many who do not seem to
have the ability to make the wilderness blos-

som as the rose. Even if they were to under-
take it they would have bad luck here and
there, and perhaps everywhere. / should en-
joy going into those Florida wilds and building
up a home; and I am just conceited enough to
think I could make things grow as those straw-
berries do, and as that grape-fruit tree does I

was telling you about.
It was Saturday afternoon. I was getting so

much behind with my appointments that I was
obliged to push on. I had half an hour to wait
for a train. I had read newspapers, and read
over the bills stuck up over the walls of the
depot, and felt a longing for something that
would help me study my Sunday-school lesson

for the morrow. 1 went over to the drugstore
and asked them if they had any periodical to
sell that would answer my purpose. Although
they kept a sort of news depot, the proprietor
told me they never had any calls for any thing
in that line. When I looked disappointed he
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said he had a copy of the Sunddij-school Times
that he used himself that I might have if it

would be an accommodation. 1 had hardly had
a glimpse of my old home paper during the
whole time I was in Florida; and I tell you I

.lust felt happv as I sat down and went over the
pages so familiar to my eye. It was meeting an
old friend away off in thp desert wilds, and it

cured me of being homesick, straightway.

Our Homes.

And God saw that the wickedness of man was
great in the earth, and that every imagination of
the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually.
—Gen. 6:5.

On the evening of Wednesday, June 5, it was
my good fortune to be present at the address
of Anthony Comstock, given at the State
Sunday-school Convention in Cleveland. Prob-
ably every reader of Gleanings knows some-
thing of the work of Anthony Comstock. For
a period of almost 2.5 years his name has been
almost a household word when the subject of
social purity and the morals of our children
have been under discussion. Previous to Mr.
Comstock's vigorous prosecution, vile and in-
decent books were passed about, and swapped
back and forth, even by schoolboys; but for the
past fifteen or twenty years I have hardly
known of such a thing, unless it was to make
mention of the apprehension and arrest of the
man or boy who started it: and they almost al-
ways of late years get brought to justice by the
time they have got well started. Now for the
discourse:
The main part of the speaker's talk centered

about the imagination. He said that even a
child began, and that, too. at a very early age,
to people its thoughts with images. In fact,
he put it in something this way: There is in
the heart of every human being a sort of pic-
ture-gallery—a little room, we might call it. the
walls of which are adorned with pictures of
some kind. If the parents, the teachers, the
pastor, the Sunday-school teachers, and others,
do not see to it that the apartment within the
little heart of every child is hung with good,
wholesome, and pure pictures, the prince of
darkness will surely see to it that these little

walls are adorned with pictures of some kind,
and that very quickly; and these pictures, too,
will be of a very impure and low description;
and it is the character of these pictures that
fixes the thoughts, the actions, and the life, of
the coming human being. If the imagination
is allowed to dwell on fancies of a vile charac-
ter, the future life of the person soon becomes
vile. The subject of the discourse, I believe,
was, " Our Children and their Environments."
My good friend, if you have no children of
your own, you have brothers and sisters, or
relatives—children whom you wish to grow up
good and pure and useful. What are their en-
vironments ? What are the pictures they see ?
Are they permitted to select their own pictures
and their own reading, without any parent or
guardian to direct them ? I have often told
you of the sad stories that I have heard during
my visits at our county jail. A boy borrowed a
highwayman's book. T believe it was the his-
tory of Jesse James. I do not know whether
the book was put out with the intention of
having it prove a warning to our boys or not; I

only know that it fired this boy's imagination
with a desire to be a Jesse James himself. He
stole a horse, and I found him in jail; and he
confessed to me it was a very hard matter
indeed for him to get Jesse James out of his

mind and choose the straight and narrow path
instead of the broad way that leads to destruc-
tion. Yes, after I had patiently and kindly
talked the whole matter over with him, from
beginning to end, and when he assented to
reason and common sense, yet there was a long-
ine for unlawful adventure that he could
hardly root out of his mind and his imagina-
tion. Some of my readers may think this very
strange: but I am inclined to think there are
others (perhaps a large portion) who will, in
their own hearts, recognize that that boy was
not, after all, so very much wor.se than some
older people.
We all know more or less about the imagina-

tion, and how much it has to do with our acts
in life. I was almost startled to hear Mr. Com-
stock quote text after text from '-od's holy
word, indicating how much the imagination
has to do with these lives we are living, f.et
us look at one of the chosen texts. For in-
stance, away back more than 5000 years ago,
"every imagination of the thoughts of man's
heart was only evil, and evil continually."
Again, in that same book of iTenesis. two chap-
ters further on, we read: " For the imagination
of man's heart is evil from his youth." Let us
now go on to Deuteronomy. 31:31: " For I know
their imagination which they go about, even
now, before I have brought them into the land
which I sware." Again, I. Chronicles, 38:9:
" For the Lord searcheth all hearts, and under-
standeth all the Imaginations of the thoughts."
Again, in the next chapter, 18ih verse, Solomon
says in his prayer: "0 Lord God of Abraham,
Isaac, and of Israel, our fathers, keep this for
ever in the imagination of the thoughts of the
heart of thy people, and prepare their heart
unto thee." In the latter you will notice the
imagination maybe a power for good instead
of an element for evil. Again. Proverbs 6:18:
" A heart that deviseth wicked imaginations

;

feet that be swift in running to mischief."
Again, Jeremiah 3:17: "Neither shall they
walk anymore after the imagination of their
evil heart." Again. Jeremiah 7:34: "They
walked in the imagination of their evil heart,
and went backward and not forward." Again,
Jeremiah 18:13: "We will walk after our own
devices, and we will every one do the imagina-
tion of his evil heart." The prophet had been
pleading with them in regard to their wicked
ways, and he tells how they reply. Perhaps
they replied by actions rather than by words.
They say, "We will walk after our own de-
vices, and we will every one do the imagination
of his evil heart." Surely Anthony Comstock
has abundant reason, and reason coming from
Bible quotations, to support him in his posi-
tion, that the sin of mankind has its root in the
imagination. He said it was often stated that
intoxicating liquors are the crowning sin of the
present day; but while he was fully aware of
all the devastation and ruin that come from
intemperance, it was his honest opinion that
impurity in thought, and the sin of holding
fast to evil imaginations, is a greater sin than
all the intoxicants together that curse our land.*
His talk took a wonderful hold upon me, be-
cause, perhaps, I have been more than usually
imaginative all my life. When I was a child I

would sit still and laugh at my day dreams, or
build air-castles, as it might be termed. I have
been laughed at because I myself laughed at
my fancies—that is, I often laughed aloud at
some occurrence that was purely imaginary.
Now. that is not so sad a thing as it is to get in-

to a fashion of allowing your peace of mind to
be disturbed by simple fancy. It is not a week

*Tbe imagination of an intemperate man is often
more dangerous than any outside influences.
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since I found myself getting into a troubled
state of mind because of something tliat I

imagined might be. I put it away again and
again. I went to work at s^omething that
would take my thoughts to another subject.
This answered for a while, but back it came
again. I prayed that God would deliver me
from the hideous thing; but it required con-
stant prayer until the time came when I could
ascertain whether my fancies were real, or
whether it was only fancy. The event proved
that it was only fancy. In this case I had
been borrowing trouble—borrowing indeed. Mr.
Comstock told us that, when vilo pictures have
once been placed in this little picture-gallery of
the soul, it is not always an easy matter to get
the picture down and put somn other one in its

place. The old one has a fashion of showing
through; and if you look intently where it used
to hang, the lineaments of the old picture have
a fashion of coming out stronger and stronger,
like developing a photograph. You can al-

most resurrect an old and dead picture if you
look where it used to be, and long for its

presence again. Nowadays we have a way of
making pictures by simply pressiuff a button.
Evil imaginations are ahead of the Kodak, and
you do not have to " press the button " at all.

You simply think the evil thought, and ther^ is

the picture, more vivid and real—yes. and a
thousand times more pernicious—than the real
thing itself. I am not quoting Comstock just
now. I am thinking of some of my own experi-
ences. Imagination not only makes new pic-

tures, but clothes vice so as to make it look like
virtue. Imagination, with Satan in the back-
ground, will make you think your worst enemy
on earth is your best friend. Imagination,
with Satan out of sight in the background, will
take a very commonplace person, and he
will make that person look to your distorted
vision like a seraph. Y^'our imagination, if not
held by the reins of reason, may induce you to
bow down in the dust, and worship a piece of
humanity not only commonplace, but vile and
deceitful. If you have not had any experience
in this line you may have before you die: and
remember your old friend A. I. Root warned
you. You need not delude yourself bv saving
you are too old, and have too many gray hairs
for any such youthful folly. Satan laughs at
gray hairs, and well he may; for some of his
veriest dupes are found among those who are
surely " oUl enough " to know better.

It is a little strange that men right hpre in
America, in this nineteenth century, should
lend themselves to Satan's work along in the
line that Anthony Comstock has been fighting.
This form of iniquity seems to start up here
and there, and often where least expected. No
matter how many are caught and sput to the
penitentiary for disseminating vile literature,
the thing has to be continually fought. Mr.
Comstock has caused the arrest of nearly 2000
different persons within the 22 years that he
has been at work. The mails are now so care-
fully guarded that it is dangerous business for
these people to undertake to mail any of their
hellish trash. 1 have been wondering whether
it is possible that the only incentive to this
traffic should be the money they get from it.

Years ago. pernicious books would get into the
schools. They would be passed about from one
boy to another, and sometimes the vile thing
would go almost through the school before it

was stooped. Fathers and toothers used to be
(at least some of them) stupid and indifferent
about these things, compared to what they are
now. Not long ago a man in one of the streets
of New York was handing some packages to
children as they were on their way home from
school. A little girl received one. She read on

the outside, " Don't open this until you are oft'

alone by yourself." But the Devil made a
blunder that lime. Keen as he usually is, he
got hold of a little girl who had the wrong kind
of bringing up for his schemes. She marched
straight home to her mother and held up the
packnge. '"Mamma, a man gave this to me.
What does it mean?" I can imagine how
mamma's eves blazed as she opened the packet
enough to divine its meaning. She replied,
'• Go with me this minute and help me to hunt
up that man. He is a thief and a robber. He
is worse than a mad dog let loose." The child
had faith in her mother, and the two started
out. They found him still at his work. A
policeman arrested him, Anthony Comstock
was sent for. and the man is now serving out a
sentence of ei(7M years in the penitentiary. May
Crod be praised that we have little girls who
will go straight to their mothers with every
thing of this sort. May he be praised again for
such mothers, and for Anthony Cojustock. A
few years ago it was customary for agents of
this kind to collect the names and addresses of
schoolchildren; but the mails are now handled
with such keen scrutiny that they have about
given it up. They confine their operations
mostly to such boys as they can find in the
saloons. Intemperance and impurity go hand
in hand, arm in arm; and let me say to the few
good people who defend tobacco, that Anthony
Comstock gained the fierce hatred of almost
the entire cigar-trade. Do you know why? It
was because he meddled with their business.
These dens of infamy had found out that a vile
picture could be put into a box of cigars, and
neither the man who smoked the cigars nor the
man who sold them would '" squeal." Why, go
into any place where they sell cigars, and look
at the pictures on the boxes. Do you want
your boy to see such pictures ? Do you want
that litt^le picture-gallery within his pure un-
sullied heart embellished with such things as
these? Do you want his undeveloped childish
imagination to begin feeding on things of this
sort? Most fathers look back and remember
at least times in their lives when they felt the
baneful, blasting, withering effects of evil
imaginations in this direction.*

Last, but not least, every Christian knows
that this sort of sin is the worst foe to spirituali-
ty. A boy may be on the eve of giving his
heart to Christ—nay, he may be studying for
the ministry; and one single vile picture, or one
indecent book, may kill out all thoughts of
nobler and higher things. Satan is saying,
even to-day. '" AH these things will I give thee
if thou wilt fall down and worship me." And,
O dear friends! the saddest part of it all is,

that many of our promising young men have
accepted the bargain. They have, in consider-
ation of what Satan has pictured to their
imagination, given up all, and sold their souls
to him. Yes. sold is the word—sold, body and
soul; sold to everlasting death and ruin.
There is a hopeful thing about all this, how-

ever. The affairs of our State and nation are
surely getting, at least to a certain extent, into

*Seed of this sort, sown in the heart at a cer-
tain age. takes root and grows with amazing rapidi-
ty. " Whatsoever ii man soweth, //(((f sliall he also
reap." And this is (rrn/^/iy true of vile things that
once get a hold of the youthful imagination. The
crop comes, too, oftentimes, in an incredibly short
space of time. Do you know where tlie reaping is

done ? In the county Infirmarj- and in the insane-
asylum. Go visit institutions of that kind; make
inquiries in regard to the inmates; and when you
get down to tlie facts you will find that a great ma-
.iority of the occupants have come there through
feeding the imaijinatloii, at an early age, on this
very trash that Antiiony Comstock is waging such
determined warfare against.
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the hands of the mothers. The mothers do not
use tobacco; and may (iod be praised for this
one comforting thought; and siiii more com-
forting—yes, it ought to be a tliousand times
more comforting, when we reflect tliat the
mothers are not and never ca)i he m Iavor oi
vile pictures and impurity. Every mother
knows—in fact, it is stamped on every tiber of
her being, that not only the safety of her boys
and girls, the safety of the home,* the safety of
humanity, the safety of this whole world, of
Intellect and righteousness, depends almost en-
tirely upon purity in thought and life. Impuri-
ty and sensuality are the enemies of the home;
they are the enemies of every thing pure and
holy. Sometimes it has seemed to me as if

there were only one Anthony Comstock in our
nation, and that, when he dies, Satan would
take courage, prick up his ears, and open up
business again. God forbid ! Every father
should be an Anthony Comstock on the home
guard. Every mother is already, if she only
knew it. May be she needs waking up a little,

and needs to be reminded that she as a mother
is one of the officers. Yes, God has chosen her,
and God calls upon her to make herself heard
and known. May (rod help us; and may he
help me to keep constantly before my eyes and
before my imagination that grand little text
that should find a prominent place in that little

picture-gallery (the imagination) in these
hearts of ours. Give it lots of room, and fix

your eyes upon it often:

BLESSED ARE THE PURE IN HEART, FOR
THEY SHALL SEE GOD.

MULCHING AND MANURING STRAWBERRIES AT
ONE AND THE SAME TIME.

We have about an acre of strawberries that
are growing their third crop. We ordinarily
let them bear only two years; but we kept
working and manuring this patch in order to
get plants, and this season we proposed to plow
it under just as soon as the last berries were
picked. Only part of it was mulched during
the winter. We do but little mulching, because
we want to work the ground in the spring so as
to get nice plants for shipping. But just before

* A real true home can not well exist without a
father and a mother; and impurity would set to
work the very first thintr to break up a home. A
few days ago I took a hasty g-lance into a popular
magazine. Mind, I say "popular;" but in all its
long years of record it lias never been prominent
for its godliness. This magazine was speaking
about uuliappy marriages, and divorces, and a sug-
gestion was casually tlirown out tliat the home
should consist of only the mother and the children,
and that grown-up men sliould be at liberty to go
where they please, and do as they please, providing
they, co;;ff(iL'€?y, support the women and children.
In tliat case we should all of us have mothers but
not any fathers. Oh, yeslwe should have fathers,
after a fashion: but although the boys and girls
might know their mothers, each and all, quite well,
they might or miglit not know which father was
their fatlier. The sutrgestion lias haunted me like a
nightmare. It certainly came from the prince of
darkness, and from the lowest depths of the bottom-
less pit. The man who bag not manliness enough
about hmi to stand up l)efoie the world and ac-
knowledge himself the father of bis own children
(eacli and everij one), and the lawful husband of the
midher of those children, bad better spend his life in
the penitentiary, for he dees not deserve any better
place.

picking-time we found we should have to mulch
with something. Muddy and gritty strawber-
ries are behind the times. Every strawberry-
grower ought to be ashamed of offering dirty
berries. On the fairground, near our place,
there are some horse-stables where they make
a great quantity of loose strawy manure. It is

so much straw and so little manure that I pay
only from .50 to 75 cts. a load, and this for a load
that we bring on our hay-rack. Well, I thought
I would use this for mulching to keep the
berries off the ground. You know how the
frost cut them off, and just about spoiled the
Jessies with some others, and then the hot
drouth diminished and dried up what few ber-
ries were left. Well, we had pretty much given
up getting any strawberries worth mentioning;
but a pretty good rain came on the evening of
the 19th, and lasted during the forenoon of the
next day; and almost as soon as the rain was
over I was happily surprised to see not only
the bright new foliage, but stems of berries
sticking up here and there that had just about
doubled in size during the rain; that is, ihey
were twice the size they would have been had
it not been for the rain and manure. Well,
now, that acre of strawberries is bearing con-
siderable nice fruit, and making plants at a
tremendous rate, under the influence of the
straw mulching and the manure. One objec-
tion to stable-manure has been, you know, weed
seeds; but if we are going to plow the patch
under so soon, who cares for the weeds? The
more they come, the better. I propose now to
let the whole thing be until both weeds and
plants get at their best, then we will take out
the best of the plants, with a lump of dirt ad-
hering, and make a new plantation right beside
the old one. By this time the weeds will be up
so as to be worth something to plow under;
and thus we shall have a splendid piece of
ground for buckwheat and crimson clover, as
mentioned in the last issue, or for any other
late crop.

A VISIT AMONG THE STRAWBERRY-GROWERS.

a

Saturday afternoon, June 15, I started out to
see what my neighbors were doing in the height
of the berry season. About ten miles northeast
of Medina I found the Lawnsdale fruit-farm,
on ground high enough so they were affected
by the frost but little compared with our own
locality. PYiend Williams, the proprietor,
raises strawberries, raspberries, blackberries,
gooseberries, and currants, with potatoes for
filling in and to make a sort of rotation of crops.
He has about 30 acres of land, and it was really
a refreshing sight to behold such a berry-farm
right in the midst of a locality where every
thing else is devoted to regular farming and
stock-raising on a heavy clay soil.

On a northern slope near the road I found
about an acre of strawberries that was worthy
of a picture; but I did not have the Kodak
along that time. The berry-plants are in rows,
apparently about four feet apart, like our own.
They were so well mulched with straw in the
fall that not a berry could find a grain of dirt
or soil to rest on. Friend W. hit it exactly in
being slow to remove the mulching. He kept
the plants back all he could without injury,
and then gradually made openings in the straw
to let the plants come up through when they
were ready to start. By the way, I have never
found anybody yet who would remove the
mulching with sufficient care to suit me. They
would go and claw the straw all away and
throw it in the paths. Now, the straw should
not be moved a particle. Let the berries go up
through it. leaving the straw where it is; then
you will have a perfect mat to keep down weeds
and to keep the fruit out of the dirt. It also
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serves to keep the bprrii'S baok so as to avoid a
late frost. Only two kinds were on tlii< patch-
Crescent and Downing—three rows of one and
then three rows of the other, and so on. Vari-
eties that sncceed splendidly here In Medina do
nbt prove to be the best there, just ten miles
away, and therefore I feel sure it behooves
every strawberry-grower to test, say, one row
of each of the best kinds prominently before
the public: then make a selection of what suits

your locality, and stick to your selection. I do
not believe any grower wants very many kinds
for fruit alone in his locality. It may pay him
to have a few Michel's Earl v. and. sav, a ff^w

late ones like the Gandy; or if other extra late

ones or extra eatlv ones do better, take them
instead. Friend W. does almost all the work
on his 30 acres with the help of his wife and
two children. It keeps them prettv busy, es-

pecially during the berry time: but, if I am
right, the happy families are the busy families.

I shall long remember the hour I spent in and
around that pleasant little home. And, oh! by
the way. I picked up

A HORSE-STORY
at that home that I am sure will interest you.
Friend W. is about two miles from the town of

Brunswick. His girl attends school there, and
comes home nights. Now. this will do very
well in good weather; but how about bad
weather? I will tell you. They have a sa-

gacious, gentle horse that takes the young lady
to school every morning, and comes home him-
self. About the time for school to be out he
goes back for his young mistress. As there is

not any driver he sometimes takes things easy
in going the two miles, and does not reach his

destination till after school is out. At such
times the young lady comes to meet him on
foot along the sidewalks that go a piece out of

town. He has learned that, w'hen he meets
her, he must turn around and go back again;
so he watches all the little girls of about her
size as they come out of the school and come
down his way, turning his head and pricking
up his ears while he scrutinizes each miss to

see whether she is the one he " belongs to."

Sometimes he seems somewhat undecided, and
stops in the road to take a better look. When
he is satisfied the one in question is not his
" best girl " then he goes on for the next, and so

on. This brings in an interesting point just
here: How far can a horse see, and see plainly
enough to distinguish one person from another?
I suggested that meddlesome people might tie

the horse up, thinking it was astray: and they
very soon found that a card would have to be
hung on to the harness, to the effect, " You let

me alone. I know where I am going, and I am
all O. K." After this, especially as the people
round about have "caught on," he made his

daily trips without hindrance.

THE BARBER BERRY-FARM.

This is about two miles directly north of

Brunswick. It is near what they call Stone
Hill. As I pushed my wheel up the neat grav-
eled path under the trees, a pleasant- faced
woman met me with smiles, telling me her hus-
band was just starting off, but that I could stop
him if it were attended to at once. Friend Bar-
ber has been in the fruit-business from child-

hood up. and he has perhaps 50 acres on a grav-
elly stony hill, devoted entirely to fruits. This
hill is a very high one. The slope toward the
west must be down a hundred feet or more;
and the consequence is, he has his trees and
berries loaded with fruit—grapes, plums, cher-
ries, peaches, etc. It was a real pleasure to me
to find I was able to name not only all his

strawberries, but his raspberries, currants, and
some of the blb,ckberries After experimenting

some he has decided to plant the Victoria cur-
rant almost entirely, and nothing else. For
raspberries he has the Cuthbert for red. and
Gregg for black; some Shaffer's Colossal, and
some Marlboro for early. He not only uses the
hill. but. like myself, he has a creek-bottom
strawberry-patch which is nice to start plants;
and when the frost holds oft' it gives quite a lot

of fruit. Various springs in the hillside would
probably fill a reservoir sufficient to irrigate his
lower grounds, and he is just now planning to
have this done.

REDUCIN'G THE EXPENSE OF PICKING.

Friend Williams gave a valuable suggestion
right here. Both he and Mr. Barber had their
berries picked at the rate of :> cts. for a four-
quart basket. Now, it costs more than this to

get our berries picked; but we pick them every
other day. Friend W., by using Crescents and
Cumberlands, can wait three or even four days,
as the berries are firm enough to stand hanoling,
even if some of them are a little overripe. You
see, the pickers can work cheaper where the
berries are very plentiful. Heavy mulching,
with his peculiar soil, perhaps helps to raise
berries that will stand this length of tim*- be-
tween the pickings.
Before I was half through looking at and

sampling the Haverlands, Cumberlands, Jes-
sies, etc., the sun was setting, and I was ten
miles from home Saturday night. Oh what a
nice thing is a wheel! We were back in the
fields about half a mile from the road, and the
half-mile was up a long steep hill. I suggested
that I could cross the fields and strike the road
in the valley, as that route would be much less

hilly for me for my trip home. Now comes in

the advantage of a light wheel. I could hang
it over my shoulder, climb fences, or get through
bushes, without much hindrance. It made me
puff some until I struck the highway, and then
what a delight it was to spin along a road al-

most level! To really enjoy wheeling to its

fullest extent you should walk occasionally
until you are tired of walking; then the wheel
comes in and gives you that delicious rest. A
boy in his teens came down from a pretty house
by the way, and mounted his wheel. He did
not see me; but I thought I would, just for the
fun of it, run past him and show him what an
18-lb. Rambler could do. But I did not show
him the Rambler at all. Do you know why?
Why. he kept ahead of me in spite of any thing
I could do. and in a little time he was awav off

in the distance, clear out of sight, even if his

wheel did weigh more than twice as much as
mine did. Never mind. I always feel glad
when somebody gets ahead of me, even if I had
planned otherwise—at least, I hope I do; and I

am certainly happy inseeing the boys and girls

put distance to naught, even outdistancing
myself in it. There seems to be something es-

pecially fascinating about wheeling during
twilight; and after visiting California and
Florida, and experiencing almost sudden dark-
ness as the sun goes down, I enjoy our Ohio
twilights more than I ever did before.

My road was a little back from the great
highway of travel: but there seemed to be an
unusual number of pretty homes. At different
times I had visited some of the places, talked
with some of the young farmers about tiling

their low lands, and utilizing the springs for

irrigation, etc., so that the improvements that
met my view added largely to my enjoyment.
A« I neared home I passed through the locality

of the Abbeyville Sunday-school that our older

readers will remember. Many of my old pupils

were now fathers and mothers, having pleasant
little homes of their own: and oftentimes the
children would glance up at me smilingly,
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bringing back pleasant recollections by the
resemblance they bore to their parents. As I

turned into onr own dooryard there was still

sufficient light from the bright sky off in the
northeast; and I might almost say that I rode
ten miles after sundown, and reached home
before dark—that is, before it was real dark.
With the years of experience I have had in

wheeling. I believe I can give some good advice.
While this "second wind " is a wonderful and
most priceless gift, like other blessings we
should try toit.se it and not abuse it. In ray
trip through Missouri, especially on the ride I

finished that Saturday night, I overtasked my-
self. In fact, I am not sui-e I am completely
over it even now. In a recent number of the L.
A. W. Bulletin, a writer made the remark that,

whenever a wheelman finds he is unable to

sleep nights, he has been overdoing, and I be-
lieve this is a pretty good rule. If you ride
moderately the use of the wheel is conducive
to sleep. If. however, under the influence of

this new and may be heretofore unrecognized
source of strength, the second wind, you keep
on until the wheel seems almost as if it went of

itself without any effort of your own, you may
find that, when you try to go to sleep, sleep
will not come. Another thing, very little

strength is required on good roads, and roads
that are not very much up hill: but climbing
hills, especially if they are very long and steep,
is hard on the muscular energy. You get along
much easier, and enjoy the trip much more, if

you get off and walk when the hill is so steep
that it requires much effort, and accustom
yourself gradually to long trips. When I com-
menced this spring, five or ten miles at first

seemed to be enough. After vou have ridden
ten miles a day, however, for three or four days,
you can make twice that or more, without
much fatigue. Keep increasing the distance
carefullv and cautiously, and look out for ex-
cessive fatigue when undertaking to ride when
the roads are in bad order. Be careful, how-
ever, about undertaking more than you can
manage and do it easily. During extremely
hot weather it is better to ride early in the
morning, or during the twilight, as I have de-
scribed. If you are not an expert in handling
wheels, let some experienced person examine
your wheel occasionally, and see that it is in
nice order.

LATHYRUS SILVESTEIS IN BLOSSOM.
In passing a mass of plants this morning,

June 2 1st, after a beautiful rain. I stopped and
said, " Well, how in the world did sweet peas
get among our lathyrus?" Looking a little

closer I discovered that the beautifully colored
diminutive sweet-pea blossoms were actually
growing on the lathyrus. Why, a field of the
plants would be literally gorgeous. Who was
it that said it would not bear seed in this coun-
try? Well, we have not got the seed yet; but
we have the blossoms. Stock seem to eat it

about as readily as any of the clovers ; and
with its tremendous roots I can readily believe
it will stand when once it gets root. And not-
withstanding this. I should think it would not
be a very big job to plow it under after it has
been cut or pastured down pretty well.

BUGS ON SQUASHES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, ETC.
Will you please give a remedy or preventive

for the bugs that destroy cucumber, melon,
squash, and other plants? If you know of any
thing that will destroy these pests, or prevent
their ravages, please let us have the benefit of
that knowledge at once. J. F. Welton.
Amboy, Ind., June 24.

Friend W., our mode of warfare is as follows:
The minute the plants are up they are watched

morning and evening, and sometimes between
times. Just as soon as a bug is found, the vines
are treated to tobacco dust. If they still per-
sist, tobacco dust is piled clear over the plants.
Sometimes the plants grow up through the
tobacco dust sprinkled over the hills. This
usually suffices. However, when the bugs
come in great numbers, and are very ravenous,
or when the black squash-bug comes in great
numbers, we try pyrethrum along with the
tobacco dust. If they still are doing injury to
the plants, then we get the wire-cloth screens,
shown in our seed catalog, and fence them out.
There are times when the latter seems to be the
only real sure remedy; and even these must
sometimes be watched to be sure that bugs do
not come out of the soil under the wire-cloth
screens. Many substitutes are recommended
for these latter, such as boxes covered with
cotton cloth or mosquito-netting. Striped bugs,
however, often manage to get through the net-
ting. If you fight them determinedly, both
morning and evening, and show them you
mean business, they will very soon give it up.
This year we have not had a bug on cucumbers,
melons, or squashes; if, however, you have so
many things to look after, and they are neg-
lected until they get under big headway, yo\i
may be the vanquished one instead of the bugs.
Slugshot. and other preparations of Paris green,
have been recommended; but they have never
been as satisfactory with us.

STOwell's EVERGREEN SWEET CORN; IMPOR-
TANCE OF GETTING THE SEED OF

THE GENUINE.
My dear Friend:—I noticed in Gleanings

last year, and also in this, what you say about
Stowell's Evergreen corn. Your attention seems
to have been directed to it last year for the
first. T have had it from the time Mr. Stowell
first put it on the market—twenty years and
more ago. I consider the geyiuine the best
sugar corn grown. I lost my seed several yaars
ago. and have been trying in vain to get the
true Stowell's Evergreen. There is a great
deal sold for Evergreen that is not true.
This spring I obtained what I believe to be

genuine. I have planted it, and it comes up
nicely. I intend making my last planting
about the close of this week or beginning of
next, which will give table corn into the middle
of October, unless a frost cuts it off. I gener-
ally have it that long when I have the genuine,
as it remains fit for table use a long time after
it begins to ripen. Knowing how hard it is to
get the genuine, I send you some. The party I

got it from told me they got it years ago from
Mr. Stowell. Try it; and if it is genuine you
will say you never ate better corn.

Rkv. Jno. L. Janeway.
Pawling, Pa., June 35.

Thank you. friend J., for the trouble you
have taken to start me with some of the best
seed. I shall plant it at once, and I hope we
may be able to get mature seed from it.

currants—THE STEM BORER.
Now is the time to look over the bushes for

the stem-borer. We have just finished an acre,
and have found from one to fifteen stems cut
off in one hill. A moth cuts them off and de-
posits an egg in the center of the stem, which,
if allowed to hatch, will work its way down-
ward through the heart, destroying the branch.
We use a sharp knife and cut off about an inch;
but in a month from now the worms may have
worked down two or three inches. The moth
cuts the new growth square off every time, so
we cut on a slant. If we go over again, our
work can be told at a glance from the work of
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the moth. I consider this of as much impor-
tance as destroying the currant- worm.

Lodi, O. W. R. Grannis.

ELECTROPOISE.

ROBBING SICK PEOPLE.

Mr. A. I. Root:—We have been victimized by the
Electropoise fraud, and would like your advice. We
had bought the concern about three months before
your first expose of the same appeared in Gleanings.
We purchased the tiling- for a sister who had been

troubled with heart disease for a number of years.
In the fall of 1893 she was suddenly taken down
with grip, and her heart trouble at once became
very alarming-, She was treated by our family
physican all winter, and became some better, but
still very weak, when our good doctor was taken sick
and died. During the winter there was a kind
gentleman here to see us, who had bougnt an Elec-
tropoise for his wife, and said she had been greatly
benefited bj' it, and that }>e had cured himself of
heart trouble, brought on by the use of tobacco, in a
shoit time with it.

When he went home he sent us a lot of circulars,
and I am sure he meant well by it, and was as inno-
cent of fraud in the matter as you or I. I can
truthfully sfty I had no confidence in it from the
first; but sister read some of the pamphlets, then
asked me to read, and we were "taken in " bj' the
indorsement of clergymen, statesmen, and other
people of prominence. Our doctor had told us if

our sister lived until warm weather came slie would
get better, which she also did, although she gained
strength very slowly. Well, along in May some
time, she commenced treating with the Electro-
poise, and her strength kept slowly increasing. She
was to report to the company after each course of
treatment, which she faithfully did, and they wrote
back to hi r telling her she was doing wanderful
things, and advising her how to proceed. She fol-
lowed their advice strictly, and on the 26th of
August she dropped dead, right in the midst of a
course of treatment. I can only say we were stun-
ned, for she was the light of the whole household.
Aurora, W. V., May 27. Leah Beachy.

Of course, no one could claim Electropoise
did any harm in the above case, except that
these people Intrusted a dangerous case to the
claims of a fraudulent thing. Had the case
been turned over to a competent physican, the
girl might have been well now; but no one can
tell positively. I suggested to these parties
that they state the case to the Electropoise
people, and ask them to take the thing back
and refund at least some part of their money.
An interesting question comes in here. After
the patient is dead, and the family have no
further use for the instrument, how much
would it be worth to the ones who sold it ? It
cost the purchaser S^.'i.00; but I am inclined to
think the Electropoise people would hardly
want to pay more than 25 cents. Raiher than
commit themselves, very likely they would re-
fuse to take it back at any price. If they want
to keep uj) the fraud, however, it might be a
sharp thing for them to pay. say, Sl.5 or S20 for
it back again. Another point comes in inci-
dentally. A man who had brought on heart
trouble by the use of tobacco declared he was
cured by Electropoise. Did he Tieep on using
tobacco? If so. then here is a marvelous
thing indeed. The instrument has such won-
derful virtues as to cu'-e a man from the con-
sequences of a bad habit, and yet permit him to
keep on. When we hear what they offer for the
thing back again we will let our readers know.
The Ohio Farmer has just come to our aid:

for In their last issue we find in their Medical
Department the following:

While Electropoise. like every thing for cure of
illnesses, has wonderful testimonials, we have fail-
ed to learn of any case of benefit from its use.
True, chance of observation has not been extensive.

but the absence of report of some of those remark"
able cures from the sick with whom we mingle is
significant. To judge from examination of the in-
strument, would certainly condemn it. Its name
indicates electrical action, but it has not the first
appointment for this result. It claims to cure ty-
phoid fever in from four to twelve hours—suppose
they mean in the beginning. The price quoted is
$2') for a metallic device about the size of one's
thumb, to be worn on the body. It is being much
advertised and pushed, and many invalid readers
of this paper will be tempted to subscribe for an
instrument, as drowning men catch at straws.

It seems from the above that our regular
practicing physicans do not meet with the won-
derful cures certified bv the testimonials.

BUSINESS^ ANAGER

Anybody who is thinking of building a green-
house, even a very small affair, will probably find
the June number of the Market Oardcn worth the
subscription price of tlie paper for a whole year.
This is a special number on greenhouse construc-
tion. You had better get one for a sample, any-
way, if you have not seen the Market Garden. Ad-
dress the Market Garden Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
We are having a good trade in Japanese buck-

wheat as usual this season of the year. So far we
have not been obliged to advance the price as we
have had to do for several years back. We still

have a good stock in reserve, and our price for the
present is #1.20 per bushel; 2 bushels, 12.20; 5 bush-
els or over, Sl.CO per bushel; bags included.

BUSHEL BOXES.
The season for using bushel boxes and crates is

near at hand, and we would remind our customers
that we are still prepared to fuinish them at the
old price. We have sold three thousand to one
party in Pennsylvania, and another thousand to a
New York customer, besides other orders, large and
small. See advertising columns for further partic-
ulars and prices.

CATALOG OF HONEY LABELS AND RUBBER STAMPS.
For a time our supply of label catalogs was ex-

hausted. We now have tbe new edition ready to
mail to all who are interested and apply tor one.' It
contains, besides the old favorites in honey-labels,
several new and handsome designs. If you have a
choice lot of honey, make it as attractive as you
can by neat packages nicely labeled with your
name and address. Then when the consumer wants
more he will ask for your honey.

NEW 189.5 EDITION ,OF A B C OF BEE CULTURE.
At last we are able to announce the new edition

of the A B C of Bee Culture completed. There have
doubtless been more additions and changes in this
than in any former revision. Manj- new illustra-
tions have been added. It will be furnished only in
cloth binding. Price same as before, $1.26 postpaid;
or clubbed with Gleanings for one j'ear $2.(0 for
both, postpaid. To all those who have had a for-
mer edition at full price we furnish one of the new
edition at $1.00 postpaid, provided you say in your
order that you have had one before.

FURTHER decline IN BEESWAX.
During the last ten days there has been a decline

of at least 2 cents per pound in the price of wax in
New York market. The demand nas slackened
somewhat, and wax is more freely offered. We
quote for the present 23c cash, 26c trade, for average
wax delivered here. If you ship wax to us be sure
to put your name on the package, and write us at
same time; and please remember that we do not
agree to pay more for it than we are paying when
the wax reaches us That is, if we should decide on
a further decline July 15th, and you should start
some wax to us on the 14th, which does not get here
till the 18th, we do not pay more than the price
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quoted the 15th. When wax was advancing in price,
and some parties shipped when we were paying 28c,
if it readied us when we were paying 30c tlie sliip-

per got the benefit of the rise. It is a poor rule tliat

doesn't worlj both ways. We mention this that
none may be disappointed if they don't get as much
as they expected, now that tlie market is declining.
We have a good deal of wax on hand which cost us
more than we can sell for now.

WANTED—SWEET-CLOVER SEED.

Tell us how much you have, and what you will
take for it. At tlie price that is offered for it now
it will pay to cut what goes to seed along the road-
side, and it will very soon be making seed in most
localities. It seems to me that some of the friends
away out in Utah, where it grows all over the great
sandy desert, might gather and ship us a carload.
If you can not make a carload of seed, then give us
a caiload of sweet-clover lioufiu, with some seed put
in to fill up. There is no better honey in the world
than that from sweet clover, and there is no plant
that I have ever found that would grow with such
thrift and vigor on the poorest, hardest, unfertiliz-
ed, and uncultivated roadside. Besides all that, it

is a valuable forage-plant. We cut it for our horses,
and they eat it with more avidity now, since they
have learned how, than any thing else in the line of
green feed or cured hay. Some people call it a
weed; liut it is an exceedingly vahtnble weed. Let
your stock get used to it and they will eat up every
bit of it, even the hard and dry seed stalks. I be-
lieve it succeeds rather better on hard dry clay, or
gravelly clay, than on sandy soil, for I never saw
any of it in Florida—that is, to amount to any thing.

SQUASHES, RASPBERRIES, STRAWBERRIES, ETC.

Jioic 2.S.— Well, the striped bugs have found the
Hubbard squashes after all; but it was not until the
vines had got out a yard or more; and then the bugs
centered on the tender tips of the vine. The vines
are too old to be covered; and, running so fast, it

was hardly practicable to cover them with tobacco
dust; so we just brushed the insects off the tender
shoots and stamped them in the dirt. They have
got now so they will fly as soon as anybody comes
in sight. We got a small boy to flght them to the
bitter end.
Our Gault raspberries from the first wood are so

gnarly and imperfect as to be of no account. This
was doubtless the result of the fi-ost. The late crop,
without question, will be all right.
We had thought once of discarding the Parker

Earle strawberry; but under the influence of the
recent rains, after all the other strawberries are
gone the P. E. is doing nobly. We are going to hang
to it for a late berry. We shall have strawberries
sufficiently rooted so as to begin to fill orders—at
least small orders—very soon after this reaches you.

THE CRAIG POTATOES.
They are now (June 29) doing finely; but the frost

"sat down" very heavily on those we had started
in the greenhouse. In fact, it hurt them rather
worse than some that were up just a little way, that
grew themselves outdoors. They are all, however,
now beginning to show the distinct characteristics
of the Craig as we knew it last year—strong, rank
foliage, in spite of drouth or bugs; and we are just
now mulching the space between the rows and
rfround the liills with coarse stable manure—that is,

the most advanced ones. This is the same treat-
ment given the ten hills last season, you may re-
member. Tlie manure is put on after the last cul-
tivating, and just before the tops get so large as to
be in the way of the manure.

DOCTORING WITH MEDICINE; A VALUABLE MEDI-
CINE THAT I CAN RECOMMEND.

We have a liniment In our home that we have
used for ten years or more that will cure or allevi-
ate almost instantly a good many kinds of pain,
such as toothache, earache, sore throat, rheuma-
tism, neuralgia, bowel complaints, etc. This lini-
ment, which we ha\e used so long and like so well,
is made by Dr. W. Wayland Wilson, of Billerica, Mass.
During a great part of nij' life I have been trou-

bled with a chronic sure throat, that sometimes has
a tendency toward quinsy. For many years I sup-
posed there was nothing to do but grin and bear it

when I felt it coming on. This is especially trying
when I am obliged to talk, for talking greatly ag-
gravates it. I have sometimes said I would give a

pile of money to anybody who would get me through
this stage of a cold without that disagreeable
hoarseness and pain in my throat. Well, " P/({/si-

anthropic So/i((io»i" will usually give me relief in
just about a minute, and it really seems as if the
sore throat were driven away after using the rem-
edy, say once in 16 minutes for an hour or two.
When diluted with water, with a little sugar added,
I find it rather pleasant to take. The rest of the
family laugh at the idea of my liking medicine;
notwithstanding, there was quite a complaint all
around the neighborhood when our last bottle of
" Physianthrop" was found to be nearly empty a
few days ago. Why, the last spoonfuls were divid-
ed up like something exceedingly precious, and
passed all around the neighborhood. I do not know
whether Dr. Wilson will consider this a puft' for his
medicine or not; but if he would only sell it for 25
cts. a bottle, instead of 50 cts., I should feel a good
deal more free to recommend that a bottle be placed
in every household. Yet when one considers that
a single dose will frequently save calling a physi-
cian, it can not be called an expensive remedy. He
will, no doubt, send you a printed circular, telling
all about it, with great pleasure. He used to be a
bee-keeper, or had something to do with bee cul-
ture, years ago.

Queens
now ready by return mail,

reared in full colonies,

from the best honey-gath-
ering strains in America,
at the following very low
prices

:

Tested, = = = each, $1.50
=. = half-doz., 8.00

Warranted Purely=mated, .75
" " half'doz., 4.25

perdoz., 8.00

If you want queens for

business, get my old re-

liable strain.
40-page descriptive catalog free.

W. W. GARY,
Colrain, Mass.

In writing advertisers mention this )japer.

Crimson Clover Seed!
Having more than I shall sow, I oft'er it for sale.

It was grown on hind land: is acclimated fully.
Clean, good seed, and will grow. 2 bush., $7.00; 1

bush., S3.75; 'o bush., #2.0ii; i.i bush.. *I 25. No
charge for bags. J. COLBY SMITH,

Willow Grove, Del.

Please mention this paper.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

I have 1 dozen black and hybrid queens ready for
delivery at 30c each. Joe C. Moore, Globe, N. C.

My order. No. 3S,592, came to hand to-day in good
shape. I found all the articles all right; also your
favor of the 17th, with bill and 30 cts. in stamps,
which I did not expect to be within 10 cts. of enough
to pay freight on the box of goods, which was 40 cts.,

or 2c a pound from your place. I think that is very
reasonable. Lewis Williams.
Cinnaminson, N. J., May 22.
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LL PRAISE THEM.
ITALIAN QUEENS

From the apiary of
W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark., can't

BE DEAUTYand
EAT for DUSINESS.

GOLDEN QUEENS

The leading bee-keepers of the U. S. are my cus-
tomers. Your choice —either Golden or Leather-
colored.
Prices Reduced.—Fine breeders always on hand,

$2 to *3; untested, 75c: 3 for $2; tested, $1; 6 for $5.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Ark.
|^"In responding to this advertisement mention Uleandjgs

We can fill

Your Orders
for Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Foun=
dation, etc.. by Return Mail. Have A.
I. Root Co.'s g"oods at Their Prices.
Will save you freight, and get goods to
you in a few days. Catalog free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

BEG/NNERS.
Beginners sh<'ulci have a copy of the Am-
ateur Beekeeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-pagc month-
ly journal) one year, Soc. Address any flrst-
class dealer, or

LEAHY MFG. CO., HiaaiNsviLLE, Mo.
CF"Iri respondinpr to this aavevtisenient mention tJLKANINOS

Bred for busi-
ness. Untest-
ed, 65 cents

eacli; 6 for $.3 2.5. Tested. $1.00 each. 'Fine breeders,
$2.00 each extra. Select straight 6-banded breed-
ing-queens, $4.00 each. To all new customers one
Golden Queen forSO cts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guaranteed.

„^„ E. A. SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark. 7-20

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queeu«— good, old-style hone.v-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 50c
each. Also bees in anj'quantity: 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

ITALIAN BEES Ready in May. Queens, $1.00.

-.,_ -,,__.,„ Bees by the pound, $1.00. One-
AND QUEENS, frame nucleus with queen. $2.00;• two frames, $2. .50. Also Barred
Plymoutli Rock eggs for setting. $1.00 per 15.

6-17ei MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, Swarts. Pa.

Look Here, Bee=keeper!
If you are in need of bi'e-supplies,

write for catalog and price list. Every thing sold
as cheap as the cheapest. 'I'lT' F^ ^ *-i-lm

Kenton, Hardin Co., 0. W . C. omitll.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
60c eacli ; 6 for $3.25. These low prices are to in-

duce you to try them. Catalog free.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, 111.

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping-eases, and every thing

tliat bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping-point in the
Country. Dealers In Honey and Beeswa.x.
Catalog free.

WALTER 5. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, wrltt
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames, Foundation. Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention Qleaninos. 21-8db

headqiJarters
For those large beautiful Golden Italians. One un-
tested queen, 80c ; 3 for ^2.00. One warranted queen,
$1.00; 3 for $2..50. One tested, $1 .50; One select tested,
$2.00. Satisfaction guai-inteed.

C. M. HICK3, Hicksville, Wash. Co., Md.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will just "roll" iu the lioney, try JTIoore's

Strain of Ilallaus, the result of 16 years'
careful breeding.

Dr. H. B. Lungr. HaiTodsburg, Ky., says: " I have hart the
pleasure of seeing: many fine strains of bees, yet 1 have never
seen such industrious, energetic bees. I must e.xpress my ad-
miration for your success as a bee propagator."

Warranted queens, 80c eacli; 3 for $2 00. Select
warranted queens, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-
isfaction guaratiteed.
Those wlio have never dealt with me, I refer to

A. I. Root, who has purchased of me 808 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.
J^"In respond ill' .• ntion (JLEANlNGa

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUND/^TION
Has A'o Saijr in Brood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Eas so Fishbone in t'ae Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanesi, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEU5EN & SONS,
12tfdb 3ole rianufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Pound atinn. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new r*olishe-<1 Sections and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. JVl H H«iri+
Bell Branch, Mich. iTl. I I . 1 1 UlIL.

Control Your Swarms, Requeen, Etc.

Send 2.5c for samples of
West's Patent Spiral wire
Queen-Cell Protectors, and
Pat. Spiral Queen Hatch-
ing and Introducing Cage,
also best Kee-Escape. witli
circular explaining. Twelve
Cell-protectors, tide; 100, m.
12 cages, $1; 100, $5, by
mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress N. D. WEST. Mid-
dleburgh, Scho. Co., N. V.

Sold also by all the leading supply-dealers.
I^"ln responding to this advertisement mertion Gleanings.

"The Market Garden."
A Monthly Journal

For narket=Qardeners and
Truckers.

So Cents a Year. Sample Copy FREE.

THE MARKET GARDEN CO.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

eF"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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The New Cornell Smoker.

Cheap,

Strong,

Serviceable,

Large Size.

Jiic^ iruic ^uiiwi/^ for those who want aUOT I nt I niNi« flrst-chiss smoker at
a medium price. Size of cup. S'o inches; curved
nozzle, liinged soas to swing bacli; legs of malleable
iron, secured by bolts. The blast is the well-known
Cornell principle. AVeight of smoker, only 20
ounces. Price H.l'i, postpaid, or 85 cts. if sent by
express or freight with other goods.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
MEDINA. OHIO,

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Ripping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edgiug-up, Jointing Stuff, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand

SAi Power Machine^J^ Sold on Trial.
"1 V/ '^^V Cctnhni Free. l-34ei
^-^.^^ -fl '' ^ SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
^^C^&tc;^^-' 44 Water St., Seneca Falls, NY.
C?"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
60c each; 6 for $3.25. Tliese low prices are to in-

duce you to try them. C;italog free.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

Tested ^ By mail, in July and Au-

Italian ^ gust, 50 cents each.

Queens } J. C. Wheeler, Piano, 111.

{^"Iii rcspuiiding to this aavertisement mention Gi.kanincs.

A certain railway oflRcialwro+i the officers in
charge of fencing on four great Railroads,
where "the Page" is in use, asking their
"lionest opinion" as toits value. Heconsidered
the answer so very fa%'orable that he gave a
large order for the Road he represented. The
replies were confidential, but he stated that
the strongest endorsement came from where
"the Page" had been longest in use. Iffarrn-
ers took such precautions, those who furnish
"cheap" wire fences would go out of business.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich.
^p°In responding to this advertisement mention GLEANDJoa.

That Tired Feeling
Caused by washing has been con-
quered by the Champion Washlng-
Machine. Can sit down to run it.

Runs Lighter and washes Cleaner
and Faster than any machine on
the market. Will sell at wholesale
rates where we have no agent.
Write for prices.

CHAMPION MFG. CO.,
Middletown, Pa.

t^Iu responding to this advertisement mention Olkanings.

«<IVIONEY-MAKERS>«
Are a strain of business Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are ready for business, with a bush-
el of Ijees, when the flowers bloom. They are gentle
and industrious. Queens warranted purely in June.
Each, $1.1 0; six, $.5.00; doz.. $9.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. F. QUIGLEY, Unionvil.le. Mo.

^^TOueens,
from my own imported
queens, $1.00 each.

Max Brauer, Beeville. Bee Co., Tex.

Italian Queens ^)f/>,

By Return Mail. ^-'^
From best imported mothers, mated to
drones of finest imported stock, from
a different source, hence a direct cross.
All queens warranted purely mated
and to give satisfaction, at T.5c each;
6 for $4.00; select warranted, $1.00. No
disease. Safe delivery.

L. H. HOBBY, Worthing-toji, \V. Va.
iSl^rt\ responding to tliis u-averti^eiiient mention GLEANINGS,

3=Banded

Gray Carniolans and Golden Italians.
Our bees are hardy, irentle, pro/ifio, and the best of honey-gatherers. One untested queen, 75c.

six for $4.00. All newcustomers can have one untested queen of either race for 50c. We do this to intro-
duce our bees. We never saw foul brood or bee paralysis. Don't fail to try the Carniolans; they will
surprise you. Descriptive price list free.

F. A. LOCKHART & CO., Lake George, IM. Y.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895-
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thing else used by a bee-

keeper. All late improved goods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese buckwheatfurnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—Ho/ie}/.—Some lots of new comb honey

are coming forward, and sell at 14@15. The demand
is very light, and will be for the ensuing two
months. Extracted, 5@T, witli sales chiefly around
6. Beeswax, 28. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
July 8. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Philadelphia.—Ho/iey.—The honey market is

about the same as last quotations. Trade lias been
somewhat quiet, with only a small demand since
the 1st of July. We look for a rather dull market
until fall. We quote new-crop extracted. 5>^@6^,
in bulk; comb, 11@14, according to quality. Bees-
wax, 35@27. Wm. a. Selser,
July 9. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

San Francisco.—Ho)U'(/.—Honey is a trifle firmer,
as the crop does not turn out to be as large as ex-
pected. I quote 4'2@.5^ for liglit amber and white
respectively. Comb honey, 1-lb. frame, 8@10. Bees-
wax scarce, 37@38. Henry Schacht,
June 24. San Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati. — Hojicjy.-There is a good demand
for extracted honey at 4@7, with a small supply on
the market. Demand is fair for comb honey at' 12®
14 for choice white. Beeswax is in good demand at
25®30 for good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
July 8. Cincinnati, O.

Clbveland.—Hojiejy.-There is no demand what-
ever for honey, and no receipts reaching us at this
season of the year. We are holding No. 1 white at
13@13; extracted, water-white, 8. Beeswax, 28.

Williams Bros.,
July 8. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Detroit.—i?o?icy.—No honey in market to quote;
but best new comb honey would sell for 14c. Ex-
tracted, 6@7. Beeswax dull and lower—23@24.

M. H. Hunt,
July 8. Bell Branch, Mich.

Kansas City.—77«?te;/.—Old stock of honey well
cleaned up; some new comb in market. We quote
new No. 1 white Mb. comb, 14@15; No. 2, 12@13; No.
1 amber, 12@13; No. 2, 10@11. Extracted, white, 6V2
@"; amber, .5@6. Beeswax, 25.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
July 9. Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City.—Houej/.-We are receiving new
comb and extracted. New white comb, 14; extract-
ed, white. 6'/4@7; dark, 4'2@."). Demand very light.
Beeswax, 32. Hamblin & Bearss,
July 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Boston.—/7one.!/.—There is practically nothing
doing in the honey line just at present. Nominal
prices, 13@14 for comb, and 5@6 for extracted.

E. E. Blake &Co.,
July 8. Boston, Mass.

Buffalo.— H.i/ief/,—Very light receipts as yet,
and light demand. Possibly a few shipments of
white comb could be sold at 12@,13, possibly a few
sales at 14, ;ind other grades correspondingly lower.
We can only suggest that people who want to find
out what our market is, should make a few trial
shipments, which will show just what we can do for
them. Battehson &Co.,
July 8. Buffalo, N. Y.

Denver.—H()??cj/.—Our honey market is quiet,
there being so much fruit on the market just now.
New honey is just beginning to come in. and we
can quote same in 1-lb. sections .at 11 io@13'i. Ex-
tracted, No. 1 white, in 60-lb. cans (3 in a case), 6c.

R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
July 8. Denver, Col.

St. Louis.—Honcj/.—The honey market at present
is dull. White and alfalfa comb honey, fancy
stock, 1-lb. sections, 11@]2; good to choice, 9@10:
strained and extracted, in barrels and similar pack-
ages, 3@4; fancy white stock, in cans, 6@7. Beeswax
lower—36' 2@37. Westoott Commission Co.,
July 8. St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis.—HoHciy.—Honey market very slow.
We quote comb, 1()@13; extracted, in cans, .5'.2@6; In
barrels, 4@5. Prime beeswax. 27.

D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
July 8. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—White comb honey, 14 and 16c. on
board cars. G. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Pa.

Alfalfa in Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 4'2C in lOuO - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association,
Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

For Sale.—600 lbs. of comb honey, in 1-lb. sec-
tions, in 34-lb. shipping-cases, at 13c per lb.

Edw. Smith, Carpenter, Madison Co., 111.

No. 1 extracted honey in 50-lb. pails at 7c per lb.

—

3.50. J. B. Murray, Ada, O.

BUFFALO, K. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSQN & CO. Responsible. Reliable,

Commission Merchants, ^tfob and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL «& BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

WHOLESALE
DEALEES &
COMMISSION
MEECHANTS.
Established

1875.

HONEY
BEESWAX.

LIBEBAL
ADVANCES
MADE
ON
C0NSI3N-
MENTS.

THE FOUR SEASONS RUNNERLESS STRAWBERRY.
Grown from French seed. Fifty or si.xty fruit

crowns form and fruit on each plant between May
and November. Berries small and sliuckless. Plants
10c each. A. T. GOLDSBOROUGH,

Wesley Heiglits, Washington, D. C.

Stingless Bees ! %
See paae 535, Gleanings,

ne. 1895.

. Alley, Wenham, JVlass.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I think Gleanings has the most solid comfort in
it of any paper of its size that I ever saw. It is good
to read to get inspiration and enthusiasm, and it is

good to read when one wants to rest. Please con-
tinue your exposure of the advertised frauds. If
all the best papers would follow your example in
this respect it would be of great advantage to the
world. Joseph H. Reed.
Benton Falls, Maine, May 18.

1 have just received order No. 37,375 all right. I
li;ive not tried any thing but the Crane smoker, and
that certainly is a daisy. The first thing I tried it

on was the worst colony of bees I have. They al-
wa\ s give me battle on every inch of their territory;
but with tlie Crane smoker they turned after the
flr<.^t tire. W. S. Mason.
Thorndale, Texas. Mav 14.

Friend Root:—You don't know how much good
your little sermons which you publish in Glean-
ings fn^m time to time have been to me. I used to
think I was as good as anybody, and I did not have
my name on the churcii-book; l)ut wlien I read
your sermons, and at the same time toolv the Bible
as my guide, I soon saw that I was the chief among
sinners: but I know now, thank God, tliat it was
tiirough the instrumentality of A. I. Root and God's
word that I was placed on the solid rock, Clirist
Jesus. Fred Leininger.

Ft. Jennings, O.
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Golden

L_.
Leather Queens
From the Queen Specialist

Golden queens from Duvall's best; dark leather
queens bred from the celebrated ^Manum stock
(queen mother selected and tested by him).
My drones are all bred from a colony tliat winter-

ed successfully on summer stand without protec-
tion, bees gei.tle and e.xcellent workers.
This colony is the result of seven direct crosses of

golden Italians, selecting- the most desirable for
breeders each spring-, irgaidless of coJor.

Nearly every queen mates witli selected drones as
there are no bees within several miles of my yard.
Duvall strain will produce nearly all 5-banded

bees, Manum stock 3-banded.
Price 7.5 cts. each. Safe arrival guaranteed, and

shipped by return mail if desired.
Mouev-order office, North Dana. Address

JAHES WOOD,
North Prescott, = Massachusetts.

In writing advertisers mention this paper.

The Best of_^^
Untested Queens.

50 cents each, if'fi.OO per doz.
Queens warranted purely mated, TO cts. each.
Tested, W.OO; $10.00 per doz.
Queens are from imported and home-bred moth-

ers; are large, vigorous, and prolific. Orders filled

promptly. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO., Loreauville, La.

Special Offer.
For July and August only, to those who
have never tried our strain of honey-
gathering Italians, we will send one sam-
ple queen for the trifiing sum of .50 cts.

One queen only will be sent at above
price to one address. All queens war-
ranted to be puTi^ly mated. All orders
filled by return mail, weather permitting.
Address all orders to

LEININGER BROS., Fort Jennings, 0.
Please mention this paper.

Control Your Swarms, Requeen, Etc.

Send ~5c for samples of
[West's Patent Spiral wire

JE Queen-Cell Protectors, and
Pat. Spiral Queen Hatch-

l^piugand Introducing Cage,
also best Bee-Escape, with
circular explaining.Twelve
Cell-protectors, 60c; 100, $3.

12 cages, $1; 100, |5, by
mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress N. D. WEST. Mid-
dleburgh, Scho. Co., N. Y.

Sold also by all the leading supply-dealers.
Please mention this paper.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want j'our
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible tor er-

rors. Toucan have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is Intended only for bona fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such ourregularratesof 20 cts. aline will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.--I still have some fine mastiff female
pups past two months old. I will exchange for

honey, shotgun, or watch. Write at once as they
must go. Scott Brillhart,

Millwood, Knox Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for

any thing useful on plantation.
Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange several g:ood safety bi-

cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.
J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange 26-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser, for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working machinery.
Will give a bargain for cash,
eitf Geo. Rall, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

ANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey extractors for honey or wax.
I. J.'Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York.

W

WANTED.—A fovtndation-niill, in exchange for
other goods. L. L. Esenhower, Reading, Pa.

WANTED.—Information regarding any locality in
Southern Georgia, Alabama, or Florida, pos-

sessing- good fall and early spring honey resources.
Please address

South Florida Apiarv Co., New Smyrna, Fla.

W HAT have you to exchange for a 200-egg size
Invincible Hatcher?

G. J. Sturm. Mt. Erie, 111.

TWO practical young farmers, both married, want
to work some gentleman's farm on shares or for

salarj'; prefer a good stock farm with some rich
bottom land. AVe mean business. Write to-day.

Manley Bros., 197 Yale, Mich.

WANTED.—By a young man lately arrived in
this country, a temporary or permanent open-

ing in an apiary or gardening business, preferably
situated in the State of New York or contiguous
States. Applicant knows something of the care of
bees, and is fond of a liealthy outdoor life. A cheer-
ful home rather than salary an object. Is a trained
clerk, with good recommendations.

Address C. C. Dooklv, 3.5.5 W. 31, N. Y. City,

WANTED.—To exchange invalid and fracture beds
in hard wood, "Perfection" brooders and

" Perfection " bee-hives, 8 to 12 frame capacity, con-
traction-device arrangement for comb honey—best
in use; sections, foundation, frames, etc., for comb
and extracted honey, pnuematic-tire Safety bicycles,
good cross of poultry, chicks or year-old stock, and
pure breed, all kinds; also chicken and duck eggs
wanted, to hatch. Chas. L. Hill,.

Box 495, Dennison, Ohio.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they wish to dispose of, we will insert notices as below,
first insertion free of chalge. After the first, 10 cents per line.

We do this because there is hardly value enough in these
queens to pay for buying them up and keeping them in stock,
and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommodation to those who
can not afford higher-priced ones.

I have 25 mismated Italian queens for sale at 30

cts. each, or 4 for $1.00. A good share of their bees
are yellow. Albert Hines,

Box .532, Independence, la.
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Queens Sent Promptly.
other breeders may sell queens cheaper than I do,

but they can't furnish better queens or fill orders more
promptly. Keeping: a large number of queens on hand

in nuclei enables me to sell tested queens, of tins year's rearing, at $1.(11) each, or six for $5.» 0, and to send
them by rehu-n mail. More than six queens (tested) will be sold at 7o cts. each, and will p)i>bahly go by
return mail unless the order is unusually large, but I don't promise that sucli shall be the case when the
number ordered exceecis six. As a matter of fact, however, every order received in the last two months
has been filled the same day it came. One queen and tlie Rkvikw for $1.5 ). Samples of the Review free.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich,

Please cut out this whole ad.

and sign and mail it to

—

56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

H^" Please send to me the
American Bee Journal for
3 months (13 numbers). At
the end of that time I will

send 81.00 for a year's sub-
scription, or 25 cts. in case I

decide to discontinue. You
will please address me thus:

4?

f^ Post-0ffice

.

JVnne

.

State

.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

A customer, looking over my
400 hives in home apiary, said,
" Where are your bees ? Mine
were flying all around thick this
morning." I said, "Just stop;
look down at any hive." He was
amazed. They were just pouring
in thick with their heavy loads.
This provestwo tiling—they can't
be excelled as workers, and quiet.

I opened several hives. He liad no veil; was in the
apiary % of an hour; was
not bothered once. Try
them. Untested guaran-
teed queens, 7;'>c. Send for
wholesale price list.

Wm.A. Selser,

Wyncote, Pa.

Golden Italian
Queens by return
mail, from a breed-
er obtained of Doo-

little. which he selected and tested out of 1000, for
his own special use; he said this queen is a better
one than the

World's Fair Queen,
wliich was valued at $50. Ou. Also

I-folaofi Oiif»p»n c ^rom one of A. I. Root's
iL.ciiici.li v^ucciis very best imported breed-
ers; price of queens, -jntested, .5.'>c; six for $."5.00; 12
for $.5.5(1; tested. $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. No disease.
Shall run 400 nuclei. Ask for free circular, which
may be worth dollars to you if you buy queens.
Safe delivery and satisfaction will be guaranteed in
each and eveiy case. 13-I8ei

M. B. OUIRIN, Bellevue, Ohio.

One=plece Sections,

Cheap •••««®e«oe»oeo

In order to reduce stock, we offer No. 1

Cream Sections, 4ix4ix7 to foot, 1|, 1|, \\%,
and 2 inch:

1000 for S11.50,
5000 at 1.40 per M.,
10000 " 1.35 ^' '•

We also offer No. 1 White sections, Six
6ix2, open on two 5i sides:

1000 for $2.50,
5000 at 2.85 per M.,
10000 " 2.25 " "

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

A Full Line of Popular

SUPPLIES
Always on hand.

1 lb. sq. flint jars, $5.00 a gross, sent from this city.

Untested queens, now ready, 75 cts.

After July 10th, 3-frame nuclei and Italian queen,
$2.50. Discount ou quantities.
Catalog free.

I. J. STRIIMGHAJVI,
105 Park Place, New York.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

IMPORTED ITALIAN

MOTHERS ONLY.
Untested, 55 cts.; doz., $6. About 11 out of every

13 will make fine tested queens, and for gentleness
ar:d industry we defy the world to beat them. Safe
delivery. Money-order ottice, Decatur. eitf

CLEVELAND BROS., Stamper, Newton Co., Miss.

QUEENS.

Imported
Italian Queens. $3.50 each. Tested, $1
to $1..5U. Untested. 75 cts. each.

W. C. FRAZIER, Atlantic. Iowa.

^^FOR SALE.
ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.

QUEENS, 75 CTS.
MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, SWARTS, PA.

If Tons of Honey,
T*l&ase(J Customers, and Increasing'
Trade is a criterion, then my queens are satisfac-
tory. Warranted purely mated queens from
5-banded strain, 75c; six for ^4.00; dozen, $7.50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

In responding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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Linden gave my bees a taste, the trouble be-

ing the scarcity of trees.

I'm cultivating a strain of bees that can

live whei'e there is no pasturage.

No HIVE with more than eight frames has

given a single pound of surplus for me this year.

"Top swarm" in England means a prime

swarm. I don't think they ever say " bottom

swarm."

Golden Carniolanr. A correspondent re-

quests the experience of myself or others with

these bees. I've liad no experience with them.

For numbering hives, is there any thing

better than movable tin tags? If not, what can

I buy the numbers for? [Tagboard manilla,

50 cts. per 100.]

I SHOULD have added in a preceding straw,

that my eight-frame hives did no better than

the larger ones. Neither of them gave any sur-

plus. So I can't come to any decision this year.

Years and years ago I got from Adam
Grimm hives having spacing-arrangement with

the principle used on p. .533. Have your spacers

attached to the frame, not to the hive. [Yes,

sir, every time.

—

Ed.]

White clover sometimes blooms late, mak-
ing a second spurt as a kind of afterthought.

But I never knew this late bloom to be used by

the bees; whereas, they seem to work busily on

the latest bloom of sweet clover.

Alfalfa looks almost exactly like sweet
clover, unless I've been fooled as to what alfal-

fa is. Why has no one ever told us this? But
when alfalfa blooms, the blossom is purple, and
the seed-pod looks a little like a snail.

I don't care for color or bands on the out-

side of bees, only so they have the good work-
ing qualities inside. But the outside marks
help me to judge something of the inside qual-
ities. [But do you think lots of yellow is an
indication of longevity and energy?—Ed.]

The hive discussion will be interesting and
useful for five years more, if it keeps bringing

out good points. Now do you catch on, Mr.
"Ed."? [Yes, but I want to be sure that a

majority of our readers feel as you do.

—

Ed.]

I didn't know you were so heavily loaded,

Ernest, when I came at you on that section-

holder business, p. .517. Just as quick as I can
get myself assembled together I'll come at you
again. [I still have lots of ammunition left.

—

Ed.]

C. Davenport gives some pretty good argu-

ments, p. 513; but after all, I've a kind of notion

that bees will put as much honey in a nail-keg

as in the best hive, if left without help in each
case. [But I was assuming that each was in

an equally normal condition.

—

Ed.]

Cement-coated nails are among the new
things, and I didn't think I'd like them better

than rusted nails; but I've been using them,

and like them very much. The advantage of

being able to use lighter nails with the same
holding power is not a small one.

W. W. WooDLEY complains in British Bee
Journal of foundation in center sections left

untouched when others are sealed. He thinks

it may be that wax sheets were too thick, and
pressed when too cold, making the foundation

too hard for bees to work—a hint for foundation-

makers.

That phrase, "catch on," is slang for which
there is no excuse; and after I get through

using it in this straw it never ought to be seen

again in Gleanings. " Understand " expresses

the idea just as clearly and forcibly. [Beg

pardon, it doesn't; but then, perhaps I can get

along with the less expressive term.

—

Ed.]

" Whoopde-dooden-doo!" That's what I

said when I read a certain editorial item in

Gleanings. Then I added, "So they've found

out at Medina that there's value in sweet

clover." If sweet clover, alfalfa, and a few

more honey-plants, get a high seat as forage-

plants, the future of bee-keeping may turn out

better than the good old times before the wild

flowers weie all destroyed. [You shouldn't say
" Whoop-de-dooden-do," because " hip, hip,
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hurrah!" "expresses the idea just as clearly

and forcibly." Do you c—c—catch on?

—

Ed.]

The plan of sending out with all supplies

the right kind and quantity of nails to put the

supplies together is one of the real comforts of

a bee-keeper's life. Heretofore It was always

a trouble to know what was the best nail for a

particular purpose; and then when I did think

I knew, likely as not I couldn't find at the store

the kind I wanted.

You ASK, Mr. Editor, p. 51:^, "How would it

do to have smaller membership fees and a

larger membership?" Just the thing. Have
the cost so small and the gain so large that

every bee-keeper will want to be a member,
even if he never attends a meeting. [This is

an important question. I'd like to get expres-

sions from others.—Ed.]

More supersedures are observed with clip-

ped queens than with whole wings, perhaps

two to one; for the man who has his queens

clipped observes every case of supersedure, and
the others are not noticed one time in five. But
the queens with whole wings are superseded all

the same. fWe never clip, but our queens get

"superseded all the same."

—

Ed.]

Notwithstanding the dearth, June 8 I

found at the Wilson apiary two colonies with

queen-cells. I thought I'd settle their hash,

and took away all brood and honey but two
frames. Would you believe it? July 3 I found

the insane things had both swarmed. At any
rate, both old queens were gone, and a young
queen had just emerged. [You shouldn't say

"settle their hash," because it is slang. Eh?

—

Ed.]

Dr. Rambler thinks I wouldn't overeat if I

deserted my wife and lived on crackers and
cheese. I'm sure I shouldn't for long. A crack-

er, with its faint aroma of old grease, is one of

the things I abominate, and
" Cheese is a mighty elf,

Digesting all things but itself."

If you'll excuse me, Rambler, I'll stick to the

wife and the delicious bread she makes. [So

shall I.—Ed.]

Anent that item on p. 526, Isn't it true that

bees always think they have a queen when they

swarm ? I had a queenless colony swarm, but

the queen was removed not more than two or

three hours previous, and I think they hadn't

missed her. How long had your bees been
queenless? [Some time; and that morning,

previously all brood was taken away. We
were preparing them for cell-building, and we
wanted to get them fairly " howling " for brood

and cells.

—

Ed.]

How THICK is worker comb? On p. 525 Hed-
don calls it \^; Cowan says "about X;" Da-
dant's Langstroth "about 1 inch," and Prof.

Cook wisely says it varies. I think new comb
will be found Ji thick, (is it ever less?) increas-

ing in thickness with years of brood-rearing

till it reaches one inch or more. The increased

thickness is all in the septum, the depth of the

cells being always the same. [Seven-eighths of

an inch is a fair average for brooding-combs

not over five years. I have measured scores of

brood-combs from different hives, and have
found them to register almost exactly seven-

eighths.

—

Ed.]

Our Hive Symposium.

SIZE AND SHAPE OF BROOD-CHAMBEKS.

ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF DEEP HIVES FOB
BROOD -REARING; DIVISIBLE BROOD-CHAM-

BERS NOT A SUCCESS.

By J. F. Mclntyre.

Finding the ten-frame L. brood -chambers too

small for this locality, Mr. R. A. Holley and
myself have been experimenting this season

with the object of deepening our brood-cham-
bers without altering the other dimensions, so

we could use all the combs and hives which we
have on hand for supers, in case we decided to

make a change. Mr. Holley was one of Mr.
Heddon's pupils, and was prejudiced in favor

of a double or horizontally divisible brood-

chamber, so we tried two experiments. We
each made a number of hives with 10 frames 7

inches deep, and several with 10 frames 12

inches deep, both the same length as the L.

frame. After running through the breeding-

season we have compared notes and agree ex-

actly. The verdict is, that Dadant is right and
Heddon is wrong; and we are both very posi-

tive that we want no horizontally divisible

brood-chambers in our apiaries. On the other

hand, we are both so pleased with the frames a

foot deep outside I fear that, if some one doesn't

hold us, we shall change all of our brood-cham-

bers to that depth.

One thing that pleased us, and was rather a

surprise, was the fact that the bees stored little

if any more honey above the brood in the deep

frames than they did in the shallow or L.

frames. This gave the deep frames nearly

twice the brood capacity of the L. frame, al-

though only a fourth deeper. The shallow

frames were a disappointment in every way.

We could not produce nearly as much brood

and bees in them, by any kind of manipulation,

as we could in the deep hives. The queen did

not pass readily from one section to the other;

and, while she was laying in one section, the

bees would store honey in the other. Alternat-

ing did no good. They would not remove the

honey from the lower section, and place it in
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the super according to theory. I think the

reason was because the sections were too large

for that kind of brood-chamber. I would say,

if each section of a horizontally divisible brood-

chamber is anywhere near the capacity of the

queen, one or the other will soon be neglected,

and filled with honey instead of brood.

Mr. R. Wilkin tried using two eight-comb L.

brood-chambers (which were about the same
capacity as our two seven-inch sections) on an
extensive scale this season, and reports the

same experience as we had with the shallow

hives. The queen did not fill both sections sat-

isfactorily, and soon neglected one altogether.

From a non -swarming extracted-honey stand-

point, give us ten L. frames, twelve inches deep

outside, for a brood-chamber.

Fillmore. Cal.. June 1.

[Personally. I have never experimented with
deep brood-chambers ; but I have observed
this: that we in our locality, only a few miles
from H. R. Boardman, while following precise-
ly the same methods of wintering indoors, do
not have the same success that he does with
his deep hive. While we lose indoors from 10
to 25 per cent, Mr. Boardman loses none. Per-
haps the depth of brood-chamber may have
something to do with it: but after all, take the
reports as they generally run, there does not
seem to be much difference in results, so far as
wintering is concerned, between the Langstroth
size of frame and a square one.
But friend McTntyre's argument is, if I un-

derstand him correctly, that more brood can be
secured by using a deeper frame. Perhaps he
is right.
His experience, and also that of Mr. Holley.

agrees almost exactly with tests that we have
made here at the Home of the Honey-bees;
namely, that bees do not breed as well in di-

vided brood-chambers as in one in which there
is no division. Of course, we have tried only a
hive or two at a time; but the results, extended
over two or three years at different times, have
always pointed the same way. Last year,
when I visited Dr. Miller I found he had been
experimenting with divisible brood-chambers—
or, rather, a few shallow extracting-chambers
that had been adapted for the purpose. If I

remember correctly, he had difficulty in getting
the queen to breed properly in two or even one
at a time; and I think he then concluded that
full brood-chambers were far better for breed-
ing. The experience of Dr. Miller, of ourselves,
of friends Wilkin and Mclntyre, of Mr. Holley
(a man who was formerly predisposed in favor
of double brood-chambers), seems all one way.
We should really like to hear from those who
have tested this matter impartially—that is,

from those who have no selfish interest at
stake. Gleanings wants the truth, even if it

should turn our supply department upside down.
Referring again to the cubical hive, here is

another article quite in the same line with
what has been already expressed by Mr. Mc-
lntyre, except that he would prefer a hive en-
tirely cubical. ^—•—

THE CUBICAL HIVE.

ADVANTAGES FOR WINTERING, AND SURPLUS
honey; SELF-SPACING FEATURE, ETC.

By F. A. Sndl.

I have read with deep interest the numerous
articles which have been published in our bee-

journals for the past few months upon the form
and size of bee-hives, or, more particularly, the

brood-chamber. The articles have been ably

written, and in that kind spirit so commend-
able. In the 28 years that I have read on the

subject of bees through our journals, I must
say the subject of hives, or forms of them, has

not before been discussed with the force of ar-

gument which has characterized these of the

last few months, by so large a number of solid,

practical bee-keepers.

As I have been keeping bees nearly all my
life, and in my present location 35 years, I have
experimented a good deal on a small scale with

hives of various forms and sizes. First, with

straw hives ; then with box hives of various

forms; later on, with the Cox, Langstroth,

American, New Idea, Eureka, and one having
12 brood-frames 18x22 inches, having no bottom-

bar, combs seven inches in depth. I have also

used the chaff hive. I have tried placing boxes

for surplus in front and rear of brood-chamber,

and at sides of brood; also on top in addition

to side storing.

After testing the various ways and sizes of

brood-frames I decided upon a hive holding ten

American' brood-frames, 11^^ inches square, in-

side measure, and ten to a hive, which strikes a

medium between the deep and shallow brood-

frames. All may not be familiar with this

frame, so I will state that the top-bars are

tight- fitting, with the exception of two open-

ings 2}.2X^ inches, Avhich affords passageway to

the surplus-receptacles. The frames are spaced

at the bottoms by large-headed eight nails,

which keep the frames rightly spaced at all

times.

Each hive-body has a movable side, opening

half-way down from top. This hive may be

tiered up as desired, and used for comb or ex-

tracted honey, as the apiarist may elect. I will

give here some of the reasons why I prefer this

form and size in a bee-hive. I can winter my
bees more successfully; they pass through the

spring months better, and are in much better

shape when the honey season opens in June.

With me the colonies in deep frames almost

invariably wintered well where supplied with

good wholesome food, and a large per cent came
out with the brood-chamber crowded with bees,

while those in frames of 8>2 inches depth win-

tered poorly in the cellar or packed on summer
stands. Every apiarist knows full well what
success in wintering means. If we can only

have strong colonies May 1. with brood-cham-

ber well stocked with food, we are pretty sure

to secure a crop of surplus if it comes, provided

the form of hives is such that it can be placed

to best advantage to the owner.

When the bees begin to whiten the combs
along the top-bars in early clover bloom, as

they will with a fair flow, the surplus room
should be given. If the hive is of compact
form, the bees will commence work in all parts
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of the receptacle at nearly the same time, and,

as a result, all sections will be completed ready
for removal about the same time, or ready to

raise up and insert an empty one between it

and the brood-chamber, which I do, as I have
practiced this for over 25 years, long before the

sectional box was used. If the surplus honey
is sealed at about the same time in all parts of

the case, the case can be removed promptly
when full, and present the neatest appearance
possible. The surplus will be a little whiter in

appearance where there is a little capped honey
under the top- bar than where that space is

taken by brood. With a small brood-nest it has
always been my experience that but little comb
honey can be secured, or that such will cast a

swarm before work has been well begun in the

boxes.

With a large shallow brood-nest, work was
readily begun in the central part of the super,

and gradually pushed to the extreme parts;

but too much time elapsed ere the remote parts

were completed—so much so that the central

combs were badly soiled by travel of the bees

from the dark combs so near at hand in the

brood-nest. The same rule will hold when
tiering. With the hive I use, no honey-board
of any kind is needed for comb honey, as I have
not yet had the first queen to enter the i}4 sec-

tions. Four or five brood-frames can be moved
sidewise at a time if desired, as is the case with
closed-end frames, which is very convenient.

One point I omitted in the proper place is

this: In the hive described above as my prefer-

ence, I will say that, in a good honey-flow, I

have often two or more supers well advanced
before the colony casts a swarm. With two
hives now in my yard, holding ten b»ood-frames

llMx8>^ inside measure, they have never had,

when they survived the winter, one case near
completion ere they sent out a swarm, invaria-

bly a small one, while the larger hives send out
swarms that count, if any.

Economizing heat in a brood-chamber during
winter and spring, and where the stores should
be, I may write on in the future.

I have taken Gleanings from the first.

Milledgeville, 111., June 17.

[We haven't heard from Doolittle on this hive
discussion yet; and as this article is somewhat
in his line o*" experience, we should like to hear
from him. In the mean time we received an-
other article from C. W. Dayton, also in the
same line.

—

Ed.]

THE BEST CAPACITY AND SHAPE FOR BROOD-
CHAMBERS.

BROOD-CHAMBERS OF VARIOUS SHAPES AND
SIZES IN MANY LOCALITIES; A GOOD

ARTICLE.

By C. W. Dayton.

In 1882, in my apiary were 120 brood-cham-
bers of 3466 cubic inches capacity, and contain-

ing 16 Gallup frames, l\}4x\\li inches. The
inside measure of this hive was one foot in

depth and width, and 24 inches length. It was
designed to run the whole number of combs for

brood-rearing up to the honey-harvest, when
an upper story was to be added for extracting.

Or, where the colony was operated for comb
honey, the least-occupied combs were removed,
and the space filled with two-pound sections.

Such sections, being six inches square, four of

them exactly filled the end of the hive when
resting on the bottom-board. After three years'

use it was found that not more than half of the

colonies would become populous enough to re-

quire an upper story, and a large share of the

extracting was done from a single story. About
this time the ends of the hives were sawed off

to reduce the number of combs to twelve. After

a couple of seasons' use more, the brood-cham-
bers were decided to be still too large because
there were from three to six combs in the ends
which contained honey instead of brood. The
honey was wanted in the upper story. The
hives were sawed off again, reducing the num-
ber of combs to nine. Then the brood-chamber
contained 2088 cubic inches. I used that size of

brood-chamber several seasons following, with
perfect satisfaction so far as size of brood-cham-
ber was concerned. The lower story contained

brood in a compact form, and the super story

caught nearly all the honey whenever the

honey-flow was of any consequence. Yet it

was found that attention was needed to pro-

vide sufficient stores for winter. This was usu-

ally done by inserting full combs of honey re-

served for that purpose in extracting-time. By
thus providing winter stores it makes a little

more labor at the time of preparing the colo-

nies for winter, but this is far more than re-

gained by not being encumbered by unneces-

sary stores and combs in the hives in the busy
season.

About one queen in 40 will appear to need
two stories for brood; but I believe that such
brood, if compactly disposed, might be all put
in the one story.

In 1889 I began to look favorably upon the

production of comb honey in one-pound sec-

tions; and the measurements of the Gallup
hives were found exceedingly unsuitable for

the adoption of the standard section. I was
compelled to adopt the Langstroth measure-
ments. For three seasons I handled 40 colo-

nies, followed by one season with 250 colonies

on Langstroth frames in both eight and ten

frame hives. As a ten-frame colony is exam-
ined it would seem that the same amount of

brood could be contained in an eight-frame

hive; yet where a colony has been brought up
in an eight-frame hive it seems to possess less

available strength. The eight-frame colony

does not occupy the super in greater force than

does the ten. But when a ten-frame colony is

contracted down to eight there is an increase of
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energy in the super. This is too apparent for

mistake. I account for it in this wise. In a

ten-frame hive there is seldom any brood in the

two outside combs. This leaves eight. There
is also about one comb of pollen. If the pollen

is scattered it is all the same—seven combs of

brood. Apply the same deduction to the eight-

frame hive, and it leaves five combs for broo3.

Allowing 1)2 inches to the comb, and measur-

ing the lateral diameter of the brood-sphere, it

is'7}4 inches, with a frame length of 17 inches.

Now, the ten-frame hive exceeds the eight-

frame, not by the two segments of the sphere's

edge, like the slabs which are sawn from the

log, but it is equal to two complete and square

planks from the heart of the log. Two such

combs of brood should enhance the strength of

the colony one-half instead of one-fourth, as

might at first be supposed.

The disproportionate length of frame may
not cut so prominent a figure in a Southern Cal-

ifornia climate as in some of the colder lati-

tudes—Colorado, for instance. In Colorado the

nights, even late in spring, are cold. Then the

middle of the days are very sunny and warm.
When the hives face the south, the sun beats

against the end so that it draws the brood up
against the south end -bars of the frames, so

that even the corners are all filled compactly
with brood. I have seen brood so far to the

south in eight combs, that, if six inches of

the north ends of the combs were cut out, not a
cell of brood would be disturbed. In Wisconsin
there are more clouds during the days, and the

days and nights are nearer of the same temper-
ature. When two colonies were placed side by
side with an inch of pressed chaflf between the
hives, the brood in each colony occupied the

side of the hive nearest its neighbor. In this

case the side combs contained brood on both
sides, and more in quantity than any other
combs in the hives. This happened on a cold

unfavorable spring. The remote sides of the
hives were unprotected from the inclement
weather. If the brood will be placed far away
from the cold end of a Colorado hive, why
would it not be placed as far as possible from
all four sides of the Wisconsin hive?
When the two frames are taken out of the

ten-frame hive it has the effect to form a brood-

chamber which is longer or slimmer in effect,

than the original ten-frame chamber because
of the squeezing or narrowing up of the brood-
sphere. In other words, and in consideration
of climates, kinds of weather, and different sea-

sons, there is less consequence in how much
space is taken away from a hive than in how it

is taken away. Working against the natural
tendency involves expenditure of heat and en-
ergy.

Had there not remained a broodless space in

the ends of the combs of the ten-frame hive,

the eight-frame hive would have never sug-
gested itself. Nearly every one who went down

to the eight-frames has wished himself back
again. Instead of lessening the number of

frames, why not try the same number of less

length? I have kept bees from a bread-and-
butter standpoint in Wisconsin, Iowa, Colorado,

and California, and have found the hive from
which I never expect to change. Climates and
localities do not affect its utility. It is the
crossway Langstroth of ten frames, and 2020

cubic inches. The eight-frame L. contains

2100, and my nine-frame Gallup hive 1980 cubic
inches. The eight-frame L. is large enough,
but it is out of shape. After using ten 13>^-

inch frames to the hive for three seasons I am
sure that the colonies become just as populous
as with the 17^ frame. It is calculated that
food shall be stored in the ends of the long
frames. In the short frame there is not. If I

wished a brood-chamber to contain stores be-

sides the brood, there would need to be 13

frames.

For winter, or for an abundance of stores at
any time, a half-depth story remains on the
hive, and nearly the whole supply of honey is

kept in it. They very readily enter and refill a
receptacle from which they are accustomed to

obtaining their daily rations. The brood-
chamber is 14i^ inches square, and it is 14%
inches from the bottom-board of the hive to the
top of the super, forming almost a perfect cube.

With the super there is always a good sup-
ply of stores, always a receptacle to catch a
small run of surplus, and the surplus-recepta-

cles are brought very close to the brood. I use
two half-depth supers for extracting, so when
one is being emptied there will remain one up-
on the hive.

I have arrived at this 2000 cubic inches ca-
pacity of the brood-chamber from two different

starting-points in the last 13 years, while Mr.
B. Taylor has occupied 45 years, and is not
quite there yet. His frame is 8% inches deep.

Had it been 8X inches, a wide frame of the
same dimensions might accommodate two rows
of 43^ sections. I should like to know of the
advantages of that 3^-inch.

I did not expect to keep bees when I came to

California; but the ease with which they could
be managed induced me to start with 43 col-

onies in the spring of 1893. Since that I have
purchased none, but have disposed of (by sale

and trade) 120 full colonies, and produced 12,000

pounds of honey, and am now extracting from
125 colonies.

Florence, Cal., June 25.

[And here is still another in the same channel:

ALWAYS GETS AT LEAST 200 LBS., EXTRACTED.
WITH A SMALL HIVE.

I want to say a word in favor of small hives.

I never fail to get more than 200 lbs. of extract-

ed honey from my small hive. I commence
extracting between the first and fifteenth of

May, and continue until the last of July. I ex-
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tract once a week, and get two gallons from

each hive. Some one may say, " Why don't

you make a hive that you can extract four gal-

lons from at a time, and take out your honey

onlv once in two weeks ?" I have tried that,

and my bees would not fill one in a montli; but

they will fill one half the size in a week. Some
may say that honey will not keep if taken out

once a week. But I know better. It will in

this climate. I never had a pound of honey

spoil in my life, and I have extracted once a

week during the honey-flow for years. I think

much depends on a deep brood-nest.

I have three sizes of hives. The one that I

get the most honey from is 12x12 inside; the

brood-nest is 12 inches deep, with 8 racks. The
extracting-super is 12x12, inside measure, with

7 racks. I had ten hives 12x183.2 inside, 9 inches

deep. I tried them two years, and they did

very poorly. I cut them off to 14 inches long

inside. Since that they have done much better.

My experience teaches me that 9 inches is not

deep enough for a brood-nest. I have kept a

strict account of the amount of honey I have
produced for 4 years, so I know what I am talk-

ing about when it comes to large and small

hives.

I have taken Gleanings for a number of

years. I like it better all the time.

Could not some one get a new pair of pants

for Rambler? I am tired of those old plaid

trousers. Joseph I. Earle.
Bunkerville, Nev., June 24.

[With all this available material before him,
friend Doolittle ought to be pretty well loaded.
-Ed.]

a superiority of queens more than of
HIVES.

Friend Ernest:~I have read Mr. Davenport's

article, and I think he shows a superiority of

queens more than hives. Please note in Ram-
bler's article, the 24-frame hive of Mr. Morley,

900 lbs. of honey cut out in one season, and
your editorial, the improvements in hives tend

to less labor, not mo7-e honey, Sbiid then think

of keeping two men to feed. April 13th I se-

lected 4 hives—two 8 and two 10 frame—am
keeping a record of my work, and amount of

honey from each. I will let you hear from
them at the close of the season.

Sarasota, Fla., June 1. S. C. Corwin.

TEN-FRAME HIVE AHEAD.
We find the ten-frame hive is much better

than the eight-frame hive that we have been

using. We changed five colonics from eight

to ten frames, and placed them with an equal

number of eight-frame hives, giving the ten-

frame hives two frames of foundation. Now
for the result: Four of the five eight-frame

colonies have swarmed, but not a swarm from
the ten-frame as yet. Each one of the ten-

fame hives has filled 28 sections. We have
placed another half-section, filled with founda-

tion, under the one already filled. This was
done a week ago. We find to-day, June 26, the

foundation drawn out, and partly filled with
honey. The eight-frame hive that did not
swarm have filled 24 sections, and we have put
on another half-story with foundation. As to

the strength of the colonies in the spring, they
were about equal, or in favor of the eight-

frame. The ten-frame hive is far superior to

the eight-frame in this one point—swarming.
We will give you a full report later.

Morristown, Tenn., June 2G. Glenn & Co.

BAMBLE NO. 136.

AT HYDESVILLE.

By Rambler-.

In Hydesville we discovered one of the most
renowned bear- hunters on the Pacific coast

—

Mr. Herbert Hansen, a Swede, and one of the

early pioneers, a wool-producer and owner of

thousands of sheep. He had killed 512 bears,

308 mountain lions, and a greater number of

deer. In the early days it required eternal

vigilance to protect the lives of the herds of

sheep against the depredations of wild beasts;

but in these more civilized days it requires

hunters of experience and the help of trained

dogs to hunt the bear. We three wanted to

enjoy a bear-hunt; but circumstances worked
against us, and we were prevented, and did not

secure bear-skins for rugs as we desired to.

Our first Sunday in Hydesville, Bro. Pryal

and I attended church, where we found a pro-

gressive Christian spirit. The pastor gave us

a very good sermon upon Sabbath observance.

He told his flock that, if people came to visit

them, it was their duty to invite the visitors to

attend the church services with them; and the

young ladies were admonished in like manner
to invite their Sunday-evening gentlemen
callers to spend the evening with them in

church. Now, Bro. Wilder was a "gallyant
young man " with the ladies, and proceeded

that evening to make a call. It is evident the

minister's words were not lost upon the good
young ladies; for in the evening Mr. Pryal and
I were quite surprised to see Mr. Wilder meekly
led in by two young schoolma'ams and safely

sandwiched between them in tlie front seat in

the church.

In my last Ramble I mentioned the fact that

an apple-tree here will produce five barrels of

apples in five years after planting. I have no
reason to doubt the Blocksburg doctor's state-

ment, for there are other things here equally

marvelous. For instance, plant a schoolhouse

anywhere in Humboldt Co., and in five years

it will mature a crop of 50 schoolma'ams. The
schoolma'am mania is so strong here that, in

the rancher's families, triplets are not rare, and
twins abundant — mostly girls. There are,

therefore, more schoolma'ams to the acre here
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than in any other like area in the State; and,

aside from being mere schoolma'ams, I must
say they were very smart and prepossessing.

Up to our arrival in Hydesville, Mr. Pryal had
appeared Hive a well-regulated, decorous, sedate,

dignified, polite, "lieep ori your side of the

fence and I'll keep on mine " sort of bachelor.

He had given the fair sex generally to under-

stand that he was engaged—to the Oakland
waterworks; but here, after having the satis-

faction of catching a few little fishes from Eel

River, a change came over his demeanor, and
for several days in succession he attended the

county fair. Was this because he was interest-

ed in cabbages, corn, cheese, or the biggest

rooster or the littlest hen? No; it was in the

symposium of schoolma'ams, and Eureka was

By a happy combination of events, and a
little sunshine in this land of the mist, I sur-

vived the wreck, brought order out of chaos,

and what was left of us dropped into Port Ken-
yon, at the mouth of Eel River. Here, after

getting Bro. Wilder into the warehouse, I had
time to survey the country, and found it to pos-

sess the following features:

Eel River, after meandering through many
miles of mountain scenery, mingles its waters
with several other mountain streams, and
departs mildly, just below Port Kenyon, into

the Pacific Ocean. The rich bottom lands of

the Eel River Valley afford succulent pastur-

age for many dairies, supporting all the way
from 25 to 300 cows each. Creameries are abun-
dant, and the resultant butter finds a ready

CKEAMERY AMONG THE REDWOODS.

his theme (Eureka is where the schoolma'am
lived). I could not, however, waste much time

upon Mr Pryal. Partner Wilder, since that

fateful Sunday evening, was also afflicted with
symposima'ams; there was trouble and some
ominous threatenings in the air; roosters crow-
ed; dogs howled; wind blew; rain descended;

the hotel across the way caught fire; a weird

earthquake rattled us, and at last that terrible

symposium of schoolma'ams (was it a dream ?)

some younger and some older lugged Pryal and
Wilder and our outfit off on their shoulders,

leaving the Rambler in sackcloth and ashes.

Whether it be a dream or not, that was the last

we saw of Bro. Pryal. He and Susan B. van-
ished in the mist toward Eureka. Our poor
dog, too, vanished into a sausage-factory.

market in San Francisco. In all of Eel River
Valley there was not that cry of hard times we
had heard elsewhere; and we found Ferndale,

in the center of the dairy industry, a thriving

town. Here, for the first time in our California

travels, we found broad acres of pasture land

that produced white clover in abundance; and
surely in the land "where milk flowed and
white clover grovved," there the honey ought
to flow also.

A little search found the bee and the bee-

man. There were several small apiaries of

three and four colonies in box hives, but I found
Mr. luman, the bee-keeper of the valley. He
had about 60 colonies. His hives were of the

box order, with about 12 inches cubical dimen-
sions. The old Harbison 2-lb. section was used
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on this hive; and Mr. Inman, in selling his

honey in the home market, cut it from the sec-

tions and used them over as long as they would
hold together, and the most of them were black

with age. Mr. Inman was not conceited in

relation to his method of management, and
desired modern hives and methods, and espe-

cially the light 1-lb. section; but considering

his style of hive, and the fact that he was well

up to 70 years of age, he was doing remarkably
well to get 100 lbs. of comb honey to the hive in

1893, and in 1894 the season was off in Humboldt
Co., as well as in other portions of the State,

and from 50 colonies he obtained only 2.100 lbs.

This excellent field of white clover is limited,

being an area of only about ten miles square.

Outside of this the bees obtain only a small

amount of honey, principally from tarweed.

Next to owning a large apiary, Mr. Inman
seemed ambitious to use up the small apiaries

around him. The nearest was only about 200

rods away. Mr. I. said that, when that feller

came there, their bees fit like fury; but owing
to his bees being very strong, the other fellow

was ^t out of seven colonies.

" Say," said he; " I could fix that feller's bees.

Jest make a big swarm in a sugar-hogshead,

and they will clean up his whole outfit."

Asking for further information, he explained

that, by suspending a small hive of bees inside,

near the top of a hogshead, they would increase

and increase until they filled the whole hogs-

head, and they would rob out any apiary within

three miles of them; and he claimed he had
successfully tried it away back in New Hamp-
shire; " and," said he, " by George, I've a good

mind to try it on these upstart fellers around
here."

Mr. Inman paid 1350 for his lot, 180x110 ft.,

and not in a town at that. Land in this valley

is held at from $500 to SIOOO per acre, and rents

equally high.

Port Kenyon is the shipping-point from
Ferndale. The little steamer Weeott makes
regular trips to San Francisco, with butter,

cattle, pigs, and merchandise; and, owing to

the dangerous symposiums of schoolma'ams
over the mountains, I resolved to return to San
Francisco by steamer. The ocean was very

rough, and had not subsided from the effects

of the storms and earthquake, and the steam-
er lay out over the bar for several days, and
finally on Sunday morning came into port.

All day the stevedores worked at unloading,

and then loading. While this work was in

progress I attended the little United Brethren
church in town, and listened profitably to

preaching, by a lady evangelist. There were
several schoolma'ams present, and a large num-
ber of pretty milkmaids; but Bro. Wilder was
safe in the warehouse, and the day passed with-

out exciting episodes.

In the morning the captain said he was afraid

the sea was too rough for his boat to cross the

bar. We were three miles from the shore, but
could distinctly hear the hoarse roar of the

breakers. About ten o'clock, however, the

word was given for us to get our ponies on
board. Our wagon and all its contents was
lifted aloft with the hoist and donkey-engine,

and gently dropped on board. The ponies

clambered over the side on a sort of horse step-

ladder. Mr. Wilder, with his past arduous
experience on the bosom of the deep in remem-
brance, faced the bellowing ocean with a cour-

age that was truly commendable.
The captain on the bridge felt his way care-

fully over the bar; two men at the bow of the

steamer heaved the lead, taking soundings.

One on the larboard side would shout, "Twelve
fathoms, sir;" then from the starboard side

would come '"Ten fathoms, sir;" then it was 13

fathoms, then 15, then 20. and we were over the

bar; but what a plunge our steamer made at 10

fathoms! Our ponies, near the forecastle, lost

their feet, and went to the deck. They were

up in an instant, and snorted as a breaker

curled over the larboard rail and drenched

them with salt water; but, once over the bar,

the vessel moved steadily onward, only taking

those long swells that are so soothing to the

voyager.

As I have received so many benefits from Mr.

Wilder's deer-hunting by claiming every time

thattt'e shot the deer, I will here give him the

benefit of my expertness as a sailor, and say

that we were not seasick during this two days'

voyage. In San Francisco we transferred our

outfit to the river boat, and continued our jour-

ney by water up the San Joaquin River to

Stockton. Over 300 miles by water refreshed

us, and here we were ready again to take to the

common highways.

FEEDERS AND FEEDING.

SOME KIND WORDS FOR THE COKNEIL SMOKER.

By Emma WUson.

About the last of May, as the bees had nothing

to do we concluded we would do a little outdoor

feeding at the home apiary, although we had
thought the feeding finished for this spring.

We filled the Miller feeders and piled them up

six or eight high, leaving a good space open at

the bottom so the bees could get at them. But,

although the bees were swarming around them,

they did not seem to find the feed, or at least

they did not empty the feeders as fast as we ex-

pected. We then tried setting the feeders on

the ground, one in a place, filling the compart-

ment very loosely with hay, then putting in the

sugar and water, leaving the covers off entirely.

And, my! but didn't the bees just swarm about

those feeders!

Into some of them we put very little sugar-

about a pound to five quarts of water— and in

others we put five times as much sugar to the
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same amount of water. It didn't take the bees

long to find out which were the sweetest feed-

ers, and these were quickly emptied, while on

those that were sweetened just a little they

made very slow work until a little more sugar

was sprinkled on, when it was fun to see them
hustle. As soon as the feeder was empty we
would pour in more cold water and then sprin-

kle the sugar on without paying any attention

to the bees, although the feeders were full of

them. We rather thought they would look out

for themselves.

We thought we had struck a big thing in the

way of feeders, for a dish of any kind could be

used; but when we came to take the hay out of

the feeders we found a good many dead bees in

the bottoms of two or three of them. Just what
the trouble was I don't know; but I rather sus-

pect they were drowned when we filled the

feeders. If we were doing it again I think we
would fill the feeders at night after the bees

had stopped Hying.

White clover commenced to bloom pretty

freely, and we began to put on supers the 29th

of May. To be sure, the colonies did not show
many signs of harvest; but we concluded from
the looks of the clover that it wouldn't be many
days before they would be needed; and as we
had time then, we would put them on then and
not be worried about it. But we would better

have left them off; for, although the white clo-

ver is fairly abundant, there does not seem to be

any nectar in it— at least, our bees are doing
nothing at the present date, June 11.

We have fed a ton of granulated sugar since

last September, and the prospect is that we
shall have to commence feeding again. We
have not had rain for weeks, and are suffering

severely for want of it. A good rain might
help, but I fear we need not expect any thing

from clover. I am in hopes we may get a little

from basswood. Dr. Miller never counts much
on basswood; but I believe there may be more
of it than he thinks.

We received from Medina one of the new
Cornell smokers. The first time we used it,

about one of the first things I did was to burn
my fingers; and while they were smarting I

concluded I didn't like that smoker very well.

I had used the Crane smoker with asbestos for

so long that I had become rather reckless as to

how 1 handled it. However, I have used the
Corneil smoker a good many times since, and
have not burned my fingers any more.
One very good feature of the new smoker is

that it will burn for so long a time without go-

ing out. One morning lately we had a little

work to do in the home apiary before starting

for the Hastings apiary. 1 lit the smoker with
a few shavings; and as the shavings were al-

most gone I rolled up a piece of an old hive-

quilt, with a good deal of bee-glue on, and put
it in the smoker. This must have been about 7

o'clock. We worked for about half an hour at

home, then started for the Hastings apiary,

which is about five miles away. When we went
to use the smoker after getting there, we found
it burning all right. We worked there till about
3 o'clock in the afternoon without refilling or

relighting the smoker; and when we were al-

most home Dr. Miller picked up the smoker and
it was still burning all right. I meant to keep
watch to see how long it did burn, but forgot

all about it after we got home, so " I don't
know." Now, I think it was partly the smoker
and partly the fuel that kept it burning so long.

It is lighter than the Crane, which is another
point in its favor. The manner in which the
fire-box is fastened on to the bellows makes it

stronger and better than any thing we have had
before. I have not had a chance to try it with
a very hot and long-continued fire such as is

used in smoking bees out of sections, but I im-
agine the Crane, with the asbestos, will then be
ahead.

Marengo, 111.

[I am sorry to know that you have had an-
otner poor season, or probably will have, from
present indications. I can almost imagine that
i see the season with you just as I saw it a year
ago.
Using hay or grass over the syrup is a good

idea, and not altogether old, I apprehend. A
great many times, common pans may be put
into the upper story of the hive, filled with
syrup, and all that is necessary will be to pick
up a good handful of grass anu strew it over the
surface of the syrup. I assume that, if it

would do the work outdoors. It certainly would
in the hive, where there would be less scram-
bling and crowding, resulting in the possible
drowning of the bees.
Now with regard to the Corneil smoker. We

have been experimenting with this smoker, the
Corneil, for over a year; and 1 might explain
that, along last winter, 1 sent one to Dr. Miller,
telling him to test it thoroughly; and in Stray
Straws for July 1 you will see he indorses it

most highly. So you will see the smoker is no
experiment; and, indeed, the principle has been
tested thoroughly in Canada, and has, I believe,
made a good showing on this side.
While the Clark is a most excellent imple-

ment for the money, we have heretofore had
nothing between it and our very best smoker,
the Crane. We have therefore devised a modi-
fication of the Crane and the Corneil. The
method of supplying the blast to the fire-cup is

Corneil's. The construction of the nozzle,
hinging, legs, and fastening to the bellows, are
improvements of the Roots and others, adapted
to the Crane smoker and are now incorporated
in the new smoker. In appearance the new
Corneil resembles greatly the justly popular
Crane. But you will observe the double-tube
blast arrangement under the fire- cup, and next
to the pair of hind legs, instead of the Crane
valve. The bellows is not quite so highly fin-
ished as that of the Crane; but in another
respect, with the exception of the shield, which
is plain, and the Corneil blast arrangement, the
new smoker is much like the Crane. This
smoker will be sold at a medium price, and will
meet the want of a very large number who do
not care to go into the very best, but still want
a little better than the cheapest. Its blast is

not quite equal to that of the Crane, especially
when crammed with fuel.

Now about the name—" Corneil." We have
always, and more especially since his death,
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held the name of a prominent Canadian in
grateful remembrance. His scholarly ways,
his pleasant manners at conventions, his fair-
ness in discussion, have won the respect and
admiration of bee-keepers wherever he has
been. That man is S. Cornell. Some time ago
he showed the advantages of the double direct-
blast arrangement when attached to smokers;
and while I did not think, and do not now,
that it has the strength of the Crane, it goes a
long way toward being as strong, and its

method of application is very much cheaper.
The only thing about the new smoker—that is,

Corneil's—is the blast arrangement; but we
always like to name a new implement after
some good man who has contributed no small
part to the vital function of the implement it-

self. In like manner it has been a pleasure to
us to name our swarm-hiver after A. E. Man-
um. who first devised the tripod arrangement.
In a similar way it has given us exceeding
pleasure to name one of our recent extractors
after Mr. Cowan; and rightly, too, should it be
named the Cowan, because it employs the
principle that Mr. Cowan first made public. It
was a pleasure also to designate what we call
our very best smoker a Crane, after that most
excellent bee-keeper, lecturer, and scholar, J.

E. Crane, who indeed devised its most vital
features. In a like manner, also, it is now a
pleasure to christen the new smoker after Mr.
Cornell. All the men I have mentioned, after
whose names we have christened apiarian im-
plements, are and have been bee-keepers of
high standing; and it is indeed a pleasure, dear
readers, to give deserving honor to whom such
honor is surely due.

VARIATIONS IN BEES.

The following is an extract from " Insect

Life," published by the U. S. government, and
edited by C. V. Riley. By the way, every bee-

keeper and fruit-grower should get this peri-

odical, and read it. As it is furnished free by
Uncle Sam, there is no excuse for any man
remaining in ignorance as to the nature of our

insect-enemies, and how to destroy them.

tain a very good idea of how the special organs
in Apis may have been evolved and perfected
from simpler organs in other genera. This
may be illustrated by a few sketches of some
of the more important structures, as, for in-

stance, the polleniferous organs and the wax-
producing apparatus. (See Fig. 36.) The figures

very well illustrate the fact that the modification

of structure and hairy vestiture, wliich facilitates

the collection and transportation of pollen, while

exhibited perhaps in tlie greatest perfection in the

liive bee. is nevertlieless an evolution from similar

structures possessed by other species of social bees,

such as the MeliponoB and Bombi, and still more
remotely from such as are possessed by the solitary

bees.

In the production of wax, the hive-bee exhibits a

lavishness not found in any of the wild bees, not

excepting the species of Trigona and Melipona,

which approach it most nearly in social economy.
As a result we find tliat the wax-secreting organs of

Apis are much larger than in any other wax-pro-

ducing bees. In Bombus they are greatly reduced
and otherwise different in structure, resembling,

however, very closely those obtaining in Melipona

and Trigona. In the solitary bees, which produce
no wax, these specialized structures are entirely

wanting. These solitary bees, no matter in what
situations or of what material they make their

cells, generally store them with honey or pollen,

and, after depositing an egg, cap the cell and leave

the young larva to care for itself. The habits of

the social bumble-bee (Bomlms) are but a step in

advance, as the larvae are developed in a mass of

pollen and honey, in which they form rather imper-

fect cells. When full grown each spins a silk co-

coon which is thickened by a certain amount of wax,
which is added by the adult bees. The females

labor, and several co-operate in the same nest. In

the bottle-bees {Melipona) a still further step is

seen, as the cells, of a rather dark, unctuous wax,

are formed into regular combs, and are somewhat
imperfectly hexagonal. They are, howe%-er, in sin-

gle horizontal tiers, separated and supported by

While the different species of the genus Apis dif-

fer in size, coloration, temperament, :ind habit,

there are comparativelj^ slight variations in sti'uc-

ture — a necessary inference for every zoologist.

But if we study the other species of the family

Apidce we shall find every variation, and ob-

intervening pillars, more like the nests of the social

wasps, and the cell is sealed after the egg is laid

upon the stored food, just as in the case of solitary

bees. The honey is stored in separate flask-like

cells, and but one queen is allowed to provida

eggs.
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HOW TO GET RID OF FOTJL BROOD.

THE FOUNDATION PLAN EXPENSIVE ; A PLEA
FOR THE PHENOL TREATMENT; DO
QUEENS CARRY THE INFECTION?

By Wm. F. Clarke.

I consider this the most important practical

question at present before bee-keepers, and I

should like to say a few words in reference to

some editorial remarks on the subject in last

issue of Gleanings, page 537. I hardly think

the suggestion that intelligent and progressive

bee-keepers offer to furnish foundation, frames,

and new hives to owners of foul-broody stocks,

is at all likely to be carried into general effect.

What a wealthy firm can do in this line is

no rule for individuals who are keeping bees on

a limited scale. It seems to me that what is

necessary in order to secure a riddance of this

fell disease is, first, to find some cheap and easy

method of cure; secondly, to find an effectual

preventive ; and, thirdly, to thoroughly dis-

seminate a knowledge of the means of preven-

tion and cure among bee-keepers.

What Is now generally known as the McEvoy
cure is too costly for general adoption. The
expense per colony is about as follows: Two
sets of frames, one set of starters, and one set of

full sheets of foundation, from SI.25 to $1.50.

If the suggestion made in Gleanings is fol-

lowed, the cost of a new hive must be added,

say $1, making K.aO. The work can be satis-

factorily done only during the honey-harvest,

and consequently it involves a loss of all sur-

plus that season. For this item add $5, making
a total of ?7.50 per colony.

When I started my present apiary, which
was certificated by the Foul-brood Inspector as

perfectly healthy, I had a bee-keeping neigh-

bor whose apiary consisted of 80 colonies which
were known and admitted by him to be foul-

broody. The inspector chalked 14 of those

hives to be burned, and ordered the remainder
treated on the costly method above mentioned.

By the time the work was done the apiary was
reduced to 40 stocks. This reduction of stocks

adds another and a large item to the cost.

Gleanings deserves commendation for the

full information it has given its readers con-

cerning various methods of drug cure and pre-

vention. It is, I am persuaded, along this line

that we are to work out the general salvation

from foul brood.

I have been greatly astonished at the fail-

ures reported by bee-keepers who have tried

the Cheshire recipe; but a long and painful

experience has taught me the secret of this

general failure. It has resulted from the re-

fusal of the bees to take the medicated syrup.

I have not met with one case in which a bee-

keeper has I'eported failure after the bees had
taken, stored, and fed upon phenolated syrup.

Mr. Cheshire virtually predicted this failure.

He said in Vol. II., page .562, of his great work:

" Ligurians refused the food, and succumbed to

the disease." * * * " To place the food with
added phenol, on the hive, will, however, do
nothing in the greater number of cases. If

honey be coming in, the bees will not touch it;

but open the stocks, remove the brood-combs,
and pour the medicated syrup into these cells

immediately around and over the brood, and
the bees ivill use a curative quantity of phenol."
As I read these directions I gathered that the
bees would use a curative quantity administer-

ed in the above manner, even when honey was
coming in. But I could not succeed in making
them do it. However, I subsequently discover-

ed a couple of wrinkles which I am very
anxious to make known, in order that bee-

keepers may experiment in view of them. The
first is to feed the phenolated syrup at a time
when there is absolutely no honey coming in.

Take advantage of the period of complete
cessation of nectar-yielding, when the bees are

ravenous for food, and are like a hungry man
who will not be particular to get quail-on-toast,

and other epicurian dishes.

The second wrinkle is to take care not to

medicate the syrup too strongly with phenol.

I overlooked in my first trials this pregnant
sentence: " ^Jn dispatched the bacillus quickly
when honey was coming in, and ^Jj when it

was not." I found that, even in a time of

scarcity, the bees refused the ^J^ decoction, and
I kept diluting the syrup until they took it free-

ly. I do not wish to " holler until I am out of

the wood," and I am not yet prepared to tell

fully "what I know "of foul brood; but I do
not want to delay until another season at least

a partial detail of my experience. The present

season is so unfavorable that considerable

feeding will have to be done this fall; and I

want to say to bee-keepers who know or sus-

pect that they have foul brood, do your feeding
not later than August, and medicate your
sugar syrup with phenol anywhere between the

^Jn (t'^d the yI^. It is my firm belief, which it

will take a large amount of rebutting evidence
to shake, that, if these rules are strictly follow-

ed, Cheshire's recipe will cure any case of foul

brood that is curable. I believe, too, that the

same prescription will be an effectual prevent-

ive. The cost of the phenol is a mere baga-
telle, and need not be made a.ccount of at all.

There is a great deal more I could say on this

subject; but " my time is not yet." Longfellow
says in his Psalm of Life, " Learn to labor and
to wait," which is what I am trying to do.

There is only one thing more I feel it necessary

to say now, and that is this: I am afraid your
confidence in the safety of taking queens out of

foul-broody hives, and introducing them into

healthy ones, is misplaced. You say a very
few cases of queens carrying foul brood from
one colony to another have been reported; but
there are so many other ways in which it could

have been carried that you are inclined to
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doubt them all. Surely you have never care-

fully read Cheshire, Vol. II., pages 547-549,

where it is proved to a demonstration, by dis-

section and microscopic examination of queens,

that the bacilli have been found both in the

ovary and in the egg. In one case, when a

half-developed egg was crushed flat, nine ba-

cilli were quickly counted. I pray and beseech

you not to take anymore queens out of foul-

broody colonies for the purpose of introducing

them to healthy ones. If we are to get rid of

this terrible scourge we must run no risks, but,

in all cases, "make assurance doubly sure."

Guelph, Ont., July 3.

[If Mr. McEvoy recommends treating colonies
during the height of the honey-flow, of course
this would make an expense depending upon
whether the season was good or not. But my
experience has shown that foul brood is much
more apt to break out before or after the honey-

, flow. It is when bees eat their stores clear
down that they get to where the diseased germs
are. So I think we may say that in most cases,
at least, treatment will be administered when
there is no honey-flow. But suppose we do
treat at this time. As seasons have been uncer-
tain of late. $5.00 would he a very large esti-

mate of the actual loss. I think, therefore, we
should, in the great majority of cases, throw
out the ^5.00. 1 only suggested furnishing a
new hive; but the one diseased can be boiled
just as well as not. If this is accomplished dur-
ing odd hours, the estimate you give could not
run much above .§1.50 or $3.00. So the founda-
tion plan is not so very expensive, after all.

And we must assume that the treatment by
medication must cost something in the way of
the drug in the first place ; medicating the syr-
up ; feeding, and the cost of the syrup itself.

Practically, then, there would be no very great
difference.
With regard to the phenol, I personally tried

it diluted 500, 10(30, 750, and, in fact, all sorts of
dilutions; and in nearly every case it would
apparently check the disease, but not in a
single case do I remember that it cured it en-
tirely. Ml, t?ie lon<j run; and when we were fuss-
ing with phenol, foul brood in the mean while
got pretty well scattered over our yard. The
economy of the foundation plan rests in the
fact that it is an absolute cure; and if every
colony is treated at once, before the disease
gets a start, the ex.ppnse can not be very great.
And still again, my own experience with phenol
was corroborated by that of a number of cor-
respondents from Australia at the time; later
on by Prof. Cook and many others.

I feel quite sure that in your own case you
will find the phenol is only a temporary relief,

and not a cure. But I thoroughly appreciate
the point you make—that, if we can avoid the
expense of foundation, waste of brood, and
general interruption to the colony, by any
method of medication, we should hail it with
delight; and notwithstanding all the reports
that I remember to have read seem to be
against the phenol, I am still open to conviction.
My advice to owners of large apiaries was

meant to be a suggestion, because they can
well afford foundation and frames for a couple
of hives, free of charge, rather than run the
least risk of the disease being transmitted to
their own yard. In other words, we can well
afford to take a stitch in time, even though
that little stitch costs a little something, in
order to save nine stitches later on.
With regard to the disease in the ovary of the

queen: I would not deny that Cheshire found

spores in the ovaries of queens; * but certainly
we never had a case that was transmitted that
way when we were experimenting along that
line; but of course I would not carry the im-
pression that it is wise to make a practice of
taking queens out of diseased colonies and put-
ling them into healthy ones. I would always
take the safer course. It is not wise to drive too
near the brink, even though we feel perfectly
sure that we can drive within an inch or two of
that brink and not run off.—Ed.]

CALIFORNIA ECHOES.

By Rambler.

One person has found honey a dear article in

Riverside, Cal. He stole sixty sections from an
apiary, was caught in the act, and the justice

put the price of honey right up to $1.00 per sec-

tion, $60.00, or sixty days in jail. The thief is

in jail.

When uncapping honey for extracting, fasten

a whetstone to the place where you wipe your
knife. In wiping over the stone, the knife is

kept to a keen edge. I am indebted to Mr.
Schaeffle, of Calaveras Co., for a part of this

idea. [Good. Paste this in your hat (head).

—

Ed.]

If I have ever said any thing reflecting at all

upon the nectar-giving qualities of white sage,

I will now take it all back. This year my ob-

servation has been where mountains are cov-

ered with it, and the bees have gathered tons of

the most beautiful honey ever deposited upon
the tongues of mortals. White sage is fully

equal, if not superior, to either black or purple

sage.

I suppose our Eastern friends desire to be kept

posted on the length, breadth, and thickness of

our honey-yield. It continues discouraging to

us. Wild buckwheat, upon which so many de-

pend for the last yield of the season, seems to be

withering. It has the appearance of insect-

work in the stalk, sapping the life from it.

Again I reiterate the remark that our yield will

not appoach that of 1893.

M. H. Mendleson, of Ventura, does nothing in

the management of bees In a small way. He
moves his bees to the bean-fields, and his wag-
on for moving them will carry 100 colonies.

With this rig it takes but a short time to sur-

prise the blossoms of a new field with a great

force of busy workers. Bro. M. puts the yield

of Southern California at half a crop, and ad-

vises bee-keepers to hold their honey for 5X to

6 cts. per pound.

*I am one of those wlio, thoug-h recognizing'
Cheshire's great work, do not believe that he was
infallible in all things. You remember how severe-
ly he criticised his cotemporaries for the mistakes
they had made. Later developments have shown
that he was quite as capable of such sins as they.
The man who pulls motes out of his brother's eye is

pretty apt to have some tolerably big ones in his
own. Hence, while I do not deny his statement
here, I can't quite swallow it when real practice
seems to be at variance with what he saw or
thought he saw in the microscope.—Ed.
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When John H. Larrabee left his apiary in

Vermont to serve the goverilment as an heroic
" apistical experimenter," his brother Walter
stepped into his shoes as a worthy successor at

the home apiary. After a year's service, John
left the government position for a higher walk
in life, and walked into matrimony. Walter,

like all observing bee-keepers, noting the felici-

tous condition of his brothpr, has also recently

walked into matrimony. Walter and his help-

meet, I believe, stick to the bees and the farm,

while John runs a bicycle-factory in Lansing,

Michigan. [Good for Walter! The force of

habit is strong. Beware, Bro. Rambler.

—

Ed.]

When Mr. Alpaugh returned to Canada, from
his travels in the Golden State, he gave some of

his experiences in the Canadiaii Bee Journal;

and among other things he said he found a con-

dition in a certain California honey-house that

he would not divulge, for It would amuse some
Californians, and it might make some mad.
Well, I have waited for the secret to come out;

and, behold, Bro. Gemmel the tale unfolds be-

fore the whole Oxford Bee-keepers' Association,

to their evident amusement. Bro. Alpaugh
found a skunk in a can of honey— that's all.

Why, my Canadian friends, that is a common
occurrence. That particular apiary was in-

fested with foul brood, and the owner was mak-
ing a disinfecting compound to be used in the

early spring. " Mephitis mephitica " and hon-

ey I would recommend to Inspector McEvoy, or

any Canadians afflicted with foul-broody apia-

ries. It is easily prepared, as Mr. Alpaugh wit-

nessed.

A petition is out for governmental interposi-

tion in behalf of Aj^is dorsata. Prof. Benton
says it cost not much less than ^1000 for his ab-

ortive effort to import the great bee. Of course,

Prof. B. does not wish to abort again on his own
capital; but it seems to me that, if Apis dorsa-
ta is worth any thing to bee-keepers, it is a

mighty poor national industry that can not

land the bee here on its own account. [Are we
sure Apis dorsata would be of any practical

value once introduced? I have the impression

from what I have read of them that they are

exceedingly hard to domesticate. If such is the

case, would it not be better to ask for appropri-

ation in much more needed directions? We
need, for instance, an apicultural station under
the national government, and Frank Benton
would be a good man to conduct it.

—

Ed. J

" There comes a tenderfoot. Now we shall

have some fun," said a bee-keeper to his help-

er; but when the supposed tenderfoot emerged
from the foliage of a gum-tree near the apiary,

he was veiled ready for emergencies. " Not
much tenderfoot there," said the bee-keeper,
" and no fun." This leads me to remark: Why
do we laugh with delight to see a fellow-mortal

stung by our bees? and the more dignified the
unlucky man is, the more intense the laugh-
ter. I think the reason is found in the fact that

dignity stands no show before the angry hum of

the bee. A reverend gentleman is supposed to

be very grave and dignified ; but let the sharp
persistent hum of half a dozen bees .sound close
to his ears, and dignity is instantly dethroned.
He swings his arms with greater energy than
when pounding the pulpit; ducks his head, and,
with hat toppling off. plunges into the neigh-
boring bushes, with coat-tails in the air. Per-
haps he comes out with an eye swelled shut;
but the only sympathy he gets is a laugh and a
shout—'-Got stung, hey?" A cool, collected

bee-keeper, then, should be the most dignified

man on earth.

SHAKING BEES FROM OFF THE COMBS.

Question.—I am bothered very much in get-

ting bees off their combs when I wish, for any
reason, to change combs with certain colonies,

and in extracting. We are told to shake them
off, but there must be a peculiar way to shake
them; for, shake as hard as I can, I get very
few off, and generally make them angry when
I try it. Will you please tell us in CrLEANiNGS
how you get bees off their combs when you
wish to ?

Aiiswer.—In changing combs in the apiary I

always shake the bees off, or the majority of

them; and with hybrids and the blacks, every
bee can be shaken off, providing the combs are

built in the frames as they should be, so that

they fill the frames full and are in a straight

and even line with the frame, thus giving the
bees no little holes or open space along between
the bottom -bar to the frame and the comb, into

which they can crowd in such shape that they

can not be dislodged as long as they stay there.

After having the combs built out as above, and
desiring to take a comb away from the bees, I

place the projecting ends of the frame on the

ends of the two middle fingers of each hand;
and then with a quick upward stroke throw
the ends of fhe frame against the ball or thick

part of the hand at the base of the thumb. As
the frame strikes the hand, let the hands give a

sudden downward motion, which makes the

shock still greater. As the frame strikes the

fingers it is again thrown back against the

hand, and so on till all or nearly all of the bees

are off. The principle is, that the bee is on its

guard all the while to keep from falling off,

thus holding on tenaciously so as not to be

easily shaken off by any motion which tends to

throw it down. By a sudden stopping of the

upward and a quick downward motion, the

bees are thrown off their guard and dislodged

from the comb in an upward direction. I do

not remember of ever having broken a comb by
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shaking it as above described, although some
claim that they can not shake bees off their

combs without breaking the combs more or less.

In this way I have no trouble in shaking off

black bees and hybrids; and if we disturb the

Italians, causing them to fill themselves with

honey, they can be shaken from their combs
about as easily as black bees. But even if we
can not afford to wait until they are filled with

honey, four-fifths of them can be shaken off.

To get off the remainder, one of the different

bee-brushes, now to be had of supply-dealers,

will finish the job very quickly; or, instead of

the bee-brush, you can use a turkey or goose

quill to fully as good advantage by trimming

off about one-half of the wide side, so that the

feather part will not irritate the bees. Of

course, this will appear a little awkward at

first, but will soon be found easy enough. In

working for extracted honey I used to adopt the

same plan to rid the combs of bees, and suc-

ceeded very well, although it is much harder

work on account of the combs being so heavy.

With our perfect escape-boards of the present

time, it is not necessary to thus shake the bees

from the combs when extracting, for the bee-

escace cleans the combs of bees perfectly, and

is the thing to use where all the combs in any

upper story to any hive are to be removed.

HOW MANY ENTRANCES TO A BEE-HIVE?

Question.—In making hives, how many en-

trances should be allowed ? I am told that, be-

side the front or main entrance at the bottom

of the hive, an entrance should be made at the

rear also for ventilation, to be opened during

hot weather, and one near the top of the hive

to be open at all times when the bees are stor-

ing surplus honey, so they need not have to

travel so far to carry honey from the entrance

to the top of a second or third story hive.

What is your opinion in this matter ?

^nsit'er.—Regarding the ventilation matter,

I much prefer to make the entrance large

enough to give all the needed ventilation in

times of extreme heat, and have it so arranged

that it can be easily contracted to meet the re-

quirements of the smallest colony when desir-

ed. My reasons for preferring are that, unless

the rear entrance is closed during cool nights,

it makes the hive so cold by the draft of air

thus caused, that the bees can not work to ad-

vantage at comb-building or evaporating nec-

tar; and, worst of all, the bees get a habit of

using this ventilator for an entrance, so that,

when it is finally closed, the bees which have

been accustomed to use this as an entrance to

the hive go out at the regular entrance, but re-

turn to the old place only to find it closed, thus

causing a great commotion and loss, as they

know of no other place of getting into their

home, having so marked on their first flight.

As to the entrance into or near the surplus

apartment, any one arguing that such is a ne-

cessity shows a lack of thorough knowledge of

the inside workings of the hive. The bees

which gather the honey are not the ones which
deposit it in the cells, as I have several times

proven by taking away a queen of one variety

of bees and introducing a queen of another
variety. For instance, I once took away the

queen of a black colony in June, and noted the

time the last black bee hatched, and when the

first Italian bee emerged from its cell. As
young bees do not gather honey till they are

sixteen days old, when the colony is in a normal
condition, on the fifteenth day after the first

Italians hatched none were seen going in and
out at the entrance but black bees, while an
examination of the surplus-apartment, in which
bees were briskly at work building comb and
depositing honey, showed scarcely a black bee

there, but all were Italian. And this is only

one instance among many which have proved

the same thing. Consequently I am opposed to

more than one entrance to any hive.

r [I sometimes practice your method; but more
often I pick the frame up, grasping the project-
ing end of one end of the top-bar; and, doubling
my fist, I strike the top-bar one sharp quick
blow at a point where there are no bees. 1 find

I am more successful when I take the bees by
surprise; because, the moment they are jarred
once, they will hold to the cells tighter than
ever. I am also careful not to smoke them
much if any before this shaking-off process;
otherwise the bees stick their heads into the
cells and take a firm grip.—Ed.]

FEEDING BEES SUGAR SYRUP IN THE SPRING.

Allow me to say one word with regard to the man-
agement of bees in spring. Some few prominent
bee-keepers, with more zeal than wisdom, recom-

mend feeding bees, at this season of the year, large

quantities of sugar syrup, so that, when they begin

to work on clover, the hives are already full of syr-

up, and consequently the first, and, in fact, all the

clover honey, must go to the surplus-boxes. Now,
all this sounds very nice, and possibly some begin-

ners may follow such a course until a little more
knowledge on the subject convinces them ol the

folly of that kind of practice. I will give my rea-

son why not to do so.

When the surplus-boxes are put on to make room
for the queen, the bees will usually move a large

part of the stores from the brood-chamber to the

surplus-apartments, and thus you see you have an

adulterated instead of a pure article for the mar-

ket. But it has been said that a little sugar won't

poison anybody. Very true, it will not. But to do

so, will poison your conscience; lower yourself in

your own estimation, blast your reputation, and in-

jure the honej'-producing interests of the country.

The people want a pure article, and will buy it and

use it liberally, when convinced of its purity. Ev-

ery business man, or nearly so, to whom you ofifer

hone-y, will ask you if it is pure. Now, if there is

the least taint of sugar about it you must say so or
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lie. But if you tiegin to explain that there may be

a httle, etc., why, the game is up and you are out,

for no respectable dealer will touch it, unless you

can vouch for its purity. True, you could make a

big report at the close of the honey season ; but I

am proud to believe that no Canadian bee-keeper

would feel very happy over a crooked report, how-

ever large, consisting of sugar and honey.

Let us most religiously see to it that Ontario hon-

ey shall stand extra No. 1, in the markets of the

world. Work hard and make your honey crop as

large as possible; but never sacrifice quality for

quantity.

Belmont, Out., May -t.

—S. T. PetUt, in the Americaii Bee Journal.

Mr. Boardraan, to whom we sent the above
extract, replies:

Read carefully on page 345 of Gleaning.s the

last part of my article on feeding before the

honey season. I believe It is true, and so ac-

cepted by all fair-minded bee-keepers — that

stores once sealed over in the hive will not be

again unsealed during the season unless some
extra inducement is brought to bear upon the

bees to make them do it. We all know how
frequently the extractor has been recommend-
ed for this purpose when the queen has been

restricted for room. Reversible hives and re-

versible frames are to induce the bees to unseal

and remove their stores. So well established is

this fact that I consider it a waste of time to

discuss the matter. H. R. Boakdman.
East TownSend, O., June 6.

to another. I don't know of any better way
than to have tags with numbers on them, so

they can easily be changed from one hive to

another. But I don't think celluloid is the

thing. It is, I think, more expensive than tin,

and not so durable. I spoiled some for Emma
last winter by having it too near the stove, and
I'm afraid the heat of the sun would sometimes

be equally great. I think it would pay Mr.

Hyde to have some tin tags painted, but I think

you can get them up in quantity for less money,

and accommodate a good many.
Marengo, III. C. C. Miller.

[We can certainly make the numbered tin or
zinc tags—numbering black and tags white, if

desired. Perhaps another year we shall list

them.—Ed. 1

CELLULOID TABLETS FOR NUMBERING HIVES.

Mr. Root:—I inclose a little piece of cellu-

loid, with the request that you investigate the

practicability of using such material for num-
bering hives. It can be had in any color.

White, of course, with black numbers, would
be the best for hives. It seems to me it would
be a very desirable material for that purpose,

as it would not be injured by the sun's rays, nor

by moisture. I wish to get numbers for about
100 or 150 hives, and really don't know what to

get nor where to get it. To get a painter to

paint them on metal would be too expensive;

ordinary cardboard might answer, still it would
not be very durable. There ought to be quite

a sale for such things if they can be furnished

at a reasonable price. G. F. Hyde.
San Diego, Cal., May 26.

[The great trouble with such tablets is, they
are too light and expensive. Painted tin ones,
as spoken of by Dr. Miller, would be, I think,
much better. Dr. Miller, who uses such tab-
lets, and to whom your letter was sent, writes
as follows:]

I never thought of the thing before; but I

believe Mr. Hyde's suggestion is a good one, to

have numbers for hives ready made. One who
knows the advantage of it is not likely to have
any other plan than to have the number stay
always with the stand, the number on the hive
changing whenever it changes from one stand

CONDITIONS FAVORABLE FOR SWARMING.

From the 3d to the 10th of June I had 14

swarms from 100 hives of bees. From the 11th

to the 29th inclusive I had 7 ii.ore swarms.
During the first period the bees gathered some
honey ; but during the second period they

gathered it much faster. During the first

period the days were hot; but during the sec-

ond there were many hot days also. But—and
here comes a difference—during the first period,

not only were the days hot but the nights were
unusually warm for any time of the year; while

during the second period the nights were
noticeably chilly. So ray conclusion would be

that hot nights with hot days, during a honey-

flow, tend to produce what is called the swarm-
Ing-fever; while cool nights—other conditions

being the same—tend to discourage it. This in

connection with your second editorial, page 48S.

John S. Callbreath.
Rock Rift, N. Y., July 1.

[Very likely you are correct. We had those
conditions during the jDime referred to in the
editorial.

—

Ed.]

THE CLOVERS VALUABLE TO BEE-KEEPERS,
WHEN SOWN FOR BEE-PASTURAGE.

Mr. Root:—Will you please give a short arti-

cle on crimson and alsike clover? I should

like to know when to sow them, and also their

value as bee-plants. D. P. Reavis.
Francisco, Ind., May 30.

[Alsike, medium red clover, and all the clo-

vers commonly used in farming, are usually
sown on grain in the spring. This whole mat-
ter is so well known that we need not take
space for it here. Crimson clover is something
new; and it has been clearly proven in many
localities, even as far north as we are here in
Ohio, that it may be sown, say at about the
time corn is cultivated for the last time, in the
corn, and will then take root, and come up and
get sufficiently established to withstand the
winter, blossoming some time in May, a little

before white clover or any other clover comes
out, if I am correct. During the coming fall

this matter will be tested sufficiently to settle
the question as to just how much crimson clo-
ver will do in furnishing feed, bee pasturage,
or clover to plow under.—Ed.]
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THE PROPER WEIGHT FOR BICYCLES; GEAR,
TIRES. ETC.

Friend Rooi:—There are two questions I want
to ask you that I am anxious to know. 1. What
is the weight of the wheel that you use in your

trips about the country ? 3. What is the gear

of your wheel, and what gear would you advise

for all kinds of roads ? Mrs. T., as well as my-
self, is an enthusiastic wheeler as well as bee-

keeper, and we are no " spring chickens

"

either. Another thing, why doesn't somebody
write a little book, to sell for about a dime, on

the care of the wheel—how to repair it, adjust

it, and fix the different makes of lires, etc.? In

my opinion, A. I. Root would be the man. Had
I had such a book at first it would have saved

us a great deal of annoyance as well as some
money. M. F. Tatman.

Rossville, Kan., July 3.

[If a person is an experienced rider—that is,

has had at least one season's experience in rid-
ing, so that he feels measurably at home—

a

22-lb. road wheel is about right. If he is a
learner, a 25, 27, or 30 lb. wheel—perhaps the
last weight—would be better for him. It is

usually best for the beginner to purchase a
second-hand wheel weighing about 30 lbs.; and
these he can get very cheaply now, because the
more experienced riders are now all crazy for
the light ones A. I. Root is now riding an 18-

Ib. Rambler, 1^8 racing tires, and geared to 68
inches. He weighs about 12.5 lbs., normally,
but this wheel seems to be a little too light for
him; for he has broken out several times some
of the fine cobweb spokes, and has buckled his
frame a little. The latter has not hurt its riding
qualities, and the spokes have been replaced at
slight expense. As a general thing, however. I

think it would be better for the average experi-
enced wheelman to ride something a little

heavier — about 22 lbs. seems to be now about
the accepted weight; and, if indications are
correct, riding weights will not run much under
this next year. The 22-lb. is what I am riding
myself—a Monarch, which I prefer to a Ram-
bler. I have not had the least trouble with it,

and often carry my boy on the handle-bar in
what is called a " Kozy " child's seat. Our com-
bined weight is about 180 lbs.; and yet as I ride
carefully ten or eleven miles an hour I have no
fears but that my bicycle is amply strong. My
machine, as well as my father's, is geared to
68 inches. This is none too high for a light-
weight wheel such as 20 and 22 lbs. When
wheels weighed 40 or 45 lbs.. 56 and even 60
gear was high enough.

I see there is a good deal of effort made now
to get a changeable gear—one that may. by a
'•flip of the fingers " at the saddle or handle-
bars, be changed to a high or low gear. Possi-
bly I may be mistaken, but 1 would not give a
cent for any of them. With my (58 and 70 gears
that I have tried, I think I have climbed all the
hills that I ever did on my lower gears. Early
last year I rode a Victor with 63 gear, climbed
all the hills with it, and later in the season I put
on 70 gear and rode up the same hills. The
point is right here: With the higher gears the
rider has more time to push the pedal down.
With lower gears he has to keep chasing the
pedal. Under such circumstances, especially
in high speeds, it is not possible to exert the
full amount of power on the pedal. Both
theoretically and practically, then, I prefer a
gear not lower than 68. But I would add a
proviso that the wheel should not weigh more

than 30 lbs. I have not tried a 76 or 80 gear,
but I should not be surprised if I should find
comfort in using them also, because there is

less kicking in the air, no chasing of pedals,
but a slow, easy, graceful motion, instead of a
wabbling, quick-kicking, pedal-chasing, so char-
acteristic of the lower gears.
Although you do not ask it, perhaps a word

in regard to tires may not come amiss. 1 prefer
a single-tube semi-roadster—that is, without
removable inner tube. They hold air better,
and it is now possible to repair them. A couple
of years ago we did not know how; but now
that f/iot question is solved, single-tube tires,

in my estimation, are far preferable.
As to size of tire, while I once, with all the

rest, thought IK and ~ inches were the most
comfortable for the road, the 1}^ semi-roadsters
that I ride are just as comfortable; and instead
of weighing 6 or 7 lbs. per pair, they register
only 3 lbs. A. I. R. is riding a 1% double tube;
and while he is not particular whether it be
single or double, he says I^b is plenty large for
him.
You suggest the wisdom of writing a little

book; but so rapid has been the change in the
subject of cycling, such a book would be out of
date in six months; and so we must turn to the
manufacturer's catalogs, and to the special
journals that are issued. The Dicycling World,
published at Boston. Mass.. is one of the very
best. The price is $1.00 a year, weekly.
There, you can see that bicycling is one of

my hobbies. It is almost impossible for me to
slop here. But I remember that I am talking
to bee-keepers mainly and wheelmen second-
arily, and so I will stop right here.

—

Ed.]

W. D., Ky.—To get rid of the small ants, find

their nest if possible. Make a hole through the

center of the nest with a crowbar, and pour in

about half an ounce of bisulphide of carbon,

which you can get at your drugstore. Quickly

cover the hole, and it will destroy the nest, ants

and all, but it will not kill vegetation. If you
can not find the nest, put a little molasses on a
board, poisoned with strychnine, or some other

poison. Put this in a place where only the ants

themselves can get at the sweet. This will kill

them as they make their visits ; but, of course,

the better way is to get at their nests.

O. L. T'., Mass.—The subject of artificial in-

cubation of queen-cells is very old. Under the

heading of " Lamp Nursery," in the old edi-

tions of our ABC book, away back in 1878 and
'9, there are full particulars on this subject;

but there are very few queen-breeders, if any,

who now use artificial heat for hatching cells.

What are known as hatchers—a series of queen-

cages put down between the frames, or on top

of them, over a powerful colony— is preferred.

These little cages contain a single cell; and the

heat arising from the cluster is sufficient to

hatch them. Of course, the natural heat of the

colony is far superior, more regular, and better

in every way, than any thing that can be sup-

plied by artificial means.
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Dr. Millek's slang—just see how he go«s

for the editor, in Straws I and then obs-rve

how he sins himself in the same way, in the

next few Straws!

Perhaps it is a little early, but not very

much honey, even from basswood, is being re-

ported. We have had a fairly good flow, and
hope others have fared as well as we.

You will see by Straws that Dr. Miller thinks

the hive discussion should be continued as long

as it brings out valuable facts as it now seems
to be doing. I really do not wish to continue

the suhjoct if there is not a call for it, and sim-

ply ask. Do others feel about it as Dr. Miller

does? Gleanings is yours, and ready, I hope,

to dish up for you whatever you like best, pro-

viding it is good and wholesome.

Shall the Bee-keepers' Union be consolidat-

ed with the North American? is a question

that is now and should be thoroughly di.s^cussed

preparatory to the next meeting of the latter at

Toronto. It is being advocated by the Amer-
ican Bee Journal and the Bee-keepers' Review,
So far as I can at present see. Gleanings is

also in favor of the scheme. Bro. York thinks

it would give us a membership of .500 or 1000.

and a fund from both treasuries of 8800; and
then, as he pertinently remarks, " we could pe-

tition Congress or State legislatures, in such a
way that they would hear and—grant." You are

quite right, Bro. York. Of course, the consoli-

dation would not affect the workings of the
Union.

Wff; have printed some 53,000 copies of the A
B C book heretofore, without a scrap of adver-

tising. In the present edition, or the one about
to be launched forth, we propose to break over
our rule and allow a certain amount of select

advertising from queen-breeders, supply-deal-

ers, honey-merchants, and, in fact, anybody
reliable, desiring space at the end of the

book. The ABC goes to a very desirable class

of customers—beginners—who would see the
advertising cards on its pages when they might
not see them elsewhere. The space will be
charged for at the same rate as for one inser-

tion in Gleanings. Copy must be sent in

before August 1, when the forms will be closed.

The next edition comprises 10,000 copies. A
few copies have been sent out to supply press-

ing and immediate orders.

the bees of this queen subsequently developed

bee-paralysis. In the mean lime he had raised

nine queens from this mother, and the bees of

all these nine queens showed the same disease.

This, I firmly believe, is only one of many
cases, and goes to show that the disease is in-

herited from the queen. How careful, then, all

queen-breeders should be that bee-paralysis is

entirely exterminated from their yards! Some
of the friends thought that my calling for a

"show of hands" of all queen-breeders who
would destroy every case of paralysis in their

yards, as soon as discoveied, was a measure
both extreme and unnecessary. It may be in

the case of those who do not sell queens; but it

certainly is not for the breeder.

bee-paralysis inherited from the queen;
duty of queen-breeders, again.

A CORRESPONDENT writes that he purchased
a queen last year of a queen-breeder, and that

THE HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES ENLARGED
AGAIN.

Once more the Home of the Honey-bees is to

receive a substantial enlargement in order to

enable it to turn out more goods. Another
story is being added to our wood-working
building, and new machinery is being put in,

so we hope to nearly double our present capaci-

ty for turning out hives and sections. We have
already ordered another large engine, which
all told will give us a total horsepower of about
200. New and larger exhaust dust-fans and
dust-separators have been found necessary in

order to keep pace with the unprecedented de-

mand for our new polished and sanded sections.

Later on we will show you how we look with

the recent additions.

DEATH OF A PROMINENT SUPPLY-MAN.

I REGRET to chronicle the death of Chas. E.

Parks, which took place at his home in Water-
town, Wis., on the morning of July 1. He was
a member of the firm of the G. B. Lewis Co., of

that place. He was intelligent, progressive,

and, with his other accomplishments of push
and business sagacity, an inventor. He was, I

believe, the largest stockholder in the company,
and the man who invented the machinery now
in use by that firm, for making sections, and
also for what is known as the Parks basket-

crate—a sort of shipping-basket or box that is

used largely for a great variety of purposes.

It was he also who demonstrated, if I am cor-

rect, the possibility of making the present one-

piece sections in quantities. Although not the

original inventor, he brought the section before

the public. Mr. Parks was personally known
to the writer, who has had several pleasant

talks with him at conventions and elsewhere.

When I last saw him he looked the very pic-

ture of health and strength; and it was a great

surprise to me when I learned a few months
ago that he was lying dangerously ill in Florida

—notice of which I gave at the time in these

pages. He leaves a wife (daughter of G. B.

Lewis) and three children.

The affairs of the G. B. Lewis Co. will be con-
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tinued as formerly, and will be managed, prob-

ably, by (i. B. Lewis and his sons.

CRIMSON CLOVER AS A HONEY-PLANT.

tWe clip the following from a recent issue of

the Farm and Fireside:

Crimson clover, sown the middle of August on the

writer's experiment plot, commenced blooming the

first of May and ripened its seed early in June. For

four weeljs the honeybees hummed joyously over

its beautiful blossoms. Wherever it can be grown,

crimson clover is a honey-plant of great value. It

is the first of all the clovers to bloom. Where the

bee-keeper has white clover or alsike clover, he can

add one month, at least, to the length of the honey

harvest by a field of crimson clover.

I could not make out from the paper either

date or locality; but the paper is published at

Springfield, O.

NtJMBRR-TAGS FOR HIVES.

In another column Dr. Miller inquires re-

garding the cost of tin tags, numbered, to put

on hives. In our last issue this form of tag

seemed perhaps the most feasible; but since

that time I have called to mind how queen-

nursery cards, of which we used to sell a good

many (a card of ordinary cardboard manilla,

having certain printed matter on its face), have

stood the test of year after year of weather;

and I have been wondering if a tag-board

manilla would not be far better—or at least as

good, and far cheaper. We know that paint

does not stick readily to tin. In four or five

years it will either rub or flake off, and the tin

will turn to a dead, rusty brown, leaving the

figures in black in poor and indistinct contrast.

Manilla tags, something like what are used on

express packages, when neatly tacked upon the

hive, and printed with a bold-faced type, with

common printers' ink, will stand the weather,

and outlast the painted tin tags. Git is pos-

sible that it might be advisable to treat !such

tags, after being printed, to a solution of oil,

but I hardly think it necessary. Well, such

tags can be gotten up for one-fourth or even a

fifth of what ordinary tin tags would cost;

they would last as long, or longer, and could be

easily duplicated, when necessary, at a slight

cost.

GLEANINGS UNPRE.JUDICED.

If there is anyone thing that the editor of

Gleanings is trying to do, especially since, as

publishers, we are interested in a large supply

business, it is to select fairly, impartially, and

honestly, matter that shall give an unpreju-

diced view of bee-keeping. It is easy and nat-

ural for a trade-journal to be prejudiced to-

ward its own business; and while, perhaps, we
may possibly have been unconsciously guilty

in this respect, we strive earnestly to give

every side a fair hearing. The whole bee-

keeping world seems to have settled down, in

the United States at least, on the idea that the

Langstroth hive is about right; but here come
along some very prominent, influential, and ex-

pert bee-keepers, giving some solid arguments
in favor of a deeper or cubical hive. It is with

pleasure that I give you the benefit of their

opinions in this issue. Should these opinions

prevail, and carry that bee-keeping world with

them, it would make a howl among supply-

dealers. While we might "howl" with the

rest, we propose to let the truth come out.

Again, I have tried to, and propose to let the

advocates of the double brood-chamber give

their honest opinions concerning the merit of

that form of hive. And, still again, I propose

to let the ten and twelve frame folks advocate

their ideas. While I do not think it would be

wise to continue this discussion indefinitely,

enough has been said to call out more, and to

lead us nearer to the goal that we are all seek-

ing—the kind and shape of hive that will give

us the most honey or money with a minimum
of labor.

FOUL-BROOD INFECTION FROM COMBS; AN AG-
GRAVATING CASE.

A PROMINENT bee-keeper, whose name I do

not mention for fear he would not desire to

have the facts made public, writes that one of

his out-yards is badly affected with foul brood.

It seems he purchased some combs of a party

who lived at some distance. These combs were
shipped in open hive-bodies, with only slats

nailed over the top. They arrived at the

station on Saturday night, and unfortunately

the out-yard in question of our friend was
within a short distance of the freight-house.

Of course, it was not bee-proof, and a window
was broken out. Our friend being entirely ig-

norant of their arrival, the bees on Sunday had
a regular "pow-wow" over those combs, be-

cause they were dripping with honey; and the

agent, arriving, threw the freight-house doors

wide open to " let the bees out." Of course,

this made matters ten times worse. He sent

notice to the owner of the out-yard, but it

seems he did not receive it—or, at least, not un-

til the next Monday morning, when all the

mischief had been done. At that time he re-

paired hastily to the scene, examined the

combs, and found them to be badly affected

with foul brood. Well, in just three weeks'

time the disease manifested itself in various

quarters of the apiary, just as we should expect

it to do. Our friend managed to keep it down
somewhat by cutting out diseased cells as fast

as they appeared, as he did not wish to resort

to the heroic treatment of destroying all combs,

brood and all, until after the harvest. This

procedure, it seems, kept the disease under
control, but it kept breaking out elsewhere.

His plan is now to put all the diseased colonies

in an isolated location, and prune the diseased

brood out, or destroy entirely the combs badly

affected.
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The combs which were shipped in open hive-

bodies in the first place, and which gave rise to

foul brood in an apiary that was perfectly

healthy previously, should at least have been

examined before being shipped. I will assume
that thfi party who sent them was ignorant

of the presence of foul brood in them; but,

ignorant or not, it seems to me he should be

prosecuted to the full extent of the law, to

teach him a lesson; at all events, I think it

would be wise for any one who buys combs to

examine them carefully before using them. If

they come from an apiary whose owner is

slipshod in his methods I would not take them
at any price, especially if foul brood had been

in the vicinity, or was likely to be. It seems

that the party who shipped the combs to our

bee-keeping friend in the first place was warn-
ed to be very careful. In view of that warning,

the fullest penalty of the law is none too good

for him.

The bee-keeper having just acquired the

disease in his out-apiary asks what we think of

his methods of procedure—cutting out diseased

spots in the combs; of entii'ely destroying such

as were badly affected; and finally of isolating

all cases so treated, in a location by themselves.

The plan is all right; but to be on the safe side

I would see that all such honey, and, in fact,

any of the honey coming from that yard, even
though the colonies from which it was taken
appear to be perfectly healthy, be boiled, or at

least be kept at a temperature of ISO degrees

for two or three hours. We always want, for

safety's sake, to assume that the honey that

has been extracted from colonies in the vicinity

of foul brood may contain the germs of the

disease. If it is put on sale at the market there

is quite a liability that bees in the vicinity

will get a few sips at it, and then away goes

the contagion in a new locality.

With regard to cutting out diseased spots

from the combs containing here and there a

little infection, this may be all right as a tem-

porary expedient; but I have rather the Im-
pression, from reports received, that the disease

is quite liable to reappear in such colonies. I

see no reason why it should not. To make a

sure thing of it, I think putting the bees into

clean hives, or one that has been thoroughly
boiled, on frames of foundation, and compelling
them to draw some of the foundation out be-

fore feeding, is the only real safe way. If

there are only two or three colonies in the yard
so affected, they should be all so treated; but
when the disease gets such a fearful headway,
and honey is coming in, perhaps the temporary
expedient of cutting out the diseased spots

would do during the honey-flow; and after that

time I would certainly extract all the honey
after the brood-rearing had ceased, or largely

so; give them frames of foundation, and feed

the honey back; or, better yet, after it has been
boiled; or, better yet, clean syrup. I am not

satisfied that medicating it with any sort of

drug is an advantage or may be.

THE FIVE-BANDED BEES.

DEDICATED TO DK. MILLER

By J. H. MarMcy.

{Air:—Bra nigan's Pup.)

Old Mr. Doolittle had some fine bees,
A cross from the very best strains;

For seventeen years lie had bred them with care.
And spared neither money nor pains.

Tliey had the least bit of a stump for a sting.

And yet had a very long tongue;
Large bodies, strong legs, and very large wings.
They went to the field very young.

Choiiis after eacli verse:

Buzz-a-buzz-buzz what wonderful bees!
For beauty they surely would please.

There never was known such workers before.
As Doolittle's flve-banded bees.

They worked'on red clover with perfect success;
Were busy from morning till night;

They made lots of surplus when other bees
starved

;

Their debut was hailed with delight.

Their queens were prollflc—remarkably so

—

Laid eggs with wonderful haste;

For beauty no other queens could excel—
Wore five bands of gold round their waist.

Chonis:

They found their way to the Home of the Bees,
To show that they were just the thing;

When Ernest got after them with a sharp stick

—

He said, " The five-banders will sting'."

He said that, as workers, they didn't excel;
Their " gold plate" was not worth a pin,

They winter-killed worse than the "leather-
backed" strains;

Now, wasn't that truly a sin.

Chorus:

Bee-keepers turned over to Ernest one day,

And each of some point would complain;
And thus did the people with wonderful thud

Sit down on the flve-banded strain.

Some said they were lazy; some said they were
cross.

And some e'en their beauty decried.

They died otf in winter, they dwindled in spring.

And thus the poor five-banders died!

Chorus

:

—
Carbondale, Kan.

[I am sorry I can't rhyme in my answer to you;
but my "sharp stick," I think, never got after
Doolittle's five-banders. His strains (and I

saw them in his own yard) were not cross.

They appeared to be good breeders; and that
they were good workers I had no reason to

doubt. I did not criticise Doolittle's strain or
that of any one else who bred them carefully
from purely Italian stock; but the tendency of
some who turn their sole attention to color. A
strictly five-banded colony is rare, and hard to

get, even if we eliminate all other desirable
qualities out of account; and in order to fill

orders according to color and marking, every
thing else was apt to be lost sight of. The
mere fact that reports from all quarters showed
that the craze for color was giving us bees cross

and short-lived (that is, poor winterers), shows
that there was good ground for my protest. I

do not object to color if we do not sacrifice

other qualities that go to make up the bread-
and-butter side of bee-keeping.—Ed.J
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Our Homes.

Know ve not that ye are the temple of God, and
that the Spirit of God dweileth in you ?—I. Cor. 3:16.

Saturday morning. June 29, news reached me
that a near and dear relative was very low with
malarial typhoid fever. As her home was not
over forty miles away I started off on my
wheel. When a little more than half way
there I stopped with another relative, a broth-
er of the sick one; and in talking the matter
over in regard to these fevers that are so apt
to occur at this season of the year, my atten-
tion was turned to a matter of vital importance
to the homes of our people—the water we drink.
Let me go back a little.

Forty years ago our nearest neighbor in the
town of Mogadore. Summit Co., O., lost a child
by typhoid fever. My mother went over and
helped to take care of the child. Shortly after
its death she was taken down and had a long
siege; in fact, she just escaped with her life.

Before she recovered, a sister, very near my
own age, was also stricken down; but the phy-
sicians, with great care and labor, managed to

prevent the malady from going any further.
It was then nearly springtime. The first case
of the fever started in July or August, and it

ran in that neighborhood for more than half a
year after. Well, my uncle told me there was
typhoid fever in that neighborhood now; and
the Mogadore physician said they had typhoid
malarial fevers in that locality almost every
year. A year or two ago he became convinced
that the water they drank from a certain spring
was at the bottom of the trouble: and he gave
strict orders that no water should be used for
drinking-purposes from that particular spring.
Some friends came from a distance to take care
of one of the patients; but the doctor told them
the same—thev must not drink any water from
that spring. Well, all of the family and all of
the neighborhood obeyed the doctor's com-
mands e.xcept one young woman who laughed
at his caution, and said she would drink all the
spring water she pleased. She alone was
stricken down with typhoid fever. Those who
heeded the doctor's orders escaped. This spring
is right close to what was my boyhood home.
I have drank from it hundreds of times, and
know all about it. It is at the foot of a hill on
the edge of a mucky swamp. The water boils
up from the sandy bottom. If you dip out a
pailful, however, before the spring is full again,
surface water from the mucky swamp may run
in. as well as spring water from the bottom.
Not more than two rods from the spring there
used to be an old stable; a little further away,
a slaughter-house. Is it any thing strange
that, when the spring should be dipped dry,
may be several times a day—say on washing-
day—that the surface-water from that nasty
swamp should mix in with the pure water?
And, by the way. typhoid malarial fevers
almost always begin to appear when the wells
are pretty nearly dry. The State of Michigan
made some extensive experiments along this
line some years ago. and gave us some care-
fully prepared statistics that seemed to indicate
very plainly that low water in wells must have
some connection with the prevalence of fevers
in the locality. Well, after we had talked this
matter over, and each one present liad furnish-
ed more or less facts^facts all pointing in one
direction—I began to ask questions in regard
to the drinking-water, etc., where our relative
was now prostrated with fever. I was told
they had an excellent well of water; but, like
many other wells at this season of the year, the
water was very low. Furthermore, in building

an addition to their home a year or two ago,
they built directly over the cistern; and the
sleeping-room had been located in this new
addition, almost directly over the cistern. I at
once questioned about the state of the water in
the cistern. Being covered up so closely it

smelled very bad; and our sick relative had
said, just before she was taken sick, that she
was going to have that cistern cleaned out and
filled up, and a new one made out in the open
air. I stepped on my wheel, and in a little

more than an hour I was at the bedside of my
friend and relative. While attending school in
early life my home had been with this aunt;
and a strong friendship had always existed
between us, especially after I decided to make
her God my God, and her people my people.

I found the doctor with many of my relatives
consulting as to what could be done for the
loved one. Their old family physician was
absent on a visit, and a young doctor was called
in from a neighboring town. I told him I

wanted to meddle a little. When I explained
that it was about the cistern and the drinking-
water, he said I was exactly the man he want-
ed to find. The case had puzzled him ever
since lie took it up. In the early stages my
aunt was delirious. She would get up in the
night, before they knew she was very sick, and
she was once found on the floor, in a faint.
Unless constantly watched she would get up,
and insist that she was not sick at all, and that
the watchers and doctor could go home. He
said he felt sure there was a reason for the
peculiar symptoms of both members of the
household. Some of the cistern water was
pumped. None of it had been used for drink-
ing-purposes, but it was too bad to wash even
one's hands and face with. Furtltermore, this
cistern had at different times overflowed and
got into an unused cellar: and this unused cel-
lar was shut up close. Now. their well, where
all their drinking-water came from, was not
twenty feet away, in a porous, sandy, and
gravelly soil, from this closed -up cistern
and cellar. The patient was calling often for
a drink of cold water right from the well. My
uncle urged that there could be nothing the
matter with the well water, because it was so
beautiful to look at, and so pure to taste.
When I told him the germs of fever might exist
when neither taste nor smell nor looks would
indicate it. he became greatly surprised. The
doctor backed me up most vehemently, and
said something as follows:

" Dear friends, the latest developments in the
way of typhoid fever Indicate most clearly that
it is not contagious unless one drinks the water
the sick ones have been in the habit of drink-
ing."
Somebody suggested that there might be

danger in using it for cooking.
" No, my friends," continued the doctor,

"providing the water used for cooking be boil-

ed, it seems to be perfectly safe. And rather
than run any risk, if you have any reason to
suspect the drinking-water, it should be boiled
before using it. We are making great progress
in this very matter of the cause of fevers, and
the whole evidence seems just now to point, to
an astonishing degree, toward the fact that the
water we drink—especially the cold water right
from the wells or cisterns, is the main cause of
these terrible fevers."

Now, friends, it did me a lot of good to have
a good talk with that bright young doctor. He
was full of life and energy, and full of love for

humanity; and he assured me that one of the
great obstacles in the way of getting rid of

these malarial fevers was to get people to have
faith in the doctor, and to believe he knoivs his

own business.
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So much for looking out for the bodily com-
fort and safety of my sick relative. At the
time of my visit she had regained conscious-
ness, and the doctor said the symptoms had
changed unexpectedly for the better. She
knew me, and expressed much pleasure in see-

ing her " boy " once more, for I used to be " her
boy " in my schooldays. She expressed some
surprise to see so many relatives coming, and,
stranger still, because she was not, as she said,

very sick. As it was evidently a task for her
to hold on to any thread of thought for any
length of time, I talked with her briefly at in-

tervals. I very soon found out that death had
no terrors for her, for her hope was in Him who
has passed through death, that he might lead
us and take us safely through the dark valley
to the immortal shore beyond. I sang to her a
verse of that old hymn

—

How sweet the name of Jesus sounds
In a believer's ear!

It soothes his sorrows, heals his wounds,
And drives away his fear.

Then I talked to her about the helplessness of
doctors and friends, but of the mighty power of
the great Father who has promised to be with
us in times like that. Fearing that she was
becoming wearied I made some haste to bid her
good -by. promising to pray for her. Before I

had mounted ray wheel again, another sister
came to tell me what my aunt had said after I

had eone out. It was something like this:
" Wei'e you here when we had that sweet lit-

tle meeting?"
When the listener assented, she replied:
" Oh, it did me so much good !"

I felt almost sorry I had not talked with her
longer; but the doctor said, and I too felt sure,
that her recovery depended greatly upon quiet
and rest. He said he feared a return of her
delirium; and anv little excitement, especially
any undue exertion of the brain, might prove
fatal. Now, the particular point in this talk
to-day, dear friends, is this: The season of the
year is upon us when we may expect fevers.
The condition of the rainfall where most of you
live is such that your wells may be low. For
the sake of your dear ones, for humanity's sake,
and I think I may say for Christ's sake, do be
careful, and look to it in regard to your drink-
ing-water. If I am correct, people many times
suffer greatly from the effects of bad drinking-
water, even if they do not come down with a
fever. The tired and overworked mother, the
weary hands from the harvest-field, and, in
fact, any and all of the inmates of our homes,
may have headaches, a feverish feeling, ex-
haustion, and nervousness, to contend with
that they need not have at all were these
matters duly attended to. For a long time I

have disliked the taste of the water from our
cistern, even though we have a slate roof, and
the best cistern we know how to make, with a
filter for the water to run through. A few
weeks ago we pulled out the chain pump and
wooden tubing. This old wooden tubing was
water-soaked and partly rotten: and just as
soon as it was out of the way, that objection-
able taste disappeared. We now have a water-
drawer that takes air clear to the bottom of the
cistern every time the pump is worked. If you
have any reason to fear the water is not just
riffht. and that you can not get water from any
other source conveniently, boil the water before
any of you drink a drop of it. I have not space
here at this time to speak about the water fur-
nished to the cows that give the milk; but I

will just add that, in a neighboring county, a
number of cases of diphtheria were traced al-
most unmistakably to the visits of the milk-
man: and our health oflficers are now demand-
ing that he who sells milk shall furnish just as

good water for his cows to drink as he would
furnish for his own family.

I felt as if it would be best for me to make my
stay a brief one, and so I took my wheel again.
May be the work I had done made me feel hap-
py; and perhaps being free from care, and rid-

ing through a beautiful part of the country,
also made me feel happy. And, by the way, it

seems to me I never before saw so many pretty
gardens as I passed that afternoon through
Summit and Portage Counties. The gravelly
hills especially seemed to be recognized and
appropriated. Fruit and berries were plentiful
everywhere. Why, in one place I saw potato-
tops higher than the picket fence, and in the
month of June too, and after that terrible frost

just back in the month of May. Now. lest you
accuse me of telling great yarns right here in

one of my spiritual talks I will explain that the
gravelly hillside where those potatoes grew
had been cut into along the road, so the picket
fence was on lower ground than where the
potatoes grew. Yes, and people were digging
new potatoes almost if not quite the size of
hens' eggs. When I asked if it were possible
that they grew after the frost, I was told they
hoed the dirt over the tops and covered them
up till the blizzard passed by. This was some
trouble, but it gave them new potatoes of their
own growing when they were retailing at 40
cts. a peck at the corner grocery. Why. it paid,
and paid big, for all the time and trouble. But
I must remember my gardening talks come in

another department. For some reason, as I

was telling you, a wonderful thrill of peace and
happiness and joy came into my heart during
my ride about sundown from Randolph to
Springfield. The road was sandy, and made
the wheeling difficult: yet by going along the
foot-paths that had been trodden by the bare-
footed children I made very good speed. In
one of these foot-paths that ran up over the
bank quite a little higher than the road, ray
pedal struck the hard ground at the side of the
path, and I went over down the bank alraost as
suddenly and unexpectedly as if somebody had
hit me with a club. I was a little bruised, it is

true, and my clothes were somewhat soiled;

but alraost before the bruised spots had got
done hurting I burst out into expressions of
thanksgiving and praise that I had been hurt
no worse, and that it was ray privilege to live

in such a beautiful world, and to visit so many
pleasant and happy homes. Yes. and may be I

could help a little to make them pleasanter and
happier still—who knows?
As my home was nearly 30 miles away, and

it was between sunset and dark, I decided to
pass the Sabbath awav from home.
Next morning at the usua time I was sitting

in the same old Methodist church where I used
to attend Sunday-school just 45 years before.

The superintendent was absent, and the min-
ister was away, so they called on me to give
them a little talk at the close of the exercises.

I told the children who I was. and pointed out
to them the seat where I used to sit when I

was only ten years old. Then I told them of

one particular Sabbath when I repeated forty
verses from the Testament, and how one of my
classmates cried because the teacher told him
there was not time for him to say his eighty
verses. You see. they had just started a new
plan. For every ten verses we got a blue ticket;

for every ten blue tickets we had a reward-
ticket; and for every ten reward-tickets we
were to have a little book. I think the little

book I got for committing to memory 1000

verses is somewhere in the familv now. I told

that little Sunday-school I would not repeat
all of those forty verses then and there that I

committed to memory 45 years before; but I
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said I would give tiiem two or three verses that
I verily believe had lodged in my memory away
back in earlier years, and have held their place
there ever since. In fact, I do not know but
they are framed and hung in that little picture-
gallery I told you about in our last issue; and,
oh what nice little verses they are to be en-
graven on the tablet of the heart—especially
little hearts!

"But i say unto you wlilcb liear. Love your ene-
mies; do good to them that hate you; bless them
that curse you, and pray for them which despiteful-
ly use you.

After Sunday-school was out we drove around
past that spring that had been the cause of so
many cases of typhoid fever. It was walled
up, and there did not seem to be any outlet to
it—at least, not a very complete one. And this
suggests an important matter. A spring or
well, to be wholesome, should have some meth-
od of letting the water run away in a continu-
ous stream, or of removing the water daily.
The stream down by Champion Brook runs a
steady stream except during a very severe
drouth. Just as soon as it stops flowing over
the top of the iron pipe which surrounds it. the
water becomes stagnant, and unfit for drink-
ing. Last season, when the boys told me they
could not drink the water, I made an opening
in the iron pipe, a foot lower down. Then it

began to flow as before, and the water was cool
and nice. Of course, we can not have a run-
ning stream from a well; but most wells fur-
nish very much better water if there is a con-
stant removal of the water. Sometimes water-
ing the horses or other farm stock will very
much improve the drinking-water of a well,
especially where the water comes out of a rock.
But the greatest care should be taken to pre-
vent surface-water from seeping in during a dry
time. Large-sized sewer-pipe set down into
the rock, the joints made water-tight by ce-
ment, is perhaps the nicest arrangement that
can be made; but I believe that, taking the
wells as we find them, water from a good cis-
tern, with slate roof on the buildings, is very
much safer as a preventive of fevers.
In the afternoon I attended a funeral. The

deceased was a prominent man in the vicinity,
and I met great numbers of my old friends

—

many of them whom I had not seen for between
forty and fifty years. Now. I do not know that
I ever enjoy attending a funeral; but I did feel

very happy at that funeral that Sunday after-
noon. Although the house was crowded, I

found a place near an open window where I

could hear distinctly every word uttered by the
gray-headed clergyman. Most of the friends
of my boyhood had grown gray-headed during
the lapse of time, and many wrinkles furrrow-
ed the faces of those who were boys and girls
in my schooldays; but. notwithstanding, they
were good-looking still, for they were for the
most part progressive, intelligent people. Now,
friends, if we live right, if we take care of these
bodies right, we may be happy on Sunday, and
we may be happy week days. We may be
happy when we arp old and gray and wrinkled;
yes, we may be happy and joyous, even when
we attend a funeral. By the way. I want
to speak of the hymns that were sung. It
seems to me I never heard any grander sacred
music than we had there. There was one deep
bass voice that had a depth of volume, and
softness and flexibility (if our musical friends
will not criticise my expressions), that stirred
wonderfully the emotional part of my nature.
I asked somebody, after the service was over,
who it was.
" Why, that was Captain Clemmer."
" John Clemmer? "

"Yes," was the reply, "John Clemmer."

"Why," said I, " he was a celebrated singer
fifty years ago.'''

And it is true. When he was twenty he could
sing so as to move the hearts of men; and now
at seventy he had this wonderful gift still; and
may God grant that he is still using this gift
as a power to bring men out of despondency
and darkness into the bright light of faith and
hope in Christ Jesus.

IRRIGATING FORTY ACRES OF CELERY.
Next morning, after the events narrated

above, I was up and dressed and on my wheel
at 1.5 minutes past 3. May be some of you do
not know that it is light enough to see, the first

day of July, at such an early hour; but so I

found it. I begged permission of my relatives
to get up in this way without disturbing any of
them. My ride was along near Springfield
Lake, in Summit Co. The valleys between
those great gravelly hills were so full of fog
that they also looked like lakes. At just 5
o'clock I rode into the beautiful city of Akron.
It was not quite breakfast time, to be sure;
but I was quite ready for breakfast. I asked
the night policeman if he could tell me where
to find a lunch at that early hour. He said at
first it was somewhat of a question; then he
suddenly remarked: "Oh, yes' there is a man
and his wife over there who are always up
and ready for business. I feel pretty sure they
will fix you out nicely." In a minute more,
with the" aid of my wheel over the vitrified-
brick pavement, I stood before a little building
called a temperance restaurant. The man was
up, and said I could have some breakfast in
five or ten minutes. His face looked familiar
to me; and when I told him who I was, it turn-
ed out to be one whom I met years ago in our
county jail. He was in trouble; and, together
with the other spiritual advice I gave him. was
—what do you think, dear reader? Why, I
told him the shortest way out of his troubles

—

in short, the "straight and narrow path" to
get out and keep out,—was to get married. He
knelt with me on the cold stone floor of the jail,

and promised to lead a better life; and he
finally, it seems, took my advice and got mar-
ried; and he and his wife had been for years
doing a good business right on that crossing
close by the electric cars and steam-cars. They
gave me a breakfast in short meter, that was
fit for a king—or, rather, I thought, it was, and
that, you know, amounts to the same thing.

It is a little funny that, when I got on my
wheel. I was happy again; yes. a new streak
of happiness seemed to have got into my wheel;
and there is not any nicer road for wheeling,
that I know of in the world, than that from
South Akron to Copley.

I reached friend Atwood's celery-farm before
he was up—or, at least, he was not out to his
place of business. I found a boy firing up a
traction engine. This engine was belted to a
rotary steam-pump. The pump was large
enough to throw a stream of water four inches
in diameter. The inlet-pipe is five inches, and
the outlet four. This rotary pump lifts the
water perhaps five feet. He has utilized a
creek that runs perhaps a quarter of a mile
north of his forty acres of celery. The water
comes to the pump through a twelve-inch
sewer-pipe. Then by cementing the joints very
securely he sends the water through five-inch
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sewer-pipes all over his forty acres. The four-
inch stream pours out on, say, half an acre at
a time. When this half-acre is thoroughly
soaked he puts it on the next one, and so on.
Whenever the ground gets dry enough the cul-
tivators are kept going, and the whole thing is

working like a charm. His five-inch sewer-
pipes, good quality of seconds, cost him only a
cent and a half a foot. He manages to dispense
with expensive valves by plugging the openings
with a wooden plug held in place by bolts on a
U-shaped yoke. In fact, our friend Atwood has,
at comparatively small expense, worked out and
got into actual practice the best irrigating-
plant I ever saw anywhere.
Now a little advice to those who are thinking

about irrigating. A windmill may answer for
small areas—say a quarter or half an acre; but
for a whole acre you will want a big windmill
and a big tank for storage. But you want lots

of water to do the work right. During a severe
drouth, such as we had in May, sprinkling
water on top of mucky ground is apt to do
harm rather than good; and even letting water
on through an inch hose is slow work, and
answers for only a small area; but with a
stream coming out of a four-inch pipe you can
flood the ground, and make it soak in clear to
the roots of the plants. The forty acr«s of
muck land I have mentioned has a very little

slope, so that, by taking water on at the high-
est point, it can be made to run over the whole
surface. I should have said, looking at the
ground at the time I was there, it was almost
too wet. Friend Atwood says it is the way
celery wants to be kept to do its level best. As
one approaches the grounds and gets a glimpse
of it from the hill, it looks almost like an en-
chanted land instead of a reality. The straight
rows,* running away off in the distance, look
like slender threads of gold, especially where
the Golden Self-blanching is planted. Then
the White Plume would make silver threads,
contrasting beautifully with the other; and
the Giant Pascal with its deep dark green, and
larger, and of more robust growth, comes in
again to delight the eye and please the lover of
high-pressure gardening. Friend Atwood has
been constantly increasing his acreage ever
since he started, and his celery has always gone
oflf at good prices; and, if I am correct, the sup-
ply has never been equal to the demand, espe-
cially during the winter months. At present
they have found the safest method of winter-
ing to be the open air. With their great quan-
tities of muck that can easily be kept dry for fa-
cility in handling during the winter months; i.e.,

it is kept dry by letting the water olT through
the drain-tiles—they get a complete protection
from frost, and are never troubled with rot.
This land, I presume, would not have brought
$5.00 an acre a few years ago; but now I doubt
whether it could be bought for $200 an acre.

FOURTH OF .JULY, AND HIGH-PRESSURE GAR-
DENING AND FARMING.

You may inquire what these have to do with

*To secure rows so absolutely straig-ht as they do
on celery-farms, a small rope—say sometliing- like a
clotlies-llne, or larger if you choose—is stretched
from one end of the field to the other. Then a
roller, heavy enough to make the ground smooth
and solid, is run over tlie rope, and the plants are
set in the print this rcjpe makes in the ground. The
hard rolled surfjice also makes a nice place to walk
on while you are setting the plants. After the
plants are set, flooding them with water makes a
sure thing of an even stand. I believe that some-
times, when the weather is exceedingly hot, the
plants are shaded by one-foot hoards held up by a
piece of drain tile at each end of the board and one
in the middle. As these boards are used afterward
for bleaching the celery, they are always near by,
ready for use.

each other. Well, only this: I have for six
months past been trying to get time to visit
friend Terry, rL,y cousin Wilbur Fenn, and
some of the other progressive men in that di-
rection; and when it was decided that we
should stop all work on the Fourth, and "shut
up shop," letting every one celebrate and enjoy
himself after his own fashion, I decided to take
mine with a wheel-ride; and I commenced cel-
ebrating about 3 o'clock on the afternoon of
the 3d. You know I always take a new route
where I can do so conveniently, so as to see
more " homes " and meet with more adventures.
So this time I got lost as usual, and did not
find myself until I was unexpectedly in sight of
friend Crawford's. Even though it was nearly
sundown I stopped to take a look at his berries.
I wished especially to see if the runnerless
strawberry on friend Crawford's grounds was
an ever-bearer, as mentioned on page 573. Sure
enough, it had some berries on, but they were
not as small as raspberries, after all, and the
plants did not come from friend Goldsborough,
but from a man by the name of Niman, in
Texas. It had put out blossoms, and ripened
fruit of fair size and good flavor since my pre-
vious visit. Their potato onions had, in conse-
quence of the dry weather, ripened up and
matured a small crop almost before July came
in. The white-top onions were also going to
be a failure, or pretty nearly so, so far as get-
ting top sets of any size was concerned.

I reached friend Terry's just as it was getting
dusk. His automatic watering-device I found
close by the roadside, and there it was doing
duty, sure enough. The water (regulated by a
float) always stands just so high in the trough,
no matter how many cattle go there to drink;
and not a drop of water is wasted during this
dry time. The water comes from a spring on
higher ground, four or five rods away. His po-
tatoes this year are the New Queen, Irish Daisy,
and the Freeman, with a few other sorts for
testing. The Freeman, although an early po-
tato, is making a much better show than any
of the others. I could not see a trace of blight;
the stand was very perfect and even. The
leaves were thrifty, and of a bright green.
Although his clover was the best I had seen la
either Medina, Summit, or Portage Counties, it

was having a rather tough time of it.

The succession of dry seasons we have been
having is doing much to encourage opening up
the low mucky grounds throughout Ohio, and
some important facts are coming to light. In
the potato-field adjoining Terry's, a valuable
fact shows clear out in the road to the passers-
by. Half of the field was planted with potatoes
raised on upland, and kept hard and firm by
being buried on Terry's plan until the time of
planting. The other half of the field was
planted with potatoes not as good, grown on
muck land. The muck seed gave ever so much
the best stand, and the potatoes are now away
ahead of the others. I believe it is generally
considered that potatoes grown on low muck
ground are not as good for table use; but I

think I have heard before that they were just
as good to plant, or even better. It is often
claimed that potatoes for seed raised on some
other farm or some other ground are better
than those raised on the same piece of ground.

I found Walter Atwooa (brother to the one
who has the celery-farm) cultivating his gar-
den. A row of tomatoes containing green fruit
almost full size attracted my attention. " Sure-
ly these haven't grown to this stage since the
frost?" He replied that they were carried
safely through the frost by being covered with
a double thickness of burlap. Where only a
single thickness was used, the plants were more
or less injured. Well, half the row showed
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beautiful, smooth, handsome tomatoes. They
were grown from a paper of Burpee's Match-
less. The other half were crooked, twisted,
ungainly things, hardly worth taking as a gift,

even when ripe. These latter were grown from
a paper of seed furnished by the United States
seed department. Of course, they were a free
gift; but on a single row of tomatoes it cost my
relative a dollar or more for taking a paper of
seeds as a gift instead of buying them from a
responsible seedsman. The government seed-
shop had labeled them Lorrilland; butthey were
certainly nothing like the Lorrilland. but the
poorest and most worthless strain I think I ever
saw in my life.

I found my cousin Wilbur Fenn with the
ground all fitted, ready to plant about nine
acres of potatoes. These were to be put in the
5th of July. When I inquired what condition
his seed was in he took me to the cellar and
showed me over 100 bushels of Monroe Seed-
lings, scarcely sprouted at all, and almost as
hard and firm as when they were first put in.

It was a surorise to me. as it was the 4th of
July, and after the most severe hot dry weath-
er we have had in any season, to find potatoes
in such excellent order as this. Well, it is

somewhat owing to his good cellar for the pur-
pose, and somewhat owing to the fact that the
potatoes are regularly shoveled over about
once in two or three weeks. He has learned
the trade of keepine potatoes in good order,
and he does it every time. This is a part of his
system of getting good crops from potatoes
planted in July. Yes. and we must not forget
that the late-grown potatoes are the only ones
that could be kept hard and firm, like these.
The cellar is pretty well down in a gravelly
loam. Then the earth is banked up all around,
clear up to the woodwork of the building. The
windows are tight, and covered with carpet-
ing, so as to exclude light, and also to exclude
the summer heat from the outside. In fact, it

was so cold down there on the 4th of July that
it almost made me shiver. His neighbors and
others keep saying, " Well, you hit it this time,
but some time you will be caught out by an
early frost—see if you don't." Well, he has
been caught repeatedly by early frosts and
freezes; but he gets his potatoes into that cel-
lar, by some hook or crook, notwithstanding;
and such late-grown potatoes are worth more
in the spring, for table use, planting, or any
thing else. All things considered, he finds the
Monroe Seedling the best for his special system
of any. Of course, he has other potatoes jjlant-
ed earlier: and we looked over a whole potato-
field of Freemans. Six Weeks, Craig Seedling;
and last, and probably looking best of all, Mon-
roe Seedlings that were pretty nearly a foot
high.
Then we adjourned to the berry-patch. I

think I never saw so many nice raspberries on,
say, a quarter of an acre of ground before in
my life. They are the Hillborn. But his
gravelly loam is specially adapted to small
fruits, and almost all other kinds of fruit gen-
erally. In going to the house we passed the
strawberries. He went over to Matthew Craw-
ford's after he had pretty well sold out of
plants. But friend C. said he could give him
some good plants of the Barton, Beverly, and
Beder Wood. All are imperfect except the
latter. I made quite a fuss over the rast)ber-
ries; but I uttered more exclamation"? of delight
over that strawberry-patch on the 4th of Jnlv.
The whole family had used all thev wanted,
and there happened to be more beautiful largp
berries, dead ripe, than even "Uncle Amos"
could manage. Now, I do not know whether
it was the varieties mentioned; that beautiful,
gravelly loam where there had been a garden

for a good many years, or whether it was cousin
Fenn's special treatment; and especially I can
not understand why he should have great per-
fect strawberries so late in the season when
everywhere else they are dried up and gone. I
have noticed that friend Crawford gives the
Beverly a big recommend; and perhaps the
excellent varieties have something to do with it.

By the way, I must not forget to mention
that, while I was at friend Terry's, I was treat-
ed to a generous dish of his inimitable vSterlings,

and on the 4th of July too. You know I once
decided to drop the Sterling; but that beauti-
ful rich tart taste, when once tried never to be
forgotten, made me decide that the one row of
Sterlings that still remains on our grounds
shall be kept there after all, as so many people
prefer the Sterling for a late canning berry,
and one that will stand the frost as well as or
better than any thing else. On the way to the
house a group of five bright interesting children
claimed mv attention.
"Now. Uncle Amos, you must come and see

our garden before you go home."
Sure enough, there was the children's gar-

den. It was not much larger than a dinner-
table—perhaps the size of two dinner tables.
It containpd two monstrous hills of potatoes.
Of course, Wilbur Fenn's children would have
potatoes in their garden. Then there was one
row of peas ready to pick, and a sprinkling
here and there of other vegetables. And then
I told them about Ruber's garden. He prom-
ised his Sunday-school teacher to plant, five

cents' worth of seeds, and give the crop to mis-
sion work. He was going to take a five-cent
packet of radish seed; but I suggested he should
go to our seed-woman and get an ounce for the
five cents, as he did not have to pay any post-
age. After planting his bed full (the bed being
about as large as a good big dinner-table) he
had some seed left which I told him he might
take back. He took back three cents' worth,
and paid two for what he planted. In about 30
days he sold 29 bunches at 3 cts. per bunch,
making 87 cts.; but it was on one of our highly
fertilized plant-beds. With another five cents
he bought half a dozen tomato-plants. They
are trained up on the most approved plan,
taught by our Ohio Experiment Station, and
they are now loaded with green fruit. That
reminds me that we put our first picking of
tomatoes on the wagon to-day. July 8. They
were from the Fordhook Early, planted in a
deep bed so they could be covered with sashes
during the May frosts. They are now trained
on poultry-netting, and stand perhaps four feet
high.
At Willis Fenn's (another cousin) I found him

spending the Fourth getting his ground ready
for seed corn. Hay is worth from S30 to S25 a
ton. and it behooves a progre-^ssive farmer to
save every bit of it if possible. His plan of
"cultivating" potatoes just before they come up
pleased me so much that I want to describe it

here. He uses the same clod-crusher described
in the Potato Book, page 181. See cut below.

Cloil-crvisher and Leveler, made of 4x4 Soantlinp:.

It is simply six 4x4 hard-wood scantling, 8

feet long, put together with bolts, with the cor-
ners down. This is drawn over the field so as
to mash lumps, level the ground, and scrape
the very daylights out of every thing in the
shape of weeds just starting. It leaves the
gravelly loam almost as level as a brickyard;
and when the potatoes come through they look
remarkably pretty, and the ground is in just
the right shape for the Breed weeder a little

later.
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In cultivating potatoes or any other crop
during a dry time like the present, I believe it

is considered on all hands that level culture
gives the best results. Stirring the soil has a
tendency to make the surface dry out faster,

it is true; but notwithstanding this, a soft mel-
low surface resists drouth infinitely better
than a hard solid crust; so we must stir the
soil. But if, after having stirred the soil, you
leave it in ridges or furrows—even small fur-

rows—such as our 13 or 14 tooth cultivators
leave—the drying-out process goes on more
rapidly than if these little furrows were all

brushed down level and smooth; and in order
to do this, friend Terry has a strip of board
fastened to the back end of his cultivators, the
corners of the board rounded off. and the lower
edge sightly rounding, so that the ground
which is a little lower in the middle of the
furrow curves slightly upward toward the top
of the hills. This treatment, both in theory
and practice, leaves the soil in the best condi-
tion to resist droath, and to take advantage of
the first shower. As soon as you have rain
enough to leave a crust over the surface, the
harrower with the board follower should go
over it again.

I found Richard Fenn (still another cousin)
harrowing his potatoes with an ordinary square-
toothed harrow, the teeth being straight down
instead of slanting. I asked him if that was
not rather rough treatment for the little potato-
plants; but he told me to look at them after he
had gone over, and see how much they were
injured. I had to give up that he was doing a
splendid job of cultivating, with little or no
injury to the potatoes. His field had been gone
over with the clod-crusher, shown above, just
before the potatoes were up.
Further on I visited Mr. Metlin. He married

a bright black-eyed cousin, who used to be a
playmate of my childhood. I tell you, friends,
it is awful nice to have a good lot of cousins,
especially on the Fourth of July. These people
had gone away; but the old black-cherry trees
where I used to help myself to their fruit. 45
years ago, were still furnishing their luscious
treasures. A big broad ladder stood right in

front of the door, reaching into the top of one
of the great old trees. Before I took my wheel
again I pinned a paper on the door, which read

:

"Cousin Amos called, and in your absence
helped himself to the cherries. He extends
many thanks." Then I paid a brief visit to my
aunt Julia, who is now 91 years of age, and the
only remaining one on earth of my father's
family of eleven boys and girls.

When my wheel and I reached my own home,
our people were just gathering around a Fourth-
of-Jnly supper on the lawn. And thus ended
my Fourth.

FLOKIDA TKAVELS.

The home of Irving Keck, of Bowling Green,
was my next stopping-place. Friend K. select-
ed his present location after quite a little ex-
amination over different portions of Florida.
One thing that attracted him to Bowling Green
was the beautiful soft water; and his good wife
has hit it exactly in calling it "snow water."
It is so clear and soft that it reminds one of
melting snow in winter time when you want a
nice drink of pure water. Another thing that
took hold of him was the sight of real corn-

cribs filled with real corn. Perhaps there are
few other places in Florida where farming is

carried on to such an extent as to require a
corn-crib; but before friend Keck got down to
raising crops of corn he brought in tools for

farming such as they use in Illinois and Iowa;
and he tells me that, when he first started to

plow with two horses, the neighbors came for

miles around to see the new-fangled farming-
tool. But it was not long before they caught
on, and he sold several plows. But before one
of his neighbors could make it work he had to

go over and start up and get the thing going.
The corn raised is, however, different from our
corn here in the North; and it is put in the
crib with the husk on, the husk protecting it

from the weevil, which are very bad in that
warm climate. The locality seems to be a pret-

ty fair one for bee culture; but friend K. has so
many other industries on hand—fruit-growing,
gardening, general farming, a small mill for

grinding corn, with an engine to run it, etc.,

that he does not give the bees very much atten-
tion of late.

Charles Stevenson, of Bowling Green, pur-
chased a queen and one pound of bees of us in

the month of June; and from this start, and
nothing else, he increased to seven colonies,

besides the original, in one season, and produc-
ed 113 lbs. of comb honey. The next season he
secured 3.50 lbs. of comb honey from five colo-

nies; and this product from a single queen and
a pound of bees in June is perhaps the largest

on record. A sad fact stares me in the face
right here. When friend Stevenson got that
first pound of bees and queen he was full of en-
thusiasm and energy and love for the wonder-
ful new industry. Is it not a little sad to think
that a mere novice, almost without experience,
should sometimes produce larger results in the
outset than he does when he gets to be a vet-

eran in the biisiness? Now, Dr. Miller must
not feel hurt because of what I have said, and
imagine that I have nobody in mind but him-
self. It is not so. doctor; but just now my im-
pression is that some bee-keepers right around
Bowling Green would complain that theirs is

not a good locality.

Most of our readers have at different times
experimented with a little vegetable called

chufa. or earth-almond. Well, these are raised

in immense quantities in Florida, for pigs.

The pigs harvest the crop, and leave the ground
in splendid condition for any future crop. I

think these little nuts (for they taste like nuts)

are fully as good as if not better than peanuts,
and they can be grown with verv little care or

labor in almost any locality. I believe they
have a permanent value on the market, but I

have forgotten what it is.

A great many experiments are being made in

the way of permanent pasture in Florida; but
the weather is altogether too warm for most of

the clovers and forage crops of the North. The
cassava root is very valuable, both for food and
for stock; but it can not be kept any way but
in the ground. It must be dug almost as it is

fed out. This is the plant that furnishes the
tapioca of commerce; and it is such a simple
matter to separate the tapioca from the root

itself that each housewife can prepare it her-

self. The residue of the root, after taking out
the starchy portion, makes most excellent pud-
dings—at least, it does under Mrs. Keek's ma-
nipulation. The plant is propagated by cut-

tings, or. in fact, by chopping up the stalks at

almost any stage of growth, if I am correct.

There is very much difference in the quality
of the soil in Florida. If you want good land,
select that with a heavy growth of pine-trees-
large trees, and close together. Where the
trees are few, and far apart, and small and
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spindling at that, the land is not of much value
—at least, for farming crops. At different
places in Florida you find little patches of sand,
of greater or less extent, where it seems that
almost absolutely nothing will grow. These
are called "sand soaks," or " chokes." There
are some of them on friend Keek's land, and he
has tried in vain to get any thing to grow on
these spots, unless it is the wild cherry. This
flourishes where nothing else will grow at all.

Friend Keck has a queer theory about orange-
trees. He says twelve good orange-trees on an
acre of ground will bear more fruit than any
larger number, after they once get established.
If these twelve trees were equal in size to some
of the trees I saw, it might be true.
Most of our older readers will remember the

articles we used to get from Mrs. Mahala B.
Chaddock. Well, one of her queer speeches was,
that she wanted to go down to Florida and
wrap tissue paper around oranges, and drive a
mule team. Through the kindness of friend
Keck it was my pleasure to ride after a " mule
team " several days. In fact, he took me from
Bowling Green to Avon Park and back, a dis-
tance of twenty miles, or rather more, consid-
ering the roundabout way we went. Our first

call was on the National Peace River Phos-
phate Co. The phosphate is secured by a
process called in California " hydraulic mining."
The surface soil is removed until they reach
the strata containing the phosphate nodules.
These are granules, the size of shot up to that
of a hickorynut—perhaps the most of them the
size of a pea or bean. By means of a steam-
pump, water is thrown with great pressure into
the bank, or sides of the soil, crushing and
crumbling down the sand and phosphate grains
together. Then the same engine that carries
the pump sucks or draws up the mud and
water. This is elevated sufficiently so it can
pass through a series of revolving cylinders,
letting the mud. dirt, and sand run off into a
pond or lake, while the valuable phosphate is

saved. After the sediment settles in the lake,
the water is used over and over again. The
valuable phosphate is then loaded on to cars,
and carried to the mill, where it is more thor-
oughly washed, and then dried and shipped
where wanted, to different parts of the world.
Later on I passed shiploads of this phosphate
going to foreign countries. The composition is

similar to that of bone or bone meal; and it

contains so large a percentage of phosphorus
that it is now to some extent separated and
used for making matches. Its origin is lareely
a matter of speculation: but it seems likelv
that it comes from decaying bones and animal
matter of fish and various reptiles, which have
accumulated or washed up into beds.* In pro-
cess of time the phosphate erows or accumu-
lates in these nodules. It is a little strange
that this exceedingly valuable product of Flor-
ida is used but very little by Florida farmers
and gardeners, because it does not happen to be
the chemical element needed for their soils. A
little talk with the managers of the phosphate
plant very soon convinced me that there was
no imaginary value placed on the product. In
fact, they know what they are doing, almost
as well as does the miner of gold or silver.
The output is sold according to the per cent of

* Quite a quantity of bones are thrown out in the
mining' operations; but these are either thrown
aside, or utilized in some other way. Sharks' teeth
are also quite plentiful in phosphate beds. T car-
ried a lot around in my pocket until they cut
through the lining:, and then I had to give them
away. If you were to see one of them, and feel its
serrated edges, you would not wonder so much how
it is that a shark can bite off a man's leg' at one snap
of its jaws.

phosphate it contains; and this is determined
by accurate chemical assay. The managers
are as much at home in the science of chemistry
as bee-keepers are in discussing queens and
hives; and it brought vividly to mind my re-
searches in chemistry during my early years,
while I discussed the matter with them. One of
the men on the steamboat told me the phosphate
industry of Florida amounted to 27 millions
of dollars a year; but from some government
reports that I have gone over hastily since my
return home, I am inclined to think that some-
where about half that sum, or less, would be
nearer right.

STRAWBERRY-PLANTS.
It is altogether too dry here in Medina to fill or-

ders for strawberry-plants, unless it is very small
orders, with plants taken from our beds kept wet
by our sub-irrigation.

WANTED—riGWOBT SEED.

If you haven't got any. can't you gather some for
us ? We will pay you S'2.00 for a pound of fresh new
seed; and now is tlie time to gather it if it is grow-
ing on your premises.

Samples of the new vineless sweet potato. As
there has been a good deal of inquiry in regard to
this, I wish some of the friends would mail me some
samples, to try their cooking qualities; also tell us
how low you can ship them by the barrel.

SCARLET GLOBE TURNIP SEED.

We have something over 100 lbs. of this seed,
raised by one of our bee-keeping friends. We can
offer it at the following prices: Ounce, 5 cts. ; ii lb.,

10 cts. ; 1 lb., 3.5 cts. ; 3 or more lbs., 311 cts. per lb. ; 5
lbs. or more, 25 cts. per lb. If wanted by mail, add
10 cts. per lb. for bag and postage. By consulting
any of your seed-catalogs you will see the usual
price is 50 or 60 cts. per lb., oftener 60.

SWEET CLOVER OB BOKHARA SEED FOR SOWING.
As none has been offered in response to our call

in last issue, we are obliged to buy the hulled sweet
clover, called Bokhara, of the New York seed-mer-
chants. This is just as good, but it costs more than
the ordinary sweet-clover seed furnished by bee-
keepers. This is because the latter is usually sold
and sown with the hulls on. Now, this is just as
good for seed with the hulls on; in fact, some claim
that it germinates better; but when you are buying
it by the pound you do not get as many seeds as
when the hulls are off: therefore the best prices we
can make for the present, on hulled clover seed,
generally called Bokhara, is 18 cts. per lb. ; 5 lbs. at
16 cts. ; 10 lbs. or over, at 15 cts. If wanted by mail,
add 10 cts. per lb. for bag and postage. We can
supply any quantity promptly at the figures given
above. As soon as we get some of the new crop
with the hulls on the prices will probably be the
same as in our catalog.

CRIMSON-CLOVER SEED, HOME-GROWN AND FOREIGN-
GROWN.

In answer to several who have asked if the seed
we advertise is home-grown we quote from a letter
received by one of our New York seed merchants:
"Our crimson-clover seed is all Imported stock.

There is very little, if any, American-grown. seed in
market; licsides, we are selling and shipping car-
loads to the producing countries; so, even if you
buy direct from Delaware, it is very doubtful
whether you get Delaware seeds. We consider the
imported seed better and cleaner than the domes-
tic."
By another season, very likely there will be plenty

of home-grown. With the e.\cellent reports that
come with the crops that have been already produc-
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ed for the past two or three j-ears, it seems a shame
for the United States of America to be obliged to
send across the ocean for this seed. And here is a
field for bee-keepers to g-et a crop of honey and a
valuable crop of seed, and feed for all kinds of
stock, to say nothing- about improving the land by
having- clover to jilow under. For prices see last issue.

AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.

Tlie present state of the crop indicates that prices
will not be less than 25 cts. a quart, $1.50 a peck, or
$5.00 a bushel.
White Multiplier onions, 10 cts. per pint; 15 cts. a

quart; $1.00 a peck ; $3.60 a bushel.
Winter or Egy|)tian otnon-sets, quart, 5 cts.; peck,

35 cts. ; bushel, $1.00. If wanted by mail, add 10 cts.

per quart e.xtra for postage and packing. AH of
the above will be ready to ship when this reaches
you.
We have described the above three varieties

of onions so frequently that we shall not go over it

again here, except to say that all of them may be
planted out now. For fuller particulars, see our
seed and plant catalog, mailed free on application.

OTHER THINGS THAT MAY BE PLANTED THE MIDDLE
OF -JULY.

Kidney wax beans will give a crop for table use
before frost; and with usual good luck a crop of
seed also; the same with the Best of All green-
podded wax beans. Either kind, qt., 30c; peck, $1.25.

Beets for table use do nicely put out now; also
early cabbages if you have the plants. Carrots and
parsnips, as well as mangles, will produce half-sized
roots, which are considered better, by many, for
stock. Put them in rather thick.
Now is just the time to put out celery, if you can

get the plants; but at present we are short of all

kinds.
Corey's E.xlra Early and Ford's Early corn willalso

give roastiiig-ears, probably. All kinds of sweet
corn can be put in now for corn-fodder. Until our
sweet corn is sold out we will make a special price
of 50 cts. a peck, or $1.50 a bushel.
Cucumbers for pickles will probably escape the

frost. Ounce, Sets. ; lb., 50 cts.

Now is the time to start Grand Rapids lettuce for
fall use. Put it in loeds with boards a foot high
around the outside; give it plenty of water, and
keep it covered with cotton sheeting when the sun
is hot.
You can sow almost any kind of onion seed for

sets; but if the fall should be very wet you would
have bunch onions instead of sets.

If you want to raise your own seed peas, now is

the time to plant them. While the crop will not be
as large as spring planting you will get seed free
from bugs—at least, that has been our experience;
and we have never had them fail to make good peas
for table use, when sown in July.
We have some Premium Gems that have come up

beautifully within the past week, and there has
not been a bit of rain on them since they were
planted. We make a speci;il low price on the Pre-
mium Gems of T5 cts. a peck, if ordered now.

If you have some extra- early potatoes that are
already sprouted, or that you can induce to sprout
right away, they will make a crop before frost.
All kinds of radishes will do nicely now if you

have the right kind of soil for them. We are get-
ting magnificent ones from our muck grounds right
along, without a hit of rain. The Chinese Rose win-
ter is one of the prettiest winter radishes for fall
planting.
Salsify, or vegetable oyster, will be large enough

for nice table roots if planted now; and we can give
you fresh seed, of our own growing, for 10 cts. an
ounce, or il 00 per lb.
This is also just the time for spinach during this

month and next. It is also just the season for ;ill

sorts of quick-growing turnips. "We consider the
Purple-top White Globe as perhaps the best.
Last, but not least, now is your time to sow buck-

wheat and crimson clover. Sow both at the same
time on tlie same ground; and if you do not get a
crop of one you are pretty sure to get a crop of the
other. All seeds by mail, 9 cts. per lb. extra.

est at any time of the year. Best imported, that is,

the very best select, are now only $1.50; fair import-
ed, $;3.00.

THE RUNNERLESS STRAWBERRY — MORE ABOUT IT.

Mr. Root;—The runnerless everbearing strawber-
ry you lately mentioned in Gleanings was doubt-
less from a plant I sent friend Crawford for trial
last year. The fruit is not much larger than a rasp-
berry, and shuckless. I have never known a plant
to send out a runner, because it is their growth
habit to make crowns instead of runners. Yester-
day I separated the roots of a plant and counted
scveniy-two crowns, each of which had some roots,
or would soon put them out if set in the soil as a
cutting. They not only bear continuously from
May till frost, but put out again after the first frost
last autumn; and I picked a few in December The
fruit is rather soft, and quality fairly good. To
those who, like myself, like strawberries in and out
of season they are an ac(iui8ition. 1 have not yet
sold any berries in our market, and don't know how
they will take. They were rai.sed from seed brought
over by me in 1891. Everbearing strawberries are
common in France. I have now several hundred
splendid-looking French and English seedlings.

Arthur T. Goldsborough.
Wesley Heights, Washington, D. C.

FRESH lot of IMPORTED QUEENS. *

We have just received a fine lot of imported
queens direct from Italy. A good many orders have
been awaiting their arrival, but we shall have a few
more choice queens to spare. Price now Is the low-

Italian Bees in 10-frame Langstroth
hive, at $4.00.

Tested Italian queen, 7.5c; two or more, 60c each.
Untested, 50c each. Address

OTTO KLEINOW,
No. 122 Military Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Square Glass

Honey=Jars.
We have on the way another car load of honey-

jars. Four sizes: dimes, half-pounds, pounds, and
2-pound jars. Jars and packing is llrst-class, and
safe arrival is guaranteed in every instance.
Bro. Root seems to discriminate against the Muth

jars. Our friends are therefore advised to compare
prices in Muth's and Root's catalogs before order-
ing. We mail tliese catalogs together.

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON,
976 & 978 Central Ave., = Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention thi.s paper

I Prevent Swarming
by de-queening, and sell or discard
all of my queens every year. I now
offer again all of my tested queens
for 65 cts. each, 2 for $1 25. Many of
them are worth three times the mon-
ey. A few mismated queens at 30

T. H. KLOERrierre Haute, Ind.

Read what J. 1. Parent, of
Charlton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter .50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 2,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.

'J^lt will do all you say it will."
.CatalogTie and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 645 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders tor Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

,1, The A. I. Root Co.
Please mention this paper.
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LL PRAISE THEM.
ITALIAN QUEENS

From the apiary of
W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark., can't

^DE DEAUTYand^UEAT for DUSINESS.

The leading bee-keepers of the U. S. are my cus-
tomers. Your choice—either Golden or Leather-
colored.
Prices Reduced.—Fine breeders always on hand,

$3 to $3; untested, 75c: 3 for $3; tested, $1; 6 for $5.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Ark.
I^rin responding: to this advertisement mention Uleaninqs

We can fill

Your Orders
for Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Foun=
dation, etc.. by Return Mail. Have A.

Root Co.'s goods at Their Prices.
Will save you freight, and get goods to
you in a few days. Catalog free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

BEGINNERS,
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Beekeeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; If sent by mail,
28c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 65c. Address any flrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., HiaaiNSViULB, Mo.
lyin responding to this aavertlsement mention OLKANiNoa

GOLDEN
each ; 6 for $;^ 25.

Bred for busi-
ness. Untest-
ed, 65 cents

Tested. $1.00 each

QUEENS
Fine breeders.

$2.00 each extra. Select siraiyht 5-banded breed-
ing-queens, $4.00 each. To all new customers one
COLDEN Queen for 50 cts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guaranteed.

E. A. SEELEY. Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark. 7-20

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 56c
each. Alsol'ieesin any quantity: 4.50 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

World's Fair fledal
Awarded my Foundation. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new F*olisbec1 Sections and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. JVl H H«i»-i-f
Bell Branch, Mich. iTl. I I . I I Ull L.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has 2Vo Say: In Brood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Snrphs Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdb Sole rianufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

£3rin re>injndln^ to tins rtisenunt mention GLBANDJOa

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, writ,

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee
Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames. Foundation. Smn
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis

Please mention Glkaninos. 21-8db

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and every thing

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's i

Prices, and the Best Shipping=point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's

Strain of Italians, the result of 16 years'
careful breeding.

Dr. H. B. Lung:. Harrodsburgr, Ky., says: " I have had the
pleasure of seeinpr many line strains of bees, yet I have never
seen such industrious, energetic bees. I must express my ad-
miration fur your success as a bee propagator."

Warranted queens, 80c each; 3 for $2 00. Select
warranted queens, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-
isfaction guaranteed.
Those wiio have never dealt with me, I refer to

A. I. Root, who has purchased of me 808 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.
Send for f)ur new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

My queens aie bred for business, as well
;is for l^eauty and gentleness. Safe arri-
val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. Untested, 75c; tested, $1.00.

Write for price list. 5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Ttxas. Box 3.

Hens with Bees.
Dr. Ashley having fin-

ished breeding for this

f-eason wishes to dispose
of his

White White
Plymouth Wyandotte
Rock and Fowls,

to make room for chicks.

All warranted one year
old, and from the best
pure-bred stock in the
country; $2.00 per hen;
$3.a) for cock. Five hens
for $7.00. Address

H. J. ASHLEY, Machias, N. Y.

The Market Garden."
A Monthly Journal

For narI<et=Qardeners and
True leers.

So Cents a Year. Sample Copy FREE.

THE MARKET GARDEN CO.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Cyin responding to this advertisement mention Glkaninos.
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O^meil Ssnoker.

579

Cheap,

Strong,

Serviceable,

Large Size.

II c^' nrtJir nruniMtf^ for those wlio want aJUST THE THING fl,.st-class smoker at
a medium price. Size of cup. 3'.2 inches; curved
nozzle, hiufied so as to swing back; legs of malleable
iron, secuied by bolts The blast is the well-known
Cornell piinciple Weight of smoker, only 20
ounces. Price $1.15, postpaid, or 8.5 cts. if sent by
express or freight with other goods.

THE A. I. ROOT COSVBPANY,
MEDINA. OHIO.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Ripping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving-, Gaining, Dadoing,
Kdgiug-up, Jointing Sliitt, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power ft!;i(hinery. iiiM on T)ial.
('(tidJoil Fi,'i:. l-34ei

SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
44 Water St.. Seneca Falls, N Y.

tyin responding to this advertisement mention (iLKANiNGi.

«<JVI0NEY-IVIAKERS>9
Are a strain of business Italians tluit winter in the
cold North, and are read}' ft)r Imsiness, with a bush-
el of bees, when tlie flowers bloom. Thev are gentle
and industrious. Queens, warranted pure, in June.
Each, $1.1 (I; six, $5.00; doz., $9.( 0. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never h:id any disease.
Address E. F. QUIGLEY, Unionviule.Mo.
^^In responding to this advertisement mention GLEANDJOfc

Every Farmer
Ought to read the Rural New=Yorker.

(Published weekly.)

It is the business farmer's paper, and a most re-
liable authority on agricultural and horticultural
subjects. Frauds and humbugs fear it. ONLY $1
A YEAR. Send for sample copy to
THE Rl RAIi IMEW-YOKP'i KK.New York.
We have made ai rangenients so that we can send

it and Gleanings for #1.75 a year.

SCIENCE CONFIRMS HORSE SENSE.
A majority of the first fua.ss Eailroadsof

the United States and Canada are usinf ThePage fence. Scientific tests and comparisons
led to this result. ScT'ange to say the best
practical farmers of both countries, led only
by experience and good common sense, iiad
already decided in its favor, and now Park
Commissoners and Cemetery Officials seem
bound to make the decision unanimous. We
have sold double the amount of park fence
this season than heretofore in the whole his-
tory of the busine'^s.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

^^TOueens,
fiom my own imported
queens, $1.00 each.

Wlax Brauer. Beeville Bee Co., Tex.

3=Banded

Golden or.

Leather Queens
From the Queen Specialist

Golden queens from Duvall's best; dark leather
queens bn d from the celebrated Manum stock
(queen mother selected and tested by him).
My drones aie nil bred fiom a colony that winter-

ed succi'Ssfuliy on summer stand wiihout protec-
tion, bees gei tie and excellent workers.
This colony is the result of seven direct crosses of

golden Italians, selecting the most desirable for
breeders each spring, regaidless of color.
Nearly every queen mates with selected drones as

there are no bees within several miles of my yard.
Duvall strain will produce nearly all 5-banded

bees, Manum stock 3-banded.
Price T.5 ("ts. each. Safe arrival guaranteed, and

shipped by return mail if dc-ired.
Money-order office. North Dana. Address

JAHES WOOD,
North Prescott, = Massachusetts.

In writing advertisers mention this paper.

DON'T BUY CRIMSON CLOVER
^:^^^ ["^

bav|

complete treatise ever printed. Tells you what
seed is hardy. How and when to sow. How to suc-
ceed in dry weather. Full particulars free.
J. A. Everiit, Seeditiiiian, Indianapolis, Ind.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has iVo Sau: in Brood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Eas no Fislilsone in the Surplus Hone^.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdb Sole nanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. JVlontgomery Co., N. Y.

lt^"In rcsponrti rJLKANINGa

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES FOR 1895.
Such as Dovetailed Hives, Sections. Comb Foundation, Extractors, and every thing else used by a bee-

keepei-. All late imprtived goods. Immense stock. Goods sold at wholesale and retail. Write for our

DISCOUNTS FOR EARLY ORDERS.
Alsike clover and Japanese Ijuckwiieat furnished at lowest market price.

Address JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.
In writing advertisers please mention tliis paper
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Honey Column.

CITT MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Honey.—W e are roceiviiig new

comb and extracted. New wliite comb, 14; extract-
ed, white, 6H@7; dark, 4'i@.5. Demaud very light.
Beeswax, 33. Hamblin & Bearss,
July 30. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Hojjejy.—We report no new comb hon-
ey on market as yet. We anticipate a price of 14®
15 cts. for fancy white comb. Extracted will sell at
from 6@7, depending on quality. However, it will
take a month to establish prices on a fiim basis.

S. T. Fish & Co..
July 18. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Honejy.—We received our first consign-
ment of new honey from the apiary of I. N. Brown.
Clarksville, All)any Co. It is not No. 1 quality. The
capping has that unattractive yellow appearance,
and we do not think it will bring over 10 or 11 cts.
We have frequent calls from summer resorts for
fine white honey at good prices.

Chas. McCdlloch & Co.,
July 18. Albany, N. Y.

San Francisco.—Horify.—Honey is firmer, the
crop not turning out as large as expected. I quote
light amber extracted, 4!4@5: white, 6@5>i. Comb
honey scarce at 10. Beeswax, 3"@28.

Henry Schacht,
July 13. San Francisco, Cal.

Milwaukee. — Honey.— Tiiis market continues
very much the same for honoy as when we reported
last. The demand is very slight, and as yet the new
crop has not made any appearance. However, the
conflii-tirig reports with regard to tiie possibility of
a short supply in some parts of our Slate have had

j

a tendency to make our niaiket firm on choice old,
and we quote choice 1-lb. sections at 15@16; com-
mon, 10@14; extracted, in kegs and barrels, white,
7>i@8; dark, 5@6. Beeswax, 22@26.

A. V. Bishop &Co.,
July 30. Milwaukee, Wis.

Detroit.— Hone)/.—Best white comb honey (new),
14; but little offered. Extracted. 6@7. Beeswax
dull.24@25. - M.H Hunt,
July 18. Bell Branch, Mich.

Buffalo.— Hojiej/.— Strictly fancy new comb
would bring 13@13; other grades proportionately
lower. The demand is light yet, and we advise only
moderate shipments. Later on we can handle a
great many pounds as well as it can be sold any-
where. Batterson & Co.,
July 18. Buffalo, N. Y.

Boston.—//onej/.—Nothing new to note in the
honey market. No new lias come in as yet, but we
expect some every day. Thei-e is very little de-
mand. Price for comb, 14; extracted, 5@6.

E. E. Blake &Co.,
July 19.

'

Boston, Mass.

Kansas City.- Hone)/.—The old crop of comb and
extracted honey is about cleared ui>. VVe quote
new 1-lb. comb. No. 1 white. l4;i:ir). No. 3, ]3@13; No.
1 ambor, 13@13; No. 3, 10@11: extracted, white, 6®
6V2 ; amber, 5@6. Beesw.ix, 33.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
July 20. Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.—White comb honey, 14 and 16c. on
board cars. 6. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Pa.

S. T. Fish & Co.,

189 South Water St.,

We handle HONEY every day in the

year. Correspondence solicited. We have
been twenty years at above location, and
refer to

First National Bank, Chicago,

First National Bank, Los Angeles, CaL,
First National Bank, San Jose, Cal.,

Gleanings in Bee Culture. Medina, O.

Your Bauker can see our rating.

—ALSO DEALERS IN

—

BUTTER, CHEESE, EGGS, APPLES,
POTATOES.

Our facilities for selling unsurpassed.

Reserve our address for future reference.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

Alfalfa IN Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 4I2C in lOUO - lb. lots or
more. Le.ss than 1000 lbs. at .5c in flve-g-allon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary iSee-keepers' Association,
Phtenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.
eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

WHOLESALE
DEALEES it

COMMISSION
MERCHANTS.
Established

1875.

HONEY
—and—

BEESWAX.

LIBERAL
ADVANCES
MADE
ON
CONSIGN-
MENTS.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
60c each ; 6 for $.S.2.5

duce you to try them
CHA5. H. THIBS, Steeleville, III

These low prices are to in-

CatiiloQ- free.

Don't Be Afraid to Buy
tho^e fine, tested Italian qvieeus I am
offering for 6.5 cents, just because I
offer them so cheap. It is not on account
of any inferiority that I sell them so
cheap, but because I replace, every year,
all of my queens in over one hundred
colonies, run for honey production, and
what I get for the old queens I consider
just like flndins-. A ^ood many are sold
already, but there is a fine lot on hand
yet. equal to any in the country. A few
mismated ones at 30 els. each.

T. H. KLOER, Terre Haute, Ind.
Please mention this paper.

A Hawkeye camera, rec-
ommended by E. R. Root,
of whom I purchased it 3

years ago, with instruction-book, plate holders, and
plates, at $37.00. Will sell for !f33.00. Has scarcely
been used since, and has an excellent lens which
alone cost over $30.00. Also a World typewriter, in

good order, for $3.00; a copyin8--pres8. nearly new,
for $3 50; a Victor safe (new), list price *60—will sell

for U^ 01}. A 4 H. P. portable engine and boiler, in

good order, $115 00; a rotary pump for lifting water
for irrigating, in good order, for $35.00; a counter-
shaft, new. price $10.00; also a lot of Dovetailed bee-

hives, combs, foundiition. atid flxttires. Particulars
on application. CHRISTIAN WECEESSER, Sanborn, N. 7.

For Sale!
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

There will he a nieetintr of the Southeastern Bee-keepers' As-
sociation in Fort Seott, Kan., Sent filth. 1895. All are eordiallv
invited. J. C. Balch, See., Bronson, Kan.

'

The annual meeting- of the Northern Illinois Bee-keepers' As-
sociati(ni will be held at the residence of O. Tavlor, in Harlem,
111., on Tuesday. Aug. 20, 1895. B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Milford. 111.

The Southwestern Wisconsin Beekeepers' Association will
hold its next uieetinK at Platteville, Wis.. Oct. Sth and 9th, 1895.
Come all. Don't yet discouraged, even if we haven't ffot a
crop of honey. We shall have a g-ood time at Platteville just
the same. Brine .your wives and daugihters with .vou. Many
interesting sub.iects will be discussed.

M. M. Rice, Sec, Boseobel, Wis.

A BARGAIN in QUEENS
BY RETURN HAIL.

Either polden or leather-colored. All warranted
purely mated, workers io show at leasts hands, at
50 cts each. Three hand breeders, 81.00. Goldens
are from one of Doolittle's very best. Leather
queens are from an extra choice impoited motlier.

Clioice tested queens, this season's rearing-, from
imported mothers, 65 cts. each, ready now. Safe ar-
rival and satisfaction guaranteed or money re-
funded. Ni> disease.

J^. II. ROUBY, Wortbington, W. ^^a.

PRICES SLAUGHTERED
On Those Beautiful. Red-Clovek Queens.
One queen, 60 cts.; two, $1 00. I defy tlie world

to beat them. Dou't fail to try them. Satisfaction
guaranteed. G. R. ROUTZAHN, Menallen, Pa.

Good,:
Better,
Best, v'/iQUEENS!

The latter is what I am trying to furnish, with
wliat success a long string of testimonials might
startle you, as the season is now prime lor the rear-
ing of queens, and in competition with some other
reliable dealers I will furnish to any new customer
2 Golden Queens for $1.00; a straight flve-banded
breeder, $3.00. Address

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Ark.
I^"In respondinti to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they wish to dispo-e of, we will insert notices as below
first insertion free of chart'e. After the first, 10 cents per line!We do this because there is hardly value enoujrh in these
quaens to pay for buying them up and keeping them in stock
and yet it i- oftentimes (jnite an accommodation to those who
can not afford higher-priced ones.

I have 2') black and hybrid queens for sale at 35
cts. each. ' C. G. Marsh, Belden, N. Y.

We have 85 black and hvbrid queens, all very pro-
lific, reared in "94, which we will sell for 35 cts. each,
ore for $1.00. Write at once, as we will not hold
them long. Rankin Hkos , St. Clair, Mich.

25 or 30 hybr d queens reared this spring; the very
best layers. Some of the colonies have gathered
100 lbs. of honey this season; 130 cts. each.

W. J. Forehand, Fort Deposit, Ala.

Special Offer.
For July and August onl.y, to those who
have never tried our strain of honey-
gathering Italians, we will send one sam-
ple queen for the trifling sum of 50 cts.
One queen only will be .sent at above
price to one address. All queens war-
ranied to he pur ly mated. All orders
filled by return mail, weather permitting.
Address all orders to

LEININGER BROS., Fort Jennings, 0.
Please mention this paper.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inseited under this head at one halt our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not e.\ceed five lines, and you must sat you want your
adv'tinthis department or we will nor be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to bur regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex-
changes. Exchonge- for cash orfor pricelists.or notices of-
fering articles for sale can not be inserted under this head,
for such our regulai- ratesof 20cts. a line will be charged. and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
he responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.

J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange 26-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser. for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working machinery.
Will give a bargain for cash,
eitf Geo. Ealf,, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey-extractors for honey or wax.
I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York.

WANTED.—A foundation-mill, in exchange for
other goods. L. "L. Esenhower, Reading, Pa.

WHAT have you to exchange for a 200-egg size
Invincible Hatcher?

G. J. Sturm, Mt. Erie, HI.

TWO practical young farmers, both married, want
to work some gentleman's farm on shares or for

salary; prefer a good stock farm with some rich
bottom land. We mean business. Write to-day.

Manley Bros., 197 Yale, Mich.

WANTED.—By a young man lately arrived in
this country, a temporary or permanent open-

ing in an apiary or gtirdening business, preferably
situated in the State of New York or contiguous
States. Applicant knows something of the care of
bees, and is fond of a healthy outdoor life. A cheer-
ful home rather than salary an object. Is a trained
clerk, with good recommendations.

Address C. C. Doorly, 355 W. 31, N. Y. City,

wANTED.—To exchange steam-pump for founda-
tion-mill. Dovetailed hives, or foundation.

E. Simmons, Potsdam, Dade Co., Fla.

WANTED.-To buy 3 tons extracted white-clover
honey, in 60 lb. tins. Geo. G. Wit^lard,

270 Pearl St., Cleveland, O.

WANTED.—To rent or buy an apiary in basswood
belt of Wisconsin. E. Barber,

Sherburne, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange latest improved Marvel
magic lantern, best quality (cost *45), also 100

choice views, for honey, beeswax, or offers.
E. E. Slingerland, Troy, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchMuge bees in new 8-frame L.
hives for a ladies' bicycle. W. D. Soper,

Jackson, Mich.
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Feeding Back
Honey to secure the completion of unflnshed sections can be made
very profitable if rightly maniiged during- ihe liot weatlier of July
and August. In Advanced Bee Culture may be found complete in-

structions regarding the selection and pi-eparation of coloiues, preparation of the feed, manipulation
necessary to secure the r:iiiid capping of the combs, time for removing the lioney, and how to manage if a
few sections in a case are iKit (|uiie conipk'le; in sliort, all of the " liinks " tiiat have been learned from
years of experience, and the " feedlns' back " of tons of honey. Price of the book, .50 cts.

Qttaartc tl\r Daf«fn Mail Remember tluit lam selling nice, yellow, tesied, Italian queens, of
Uccns Dy KclUril niail.

,,|,is year's rearing, at $1.00 each, or six for «.5.00, and sending tliem by
return mail ece/T/ time—have been doing so for two months. Advanced Bee Cultuie and one queen for
$1.25. The book, queen, and Review one year, for $-^.()0.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

Ee3

Please cut out this whole ad.

and sign and mail it to

—

56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

1^^ Please send to me the
American Bee Journal for
3 months (13 numbers). At
the end of that time I will

send .'Jl.OO for a year's sub-
scription, or 25 cts. in case I

decide to discontinue. You
will please address me thus:

JVame.

an

^ Post-Office

.

State.

A customer, looking over my
400 hives in home apiary, said,
" Where are your bees ? Mine
were flying all around thick this
morning." I said, "Just stop;
look down at any hive." He was
amazed. They were just pouring
in thick with their heavy loads.

This proves two things-they can't
be excelled as workers, and quiet.

I opened several hives. He had no veil; was in the
apiary % of an hour; was
not bothered once. Try \Vft1 A ^plsPI*
them. Untested guaran- ^^ '"• ^* ^'=''=t' i

teed queens, 7.^c. Send for WvnCOte, Pa.
wholesale price list.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

A Full Line of Popular

Golden Italian
Queens by return
mail, from a breed-
er obtained of Doo-

little, which he selected and tested out of 1000, for
his own special use; he said this queen is a better
one than the

World's Fair Queen,
whicli was valued at f50.0u. Also

I+flliein OiiP»P»n<i from one of A. I. Root's
i\,a.iitxii V"CClli» ^.^,j.^ best imported breed-
ers; price of queens, 'jntested, .o.'jc; six for $3.00; 13
for $5,.")0; tested, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00. No disease.
Shall run 400 nuclei. Ask for free circular, wliich
may be worth d')llars to vou if you buy quet-ns.
Safe delivery and satisfaction will'be guaianteed in
each and evi-iy case 13-18ei

H. B. QUIRIN, Bellevue, Ohio.

^EE-HWES,

SUPPLIES
Always on hand.

1 lb. sq. flint jars, $5.00 a gross, sent from this city.

Untested queens, now ready, 75 cts.

After July luth, 3-frame nuclei and Italian queen,
$2 .'iO. Discount on quantities.
Catalog- free.

I. J. STRINGHAIVI,
105 Park Place, IMe v York.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
and every thing a I?ee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page eata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

IMPORTPn QUEENS, $:5.25; untested, 50 cts.
llTirWIV I L,U XV. C. FRAZIER, Atlantic, Iowa.

IMPORTED ITALIAN

MOTHERS ONLY.
Untested, 55 cts.; doz., f6. About II (uit of every

12 will make fine tested queens, and for gentleness
aid industry we defy the world to beat them. Safe
delivery. Money-order office, Decatur. eitf

CLEVELAND BROS., Stamper, Newton Co., Miss.

QUEENS.

-e^FOR SALE.

We make a spet-ialty of tliese goods, and
defy competition in quality, worlvinanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
QUEENS, 75 CTS.

MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, SWARTS, PA.

If Tons of lioney,
J^/ea.sec/ Ct/.sf o/iiors, and Iitcreaf^ing'
Tviid^ is a criterion, then my queens are satisfac-
tory. Warranted purely mated queens from
5-banded strain, 75c; six for $4.0i); dozen, $7.50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free
circular.

G!J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

Ill lesponding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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Crimson clover won't count for much as a

honey-plant if its chief use is to plow under

before blooming. But then, some of it will be

used for raising seed.

I avouldn't worry much whether it was
stored in a large or a small hive, if I could

have, like that Nevada man on p. 5.51, a steady

honey-flow of 2>2 to 3 months.

Two THOUSAND cubic inches is the capacity

of brood-chamber C. W. Dayton has reached in

the last 13 years (p. 551). That's the figure

Quinby settled on 40 or 50 years ago.

Did you ever see bees gather pollen from
sweet clover? If you did, what color is it?

My bees never seem to gather any. [Honey
alone seems to be what they are after around
our sweet clovers.

—

Ed.]

Tell Y'OUR WIFE if she wants nice bread-

crumbs, to have very dry slices of bread, save

them up in a paper bag from time to time, and
mash them with a rolling pin. Then dip in

them your meat to fry. [I'm going to try it.

It tastes good in imagination already.—En.]

C. W. Dayton doesn't want to be " encum-
bered by unnecessary stores and combs in the

hives in the busy season." What harm does

an extra comb of solid honey do in the busy

season, providing there is extra room for it in

the hive? I don't know of any except the

weight in handling. Do you ?

Sweet clover is now at its best, July 15.

Bees don't commence on it till 8 or 9 o'clock,

but are thick on it the rest of the day. Prob-
ably they can do better on something else early

in the morning. [Some day, if it keeps on

spreading in the waste places as it has been

doing for the last four or five years, we shall

value it more than we do now.—Ed.]

My little patch of crimson clover, sowed
this spring with oats, is not an immense suc-

cess. July 15 I found some stalks in bloom a

foot high. But it has been through a bad

drouth, and is overshadowed by heavy oats. I

suppose it never ought to be sowed in the

spring, and I am afraid it will hardly stand one
of our winters.

For years, following the lead of Adam
Grimm, I had a ventilating-space of ^^ inch at

the back of my hives; and, strange to say, it

was never used as an entrance as Doolittle

fears, p. 560. But my ventilating-space was at

the top, and he may mean at the bottom. I

think it helped to keep down swarming, but it

retarded the capping of sections at the back
end.

Tin tags for numbering hives are to be list-

ed another year, perhaps (p. .561). Good! all

but the " perhaps." But I don't want to wait
till next year. Some of my old tags are lost,

and some are getting dim. I can tell the num-
bers by the place in the row, but I want them
correctly numbered before going into the cellar.

Punch a little hole in each, to push a half-

inch nail through.

Crimson clover, according to a footnote on

p. 561, is to be sown " about the time corn is

cultivated for the first time." Didn't you mean
just before going through with the cultivator

for the last time ? [Yes, this was a mistake of

our business manager, Mr. Calvert. Only a

few advance sheets, however, like your own,

had the misprint. A. I. detected the error, and
the type were changed.

—

Ed.]

To SHAKE bees off combs, I have for years

followed Doolittle's plan as learned from him,

and given on p. 559; also the plan given in the

foot-noie. For very heavy combs I like Doo-

little's plan best, and the editor's plan for

combs of medium weight. For very light

combs I use a still different plan. Hold the

frame in the left hand by one end of the top-

bar, and pound on the back of that hand with

the right fist.

Frank Benton is named on page 5.59 as a

good man for a government apicultural station.

Hardly, if he'd be as slow about getting out re-

ports as he has been about getting out the re-

port of the St. Joe c'/uvention. [That may be;

but I was thinking of that splendid ability he

could use if he would; and would he not, under
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government pay? He has already made some
valuable reports as touching apiculture for the

Department of Agriculture.—Ed.]

I don't know whether it's best to have more
than one place for entrance to a hive; but I

notice that, when there's a small hole half way
up the front of the hive, the bees crowd it a

good deal more than the regular entrance. It's

an old-fashioned way; but as the bees seem to

like it, isn't it just possible it's a good thing ?

[That practical bee-keeper, Mr. Julius Hoffman,
of " Hoffman-frame " fame, with his several

large apiaries believes in having two entrances

—one at the bottom and one at the bottom of

the second story. His hives are deep.

—

Ed.]

A SCREW IS LOOSE in the reasoning at top of

page 551. Because a ten-frame hive contains

only seven frames of brood, it is argued that an
eight-frame hive will have only five. I think

one of my colonies that had seven brood in a

ten-frame hive would have nearer six brood in

an eight-frame hive, for it would have much
brood in the outside frames of the small hive,

and none in those of the large hive. [I think

you are right; but I supposed you would not

assent to Snell's argument here.—Ed.]

You're right, Ernest, on page 549, in saying

that I had great difficulty in getting queens to

lay in a second brood-chamber. But you may
also remember that, in controversy with friend

Hatch, I insisted that my queens went back
and forth readily, and kept eggs in two stories.

I'll see you about this later on. [Do you mean
to insinuate that I got on to the wrong side of

the fence, i.e., Hatch's side? Really I had for-

gotten which side I was on. I'll look out next

time.

—

Ed.]

"The surplus will be a little whiter in ap-

pearance where there is a little capped honey
under the top-bar than where the space is tak-

en by brood," says F. A. Snell, p. 550. That is,

sections are darkened if too close to the brood;

and because I can't make sure of the strip of

honey to make the brood keep its distance, I

want a top-bar not less that % thick. [Here is

a point for the anti-thick-top bee-keepers to

consider a little more than they do; but this is

not the only point in favor of deep bars.—Ed.]

RUNNERLESS STRAWBERRIES (p. 573) Will be

objected to by those who don't want non-

swarming bees; but I'd like to have a few of

each. .But I hardly want stingless bees till

Sunday-school teaching has worked a little

deeper into Marengo boys. [The real stingless

bees, and we have tried them, are no better

than bumble-bees. Yes, at our out- yards I'd

rather have bees a little cross, and with good
long stings. One of our colonies at our bass-

wood yard was robbed early in the spring.

Fortunately, the thieves encountered one of the

Grossest stocks. At any rate, they got no hon-

ey, and it was evident that they left in post

haste.—Ed. 1

Foul brood can not be affected by drugs,

and it's no use to try any thing in that line,

seems to be the verdict on this side the water.

May be. But in the face of so much testimony

in favor of drugs from good men on the other

side of the water, it seems to me pure pighead-

edness to refuse to make any trial. If I had
a case of foul brood in my apiary I would
at least use in the healthy colonies some of the

drugs that have a reputation as preventives.

If it did no good it could do no harm. [After

you had tried as much as we, and failed, your
courage would be weak.

—

Ed.]

Since writing that "straw" about "tin

tags," I find an amendment on p. 564 in the

shape of manilla tags. My tin tags have last-

ed a good many more than " four or five years,"

and the white paint is still pretty good; but on
some of them the black figures are wearing off

the white paint. I first tried manilla tags, but

in less than a year I one day found them all

torn off. But that may have been a piece of

malicious mischief. [There, now, you've spoiled

my scheme. Seriously, perhaps we had better

give up the manilla, and consider again the tin

tags. To make them in a wholesale way, and
cheap, we must have time to figure. Yes, we'll

list the tin tags if they are the best. The sam-
ple you send is in good condition.

—

Ed.]

THE BIG CONVENTION AT TORONTO.

hotel accommodations, ETC.

By B. F. Hdltermann.

Friend Root:—I have just been in Toronto to

arrange for the North American Bee-keepers'

Convention. You are aware that the first ses-

sion is to be on the evening of Sept. 4th. The
convention will meet in the auditorium, normal
school. As the meeting is during the first week
of the Toronto Exhibition, I expected to be un-

able to make arrangements with any first-class

hotel for reduced rates; but I have succeeded.

You will remember the hotel at which members
stopped in Brantford when the convention was
held there. Y'ou were all more than satisfied.

Well, the proprietor of that hotel, Mr. Palmer,

is now proprietor of the Palmer House and the

Kensington, in Toronto. I do not know wheth-

er the bee-keepers made so good an impression

upon him before, or what is the reason: suffi-

cient to say, he, after a little, consented to give

the following rates: Per day, «!1.50, providing

members double up. If they require separate

beds, $1.75 per day. This is at the Palmer. The
Kensington, just across the road from the Pal-

mer, is upon the European plan—rooms 50 cents

and up. In the vicinity are good coffee-houses,
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etc., where meals can be secured at from 10 cts.

up, depending upon the wants and tastes of the

individual—or, perhaps, to speak more correct-

ly, the desires and capacity of the individual.

The street-cjir passes the hotel, and it can he

taken within a block of the normal school, with-

out change. The car also runs directly to the

exhibition. The hotel is also two blocks from

the union station, and not much further to the

boat-landing; so I think we are fortunate in

this respect. There will be reduced rates to

Toronto, covering Canada. Michigan will have
a single rate, return tickets. There will be

other very low excursion rates from various

points In the United States, of which notice

will be given you later. Those not within those

limits should take regular rate till they reach

such territory, and then the excursion rate to

Toronto. There will be very low boat rates via

Lake Erie and Lake Ontario.

The honey-flow has been rather poor, but I

believe there is a very general determination to

attend the North American Bee-keepers' Con-

vention in Toronto. The leading papers over

here are giving us every assistance, and the

meeting will be well advertised.

Brantford. Out.

[We may be sure that no stone will be left un-
turned by Bro. Holtermann for the convenience
and aiTOinmodation of the bee-keepers. We
were treated handsomely at Brantford.—Ed. J

HOW MANY BEES IN A LARGE SWARM T

SOME INTERESTING EXPEKIMENTS OF HOW A
BEE-ESCAPE WAS USED TO COUNT THEM ONE
BY one; what is THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF
EGGS A QUEEN WILL LAY PER DAY? AND
WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM?

By J. L. Hyde.

Perhaps what I am writing may be old to

you; but if not, you may have it for what it is

worth.

I have been weighing my bees that swarmed
this summer, or three or four of them, to see

how many constitute a swarm; and the best

that I could do I could not make out more than
7 or 8 lbs. This would make about 3100 or 2400

by my reckoning. I had a swarm come out

July 3, that I counted, and I want to tell you
right here how I counted them. I had the

queen clipped, so I caught her when she swarm-
ed, then covered the hive with a sheet so no bees

could go back into the hive. After I had caged
the queen I put her into a small basket and
hung it on a stick a little way from the hive

(the bees had clustered on a tree while I was
doing this); and when the bees returned they

all went into the basket with the queen. I

then shook the bees out of the sections (as I

had already put the sections on), and made
them cluster with the others that wi re in

the basket. I then took out all the old comb
with brood, and carried these to a new hive.

after shaking some of these bees off the combs,
and getting them also to alight with those that

were clustered, until I had 8 lbs. in the basket.

Then I took a small wooden box that would
hold about two quarts, and scoopi-d into it a
little over ?4 lb. of the bees.

Before they went into the hive, when hiving

them I placed the box with the bees in it on the

Little Detective scales that I bought of you. I

had ready in my hand at this time a Lareese

bee-escape; and when the bees had flown out

of the box sufficient to weigh just Z^" lb. without

the box, I clapped the bee-escape on the box so

that no bee could get out without going

through the escape right before my eyes. I

then set the box on to a board, and by pufBng a

very little smoke in among the bees they were

in a commotion, and very soon they commenced
to march out through the escape in single file,

and they came along just about as fast as I

could count them, until they were nearly all out.

Well. I counted 747 bees in }4 Ib-i which would
be about 3000 in a pound. Now, if there were
3000 in one pound, there would be in 8 lbs.

24,000, which were about all that the hive con-

tained. There might be about one pound more
that I carried with the brood to the new hive,

together with the ones scattered about the

ground and hive. This is about as large a

swarm as I have.

Now, what I should like to know is, what
becomes of all of the bees if the queen lays 3000

eggs per day, and her eggs all hatch into bees?

Doolittle says that she sometimes lays more

—

4000 or 5000, I think. If she lays only 3000 eggs

per day, in 21 daysshe would have 63,000 eggs

and brood; and in 21 days more there would be

that number of bees which are notable to fly

much, so they would not die by wearing out

their wings. Now, we will wait three weeks
longer, and have as many more; and the first

three weeks of bees would not be all dead yet;

so we should have by this time something like

100,000 bees; that is, in a six- weeks' hatch we
should have that number; and the fact is, we
do not have more than a quarter as many.
Wouldn't it he better-to say that the queen lays

on an average 1000, and seldom lays 30(X) eggs?
Or will some one tell where the bees go to?

Pom fret Landing, Ct., July 16.

[Years ago, from the most careful estimates
we could make, not counting them one by one,
we found that a pound of bees, not filled with
hont'y, as is the case of bees just swarmed out,
would aggregate between 4.500 and .5()(X); that
when filled full with honey this number would
drop down to between 3000 and 3.500. You see,

you weighed bees that had come out with a
swarm; and. of course, as thev always do on
such occasions, they filled themselves with
honey to enable them to start building comb,
and to leave enough rations besides to enable
them to hold out until field-bees can bring in

more. Your figures, then, would corroborate
very closely those that were ohtained by our-
selves and friend Hasty years ago.
Along about that time I personally weighed
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several large swarms; and the largest that I

remember of weighed 9 lbs. Quite a number
reached the 8-lb. limit. After they had been
hived for a day or two, and had drawn out some
comb. I weighed them again and found in near-
ly every case they had lo<t from 'J.5 to 33 per
cent in weight. This assured me that it was
not in loss of bees but in loss of weight, due to
empty honey-stomachs.
With regard to the number of eggs a queen

may lay in a day. if I remember correctly none
of the authorities, including Doolittle. have
claimed that 3()00 was the (ivcrage per day, but
that the queen was capable of laying that num-
ber. The experiment can be repeated by any
one by slipping an empty comb of newly
drawn-out foundation, or. better, partially
drawn out. into the center of a populous colony.
If all othpr combs are filled with capped honey
and brood, and the comb just put In is the only
one available for the queen, it is not an uncom-
mon sight to see .3000 cells in this comb on both
sides filled in twenty- four hours. Yet I believe
that Doolittle and all the rest of the authorities
will agree with you that 1000 would be a fair
average estimate. If I am not right in inter-
preting Mr. Doolittle, he will please correct.
While 3000 eggs seems to be the maximum, I

think Doolittle may also be right in saying that
queens may sometimes lay 4000 or 5000.—Ed.]

DO BEES POLLENIZE STRAWBERRY-
BLOSSOMS 1

.SOME ARGUMENTS ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
QUESTION.

By John Handel.

Hon. Eugene Secor says,, bees do not work on

strawberry-blo-soms. but would like to " take it

back " if his statpmf nt can be proven false.

The readers of the American Bee Journal agree

with him, with but one or two exceptions — un-

less there are more, like myself, waiting to have
their testimony expressed by some one else.

Now, I am so astonished at the conclusions

arrived at from facts brought out by this ques-

tion that I should like to bring the subject up
before the readers of Gleanings, especially

since friend Secor tries to clinch his argument
or corroborate his statement by saying that

wild strawberries were just as abundant twenty
years ago, before a bee, either domestic or wild,

entered his county, as now. Here on the Miss-

issippi bottoms, where our bees are able to gath-

er Iowa pollen, there are numerous wild bees

gathering pollen from flowers of all kinds, espe-

cially those that bloom early. Some of the

readers have undoubtedly noticed them as ver-

itable little swarms hovering around the early

pussy willow. Those small wild bees can al-

ways be seen working on the blossom of the

strawberry, providing we look close (for some of

them are so small that the naked eye will bare-

ly notice them as a bee). There are various

sizes, however—some nearly as large as the do-

mestic bee. They usually have a metallic hue
or luster, but differ in color. Those little wild

bees are very plentiful here, but I know noth-

ing of their habits, except that they gather pol-

len. They are undoubtedly natives of this

country. Then why are they never mentioned
by those who are trying to rob the carrier of

nature's " long haul " egg-basket of its honor ?

They are surely distributed over a considerable

area, else there would not be so many here, and
so many varieties of them.

I have also seen the domestic bees work on

the blossom of the strawberry— not always —
neither do they on white clover or buckwheat,
but probably one year in five. Here the straw-

berry blooms at a time when the bees can gath-

er pollen from a dozen different sources; and
unless frost, etc.. destroy the buds of some, the

bees choose that which is best or most abun-
dant, and probably, therefore, neglect the straw-

berry. But this occasional or periodic visita-

tion of flowers by the bees may be one of na-

ture's wonderful laws. Stock-breeders are well

aware of the fact that a certain amount of in-

breeding is necessary in order to establish an
improvement. Queen-breeders also try to imi-

tate nature. After crossing choice individuals

they are satisfied for a time, breeding in that

strain until the type is a permanent fixture.

Last year bees in this locality paid little at-

tention to white clover: just now what little

there is left is in bloom, and but very few bees

can be seen working on it; yet there is almost

nothing else for them to do. Most of them are

clustered outside of the hive, seemingly waiting

for something to turn up. Now, if considerable

seed is formed in those two crops of clover,

would the fact that but few bees worked on it

prove that bees do not pollenize clover '? Bees
work on the blossoms of buckwheat only after

a dew; and unless the temperature drops suffi-

ciently at night to leave condensed moisture on

the flowers they are apt to blight, and no seed

will form. Is it the wind. cold, or wet? or do
bees pollenize the blossoms of buckwheat?
Savanna, Ills., June 17.

[One good witness to the fact that bees have
been actually seen to work on strawberry-blos-
soms is worth more than a dozen claiming they
never saw such a thing: but. taking it all in
all. in view of what friend Secor has to say (and
he certainly is fair and honest in what he says),
bees do not in all localities work on the straw-
berry : and perhaps in localities where they
have been known to do so it is only occasional.
-Ed.I

THE PHILADELPHIA BEE-KEEPERS' CON-
VENTION.

The annual summer meeting of the Phila-

delphia Bee-keepers' Association was held at

Woodcliff apiary of Wm. A. Selser, Jenkintown,

Pa. The new trolley cars on York Road being

op"n this year for the first was the means of

bringing a large delegation from the city. The
meeting was called to order at 3 o'clock by

Pres. Henry Townsend. After welcoming the

guests he gave a lecture on the general con-

struction of the honey-bee, and its work, illus-

trated by several large charts that had just
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been received by the association, from England.

This was highly appreciated by ttie members,

and was the means of getting a large number
present to become deeply interested in bee-

keeping. After the general business was dis-

posed of, which followed the president's ad-

dress, Mr. John Shallcross, of Philadelphia,

read a very interesting paper on the relation of

bees to fertilization of plants and flowers. This

was followed by an address by Mrs. Thomas, of

New York, who has been trying to get author-

ities to establish an apiary in Central Park,

New York. She is now in Cincinnati, O., try-

ing to interest authorities there in establishing

a public apiary in their park.

F. Halman, Jr., Sec.

Wyncote, Pa., June 13.

[Mr. Selser is one of the queen -breeders who
has lately come strongly into prominence. He
is an enthusiast on the subject of bees, and has
done much to enhance the interest of the pur-
suit in and about Philadelphia. It is with
pleasure that we show you one of his yards.
Wyncote is simply a suburb of Philadelphia.

—

Ed.J

CAGING A aUEEN AT SWARMING.

POST-CONSTKUCTED QUKKNCEI.I>S: SECTIONS
AND TIERING UP: QUKSTIONS OF A BE-

GINNER ANSWERED.

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

A correspondent writes:

I have six colonies of bees, in which I take great

delight; but on account of poor health I desire no

increase. So when the bees swarra I have practiced

the plan given on page 69 of " A Year among the

Bees." Cage the queen ; in five days, cut out queen-

cells, and, five days later, cut out cells again and
liberate the queen. Last year the plan worlied like

a charm. This year it failed in one case. The
swarm issued May 3, and I caged the queen and put

her where the bees could care for her. May 8 I cut

out queen-cells, and May 13 I cut out queen-cells

and liberated the queen. May 30, or 17 days from
the time I liberated the queen, the swarm came out

again. Knowing the queen was clipped I was in no

hurry to cage her; but in a moment I saw the queen
rise, and fly among the bees in the air. Then I

knew it was not my old queen but a young one.

On examination I could find not a sign of a queen-

cell left in the hive; and how could they make a

queen-cell with no eggs or young larva? ? and why
should this last queen leave the hive with no sign

of a queen-cell in the hive ? It was impossible for

this young queen to be fertilized, as she could not

have been old enough. If I kept her in the cage she

never could be fertilized. Please explain the case

and say what you would do. J. S. F.

I don't know for certain; but I can at least

give a guess as to one way. You cut out queen-

cells May 8, and the bejs immediately started

a lot more. May 13 you cut them out again,

but this time one escaped your notice, for these

post-constructed cells are sometimes exceeding-

ly difficult to detect; and somewhere about

May 20 a young queen hatched out. May 30

she flew out to meet tlie drones, and the bees

flew out with her. Possibly if you had left the

swarm aloue it might have returned to the hive;

and yet, bees are freaky things, and you nev-

er know for certain what they may do. In
any case, 1 don't think I would cage such a
queen, but just return the swarra lo the hive,

and I don't think you would need to return it

many times before the bees would settle down
to business and give up their foolishness.

SOME QUESTIONS AS TO AVORKING FOR COMB
HONEY.

I believe you make a specialty of comb honey.
This I have been doing on a small scale, and desire

a little information to oftset my inexperience. I

should be obliged if you would answer my questions

in Gleanings.
.1. What style of seclion do you think the bees

work most easily in ? I am using the " three open-

ing;" but this debars me from tiering up, and I

thought it might l)e advisable to change.

3. Do you advocate "tiering" ?

3. Do you use tlie eight or tlie tun frame hive for

section honey ? Mine are ten-frauie. as I thought
that I could contract a len-frame but could not cx-

jmnd an eight-frame hive. W.

1. I don't believe the' bees care such a won-
derful sight what kind of sections you give

them; but I suspect that, if they expressed a

preference, it would be for that which comes
the nearest to a regular brood -frame. The
reasons in general for using one kind of section

in preference to another are because we want
what will suit the convenience of the bee-

keeper, and especially what will suit the de-

mands of the market. For these reasons the

43^x4)^ section is very popular. As to the

width of the section there is not so much agree-

ment. The tendency seems toward a narrower

section than that which was at tirst used. I

think nearly every one used them l\^ at tirst;

but at present there are in use sections IX wide,

1%. IH, and I think there are some who use !}{.

Before answering this question further I will

anticipate the answer to your second question

by saying that I would not have a section that

would not allow tiering up, so I would not have
a section without open top. Mine are open top

and bottom. I have tried them with open sides,

but could discover no particular advantage,

with the disadvantage that they are not quite

so safe from marring in handling.

2. I practice tiering. 1 think we can not well

get along without some way by which we can

give the bees additional room without waiting

for them to finish entirely what sections are

on. If sections have closed tops, and are placed

on top, there can be put on, at one time, only a

single tier. With a hive no larger than ten

frames this will allow only 28 to 32 sections, ani a

strong colony will easily work on more. Then
when they are nearly finished there will be a

loss of time when the bees might just as well

be filling up some fresh sections. With a strong
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colony and a flush harvest I should want at

least 40 one-pound sections on at once.

3. I used ten-frame hives, and then cut them
down to eight frames. If it were to do over

again I would try side by side the two sizes

before changing them all. If you will contract

half your liives to eight frames, and then run

the two sizes side by side for two or three years

you will be able to come to some decision. I'm

obliged to confess I don't know which is best.

Marengo. 111.

KAMBLE 137.

IN CALAVERAS COUNTY.

By Ramble?:

HEN we were pass-

ing through San
Francisco w e

learned from a

reliable source

that Bro. Pryal,

our genial fellow-traveler, had also made his

escape from the siren of Eureka, and returned,

via steamer and seasickness, to his home, and

was, with greater assiduity than ever, engaged

—to the Oakland Waterworks. Onr informant

stated that, every Saturday afternoon, our fish-

erman friend would be found at the artesian

wells of the waterworks, angling for bites. Of

course, we judged that our informant was jok-

ing, and in this way wislied to convey the idea

that our friend had not lost interest in pisca-

torial sport, even in the business whirl of a

great city. Our informant also said that our

jovial friend Jones, the gasman, was about to

move his bees and his household goods to So-

noma Co., where bees, hogs, and poultry would

distract his everyday life.

In order to have a little more spice to our

journey, the fates conspired to run us into a

political whirlpool in Stockton—bands and ban-

ners, torchlight processions, rockets and fire-

works, and thousands of people, shouting them-
selves hoarse just because the Democratic can-

didate for governor had arrived. We did not

allow the political furore to have much effect

upon us. We moved out of the city due east

toward Calaveras Co. A treeless and dry coun-

try intervened for a good share of the distance.

Dwellings were miles apart, and there was no
sign of taste and adornment in their construc-

tion, ni^ither were the surroundings adorned
with trees and shrubbery. A rough board
cabin, without a shade-tree, a rose-bush, or a

bee-hive near it, is about as lonesome and deso-

late a place as one can imagine. Water here

was drawn from wells 230 feet deep. It requir-

ed a considerable rigging and a stout horse to

haul up a barrel of water. The horse traveled

in a circle, operating a large drum set upright,

and the rope was wound upon this. The liquid

was so valuable that the owner preferred we
should get water for our ponies further along.

In Milton we found liquid of all kinds plentiful.

It appeared that every other building upon one
side of the street was a saloon, and there was
considerable stir here. This is the terminus of

the local railroad from Stockton. From this

point freighting into the mountains is perform-
ed with those big wagons, and all the way from
four to twelve horses.

We were now approaching the great mining
regions, and continually met that class of men,
typical of the mining industry.

After leaving Milton we had another lonely

stretch of road through a slightly wooded and
hilly country, and it was upon this road that
Black Bart and Smiling William worked at the
industry of highway robbery. The stage over
this route used to carry much gold from the

mines, and at such times it was a tempting
object to these bold fellows. Owing to the

many lurking-places for robbers, the gold route

was changed to a more open country to San
Andreas, so we were not a particle afraid of

robbers. We knew well enough that if we
were held up the robbers would gnash their

teeth in disappointment when they saw the

leanness of our purses.

MR. E. H. SCHAEFFLE AND FAMILY.

Angels' Camp is one of the most prosperous

mining towns in California; but we halted here

only one night, and worked slowly next day up

the hills to the town of Murphy. I had for sorat

years had a very pleasant pen-and-paper ae

quaintance with a t:e,e-keeper here; and he had

written me so many valuable kinks in the art

of cooking that I felt a wondrous "fellow feel-

ing," and thought that here we should find a
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fellow-bachelor, but were disappointed. The
half-tone will show the style of bachelor we
found; and here allow me to introduce to the

Gleanings audience Mr. E. H. Schaeffle (Shef-

le) and his wife and baby May. Clarence in

front, Ernest and Marian in the rear, and Nellie

at the right. Mr. S. and family live within the

city limits. His lot of a few acres is bounded
upon all sides by streets. The cozy house,

honey-house, and the apiary, are embowered in

a luxuriant growth of fruit-trees, vines, etc.

In this well-utilized space there are 135 colonies

of bees; and, though near a much-traveled

highway on either side, they do not seem to

molest travelers to a vexatious degree.

Mr. S. uses the Gallup frame, and produces

comb honey, using a section which holds 1%
lbs. of comb honey, or thereabouts, which he

sells for 25 cts. each. The honey is all sold in

the home market, which includes several min-

to each side of a comb for rapid uncapping.

Mr. S. had a very good idea, however, along

with his uncapping, and not confined to the

bread knife. He uses hot water, as many
others do, into which to dip his knife. The
water is used in a two-gallon stone crock. If

the water is put in boiling hot the crock will

hold the heat for a long time. Select a crock

upon the edges of which there is no enamel. If

there is, file it ofiF. Now, when the knife is

removed from the crock, draw it across the

edge of the crock as you would across a whet-

stone, and the edge of the knife is kept as keen

as a razor, which is no small item in uncapping.

The honey flora in this vicinity consists of

fruits, manzanita, buckeye, coffee-berry, a

sprinkling of sage, and the blue tarweed. Tar-

weed is held in contempt by bee-keepers gener-

ally in other portions of the State, for it yields

a dark honey with a bad flavor, and thus in-

MR. SCHAP^FFLpyS AriAltV, FKUIT AND BEKKY OKCHAKI).

ing towns outside of Murphy. The extractor

is used sparingly; and upon my first glimpse of

him, on the 7th of November, he was extract-

ing honey; and, although the honey he was
extracting was from combs he was transferring,

a portion of it was new honey; for at that late

date the bees were busily at work storing

honey.

A VALUABLE KINK IN KEEPING UNCAPPING-
KNIVES SHARP.

Mr. S. preferred a common bread-knife to

uncap with, and practiced the economical cut.

With the broad point of his bread-knife he

would take off a capping about as large as a

silver dollar, and then wipe his knife; then

another dollar size is slashed off, and another

wipe. It will be seen that his preference for

the bread-knife over the Bingham is from the

limited amount of extracting done. If Mr. S.

had several hundred combs to extract per day
I have no doubt he would be obliged to adopt

a trowel-knife, and work the up-and-down cut

jures by admixture not a little of the better

grades of honey. But the blue tarweed of

Calaveras Co. gives a fine white honey, with a

flavor that would please the most fastidious

taste; but for all that it has a fault here—it

soon granulates in the comb after removal from
the hive. Mr. Schaeffle had any quantity of as

white comb honey as will be found anywhere;
but it was solid, and practically unsalable in

that shape; and in this case, unless the honey
can be sold immediately, it should be extracted.

Robbing is a severe affliction here. Mr. S.

said that, when robbing commences at one end
of a row of hives, unless he was there to pre-

vent it they would follow up and clean out

every colony in the row. Eternal vigilance is

a necessary qualification of the bee-keeper.

Sometimes he could prevent robbing by going

along and " tickling," as he termed it. the bees

at the entrance of each hive with an asparagus-

bush. This sort o' stirred them up and put

them on the defensive. His best remedy, how-
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ever, was a block of 3x4 joist, long enough to

cover the entire entrance clear across the front

of the hive; in the center of this, and on the

four-inch side, a notch 'was cut just large

enough for a drone to get through. This,

placed before the entrance, would usually cure.

Mr. Schaeffle had also much trouble with

brood in his sections. Queens persisted in

climbing above and filling a whole super with

brood; and this habit was not indulged in by

one or two colonies, but nearly all of the 13,5.

It became a !-erious matter with him; and, to

save his honey crop, the adoption of queen-

excluding honey-hoards became a necessity.

Mr. S. showed us a large number of filled sec-

tions that had been spoiled by this pernicious

habit of the queen. As there is but little com-
plaint among comb- honey producers in this

direction, Mr. S.'s case is exceptional, and rests,

perhaps, on the fact that his 1,?4- pound section

holds a comb about the same thickness as a

brood-comb, so the queen more readily enters

the super.

The best yields in his apiary'have been 2.50

lbs. of comb from one colony. Our friend was
busy with his bees, his honey, and his wax.
The latter was rendered out upon the kitchen-

stove. I admired the forbearance of Mrs.

Schaeftie oyer the little drops of wax that would
get upon the floor, and especially when the five-

gallon can of wax boiled over upon the hot

matter serenely, and scraped the wax up care-

fully, and we all rejoiced that the conflagration

went no further than the wax.

i^ I ^
RAMBLER'S VISIT.

/^^>y\

Stove, and the flames ascended to the ceil-

ing. Ernest ran in with a pail of water; but
Mr. S. was ahead of him with a broomstick.

Running this through the bail of the can he
made for the door with it. All went well until

upon the veranda, when a little tilt of the
brooiiistick allowed the can to slide ofi', and the
wax was nicely spread across the veranda floor.

These little mishaps are what every bee-keeper
experiences more or less, and are admirably
adapted to test individual patience; and I am
happy to say the Schaeffle family viewed the

SOMETHING ABOUT "CHINESE TEA."

By E. H. Schaeffle.

I was busy uncapping, when the door of the

honey-house opened and the liberated bees

rushed out past the face of a grave-looking

stranger. As he did not flinch I remarked,
" You are no stranger to bees ?

"

"No," he replied. "I am sometimes called

Rambler."
In a few minutes I had met his companion.

Wilder ; the team was turned in on the grass;

Rambler was then made at home, and the boys
hung up with me for almost two weeks. Some
of you who have been favored with only a
" drop in " from them may wonder how I man-
aged to hold them so long. Well, to be honest I

played a very small part in it. Wilder, who is

a very bright rustler, thought he ought to brush
up on some of the rudiments of his education,

and, meeting an old lady friend from New
Hampshire, who is now engaged in a neighbor-

ing town in teaching the young idea how to

shoot, put himself under her tuition, and it

took some time to complete the course of study.

Though he declares she is " all wool and a yard

wide," and Rambler— well, now I am as much
of a rambler myself, and he may come back at

me if I give him away; but -this is the only

chance that I'll have at him; so, here goes.

Rambler, like A. I. Root, is a strict teetotaller

— so much so that he declined my wife's mince
pies; but—oh that " but"! At Angels he hand-
ed over his linen to a Chinese laundry; and on
going for his wash the " heathen Chinee" hand-
ed Rambler a cup of tea. Now, Rambler had
frequently heard of the excellence of Chinese

tea, and so took it down at one long deep swal-

low, when he discovered it was—brandy! Com-
ing home. Wilder and myself found our over-

coats very comfortable; but Rambler refused to

put his on. and gave as a reason that he had his

overcoat inside of him, and was very warm.
This was not the only experience here, for the

Rambler fell an easy victim to the smiles of a

native daughter whom he persuaded to allow

him to photograph ; but the honor, and the

nearness of Rambler, so overcame her that the

smiling Betsy could not control herself, but
rocked to and fro, and smiled and smiled. Ram-
bler persists that the photo does not do her just-

ice, and refused me a proof; but Wilder proved
more susceptible, and so here it is. Let all the

Eugenias look and wail.

While here we discussed the bee business in

every phase. The prevention of granulation in

honey and the clarification of dark honey we
found could be accomplished : but each process
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required heat, and so all were voted no good. A
motive power for extracting was canvassed.

Rambler suggested a weight with sprocket-

chain, to draw up and let it run down while the

operator was uncapping. My suggestion was
the wheel and treadle of a sewing-machine,

placed under the uncapping-table: from this, and
to one side of the operator, a belt running to the

extractor, back of and to one side of the uncap-
ping-table, thus making it possible to uncap
and extract all at the same time, and keep a
perpetual motion, as it were.

WOOD-BASE FOUNDATION.

DO BEES GNAW IT DURING A DEARTH OF HON-
EY ? COMBS BREAKING DOWN, AND THE

REMEDY.

SMILING BETSY.

About a year ago I designed a hive holding 12

Hoffman frames, each Ql:, inches deep. This.

Rambler thought, would work finely in this

section. I showed him sections that had been
filled to the last cell with brood ; but this was
an old experience with him, while old with me.
It is not desirable, as I lost all of my first crop

of honey and close on to 100 stands of bees by
the queens laying eggs in all the supers, and
some of the hives had three and four cases.

Nevertheless, I had about 2}^ tons from eighty

stands, spring count. While Rambler was here

a postal from S. L. VVatkins, of Grizzly Fiats,

El Dorado Co., ai'rived, stating he would soon

be here, and that his best swarms had given

close on to 500 lbs. of honey, and were still at it

on the day he wrote, Nov. 13th, so that, while

Rambler and Wilder have found it necessary to

drive all over the State to work off their blues

over the total failure of the honey crop in their

section, we in this neck of the woods not only

do not have to feed, but are fed in this off year

by our bees.

From here the migratory bee-keepers, Wilder
and Rambler, drove directly home, a distance of

500 miles, which is counted a small ramble by

these old perambulators. That their next ram-
ble may bring them this way is my wish.

Murphys, Cal., Nov. 19.

By J. B. Locken.

What time has not been devoted to gospel

work I have spent with my bees, making many
various experiments with the Schmidt it Thiele

brood foundation, hoping by personal experi-

ence to ascertain its value.

As soon as it came to my notice I secured

several pounds; and while I was stimulating
my bees by feeding, preparing them for early

artificial swarming. I gave some colonies full

sheets of wood-base foundation, placing it in

the middle of the brood -chamber. The bees

drew it out very nicely, and it was soon filled

with solid brood. But one difficulty that I

soon discovered in the use of full sheets was
that it warped at the bottom. I think the

reason for that is. the bottoms of the frames are

exposed to the damp air and the moisture of

the bottom-board, after the rain, and also be-

cause it is near the ground. To remedy this

evil I tried half-sheets with better result; but

still this did not work to perfection. There
was yet room for improvement.
The first of June I formed a number of two-

frame nuclei. They now cover about six

frames. In these nuclei I have used half-sheets

and a third part of a sheet, the latter with most
excellent results. I have carefully examined
every frame in which I used veneer foundation,

and can find only one frame where the bees

have gnawed the wood base.

If the white clover would give us a yield for

the bees to store honey, I do not anticipate that

they would stop to gnaw the "wood base," but
would soon have it covered out of sight. But
the prospect of a white-clover crop is not en-

couraging. The clover is abundant and in its

height of bloom, but it does not seem to secrete

any nectar.

My bees have stored some honey from the

small-fruit blossoms, and during that time my
nuclei built up and drew out these combs.

Dl do not yet know what notions the bees may
take during the cold and damp seasons of the

year, as early spring and late fall, when they

have nothing to do but gather propolis, and fill

up every crack and crevice. I have seen them
gnaw large holes in the combs, at these seasons

of the year, when I couldn't see any reason for

it, except that they didn't want to be idle, for

the honey-bee is the very model of industry.

Should I run my bees for extracted honey, or

expect to move my bees about from one location

to another to obtain the benefit of various

honey-plants in their season, to prevent the

breaking-down of combs I would use veneer

foundation.

Several years ago I worked in an apiary of

300 colonies, divided in two yards. From the
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home apiary we moved 100 colonies for bass-

wood, of which they gathered 11,000 pounds.

As soon as the basswood flow ceased we moved
them again, a distance of about 25 miles—this

time on the prairie, for liorsemint, which gave

an abundant yield that fall. We extracted

about 8000 pounds of that.

The second move we made, we were so un-

fortunate as to have from ten to fifteen colonies

break down. I do not remember the exact

number. It was a very warm and sultry night,

and the roads being rough helped to bring

about the sad result. The colonies that broke

down were nearly all in Langstroth hives. The
Gallup hives came through all right. In clean-

ing up the broken down hives I noticed that

all the combs that had broken down had simply

dropped out of the frames, leaving from IM to

3 inches of comb fastened to the top-bar. If

these combs had been built on wood-base foun-

dation I do not think they would have broken

down.
As is nearly always the case, the queen very

seldom lays eggs in the top cells near the top-

bar, but always leaves a space where the bees

usually store honey. As a result, that part of

the comb, where all the weight comes, is the

weakest, as it doesn't become tough, like the

rest of the comb, by breeding. If the combs
break down in moving, extracting, or handling,

they usually break near the top-bar, where the

honey is stored. To prevent that difficulty I

am quite confident that the use of a half or a

third sheet of veneer foundation would remedy
all the defects in that line. It would also keep
the combs from sagging as much as they do
with a full sheet of common foundation, and
there would be no hindrance in cutting out

queen-cells.

Now, is there not some way by which a third

of a sheet of wood base could be made in with
the full sheet of foundation, so if one should
desire to put in full sheets and have one-third

wood base, it could be done? If that could be

accomplished, the question would be solved.

There would be no risk to run then, nor fear

that the bees would gnaw the foundation
in drawing it out. It would prove an advan-
tage in every way. and perhaps the wood base

would at last meet the long-felt want of a

foundation that would not easily sag nor break
down. The use of one-third sheet has proven
satisfactory to me. I have as fine a lot of

combs in my yard, drawn out on that founda-
tion, as I have ever seen. Further experience
will reveal its value: and it may become true,

as the editor has already remarked, that "old
things that have been discarded and declared
valueless in the past have come up again, and
demonstrated that there is something of value
in them after all."

New London, Wis., June 2(3.

[Experience years ago showed that bees
occasionally show a decided dislike to the

wood in foundation ;and during a dearth of hon-
ey they would, as you say, here and there gnaw
down patches of comb down to the wood. The
increased expense, and this propensity on the
part of the bees, compelled us to adopt wires in-
stead. Wiring is very cheap; it secures the
sheets of foundation firmly in the center of the
frames, and, when drawn out into comb, never
breaks down. But I must say, on the other
hand that I have seen some of the prettiest
combs built from wood-base foundation that I
have ever seen. I think we have a few of them
yet.—Ed.]

POOR SEASONS FOR TEN YEARS.

A DISCOURAGING OUTLOOK ; WILL IT ALWAYS
BE THUS?

Bu John Murray.

I should like to get some more goods, but the

bee-business has been so poor I can't afford it.

It used to be around here so that, one year with
another, a colony of bees would average 100 lbs.

per annum; but the last good year was when
A. I. Root was here (1889). We used to get fall

honey nearly every year. When Japanese buck-
wheat first came around I got $3.00 worth to get

my neighbors to grow it; but I don't think I

got $2.00 worth of buckwheat honey since, al-

though it has been grown close by every year.

Now we are in the middle of the basswood
bloom. Other years it commences to bloom
about the 9th of July. The first tree I noticed

in bloom this year was on the 24th day of June.

The nights are so cold that light frosts formed
in the hollows on the 38th of June. Bees have
made no honey to speak of, and they are weak,
and on an average have not over half as much
brood as they ought to have at this time, and
drones are very scarce. It is a sign of queen-
lessness to see them around. My bees made a
little honey on basswood last week, but not suf-

ficient to whiten the combs. The dry weather
in the spring killed the white clover, while the

sumac and some other plants that had their

leaves frozen, and bloomed out again, will be

late, so there is a chance yet. There is certain-

ly so much bloom here in summer time that, if

the conditions are right, we shall get honey any
way.
There seems to be a great change coming over

this country. We don't have the thunder and
lightning we once had. The springs are all

drying up, except the deep ones. I don't think
the creeks or the Wisconsin River is over half

as big as it was, and it is the same all over the

West. Thousands of lakes and ponds that had
fish and muskrats in them are dried up, and flax

is grown in their bed; and so large a stream
as the .James River, in Dakota, is so low it can
be waded almost anywhere. That is what I

am told; and if this drying-up process goes on
as fast in the next thirty years as it has in the
last, I would not '^'ive much for this whole sec-

tion west of the Dakota Lakes.
Woodman, Grant Co., Wis., July 1.
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[But, friend M., it has not been ten years
since I made tliat pleasant visit through Wis-
consin. It is true, we have had more drouths
than usual for several years; but it is not very
long ago that our seasons were so wet, espe-
cially the fore part of the year, that people
really longed, and perhaps prayed, for the
ground to get dry enough to work as it had
been in the good old time.->.—A. I. R.]

KEABIN6 QUEENS TO ITAI.IANIZE AN APIAKY.

Question.—My bees are ail pure Italians, and

all my neighbors for miles around have either

blacks or hybrids, so that it is impossible for

me to Italianize my bees, the neighbors' bees

being all kept in box hives, and therefore hav-

ing a great many drones in the summer season.

How can I, in rearing queens for my own use,

secure them purely fecundated? and what
would be the best time of the year to rear such

queens ?

^?isu>cr.—There are several ways of doing

this, nearly all of which I shall speak beiug used

by myself to a greater or less extent during the

past twenty-five years. A good and practical

plan is to give to all of the colonies, which have

good Italian queens, one or two frames of drone

comb, so that large numbers of drones will be

reared in your own apiary, which will be very

likely to secure the pure mating of one-half or

more of your queens; and when one is found

that is impurely mated, kill her and give the

colony a queen-cell from your pure breeder, and

try again. As your colonies increase, your

drones will increase also; and the more drones

reared in your Italian colonies, the better will

be your chances of having all purely mated.

The next plan would be to give capped brood

to your drone-rearing colonies early in the

spring; and this, together with a little warm
feed given each day, will cause the desired

queens to lay in the drone comb early, through

the stimulation given, thus giving you strong

colonies with plenty of drones, before your

neighbors' colonies rear any drones. As soon

as any drone brood has been capped from three

days to a week, start to rear queens, and in this

way you will have your queens ready for the

first drones which appear. The main objection

to this plan is, that such rearing of queens

comes at a time when it is likely to interfere

with your crop of honey ; for in all queen-rear-

ing the colony is thrown out of its normal con-

dition; and whether the old queens are taken

away from their colonies to give place for

queen-cells desired, or nuclei formed to take

care of these cells, this interference comes at a

time when all should be booming as much as

possible along the line of rearing the laborers

(bees) in time for the honey harvest, which, as

a rule, will be from 30 to 50 days ahead. I am
one of those who believe that impure stock,

with a good yield of honey, is to be preferred to

pure stock and little surplus honey.

Another plan is, to wait till fall about rearing

queens, when, if you can preserve the desired

drones till all your neighbors' drones are killed

off, you will have every queen to mate with

the drones you desire. To preserve drones,

gather all the drone brood you can find in the

apiary from the queens you have decided shall

be drone-mothers, and mass this brood in one

hive, tiering it up, if necessary, to accommo-
date this brood and lots of honey; for, the

larger the hive and the more honey it contains,

the better your chances of having the drones

preserved in large numbers. When this drone

brood is massed, the queen should be taken

away from the colony; and as often as a new
queen commences to lay she should be taken

away also, and this colony kept supplied with

sufficient worker brood to keep it in a prosper-

ous condition, so that it will not be robbed of

its honey on account of fewness of bees to

guard and care for it. If you wish that all the

drones which your queens mate with shall be

strong, robust fellows, on some cloudy day

(when it is not so warm that you will be trou-

bled with robbers, nor so cold that the bees will

gather in bunches to keep warm) look this hive

over and hand-pick the drones, killing all

which you think are not such as you would

desire. To best do this, take out the first comb
and pick out as above, when it is to be set into

an empty hive, set on the stand originally oc-

cupied, and thus when you have gone over

every comb, and the drones clinging to the

sides of the hive and bottom-board, your colony

is just where you want it, without any extra

handling of the frames. You are now sure

that every queen will come as near perfection

as is possible along the line of right mating;

and were it not that this plan requires much
extra work and care in feeding the queen-rear-

ing colonies, that fairly good queens may be

reared out of season, and, also, that this late

manipulation of colonies forfeits our chances

for successful wintering, I should say that this

was the plan above all others to secure purely

mated queens. But with all of these draw-

backs, I have thus reared queens which proved

of great value to me.

Another plan is to take a hive containing

our best hand-picked drones to some locality

isolated four or five miles from other bees; and,

as often as may be, take a load of nuclei, sup-

plied with queens from our best mother, they

being from three to five days old, to this isolat-

ed place, leaving them there from eight to ten

days, when they can be brought home with

laying queens, which will, as a rule, be all

mated with the desired drones. With a proper

rack fixed on any light spring wagon, from 12

to 25 can be carried to and fro at one time, so
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that this is not asiaborions asit at first appears,

and it has this advantage: our queens can be

reared at a time when nearly every queen will

be perfection itself, all being reared in the

height of the honey season, when the best

queens can be reared with the least work.

Still another plan is to rear the queens and

drones in the best pan of the honey season,

and, when ready, take the drone colony, and as

many of the nuclei as have queens of mating

age. to the bee-cellar at about 11 o'clock a. m.,

and leave them thei-e till 4 p. m., when they are

to be brought out and allowed to fly, after all

other drones have ceased flying for the day. If

each nucleus and the drone colony are fed a

little diluted sweet just before setting out, and

the hives set facing the sun, queens and drones

will fly the same as they would were it three

hours earlier in the day. If you have no cellar

handy, the bees can be confined to their hives

for the five hours spoken of, if ample ventila-

tion is provided, when the result will be the

same.

But after a trial of these I have come to the

conclusion that, for the practtical bee-keeper,

the first plan is the one to follow; and, let me
whisper in your ear, the mismated queens

which you will get by this practical plan will

give you just as good results in honey as will

any of the purely mated queens; and honey is

what the average bee-keeper is after. What
the average bee-keeper wants is one or two
good pure Italian queens to rear his queens

from; then let them mate as they please; and
let me assure the reader that such a mode of

procedure will give perfect satisfaction so far

as honey-gathering is concerned. Of course, it

will be necessary to have a good queen to rear

stock from every two or three years, else we
shall soon run into a race of bees we shall not

be satisfied with.

THE STEPHENS FEEDER.

A FULL DESCRIPTION OF IT.

By Geo. W. Stcphem.

could be sold so low that it wouldn't pay one to

make them for himself.

Take a piece of board }4 inch thick, and saw
it in the shape of a Bland dollar, but five or six

inches in diameter; then cut eight notches,

equidistant, around the edge, about as large as

a K-inch auger-hole; and with an extension

bit bore a 3>h hole ]4 inch deep. See Fig. 1.

Last fall I had 33 colonies of bees to feed;

and, not having feeders enough, and having
waited in vain for a fall flow of nectar until I

thought it was too late tos.-nd for more feeders,

I hastily made some which I found to work
satisfactorily; in fact, I like them for many
reasons better than any oiher feeder I have
ever seen or tried. I mail one to Gleanings
and will also try to explain to its readers how
it is made. It is not patented, and any one who
is handy with tools can make them. They

Get another piece of board, which may be %
thick, and cut it the same size as the first one;

but saw out from the center a piece 33^ inches

in diameter, as in Fig. 2. Save the small piece,

and nail a cleat across it, as it will make a

handy cover when wanted, as in Fig. 3.

Use basswood, because pine and some other

kinds of wood seem to give the bees a bad taste

in their mouths, and they do not take the syrup

down quite so readily. Now get a strip of tin

two inches wide, and long enough to encircle

the pieces and lap about }4 inch. Nail it

around the first piece so that about K inch of

the strip will project on the under side. Nail

the second piece flush with the upper edge of

the tin. Take a Mason glass jar, either a pint

or a quart; knock the glass lining out of the

cap, and make a few perforations close to the

top of the cap. Don't make the perforations

too large; the size of a common knitting-needle

is about right.

Now your feeder is finished, and it is a good
one. Spread a piece of burlap over the brood-

frames, with a hole cut in its center 3 or 4 inches

in diameter; set the feeder over the opening;

fill thti jar with syrup, or sugar and water; in-

vert it and place it top down in the feeder, as

in Fig. 5. Put on an empty hive-body, and
spread over the bees around the feeder pieces of

carpet or any thing that will keep the heat of

the cluster in. Some might prefer to use a

board with an opening in it instead of the bur-

lap. Those who prefer to feed sugar and water
instead of syrup will find that, by putting sev-

eral pieces of flannel or other material in the

mouth of the jar before screwing on the cap,

they will get the percolation principle to per-
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fection. Two or more feeders may be placod

on the hive ai one time if it is desired to feed

faster. The feeder is sufficiently deep so that

the jar will not tip over, and every thing about

it is close enough to prevent the escape of the

heat of the cluster. Another advantage is, the

jar being glass, one can see when it needs re-

filling, without taking it Tip, which is impossi-

ble with a tin can or crock. I call it, for short,

the Stephens bee-feeder.

Dennison. la.. Jan. 24.

[This came some time ago, as will be seen
above, but was overlooked, and hence we pro-

duce itnow in anticipation of fall feeding.— Ed.]

DlSCOURACJlE

SCARCELY ANY WHITE HONEY.
We are getting scarcely any white honey in

this section, and it is so dry we fear we shall get

but little dark honey, as the buckwheat will be

a failure unless it rains soon. D. Compton.
Troy, Pa., July 19.

THE FIRST FAILURE.

The honey season is now so far advanced that

I am able to report to a certainty a total failure

—the first in a lifetime. E. E. Edwards.
Alexandria, lud.. July 1^.

ONE OF THE WORST SP:AS0NS EVER KNOWN.
I have been in the bee-business for several

years, and this is one of the worst I have had.

The spring frosts cut off the bloom, and, fol-

lowed by dry weather, left the bees in bad

shape. I have not had a swarm, neither have

I taken any honey, and shall have to feed soon

to keep them living. I have about 40 stocks.

R. W. BURIIELL.
Caledon East, Out., July 19.

MOST UNFAVORABLE SEASON.

We are having the most unfavoiable season

here thstwe have seen in more than 30 years.

All kinds of fruits were killed here by the suc-

ceeding frosts, commencing May 13. We have

had but very little rain since the frosts. Mead-
ows are yielding less than a quarter of the usu-

al crop of hay. Pastures are dried up. I am
feeding my cows hay and grain daily. Money
is tight, and many men are out of work. I have

ten colonies of bees which had to be fed until

chestnuts bloomed, to keep them alive.

D. H. Odkll.
North Collins, N. Y., July 1.5, 1895.

UNPRECEDENTED DROUTH, AND HONEY
FAILURE.

We have here a season of unprecedented

drouth. It is a tough one for farmers, and a

dollar does not grow on every bush this year.

Rainfall at my place, since the first of Febru-

ary, has been only 7.1 inches, whereas in

ordinary seasons the average for the corres-

ponding period is about 18 inches. It is a

sandy ivgion here, mostly, and the ground is

like dry ashes to a great depth. Forest fires

have been running fearfully. Hay and oats

are dried up; and even apple-trees, two years

from setting. !?how symptoms of dying. I doubt
whether there is a ton of good clover within

two miles of me. I have but two new swarms
of bees, which came out early in June, both
from one hive. A dozen others have not

swarmed at all, and they are laying in little or

no surplus honey. Sweet clover is the only

grass that still looks green and bright under

the heat and dryness. But corn thus far is

growing finely. Buckwheat has no sweetness.

Muskegon, Mich., July 18. A. Baxter.

Bees are doing well at present, but we are

needing rain very much. R. B. Larkin.
Patronville, Ind., June 15.

Bees in this part of the country are doing

better this season than they have for several

years. Mrs. J. N. Heater.
Columbus, Neb., July 12.

Bees are doing fairly well—have made about
two tons of honey so far. H. T. Gifford.
Vero, Fla., June 4.

Bees' are booming— commenced swarming
June 1. Total loss wintering and springing, 15

percent. I have now 90 colonies.

Chas. M. Welsh.
East Galway, N. Y., June 3.

The bees are doing well this season for the

first time in three years. Our box-hive friends

have had no surplus honey at all for three

years, but are getting very good yields.

Brownsville, Tenn., June 3. S. H. Clark.

encouraging for CALIFORNIA.

The honey in Southern California is very fine

in quality this season. I have not seen it bet-

ter in twenty years. A. P. Herrick.
Carapo, Cal., July 9.

hopes revived.
The heavy rains of this week will bring on

the blessed heartsease. We got 1000 lbs. from

23 stands last year, after this time; so our hopes

are revived. W. M. Miller.

Joy, III., July 19.

done well.
My bees are doing well; have increased two-

fold, because I could not attend to them, but

yet are making considerable surplus.

E. G. Hedding.
Paw Paw, W. Va., July 18.
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Although honey is coming very slowly, as

intimated elsewhere, from sweet clover, we are

compelled to use a tent while working with our
queen-rearing colonies.

FoK the first time in several years we have
been enabled to fill almost all our orders for

queens, from our own apiary. Our trade has

not been less: but now that we have gone back
to the good old-fashioned method of raising

queens, it is an actual fact that we can raise

more queens than we could by fussing with the

new-fangled plans.

Bee-keepers are now generally recognizing

the value of the bee-escape. Here is one point

in their favor, which I believe has not been

mentioned before. Mr. O. R. Coe, an extensive

bee-keeper in the Catskill Mountains, at Wind-
ham, N. Y., says this of them:

One of the most important uses of the bee-escape,

and one that I have never seen in print, is tlie use

of it in keeping out fresh thin nectar the day we
extract, by putting on a Ijee-escape early in the

morning, and never at night, as usually told to do;

then if there is any uncapped honey it will have
been evaporated (or boiled down) by the bees dur-

ing the night.

There is every indication that the meeting
of the next North American at Toronto will be

an unusually large one: indeed, we always

have good conventions over in Canada. It is

thought there will be 300 or over in attendance,

and half this is a fairly good number for the

North American. Let the attendance, enthusi-

asm, and goodwill be big—yes, very big. There
will be reduced rates on the railways, and un-

usually low hotel fare. See full particulars

elsewhere in this issue, just after Stray Straws.

A COUNT shows that we have, all told, 30.5

colonies and nuclei, the larger portion being

of the latter. The former will give us quite a

little crop of extracted honey, but just how
much we do not know. A little honey is com-
ing in every day; and as the only thing the

bees are working on is sweet clover, the honey
will be largely of that kind. Sweet clover is

beginning more and more to come in after the

regular flow: and even if it does nothing more,
it enables the bees to fill out the combs, espe-

cially sections nearly filled from clover and
basswood.

CRIMSON CLOVER.
Wanted, information regarding the adapta-

bility of crimson clover for bees. We already
had an article in the Gardening Department as

to when to sow. So much is being said of it

in agricultural papers that we should like two
or three articles from bee-keepers who have

tested it, and are in position to speak of its

merits as a honey-plant. I am at a loss to

know just whom to write to; but I am sure

that, among our large family of readers, there
are some who can stand up and speak. Hello!
it seems the request has in part been anticipat-
ed. Here is what a bee-keeper has to say of it

already:

I noticed the little clipping about crimson clover,
in Gleanings. It's a great bee-plant, and comes so
early it gets ahead of drouth. Every farmer and
bee-keeper should buy it. It stands several degrees
below zero here with no protection; in fact, we
think, with Prof. Mossey, it is hardier than red; will

will also grow on poorer land, but land can be too
poor for It. It should be sown early to insure its

wintering; north, not later than last of August.
Home-grown seed is much hardier. A. F. Ames.
Claremont, Va., July 18.

We want more reports from a large number,
so that we can have a comprehensive sympo-
sium on crimson clover. And, while we about
it, can some one send us a good photo of the
clover ? We have many artists in our ranks.

honey -CROP FOR 1895.

I WOULD call attention to Reports Encourag-
ing and Reports Discouraging, in this issue.

On account of the late frosts, and the drouths
throughout the North especially, the honey
crop, I am afraid from present indications, will

not be even as good as last year; yet, as Is

always the case during poor seasons, some bee-

keepers harvest good crops. I call to mind the
case of H. R. Boardman, of East Townsend, O.,

whose bees. I understand, are fairly rolling in

the honey. Neighbor Vernon Burt, a few miles

north of us. has done well also. Neighbors
Chase and Prince, while they have not had
entire failure, have secured light crops. Our
bees have done fairly. I am afraid the aver-

age, all told, however, from clover (comb hon-
ey), throughout the United States, will hardly
approximate 15 lbs. per colony. Heartsease
and sweet clover and crimson clover, in the

North and East, will yield fairly well; and in

California, especially in the southern part of

the State, while their crop has not been as

large as in some other years, it is considered

good.

the amalgamation of the north AMERICAN
bee-keepers' ASSOCIATION AND THE

bee-keepers' UNION.
On page 489 we referred editorially to some

excellent ideas put forth by the editor of the
Bee-keepers' Review, and the matter is now
being discussed in the leading bee-journals.

There seems to be little or no opposition to the

scheme, except from the General Manager of

the Union himself; and his opposition is rather

big, because he is a mighty man of valor. In

the Beekeepers' Review for July be has this to

say:

I have carefully read the editorial in the last Re-
view on the above subject; and while I fully agree
with it as to the object to be attained, viz., organ-
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ization, I do not indorse some of the methods sug'-

gested or hinted at, to obtain it.

It is well known that " Organization " was my pet
theme for years; and wliat organization the Nation-
al Society did have was tli rough my efforts in that
direction. I have spent both lime and money in

trying to get up an efflcient organization—one that
would be a power for good, and at the same time
make it a permanent institution. But as soon as
the National Society was incorporated, a "howl"
went up from some selfish, narrow-minded bigots,
who fought it inch by inch, and apparently, at least,

accomplished its dissolution—for at the last meet-
ing at St. Joseph they ignored the past, cut down
the constitution, threw out the by-laws, all for
what? Heaven may know, but I don't. As thf> re-

port of that convention has never been published,
we may never know th^» " whys " and '" wherefores "

of their action. Let us look at the history of the
matter a little before entering into the discussion
of the madus upcraudl projiosed.
At tlie 19th annual convention held at Columbus,

O.. Oct. 3. 1888, a new consiitution and liy-laws were
adopted by unanimous vote. These documents were
prepared by me very carefully, and presei ted at the
convention of the previous year. They were refer-
red to a committee, aud that committee referred
them baclc to the convention, without recommenda-
tion. Coming liefore that whole body, they were
unanimously indorsed, and tlien and there adopted.
Article X. of that constitution reads as follows:

"A Defense Committee of seven shall be appointed
for the purpose of considering the applications of
members for defense from unjust lawsuits by those
wlio are prejudiced against the pursuit. This com-
mittee shall be the officers annually elected by the
National Beekeepers' Union, which is hereby de-
clared to be affiliated to the International Ameri-
can Bee-keepers' Association. Its President is here-
by made a Vice-president of the Association, and its

General Manager also a delegate to the Interna-
tional Convention."
Could any thing be plainer? The Union was

offli-idUiidrrliired to affiliated to the Na'ional Society,
and its President and General ^' anager declared to
be olHcers of the Association.
In St. .Toseph last fall, this was (if I am correctly

informed* all thrown out; indeed, the whole by-
laws were lepealed, and the Union "divorced."
Now. in less than a year, up comes the present
proposition to re-marry the two again. The Na-
tional Association is to marry the Union, as a
blushing bride, probably because of her dowry.
Whiit child's play and foolishness!
The Union is prosperous and successful, and

needs no " affiliation." The National Society is the
impecunious party, and must do all the " sparking"
if a re-marriage is effected.
As General ISlanager of the Union I must say, seri-

ously, that no anialgatnation can be made unless
so determined by a full aud free vote of all its
members, upon proper presentation of the aims
and objects thereof.

I do not believe that the members of the Union
will ever consent to have the funds, raised for de-
fense, diverted to other channels, and used for del-
egates "to pee the boys and have a good time." I
know that my consent will never be given for such
a thing. Thos. G. Newman.
Chicago, 111., June 24.

Elsewhere in the same issue the editor com-
ments upon Mr. Newman's article as follows:

The only change in the constitution that bore
fruit was that of affiliation — State and other local
societies paid $.5.00 per year, and were then affiliated
with the North American. But very few societies
remained iri affiliation more than two years, and
this feat\ire soon became a dead letter. The clause
making the officers of the Union a defense commit-
tee of the North American did not infiueiice the
actions of either society. It was .a soit of expres-
sion of good fellowship," or sytnpathy. or an indorse-
ment of the Union by the North American; but
the Union went on conducting its affairs as it saw
fit, and the North American did the same There
was nothing even api)roacliing the " married " re-
lation to wliich Mr. Newman so tiguratively alludes.
The constitution and by-laws were cut down and

revised at St. Jnseijh because time, that sure tester
of all tilings, had shown that theconstitution and by-
laws ad(iiil''d at Columbus were not adapted to the
condition of tilings in this country. Change of con-
stitution, affiliation, incorporation, and kindred

changes will not benefit the North American unless
made in conformity with existing conditions: and
the brightest of us can not always tell when they
are so made -only time and experience can demon-
strate that.

It may not be the best that the North American
and the Union shouki join forces; but that one
society has more money than the other seems a
strange argumi nt to advance againstsuch a course.
To have money in the treasury is well: to have
spent it in a good cause might have been better. I
do not mean to insinuate that the Union has neglect-
ed to spend montywhen it could be wisely spent;
but neither the Union nor the North American has
for its object the accumulation of money. It is not
a question of how much money each society has in
its treasury, nor which has changed its constitution
the more limes, but whether, ail things considered,
is it iidrisaJiU: that the two societies join forces ?

The Union wa-! organized for a specific purpose,
and has done its work well; but a close observer
must have noticed that the amount of work it does
lessens as the years go bj'. At first there was more
work than money witli which ti> carry it on, while
its manager worked for nothing; now he has a
salary (and most riclily does he deserve it), yet
moijey is accumulating in the treasury. Some ex-
cellent and righteous decisions have been secured,
and these have a most quieting effect when shoved
under the nose of some would be persecutor. For
this reason the number of expensive law-suits has
decreased. This is a condition that would naturally
be expected, and is desirable. Now the question
arises. Would it not be better that some of this
money should be iixcd for tlie good of bee-keeping
rather than that it should go on accumulating year
after year ? (Perhaps a lowering of the fees would
be a better plan.) Of course, those who contribut-
ed to making up this sum are the ones to say what
shall be done with it. By the way, Bro. Newman
says this sum was raised for the purpose of defense.
Tliisistrue; but it is also true that it can be used
to prosecute adulterators of honey, to secure legis-
lation—in short, for any purpose thought advisable
by the Advisory Board.
As I understand the mat ter, the North American

was organized to advance the cause of bep culture
by bringing together the leaders in the profession,
with a view to an exchange of ideas. As has been
(iften mentioned, the journals have greatly lessened
the value of the Association in this direction. This
condition, coupled with poor honey seasons, has
made some of the late conventions rather poorly at-
tended. We. as bee-keepers, ought to recognize
these changed conditions as regards both of these
organizations. Many bee-keepers now belong to
one society wlio can not afford to belong to both, or
think they can not. In a union of forces there
would be a saving of expense, an increase in num-
bers, and the benefit of an annual face-to-face dis-
cussion of tlie problems belonging to the Bee-keep-
ers' Union as now carried on.
Suppose that the North American should disband,

and all of its members, with what little money
they do possess, and thtir influence, should join the
Union, and the latter should then change its consti-
tution so that it would hold annual meetings at
which all questions pertaining to bee culture could
be discussed. We should then have the condition
of things at which I am ainiina:. This may not he
the best way to bring it about, and the suggestion
IS made more as an illustration than any thing else.
Personally, I have no interest in this matter; that

is. 1 havt! no selfish personal ends in view. It seem-
ed to me that the proposed union would be advan-
tageous to the members of both organizations, and
I have brought it uv for discussion. It is quite
likely that the question will be brought up at the
coming meeting of the North American, and it
would be well that it be most thoroughly discussed
in the journals before that meeting takes place.
The RcinewwiR be glad to receive communications
on the subiect—t specially should we like to hear
from members of the Union.

I must say, that, after looking over the whole
sittiation. and sttidying it in all its hearings. I

am in for supporting the amalgamation. I

can't see how the workings of the Union would
be hampered by being a part of the N. A. B. K.
A., and the two organizations in one could be

run much more economically.
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Referring to Mr. Newman's able article, and
his reference to the constitution which he drew
up, as I have said before, the instrument seem-

ed to be at the time an admirable one. and was,

as I understand, modeled after a simHar con-

stitution that has been and is a magnificent

success in England; but owing to the geo-

graphical distances, and other things peculiar

to bee-keeping in this country, the experience

of several years unquestionably proves, as Mr.

Hutchinson intimates, that the constitution

was inoperative in many of its features. For
instance, it provided for affiliation by the pay-

ment of 85.00 on the part of any society desiring

to come into filial connection with the larger

organization; and in return the latter was to

grant the services of a judge, and distribute

medals, besides several other minor benefits.

But after some of the local associations had
paid over the money for several years, and re-

ceived no practical benefits, they " kicked." as

they had a right to do. An effort was then

made, which finally resulted in the securing of

medals at a cost of about a hundred dollars to

the North American—money that it could ill

afford from the treasury.* But the " medal "

business soon played out. Well, there were

several other provisos in the constitution that

were equally inoperative; in fact, it was prac-

tically impossible to carry them into effect as

they were arranged by the framer, without

more funds than it was possible to get from
membership fees. Serious criticisms were of-

fered, and Gleanings, among other journals,

advocated striking out these features in order

that the constitution might be consistent with

itself, 171 not offering ivhat it could not furnish.

It does not seem to me that the Union was
ever " married " to the North American; and
if it was. the ties of wedlock were so loose they

did not hold. The truth of the matter, it seems

to me, lies right here: Bee-keepers can not

really afford two such organizations. Let the

Union swallow up the North American, if need
be; but let us boil them down into one; then

let us have smaller initiation fees, conduct the

one more economically, and run the member-
iship up into tho. several hundreds.

If I am not very much out of the way, the

increased membership of the Union very re-

cently was due to the fact that bee-keepers

thought, after the constitution was changed
to take cognizance of adulteration and other

matters, the Union would do something with
this great problem of adulteration, and hence
the new members. I do not quite agree that all

the funds of the Union were raised for defense.

The recent addition to membership brought
with it an addition to the funds, and this was
not so much for defense as for other matters.

* I was one of the executive board at the time, and
tliought the medals should be secured. I came in
for my share of tbe blame: but, I believed the con-
stitution should be made consistent.—Ed.

If we expect large membership, and a power
for good, so that, as Bro. York says, we may
appeal to legislatures that will /leor, it is my
humble opinion that the Union should branch
out in its line of work. The field of protection

against unjust legislation is too narroi^. The
Union ought to take hold and Investigate every

case of alleged adulteration. It has seemed
disinclined to take any such action. Again,

it should, I think, keep a careful watch of the

markets and of commission men. It should

also have a watch-dog eye on swindlers who do

occasionally creep into our ranks, and have in

the past succeeded in carrying off hard-earned

dollars from bee-keepers. I am not referring

to adulterators, hut to unscrupulous queen-

breeders and supply-dealers—more especially

the former, who have taken in large orders and
then pocketed the money.

Last, but by no means least, it should and
could fill the mission of the North American,
in getting together the leading bee-keepers of

the land for face-to-face and hand-to-hand con-

ferences. It should grapple the great questions,

and then with a large membership and a finan-

cial backing, be in a position to act and do

something. The North American is not and
has not been what it should be. The Union has

had a brilliant past in the line of protection

against unjust legislation. The need of such

work is largely gone by, but there are newer
and larger fields for action, and why not com-
bine our two forces into one powerful one?
Gleanings' is for amalgamation, and, with the

Review, it doesn't care whether the N. A. B. K.
A. swallows the Union, or whether the swal-

lowing is the other way. Let's combine our

forces.

It has been whispered to me that some editor

was after the General Managership of the

Union, or such organization as might perhaps

be perfected in the future by amalgamation or

otherwise. So far as Gleanings is concerned,

neither of its editors would accept the office

under any consideration. I have already heard

from the editors of three or four other leading

bee-papers, and find that their position is ours

exactly.

Since writing the foregoing, the following

just at hand is in line with what I have writ-

ten:

Although letter-writing- is rather out of my line,
I can hardly forbear saying- a very few words on the
proposed union of the North American and Nation-
al Bee-keepers' Union. I sincerely liope the mem-
bers of botli associations will do all in their power
to have them united, and put the dues down to 26
cts. a year, if possible. We ouglit to have in the
National a membership of more thousands than we
have hiuidreds t(i-day; and in order to get a respec1>-
able numbei- on the roll, every one of the present
members must do all in his power to induce others
to join. Why not have the various associations all

over the country discu.es the matter of .ioiiiing the
National at their coming conventions? A good deal
will depend on the support the Ijee-journals give the
scheme. I want to sec the National Union second
to none in the United States. Wm. Russell.
Minnehaha Falls, Minn., July 23.
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Surely g-oodiiess and mercy shall follow me all the
days of my life, and 1 will dwell in the house of the
Lord for ever.—Psalm 33 : ti.

Thursday, July 18, 189'), was anti-saloon day
at Lakeside; and although Mr. Calvert was iii

Boston atit-nding the annual meeting of the
Y. P. S. C. E., and Ernest has been of late
somewhat under the weather, I made arrange-
ments for an absence of two days. At 8 o'clock
I was on my wheel, and made the first twenty
miles quite easily: but a wind that had been
blowing all the time right in my face kept get-
ting stronger and stronger, until it not only
made whirlwinds of dust, but crowded back
against me so hard that, by the time I reached
friend Boardman's, I was pretty tired. I had
promised Mrs. Root and the children to get on
the cars, or hire somebody to carry me when-
ever I felt much fatigued. So I swung around
into friend Board n^n's dooryard. He and his
helpers were out a'mong his bees; and as he
got sight of me he commenced

:

"O Mr. Root! you are just the man we want
to see. and you came at just exactly the time
we want to see you."

" Look here, old friend, when you know what
I want of you, may be you will not be so glad
after all. I am tired out pushing my way
against this steady wind, and I want you to get
up those ponies and take me and my wheel to
the electric-car line in time to catch the boat
at Sandusky for Lakeside."
He said, "All right," and his boy started

right out after the team. His good wife com-
plained because I could not stay to have even
an early supper: but while they were hitching
up I was invited to look at bis new outside bee-
escape where he had just taken off the surplus
honey from 80 colonies in the middle of the day,
with the thermometer tip to 94. and no disturb-
ance of any sort. The escapes are fixed on the
outside of the hive, so you have no machinery
or fussing in order to provide a place for them
in the usual way. And I want to tell you that
friend Boardman has got a good crop of extra-
nice honey, notwithstanding the frost and the
drouth, and the latter has been severe in his
locality I came pretty near running my wheel
on to that fierce-looking chicken-hawk stand-
ing in the dooryard: and I was wondering why
the thing did not show fight, or fly, until I re-
membered it was a stuffed hawk and not a live
one. A rockinff-chair in a shady porch made
me think of Florida: but I began pretty soon
twisting around in the direction of the pump.
Oh what beautiful water! And there were
harvest apples, mellow and juicy, that had just
fallen from the trees: and I ate apples, drank
water from the well, cupful after cupful, rested
in the rocking-chair, and talked. Had I not
worked my passage twenty miles against that
wind I should not have dared to eat so many
apples and drink so much water. But I knew
bv long experience that it would be all right.
When we reached the electric car I was politely
informed:

" No, sir, you can't bring that wheel on to
this car, on any conditions whatever."
Of course. I had to submit—^at least, the car-

man thought I submitted. I called to friend
Boardman to take care of my wheel till my
return; and then the conductor remembered
that I could put my wheel on the freight-car
just back of us. If he had said so at the outset
it might have saved some needless arguing.

The conductor and I chatted very pleasantly,
notwithstanding. The line from Norwalk to
Sandusky passes through a very pretty coimtry,
and it is indeed a treat to ride over it. As the
fare is only 30 cents, I suppose there is not
much margin to allow them to bother with
wheels. But let me offer these car-lines a sug-
gestion: In going to Sundusky, we passed a
double-decker. Just as many passengers can
be carried in the upper deck as below; and, in
fact, they all went up, or nearly all, from
choice. Now, have a place on top of the ordi-
nary cars to store wheels and other similar
luggage. Make the passenger carry up his
wheel, and bring it down again. Why. I could
climb a ladder with my 18 lb. Rambler, without
a hit of trouble.
When we reached Sandusky they said that

the freight- car would not be in for a couple of
hours, and there I was without my wheel. I

could not wait, for there was to be a committee
meeting that evening: and as one of the ex-
ecutive board it was quite desirable to have my
presence. Our confab about the wheel and
some other things had thrown them back, and
the last steamer had gone for Lakeside. The
car conductor and the steamboat agent both
said there was no possible way for me to get to
Lakeside that night. I asked if there were not
some private boat that would take me over in
time for the board meeting. But they said it

would cost me twice as much as my lodging
over night, and I could not get there then be-
fore ten o'clock. But I have not traveled all
these years without learning something. Those
fellows did not know how manv times I had
been told it was an impossibiltiy to reach a
certain point by a given time, nor how many
times I got there, notwithstanding. It was 16
miles by rail; but I should have to walk over a
dangerous long bridge and carry my wheel;
and, come to think of ii. 1 liachVt any wheel.
I should have to wait two hours for it. In a
few minutes, bv dint of questioning and cross-
questioning, I found a steamer going to John-
son's Island. The men on the steamer told me
that at Johnson's Island I could get a sail-boat
over to Peninsula, and then I should have to
walk over two miles and a half—to ivalk. mind
you, because I hadn't my wheel. I had decided
to invest a two-dollar bill, if necessary, to make
my destination that night. What do you sup-
pose it cost? Just 15 cents on the steamer, and
2.T cents more for a special sail-boat, or 40 cents
in all.

My arrangements for the trip were just com-
pleted when I remembered that I should have
no chance for supper, and I should sorely need
some other refreshment than the harvest apples
and pump water I had had at friend Board-
man's. There were plenty of refreshment-
stands, but they were all devoted to drinks and
tobacco. They said they used to keep sand-
wiches, but they "didn't pay." The boat was
to start in a few minutes. I ascertained there
were sandwiches kept at a certain saloon near
the boat-landing, down in a cellar or basement.
I must take my long walk when both tired and
hungry, or else go down to that saloon for sand-
wiches. I went down. It was so full of drunk-
en rowdies, many of them young men and boys,
that I could hardly get through, much less get
the attention of a waiter. I thought I would
rather go hungry, and beat a retreat. The
boat was not quite ready to start, and I felt as
though I must have a sandwich. I noticed a
sisn reading. "Ladies' Entrance." Surely I
can find somebody down this way who will
wait on me. A girl in the dining-room said the
only place to get sandwiches was at the back
end of the saloon. I told her the rest were so
busy that I wished she would wait on me. She
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volunteered, and we together went into the
back end of the. saloon. Thirty or forty men
were yelling and cursing, some wanting to
fight, some young boys just drunk enough to
yell like savages, and iill shrieking for more
drink. The bar-tenders did not seem to have a
bit of scruple in giving men on the verge of
madness all the drink they could pay for. The
girl shrank back, saying it was sometimes actu-
ally dangerous to go in there. "'Surely goodness
and mercy shall follow me," etc. Was it God's
hand that led me where I was then standing ?

or was I out of place there among a drunken
rabble in one of the underground dens of in-
famy in the city of Sandusky? The more I

think of it, the more 1 hMil satistied it would be
well if a delegation should go over from Lake-
side and walk through these places as I walked
through that one; and th 3 reason why I have
faith in Howard Russell is because he has been
doing this very kind of work through almost
all the towns and cities of the State of Ohio.
At Johnson's Island, for 25 cents four

men with a boat having sails bigger than a
barn took me across to Peninsula. The wind
was good, and they said they could all sail

over just as well as to do nothing. The same
wind that hindered me so much on my wheel
now carried me over the water (against the
wind) like a bird. By the way, who is going to
invent something for the wheel so that the
wind may help instead of hindering us in riding
against it?

It was almost dark when I started across the
main land afoot. I lost my way by my eagerness,
as usual, and had to go back. I reached the
dense forest encircling Lakeside Grounds just
as it was getting to be very dark. I could not
see the path through the trees and bushes; but
you remember when I climbed Wilson's Peak
in the night I learned the trick of keeping in
the trail by feeling with my toes. Riding the
wheel, I now prefer for shoes the lightest kid
gaiters. When I get off, by wiping off' the dust
with an old silk handkerchief I carry with me
in my hip pocket, I can make myself quite
presentable. You will remember how highly I

spoke of Lakeside and all its appointments a
year ago. As I capie near the wicket-gate a
man stood there with a lantern ready to exam-
ine my passport. It made me think of Pil-
grim's Progress; but when I got clear up and
reached my card through a hole in the gate,
the gate-tender was putting away at a big pipe.
This did not remind me of the gate-keeper in
the Pilgrim's Progress. The next morning at
five o'clock I saw another man sweeping the
auditorium, ptififing away at a pipe. Why,
what has got into the people of Lakeside?
Can't they find a man to tend gate and act as
janitor who does not use tobacco? May be
these people come on only after dark, or very
early in the morning. I did not see anybody
smoking in the day time unless it was the
agent for the steamboat and railway tickets.
I was a little late at the Lakeside Hotel, but I

met most of my temperance brethren, after all,

and was ready for business next morning.
I must say a word more in praise of that

Lakeside Hotel. Dear reader (perhaps I should
h&ye said dear feminine reader), just imagine
a fine hotel, I should say equal to any in com-
fort, without a bar, without a cigar-stand,
without anybody smoking a cigar, either inside
or on any of its various porches; yes, and the
most beautiful pure water to drink. There is

a neat and tidy barber-shop, bath-room, and
closets, and clean men and women in every
sense of the word. They are getting good
patronage, for every room was occupied, and I

was obliged to sleep in one of the cottages.
When I came to see the cottage assigned me.

however, I was not a bit sorry; and when I felt
like taking a nap between the long sessions of
the meeting, a kind Christian lady gave me one
of the daintiest lounges to rest on, with vine-
covered porches, and flowers in bloom, and
shifting shadows all about me, as I closed my
eyes to rest. Is it strange that I thought of
the words of our text, "Surely goodness and
mercy shall follow me all the days of my life" ?
On the speaker's stand was an immense can-

vas on which was a map of the State of Ohio,
showing the progress to date. The counties
that had been canvassed, and would vote for
the Haskell bill, and, furthermore, banish the
saloons when the Haskell bill is passed, were
painted in white; those not yet so canvassed, or
those that refused to vote for the Haskell bill,

etc.. were shown in dark. Well, friend Russell
and his organizers have already made Ohio look
considerably speckled. Within the last few
months some of the hardest counties have come
into line, and some of them have been driving
out saloons without even waiting for the Has-
kell bill. Prominent among these is the county
of Defiance; and a minister by the name of
Mills, working together with father Kincaid, a
Catholic priest, are at the bottom of the work.
A bright young Catholic lawyer, who gave us a
soul-stirring address on temperance, has also
been a mighty power. Dr. Lewis, of Cleveland,
president of the recent Sunday-school conven-
tion, gave us a most admirable talk, explaining
why the Sunday-school indorsed the Anti-sa-
loon League. He repeated something from
Parkhurst that brought vigorous cheers: "The
wicked flee when no man pursueth." Park-
hurst said that, while this is certainly true, it

is also true that the wicked make a good deal
"better time^' when a good man is at their
heels. Elder Belt was asked to tell why the
presiding elders of the M. E. Church had so ve-
hemently indorsed the Anti-saloon League. He
said that, years ago, he had decided to join in
with any thing that was against the saloon.
Judge West, of Logan Co., was asked how it

was possible to keep such a beautiful city of
10,000 inhabitants as Bellefontaine entirely free
from saloons, as well as Logan Co., of which
Bellefontaine is the county-seat. The judge is

old and infirm, and he has also losthis eyesight.
On account of his age he sat down while he
talked to us. He said he could remember the
time when, by general agreement, the farmers
for miles around used to come into Bellefon-
taine every Saturday afternoon and proceed
around to the different saloons treating each
other. He said these Saturday-afternoon fights
kept the court-house full of business, and the
jail full of inmates. Somebody asked him if

banishing the saloons had made the town dull,
and had driven business away. He admitted
that it had been disastrous to one line of busi-
ness. He said the city could not begin to sup-
port the crop of lawyers that it did in the " good
old times;" but every other line of industry he
thought would compare favorably with any
other city of its size in Ohio or in any other
State.
Space will not permit me to tell more of our

grand meeting. The closing address was by
Bishop Watterson. of Columbus. I never knew,
until anti-saloon-day at Lakeside, that the Ro-
man Catholics have a total-abstinence organi-
zation that has been in working order for more
than 34 years; and I think it is surely true that,
since other denominations, as well as Catholics,
have joined hands, and since all political par-
ties seem to promise to drop, for the time being,
politics and every thing else, and as a unit wage
war against the ^aloo?i, these great movements
have made greater progress than was previous-
ly possible.
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I stayed so long to hear Bishop Watterson
through that I missed the boat again for San-
dusky. In order to reach home at the appoint-
ed time Friday morning I must talie the first

train and go straight through. By telegrauh-
ing to have my wheel brought down to the de-
pot I managed to get hold of it once more, and
at fifteen minutes of four on Friday morning,
July 19t,h. I was speeding on my way from the
town of Berea, 18 miles due north from home. I

reached home before breakfast was ready, and
made the IS miles without tasting food or drink.
As the wind was at my back I made it easily:

and I could have repealed my text at the head
of this talk over every one of the 18 miles, and
have it come honestly from the bottom of my
heart.
My traveling-companions on the train from

Lakeside to Berea were Mrs. Ellen J. Phinney
and Mrs. Stephen Laird. State President of the
N. P. W. C. T. U.; and the long pleasant talks
and conferences we had together on temperance
work I shall always remember. By the way,
what a wonderful faith and inspiration and en-

ergy it gives in this Christian warfare, to feel

that there are plenty of other dear friends and
kindred spirits all over this land of ours! It

may be somewhat of a speckled land, like the
map we had up before us at Lakeside; but,

God helping us, we are ijoi7ig to make the wick-
ed flee, and that, too, with a good man after
him every time; and who knows but there shall

be also a good woman at the man's side?

FLORIDA TRAVELS.
Every thing in the way of fertilizers can be

used on the Florida soil. Friend Keck told me
that he saw an orange-grove where a pig- pen
was made around three different orange-trees,
situated in different parts of the orchard.
These three trees bore great crops of fruit,

away beyond any other trees in the orchard
not so treated. 1 did not learn how many pigs
were put into each pen, nor how large the pigs
were; but the pens were just a cheap structure
of rails; and it almost looks as if the pig busi-
ness and the orange business might be run to-

gether, at least for a part of the year.

AVON PARK.

On the road to Avon Park, through the great
piny woods, there were many interesting fea--

tures. When I speak of the sand and the pine-

trees, you must not get an idea that Florida is a
desert waste, without water. On the contrary,
our road sometimes lay right through the
water for almost a quarter of a mile. The
roadbed was almost as solid and hard under
water as above it; and where the water is not
more than a foot deep it often seems best to go
through a shallow lake rather than around it.

So you see it is not alone sand that hinders a
wheelman. Another thing, these watery roads
often crook around through a swamp full of lux-

uriant vegetation. If I were alone it would be
a very difficult matter indeed for me to keep in

the road right where it is under water; but
most of the horses in that locality, if allowed to

take their own way, would, by instinct or
memory, follow along where otht-r horses and
wagons had gone before them. A stranger
would be in a pretty bad fix in a Florida wilder-
ness. "Stop and inquire," do you say '? Well.
I do not know whom you would inquire of un-

less it is the gophers; and you would not get a
glimpse of even them unless you happened on
them about daylight. You may ride miles and
miles without seeing any house or any traces of
human habitation.
Avon Park looked all the prettier as we

emerged from the woods, after our long ride.
It is located on the banks of one of the prettiest
of Florida's pretty pure-water lakes. At the
time of my visit it was about 20 miles from any
railway station; but a narrow wooden-gauge
track was being laid at the lime, to connect
Avon Park wiili the outer world. The hotel
and Doarding-house were beautiful structures,
and every thing is arranged for the comfort of
the guests. While there has been a great boom
in real estate at this place there are a good
many discontented people there now. They
say it is all right, anu a very pleasant place to
live, but there is nothing for anybody to do.
Well, there are people in almost every town in
the whole Unileu States saying this very thing.
At first it did seem to me something of a ques-
tion whether occupation could be found for all;

but when friend Keck and I got up early in the
morning and went out prospecting, I changed
my views somewhat. Avon Park has suffered
less from the frost than almost any other part
of Florida I visited. On the south side of the
lake, close by the water, at the residence of
Rev. F. D. Rood, we found orange-trees with
both foliage and blossoms. On other parts of
the lake, however, the trees were more or less

injured. The severe blizzard came from the
northwest, and the protected spot seemed to be
on the southeast. The warm water of the lake
had tempered the blasts. Tomatoes were also
growing thriftily and in full bloom. Of course,
1 became thirsty, and was told they got their
drinking-water out of the lake. Just imagine
the purest and nicest water you ever drank,
glittering in the sunlight, with pure white sand
for its bottom, ready to be dipped up by the
cupful or by the pailful, as you choose. In the
early morning it was very cool and refreshing.
Various windmills around the lake bring the
water where it is wanted, or take it from wells,

put down wheiever a well is needed. On the
east side of the lake we visited some beautiful
grounds that attracted my attention on account
of the great cluster of giant bamboo—a sort of

reed like our cane fish-poles, sending up shoots,
in a single season, 50 feet high. We saw some
that had been cut down, and were lying on the
ground. They were as large around at the
butt as a man's leg. Each section looked as if

it were polished and varnished. In the center
is an air-tight cavity like a keg or bottle. The
inside is also nicely smoothed and polished. It

is claimed that there is more strength, for the
weight of material, in these bamboo sticks or
timbers than in any thing else in the world,
not excepting even iron and steel; and I believe
it is generally conceded, especially since the
day for wooden rims for bicycles, that a pound
of the right kind of wood will bear a greater
strain, and stand a greater concussion, without
injury, than a pound of steel. It is thought
that this giant bamboo is to have great value
in the arts. It is only recently that it has been
grown in Florida. It is now used as masts for
vessels. The wood is very hard, but so light
that, with these air-tight chambers, it floats

on water like a life-preserver. The owner of
the plantation was absent; but his good wife
answered all his questions, and told us that
this wonderful plant makes a growth in the
summer time, of one foot a day. In fact, dur-
ing the month of May, 1894. it averaged a foot
every 24 hours. The green stalk looks some-
thing like an asparagus shoot, but, of course,

ever so much larger. In the clump of bamboo
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canes that we saw. there were perhaps 20 or 30

of these great trees, ami 50 feet in height is all

made in a single season's, growth After it

attains such a height it just stands still, or only
puts out side branches. I was told that, in

other places in Florida, they have grown to the
enormous height of 70 feet in a single season.
Just imagine a forest-'. ree making its whole
growth in one year! Of course, the plant has
to have thi-ee or four years accumulating roots
and branches before ii makes this wonderful
growth. Now tell us, will you? that the soil

of Florida is so poor that nothing will grow.
Florida is like a good many people, or, if you
choose, like most peoph^ They are capable of
doing many wonderful things in their own line

of work. But no man can excel in every thing.
While we were discussing these queer proper-
ties of plants—the giant bamboo, the mammoth
banana, or some name that sounds like mam-
moth—I became so curious that we were advis-
ed to call on the florist and nurseryman, Mr. H.
G. Burnett. Here we found giant bamboo« in

great plenty at 50 cts. a plant, and friend Keck
loaded one into his buggy. There were also
many other wonderful tropical plants — the
agave, for instance, tliat furnishes the rope
material known as sisal hemp. This plant,
not satisfied with furnishing seeds for perpetu-
ating its species, actually grows little plants in
place of seeds; and when they are well rooted
and well started, it lets them drop on the
ground. All you have to do is to gather them
up and plant them in rows. Just think of a
tree that produces cabbage-plants well rooted,
and, you may say. almost transplanted. But
they are not cabbage-plants, but sisal-plants.
Weil, I became so enthusiastic over these won-
derful floral gifts (gifts from God) that I let

fall some exclamation that attracted the at-
tention of the nurseryman. When he ex-
pressed great joy and astonishment to see
A. I. Root at his home, and admiring his handi-
work. I asked him what he knew of A. I. Root.
" Why, bless your heart, doesn't Gleanings

come to our house regularly? and haven't we
followed you in your travels all these years?
Little did I think it would be my privilege to
see you away down here, looking over my
work."
On the way home, near Crooked Lake it was

my good fortune to see a real full-grown alli-

gator sunning himself out on the bank. Yes,
and there were two smaller ones lying near.
Friend Keck said that, if we approached very
cautiously, we might get very near them before
they were disturbed: and then he made his
mule go very slowly among the grass and weeds
along the water's edge until I actually began
to be afraid. Bow did he know that this great
monster would not pounce down upon us and
gobble us up, or smash us to pieces right there
in the water, nearly two feet deep? Besides. I

could not gpt over the idea that pretty soon we
should strike a swamjiy place. It is true, we
had not struck any as yet, but it looked exactly
like places up in Ohio, where the horses and
wagon would get in and never get out. We
got up so near this great "

' gator " that I began
to feel decidedly uncomfortable. Friend Keck,
however, was as cool as a cucumber, and kept
saying every minute that he would wake up
and go otf with a tremendous splurge. And so
he did. One would scarcely think, from the
looks of the great lazy monster, that he could
possibly get up such a thrashing and splashing.
When I began to insist that 'gators were
dangerous, and that they sometimes eat people
up. he said he knew of but one accident, and
that did not terminate fatally. It occurred
near this very spot, as nearly as he could re-

member. Alligator skins used to be worth

about $25.00 apiece—that is, the skins from the
big ones (if it was not f25.00 it was something
less). The darkies are much given to 'gator-
hunting. Well, a party of hunters came along
here. A colored man. who was one of their
helpers, saw an alligator on the bank: and
having in mind the value of the beast he hasti-
ly cut a big club with which to pound him
dead. I suppose he was somewhat excited, for
he did not trim the limbs oft' from his club very
well: but he thought it would answer, and so
he slipped up cautiously, getting near enough
the sleeping monster to give him a fearful

whack on the back of the' head. This 'gator
did not prove to be so peaceable—at least, after
such an invitation for a battle. He whirled
around and grabbed the big end of the club in

his teeth: then, according to alligator custom,
he commenced rolling over and over, so as to

bring his victim into the water, where he could
drown him and then eat him at his leisure.

The darkey was afraid of losing his prize, and
so kept hold of his club, not noticing that the
prongs he had left slicking out were getting
entangled in his loose summer clothing: and as
the process of winding went on. our colored
friend was rolled up, and finally thrown off his
feet. He yelled to the party of hunters, for

help; and when they took in the situation they
were convulsed with fits of laughter to see that
the brute had rolled him over into the water, and
he came near strangling before they could, by
their united efforts, cut his clothing off from
him. and get him away. Friend Keck said this

was the nearest approach to killing a man that
he ever knew an alligator to make. The 'gator
I saw. he estimated was 15 feet long.

A little further on we came to a picnic-ground
where there is a beautiful spring, or I should
call it an artesian well. The water comes up
in a great volume—sufficient, in fact, to make
quite a little river. The temperature is just
right for a comfortable bath; and if you feel

like it you can swim, or at least attempt to

swim, right down into the crater, " whence the
healine waters flow." But the volume is so

great that the water will throw you out as fast

as you try to get near the opening. Turtles,
fish of different sorts, and other reptiles, are
being constantly thrown up by the boiling
water. This was my first sight of the series of

the wonderful springs of Florida. The water
is all more or less impregnated with sulphuret-
ed hydroeen. like that of the artesian wells.

At Bartow I was obliged to bid my good
friend Keck good-by. with whom I had passed
so many pleasant hours, and start off once
more for strangers and strange homes. An
account of mv trip from Punta Gorda to Fort
Myers has already been given in my letter to

the Sunday-school class, page 232, March 15.

At Fort Myers my eyes were greeted by green
grass—grassy lawns and grassy roadways. My
first point was toward a branch of the Florida
experiment station, under the charge of W. A.
Marsh An excellent hotel furnished us with
my first meal, consisting of fish, duck, and
venison—surely a sutiicient variety to suit any
palate. Here again I saw the wonderful giant
bamboo. At the experiment station they were
testing crimson clover; agave, or sisal hemp, I

have already m(>ntioned; a great variety of

grasses, millet, pineapples, etc.; and where
anybody is inclined to say they can not raise

even feed for the horses in Florida, they had
better see what Prof. Marsh has already ac-
complished.
Somebody told me I must surely call upon

Mr. W. P. Gardner. I went over in the evening,
after my supper at the hotel. As I opened the
gate, the perfume of flowers of various kinds
gave evidence of the beauty of the place,
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although it was too dark to SPe much but an
indistinct mass of foliage. I rapped at the
door, but nobody came. As said door was wide
open, and a bright light shone beyond, I finally

walked toward the light. A bright clean lan-

tern was throwing its rays through an open
veranda, but I did not see anybody. Finally
the sound of liuman voices reached my ears
from the house just beyond. Many of the best
houses in Florida have a little building for

cooking and dining, separate from the main
building; and therefore during meal time the
living-rooms are mo^^tly deserted. After knock-
ing at the door of this second building, which
seemed to be a sort of summer-house out in a
large garden, a very pleasant, nice-looking
young lady informed me that her father had
iust gone over to have a talk with their pastor.

Rev. J. M. Sweat. This was over in another
part of the town; but I rather enjoyed the
prospect of becoming acquainted with the pas-
tor of the place, as well as with friend Gardner.
Well, I found them; and, oh what a pleasant
visit we did have for an hour or more, talking
over matters social, industrial, and spiritual!

The minister knew me by reputation, and
friend Gardner used to preach in Medina Co.

some forty years ago, and remembered me
when I first commenced business here. He is

an enthusiast in Florida fruits and flowers;

and they told me on the steamboat that he
actually raised so much fruit of different kinds
In his garden that he had started a factory for

canning guavas, and for making lemon and
orange jelly. I have told you before about the
delicious guavas. And now I want to say that
his orange and lemon jellies are the finest I

have ever tasted anywhere.
After we had looked over the garden by the

light of the afore-mentioned lantern, viewed
the rosebushes that had, been in bloom every
month in the year for ten years or more past,

and tasted the delicious oranges while I smelled
the perfume from the open blossoms, and after
I had admired and asked questions about the
wonderful plants and fruits, then he showed
me their handsome canning-factory. Although
no visitor was expected, it was as neat and tidy
as a well-kept pantry. Their crop of guavas
was so great, that, in order to keep them from
spoiling, they had successfully canned them in

great tin cans holding from five to ten gallons;
then during the winter season these great cans
were opened, and they made guaya jelly, or put
it in shape as the market called for it. I asked
them how it was possible they learned to mas-
ter the mysteries of the canning business so

successfully. He told me they worked it out
alone. I was afterward told that the bright,
intelligent daughter whom I met was at the
bottom of the nice-looking establishment and a
successful industry. Mr. Gardner is a wonder-
ful man; and that garden comes back to my
memory as I write, as a veritable little garden
of Eden, crammed with every thing luscious
and entrancing to the eye. to say nothing of

the perfume of the beautiful flowers. Fort
Myers was the only place I visited in Florida
that was practically unharmed by the freezes.

I reached Fort Myers toward night: and by
the time I had looked over the branch of the
experiment station, and got my supper, it was
dark. The visit to the canning-factory and to

friend Gardner's garden used up all of that eve-

ning. The boat on which I was to leave was
to go out very early the next morning; and in

order to see as much of Fort Myers as possible,

I arose next morning before anybody else was
stirring— at least. I did not see anybody. As I

walked through the streets of the silent town,
the cows got up lazily when they happened to

be in my way; and 1 enjoyed seeing the sun

rise, and the bright-green grass sparkling- with
dewdrops. almost out in the middle of the
streets. To tell the truth, I am afraid there is

not very much business going on in the town of
Fort Myers. I do not believe they have very
many progressive and go-ahead men like W. P.
Gardner. Perhaps the absence of frost-bitten
vegetation was one thing that made me think
Fort Myers was one of the prettiest spots in the
whole of Florida. The soil seems to be exceed-
ingly fertile. It is not altogether sandy. I do
not know how much manure or fertilizer they
use on their gardens; but there seemed to be a
vigorous, luxuriant growth almost everywhere.
On the outskirts of the town I passed by a gar-
den that was so much ahead of any of the rest

that I ventured near enough to look through
the picket fence. A stuffed animal, that I guess-
ed must be a wildcat, seemed to be standing
sentinel among the vegetables. I thought of
friend Boardman's chicken-hawk, and wonder-
ed if other people were using taxidermy in a
similar way. Finally the door opened, and a
lady looked out. I was so near by, I thought
some apology might be needed for my apparent
inquisitiveness: so I asked permission to look at
their beautiful garden, and naturally made
some inquiries about the ferocious-looking wild-
cat. When I happened to say that I had al-

ready described this method in our journal, she
hastily interrupted me by an exclamation:

" Your journal ! Why, it can not be possible
that this is^. I. Root himself, away down here
at Fort Myers?"
Then she came toward me with extended

hand, while I inquired how it came that she
knew of A. I. Root.
"Why, bless your heart, Mr. Root! haven't

we taken Gleanings for years past? and
haven't we in our wanderings followed you on
its pages in your wanderings? "

Then she made haste to call the goodman of
the house, and told him to hurry up and see A.
I. Root himself, who had been right there look-
ing through the pickets at their garden, before
any of them had enterprise enough to get up.
The stuffed wildcat was an idea they had taken
from Gleanings; but the rabbits (I think it

was the rabbits) had been helping themselves
to their early cabbages and cauliflower, and
they did not seem to have very much respect
for Gleanings or his snarling catship either.

I had just time to shake hands with Mr. and
Mrs. David Hadley, and say " how d' do ? " and
"good-by"to the children, when it was time
for the steamboat to leave. There may be ob-
jections to choosing Fort Myers as a place for a
home: but I did not notice them unless it was
a sort of apathy or indifference on the part of

many of the inhabitants. I made some in-

quiries, early in the morning, for a clump of

giant bamboo I was to find in the town: but a
young man who was sweeping out before a
grocery, who had lived there all his life, said

he did not know of any giant bamboos, and had
never heard of them. I afterward found them
sending their tall spires away up above and
over the hotel where I had stopped over night.

On my way back, in Charlotte Harbor I saw
six boatloads of Florida phosphate, drawn by a
tug. I should not omit to mention that at

Fort Myers a very pretty residence was pointed
out to me, belonging to Edison, of electrical

fame: and. in fact, here and there throughout
the whole State of Florida we frequently found
residences built for noted men. As in the case

of Edison, however, a good many of them rare-

ly go down to even take a look at their places.

I don't think I can get along- without Gi.kaninGS
while we keep bees; sol want to subscribe for it

three years. Mrs. Gko. Giddings, Laporte, Col.
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CRIMSON CLOVER.
A great number of questions are constantly

coming in. in regard to tliis new forage and
honey plant, and we are selling large amounts
of seed. In fact, a two-l)Ushel bag is going out
almost every day, and sometimes two in a day.
I do not know what the consequence will be of

sowing it too early. If it should blossom before
winter, I suppose that would be the end of it,

because the plant dies after blooming once. I

presume, however, it is well to get as large a
growth as possible, without running up to seed,

the same as with spinach, and other plants
that stand over winter. I would recommend,
therefore, that it be put in all through the
month of August, and perhaps through Septem-
ber also. In order to test it, we commenced
sowing it first early in July, with buckwheat.
This first sowing was up in a week, and now it

has the second leaves on. It is very quick to

germinate, and grows very rank and strong
during this warm dry weather. We have had
two good rains, though, since it was put in.

Some succeed while others do not, in a locality

as far north as this. Very likely, however,
very much depends upon how it is sown, fertil-

ity of the ground, etc. It seems to be fully as
hardy as red clover. Its great value to the
farmer is, that it may be put in during August
and September, wherever crops of any kind are
taken off; and, more than that, it may be sown
right among the standing corn, just after you
cultivate it the last time. The corn shades it

from the intense heat of the sun; and as soon
as the corn is removed, the clover has the
ground. We are sowing it to-day, July 29.

We have just cultivated for the last time our
extra-early Corey corn. We cultivated the
ground before putting in the seed; and in or-
der to get it well down during this hot dry
weather we are going to run the cultivator
through again after sowing.
There has been sufficient success, not only in

Ohio, but even as far north as Michigan and
York State, to warrant us in taking consider-
able pains to learn how to handle it. If it suc-
ceeds, you have a great lot of feed very early
in the spring; and if you wish to enrich the
ground for some future crop you have a great
growth of clover to turn under. When it suc-
ceeds, this latter plan is probably the cheapest
way of manuring your ground that has ever
been devised. I say manuring, for a heavy
growth of this clover, or, in fact, any clover,
turned under just before planting your crop,
is equivalent to a great many loads of the very
best stable manure. Another thing, you do not
get a great lot of weed seeds as where your
manure is purchased.

PRICKLY LETTUCE, OR WILD LETTUCE.
A good deal has been said in our papers about

this dangerous weed. But I am inclined to

think a good deal more needs to be said. If you
do not know it, it is a sort of milkweed, with
bluish-green leaves, and yellow flowers the col-

or of a dandelion, but rather more the shape of

a thistle-blossom. The leaf is long and prickly.
It does not quite surround the stalk, but there
are a couple of little ears running opposite from
the way the leaf points. Now when I tell you
it will shoot up and go to seed quicker than al-

most any other plant you ever heard of, you
will recognize it without trouble. This year, as
usual our strawberry-beds were kept clean till

picking-time; then the weeds were allowed to

grow until the last berries were picked, at
which time the old beds were promptly turned
under, as I have explained. Well, although
there was not a prickly lettuce to be seen when
we commenced picking berries, this weed was
two feet high, and some of the stalks were send-
ing seed flying out on the wind. 1 told one of

our men that that patch of strawberries must
positively, every plant, be plowed under before
another day passed, and that the prickly let-

tuce ought not to stand for even one hour.
Sometimes my friends complain that I do not
explain fully just what I want or mean; but I

surely did in the above. Would you not think
so? Well, the man stopped his plowing between
five and six, saying he did not suppose I would
care if the weeds were left just one more day.
VVell, I thought best not to say any thing, but I

did care greatly. And w,e ought to care, all of
us. Prickly lettuce should be stamped off from
our farms and gardens, and we should not wait
a single day or a single hour.
Three years ago the plant was unknown in

the State of Ohio, and now I see it almost eve-
rywhere I go with my bicycle. Friend Board-
man and I found it beside the road up in Hu-
ron Co. ; and I am told it is now pretty much all

over the State. Now, mind you, the dangerous
part is the tremendous rapidity with which it

grows in hot dry weather, and sends its seeds
flying in the wind. The roots never live over
like the Canada thistle. In fact, they do not
need to. The remedy is to pull it up, or chop it

off with a hoe just as soon as it is getting into
blossom. That ends the business for each indi-

vidual plant.

HOW TO HANDLE THE GAULT RASPBERRY.
The card of directions below was sent out

with each package of plants shipped by me last

spring. I believe Mr. Root did the same.

In unpacking-, be careful not to injure the youngr,
tender sprout. When the young canes attain the
heiRlit of 6 or 10 inches, pinch out the top; this will

encourage laterals.
Then, if you desire fruit, let them have their own

way; but if you wish to propagate young plants,
pinch off all the blossoms as fast as they appear.
This treatment will cause them to tbrow out leaders
which will root readily wlien covered with earth.
The second year, prune back the same as any black

cap, and cut out all old canes as soon as through
bearing.

It was my design to make it as clear as pos-

sible; yet I find that, in many cases, it has not
been thoroughly understood. I have received
many letters requesting further information in

regard to propagating. The plants were not
all sold to experienced nurserymen, but, on the

contrary, a large proportion of them went into

the hands of persons who were little practiced

in the art of horticulture. To such this infor-

mation may possibly be of benefit.

The most convenient time to pinch out the
blossom is when it is a small round ball, about
the size of a well-developed currant. At this

stage it will roll out readily when pressed be-

tween the thumb and finger. I am not surpris-

ed that some mistakes should occur at this par-

ticular point, for I often find myself getting

sadly behind in this matter by allowing great
spikes of blossoms, and sometimes even berries,

to form on the plants. Now, should this occur
we must cut back beyond the last fruit-bud;

for if we leave even one or. two, the whole
energy of the cane will go to ripen the berries^

and not a single leader will appear.
It will be remembered that the production of

fruit and roots depends upon different physio-

logical principles; and the peculiarity of this

variety of raspberries is that of its wonderful
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tendency to fruit-bearinu. At one time when
Mr. Root came to see my berries he asked me if

I thought I had now learned about all there
was to know about their treatment. I answer-
ed emphatically, '"No," and added that I ex-
pected to learn a great many valuable lessons

from him after he had a few years of experi-
ence. I have already received many important
suggestions. They root ai the end of the cane;
and the time to tip them does not differ mate-
rially from that of other varieties of black caps.
Ruggles, O., June 20. W. C. Gault.

Perhaps some may inquire what time of year
raspberry-tips are usually buried in order to

get plants. I think we commenced burying
the tips about the middle of September last

season; and as more came out we kept cover-
ing them up through the greater part of Octo-
ber. We then had about two rows of Gault
raspberries—about 50 plants in each row. One
row had the blossom-shoots picked off as direct-
ed above, and the others were allowed to do as
they pleased. Well, we did not discover very
much if any difference in the amount of plants
produced by the two rows. I think one reason
for this is, that very rich creek- bottom land
produces a great growth of wood and not very
much fruit. If my reasoning is correct, a rich
creek bottom is the best place to raise plants;
but upland ground, and land not quite so heav-
ily manured, would be a better place to raise
berries. This is true of strawberries also. The
creek bottom is the place to raise plants by the
thousand, but not the best place for nice berries.
We should be glad indeed to receive postal-card
reports in regard to how our friends have suc-
ceeded and are succeeding with the Gault rasp-
berry.

FKTJIT-GROWING AT CRYSTAL SPRINGS, MISS.;
J. W. DAY SENDS US SOME ABONDANCE

PLUMS, AND A PICTURE OF HIS
PLUM-ORCHARD.

Friend A. I. Root:—To-day I express to you
a crate of the tinest plum? I have ever seen,
and hope you will receive them in good shape;
also one crate of tomatoe'^ and a crate of mag-
nolias and sweet- bay flowers, etc. They are
for Mrs. Root and daughters and daughters-in-
law.

I also send you a picture of my plum-orchard,
taken last week. You will notice the three-
story rack made to hold 36 water-buckets to
the deck, or 108 in all. You will also notice the
heavy tarpaulin rolled forward, and the driver
sitting on it. It completely covers the frame
when loaded. We use the five-inch-tire Mich-
igan wagons. If you have a glass of the right
kind, by looking close you may see the plums
on the trees. They are all loaded. I have
tried (33 varieties of plums here, and pronounce
this one far in advance of them all. I guess it

Is the Abondance. or Sweet Botan.
I also send a clipping from an old friend of

mine, written last week for his paper, the
Jonesboro Gazette, Jonesboro, III.

Crystal Springs, Miss., June 24. J. W. Day.

Our friends who have read the Tomato
Book will recall the account of my visit to
Crystal Springs—what I said about their peach-
orchards, etc. If I recollect, friend Day showed
me a single row of plum-trees a mile long.
These plum-trees are now in full bearing. The
picture gives you an idea of these. The road-
way over the clean white sand in the fore-
ground looks very much like friend Day's
neighborhood. The plum - trees cover the
ground so completely that it is a hard matter to
distinguish the roads. The drooping branches,

borne down by their weight of fruit, is very
suggestive, even though we do not clearly see
the plums. One wonders how that wagon with
its tier upon tier of buckets is ever going to get
through such a dense thicket of trees. The
buggy-top, a little ahead, suggests a roadway.
I can not quite make out whether the children
up among the tree-tops are picking plums, or
whether it is another loaded wagon coming
this way. I think I see a boy on foot with a
pailful of plums in his hand, right back of the
driver.
About the fruit that was sent us: Well, the

plums were about the size of peaches, and cer-
tainly as luscious as any peaches I ever ate.

Mrs. Root said we must not eat any just before
going to bed, at the time the crate arrived. Btit
1 thought it would be almost uncourteous to
our good friend Day if I did not bite into just
one. Now. if any of you have ever tasted an
Abondance or Botan plum like the one I tasted
then, you will realize how utterly out of the
question it was to put any portion of that plum
away until morning. A little later I discovered
some that were so much bruised they would
probably spoil before morning. The more I

thought of it, the more I felt certain of it. So
I ate another and still another, and yet I did
not feel satisfied. Oh. yes! we divided them
around among the children and the ""children-
in-law," as friend Day had said. But if any
one got sick, I have not heard of it. Now. this
is indeed a great surprise to me. The Rural
New-Yorker has told us about the tremendous
quantities of plums that grow on one little

Abondance tree; but I did not suppose they
could be both so " abundant " and of such ex-
quisite quality. Why, almost anybody would
give a nickel for such a plum, just to show
around and see people raise up their hands and
make exclamations. We submit the following,
from the newspaper mentioned:
Thej' are now shipping- 30 carloads a day. The to-

matoes (Acme variety) are large and very fine. J. W.
Day has the finest fruit-packing and shipping house
in the country. It is 425 feet long and 40 feet wide,
with a platform to the railroad track. In this
building was stored box stuff for the fruit crop now
arriving. Mr. Day has also put in an electric mo-
tor which propels fans over the packing-tables,
which makes it cool and pleasant for the large
number of packers employed. The tomatoes ar
carefully sorted, and packed with care. A carload
of tomatoes and plUms was shipped to Kansas City
Saturday. Mr. Day is " right in it " on peaches this
season. The 40()-acre peach-farm, planted with
great carf* by Parker Eurle and J. W. Day, is now in
bearing. Tlie trees are not crowded with fruit, but
there is enough for a good crop. Most of this fruit
will be marketed next month. Thirty carloads is a
conservative estimate of the crop. The tinest sight
upon this large f ruit-f;irm is the four-acre orchard
of Sweet Botan plums. Tlie trees are loaded to the
ground. Tliese phims are delicious, and sell well.
There will be 1000 busliels of them. Mr. Day hjis

al-^o a fine crop of tomatoes. Five hundred carloads
of tomatoes will be shipped from his sheds this
season. During the UcXt month 150 people will be
employed to handle his peach crop. There are
other orchards here, and the fruit shipments from
this station this season will be larger than ever be-
fore.
To-dav was a big day for tomatoes, ~3 carloads

being shipped, and two left over for want of cars.
The streets were thronged with wagons drawn by
oxen, mules, and horses. The colored brother is go-
ing into the truck business largely, and it is feared
that his carelessly packed stuff will knock the bot-
tom out of the market.

EGYPTIAN ONIONS GOING TO SEED; LATHYRUS
SILVESTltIS IN FLORIDA, ETC.

Mr. Root:—Is it usual for Egyptian onions to
bear seed? I have some now in flower. In
reference to the lathyrus silvestris, I have
grown it for two seasons, and find nothing at
all in it to compensate for the great trouble of
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getting a stand here. It will not stand two
weeks' drouth; and as for its honey, I have yet

to see the first bee on it; and I doubt its being
nearly as good a nitrogen-catcher as our com-
mon bush bean. Refugee, Best of Ail, or others

of the same class, as I find far more nitrogen
nodules on the bean than on the flat pea.

Crimson clover and sainfoin are far ahead for

fodder, for soil-improvers, and for honey, the
honey from the latter being equal to the best

white clover, only a shade darker.
Wewahitchka, Fla., May 30. H. F. Hart.

The Egyptian onions occasionally bear a few
isolated flowers; but I have never known them
to produce seed. By the way, this suggests the
fact that there is a tremendous tendency in all

the onion family to sport and mix up. Last
season I said that the white Multipliers never
produce seed-stalks. Now. we kept our Multi-
pliers very carefully by themselves: but this

season a dozen or two seed-stalks have run up.

We might be tempted to think they would mix:
but how could they mix when they never be-

fore produced seed at all, but just multiplied
like potatoes? I am inclined to think the
lathyrus is not suited for Florida; and. in fact,

as a rule, neither are any of the clovers, if I am
correct. I am glad to know that beans furnish
nitrogen nodules as well as the pea and clover

family. This I know, that beans flourish and
thrive when the weather seems to be too dry or

the ground too poor for almost any thing else.

ELECTROPOISE.

ELECTROPOISE S25.00, AND NOT A CENT LESS
WHEN YOU BUY IT; BUT NOT EVEN 25

CTS. FOR IT WHEN YOU WANT TO
SELL IT BACK AGAIN.

If our readers will turn to page 536. July 1,

they will notice that I there advised Leahy
Beachy (a sister of Jacob) to ask the Electro-

poise people how much they would give her for

the intstrument back again, since it is compar-
atively new and almost unused. Here is the
reply.

Mr. Jacob Beachy, Aurora, W. Fa.:—
It is not our custom to take instruments back at

any price. J. E. Dubois, Pres.
1122 Broadway, New York, June 30.

The above is the only sentence in the letter

in regard to receiving it back again at some
figure. Now, friends, is not this enough? There
are still a few who insist that the Electropoise
has virtue, and that possibly the mannfacturers
are doing an honest business, or think they
are. Where an instrument is made to order, or

a special machine is built for some particular
person, cases may occur where it would be of

no value to the makers; but this instrument
is just such as they keep in stock, and furnish
broadcast to whoever can be induced to buy
them. When you want to buy, the price is

$25.00—not a cent less: you must even pay the
express charges yourself: but when you want
to sell the machine back again, in consequence
of the death of the patient, as in the case
above you are coolly informed that they " never
take instruments back at any price." No won-
der. It costs them in the first place only 50

cts.. or even less; and probably tiieir best re-

treat out of the corner they are in is to decline
to purchase rather than offer 30 or 40 cts., the
real cost of the thing to themselves. If there is

anybody who now defends the Electropoise
people, and claims they are Christian men, and
doing an honest business, we should be glad to

hear from them: orif there is a religious journal,
or any other journal, that is accepting their ad-
vertisements, we would respectfully call their

attention to the above transaction. Let me ex-

plain again that the reason why the instrument
was offered back was because the patient died
while using it.

To explain the failure, the Electropoise people
sav the disease was probably, '"organic." But
they knew that in the first place; still they
said they had " no doubt '' they could " bring
about a cure." Men have been justly hanged
for being less directly implicated in murder
than that. Can't the LTnited States postal

authorities put a stop to such rascality ?

Many of our periodicals—in fact, our most
respectable religious papers—have rejected
Electropoise advertisements. Let me call at-

tention to the Union Signal, which has right
straight along refused to disgrace Itself with
Electropoise or any similar advertisement.
This paper should have been mentioned in my
former list. One of our subscribers wrote to

the editor of the Cumberland Presbyterian,
protesting in regard to Electropoise. Below is

the significant reply:

Dear Brather:—In reply to your favor of the 11th
inst., we would state that the Electropoise has been
used by large numbers of people in Nashville and
vicinity, including- our most intelligent and sensible
people. There are hundreds who believe they
have been materially benefited by its use. I have
used it myself, and it has seemed to benefit me. On
the other hand, there are some people who believe
that the benefit is purely imaginary, and that there
is no efficacv in the Electropoise itself. Just how
this is, is difficult to tell. We think that, through
the imagination or otherwise, a great many people
have been really benefited by its use. I suppose
that certificates could be procured from thousands
to theeftect that it had been materially beneficial

to them. This is about all the light on the subject
which we are able to give you. John M. Gant.
Nashville, Tenn., March la.

There is a good deal of sound sense and wis-
dom in the above, after all. If people could
be induced to pay S25 for a horseshoe to be
nailed up over the door, no doubt a great many
would be helped through the imagination. I

guess we are nearly all agreed on the above.
But what sort of business is this for a religious
journal,Sind a progressive one, to engage in?
Can there be any fairness or honesty in taking
money from poor hard-working sick people,
fifty or even a hundred times the real value of

the thing, even if it does cure through the
imagination?

THINGS THAT MAY BE PLANTED AUGtJST 1ST.

First and foremost for the bee-keeper, buckwheat
and crimson clover, both on the same ground. One
srives a honey crop this fall, and the other a crop of
honey < arly next spring. In the way of garden
seeds, almost every thine: on our list on page 573 of
our last issue, especially Egyptian and American
Pearl onion-sets, and Multiplier onions. For prices
of all, see page given above.

BEESW.\X DECLINED.
Until further notice we ofifer for average wax,

delivered here, 22c cash, 25c trade. Market for wax
in New York is quiet. We recently made a ship-
ment to that point of three tons, and get about 5 to
6 cts. per lb. less than we paid there last March.
Selling price of wax in small lots, till further no-
tice, will be 29c average, or 31c for refined.

CALIFORNIA SAGE HONEY.
We have negotiated for a car of white-sage honey

which we hope to have here ready to ship out on
orders within the next two weeks. It may be a lit-
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tie later before it arrives. We will take orders for
shipment after arrival at s'^c per lb. for a single
can; 8c per lb. in lots of 1 ra'^e of Scans, or more.
Special prices quoted on larje lots on application.

CHOICE COMB HONEY.
We have already handled quite a little new comb

honey. We shall be pleased to hear from those not
too far away who have some nice comb honey for
sale, giving a description of it, and price asked. We
are sellinff small lots of comb honey at 17c; 100-lb.

lots at 16, and 20P-lb. lots at 1.5c. The latter is our
extreme price so far this .season, and given for not
less than a crate of nine 21-1 b. cases.

CHIMSON-CI.OVER SEED.

We stillhiivea large stock of crimson clover on
hand, and can probably supi^ly all demands at the
following low prices: Two-bnshel sack. $7.00; per
bushel, f3 60; half-bushel, $1 90: peck. $1 00; pound,
10 cts. If wanted hv mail, add 10 cts. per lb. extra
for postage and packing. We will send 3 lbs. by
mail, postpaid, for .50 cts. From 8 to 15 lbs. of seed
are needed per acre.

CHOICE CLOVER AND B.ASSWOOD EXTRACTED
HONEV.

We have just secured fiom Vernon Burt, of this
county, about a ton of very choice thifk extracted
honey, of excellent flavor. This we offer in new 6 -

lb. cans at 9c per lb. for single can; S^^c for a case
of 2 cans; or Sf. per lb. in lots of 2 cases or over.
We shall have an outlet for more of the same kind,
and shall be pleased to receive samples and offers
from those having it for sale. We have an outlet
also for some of a lower grade.

COMB FOUNDATION DECLINED.

On account of the declining price of beeswax it

becomes necessary to decline the price of comb
foundation. As the season for its use is practically
over for this year, this decline will affect only the
few sales from now till active season opens again,
by which time it may be necessary to again change
the price. For the present, however, and until
further notice, the price will be 2c per lb. lower
than in the table, as listed in our catalog, and the
table of prices will then stand as follows:

Price per lb., in lots not less than
Sq. ft.perlb.illb 10 35 50

Heavy brood foundat'n.
Medium " "

Light " - "
Thin surplus "

Ex. thin " "

mt 5
5 to 6
7ito8

10
11 to 12

TEN NEW ENGLAND BLOSSOMS .\ND THEIR INSECT
VISITORS.

The above is 1he title of a very pretty new book
sent us by Houghton. Mifflin & Co., Boston. It is

the work of our well-known friend Clarence M.
Weed, and contains some of the most beautiful half-
tone engravings of flowcritig; plants and otlier
things that ever graced the pages of any book since
the world began. Please remember that is the
opinion of A. I. Root, wlio may not have seen all the
books in the world. The typography and the whole
make-up of the book is a thing of beauty indeed.
It consists, as you will judge from the title, of an
account of both flowers and inseits, influding our
honey bees and their relations to the floral wnrld.
The book might well grace the parlor-table of any
beekeeper. The book contains 142 pages, neatly
bound in cloth. Price, post paid, $1.25.

BOOK OE FR.AUDS AND OVKRCHAROES.
The above is tne title of a book by E. W. CdIo, of

Melbourne. Australia. A part of it is taken up
with Dr. Wilford Hall's' water-cure swindle. The
book contains ttie wliole of Dr. Hall's wonderful
story; it al'so contains the entire matter of a book
published by Dr. Juke, 60 years bff(jre. Dr. Juke's
book is so wonderfully like Dr. Hall's little pam-
phlet that one can hardly esi

Wilford Hall had the boo!
wrote about his wonderful
part of the book is given
secrets regarding patent-medicine frauds, includ-
ing cures for drunkenness, etc. On one of the fly-

leaves in the last of the book we find a prospectus
of another work, entitled, "Advice of Ten Doctors."

•ape the conclusion that
c before' him when he
discovery. The latter
to the publication of

No. 2 of the ten seems to be your humble servant,
A. I. Root; but as friend Cole has put me in com-
pany with Dr. Kellogg, Dr. Trail, and other eminent
professors and M. D.'s, I suppose 1 ought not to And
fault. 1 iiresume likely it is a collection of what
I have wrlti-eii in regard to doctoring without med-
icine, etc. I appreciate the compliment, dear
fiieiids; but 1 never vvant to sail under false colors;
so please remember that 1 am neither a doctor nor
a minister, nor any thing but a common laj'man
who loves humanity, body and soul. The price of
the book is. I think, 35 cents.
Friend Cole puts a strong emphasis on the fact

that Dr. Hall claims emphatically tint he was "the
first of all earth's teeming millions to inject more
thau a pint of water into a human being." Dr.
Juke, in his book, 60 yeais before, however, says,
'• With this appaiatns I was enabled, by refilling it,

to throw up 14 pints of water, which pioves its very
great capability" Siif Dr. Hall really discovered
any thing it was just what Dr. Juke had put in
practii'e, and published with great emphasis, 60

years before.

KIND WORDS FROM ODR CUSTOMERS.

The freight you sent me reached its destination
all right. I was highly pleased with it. You need
no other advertisement than to show your goods.
You may expect a larger order from me soon.
Lawn. Texas, May 23. John Lacky.

Accept my thanks for tlie beautiful lot of sections
you ha\e sent me. 'Ihey can not be excelled in

smoothness, evenness, and finenessdf finish. An
Older for several thousand m<ire will foiUnv this.

Mariinsburg, W. "V^a., June3. Will Thatcher.

THE NEW CRANE SMOKER.
The new Ci ane smoker is a " dandy "—gives a tre-

mendous volume of smoke, is very easy to load
with planer shavings, width I tise, liolds its Are well,

and responds at once after standing unused for a
longtime - Levi De Freest.
Troy, N. Y., May 3L

Dear Friend Roof .-—Gleanings is at hand just
now. Before 1 forget it, let me tell you that, when-
ever your bicycle-chain breaks or flies off while
g.)ing down hill, all that you have to do is to grasp
the fore part uf your front wheel between your feet

and thus improvise the most eflBcient kind of brake.
Knoxville, Tenn., June 20. Adrian Getaz.

[To the above kind suggestion, E. R. R. appends
a footnote as follows:

•' Ves, sir; you ought to learn this foot-brake act.

It may save your life."

I have already learned, on wheels having afoot-
rest brake, in the manner described; but at the
time mentioned it was just all I could Oo to keep
my scat, to say nothing of manipulating my toes
so as to break the speed. However. 1 am going to
practice further on the subject. A. I. R.

"The
Southland

Send $1.00 for the South-
land Queen. Edhed by the
Ati-hley family. Plain, prac-
t ical. aiidall fresh bee matter.
Jenni(> Afchley will begin a
IJeekeeping schi ol in June
15th No. All that wish les-

sons, come in. .\ sicam bee-
hive f.'tc'torj'. Root's goods,
Dad.iiit s fiiiindaiion. Send

free cataloar and sample journal.

THE JENNI^ ATCHLEY CO.,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

ueen.
?9

StinglessBe8s!H|Cr3
THE FOUR SEASONS RUNNERLESS STRAWBERRY.
Grown from FrcMch seed. Fifty or sixty fruit

crowns form and fi uit on each i)lant between May
and November. Berries small and shuckless. Plants
10c each. A. T. GOLDSBOROUGH,

Wesley Heights, Washington, D. C.
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Advantages of Bee-Escapes.

No sweat steals down the heated cheeks and ach-
ing back of the bee-keeper as the result of standing-
in the hot sun puffing, blowing, smoking, and l)rush-

ingbees; no time is wasted in these disagreeable
operations; and no stings received in resentment of
such treatment; tlie honey is secured free from
black or even tlie taint of smoke; the cappings are
not injured by the gnawings of bees; and robbers
stand no show whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleiined up by the bees i)iskle

the hive, lictore tlie honey is removed. Leading
Bee=keepers use the Porter Escape, and say tliat

without a trial it is impossible to realize the amount
of vexatious, annoying, disagreeable work that it

saves. Tlie cost is only 2(i cts. each, or $3.2.5 perdoz.
As in the past, this escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. hiis secured control
of the sale for this country. Order of your dealer
or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio.

We can fill

Your Orders
for Dovetailed Hives, Sections, Foun=
dation, etc.. by Return Mail, Have A.

Root Co.'s goods at Their Prices.
Will save ynu freight, and get goods to
you in a few days. Catalog free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

The Best o^^^
Untested Queens.

50 cents eacli. J6.00 per doz.
Queens warranti d purely mated, TO cts. each.
Tested. $1.00: $10 00 per doz.
Queens are from imported and home-bred motli-

ers; are large, vigorous, and prolifli'. Orders filled

promptly. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO., Loreauville, La.

lired for busi-
ness. Untest-
ed, 65 cents

each ; 6 for $3.35. Tested. $1.00 each. '^Fine breeders,
$3.00 each extra. Select straight 6-banded breed-
ing-queens. $4.00 each. To all new customers one
Golden Queen for so cts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guaianteed.

E. A SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca. Ark. 7-30

GOLDEN QUEENS

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

Promptness is What Counts.'
Honey-jars, Sliipping-cases, and every tiling

tliMt bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's i

Prices, and the Best Shipping=point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

IF YOU WANT BEES
Tliat will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's

Strain of Itallaus, the result of 16 years'
careful lireeding.

Dr. H. B. Lung, Harrodsburgr, Ky., says: " I have had the
pleasure of seeing many tine strains of bees, yet I have never
seen such industrious, energetic bees, 1 must express my ad-
miration for your success as a bee propagator."

Warranted queens, 80c each: 3 for $3 00. Select
warranted queens, $1.00 each; Safe arrival and sat-
isfaction guaranteed.
Those who have never dealt with me, I refer to

A. I. Root, who has purchased of me 808 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOOKE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.
(T^ln respoiiiiintr to this ad^ "nl mention tiLKANtNQS

BEGINNERS,
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 35 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. Tlie little book iind the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 38-page month-
ly journal) one year, 65c. Address any flrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.
r""tti FM.iiondincr to this advertiseni*'nt mention (tLEanings

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc.. etc.

Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

My queens are bred for business, as well
as for beauty and gentleness. Safe arri-

val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. Untested, 75c; warranted, $1.00.

Write for price list. 5-16ei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas. Box 3.

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894. <> "The Market Garden."
He offers Italian Queens -good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 50c
each. Also bees in anyquantity: 4.5(i colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

World'TFair riedal
Awarded my P'ounclation. Send for free
samp/e.s. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new T^olistked Sections and other goods
at his prices. J^ree Illustrated Price liist of every
thing needed in the ai)i:iry. Jl/I H H^n-i-f
Bell Branch. Mich. iTl. J I . I I Ull L.

Tested ^ By mail, in July and Au-

Italian ^ gust, 50 cents each.

Queens j> J. C. Wheeler, Piano, III.

tjriii 1 L-.,i.iiuling to this advertisement mention (Ji.k.^ni.nns.

A Monthly Journal

For narket=Qardeners and
Truckers.

5o Cents a Year. Sample Copy FREE.

THE MARKET GARDEN CO.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

QTln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings,

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention Gleanings. 21-8db
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Warranted

"The
Southland

95 per cent
of Queens

Purely Mated,
at 50 cents each; 6 for !f2.T5, or t') UO pvv dozen, from
a Golden breeder obtained of Doolittle, which lie

selected and tested out of 1000 queens, for his own
special use, or fi'om one of A. I. Root's very best
imported breeders. Bees from my queens are g-en-
tle, and excellent houey-fzatherers. No disease.
Ask for fiee circular. Satisfaction and safe de-

livery guaranteed.

H. G. QUIRIN, Bellevue, Ohio.

Send $1.00 for the South-
land Queen. Edited by the
Atchley family. Plain, prac-
tical, and all fiesh bee matter,
.lennie Atcble.v will begin a
Bee-keeping school In June

Q
" I'"'"' ^°- ^'' that wish les-

iJ^Crl. Suns, c.inie in. A steam bee-"^^
hive factory. Boot's goods,
Dadant s foundation. Send

for free catalog and sample journal.

THE JENNIE ATCKLEY CO.,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

Golden or

Leather Queens
From the Queen Specialist

Golden queens from Duvall's best; dark leather
Queens brid from the celebrated JSIanum stock
(queen mother selected and tested hy him).
My drones ate all bred t lom a colony that winter-

ed successfully on summer stand without protec-
tion, bees gei tie and excellent workers.
This colony is tlie result of seven direct crosses of

golden Italians, selecting the most desirable for
breeders each spring, rega)dJetiS of color.
Nearly e\ ery queen mates With selected drones as

there are no bees within several miles of my j'ard.
Duvall strain will produce nearly aU 5-banded

bees, Manum stock 3-banded.
Price T.T cts. each. Safe arrival guaranteed, and

shipped by return mail if de-ired.
Money-order ofhce. North Dana. Address

JAHES WOOD,
North Prescott, Massachusetts.

In writing advertiM rs mention tliis paper.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
IIan A""© Sii'j: in liraod-franies.

Thin Fiat - Bottom Foundation
Has no FiAbono in tho Surplus Honey.

-^Sf Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of anj' foundation-made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
IStfdb Sole nanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

t^"ln resim.i.i ...if lu oii^. ^luvtiti.-t'nient mention Gleanings

FBEEGOINAGE-l6tol.
It is claimed by some that this would give

us a double self-regulating standard, wliile
others believeit would simply change the
standard from one metal to another. There
is no such uncertainty inicgard to t lie fence
standard. The Coiled Spiing rfiiiains the
universal unapproachalilo sel f regulator, for
farm, railroad, and p;irk purposes. IfEliAS-
TK'ITV can do for the currency what it has
done for The Page, there'll bo no opposition.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich

Good,; ''/'Al/if

Better, {/•/M
Best. ',W)¥>QUEENS!

The latter is what I am trying to furnish, with
what success a long string of testimonials might
startle you, as the season is now prime for the rear-
ing of queens, and in competition with some other
reliable dealers 1 will furnish to any new customer
3 Golden Queens for $1.00; a straight five-banded
breeder, $3.(iO. Address

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Ark.

For Sale!

3=Banded

A Hawkeye camera, rec-
ommended by E. B. Boot,
of whom I purchased it 3

years ago. with instruction-book, plate holders, and
plates, at $37 00. Will sell for .+33.00 Has scarcely
been u'-ed since, and has an excellent lens which
alone cost over $30.00. Also a World typewriter, in
good order, for $3.(Ki; a copying-press^ nearly new,
for $3.50; a Victor safe (new), list price f60—will sell
for $4.0 03. A 4 H. P. portable engine and boiler, in
good oi-der. $115 00; a rotary pump, for lifting water
for irrigating, in good order, for $35.00; a counter-
shaft, new, price $10.00; also a lot of Dovetailed bee-
hives, combs, foundation, and fixtures. Particulars
on application. CHRISTIAN WEGKESSEE. Sanborn, N. Y.

Jfilf^^ Queens,
fiom my own imported
(jueens, $1.00 each.

Max Brauer, Beeville. Bee Co., Tex.

^

Bead what J. 1. Parent, of

--=55:>*tv*/
fHAHLTON. .N. Y., says— " We

fa'^??!i&"i\raL. cut with one of your Combined
',3. i'achines last winter .50 chaff

hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 3,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BABNBS, 545 Buby St., Bockford, III.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

The A. I. Boot Co.
Please mention this paper.

^- —-^ itanfflLft

-iLr

FENCE
Why pay 60 to 90c. a rod for fence when youcanmakethe

BEST WOVEN WIRE FENCE ON EARTH
FOR 13 TO 20 CENTS A ROD?

Horse high, bull strong, pig-
and chicken tight. A man'
and boy can makefrom 40to
eOrodsaday. OverSOstyles.
Illustrated Catalogue Free.
KITSELMAN BROTHERS
Ridgeville, : Indiana.
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Honey Column.

CITT MARKETS.
I

Kansas City.—Hoiiej/.—We are receiving new
comb and extracted. New white comb, 14; extract-
ed, white, 6)i@7; dark, 4'2@5. Demand good.
Beeswax, 23. Hamblin & Bearss,
Aug. 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Philadelphia.—Ho7iey.—The honey market is

about the same as last quotations. Trade has been
somewhat quiet, with only a small demand since
the 1st of July. We look for a rather dull market
until fall. We quote new-crop extracted, 5>^@6!4,
in bulk; comb, 11@14, according- to quality. Bees-
wax, 25@27. Wm. a. Selser,
Aug. 9. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cincinnati. — Horiej/.—Demand is lively for new
extracted and comb hone.v, all old honey being
cleaned put. Arrivals are fair, l)ut insulficient for
the demand. Comb honey brings 14 and 15 for
choice white. Extracted, 4@7. Demand is good for
beeswax at 30@25 for good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Aug. 7. Cincinnati, O.

Chicago.—Ho?iew.—New comb is selling at 15c,
and so far has sold upon arrival. We quote amber
to dark at 8@10@12, according to merit of same.
Extracted white, in cans, 6i4@7; dark grades, 5^i@6.
In barrels, about half a cent less, as is usual at this
season; later there is little difference in price.
Beeswax, 25@27. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Aug. 7. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Buffalo.— /7o7jeM. —No new honey as yet in the
market; still a slight amount of old on hand. No
doubt fancy new comb would open up well at 14,
possibly 15; choice, 11@12; other grades In propor-
tion. Extracted honey would be very slow sale
here. Beeswax, 25@30.

Batterson & Co.,
Aug. 8. Buffalo, N. Y.

Detroit.—Ho^ie)/.—Best white comb honey (new),
13@14; supply light; no dark to quote. Extracted,
6@7. Beeswax dull, 23@25. M. H. Hunt,
Aug. 8. Bell Branch, Mich.

Albany.—Honcj/.-We received quite a few con-
signments of new comb honey. The qualitv is only
fair, but it is selling off quite freely at 12@i3. No. 1
would bring better prices. We have also received
some extracted put up in glass jars which finds quite
a ready sale—price depends on size, style, etc.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Aug. 7. Albany, N. Y.

Cleveland.—Honej/.—We received our first ship-
ment of new honey, and sold it at i5c per lb.—fancy
white, in 1-lb. sections. White extracted is scare at
8c. Beeswax, 26@28. Williams Bros.,
Aug. 7. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Boston.—Woriey.—The demand for honey is very
light. Have had a few small lots of new comii
which we quote at 16c. Extracted in fair demand
at 5@6, with light supply. A small lot of new Cali-
fornia extracted sold at 6'/4.

E. E. Blake &Co.,
Aug. 8. Boston, Mass.

Minneapolis.—Ho/icy.—Our honey market is in
fine condition. Fresh arrivals of new honey are
selling at 16@20. according to quality and cotid*iti(jn.
Strictly fancy white honey i.s jobbing in lots of five
and ten cases at 18c; small way, 20.

J. A. Shea &Co.,
Aug. 3. Minneapolis, Minn.

Denver.-Hojiej/.—Our market is being well filled
up with new honey, especially comb. There seems
to be very little demand for extracted. We have
been receiving quite a number of shipments for
which we have Ijeen getting 10®llc. Our trade re-
quires a No. 1 white grade, suitable for putting in
our cartons. Extracted, No. 1 white, in 60-lb. cans
<2 in a case), 6c. Beeswax, 25.

R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
Aug. 9.

-

Denver, Col.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The receipts of new comb
honey are very light, and demand fair. We quote
new 1-lb. comb. No. 1 white. 14@iri; No. 2, 12013; No.
1 amber, 12@13; No. 2, 10@11; extracted, white, 6®
6'4; amber, 5@6; dark, 4@4»2. Beeswax, 20@21.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
Aug. 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Hojjey.—We are having Inquiries for
comb honej", and expect our first receipts of fancy
white to sell at 15c; our No. 1 white will bring 14c—
no trouble to sell fancy honey. Second quality sells
from 10 to 13, depending on condition. White ex-
tracted sells from 6@7, depending on flavor; dark
extracted, 5@6. S. T. Fish & Co.,
July 30. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—Two carloads of prime mountain
comb honey in 24-lb. glass-front shipping-cases;
labeled goods, full weight, 1-lb sections; 10 cts. per
lb. on the tracks here. A. B. Mellen, Acton, Cal.

For Sale.—White comb honey, 14 and 16c, on
board cars. G. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Pa.

Alfalfa IN Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at AKc in 1000 - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association,
Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.
eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

S. T. Fish & Co.,

189 South Water St.,

Urn
ru:^^^^ ^^

We handle HONEY every day in the

year. Correspondence solicited. We have
been twenty years at above location, and
refer to

First National Bank, Chicago,

First National Bank, Los Angeles, Cal.,

First National Bank, San Jose, Cal.,
•

Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, O.

Your Banker can see our rating.

—ALSO DEALERS N

—

BUTTER, CHEESE, EGGS, APPLES,
POTATOES.

Our facilities for selling unsurpassed.

Beserve our address for future reference.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

WHOLESALE Hr^MCV LIBEEAL
DEALERS & 1 H^l> C I ADVANCES
COMMISSION -AND— W^OE
MEEOHANTS. ^.-..^ ',,, . ,, ON
Established BEES^VAX CONSION-
1875. MENTS.
tSTIn responding to tills advertisement mention Gleanings,
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

There will he a nieetina: of t'e Southeastern Bee-keepers' As-
soeiation in Fort Seott. Kan.. .'Sent. 19th. 189.5. All are cordially
invited. J. C. B.\lch, Sec, Bronson, Kan.

The anininl niei'tinR of the Nmthern Hlinois Bee-keepers' As-
soeiatioii \\ ill lie held at the residence of O. Tavlor. in Harlem,
111. on Tiie.:l;n, Aiitr, 20. 1.S9.5. B. KENNEDY, Sec.
XewMiltoril.ni. '

The Southwestern Wisconsin Bee keepers' Association will
hold its next nieetingr at Platteville. Wis.. Oct. 8th and 9th. 189.-|.

Come all. Don't get discouraged, even if we haven't got a
crop of honey. We shall I a^ e a good time at Platteville just
the same. Brine your wives mid daughters with you. Many
interesting subjects will he di 'I'ssed.

,V1. M. Rice, Sec. Boscobel, Wis.

Want'^ or Exchange Department.

WANTED.—To exchange 300 colonies of bees for
any thing useful on plantation.

Anthonv Opp, Helena, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange several g'ood safety bi-

cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.
J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange 36-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser, for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working- machinery.
Will give a bargain for cash.

.

eitf Geo. Rall, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

W

W

ANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey-extractors for honey or wax.
I. J.Stringham, 10.5 Park Place, New York.

HAT have you to exchange for a 200-egg size
Invincible Hatcher ?

G. J. Sturm, Mt. Erie, 111.

WANTED.—To buy 3 tons extracted white-clover
honey, in 60 lb. tins. Geo. G. Willard,

270 Pearl St., Cleveland, O.

WANTED.—To exchange latest improved Marvel
magic lantern, best quality (cost $-1.5), also 100

choice views, for honey, beeswax, or offers.
E. E. Slingerland, Troy, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange bees in new 8-frame L.
hives for a ladies' bicycle,

eitf W. D, SOPER, Jackson, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange some fine St. Bernard
pups. I have some extra fine ones and will ex-

change for honey, or any thing useful. I want a
bicycle. My pups are from registered stock. Write
at once. Scott Brillhart,

Millwood, Knox Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange about 4 bushels of Egyp-
tian onion -sets, strawberry, blackberry, and

raspberry-plants, for foundation, sections, or offers.
D. Noble, Clintonville, Wis.

ANTED. —To correspond with all who have
honey to sell. F. N. Johnson,

Box 137. Knoxville, Knox Co., 111.

WANTED.—To exchange English Beagle bound
female, in whelp, for repeating-rifle, extracted

honey, or offers. D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt.

W

Aluminum Bicycles, 15 Lbs.
steel Bicycles, highest grade, factory
in'iee, ,.f 125.00; my price, $6.5.00. Send
for catalog.

ROBERT B. GEDYE, La Salle, 111.

BPP«% A n,,P(,n« ASGOODASTHEBBST.
C«J> OC V^UKKIlO One 2-frame nucleus with

untested Mireen, ^2. With tested queen, $3 50.

JAY BLASDELL, Horton Corners, Erie Co., N. Y.
Money-Older office, Springville, N. Y.

ROOT'S GOODS af^^^
"

ROOT'S PRICES
^t8fe._F0R THE WEST.

Order of us and save freight. Goods at wholesale
and retail. A full line of Dovetailed Hives. Sec-
lions, Foundation. Extractors, and every thing else
of the latest and best.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

Either golden or leather colored. Un-
tested, 45 cts. each. Goldens are of the

^J^ Doolittle strain. Leather queens from
^1^ best imported mothers. Tested queens,
•J.?.^ tliis sea^siins rearing, 3 band, 60c; 3 band
"^/l^ breeders, $1.00. No better queens can be

had anywhere at any price. Safe arriv-
al and s itisfactiou guaranteed. No dis-
ease. No stamps.

71. ROBEY, Wort/iing-ton, ^V. Ya.

I See page .525, Gleanings,
J
June, 1895.

H. Alley, Wenham, Mass.Stingless Bees

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded,
60c each; 6 for $3.35. These lowprices are to in-

duce you to try them. Catalog free.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

Don't Be Afraid to Buy
tljo-e tine, tested Italian queens I am
ott'eriug for 65 cents, just because I
offer tliem so cheap. It is not on account
of any inferiority tliat I sell them so
cheap, but because I replace, every year,
all of my queens in over one hundred
colonies, run for honey production, and
what I gert. tor the old queens I consider
just like Hiiding. A good many are sold
already, Imt there is a fine lot on hand
yet, equal to any in the country. A few
mi.smated ones at 30 cts. each.

T. H. KLOER, Terre Haute, Ind.
Please niention this paper.

id Oueens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they wish to di.spose of, we will insert notices as below,
first inseition free of charge. After the first, 10 cents per line. '

We do this because there is hardly value enough in these
queens to pay for buying them up arid keeping them in stock,
and yet it i> oftentimes quite an accommodation to those who
can iiot afford higher-priced ones.

AlMut ten mismated Italian queens for sale at 30
cents each, or 4 for ^^1.00. They are all nice queens,
young and prolific.

W. F. Stuart, Box 415, Ottawa, Kan.

Twenty or twenty-five extra choice mismated
queens, reared thi« season Imported and Doolittle
queen mothers, 30 cents each, or 12 for $3.00.

L. H. KOBEY, Worthington, W. Va.
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A Letter
From A. Norton, of Monterey, California, reads as follows: "The queen that you

. . - .. time I ordered her. (It

takes six days for mail to go from liere to California.) Twelve hours later she
sent me arrived in fine condition in twelve days from the time I ordered her. (It

was introduced, and in twelve more "was laying. I thank you for your promptness and for tlie beauty,
size, and excellence of the queen." From neighiioring States I frequently receive reports of queens being
received and introdurcd witliin three days from the time the order was seut. I not only adven ise to send
queens hy ret it ))t mail, but I do do it, hnd sell tested queens of this year's rearing for only $1.00 each, or
six for $5.00. One queen and the Review for $1.50.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

fs3

-as

43

Please cut out this whole ad.

and sign and mail it to

—

56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

\^° Please send to me the
American Bee Journal for
3 months (13 numbers). At
the end of that time I will

send .*1.00 for a year's sub-
scription, or 25 cts. in case I

decide to discontinue. You
will please address me thus:

Name

.

Fost-Office. State.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

A customer, looking over my
400 hives in home apiary, said,
"Where are your bees? Mine
were flying all around thick this
morning." I said, "Just stop;
look down at any hive." He was
amazed. They were just pouring
in thick with their heavy loads.
This proves two things-they can't
be excelled as workers, and quiet.

I opened several hives. He had no veil; was in the
apiary % of an hour; was
not bothered once. Try Wril A ^plcpt*
them. Untested guaran"- t' "•• ^' *JCiaci ,

teed queens, 7-5c. Send for Wyncotc, Pa.
wlioltsale price list.

A Full Line of Popular

The
Bottom
is

Out!

For the next 60 days we
will sell warranted purely
mated queens at 65 cents
OMCli; six, $:i.OO; tested, 75
cts. eaeli: six. $4 00. All
queens sent bj' return mail.
Saiisfiictiofi guaranteed.
Addres>i

LEININGER BROS.,

Ft. Jennings, = Ohio,

Headquarters in Missouri coods?°*^
Can «ii|>|>lyyo\i wIMi all the flxtuics usrd in an api-

ary. Bef>t goo' Is at lowe-it price's Catalog five
JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

SH\P?VWG-C^SES
We make a specialty of these ^oods. and

defy competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, wis.

SUPPLIES
Always on hand.

1 lb. S(i. flint jars, J5.00 a gross, sent from this city.

Untested queens, now ready, 75 cts.

After July 10th, 3frame nuclei and Italian queen,
$2 ."lO. Discount on quantities.
Catalog free.

I. J. STRINGHAIVI,
106 Park Place, l^ew York.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
and every thing a llee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

IIUPOPTPn QUEENS, !i(3.2.5; untested, 50 cts.liTirWR I L,U vv. C. FRAZIER, Atlantic, Iowa.

IMPORTED ITALIAN

MOTHERS ONLY.
Untested, 55 cts.; doz., $6. About 11 out of every

12 will make fine tested queens, and for gentleness
and industry we defy the world to beat them. Safe
delivery. Money-order otflce, Decatur. eitf

CLEVELAND BROS., Stamper, Newton Co., Miss.

QUEENS.

K.F^OR SALE.
ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.

QUBBNS, 75 CTS.
MRS. A. A. SIMPSON, SWARTS, PA.

If Tons of Honey,
Pleased C^iistozners, and Inere ft sing-
Trrtcle is a criterion, then my queens are satisfac-
tory. Warrnntecl purely mated queens from
5-banded strain, 75c; six for M. 00; dozen, $7.50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

In responding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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I'm for the union of the Union with the

North American. [That's right.—Ed.]

The Kanucks seem to be getting things in

good shape for the Toronto convention.

Crimson clover when in bloom is pretty

enough to afford a bed of it room in a flower-

garden.

The Revue Internationale contains an ac-

count of a successful case of transferring bees

in midwinter.

I've seen two bees working on sweet clo-

ver, with pollen on their legs. It didn't look

brown, like white-clover pollen, but was a sort

of faded yellow.

" The talent of success is nothing more
that doing what you can do well, and doing

well whatever you do—without a thought of

fame."—Longfellow.

The tlan for determining adulteration in

wax by means of carbonate of soda is denounc-
ed in Revue as worthless. [What is the plan,

in brief ? I'd like to try it.—Ed.]

A report on p. 596 says bees in Florida have
made two tons of honey. If one colony has
done that, it's big; but if it means all the bees

in the State, it's rather poor.

If crimson clover will not stand the winter
so far north as this, perhaps a spring sowing
would mature a crop of seed to pay expense
•and give a crop of honey extra.

That's a good idea of Wm. Russell, p. 599.

Make the annual payment to the North Amer-
ican 25 cts., and then give full value for that

money to all members who stay at home. [I

agree with you.—Ed.]

The Canadian B. J. says you can extract

dark and light honey separately, even if in the

same comb. Hold up to the light ; uncap and
extract the light patches, then the dark. I

should think that would work nicely if too

much brood has not been raised in the comb.

It seems that we can count .5000 bees in a

pound when not loaded, and 3000 when loaded.

That means a bee carries a load equal to two-

thirds of its own weight. [These would be

fairly correct for round numbers.—Ed.]

A HINT is hinted at in Progressive, that I'd

better be giving a little grain instead of so

much straw. Now look here; the sign-board

over this shanty says " straw;" and when you
make application here, straw's what you'll get.

During linden bloom I watched bees on

trees close by, and never saw but two bees dur-

ing the season gathering pollen. I always sup-

posed they got much pollen from linden. Can
it be that they gather less pollen from trees

close by?

Better put a couple more ciphers in that

first column, p. 585, and make 7 or 8 lbs. of bees

count 31,000 or 34,000, instead of one-tenth that

many. [Dear me! how could I have let such a
mistake pass? We'll let this serve as a correc-

tion.—Ed.]

Strictly fancy new comb honey is quoted

in the honey column, page 580, at 12 and 13;

and one firm says, " We anticipate a price of 14

to 15." I anticipate they'll anticipate a higher

price than that before they're flooded with con-

signments this year.

" Mutual admiration " societies are getting

some hard knocks nowadays. For one, I'm a

hearty believer in such societies. If I can't find

a man in this world who has something in him
to admire, and if no one in all this world can

find a single thing in me to admire, then I want
to get out of this world right away, quick.

Did you ever know a queen to lay an egg in

a cell containing pollen in a normal colony? I

have seen such a case, and I wonder whether
such eggs hatch out. [I have known of drone-

laving queens, and laying (or fertile) workers

laying on top of pollen, but never a normal
queen that laid eggs that would produce, work-

er brood.—Ed.]

The problem of controlling fertilization of

queens seems to have no one working on it now-

adays. Can't some one dream out a solution?

So far the solutions seem to have been nothing
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but droams, lilce the oiio, sent out, under gov-

ernment authority, as a positive success. [There

is a method, and it is practical. See article by

James Wood, in this issue.—Ed ]

No WONDER that poor fellow at the head of

'•'Reports Discouraging,"' p. 590, looks discour-

aged when you set him on his head. [You were

sent the first sheet off the pres.s. The mistake

was rectified before many had been run off.

That page was all made over after its first

reading, and the heading was misplaced by ac-

cident.—Ed. J

The vast distances of this country have

always been given as the reason for the small

membership of the N. A. B. K. A. Don't be

fooled by that any longer. It has to do with

ihe attendance but not with the membership.

If we were as bright as the stolid Germans we
could get members to belong, even if they

never attended. [You're right.—Ed.]

How MANY BEES in a strong colony? J. L.

Hyde, p. 58.5, sets it at 25,000; but surely that's

very low. A9-lb. swarm contains 27.000; and

before the colony swarmed it contained many
more. Years ago Donhoflf figured that 63,000

was the maximum number in one colony. I

suspect it may go beyond that; but I don't

know. [I think Hyde is nearer right, because

his weights agree with what I secured a

number of years ago. Estimates are liable to-

be too high, any way.—Ed.]

OuK AiKUTE STOVE-MATS are losing their

power, after long and faithful service. It seems

ridiculous to think they can be replaced for five

cents each; but they would be replaced, even if

they cost ten times that. If your wife has none,

surprise her by your thoughtfulness in getting

something that will save many an hour of

watching and stirring over a hot stove. Tell

her she can put a dish of milk or oatmeal on a

hot fire for an hour without burning, and she'll

not believe you till she tries it.

Paralysis. Here's a cure given by James
Carmac, in Progressive :

" Remove several

frames from the center of the hive, with the

one with the queen (if she is valuable), as a

drop kills as if scorched with a hot iron.

Sprinkle the bottom-boaM with a tablespoonful

of the mixture—equal parts of benzine and

turpentine—replace the frames, and close the

hive." After this treatment, used three times,

his bees recovered; but he is wise enough not to

feel sure that it was the treatment that cured.

[Bee-paralysis so often goes off of itself with-

out treatment that I don't believe the benzine

mixture had any thing to do with the matter.

—

Ed.] •

A friend is considering the advisability of

using chemical fertilizers for strawberry-beds

in preference to barnyard manure at 75 cents a

load on the ground. He thinks freedom from

weed-seeds may make up for difference in cost.

What does A. I. think? [This has often been

suggested; and in the East, on sandy soils, I am
told they raise nice strawberries by the aid of

chemical fertilizers.' In our locality, however,

I have never been able to find any chemical fer-

tilizer at any price that would take the place

of stable manure at all on strawberries. To
tell the truth, they hardly show any results. Of

course, guano tells every time; but this can not

be called a chemical fertilizer. Application of

ashes has also given some excellent results, aft-

ter having manured the ground heavily with

stable manure previously.—A. I. R.]

TEMPERAMENT OF BEES.

HOW FAR SHOULD WE TAKE IT INTO ACCOUNT ?

Bii S. E. Miller.

Do we not often make mistakes in managing
our bees, in thinking that one colony should act

and do just like another colony under the same
conditions? Do we make due allowance for the

difference in disposition or temperament of our

numerous colonies? ' A colony of bees must, to a

certain extent, be considered as an individual so

far as the mind—or, perhaps, more properly,

their instinct— goes. We all know that a col-

ony works under a single impulse— that is,

what is the motive of a few is the motive of the

entire colony; so we must consider a colony as

having a single mind. All work together for

the common good of the colony. Certainly,

when a bee darts from the hive that we are

working over, and dips us over the eye, we are

glad that theentire colony is not seized with the

same impulse at the same moment ; neverthe-

less, there is a controlling passion which seems

to have the same influence over the entire colo-

ny at the same time.

Let us look for a moment at the higher order

of animals and see the difference in dispositions.

Take, for an example, man. Among thousands

you will not find two exactly alike in tempera-

ment. Then take horses, with which some of

us are accustomed to work almost every day.

One will be wild, vicious, and hard to manage;

while another, having the same treatment, may
be docile and gentle.

Let us go still lower in the scale of the animal

kingdom, and notice a flock of poultry. Here

is a brood of fowls that were hatched out in the

field or forest. One hen laid the eggs, hatched

them, and reared the chicks up until they were

large enough to scratch for themselves. We
should suppose that this brood would be very

much alike in disposition when they arrive at

maturity ; but such is not the case. Some are

apt to be shy while others are tame; and in
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many ways we may notice a variation in their

dispositions.

The above may seem foreign to bees; but I

have alluded to it to show that there is a varia-

tion in temperament among the same species in

the animal kingdom.

Let us now go to the apiary. There are two

colonies, apparently just alike. We know they

are "very nearly alike so far as strength and the

amount of stores they have is concerned ; and

the one colony might be expected to do just as

the other does, yet the one colony is storing

honey quite rapidly while the other one is doing

very little. Here are two colonies very much
alike, that we gave supers to at the same time.

The one has the super half filled, and is work-

ing nicely, while the other has not even begun.

Here is a colony that builds very straight even

combs, while some of the others build crooked,

bulged, and uneven combs, although their con-

ditions are very much alike. Over there is a

colony that will not accept a queen, but will

kill queens as fast as you introduce them, and

insist upon rearing one of their own so long as

there is a shadow of a chance — that is, as long

as they have any unsealed larvae to rear one

from. No matter if the larva is several days too

old, they insist on having one of their own rear-

ing. Their nearest neighbor may be a colony

that will accept a queen by merely taking away
their own and giving them another, say twenty-

four hours later. One colony will cast a swarm
before the hive is more than two-thirds full of

brood and honey, while others will wait several

days after their hive is chock full.

To what, then, can we attribute this differ-

ence? Where all are in the same apiary it can
not be laid at the door of location, for the re-

sources of one colony are available alike to all

that are of sufficient strength to send a full

working force to the field.

We are forced to the conclusion that there is

a vast difference in the dispositions of different

colonies, or, perhaps, we might say, a particular

individuality peculiar to each colony. When
we consider, then, the different climates to

which bees are subjected, the difference in the

flora, and the difference in the time of year that

the main honey crop is gathered in different

parts of the world, is it to be wondered at that

all bees in all places do not act alike? Is it sur-

prising that a hive and a particular system of

management that work well in one part of the

country are failures in another and widely sep-

arated location? Is it strange that we have
not, can not at present, and, perhaps, never
will, all agree on any particular size or shape of

hive or any particular system of management?
I could continue further in this line; but as

my article is becoming long I will try to come
to the point which I started to bring out. Can
we not, perhaps by studying the nature and
particular characteristics of each colony, be en-

abled to manage them with greater success and

profit? Would it not often be better to yield to

the particular whims of a colony, or at least

compromise matters, than to undertake to make
them do altogether according to our ways of

thinking, when our way may be in direct oppo-

sition to what is the height of their ambition or

desire ?

Probably ihere are few if any bee-keepers,

who use modern hives, that have not at some
time tried to prevent a colony from swarming,
and by so doing caused them to sulk until the

honey- harvest was past, and thus obtained

nothing from a colony that, by proper manage-
ment (that is, by humoring them in their desire

to multiply, and replenish the earth), might
have been induced to store considerable surplus

honey.

In my mind there is no doubt that some colo-

nies will build comb much more readily than
others. To put such at storing honey to be ex-

tracted, and those that are disinclined to build

comb at work in the sections, would certainly

be a mistake; and yet how many of us pay any
attention to this in putting on the surplus re-

ceptacles ?

The above is a subject which I do not recol-

lect having seen discussed in any of the bee-

papers, and I feel that I have made only a fee-

ble effort; but if it should call forth thought
and advice from some of the leading lights in

bee culture, it may be of use to the fraternity.

Bluflfton, Mo.

[This article is clear and logical, and the
writer draws some very practical conclusions.
One in particular is. vielding to the whims of
particular colonies.

—

Ed.]

WHY SHOULD THERE BE SUCH A VARIETY
OF OPINIONS ?

BEES ON STBAWBERKY-BLOSSOMS; HAVE THEY
BEEN KNOWN TO INJURE THE FRUIT ITSELF ?
HONEY-DEW AS A WINTER FEED FOR OUT-
DOORS AND INDOORS, AND THE DIFFERENCE
IN RESULTS.

By W. S. Fultz.

In the conirovesy just now going on in the

various bee and agricultural journals, it is as-

serted by some that bees do not work on straw-

berries while in bloom, and by others that they

do. While I never knew the bees to work on

strawberry bloom at any time during 22 years'

experience as a fruit- grower, yet I am not pre-

pared to assert that they do not so work. In

my location bees usually find honey from other

sources just at the time strawberries are in

bloom; and as there is little or no honey in

strawberry bloom they are not going to leave

better pasture to forage on that which is poorer.

In other localities it is probable that, just at

the time the strawberries are blooming, there

is no other source from which the bees can get

a living, and they then resort to the strawber-

ries. When this country was first settled, and
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the Mormons were at Nauvoo, 111., they sent

some of their elders to preach, and set stakes in

this part of Zion. and many of these elders were

very illiterate, considering the work they were

expected to do. On one occasion two of them

had an appointment to preach in a schoolhouse

near here; and when about to announce his

text, the one who was to preach stated that he

had forgotten to bring his Bible, but that his

text would be found in the book of Exodus, and

read like this: "And Bezaleel made the ark."

"Hold on!" exclaimed the other elder, "it

was Noah who built the ark; everybody knows
that."

"Brother," said the first elder, " I believe I

know what I am about, and I say it was Bezaleel

who made the ark; and if some good brother or

sister has a Bible here we will soon settle our
dispute."

A Bible was procured from a house near by,

and the first elder turned to the 37th chapter of

Exodus, and read: "And Bezaleel made the ark

of shittim wood," etc. Explanations were in

order, and it was apparent that the two eldliFs

had different arks in their minds, and that a

little explanation by elder No. 1 would have
made a controversy impossible. If we were to

take a wider view of many of the disputes that

arise we should often see that there is really no

occasion for a dispute.

In the Amc7-ican Bee Journal for July 18,

Mr. J. A. Nash, of Monroe, la., gives an ac-

count of getting a great deal of honey-dew
honey a few. years ago, and he blames that

honey for the destruction of his bees during the

following winter and spring. As all bee-keep-

ers in this part of Jowa had an experience with
that kind of honey at the time, and as some of

us wintered our bees successfully on it, I felt

inclined to dispute his statement that it was
the honey-dew that was so detrimental to his

bees; but when I come to consider some of the

facts I am inclined to think he is right. He
wintered his bees in a cellar, and I wintered

mine in chaff hives on their summer stands;

and it is possible that my bees were enabled to

take a purifying flight during the winter, with-

out being unnecessarily disturbed, while his

were not, and that may have made all the dif-

ference between success and failure.

During the fall of 1871 our bees here gathered
much of that honey-dew honey, and at that
time we knew nothing of chaff hives, and re-

sorted to cellar wintering, and almost all of

the bees in the country died.

If at any time before our strawberries ripened
this year any one had asserted that bees work-
ed on ripe strawberries I should have said that

it was a mistake, as I had never, in my long

experience as a fruit grower, seen a single bee
on a ripe strawberry; but this year my bees

attacked what few strawberries had escaped
the frost of May 13th, with a fury that was ir-

resistible. As only myself and boys, who were
used to handling bees, did the picking, they

did not drive us out of the patch as Mr. Wm. C.

Ash by says of himself in the American Bee
Journal; but they did ruin fully half of the

crop; and as berries were scarce and high-

priced, the loss was a serious one. My loss by
bees working on strawberries and raspberries

this year will aggregate more than all the bees

and honey that I have sold from an average of

30 stands of bees in ten years; and yet there

are plenty of writers on bee culture who will

assert that bees never do any damage to fruit

of any kind.

Bees, like human beings, will try to live on

any thing that gives a promise of appeasing

hunger when starvation drives them to it; and
bee-keepers certainly owe it to horticulturists

that they feed their bees and keep them at

home at times when starvation drives them to

destroy fruit.

When picking strawberries and raspberries

I noticed that, during the morning and until

about 9 o'clock, when the bees were knocked
off the berries they were quite lively, and either

flew away or else to another berry; but after

about 9 o'clock, if knocked off they fell to the

ground and acted as if intoxicated. Did the

berry-juice have that effect on them? No
berry-juice, so far as I could ascertain, was car-

ried to the hives.

Our blackberries were a complete failure.

From two acres I did not get a single box. The
drouth used up what the frost did not kill.

This week we have had five inches of rainfall,

and the drouth is broken.

Muscatine, la., July 20.

[I think we can not question that the bees do
at times work on strawberry-blossoms; neither
can we question that they may, in very rare in-

stances, attack the fruit itself while on the
vines. I do not remember to have read a re-

port of their having done so before; and I

should say the case you mention is most unusu-
al; still, we must not conceal the facts. I don't
have much sympathy with that class of bee-
keepers and bee-journal editors who insist, in
spite of all the facts to the contrary, that bees
will not attack ripe fruit. Careful and consci-
entious bee-keepers who observe matters close-
ly know that they do at times when there is a
great dearth of nectar from natural sources.
The cases, however, are not frequent; but to de-
ny them all is to do more harm than good.—Ed.]

NO HONEY AT DR. MILLER'S.

THE QUESTION OF BROOD CHAMBEKS, LARGE
OR SMALL. DISCUSSED.

By Emma Wilsou.

We are disappointed in more ways than one

in not having any honey crop this year, as

there were so many experiments that we want-

ed to try. They had to be postponed last year

on account of the failure, and it is rather dis-

couraging to know that they will have to go

i
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another year for the same reason. One of the

things we were very anxious to decide upon

was the size of hive we want. We were trying

some with 11 frames, some with half-stories un-

der the eight-frame hives, and some with two
full stories, or 16 frames. For myself I feel

pretty sure I want the frames all in one story.

Two stories makes too much lifting. I don't

know that Dr. Miller agrees with me in this.

I am afraid the eight-frame hive is not large

enough; in fact, I'm sure eight frames are not

enough for some of our colonies in the spring.

As I said in my last article, some of our colonies

had as many as eleven frames of brood. But
I believe eight frames are enough during the

honey-harvest. I should dreadfully hate to

give up the eight-frame hive. It is nice to han-

dle, and makes the hauling to out-apiaries far

easier. But then, when I think of the big crops

of honey we used to have with the larger hive,

I wonder if it's the eight-frame hive that's the

trouble, or have the seasons changed ? and are

we never to have any more honey crops'? I do

not think the size of hive has made any differ-

ence with our crop this year or last, for there

has been no honey to be had, either for large or

small colonies.

We certainly did not have the swarming with

the larger hives that we have had with the

eight-frame hives. But there may be another

reason for that. We always, during the honey-

harvest, left a small opening at the back of the

hive, for upward ventilation, and a current of

air was constantly passing through the hive,

that may have helped a good deal to prevent

swarming. We have not been giving this ven-

tilation since we have had the eight-frame hive

in use. The bees will not finish up the sections

quite so quickly at the back end when the ven-

tilation is given, and for that reason we have
discarded it. But I'm not sure but it's a good
thing to have the ventilation nevertheless.

For the last two or three years we have been

placing small blocks at the corners under some
of our hives, raising them ^g^ of an inch from
the bottom-board, leaving an opening all round,

and I believe it's a good thing. It gives them
more air, and it may help to prevent swarming
— not that we're troubled with swarms at pres-

ent. We've not had any this year, and are not

likely to have. I'm not fond of swarming bees,

but I would even put up with the swarms if the

honey would only accompany them.
There is one thing I don't like about our lat-

est eight-frame hives, and that is the dummy.
It is made of two pieces, and some of them warp
and bulge at the center. Dr. Miller says the

trouble is they are made of basswood.

Oh, yes I another thing I don't like. The hive
is not wide enough to suit me. 1 want a little

more room to get the dummy out. The way I

generally do now is to pry out a frame first and
then remove the dummy, or else leave the dum-
my in. I am speaking now of the hives with

the first Hoffman frames with the wide ends to

the top-bars and the end- bars with square
edges. These have been in use some lime, and
the bee-glue has accumulated about a sixteenth

of an inch. Of course, that makes about half

an inch less room in the hive. We ordered fifty

hives last year having narrow ends to top-bars

and V edges to end -bars. They are all made
with frames wired ready for use, but we have
not as yet succeeded in getting bees into many
of them. They may be better. We have not
had much chance to try them.
Marengo, 111.

[You would not have trouble with the dum-
mies providing you had in use the latest Hoflf-
man frames. Those that you refer to were the
very first we put out, several years ago, and we
sold only a very few of them, as we saw at once
it would be necessary to change them. Some-
times I remove the dummy first, and sometimes
the brood -frame, but more often the former.
The dummy—or, as we call it, the division-
board, is now made so as to have a projection
that facilitates very greatly its removal. I

very often pry over the entire set of frames
clear to one side. This gives ample room for
the removal of the division-board; then I split
the brood-nest perpendicularly at any point
desired, and remove a frame if I wish to.

—

Ed.]

RAMBLE 138.

IN THE GOLD-MINES.

By Rambler.

ESIDES the bee-keeping

profession. Mr. Schaeftle

is a mining expert, and
he bears the U. S. Gov-
ernment's say-so as proof

of it. He has had much
experience in this science

in Colorado as well as in

California. He has traveled over a good share

of Northern California in the mining interests;

and, always having an eye open to the bee-

keeping interests, he can give much interesting

information in relation to the honey-flora of

this portion of the State. He claims that the

counties of Lassen, Modoc, and Shasta, are

practically undeveloped so far as bee-keeping

is concerned; and, owing to the large area cov-

ered with sage, the quality and yields would
equal the more favored South. Thus far, how-
ever, the cost of transportation from those

wilds would hardly warrant trying the experi-

ment of bee culture on a large scale.

In the early mining days, Murphy and all of

these towns in Calaveras Co. were surrounded

by placer diggings. The surface has been torn

and upheaved with the pick and the spade,

and the best of the soil has been sent down
stream with the washings, while millions of

dollars in golden nuggets have been taken from
the pan and the rocker.,^ In some places the

surface of the country is honeycombed with
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miners' claims; and where they sank their

shafts (or we might call them wells) to bed-

rock, as a miners' claim is 16 feet square, these

holes became numerous. But the palmy min-
ing days have become a story of the past; and
only debris, and holes caved in and hidden
with brush show where the men toiled for gold.

Now and then an old miner strikes a little " pay
dirt," as he terms it, and. by the side of a little

stream of water, works out with his rocker a

paltry two bits a day, or even less.

Quartz-mining has taken the place of all

other methods; and to even start one of these

mines requires as much of a fortune as would
satisfy an ordinary bee-keeper. The largest of

these mines are located in Angels. The Utica
mine gives employment to some 600 men, tak-

ing out $250,000 per month. The mill operates

180 stamps; each stamp weighs 8.50 lbs.; and

But another sound comes to the ears. The
poor sewing-woman in the garret, the laboring

man on the street, raise the earnest cry, "Sil-

ver, silver; good silver." The farmer and the

bee-keeper sing the refrain, " Root of good, root

of good; silver, silver." The church - bells

chime the silvery tones, and a day of rest, day
of rest. The silver shout grows louder; the

relentless rattle of gold for the rich has its day;
the ballot brings peace and good will, and the
thundering stamps now merrily shout, " Silver

and gold! silver and gold!"

Mr. Schaeffle touched me on the shoulder,

and the dream vanished. We went forward
with our inspection of the mill; but "silver

and gold, a day of rest, peace and good will,"

echo in my ears even unto this day.

The gold is liberated by crushing, and is

caught in a quicksilver battery. This yields

t. ^ .%

^J:

^fe:' jI

A QUARTZ MINE AND MINERS.

its fall of five inches, to crush the ore, is about

every two seconds. The reader may judge

that the 180 stamps, all in one building, make
a deafening roar—the earth trembles. These
stamps continue their harsh music for 365 days
in the year.

Amid the roar of the mill I fell into a sort of

trance; and as I listened to the water gurgling

under thi- stamps it seemed tosay, " No Sunday
here, no Sunday here." The ore. as it rattled

continuously toward the stamp, said, "Root of

evil, root of evil." The stamp harshly answer-
ed, " It is gold, it is gold." Out of the din and
thunder of the stamp-mill the mind flashes to

the far-nlT cities, and finds a connecting link in

the soulless railroad corporations, and the din

of railroad trains answers to the mine, "No
Sunday here, no Sunday here." The rattle of

traffic on the street echoes " Koot of evil, root

of evil." In the stock exchange the frenzied

calls of the gamblers, the raps of the gavel, and
the madness of the hour, re-echo, " It is gold,

it is gold."

about 65 to 75 per cent of the gold. Formerly
this was all that could be saved; but now the

sulphurets, in which the waste gold went off,

are saved in a large building called the chlo-

ririation-works. The process is quite compli-

cated, and now 95 per cent of the gold is saved

from the ore.

Mr. Schaeffle being upon sort o" fraternal

terms with the superintendent, we were al-

lowed to descend into the mine. A large bucket

of boiler iron (that is what we should call it,

but in miner parlance it is called a skep) is

operated by a hoisting-engine and a wire rope

that runs over pulleys in a tower fully 60 feet

in height. The superintendent had gotten this

drop on us, and ordered Mr. Wilder and myself

into the skep. while he and Mr. Schaeffle clung

to the rope and stood on the edge of the skep.

We were provided with candles; but the miners

have little lamps on the front of their hats.

This allows a free use of the hands. The sig-

nal is given—a tap of a gong—and down we go
—down, down. The shaft is 1000 feet deep, and
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we stoD at the 900-foot station. Here we crawl-
ed out of our skep and explored the under-
ground world. Mr. S. and the superintendent
kept up a running talk about shutes, stopes,
veins, high grade and low grade, etc. The
stretch of landscape is not very extensive in a
mine. Tunnels run in various directions, and
at different elevations from the main shaft;
and here we found the miners at work with
the aforesaid lamps on their hats. The drills
were churning away with rapidity, operated
by compressed air. After working the drill

it escaped and kept a supply of fresh air in the

?*••'

regulated cellar. Instead of the potato-barrel^
and apple-bins they have a good substitute in
now and then a few boxes of dynamite; and I
wish to say to my Prohibition brethren, that I
here found a place where prohibition is asuc-
cess. The owners of the mine prohibit smok-
ing, and the use of any spirituous liquors. They
think dynamite is quite elevating enough for
all intents and purposes.
We returned to daylight via the wire-rope-

and-skep route, and with Bro. Schaeffle we
returned to Murphy. This town also has a
hole of its own in the ground, inside by nature;

CALIFORNIA REDWOODS.

mine. Some of the side tunnels were several
hundred feet in the rock; and as we explored,
the little cars of ore would squeeze past us.
The men seemed to be perfectly contented, and
quiet. I don't know whether they sing much
in a gold-mine or not; but probably not, as
their music has not much chance to expand.
Bro. Wilder and I supposed we could see gold
sticking out in chunks; but we saw not a sign
of it. It is so fine in this rock that a magnify-
ing-glass will scarcely reveal it.

Although we are down 900 feet, we have the
same feeling that we experience in a well-

or, in other words, Calaveras Cave is considered
a wonder. Mr. S. led us into this, which is 300
feet deep. The chambers were not large: but
the stalactites and various formations were
interesting. In the chrysanthemum-room we
found beautiful white formations, in shape
resembling the above flower. A thin curtain-
shaped stalactite, when its various folds were
struck with a stick, gave forth musical sounds,
and a skillful operator could ring out a melody!
This was called the " organ." This hole in the
ground is also, in a certain sense, a gold-mine,
for the owner of it exacts tribute from visitors,'
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and his income is profitable, for thousands of

people visit the cave.

Fifteen miles from Murphy are the wonder-

ful sequois, or big trees. Our route was up the

San Antonio, a fine trout-stream; and when-

ever we saw a deep pool in the tangle of rocks

and trees, we had in mind our aforetime fellow-

traveler Pryal, and his passion for the hook and

line, and—bites.

Travelers are many times disappointed over

some famous feature of nature, from the fact

that their imagination has pictured the feature

away beyond the reality; but in our case the

giant sequois were fully up to expectations;

and the longer we lingered in the grove, the

more majestic they appeared.

There are 90 trees in this grove, and they

bear the names of generals and other noted

men of the world. Ten of these trees are each

over 30 feet in diameter, and over 325 feet in

height. A few of these monarchs of the forest,

having served their day and generation, have

succumbed to the wear and tear of time and

tempest, and are now prone upon the ground;

and, though fallen, they are objects of wonder.

We spent one night camped under their tall

forms; and when we departed we felt as

though we had seen another of the grand fea-

tures in nature, and a feature especially char-

acteristic of this wonderful country.

We returned to Murphy again, and sojourned

several days under the protecting care of Bro.

SchaefBe. J found that Calaveras Co., though
not so prolific in schoolma'ams as Humboldt
Co., was nevertheless well supplied. One would

suppose that my traveling companion had lost

his entire heart in Humboldt Co., and that it

would be many years before it would be entire-

ly healed; but he had wonderful recuperative,

powers; and here we were, barely two weeks
from those dashing Humboldt damsels, and
other fair schoolma'ams were attracting his

undivided attention. It was the wielder of the

birch in the town of Angel that threatened to

wreck us this time. The name "Angel," in

contrast to Humboldt, as a prefix to school-

ma'am, does really appeal to the imagination;

and when Humboldt can so easily be construed

into humbug. I could hardly blame my partner

for his prefei'ence. I tried to show my friend

the error of his ways, and our argument ran

upon the qualities that constitute a terrestrial

angel, with the following result:

"An angel, Bro. Wilder, of earthly frame, is

fair.

Sylph-like, with flowing golden hair.

An angel I how ridiculous it sounds
Applied to schoolma'ams of quite two hundred

pounds."

"Not so," quoth Bro. Wilder, with a little bit

of ire;

"A red-haired girl I never did admire;

But a black-eyed schoolma'am, worthy to be
won.

Is every whit an angel, e'en if she weighs a
ton."

This condition of mind was a danger-signal

not to be slighted. The ponies were harnessed,

and we traveled rapidly out of Calaveras Co.;

and that night, many miles away in Tuolumne
Co., we camped in the shadow of the Golden-
nugget apiary.

HOW THE MATING OF ftUEENS CAN BE
CONTROLLED.

QUEENS. AS A KULE. NOT MATED AT A DISTANCE
FROM THE apiary; AN INTERESTING

EXPERIMENT.

By Jame« TT'ood.

If this question is to be construed so as to ap-

ply to a certain individual drone, I answer no.

If, as I understand it. we wish the queens mat-

ed to drones from a single colony. I answer yes.

I know very well that I am stating what is not

generally believed ; but I am going to give you
the facts just as I have observed them the past

four seasons.

Let me first say that I am located at least

three miles from any bees except my own. I

have practically given up breeding five-banded

queens; therefore I feel more free to give these

facts than heretofore, as I did not wish to use

the reading-columns to draw attention to what
I had to sell.

In the spring of 1893 I purchased my first five-

banded queen. I at once introduced her to a

full colony, and began to rear queens, all of

which mated with the three-banded drones, as

no others were yet hatched. I tested a great

many of these queens. They wintered well,

and proved great workers; but now to the point

I wish to prove. Their progeny showed noth-

ing but bright three-banded bees. Not one

queen in a dozen would show any five-banded

bees; and what did, there was less than one per

cent. Well, this mother-queen (my first five-

bander) was given several frames of drone comb,

and in the mean time I purchased another five-

banded breeding queen, and bred all my queens

from her the remainder of the season. As soon

as the drones began to fly from queen No. 1 I

placed the drone-traps on every hive in my yard

except this one. I now had drones in but one

colony, that could fly. Now. nearly every queen

that I raised after the traps were put on pro-

duced from 25 to 50 per cent five-banded bees,

and a few 95 to 100 per cent.

" But," says some one, " this proves nothing

definite, as you used another queen to rear

your queens that produced the five-banded

workers."

Let us pass by 1893 and '94, which I might

mention as seasons of experimenting, and come

to 1895. I now have, at the beginning of the
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season, drones from siveral three-banded colo-

nies, and no others, f raise about 15 queens

from my five-banded stock, and again only

three-banded workers appear from their proge-

ny, as in 1892. Later I trapped off the drones

and allow only the golden drones to fly from a

single colony as in 18".t2; and out of over sixty

queens bred from the same mother there are

only two that do not produce a large per cent of

five-banded bees — a much larger per cent than

in 1892. The two remaining queens produce

some black bees, but mostly three-banded.

There are about a dozen colonies of black

bees in very large box hives about six miles

from here, and there is a good colony of drones

in each one — that is, if the amount could be

counted as a colony, and undoubtedly a thou-

sand drones to my one.

I mention this to show you that queens do

not mate to any great extent five or six miles

away. There were a few colonies of black bees

within a mile of me ten years ago, when I first

began rearing queens. I had more trouble with

them than I do wiih this horde of drones now,

six miles away, aihough at that time I had a

plenty of drones in nearly 40 hives. I might
give many more facts that I have observed

along' this line, but I think I have shown that

queens may be mated with selected drones from

any desired colony, provided you are located far

enough away from other bee-keepers. I could

not give these facts had it not been for the five-

banded bees. I will give them credit for giving

new light on this subject, if nothing more.

North Prescott, Mass., Aug. 1.

[I have obtained permission to use a portion
of a private letter accompanying this, that con-
firms, among many other letters that I am not
at liberty to use. my position on the five-band-
ed queens. Here it is.—Ed.]

THE REARING OF FIVE-BANDERS DISCONTINUED,
AND WHY.

I have given up breeding the golden queens to

any extent. You may be surprised, after the

letter of recommendation I sent you from a cus-

tomer in Canada. I have since called for re-

ports from my customers who had purchased
large numbers of me: also some of our best

honey -producers. In substance, here is what
one very successful honey-producer in Florida

says:

"The 54 queens are beautiful, and produce
handsomer bees than any others I have. I pur-

chased several of Doolittle and Case last sea-
son. Your bees are very gentle, and, as a rule,

good workers; but the two three-banded queens
beat them all. The five-banders are bad about
robbing, and I want no more of them. I dislike

to say any thing against your bees, but I know
you want the truth. D. R. Keyes.
" Wewahitchka, Fla."

You see. friend Root, that the two three-band-
ed queens gave better satisfaction than any of

the other .52 golden queens. Last year your cry

against them was, " They were cross." I nev-

er had any complaint on that score. I have al-

ways used gentle stock for breeding both drones

and queens. This is the only complaint I have
that they are robbers. But Mr. Keyes pro-

duces a great deal of extracted honey. I can
see no difference in them in any respect in my
locality, with the exception that they may not
winter quite as well; but of this last I am not
sure, as I have had some colonies winter splen-

didly. Mr. Keyes further said he would buy of

me if I would breed three-banded bees. Cus-
tomers in the North think they do not come out
as strong in the spring as other bees. J. W.

HEDDON HIVE THE BEST SOLUTION OF THE
HIVE QUESTION.

no trouble about the queen laying in
two hive-sections at a time; why mc-

intyre's double brood-chambers
were not a success.

By J. E. Hand.

Mr. Root:—I see by the July 15th number of

Gleanings the hive discussion has taken a
new departure. Heretofore, I believe, the dis-

cussion has been confined chiefly to the Lang-
stroth frame; and the difference in opinion has
been about the number of such frames to be
used in a hive to give the best results; and as I

firmly believe the size and shape of brood-
frame has even more to do with our success or
failure in the production of surplus honey than
the number of frames u.sed, this question is of
more importance to the honey-producer than
the other. I believe that much good will result

from this interchanging of ideas so long as the
right spirit prevails; and as long as these dis-

cussions are carried on by practical honey-
producers whose opinions are unbiased by any
pecuniary interests, and who are desirous only
of arriving at the size and shape of frame best
adapted to the successful production of surplus
honey, there can be no danger in this direction;

and while I believe it has been pretty fully

demonstrated that the size of brood-chamber
can be governed only by the location, time, and
duration of the honey-flow. I am not so ready
to admit that location has any bearing on this

question of the shape of said brood-chamber.
I believe it is a fact generally acknowledged,

that, other things being equal, a swarm of bees
will store as much honey in one hive as in any
other; but it is not so readily conceded that all

hives are equally well adapted to the success-

ful storage of .mrphis honey in the very best

shape for market; and more especially is this

true in the production of comb honey.
Friend Dayton struck the key-note of the

whole business on page 550, July 15, when he
said the measurements of the Gallup hive were
found exceedingly unsuitable for the adoption
of the standard section. I was compelled to
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adopt the Langstroth measurements. Aye,

there's the rub; and so long as the 4^4 section

continues to be the standard, just so long will

the shape of the Langstroth form of hive make
it so much better adapted to the successful use

of this section than any square or deep frame

hive. It will require better arguments than

have yet been produced to induce very many
practical honey-producers to change from the

L. to any square-frame hive. On the contrary,

I am firmly of the opinion that the tendency of

the times is in the opposite direction. I be-

lieve about all the advocates of the square hive

claim is that they winter better and build up

faster in the spring. While this is doubtless

true when run on the let-alone principle, as

many so-called bee-keepers manage their bees,

yet it is a demonstrated fact that, with proper

care and management, the L. hive will gener-

ally have its working force ready for the har-

vest when it comes, and that is all that is

necessary. Too large a swarm in early spring

is not desirable, and never does as well when
the harvest comes.

I believe the majority of bee-keepers, like

friend Dayton, have found out that the L. hive

form is best adapted to the use of the standard

section; yet is there not room for more im-

provement in the same direction? or, in other

words, is there not some system of management
that will preserve the form of the L. hive for

surplus, and yet give us more perfect control of

our bees, and thereby enable us to secure some-

thing of a crop of surplus, even in poor seasons

which seem to be so common with most of usV

Has not this need been supplied by the advent

of 3the horizontally divisible brood-chamber

hive?

While there are locations so good that almost

any kind of hive will give a fair crop of surplus,

yet there are very many locations so poor that

it is only by the very best system of manage-
ment, and strictest attention to every detail

connected with the business, that any ining

like a decent crop of honey can be secured. In

such a location as this it has been my lot to be

placed as a honey-producer, and for several

years as a specialist, depending on the produc-

tion of honey for food and clothing for wife

and the liitle ones, and therefore I must have

a hive and system that will give me perfect

control of my bees at all times—one that will

give me all the white honey where I want it,

and that is in the sections. I have never in-

vented a hive, but have carefully tested every

hive of any note that has come before the pub-
lic for the past twenty years; and the divisible-

brood-chamber hive is the only one that has .

ever given me perfect control of my bees. With
this hive and clipped queens I am not only a

bee-keeper, but am master of the situation, and
can say to mv bees, " Thus far shalt thou go,

and no farther."

I will not take the space to explain the sys-

tem of management necessary to the successful

operation of this hive, as it has been given to

the public by Mr. Heddon and others, and is

familiar to all careful readers of Gleanixgs.
Of course, friend Mclntyre or any oqe else

would make a failure in trying to use this sys-

tem with a frame 7 inches deep and 10 frames
to the hive at that. The frame I use is 43^ xl7
inches inside; and any brood-case can be used

as a wide-frame super by simply providing the

frames. With this depth of frame and proper

bee-spaces between the cases I4 inch, and top

and bottom bars ff inch, I have no trouble

about the queens passing from one section tp

the other; and my bees will remove the honey
from the lower case as soon as they are inter-

changed, every time.

Friend Root, you say that Dr. Miller, after

experimenting with the shallow extracting

-

chambers, arrived at the same conclusions as

friends Mclntyre and Holley. I notice by your
catalog the top-bars of your shallow frames are

l.^B inches wide. Perhaps this had something

to do with the doctor's failure with them.

I am not in any way interested in booming
any hive or system, but have only tried to give

to the readers of Gleanings the result of my
experience along the line of hives; and if it

will help some brother bee-keeper to increase

his yields of surplus, and by so doing be the

better able to provide for those dependent upon
him for support, I shall be amply rewarded,

and shall be only too happy to give something
in return for the many helpful instructions I

have received through the pages of Gleanings.
It is useless to add that the honor of bringing

this system to public notice belongs to James
Heddon; and whether ills patent is valid or

not, I believe his rights will be respected by all

honest bee-keepers.

Wakeman, O., July 20.

[The columns of Gleanings are open to fair
and impartial testimony of this kind. The top-
bars that Dr. Miller used were, I think, 1^ in.

wide. Possibly this may account for the fact
that queens did not breed properly in the two
sections of the hive at the same time. What
he had was extracting-supers and not brood-
chambers.
Since this came to hand we have received

the following from O. R. Coe. quite an extensive
bee-keeper in the Catskill Mountains.—Ed.]

nl have over 700 half-story hives, and do not

propose to make or use any other style of hive

than the divisible brood-chamber, but have not

time now to tell why I like it better than any
other hive.

Honey is a total failure up to this time

Bees are in a starving condition except as I

feed them where there was not honey left over

from wintering. O. R. Coe.

Windham, N. Y.

[Here is an article equally fair and unpreju-
diced, on the "other side."]
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THE DOUBLE BROOD CHAMBER A FAILURE.

costs much more than' the singi>e i5kood-
nest; winters no bktTer; the revers-

ing AND shake OUT FUNCTIONS.

By B. Taylor.

Dr. Miller, in Stray Straws, says:

B.Taylor, after iuventiiig- and using for maoy
years the sectional brood-cliamber, takes away
one's breath by saying in Review that he prefers the

single brood-chamber.

Now, doctor, if you should fail to recover

your breath 1 shall not consider myself respon-

sible for support of the widow, for you had no

real excuse for losing your breath; for, while I

have written approvingly of the divisible shal-

low brood-chamber as being very handy for

doing many things that I practice in raising

comb honey, such as contracting the brood-

nest to hive prime swarms in, yet I have in none
of my writings disparaged the larger full-brood

chambers. At length 1 came to the time, as I

have told in the June Review, when I had to

choose between them; and 1 had to decide in

favor of the larger full brood-chambers, upon
the ground of utility alone, and for the follow-

ing reasons. 1. The double brood-chambers
cost more to make. I have always sold a single

brood-chamber, such as I use, for fl.25, and
could not sell two sections of the shallow hive

for any thing like that sum, for each section

costs nearly as much to make as the larger full

hive. It is true, there is a little less material

in each section of the shallow hives; but in the

two sections there is at least 40 per cent more
material, and very nearly double the work.

There are 20 instead of 10 frames; two hive-

bodies instead of one, each costing in work and
material nearly as much as a single full hive.

Now, if I could have secured more honey, or

with less work with the double brood-chambers,

the increased cost of them could have been

borne without loss; but after thirty years' trial

I was compelled to know I could not. I at

length became aware that I had over-estimated

the double brood-chambers. Especially did

this become manifest in the last few years of

poor honey crops, when the struggle for bread

and butler became greater. I have no apology

to make for over estimating the double brood

-

chambers. It was my baby, and I wanted it to

be the handsomest and best baby in the whole
world; but all parents know that our babies at

length grow up to mature age, and their faults

manifest themselves. We still love them; but

if we are ivise we see their weak points, and
can not love their faults.

My double-brood-chaiuber baby grew up
with more faults than my less showy, fuU-

brood-chamber baby. I once believed the

double brood-chamber wintered bees better

than the full hive; but in the last few poor

seasons for honey I have lost heavily in bees

each spring, and the colonies in the double

hives fared as badly as those in other hives. I

now know that it is the bees themselves that
make wintering (when proper rules are observ-

ed) safe. I have long observed that some sea-

sons bees wintered well in all styles of hives,

and with seemingly careless management. I

now believe I know the cause, ^ow, do not

understand me as denying that the double
brood-chamber has some good points; but Its

bad features overcome them. I have tested

the "shake-out " function, the reversible func-

tion, about which much has been claimed; and
I know that, for practical work, they are arrant
humbugs.
In any hive we sometimes need to handle

single frames, for various reasons, which I need
not mention, as every bee-keeper understands

them; and for many years, when this work had
to be done in the double hives, I began the

work with uncomfortable feelings. With the

wire- end-frame handy hive all this work is

begun with a kind of joyful feeling, for you can
get into every part of the brood-chamber so

easily, without any poking or prying, and with
no tools but our unaided hands, that the work
becomes a pastime indeed.

Readers of my writings will have noticed

that I practice the same system with these

hives that I do with the double brood-chamber.
I still hive prime swarms on six to eight hun-
dred .inches of comb space. I contract by using

two to four dummies made exactly the size and
shape of the brood-combs; and in my hive I can
do this work of contracting and enlarging

twice as easily as with any other hive in ex-

istence. In the fall we use these hives double,

but not as double brood-chambers. A queen-

excluding honey-board is used between, for we
have found that more bees can be raised on

1000 inches of comb, and have them ready for

field work when clover blooms, than in a larger

hive.

I have now fully answered the question of

why I finally decided in favor of a single brood-

chamber, and have done it in no hostile spirit

toward any man or his interests, but have writ-

ten every line with a sincere desire to benefit

poor bee-keepers who are struggling to meet
life's demands.

Forestville, Minn., July IG.

[I do not know that I have any comment to
make, other than that I have not yet succeeded
in making the shake-out feature work, nor
have I seen any one do it with success.

—

Ed.]

Our Crifnson=Clover Symposium.

HOW TO RAISE IT AND HARVEST IT.

Bij Arthur T. Oaldsborough.

As you ask for points on crimson clover, I

write to say that I was one of the first men in

the country to grow it. For three or four years

people have driven by to see "Mr. Goldsbo-
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rough's clover-fields,'" as the -Star puts it. I do

not believe it does to allow one's soil to lie all

winter uncovered; so, consequently, stubbles of

all kinds are planted to this clover—some to

cut and cure, some for turning down, and some
for seed. I always save my own seed in the

haulm, having no thicishcr or huller. If the

cutting is done after the heads show no red, it

quickly dries and is put into small cocks. A
canvas is then spread, and in a very short time

the seed (haulms) are flayed out. Unlike oth-

er grains, the slightest touch makes the haulms
loosen. These are put into bags, and sown
down the wind any time you wish. I sow it

from Aug. 1 to Oct. 1, and rarely cover it, as it

comes upeasily after a rain. After digging early

potatoes I rake off the vines with a harrow,

and then sow clover seed, and do not cover.

When sowing turnip seed I mix them with

crimson-clover seed. For several years I

sowed kale and clover together; but this is not

wise, because in the spring the clover hides the

kale too much.
lam now sowing clover among my tomato-

plants, egg-plants, corn, beans, and m^lon-

patch, and exoect the first rain to start the seed.

I am very much pleased with my last year's ex-

periment with crimson clover, in connection

with red clover and timothy. About the first

of September I sowed crimson clover, red clo-

ver, and timothy at the same time, on some
sugar-corn stubble. After taking off a splendid

crop of crimson-clover hay, I forgot that other

seeds had been sown with it, and was surprised

to see a showy second growth putting forth

about"a fortnight later. The red clover has

given me a good second crop, and will be al-

lowed to remain over. Its habit of growth is

much more beautiful than red clover, as it is

taller, and stands up straighter, and the

heads stand together more like wheat and tim-

othy. It is so pleasing to the eye that I have a

"woodman, spare that tree" feeling, and dislike

to turn it down before blooming. Indeed, I am
quite satisfied with its stubble, its roots, and its

shade—that mysterious agent which furnishes

the rich microbes of the soil to overcome the

poor ones. A little strip of my field corn had a

small piece of clover-stubble turned down
about May 20, and any one could tell where the

clover strip began and ended, almost on a dark

night. If you do not sow it before last "plow-

ing" of corn (good farmers don't murder their

corn with a plow if they own a cultivator), get

on a horse, ride down the rows, and sow it at any

time before Sept. 1st. It won't need any cover-

ing unless we have a drouth. Besides, the ex-

pense of the seed won't break you in case of

failure.

I rarely sow more than .5 pounds per acre.

Another good way is to sow it on corn stubble,

and spread fresh manure over it. If the horses

have been fed on clover or timothy you

will catch a good stand" of these next spring.

I have not tried it with buckwheat, because
the latter seems always to exhaust my lands.

As a bee crop, nothing equals it. I have fifty

colonies of bees, and they roar on it all the

time. It is useless to sow in the spring. Two
years ago I picked out some white heads, and
now have this Italian clover in two colors.

In this day of low prices and close competi-
tion no farmer or horticulturist can afford to

go without it. How many ignorant men
in our land will purchase, this fall, worth-
less fertilizers to the extent of from about
five to ten dollars an acre, when fifty cents'

worth of clover seed would insure results

five or ten times as great! In the rural districts

of Maryland most of the mortgages are held by
guano merchants; and if the agricultural pa-

pers did not receive their " ads " they would
tell the farmers the truth about fertilizers, just

as our experiment stations are doing. Try
crimson clover, and see how much manure and
fertilizer you need.

Wesley Heights. Washington, D. C.

^ I ^
CRIMSON CLOVER ALIVE WITH BEES.

STOCK PREFER IT TO THE RED.

By W. W. Kulp.

I had a little correspondence with Dr. Miller,

and I mentioned that we raised six acres of

crimson clover. He wished I would write

about it to some bee-journal.

My father owns a dairy-farm four miles

south of where we live. On it was wheat-stub-

ble in which the grass failed to catch. It was
plowed during July, and harrowed ; then in

September, the first half, it was harrowed and
rolled until it was in first-class condition—fine,

and packed down. Remember that small seeds,

especially if sown during warm weather, re-

quire fine earth, and it must be packed down,

so moisture can continually come up from be-

low. The crimson-clover seed was then sown
with a seeder, and covered wjth a Breed weed-

er. It came up nicely; and where it was very

thick on the ground it grew much the best; but

there was a good stand all over the field. It is

river-bottom land, and in the adjoining field

was a large colony, or many colonies, of grass-

hoppers. They moved on the clover, and ate

off about 20 or more feet all along one side.

It was as green as spring grass all winter; but

during cold spells in March it froze down, but

sprang up quickly in April; and by May 2.5 it

was a sea of crimson, beautiful to look upon.

Now for the bee part of it. I have an apiary

of 40 colonies, now 55. About this time white

clover began to bloom, and the bees began to

store honey nicely. When fully out in bloom,

and a few days more, my father went to cut

about four acres of it. He found the whole

field alive with bees — so many that one horse

refused at first to go along it in the machine.
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Now, no bees of any aceuiuit are kept near it.

After it was cut I found i lie flow stopped at my
apiary, four miles away, and did not resume
until after the middle of .Ume, when red clover

came out. White was very plentiful, but no
honey. Now, I am not sure that the bees ob-

tained the flow from the crimson clover, but

there is no flow here between fruit and clover

—

no raspberries or wild flowers. We are not far

north of Philadelphia, and the land is all

farmed.

I took a bunch of dry hay of the crimson

clover, and put it in the horse-rack when he

was eating fresh-cut undried red clover and
timothy. He left that and ate the dry crimson.

I raise Belgian hares, and I fed it to them
green, and expect to feed to them one and a

half tons dry before next May. They eat it

every bit, and grow like weeds; but they eat

ragweeds with a relish too.

I have sown one and a half acres of buck-
wheat and crimson clover with it; but we had
only a few sprinkles of rain for a month, and
the clover has not started. I intend to make
it a regular rotation—buckwheat and clover

right along, and expect to make the field rich.

You see I read Terry. The Lord bless him and
all the big and little Roots, including J. T. C.

Pottstown, Pa.^

—

»—^
CKIMSON CLOVEK IN DELAWARE.

HOW IT IMPROVES THE SOIL; NO PLANT EQUALS
IT AS A HONEY-PLANT; HONEY EXCELLENT.

By T. F. Cuoke.

Crimson clover is probably more extensively

and successfully grown in this locality (Dela-

ware) than in any other in the U. S. at present.

We consider it a most valuable plant, for on it

greatly depends the production of fertility with
which to grow the luscious fruits and fine veg-

etables for which this peninsula is noted. Its

growing has been widely extended here during

the past few years, and almost every farmer
and fruit-grower has tried it, and knows its

uses and value. Years before it was popular,

the plant was known, tried, and pronounced a

failure, probably because it did not show the

marked characteristics of red clover, then al-

most the only member of the clover family in

use here. Since then, slowly at first, and with
a rush later, it was adopted, and its wonderful

adaptability to our style of farming has become
apparent. We were told that, beneath the

working soil, the ground was full of plant-food;

but a trial of deep plowing to briug it up inva-

riably resulted in disaster. This plant, with its

mass of roots in the surface soil, sends deep into

the earth a number of roots after water and
food, and from the air it draws nitrogen. More
or less of these added elements of fertility are

left in the soil, whether the crop is removed or

plowed under; and the results seen in the

growth of succeeding crops are .wonderful.

That more fertility is gained by allowing the

crop to fully mature, and be removed, than to

plow under while green, is believed here gen-
erally, except, perhaps, where the land is in-

tended for late potatoes, or is lacking in vegeta-

ble matter. On such land, plowing under the

green crop when in full bloom is recommended,
provided always that the quick improvement
of the soil is of more value than the crop which
might be removed and used for soiling, ensi-

lage, cured hay, or seed production. The straw
and chaff, after removal of seed, equals in val-

ue many of our cultivated grasses in feeding

value.

The value of crimson clover begins as soon as

the plants appear above ground, for then they
begin to act as a shade and mulch, and to use

and conserve fertility which would otherwise

have been leached or blown away. They soon
begin to draw nitrogen, for the nodules on the

roots are found in great plenty, even in early

December, or before. From that on until the

busy bee extracts its store of sweets from the

blossoms, the roots are lengthening out and
searching for food three, four, and more feet

under ground. We have been told that crim-

son clover has no tap-roots, and therefore can
not reach down after phosphoric acid and pot-

ash; also that its life is too short to accomplish
the work which red clover does. The facts are,

that it does do it; and it has been proved by
chemical analysis. We consider the root ar-

rangement of crimson clover more advantage-
ous, because the mass of roots ai'e in the sur-

face soil, where they are most needed. It can
be used with or after almost every crop. None
should be used on strawberries; for these, use it

the year before the patch is set. It should be

sown every year in blackberries and raspber-

ries. It will stand the winter here if sown after

sweet potatoes are dug. No plant we have
here equals crimson clover as a honey-plant.

It produces every year, and all the time while

in bloom, some three or four weeks, according

to the nature of the soil and climatic condi-

tions. Tne growth of the blossom seems well

adapted for honey production, as it grows in

length, and the bees work on the new growth
until the blossom is full grown, two or three

Inches in length, in many instances. The prin-

cipal trouble here in getting the honey seems

to be in having the bees good and strong, and
ready. It comes early; and if the bees are

ready the sections fill very rapidly, and the

honey is excellent.

This season white clover did not produce any
honey here; and during crimson-clover bloom
the weather was very unfavorable for bees to

work; so our honey crop is a short one.

I can furnish you no photo of the plant; but

it is a beautiful sight to see our broad level

fields of it, vi^hen in full bloom. It is quite a

curiosity to those who travel through here, and
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are not acquainted with it. A few seeds sown

in a box or pot, and cared for at almost any

season, makes a pretty ornament.

Dover, Delaware, Aug. 5.

ALFALFA AND CRIMSON CLOVER.

A SUCCESS IN NORTHEKN ILLINOIS ; CRIMSON
CLOVER STANDS WINTER FREEZINGS AS WELL
AS OTHER CLOVERS EXCEPT SWEET AND AL-
SIKE; as GOOD A HONEY-PLANT AS ALSIKE.

By M. M. Baldridge.

I mall you to-day a small bunch of alfalfa,

grown in this neighborhood, and taken from,

the crop to-day. If you will measure the

plants I think you will find them to be from

two feet to nearly three feet in length. These

plants are from the second crop grown this sea-

son. The first crop was cut for hay about five

weeks ago ; since which time we have had and

are still having a pretty severe drouth. The
plants are now, as you will see, in full bloom, and

some of the blossoms have gone to seed. I find

more or less bees at work on the bloom, but by

no means as many as upon the same-sized plat

of sweet clover. This sample of alfalfa is taken

from a plat planted at least ten years ago. The
plat to-day is many times larger than when
first planted. The plants each year have been

permitted to mature one crop of seed, and to

remain upon the ground where grown. This

is not the proper way to do ; still, the size of

the plat has thereby been extended in every di-

rection.

From what I have seen here for at least ten

years, lam satisfied that alfalfa is as hardy and

permanent in Northern Illinois as any known
plant that grows here. On proper soil, alfalfa

will do as well here as a farm crop as it will in

Colorado, Arizona, Utah, or the Pacific States;

the only difference being, that I can see, that

we can not get as many crops in a season ; still,

we can secure three crops of hay or one crop of

hay and one of seed. Any soil here that has a

loose subsoil, as gravel, sand, or loam, will do

for alfalfa, and there are thousands of acres of

just such land in almost every county in North-

ern Illinois.

CRIMSON CLOVER. .

I sowed a small plat to crimson clover Aug.

20, 1894. The ground was broken up and the

seed raked in. The seed came up quickly, and

the plants were about eight inches tall when
winter set in. During the entire winter the

plants remained green in color. The spring

was exceedingly bad for the clover family; but

the crimson stood the alternate freezings and

thawings fully as well as any other clover ex-

cept alsike and sweet. Some of the crimson

plants died ; still there were plenty left for a

good stand. The plants grew to about one foot

in height, and when in bloom the blossoms

were very handsome, and much admired by all

who saw them. The plants were in bloom
nearly a month ; but I regret to state that I

neglected to keep the date when the plants be-

gan and when they ceased to bloom. I permit-

ted the blossoms to mature seed, which they

did about the middle of June. It was my pur-

pose to gather the seed, and with it seed down a

larger plat ; but a heavy storm of rain came on

near the middle of July, and shattered the seed

off. I then concluded to break up this plat and

let the seed make another stand. On examina-

tion I found the seed had already germinated,

and that it was unnecessary to disturb the soil.

To-day the plants are about one inch high ; but

unless we get rain soon they may not survive

much longer.

While this clover was in bloom the bees were

very busy upon it. From what I have seen, I

believe crimson clover is about as good a plant

for honey as alsike, and that it will pay honey-

producers to encourage their neighbors, who
are farmers, to try a few acres of it. If they

should succeed in growing a crop of hay or seed,

in 1896, they will then need no further encour-

agement. It is my experience that farmers, as

a class, are exceedingly slow in regard to trying

new plants, and hence they need more or less

encouragement ; and yet this should surprise

no one, for it is a well-known fact that not one

farmer in 25, possibly 50, subscribes for or reads

an agricultural periodical.

St. Charles, Ills., Aug. 5.

[Well done, friends. I hardly expected to get
such favorable reports from localities so widely
scattered. 1 am very glad indeed to hear friend
Goldsborough come right out square about this

matter of purchasing fertilizers indiscriminate-
ly, especially when so many of our experiment
stations keep insisting that it does not pay; and
I am exceedingly glad to find its value empha-
sized as a clover-plant. Friend Kulp's experi-
ment of having the clover cut right in bloom,
and a corresponding cessation of the honey -flow,

would seem to be very conclusive. Surely it

will not be a diiificult matter to plant an apiary
now, or very soon, within a range of a hundred
acres of crimson clover. We all know what
success it has met with in Delaware and vicini-

ty. But our good friend Baldridge tells us that,
away out in Illinois, it promises to succeed at
least tolerably if it does not generally. And I

am glad to hear such a report from alfalfa.

Only yesterday a man called and asked me to

go over to Chatham, ten miles away. He said
ihere is a little patch of alfalfa over there that
has given three good cuttings ali'eady this sea-
son. It is now Aug. 13. The seed was bought
at our store. The soil around Chatham is heavy
clay.
In regard to sowing crimson clover during

the latter part of August, I am afraid it will

not be a very safe experiment in our locality,

judging from last season. We should remem-
ber, however, that last winter—perhaps I should
say, rather, last March and April—was the
most severe on any kind of vegetation wintered
over outdoors, of any season for years past;
aud may be that, with an average winter, crim-
son clover, with proper attention, will get
through all right, even when sown in August
and September. We need a lot of facts from
experience, right along in this line. Who can
furnish them?—A. I. R.]
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ANSWERS TO

BY G.M.DOOLITTL L.BORODINO.N.Y.
""""""''""""'"

JIARKETING HONEY.

Question.—Having some comb honey off the

hives, and still more to take off, I wish to know
how best to market it as to style, and where.

^7isu'er.—This is a question that always

arises in a bee-keeper's mind upon producing

more honey than is needed to supply the wants

of the family. This is also an important ques-

tion; for a person may succeed in producing a

good article of honey, and so put it up and

force it upon the market that it will not bring

the producer as much as a third or fourth class

article would an apiarist who has an eye to

this important item, "marketing honey." A
good price for honey depends much upon the

state in which it reaches market. Many will

take their honey to market in bulk, piling the

sections into a spring wagon in a haphazard

way, and driving to the nearest town or city,

offering it for sale. The grocer looks at it and

soliloquizes: "This honey is in poor shape for

me to sell; and if I put it in attractive shape it

will cost me a cent a pound at least; also, this

honey shows that the producer does not know
the value of his production or he would have

put it up in marketable shape; therefore, if I

buy, it will be at a less figure than I would
otherwise pay." So he offers three or four

cents a pound less than he would expect to pay
for the same quality of honey nicely crated and
offered for sale by a person knowing what such

honey was worth in the different markets.

In passing through the city of Syracuse, N.

Y., a city of about 90,000 inhabitants at that

time, I stepped into several places where I saw
honey, and upon inquiry found that honey

which was brought in without crating was
bought for from 9 to 11 cents per pound, and

sold at 1.5 to 17, while they paid from 13 to 15

cents for honey nicely crated of the same qual-

ity. Thus it will be seen that it pays largely

to nicely crate our product: and if I had but 25

pounds of honey for sale 1 would crate it by all

means, not only because it would pay me, but

also because it would help other bee-keepers,

and establish a more uniform price for honey
throughout the country.

Well, after crating our honey and getting it

in the most attractive shape possible, what
shall we do with it? Much depends upon the

amount of honey we have and upon our sur-

roundings. If not more than from 100 to 500

pounds are raised, as a rule it can be disposed

of in the nearest small towns to the best ad-

vantage. However, before we sell our product

we should know what it is worth to us if we
send it to some of the larirc cities. To ascer-

tain this we should take some paper which

gives correct market reports, and I know of

none which are ahead of Gleanings in this

respect. Having such correct report: iiguie the

expense of freight and commission oat, and we
have what it is worth at our nearest railroad

station. If every 6ne having honey to sell

would adopt this plan, as well as crate it nicely,

and then hold on to their product till they

could get what it is really worth, we should

soon find our sifialler towns paying a uniform

price, and we be taking a long stride toward

making honey as staple an article of merchan-
dise as it can ever become.

Now allow me to present a few thoughts

regarding selling outright, concentrating our

consignments, and also about scattering our

product among a number of commission men.

After arriving at the real value of my crop, as

nearly as I can by the line of figuring spoken

of above, I have always placed the selling price

(at my nearest railroad station) at one cent per

pound less than I thought it would bring when
sold on commission. My reasons for so doing

have been that, in case of selling outri^t, I

'-iiave the money at my disposal, and earn often

invest it^o as to make more tjiarrf'the penny

a pound would araouTit to before a return was

made from the commission man, because sell-

ing on commission sometimes proves to be a

slow process of disposing of our product. In

selling, I always demand cash at the railroad,

when sent to a person I do not know; and if I

spoke ray mind freely I should say do so always,

as right wrongs no man. I much prefer to

wait a few months on the commission men to

waiting a few years, or never getting any pay,

of a dishonest buyer.

Some years ago I sold my crop to a dealer in

one of our large cities, and was foolish enough

to let it go with the promise to pay upon its

arrival; but "arrival" proved to mean five

years. Thus I learned a lesson I have tried to

profit by.

But shall we concentrate or cooperate in

marketing our product, sending all honey going

to one city to one commission house, as was

recommended some years ago by some? My
experience says no. Some years ago I shipped

my whole crop, of about 9000 pounds, to such a

selected com.mission dealer in New York. A
little of the consignment was sold in October

and November at full market quotations, and

enough more during the winter, at a less figure,

to make one-third of the shipment, while the

remaining two-thirds was closed out in May at

a price far below the cost of production. Had
I and the hundreds of others who shipped hon-

ey that season to this party scattered it among
twenty different parties and in different cities,

nearly, if not all of it, would have been sold at

the prices obtained in October and November.

Thus a great gain would have been made to

the producer, as it costs no more to ship to ten

commission men than it does to one, unless we
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except the extra accounts we have to keep.

Since the above experience! have adopted the

plan of shipping to as many different parties

as the numbers 300 to 500 was contained in my
production, according to the size of my crop.

Some seem to think purchasers will get

"scared "over seeing honey at every commis-

sion merchant's window, so hold off about buy-

ing, but I find this is fallacious. As well talk

of abutter panic being caused in the same way;

for all our commission men who handle country

produce handle butter, yet the price of butter

keeps steady, and people buy every day in spite

of butter at every store. Since I adopted the

plan of scattering my crop among several com-

mission men in several cities, the prices obtain-

ed have been very satisfactory; returns in most

cases have been made quickly, and several lots

sold from one to two cents per pound above the

market quotations.

To sum all up, I would say. put honey up in

the most attractive shape possible, and sell for

cash if you can obtain as much into a cent a

pound as you think it will bring you when
shipped on commission If you can not thus

sell it, ship on commission to reliable parties,

sending .500 pounds and under to each party.

SCORCHED wax; can IT BE USED BGAIN ?

I have a cake of .sco7-c?ie(2 wax, about 9 lt>s.,

which I made about seven years ago. Is there

any way I could take the scorched scent out of

it so as to make up in brood foundation? The
ABC, 1887 edition, doesn't seem to have any
thing to say about the subject.

Rock Rift, N Y. John S. Callbreath.

[Scorched wax, like scorched sugar or molas-
ses, is practically ruined. You could mix the
stuff in with a lot more of good wax. but it is

doubtful whether it would be better than so
much sand. The only thing I can suggest
would be to put it into a solar wax-extractor.
That which has not been entirely spoiled will

separate, I think, under the action of the sun,
and run down as fairly good wax. As all our
wax is heated by hot water, itself heated by
steam, we don't have scorched wax.

—

Ed.]

IS IT A fact that bees SHOW A PREFER-
ENCE FOR NEW OR OLD COMBS?

Dr. C. C. Miller:—I can answer two of your
questions in Stray Straws in Gleanings, June
15. 1. A queen will lay in old combs every

time before she will in new, as I have tried it

often. Put old and new combs side by side,

and the old ones will be filled with eggs first.

2. Do ducks eat bees? Yes, they have done it.

One of my neighbors had ducks and bees. The
bees watered at his trough, and the ducks
caught many, for I saw them in the act.

Now, Dr. M., I will ask you a question: How
long can you keep eggs out of the hive and
have them hatch in another? One time I took

a comb from a black colony containing eggs,

and kept them out a little over four days, and
then I gave the comb to a colony of Cyprians,

and they reared black bees. C. K. Decker.
Hanford, Cal., July 1.

Dr. Miller:—My observation leads me to be-

lieve that the queen prefers oftZ combs to lay

in, and that the bees likewise prefer the old

combs for brood and storage. Combs turn dark
by usage, as I think chiefly by fine varnish ap-

plied by the bees. All the interior and wood-
work of the hive is also varnished in time.

Hopkinsville, Ky., June 26. D. F. Savage.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

I hardly know how to account for the differ-

ence of opinion regarding the preference of bees

for old or new combs. Some say bees prefer

new combs both for brood-rearing and for stor-

ing honey, and yet it seems to me that in the

many cases I have noticed there has been such
a decided preference shown for the old comb
that it would seem safe to consider it the uni-

versal rule. Will any one who feels sure that

bees prefer new combs tell us what led him to

this conclusion?

The duck question was raised in the British

Bee Journal; and while there was testimony

that in some cases ducks left bees unmolested,

there was also very direct-evidence that a duck
would not scruple to lunch on bees.

As to the length of time eggs can be kept

without spoiling, I have no very great know-
ledge. In the few trials that I made, I think

eggs were destroyed after being kept out of the

hive three days. But that doesn't prove that

they might not be all right in other cases when
kept out the same time or longer. It might be

a step in advance if we could learn to keep
worker eggs, for such eggs might then be sent

by mail for the sake of getting new stock.

[Queens. I feel sure, show a preference for
comb partly dr&wn nut from the foundation;
but I think I have noticed that, when it is fully
drawn out, they will select the old combs.
This seems to be more apparent toward the
clo«e of the season, when it is evident that cool
nights will come on soon. A wasp nest con-
taining eggs and larv;e was laid on my table
two weeks ago. Some of the larv;e were un-
capped, and died in three days: but on uncap-
ping the others at the end of ten days they
made a respectful bow, and seemed very vig-
orous. To-day. Aug. 5. two days later, they
are all dead. Probably bees are not so tough.
-Ed.]

is it a case of unusual balling of the
QUEEN?

I have been handling my bees on the clipped-

queen plan for ten years past, but met with an
experience to-day that surprised me. I intro-

duced an Italian queen to a colony about five

weeks ago; decapitated the old queen, because
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her bees would sting as bad as hornets. To-day
1 took out the queen and clipped her; placed

lier on a leaf on the t pof frames, and, as she

went down, the bees got after her. I lifted out

two or three frames at once, and found her

balled on the bottom-board. I smoked the bees

off, and she was stung to death. Is that un-
usual? Geo. W. Martin.
Saltsburg, Pa.. July 23.

[The case is not an uncommon one with cross
bees, though usually there is time enough al-
lowed to get the qu(;en out of the ball before
she is stung.

—

Ed.1

N. A. M.. N. If.—Snnw piled against the hives

in winter is no detriment of itself, and affords

some protection. The only trouble arisfs when
it thaws and clogs up the entrance with ice.

This trouble can largely be avoided by giving

the hives a little slant forward in order to run
the water from the entrance.

I. D., Mich.—The reason why bees fill in small

•slabs of comb between the frames is due, many
times, to improper spacing, and to combs that

are irregular. If combs are flat as a board, and
•spaced li?^ from center to center, and if the top-

bars are IV inchts wide, there will be but very

little trouble. The building of similar pieces of

comb in the sections can be avoided by the use

of separators in connection with full sheets of

foundation. In most cases, separators with
-starters are effective.

F. L. W., Ta.—We have not tried using chaff

hives single-walled at the sides, and packed at

the ends only; but reports from those who did

try them were rather unfavorable, because the

division-boards, even when 3 inches thick, do
not seem to take the place of the thick double

walls of the hives. Most colonies in our locali-

ty, even in chaff hives, are contracted down to

leave a chaff' division-board at one or both

sides; and. of course, in the case of the smaller

colonies, this gives additional protection; and,

when large enough to fill the whole brood-nest,

the division-boards are not needed.

B. F. M., Texas.—Bees, as a general rule, kill

•off drones immediately after the honey-flow.

This is one of the economiesof the hive; for the

bees can not afford to support drones when
swarming is over, and there is nothing before

them but to save up their stores and go through
winter. Useless consumers and non-producers

must be killed oft' and got rid of. Of course, in

•queen-rearing you can prevent the loss of the

drones by feeding the colony a little every day;

and if you desire increase, divide, and feed each
divided half a little feed to keep them going on

in brood-rearing.

W. H. S., T'r(.—If your bees are clustering on
the front of the hives, and refuse to work in the

supers; and if, too, other colonies are gathering
honey, tne probabilities are they are preparing
to swarm; or if the hive is improperly ventilat-

ed, and exposed to the hot sun during the mid-
dle of the day. give them plenty of super room,
and, if necessary, raise the cover up a little and
then drive them in with smoke. Of course, it is

very essential that they have shade. If you
can not give it to them any other way, use what
is called a shade board — that is, two or three

boards cleated at the ends so as to make a pro-

jecting top that will extend six or eight inches

beyond the sides and ends of the hive. Of
course, said shade- board should be elevated

above the hive-cover an inch or so, to permit of

a free circulation of air under it. In our cata-

log, page 4, is illustrated and described what we
call the ventilated gable cover, combining to a

great extent the ordinary cover and shade-
board together.

Basswood is done for this season, and a good
honey flow. We have had goldenrod, and other

fall flowers promise well in sections where the

low lands are. A. G. Acklin.
St. Paul, Minn., July 17.

My best colony stored 119 lbs. from fruit-

bloom and scarlet clover. This season white
clover is almost a complete failure. You can't

go wrong in sowing it for honey. It will come
as near paying expense of cultivation for its

nectar as any plant with which I am acquaint-

ed. J. Colby Smith.
Willow Grove, Del., Aug. 5.

We are having the largest honey-flow I have
ever seen. My 50 colonies of bees keep me busy
wailing on them, while they are just rolling in

it. But, strange to say, my neighbors' bees
are doing almost nothing. I have the leather-

colored Italians, while they have hybrids and
golden Italians. Edw. Smith.
Carpenter, 111.. .July 22.

EPORTSKJ _
DlSCOURACle

bitter with the sweet.

Bees are doing very little ; no basswood what-

ever. Last year at this time I had 1.500 V>s. of

nice honey, and now not even .50 lt>s. ; but we
have to take the bitcer with the sweet.

Stephen Roe.se.

Maiden Rock, Wis., July 22.
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Legislation foi' Bee-keepers
Sound, Ont.

How to Feed Bees properly.
East Townsend, Ohio.

K. McKnight, Owen

H. E. Boardman,

I woui^D call special attention to a good ar-

ticle by Doolittle in this issue, on marketing

honey. "

•''

I WOULD also call attention to the valuable

articles on crimson clover (see page 629). A few

more have come in, but they were too late for

this number, but will be inserted in our next,

and perhaps in subsequent issues also. Any
thing that looks toward increasing our an-

nual honey crop by way of artificial pasturage

in these times, that will supply our farm stock

with a valuable forage, should be hailed with

delight. Crimson clover is now one of our

hopes, and should be encouraged by all means
possible, if the testimony of reliable witnesses

so far received is of any account.

THE TORONTO CONVENTION.

Remember the date of the next meeting of

the N. A. B. K. A.. Sept. 4, 5, and 6, at Toronto.

Reduced railway fare and hotel rates have

been secured, and every thing so far looks favor-

able to a big and rousing meeting. Don't for-

get to ask for certificates for the one-third

return fare, when purchasing tickets, wheth-

er you expect to use them or not on your

return. The point is here: In order to se-

cure reduced rates a certain number of certifi-

cates must be presented. If you do not secure

one it may bar out all the rest from the one-

third fare return, who have to travel ten times

as far. This has already happened once or

twice before, simply because a few, having

only a short distance to travel, "did not want
to bother with it."

The following is the program, from Secretary

Hutchinson, so far as it is yet prepared:

The Bee-keepers' Union; its Past, Present, and
Future. T. G. Newman, Chicago, 111.

Amalgamation of the North American Bee-keep-
ers' Association and the Bee-keepers' Union. Doctor
C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

Address of Welcome, etc. Hon. John Dryden.
Minister of Agriculture, Toronto, Can.

A short address, Jas. Mills, M. A., L.L. D., Presi-
dent Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Canada.

Introducing Queens. S. T. Pettit, Belmont, Ont.

Bee-paralysis: What we know and should do
about it. B. R. Root, Medina, Ohio.

Mistakes of Bee-papers and Bee-journals. Allen
Pringle, Selby, Ont.

How Bee-keepers might receive more benefit from
the Experiment Station. R. L. Taylor, Lapeer,
Mich.

Who shall winter bees out of doors, who in the
cellar? F. A. Gemmell, Stratford, Ont.

What is indicat(»d by color in Italian bees ? J. P.
H. Brown, Augusta, Georgia.

The proper size of a Brood-nest, and how it shall
be decided. Jas. Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

The surest and best way of raising a crop of Comb
Honey. B. Taylor, Forestville, Minn.
Some things of interest to Bee-keepers. G. M.

Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.

BURR COMBS AGAIN; HONEY-BOARDS VS. THICK-
TOP BROOD-FRAMES.

In the last Review Mr. Hutchinson has an ar-

ticle entitled "Dispensing with Honey-boards."

In speaking of brace and burr combs he says the

remedy has been to use thick top-bars; that

there is little difficulty in making the bars, but

that there is difficulty in securing accurate

spacing. His reason for so thinking is that bee-

journals are still describing methods for that

purpose. I can't see why this should prove that

accurate spacing is impossible. If Bro. Hutch-
inson could work with us in our yard for a sum-
mer or two, with Hoffman frames, I think he

would agree with me that there is no trouble in

that line; neither is there any trouble from a

few burr combs. He says, "others say" that

burr-combs are lessened only by the using of

the thick bars. My own experience with such

bars for five years, and almost constant obser-

vation, not only in our own yards, but in others,

satisfies me perfectly that it is only in rare in-

stances that they are built over the frames I

have mentioned; and so rare have they been

that almost anybody would say. who has had
experience, there is no trouble worth speaking

of. Mr. Hutchinson thinks it is a mistake to

throw aside honey-boards, inasmuch as their

cost is slight, and that they should not have

been thrown aside, because "others say" there

is trouble with burr-combs over thick top-bars.

As to the matter of cost, he figures that at one

cent a year for each board. This does not fig-

ure anything either way, because it would be

offset by the cost of the thick top-bars, and that

should be thrown out of the account. The only

objection he can think of with the honey-board

(aside from the cost) is that it must be pried off

when the brood-nest is open. And right you

are, Bro. H.; but it is a very hig objection, and
especially so during the robbing season, when
robbers are ready to pounce upon the hive, and
chunks of honey are torn loose, and the drip-

pings are smeared over the combs. The build-

ing of such is a waste of energy and a loss of

wax and time on the part of the bees that should

have been bestowed on the sections.

Mr. Hutchinson asks, again :
" What does the

practical honey-producer want to be opening

his brood-nest for ?" . . .
" It is only in spe-

cial cases that such treatment becomes necessa-

ry. A good bee-keeper can nearly always tell

from outside appearances whether all is well in-

side of the hive." I will grant this is true to a

certain extent, and once or twice I have written

upon this phase of diagnosis; but too much a de-

pendence upon this is too costly. At the risk

of back-tracking a little I must confess that I

can get a much more satisfactory idea of the

brood-nest —one that may save dollars— after
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seeing both surfaces of one brood-frame from

the center of the hive. With the thick-top-bar

sort of Hoffman self-sp;!cing, it is a simple mat-

ter to get at the one frame. In the height of

the honey season, when we used to use slat

honey-boards, the outside indications, we will

say, showed that the hive was not panning out

as well as it might. In the old way I always

had to rip off the super, tear away the honey

with its burr and brace combs, and then crowd
this way and that, one frame at a time, until I

got room enough to pull out one all smeared

with honey, to see whether the queen was lay-

ing regularly or laying at all. Now, when a

frame is easily "getatable," as in the case of

the self-spacers, the intelligent bee-keeper will

judge almost unerringly the exact condition of

the hive clear through the brood-nest, by see-

ing that one frame. For instance, if it is well

filled with brood on both sides, and honey along

the top-bar, it is pretty certain that every oth-

er frame, with perhaps the exception of the two
outside ones, is equally well filled with brood.

But if, on the other hand, the frame examined
is sparingly filled, and no eggs, the indications

are that there is very little brood in any of the

frames, and that the queen is a poor one.

In conclusion, Mr. Hutchinson says that, in

the use of non-burr-comb self-spacers, "we have
destroyed that most convenient function of al-

lowing frames a lateral movement." I just

can't agree, anyhow. We get lateral movement
in its perfection with self-spacers. Instead of

fingering over each frame, four or five of the

non-spacing sort, to get room to remove the

one, we pry down in the center of the brood

-

nest, in the case of the self-spacers, and split it

into horizontal halves, making a space of 3^ in.

extra. Now it is easy to remove any one frame,

because there will be no bulged combs; and the

whole set of frames of either half may be han-

dled en masse; two, three, or four frames may
be shoved back and forth atone operation. That
is why it seems to me that lateral movement
can 'be secured in its perfection, only by the

self-spacing plan; but I grant there is no satis-

factory lateral movement with the standing
self-spacer; and what I have said implies the

lianglng kind. Now, if Bro. Hutchinson could

work with us a couple of seasons— not that he

lacks practical knowledge of the subject of bee-

keeping— he would not depend on what "oth-
ers say " on this question, but would conclude

that the burr-comb nuisance, with self-spacing

Hoffman frames, is nil. and that the very rare

instances where they are built, and the very

scarcity of them even then, is not worth consid-

ering at all. Say: can't you stop off from To-
ronto and let us show you several thousand
Hoffman top-bars that have been in constant

use four and five years, that do not show a trace

of burr-combs, past or present? What you can
see with your own eyes will be worth far more
than what " others say '" on this point.

A VISIT FROM THE EDITOR OF THE "AMERICAN
BEE .lOURNAL."

We all of us, big and little Roots, have had a
most enjoyable visit from Mr. George W. York.
From the very first a pleasant, and, I might say,

a sort of kinship feeling, sprang up between us.

I was attracted by his out-and-out spokenness,

and gentle and Christianlike bearing; and the
more I have come to know him, the more I es-

teem him—not as a rival, but as a co-worker.

(Mutual-admiration society? Well, call it what
you like, if I admire my friends and am not
afraid to say so.)

Mr. York could stop but a very short time, so

we endeavored to make the most of him while
he was here. After showing him over the

Home of the Honey-bees he made a remark
something like this:

"Why, it seems to be ten times bigger in reali-

ty when I come to go through it than it appears
on paper."

The point that pleased me was not the big-

ness of our establishment, but that we evident-

ly had not tried to make the outside world
think it is so much larger than it is in reality.

Bro. Hutchinson, you remember, very kindly

said of it, when here, that it was a good deal

larger inside than outside.

Mr. York has had a good honey year, and one
of his colonies has secured something over 100

lbs. of comb honey, a sample of which he
brought. I believe it is about as fine-flavored

honey as I ever tasted, alfalfa not excepted,

and I thought so at the time I tasted it at his

home last fall. It reminds one of a slight flavor

of vanilla, and leaves a decidedly pleasant

after-taste. In color it is a little darker than
clover or basswood, and is somewhat of a green-

ish cast. He has asked me to name the source

of it; but I never tasted any thing like it. Other
bee-keepers, I am told, have been asked their

opinion, and it seems they have been unable to

tell what it is.

I suggest that the editor of ihe American Bee
Journal take a ramble across the country, and
follow those bees up. Let us have a name for

that new honey. I might explain that his

home where his bees are, is at Ravenswood, a

suburb of Chicago, and his bees have access to

the open country along the outskirts of the

town.
Along in the afternoon we took a run through

our apiary, went over the Hoft'man frames, and
manipulated that one Heddon hive; tried the

shake-out function,* peered into queen-rearing

nuclei ; in fact, we were so busily engaged
among those pets that we actually forgot our

supper, and Mrs. Root had to send Huber over

after us.

The next morning Mr. York was to take the

train at Sterling, twelve miles south of Medina.

*It worked as it has always done for me—bees got
all over the ground, up ruy pants legs; queeu could
not be found — m fact, it didn't work at all. I'd
rather find queens in the good old way.
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He wanted to go the night before and stop over

at that point; but I wouldn't hear to that, for

he must stay over with us. Our early trains

not reaching there in time to catch his train, I

drove down there with him; and such a delight-

ful chat as we had in the early morningi We
discussed bee-keepers, bee-papers, and bees in

general; and you may be surprised when I tell

you that we touched only Incidentally upon
the subject of amalgamation. Both of us were

content to let the best judgment of the mem-
bers of both societies settle the quL'Stion.

the discussion about the best size of
hives; shall it be continued in

gleanings'?

Although I have asked our readers once or

twice whether the subject as above might not

become wearisome, only one correspondent, so

far as I know, has written a protest. All the

rest have said, " Go on, Bro. Root; we are get-

ting new light and new points." Bro. Hutch-
son, in the Review, is frank enough to say that

he is " really becoming tired of this discussion,"

because *' so many of the correspondents are

arguing at cross-purposes:" and that " it seems

as though thev were both right and wrong."

Over against thi*, in the same issue, Mr. Hutch-
inson's right-hand man, the Inimitable Hasty,

says this:

The continued discussion of large and small hives

in Gleanings seems likely to prove an eye-opener

to us. We thought we had all the ways in which a

journal could proceed, and we had not. The go-as-

you-please way of every writer choosing his own
subject, the question with symposium answers,
snappy and right to the point, and the special num-
ber devoted to a special topic, all have been familiar

to us this long time. In use, however, the second
and third of these methods had got pretty well worn
out, and yet very few questions in apiculture could

be regarded as settled. It was left for Gleanings to

take up atopic and stick to it, and squeeze it, and
wring it, until the last drop of available juice had
been wl^lng out. Why not, in the course of time,

have each of the greater topics similarly treated ?

A joint agreement of the leading papers for this

purpose wouldn't be amiss.

It seems to me Mr. Hasty pretty nearly hits

the nail on the head. It was formerly supposed

that a symposium in one number or two would
just about settle a question; but as experience

goes on, we have been shown many a time that

our old conclusions were wrongly drawn; and
it is only by continued, discussion and digging

up of the facts, or, as Mr. Hasty says, sticking

to it and squeezing it, and wringing it until the

last drop of available juice has been wrung out

that we finally get at the truth. While I do not

believe the question in (iLEANiNGS has been

continued too long, perhaps some others feel like

Bro. Hutchinson; and on the principle that a

preacher who preaches too long a sermon spoils

its good effect, it may be wise to draw the dis-

cussion to a close.

In the mean time, let us not forget that we
have had a few "eye-openers." Let us rehearse

just a few of them. (1) More bee-keepers are

using cubical hives than we supposed. ('2) A
larger number find the ten-frame hive prefer-

able to the eight-frame than we had any idea

of ; and (3) it is evident that some bee-keepers

are, or have been, getting along with too small

a brood-nest; and especially is this true in the

youth and West. (4) Some like divisible brood-

chambers that can be contracted or expanded
at will, and think this is the best solution of the

problem. (5) Others who have tried them do
not find them to be an entire success, and have
finally concluded there is nothing better than
full-sized brood-frames — that is, a brood -nest

with a single set of combs.
But perhaps the biggest eye-opener of all is

the fact that (6) the eight-frame hive is not as

generally accepted as about the right size for

all bee-keepers as we have thought.

Incidentally, I might say right here that the

real thing in my judgment that brought the

eight-frame hive into prominence a few years

ago was the idea of contraction. It was then

thought advisable to reduce the brood-nest

anywhere from the full size of hive (ten) down
to four, five, or six frames. Later on, eight

frames seemed to be as small as It was advisable

to go. When bee-keepers began to use a two-

frame dummy or division-board in the ten-

frame hive generally, they reasoned this way:
" What is the use of ray having two frames ex-

tra space and a dummy if I do not need them,
when I buy more hiVes? All the brethren use

the eight-frame, and I might as well fall into

line;" but nowadays there is very little con-

traction, and many are beginning to feel that

any contraction is a mistake, because it encour-

ages swarming, and incessant swarming means
little or no honey.

Another eye-opener, and closely related to

that preceding, is (7) that bee-keepers at large

have been running too much toward small sizes

in hives, and now the tide is turning slightly the

other way. Just where it will land, nobody
knows. Now, the question arises in view of

this, "Is it wise to stop right here'?" I con-

fess I do not know, and ask for greater wisdom
of our many readers.

The interest in any discussion, it may be

well to remark, depends largely on whether one

is interested in the thing discussed, or in this

case whether he is thinking of changing his

hive ; whether his hives are all worn out,

etc. If one already has a lot of good sound

hives, no matter what they are, he will usually

say. " 1 will stick to what I have," and we will

say he is right; but at the same time he has a

sort of feeling that, when the general discussion

shows some?7if/i(y (?7;|fcre7it as being better than

what he is already using, it may become tire-

some. But this does not apply to friend Hutch-
inson, I am sure.
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FLORIDA TRAVELS.
At Kissimmee, when the train stopped we

were welcomed by beautiful music from a brass
band, played by a group of young ladies stand-
ing on the veranda of one of the tine hotels. I

suppose everybody wonders at the queer name
of this queer town, situated in one of the pleas-
antest parts of Florida. There are many sto-

ries in regard to its name. One is, that a very
modest young miss inquired of a young gentle-
man whom she met, "Are you going to Kissim-
mee'?" (meaning to inquire if he were going to
the town in question). I did not learn what
reply the young man gave; but when you come
to hear the people speak of the town it sounds
differently from what you would think to see
it printed; for the accent is on the second syllable
—the first light, and the last one very faint

—

K'slmm-y. I had been intending to make
some stop at the very pretty city of Orlando;
but I was getting along so slowly I felt the
necessity of hurrying up. Mr. E. J. Baird is a
dentist. I went into his pretty office, and sat
down until he had time to inquire my wants;
and it, was worth a small farm to see the sud-
den change in his countenance when he found
the editor of Gleanings in his reception-room.
He was so glad to see me that it seemed almost
cruel to tell him that, I must take the next
train, and that I could not even visit his pretty
home.

I omitted to mention, in the proper place,
that, while we were passing through Winter
Garden and Oakland, we had a view of beauti-
ful Apopka Lake. But we had another view
from the other side, as we passed the town of
East Apopka. I pushed on to Tavares. Well,
when you see Tavares in print it will trouble
you to pronounce it, almost as much as Kissim-
mee, Thonotosassee, and other similar names.
Tavares is to be pronounced this way

—

Ta-var-
eez, putting the wholf accent on the second
syllable, giving the A the sound it has in the
word air. I presume these beautiful names

—

these strange weird names that we find all over
in Florida—were given by the Seminole In-
dians, and theirs is a wonderful history; but
we have not space to go over it here.

I reached Tavares after dark, and it was
raining. I was a stranger in a strange land,
and I had purposed walking over to Mt. Dora
before bedtime. I was told that it was at the
other (the east) end of the lake giving the town
its name; but of course the late hour and the
rain and the darkness forbade. I was a littln

homesick, and longed for the companionship of
friends, such as I had been meeting all through
Florida. I put up at the hotel; but the colored
waiters, with their starched and spotless linen,
and high prices for every thing, to match, did
not make my homesickness any better. I hope
our colored brethren will not think I have any
prejudice against them — quite the contrary;
but I am prejudiced against any man or
woman, colored or white, who looks down up-
on humble, every-day working people like my-
self, from the lofty heights of their starched
and polished style. If I have not told it right,
you probably know what I mean, any way. I

told the lofty clerk I would pay for supper and
lodging, as I wished to walk over to Mount
Dora and take breakfast there. At this he
drew himself up still more loftily, smiled in a
supercilious way, and said I could never reach
there on foot, for it was eight miles. I presume

he looked down with disdain and pity on the
man who would get up at daylight and walk
that distance for the sake of—well, we will say
for the sake of being somewhere ct.se. It seemed
to me the price he charged was quite ample for

a whole day's board and lodging. Was I doing
the right thing to travel that distance on the
Sabbath, to be among friends? Wait a little. I

did not see a single human being on that whole
trip, because I made it before anybody else was
up. After walking a couple of miles along the
shores of the pretty lake I began to experience
the same sort of second wind in walking, that I

do in riding a bicycle; and I burst forth in

songs of praise and thanksgiving to the great
Maker of heaven and earth. I told him my
wants and needs. I could talk out loud, for the
most of the way I was right in the wilderness,
with the lake on one side, and, of course, there
was none to hear but the birds that cheered me
with their morning songs. I prayed out loud for

the friends I had left, and for the dear wife and
children at home, and for the boys who were
bearing their burdens while I was taking things
so easy. I asked the dear Father the questio.n
whether it was wrong for me to get ud thus ear-
ly and enjoy his holy Sabbath. If answers
come to us in peace and joy. and an ease of con-
science, then the answer came to me that I was
in the straight and narrow path. My example
was not bad. because I chose that early hour
when nobodv could have been offended or mis-
led by my example.

I reached a hotel, and had a half-hour's rest
before breakfast was ready. The distance was
only sir miles, and not eight, come to get there.
The breakfast was much more to my liking;

and the ways and manners of the people were in

such strongcontrast with those at Tavares that
I expressed my satisfaction and thanks before
all the guests. This seemed to break the ice;

and after bantering me a little I felt fully ac-
quainted with the people—enough so to express
a wish that I might meet them all at the church
during the forenoon; and I was rejoiced to see
the faces of some of them there later on. This
nice breakfast that suited me so well, both in

quality and the way it was served, was 2.5 cts.

My supper on'y, mind you, the night before,
was 7.5 cts.. and lodging 75 cts. besides.

Our good friend C. H. Longstreet resides at
Mount Dora. He and his wife and all his

house are good old-fashioned Methodists. I

talked with the people at the Sunday-school
at the pretty little Methodist church, and to

the Endeavor society in the evening, at the Con-
gregational church. Near Mount Dora I passed
the beautiful Chautauqua grounds of Florida.
Friend Longstreet is a gardener as well as a
bee keeper, and he showed me some of his work
in sub-irrigation in Florida. He dug out the
ground in one corner of his garden to the depth
of a foot or a foot and a half, and then lined
this excavation with water-lime cement spread
right out on the ground. The cement was
built up around the sides of the basin, so it

would hold six inches of water. Then the hole
was filled with rich soil. A tile was put down
in to carry the water to the bottom of the ce-

ment basin; and when the plants need water it

is poured in till the ground is saturated. The
experiment was a complete success; and it gave
the little orange and lemon trees a start away
bevond those not thus irrigated.

The matter of having numbered tin labels for
hives has recently been mentioned in Glean-
ings. Friend Longstreet makes a very neat tin

label of can-bottoms. One edge is turned up so

as to keep the tin flat, and secure from being
bent or bruised, and there is plenty of room to

print a large plain figure so you can read it as
far off as you can see the apiary. Perhaps I
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might remark that tin cans, and, of course, can-
bottoms, are a little more plentiful in Florida
than in any other part of the world. And this
lets out the secret that, notwithstanding the
great abundance of fruits and vegetables in
Florida during certain seasons, there is never-
theless a tremendous traffic and consumption of
almost all sorts of canned stuff brought from the
North. Florida does not seem to have caught
hold of the canning business very much as yet.
The Seminole Canning Establishment at Fort
Myers is, if I am correct, the only institution of
the kind I came across.
On Monday, Mr. Longstreet's son very kindly

took me, with his horse and buggy, over to Sor-
rento, where I met Nellie Adams, whom I have
mentioned before as having regained her health
and hearing since her sojourn in the land of
flowers. Her brother has one of the finest or-
ange-orchards in the whole of Florida, perhaps.
He has a large rotary pump operated by a steam-
engine on the banks of one of the most beauti-
ful lakes I ever saw. He had just got the plant
in working order, and I felt sorry I could not
make him a visit at the proper time, and see
him operate.

All through Florida I was told that no good
brick could be made in that State. In fact, they
shipped their brick by rail and boat all the way
from Georgia; but in the neighborhood of Sor-
rento I was agreeably surprised to find brick-
kilns making nice-looking brick of Floridaclay,
to ship by rail anywhere wanted. I stopped to
ask a number of questions of the men who
worked in the brickyard, and who were taking
down the bricks in the kiln. Finally some one
asked where I was from. I mentioned Ohio;
and at a venture I said my name was A. I. Root.
One of them started in surprise, and asked if it

were really possible that I was the " A B C " A.
I. Root, i asked him what he knew about the
ABC book. He said he had read it all through,
and so had another of the men. (Friends again
where I least expected to find them.) My good
friend Nellie declared I must let up on my fly-

ing trip long enough to visit a greenhouse con-
ducted by a couple of sisters—special friends of
hers. I suppose I looked a good many interro-
gation-points, for she replied:
"Yes, Mr. Root, there is a greenhouse down

here in Florida; and as it is something unique I

want you to see it. And these two women also
manage it almost entirely alone."
In yiew of this, of course I was ready for the

trip. Down among the beautiful flowers and
the beautiful plants—at least, such as had sur-
vived the terrible freezes—I found two nice-
looking girls hard at work among the plants
they loved. The Brooks sisters have done busi-
ness enough, 1 believe, to issue a small catalog.
I can not tell you of the many interesting plants,
flowers, and fruits that I found there. Their
greenhouse is not covered with glass, but with
cotton sheeting rolled on rollers. But they had
not seen our tomato-book, and their arrange-
ments are rather imperfect, so it seemed to me.
During the last freeze they had a terrible time
in protecting their stuff, even in a covered
house; and one reason was because the force of
the wind played such havoc with their curtains,
as I knew ifwould as soon as I saw it. If I

am correct, they have one building, something
like 200 feet long by .50 wide, with cotton sheet-
ing to cover it entirely when frost threatens.
At Orange City Junction, where I was obliged

to wait for the train, I came across a lot of Con-
gregational ministers. They were on their way
to a conference at New Smyrna. While we were
waiting for the train several of us visited the
famous Blue Springs, only a mile or two from
the junction. This blue spring takes its name
from the beautiful transparent waters, with a

little tinge of indigo—enough to make the wa-
ters look like the vault of heaven on a sum-
mer's day; and on the pebbly bottom of the blue-
waters issuing forth from the great spring we
saw the same beautiful colors, rivaling those of
the rainbow, and incrusted with pebbles, shells,
logs, and limbs of trees, and wonderful sub-
marine mosses and other vegetation, until the
bottom looked like an enchanted land. Great
fish a yard long or more swam leisurely past us,
or remained motionless until the gentle strokes
of the oar startled them from their noonday
reverie. A dear brother—at least I learned to
consider him so—handled the oars so as to leave
the surface as smooth as possible, that A. I.

Root might gaze unhindered, and take in the
shining beauties of the crystal depths. There
may be other good people in the world; but, oh
how safe I do feel in the presence of such men!
I am never nervous for fear they may let loose
some startling oath, or that they may tell some
impure story. What a wonderful privilege it is

to be one among a company of men who are de-
voted, heart and soul, toward seeking fir>t the
kingdom of God, and his righteousness! We
finally reached the end of the creek or river,
and i gazed down into the crater where the
azure waters boiled up. The country is so wild,
rough, and broken in the vicinity, that almost
the only access to the real head of the spring is

by boat.
While riding on the train on my way back to

New Smyrna, somebody touched me on the
shoulder and said :

'• Excuse me, sir; but did I not hear you say
you are from Ohio '?

"

I assented. Then he asked me my name; and
when I gave it I witnessed another sudden
change in a stranger's countenance as he rose
up and sat by my side, and told me his name
was Donaldson, and that years ago he used to
preach in Medina Co. He was another of the
band of pastors on their way to the conference.
During the afternoon, however, I slipped away
from my pastoral friends; and before meeting
them again I went through that little experi-
ence I have mentioned to you before at Lake
Helen. While we exchanged mutual good-bys
and God-bless- yous at New Smyrna. I gave
them a brief account of my afternoon's experi-
ence. Said one of them (if I remember correct-
ly it was Rev. W. S. Blaisdell, pastor of the
Congregational church at Tavares, the very
church I ran away from before anybody was
up) something as follows:
" Brother Root, if these people all follow that

little text you gave them ('thou hast loved
righteousness, and hated iniquity'), all the pow-
ers of evil that the world contains can not lead
them astray. Nay, farther: even the prince of
darkness himself will be powerless to do j/ou
harm, no matter where you go. or what class of
people you mingle in with. Only let that be
the whole sentiment of your heart, the desire
of your soul, to ' love righteousness and hate
iniquity.'"

THE FLORIDA TRAVELS ; BY A CALIFORNIAN.

Mr. A. I. Root:— I have just read " Florida
Travels," and must say that it is wonderful
how you take in every thing in your travels, at
a glance, as correctly as you do. You have told
nothing but the truth.
In February, 1884, we shipped 10 quarts of

strawberries, in with another man's berries, and
sold them through C. S. Darling, of Duane St.,

New York, for $3.00 per quart. Our strawberry-
vines began bearing in January, and continued
until June. Ours were the Newnan Seedling.
There are but few varieties that bear at all

there. Our berries were on thin land; that did
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the best. We had oin' acre that was very rich,

but we got large vines and hardly any berries
from it.

There is an orange -tree three miles south of
Gainesville, on Alachua Lake, or Paine's Prai-

'

rie, as it is called, that, in 1882, bore 18.600 or-

anges. A New England man bought them on
the tree at 2 cents each. Now figure it up and
see if it is not .«372.oo. This tree is at Old Fort
Harley; is 75 feet high, and 50 or r,o feet spread
of limbs, and has had no cultivation or manure
for years.

If you will look over Gleanings some years
back you will find a communication from a
man who had been in Florida a few months,
condemning the Newnan strawberry. He said
it was the poorest of poor berries. Evidently,
he is not an A. I. Root kind of man.
Upper Lake, Cal. G. P. Shires.

EARLY POTATOES.

This season we have had an unusual oppor-
tunity for testing the comparative earliness
and other qualities of the new as well as the
old sorts of early potatoes, for the frost cut
thera all down to pretty nearly one dead level.

Various kinds of potatoes had been brought
into the market when one man showed me
several bushels so much larger, nicer, cleaner,
and handsomer than any thing else, that I ut-
tered an exclamation of surprise. Finally I

said:
" Why, my good friend, what kind of potatoes

are these? and how did you manage to get
them of such size since the frost?"
"Oh I they were Just coming out of the

ground at the time of the frost: and as there
was only an eighth of an acre I covered them
with straw. Besides, they are Burpee's Extra
Early. I have had them two seasons, and I

pronounce them the best early potato in the
market."
" Well, these are really Burpee's Extra Early,

are they? And you live on clay soil, as I do,
so you did not have really the best kind of po-
tato ground. How many did you get from that
eighth of an acre ?

"

'• Why, there were just about 25 bushels, large
and small. Of course, I brought you the best
ones."
After some little urging he said he thought

he ought to have about (55 cts. a bushel for the
lot. I paid him 70 cts., and felt happy besides,
and I guess he did too. Now, friends, here is a
yield of 200 bushels of potatoes per acre, of
about the handsomest potatoes you ever saw in
your life; in fact, they brought 5 cts. a bushel
more than he asked, on account of their size

and beauty. Is not that money enough to
make a man well satisfied? Early as it is, I

am going to save these potatoes for seed. I am
not afraid to undertake it, because I did the
same thing last year. And, by the way, I have
a potato-story to tell you.

On the 2Sth of June, after turning under
some Parker Earle strawberries where we had
had quite a heavy picking, we planted some
Early Ohio and Lee's Favorite potatoes. They
had been kept in the cellar, and had not been
cared for as they should have been, especially
during the month of June. Some of the sprouts
were six inches long. But I directed the boys
to turn the boxes upside down, pour the pota-

toes out as carefully as they could, then sepa-
ate them, letting the roots and sprouts remain
on the potatoes as much as possible. Each
potato was carefully put into the ground, the
sprouts held up and planted as we would plant
cabbage-plants. Some one who saw me taking
so much pains said the sprouts were no good,
and that I had better pull them all off. I knew
better, however, for I have for many years
tried the same thing. A pretty fair rain fell

almost immediately afterward. The white,
sickly-looking sprouts gradually turned dark
green, and they began to grow. I knew what
to expect; but this time the experiment went
away beyond my expectations. Let me explain
that the strawberries were mulched with coarse
stable manure. This manure had produced
quite a growth of weeds. Another coating of
good manure was put on top of the weeds; and
when we plowed, a man had to help put the
stuff all under. We have a good plow, how-
ever, and the boys made a good job of both the
plowing and the marking. The marker, how-
ever, which is Darnell's furrower, came so near
tearing up the trash underneath that we cov-
ered them by hand. Well, before July was out
these potatoes were knee-high, almost cover-
ing the ground, and some of them in blossom,
and about the handsomest stand of potatoes
you ever saw. Not a bug has ever touched
them, and there are very few punctures from
the flea-beetle. Of course, there is no symptom
of blight. When I told people that that big
stand of potatoes had been in the ground less

than 30 days I almost feared they would think
I was becoming reckless in my yarns about
high-pressure gardening. The little patch is

really an astonishment to everybody. With so

much manure they may be scabby: but from
similar experiments made in late planting I

hardly think they are.
Now. when you have some potatoes left,

and they get great long sprouts on, and become
in consequence so soft that almost anybody
would pronounce them unfit for eating or any
thing else, just remember this experiment and
see what you can do along in the same line. It

takes some work to put them out properly, 1
know; but it is only just a little more labor in

planting; and less labor, in fact, through all

after-cultivation, for the potatoes are ahead of

the weeds: and. more than that, ahead of the
bugs, and usually ahead of the blight.

SUB-IRRIGATION VS. TOMATO ROT.

Some time last fall Ernest decided that he
wanted a water-closet in his bath-room. As
the house stands a little higher than a part of

the ground we use for market-gardening, I told

him I would dispose of the sewage and water
for him, without expense. Ordinary sewer-
pipe, cemented at the joints, was used to carry

the sewage down as far as the dividing-line

between his ground and mine. Then it was
turned into six-inch tiles. Each tile was one
foot long, and they were buried from 20 inches

to 2 feet below the surface of the ground, with
the joints left a little loose. They ran down a
pretty good incline under the pie-plant roots

and other plants, for 30 or 40 feet, crossing
diagonally three or four of my underdraining-
tiles. Then we closed the opening, and cover-
ed the whole with earth. He felt uneasy about
it, thinking the tiles might fill up, and back up
so as to hinder the proper passing-away of the
sewage. I told him the draining-tiles would
carry away all the liquid portion, and that the
roots of the plants would go down through the
tiles, and dispose of all the rest. The appara-
tus has worked perfectly ever since, right
through winter and summer. For some time,
however, I did not observe the effect on plants
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placed over the sewage-pipe, as I expected to.

1 began to think it was pretty low down. A
week or two ago, however, along in July, I be-
gan to notice that the rows of tomatoes stand-
ing over the lower end of this sewage-pipe
were of a bright thrifty green, and greatly
overtopping the rest. The line of the sewage-
pipe is now plainly discernible by the extra
growth of pie-plant, tomato-plants, and every
thing else over this tiling. Three or four days
ago our good friend O. J. Terrell, of North
Amherst, O.. paid me a visit. After looking
over the garden, and talking about the drouth,
etc., he began examining my rows of tomatoes,
trained after the experiment-station plan, on
lath supported by a stout wire stretched be-
tween heavy posts. He gravely informed me
that I should get hardly a good tomato from
my whole plantation of several hundred large
fine plants unless I gave them tremendous
doses of water. And then he showed me a
rotten spot on the blossom end of almost every
tomato as it commenced to ripen.

"Mr. Root, that is the effect of a lack of
moisture; and plenty of water is an effectual
cure."
You may remember this has been suggested

several times. I think the Ohio Experiment
Station gave as their opinion that dry weather
produces this kind of rot around the blossom
end. But I rather maintained that the toma-
toes had water enough. If we gave them any
more on our rich grounds, they would all run
to vines, etc. Finally a thought struck me:
"Oh I look here, friend Terrell. There is one

thing I forgot to show you. and it is right pat
to our discussion just at this minute."
Then I told him the story of Ernest's arrange-

ment for his water-closet. Then we walked
over to the spot where those great luxuriant
hills stood. Lo and behold, they had grown so
rank and heavy with their load of green toma-
toes that they were pulling down the trellis.

Two boys were called, and with stout stakes
they pulled it up straight. Meanwhile friend
Terrell was looking those lusty hills over, with
the keen scrutiny of a scientist He got down
on his hands and knees; he crawled between
the bushes: he peeked in here and there. Fi-
nally he stood up with a triumphant look on his
face, and said:
"Bro. Root, you have seen the rotten spotted

tomatoes all over your plantation, where I

pointed thf-m out to you. You have even seen
a bunch of pear tomatoes with a black rotten
spot at the blossom end of each one on the
cluster, and T told you your crop would be
ruined if you did not pour on water, and lots of
it. Now look here. I will give you a dollar
apiece — mind you, a dollar — for every tomato
with a rotten spot on it that you can find on
these bushes that stand over or very near these
five-inch tiles flooded with water, and some-
thing a little richer mixed in, say several times
a day."
There, friends, you have got the fact. Ernest

and I figured up that perhaps 13 or 15 gallons
of water a day are flushed into those tiles. But
it does not cost a cent. It is a perfect automatic
arrangement. It is not only automatic in giv-
ing a tremendous crop of the handsomest to-

matoes you ever saw in your life, but it is also
automatic in disposing of all the sewage from
the household. The whole thing stands right
close by the street, and anvbody can come and
look at it who thinks I have exaggerated it.

Because of the rot in tomatoes that has made
such havoc, my loss for several seasons past
has been because of a lack of water; and the
remedy—at least one remedy—is sub-irrigation.
And I have told you very plainly just exactly
how to manage it. Somebody may suggest

that these small tiles will in time fill up, and
will have to be taken up and cleaned out.
Well, even if they do we can afford to do it;

and very likely it will be as well or better to-

run the tiles a greater distance from the house,
say a hundred feet or more. I do not know
whether the roots of those rank-growing toma-
to-plants were down inside of those big tiles or
not; but I rather suspect they are. In fact,

that is where I planned to have them. The
tiles are so large I think it will be a good while
before they will be so filled up with roots and
trash that the water can no longer get through
them. Can any one suggest a cheaper way in

the long run to manage a water-closet ? And
just contrast the beauty and simplicity of such
an apparatus with that of an out-building with
a pit or vault under it, full of the most disa-
greeable mixture that can well be thought of.

Such things are a disgrace to the present age

—

at least, after one has the means to do better.

And even if you have not the means, I would
adopt the plan they have in Florida—the same
one recommended by T. B. Terry—of having
galvanized iron pails to be emptied on the gar-
den whenever necessary. Do not. under any
circumstances, have a pit or vault in the
ground to endanger your wells and cisterns.

FORCING VEGETABLES UNDER GLASS.

The Cornell University Experiment Station
(Ithaca, N. Y.). has just given us some exceed-
ingly valuable bulletins on this subject. I speak
of bulletins Nos. 95 and 96. If thev are not
furnished free on application. Prof. Bailey will
surely tell you on what terms they can he had.
No. 95 tells all about raising melons under glass.

No. 96 discusses Grand Rapids and other kinds
of lettuce: cress, egg-plant, and peas. There is

also a chapter in regard to bees in greenhouses;
another on the controlling of pests by fumiga-
tion. But the most valuable part is the ar-
rangement of beds, glass, etc., for high-pressure
gardening. I have never yet succeeded in

growing nice celery in the winter in a green-
house nor even in a cold-frame. As it is so
easily wintered over until February any way. it

is not worth while to grow it under glass, to be
readv for use before March. During March.
April, and May. people can always be found
who will pay large prices for a nice article; and
this bulletin tells how to make a success of it.

The work is don e by Pro fs. Bailey and Lode-
man.*^ """'''^^'t.-.^, gJT p«r^:»^;^^ ;t^

SWEEt!cI>OVER—IS IT A NOXIOUS WEED?

In what is called the "Legal Department"
of a recent issue of the Ohio Farmer I see in

two separate places sweet clover mentioned
among the class of "noxious weeds" that
are under thj ban of The laws of the State
of Ohio. Now. I do not know how this came
about, but there surely is a great blunder some-
where. First, you can not call any plant a
noxious weed that is greedily devoured by
horses ana cattle when they can get at it. If

sweet clover ever grows in pasture-lots, espe-
cially where the pasture is short, I have never
yet met with such a case. It is true that stock,
a good many times, need to be educated a little

to like it; but our horses will now eat the dry
brush after thrashing out the seed. Second,
sweet clover has been for years past quoted reg-
ularly in the market, among other clovers. It

is at present quoted bv Nungesser & Co.. 65
Pearl St.,New York, at $14.00 to $16.00 per 100 ft s.

;

and there is a good steady demand for it at that
price. Do the seeds of noxious weeds have a
regular merchantable value ? Perhaps I should
be a little modest in speaking of the third rea-
son why it should not be called a noxious weed.
It is one of the recognized sources of some of the
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finest honey that is produced in the world. In
Utah it grows on the arid i)iain, and furnishes
this beautiful honey by the carload, besides be-
ing next to alfalfa as a forage plant; and it also
performs the important office of taking the
alkali out of the "saleratu^ soil," as they call

it there, so that the ground eventually becomes
fitted for regular farm crops. Fourth, sweet
clover sends its roots down about as deep as
any clover known, into the very hard est soil, and
brings up its fertility, and it is never heaved
out by the fro^t. So far as I am informed, the
frost has never yet been able to budge a root of
it after it had made one season's growth. It

dies, root and branch, as soon as it bears a crop
of seed. I never heard of its being hard to eradi-
cate.

OUR CRAIG AND OTHER POTATOES UP TO DATE.
The early potatoes mentioned on page 641 are

now, Aug. 14, a perfect swamp of vines, and
the ground is bursting open with potatoes al-

ready the size of hens' eggs. How is that for
only about six weeks from the time of planting?
Our Craig potatoes are also making a perfect
swamp of dark-green foliage—no symptom of
blight, and no trouble from the severe drouth,
and not a bug on them anywhere. Prof. E. C.

Green, of the Ohio Experiment Station, who
has just been looking them over, says that, if

nothing hinders, there will certainly be 300 or
400 bushels per acre. Of course, an early frost
might cut short the yield somewhat. Mr.
Green said he doubted whether there was a
better field of two acres in the whole State of
Ohio. I certainly have seen nothing like it in

my travels. The whole two acres is now well
mulched with coarse stable manure. This
mulching holds the moisture from the rains we
have been having, so they are not likely to suf-
fer much, whether it rains or not; and I am
rejoiced to know that the Craig Seedling is

holding up bravely the reputation I gave it

from the record oif those ten hills last year.
Those who have the Craigs had better take
good care of them, and not be in a hurry to sell.

Some sort of price will be fixed on them later.

CLOVER-MIDGE, OR SOMETHING ELSE; WHAT
THEY LOOK LIKE, ETC.

In Gleanings for June l.-^ I noticed an edito-
rial on the clover-midge and its work on the
red clover, in which you said you had not as
yet noticed that the midge had attacked the
white or alsike clover, and said you would like
to hear from your readers.
One year ago last spring I sowed, an eleven-

acre field to alsike clover. About four acres
along the north side of the field was gravelly
ground on which the clover died out during the
drouth of last summer. The rest of the field
had a nice stand of clover this spring; but. be-
ing short of corn ground. I concluded to plow
up all but about three acres in one corner of
the field, and put it in corn. I noticed, when I

was plowing, that the clover-leaves were all
full of holes, but I did not know at the time
what caused it. I marked out the field both
ways with a sled marker, and planted it with
a hand-planter. I commenced to plant early
in the morning, and I was surprised to find the
marker-marks almost green with worms on
that part of the field where there had been
clover. There were no worms where there had
been no clover. I counted 35 worms in one
mark, within a space of 7 feet. They evidently
had come to the top of the ground to feed on
the clover, as they disappeared again in the
ground when the sun got hot during the day.
A few days after I had planted the corn I

pulled some pigeon-weed out of the clover on

that part of the field which I had not plowed,
and I found the same kind of worms at work
on the under side of the clover-leaves, although
the leaves looked, as you said, as though they
had been riddled with shot. I do not think
that it has hurt it any for seed, as the heads
seem to be fairly well filled. The worms were
green in color, and all the way from )^ to ^
inch in length. Were they what you term the
clover-midge? C. C. Welsh.
Fostoria, Ohio, June 25.

[Friend W., the green worms you speak of
are not what is known as clover-midge. Will
our Ohio experiment station please straighten
us out?—A. I. R.]

HOW TO propagate AND GROW BASSWOODS,
ETC.

Can you tell me how to propagate and gro^v
the basswood and Russian mulberry?
Gracy, Ky., July 31. J.G.Nance.

Basswood-seeds must be gathered when fully
mature, and planted in good soil. Give them a
mulch of some kind, say forest-tree-leaves. I

suppose a mulch of any sort of grass would do
as well. They need to be planted as soon as
gathered, and left outdoors to freeze and thaw.
The plants will come up in the spring about
the time that weeds start. After this they can
be handled about like any other nursery stock.
As their natural home is the forest, however,
in more or less shade, a shading of slatted
shutters, or one made of lath or cotton cloth,
seems to be a benefit. They can erow quite
close together until they are a foot high, when
they should be transplanted in rows wide
enough apart to cultivate, and about six inches
apart in the row. The distance apart depends,
of course, on how long you let them stand. If

you are going to plant a basswood -orchard, I

would put the trees only 15 feet apart each
way. cutting out half of them when they get
large enough to make valuable timbpr. This
thing should be kept in mind with all sorts of
forest-trees: During our hot dry summers,
shading and mulching are always of benefit;
and. in fact. I have seen basswood? do better
right in a thicket of briers than when standing
out in a clean cultivated field. The briers and
brambles must, of course, take the moisture
and fertility from the ground; but they furnish
dense shade and mulch. A mulching of forest-
leaves is probably better than any thing else
you can give. I am not familiar with the culti-

vation of the mulberry: but I think likely the
above would applv to the mulberry also, except
that it is more of a cultivated tree than the
basswood.

night-sotl; how to use it.

Friend Boot.'—Please inform me how I can
best use the contents of privy-vaults instead of
artificial fertilizpr on celery grown after the
Nivens method, and only a short distance from
the house. I water with ho«e from tank a few
feet above. It should probably he deodorized,
and mixed, to make of even consistency. I
have some 4000 plants on some 65 square rods.
Utica, III., July 1. Alfred Mottaz.

Friend M.. your ideas are about right: but I
do not believe vour compost will be suitable for
celery by the Nivens or any other method until
it has had time to "ripen," as gardeners term
it. This stuff is too rank for most vegetables
unless composted with stable manure, muck,
weeds, or something of the sort, and allowed to
stand, say, six months or a ypar. Then it will
produce very good results. But the value of it,

I am inclined to think, has been somewhat
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exaggerated. I would rather have a ton of

good old stable manure than a like quantity of

the best night-soil.

Additional Editorial.

Mk. Hutchinson, in the Review, pertinently

asks the question, in reference to the subject of

number-tags for hives, " Why is it necessary to

have numbers at all?" Our colonies at the

Home of the Honey-bees have never been num-
bered, because we did not consider it necessary.

But a large number of practical bee-keepers.

Dr. Miller among them, consider it almost in-

dispensable. This is especially true when rec-

ord-books are kept.

The amalgamation of the N. A. B. K. A.

with the B. K. U. is still somewhat an open

question. A great majority, I fear, do not care

very much one way or the other; but those who
have expressed themselves at all, seem to be

nearly all in its favor. So far as I can see,

there is every argument in its favor, and little

or nothing against it: and were it not for the

General Manager of the Union, under whose
leadeiship that organization has done so well,

I should feel that the cortibining of the two so-

cieties was a virtually accomplished fact. I

raiher suspect the subject will be warmly dis

cussed at the next meeting at Toronto.

Some one has said that Dr. Miller ought to

label his jokes; at all events, a writer in one of

the Australian papers takes one a little serious-

ly. Here is what he says:

Dr. Miller's Stiaws seemingly at times get very
much astray. Here is a sample from Gleanings :

"The Auatralian Bee Bulletin says, at the last of

January, ' Swarming- may now be said to be prac-

tically over.'—I sliould think so ! That accounts
for the big crops they get there. We could get big

crops too if we would work the poor loees

right through the winter."—The good doctor lias

evidently lost sight of tlie fact that, while January
is the middle of winter in the northern hemisphere,

it is the middle of summer liere in Australia.

If the writer of the above could have seen the

comical twinkle on the doctor's face, he would
not have found it necessary to explain to him
what was perfectly evident to the doctor. Now
the joke is on [loud laughter] our Australian

friend.

specify the former, those not mentioned would
"howl," and claim that they were not used

right. Furthermore, I do not know all of the

breeders who are conscientiously rearing five-

banders that are strictly from Italian stock,

and are all that is claimed for them; and I do

not feel it my duty to keep still when I know
that at least part of the five-banders that are

reared, and perhaps a large percentage, are as

cross as hybrids, and lacking in good wintering

qualities. I do know that very little fault is

found with leather-colored stock reared by any
breeder. This stock does not win favor because

of beauty, but because of real merit; .and real

merit is bound to win and bound to please in

the end.

THE GOOD AND BAD FIVE-BANDERS.

Onh: good brother bee-keeper, a queen-breed-

er, writes that I am doing an injustice to a

certain class of breeders when I say that the

five-banders are not all bad, and that this stock

from some breeders is all right; that, more-

over, when I do not specifically name the

breeders who furnish the nice five-banders, the

good breeders are classed with the bad. Well.

I grant there is something in this; but if I

No more flgwort seed wanted.

HONEY-PACKAGES.
We hare a good supply of honey-packages, listed

in our catalog, ready for prompt sliipment to those
in need. If there is something in the line of honey-
packages which you prefer, and we do not list, call

our attention to it and we may be able to supply
you. We have something new to offer which we
will illustrate in our next issue.

BUSHEL, BOXES.

We are having a booming trade in bushel boxes,
the oi'ders averaging 300 to 500 a day. We are get-
ging them otf with reasonable promptness, consid-
ering the disadvantages under which we work with
our wood-working building shut down for repairs.
We expect to be running again full blast witliln a
week or two at the outside, and can take care of all

orders entrusted to us. We have a rip and a cut-off

saw in our packing-room, to fallback on till our
other machinery is in shane to run.

CALIFORNIA SAGE HONEY.
Our car of extracted white-sage honey has just

arrived as we go to prtss, and proves to he extra
fine and white so far as we have examined it. This
is the kind of honey whieli does not granulate, and
for that reason it Is very desirable to put up in
glass packages tor retail, t)ecause it remains liquid
almost Indelftnitely. We offer it in cases of 2 cans,
120 lbs. to the case, at 8 cts. per lb. A single can at
8V2 cts. ; large lots at special prices quoted on ap-
plication. Samples free to prospective customers;
to others, 5 cts. each to pay for package and post-
age.

THAT NEW EDITION OF THE A B C OF BEE CULTURE.
We are pleased to announce the long-looked-for

and much-sought-after new edition, the 62d thou-
sand, is finally completed. We have been a long
while in getting it .from the press, it is true; but be-
sides the usual large revisions, we have added 48
extra pages of entirely new matter to an already
large book, so that it now contains 472 page's, double
column, like these, and still the price will not be in-

creased. Besides the numerous changes and addi-
tions to the body of the work, to bring the matter
clear up to the present state of the industry, we
have greatly enlarged the biographical department,
and new faces of prominent bee-keepers, who have
made a success, :a'e sliown wilh appropriate sketch-
es. The picture-gallery also comes in greatly ex-
panded, with short description of each picture.
These iMfturt's are lar^ie half-tones illustrating api-
aries, exhil)iis, and other phases of bee-keeping.
Altliuugh tlie work is supposed to cover every sub-

ject on whicli beginners desire information, we
have collected together in one department of 33
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pages, "Answers to Questions from Beg-inners."
These are practical, everyday questions, represent-
ative in tlieir character, that we have picked up for
the last three or four years in our correspondence,
and have subsequently been answered in the pages
of Gleanings. It might almost seem superfluous
to have them inatext-booi at all, since many of
the questions are answered in the body of the book.
But experience has shown that certain specific cases
arise in special localities recjuiring specific answers.
and as these questions are repeatedly asked we feel
that the answers will prove here, in permanent
form, valuable to many others. To facilitate refer-
ence, questions of a kind aie grouped together; for
instance, questions concerning comb and extracted
honey are by themselves, and in like manner those
touching feeding and bee-pasturage, etc., and so on
clear through.
The whole work, from fly-leaf to fly-leaf, has been

all gone over and thoroughly revised, so we believe
it is fully up to the times, is comprehensive, and as
specific as it is possible to make any text-book. No
expense has been spared in its preparation in the
way of engravings; and certainly no beginner who
is able to keep even one liive of bees can, for the
small sum of $1.25, afford to be without it. As for-
merly, this book can be had of all dealers in bee-
supplies.

WHAT SHALL WK PLANT DURING THE LAST OF
AUGUST?

Kidney wax beans will make green beans for
table use and pickles, if the frost holds off, ordinari-
ly. And speaking of string l^eans reminds me that
our " Best of All " green-podded string bean is now
ripening its crop of seeds. Our people around here
pronounce it the most tender and luscious string or
snap bean they ever came across; and if you do not
use them all green they are a splendidshell bean
for the table. This bean is certainly an acquisition.
My attention was first called to it in Florida, and
our crop is principally for t lie Florida trade. As it

matures quickly, I think you can get green beans
yet this fall from seed sown at once. Price, per
pint, lOcts. ; quart. 1.5 cts.; peck. $1.00; bushel. $3.50;
5 bushels, $15.00; 10 bushels, $25.00. If wanted by
mail, add the customary 15 cts. per quart for post-
age.
Eclipse beets will be just right for table use late

in the fall. They will stand a considerable frost
without injury.
If you can get cauliflower-plants, now is the best

time in the year to set them out, in my opinion.
We always get nice ones during the cool frosty
weather of October and November—in fact, the
nicest we get at any season of the year.

Celery will do if you have great big plants, and
ground that is tremendously rich with stable ma-
nure.
Corey's Extra Early corn will surely make fodder,

and may make roasting-ears.

During this month and next is the time to plant
out winter onions and sets, white multipliers, and
American Pearl. See prices on page 573 of our is-

sue for July 15.

Alaska and American Wonder peas will often pro-
duce a good crop when planted the last of August.
All kinds of radishes flourish now as well as or bet-

ter than at any otiier season. But the Chinese Rose
Winter is considered the best for fall planting.
Now is just the time to get in spinach ; but, like

celery, it wants the very richest ground that you
can fix up, to come to real perfection. Kemember,
this plant, with a little protection, can be left out of
doors all winter; but it is a great deal finer if you
have some glass or even cotton cloth to put over it

during extreme weather.
Purple-top Globe turnips sown now will give you

the very best table turnips, although they are likely
to be injured by the frost before they get to be of
very much size.

Asparagus and horseradish roots can be planted
in August and September; but as a rule you had
better wait until the last of next month, or even in-

to October.
This is the great month for planting strawberries;

and. thanks to our recent abundant rains, we are
ready to supply almost any (luantity unless it

should be the Parker Earle and Edgar Queen. These
are so late with their crop of fruit they have not yet
made very many runners.
In regard to honey-plants, buckwheat put in now

way escape the frost; better put in some crimson

clover with it, however, and then you will have two
chances for a crop for the bees instead of one.
Alsike and White Dutch, peavine and mammoth

clovers, sometimes make a stand sufficient to go
through the winter; but it is risky business.

I do not know much about alfalfa; but I think
that, in our locality, it is better to sow it during
June. Rape can be sown for bees during this
month or next, as it blossoms sometimes in four or
five weeks after sowing. Borage will also make
blossoms; but as it seems to have but little use ex-
cept for honey, very little of it is sown nowadays.
Seven-top turnip can also be sown any time this
month or next; but this plant has also dropped out
of use, as it is of but little value except for honey.
A small patch of it for early greens in early spring,
however, is a pretty good thing, and it is a splendid
plant to turn under for enriching the ground.

AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.

We are just now harvesting the finest crop of
these we ever raised. As we put in a pretty heavy
seeding, there are a good many small ones mixed in
—some not larger than peas. These small ones are
less likely to send u]) seed-stalks; and as they are
sold by measure you get a greater number of onions
for your money where the sets are small. Price,
quart, 25 cts.; peck, fl.50; bushel. $5.00. The price
of the large-sized sets, say an inch in diameter, or
more, will be just half the above prices. These are
just as good in every way, except that you will have
to take more pains to break off the seed-stalks as
fast as they appear next spring; and you will not
get so many sets in a bushel if you use the large-
sized sets. Now, and during the month of Septem-
ber, is the time to plant them. We have had the best
success in wintering where the.v start and grow,
and get well rooted in the fall. These onions have
been described so often that I suppose almost every
one is more or less acquainted with them by this
time.

Winter rye. the well-known strain that we have
been furnishing for so many years past, $1.00 per
bushel; 2 bushels, $1.80, bags included.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I am pleased with the hives, and we think the
lawn-mower is perfection. Geo. W. Russell.
Ocoonita, Va., June 10.

I should like A. I. Root to see he is not fighting
a battle against the swindlers single-handed. I am
thankful that on this side of the globe we have men
who are not afraid to speak the truth. I desire to
thank him for the way in which he has shown up
the electric gentlemen. M. Evans.
North Ipswich, Queensland, June 5.

crane SMOKER A DANDY.
I received my order, 39,859, day before yesterday,

and find every"thing exactly right. This is the best
hive I ever saw, and the thick top will stand our
hot suns. The Crane smoker is a dandy. I am
greatly pleased with these things, and extend you
mv sincere thanks. W. P. Moore.
Portland, Tenn., July 15.

A KIND word from ARKANSAS.
Bees and honey crop are good; fruit of all kinds

never better; corn and cotton and potatoes, oats
and hay, in fine condition. Come down this fall and
I will give you a bear-hunt. Anthony Opp.
Helena, Ark., June 29.

[Well, well! I have had invitations that were hard
to resist, a good many times, but I do not know
that I was ever before asked to go on a bear-hunt

—

and, come to think (^f it, from an old friend whose
name has been on our subscription-list so long that
it looks like one of the old landmarks; and that is

what makes it specially hard to resist. Friend Opp,
how fast can a bear run when it is right down mad ?

Could I take my wheel along ? Is bear meat good
to eat ? Suppose you should take me off t)n a bear-
hunt, and I should get hugged to death—what would
become of Mrs. Root and the rest of them away
back here in Medina ? Now, then, you look out or
you may get taken up. Thanks for the invitation,
any way.—A. I. R.]
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Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping--eases, and ev6ry tliinj

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping^^point in the
Country. De;ilers in Honey and 15eeswii.\.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

IF YOU WANT BEES
Tliat will just "roll" in the hone\', try J?Ioore'«

Strain ol' Italians, the result of It; years'
careful breeding-.

Dr. H. B. Lung, Harrodsbuijr, Ky., says: " I have had the
pleasure of seeing many fine strains of liees, yet I have never
seen such industrious, energetic bees. I must express my ad-
miration for your success as a bee propagator."

Warranted queens, 80c each;. 3 for $2 00. Select
warranted queens, $1.00 each. Safe arrival and sat-
isfaction guaranteed.
Those wlio have never dealt with me, I refer to

A. I, Root, who has purchased of nie 8O8 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.
CF'In responding to this arivei'tisenipnt nipntion WLEANINGS

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a VO-page book by Prof.
J. "W. Rouse. Price 2.5 cents; if sent by niMil.

38c. The little book and the ProKressivo
Beekeeper (a live progressive28-pagemonth-
l,y journal) one year, 6.5c. Address any flrst-
class dealer, or

LEAHY MFG. CO., Hicsqinsville, Mo.
CSrin rf»s^nnfli^e to this advertisement mention (tLKANINQP

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Suiiplies in general, etc.. etc.
Send for our new cal;iiog, "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for lOc in stamps.
Apii'.y to

CHAS. F. WIUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Golden Queens
From Texas.

My queens are bred for business, as well
HS for beauty and gentleness. S,ife arri-
val and reasonable satisfaction guaran-
teed. Untested, ".')(•; warranted, $1.00.
Write for price list. o-lBei

J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Texas. Box 3.

"The Market Garden
A Monthly Journal

For riarket-Qardeners and
Truckers.

So Cents a Year. Sample Copy FREE
THE MARKET GARDEN CO.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

twin responding to this a<ivertisement mention Glkajjinqs.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, writt

for prices on Onc-Plecc Basswood Sections, Bee
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation. Smi
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis

Please mention Olbaninos. 21-8db

Advantages of Bee-Escapes.

No sweat steals down the heated cheeks and ach-
ing back of the bee-keeper as the result of standing
in the hot sun pufBng, blowing, smoking, and brush-
ing bees; no time is wasted in tliese disagi'eeable
operations; and no stings received in resentment of
sucli treatment; the hone.v is secured free from
black or even the taint of smoke; the cappings are
not in.iured by the gnawings of bees; and robbers
stand no siiow whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleaned up by the bees ixKidc
the hive, before tlie honey is removed. Leading
Bee=keepers use the Porter Escape, and say that
witlioiit a tiial it is impossilileto iialize the amount
of ve.vatious, annoying, disagreeable work that it

saves. The cost is only 20 cts. each, or $2.25 per doz.
As in the ijast, this escape is manufactured b.v the
Porters, tint The A. I. Root Co. has secured control
of the sale for this country. Order of your dealer
or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

GOLDEN

DAUGHTERS OF IMPORTED HOTHER, 50 cents
eai-li: 3 for .fl.25; 6 for $2.25; 12 foi $4.00.

ALBERT HINES, Independence, Iowa. Bo.x 532.

Bred for busi-
ness. Untest-
ed, 65 cents

each ; 6 for $3 25. Tested. $1.00 caclL^Fine breeders,
$2.00 each extra. Select straight 6-banded breed-
ing-qnecn*. $4.fi0 each. To all new customers one
Golden Queen for 50 cts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guaranteed.

E. A SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark, 7-20

QUEENS

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Qiiei'n^— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, tii.st order, lo any address, at 60c
each. Alsobeesin any iinfliirity ; 4.50 colonies todraw
I'rom. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy neat- home, and save freight.

World 'T Fair Hedal
Awarded my I'atimliition. Send for fi-ee
sa/np/e.s. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new f'olislred Sections and othei- goods
at his prices, h^rcc^ Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. Jl/l H Mtttfi-
Bell Branch, Mich. '*'• *• HUIIL.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Kipping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
Fdging-up, Jointing Stuff, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.

,.-^'V, Cntnloii Frer. ' l-24ei
SENECA FALLS MFC. CO..

- 44 WaterSt.. Seneca Falls, NY.
, rt'NUondingr to this advertisement mentitm (tLkaxing^

«<IVIONEY-JVIAKERS>«
Are a strain of business Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are read.v for business, with a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers bloom. They are gentle
and Industrious. Queens, warranted pure, in June.
Each, $1.(0; six. $5.00; doz.. $9.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guarantepd. Never had any disease.
Address E. F". QUIGLEY, UmoNViL.L£. Mo.
^^In responding to this advertisement mention GLEANING&
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Warranted
95 per cent

of Queens
Purely Mated,

at 50 cents each; 6 for 'fS.Tri. or >F5 00 per dozen, from
a Golden breeder obtained of Doolittle, which he
selected and tested out of 1000 queens, for his own
special use, or from one of A. I. Knot's very best
imported breeders. Bees from mj' queens are gen-
tle, and excellent honej--gatherers. No disease.
Ask for free circular. Satisfaction and safe de-

livery g'uarauteed.

H. Q. QUIRIN, Bellevue, Ohio.

"The
Southland

Send $1.00 for the South-
land Queen. Edited by the
Atchley family. Plain, prac-
tical, and all fresh bee matter.
Jennie Atchley will begin a
Bee-keeping school in June

Uv vll* sons, come in. .\ si earn bee-
hive factory. Root's go :)ds,

Dadant s foundation. Send
for free catalog' and sample journtil.

THE JENNIE ATCHLEY CO.,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

Qolden or

Leather Queens
From the Queen Specialist

Golden queens from Duvall's best; dark leather
queens br. d from the celebrated Manum stock
(queen mother selected and tested by him).
My dront s aie all bred fiom a colony that winter-

ed successfully on summer stand without protec-
tion, bees get tie and excellent workers.
This colony is the result of seven direct crosses of

golden Italians, selecting the most desirable for
breeders each spring, reuaidless of cnhir.
Nearly every queen mates with selected drones as

there are no bees within several miles of my yard.
Duvall strnin will produce nearly all o-banded

bees, Manum stock 3-banded.
Price 75 cts. each. Safe arrival guaranteed, and

shipped by return mail if dc-ired.
Money-order office, Norlli Dana. Address

JAHES WOOD.
North Prescott,

In writinfr .advert!

Massachusetts.
; inention this paper.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishtone in the Surplus Hoaey.

Hcing the cleanest, it is usually uoiUei
the quickestof ;iiiy foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
I2lfdli 5ole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Alontgomery Co., N. V.

I. .'!• I.I iLirrfLEANING,

Makesliift Fences
Make Shiftless Farmers
Not only th;i,t, but they have a demor-

alizing effect on the live stock of the farm.
Here Is a sample. Three respectable looking
cows, in a good sized pasture, each cow wit h
a yoke on her neck as large as a hen-coop.
Comfortable outfit for hot weather!! That
farmer has evidently been monkeying with
fences "just as good as the Page."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, IWich.

I^f"!!! responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Aluminum Bicycles, 15 Lbs.
steel Bicycles, highest grade, factory
price, *i:.'.j.OO; my price, $6.5.00. Send
for catalog.

ROBERT IS. OEDYE, La Salle, 111.

ISeiiil you;- adch-ess on a postal and
get (lie most complete instructions
ever printed. Tells what seed is
hardy. How to succeed in dry
weather. Tells everything. Don't

Spend any money until \ouread it.

J. A. liveritt, .Seedsiiiai., Indianapolis, Ind«
t^"ln resiondintr to tliis advertisement mention (iLEANiNoa

QUEENS

ROOT'S GOODS at

ROOT'S PRICES
FOIi THE WEST.

Order of us and save freight. Goods at wholesale
and retail. A full line of Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation, Extractors, and everything else
of the latest and i)est.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

rsred for busi-
ness. Untest-
ed, 6-5 cents

each ; 6 for $3 35. Tested, $1 .00 each."Fine breeders,
$3.00 each extra. Select straight 6-banded breed-
ing-queens, $4.00 each. To all new customers one
Golden Queen for 50 cts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guaranteed.

^ ^ E, A, SEELEY, Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark. 7-30

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW

s ' 11:^^1 ""'"^ "^'^ *^® work of four men us-
|^^4i|i|]j iug hand tools, in Ripiiing, Cut

'^^-i-'^-sl'Rl
''"- off- Mitering, Radbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
l*Mging-up, Jointing Stuff, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sohl <ni Trial.
iiihihxi Frur. l-34ei
SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,

S 44 WaterSt.. Seneca Falls, NY.
poiidng to tliis advertisement mention (ii.KAMNGi

FENCE
Why pay 60 to 90c. a rod for fence when youcanmakethe

BEST WOVEN WIRE FENCE ON EARTH
FOR 13 TO 20 CENTS A ROD?

Horse high, bull strong, pig
and chicken tight. A man
and boy can make from 40to
eOrodsaday. Over 50 styles.
Illustrated Catalogue Free.
KITSELMAN BROTHERS
Ridgeville, ; Ir^diana.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—Hojiej/.—We find a steady demand tluct

takes all arrivals of comb tliat is first quality at 15c.
The off grades bring 9 to 13, according to color,
quality, and condition. Extracted, wliiie, 6U@7;
amber and darlj, 5@6. Beeswax sells on arrival at
25@2", according to color and cleanliness.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Aug. 20. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The receipt of new comb
and extracted is fair, and the demand not large, but
will increase with cooler weather. We quote
new 1-lb. comb. No. 1 white. 14ffil.5; No. 2. ]3@13; No.
1 amber, 11@12; No. 2, 10@11: extracted, white, fi@

6'/i ; amber, S'iOB; southern, i^®."). Beeswiix, 22@2.").

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
Aug. 20. Kaisas City, Mo.

Kansas City.—Ho?iew.—We are receiving new
comb and extracted. New white comb. 14; extract-
ed, white, 6)^@7; dark, 4'4@5. Demand good.
Beeswax, 22. Hambi.in & Bearss,
Aug. 24. Kansas City, Mo.

Buffalo.— Hr.jiejy.—The demand for new honey
is slightly increasing, but as yet very little is com-
ing forward. We would advise early shipments of
light stock, which no doubt would result well here,
and would possibly bring 14@1.t for fancy; other
grades, 10@12; buckwheat moving very slowly.

Battekson & Co.,
Aug. 20. Buffalo, N. Y.

Albany.—/ronej/.—New comb honey meets with a
ready sale. Have had a number of smiill consign-
ments, and disposed of them soon after arrival.
There is also quite a demand for extracted in glass
jars put up in attniciive st.\ le We quote white
comb honey, ]2@15; mixed. 11@12.

Chas. McCulloch & Co..
Aug. 20. Albany, N. Y.

Boston.— ffo)(ej/.—On Account of the warm weath-
er there is but, little call for honey, with a fair sup-
ply of new stock. We quote comb, 16c. Florida ex-
traced, .'(©e; California extrHcied. 5(261.2. with a
light demand. E. E. Blake & Co ,

Aug. 19. Boston, Mass.

Chicag'*.- '/o)icy.—We quote farn^y white 1-lb.
section comb honey in nice clean i>!icU;iBes ;it ]6c;
Other grades of white lion ey. 14@,l."i: amber, 13@14.
We areli;iving a good trade in extr <oUh\ lM)nH.\ . sell-
ing light amber and white at from 6©7; dark, 5@5';,
depending on quality and style of package. Early
shipments to market advised so as to permit of sale
before cold weather sets in. Beeswax. 28.

S. T. FtSH &Co.,
Aug. 22. 189 South Water St., Chicago, El.

Cleveland.—f/onej/.—Our honey market is pick-
ing up. No. 1 white comlj in 1-lb. sections is soiling
atl6e. White extracted, 6@s, Beeswax. 3.5. There
is c;ill for new honey, and we look for belter prices
than last season. Willi.ams Bros.,
Aug. T. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland. O.

Philadelphia.—Wonej/.- Honey is arriving more
freely, but the demand has not sprung up; yet we
are making some few sales both of extracted and
coml;). We quote new extracted, 4i2@6. Fair to
fancy comb, 9'2@16. Beeswax has not recovered
from the blow it received in the spring on discover-
ing so much adulterated. Buyers are suspicious,
and buy sparingly. We quote 22@25.

Aug. 20. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia,' Pa.

Milwaukee. — Honeiy. — The condition of this
market is favorable for shippers. The stock of old
crop is being steadily reduced, and the supply is

now small, especially extracted, and we cnn now
handle liberal shipments, and on section honey we
can now quote choice 1-ib. sections, 15@16c; good,
13@14; dark. 8@10: extracted, in pails or kegs,
white, 6V^@7; dark, 5@5>ic. Beeswax. 22@25.

A. V. Bishop & Co..
Aug. 24. Milwaukee, Wis.

Detroit.—flojiej/.—Best white comb honey in
fair demand at 13(?tl4; no dark offered. Extracted,
6@7. Beeswax, 24@25. M. H. Hunt,
Aug. 19. Bell Branch, Mich.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples. 8c.
eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

For Sale.—Two carloads of prime mountain
comb honey in 24-lb. glass-front shinping-cases;
labeled goods, full weight, 1-lb sections; 10 cts. per
lb. on the tracks here. A. B. Mellen, Acton, Cal.

For Sale.—White comb honey, 14 and 16c, on
board cars. G. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Pa.

Alfalfa in Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 4'2C in 1000 - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association,
Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. .Send sample.

J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange 26-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser, for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working machinery.
Will give a bargain for cash,
eitf Geo. Rall, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honej-extr;ict.ors for honey or wax.
I. J. Stringham, i05 Park Place. New York.

WANTED.—To buy 2 tons extracted white-clover
honey, in 60 lb. tins. Geo. G. Wci^lard,

270 Pearl St., Cleveland, O.

VI/ANTED.-To exchange latest improved Marvel
VV magic lantern, best quality (cost *45), also 100
choice views, for honey, beeswax, or offers.

E. E. Sli.vgerland, Troy, Pa.

U[ANTED—To exchange bees in new 8-frame L.
Vi hives for a ladies' bicycle,
eitf W. D Soper, Jackson, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange about 4 bushels of Egyp-
tian onion -sets, strawberry, blackberry, and

raspberry-plants, for foundation, sections, or offers.
D. Noble, Clintonville, Wis.

w ANTED.- To correspond with all who have
honey to sell. F. N. Johnson,

Box 137. Knoxville, Knox Co., 111.

ir ANTED.—To exchange English Beagle hound
V? female, in whelp, for repeating-ritle, extrncted
honey, or offers. D S. Hall, So Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange power-saw table and
saws, mandrel for BHrnes' saw, for bees, sup-

plies, or offers. Robert B. Gedye, LiSalle, 111.

Il' ANTED.—To exchange pure - bred short - horn
VV cattle, either cows or bulls, for clover or bass-
wood lioney. If you want good cattle, write me for
prices. Calvin Lovett, Olsego, Mich.

w
' ANTED.—To exchange f25 kodak for typewriter,
watch, or offers. Eakl Walker,

Box 316, New Albany, Ind.

41/ ANTED.—To correspond with any one wanting
iV first-class St. Bernard pup. I want honey, bi-

cycle, sliot-gun, and photographic outfit.
Scott Brillhart, Millwood, Knox Co., Ohio.

m ANTED.-To exchange fine Italian bees in Dove-
VV tailed hives; tested and untested queens, gold-
en or leather colored, for good bicycle, 22-caliber
repeating rifie (WinchesterorColt's), camera,watch,
or offers. W. F. Stuart, Box 415, Ottawa, Kan.
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CONVEN TION NOTICES
There will be a meetinsr of the Southeastern Bee-keepers' As-

sociation in Fort .Scott, Kan., Sent 19th. 1895. All are cordially
invited. J. C. Balch. Sec, Bronson. Kan.

The Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-keepers' .Association will
hold its next meeting' at Platteville. Wis.. Oct. 8th and 9th. 1895.

Come all. Don't uet discourat;cd. even if we haven't frot a
crop of honey. We shall have a good time at Platteville just
the same. Brincf your wives ami daughters with you. Many
interesting sub.iects will be discussed.

U. .M. RtcE, Sec, Boscobel, Wis.

A NEW PAIL FOR HONEY.
We have recently been investigating Record's

tight butter-package for honey, and it seems to be
most desirable.

In cut No. 1 we Bhowthi' tin package with the
tight cover lifted, repie.-enting tlie groove near
the top of ilie package illtd wliich the lugs shown
on the cover lock themselves when sprung into tlie

package, instantly sealing it tight.

We also show the little wire lever thrown out
which is used to pry the lever out of the seat

when it is desired to open the package. It will be
readily understood that the package may be opened
and closed as often as desired, always shutting and
locking itself tight. If it is desired to be absolutely
water and air tight a small rubber band is used
around the groove of the cover, forming a gasket,
but for ordinary purposes this band is not neces-
sary.
These pails are made in sizes to hold 1, 2, 3, 5, 10,

and 20 Itis. of butter or lard. The honey capacity is
appro.\imately l^c, 3, 4'4, V>2. 15, and 30 pounds.
Cans without bails, ot still larger capacity, are
made; but for shipjiing honey in retail packages
the four smaller sizes would be the ones u.sed. We
will furnish these pails at following prices:
No. 1, holding V i tt>s. honey, 6c. each; 55c. for 10;

^5.00 per 100.

No. 2, holding 3 ftis. honey, 7c. each; 65c. for 10;
$6.00 per 100.

No. 3, holding 4' i li:>s. honey, 8c. each; 7.5c. for 10;
J7.00 per 100.

No. 5, holding 7^2 K>s. honey, 10c. each; 90c. for 10;
*,s.00 per 100.

No. 10, holding 15 ff)s. honey, 15c. each; $1.35 for 10;
$12.50 per 100.

SHIPPING-CASES.

The letter from S. T. Fish & Co., in another col-
umn, calls attention in a practical way to the im-
portance of neat and attractive cases. We have a
later letter from Fish & Co., inclosing one from the
sliipper of the lot of honey which sold on arrival at
Hi cts. In this letter the shipper says the cases came
from The A. I. Root C >. We have been wondering
why we get more orders every year for shipping-
cases. The only reason we can assign is, that, at
the very reasonable price we ask, we furnish a very
neat and attractive case. See our catalog, for
prices. Right here 1 might mention the fact that
the car of alfalfa honey we received last fall was
put partly in our easts, but mostly in cases made at
a local mill. The cases were not tight, nor the
honey protected with paper as we recommend In
our catalog. As a consequence, the sand and coal
dust injured the looks of the honey, and the selling
price as well. If you have a nice article of honey,
do not sacrifice two or three cents In the selling
price by not putting it up in the most attractive
package, and properly graded.

HONEY MARKET.
We are having a fairly good demand for honey,

but look for a better trade. this month and later,
when fresh fruit is not quite so plentiful. We
offer fancj' comb honey in 1-lb. sections, 12 and 24
lb. cases, at Die. In crates of about 20'i lbs., 15c. We
have a lot of very tine extracted clover and bass-
wood honey, in 60-lb. cans, which we sell at 9c per
lb. for a single can; S'ic by the case of 2 cans; 2
cases or over, Sc per lb. We offt^r California sage
honey at 'jc peril), less than these prices. This is

very fine white honey, which does not candy or
granulate. Samples mailed for .5c to cover cost of
package, or free to intending purchasers.

SECOND-QUALITY ABC BOOKS.
In finishing up the last edition of the A B C of

Bee Culture, before the new edition just finished,
we find still quite a number that we classed second-
quality, and offer at (35 cts. postpaid to close out.
U'hey are in cloth binding, and scarcely distin-
giiishal)le from the firsts. A number of those who
have received one from our notice of Mav 15 wrote
us that they could not see, in looking them over,
why we should class them as seconds. We have
about 60 of th" books; and if they go off as rapidly
as thej' did in answer to our first notice they 'will
last scarcely three weeks. Who wants one ?

Black and Hifbrid Queens For Sale.

Hybrids for 20 cts. ; mismated for 30 cts.

C. G. Fenn, Washington, Litchfield Co., Conn.

18 hybrid queens, a few of them mismated, reared
this summer from daughters of one of Doolittle's
selected queens: all good layers; 25 cts. each; or 5
for $1.00. J. P. F. Smith, Liberty, Mo.
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The Convention
will, (jf course, take me ttway from home a few
days, but L'U.sloiners need tint liesitake on that ac-
count in sending' for quL-eiis, us 1 shall leave the
nuclei well stocked with queens, and Mrs. H. can

fill orders just as well and promv^tly as 1 can. " By ri'turn maU " will be the motto, ju-t tlie same, whether I

am at home or not. Sinjile queen, $1 OU; six for J5.00. One (jueen and iJtriCit', *l.iO; one queen and the
book, "Advanced Bee Cultuie," f 1 23; queen, book, and Review, $'2x0 Remember that tln' queens are
bright, young tested queens, and strictly Urst-class in every lespect.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

an

Ee3

e^s

Please cut out this whole ad.
and sign and mail it to

—

56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

(t;^" Please send to me the
Amekican Bee Journal for
3 months (13 numbers). At
the end of that time I will

send 61.00 for a year's sub-
scription, or 25 cts. in case I

decide to discontinue. Yon
will please address me thus:

Xanie.

Post-0ffice. State.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

A customer, looking- over my
400 hives in home apiary, said,
" Where are your bees ? Miue
were tl.ying all around thick this
morning." I said, "Just stop;
look down at any hive." He was
amazed. They were just i)ouring
in thick with tlieir heavy loads.
This proves two things-they can't
be excelled as workers, andq\ilet.

I opened several hives. He had no veil; was in the
apiary X of an hour; was
not bothered once. Trv Wm A ^plcPf
them. Untested guaran- ^^ '"• ^' '-'ClSCl ,

teed queens, 7oc. Send for WvnCOte, Pa.
wholesale price list.

^= For the next 60 days we
•rr^ will sell warranted purely
—

—

mated queens at 55 cents= each; six, .$3.00; tested, 75~ cts. each; six. $4.00. All—

-

(|ueens sent by return mail.
g—r Satisfaction guaranteed.
r^^!' Address

M LEININGER BROS.,

^ Ft. Jennings, = Ohio,

A Full Line of Popular

SUPPLIES
Always on hand.

The
Bottom
is

Out!

1 lb. sq. flint jars, $5.00 a gross, sent from this city.
Untested queens, now ready, 75 cts.

After Julj' 10th, 3frame nuclei and Italian queen,
$2 50. Discount on quantities.
Catalog free.

I. J. STRINGHAM,
105 Park Place, New York.

World's Fair fledal
Awarded my Foiinclfition. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new I^olislied Sections and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. JVf I-l H*»»-i-f
Bell Branch, Mich. ^^^' **• HUHL.

We make a specialty of these goods, and
dety competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Qoods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

IIUPnPTPn QUEENS, $3.35; untested. .50 cts.IJTirUR 1 L,U vv. C. FRAZIER. Atlantic, Iowa.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers" Supplies in general, etc., etc.
Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Headquarters in Missouri coodl?°*
®

Can supplyyou with all tlie fixtures used in an api-
ary. Best goods at lowest prices. Catalog free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

If Tons of Honey,
Fleaseil Oiistomers, and Increasing'
Trade is a criterion, then my queens are satisfac-
tory. Warranted purely mated queens from
5-banded strain, 75c; slxforW.OU; dozen, ^7.50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

In responding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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Canadian reports, as well as reports from

this side the line, indicate a short crop.

Keep up the discussion about hives. [Yes,

but I must have more votes than this to keep it

up.—Ed.]

Keep OUT of Gleanings the silver discus-

sion. [Quite right: and all other political ques-

tions.—Ed.]

Superseding queens, when left to the bees,

is usually done in May, says C. W. Post in C. B.

J. I think my bees do most of that in the fall.

Hutchinson says, as a rule a honey-board

need not come off oftener than once in three

years. He also thinks it is needless to number
hives.

After using divisible brood -chambers for

years, Hutchinson says he has never seen any

evidence that the queen is likely to neglect one

section.

"More good people in the world than we
sometimes suppose." is what I said, and Som-
nambulist warns me, " Look out, doctor, for

mud-balls from the anti-mutual battery."

Squeezing and wringing still bring a good

lot of juice out of the hive discussion. As long

as that is the case, it is well to keep it up.

[Yes, I rather think so; but I want our readers

to indicate their pleasure.—Ed]

Deutsche Imker, a (xerman bee-journal,

contains the information that, of the 3500 va-

rieties of plants in that region, only fiO yield

both honey and pollen; 000 yield honey only;

2.=)0 only pollen, and 130 propolis.

A Colorado man thinks I'd better quit try-

ing to get honey from straws, and come out

there where I can get it from alfalfa. Perhaps
so; but if I can get the alfalfa to come here,

that may be cheaper than to move.

Moving bees. Here's a plan for short dis-

tances, given by H. E. Hill in American Bee-

keeper: Put three frames of brood with queen
and most of the bees on new location. In six

days move the rest, cutting out qneen-cells.

' We've always to keep in view the fact

that next year's greatest problem may prove

to be the caring for an unusual crop," says

Somnambulist, in Procjressive. I've kept that

in view so long. Sommy, that my eyes begin to

feel strained.

The queen of a colony that has wintered

badly is thereby injured herself, and is better

replaced, says C. W. Post, in C B. J. Such a

colony is usually hard to pull into shape; but I

never before thought of blaming the queen. He
may be right.

Carniolans are said to be hard to distin-

guish from blacks. Some say it's easy, but I

don't remember seeing in print how to tell

them apart. [It simply can't be told on paper.

There is a difference, but you must learn to

know it by actual comparison.—Ed. J

The American Bee-keeper reports that wS. M.
Keeler gets combs built down to bottom-bar by

using bottom-bars of ^% wire. [I have no doubt

of it. They will do more; they will build clear

past them on to the next set of frames below.

They did that with some of our three-eighths-

square wood bars.

—

Ed.]

Laying workers sometimes make just as

nice and smooth work as queens, filling worker-

cells regularly with one egg in a cell, with no

difference that I could detect. But I think it

is generally if not always in cases where no

drone-cells are present, and generally a queen-

cell with two or more eggs will tell the story.

The cost of honey-boards or thick top-bars

doesn't figure either way, you say on p. 636.

Beg pardon, but it does. A honey- board costs

several times as much as the extra thickness of

top-bars. My honey-boards don't last like top-

bars, and they cost me a good deal more than a

cent a year. [Perhaps you are right.—Ed.]

Wood - base foundation, says Canadian
Bee Journal, was used by D. A. Jones 15 years

ago. All was lovely while the bees were busy
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working, and rearing brood; but when out of

work they got into mischief and set to work to

eat away and remove the wood. [This was

just our experience about that time too.

—

Ed.]

Do BIG TREES and big honey crops go to-

gether? California has both, and the enor-

mous yields of honey in Australia come from a

land which invites California to a contest as to

big trees. The Sydney Evening News contains

accounts of trees having a circumference of 40,

50, and 60 feet, and one tree has a girth of 136

feet at 5 feet from the ground.

Experimenter Tati.or says in Review that,

usually, the royal jelly deposited in a ceil

amounts to about half a common thimbleful.

Haven't the women in that region rather small

hands? [The women in your locality must

have big hands. (Beg pardon.) I should have

said Taylor's statement was about right for

here.—Ed.]

Melilotus alba is considered only a weed

in the Northwest; but in the South it is prized

as one of our most valuable forage crops

Mowed before the plant becomes too large and

woofiy, the quality of the hay is first-class, and

in nutritive quality equal to any of the clover

family." — E. Montrjomery, in Agricultural

EpUomist.

Quoth ye editor, on p. 620, "There is a

method, and it is practical, to control fertiliza-

tion. See article by James Wood." With
feverish haste I found the place, then a nerv-

ous shock, a collapse. Not a thing new in it.

Not a thing that ever was or ever will be of

value except to a very few isolated individuals.

[I knew it was not new; but I don't agree re-

garding its limited application.—Ed.]

"U-SELES.S consumers" is a term commonly
applied to bees reared after the honey-harvest

commences. S. E. Miller, in Progressive, raises

a protest against the term being thus used.

I've been looking for that sort of protest be-

fore. [What better term can you suggest that

conveys the idea so well ? I don't think of any.

It Is true they may not always be "useless,"

but if the rearing of them could be deferred a

little later it would be better.

—

Ed.]

Some 430 colonies are kept in the home api-

ary of C. W. Post, says Cayiadlan Bee Journal.

I supposed such numbers couM be kept in one

apiary only in the far South. Now they're go-

ing to commence doing that sort of thing in

Canada, so as to make us poor mortals in the

middle feel we're nobody. [But wouldn't Post's

bees do far better if thoy were divided into two

yards—one yard two or three miles away?

—

Ed.]

I WAS SURPRISED lately to see, within a f'^v

miles of home, a field thickly covered with hay-

cocks, show ing a heavy yield in this year when
the hay-crop is very light. Coming closer I

found it was alfalfa three years old. I didn't

suppose alfalfa would grow here; but there it

was, and the second crop had been taken this

year. I saw no bees on it. [There is a fine

field of alfalfa not a great way from us. We
didn't suppose it would grow as well as it does.

—Ed.]

R. F. HoLTERMANN says lindens planted in

the streets are rarely of benefit to bee-keepers,

but must be in the woods to be of much value.

I wish that might be numerously contradicted.

[That is not true around Medina, nor in any

other place I have been in the United States

during the bloom. I have a row of trees in

front of my house that are the equal of any

trees in the woods for the roar of bees at the

proper season of the year. Of course, bass-

woods do better in the woods; but that those

along the streets are rarely of benefit to bee-

keepers is not true with us.

—

Ed.]

"A revelation" is what Somnambulist

calls the statement in Gleanings, that the

majority of bee-keepers put their sections on

the market without scraping. That may be a

good name for the statement, but a good name
for the thing itself is "abominable careless-

ness." [Many times a statement may appear

to be a revelation, but that does not signify

that it is untrue. Bee keepers who are in the

habit of always scraping their sections are apt

to think all others do. You remember the

Frenchman who thought because he always

"parlez-vous-ed fran^-ais" therefore all the

rest of the world did.—Ed.]

A VISIT AT B. TAYLOR'S.

THE MAN, HIS HIVES. FIXTURES, ETC.

By Harry Lathrop.

Ofi-yf^ars are good for some things; and one

is. that they allow a bee-keeper leisure time to

vi>it other apiaries, and broaden his knowledge

of men and methods. On the lOth of June I

started for the Northwest to visit the home and

apiary of B. Taylor, near Forestville, Minn.

Aft'T A pleasantt ride down the Wisconsin Val-

ley, crossing the Mississippi at North McGregor,

and on through Norihirn Iowa, I arrived at

WykofT Station, where I was met by Mr. Tay-

lor, according to previous arrangement, and

talson out to his beauti ful home. 8 miles distant.

Although Southern Minnesota is in the main a

prairie country, the Taylor apiary is located in

a wooded section, with narrow valleys between

high limestone bluifs. This part of Minnesota

produces about all the honey-plants common
to the Northwest, including an abundance of

bas^wood and white clover. To be concise,

there were three things in which I was espe-
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cially interested—the lirld, the man, and the

work.

The location has been partly described. It is

a land of beautiful valleys traversed by cool

spring brooks, the natural home of the brook

trout, and abounding in cool leafy woods in

which the thrifty basswoods are plentifully

distributed. The Taylor apiary is beautifully

situated in one of these valleys, on sloping

ground at the foot of the bluff, where it catches

the first beams of the morning sun, and is nat-

urally sheltered from winds.

Now as to the man and his methods. Mr.

Taylor is more than a bi'( -keeper. He is a fine

mechanic and an inventor. He has a nice shop

containing machinery (constiuct'd by himself)

for making every conceivable appliance used

» T K.

'\

C. TAYLOR.

in bee-keeping. All his work, whether it be

building a house or a bee-feeder, is thorough
and exact. No time is lost in his apiary

through having fixtures that won't fit. I

did not see an imperfect joint nor a warped
cover on the place; and when Bro. Taylor
makes any claim or describes any appliance in

the bee-journals you may be sure it is just as

he says it is. My expectations were fully met.

He informed me that each appliance he uses

was adopted after many experiments, until

finally he has selected what he considers the

best after many practical tests, and he has the

things themselves to show each step by which
he has arrived at present conclusions. Having
time, and proper tools and machinery, this was
much easier for him to do than it would be for

many. Very few bee-keepers can attempt to

do what he has done in the mechanical depart-

ment, but must adopt, as best they can, the

methods of others.

Mr. Taylor has never made an effort to estab-

lish a supply business. He seems to have little

or no desire to do a large business, therefore

his well-equipped shop and beautiful machinery

stand idle a large part of the time.

The hive adopted is the same in nearly every

respect as his shallow-depth sectional hives,

except in the depth of the frame. The one he

prefers is only a little shallower than the ordi-

nary Langstroth frame. He prefers what
would be considered a small hive, and gets very

large swarms from them too, as I can testify

from what I saw. I was fortunate in being

there just in the swarming-season. In honey

production he can show a record above the

average; but that may be, and probably is,

largely due to a good location. He is not so

particular as some in regard to pure races of

bees; but his colonies show the mark of health

and vigor — the result, evidently, of properly

brc d queens.

I was much interested in the following: His

house-apiary, bee-cellar, readily movable self-

spacing frames, interchangeable hive-body,

bee-escape, section-holders, solar wax-extractor,

feeders, and swarm -catcher. The latter ap-

pears to be his pet hobby at present; but for

myself I am so well pleased with my method of

working with clipped queens that I am not

much interested in swarm-catchers. His is

intended to be placed on the hive the moment
you notice the swarm beginning to come off.

One thing I saw was quite instructive. I was

shown a lot of hives containing nice clean

combs of white honey from which the bees had

died during the past winter, although they had

been properly cared for. The cause assigned

was that, on account of dry weather last fall,

they had gone into winter quarters with old

bees instead of young ones. The result was,

they died off from old age just as we all shall

if we don't die sooner from some other cause.

Mr. Taylor is assisted in his work by his

youngest son Jewell, whom he expects to suc-

ceed him in that work—his other son, living

near by, preferring fruit culture.

Mr. Taylor is an expert in gardening and

fruit-growing, and gave me a few valuable

hints along that line. I was told that, some

years ago. he tested one hundred varieties of

native wild plums on his grounds. These were

brought from different parts of the Northwest.

Out of this number he has selected one that he

considers very superior. How few would take

the time, and have patience, to conduct.such an

experiment! After all, where do you find more

all-around handy men than among the bee-

keepers?

In closing, I will say that I was so kindly

treated during my stay, and enjoyed myself so

well, that I feel just as though I wanted to go

again some time.

Browntown, Wis.
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CRIMSON CLOVER.

•'BY LONG ODDS THE BEST BEE - PLANT; "

HONEY VERY FINE; WHEN TO SOW ;

GREATEST RESTORATIVE
OF THE SOIL.

By A. F. Ames.

Friend Root:—I see you want information

about crimson clover. I have had but one

year's experience with it as a bee-plant; but

this year it was by long odds the best bee-plant

liere—much better than white clover ever is

here in the South. It blooms vary early, so one

must have bees strong in time. The honey is

very fine—not quite so white as white clover.

It is the greatest, soil-renovator in the world,

and will succeed where red will not. It should

never be sown in the spring—at least in the

South—but early enough in the fall to make a

good growth to carry it through the winter.

Here, although late sowing will winter all

right, it will make a very light crop, as it must

make a good growth in

the fall and winter. If

left to ripen it will reseed

itself. The best time to

cut for hay or to turn un-

der is when part of the

heads are brown. If sown

so early that there is dan-

ger of blooming, pasture

it. I have no fears of

mine, sown the first week

in July, blooming this

season. It will endure as

much cold as red, or per-

haps more, and make
over twice the growth in

the same time.

Claremont, Va., Aug. (3.

corn after cultivating the last time, seeding

about 10 or 15 lbs. per acre. As a land-improver

it can not be beat; and as for honey it is

simply " out of sight," yielding a large amount,

of the finest quality, as you will see by the

sample I will mail you soon. It is not very fine

CRIMSON CLOVER " OUT
OF SIGHT." YIELDING
LARGEST AMOUNT
OF THE FINEST

HONEY.
This clover was first

introduced in Virginia

about fifteen years ago;

but it has not been large-

ly grown in this country

for more than four or five

years. It can be sown in

this State in August, Sep-

tember, or early in Octo-

ber, and is in bloom the

latter part of April.

Farmers grow it largely

in this county for early

green feed, and sell large

quantities in Richmond at

10 cents per hamper. We
generally sow ours in the

CRIMSON CLOVER.
Re-engraved from a cut iu Burpee & Co.'s catalog-,
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for dry hay, as it is inclined to be rather dry

and woody. Like all other crops it does best

on good land, although I think it will do a

great deal better than common red clover on

poor soil.

Reports are rather encouraging this year

throughout the State, my bees giving me about

35 or 40 lbs. of comb honey per colony.

Richmond, Va., Aug. 10. F. H. Jewhurst.

CRIMSON clover; how introduced in this

country; its great beauty, etc.

Crimson clover was introdud'd in this country

several years ago b'y the late Dr. Haralline.

Being a great lover of flowers, he was attracted

to the plant by its great beauty, which is hardly

exceeded by the finest flower that adorns yard

or garden. The beautiful deep green, which
may be seen all through the winter, when not

entirely covered with snow, grows deeper and
brighter as spring advances, until early in

May, when the flowers appear, and the field

changes from a deep green to a brilliant crim-

son, making a sight to behold; and, remember,

at first its value as a forage-plant was not

understood, and as a soil-restorative it was un-

known; and the progress of the plant at first

was rather slow. Every one admired its

beauty, and numerous plots were sown for

ornamental purposes; but years elapsed before

farmers awoke to its value as a regular rotation

crop.

Crimson clover has now been successfully

grown in all parts of the Union, and is no
longer an experimental crop. It is good for

hay, and will yield two to three tons per acre

of the finest quality. It is valuable for seed,

which it produces in large quantity; is good
for fall and early spring pasture; it is also an
excellent honey-plant, and makes a good bee-

pasture; but its greatest value is in its ability

to store up plant-food, and at the same time

send down deep feeding-roots in the subsoil,

and bring to the surface elements of fertility

that would otherwise be lost.

Crimson clover is an annual, and must be

sown in its proper season. This extends from
the first of August until the last of October.

About 10 quarts of seed are required to sow an
acre. If any of the readers of Gleanings
would like to test a sample of crimson clover I

will send a small sample by mall for a couple
of stamps for postage. L. Staples.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

[All right, friend S. ; but you may be swamp-
ed with orders; so, look out.

—

Ed.1

A fine growth of CRIMS()^' CLOVER ; three
WEEKS ahead of rkd; worth to

THE SOIL more THAN 30

loads of MANURE.
I sowed one-third acre of crimson clover on

good onion ground Aug. 20, 1894, and it made a

fine growth, and kept green until February,

although the cold had been to 20° below zero.

In February the top died down, but began to

grow nicely in March, and was three weeks
ahead of red clover on the same kind of ground.

May 1st I had it plowed under, when it was 20

inches high, and there was such a heavy
growth they had to use a chain to turn it un-

der. I planted the ground to muskmelons, and
the ground kept moist except about two inches

on top, through the long drouth of six weeks in

May and June. I think it was worth more
than 30 loads of manure. I also sowed my
half acre vineyard, and it bloomed in May. and
the bees worked on it lively—more than on
white clover; but I can't say as to amount or

quality of honey. It made fine pasture for

chickens. 1 consider it the greatest plant ever

introduced, if used between other crops to im-
prove land by retaining its fertility and adding
nitrogen. John C. Gilliland.
Bloomfield, Ind., Aug. 13.

RAMBLE NO. 139.

in selma.

Although we left Murphy suddenly we did

not forget to bid adieu to our good friends the

Schaefrtes. They all, from the head to the

foot of the family, made our sojourn enjoyable,

and we had reason to remember them in a sub-

stantial manner for many days. A pail of that

blue tarweed honey, a bag of apples, and one of

Mrs. Schaetifle's excellent pies, were all tucked
into our lunch department. May the shadows
of the Schaeffles never grow less.

Calaveras Co. is so full of interesting natnral

features that Mr. Wilder and I felt that we
could have spent many more days there with
profit; but southward was now our watchword.
Storm-clouds began to gather in the northern

horizon, and we longed for the balmy skies of

our southland.

The Golden Nugget apiary, as mentioned in

the last ramble, is owned and operated by Mr.
Aliska. Here we find 200 colonies, the greater

portion of them in a shallow hive. Before vis-

iting this apiary I bad learned that the brood-

chamber and the super were both filled with
43^x4^ sections; but upon examining a few of

them I found the sections in the super in wide
frames, and the brood-combs were built from
these same brood-frames down into the brood-

chamber; and the brood-comb was removed
every time a wide frame was removed with its

sections. Mr. Aliska was not there to explain

matters; for in the early morning his partner

and himself and Ah Hin, the Chinaman, went
to work with wheelbarrow, shovels, and picks,

in their gold-mines, where the greater portion

of their time was spent. Mr. Aliska, during
the honey season, left the gold-mine and secured

gold through the medium of his hives. Comb
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honey was the product, and the honey flora

here was much the same as at Mr. Schaeffle's.

I found other bee-keepers in this same neigh-

borhood. About a mih^ from Aliska's an old

decrepit man and his wife had an apiary which
they managed upon the old plan; and in refer-

ring to Mr. Aliska they said that he had re-

cently come in with his new-fangled notions;

"but them ar little section fixin's I don't be-

lieve in. lean git jest as much honey as he

liin, any year; besides," said the old man. "I
don't think much of them ar' miners. Wy ! if

they thought thar'd be a leetle gold under this

yer house they'd dig right under it in a minute,

an' they claim they've got a right to by law.

It's a fact, stranger; one of my neighbors has

gone rackin crazy trying to keep the miners

from disffin' ui) his whole farm: and while he

is sent off to the 'sylum his old wife hangs on

to the farm with jeopardy."

Mr. Aliska was not the kind of man to dig up
his neighbor's farm« and feelings in that way,

but he was at work in a tunnel trying to strike

a " pockot," as it is termed, and a great deal of

scientific reasoning and digging is practiced in

trying to find these pockets. Mr. Aliska stat-

ed to us that he once struck such a pocket, and

panned from one pan of dirt $l.oOO in gold nug-

gets; and to find another pocket he might
spend twice that amount. So goes the miner's

life, lived on with the hope ever before him of

great and sudden wealth. In the long run a

steady devotion to the production of honey
would probably bring in more nuggets of gold

than the pick and the shovel.

This portion of country we now pass through
shows more and more the wear and tear of

placer mining. Where once were fertile tracts

of land there is now nothing but piles of coarse

debris and acres of ill-shaped pointed rocks.

The fine earth has all been washed away, and
thousands of acres of such torn surface are

found in Calaveras and Tuolumne Counties.

On our journey we cross the famous Stanis-

laus River; Sham's, and various other fiats;

Jimtown, and Poverty Flat, all made more or

less famous by the writings of Bret Harte,

whose home, as well as that of Mark Twain,
was formerly in Angel's Camp.

We gradually get beyond the mining lands,

and drop, as it were, from hill to hill until we
get again into the great San Joaquin Valley;

and after three days' drive from Mr. Sehaeffle's

we are alongside the S. P. R. R. at Merced.
From this point we have over 30(J miles to trav-

erse ere we get under our own climbing rose-

bush and pepper-tree.

Another three days we traveled through an

extensive grain and grazing country, and with
it were scores of square miles of unimproved
and barren lands whereon the wild goose

quawked, the turkey-buzzard foraged, and the

traveler accelerated his pace. The desert ap-

pearance at this season of the year was en-

hanced by seeing now and then the bleaching

bones of some weary bovine that had given up
the hopeless pursuit of forage, and had died for

the want of it. The honey-bee, if located here,

would find as little forage as the cattle; and it

occurred to me that, while so many are talking

about rearing queens upon lonely islands, here

in the midst of these great plains would be a

fine place to mate queens with special drones.

The little queen-rearing apiary could be estab-

lished for a while upon some large cattle ranch.

A little sugar to stimulate, and not another bee

within 20 miles I who could desire a better place?

We were pleased to reach Selma, in Central

California, on Saturday evening. Here we
again strike a honey-producing country and a
larg'> number of bee-keepers. Mr. J. C. Mc-
Cubbin, with whom I had a pen-and paper
acquaintance, lived in the edge of the town,

and upon a vacant lot near his residence we
picketed our horses and pitched our tent, and
sojourned over Sunday. It is good for breth-

ren to dwell together in unity, and attend
church on Sunday.

I had a sort of vague idea that our friend was
a bachelor; but the idea was dispelled as soon
as I looked inside the dwelling. If I must in

fairness say it, no bachelor could ever keep a
house in such tidy order as we found that
house. A bachelor always forgets to put things

back in their places; and if he does, his fingers

are so clumsy that they knock over several oth-

er things; then a bachelor generally has a hor-

ror of sweeping down cobwebs, and they will

dangle from the ceiling; but a good housewife
never forgets these things.

We found it so in the McCubbin mansion,
for there was neatness and order, and then
there was a little cherub of a baby, just old

esough to double up its fists and make mouths
at us.

The baby was quiet enough to allow us to

talk bees until near midnight, and we had
something near to inspire bee-lore, for Mr. Mc-
Cubbin was getting his honey ready for market,

and had several tons of nice comb honey nicely

graded, crated, and stored in his house.

In this portion of California the yield is large-

ly from alfalfa, and at the time of our visit

(Nov. 24) the bee-keepers around Selma were
getting a fair crop of honey ready for market,

while in nearly all of Southern California bee-

men were pouring sugar syrup into their hives.

The yields from alfalfa are not so great as

from sage; but. having a more uniform yield

every year, the bee-keepers make fully as much
money ouift of their bees, in the long run, as

they do further south—at least, 1 will make
that statement and let it stand until it is proved
otherwise.

While the leading honey-plant around SeJma
is alfalfa, on the " West Side," as they term it,
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the sages yield an abundant honey crop; and

cases were cited where .^00 colonies had given

65 tons of extracted honey; and apiaries with a

less number of colonies, yields in proportion.

All the way up the San Joaquin Valley we
hear much of the " West Side," and that means
the west side of the valley, where it is bounded

by the Coast Range of mountains. The east

slope of this range seems to have an abundance

of sage, while the western slope toward the

Pacific, over which we traveled earlier in the

season, has but a small acreage of it.

The west side, as we go up the center valley,

has a distance varying from 20 to 60 miles.

—•—^
SALISBURY'S HOUSE-APIARY A SUCCESS.

HOW TO CONSTKUCT ONE.

By F. A. SaJislmry.

In the fall of 1893 I built my first house-

apiary, and liked it so well during the season

of 18!;)4 that I built another out about three

miles, near Split Rock. The first view shows
how the last one looks from the outside. The
whole is on a stone foundation, with five win-

width and runs from the cornice to the sill.

First at each end is red ; then white ; then
blue ; then yellow ; then green.

In the center there is a room 9 feet 4 in. wide,

and 13 feet long, the outside of which is painted
white. In the center of each color is a window
without glass, but with doors 14x20 in., that can
be fastened. The hinges used are blind-hinges,

and the catches are blind-catches. Along the
ridge there is an opening running nearly the

whole length of the building, 13 in. wide. Over
this is built a roof. When shingled and sided

up, the cupola has an opening on each side at

the top, of 3 in., running the whole length. In

each end of the building there is a door. The
entrances are cut through the siding J^xS in.,

and an alighting-board 3x12 in. is nailed just

under the opening, even with it.

The second view is an inside one, looking

from the center toward one end. On each side

you will notice there are two shelves, the bot-

tom one being 8 in. from the floor, and the up-

per one .53. Doors are placed 15 in. from the

shelves. On the shelves the hives are placed

3 feet apart.

The bottom of the hives or shelves proper are

EXTERIOR VIEW OF SALISBURY'S HOUSE-APIARY.

dows in it for ventilation, 6x18 inches. On top

of the wall is embedded in the mortar a 3x10

inch ; on top of this are placed the joists, 3x10,

two feet apart. Beginning at each end, the

second one is to be 38 in. from the end to cen-

ter of stud. The rest to be 24 inches from cen-

ter to center.

Begin the laying of the floor from each side,

laying about two boards ; then put up the

studs ; on top of them the plate, and then the

rafters. Studs are placed over the joists, and
rafters over the studs. The plate is made of

two 3x4-inch studding. Use cove ceiling for

the siding. It is painted in five colors. Begin-

ning at each end, each color takes six feet in

so made that the center of each hive is over a

space that is open (see the shelf at the right on

the bottom). In this space can be placed a

board, making a tight bottom; or during the

summer months the space can be filled with a

frame covered with wire cloth. By using the

wire cloth at the bottom the bees are much
more comfortable in hot weather, and I think

it has a tendency to prevent swarming. Dur-

ing the season of 1894 we had only 11 colonies

swarm from 101 ; this season, only 1 from 114.

One would think that the bees would proceed to

fill up the wire cloth with propolis ; but we
have had the screen in use now two seasons,

and they are as clean now as when first put
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under. We thought mey would have to be

cleaned at the end of each season, but were

pleased lo find that they would not. On the

left-hand side you will notice tliat boards are

in the open space ; those are fur use in winter,

fall, and spring.

During the honey st a^on we use the wire

cloth in its place. By looking closely you will

see the grooves in the shelves alongside of each

opening ; these are for feeding. They are °-^ of

an inch deep, and % wide. Before using they

are varnished with shellac varnish to keep

them from leaking, and absorbing the feed,

thus keeping them tight, sweet, and clean.

The hives are placed on the shelves with the

hive ; and with two-quart cans there is a ca-

pacity of 6 tt>s. at each feed. We have found

that one can to each colony is sufficient in or-

dinary casi^s. Two cans can be used over each

groove, and this will give a capacity of 12 lbs.

to each colony. It will be much better to have
the shelves gotten out by machinery ; and if

you think of building, I would give the order to

the A. I. Root Co. Mine were made by them ;

and in ordering, mention "sizes given in order

26,542."' with two blocks for each hive, 2 in.

long, Jf thick and ^| wide. Order 26,.542 was
for 100 colonies. The blocks are to use in

the feeders when not in use, to close up the

hole under the hives to keep bees in. Looking

INTERIOR VIEW. SHOWING ONE END OF HOUSE-APIARY.

frames running the same way as the shelf ; and
as the hives are 20 in. long there Is about 4 in.

between the ends of the hives. The shelves

are 28 inches wide from the siding. The
groove for feeding is long enough to run from

about 2 in. from the inner edge to nearly across

the hive. By using quart Mason fruit-jars you
can see at a glance from each end of the build

-

ng how the food is being taken. In using the

grooves, place a piece of wire cloth in the

groove close up lo the hive, and no bees can

come out into the building. Feeding with this

arrangement has no terrors, and no robbers can

bother. The feeder is always ready at a mo-
ment's notice. Two grooves are under each

overhead you see openings in the center, and
running the entire length of building, with
slides to cover them when not needed.

In the winter and summer months they are

always open; in the winter, to keep every thing

dry, and in the summer to keep down the tem-
perature and carry off the smoke from the

smoker. During the spring months, keep them
closed.

The first building built had only three open-

ings, each about 8 in. square. These would not

carry off the smoke fast enough, and this build-

ing was made so there is ample ventilation.

Each opening is 2 feet by 10 in., and are 2 feet

apart. All the openings overhead are equal to
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one opening 3.5 feet by 10 inches. The smoke

just hustles up and out lively. On the floor

there is built a raised floor 12 in. high and 22

in. wide. On each side of this are openings 23

in. long and 6 in. wide every 6 feet. The raised

floor begins 6 feet from the door, and runs to fi

feet of the honey-roona, which is in the center

of the building. No flooring is laid under this

raised floor. The honey-room is made tight,

and has a door in each end of building. Each
end holds (iO colonies. Studs are 2 feet apart

from center to center, except the second one

from the ends, which are 28 in. from the end.

This gives room to handle the corner hives.

Rafters are 2x4's, placed exactly over each stud.

Collar beams are 9}4 feet from the floor, and are

also 2x4's. Over the shelf, and nailed to the

studs, are boards about 14 in. wide and % in.

thick. In the winter there is placed another on

the inner edge of the shelf, and these boards

make a trough in which is packed chafl' or

planer-shavings. The building is ceiled over-

head. The entire length is 70 feet, and width

12 feet; cost per running foot, S!4 80. or 1336 for

the building; all work hired. If you do all the

work yourself, the cost would bo about §=90.00

less.

DO BEES DISTINGUISH COLORS ?

Bees locate themselves nicely by the colors,

very few bees going into the wrong hive or dif-

ferent color. I happened to see something a

few days ago that convinced me that bees can

tell colors. The north end of the building has

no bees in it, but there are 46 in the south end.

I noticed that there were bees flying out and in

the yellow color in the north end, and thought

it was rather funny; thought possibly a new
swarm had gone in there. In the south end

there was one colony that was flying strongly-

young bees out for exercise. They were from

the first hive in the yellow toward the north.

The bees were also Eeturning, some of them, to

the first entrance toward the north in the yel-

low color in the north end. After the bees in

the south end had quieted down, there were no

bees going out and in the other in the north

end. The entrances were 27 feet apart. This

is plain evidence to me that bees can tell colors:

and, mind you, they entered the entrance in

the north end of the building, and the same

relative position of the yellow color, and not

any other. F. A. Salisbury.

Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 7.

[When friend Salisbury was visiting us a few
months ago he told me something about his

house-apiary. Knowing that it was a success I

requested photos and an article describing it.

I have always felt a little skeptical regarding
the ability of bees to distinguish colors; but
friend S. gives an incident that shows conclu-
sively that they have this power. In the build-

ing of house-apiaries I think we shall have to

conclude that painting the different parts of

the structure in diiTerent shades is a necessity.

One difficulty with house-apiaries heretofore

has been the confusing of the entrances by the
bees.

—

Ed.]

BOTTOM STARTERS IN SECTIONS

SOME INSTRUCTIONS TO BEGINNERS.

Bii Dr. C C. Miller.

A correspondent writes: " I believe you cut a

starter in both bottom and top of the section.

I have tried putting in a bottom starter, but the

bees always gnaw it down. Can you tell me
what to do to prevent this sort of work ?

"

I believe it may be worth while for me to do

more than merely answer the question asked.

Possibly I overestimate the importance of a bot-

tom starter, as we are always likely to think

well of our own babies. But I know that, since

I used bottom starters, I don't have combs
break out in sections in shipping as I formerly

did. Often, before using bottom starters, a sec-

tion would be finished up with a space of about

half an inch between the comb and the bottom

bar of the section; and in transportation such a

comb would swing back and forth and break

off. Besides, a section looks ever so much bet-

ter to be filled clear down, and it weighs more.

There is another point in favor of bottom

starters for those who have out-apiaries that I

never thought of till I saw it mentioned in the

ABC. A starter that comes down within one-

fourth inch of the bottom-bar of the section is

inclined to swing in hauling to the out-apiary.

If the starter is only an inch or so wide it will

not swing at all. Just how wide it must be be-

fore it commences to swing, I don't know; but

I know that a starter that fills the section all

but a quarter of an inch will swing a great deal

more than one that is three-quarters of an inch

less.

In "A Year among the Bees" I say I shall

never use bottom starters less than 1 in. deep,

and shall experiment to see how much deeper

can be used. That's one of the many cases in

which I doH't know as much as I thought I did.

Further experience made me settle down on

nothing wider than three-fourths inch for a bot-

tom starter. Wider than that they're in too

much danger of toppling over when they be-

come warm with bees on them.

Sometimes bees will gnaw down to bottom

starters; but if every thing is just right, there

isn't much danger in that direction. If sections

are allowed to stay on a hive when there is no

need for them, bees are likely to gnaw the

foundation, both upper and lower, and the

lower sosms to have the worst of it. So it's a

good plan to tafke ofi' sections when a dearth

comes, even if they be put on again later. Be-

sides gnawing the foundation, the bees daub it

with propolis when idle.

Bees are more likely to gnaw rery thin foun-

dation, whether it be at top or bottom, and the

very thin topples over more easily than that
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which has a little more in the shape of side

wall. When convenient I like to have the bot-

tom staiter of a little lii'avier foundation than

the top.

I always use foundation enough to till the

section all but about a quarter of an inch, and I

don't know for certain just what would be the

result of using a narrower starter both at the

top and bottom ; but I suspect that there are

times, when honey is not coming in very rap-

idly, when a bottom starter under a narrow top

starter would be gnawed down; whereas one

with only a quarter-inch space between the

two would be respected. Where there is a big

space between the two starters, the bees are

more likely to act as if they thought the bot-

tom starter ought to he got out of the way;
whereas with only a fouith-inch space between,

the bees at once begin to join the two starters,

and after that the bottom starter is pretty safe.

To sum up, then, if you don't want bees to

gnaw down your bottom starters, don't have
too great a space between them and the top

starters; don't use for them foundation too

thin, and don't let sections stay on the hive

when the bees are idle.

KEEPING TOPS OF SECTIONS CLEAN.

A friend thinks there should be some way
devised by which the tops of sections in T su-

pers and section -holders can be kept clean. It

would certainly be a nice thing if they could be

taken off the hive looking as clean as when put

on; but I have some doubt whether it will ever

be accomplished—that is, so that every section

shall be entirely clean under all circumstances;

for I've seen many so clean that you'd have to

look very close to see that bees had ever been
on them.

The only way I know of that you could have
sections so that it would be impossible for bees

to put glue on them would be to have some-
thing solid fitting down perfectly close upon
them, and of such weight that bees could not

raise it. You can have cloth to fit down close;

but the bees can raise the edge, and then little

by little they'll raise it more, and you'll have a

big pile of bee-glue on top of your sections.

You can have what are sometimes called " pat-

tern-slats" over your sections, but it's simply
impossible to have them fit so close that the

bees can not squeeze glue into the cracks.

On the whole I suspect they are better off

with nothing over them, allowing the bees a

space above. In the early part of the white-

honey harvest, bees don't seem to have the ma-
nia for plastering everything with propolis that

they develop later. They seem to feel it their

duty to glue only cracks and angles: so at

such times, if we have one super with nothing
but the air-space cover, it will come off clean,

while another covered with either cloth or wood
will have at least the edges daubed. Later in

the season they will varnish a smooth surface

with propolis; but is it desirable to leave sec-

tions on then ? Possibly, to some extent. But
I suspect that a good deal of the daubing of the

tops of sections comes from leaving them on
the hive when they ought to be off. A sec-

tion filled and taken off early will be cleaner

with nothing over it. If left after the harvest
is over, it would be better for a piece of wood
over it.

Marengo, 111.

w
M. B. HOLMES.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH BY W. S. HOUGH.

The subject of this sketch, Mr. M. B. Holmes,
was born in the township of Bastard, Leeds Co.,

Ontario, July 29, 1853, and is of Irish descent.

He commenced bee-keeping in 1882, not by his

will and consent aforethought, but by a fortu-

itous incident, a swarm of bees coming to him in

the harvest-field in 1881. [Is it a dream? Was
it A. I. Root who, when a boy, had a swarm
come to him at a similar time and place, and
who gave Pat 50 cents to hive it, thus forming
the nucleus of a great and successful apiary'PJ

'^S^'

M. B. HOLMES.

Mr. Holmes, being of a thoughtful turn of

mind, acted on such information as he had
time to acquire in the spare hours from the du-
ties of superintending his farm. In six years

he had 60 colonies of bees besides considerable

sales and 11,000 fts. of extracted honey. He be-

came a member of the Ontario Bee-keepers'

Association in 1884, and has been a director in

that organization since that date.

Mr. Holmes, with commendable frankness,

admits that reverses came in the shape of se-

vere winter losses. Happily, in this case it

was no disaster—simply a reverse, as it could

not affect him financially. By carefully work-
ing the nucleus system (imported nuclei) he

soon regained the lost ground, averaging in

1893 70 tbs. per colony.
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I earnestly wish, Mr. Editor, that all would

confess their losses In the apiary, and try to

explain the cause with the same candor Mr.

Holmes has done. It would save many from

similar mishaps, lint, unfortunulely, some

bee-keepers have the bump of self conceit so

highly developed that they can't do this. I

know a man who would rather confess to doing

a mean thing than admit he made a blunder in

the apiary. Do you know any such?

Mr. Holmes, actuated by disinterested mo-
tives, and at his ownexpen-e. attended the ses-

sion of the committee naincd by the O. B. K. A.

to wait on the Dominion Government at Ottawa
concerning the sugar- honey frauds, and to aid,

if possible (through the infiuence of his friends

in that place), in securing the passage of a pure-

honey bill. He attended the sessions of the

North American B. K. A. when it met in Toron-

to and Brantford. and anticipates a rare treat

when it meets again in Toronto.

Ontario sent about 40 tons of honey to the

Colonial and Indian Exhibition in 1886, of which

he contributed one and a quarter tons. Mr.

Holmes has a farm of one liundred and seventy-

six acres, four acres of which are under orchard,

with commodious buildings, on one side a view

of Upper Delta Lake; on the other may be seen

a low range of Laurentian hills with dark

wood-shaded ravines—a pleasant country home.

He owns and lives at leisure in a good brick

residence in the handsome and thriving village

of Athens, and keeps bees for the pleasure and

instruction they impart, asimuch as from other

motives. nHe is superintendent of the fine Sab-

bath-school here and an exemplary class-leader.

He is also member of the village council, like-

wise president of the local bee-keepers' asso-

ciation. Gentle and unassuming in manner, he

has an unsullied reputation, and holds the re-

spect and enjoys the good opinion of all who
know him. W. S. Hough.

HIVE-NUMBERS.

GOOD SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO MAKE: TAINT
TO USE, AND HOW TO LETTER.

By F. A. Ocmmell.

Mr. Editor:— I have just finished reading

your issue of July 1.5th, and observed the article

of Mr. U. F. Hyde, of San Diego, Cal., also the

one of Dr. Miller, in regard to hive-numbers,

and what they should be made of, etc.

I never was an advocate of the number being

permanently attached to the hive, although I

have practiced numbering them, and therefore

take the liberty of calling the attention of both

those gentlemen, and any others who may
think it a good thing to use such, to a sample I

now send you, which I liave used for some

years past, and which has proved not only con-

venient, but serviceable as well. They are, as

you observe, made of tin, painted on both sides,

although one side is all that is really necessary

to paint, except that the side next the hive,

when not painted, is liable to rust, and at times

soil a nice white painted hive. You will ob-

serve I have painted the tin a red color. This

was partly on account of convenience and part-

ly on account of looks, as it is immaterial what
kind of paint is used, so long as a good contrast

is made between the lettering and the back-

ground. When I use a dark background I

always use a white letter on the same, and
vice versa. 1 have tried both ways, and prefer

the dark background, as I can use white lead

for the figures, and it is easier applied with the

brush on the stencils than the black or dark-

colored paint, and white lead can be purchased

thick, and it then needs little if any thinning or

diluting. I first cut the tin into strips most
suitable and convenient, as to economy, and
then paint them two coats of thin paint, as two
thin coats on tin appear to me more suitable

than one thick coat. ,

As soon as dry I use a short stubby brush for

applying the paint through the stencil, the

latter being cut out of very thin brass. I do

not make any claim as to cheapness, by mak-
ing these hive numbers in this way; but I do

know they are convenient and serviceable, as

they are only temporarily attached to the hive

by a small screw having an eye, so that they

can be readily secured by a few turns of the

naked fingers. One thing is certain—that, after

the stencil numbers are purchased, they will last

for years in making large quantities.

Stratford, Ont., Can.

MANILLA TAGS FOR NUMBERING HIVES; A SE-

VERE TEST.

I see in Gleanings. July 1.5, pages 561 and
.564. articles on tags for hives. Now, I do not

wish to go against Dr. Miller or Mr. Hyde, but

I will tell you what I have seen. I have seen

manilla cardboard marked with common writ-

ing, and also stencil ink, nailed on to water

butts and casks, and then a good coat of linseed

oil given them. They would be exposed on

deck of a sailing ship in a voyage around Cape
Horn, of five months' duration, in the winter

months. Now, my opinion is, that a card of

that kind on a hive would last for years.

Geo. L. Vinal.
Charlton City, Mass., July 28.

[Well, well! perhaps I was a little too fast in
concluding, with Dr. Miller, that manilla tags
would not do for hive numbers. Dr. M. will
please notice that I am considering favorably
the manilla in preference to tin. Certainly no
severer test could have been applied than the
one you mention. Along in the line of this we
all remember of having seen similar tags tack-
ed to the side of box cars, and other places,
that have probably been there for months and
perhaps years. If soaked in linseed oil they
will stand any reasonable requirements on the
hive.
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Yes, here is another one containing some
suggestions as to the sliape and size of cards.

They are all good, and we will try to keep them
in mind when preparing cards for another year.

Before going ahead we want to know exactly
what would be the best and most suitable tag
for this purpose, whether of tin or manilla.

—

Ed.]

I see from last issue of Gleanings you pro-

pose to issue number cards for numbering hives.

I have long been in need of such cards to more

successfully prosecute my work in my apiary.

I am pleased with your proposition to furnish

a suitable card. There may be two forms of

cards needed — one to be firmly attached to

the hive, and the other movable. The fig-

ures should be at least one inch in height, on a

ground with enough contrast to be easily seen

several steps distant. I would suggest the

hanging moving card to be 2K inches square,

printed with one-inch figures, to hang by one

corner as per sample, of such colors for card

and figures as you think b-^.st. The stationery

card is to be same size, and printed with one-

inch figures, etc., as per sample, to be tacked to

the hives at corners. Of course, the movable
card can be used also for a permanent card by

tacking at the corners of the hives, doing away
with the extra card, making one card do for

both purposes. J. W. Winder.
New Orleans, La., July 22.

Br G./^.DOOLITTLE.BORODINO.N.Y.
'•'•" llil!l»HIIIIIUIllM!HIIIIIIIH mini II III

UNITING BEES.

Question.—As the season of 1895 has been
rather unpropitious for the bees in this section,

where only white honey is the source of the

supply, I find that my colonies have not the

necessary number of bees for winter, nor a

sufficient amount of stores; hence I ask what I

had better do under such circumstances.

Answer.—In all localities where there is a7iy

promise of fall flowers yielding honey, the better

plan is to wait with the hopes that they may
give the bees a chance to build up as to bees

and honey; but where there is no prospect of

any such yield, as in many localities with which
I am acquainted, the sooner the bees are at-

tended to the better. If the colonies were
strong in bees, the question might arise whether
it would not pay to buy sugar and feed them,
so as to have a greater number next spring;

but where colonies are both light in bees and in

stores there is only one correct solution of the

problem, which is to unite the bees till all are

strong; and then if stores are still lacking they
may be fed. If we are to unite our bees, the
next question which will arise is, how best to

do it. There have been many plans given for

doing this, some of which are too laborious to

be tolerated, such as moving colonies little by
little each day till they are brought together,

carrying them to the cellar for a few days, etc.,

the advocates of these plans claiming that, by
their use. none of the bees will return to their

former location; yet I find that the more simple

plans do just as well where a little precaution

is taken by way of removing all signs of the

former home from the old stand. The two
plans which I use, and those which have al-

ways worked well with me so far are as fol-

lows:

Having decided that certain colonies are to be

united, the first thing to know is, which of

the two or three, as the case may be, has the

most valuable queen. Having ascertained

this, I hunt out the poorest one and kill her,

then leave them from two to six or eight days,

according to the weather and pressure of busi-

ness. When they are to be united I take the

hive or hives, from which the queen has been
killed, to the stand of the one they are to be unit-

ed with. I now select from each hive the frames

having the most honey in them, to the number
I wish to winter them on, and set them in one
of the hives, alternating them as they are set

in the hive. In moving the bees they are first

smoked thoroughly from the entrance, when
they are jarred by placing the hives on a

wheelbarrow in no gentle manner, and wheel-

ing them rapidly to the place they are to stand,

first having confined the bees to the hive, and
doing the whole on some dark cloudy day when
the bees are not flying, which causes them to

remain on their combs much better in handling

them than would be the case were they not

thus disturbed, so that, in the process of unit-

ing, very few bees take wing in comparison to

what otherwise would, and these few are so

bewildered that they immediately go with the

others into the new hive, or united colony, as

the fanning of wings and hum of the bees calls

them, saying, " A new home is found." Having
the hive full of combs containing the most
honey, I next shake the bees, which are on the

remaining frames of combs, off at the entrance,

taking one frame from one colony, and the

next from another, and so on, so as to mix the

bees up as much as possible. When all the

bees are inside of the hive, the work of uniting

is done. Remove the hives, bottom-boards and
all, from the stands occupied by any of the

united colonies previous to this, and no loss of

bees will occur. What few bees go back to the

old stands upon their first flight after this, re-

turn after finding their old hives gone; also the

mixlng-up and jarring process spoken of above

causes them to mark their location anew, the

same as does a new swarm, or when the bees

take their first flight in the spring.

The other plan I use, mostly later in the sea-

son, and with smaller colonies, taking the
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queens away as before; but when doing ihis I

lake all the combs from the hive but the two or

three which contain the most honey, the brood

all having hatched by this time, and spread

these combs about an inch apart, setting them
out about two or three inches from the side of

the hive, so that the bees may all be clustered

on these combs, instead of hanging to the sides

or any part of the hive. The hive which is to

receive the bees and combs is also to be pre-

pared beforehand, by taking away all the

combs but three or four, those being left being

the ones having the most honey in them, said

combs being placed close to one side of the hive.

Having all thus fixed I wait as before for the

colonies thus fixed to realize their queenlessness,

and till a day occurs when it is from five to ten

degrees colder than is required for bees to fly,

when I find them all clustered compactly be-

tween the spread-apart combs, something as

they are in winter. When the right day ar-

rives I light my smoker and put on my veil,

for in the following plan described we can not

use the hands at times to get off a stinging bee,

should one suddenly sting near the eye. I

now go to the hive having the queen, and un-

cover it, giving the bees a little smoke to keep
them quiet; and, leaving the hive open, so that

I can set other frames right in without hin-

drance, I go to one of those from which I took

the queen, blowing plenty of smoke in at the

entrance while I uncover the hive, when more
smoke is blown over and around the frames
from the top. Quickly set down the smoker
and place the two front fingers between the

two first frames near their ends, the large

fingers between the second and last frames,

while the third and little fingers are placed be-

yond the third frame, when, by closing up the
thumbs and all the fingers, the frames with the

bees all clustered upon them can be lifted out
of the hive at once and carried to the open hive,

where they are to stay, and sit down in it all

together, close up to the frames of bees that are

in this hive. I now go back and get the smoker,
and blow enough smoke on the bees to keep
them down while I am arranging the frames as

I wish them, and adjusting the division-board,

if one is needed, fixing all for winter without
having scarcely a bee take wing. Should any
colony be so strong in bees that a few come out
on the sides of the hive, this hive can be placed
immediately over the united colony before fix-

ing the frames, when, with a brush and a

little smoke, they are easily got into the hive
below. Having all in and the hive closed, clear

away all that looks like home from the vacated
stands, as in the first plan, and the work is

done. Both of these plans are very simple, and

accomplish just what is desired, the latter be-

ing a little the easier where the colonies are

small enough so that the bees can all cluster on

three combs well spread apart.

fe^/t^^F
SWEET CLOVER OX THE INCREASE.

Although the early rain failed, the latter did

not, and July was a month of downpours and
showers, and nature rejoices. Sweet clover has
been on the increase in this vicinity for a score

of years, and has taken possession of the bluffs,

gravelly knolls, ravines, gutters, sides of less

frequented streets, until its fragrance is every-

where. It is now blooming luxuriantly, and
bees are daily working upon its delicate ra-

cemes. White clover, dandelions, vervain, and
a plant known as butter-and-eggs, are bloom-
ing abundantly. I've not seen bees at work on

any of them this season.

Bees commenced to swarm Aug. 1, and have
their combs built out white. During the drouth
I noticed a colony that was weak; but as work-
men were busy erecting a house on a lot ad-

joining, within a few feet of them, I thought it

prudent not to disturb them. A swarm came
out, and, without clustering, went directly into

that hive and were cordially received. How
did they know that they were wanted there?

Peoria, Ills. Mrs. L. Harrison.

LIGHT HONEY CROPS : SWEET CLOVER.

The surplus- honey crop in Northern Illinois

will be a light one this year. This is owing
mainly to dry weather during the present year

and for several previous years. White clover

has been virtually destroyed by the dry weather.

Unless we have a change in the weather, there

is no use of depending on the white clover any
more as a honey-plant.

Notwithstanding the loss of white clover, I

think I shall be able to report an average sur-

plus of extracted honey this year, of not less

than 50 Itjs. per colony, spring count. This sur-

plus is mainly from basswood and sweet clover

—

about as much from one as from the other.

This is a small average, as I ought to be able to

report an average of at least 100 Djs. surplus

per colony from sweet clover alone. I think I

could do this if I could control the crop. The
crop, as a honey-plant, is destroyed in this lo-

cality in two ways—by mowing and by pastur-

ing. The city authorities here mow It down
along the streets. This, of course, they have a

legal right to do. But as they do not confine

their work to sweet clover alone, we honey-pro-

ducers have no right to complain. And the

farmers are busy also in destroying sweet clo-

ver as a honey-plant. They have found out

that their cattle will eat it; they therefore turn

out their cows to pasture upon it when they are

short of feed on their farms. They hire a boy

to herd their cows and keep them within prop-

er bounds. The cows will eat the plants even
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after they come into blMum, and when from 4

to 6 feet high. Some fanners make it a prac-

tice to cut it before it comos into bloom, and haul

it to their hogs. The plant is then so succulent

that hogs will eat it readily. Those who have
used it in this way regard it as of great value

for hogs alone. There are some farmers here

who contend that it will pay to grow sweet clo-

ver as a regular farm crop, especially for hogs

and cows. If we have many more dry sum-
mers they will be driven to it, for sweet clover

Is one of the crops that will make a satisfac-

tory growth without regard to dry weather.

This year, where the pastures are literally

burned up, the sweet clover close by is as fresh

and rank in growth as could be desired. I have
measured individual plants this year that were
over eight feet high, and I have seen acres of

it from four to six feet high in beds of gravel

where nothing else seems to grow.

M. M. Baldridge.
St. Charles, 111., Aug. .5.

FISH & CO.'S HONEY QUOTATIONS; THE GREAT
IMPORTANCE OF SHIPPINd-CASES WELL MADE.

Mr. Root : — In your issue for Aug. 1.5, p. 618,

Dr. Miller says that strictly fancy comb honey
Is quoted by one firm at 13 to 13, while another

firm, which is S. T. Fish X- Co., say, " We antic-

ipate a price of 14 to 1.5 cts.;" and he adds, "I
anticipate they'll anticipate a higher price than
that before they are flooded with consignments
this year."

We believe that Dr. Miller meant no harm to

us when he made the above statement; but
some people may infer that we are not entitled

to having consignments. We advertise in your
paper, and we doubt whether you would permit
us to advertise if you did not think we were a

responsible firm; and we want to say right here,

that, any time any man wants to sell us honey,

we will pay him the cash for it; but there are

times when it is impossible to buy honey, owing
to quality and many other arguments that we
could advance.

Since you give us this space we want to say

that one thing seems to us must be improved in

order to further the success of the bee-keeper
financially; and that is, they must use a proper

package for comb honey. They should not use

any thing larger than a i'4-lb. .seetion-case, and
this case ought to be made by the A. I. Root Co.

or some firm as capable. We saw some honey
from California the other day, that was sold as

fancy, that is in a case that makes the honey
second grade, as the case is too large for the

section; the wood is not of proper material, and
is not properly put together. Advertise your
cases to everybody, and see that everybody uses

them.

One man sent us in some cases painted drab
in color. He was under the impression that
this would hide the unplaned boards, and might
shield the thick wood and heavy nails that he

used. If this honey were in a proper package
we could get 15 or 16 cts., while to-day any one
can have it at 13 to 14 cts., as it is not in proper

shape, and will not sell alongside of fancy.

We received our first consignment of new
honey today from George S. Scott. Wadena,
la., put up in 12-lh. cases, ihree sections being

shown through the glass. The shipment weigh-

ed 791 lbs., and we sold it at 16 cts. This is as

pretty a package of honey as we have ever han-

dled, and we could sell carloads of such goods

on arrival, at the outside market price.

Later on, if you care for our opinion we can
tell you what we think of the future outlook of

the honey situation. Now, we can not tell;

but we certainly e.Kpect to sell our receipts as

per our quotations in your Honey Column, and
we must anticipate the price if we had no re-

ceipts, and could not report actual sales at the

time we sent you the quotations.

Chicago. Aug. 34. S. T. Fish & Co.

[We should be glad to hear from S. T. Fish vt

Co. further. We believe they are not only reli-

able, but alive and active to the interests of the
pursuit. It would be well for those bee-keepers
who think " home-made" stuff is " justasgood,
and cheaper." toponder over carefully the third
paragraph above. "Penny wise and pound
foolish " fits the case exactly.—Ed.J

REDUCING STOCKS, AND UNITING.

I have about 50 hives of bees, and do not

wish any more increase. About half of the

queens are mismated. 1. Would it be a good

method to reduce to one-half by killing the mis-

mated queens and uniting the hybrid bees with

the Italians, and using the empty hives and
frames next swarming season? 3. Would it be

better to unite in the fall, or early next spring ?

The colonies are strong ; winter loss is nominal
here. R. F. Ritchie.

Rumford, Va., Aug. S.

[1. You can do this way providing you wish
to reduce stocks; but your hybrids may kill

some of your good queens after uniting. 3.

Unite in the fall.—Ed.]

ANOTHER "color VICTIM."

Another "color victim " wishes to correct

one of the errors of last season. I paid a good
price for a large noble-looking queen that

would be a hummer in a one-frame hive. Her
bees are very pretty, resembling some variegat-

ed tropical bugs ; but I have pinched their

mother, and her domain shall be given to one

of your queens. I have had my "beautiful" ex-

perience: and if you send me a good serviceable

queen, raised from an import, I care not what
color she or her ofl'spring displays.

New Matamoras, O., July 9. W. M. Gray.

AN INTERNATIONAL BEE-KEEPERS' CONGRESS.

It is proposed to hold an international bee-

keepers' congress on the 4th and 5th of Decem-
ber, in Atlanta, during the Cotton States'

Exposition. The call has been signed by most
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of the prominent bee-keepers in the Southern

States, including Texas. At this time of the

exposition the railroad rates will be at their

lowest, the work in the apiary for the year will

be ended, and the bee-keeper will have a

grand opportunity to meet and mingle with his

brethren in convention, to shake hands, to be-

come acquainted, and talk over questions of

vital importance to the success and prosperity

of his pursuit. This gathering of bee-keepers

will know no lines of latitude or longitude,

but will lake in the whole American Continent.

It is hoped that every live and wide-awake bee-

keeper will make his arrangements to meet his

brethren on the above days. Subjects of the

utmost importance to the continued success of

this industry will come up for discussion, in

which every bee-keeper in our country should

feel the deepest interest.

All the bee-journals and agricultural papers

are most respectfully requested to uotice the

time of this meeting. Dk. J. P. H. Bkown.
Augusta, Ga.

BEST IIONKY-FLOW FOR YEARS.

We are having the best honey-flow here thai)

we ever had. It commenced about July 8, and

still continues. From one colony (the best one

I have) I extracted, July 19th, 70 lbs. ; and on

the 28th of July, from the same colony, I ex-

tracted 80 lbs., and in two more days I shall ex-

tract about SO lbs. (16 L. frames) more from

them. The honey is very white, gathered from

white clover and alfalfa. J. A. Smith.

Heber, Utah, Aug. 6.

L. R. D., Kan.—Yes. queens have stings, and

sometimes they use them, but only on other

queens, and not on bees. In very rare instances

they have been known to sting human beings.

C. M. I., Ala.—The instance you relate, of two

queens living together in one hive, one the

mother and the other the daughter, is quite a

common one. As you surm.ise, the old queen

will probably be superseded in a month or so.

J. B. W., Ga.—The longest comb that has

ever been made in bee-trees, that I remember
to have seen reported, was 9 feet. We have had

frequent reports of where they have been 6 and

7 feet long; but even these lengths have been

rather extreme.

W. T. T., Mich.—If you desire your bees to

swarm, and they refuse to do so, it is probably

because the honey season is now about over. I

would advise you to practice what is known as
" artificial swarming," as described in the ABC
of Bee Culture.

F. H. F., Tcnn.—The dead drone brood that

you sent is evidently immature, and it has been

pulled out of the cells by the bees because of the

sudden stoppage of honey. If all their worker
brood is all right, and drone brood only is found

at the entrance, this would be the explanation.

/. -S., Mich.—The best way to ship honey is to

put it up in large crates, ten or a dozf-n cases to

the crate. The bottom of the crate should con-

tain straw, so as to cushion the cases; and han-

dles should stick out of both ends so that the

freight-handlers can easily load and unload the

crate.

L. E. A., Minn.— I. If you have honey-dew
in the hive it would be well to extract it before

winter, and feed the bees sugar syrup. The ex-

tracted stuff may be fed them next spring, when
it will do th«m no harm. A better way would
be to take out the combs containing the honey-

dew, put in frames of foundation, or empty
combs, then feed syrup. This will save the ex-

pense of extracting, and the trouble of the daub,

and give you good combs of stores next spring.

2. Bees may be fed immediately after extract-

ing, and they will repair and clean the combs
up in short order. 3. The putting-back of the

combs in the former order is notessential. What
brood there may be in them should be placed

pretty well in the center of the hive; but in the

fall we usually do not like to disturb the posi-

tion, because the bees make what is known as a

sort of winternest—that is, empty cells massed
through the center of the brood-nest, for the

bees to cluster on. 4. There is no way of dis-

criminating between beet and cane sugar— at

least, on the part of the ordinary bee-keeper.

Our own experience shows that one is about as

good as the other as a winter feed; but over

across the water, a few think the cane is far

better. We never found it so.

L. N.. Mo.—l. Anywhere from 50 to 7.5 colo-

nies usually makes enough for one yard. Some
localities will support 300 or 400, but they are

very scarce. 2. Bees fly on an average about a

mile and a half, although they will often go
farther, say two miles or two miles and a half;

but so long as there is plenty of forage they will

not. as a rule, go farther than the first-named

distance. Instances are on record where they

have gone as far as 7 miles over bodies of water
or across a barren stretch of land. 3. One man
can not usually take care of more than two or

three yards of 50 or 75 colonies each, and even
then it is advisable to have a little help during

the busy time of the year. 4. A good colony,

depending upon the season and the man, will

make anywhere from 5 lbs. to 75 lbs. of comb
honey; but during the past dry seasons there

has been hardly an average of 25 lbs. in the

North. Perhaps 25 or 33 per cent should be

added to the foregoing figures when extracted

honey is under consideration. 5. A good man
with a thorough understanding of the business
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may increase his colonies by artificial swarming
or dividing in connection wiiii feeding, 300 or

400 per cent; but practical bee-keepers do not

care so much for increase as for l<eeping strong

what colonies they have. li. We would advise

you to transfer after the huney season. This

will give the bees plcniy of time to get thor-

oughly settled in their new quarters.

THK TOKONTO CONVENTION, SEPT. 4, 5, (5.

Theue will be representatives there, of

coui>e, lioin the Home of the Honey-beos.

This issue numbers 15,000. We shall be

sending out a large number of extra copies

again during the fall, and our advertisers

should not fail to take advantage of these big

editions. No more will be charged for adver-

tising rates.

The fine engraving of crimson clover, on

page 058, is a decided improvement in the way
of linish over the original; and yet our engrav-

ers have followed the details exactly. So far as

I can discover, from live specimens we have,

the picture is a true representation of the

plant. I anticipate that, by another season,

there will be hundreds and perhaps thousands

of bee-keepers who will be growing it.

THE RAGE FOE GOLDEN BEES STILL ON.

TuEKE is still, I understand, a large demand
for five-banded queens, or, rather, queens that

are supposed to produce bees having five bauds.

Why this is so, in view of their generally re-

ported bad behavior, I can not say, unless it is

because bee- keepers are so blind that the only
desirable point they can see in a queen is

her ability to produce golden bees. Take them
as they run, the average beo-keeper will be far

better off without them. I certainly have no
antipathy toward them, and certainly none
toward those who breed them; but I feel sure

they (the yellow bees) will soon go the way of

the Cyprian and Holy-Lands that for a time,

as our older readers know, had just as great a
rage in their favor as the five-banders; and
yet for the last few years no one has advertised

the Eastern bees, nor does any one know of any
breeder who has them for sale.

With the escape-board right handy, lift up
with one hand one end of the super, and tilt it

to an angle of 45 degrees. Now slip the escape-

board under as far as you can; let the super

down on to the board, and then with two hands
crowd the board itself squarely over the hive,

and tinally, in like manner, the super squarely

over the escape. This is far easier than lifting

the whole super off bodily, setting it on the

ground if you can find a place, putting on the

escape-board, again lifting the super otf the

ground and setting it very gently and squarely

over the escape-board

—

if you can. I tell you,

it is not easy to hold a hive-super, weighing
perhaps 100 lbs., suspended in mid-air, and let

it down easily and squarely over the board.

The plan 1 gave first is, oh so much easier!

Try it, if you have not yet learned the knack
of it.

DIAGNOSING BKOOD-NESTS WITHOUT HAN-
DLING FKAMES.

Hy the way, ii you will not handle frames,

did you ever notice that you can judge of the

amount of brood a colony may have, by looking

at the wJicZer side of the brood-nest, far better

than at the lop? The line of honey along the

top edge, when bulging out, will often obscure

any brood there may be beneath; but not so in

the case of the bottom. There are fewer bees

there; and the brood, if built down at all, will

usually extend down close to the bottom-bars.

•"But," you vvill say, "1 do not like the fun

of lifting hives up to see." Very well, don't do
it. Do not stop to pull off the cover, but just

pry the hive loose from its bottom-board, and
lift up one end and peek under. It can be done
very quickly, and oftentimes a very satisfac-

tory examination can be made. But when I

want to make sii-^'e 1 lift oft' the cover and pull

out the center frame, then 1 have virtually

seen the whole hive. But perhaps the other

plan may commend itself to some.

HOW TO PUT ON BEE-ESCAPES WITHOUT DO-
ING HEAVY LIFTING

is, perhaps, a kink not yet discovered by some.
It is easy when you know how. With a screw-
driver or strong putty-knife pry loose one end
of the super from the brood-chamber. Lift it

up just a little way and blow in a little smoke.

A GOOD SUGGESTION—REDUCTION OF MEMBER-
SHIP FEES TO THE UNION.

I LIKE the suggestion of J. W. Rouse, in the

American Bee Journal for August 15th, on the

subject of the Bee-keepers' Union. After com-
menting on the proposed reduction of member-
ship fees, he says:

I liave anotlier plan to offer, which is, to reduce
the membersliip aud annual dues to 25 cts., empow-
ering tbe secretary to draw on each member for 35

cts. more per year if found necessary. It seems to

me this proposition should secure thousands for

membership. Now, while, if this plan should be
adopted, in making- a call for the second 35 cts.

some mig-ht not respond, the by-laws could be the

same as now—where one failed to respond, the ben-

efits to be derived from the Union to cease in his

behalf after so long- a time after payment of dues
should cease, or have failed to be paid.

It seems to me that this is entirely feasible

and practicable ; and whether the Union be
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amalgamated or not, it would be well to carry

out the idea. We need the power of nurnhers

as a moral backing, and this, it seems to me,
would insure the very thing we most need.

THE AMERICAN IJEE .JOURNAL.

I HAVE sometimes wished that Bro. York
were not so good a friend of mine. Why? I

have often read with interest the good things

in his paper, and have felt like commenting on
what he and his correspondents have said; but
somehow I have felt that, if I did make such
comments, a few (the anti-admiration-society

fellows) would say I was doing it to pat " Bro.

George" on the back. But really I do not know
that this is any good reason why I should keep
back any thing that I wish to say, if it is de-

serving.

Well, it seems to me the "Old Reliable"

grows better and better as it grows older; and
in its 35th year, and in its latest number, we find

more good solid matter in it—practical, helpful

matter—than at any time in its previous histo-

ry; and in saying this I do not wish to dispar-

age its past. The articles are well selected,

sifted, pruned, and paragraphed. The Ques-

tion and Answer departments, by Dr. Miller

and others, are good. All through I think I

can see the evidence of hard, painstaking edito-

rial management.
I shall not attempt to make any sort of review

of this or any previous issue; but you know that

I said there were several queen-breeders who
would or were about to give up the breeding of

five-banded queens. Among others that I have
mentioned, here is what one of them has to say

on page .536, regarding the behavior of some of

the cream of the goldens. I give it right here

because it seems to be quite in line with what
others as well as myself have said of these bees

in general of late:

ANOTHER HARD RUB FOR THE FIVE-BANDEKS.
I obtained my first five-banded bees from L. L.

Hearn, but in a very short time I learned that G. M.
Doolittle had given Mr. Hearn his start in these

bees. Mr. Hearn's bees proved to be unprofitable,

and so the next queens were obtained from the

author of "Scientific Queen-rearing." The first

queen I obtained, Mr. Doolittle had named " Dan-
dy," for which I paid $6.00. I introduced lier to

hatching brood, as the weather was warm, and
every thinjf seemed favorable for a • colony of
" goldens," as I added a few more frames of hatch-

ing brood; but what was my surprise in a couple
of weeks to find this fancy queen failing. I then
put her into a nucleus and kept her colony weak
until autumn. Early in October I put her nucleus
into a chafC hive, and gave her plenty of good combs
with nice sealed honey, and brood hatching, from a
good hearty colony; and, as I knew the bees would
not expect much from their queen during the
winter, I left them severely alone until early in the

spring.

On opening the hive I found a young queen and
" Dandy " still at large in the hive. I lifted out a
comb with " Dandy " and adhering bees, making a

weak nucleus. In tliree weeks " Dandy " had dis-

appeared and three queen-cells were started. These
were given to iii strong colony, madequeenless, to

feed and complete the cells. Mr. Doolittle sent an-

other to replace her. That was very kind in him ; but
the second one never filled more than three or four

Langstroth frames with brood ; and from this queen,
and tlie three reared from " Dandy," I reared 29

queens, nearly all of which I sold for $2.00 for

choice, and $3.00 for the selected or very best.

Some of these queens were sent to Canada, and
some to Pennsylvania, some south and west. Some
of the old readers will remember that I sent the
samples of bees to Thomas G. Newman, then the

editor of the American Bcc Janrna]. The bees
sent showed the sixth yellow segment. Of course,

these were picked bees. So far as I can know, and
have knowledge, not one of these reared fancj'

queens produced bees that were hardy enough to

come through the winter without adding black

stock.

My next breeder was a very yellow one from J. D.

Givens, of Texas. This queen kept two or three

combs fairly stocked with brood and eggs for about
three months, and then was superseded by the bees.

I keep bees partly for pleasure and study, and took

a fancy to the yellow color; but now I am about
dead to the " goldens " though it was a hard death to

die.

Last autumn I ordered one more of these queens
from Mr. Wood, of Massachusetts, and one from the

famous breeder of these bees in Maryland. I gave
each plenty of combs with late-hatching bees from
hardy blacks. These were packed in a long chaff

box containing 11 colonies. One of these colonies

died early in the winter. The other was about
fizzled when I unpacked tliem in the spring. The
queen was yet alive, and a few black bees, but not a

single yellow bee lived through the winter.

But the greatest fault I find with them Is the un-

prolificness of the queens. I never had a colony of

them to get populous enough to get the swarmlng-
fever. When these queens mate with hybrid

drones, they are some better; but, all in all, the

"goldens " ought soon to be a thing of the past, un-

less they can be improved. W. P. Faylor.

TAKING MORE THAN ONE BEE -JOURNAL.
In our last issue I made such extended com-

ments on the Bee 'keepers'' Review that I was
really afraid the other journals would think I

could see no merit elsewhere. How often have
I felt that, instead of making extracts and com-

ments, I should like to publish over again whole
articles of the other bee-papers! But that is

impossible; but it is possible, with a great ma-
jority of our readers, probably, to make a selec-

tion of at least three, and buy them at club

rates. But, you say, money is scarce. When it

has often happened that a single item in any
one of the papers has. saved the reader dollars,

can you, dear reader, aft'ord not to take them?
Bee-journal editors can scarcely be called ri-

vals. With hardly an exception they " bee

"

brethren.

OUR BASSWOOD-YARD, ETC.

Owing to ill health and lack of strength to

take my usual wheeling-tours this summer, I

have been unable to give the out-yard in our
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basswood-orchard, run for extracted honey,

very close attention; and our apiarist was too

busy with the home bci's to give very much of

his time. The consequence has been, that the

out bees have been somewhat neglected, as will

appear later on.

On the 3Lst of August, feeling much better,

and strong enough to push a wheel, I took a

run down and looked over the bees. Prior to

this during the basswood bloom our men had
gone down once or twice and put on extra

stories, so that there might be room. They
were not visited again until I went on the date

mentioned; and as I knew they had been stor-

ing honey rapidly at the time of putting on

the supers, I was not surprised to see the same
pretty well filled then.

As I pulled up several supers, and found them
crammed full of honey, and saw here and there

burr-combs built between the two-stories, and
on top of those thick-top-bar frames at that,

the thought came to me, "There, W. Z. H.
would have the laugh on me if he could be here

now, after wb it I wrote about the scarcity of

burr-combs over thick top-bars, on page 636."

Thi-J was something I had never seen before,

and I said to myself, " No, I won't be laughed
at yet; there is a cause for it." And, sure

enough, in the very instances where burr-

combs were built between the two parts of the

hives, I discovered that the upper stories were
crowded to their nt))ii)St capacity; no, there

was not one cell of room left. What else could

the poor bees do than to chink in burr-combs
in the spaces they are ordinarily supposed to

leave clear? You see the facts are here: The
apiary, as I have previously explained, had
been neglected, and those colonies that had
burr-combs had not been given sufficient

room in the first place; that is, they greatly

exceeded the expectations of the men who put
on their supers in the first place. In an apiary

properly carel for, no burr-combs would have
appeared at all; indeed, there were none — ab-

solutely none — in tho^o hives that were not
" clear crammed jam full."

Of course, every bee-keeper knows it is a

serious waste to let hives get so full of honey,
to say nothing of the tendeny to encourage
swarming and its attendant loafing. I do not

therefore think what I said in regard to the

burr combs in question was too strong in

apiaries that are properly cared for;* and
when the bee-keeper himself keeps ahead of

the bees, as he always should do, that intoler-

able nuisance, burr-combs, is done away with.

THOSE FIVE-BA.NDERS.

In the way of honey, the three-banded leath-

er-colored bees were away ahead: and, oh how
much pleasanter to handle! Moreover, the

* Are not all the reported cases of burr-combs
over thick-tops due to expensive and wasteful over-
crowding ?

yellow fellows nosing around in a most disa-

greeable way, trying here and there to get a sip

of honey while I was making an examination.

By the way, we had a bad robbing-spell, I

am sorry to confess, at our home yard a few
days ago. This is, you know, devoted to queien-

rearing; and it seems one of the small nuclei

failed to make the proper defense, and before we
knew it there was an uproar. It was a most
noticeable fact that the leaders in this robbing
were the extra-yellow bees, and there are only
three or four colonies of them now in the whole
apiary of over 300 colonies and nuclei. Our
Mr. Spafford, who has charge of the home yard,

says he wants no more of them, and I am sure I

don't; and as a matter of fact we have been
getting rid of them as rapidly as possible,

BEE-ESCAPES,

I had a good chance to test the relative

merits of the Porter and the Reese escapes. I

lifted up the supers, put the escapes on that
afternoon, and two days afterward our men
called down with a horse and wagon, followed

a little later by your humble servant. I was
very anxious to see what the escapes would do;

and after two days I was a little surprised and
a little disappointed to see in some cases that

the bees had not all evacuated. But it was
noticeable that the Porter gave us the cleanest

supers. A little smoking-down finished up the

job. The honey was taken ofl' without remov-
ing a single frame. The escapes have on pre-

vious occasions worked a little more promptly.

Why they did not in the present instance, I do
not know, unless it was that the colonies were
extra strong. In all such instances I put on a
super with empty combs or foundation, to af-

ford them clustering-room.

LARGE COLONIES FOK HONEY.

As has been previously the case, the large

colonies of two and three eight-framers did

altogether the best In honey. Colonies occu-

pying two eight-frame stories generally filled

both of them. In some instances they filled

two stories, or a story and a half, with surplus

extracted honey.

HALF-STORY EXTRACTING-SUPERS.

I was greatly pleased with the working of

these supers. They were easy to handle; i. (.,

to lift, and the queens kept clear of them. In

some cases the queens went into the full-depth

extracting-supers, but not in one instance did

they go into the half-depths; but the bees

themselves occupied the one as readily as the

other. In fact, they just filled them with hon-
ey; and, oh how much pleasanter it was to lift

the half-depths, one at a time, to put the bee-

scapes under!

It may be well to remark in this connection,

that these supers had wide top-bars, and, of

course, the queens did not seem inclined to lay
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in one or llit; other with the divided space.

Our extracting-snpers are iioi made for brood-

chambers, and are not intended for that pur-

pose.

EIGHT VERSUS TEN FRAMES.
There is. just one point I want to emphasize

again in regard to this discussion. Suppose we
admit, for tlie time being that large hives are

better than small ones. I for one would not

essay to lift any thing heavier than the

eight-framd hive when it is full of honey. I

have " broken ray back " in lifting such full of

honey as it is, und I ni'ver want to handle

larger brood- chambers. While some people

may be strong enough to lift and handle ten

and twelves ail in one story. I am sure life is too

short for me to attempt anything of the kind

so long as two eights aci-omplish the same re-

sult with the (to me) indispensible advantage
of being able to handle them one at a time.

Why, when we essayed to carry those single-

story eight- frame (full depth) full of honey to

the wagon it was all two men could do comfort-

ably, and not very comfortably either, you

would say, if you could have seen them screw

up their faces.

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

LOOK OUT FOR THEM; HOW AN HONEST BEE-
KEEPER WAS SWINDLED.

If everybody could read the sad stories that
come to us about the failure of the honey crop,
the drouth, floods, and accidents of various
kinds, and the stories of the expense and trouble
that oftentimes are undergone in getting only a
small crop, they would surely feel as I do

—

that, when the bee-keeper once gets a crop of
honey, he should be exceedingly careful not to
let it slip through his fingers and fall into
the hands of swindlers. The Humbug and
Swindle department has been, I believe, rather
laid on the shelf of late, especially where it

concerns bee-keepers and the iioney business;
but I am feeling so well now I think I will roll

up my sleeves and dare them—nay, I will do
more than that; I will hunt them out of their
holes, and hold them up to public gaze; and if

I can get them behind pri -on- walls I shall feel

happier still, even if it does cost me some mon-
ey. As an illustration, I am going to give you
a little story at full length.

HOW A BEE-KEEPER LOST JtiV.SO WORTH OF HONEY.
Friend Boi.t:—Some days ag-o I wrote your firm

that I had sold some honey, and that the parties
would send me the money on the 3d of July, when I
would remit to yoa, etc. I waited on them until the
13th, and in the mean time wrote them for the mon-
ey, $67.80. I could hear no more from them. On the
13th I went to Memphis, having become uneasy
about It. i inclose you one of their letter-heads

:

A. M. McLEOD & CO..
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

ALL KINDS OF FANCY PICKLES.
Wholesale Only.

22 Peyton Ave.
Condiments,
Honey, Jellies, etc.

Memphis, Ttnn., 189

When I found the place there was no business
house of any kind tliere—onlj' a very small cottage.

I calUd for A. M. McLeod, or some one of the firm,
but atj old grey-lu-aded lady came to the door and
informed me that A. M. McLeod was out somewliert%
and wiiuld not be in, probably. Iitfore night. I tlien
learned from a near- by grocer that 1 would prob-
ably find dim at No. 148 jolinson Ave. I went and
ft)und a couple of young men wiio wire very reluc-
tant about giving me any information whatever;
said he was not tliero. They knew nothing of Mr.
McLeod's business. After much time and expense
I was told to go at once to 14^ Jolinson Ave., ai:d I

would tind McLeod tltere. whicli I did. He coolly in-
formed me that he liad gone out of business and
had niitliing to pay me with; tliat he was then at
work for that firm on i'ommisaii))!. 1 asked him
wliat he had done with my lioney. He said he had
.sold all of it; that a portion was sold on credit, and
ho had not been able to collect it. 1 asked what he
had done with the money he had taken in, and his
answer was that lie had an old mother- to support,
arid had to live off the money taken in for the hon-
ey. I showed him his letteVliead and letters, and
asked if he did not know he was a fraud, and was as
good as sti.'aliug that amount, it67.80, from me. To
cut tlie matter short, 1 am beat out of the whole
amount, anil have no hope of ever getting a dollar
of it. The other fellows who are in the deal with
McLeod are named Greenwood. When I ;isked Mc-
Leod who were the " Co " part of his concern he cool-
ly said tliere was no company—that he had put the
"Co." to it to make it look bigger. I tliink they
will drop the tlrm name of McLeod & Co., and use
that of another, probably that of the Memphis
Pickling and Caiuiing Co., as I saw some honey put
up with labels of that sort that I feel sure was some
of my honey. K. J. Mathews.
Rosedale, Miss., July 20.

We find the above firm quoted both in Dun
and Bradstreet. One of them gives the capital
as " very moderate." and the other quotes
blank. We promptly notified both in regard to
this transaction, and have received their
thanks.
One big point comes out here sharp and clear:

Do not send honey to anybody until you have
found out from some bank or otherwise that
they are reliable parties. What they them-
selves write to you iti regard to their standing,
business, etc.. is no evidence at all unless they
give references to somebody who is known.
The fact that they have a letter-head goes a
very little way—may be like the case above

—

only a little cottage out in the suburbs—no
company, no capital—nothing but a miserable
thieving rascal at the bottom of it all. Of
course, we wrote to McLeod iv Co.. telling them
what we should do unless they made some sat-
isfactory arrangement at once with friend Mat-
thews. He writes us below

T have never heard any thing more from a. lvi. xuc-
Leod. I am almost positive that they are still in
the swindle under the name of The Memphis Pickle
and Preserve Co. I have seen a letter-head of this
company at 118 Johnson Ave. Memphis. There is

where I found McLeod, and I am sure I there saw
some of my honey he swindled me out of, and told
them so. I would warn all honey-producers to have
nothing to do with them. Thej' ordered a barrel of
honey from me a few days ago, saying the.v wanted
the same kind I had sold to McLeod & Co. I can as-
sure you I did not send it. , K. J. M.^thews. G
c Rosedale, Miss., Aug. 16,

We can find so such institution as the Mem-
phis Pickle and Preserve Co. quoted at all; so
our friend's surmise is probably correct. Now.
friends, we are unacquainted with the laws of
the State of Tennessee;' but if any reader of
Gleanings in that State will get competent
legal advice as to how to proceed, we will have
McLeod where he ought to have been long ago,
and furnish the money to do it. No wonder
they wanted some more honey like that which
he sold (?) to INIcLeod tV: Co. If this thing is not
stopped, all the thieves and pickpockets in the
land will be starting a pickle and honey busi-
ness.—A. I. R.
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A VISIT TO DUDLEY ADAirS, PRESIDENT OF THE
HORTICUl.TURAI, SOCIETY OF THE

STATE OF FLORIDA.
While at Lake Dora I visited the beautiful

grounds and resident' of President Adams.
Irving Keck told iiiC 1 must see that place,
sure. P^'riend Adams is an original enthusiast
and experimenter in Florida fruits, and Florida
agriculture in general. At present he is taking
consideraljle pains to develop the idea of mulch-
ing not only plants but orange and lemon trees,

and for some years has been scraping up brush,
leaves, weeds, and eveiy thing he can get hold
of, to pile 'it up around his orange-trees, not
only that he may cover the ground so as to
keep down the weeds, but to keep the soil

come, and also to preserve dampness, the rich
soft mold was raked or hoed up so as to cover
the stump. Friend Longstreet. who accom-
panied me on my visit, took the liberty of pull-
ing the dirt away from some of these little

mounds, and, sure enough, there were the buds
already startt^d. When almost everybody else
in Florida was lamenting that there was no
budding-wood left in the whole State, friend
Adams had a good stock on hand ready to use,
and had many of his buds already started. He
said 10 us something like this:

•' I^ike everybody else. I have for years been
trying new varietii'S of oranges; and I had just
got to the point where 1 decided it would be
worth a great deal of money to me if my or-
chard were reduced to four or five kinds, and
those just the kinds I wanted, and no other.
Providence has helped me to get the thing just
where I wanted, and it has also obliged me to
make a more thorough job of it than lever
should have thought of doing had not the frost
made that tremendous 'move 'on us; so you

RESIDENCE OF DUDLEY AD.\.MS, PRESIDENT OF THE STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
FLORIDA, JIT. DORA.

damp, and encourage the formation of nitrogen.
Friend Keck informed me that Mr. Adams
uses fertilizers as well as the rest, but that fer-

tilizers were scattered all through the leaves,
brush, and rubbish of all sorts. I believe this
is not quite true, for the grounds are remark-
ably clean, and free fiom weeds, in the spaces
between the trees wht^re it was possible to

cultivate. In fact, notwithstanding the enor-
mous quantity of rubbish in the shape of
mulching -material on his premises, every
thing looked very neat and tidy. Of course, his
oranges had suffered with all the rest; and
hundreds of great trees, nearly a foot through,
had been cut off close to the ground. The day
after the freeze, if I remember correctly, he sent
a telegram to California, for orange- buds of the
varieties he wanted; then as soon as it was
certain that a tree was dead or greatly injured,
down it went, and buds were put all around on
the stump, between the bark and the wood.
For protection from another frost that might

see that, instead of lamenting.- and counting up
my losses, I can really afford to look bright
and cheerful in anticipation of the nice new
orchard and new fruit that I shall have in a
very short time; for nobody knows how quickly
a bearing grove of orange-trees may be pro-
duced with the great roots to the trees, that are
comparatively uninjured."

I have before spoken of the light, airy, well-
ventilated Florida homes. The one belonging
to President Adams pleased me so much that I

begged a photo of it, and I invite your attention
to the half-tone copy shown above. I should
have stated that his place was situated on one
of the beautiful declining slopes toward Lake
Tavares. The opposite side of the house is

done off with verandas exactly like the one that
faces us; and right through the center Is a
large open hallway where there .are rocking-
chairs, lounges, and every thing needed for

rest (what a nice place for a noonday nap I),

with no interruption to the cool breezes. If
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the spectator were a little further to the right
he would see the beautiful lake through this
open hallway. In fact, it would be vis^ible if it

were not for the shrubViery on the left. The
kitchen, and every thing pertaining to the
dining-room, is on the right, as you notice:
while the sitting-room, being cut off by that
large open hall, makes a nice, cool, and shady
retreat: and this sitting room, or parlor, is

finished with specimens of almost all the woods
and trees known in Florida, not omitting
boards cut from the queer corky-looking palm-
trees. A beautiful specimen of the date-palm
is seen at the lower left-hand corner: a smaller
one on the opposite side of the picture. The
veranda on the opposite side is right in full

view of the lake, six or eight miles long.

Before leaving, we visited the neat and tidy
barns. Of course, such barns are not needed in
Florida as we have here at the North. Wh<^n I

asked friend Adams if he had succeeded in
growing his own hay and grain, instead of buy-
ing from the North, as so many horse-owners
in Florida do. he showed me samples of his
feed that he had no trouble in securing in great
abundance, and he says it is much cheaper
than he could get any kind of horse-feed from
our great grain-growins Western States. Rice
is one of his favorite produi't* for feed: and he
cuts it just before the grain is fully mature, so
It can be stored and fed out in the bundle, giv-
ing the animals both grain and hay at one and
the same operation. In fact, our whole visit

was really refreshing. Ynu mav remember
that the state of agriculture in Florida at the
time of my visit was such that almost any one
would be considered excusable for feeling dis-
couraged: but to find a man who saw noenings
for great results in almost every direction, and
one who could rejoice that even the frost had
done a great work for him. was really worth
while: and the Florida Horticultural Society
has done wisely in seler-ring such a man as
their leader. One unconsciously begins to
wonder as he looks over such a place, whether
it is really possible for the average man to suc-
ceed 'o well, even if he tries ever so hard.
Well. I presume it is true that God does give
special gifts to some: but I am sure of this
also, that a good manv people do not try as
hard as they might. The longer I live." the
more I am convinced that brainwork. and
making one's business a constant study, both
day and night, has more to do with success
than almost any thing else. I see a world of
people around me who stumble along thought-
lessly and indifferently. God"s gifts are rush-
ing past them in every direction. In fact, they
oftentimes stumble over them: and when you
call their attention to it they deliberately in-
form you they have not noticed or have not
seen any thing of the sort which vou describe.
And then I think of the text. " Knock, and it

shall be opened unto you: seek, and ye shall
find." I see people all around me—not only
boys but grown-up men—who have not anv
comprehension of what is going on around
them. They tug away at erievous burdens.
An empty wagon is going in the same direction,
but they do not see it. and never will sep it:

and sometimes it transpires that the empty
wagon belongs to the very man they are work-
ing for, and this very man is anxiously .waiting
for them to hurry up.

At Lake Helen 1 made a very brief call'on
our good friend G. W. Webster. In his door-
yard I found guavas perfectly protected
through the freezes, by being simply bent dnwn
and covered with *traw and leaves, and after-
ward with a bank of dirt. In the same way he
had saved some choice varieties of the Japan

persimmons. During the previous season he
had produced specimens weighing IS ounces,
and 4I4 inches in diameter. These great lus-
cious fruits, without seed or core, readily sold
at a nickel apiece: and a persimmon-tree will
bear more fruit on a given expanse of limb
than any other fruit-tree I ever saw or heard
of: that is. if you hold up the branches so the
weight of the fruit will not break the tree to
pieces.

OUR FOOD AND DRINK : ITS RELATION TO
DISEASE.

THE SALISBURY METHOD OF MAXAGIXG DI«
EASE.

Prove thy servants. I beseei^h thee, ten days; and
let them give us pulse to eat. and water to drink,
then let our countenances be looked upon.—Dax. 1:
1-', 13.

And in all matters of wisdom and understanding',
that the king inquired of them, he found them ten
times better than all the mag'icians and astrolo-
gers Tiiat were in all his realm.—Das. 1:20.

To liim that overcnmeth will I grant to sit with
me in my throne.-Rev. 3:21.

During the convention in St. Joseph. Mo.,
last October, as you may remember. Ernest
was left at hom*^ to look after business, in the
absence of myself and Mr. Calvert. In a very
few days, however, his health failed: and from
that timf» on he seemed to be the unfortunate
victim of grip, nervous chills, or something
that the doctors hardly knew what to do with.
One physican after another was calbd: hut in
spite of them all he seemed to be going into a
decline. Even wheel-riding aid not seem to
bring him up as formerly, principally from the
fact that hecould not stand the wind. Even a
moderate breeze gave him chills, neuralgia,
etc.: and whrm thp wind was in the north or
northest he was absolutely obliged to stav in-
doors; and a dood deal of the time he could on-
ly lie on the sofa or wait for a still day. A
good many of us settled down to the opinion
that it was only another phase of that terrible
disease which has been called the "grip." You
mav remember that, for three or four years
past. I have been battling with something
similar a good deal of the time, no matter
whether I was in California. Ohio, or even
down in sunny Florida. In my case the gener-
al decision was that it was in consequence of
overwork: besides. I was getting pretty well
along in life; but for a young man only a little

over thirtv. it seemed very strange, and withal
verv sad. that he should, as it were, " play out"'
right almost in his youth. Of course, much
spr culating was done ia regard to this, that,
and the 01 her remedy. Different localities were
talked about, and various sanitariums.
As some of the clerks in the office, and one of

the teachers in our ^fedina schools, had been
very successful with whatis called the Salisbury
treatment, or lean-meat diet, this was talked
about more or less. Perhaps I might here de-
vote a little time to an explanation. In our little

circular in regard to the water cure applied in-
ternally, occurs the following sentence:
At different times the use of water in large

quantities, taken into the system by way of the
moutli, has had its advocates. Dr. Salisbury has for
many years been accomplishing a gf)od deal by
"feeding " his patients on hot wafer.

But it seems that Dr. Salisbury or some of
his friends ran across this: for in Gleaxings
for July 1. 1S91. occurs the following:

DR. SALISBURY'S METHOD OF TREATING DISEASE,
AND HIS USE OF HOT WATER.

Mr. Root:—In your article. " A New Method of
Treating Disease Without Medicine." in Glean-
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INOS of March 1, there is a brief allusion to Dr.
Salisbury's method, wliicb is somewhat inaccurate.
It is quite true that tli- doctor has accomplished
and is still accomplishina- much for suffering hu-
manity, but he doesn't '.<:(7 his patients on hot
water. In his system the hot water is used solely
for flushing the stomurli and intestines, cleansing
the former from slimy. pa>ty growths, which inter-
fere with good digestion, and the latter from fecu-
lent deposits. To feed hi > patients, the doctor pre-
scribes beef—lean steak, free from fat and gristle,
reduced to a mince meat in a chopper, and then
pressed into cakes or meat balls, and then broUed.
According to Dr. Salisbury's theory, man is two-
thirds carnivorous and one-third herbivorous; and
his food should follow the same proportion. In
some countries—India for example—the people, in
the course of generatiuns, have become herbivo-
rous, and are able to live on a purely vegetablediet:
but, few people can digest a purely vegetable or
farinaceous diet in the United States. The doctor
holds that most diseases are caused by a long course
of eating improper foods which ferment in the
stomach or bowels, and do not properl.v digest. His
remedy is, first, to wash away offending and offen-
sive matters by taking a pint or more of hot water
at about a temperature of 110^, an hour before
each meal, and the same interval before bedtime.
Tlien he prescribes an exclusive meat diet, or as
nearly exclusive as the patient can take it. forbid-
dinar sugary, starchy foiirt';. an1 any thing prone to
easy fermentation. Medicine is given, if necessary
to help digestion. Witli gjod digestion tlie system
begins to make good blood; and with a supply of
good blood, all the organs of the body perform their
functions well, and normal health is restored. This,
of course, is not done in a day, for nature works
slowly, and the result of a long course of wrong liv-

ing can not be corrected by a short course of right
living. In the case of serious disoases. like, for
instance, consumption, it takes prob ibly a yi^ar or
two of treatment to get thoroughly well: but the
improvement usually begns at once; and the end,
if slow, is pretty certain.
The doctor's plan, yon see. differs from the one

you describe, in that it is more extensive—flushing
the whole of the internal man, and not simply the
colon, though the latter is good so far as it goes—
and more natural.

It may interest some of yiiur readers to know that
Dr. Salisliury is an Ohio man, hailinff, I bflieve,
from Cleveland, though now living in Xew York, at
170 W. r,9th St. E. CONSOLLT.
New- York, March 7, 1891.

Our readers may rometnhpr that, in my reply
to the above letter. I expressed some doubt in
regard to the absolute necessity of coming down
to a pure meat diet. I did it. notwithstanding
Dr. Salisbury, some twenty-five vears before
that, brought me out of what mishr be called a
rathi^r precarious state of health resulting from
too close application to the office.

Well, after Ernest had become a good deal
discouraged, the rest of us as well as himself
decided he ought to go down to Cleveland and
see Dr. Lewis, who now represents the Salis-
bury method in that citv." For long weeks his
diet was lean meat almost exclusively: but
just about when I began to fear that he was
suffering, and depriving himself needlessly,
especially after being reduced in flesh from 140
to 120 lbs.. I noticed that he was gradually get-
ting indifferent to wind or weather. He would
even stand out in his d'^oryard. with the thin-
nest clothing on, while I was muffled up in

woolen clothes and sealskin cap. with a big
flannel pad across my chest, etc. In spite of all

this padding and clotliing. however, I could
not stand the north wind. While superintend-
ing the laying of some water-pipes I caught
the toothache: then neuralgia all over my
face: then earache, with chills accompanying.

* Dr. J. M. Lewis was for ten years a partner of
Salisbury; and he said to me, but a few days ago.
that, in his opinion. Dr. S. has done more than any
other man to get thewhok- medical fraternity out of
the ruts and superstitious that have for ages hin-
dered and cramped all progress.

and I was feeling pretty miserable. He and
the rest of the children, including Mrs. Root,
began to suggest the old Salisbury treatment.
But I dreaded even the thought of it. I told
Ernest that, when I came into his home, one
day, and smelled the broiling steak, so familiar
in years gone by, I almost felt as if I could cry
for him, if it would do any good.
Before I got over my attack of neuralgia,

however, he came into our home one day, and
found me leaning over a- hot stove, bathing my
face and teeth with physianthropic (see page
.537), and shedding some bitter tears ion my oun
account), even in spite of myself. I told him it

was just grip I got from that northeast wind.
By the way. one day I noticed the thermometer
registered SO degrees in the shade, and I was
bundled us as I have described, and still I was
cold. " Where was the wheel ?'" do you ask'?
Well, could I have been spared to ride "20 miles
or more on the wheel every day. or even every
other day, I might have' got' along tolerably
well: but there was one trouble I have fre-

quently referred to, that even the wheel did
not cure. It is a sort of chronic dysentery, ac-
companied by distress in the lower intestines,
etc. I have mentioned one severe attack of it

while I was in Florida. This latter trouble
seemed to be gradually gaining ground. Now
if you will pardon me for speaking so much of
my ailments and troubles I will try to get on to
a pleasanter theme.
Ernest urged that I should at least go and

see Dr. Lewis, and have him look me over, ex-
amine my blood under the microscope, etc..

and tell me what he thought. I did not pro-
pose to take the treatment, mind you. but I

consented, just for the fun of the thing, to
go and talk with the doctor. Well, the doctor
said if my trouble went on I should soon have
consumption of the bowels: or. to put it in
plain terms that everybody can understand, he
said that my disease was fast settling into a
chronic case of " hog cholera." I do not sup-
pose that he meant that I had been greedy in
my eating. He admitted that, if I could be
spared to ride the wheel, and take things easy,
keening clear of business. T might do very well
without any treatment: hut if. on the contrary.
I would give my intestines a rest till they could
be cured up. and then he careful as to what I

ate. I might go on with business, and at 55

years of age be just in mv prime for good down-
right hard work in the office or anywhere else.

"But how about the chills, neuralgia, etc.,

doctor'?
" These are a secondary matter—a result—

a

trifling thing, in fact. If you undertake the
treatment we will have off that overcoat and
fur cap in le.ss than ten days."
"But. doctor, suppose the wind should be

in the northeast ?
"

"I don't care where the wind is. In less

than ten days we can have you wearing ordi-
nary clothing."

" Why. look here, doctor, if you can get me
rid of my chills and netiralgia and toothache
and earache, so that I shall not need to bundle
tip when there is a brisk north wind. I will un-
dergo almost every thing you say—for at least

ten days, any way."
At the titne. I fully intended to submit to

the treatment ten days and no more: but the
doctor and Ernest exchanged glances, however,
and made preparations for a siege of about three
weeks, as I afterward learned. The whole
family were greatly pleased, and entered with
much spirit and enthusiasm into the plans
for getting papa well and strong. Let me ex-
plain a little more minutely right here the pro-
gram that has been settled down on after
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the past twenty-five years of experimenting
and study:
You go to the butcher's and get some of his

very best round steak. Wait till he has sliced
off the shoulder until he gets down to where the
bone is small. Tell him to cut you a slice fully
an inch thick. Now remove all fat, gristle, and
every thing but lean meat, (iet an Enterprise
meat-grinder, small size, with recent improve-
ments. Put the lean meal through three times;
and then have it cooked on any good gridiron,
or even with the five-cent wire meat- broilers,
to be had in every counter store. The patient
is to take the meat hot. just as it comes from
the fire. Season with salt, pepper, and a little

butter. Decide by experiment how much you
can eat and digest thoroughly, and have that
fixed quantity at every meal. 1 began with 6>.2

ounces three times a day. vSix ounces would
have been hardly enough, and 7 ounces is a little

too much. Thus you see there is no possible
overloading of the stomach or digestive organs.
As you progress, increase the amount gradual-
ly until you can take 10, 13, and even up to 16
ounces or more. Your meat is to be taken at
regular hours. You probably will not forget
when it is time to have your regular rations.

I soon found that my weakest spell was in

the morning, because I get up a little after five

and start several kinds of business before John
and Ernest get around. On this account I

have three ounces of beef at 10 o'clock, besides
my three other rations. I go to bed at half-
past 8 or 9, and sleep soundly—more so than I

ever did before—until Mrs. Root wakes me at
10 o'clock. This 10-o'cIock meal prevents me
from getting faint in the morning before my
regular meal at half-past 6. Now, please no-
tice I do not have a crumb of bread, a particle
of fruit or vegetables—no sugar, not a drop of
milk in the half-cup of tea T am permitted to
have with my meat. Right here I presume a
part of my readers — may be nine-tenths of
them—will say. "Oh 1 get out with your lean-
meat diet to the exclusion of fruits, milk, and
honey. Brother Root, we shall think you are
the worst crank there is going if you continue
to talk such nonsense." Hold steady, friends.
If you are well and ivarin, and your food agrees
with you, by all means eat the fruit and milk
and honey, and thank Gnd for them. If you
are a dyspeptic.and especially wedded to nervous
chills as I have been, I think you had Isetter

listen a little further. Lean meat is almost the
only article of food that is digested entirely in
the stomach. Look it up in your physiologies,
if you think I am wrone. Where one has
chronic dyspepsia, or a tendency toward chronic
dysentery, his life may depend upon giving the-
lower intestines a rest. Vacations are very
fashionable nowadays; in fact, they seem to be
the rage almost everywhere. Why not give
your digestive apparatus a vacation, or at least
that part of it? I believe the thing is entirely
possible. From the very first meal of this pul-
verized or rasped beef, as you mijrht term it,

my bowels began to feel rested. The hubbub
and turmoil and distress stopped right awaii.
In fact, for weeks past I should not have known
I had any " Insides " at all, so far as any sensa-
tion is concerned. The effect was reallv
marvelous. I should not have thought it possi-
ble had I not tried it.

Let us now consider tlie drink part. I will

repeat a part of the conversation the doctor and
I had together.
" Why. doctor, I did not know you restricted

your patients to the amount of lean beef they
must eat. Dr. Salisbury used to tell me to eat
a pound at a meal if I could; and I did succeed
in eating a pound just as it comes from the
butcher."

" Well, that might have done for you 2.5

years ago, but I think we have a better way
now. You must not overeat, even with lean
meat."

" But, doctor, I can have all the pure water
I want to drink, can I not'?

"

" You can at stated periods. Three hours
after any or every meal you may drink all the
water you choose, but no cdld water. Take it

as hot as you can drink it conveniently. I

should like to have you drink at least a pint—

a

quart would be better. The first thing to be
done is to wash and cleanse and rinse your
whole digestive apparatus. Y'ou want to bathe
it out thoroughly every day, and four times
every day if you can. If you can not have
your hot water within 2)4 or 3 hours after each
meal, and, say. an hour or an hour and a half
before getting a meal, then skip it—don't have
it at all. Your beefsteak will be digested and
out of the stomach in from 2Vi to 3 hours. If
you drink the water sooner, or drink very much
during your meals, you will diiute the gastric
juice, and hinder or stop digestion. Cold water
especially will do this at your stage of the
disease. You may have noticed it."

I told him that I had for years been deciding
I could not drink cold water during mealtime;
and I felt better to take almost no liquid at all.

I had also learned that water (especially ice
water) within, say, an hour after my meals,
stopped digestion, and gave me much distress.
I told him how often I had been parched with
thirst during attacks of dysentery, but did not
dare to drink a drop, as it was so sure to dis-
tress me. He told me I would find at such
times I could drink hot water— as hot as it

could be taken into the mouth — without any
distress ; and I then remembered that, while in

Florida, a friend persuaded me to try drinking
a good lot of hot water as a remedy. Strange-
ly enough it gave me almost immediate re-
lief.

You may be a little surprised to find that
one very soon learns to relish hot water. At
first I thought it would be more palatable with
acid phosphate or a little ginger, or something
of that kind, added to give it flavor; but now I

greatlv enjoy my pint or quart of pure soft hot
water four times a day. I take the first dose at
five o'clock in the morning, so as to get it an
hour and a half before my breakfast.
In a recent number of the Oliio Farmer a

writer suggests that horses will do a greater
amount of work if a heavy watering is given at
10 o'clock in the forenoon, and between 3 and 4
in the afternoon. He says horses so treated
will keep in flesh and strength with less food.
I suppose another watering the last thing at
night would be in proper order. Give them a
little between times if you choose; but let tliem
do the main part of their drinking, as nearly as
you can, midway between feeding-times—lean-
ing, of course, a little toward the coming feed,
and a little further from the last one. By the
way, tliis hot- water treatment is now so gener-
ally known and adopted by people in poor
health that perhaps this explanation is hardly
needed. I thought it a little hard when the
doctor said I must not drink at springs and
wells on my wheel-rides. If I continue riding,
perhaps these drinks of even cold water would
do but very little harm; but I am inclined to
think now' that hot water at pretty nearly the
times mentioned would be much safer and bet-

ter. Oh ! I forgot to mention that, in about four
days. I began to dispense with my extra clo-

thing, and the neuralgia and cold in my head
suddenly disappeared in a very unexpected way.
In a week I was around in my shirtsleeves: in

ten days I put on thinner clothing, and dis-

pensed with the flannel chest-protector that I
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had worn winter and summer almost constantly
for three or four years.
You will recollect that, in our text, Daniel

asked of his keeper thut he and his friends
might be proved ten days. Thus we have Bible
authority to the effect that ten days of pure
simple diet may bring alioiit a material and
perceptible change in ones health. When Dr.
Lewis said he would cure my chronic chills in

ten <Jays I don't suppose he thought of Daniel
and my text. Let me digress a little.

Some years ago a writer in the Scientific

American — a,n6 I believe the article was also
copied in various papers—took the ground that
colds are caused by disordered digestion; and
the remarkable thing about the article was
that the writer said that, when his diet was
right (and I presume that included drink as
well), you could not make him "catch cold."
He even went so far as to prove his position by
public tests. He slept in damp bedding ; he
went out till drenched through with rain, and
then stood in a draft until his teeth chattered;
went about with wet feet— did every thing, in

fact, that old established rules have laid down
as particularly dangerous in this line, but he
took no cold at all. He got cold, of course, and
suffered for the time being; but when he was
warmed up again, no after-consequences fol-

lowed. This writer has since published a book
on health, and I have studied it with much in-
terest, but I can not lay my hand on it now. He
did not prescribe the lean-meat diet particular-
ly; but he advised such a course of eating and
drinking as to seem to be conducive to whole-
some digestion. Well, for years past, whenever
I came in to sit down at the table, the doors and
windows would have to be closed a good deal of
the time in hot weather, or I could not stand it.

Mrs. Root and the children have suffered for
want of the (to them) delicious cooling breezes,
just because papa could not stand a draft; but
now I am rejoicing, during my fourth week
with the treatment, in being able to wear thin-
ner clothing than any of them: and I can stand
as much draft as anybody I know of, or more.
North winds that have been, in fact, my deadlv
enemy, now seem delicious and nice: and it

really seems as if I couldn't catch cold, even if

I tried to. Of course. I am not positive that this
thing will continue: but if it does, it is worth to
me a big lot. not only for myself, but that I may
point out the way of escape to others who are
suffering from hay fever, neuralgia, and feeble
vitality in a thousand and one directions.
You may remember that, in my pamphlet on

the internal water cure. I suggested that the
too frequent use of the hot-water injections is

apt to remove the food before the process of di-

gestion is complete; that in this case I had dis-
covered there was a marked loss of strength,
from which I inferred that the lower intestines,
and may be even the lower colon, perform a
part in the operation of digesting the food, and
take from it something important, and possess-
ing much nutriment; and that a loss of this re-

sults in a loss of strength. Now, letting the
stomach do all the work, and leaving the intes-
tines and colon to "take a vacation.'' as I have
expressed it, produces just this result. In a few
days you find yourself feeling remarkably clean
and light, and perhaps rather " flat," and at
the same time you find your strength oozing
out, and a faintness or weakness you never felt

before, taking its place. T told the doctor I felt
as I imagined Samson did when they had cut
off his hair. This is the discouraging period in
the treatment. I suppose a good many patients
turn about and go back, as did Christian's com-
panion in Pilgrim's Progress. Beof good cheer,
friends; do not be In haste to give up. Prof.
Cook once told us in a lecture, that, so great is

the effort nature will make to sustain life, a

man could have his whole stomach cut out;

and if the connecting tubes were hitched to-

gether, the other organs would do their work
until nature could manufacture another stom-
ach. We often see the same thing in nature.
When the animal economy begins to understand
the different order of things, the stomach pret-

ty soon learns to do double service, just as a
lalind man sees with his ears, and just as a deaf
man hears with his eyes. When this lassitude

and weakness comes on, lie down and rest.

Take it patiently, and it will often go away in

a short time. My remedy is a nap, and my
naps are as regular before dinner and supper as

the meals themselves — that is. when at home
and at work. I have recently found that my
wheel will usually drive off this weakness.
A few days ago I asked the doctor if he ex-

pected me to be able to ride the wheel on lean
meat alone.

" Why, bless your heart, yes. If you can hold
out until we are out of the woods you will ride

your wheel with muscles of iron, and muscles
that almost know not fatigue."

I have now been almost four weeks under
the treatment. For two weeks I felt as if I had
not strength to ride more than half a mile.

Three days ago I tried a couple of miles; then
about five miles ; and day before yesterday
(Aug. 1.5), about eight miles ; and last evening,
the Ifith (the mercury had been in the 90's all

day). I rode tiventy miles after supper ; and I

came home just running up the hills, because I

enjoyed it.

Now just a word in regard to our texts and
the moral of the case. I never before heard
anybody so emphatic against the use of wine
and beer as was Dr. Lewis. He said that, if al-

coholic stimulants were really needed, it is bet-

ter to use pure whisky, brandy, or even alcohol

itself, and not beer or wine, that can only start

a ferment in the bowels, when such ferments
are already the cause of the greater part of the
sickness of the present day.*
Again, the person who has learned to forego

luscious fruits and vegetables, and hold right

on steady, with nothing to vary the monotony
of the invariable lean meat, will not find it dif-

ficult to control himself in every other way.
The mental and spiritual drill that one learns

from such tremendous self-denial ought to last

him through life. The " pulse " mentioned in

the book of Daniel was probably not lean meat,

* Thousands of people are probably suffering- and
dying- almost every day by a kind of slow starvation,
irom the fact tbat'their food ferments and sours in

the digestive apparatus, instead of furnishing- good
healthy material for the blood to build up the
system. In fact, the digestive apparatus gets to be
a sort of brewery, raanufactiiiiiig beer and carbon-
ic-acid gas from every thinglakoii into the stomach,
especially food that contains staich and sugar.
Most of you have had occasional experiences in this

line with disordered stomach and bowels. Well,
there are still doctors left who will tell patients
suffering in this way to drink })rer or nle. to give
them sfrenoth. Adding beer and fermented liquors
when the stomach and intestines are a regular
brewery already I What sense or what consistency
is there in that ? And this very Hires' root beer,
that is puffed so much, even in our best papers and
periodicals, is only a milder mixture of yeast and
sugar. Read the directions—3 lbs. of sugar to a
gallon, and then a great lot of yeast to make it fer-

ment. And, by the way, some of the Hires' root
beer, when the yeasi is tiptop and every thing just
right to make "good beer." contains enough alcoliol

to make one who is sensitive to its Influence feel its

effect very distinctly. I suppose it the W. C. T. (J.

should undertake to make a protest in this direction
they would stir up a hornets' nest. Be of good
cheer, friends. Dr. Salisbury and Dr. Lewis have
been for years protesting and proclaiming cautions
against this very thing.
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but it was a pure sirapio diet. Be that as it

may, the thing that Daniel and his friends ob-
jected to (wine) is the very thing Dr. Lewis so
positively forbids. Very likely they had pulse
to eat and water to drink, each at regular in-
tervals. With such treatment there is no such
thing as overloading the stomach. There is no
question nor speculation as to whether this,
that, or the other is good for you or causes you
distress. If our people had perfect control of
all their appetites, their tastes, and their pas-
sions, this world of ours would be a heaven be-
low. Do you doubt it? Read the last of my
three texts— that grand Bible promise: "To
him that overcometh, to him will I grant to sit

with me in my throne."
A friend said to me oniy yesterday, " Mr.

Root, I have been sick for two days, and it is a
good deal your fault."

Of course, this was pleasantry. He went on:
'•I knew I ought not to eat watermelons; but

we had one that was so very nice 1 could not
resist the temptation, but kept on eating. Then
we had some of that new kind of beans of yours
—the Best of All—and they were so exceeding-
ly luscious, and hit the spot so exactly, I ate
more of them than I ought to. It took me
about two days, and required some medicine,
before I was straightened out again."
How many such cases do you suppose there

are in this world of ours? Now, the point is.

one who has gone through this ordeal that I

have pointed out to you would not be very like-
ly to lose his health, aud get back again into
the slough of despond. I remembered so well
my experience during those ]8 weeks 25 years
ago that I could thank God for my daily bread
at almo-^t every meal since that time with a
new understanding of the matter. We never
prize God's blessings until we have been de-
prived of them. We never prize health until
we have had some experience with sickness.
These bodies of ours are a sacred charge in-
trusted to us by the great Father of all, and he
expects us to take good care of them. He ex-
pects reason to hold in check the passions and
the appetites undor all circumstances whatever.
If we disregard Reason, and set her admoni-
tions at naught, then we have got to go back
and live a life of self-sacrifice, and even total
abstinence from many things that we might
otherwise enjoy with impunity.

Is it really a method of healing diseases with-
out medicine? To a certain extent I think it

is; but Dr.' Lewis told me it would be very
much better if the inatter were looked after
under the charge of the regular family physi-
cian. He said the family physician could
engineer the patient clear through without any
difficulty at all if he only would. The difficul-

ty is, he may not himself have faith in it; and
then, again, it Is not a very pleasant or taking
method of treating disease. The average physi-
cian knows this perfectly well, from the ex-
perience he has had in undertaking to get his
patients to leave off tobacco, t^a. and coffee,
extravagant use of sweets, etc. Like the faith-
ful pastor who preaches plain truth, it may
sometimes cut off his salary a trifle, for the
time being. Again, the family doctor, to obtain
the best results, should be able to examine the
blood, the urine, the secretions, etc. The prin-
cipal difficulty to be met is that of constipation,
which is almost sure to follow. Now, I have
spoken exceedingly plain before on these pages
in regard to this matter of curing disease with-
out medicine, and I am sure our friends— at
least the ailing ones—will pardon me right here
if I speak so that I may be clearly under-
stood in this matter. With the pure lean-
meat diet there is no need of a movement

of the bowels oftener than two or three times
in a week.* On one occasion, when I had
gone four days, Ernest took the responsibility
of giving me one of his favorite pills. He
asked Dr. Lewis afterward what he thought
about it, and the latter replied: "Oh! no, no!
Pills may do for you, but no pills for your
father."
You see, after my tendency to chronic dysen-

tery, taking pills is like waking up the baby
after you have walked the floor with her for
hours to get her to sleep.
" Well, doctor, if I can not take pills or physic,

what am I do? "

" Why, just take a tablespoonful of castor-oil
before you go to bed. If one tablespoonful does
not answer, trv two. Castor-oil will lubricate
and soothe those long suffering intestines,
rather than rasp them up again as physic
does."
Now. if you call castor-oil medicine, then my

talk to-day is not exactly doctoring without
medicine. I believe that, with many patients,
both Lewis and Salisbury are in the habit of
giving some sort of tonic before the meal, and a
preparation of pepsin so as to assist digestion
after the meal. Ordinarly, pure fresh lean
meat and pure water are all that is needed

—

"pulse to eat, and water to drink;" and, dear
reader, if you will prove it ten days, as did
Daniel and his little band. I think you may
not only be wiser and brighter, and clearer in
intellect, but you may also see your way out of
troubles that have followed you for years.
Just a word, before closing, in regard to the

manner of cooking this ground -up beefsteak.
It must not be frifd or browned, for that spoils
its digestibility. It should be broiled, and the
broiling must be done just right, so it will be
juicy, soft, and rich. There is on Euclid St.,

Cleveland. O.. a place called the " diet-house."
where they have made it their business to cook
meat for the Salisbtiry patients for 25 years or
more. As they cook it. it is about the most de-
licious and strpngth-giving article of food I

ever tasted. After eating 10 ounces a few days
ago, I felt as well satisfied as if I had had the
best meal that could be furnished in that great
city. I bought some of the very same beef, of
the very same butcher: but after I got home
we found it was quite a little piece of skill to
cook it exactly as they did at the diet-house.
But Ernest finally masterfd it. The secret is in

having it cooked alike all the way through, and
be sure not to have any portion of it overdone.
If right, it will be juicv. soft, and toothsome,
requiring very little chewing: and from it

strength and energy come very quickly to the
ofttimes weak and hungry patient.

*May I in this little footnote be pardoned for

speaking still more plainly ? I am now in my fourth
week, and my bowels move without any castor-oil

or anything: el.se but a mild hot-water injection,

without tlie least bit of pain; and, most astonishingr

of all. the small amount of residue left after per-
fect digestion is absolutely without smell. Ever
since I was a child I liave wondered again and again
why it was that human beings should necessarily
have any thing- to do with almost the foulest sub-
stance that one can well imagine. Is it right, and
is it God's will, that we who are called the temples
of the Holy Ghost should have any thing about us
at any time so offensive and repulsive to every re-

fined thought and feeling ? and it rejoices my heart,
to know that it is even possible for one to have a
sweet breath, a sweet-smelling body, and to be
sweet and clean always and everywhere. You see
this talk is only a continuatioH of my talk years ago
under the head of my favorite little text, " Wash ye,

make you clean."
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ALFALFA—ON THE WHEEL.
There is not going to be much "On the

Wheel " in this issue, for the beefsteak diet has
sort o' knocked it out. I>iit that trip of twenty
miles that I made after suppi'r was to see a lit-

tle patch of alfalfa right ht-re in Medina Co..

that stood a couple of feet hish. on the Kith of
August, and it has alrondy given two heavy
cuttings this season. The owner said it stood
fully three feet high when it was cut, and gave
the most feed, and about the bn'St fei d. of any
thing he had ever taken from a like piece of

ground. The seed was put in two years ago in

June, therefore it had stood two of our Ohio
winters, and the last one. perhaps, the worst in

fifty years. He said that, after our spring
frosts, he thought at one time it was entirely
killed: but tinally he could see a little green
shoot here and there, and finally it all started,

and grew and (jreir. This is on ordinary Medi-
na clay soil, perhaps with a little tendency to-

ward sand or gravel. But if one man can make
such a success as that on a quarter of an acre,

why can't somebody else do as well? I confess
it has given me the alfalfa fever already.

WATER-WITCHIXG.
Quite a good many communications have

come in, and several have invited me to come
and see the genuineness of the thing proved.
One man has been on our grounds. It is bnrely
2)0ssible there is some scienceaboutit. but there
is certainly a good deal of folly and supersti-
tion mixed up with it. For instance, one friend
claims it is due to electrical attraction, and
says that, if the peach-tree branch be wrapped
in a silk handkerchief, it will not work. Those
versed in electrical attraction or magnetic at-
traction will at once recognize that thi^ is a
mistake. A silk handkerchief has no power
whatever over magnetic attraction, as any one
can readily prove with a cheap magnet and a
common pocket-compass. Again, another friend
assures us that blindfolding the operator will

not answer, for he says the switch will not in-
dicate water unless the operator can use his
eyes and see his switch. We have heard of hu-
man beings who would not work unless you
kept your eye on them: but T do not know that
I ever before heard of a machine that refused
to "go" unless the owner kept it all the
time exactly under his sight. You see tiiis

runs us into the occult sciences again. Clair-
voyance is not yet recognized as a force in na-
ture or as one of the sciences. A. I. B.

Special Notices.

GARDENING FOR SEPTEMBER
We are now having- rains quite freciuently ; and

on ground that is kept mellowed up, they seem suf-
ficient; but where tlie ground has once beconie
baked and hard, so the wuter runs off. tlie drouth
seems to continue: and on such ground ns this,
trees and small fruits arc siill dying-. The water
has not yet pot down to their roots.
Our Best of All snap bean is proving to he true to

name as a shell bean. In f;i(t, some of the friends
pronounce it aliead of any of the big limas. The
only trouble with it is, it is a colored bean; but
when I was a juvenile I remember of eating baked
beans at my grandmotliers, said beans being spot-
ted or speckled; and it seems to me they were more
delicious and tootlisome tiian any thing of the bean
family I liave tasted since. And this Rest of All
colored bean looks very much like those spotted
beans of olden times that used to please us so much
when we were children.
On looking the matter up, I find that, during a

favorable fall, turnips may do quite well, even
when sown in September. And, by the way, a few

days ago, when we were sowing crimson clover in
the corn, with a little sprinkling of turnip seed
among the clover, a visitor who was present clapped
liis hand on liis thigh and declared :

"Oh dear me ! why didn't I think to mix in just
a little turnip seed when I sowed that crimson
clover yesterday among the sweet corn ?"

Now is the time to sow lettuce '^eed to be trans-
ferred later into the ereenhouse. Sow the seed and
push ahmg the plants out in the open air, exactly
as you would in the spring. Move them into the
greenhouse just before they might receive injury
outdoors.
The latter part of this month is the time to sow

cabbage for cold-frame plants; and if you have
got the hang of it you can have cold-frame onion-
plants in tlie same way. We make it succeed to
perfection. The onions will stand fully as much
frost as the cabbage.
Our new Craig Seedling potato is still booming,

and promises sometiiing almost unheard of. In
answer to many inquiries in regard to tlie forth-
coming prices of potatoes for fall shipment, I would
reply that the matter is under consideration, and
we shall be able to give reasonable rales, probably,
in our next issue. If you want to send in your or-
der we will guarantee that the rates all .around will

be a little lower, any way, than last year.
Scarlet Globe, Early Frame, and Rose winter rad-

ishes will all succeed if put into the ground now;
and this is also the principal month for sowing
spinach. For prices see our fall price list just out.
AU orders for strawberry-plants are tilled, and

we are ready to put them up and send them off the
day the order is received, excepting- the Parker
Earle and Edgar Queen.
Our vineless yam, or bunch sweet potato, is also

promising a fine crop, even on our Medina clay. I

tell you. a nice thrifty patch of them look.s hand-
some, and the potatoes are said to bo superior to
the average "^weet potato in the market—no vines
to bother. The tops stand right up like an ordinary
Irish potato.
To those who wish to try crimson or scarlet clover

during the month of September, I may siy we are
prepared to send 1 lb. by mail for 30 cts.; 3 lbs. for
.50cts. ;all postpaid. Ry freight or express we can
furnish a peek for 90cts. :i;2 bushel, $1.75; bushel,
$3.40: two-bushel sack, J6..o0. package included.
And, best of all. all the above is American home-
grown seed—a lot that we recently ran ai^ross. The
price is a little lower, as you will see, because it is

getting to he a little late in northern localities; that
is. it would be a little late in case we have a severe
winter.
Seven-top turnip will grow all right if sown this

month. Remember, it does not have a root, but
only foliage for greens, and "posies for bees,'" early
in the sprina-.
Last of all. now is the time to put out American

Pearl oinon-sets. For prices see last issue.

KIND WORDS FROM ODR CUSTOMERS.

T don't see how I could get along without Glean-
ings. L. D. COFFMAN.
Clark, W. Va . June 17.

The Crane smoker I ordered arrived in good shape
on the 38th. and I had an opportunity of trying it

the following dav. I found it equal to all it claims.
Jefferson City, Mo., July 1. P. M. Sellers.

r/(e A. r. Root Co. :—Bees are doing well at pres-
ent, but we are needing rain very mi7ch. I like

Gle.anings. It just suits me in eveiy department.
As long as you mantain the present standard of
your journal you can count me as a subscril^er.
Patronville, Ind., June 16, 189.5. R. B. Larkin.

The A. I. Rntit Co. .-—Accent thanks for the gener-
ous number of sample copies you sent me for ten
cents. I read them with some interest, some bene-
fit, and yet I am left somewhat " r.attled " over the
various discussions on the different kinds of hives,
frames, bees, etc. On one point I am certain: Men
don't gather "figs from thistles," and bees can't
gather honey from fence-rails; they must have
pasture, and that is rather scarce around here at
present. D. McCarthy.
New Haven, Ind,, Aug. 1, 1895.
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QUEENS
By Return Mail.

Untested daugiitfis of one of the best imported
queen mothers I ever owned, mated to drones of the
best of imported stock from a different source, 4tic

each. Also golden queens of the Doolittle strain
same price. Safe airival and sati'^faction guaran-
teed. Please don't send stamps. No disease.

L. H. ROBEY, Worthington, W. Va.

Gove's INVALID-BED Attachment.
A priceless boon to tlie sick and tlieir attendant.

Positive iu action. A cliild can operate it. Circular
free. Patents pending.

REFEKENCES:
The A. I. Koot Oo., Medina, Ohio.
W. B. Croft, M. D., Medina, Ohio.
C. D. Freeman, M. D., Medina. Oliio.
G. J. Damon, M. D., M<»dina, Ohio.

G. H. GOVE, Inventor, Medina, Medina Co., O.

f\l TUmriVTC f 2SIS22I2ISI I i-H —4 I ^1 ^^ V vowvvvvvee
\^ %^ M-^L^i y^ • •••«••••••
A few fine breeders producing straiglit iVbaiided

workers uniform in color and Ijound to please, be-
cause of their general good qualities, at $2. .51) each.
The same offer made for A ugust still holds good for
the month of Sept.: that is. two golden or leather
queens to new customers for fl.OO.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Ark.

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and eveiy thiiif:

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's i

Prices, and the Best Shipping=point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax. '

Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

IF YOU WAUT BEES
That will just "roll" in the honey, try ]»foore'iii

Strain of Itallaiisi, the result of Iti years'
careful breeding.

Dr. H. B. Lung. Hairodshurpr. Ky., says: " I have had the
pleasure of seeiiigr many fine strains of bees, vet I have never
seen such industrious, ener^retic bees. I must expre.ss my ad-
miration fur your success as a bee propagator.

"

Reduced Prices: Warranted queens, 70c; 3 for
$1.9."); 1 doz . *7.00. Untested, tiOc; 10 or more, .oOc
each. Select Warranted or Untested, 20c each extra.
Select Tested Breeders, $3.00 each.
Those who have never dealt with me, I refer to

A. I. Root, who has purchased of me 808 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.
t^ln resiioudintr to this advei tisenient mention tjJLEANTNQ8

BEGINNERS,
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 6.5c. Address any flrst-
class dealer, or

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

TAKE NOTISE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Pieco Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London, Wis,

Please mention Gleanings. 21-8db

Advantages of Bee- Escapes.

No sweat steals down the heated cheeks and ach-
ing back of the bee-keeper as the result of standing
in the hot sun puffing, blowing, smoking, and brush-
ing bees: no time is wasted in these disagreeable
operations: and no stings received in resentment of
such treatment; the honey is secured free from
black or even tlie taint of smoke; the cappings are
not injured by the gnawings of bees; and robbers
stand no show whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleaned up by the bees inside
the liivo. before the honey is removed. Leading
Bee=keepers use the Porter Escape, and say that
withoiii a tri;il it is inipossibleto realize the amoutit
of vexatious, annoying, disagreeable woi'k that it

saves. The cost is only 20 cts. each, or $2.25 per doz.
As in the past, this escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. h;is secured control
of the sale for tills country. Order of your dealer
or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., IVIedina, Ohio.

Stingless Bees

!

See page 525, Gleanings,
June, 1895.

H. Alley, Wenham, Mass.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
MUceach; foi' !f;{.25. These low i.iices iire to in-

duce you to try them. Catalog tree.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

Don't Be Afraid to Buy
those fine, tested Italian queens I am
offering for 65 cents, just because I
otter them so cheap. It is not on account
of any inferiority that I sell them so
cheap, but because I replace, every year,
all of my queens iti over one hundred
colonies, run for honey production, and
what I get for the old queens I consider
just like finding. A good many are sold
already, but there is a fine lot on hand
yet, equal to any in the country. A few
mismated ones at 30 cts. each.

T. H. KLOER, Terre Haute, Ind.
Please mention this paper.

3= WSl^& Queens,
from my own imported
queens, $1.00 each.

ax Brauer, Beeville. Bee Co., Tex.
1 ^.niiKliiitj to this advertisement meiitiim (ii.KAMMis,

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, t.o any address, at 50c
each. Also bees in anyquantity; 4.50 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

o<J\/IONEY-JVIAKERS>o
Are a strain of business Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are ready for linsiness, with a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers lilooni. They are gentle
and industrious. Queens, warranted imre, in June.
Each, $1.(0; six, $,5.00; doz.. $9.00. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. F. QUIGLBY, Unionvii-i.e, Mo.

tJ^Iii responding to this advertisement mention Olkanings,
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Bicycles

1 have done an extensive business in bi-

cycles this summer, and have now on liand
a nvimber of second-hand bicycles, taken in
trade or used as samples. Either these or
new bicycles I will sell for the lowest cash
prices, or will take honey or beeswax in ex-
change. Send for list.

J. A. GREEN, Ottawa, III.

Warranted
95 per cent

of Queens
Purely Mated,

at 50 cents each; 6 for $3.75, or $5 00 per dozen, from
a Golden breeder obtained of Doolittle, which lie

selected and tested out of 1000 queens, for his own
special use, or from one of A. I. Root's v«ry best
imported breeders. Bees from my queens ai-e gen-
tle, and excellent honey-gatherers. No disease.
Ask for free circular. Satisfaction and safe de-

livery guaranteed.

H. Q. OUIRIN, Bellevue, Ohio.

5 to 10 Per cent

Discount on

Bees and Supplies.

WAX WANTED.
I. J. STRINGHAM, NEW YORK.

105 Park Place.
In writing adverti^el•s mention this paper.

QUEENS!:::::!::
A few fine breeders producing- straight 5-banded

workers uniform in color ;ind bound to please, be-
cause of their general good qualities, at ^^3..50 each.
The same offer made for August still holds good for
the month of Sept.: that is, two golden or leather
queens to new customers fur $1.00.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Ark.

Another Wonderful Cure.
Ever since my "calfhood" I had been in

trouble, inherited a tendency to "breaking
out." After a severe attack I have often
been confined to the stable for weeks. Also
troubled with a ringing sensation in my nose,

and a feeling as if stuck with pitfhforks by
angry men. I was threatened with " Bologna
treatment," but a friend recommended IClas-
ticity as compounded by the Page Woven
Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich. One dose
worked a complete cure, and I can freely
recommend it in all similar cases.

Yours truly, Durham Bull.

GiTln respondingr to this advertisement mention Gleaningsi

ROOT'S GOODS at

ROOT'S PRICES
FOR THE WEST.

Order of us and save freight. Goods at wholesale
and retail. A full line of Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
lions, Foundation. E.xtractors, and every thing else
of the hitpRt (iiid t)est.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

*•**••••••••**•••••••••••*

We Warrant J
The Reliables

ToHatch »i) per ceatSELi Regouting if
Durable, Correct iD Principle. Leader J^
at World's Fair. 6ct9, in stamps for ^
neir 112 page Poultry Guide and Cata-

"
if \ome. POULTRY FOR PROFIT made plain. Bed-Rock Information, if

ic Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,Quincy, III. ir

^(^••••••••••••••••••••••••*
CiP"lii it^sionding' to this aavevtisement mention Kleanings.

QUEENS
Bred for busi-
ness. Untest-
ed, 65 cents

each ; 6 for $3 ~'5. To'Sted, $1.00 each. '"Fine breeders,
$^.00 each e.xira. Select straight 5-banded breed-
ing-queens, $4.(10 each. To all new customers one
Golden Queen for 50 cts. Satisfaction and safe
arrival guarunleed.

E. A SEELEY. Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order office, Lavaca, Ark. 7-20

t^-in i.llnt' U> this .ulvei ii.-t-ii

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four luen us
ing hand tools, in Kipping, Cut
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
(irooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
Kdging-up, Jointing Stuff, etc
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.
Cdtaloii Firr. l-34ei
SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,

44 Water St.. Seneca Falls, N Y.
lt:F"ln responding to tliis advertisement mention Gleanings,

FENCE
Why pay 60 to 90c. a rod for fence when you can make the

BEST WOVEN WIRE FENCE ON EARTH
FOR 13 TO 20CENTS A ROD?

Horse high, bull strong, pig
and chicken tight. A man
and boy can make from 40 to
eOrodsaday. OverSOstyles.
Illustrated Catalogue Free.
KITSELMAN BROTHERS
Ridgeville, ; Indiana.
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Honey Column.

CITT MARKETS.
Denver.—Hojiej/.—Our market is being- well filled

up with new lioney, especially comb. Theie seems
to be very little' demand for extracted. We have
been receiviniS' quite a number of aWpments for
which we have been get tiuji- li)@llc. Oui' trade re-
quires a No. 1 white grade, suitaVjle for putting in
our cartons. Extracted, No. 1 white, in Bd-lb. cans
(3 in a case), 6c. Beeswax. 3.5.

R. K. & J. C. Frisbee.
Aug-. 27. Denver, Col.

New York.—Ho»cy.—New crop is arriving: and
while receipts from N. Y. State are light, we are get-
ting a large supply from California. Received two
cars choice comb from there, and have several more
to follow. Demand Is rather limited as yet on ac-
count of the warm weather. We quote: Fancy
white, l-tt). sections, 15@16c. : fair white, l-ft. sec-
tions, 13@13c. No demand as yet for buckwheat or
dark honey. Extracted is plentiful, especially Cali-
fornia and southern. We quote: California, 5@5Ji
cts. per lb. ; white clover and basswood, 6@6iic. per
ft).: southern, ib@aoc. per gallon. Beeswax firm, and
in fair demand at 28@39c. per fti.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.
130-122 W. Broadway, N. Y.

Cincinnati.—i?'mei/.—Demand is lively for new
extracted and comb honey. Arriv.als are fair, but
insufflcient for the demand. Comb honey brings 14
@15 for choice white. Extracted, 4@7. Demand is
good for beeswax at 20@2i for good to choice yel-
low. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Sept. 10. Cincinnati, O.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at Vc. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples. 8c.
eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

For Sale.—White comb honey, 14 and 16c. on
board cars. G. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Pa.

Alfalfa in Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 4"oc in 1000 - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at .5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association,
Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Wanted.—To buy quantity lots of fancy comb
honey. B. Walker, Evart.Mich.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Hcney Market

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Mercltants. igtfdb and Prompt

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

WHOLESALE Hr^XTIUV LIBBEAL
DEALEES & I IvJlM C I ADVANCES
COMMISSION -4X1,- MADE
MEEOHANTS. '

'

OH
EstaWished BEESWAX. °°^2^™-
1875. MENTS.

Gove's iVALID-BED Attachment.
A priceless boon to the sick and their attendant.

Positive In action. A child can operate it. Circular
free. Patents pending.

REFERENCES:
The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.
W. B. Croft, M. D., Medina. Ohio.
C. D. Freeman, M. D., Medina. Ohio.
G. J. Damon, M. D.. Medina. Ohio.

G. H. GOVE, Inventor, Medina, Medina Co., O.
{^rin respond'n;r to t)iis advei-lisrineiit mt^ntiou CtLkan'IN'G^

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices wiU be inserted under this liead at one-halt our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
.\dv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many line> as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex-
.;hanti:es. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
terinfr articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such ourregrular rates of Wets, a line will he charged, and
they will be put witli the regular advertisements We can not
be respon.sible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps.

"

WANTED.—To exchaTiffe several g-ood safety bi-
cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.

J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

UJANTED.—To exchangre 36-in. planer, power scroll
'V saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser, for porta-
ble sawmill, or other wood-worliing- machinerj-.
Will give a Itarg'ain for cash,
eitf Geo. Rall, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey -extractors for honey or wax.
I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York.

WANTED.—To buy 2 tons extracted white-clover
honey, in 60 lb. tins. Geo. G. Willard,

270 Pearl St., Cleveland, O.

WANTED —To exchaug-e 200 ccrtonies of bees for
anything useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

WANTED. -To exchange sweet-clover seed for
first-class queens, extracted honey, or honey--

extractor. Aaron Snyder, Kingston, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange comb or extracted honey
for an incubator; must be a good one.

.lOHN Burr, Braceville, Grundy Co., 111.

WANTED.—To exchanKe bees in new 8-frame L.
hives for a ladies' bicycle,

eitf
.

"W. D SOPER, Jackson, Mich.

ANTED. —To correspond with all who have
honej' to sell. F. N. .Tohnson,

Box 13". Knoxville, Knox Co., 111.

WANTED.—To exchange pure - bred short - horn
cattle, either cows or bulls, for (•io\'er or bass-

wood honey. If you want good cattle, write me for
prices. Calvin Lovett, Otsego, Mich.

W

id Queens For Sale.

A dozen or more fine raismated Italian queens for
sale at 25 cts each. Tlic.v are all young and prolific,
and a good share of their bees are yellow.

Mrs. Thos. Strawbridge, Ottawa, Kan.

Hybrids for 30 cts! ; mismated for 31 cts.

C. G. Fenn, Washington, Conn.

For Sale, 50 Colonies Italian Bees,
With fixtures and honey crop on, witli a fine
place, 8>i acres; land at a bargain. Address

L. WEKJS^ER, Eflwarclsville, 111.

Closing-out Sale.

Stintless Bees ! ^^^^'' ^''''""' imported queens, $3.25. ^i
wiiiigiwwv wwww I

H. Alley, Wenham.iMass.
!

W. C. FRAZIER, - Atlantic, Iowa

Warranted jiiirely mated queens at .50 cts.
each; 54 doz., $2.7.^. Good queens of the
five-banded strain of Italians. Tested
queens, 65 cts. each; 54 doz., $3.25. Sent
by return mail.

W. A. Compton, Lynnville, Tenn.

Untested,
50 cts.
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NEW CHICAGO BRANCH.
We are pleased to announce that we have bought

from Thos. G. Newman, of Chicago, his g-oocl will
and stock of bee-lieepe:s' supplies, and lia\e opened
rooms at 56 Fifth Avenue, in the Garden City Block,
where a full stock of bee-keepers' supplies will be
on sale. We have secured Geo. W. York, editor of
the American Bee Jourtutl, as managrer. Mr. York
has had several years' experience iu the supply
business, when he worked witli Mr. Newman, before
taking charg-e of the Bee Juurnal. He therefore
brings to the work sufficient experience to enable
him to conduct our business there with satisfaction
to all who may prefer to deal in Chicago.
Mr. York Huds that he can protitaDly spend time

in this work besides editing the Bee Journal, and we
consider ourselves fortunate in securiug him as
manager tor the new branch—the tlrst one to be
started in our own name. The address of ilie Chi-
cago branch will be The A. I. Root Co., Geo. VV.

York, Manager, 56 Piftli Ave. The transfer is being
made as we go to press; and we hope to have within
a month a full stock in the new rooms.

SEED POTATOES FOR FAUL SHIPMENT.
At the present writing we are prepared to offer

lower prices than for many years. For instance,
choice selected Beauty of Hebrons, we can furnish
for 15 cts. a peck, 40 cts. a bushel, or 75 cts. for a bag
containing two bushels; or a whole barrel of 11
pecks for $1.35.

Monroe Seedling, Early Oliio, Freeman, Early Puri-
tan, Lee's Favorite, Rural New-Yorker, New Queen,
Burpee's Early, and Sir William, 1 lb., postpaid by
mail, 15 cts. ; 3 lbs., 35 cts. ; peck, by freight or ex-
press, 35 cts. ; bushel, $1. (JO; bag of 2 busliels, 11.75;
barrel of 11 pecks, ff3.50.

The New Queen* was raised by T. B. Terry, as, in
fact, are all our Freemans, both first and second
sizes. And, by the way, tliere has been some com-
plaint that the Freemans do not grow large. Give
us an order for extra-sized Freemans and we will
show you that T. B. Terry gfovvs large ones any way.
The Sir William is the potato chosen by W. I. Cham-
berlain, of Hudson. O.. beyond all others on his test-
grounds, for the Oh ill Farmer, and lie has 36 acres of
potatoes of different kinds this season. A full de-
scription of both these potatoes will be given in our
next issue. If you want samples to see what they
are like, order liy mail at the prices given above.
By the way, friends, it is a most excellent plan to
have your seed potatoes selected in the fall, when
the prices are low. In due time we shall liave some
valuable articles telling how almost an.y one can
keep seed potatoes clear into next June or July,
without sprouting or other trouble.

* Here is what Terry says in i

Friend ROOT: We shall have
iim-sizel New Queen, strictly p
gilt the see I trum Maine last sp
of tine eating qiuilitv, ami then
of till- early, til !.:et utf in time t'

three times. Tliev .'iie ripe. 'It

productive, as tin' .l>l E:niv li

liest davs. 1 tliouglit toiuhn
.sell out to you to L^rt ml ol tin

cook and try. tlu\ are s.. « Im
The iiuality of the Kieemm

want to send you sonie to eat »

a Havor about it. if cooked jusi
else.
Hudson, O., Aug. 28.

gard to the New Queen, etc.

:

300 to too bushels of good iiiedi-
ire. and no blight whatever. 1

ing, at a cost of .Ki". Tlievaie
is no better ponito that I know
r wheat. We tiieil llieiii t\v
ey are of as line quality, and as
! or Bi'nutv of Hebron in their

.' Ihciii, hut should be glad to
oi I y. I will send you some to

is siinplv superb this vear. I
til sample of Queens. IPhere is

: iglit. not equaled bv any thing
T. B. Terry.

The new potato, Craig Seedling, single pound by
mail, postpaid, 20 cts. ; 3 lbs., postpaid, 50 cts.; half
a peck, by freight or express, 50 cts.; peck, !tO cts.;

half-bushel, $1.50; bushel, $3.50; 3-busliel bag, $4.50;
barrel of 11 pecks, $ti.oo. Second size of any of the
above, half the above prices; but, of cour.se, this
would not refer to potatoes by mail, because the
postage is a large part of the expense. Extra-sized
potatoes—that is, only the largest and fairest—one-
half more than above prices.
By the way, will our readers who purchased Craig

Seedling potatoes tell us on a postal card liow much
seed they bought, of whom, how much ground they
nlanted it on, and, as soon as they are dug, what the
yield is '? Do not be in a hurry to dig them, for they
will grow and keep growing until lro.st winds them
up; that is, I have never seen any of them die down
before the frost killed them; and I would suggest
to you not to sell any at less prices than given
above. Our yield is going to be something enor-
mous. But every potato will be wanted, little and
big.

STRAWBERRY-PLANTS.
If you want scrawberry-plants to set out this fall,

the quicker j-ou order them the better, for they
must make root enough to stand heaving out by the
frost, or you will be very likely to lose them. Bear
in mind theTimbrell is now tor the tlrst time the
same price as all the rest in our list of seven choice
kinds. Prices — 15 cts. for 10 plants; 75 cts. per 100;
$6.00 per lUOO. By mall, add 5 cts. for 10, 25 cts. for
100, tor postage. For Canada, double the above
piices.

CABBAGE-PLANTS.
Now is the time to sow the seed of Jersey Wake-

field cabbage lor cold-frame plants, to winter over.
Cauliflower may be treated in the same way, but it is

a little more diliiculi; the same with Grand Rapids
lettuce-plants. Spinach sowed now on exceedingly
rich ground, say almost one-half old well rotted
manure, will do I letter than at Any other season, for
the spring market, and Cliinese Rose winter radish
will be pretty sure to make a market size before
frost, it put on tiiis same enriclitd soil Basswood-
trees had better not be sent out until October. In
regard to bee-plants, 1 do not know of any of the
clovers that can be safely sown so late as this iu our
locality, ijut seven-top turnips sown now will, how-
ever, do nicely for greens and for honey next spring.
They are so exceedingly hardy that they grow more
or less all winter, and are seldom or never injured
by a freeze.

G.4.RDENING FOB THE MIDDLE OF SEPTEMBER.
I suppose almost every one is rejoicing over the

improved prospecls since the recent rains. A few
days ago Mrs. Hoot was down in our creek-bottom
garden, and in a lew minutes I picked her some
nice large beautiful Jessie strawberries, a buncli of
both red ;ind black raspberries, and some pretty fair
blackberries. The red laspberiies are the Marl-
boro. All the fruit was killed in the spring, and
the result was, they set again, and gave us the larg-
est, tluest, and most luscious led raspberries we
ever saw, in ihe month of Septetnber. The very rich
soil had sometlilng to do with tlieir great size. In
regard to the "'luscious, " 1 took other people's word
for it, as you know 1 can not even taste them now.
Wo ate now selling green shelled beans, bush

lima. Best of All, York State Marrow—and as nice
peas as we ever rtiised at any time of the year.
Beautiful caulitlower, nice celery, late Mammoth

Sugar corn, cucumbers. Emerald Gem melons. And,
by the way, 1 must not forget to mention a new
watermelon sent us by J. VVittenmeyer, Emison,
Knox Co., Ind., which he calls the Sweetheart. A
couple of barrels which he sent us as samples
proved to be ahead of any thing in the line of
watermelons ever sampled at the Home of tlie

Honey-bees. The red sugary part of the melons ex-
tends almost clear to tlie outside of the rind. We
shall have it in our new price list for 1896.

American Pearl onion-sets reduced to $1.35 per
peck, $4,511 per bu. Now is the time to plant them.

Potatoes.
Craig's Seedling, Everett's Early, and

Freeman, at itrices given by A. I, Root aljove.

W. B. Collins, Blackwater, Cooper Co., Mo.
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I If^^fl l£^^^ LvOIOn IcS for, and when found should he given a queen at once.'^^^***^*-'*^ ^•vr«vra«i^4>-»

It you find any such, or if you wish lor queens for any
purpose, and want thi>ni riglil o#, send your order to me. lean and will fill ihem by reUirn mail My
queens are nice, young' ^.-i/tf/ queens, and 1 sell them at $100 eachorsi.x for $.5.00. One queen and the
Review for $1.50. One queen and the book Advanced Bee Culture, for .'fl.:i5. One queen, the Review, and
the book for $3.00.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

THE TOHOflTO COflVEflTIOrl

A FkW Report of the Proceedings of the North American convention held at Toronio, Canada, will ap-
pear in the wtcfefy Americnn Bee Journal immediately after the meeting, Sept. 4, 5, and B. The first in-

stallment will be in the number for Sept. 19. If not now a subscriber, you can have tli;it Report free by
sending $1.00 now for the American Bee Journal for 1896, as we will '• throw in " the balance of the year
1895, beginning with Sept. 19, to new subscribers. Think of it! over 15 months (or nearly 70 numbers) of
the old American Bee Journal for only $1.00 I

^^And. besides all that, each new subscriber will receive a free copy of the 160 page book, " Bees and
Honej-." Better send on your dollar at once, and join the procession. Mention this paper, plense.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, III.

A customer, looking over my
400 hives in home apiary, said,
" Where are your bees ? Mine
were flying all around thick this

morning." I said, "Just stop;
look down at any hive." He was
amazed. They were just pouring
in thick with their lieavy loads.

This proves two tliings-they can't
be excelled as worliers, andquiet.

I opened several hives. He had no veil; was in the
apiary % of an hour; was
not bothered once. Tr;
them. Untested guarai
teed queens, 7.5c. Send for Wvncote, Pa.
wholesale price list.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

l]y
Wm. A. Selser,

The
Bottom
is

Out!

For the next 60 days we
will stll warranted purely
mated queens at 55 cents
each; Six, $3.00; tested, 75
cts. each; six. $4.00. All
queens sent by return mail.
Sal isf':iction guaranteed.
Address

LEININGER BROS.,

Ft. Jennings, = Ohio,

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Foundation. Send for free
sampie.s. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new h'olishecl Sect ionn and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. Jl/l H Hiis-ff

Bell Branch, Mich. ITl. I I . 1 1 UlIL.

We make a specialty of these ^ootls, and
defy competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

If You
Want aPEACH

Pliini, Pear, Apple, Clierry or Quince
Oroliard,or auytliing in the way ofSmall
VriiitiK, Oruaiiieiital Trees or Slirubs,
Japan, Holland or otlier Bulbs, write us
your wants and we will quote you low prices.
Kverj'tliing of the best— for Oreliard,
Vineyard, La^vn, Park, Street, Garden
and Conservatory. JNlillions of Treei,
Shrubs, Roses. Vines. Bulbs Plants, etc,

Price liist and Catalogue Free.
43nd Year, 1000 Acres. 39 Greenhouses,

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpi^a, Ala.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.
Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Headquarters in Missouri coods?°*
®

Can supplyyou with all the fixtures used in an api-
ary. Best goods at lowest pric(^s. Catalog free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill. Mo.

If Tons of Honey,
Pleased Customers, and Increaslnff
Trade is a criterion, then my queens are satisfac-
tory. Warranted purely mated queens from
5-banded strain, 76c; si.\- for $4.0U; dozen, $7.50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

In responding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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Martins eat bees, says W Woodley. in Brit-

ish Bee Journal.

Uniting bees will be more successful If you

kill the condemned queens two or three days

before uniting.

Crimson clover is also called scarlet clover,

German clover, German mammoth clover, and
Italian clover. Its botanical name is Trifolium

incarnatum.

That screw-eye of F. A. Gemmel, for fas-

tening number-tags on hives, is good—easier to

use, and more secure. With nails some of my
tags have been lost in hauling.

About the time I'm writing this, bee-keep-

ers are focusing toward Toronto. How I'd like

to see them all I [So say all the members who
couldn't go, I imagine.—Ed.]

Speaking on p. (uO of the very rare instances

when queens stiiig folks, you might have added

that, in rare instances, a virgin queen has been

known to sting to death a worker. Seen 'em.

Honey clover and bee clover are among
the common names of balsam clover, melllotus

cemleus. From the names one would think it

ought to be a good honey-plant. But does it

grow this side of Germany ?

Paris green, according to C. L. Marlett. in

Insect Life, is made in grains unnecessarily

coarse merely for the sake of looks. It can be

made tine at less expense, and will remain in

suspension three times as long.

Punic bees are no longer mentioned. Yet
wherever any of that jet-black blood is left in

my apiary I find good workers. But they're

cross, and not fit to make comb honey. They
make watery combs, and, oh the bee-glue I

My very yellow l.kes are very gentle, and,

so far as I can judge, uood workers. But I ob-

ject to the opinion thr i they or any others are

good because they are very yellow. [That's

the point; but the reports—that is, the great

majority of them—show that they are not good
workers or good at any thing else.—Ed.]

Honey vinegar is perhaps not made as

much as it should be A writer in British Bee
Journal says, '"By using an extra quantity of

honey one gets a splendid acid beverage that

will compare favorably with raspberry vine-

gar."

If a. I. Root gets everybody on a strictly

meat diet, what in the world will he do with

all his garden sass? [That's a conundrum that

has come to me We'll see him going into cat-

tle-raising as his next hobby; so. look out.

—

Ed.]

The Heddon hive, says the British Bee
Journal, "' had a short run of prominence here

for a short time, but soon fell into disuse among
British bee-keepers." [But why? is a question

a Yankee would ask. Will some English cous-

in please tell us?

—

Ed.]

The average yield of a good colony is set

down, p. 670, as " anywhere from 5 lbs. to 75 lbs.

of comb honey." You might lower the smaller

number about 2.5 lbs. [That's true; but t?ic?i it

couldn't be called a "yield.'' I was talking

about j/ietds, don'tcher know ?—Ed.]
" In England, where crimson clover is grown

with some difficulty ,*it is said to winter-kill if

sown on newly plowed land, but to pass the

winter uninjured if merely harrowed in on

stubble."—BfiHetm 125, Michigan Experiment

Station. That is, sow on hard rather than

mellow ground.

Chordis Stull says the rule about drouth

making tomatoes rot doesn't work in this local-

ity, where many acres are raised. Drouth was
worse this year than last, vines dying this year

from drouth, but not one tomato rotted this

year for ten last, until the recent rains. Since

the rains they're rotting badly. [It works just

the other way here.

—

Ed.]

Say, Ernest, tell us more about that para-

graph. " Large Colonies for Honey," p. 673.

Did you get any section honey from a colony in

two eight-framers? [Now, you shouldn't ask

such questions. That whole apiary was run

for extracted; don't you remember my saying
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so? Say, but if I had run for comb, I am afraid

there wouldn't have been so much on those

double-deckers. What more do you want me
to tell'?—Ed.]

Rape is a great honey-plant in Germany, and

perhaps elsewhere, but is little known in this

country. The Stockinan thinks it is destined

to become much better known here; and Prof.

Thos. Shaw is " certain that it is to be a great

factor in solving the problem of cheap-mutton

production." "Am pasturing six sheep and

ten lambs in fine form on an acre of land."

If bees steal eggs from other hives, W.
Woodley asks in British Bee Journal, " why do

colonies ever die out from queenlessness after

breeding has commenced in the spring, and

eggs can be had for the fetching from other

hives?" [It was never claimed, if I am cor-

rect, that bees always steal eggs, but only that

there was strong evidence that they have done

so under pressure.—Ed.]

I XEVER DREAMED that any one would under-

stand that straw to which S. T. Fish & Co.

refer on p. (369 as meaning they were not en-

titled to having consignments. It simply

meant that honey was so scarce that prices

must go up before consignments would pour in.

The Honey Column for Sept. 1 justifies my an-

ticipation. No quotations are lowered, and
some have gone up a cent or two.

Number-tags of manilla well-soaked in oil

look very promising. They cost so much less

than tin that we can try a set; then if they

give out in too short a time we can turn to tin.

But I earnestly entreat you not think of giving

us figures less than 1% to 3 inches in height.

After Mr. Winder has put 1-inch figures to a

fair test he'll want to stretch them. [Yes, we'll

have respect for the larger figures.—Ed.]

Mr. M. M. Baldkidge speaks almost com-
plainingly of the cropping of sweet clover by

stock on the wayside. Nothing pleases me
better. For when the stock and its owners
both find out the value of sweet clover as a

forage-plant it will soon find a permanent
lodgment in fields. And I'd rather see every

plant on the roadside cut down; but I wish

they would cut it before blooming. Then we
get greater value in later blooming.

August 9, put in No. 20 bees with brood and
queen-cells. August 26, found present a virgin

queen with one wing torn away. Killed her

and began distributing the bees and comb,
when I found another virgin queen with whole
wings, neither of the queens appearing very

young. The latter queen began laying Sept. 3.

Did each queen have a faction of adherents

loyally protecting her, or how was it? [Are

you sure the wing of the first queen was torn

away? I should guess that she was "born"
so. Still, it is not improbable that the wing
could have been removed by the bees.

—

Ed. J

Spacing-sticks for keeping top-bars at fixed

distances, who invented them? After they be-

come well glued, and I try to use them, I feel

an ardent desire to use one of them to whack
the head of the man who got me to try them.

[I may as well confess that I was the man
who got the doctor to try them. Another chap
put the idea in my head; and before I tried

them I sent some of the sticks to the doctor,

and this is the way he would use me. Well, I

don't blame him; for, after I had tried them, I

felt just like, like — kicking myself and the

"other chap" too. No, sir; I want spacing-

devices to be part and parcel of the frames

themselves. They are a mistake when made
detachable in the way of sticks or when a part

of the hive-body itself.—Ed.]

The house-apiaky described on p. 663, if I

understand it correctly, costs S3.36 per colony,

besides cost of hive. There ought to be a very

big advantage to offset that. [That's true;

but this figure covers winter protection—that

is, saves packing - cases or more expensive

double-walled hives: or toting bees in and out

of cellars every fall and spring as you do.

Again, it saves in economy of room; saves

steps, as the hives are all close together, and
saves disagreeable outdoor robbing. The house

is a big advantage in the matter of extracting

and in fall feeding. It can be locked; and
bees, honey, and all be tolerably secure from
petty thieves. Tools, such as smoker and the

like, always under protection from the weather;

and it makes no difference what the weather
is, the apiarist can work right along. Last of

all, the building may be used as a temporary
storage for honey just taken off. The outdoor

plan usually calls for a little building for

tools, storage, and a general shop. The ex-

pense-item, if considered in the long run, is

rather in favor of the house-apiary.—Ed.]

THE HIVE QUESTION.

extra large hives not always most prof-
itable; LARGE AND SMALL BROOD-

CHAMBERS COMPARED.

By B. Taylor.

Editor Oleanings

:

—After reading the five or

six interesting articles in July 15th Gleanings,
on large or small hives, I can not refrain from
adding a final word. I have been making some
careful observations directly in that line this

season. I am now trying to earn a living by

raising honey, and am very anxious to find and
have the advantage of a hive that would give

best results, and would at once use a large hive
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if I could find the proof that such was best.

Now, I haVe learned by experience ttat extra-

large swarms are not always the most profita-

ble. Such, as a rule, are the ones that give

trouble by deserting their hives, after being

hived, and that whether they are hived in large

or small hives; and I also know that they do

not always make the most surplus, even when
they work contentedly; yet I like fairly large

prime swarms; and a^ the large-hive brethren

are always talking and writing about the ad-

vantage that their large hives give in sending

out larger swarms, I concluded to try some
careful experiments in that line. So last spring

I put out some ten swarms in hives containing

ten combs ]3 inches long inside the frame, 63^

inches deep, 80 inches in each comb, or 800 in

the hive. As many more contained 1000 inches

in the hive, while 3.5 contained 1600 inches each.

All the hives contained colonies of nearly equal

strength, but with a little advantage in favor

of the large hives. All of these had abundant
natural stores, and were treated in other re-

spects as nearly alike as possible. The 1000-

inch hives produced the first swarms, closely

followed by the smallest ones. Some of the

large hives swarmed reasonably early ; and
where they did, the swarms were in no case ex-

tra large, but in some cases smaller than those

from the smallest hives.

I had said nothing to my son, who, in most
cases, put the swarms into the catchers; but he

very soon came to me and said that some of the

very largest swarms were coming from the

smallest hives. Two years ago I told in the

Review how I had produced the second largest

amount of comb honey [ ever raised from a sin-

gle colony (2.50 lbs.), all the bees of which were
raised in one of those little 800-inch hives. That
hive swarmed rather late in the season, but the

queen did not follow. The swarm returned, and
did not come out again, and this queen had
been marked for destruction the previous fall

on account of seeming inferiority that season.

The swarms I have mentioned as coming first

came just as or a little before the white and al-

sike clover bloomed here, and have made what
white honey I shall get this year. Near the

close of the clover season most of the large

hives swarmed, and the swarms were very
large—much larger than any from either large

or small hives that swarmed early, and some of

them cast second swarms of great size.

Now, friends, these large hives had made no
section honey worth mentioning, previous to

swarming— not nearly so much as the smaller

ones; and need I point to the fact that these

great swarms came after the battle for this

year was over? and unless the fall differs from
those of 1893 and 1894, tliey will prove worthless.

If there is a good fall flow of nectar, which
seems promising now. they may partly redeem
themselves ; but the swarms that have made

considerable white will share equally in the

benefits of a fall How.

I always read Mr. C. W. Dayton's articles

with interest, whether I agree with him or not.

Bro. Dayton is both a thinker and experiment-

er, and always has some demonstration to back
his opinions. I am not surprised that he has

come to the same conclusions in regard to hives,

nearly, as myself. He has been at work.

I remember that, at the national meeting at

Chicago, in 1893, a vote was taken, both for and
against double brood -chambers. Some fifty

votes were cast. Nine-tenths of them condemn-
ed such hives. Tliose who had tried such hives

were then asked to stand up. Some four or five

arose ; the other forty or more had nothing but

prejudice and lack of knowledge upon which to

base an opinion. Thus we go blindly through

life, condemning those who have searched for

truth, and in religion and politics, honestly be-

lieving that things that are right are wrong,

and that things that are wrong are right. Let

us prove things by investigation, and hold fast

to the things that prove true.

Forestville, Minn.

[Since the above was in type, Mr. Taylor has
sent us the following by way of explanation of

a few points.

—

Ed.]

Editor Gleanings:—l wrote you an article a

day or two ago, on the effect that the large

hives have on the size of swarms. There was
one point I ought to have mentioned in that ar-

ticle; viz., the quality of brood-combs. I have

eiglit hives of the Langstroth ten-frame size

that I took of a friend last spring. An exami-

nation of them has led me to make that expla-

nation. Now, as a part of my last article, these

Langstroth hives contain nearly twice as many
inches of brood-combs as my smallest hives

mentioned in that article. The combs had been

built on wide strips of foundation. The conse-

quence was, some frames were filled nearly sol-

id full with drone comb, and there is scarcely a

frame but has some drone comb in it. The con-

sequence is, my 800 inches of comb in the small

hives has more worker comb than one of these

big ten-frame hives. Let it be borne in mind

that all the hives mentioned in the experiment

were solid full of worker comb. I have fifty

hives now in the apiary that have not enough

drone comb in them all to fill a single frame.

The combs were built on worker foundation, in

frames with horizontal wires, so that all sag-

ging was prevented, and all bee-spaces are not

over li in.; so there is no place for drone comb
in them. I have examined hives in which I

could not find a single drone-cell. This is the

best drone-trap ever invented: Raise no drones

to trap. I have heard it suggested that such

colonies would not swarm ; but it is all theory

and no fact, like many cherished notions in all

trades 25 years ago. In the afternoons the

drones would fly from the hives, with a roar like
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a waterfall; but now there is never heard that

death-knell of paying honey crops in our bee-

yard, in such a year as this. The conditions

existing in our apiary twenty years ago would
render any surplus impossible. I shall get some
surplus. So much for modern improvement.

Forestville, Minn., July 23. B. Taylok.

[Heretofore the testimony has seemed to
show that there were more swarms with small
than large hives, but your experience seems to

be the other way. Has any one else had expe-
rience similar to Taylor's '?—Ed.]

A TEN-FRAME HIVE AND A GOOD QUEEN.

I am becoming interested in the hive ques-

tion, and will tell you the hive I want. It is

the one that has the best queen in it, and it

takes a ten-frame Simplicity hive to hold her

with three T supers on top ; but two are hold-

ing her this year. So far she has 46 sections

finished to date, and I run 20 ten-frame sim-

plicity hives of bees, and 37 eight-frame hives

of bees this year. Out of the 20 ten-frame
hives came 4 swarms ; 37 eight-frame hives cast

27 swarms. That's how they did this year with
me. What has become of G. M. Doolittle?

Have him wake up and tell us all about what
kind of hive to use. H. W. Vankikk.
Washington, Pa., July 23.

TEN-FRAMES AHEAD.
I should like to add my mite to help out the

ten-frame hives. Let your arguments in

Gleanings go on a while, and we shall find

out that many have changed to the eight-frame
hive against their own pocketbook. I have al-

ways been afraid to leave the ten-frames, so

have kept half in each for five years. The tens

are always ahead. I have this spring 40 colo-

nies—20 eight and 20 ten-frames. Seventeen of

the tens have ten frames below, and super with
from 10 to 25 Rs. in. and only 5 eight-frames
have the average 10 to 25 ttis., and are ready
for supers. The rest have no supers on yet. I

use half-depth extracting-supers at first. It is

very cold here at present. C. G. Nevius.
Chiles, Kan., May 23.

SHALL THE HIVE DISCUSSION CLOSE?

I have read with so much interest the articles

on small vs. large hives that I am sorry to see

the argument close. I am a bee-keeper on only
a small scale, but I want to have the proper
size, as I expect to engage more extensively in

the bee business in the future. I believe the
location is the greatest problem to solve, so

that we can arrange the size according to it.

We know positively that, the more space we
have in the brood-chamber, the more bees it

will require to keep it warm; the more bees
you have, the more honey it takes to carry
them through the winter; hence you have it in

a nutshell.

And now, Bro. Root, if you will allow me I

should like to give you my experience with
three hives during this summer, and I will try

the same thing again another season if I live.

It is this: I took the three hives and placed

them side by side, and had the same kind of

bees in each hive. One hive contained nine

frames, one eight, and the other six. The eight

and six are thick top-bars, and the nine are Jo-

inch. I have not 1 lb. of surplus from the nine;

got 10 lbs. from the eight; and 20 lbs. from the

six; and to-day the six has 10 or 12 lbs. on,

while the others have none; so, now, which
hive can I chose for business '?

Blacklick, O., Aug. 15. D. N. Ritchey.

A FEW FACTS AND FIGURES IN FAVOR OF THE
TEN-FRAME HIVE.

Gleanings is a welcome visitor. I think

you might just as well give up the discussion,

because the location and honey-flows make all

the difference of opinion. I started with ten-

frame hives several years ago; then when they
made the strong claims for the eight-frame

hives, I put one-half in each, eight and ten

frames. With my location as to honey-flows,

my ten-frames store 2 lbs. to 1. Theeight-frame
hives and the eight have done all the swarm-
ing until this year, when the swarms all came
from the ten -frame hives. The cause was, the

ten-frames stored enough honey from fruit-

blooms to carry them through to the next

honey- flow, while the eight- frames nearly

starved. These are about the amounts that

they have stored this year so far :

18 colonies, S- frames, 230 fts. comb. 300 lbs. ext.

20 colonies, 10 -frames, 400 lbs. comb. GOO lbs. ext.

Two best 10- frames stored 100 fts. each.

Two bests-frames stored 30 lbs. each.

We always have a fall flow commencing the

20th of August. The prospects are the best in

four years. C. G. & W. V. Nevius.
Chiles, Kan., July 22.

[This is the first letter we have received in-
timatini»that the hive discussion had better be
discontinued ; but if we can get a few facts
such as are here given, it ought to go on a little

further yet. To have stopped it three months
ago would have left us but little wiser than
when we first started out; but now we have
learnedVhat a bearing locality has in the mat-
ter; that there are more using ten-frame Lang-
stroth hives and deeper hives than we sup-
posed. But if even a few vote to have this dis-
cussion discontinued we will do it.

—

Ed.]

RAMBLE 140.

AT M'CUBBIN'S.

By Ramhler.

On the 2(ith of November Mr. McCubbin de-

voted a good share of the day to driving the

Rambler out among the bee-keepers. Our first

call was upon Mr. C. M. Davis, who had an
apiary of 125 colonies upon the home ranch,

and another apiary 60 miles away, over on the
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Wpst Side. He was engaged In getting his

honey ready for market.

Mrj R. E. Zimmerman was another prosper-

ous bee-man, and very patriotic. He had just

been elected to serve his country as constable,

and did not seem to wear any larger hat than

we common people. He was more successful as

a candidate than our friend McCubbin. The
latter was also patriotic, and ran for office;

but owing to the fact that he belonged to the

right party he was not elected.

Mr. Zimmerman is the happy posscs-or of 225

colonies of bees, or was at the above date. His

apiary showed something of the wear aad tear

of the late political strife; and, the soil being

of a very productive nature, the weeds had
gotten the start of him; but in spite of politics,

a dry season, and healthy weeds, his best apiary

of 120 colonies had averaged 60 lbs. of comb
honey to the colony, and he was busy at work

in a cheese-cloth honey-house getting it ready

for market.

Mr. McCubbin's apiary of 143 colonies was
nicely located upon what I should call very

poor soil. Even weeds would not grow there.

It is. however, possible that his political senti-

ments of prohibition went so far as to interfere

with the personal liberty of the growth of the

weeds. If so, I have no doubt the weeds loudly

protested, as all weeds do in the moral world

when an effort is made to root them out. I

mentioned the fact that Mr. McC. had several

tons of honey in his residence in town, and
here in his honey- house at the apiary were
several tons more which had just been taken

from the hives, and was ready to be graded. I

secured a fine photograph of our friend and his

honey.

Mr. McCubbin is something of a genius, and
believes in short cuts to save labor. The photo

shows his portable shelves and his method of

using them. The shelf is constructed by nail-

ing together at the edges two boards, six or

eight feet in length, twelve inches wide, then

nailing in square ead-pieces as shown. In use,

these shelves tier up; the honey is brought
from the hives, taken from the supers, and
placed upon a shelf. When this is filled, an

empty shelf is tiered upon it, and so on until a

large amount of honey is upon the shelves.

Two smaller adjustable shelves or brackets are

attached, and moved as the operator requires,

while grading and packing.

Eight sections of comb are placed together

upon the little shelf. In Mr. McC.'s hand is

shown a small V-shaped strip. One of these

strips is nailed upon each corner of the sec-

tions. The eight sections thus held compactly
together in one box, as it were, are then packed
into the crate shown upon the upper shelf,

holding 48 sections.

The adjustable bracket upon the middle
shelf is a handy receptacle for nails and strips.

Mr. McC. thinks he can work much faster this

way than to crate from the supers as they are

taken from the hive.

The section used by our friend is 4J^x4i^xlK,

and holds a trifle over 12 oz. Many bee-keepers

use this size section about Selma. The prefer-

ence is gaining ground for a section that will

hold a full pound. From 140 colonies Mr. McC.
secured during the last bad year 6300 lbs. of

comb honey and 1500 lbs. of extracted.

The increase in Central California comes
early; then there is a dearth of honey in May,
followed by a flow of nectar all through June,

July, and August. The early alfalfa bloom
yields but a small amount of honey as compar-
ed with that secured from the later bloom; and
the early and late maturing of blossoms

lengthens the honey season. Here it is a period

of sweetness long drawn out.

Apiary work commences here in March, as it

does further south; but instead of ending in

July, as it generally does in the southern

counties, the bee-keeper is kept quite busy
clear up to December. The few intervening

months are profitably spent in preparing for

the coming season. Central California bee-

keeping needs no side issues, for there is

enough to it to make it an all-the-year-ronnd

business. In the little town of Selma there are

seven bee-keepers. Their apiaries are locat-

ed at various points all the way from one mile

to ten from town; and several progressive men
like Mr. McCubbin devote their entire time to

bee-keeping. One of these progressives is Mr.

O. W. Stearns. He resides in a pleasant home
In the suburbs. His apiary of 390 colonies is

out of town; but he has a few colonies near the

residence, just to hum around and keep him
company. Mr. S. manages on economical prin-

ciples, making hives of gasoline and oil cases;

and while he practices economy outside the

house, a worthy helpmeet manages things in

the house and shop, and attends to many little

details that would escape the attention of the

men: for instance, Mis. S. saved 14 lbs. of nice

beeswax which she made from scraping sections

and frames that had been thrown aside as

worthless. From the amount of beeswax I

have seen wasting in many California apiaries

it would be an excellent idea for many more
ladies to take a hand, especially in the wax
management of bees.

Mr. Stearns said that, from 30 colonies, spring

count, he increased to 71, and obtained .5000 lbs.

of comb honey. To further demonstrate what
his bees were doing at that date, Nov. 27, Mr.
S. opened some of his coal-oil-case hives and
showed us combs that had been drawn out,

and well filled with honey, but not sealed.

Holding up a new comb, " This," said he, " has

been drawn from foundation, and filled, as you
see it, since election day. The product was
grape honey. As the reader is probably aware,
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all of this country around Selma and its neigh-

boring city of Fresno, is planted largely to

grapes, and the product of the vineyards is, to a

great extent, raisins. After the harvesting of

the main crop, there is more or less of a fall

crop that nearly all goes to waste. Birds and
insects live upon them, and the bees bring in

much of the juice; and, from the sample of

comb shown, it answers for drawing out

foundation, and bees will winter well upon it,

for I have in mind parties who pressed out the

juice and fed it to their bees in Southern Cali-

fornia with success. The product from the

Stearns hive would not be pronounced good

honey, for it had not undergone very much
change. It was grape juice still, and had a

distinctive raisin taste.

Although our friends had nice comb honey,

all they were offered by dealers was 8 cts. per

lb., and the most of it was sold at that price.

They were, furthermore, suffering from a rank

injustice in relation to tare on honey-cases.

Upon a case weighing 4 lbs. a tare of 7 lbs. was
taken; upon a 6-lb. case, 9 lbs. tare — a clear

steal of 3 lbs. on every case. Individual action

in shipping was hampered by the railroads

charging excessive freight rates upon less than

car lots; and as but few bee-keepers produce

carloads of comb honey they have to submit to

the extortion. Cooperation, it seems, would
help the bee-keepers of Central California, as

well as the bee-keepers of the whole country.

Let's have cooperation.

Mr. Wilder and I concluded that we should

like to enjoy the hospitalities of Bros. McCub-
bin, Zimmerman, Stearns, and a host of other

bee-men, for several days; but the clouds, and

a sprinkle of rain, admonished us again to be

on ,the road, and wc loft our friends, 'feeling

that Central California, though not written up
to a great extent, is a honey-producing location

that will attract more attention as the area of

alfalfa is increased. We also desired to turn

aside from our route and look up the honey re-

sources of Kings Co., and around about Tulare
Lake. In Lemore, Kings Co.. resides Mr. J. F.

Flory, a gentleman not unknown to the readers

of Gleanings, and an extensive honey-produc-

er, not only in Kings Co., but also the West
Side. We could only look that way while our
ponies were speeding toward Bakersfield.

KEEPING TOPS OF SECTIONS CLEAN.

A BEE-SPACE BETTER THAN QUILTS OR SHEETS,
AND WHY.

By Dr. G. C. Miller.

A correspondent thinks some one should in-

vent a way to keep th' tops of sections clean.

I don't feel very sangu ne in that direction, as to

any great iraprovemeni over the present. There
are two ways in practice. One is, to leave the

tops entirely uncovered; and the other, have
them covered. If left uncovered, there is noth-

ing to hinder the bees from putting on all the

propolis they like. With a cover of enameled
cloth or any other cloth, the bees push glue

into the crevices, and gradually raise the cloth

until the glue is a quarter of an inch thick and
all over the top. A rigid cover of wood is not

so bad; bu,t I never saw any thing of this kind

but that the bees could squeeze in a line of glue

along the edges. Perhaps it is because it is

impossible to have a perfectly close fit with a

rigid covering.

The only way I can think of to have some-
thing fit down close enough would be to have a

cloth cover; then over this lay a bag of sand,

so that the weight of the sand might press

down at every point. It is possible, however,

that it might take something like a wagonload
of sand to press down hard enough so the bees

could squeeze in no glue.

On the whole I have been best satisfied to

leave the tops of the sections free for the bees

to manage as they like. Watch closely and
see how the bees manage a super in which the

sections are left uncovered, and one at the

same time in which a slat covers them. In the

early part of the season propolis is not so plen-

tiful as later, and bees don't seem called upon
to use it as a varnish, except to glue up cracks

and crevices. They will crowd in glue over

the edges of the covered sections, and leave the

uncovered sections clean. Later on, after the

white-honey harvest is over, there seems to

be a surplus of propolis, and it is smeared every-

where, even on flat surfaces. At this time the

uncovered sections get the worst of it, being

painted all over, while the covered ones are

clean, all but the edges.

As we can generally manage to get sections

oE before the glueiest time comes, I think less

glue will be found on the sections left entirely

uncovered, and we must be satisfied to sci'ape

off all we find.

NEW THINGS.
" Why is it, doctor, that people seem always

ready to down a new thing?" writes a friend.

The first part of the answer to that is, they're

not. What bee-keeper is there who hasn't a

lot of traps stored away somewhere, or lying

kicking around, showing the many new things

that were received with favor, only to be found

wanting when tried? Witness the favor with

which the Chapman honey-plant and other

new honey-plants were received. But who has

a field of them now? All of which goes to show
that, as a rule, people are not down on new
things to an intolerable degree.

As experience tells us that the majority of

new things will not prove desirable, it is only

right that, when a new thing comes up, we
should want to know all we can about it.

Foundation with a veneer base is instanced.
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You think it looks nice, and you regard it with

great favor. After you have fully tried it,

your word will be worth more, whether your

decision is adverse or favorable. And until

you have tried it you want all the light you

can get. I've tried something a little like it,

foundation with a base of paper or tin foil. I'm

pretty sure, you'd want to know how that suc-

ceeded, and those who have tried any thing of

that kind, and failed with it. ought hardly to

be censured for telling of the failure.

But you say, " There are new things that are

good; why not give a level-headed judgment

always, and tell us in advance what things are

worthless and what are worth a trial ? " Dear

me! who knows enough ?

Marengo, 111.

[Yes, it is true that most new things are not

what they seem to be at first. Another in-

stance is the Langdon non-swarmer device.

On paper it looked like a "big thing." but in

the practice of bee-keepers generally it did not

prove to be such. Reversing of brood-frames

and hives was another new fad that rose and
died again. Contraction of the brood next had
its day. and now is gone largely into disuse,

and so I might go on and name a lot of others.

But bee-escapes, among the mor ' modern " new
things." especially the Porter, stands out as a

brilliant exception.
Your friend refers to wood-base foundation

as something new. Why. that is, I was about
to say. one of the very old "new things," if I

may use such language. It had its day years

ago. Now the question is, shall it have anoth-
er? The fixed-frames idea was an old fad, and
came near being left out the catalog of modern
appliances altogether. But experience has
shown that it was condemned too hastily, and
that because of their real merit they were
bound to come up again and stay up. I hardly

think this experience will be duplicated in the

case of wood-base foundation.—Ed.]

ITALIAN OR CRIMSON CLOVER.

TBIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, ETC. : AN OLD HON-
EY-PLANT IN ENGLAND.

By Samuel Simmins.

Editor Oleanings:—\ have been interested in

your experimental trials with this clover, and

notice your request in Gleanings for August 1.

You appear to consider it. or its honey-yielding

qualities, assomethingonly recently discovered.

You will find it mentioned in "Modern Bee

Farm," 1887 edition, and on page 5.') in the later

issue, of which I had the pleasure of forward-

ing you a copy. The plant has been known to

and appreciated by bee-keepers here for many
years. Around our large towns it is sown in

extensive areas, being cut for green food and

sold to owners of town stables, as well as great-

ly valued for home use. ]>ees simply roar on

it, and store heavily for the few days it is in

flower. That time is short, as it is usually cut

before reaching full bloom. If allowed to stand

for seed, however, the bees have access to it

for from six to eight weeks at a stretch, and in

good weather there is a continuous hum over

the field. The honey is light in color, and of

fair flavor. There is also a white variety, but I

am not aware that it is as useful for honey.

Like most clovers, the seed can be sown to make
a profitable crop only in the autumn for the fol-

lowing year's use.

I have .'own this summer (July) buckwheat,

trifolium, and melllot clover on the same piece

of five acres. The buckwheat has come in

bloom within one month from sowing. The
mixed clovers are coming up nicely, so that for

hay the crimson clover will be cut in ordinary

course early next June, with a tender growth
of melilot not in flower. Alone, the crimson

clover makes poor hay, or, at least, it lacks

scent, which the melilot supplies, and that one

of the most fragrant kind. By cutting at that

date, the flowering sweet clover to follow does

not become so coarse as otherwise would be the

case, and therefore is of more use as hay.

After once cutting, the scarlet clover is of no

further value, though a few heads may again

appear. Another piece of ground I shall have
clear next spring, I propose to treat in a simi-

lar manner, except that in March, or earlier,

mustard will be sown to come into flower from

the middle of April, to be plowed in just as the

final blooming is over. Buckwheat put in in

June, harrowed and rolled, waiting for a wet

season, any time up to September, before sowing

the mixed clovers, as before; with no harrowing

or rolling, as the buckwheat will be up and in

flower.

It should never be forgotten that all clovers

germinate best—in fact, only perfectly—when
scattered on the very surface of the ground;

therefore wait for a wet time if possible before

sowing, and in three days the ground will be

smothered with the new - born plants. Of

course, the ground is to be got down fine and

firm in the first place; and in dry weather,

with no other crop up, it may be rolled after

seeding, to advantage; but never rsike ov har-

row after sowing clovers of any kind. Many a

farmer has lost a crop—and a season—through

sowing fine seeds previous to harrowing, and

before rolling at all. thus setting it too deep for

germination. Never omit to do both some time

before; roll again after sowing if dry, but do

neither after if a wet season can be waited for.

Above all. never omit to roll down as hard as

possible the following spring, as soon as the

frosts are over, or the plants may fail to root

properly again after the usual loosening of the

soil—the result of the freezing.

Apart from its duration if left for seed, a

succession of bloom may be had by cutting a

part of the crop of trifolium before flowering at

all, when, of course, that portion will come for-

ward again, to bloom freely after that left

standing has declined.

You may naturally ask, " Can not a succes-

sion be had by sowing at different times? or
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will not the white and red varieties bloom at

different dates?" So far I can give no satisfac-

tory information on this point. Both appear

to bloom at the same season. The plant musi

be started the year (autumn) before; and,

whether sown earlier or later, the timg for

blooming is at the same period.

By far the best way is to work for a succes-

sion, as I have already shown, with different

plants, which are all at their best in their own
respective seasons, plowing under the last crop

of melilot as the bloom fails.

In the ordinary way, the farmer sows over

wheat, oats, etc., after cutting and carrying

those crops (August to September), without

cultivating, and therefore, of course, on pretty

solid ground, and very little is needed besides

rolling the following spring. A thin ciop of

trifolium is seldom seen. My directions, how-
ever, refer to cultivation for bees and forage.

The buckwheat, of course, is always a valuable

crop for its seed.

Seaford, England.

THE WEIGHT OF BEES, LOADED AND EMPTY.

THE MOST ACCURATK FIGURES YET GIVEN.

By Prof. B. F. Koom.

Friend Root:—Some two years ago, in a lei-

sure hour J went to my apiary and captured one
outgoing bee from each hive and subjected

them to the fumes of cyanide of potassium for a

few moments to render them inactive, and then

weighed each bee upon our chemical balances—

a

pair of scales so delicately adjusted that it is an
easy matter to weigh the one-millionth part of a
pound or the one-thousandth part of a bee.

From the weight of each separate bee it was a

very simple problem in arithmetic to compute
the number of bees in a pound. The results

showed that mine, which perhaps are a fair av-
erage in size and weight, ran from 4141 to 5669

in a pound. These results you published in

Gleanikgs, and there expressed a wish that 1

would also determine the amount of honey car-

ried by a homing bee. In my research for the
weight of bees I took those just leaving the
hive, which naturally would represent the nor-

mal weight, having no extra honey or pollen

on board.

During the present summer, when the bees
were very active, I have undertaken to carry
out your request as lu the amount of honey car-

ried by a bee. My nuthod was this: From the
chemical laboratory 1 secured a couple of deli-

cate glass flasks with corks, marking them A
and B. Each was v( ly carefully weighed, and
the weight recorded. 1 then went to a hive,

and, with the aid of ;: pair of delicate pliers, or
pincers, 1 captured a lumber of incoming bees
and dropped them into flask A. I then secured
about an equal number of outgoing bees in flask

B. These were then taken to the laboratory

immediately, and each flask again weighed,

after which the bees were carefully counted and
released. This operation was repeated quite a

number of times, not on the same day, but as

opportunity ofl'ered, and when the bees were
bringing in an abundance of honey. I captured
from 30 to 45 bees for each flask at each trip,

aiming to have, as nearly as might be, the same
number in each flask on any particular trip. I

always weighed the flasks before starting out,

lest some little bit of soil or stain, or even mois-
ture on the glass, would render the results less

accurate ; I also always allowed any moisture
condensed upon the inside of the flasks, while
the bees were confined, to evaporate before

weighing for another trip. I then treated my
lesults as follows: From the weight of flask

and bees 1 deducted the weight of the flask
;

the remainder 1 di video by the number of bees
conrtned on that trip. This gave me the aver-
age weight of the bees captured at that time.

The average weight of the bees in flask A, or
loaded bees, was always greater, as it should
be, than the average weight of the bees in flask

B, or unloaded bees. The difference between
these two weights gave me the average amount
of honey carried by that lot of bees.

Mine are Italian and hybrid bees, but I made
no attempt to aetermine the ditt'erence in the
amount carried by the ditt'erent swarms or
breeds. 1 kept no record of the swarms, except
that 1 guarded against going to the same hive
lor a second lot of bees. A considerable differ-

ence does appear, but probably that arises in

part from the abundance or scarcity of the
honey on that particular day on which the col-

ony was visited. My aim was to secure relia-

ble results, as nearly as possible, representing
the average amount of honey carried by bees.

The following is the result of weighing sever-

al hundred each, of the returning and outgoing
bees. The smallest number of bees necessary to

carry one pound of honey, as shown by my re-

sults, is 10,154; or, in other words, one bee can
carry the xoisi (one ten thousand one hundred
and Hfty-lourth) part of a pound of honey; and
the largest number, as shown by the results, re-

quired to carry a pound is 45,642; and the aver-
age of all the sets weighed is 2o,167. Perhaps,
then, it is approximately correct to say that the
average load of a bee is .,^1,35 (one twenty-thou-
sandth) of a pound; or, in other words, if a col-

ony has 20,000 bees in it, and each makes one
trip a day, they will add one pound to their

stores. Of course, not all the bees in a colony
leave the hive, the nurses remaining at home,
hence necessitating more trips of those which
do "go a-field."

I also repeated my observations of two years
ago on the weight of bees, and found that my
numbers ran from 3680 to 5495 in a pound, and
the average about 4800, the same as in my for-
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mer test. I likewise secured the following on

theweightof drones: Of a dozen or more weigh-

ed, the largest would require 1808 to make a

pound, and the smallest 2133, or an average of

about 2000 drones in a pound, over against near-

ly 5000 workers.

Bees have been doing reasonably well here in

Connecticut this year. I keep my apiary re-

duced to 13 colonies, and from these 1 have se-

cured 4.50 lbs. already, and shall perhaps have

150 more at the end of the season, and an abun-

dance of stores for the winter.

The excessive drouth of 1894, and this year in

June and early July, almost completely cut off

the supply of white clover ; but chestnut, su-

mac, buckwheat, and goldenrod, have yielded

well. Basswood is too scarce in this State, par-

ticularly in the eastern half, to be counted

among our honey-producing plants.

Agricultural College, Storrs, Ct., Sept. 3.

[I consider this the best article we have ever
received on this subject—the more so because
it cumes from a practical man of science, and
president of one of our leading agricultural
colleges. I have marked this article for Insei-

tion.in the 73d thousand uiext edition) of our
A B C of Bee Culture.
In a nutshell, and speaking in round num-

bers, we may say that it takes 4500 bees to

make a pound ; and that, while 10,000 bees

may carry a pound of nectar, twice that num-
ber, or 30"000, is probably more nearly the aver-
age. During basswood bloom, the tirst figure

should be considered as the nearer correct one
because the bees drop down at the entrance;
and from almost all other sources of nectar the
twenty -thousand mark is the one to accept.
Let us now look at these interesting figures in

another way: A bee can carry half iis weight in

nectar; ana perhaps, under certain circum-
stances, a trifle more; but, generally speaking,
one-fourth its weight is the amount. A single

strong colony has been known to bring In a tri-

fle over 20 lbs. of nectar from basswood in one
day;* but usually four or live pounds is con-
sidered a remarkably hiij day's work. If we
figure that there were, say, in the tirst instance
(30 lbs. per day), 8 lbs. of bees, there would be
36,000 bees. 1130,000 of these were field-bees,

(estimating 10,000 necessary to carry a single

pound of basswood nectar), those bees must
have made forty trips. On the same basis of

calculation, a colony of equal strength that
brought in 5 lbs. would make one-fourth as

many trips, or an even ten. This would leave
for each trip one hour for ten hours; or. in the
case of 20 lbs. a day, twenty minutes.
There, perhaps I had better not carry this

out further, or I may get into a tangle.—En.

J

THE KULE OF QUEENS AND AFTER-SWARMS.

CLOVEB AND BASSWOOD NOT YIELDING HONEV.

By W. S. Fultz.

Dr. C. C. Miller:—In Stray Straws in July 1st

Gleanings you ask, "If instinct impels so

many queens to leave with after-swarms, what

*We had one colony that biought in over 43 lbs. in
three days; and Doolittle 66 ll)s. in the same time
from basswood.

holds any in the hive? or will all leave if out

of the cell?" Did you ever examine a hive

that had cast an after-swarm containing sev-

eral queens, to see if any were left in the hive ?

and if so, how did you always find them? In

my limited experience I have examined several

such, and always found one or more queens,

either in the cell or running over the combs. I

have never known a hive to swarm out entirely

queenless—have you ?

In another Straw you say that you have
known clover to yield honey; but it was not

this year nor last. Will you please tell us how
long it has been since you knew white clover to

yield honey ? Here it has been about ten years

since we have had any clover honey. The
editor wanted to know why you didn't move
over into Wisconsin, where there are bass-

woods. We have basswood here, but don't

get any honey from it oftener than about once

in five years. Last year it bloomed, but the

bees did not work on it, although there was no

honey to be had from any other source while it

was in bloom. This year there is no basswood

bloom, and our bees are starving on raspberry

juice, and practically destroying what little

crop the frost left. You might as well let your

bees starve for want of clover honey as to move
them and have them starve for want of bass-

wood honey. If there is no change in the pro-

duction of honey here it will not be more than

three years before there will be no bees in the

country. Farmers have all let theirs die, and

the few experts that have been feeding have

got tired of an outlay that brings no income,

and most of them will let what few bees they

have starve the coming winter, if they do not

gather enough fall honey to feed them through.

I aim to keep about thirty stands of bees, that

being as many as I can attend to besides other

work. Four years ago I purchased 3000 sec-

tions, and have not bought any since: and from

present indications I shall have enough for ten

years to come. Three years ago I had 35 stands

of bees. They have dwindled down to 36, two

having starved this summer. I have not had a

swarm this season nor last. We don't have to

experiment here to keep our bees from swarm-
ing. They have no desire to swarm. I wish

they had. May be some of those fellows who
are experimenting to prevent swarming would

like to get a strain of bees that don't swarm.

If so, we have them. They won't fertilize

fruit-bloom either. I have tried them for more

than 20 years, and they are '• no good " for that.

If some one has bees that swarm too much, and

he can warrant them to fertilize fruit-bloom, I'd

like to trade.

Muscatine, la., July 8.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

I think the rule is, that more than one queen

is left in the hive after an after-swarm, but I

don't know that the rule is invariable. I for-
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merly thought that no set of bees would be so

idiotic as to let their last queen go out with a

swarm: but I thini? I have read quite recently

of such a case in one of the foreign journals.

We know very well that an after-swarm often

contains a number of queens. If four or five

young queens come out with the swarm, or

even if more than one issues, is a third not as

likely to issue as a second, and so on for any
number? And yet I think it is very rare that

all the young queens leave the hive. Possibly

close observation would show that in such cases

all the free queens do actually leave the hive,

leaving only such as are yet in their cells; and
if all happen to be out of their cells, queenless-

ness results.

As to the yield of white clover here, the last

to amount to any thing was in 1893, although
both last year and this year I suppose a very

little white-clover honey was gathered. But it

was only a fractional part of what the bees

required for their own use. The whole matter
doesn't look very encouraging; but here's the

tune I whistle to keep up my courage: No one
knows any reason why we do not have the

same yields as in former years. The whole
matter seems to be in obscurity; and so long as

we know of no reason for the lack of harvests,

is it not reasonable to suppose that next year

may happen to bring a big yield ? It doesn't

cost much to whistle that tune, and it rL.akes

one feel more comfortable. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

HON. GEO. E. HILTON

AS A BEE-KEEPEK LEGISLATOR; HIS CAREER
IN POLITICS.

[I am always glad to hear of the election of a
bee-keeper (honest ones I mean) to a public
office, be he a Republican or Democrat or
what; but it gave me a peculiar pleasure when
I learned that my friend Mr. Hilton had been
chosen by the good people of his district to
represent them in the Michigan State Legisla-
ture. " For," I said, '"he is not only a good
bee-keeper, but an earnest Christian gentle-
man, loved by all who know him. His influence
will be for good."
Some years ago we gave a brief biographical

sketch of him as a bee-keeper, for then he had
not come before the public as a State servant.
I have obtained a sketch of his political career
that I take a real pleasure in submitting to our
readers, because it is something that any one
may well be proud of — not so much for its ac-
complishment of all things attempted as for
the earnest purpose in the cause of right and
justice underlying it all.—Ed.]

His political career, outside of his township and
village, was rather a surprise to him. In the fall

of 1893 there seemed t< be no candidate in his dis-

trict for Hepresentativr in the State Legislature.

His party had not elect' d a full county ticket in

twelve years. The couiny committee were casting
about for some one to k- jI the ticket, and the chair-

man suggested Mr. H. as one who had always been
a true Republican, and did not have an enemy in

the county. The cotnmittee at once decided that

he was the man if he would run. He was waited
upon to see if they could use his name. At first he
told them no, as he did not feel competent to

fill so important a position if elected; but lie said

he would counsel with his wife, and report soon.

She urged that he was competent, and ought to run
if the party demanded it, though defeat was prob-

able. That settled it, and he was subsequently
nominated by acclamation. His opponent was
nominated upon two tickets ; but Mr. H. had a
plurality of 425, and the entire ticket wa;s elected.

The Speaker of the House, learning of his interest

in behalf of good roads, made him chairman of the
Roads and Bridge Committee, and in this capacity
Mr. H. succeeded in passing the Good-Roads Bill,

known as the " County System." Several counties

have adopted it, and it is a success. Judge Hatch,
of Bay City, wrote him as follows: "In ten years
half the counties in the State will adopt it, and in

twenty years Michigan will be a State of good roads.

,^ r^

HON. i:E(). E. HILTON.

He was also interested in a bill tending toward re.

claiming the semi-barren lands that Ernest saw in

going from Fhnt to Manistee. There is no doubt
these lands may be marie fertile. The members
from the lower portion of the State " stood in their

own light," and the bill failed to pa'ss, by five votes.

The other matters of legislation two years ago
were of a local character that pleased his constitu-

ency so well that last fall they concluded to send
him back, and he was again nominated by acclama-
tion. The enemy said he should not go back, and
succeeded in nominating the supervisor of his own
township on their tickets, and yet his ticket In the
first column looked decidedly lonely. But the
harder the task, the harder one fights; and the re-

sult was a plurality of 923, and again every man on
the ticket was elected.

He was, for his second term, given the important
chairmanship of Committee on Railroads. In this

capacity he has seemed to he able to please both
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the railroads and the people. The Commissioner of

Kailroads, Lansing, Mich., at the close of the session,

among other things said of Mr. Hilton that it had

not been his lot to be associated witli a man who

had acted so impartially.

Among the numerous bills that Mr. H. was inter-

ested in, perhaps none received more attention

than the one providinjf for a normal school in

Northern Michigan; but in this matter we will let

others speak

:

The speech of Mt. Hilton, who pleaded earnestly

for the farmers, pioneers, and home-makers in this

comparatively new country, was most effective, and
every representaiive listened and was touched.
This section being new, and very remote from all

the educational institutions of the State, the home-
makers were unable to give their children the ad-

vantages so necessary to prosperity and happiness,
because they are unwilling to be separated so long
and so far, and because their means are limited,

and must be wholly used in preparing the home.
The impression made by Mr. Hilton was complete.—
Northwestern Tribune, Mr. Pleasant, Mich.

Ed. Indicatur :^licing present when the Central
Michigan Norm il-scliool bill passed the House, I

heard the speeches made for and against it; and in

justice to your Representative, Hon. Geo. E. Hilton,

1 want to say to your readers, tlirough your piiper,

that, of all the speeches made (and there were sev-

en), that of Mr. Hiltou's was pronounced by all who
heard them, to be the ablest in argument, best in de-
liverj', and most convincing in result. Mr. Hilton
plead earnestly for schools and education generally,
and especially for Central and Northern Michigan
—these newer counties where the young do not
have the opportunities offered that the older coun-
ties are provided with. It was a warm fight, and a
grand victory for the partially settled counties
north of the capital, and Mr. Hilton threw himself
into the cause and made a fine speech. It was in
support of Senator Shaw's bill; and thus Newaygo
County has the honor of furnishing two champions
for the noblest work of all -the education of the
young. Listener, in Fremont Indicator.
Mt. Pleasant, Mich., June 6.

During the last session of the Michigan Legisla-

ture there was a bill introduced by a member who
had had a terrible experience as the result of bees

being kept too near the highway. He and his

friends were badly stung, and a span of horses he

said he would not have taken J330 for were stuag to

death. There seemed to be other members who had

been stung, or knew of others who had been stung.

When Mr. Hilton saw that the bill was going to

pass, thus preventing the keeping of bees within 90

feet of the highway, he told the members that it

would lead to endless litigation and family quar-

rels, and debar any one, owning a lot not to exceed

four rods square, from keeping bees. He intro-

duced an amendment so that it should read " from
the center of the highwaj-." The amendment was,

however, defeated, and the original bill passed, and
is now a law.

There was another bill introduced, making it a

misdemeanor not to spray fruit-trees for the pur-

pose of killing the enemies of fruit. This came
from a horticulturist, and was a good bill for the

orchardist. Mr. Hilton explained that it was worse
than useless to spray while trees were in bloom, and
succeeded iu amending the bill, making the same
penalty apply if trees were sprayed ivhUr they were
in full bloom. The orchardist, knowing the bee to

be his best friend, is pleased with the bill, which was
passed as appended, and is now a law.

Last winter at Detroit he was elected a delegate
from his district to attend i he National Convention
of Renubliean League Clubs, held at Cleveland
June 19, 20, and 31.

[When T asked for a good photo of Mr. Hilton,
the latter, in sending his own, sent along a
couple of others that
were, I thotight. too
good to be confined
to the narrow con-
fines of my own al •

bum, and I there-
fore asked friend H.
If I might use them
for the pages of
Gleanings. To this
he kindly consented.
While our Michigan
friend may or may
not have a pardona
ble pride in his ca-
reer as a bee-keeper
and legislator, he
ca7Vt help feeling a
fatherly pride in
those children.

There is one more
thing I must say;
and that is, in refer-
ence to railroads.
We are too apt to
feel that they (or,

rather, their man-
agement) are only
selfish and grasping.
Mr. Hilton, who has
had abundant oppor-
tunity for observa-
tion, says that he
has not found them
wholly soulless; that,
if they are approach-
ed in the proper man-

ner, they will, if it is just and right, oftentimes
grant important concessions.

—

Ed. J

DUMMIES OR DIVISION-BOARDS.

BALLED QUEP:NS; QUEENS CRAMP; ALFALFA
A SUCCE.SS NEAR DR. MILLER'S.

By Emma Wilson.

Mr. Editor:—I don't quite understand your

footnote on page (523. You say, " I very often

pry over the entire set of frames clear to one

side. This gives ample room for the removal

of the division-board." Our frames are always
pressed up tight against oue side of the hive,

leaving all the room possible for the dummy, to

begin with. We could not possibly pry them
any closer, no matter how much we might try,

and I don't see how we could make any more
room for the dummy than we have when the

hive is first opened. Please tell us how your
frames are arranged.

You also say that you call the dummy the di-

vision-board. Why? We have used both dum-
mies and division-boards; and, while they are

very similar, they are not exactly alike, and are

not used for the same purpose. A division-

board is used to divide the hive into separate

parts, while a dummy is used to fill up space.

Our dummies are smaller than our division-

boards. If it is not incorrect to call the board

in question a dummy, it is certainly better be-

cause shorter. If you don't call it a dummy,
what do you call a dummy ?
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As I intimated befortj. the dummies seem to

work all right in the hives with the latest Hoff-

man frames.
On page 635 George W. Martin says, after he

clipped the queen she was balled ; and on

smoking the bees off he found her stung to

death. I think that, if bees are left to them-

selves, they rarely sting a queen immediately

after she is balled. Most likely, if he had clos-

ed the hive quickly he would havt- found the

queen all right the next time he opened it— at

least, it has worked that way with us. Blow-

ing hot smoke directly on bees when balling a

queen is about the surest way to cause them to

sting her to death immediately. A very good

way to free a queen, although it is an old way,

is to drop the ball into water, when the bees

will separate, and the queen can be easily pick-

ed up without any damage to her. I've never

known a queen to be injured while freeing her

in this way.

We had a very curious experience to-day,

Aug. 27, while clipping a queen. Immediately
after she was clipped she curled up and ap-

peared to be dead or dying. She had caught
her foot in the hind part of her body, and re-

mained in that condition for some time. Just

as soon as she was released she was all right

again. Dr. Miller says he had read of such in-

stances, but in all his experience he never saw
any thing of the kind before.

About the first of August, while on our way
to a Sunday-school convention, when we were
six or seven miles from home I called the doc-

tor's attention to a field of hay that was just

ready to haul, by remarking, "Do you see that

hay? It is the heaviest crop of hay I've seen

for a long time." Dr. and Mrs. Miller were
expressing their surprise when Dr. M. suddenly

exclaimed. " I do believe it's alfalfa," and was
out of the carriage very quickly, and found that

it really was a large field of alfalfa. We halted

and had quite a talk with the German who
rented the place. He said that was the second

crop they had cut this year. He was very en-

thusiastic in regard to its value, especially when
fed to cows. He said this was the third year

since sowing. If he could get such a crop of

hay this year, when the hay crop was almost a

total failure on account of drouth, it seems to

me that alfalfa will prove to be a great boon to

farmers. I wonder if it's not a little diflicult to

get a good stand in the first place. But, once
there, it will come up of itself year after year.

May be that's where our future honey crops are

to come from.

Marengo, 111., Aug. 27.

[Division-board is usi»d by us in the catalog
because it is an old name; and we don't like to
confuse beginners by he change of a name,
even though the new huh might be, as it prob-
ably is in this case. nn. e accurate. Experience
that you and Dr. MUhv can not appreciate has
taught us the folly ( i these changed names
when so very little is t'l be gained.

As you suggest, with the new-style Hoffman
there is more room for the removal of the board
than the old-stylt^ or real Hoffman. In the
case of either, there are limes when it is easier
to take out a frame first. I myself follow no
invariable rule.

I have had queens cramp in this way a num-
ber of times; but even when disengaging the
foot, the "cramps " didn't gooff' immediately.
I liave had queens cramp or kink up tlieir bod-
ies when I was quite sure the feet were in no
way responsible. I never knew the cramps to
prove fatal to the (lueen.
In regard to the; balling of queens, your ex-

perience is quite in line witti ours.

—

Ed. J

THE POPPY

AS A honey-plant; how the bees bevel
IN IT.

By Em Dee.

There are a few facts a close observer may
notice, though he be but a tyro in bee-lore. I

have read, and heard mentioned, the many and
various flowers from which honey-bees mostly

obtain their substance, and this summer I have
taken special interest in observing their caprices

among the flowers in my front yard. Passing

by all other blossoms that have been mention-
ed by old and interesting observers I come at

once to the flower which seemed most to inter-

est them, and which I have not elsewhere seen

mentioned — the poppy. I have, perhaps, a

hundred different flowering plants on the

premises, and, by reason of frequent irriga-

tion with the garden-hose, it may reasonably

be conjectured how thriftily those plants are

kept in growing mood. All flowers received a
liberal share of attention — some more, some
less — some for honey, some for pollen; but I

can safely say that none were so sedulously

courted, none so pronouncedly caressed, as the

single poppies, often termed '* golden- gate."

Early morning found from one to half a dozen

of the mellifluous insects upon each newly
opened petal, and at dusky eve they were still

to be seen actively filling their pockets with a
pale-yellow pollen. But what most attracted

me was the manner of their working, their

reckle.-s '• bee-havior " in the frantic acquisi-

tion of the elements they wished to secure.

Both Bro. York's Italians and the writer's

German bees were equally rampageous. They
had forgotten their staid and decorous methods,
and now abandoned themselves to acts of ap-
parent lawlessness. They pounced down, re-

gardless of previous possessors, and rolled in

the mealy substance until every pistil was di-

vested of its golden powder, and off they go,

heavy laden, to their homes.

The question uppermost in my mind was,

and yet is, whether possible that they obtain

some particles of the narcotic elements of the
plant (the poppy being, as your readers well

know, that from which opium is made), which,
if so, would account for their hilarious antics;
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or if the joy of feasting on so luscious and
abundant supply reasonably accounts for the

peculiarity noted.

The suggestion seems pardonable, that, in

view of so effective pasturage, would not al!

bee-keepers do well to sow abundantly of seeds

productive of so beautiful flowers as the poppy ?

A profusion of these glorious blossoms greets

the industrious each morning, more attractive,

in their various colors, than the rose. They
require no spfecial cultivation; any kind of

ordinary soil is available, and the results In the

bee- hive speak volumes in praise of the poppy.

And lest me ask " ye editor" if the special

flavor Mr. Root noticed in Bro. York's honey

—

regarding which Gleanings asks—may not be

solved by the suggestion just made; i.e., may it

not be the poppy that has given the honey the

unaccountably delicious " bookay '"?

[It is possiDie; but I should hardly think
there would be enough of such plants to make
any appreciable flavor in the hive. It takes
acres and acres of blossoms to make any sort of
showing in the hive.

—

Ed.]

HONEY FROM RED CLOVER.

Qitestiori.—Reading in one of my papers not

long ago, 1 came across the statement that red

clover is a honey-producer, while I have been

told by my neighbors that it is not. Will you
please tell us which is right? I am a beginner

in apiculture.

^4?i.s({'e?'.—Well, perhaps both, as ihey view it

from different standpoints. Red clover is cer-

tainly a honey-producer; in fact, I believe that

red clover gives more nectar than any plant or

tree I know of, not excepting that famous hon-

ey-producer the bassvvood, or linden. I never

pulled the blossoms from a head of red clover

yet but there was honey or nectar in them, no

matter at what time of the year it was; and the

result is always the same, year after year ; so I

think that the question should be settled by

this time in the fact that red clover always se-

cretes nectar, or produces honey, if you please.

Now, this fact does not clash in the least with

the statements of your neighbors who have told

you that the honey-bee does not work on red

clover, as that is what they undoubtedly mean
by red clover giving no honey. A plant may
secrete honey profusely, and yet the blossom be

so shaped that the honey-bee can not reach this

honey without the aid of some other insect to

break open the corolla, as is the case with the

flowers of the plant known as " comfrey," and
with the blossoms of the common whitewood.
In both of these the wasps and other insects bite

through at the base of the flower to get at the

sweets, after which the honey-bee swarms about
these bitten flowers and collects what the wasps
do not consume. In certain seasons, and in

some sections of our country, the corolla of the

red clover grows so short, from drouth or other-

wise, that the honey-bee can reach the nectar

secreted by tne blossoms, in which case we get

large yields of honey from red clover, as was the

case in this locality some years ago, when my
yield from each hive averaged 60 lbs. of very
nice comb honey, after the basswood and all the

other flowers which yield white honey were out
of bloom. In other seasons the secretion of nec-

tar is fully as good as it was then; but the cor-

olla is so long that it is of little use except to

the bumble-bees, as wasps and insects do not

bite the clover-tubes. Any person viewing the

flelds of red clover at this latter period, with a

view of deciding as to the value of this plant to

the honey-bee, would be apt to decide that

•'honey-bees never worK on red clover." As a

whole, we can hardly calculate on much honey
from this plant, for there are far more years in

which the beesget little or nothing from it than
there are those when the hives show a gain

while it is in blossom.

HONEY CANDYING IN THE COMBS.
Question.—A statement appeared not long ago

in one of our papers, to the effect that honey
rareiy candies in the combs, the same being

made without any qualiticatlons. Is such the

case? I am sure I have seen combs nearly solid

with granulated honey.

Answer.—if the honey is left in the hive the

year round, then the above is very nearly cor-

rect; but I have never, in my recollection, had
sealed honey away from the bees over winter

without its candying, except where it was kept

in a room kept warm by a Are all the while.

Now, while this candying of honey in the combs
is of no great disadvantage when such honey is

to be used by the bees for the purpose of feed-

ing, yet it is a great misfortune to have much
of it in partly tilled sections which are to be

used the next season as " bait sections," as they

are termed, when they are used to start the

bees at work in the sections earlier than they

otherwise would. Where thus used the bees do

not remove this candied honey, but, instead,

put the new into the same section with it, which
gives the section of honey, when completed, an

uninviting appearance, thus causing the same
to become nearly a drug upon the market. To
obviate this dilKculty, all the honey remaining

in partly tilled sections should be removed in

early fall, either with the extractor or by plac-

ing them over colonies which need feeding, so

that the bees may remove the honey and carry

it down into the hives for winter supplies. The
sections can now be stored away in good shape

for future use.

TAKING SECTIONS OFF THE HIVES BEFORE THE
CELLS ARE ALL CAPPED.

Question.—I am told that no section should
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ever be taken from the hive till fully sealed

over. Is this right?

Answer.—As a general rule this is good ad-

vice; but there are times when the yield of

white honey is just over, and the yield from

buckwheat or dark honey is about to commence,
that a loss in price may be the result if this is

strictly adhered to. Mr. (,)iiinby said, and with

much truth, too. that all boxes two-thirds seal-

ed over, containing white honey, should be ta-

ken off before buckwheat honey was stored in

them at the beginning of that yield, as partly

capped boxes of white hnney would bring more
than when finished with dark honey. But I

think I hear some one say, " If I take off honey
before all the cells are sealed, it is liable to

sweat and become sour." This is because the

honey is kept in an improper place, such as a

cellar or other cool damp place, where the best

of honey will deteriorate in time, and become
unfit for food. All honey should be stored in a

dry airy room, which can be kept at a tempera-

ture of about 90° all the time, and in such a

place the honey will be growing better all the

while, whether sealed or unsealed. In this way
it soon becomes so thick that the honey in these

unsealed cells will not run out in crating ; and
If tipped over, not a drop will be found to daub
the rest, which daubing is always spoken of a''

the reason why honey that is unsealed should

not be removed from the hives. Thus I would

always advise leaving honey on the hives till it

is sealed, with the exception of times when oth-

er honey of an inferior nature is likely to be

stored with it.

POLICY OF GLEANINGS ON TWO POINTS IN-
DORSED.

Allow me to congratulate Gleanings on

adopting two things as I urged. The first is

raising queen-cells in full colonies. In the sec-

ond, you are all right so far as you go, but you
do not go far enough — that is, burning the

foul-brood hives, combs, and frames. You ex-

cept the bees. No, sir. Burn every thing as

you would poison ivy or smallpox rags. Then
publish what you did, as a moral influence with

others. When you find ii within "7 miles," or

10 either, of you, urge the owner to burn the

whole business after dark when every bee has

been smoked in and fastened in. Don't waste
time and brains arguing with us that the

queen or bees will not infect other combs.

Burn all.

If the owner lacks pMblic spirit, or is too

mean or shiftless to do ii. then trade him a col-

ony of equal description and weight from your

own yard, then after dark smoke in the bees of

his infected colony: carry it to one side, and
make a bonfire of it.

The diamond-shape trouble in sections in T
super can be avoided by using another set of T
tins at the top of the sections—that is, two sets

of T tins for each T super.

Ingram. Pa., July 3. Philo S. Dilworth.

[Friend D.. I entirely agree with you in your
policy regarding foul brood. Ernest might not
think exactly as I do. however: but after
watching the thing for a good many years, I

think I should sleep better to know that every
thing pertaining to the business was thorough-
ly burned up.—A. I. R.]

ZINC TAGS.
We use zinc tags and write on them with a

common lead-pencil. When we wish, after us-

ing these zinc tags, to clean them so that we can
use them again, we use dihited hydrochloric

and tfiuriatic acid. The lead-pencil writing on
zinc (old zinc is best) appears to be indelible.

Syracuse, Kan., Aug. 5. Z. T. B.

NUMBERING HIVES AND LABELING TREES ;

CORRODED ZINC TAGS.

While you are discussing number-tags for

hives, perhaps some of your readers would like

my way, which is, to paint the numbers in

large figures on the hives, using black paint.

Sometimes it is quite a convenience to be able

to read the number several rods away. Or if a

tag is preferred, a good one can be made of a

small square of old zinc; if slightly corroded,

so much the better. Write what you wish on

this with a black lead-pencil. I use a carpen-

ter's pencil, which makes a wide mark, though
the writing will remain legible for years if done
with a fine-pointed pencil. These, tacked to

stakes, are used by nurserymen to mark rows of

trees.

By the way, I have used with much satisfac-

tion a tree-label of the same material, which I

saw illustrated in the American Agriculturist

many years ago. The zinc is cut into a long

triangle, an inch or more wide at one end, and

eight or ten inches long, with the name on it

thus:

The small end is then wound three or four

times around a twig. It will not bind the twig

so as to injure it, as it unwinds with the

growth of the tree, and it retains its place until

removed purposely. Burdett Hassett.
Reliance, Va., Aug. 27.

BEES IN A COFFIN, IN CHINA.

After I had seen bees in a table-drawer, in a

box bed, under a counter, and under the floor of

a Mohammedan mosque which is to be found

here in Shaowu, I thought the possibilities had

been pretty well nigh exhausted. But one day
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I went up to a mountain village to visit a Chris-

tian. His father and mother were very aged,

and, after the common custom of the land, he

had their coffins all ready, finished up and var-

nished over nicely, in a shed adjoining his

house. The cover of each coffin rested loosely

on it; and a swarm of bees, finding a place large

enough at the edge of one of the covers, had ta-

ken pos-^ession of the coffin.

This part of China abounds in woods and
trees, yet I have never, but once, seen a swarm
of bees in a hollow tree. That one exception

was in an immense camphor-tree which stood

just at the entrance of a village. Chinese bees

seem to be almost as much domesticated as cats

or dogs. They have no special attachment to

any particular place or person; and if their

hive becomes infested with moths, or in any
way unacceptable to them, they abscond; but,

so far as I have observed, they always locate in

or near some human habitation. Buddhism
makes a Chinaman loath to take the life of any
thing not hurtful ; and the coming of a swarm
of bees to a house is considered a lucky eveiTT,

bringing good luck. The operation of these two
causes has made human habitations the safest

place for bees for ages past, and the consequence
seems to be a domesticated race of bees.

In this climate, where frosts are rare and se-

vere freezes are unknown, we build our houses

with a double wall made of lath and plaster,

one on the inside, the other on the outside.

This leaves an empty space, about six inches

wide, between the two faces. One of our houses

here is just now unoccupied, the family being

away for the summer. A few days ago a swarm
of bees, finding a crack between the mop-board
and the floor of the veranda, located themselves
between the walls of the house. This is anoth-

er instance of the propensity of Chinese bees to

locate themselves in human dwellings.

Shaowu, China. June 4. J. E. Walker.

Best time fer spreadin' brood is—after the

brood has hatched.

Bees kin be united without enny fightln'—in

the pupa stage.

Good queens will sometimes lay more eggs in

the spring of the year'n the bees kin kiver.

If a feller knowed all about the hunny-bee
he'd have to know all about God him'self, and
that is impossible.

I'd ruther be in it every yeer with a few good
kolonies well taken keer of than to be out of it

half the time with a hull gee-raft.

I make my supers hump themselves so as to

hold 32 sections, and, after keerful testin', I have
found that a helthy kolony will komplete that
menny jist as quick as ihey will 24.

Baitin' supers is like feedin' katnip tea to

young infants—it may not do enny harm, but
does it axually do enny good ?

By way of 'sperimenU sirup made of granu-
lated sugar wuz fed thick enuff to harden be-

fore the bees kapped it over, and the kolony

pulled through the winter, owin' to the mois-

ture in the atmosfeer, I s'pose.

Hybrid bees kin hear when they are tryin'

to git at you through your veil, as the follerin'

'speriment proves: Set your teeth together and
give the grand hailin' sign of a bee in distress

by imitatin' the sound a hunny-bee makes
when pinched, and thay will redouble their

efforts to sting you. Try it.

If bees hain't protected frura heat, comb
built on wired foundashun will sag in two er

three seezins' use until drones will be razed

along the top-bar. It's a fax.

Durin' apple-bloom, queen-cells wuz started;

and then several days after, when they orter o'

knowed better, with hardly enny hunny left,

and none comin' in, the bees k'menced throwin'

off swarms—which is a proof that the presence

of queen-cells is a powerful cause of swarmin'.

FATE.
See me, see me as I rush

To the lightin' board, and brush
Off my coat of yellow plush.

Ready fer a romp and play

Round the apiary to-day !

I'm a dandy, so thay say,

And for beauty stand alone

'Mongst the bees—and I must own
Up that I'm a hand-picked drone !

But, alas ! the farmer's hen
Happened 'round that way jist then

—

She belonged to the Shanghigh
Breed; and when she got her eye

On that drone she nabbed him by
His plush collar, and in two
Seconds he wuz gone frum view
In a happy " hum, sweet hum,"
Whare all bees must go to sum
Sweet day; and now he must own
Up that he's a hen-pecked drone

!

Alexandria, Ind. Ellery Krum.

Bees have not done much for three years un-

til the last two weeks. Now they are booming.
It's from second growth of white clover, Jap-
anese buckwheat or corn, or altogether. Pros-

pect is good for fall honey. We have had
abundant rains. Thomas Shepherd.
Barry, 111., Aug. 9.

Bees have done well this season. I have 3000

lbs. from 40 colonies, spring count, and 25

swarms. There are good prospects for 100 lbs.

per colony, ^ring count. I am selling the hon-

ey at lOc per lb. This honey is all extracted,

and fine quality. Wm. Malone.
Newbern, Iowa, Aug. 22.

COMMON swamp MII.KWEED—ASCLEPIAS
incaknata.

I mail you a flower to be named. It is be-

coming more plentiful here in my vicinity, and
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is an A No. 1 bee-plant. I think it belongs to

the milkweed family. Last year I got consid-

erable surplus from it. The color is very light

amber, and a peculiar spicy flavor not similar

to any other honey I am familiar with. Here

it blooms from July 1 to Sept. 1; and were it

plentiful enough I would not exchange it for

any honey-giving plant that grows here. Give

me the proper and common name if you can.

Belleville, 111., Aug. 20. E. T. Flanagan.

[The specimen, as nearly as we can identify
it. is known as common swamp milkweed,
Asclepias incarnata.—Ed]

The Kansas Bee keeper is growing better as

it grows older. It has had a good start as a

youngster, only nine issues old.

Although this is supposed lo be the dullest

part of the year, we are full of business. Ver-

ily, the goods that go out from the Home of the

Honey-bees are doing their own advertising.

Some of the convention notes and comments
will be found in A. I. R.'s talks in this issue.

Others will be given by J. T. Calvert, in this

department.

Our newly equipped factory is being put in

running order as rapidly as possible. A good
many machines are now started, and we shall

have all of them in full blast by the first of

October.

The frequent rains, and the abundance of fall

flowers, especially of the great family of asters,

give great promise of a fall How of honey. In-

deed, it is already coming into our hives now.
Buckwheat is also doing well.

A VERY pretty sight in front of our factory

building is the merry humming of hundreds of

bees on a couple of beautiful beds of porlulacas.

If we had acres of this, instead of ragweeds
and other noxious weeds that do nobody any
good, what might we have in the way of honey?
If you haven't a bed of porlulacas, better have
one by another year.

VVe are again printing an extra number of

copies as usual, and, for any thing we can see,

shall have to do so for several numbers to come.
Advertisers should not fail to take advantage
of this extra circulation, for we charge no more
for the space, although w^ add one-half to the

regular number printed.

Quite a number of specimens of fall honey-
plants are now being sent in to us for identifi-

cation. Some of them have been forwarded,

the sender asking if they were alfalfa. I could

not imagine why there should be such ignorance

regarding this plant until I looked the matter
up. I then found there had never been a decent

engraving made of this celebrated plant — at

least, I had never seen one. The A B C of Bee
Culture has one copied after a picture in a seed

catalog, which was itself poor in the first place.

I should be glad if our readers would refer us to

a good engraving, or send us good specimens

when the plants are in full bloom. I am deter-

mined that, by another year, there shall be a

good picture, so that all may know when they

see the plants, without calling in the services of

a botanist.

FATHER LANGSTROTH AGAIN AT THE FORE-
FRONT.

One of the notable features of the last con-

vention of the North American at Toronto was
the presence of that veteran of all bee-veterans

of the New World, father Langstroth, the one

man of all the world who gave bee-keeping its

first real important start. Although he has

been an invalid all his life, he siill survives his

8.5th year. Indeed, his health has so far im-

proved that he has resumed his pen. We al-

ready hav(! one article from him, and the same
will appear in our next issue. He hopes, health

permitting, to finish up his interesting Remi-
niscences that were begun October 1.5th, 1892,

and which, owing to the recurrence of his old

head trouble, had to be discontinued in the

May 1st issue of the next year. These Reminis-

cences were exceedingly interesting, and it was
a great disappointment to us all that it should

seem necessary to drop them when it seemed
probable that, owing to his advanced age and
ill health, they would never be completed. Mr.
Langstroth is now at work upon them again;

and, if all goes well, the hopes of his latter

years will at last be realized.

The representative bee-women, including

Mrs. L. Harrison, Mrs. Axtell, Miss Wilson,
Mrs. Sherman, and Mrs. Heater, are shown up in

half-tone on the first pag! of the American Bee
Journal. It is a pity that so many of our repre-

sentative women refuse to let us have their

photos. Indeed, as it w iS. Bro. York, if I am
not mistaken, had to taki- some of them by sur-

prise.

BEES AND COUNTY FAIRS, AGAIN.

Our older readers will remember that we had
trouble in times past by our bees helping them-
selves at the candy-siands while our county
fairs have been in session from year to year,

within a quarter of a mile of us. For the last

two years you will remember we have drugged
the bees with tobacco smoke, and cautioned
the candy-men to kill the first few bees that
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came around, and that they were not to let one

of them get away with a load to bring back ten

more. You will remember how well the scheme

has worked. But this year our county fair was
visited by some copious rains, and we therefore

relaxed our usual vigilance in our apiary, think-

ing that the frequent rains would keep the bees

in. It did, of course; but the sunshine came
out at one time, and I went through the apiary

to see what they were doing. I soon made up

my mind that they were flying a little too brisk-

ly in the direction of the fairground to be en-

gaged in legitimate business. I told our man
to be on the lookout, and in the moan time I

would go over to the fair. Sure enough, the

bees were having a "perfect pow-wow " on

broken watermelons. They had got started, and

now the question, could we stop the mischief-

workers at this stage of the proceedings? I

hastily made my way back to the apiary, and

both of us—the apiarist and I—began tobacco-

smoking the strong colonies, first at the en-

trances, especially at those entrances where the

bees were flying heaviest, and, presto ! the fly-

ing ceased. After having gone over the whole

yard, including the nuclei, I noticed that there

were but very few bees flying. Again we went

over the yard, this time to smudge the bees that

had returned, and then 1 went back to the fair.

It is almost unnecessary to say that there was a

decided ' let-up " on the part of the bees at the

candy -stands and places where watermelons

were sold by the slice.

You see, the tobacco drugged them; and as it

takes them two or three hours to get over the

effects, another smudging would last them near-

ly all day. The whole point of this is here:

There will be more fairs yet in other places;

and bee-keepers should take the hint in time,

because they can not afford to have their bees

declared a nuisance, or get into trouble with

the "fair" people of our land.

MORE ABOUT THAT SALISBURY BEEF-DIET CURE
—ITS EFFECT ON E. R. R.

I HAD fully matured my plans to be present

at the Toronto convention, now a thing of the

past; but a " temporary setback" in health at

the time of going made it seem at the last min-

ute inadvisable to leave home. A rigid follow-

ing of the doctor's orders, and a strict adher-

ence to the diet as explained in our previous

issue, has brought me around all right. In-

deed, I haven't felt so well in years.

As a good many have inquired after my
health of late, being surprised that I had been

"down" at all, I will say, for the benefit of

those who may have been ailing like myself,

and for those kind friends who have shown such

friendly solicitude, that the Salisbury beef-diet

cure is really performing wonders. Before I go

further I want to say that this is no paid puff;

so, keep that before you.

Forseveral years back I have had indigestion,

chills, frequent attacks of grip, violent sneez-

ing-spells — so violent, indeed, that I was seri-

ously afraid of bursting a blood-vessel or some-
thing of that kind. In addition I found a grow-
ing incapacity for office work; dull headaches,

accompanied by insomnia. Nervousness? oh,

dearl I could have kicked the cat— anything
and every thing to relieve my pent-up feelings.

Of course, I was on the verge of nervous pros-

tration; and another one of those attacks of
" la grippe." I believed, would finish me. Last
winter, and this spring and early summer, the

symptoms were worse. Bicycle-riding— that

which had years before seemed to relieve me

—

was unavailing now; in fact, I hadn't strength

enough to ride.

Now all this is changed. While I haven't re-

covered yet by considerable, it is evident that I

am gaining rapidly. I sleep beautifully nights

—that quiet, restful sleep that I haven't known
for months ; chills have all disappeared, and so

have the sneezing-spells. Indeed, these last

two disappeared in about two weeks' time from

the beginning of that diet that means total ab-

stinence with a vengeance, from every thing,

almost, save ground lean meat. My normal

strength and endurance are far from back, but

are coming so rapidly that I have no fears but

that they will have fully returned, and more.

Formerly when I ate my meals, even though
I ate to the fill, I was not satisfied. I was starv-

ing to death with plenty to eat. Now I sit

down to the table, and, even though my rations

are limited, what I do eat nourishes, and gives

strength ; in short, I rise from the table now
well and sufficlenthj fed.

Now, dear reader, if you are ailing as I have
been, don't try to go on to this treatment alone

without the advice of Dr. Salisbury, of New
York, or Dr. Lewis, of Cleveland. I consult Dr.

J. M. Lewis, 176 Euclid Ave.. Cleveland. He
has, under my own eyes, performed some re-

markable cures — yes, saved even consumptives

in the last stages.

In conclusion, let me say that neither Dr.

Lewis nor Dr. Salisbury pays us one cent for

this notice ; and, indeed, we wouldn't take It

from them, even if proffered, for they are not of

the quack kind who seek notoriety through

"great big puff ads." This statement, as was
also the previous one by A. I. R., in the Sept.

1 issue, was written without their knowledge or

consent. Our only motive is to help our fellow-

men through the slough of despond, on to that

plane — good health.

CAN QUEENS TRANSMIT FOUL BROOD?
R. L. Taylor, in the Review for September,

while admitting that it may be possible for a

queen from a foul-broody colony to transmit

the disease to a healthy colony to which she

may be introduced, rather doubts it. He took a

queen from a colony badly diseased, and gave

her to a healthy one, and this colony has pros-
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percd through the season, and is perfectly heal-

thy. A few years ago, when the disease raged

with us so badly, I took at different times

queens from a dozen badly aflfected stocks, and
gave them to healthy ones. These remained

healthy in every case. Of course, one swallow

does not make a summer, nor do a dozen >uch

swallows. But in all my reading on things api-

cultural, I do not know of one real good au-

thentic case proving that a queen ever did car-

ry the disease. Tile principal ground for belief

in such transmission seems to be based on what
Ch^'shire saw. or tlmiks he saw, as Bacillus

alvei (foul -brood germs) in the ovary of the

queen. In the first place, microbes are so nu-

merous, and diverse in thfir character, that even

the best of scieniists are liable to be deceived;

in the second place, even if the bacilli were ac-

tually there it does not follow that they would
enter into the larvae. All the facts and indica-

tions seem to show that Cheshire was mistaken.

Where practice is at variance with theory, or,

if you please, science, we will take practice

every time.

THE ACTION OF THE N. A. B. K. A. REGARDING
AMALGAMATION.

From the action taken at Toronto, the amal-
gamation of the North American Bee-keepers'

Association with the National Bee-keepers'

Union is all but a foregone conclusion. After

discussing the matter pro and con, those who
seemed to be opposed to the union of the two,

and those who favored it, were very near to-

gether. The suggestion of Dr. Mason, in the

September -Reuicw, was in large measure fol-

lowed, except that the committee appointed to

consider the matter, instead of waiting till the

next annual meeting of the N. A. B. K. A. to

report, is expected to complete its work within

a month. It is then to report through the bee-

papers, submit its findings to a vote of the

members of the N. A. B. K. A., and also to the

members of the IJee-keepers' Union, along with
its next annual report. If accepted, the amal-
gamation is elTt^cted. and thereafter only one
organization will exist in place of the two. The
proposed name of the united organization is

the North American Bee-keepers' Union. It is

proposed to continue the office of the General
Manager, elect a president, secretary, and
treasurer, and board of directors, voting to be
by mail, giving all members a vote, whether
present at annual conventions or not. The de-

fense fund of the Union is not to be impaired.
One dollar, or whatever f.e may be deemed ad-
visable, will entitle any one to the full benefits

and privileges of membership in the united or-

ganization, instead of om dollar in each, as at

present. The benefits and advantages will be
greatly increased, and at i less co>t; and every
bee-keeper in the land, wiio owns any consider-

able number of coloniei. if it be not over a
dozen, can not afl'ord not o be a member.

The committee appointed were Tlios, G. New-
man, for chairman, and Dr. A. B. Mason, R. F.

Holtermann, and J. T. Calvert, and three others

whose names 1 do not now recall.

The practice of circulating special circulars

and dodgers, as was done at the last meeting of

the N. A. B. K. A. during its sessions, was not

very creditable to the writers of such matter,

or considerate to ihose in attendance, especially

the persons wiio happened to have the floor at

the time. If ihe pet notions and supposed
grievances of the writers of these circulars can
not be brought to the attention of bee-keepers

in any other way, it were better that they re-

main inoblivion. Such practices were condemn-
ed at the time, and always should be. We refer

to the distribution of the pamphlet entitled

"Bees," attacking Geo. VV. York and others,

by Frank Benton, and a dodger advertising a

booklet by VV. F. Clarke, defending sugar-honey
production, and attacking Ontario's foul-brood

inspector, Wm. McEvoy.

G. M. Doolittle's genial face and eloquent

words on some things of interest to bee-keepers

were a treat indeed. The address deserved a

larger hearing. His first plea was for more
brotherly love, less desire for honor and self-ag-

grandizement, more willingness to impart, for

the common good, valuable ideas gained in our
own experience. "Freely ye have received, freely

give." Along the line of honey adulteration he
believed that more work (detective work if

need be) and less talk would accomplish a great

deal more. At present, though a great deal has
been said, practically nothing has been accom-
plished to stop adulteration. Here is work which
the Union ought to take up. If a few examples
were made in convicting and punishing adulter-

ators they would be more careful.

Ontario bee-keepers are to be congratulated

for the strong and able allies they have in Hon.
John Dryden, Minister of Agriculture, and Jas.

Mills, President Ontario Agricultural College.

Their able addresses at Toronto showed their

deep interest in our chosen pursuit, and pledged

co-operation as they have given it in the past.

With such friends in high station it becomes
an easier matter to obtain government grants

to help make an organization of bee-keepers

valuable.

The paper by Allen Pringle on the mistakes

of bee-keepers and bee- papers was a most ex-

cellent one, brim full of good points. To be

sure, we could not all agree to all of the mis-

takes, but it would be strange indeed if no mis-

takes were made in treating such a theme.

There is some hope of the early publication

of ihe report of ihe St. .Joe convention if Mr.
Benton carries out his pledge to the convention

at Toronto.
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THE TORONTO CONVENTION.

HOW I CAME TO GO.

"Doctor, do you mean to say your treatment
will cure all kinds of chills, grip, hay fever,

etc., iu the short period of time that you have
cured me ?

"

'Oh, no! certainly not."
"Well, iheu, howdid you dare tell me that

you would have my overcoat and trappings off,

and have me clear of my chills, neuralgia,
toothache, etc., and say I coulu stand the north
wind, all inside of ten days ?

"

' Simply because 1 saw at once that you had
no organic trouble. Your organism is all

sound."
'• Well, then, why can"t I have a little rice or

dry bread, such as you give Ernest and your
other patients, to go with their meat? lam
all cured of the chills, and what more do 1

need? "

"Because the chills, etc., were a secondary
matter—a trifio compared to ihe real trouble
and cause. We tvant to hold you down to the
clean lean meat until you get over all tendency
toward the chronic dysentery which has been
getting a pretty fast nold on you of late. I^his

lenoeucy to constipation we are battling with
is a part of it. We want to get this straighten-
ed out so your bowels will move regularly of

themselves every day, or, at the furthest, every
other day; then we can safely let you have a lit-

tle variety with your meal."
• But, doctor, won't a sparing diet—that is,

just a little of other kinds of food, so the patient
can eat just what would be digested thorough-
ly, and no more—answer as well as, or almost
as well as, this exclusively meat diet ?

"

"Being careful not to overeat, and eating
just enough and no more, is a very important
part of the treatment; but it is not all of it by
any means. Lean meat as a diet has 4 special
value. Other people have found this out, and
it has been recognized for years. Your prize-

tighters are trained on a beef diet; so with run-
ners and the boat-rowers, the wheel-riders, and
the base- ball players. They are cut off from
tobacco, coffee, beer, and drink only pure water,
as you do. They are also kept on lean meat
until all useless weight is cut down. You see,

we are really training you to be an expert
wheel-rider. Y'ou have got your weight down
from 135 to, say, 115; and pretty soon what you
have left will be just the purest kind of

muscle."
After 1 got home that evening I was thinking

of it; and as I had been very busy during 'the

day I got out my wheel by moonlight. Let me
explain here that the doctor rather objected to

having either myself or Ernest attend the con-
vention. He said it would throw us out ol our
" training," and would interrupt the rations
and hot water, and probably be quite a little

setback to our progress; and Ernest decided
hnally that he could not stand the trip. It

seemed to me, however, that at least one of us
certainly ought to go. I sprang on my wheel,
and started off' by moonlight. The wheel seem-
ed lighter than it had ever been before. The
furiUer 1 went, the lighter and prettier it seem-
ed to run; and I soliloquized that, not only had
I a feather-weight wheel, but, without know-
ing it, 1 had oeen almost unconsciously getting
to be a feather-weight rider as well. God, in

his infinite wisdom and mercy, had been open-
ing up to me new and unexpected revelations.
The air was just cool enough to make it exhila-
rating. As 1 covered mile after mile, up hill

and down, my spirits rose—aye, and strength
too; and I resolved then and there that I would
go to the convention and show the doctor that

I could hold fast to my meat diet and hot
water, and my new strength also, at one and
the same time.
Before taking the boat in Cleveland I called

on the doctor and told him what I wished to do,
and he gave me directions; and to make sure
of getting my needed rations I carried with me
one ration ahead, to be eaten cold, if I could
not CO any better.
While sitting on the deck of the steamer en-

joying the cool north wind with the rest of the
passengers, some one remarked this was the
night of the eclipse; and. sure enough, there
was the moon shining down upon us in all her
fullness, brilliancy, and loveliness. I knew
that regular rest and sleep were as important
as almost any thing else; but I had an old boy-
ish longing to see that astronomical program
carried out. On board the boat I secured a
splendid tenderloin steak, and enough for a
good full ration too. Then I took a nap, calcu-
lating to avvake in lime to see the eclipse start.
1 hit it almost to a dot; but thinking it would
not do for me to watch it very long. I slipped
out of my stateroom barefooted. I detected the
commencement of the shadow before any of
the rest of the passengers, and became so ab-
sorbed in it that 1 stood out there barefooted in
my shirt sleeves, notwithstanding the north-
east wind (so much dreaded but a few weeks
ago), and watched until the shadow complete-
ly covered the face of the moon. Then I went
to bed satisfied—no chills, no toothache, no in-
convenience. By the way, it was wonderfully
interesting to see the host of stars, mostly in-
visible while the moon was out in full, come
out one after another until the total eclipse.
Then we had a brilliant starry night.
Notwithstanding the inroads made on my

sleep, I slept so soundly that, before sunrise, I

was up and dressed, anu enjoyed one of the most
brilliant spectacles of colored clouds, just be-
fore the sun came up. that I ever saw in this
climate or any other. Another tenderloin steak
on the boat in the morning fixed me for the
forenoon. The hot water was furnished me
free, with the utmost good nature, when I

made a little explanation. Although I offered
pay, none was taken. They said on the boat
that, if a man took a notion to drink hot water,
and nothing stronger, he ought to be encour-
aged by having it furnished free, even if he did
drink cupful after cupful.*

* By the way, there is something' wonderful in the
way the patient relishes and enjoys his hot water
after he has been three or four weeks on the meat
diet. For many years I have been much in the
habit, especially while riding' the wliecl. of drinking
soda-water, ice cream soda, and such like temper-
ance drinlis; and when the doctor told m^ these
would have to be entirely cut off. I ihoug-hV it was
going to be considerable of a pi'ivation; but now
when I saw all sorts of soda-fountains on the steam-
er, and iced drinks of every sort all around the
Falls, 1 had no longiug at ail for any of them. In
fact, aljove all tht^ delicious drinks th it art and
skill have been able to manufacture, and you may.
if you please, include all kinds of l)eer :ind intoxicat-
ing drinks, I could honestly prefer my pure hot
water to each and everyone of them. Ernest has
repeatedly said tlie same thing. Why. here is some-
thing- truly marvelous. Even the Keeley gold cure
can not compare with it. Suppose you could have a
company of people—a band of men, it you choose,
for men are most addicted to expensive and costly
drinks—suppose we had a hand ol men in our land
who actually ptrtfr pure water to any thing else
the world can furnisU; what would be the result?

Meekness, temperance; ag-ainst such there is no
law.—Gat.. 5:33.

And the bright and encouraging feature of it is,

that 1 think almost any one—no matter how de-
praved his appetite may have become—can be, by
such a course of diet as I have mapped out, led to
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Close to the depot at Niagara Falls is a tem-
perance hotel. 1 have oiUMi been told in trav-
eling, that temperance hotels never furnish as
good accommodations as the other kind. I know
this temperance hotel ai Niagara Falls is not
that way. They gave me a place to lie down
and take my nap. and then as much beef-
steak as they give four or live ordinary guests,
and charged me just the same as the rest of the
crowd—40 cents for dinner. The place is neat,
clean, and comfortable, and the managers are
courteous and obliging.
As we had but little time at the Falls, a car-

riage was hired to take our crowd— Mr. Calvert,
Constance, and Carrie. The children were
greatly afraid I would tire myself out, even
though I reminded them again and again that
I was training for a racer or a wheel-rider, and
I enjoyed the fun of running and jumping, up
stairs and down, and getting ahead of them.
You see I am light as well as strong. When we
got on the islands of the Three Sisters I remem-
bered my corns, for it was a pretty hot day, and
I was taken with a great desire to wade in the
rapids above the falls. To my surprise, how-
ever, they loudly protested, declaring I would
fall down on the slippery rocks, and get washed
over the great cataract, like ever so many
other people from time imm'-morial. by their
thoughtless folly. I was inclin(»d to resent the
imputation that the rapids could wash down a
live Root who had his wits about him—espe-

prefer and enjoy imre wato' to any other beverage
the world can afford.
No doubt much of the intemperance in intoxicat-

ing liquors as well as other iiilemperate eating and
drinking, is caused by disordered digestion. The
patient is restless and uneasy, and ci"ives this, that,
and the other; drinks sod.i-water. Hires' root-beer,
etc., in the vain linpe that it may liit his trouble
and make liiin feel bettei'. Give us a natural,
healthy digestion, and pure water, when thirsty,
and it satisfies better than any tiling else that has
been invented. Is it not so ?

From the "Yearbook of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture" for 1894 I quote the fol-

lowing:
' I have come to the conclusion that more than half the

disease whii'h embitters the middle and latter part of lite is

due to avoidable eriors in diet, * * » and that more mis-
chief in the form of actual disease, of impaired vigor, and of
shortened life accrues to civilized man * * * in England
and throughout Central Europe flom erroneous habits of eat-
ing than from the habitual use of alcoholic drink, consider-
able as I know that evil to be."—SiK Henry Thompson.

And from the same book I quote from an article
written by W. O. Atwater, Ph. D.. the following:

We consume relatively too much of the fuel ingredients of
food-those which are burned in the tiody, and yield heat and
muscular power. Such are the t.its of meat and butter the
starch which makes up the lart,'er part of the nutritive m.a-
terial of Hour, potatoes, and sugar of wnich such enormous
quantities are eaten in the Unit t a States. Conversely, we
have relativel.v too little of the iJiotein or flesh-forming stib-
stances, like the lean of meat and Hsh and the gluten of
wheat, whicli make muscle and sinew, and which are the basis
of blood, bone, and brain.

Another most Important fact stares us in the face
right here. You know smnething of the trouble I

have had in finding water I eould drink with safety
when traveling, especially alter drinking from dif-
ferent wells and springs in different localities.
Well, on this Toronto trip I drank water from
many different sources, from wells having water
strongly impregnated with different chemicals; but
the Water, tjefore being used, was first made boiling
hot, then cooled, a little at a time, in a saucer; in
this way I could drink a pint, or even more, without
any liarm wliatever. I tried this so many times I

think there can be no mistake. Boiling any water
for drinking-purposes answi rs a twofold purpose-
it effectually liills organic matter or vegetable life
in tlie water, and changes or precipitates, at least
to some extent, what chemiials there are in solu-
tion. Still further, a patient sutfeiing with sum-
mer complaint, who can ii"t drink cold water or
water at ordinary temperatures, can drink water,
as hot as the mouth can liear, as a general rule,
without any distressing symptoms.

cially the father of the Roots then present. I

heeded not their protests, but climbed down to
the water's edge, tossing my shoes and stock-
ings back at their feel to keep as mementoes if

I got washed away. The folks on shore made
such a fuss, however, I was really obliged to
wade out of the water (which, by the way,
was hardly knee-deep) and come ashore and
forego my delicious pastime; but I felt as I can
imagine a young duck does that has been hatch-
ed under a hen. and I told them I was coming
some other time when they were not along, so I

could have the fun of wading in Niagara Falls
rapids to my heart's content.

John and I paid half a dollar for a water-
proof suit to go down under the falls; but the
girls thought they wotild stay on top. I did
not feel satisfied to go out under the falls as far
as the walk and railing extended. The guide
said I could climb out on the rocks a little

further if I wanted to. They guaranteed their
water-proof clothing to keep us perfectly dry,
so I walked out to the place where I could get
right under a part of the fall. The wind sway-
ed the broken-up spray one way and the other,
so occasionally it would come all over me like a
deluge. Once in a while the torrent was so
great as to make me gasp for breath; but
through it all there was a most delicious sensa-
tion (for it was a rather hot day) that for a
time seemed strangely familiar. Finally 1 re-

called that wheel-ride in the dark, when I pass-
ed through a foggy swamp where the air was
so laden with vapor that it gave a delicious
sensation likedrinking water in filling the lungs
with the damp water-laden air. Now, I have
never heard this mentioned before; but I believe
it is not only delicious but wholesome, during
hot dusty weather, to wash out the lungs by
breathing air so heavily laden with watery
spray as to make you pant a little at times for

breath. After I had enjoyed this until Mr.
Calvert reminded me we would have to hurry
back to the carriage, which was hired for only
a limited time, I decided I could not go back
without getting a better chance to kneel at the
very foot of the great cataract. I saw a place
where I could climb down through the rocks,
and get clear into that boiling, hissing foam of
mighty roaring waters. One little spot there
seemed to be, right at the very foot of it all,

where I could sit down and let the surging bil-

lows rush and roar up to my very feet. I got
almost down there—in fact, one minute more
and I should have been in the coveted retreat.

Just as I was ready to slide down, however,
there was a change in the program, and great
waves of snowy, misty spray covered the spot
entirely, and rolled up to my very feet. I am
sure there would have been no danger of being
washed into the boiling caldron: but the girls

would certainly have had more cause for alarm
had they been around just then. Now, why
don't they have some iron rods for inquisitive
Yankees to hang on to? or why don't they pro-
vide even a loo'^e robe, so that people may
safely dip into these delicious and entrancing
waters, if they choose to? Why, to me the
greatest charm of Niagara is to get right into

the foam and suds, and be really a part of it.

T hate to find fault; hut there is quite a little

bit of humbug about the wav the ticket-vend-
ers advertise these places. The "' light water-
proof clothing" they tell about is a pretty
good load for a rna?i to carry, let alone advis-
ing women to go down there. And the " intel-

ligent guide" who takes yon around, and "ex-
plains" cueri/ thing, is a stupid, dirty fellow,
smoking a pipe. He never volunteers a word
unless you ask him a question; and then he
seems to begrudge the time it takes to keep the
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pipe out of his mouth while he answers in mon-
osyllables. (This. too. on the Canada side.)

The great project of making Niagara Falls a
water-power to move the wheels of the world
is already in operation. Away up above the
rapids, where I disturbed the children by wad-
ing in, a shaft has been sunk, hundreds of feet
deep, so as to take the water from the highest
point in Niagara River. A tunnel that has its

opening near Suspension Bridge runs back into
the rock about a mile, connecting with this shaft,
utilizing the force of this water from its highest
point, and letting it out at its very lowest point.
This tremendous power is utilized by means of
the latest and most improved turbine water-
wheels: and these wheels move dynamos, and
the great volume of electricity thus produced
is carried by wire cables miles and miles, fur-
nishing power wherever needed, and in quanti-
ty almost unlimited; and one of the beautiful
things that this electric current is just now
doing is propelling the cars of an electric rail-
way down the gorge from the suspension
bridge, through Whirlpool Rapids, Devil s

Hole, and ever so many other points of interest,
clear to Lewiston, on Lake Ontario. Although
our tickets from Cleveland to Toronto covered
this part of the trip, we cheerfully paid the
small sum of 2.5 cents to ride down in the new
street-cars on the Gorge Railway. Let me
briefly explain: Lake Superior is considerably
higher than Lake Huron, into which it emp-
ties; Lake Huron, in turn, is higher than Lake
Erie, just below, and Lake Erie is several
hundred feet higher than Lake Ontario, the
fall in one place between the two lakes being
160 feet sheer perpendicular, constituting what
is known as Niagara Falls.

We took this gorge railway and descended by
the electric elevator 230 feet down the cliff.

But even when we had reached the bottom we
found Niagara River just roaring and raring
as it pitches headlong still further down into
this rocky gorge with the clifl's more than 200
feet high on each side. It goes down hill in
this headlong way for all of a mile, and this
makes the wonderful gorge. The new railway,
just completed, is cut in the side of the.rock at
times almost down to the water's edge. Mr.
Calvert asked one of the managers how long
that project had been in operation. The reply
gave me a quick start of pain. He said:

" We made our first trip just two weeks ago
last Sunday.'"

1 nave not the full particulars; but as soon
as he spoke I remembered hearing of a terrible
accident, resulting in the loss of life, about the
time they opened this new railway. God has
given us this wonderful new force, electricity.
He has given us the new means of rapid travel
by these beautiful and unique electric railways.
Is it really true that the United States of
America is getting into a fashion of celebrating
each new gift from the great God above by
trampling upon and desecrating his holy Sab-
bath ? They start new street-railways on
Sunday; and when our American boys and
girls want to demonstrate what maybe done
with this other new gift right from the great
Father above, the modern wheel, they pick out
God's holy day on which to demonstrate that
they can ride a hundnnl miles between sunrise
and sunset. This country professes to be a
Christian nation; yet right over the line, in the
city of Toronto, a great city of about 200,000 in-
habitants, not an electric car or any other kind
of street-car moves a wheel on Sunday. I asked
some of the people how they managed to go to
church without the aid of street-cars. You
know folks in the large cities here in the
States claim that th{; cars are an absolute

necessity for the people to go to church. Well,
one of the Toronto friends replied something
as follows:
"Mr. Root, if vou will consent to remain over

Sunday with us I think I can show you that a
greater proportion of the people of Toronto at-
tend church regularly than in almost any other
city you can find of its size in the world."

\Vhlle in Buffalo I unexpectedly ran across
our big good-natured friend Dr. Mason; and he
was, as he always has het^n. a great part of the
life of our convention. J. B. Hall, of Wood-
stock. Ontario, kept up his reputation, not only
as a successful thorough-going bee-keeper, but
he has not forgotten his comicalities and dry
jokes. He said that, the next time I wanted a
milder climate than that of Ohio to spend the
winter in, I should come up and live in Canada.
He said they would send me back with plump
and rosy cheeks, something after the fashion of
my son-in-law. Mr. Calvert, and the rest of
them who were brought up in Canada.* Father
Langstroth, with his accomplished daughter,
Mrs. Cowan, was present. I believe, during all

the sessions. T. G. Newman; W. F. Clarkn; R.
H. McKnight: Hutchinson, of the Review:
York, of the American Bee Journal; Holter-
mann. of the Canadian Bee Journal, and Frank
Benton, from Washington, were all present; and
the greater part of our deliberations were char-
acterized by brotherly feeling and brotherly
bearing. Once or twice, when I was not pres-
ent, somebody said there was a little jangle.
Matters that did not seem to settle themselves
quickly were very soon referred to a committee,
so that comparatively little time was wastid in
unimportant matters. Father Langstroth gave
us a history of the difficulties attending the
landing of the first Italian bees on American
shores, about the year 18.59. Mr. Parsons, the
celebrated florist and rose-grower, made about
the first successful shipment. But he was no
bee-keeper; and after he got his bees here safe
and sound he was so very careful and kind (?)

to them that hefirst put them into a greenhouse.
After the greater part of them had buzzed their
lives out by bumping against the glass he put
them outdoors in an antiquated bee-shed; but
somebody told him they would surely go ofl" and
get lost unless he shut them in. So he covered
the beeshed with mosquito-netting. And this

was a time when cherry-trees, apples, and pears
were all in full bloom, and the common black
bees just reveling in the blossoms. The poor
Italians were kept inside by the cruel netting.
After the six colonies were almost used up he
sent for his old friend L. L. Langstroth to come
and try his hand at saving them. They had
been feeding them honey inside of the netting.
The poor bees were daubed up. discouraged,
and many of them dead; and, after doing his
very best, friend Langstroth saved just a single
queen. Somebody from California wanted the
Italians so bad that he actually offered .?.500 in

gold for the single stirviving queen; but Parsons

* In his talk about wintering bees in the cellar
(for I believe cellar wintering seems to be best dur-
ing the long severe Canadian winters) he spoke of
the contented iiinn tliat slioukl tell the bee-keeper
when every tiling is just right; and even when he
was talking—at least so it seemed to me—a clieerful,
gentle hum liegan to diffuse itself througliout the
whole large room in which the convention was lield.

I thought at first it must be an accident; then I stared
at our friend, and wondered if it were possilile that
he was a ventriloquist as well as humorist. There
was no mistake aljout It. The well-known buzz that
seemed to be here, tliere, and everywliere, instead
of emanating from any particular point, must liave
been the result of a ventriloquial effort on the part
of our comical and irresistibly quaint veteran, J. B.
Hall.
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would not let her go. TLon there was a craze
for more importations, and others finally suc-
ceeded. It was not very long after this time
that I got the bee-fevor, or the Italian-bee fe-

ver, as you may remember from the introduc-
tory pages of the ABC book, and 1 paid !?20.00

for my tirst Italian queen, and it was a good in-

vestment.
T. G. Newman presented the matter of the

Bee-keepers' Union. I will explain to our read-
ers who are not familiar with this organization,
that a certain number of bee-keepers through-
out the United States and Canada club together
and pay fl.OO a year for the purpose of keeping
a reserve fund lor employing legal talent when
any individual or town, or any locality, takes it

into its head that bee-keepers have not the
right to live and do business. Of late years
the Union has succeeded in settling most cases
of litigation by simply showing its record in the
past, and letting the world know that it has a
reserve fund that may be used to employ the
best legal talent to defend our rights. Of
course, this money is expended only for the
protection of its members.
For years back, most readers of the bee- jour-

nals have enjoyed the writings and the instruc-
tion given us regularly by our good friend Doo-
little. In fact, his is almost a household name
in every family where a bee-journal is taken;
but I never knew until now that friend Doolittle
was an orator as well as a writer. And I want
to whisper to the friends in his vicinity, that,
in case the minister should be absent on a vaca-
tion or otherwise, friend Doolittle is abundant-
ly able to give them an excellent sermon, fit for
Sunday or any other day. I want to repeat just
one little story he gave us, because it contains
an excellent moral:
When Henry Clay got to be something of a

public man. on a certain time it became very
desirable that he should have the friendly ser-
vices of one who had in days gone by been an
old schoolmate. This friend, however, had been
put out by something not according to his ideas
of justice and right. He flatly refused to give
Mr. Clay any aid or encouragement. The great
orator plead his case nobly. He reminded his
friend of their boyhood days—of the time when
they had been almost inseparable, winter
and summer, as they studied and played to-
gether. Said he, "James, do you remember
that old flint-lock musket our fathers used to
let us have to hunt with?" James nodded.
"Do you remember how many times it brought
down the game, and did wonders for such an-
cient artillery?"
His friend's face softened a little at the mem-

ory of bygone days, and he nodded again.
"Well, this old flint-lock musket failed us

once or twice." lT^tt '_
~

S^l.--^ "• ^. • ' '

By this time James had reiented enough to
supply an incident or two in the narrative.
"Yes," said he, " I do remember one critical
moment when I stood face to face with a bear;
and, although it had not failed me once for a
very long time, the obstinate thing at just this
critical point, when it was almost a matter of
life or d eath, refused to go off.''r

D"Well, James, did yo;i throw the musket
away and declare you \\ luld never have any
thing more to do with it'.' " S i"

D" Why, no, I remembered how faithful it had
been previously: and as there was not really
any thing very much bett-ito choose from away
back in those days, I picked the flint' and
tried it again."

"James, you have just -aid you would never
forgive me for that one foolish act away back
years ago. You surely di' not mean to say that
you are going to throw me over, and treat me

with less consideration than you would an old
flint-lock musket, do you?"
James threw his arms around his old com-

rade's neck, and in his turn begged forgiveness
for being so stubborn and obstinate, and they
were friends ever afterward. Dear brother bee-
keeper, does this story come home to you? Is
tliere one in our ranks who has done some fool-
ish thing? and have you been more foolish
still in declaring in your heart, even if you
have not said it in words, "No, I will never for-

give him nor forget the injury "?

Praise je tlie Lord; for it is good to sing praises unto our
God.,—PSAL3I U7 : 1.

One strong inducement to go to Toronto was
an exceedingly kind letter from Grainger
Brothers, florists and market-gardeners, out in

the suburbs of Toronto. It rained the evening
we came into the city : therefore next morning
at daylight it was a splendid time to look over
flowers, fruits, and vegetables. As soon as I

could manage to get my rations of beefsteak at
the hotel I was off on the beautiful new street-

cars that go everywhere in Toronto. How
customs do vary in difl:'ei'ent cities! In Toronto
you do not put your fare in a stationary box,
neither do you hand any money to a conductor.
The conductors are all prepared to give you six

tickets for 25 cts. Each ticket will take you
anywhere in the city. Just say where you
want to go, and the needful transfers will be
cheerfully furnished. The conductor never
takes your ticket, however. He simply pre-
sents you with a machine looking something
like a coffee-pot, and you are expected lo drop
your ticket down into the glass nozzle. If you
haven't any ticket, of course he sells you one or
more. At the close of his day's work I suppose
he hands over the unsold tickets and the mon-
ey, and they should just tally. The coffee-pot
is also handed in. and the tickets counted.
When I looked inquiringly at said coffee-pot,
the young man who carried it explained it very
cheerfully. You see, they are accustomed to

receiving visitors.

Friend Grainger was away, out in the gar-
dens, among the wet grass and dahlias, and
other flowers decked with dewdrops. His
obliging and efficient assistant very courteously
took me over to the place, and showed me the
sights on the way. Grainger Brothers have
several ranges of greenhouses that made me
think I was in Pleasant Hill, Mo.; but they
were not quite as extensive. Off through a
pasture-lot we went, and climbed over the
fence. Here was an apple-orchard with the
trees bending with the most beautiful fruit,

perhaps, I ever saw; and underneath the
apple-trees, occupying almost every foot of
ground, were great gorgeous dahlias—some of
them as big as saucers (or a little smaller).
This, you see, is gardening again under the
shade of the trees, such as I described in Flori-
da. On every hand I saw something that came
from the Home of the Honey-bees. They put
the Ignotum tom.ato at the head of all others,
with the exception that it rots rather more
than some others—the Atlantic Prize, for in-

stance. These beautiful dahlias are shipped
away down to the States, and among their
customers are the seedsmen Dreer, Pitcher &
Manda, and others familiar to greenhouse-men.
But, didn't we talk tomatoes, sweet corn, spin-
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acb, and every thing that grows in the garden!
Just now, however, garden-stufif is very low in
and around Toronto. Nice pototoes are retail-
ing at 2.5 els. a bushel; tomatoes about the
same. Green corn has been hawked about the
streets for 4 cts. per dozen; string beans. lO cts.

a pecii; cucumber pickl^^s, 15 cts. per 100. The
recent rains, you see. have sent every thing
forward all at once. P'riend Grainger admitted
it hardly paid for picking: but somehow it

seemed easier for the men and horses to go
through the motions than to stand still and
give up. Besides, if they give their patrons
great bargains just now when every thing is so
plentiful, they will hold the trade, and may
expect said patrons to turn around and give
them a lift when prices are higher again.

The Graingers have a way of fixing their
hot-water pipes that may not be new, but it

was new to me. They use four inch pipes with
bell-shaped coupling, and the .joints are made
with Portland cement and water—nothing else.

They told me, however, that, to get the best
results, put the pipe together, put in your
cement, set every thing as you want it, leaving
a little opening on the upper side of each
joint. After the cement sets hard, and you are
ready to put in the water, then cement up these
openings, or vent-holfs, the very last thing.
When put up in this way he says he has never
had a leak. The hot water never disturbs the
Portland-cement joints.

After we had looked around the home garden
and admired the great masses of bloom, we
took the horse and buggy and went further
into the suburbs. Most of the soil round about
Toronto is just the thing for market-gardening
—a sandy loam—and a great deal of it quite
rolling. The rolling land is just right for fruit.

In one twenty-acre lot we saw apple-trees with
the limbs just breaking down with the most
beautiful, smooth, clt-an, handsome fruit. Be-
tween the trees was a rank, thrifty crop of
sweet corn: and between the rows of sweet
corn were great quantities of Hubbard squashes
—three crops on the same ground. But 1 sup-
pose the secret of it was the great qnanliti(^s of
manure drawn from the big city. This twenty-
acre piece contained a great variety of crops of
all kinds; but the owner had not yet learned
the importance of having the stuff in long rows.
He had square beds of one thing and then
square beds of something else.

Oh! I must not forget to mention the beauti-
ful Prizetaker onions. Some of them looked
like little cabbage-heads. They were piled up
in front of the groceries all over Toronto.
Friend Grainger tells me they are transplanted
onions, and are now produced all over Canada.
He said he believed he started the thing tir.-t,

and he got it from the Home of the Honey-bees.

Before getting around to the bee-keepers'
convention I was treated to a glimpse of the
trial grounds of Steele Brothers, of Toronto.
There we saw all of the late and much-talked-
of tomatoes, each one trained on a handsome
wooden trellis, all in full bearing, the first of
the tomatoes getting dead ripe, and not a
tomato yet picked. As I told you, the Ignotum
holds its own in Canada about as well as any
other, only that it rots more in dry seasons
than some others. Livingston's Buckeye State
may. perhaps, be preferred by some; hut the
Fordhook Early, from Atlee Burpee. I think
showed the best for an extra-early tomato. Oh
what a beautiful place that was to test gar-
dening! The only trouble—if it could be called
a trouble—was, that the ground was so rich
that almost every new vegetable showed to ad-
vantage. Why, their trial crop of cabbages
was the finest cabbage-field I ever saw In my

life anywhere. I should hate to be obliged to
load some single beads, leaves and all, into the
market-garden wagon. But then, you see I

am on beefsieak diet just now, ana that may
have a bearing on the case.
On our way home my companion asked me

how much I remembered of him. I replied
that we had corresponded more oj' less for
many years about greenhouses and mushrooms,
transplanting onions, etc. "'But." said he, "I
don't believe you know even now just who it is

who is riding by your side. Do you remember
that, years ago. a boy wrote you to the effect
thai" iie was working foi' a man who was a con-
firmed skeptic; and, noiwiihstanding what
Gleanings >aid, it seemed to him, this boy,
that Christians were not as honest and upright
in deal as people who make no profession, or
skeptics, if you choose."

I did recollect some such letter away back in
the past. He went on:
"Just about the time my parents were la-

menting that I was straying away from the
faith, I got hold of a single number of Glean-
ings, and it gave me a glimpse of the real worth
and value of true religion as a force or motive
power in the business world I had never got
hold of before. To be brief. I dropped my un-
believing employer, and, through the influ-

ence of the Home Papers. I chose Jesus Christ,
and commenced the Christian life. Along with
my Christian sentiments I took to gardening
and greenhouses. You have seen the outcome,
or. at least, some of it. At lirst my wife did not
take much interest in Gleanings, thinking it

was ganiening, bees, and such things, out of a
woman's line. One evening, however, I picked
out an old number and asked her to read a little

of A. I. Root's talks. She asked for the next
and the next, and I could hardly get her to go to
bed that night: and in a very short time she
had read the Home Papers up to date: and now
you know why I was urgent in my invitation to
have you make one of our little household. In
the evening I was pretty tired and asked to go
to bed early.
Oh! I almost forgot to tell you there is a

baby in that household. Of all the beautiful
flowers that the greenhouse and all outdoors
combined can show, there is none brighter or
prettier or sweeter than that baby; yes, and I

might include as well another one that is a little

too old to be called " the baby " just now.;
After bidding them all good-night, baby in-

cluded, I went up to my room. I wonder if any
body else knows what dainty, pretty, tasty
sleeping-rooms there are in "our neighbors'

"

homes all over our land. In fact, /should not
know it, if I did not get around among my
neighbors now and then. On the dainty little

stand with its pretty spread I foun3 the latest
thing in the way of a handy Bible. Tired as I

was, I selected one or two of my favorite pass-
ages. By the way, for weeks back every now
and then there has been welling up from my
heart the words.

Praise God, from whom all blessings flow;

and as the sweet strains of music came up from
the room below, I joined my prayer with their
praise. Friend Grainger loves music as well as
flowers, fruits, and vegetables. He is a leader,

or something of that sort, of their Sunday-
school choir. The yonng people of the neigh-
borhood had gathered in with violins and vio-

loncello; the sweet voices accompanied the
piano in practicing for the next Sunday morn-
inff service, for this was the regular night. I

laid my tired frame in the soft sweet bed. and,
with the blinds thrown wide open, until the
pure fresh air came right across my face, I lost

consciousness with praises to God upon my lips.
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The greenhouses and the flowers, and that little

home, rejoiced ray heart; but, oh! a thousand
times more did I rejoice to see young boys and
girls growing in wisdom's ways, and stepping
heavenward — yes, the childish voices to be
heard above the music, practicing hymns of
praise, were to me the sweetest music ear ever
heard.
After dinner, while standing on the hotel

steps of the Palmer Hou.*p. a man approached
me and introduced himself as James Storer. of
Lindsey. Ontario, a locomotive engineer. He
said he had begged leave of absence for just a
few hours in order that he might meet A. I.

Root, and he came pretty near not finding him.
It was not bees he wanted to talk about,
although he had been a be.- keeper years before.
Through the bees he got hold of Gt-eanings;
and through Gleanings, nearly fifteen years
ago, he was induced to give up the use of tobac-
co. Before he dropped it, however, one of his

four boys had acquired the habit. That boy
uses it still. The three other boys do not, and
could not be hired to. Said friend Storer. "Mr.
Root, if you were to give me $500 in gold to-day,
and furnish me, free of charge, the best tobacco
that the world can produce, all the days of my
life, I would not think of touching it; and I

came here to thank you in behalf of my boys,
in behalf of my wife, and in behalf of all my
children—in behalf of Christ Jesus, our com-
mon Savior, for the good you did in winning
me from that bad habit. Your Tobacco Column
presented it in a way that I could not take
offense. You reminded me of ray boys, who
would surely follow their father's exaraple: and
I said that, God helping me, I would not be a
slave any longer. To-day I am a free man, and
am rejoicing in better health; I am rejoicing
in cleaner habits; I am rejoicing in a clear con-
science. Keep up the Tobacco Column, and
never let it drop, or be crowded out." Of
course, the above are not his exact words, but
I think they are not very far from them.

growing more. It has not attempted to blos-
som so far this season. I am much pleased
with the way it grows; and as soon as I test its

fruiting here I will plant largely if satisfactory.
Unionville, Mo., Sept. 2. E. F. Quigley.

ALFALFA IN NEW YORK.
On the steamer on Lake Ontario I formed the

acquaintance of E. A. Stratton, of Horseheads,
N. Y. He told me he was a market-gardener.
In May, a man to whom he had rented one acre
went back on his contract, and the ground lay
idle. He plowed it up and sowed half a bushel
of alfalfa seed. By the middle of August it

was two feet high, and lie cut it and got a tre-
mendous crop of feed. It was about a third in
bloom when cut. The day he left home, Sept.
5. it had grown to a foot in height since cutting.
Of course, this stand will winter safely—at
least, I should suppose it would; and if this
can be done in Chemung Co., N. Y., why can't
it be done in other places .' Friend S. said they
were having a heavy yiela of buckwheat hon-
ey. He had already secured .50 lbs. to the colo-
ny, of comb honey, and it was selling readily at
lOcts. per lb.

THE 6AULT I.A8PBEKRY.

Mr. Root:—In response to your request of
Aug. 1, I will say that I iiave good prospects of
getting 50 plants from tlie single (rank rasp-
berry sent me this sprin^r There are now over
40 canes ready to layer, and they are are still

The Gault raspberry has, from the one plant
I got of you. given 30 nice plants, now growing.
They are all the way from blossom-buds to ripe
berries, loaded. I laid down the canes and cov-
ered three and four places with dirt like this;

—o o—o- o and I raised good plants, by what
you may call "layering." The consequence
was, the layering plants threw out a shoot
near, or about the surface of the ground, and
these shoots gave what is called the early or
first crop; then afterward they threw out good
strong shoots from beneath the ground. By
this time you can hardly tell which were the
tip or layer plants. "John Slaubaugh.
Eglon. W. Va., Aug. 30.

ENEMIES OF THE CLOVER.
Mr. fJoot."—Perhaps I can give you the in-

formation desired by C. C. Welsh, of Fostoria,
O., concerning the clover midge. The clover
midge is a minute fly, or midge, which destroys
the corolla of the red c]over,TrifoHumpra-
tense. the larvae of the midee eating out the
heads until they have a blasted look, destroy-
ing the organs of reproduction, and sometimes
causing whole fields to be barren. The heads
as they ripen sometimes appear as though they
had been sheared, or the corolla plucked out.
The above is enough to make any one entirely
familiar with the work of the midge, which,
when full grown, is not ^ inch in length.
Now concerning the worm mentif^ned by Mr.

Welsh. It is undoubtedly the Phytonomus
pu7ictatus. an iu'^ect that attacks young clover-
fields in this State in immense numbers, and,
were it not for the fact that the insect itself is

attacked by a fungus here, it would in a very
short time exterminate the trifoliate family
from our State, as, early in the spring, the sod
seems packed with them. The symptoms of

attack by the fungus will be known by seeing
the worms suspended from grass-blades, where
they soon die and dry up. This syraptom should
cause joy wherever seen, as it is a sign of no
further damage.
Buckwheat honev is rushing at present.

Baptisttown, N. J., Aug. 26. W. W. Case.

BUCKWHEAT FOR PIGS.

Mr. Root;—Can you give me the results of
feeding hogs on buckwheat? Is there any trou-
ble in pasturing hogs on fields of it? I have an
idea that we can raise pork cheaper on buck-
wheat than on any thing else, if it is healthful.
The only fear I have is that it may give hogs
a cough. I have some fine lots that I will turn
my hogs into soon, if I learn nothing unfavora-
ble. Last fall I had a small lot, and let my
pigs go in it. The results were wonderful, al-

though the animals coughed a good deal, but no
further trouble. I hope to hear from you with
any information you can give, so I will give the
results of this season as soon as over. I count-
ed 290 grains of buckwheat on one stalk, and
still fresh blooms coming. Of course, it was a
select stalk, but only an average of the best.

Goldston, N. C, Aug. 16. J. M. Stinson.

You have got us here rather out of our beat.
I do not know that I ever before heard of buck-
wheat for pigs, but doubtless our readers can
give you points in the matter. I can hardly be-
lieve that the buckwheat, as they ate it in the
fields, had any thing to do with the cough. If
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it should transpire that buckwheat is a cheap
pork-producing plant, it would be another thing
in its favor. Years ago I wrote about keeping
poultry without any care or attention by sow-
ing buckwheat for them, say every week during
the season. It was because our hens did so well
when we had a field of buckwheat close to the
poultry-houses, and because some of the biddies
went but into the Held, stole nests, hatched
great broods of chickens, and reared them, not
only without any care and attention, but with-
out any knowledge on the part of the owner,
until the mother paraded a great brood, old
enough to be past the danger-line. Another
thing that pleases me is to know that buck-
wheat is a success as far south as North Caroli-
na. I thought it was rather a cold-weather
plant.

ABONDANCE PLUMS.
Mr. Root:—Your mention of Abondance

plums, page 607, will no doubt cause many of
your readers to plant them, which is all rieht;
but I wish to add a word of caution. Many of
the Japanese plums bloom too early, and get
frosted. Then mauy nursery men bud them on
peach-stocks, which is a mistake that the
planter will have to bear. All plums should be
budded on plum-stocks. The following are the
best of the Japan plums: Abondance, Bur-
bank, Red June, Chabot, Orient, and possibly a
few more. They are a beautiful tree, and fruit
brings a good price in the market. In planting
for market I chose Abundance and Burbank,
and will add Red June and Orient at my next
planting. I will favor the readers of Glean-
ings with my success with these plums in
North Missouri as soon as they commence
bearing. Being interested in horticulture, I

should like to know bow your Rocky Mountain
cherries have fruited.

FKEKMAN POTATOES.
I planted a barrel of Freeman potatoes, and

am well pleased with both the yield and quali-
ty, though they are not quite so early as expect-
ed. I followed the Terry plan of plantiug and
cultivating. E. F. Quigley.
Unionville, Mo., Aug. fi.

The trouble here, friend Q., with the Abon-
dance plum, is as you mention— they are very
apt to be cut off by late frosts. A ueighbor of
ours has an orchard of toward lUO trees, and
last spring they were loaded with green plums;
but the frost took every one of them. The
frost also took every one of our Rocky Moun-
tain cherries; but our experiment station secur-
ed some fruit, and they tell me they are more
like an enlarged wild cherry or choke-cherry
than the tame cherries that grow on our trees.
I fear that the nurserymen have overstated in
regard to the quality of the fruit.

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

A subscriber sends us a part of a periodical
that calls itself the United States Health Re-
ports. On this clipping there is a big boom of
the California cold process of preserving cold
fruits, signed by Mrs. M. A. Curter, Englewood,
111. She tells how a poor woman can make one
or two hundred dollars around home in a few
days by selling the secret for a dollar. Any-
body who wants to sell you a secret or a recipe
for doing any thing for a dollar or any other
sum, had better be turned out of doors to start
with; do not parley or argue. Get him clear
off your premises as sonn as possible, for all such
things are humbugs and swindles. This poor
woman says she will s. lid samples of the fruit.

with full directions, for 18 two-cent stamps. I

do not know whether she sends any thing for the
stamps when she gets them, or not; but the
thing is an old humbug and an old swindle. On
the other side of the paper we read :

•"Indorsement of the United States Health
Reports, July 19, 1S95."

Then they go on to tell that the United States
has indorsed the Perfection Manufacturing
Co.'s dish-washer. The washer may be a very
good thing—we don't know; but the puff of the
thing is an out-and-out swindle. It is a little

significant, but not at all strange, that, on the
same little clipping, we find a denunciation of
preachers in general. One would think this
United States Health Report had a special dis-

like or dread of the very word "preacher," and
well they may have. We have looked in our
commercial reports for the standing of the Per-
fection Manufacturing Co., Englewood, 111., but
the quotation is blank, blank. Look out for all

such advertisements.

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
Anyoftkese books on which postage is not given will be

torwaidecl by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
In buying boolcs, as every thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if we make a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that the bookseller could read all the books he
offers, as he has them for sale, it were hardly to be expected
lie would be the one to mention all the faults, as well as good
things about a book. I vei-y much desire that those who favor
me with their patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
tore 1 .im going to try to prevent it by mentioning ail the
faults, so far as I can. that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that I approve I have
marked with a •

; those I especially approve, •*
; those that

are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines,t;
foreign, §. The bee-books are all good.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by

freight or express, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can judge of the size of
the books very well by the amount required for postage
on each.

8
I
Bible, good print, neatly bound 20

10
I
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30

30
I
Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 75

This is a large book of 425 pages and 175 illustrations, and
would usually be called a S2.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 25c more.

6
I
First Steps for Little Feet. By the author of

the Story of the Bible. Abetter book for young children can
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully Illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 35
3

I

John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by
Kev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10

1
I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos.1,2, 3, and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 05
2

I
Same, board covers 30

5
I
Same, words and music, small type, board

covers .

.

45
10

I
Same, words and music, board covers 75

3
I

New Testament in pretty flexible covers. .

.

05
5

i
New Testament, new version, paper covers. 10

5
I
Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10

4 Stepping Heavenward** 18
16

I
Story of the Bible** 1 00

A large "book of 700 pages, and 274 Illustrations. Will be read
by almost every chila.

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. .

.

35
Same in cloth binding 50
" The Life of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 25
Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*.. 05
Tobacco Manual** 45

This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around
where the boys get hold of it, and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY TOR BEE-KEEPERS.
Postage [Price without postage.
16 A B Cof Bee Culture. Cloth 110
5 A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller. . . 45

Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50
Amatour Bee-kfeper, by J. W. Rouse 23

14
j
Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,

England. Vol. I.§ 3 36
31

I

Same, Vol. II.§ r 3 79
or, $5.25 for the two, postpaid.

10
I
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 90
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10
I
Cook's New Manual. Ciuili 115

5 I Doolittle oo Queen-Rearing 95
2

I
Dzierzon Tlieory 10

3
I

Foul lirood; Its Natural History and Ra-
tional Treaimeut 23

1
I
Honey as Food and Medicine 05

15
I
Lang-strut h Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son.

.

1 25
10

i

Quinby's New Bee-Keejiing- 1 40

I

Thirty Years Among' the Bees, by H. Alley 50
4

I

Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon 46

I

Handling- Bees, by Langstroth. Revised
by Dadant 08

1 Bee-keeping- for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker 25
5

I
The Honey Bee, by Tlios. William Cowan.

.

95

I

British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thus.
William Cowan, Englaiidg 40

3
I
Merrybanks and His Neigrhbor, by A.I. Root 15

4
i
Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce 46

M1SCELLANEOU.S HAND-BOOKS.
5

I
A n Egg- Fh rm. Stoddard** 45

I Amateur Pliotourapher's Hand-book**. ... 70
5

I
A B C of Carp Culture, bv Geo. Finley 35

5
i
A B C of Strawberry Culture**By T. B. Terry 85

Probably the leading book of the world on strawberries.

I

Barn Plans and Out-Buildmgs* 160
I
Canary Birds. Paper, 50

2
I
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 25

The first really full and comiiltte book on celery culture, at
a moderate price, that we have had. It is full of pictures,
and the whole thin^ is made so plain that a schoolboy ought
to be able to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-
tance except from the book.

8
I

Domestic Economy, by I. H. Mayer, M. D.** 60
This book ought to save at least the money it costs, each

year, in every household. It was written by a doctor, and one
who has made the matter of domestic economy a life-study.
The regular price of the book is $1.00; but by taking a large
lot of them we are enabled to make the price only 60 cts.

Draining for Profit and Health, Warring.. 1 50
10 Fuller's Grape Culturist ** 140

Farming For Boys* 75
This is one of Josepli Harris' happiest productions, and it

seems to me that it ought to make farm-lire fascinating to any
boy who has any sort of taste for gardening.

7 I Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing** 90
This is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is the

only book on gardening that I am aware of that tells how
market^gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest their
own seeds. It has leepages

12
I

Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85
While Gardening for Profit "is written with a view of mak-

ing gardening pat, it touches a good deal on the pleasure part

;

and "Gardening for Pleasure " takes up this matter of beauti
tying your homes and improving your grounds without the
special point in view of making money out of it. I think most
of you will need this if you get " Gardening for Profit." This
work has iOi pages and 203 illustrations.

13
I
Gardening for Profit 1 85

The latest revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work
Nothing that has ever before been put in print has done so
much toward making market-gardening a science and a fasci
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, withoul
question, although we have manv other books on these rural
employments. If you can get Init one book, let it be tlie
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I
Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** ... 1 25

This is Joseph Harris' best and hai)piest effort. Although it

goes over the same ground occupied by Peter Henderson, it

particularly emiihasizes thorouiih cultivation of the soil in
preparing your ground; and this matter of ad.ipting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happv
vein. If jour children have any sort of fancy foi gardeningft
will pay you to make thein a present of this "book. It has 1?7
pages and 46 engravings.

10 I Garden and Farm Topics. Henderson** 75

I
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany. .. 1 80

5
i
Gregory on Cabbages; jKiper* 25

5 Gregory on Squashes: paper* 25
6 1 Gregory on Onions; papei-* . 25
The aliove three books, by o.ir fiiend Gregory, aie all val-

uable. The book on squashes especially is good reading foi«
almost anybody, whether they raise squashes or not. It strike'
at the vei-y foundation of" success in almost any kind oi
business.

10
I
Greenhouse Construction** 1 40

This book, by Prof. Taft. is ju«t out. and is as full and com-
plete in regard to the building o:
next book in regard to their ii

builds even a small structure f"
will save the value of the book b\

.all glass stmctures as is the
lanagement. .\ny one who
1- plant-growing under glass
reading it -carefully.

en Pay.** 135
.'k, just out,and itgives the
i>r gardening under glass of
o are interested in hot-beds,

15
I
How to Make the Gar

By T. Greiner. This is a new b
most explicit and full directions
any book in the world Those a\

cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, h •t-houses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of phnits, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

I
Handbook for Lumber: u en 10

10
I
Household Convenience- .. 140

2
I
How to Propagate and G row Fruit, Green* 15

2
I
Injurious Insects, Cook 25

10
I
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-

chard, Stewai-i* 1 4D
This book, so far as I am informed, is almost the only work

on this matter that is attracting; so much interest, especially
recently. Using water from springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rain, duiing our great droughts, is the great
problem before us at the present day. The^ book has 274 pages
and U2 cuts.

5
I

Manures; How to M.-ike and How to L"se
them ; in paper covers 45

6
I

The same in cloth coveKe 65
Covering the whole matter, and discussing every thing to be

found on the fanii, refuse from factories, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. W. Sempers.
7

I
Market-gardening and Farm Notes, by

Burnett Landreth 90
The Landreths are the pioneer seedsmen of America; and

the book is worth fully as much as we might expect it to be. I
think 1 received hints from it worth the price, before it had
been in my hands fifteen minutes. It is exceedingly practical,
and tells wliat has been done and what is being done, more
than it discourses on theory.

3
I

Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bu-sh** 35
By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at

my request. As the author has, perhaps, one of the finest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as beinir an enthusi-
astic lover of all farm industries, he is better tltted. perhaps, to
handle the subject tha an other man. The book is written
in Prof. Cook's happy styl combining wholesome moral les-
sons with the latest "and best method of managing to get the
finest syrup and maple sugar, with the least possible expendi-
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo-
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and 35 cuts.

I
Our Farming, by T. B. Terry** S2.00

In which he tells "how we have made a run-down farm
bring both profit and pleasure."

3
I

Onions for Profit ** 45
Fully up to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-

ture and the new method. The book is fully illustrated, and
written wltli all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author. T. Greiner. Even if one is not particularly in-
terested in the business, almost any person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them" through.

1
I
Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** 10

11
I

Practical Floriculture, Henderson* 1 35
10

1
Profits in Poultry* 90

3
!
Practical Turke.v-raising 10

By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we offer for 10
cts.; postage, 2 cts.

4
I
Peabody's Webster's Dictionary ... 10

Over 30,000 words and 2-=>0 illustrations.

2
I
Rats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Char-
acter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not? It is written in such a happy vein
that every member of the familj- will read it clear through,
just about as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete summing up of the best information the world can
furnish.

1
I
Silk and the Silkworm 10

10
I
Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 140

10
I
Success in Market-Gardening* 90

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market-gardener who lives in Arlington, a subui-b of Boston.
Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the foremost to make
iri-igation a practical success, and he now irrigates his grounds
by means of a windmill and steam-engine whenevera drought
threatens to injure the crops. The book has 208 pages, and is

nicely illu.strated with 110 engravings.

I Ten, Acres Enough .. 100
I
Talks on Manures* 175

This book, by Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most compre-
hensive one we h.ive .m the subject, and the whole matter is

considered by an able writer. It contains ;)66 pages.

2
I

The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 15
10

I

The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led
Captive ... 75

2 1 Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10
5 1 Tile Dr;iinage. by W. I. Chamberlain 35
Fully illustrated, containing every thing of importance

clear up to the pi-e:ent date.

.•)
I
Tomato Cu It tire 35

In three parts. Part fli-st—by J. w; Day, of Crystal Springs,
Jliss . tieats of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
marks by A. I Root, adfiptingitto the North. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Conneaut. O.. treats of tomato culture
esppcially for canning factories. Part third—By A. I. Root,
tieats of pLant-gri>wing lor market, and high-pressure garden-
ing in general. This little liook is interestingbecause it is one
of the hrst rural books to come from our friends in the South.

3 I Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 35
This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;

but it is so intimately connected with his potato-book that it

reads almost like a sequel to it. If you have only ahorse or a
cow. I think it will pay you to invest in the book. It has 44
pages and 4 cuts.

3 1 Wood's Common Objects of the Micro-
scope** 47

8
I
What to Do and How to be Happy While

Doing It, bv A. I. Boot 50

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. MEDINA. O.
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QUEENS
By Return Mail.

Untested daughters of one of tlie best imported
queeu mothers I ever owned, mated to drones of tlie

best of imported stork from a different source, 4()c

each. Also golden queens of the Doolittle strain
same price. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. Please don't send stamps. No disease.

L. H. ROBEY, Worthington, W. Va.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has JVo Sfig- in Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdb Sole /lanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping--eases, and every thinfr

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping=point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
i6a Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will just "roll" in the honey, try ITIoore's

Strain ol" Italians, the result of IB years'
careful breeding.

Dr. H. B. Lung. H.irrodsburp:, Kv., says: " I have had the
pleasure of seeing many fine strains of bees, yet I have never
seen such industrious, energretic bees. I must express my ad-
miration for your success as a bee-propagator."

Reduced Prices: Warranted queens, 70c; 3 for
$1.95; 1 doz , «7.00. Untested. (iOc; 10 or more, 60e
each. Select Warranted, 90."; Select Untested, 80c;
Tested, $1.00. Select Tested Breeders, $1..50 each.
Those who have never dealt with me, I refer to

A. I. Root, who has purchased of me 808 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.
(^"In responding to this Miveitisenient nif-ntlon ULKANING8

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
38c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 38-page month-
ly journal) one year, 65c. Address any flrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., HigqinsvU-LE, Mo.

3=Banded
Max

7?/l^Tn Queens,
fi'om my own imported
queens, $1.00 each.

Brauer. Beeville. Bee Co., Tex.
i.iiiciintc to this aUvfitlsement menticm Ci.kamncs.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
60c each; 6 for $.3.3.5. These low prices are to in-

duce you to try them. Catalog free.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

TAKE NOTICE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections. Bee
Hives. Shipping-Crates. Frames. Foundation. Sm(
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
Stfdb New London. Wis

Please mention Glbaninos. 21-8db

Advantages of Bee-Escapes.

No sweat steals down the heated cheeks and ach-
ing back of the bee-keeper as the result of standing
in the hot sun puffing, blowing, smoking, and brush-
ing bees; no time is wasted in tliese disagreeable
operations; and no stings received in resentment of
such treatment; the honey is secured free from
black or even the taint of smoke; the cappings are
not injured by the gnawings of bees; and robbers
stand no show whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleaned up by the bees inxide
the hive, before the honey is removed. Leading
Bee-keepers use the Porter Escape, and say that
without a trial it is iinpossililetn realize the amount
of ve.xatious, annoying, disa.ureoal)If work that it

saves. The cost is only 3u cts. each, or $3.35 per doz.
As in the past, this escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. has secured control
of the sale for this country. Order of your dealer
or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

" The Southland Queen."
Send $1.00 for tlie Southland Queen. Edited by

the Aichley familv. Plain, practical, and all fresh
bee matter. Jennie Atchley is now conducting a
bee-kt eping school, that began in the June number.
You can get back numbers.
A steam bee-hive factory ; Root'sgoods; Dadant's

foundation.
We have a fine lot of tested and untested queens

for fall trade: Tested, $1 ."lO each: untested, 75 cts.

each, H 35 for six, or $8,00 per dozen. Send for free
catalog that tells all about queen-rearing, and sam-
ple journal.

THE JENNIE ATCHLEY CO.,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 50c
each. Also bees in anyquantitv; 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

<X1VI0NEY-I\/IAKERS>«
Are a strain of business Italians that winter in the
cold North, and are ready for business, with a bush-
el of bees, when the flowers bloom. They are gentle
and industrious. Queens, wairanted pure, in June.
Each, $1.(0; six, $5.00; doz., $9.U0. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Never had any disease.
Address E. F. QUIGL.BY, UNiQNyH-i-B.Mo.

Read what J. 1. Pahent, of
Chahlton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of j'our Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaflf
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 3,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-
liives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more . convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a. I. Root Co.
Please mention this paper.
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Bicycle

i have done an extensive business in bi-

cycles this summer, and have now on hand
a number of second-hand bicycles, taken in
trade or used as samples, liither these or
new bicycles I will sell for the lowest cash
prices, or will take honey or beeswax in ex-
change. Send for list.

J. A. GREEN, Ottawa, III.

Will pay 34c per lb. easii, or 26c in tradu, for any
quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our K. R. .station. The same will be sold to those
wlio wish to purchase, at 30c for best tctecfcti wax.
Old combs will nut be accepted under any consid-
eration.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify

us by mail of amount sent, we can not hold our-
selves responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as
a general thing to send wax by express.

THE ^. /. ROOT CO.. Aledina, O.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey S^arkel

BATTERSQN & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, mrdb and Prompt

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal 5t., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

WHOLESALE l-I /^ XT C?V LIBERAL
DEALEES & 1 lUlM Hi I ADVANCES
COMMISSION -AND- MADE
MERCHANTS. ^r^-^^,,,,^, ON
Established BEESWAX °0N3iaN-
1875. MENTS.

Discount on

Bees and Sypniies.

I. J.

WAX WANTED.
STRINGHAM, NEW YORK.

105 Park Place.
In writing advertiser.s mention this paper.

1 1
'
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Detroit.—ifonej/.—Best wliite comt) honey in

fair demand at 13@14; no dark offered. Extracted,
6@7. Beeswax, 33@24. M. H. Hunt,
Sept. 20. Bell Branch, Mich.

Kansas City.—Hoiej/.—The demand and supply
of honey light. We quote white comb, 14; dark, 11;

extracted, 4'2@7. No demand for beeswax, supply
light. Price 22c Hamblin & Bearss,
Sept. 19. Kansas City, Mo.

Boston.—Honey.—We quote No. 1 white, comb, 15

@16, for northern stock; California comb. No. 1, 13.

California extracted, 5@6. Good supply and de-
mand. E. E. Blake & Co.,
Sept. 18. Boston, Mass.

DENVEB.—Ho?iew.—Since our last report there has
not been much change in our honey market. The
shipments we have received run below those of pre-
vious years in quality. We quote No. 1 comb in 1-lb.

sections, suitable for our cartons, 10@11. Extracted,
No. 1 white, in 60-lb. cans, two in a case, 6@7. Bees-
wax, 20@25. R. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
Sept. 21. ' Denver, Col.

Philadelphia. —HoHejy.- Honey is moving off

very lively. The demand for comb and extracted is

a little earlier this year than usual. We find it

harder than usual to sell dark comb, but ffood to
fancy sells quick. We quote comb> 8u@14. Ex-
tracted, 5@5ii. Beeswax, 35.

Wm. a. Selser,
Sept. 30. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.—Honej/.—We are obtaining l.'iOie for
strictly fancy white comb honey. Good to No. 1, 13®
14; dark grades, 9@13. Extracted, 4>^@7. according
to quality, flavor, color, and package. Beeswax in
very good demand at 38@30.

R. A. Burnett & Co..
Sept. IS. 163 So. Water St., Chiciigo, 111.

Chicago.—Hon(?v.—We quote fancy white 1-lb.

comb honey, retail, 15: wholesale, 14; second grade,
13; amber, 11@12. With colder weather and fruits
out of the market, we look for a good dem ind for
honey, as maple sugar and manle syrup ore very
high and scarce. Extracted, 5i/2@fi'/^. depending on
quality and package. Beeswax. ^0.

S. T. FrsH&Co..
Sept. 35. 189 South Water St., Chicago. HI.

Buffalo.— Hmieii —We (|uote fancy honey, iri@16,
with the receipts light; choice. 13@14; buckwheat
moving slowly at 9@10; very good demiind for bei s-

wax at 33c—would he plenscd to hear from p;irties
who have some. Extracted dull, and do nol advise
shipments. Batterson & Co..
Sept. 28. Bufl'alo, N. Y.

Albany.— //oJiej/.-We believe both receipts and
sales of comb honey have been in excess of last
season up to this time; but the stock has been for
the most part second-grade clover and bucl<whe;it,
which would indicate that the crop of fancy white
is very short. Buckwheat atnple. and of line duali-
ty. We duote No I while. 14CS.15; No. 2, 11@13;
buckwhe.'it and mixed. 1(:@11. Not much demand
yet for extracted except white clover and amber for
bottling. Chas. McCulloch & Co..
Aug. 30. Albany, N. Y.

New Y^oiiK.—Ho?iey.—The market for comb and
extracted honey is now open. Comb honey is not
arriving as freely as expected, presumably on ac-
count of the prolonged heat, but is selling very well
considering the hot weather we luive had this time
of the year. There is (juite a supply of extracted on
the market. Demand lair for California and South-
ern honey. We quote f;incv comb, 1-lh.. 15; Imcy
3-lb., 14@15; Mb. white, 13@14: fancy 3-lb., 13^13;
Mb. fair. 11@12: fancy, 3-lb., 10@ll; buckwheat. f-lt>.

10®ll; 2-lb., 8®!'. E.xtracted clover honev. mi;
buckwheat, 5@6'i; soulliern. 50@60c per gal. De-
mand for beeswax fair, and stock limited. Average
stock, 37@28; fancy yellow. 29.

Chas. Israel & Son.
Sept. 33. 486-490 Canal St., New York.

Cincinnati.—Himejy.—Demand is lively for new
e-xtracted and comb honey. Arrivals are fair, but
insuflicient for the demand. Comb honey brings 12

®16 for choice white. Extracted, 4@7. Demand is

good for beeswax at 20@2'> for good to choice yel-

low. Chas F. Muth & Son,
Sept. 18. Cincinnati, O.

For Sale.—Choice extracted honey.
Elias Pox, Hillsboro, Wis.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.

Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster. Las Animas, Col.

For Sale.—White comb honey, 14 and 16c, on
board cars. G. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Pa.

Alfalfa in Arizona.-We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 4Hc in 1000 -lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association,
Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Wanted.—To buy quantity lots of fancy comb
honey. Also to sell water-white extracted honey in
60-lb. cans. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

For Sale.— Buckwheat and amber extracted
honey in half-barrels, about 1.50 lbs. each; well rip-

ened. Prices on application. J. I. Parent.
eitf Birchton, Saratoga Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—1200 lbs. of honey, in 60-lb. square
cans, 6V2 cts. per lb., f .o.b. cars here. Sample by
mail. R. H. Bailey,

195t Ausable Fork, Essex Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—We have 14.000 lbs. of choice white ex-
tracted honey, in barrels of about 400 lbs., at 6 cts.

per lb , f.o.b.cars at apiary- Sample vial mailed for
8 cts. iu stamps. The Crosby Co.

San Mateo, Fla.

LI'S. We sell yonr Poultry* Veais,
Fruits and all produce at high-
est prices. DAILY RETURNS. For
stencils, pricss and references, write

F. I. SAGE & SONS. 183 Reade St., N. Y-

QUEENS. 10 fine untested at 35 cts.

J. P. F. SMITH,
Liberty, = Missouri.

PURE WHITE FANTAIL PIGEONS, $1.25 PER
PAIR. Ai/SS ^l^.A/^' E. (ilJHHS,

Nnrwalli, Ohio.

Potatoes.
Craig's Seedling, Everett's Early, and

Freeman, at prices given by A. I. Root.

W. B. Collins, Blackwater, Cooper Co., Mo.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

A few hybrid and mismated queens, j'oung and
fine ones from one of my out-apiaries, 25 cts. each.

Chas. H. Thies, Steeleville, 111.

I have about 13 hybrid queens which I will dispose
of at 15 CIS. eacli. They are good ones of the kind.

G. R. Routzahn, Menallen, Adams Co., Pa.

Seven fine joung hybrid queens at 20c.

J. P. F. Smith, Liberty, Mo.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

The Soutliwestern Wiscunsiii Bce-lceeiiers' Association will
liold its next meeting at Platteville, Wis., Oct. .Stli ami 9tli, 1895.

Come all. Don't uet disfourajjed. even if we haven't ^-ot a
crop of honey. We shall have a irooil time at Platteville just
the same. Br'inH; your wives and daughters with you. Many
interesting subjects will be discussed.

M. M. Rice. Sec., Boseobel, Wis.
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BEESWAX WANTED.
Our present stock of beoswa.x is not liiige, nnd we

invite shipments from beekeepers having' any to
offer. In order to turn more of iiour « a> wi'will
pay, till further notice, 24c cash, 2tie tiacl.-. inr av-
erage wa.x delivered here; 1 to 2c per lb. extra for
choice yellow sun-esti acted wax. Please imti e,

also, that we are making' special prices, Ijelow cata-
log' quotations, on comb f()uudati(jn ordered this
fall.

COMB HONEY.
Our supply of comb lioiiey is exhausted. We h ive

some offers, and may ha\ e a supply \»ithiii a few
days. Wesliould be pleased to hear from those not
t«o far away who ii re seeking' a market. We liave
an opening in Cleveland for several thousand
pounds of choice hone.v in 1-lb. secllnns. The price
is not as strong hs we wish it were in the interests
of bee-kei pers. The Cleveland market brings 14 to
16 cents tor best grades, less freights and cummis
sions.

EXTRACTED HONEY.
We have a good supply (5f choice extracted honey

in 60-lb. cans. We have i)oth the Califurnia while
sage and clover and basswood; also some very tine

white ho ley, of a mild and ple:isant flavor, from
Michigan. Early in the season the Michigan bee-
keepers were feeling discouraged at the outlook;
but many of them have st cured a good crop of
very tine honej% gathered nrainly in July and Au-
gust, from something not generally known as a
honey-plant. We should be glad to know more of
the source of this crop of honey. Our pri'-es are 8c
per lb. by the case of 2 cans, for any of the .above-
named varieties. Large lots, at special prices,
quoted to those interested.

AUGITE STOVE-MATS.

Although we
have not been
sajing much about
these mats lately
they have not lost
one whit of their
virtue. Tlie man
who has tailed as
yet to supply his
wife or cook with
one or more of
them ought to be
ashamed of liim-
self. Tho.'-e who
use them say tliey
would not be with-
out them because
of their great ad-
vantage in cook-
ing; and to think
that any cook should be oi)lige(l to gi't along with-
out one when the best one made, the originiil au-
gite, can be oljtained for 5 cents eaeli, 50 cents per
doz., or 'B5.00 per gross; by msiil 5c each. 50c per doz.
extra. If you can not atford these prices you can
still get the mat free. We are determined to get
them into the homes of all our readers and their

friends, so far as we are able, and are willing to go
more than half wny. Send in your renewal to
Gleanings before the time paid for is up, and we
will mail you a mat free; or secure a new subscrib-
er to Gleanings and send it with $1.00 and we will
send you 2 mats, or one to you and one to the sub-
sci'iber, as you may direct; and please nut ice, all
new subscriptions received befoi-e Jan. 1, 1S96, will
receive the paper from the time the subscription is

received till Jan. 1. 1807—that is, 15 months if sent
right away. This is in addition to any premium
that we may offer; but ?'eme)?thc)', if we oUer more
than one premium you must choose between them.
You are not entitled to several unless it is plainly
so stated in the otter. Now, we want to see (jur
pile of thirt.v gross of mats sjieedily reduced; and
that we shall have to get more to supply the de-
mand.

\^ants or Exchange Department.

.\oliees will be inserted under tills head at one haU our usu-
al rates. Ml advertisements intended tor tJiis department
uu.-^l nut cAueed live lines, and you must say jou want your
xdv'l in this departmem.or we will not be responsible for er-
ioi>. You can nave ihe notice as many line^ as you please,
LiU! all over nve iine.s v\ ill cost you according to our regular
iiilei-. This depaJlineiii Is intended only tor bona tide ex-
haugeo E.\cliangf lv)i cash or tor price lists, oi notices of-
fering articles lor tiuli , can not be inserted under this head,
bor .-uch our regular rjle.-.of 20cts. a line will be charged, and
Lbe^ will be put with tile regular advertisements We can not
lie responsible I or dic-saiislaction arising from these swaps."

w
'ANTED.—To exchange several good safety bi-

cycles. Honey wanted. Send sample.
J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

U ANTED.—To exchange 26-in. planer, power scroll
n saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser, for porta-
ble siwiTiill, or otiier wood-working machinery.
V^ ill give a bargain for cash,
eitf Gko. Kali., Frenchville, Tremp. Co , Wis.

ANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey extractors for honey or wax.
1. J. Stkingham, i05 Park Place, New York.

[ANTED —To exchange 200 colonies of boes for
anytliing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

11/ ANTED.—To exchange pure -bred short - horn
VV critlle, either cows or bulls, fur <-lover or bass-
wood honey. If you want good cattle, write me for
prices. Calvin Lovett, Otsego, Mich.

W ANTED.—To exchange 2 fem.ile f<ix hounds in

\) whelp; also violin, organ, Imne-mill, and set of
butclier tools, for any thing useful.

Elias Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

WANTED.—First-class young man to sell honey
and celery throughout city of Kingston, 23,000

inhabitants. Aaron Snyder, Kingston, N. Y".

WANTED. —To exchange 28-inch pneumatic, for

lady or gent; also a lot of fine young queens
for honey or offers. Chas. H. Thies.

Stecleville, El.

WANTED. -To exchange English Beagle hounds,
both sexes, old or young, choice bred, for

modern flre-arms or offers. D. S. Hall.
South Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange raspberry and black-
berr.v plants, !?5 00 per M., for currant-plants.

A. P. Lawrence, Hickory Corners, Mich.

W
'ANTED. —Any one having postage stamps to

exchange or a collection to sell, to write at
once. Would like to hear from all collectors.

A. E. Cole, Plainfleld. N. J.

WANTED.—To purchase swarms of live bees.
Li.oyd Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio.

7ANTED.—To exch:mge 10 colonies Italian bees.
' What have you lo trade?

Casshs Province, Masonlown, Pa.
w
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_-^ • w-^ J J The time of the year has come when nuclei should be united,
|Jf»j/^OC Iv^rtlJCGd '^'"^^ I ^is*^' *^'^ queens that I liave on liand to move oft' as
1 ' IWV*:^ 1"V.*^*-* *^^^^^^** rapidly as possible, hence I will sella single queen for ninety

cents or three for $2.00. lieineniber that they are strictly flrst-class, tested queens, and that they will be

sent by return mail as long as they last, and when they are gone I will stop my advertising. Rkview one
year and one queen for tl.60. Review and tlie 5'J cent book. Advanced Bee Culture, for $1.25. The Re-
view, book, and queen for $2. Ol). ... ,^^...»,„^v, ^.. . — . . .W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

THE TOt^Oj^TO COI^VEflTIOfl

A FulJ Keporf of the Proceedings of the North American convention held at Toronto, Canada, will ap-

pear in the u'ccfc/y American Bee Journal immediately after the meeting, Sept. 4, .5. and 6. The first in-

stallment will be in the number for Sept. IH. If not noAv a subscriber, you can have that Report free by
sending $1.00 now for the American Bee Journal for 1896, as we will " throw in " the balance of the year
1895 beginning with Sept. 19, to new subscribers. Think of it! over 1.5 months (or nearly 70 numbers) of

the old American Bee Journal for only $1.00! Sample copy of Bee Journal free.

!^~And, besides all that, each new subscriber will receive a free copy of the 160 page book, " Bees and
Honey." Better send on your dollar at once, and join the procession. Mention this paper, ple.'ise.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

A customer, loukiug over my
400 hives in home a|)iary, said,

"Where are your bees? Mine
were flying all around thick tliis

morning." I said, '"Just stop;
look down ;it any liive." He was
amazed. Tliey were just pouring
in thick with their lieavy loads.

This proves two things-they can't

be excelled ;is workers, andqniet.
I opened several hives. Ho had no veil; was in the
api.iri % of :in hour; was
nt)t hotliered once. Try \A/m A ^pl<;pr
them. Untested gua>an- " "«• -f^- ^CISCF,
teed <iMeen.«, V-^c. Send for WvilCOte, Pa.
wlioh sale i)ticB list.

Headquarters in Missouri ESods?°*^
Can supplyyou with all the fixtures used in an api-

ary. Best goods at lowest prices. Catalog free.
JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

Delgian Hares I No better in America. Breeders,
-' $4 a pair: young, $a. Heiivv stock. First-prize
buck. Stamp. W. W. KULP, Pottstown, Pa.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my J^aundation. Send for free
sampies. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new F*oHshed Sections and other goods
at his prices. I^ree Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary, lilt f-I |-f«m-f
Bell Branch, Mich. ITl. 1 1. I 1 UIl L.

If You
Want aPEACH

We make a specialty of these goods, and
defy competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

Plum, Pear, 4i)i>le, rSierry or Quince
Orchard, or aiiytliiii;^ in the way ofSmall
Fruits, Orsjauiental Trees or Slirubs,
Ja|taii, Huilaiid or utlier Bulbs,' write us
your wants and we will quote you low prices.
iRverythiii:i- of the best— for Orcliard,
Vineyard, La^vii, Park, Street, Oarden
:'nd Conservatory. Millions of Treei,
Shrubs, Roses. Vines. Bull)s Plants, etc,

Price liist and Catalonue Free.
43nd Year, 1000 Acres. :.;'.M;recn houses,

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Hondst Prices. 60-page cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-IARS.
T?ee-keepers' Suiiplies in general, etc., etc.
Send for our new catalog'. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apiily to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Stineless Bees !
^e!"^^''

^™^"*^^'
UUIIglOOO UQlfO I

H. Alley, Wenham, Mass.

If Tons of Honey,
J-'yeasec/ Ciifitoiners, and Iiicrefising'
Trfidc is a criterion, tlien my queens are satisfac-
tory. WarritTtted purely mated queens from
5-ljanded strain, 75c; sixfori4.0.J; dozen, if7. 50. Safe
arrival and satisfaction g'uaranteed. Send for free
circular.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

In lospoiidinfr to tliese advertisements mention this paper.
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If you must feed, belter rush it.

Somnambulist, in Progressive, seems to be

warmly drawn toward mustard as a honey-

plant. But mustard often draws warmly.

Sections that are extracted, to be used an-

other year, must be cleaned out by the bees, or

your sections will be likely to contain candled

honey.

Australians are giving attention to the

question whether it may not be feasible and

profitable to so manage as to increase the pro-

duction of wax.

" Once or twice, when I was not present,

somebody said there was a little jangle," says

A. I. Root. p. 713, which gOes to show he ought

to have known better than to be absent from

the convention.

That vanilla flavor hardly came from
poppies, as hinted on page 704. for I had the

same-flavored honey a year or two ago, and
there are no poppies here. [Can you guess

what it did come from then?

—

Ed. J

Apis dorsata. The editor of Review ears

that the introduction of the big Indian bee

might be like that of the English sparrow, the

new bee living wild and using the nectar that

our hive bees need.

Hens' eggs were put in a colony of bees for

hatching, by Mr. Schornack. In a week the

eggs had started to hatch, but none ever pro-

duced chickens.— Centralblatt. [Why didn't

you give your rotten-egg experience along the

same line ?

—

Ed.]

The crock -and plate feeder is as good as

the Miller feeder, except when you want to

feed more than the crock will hold atone time.

[Fill the crock once or twice more as the case

may warrant. Thafs the way we do.

—

Ed.]

A PICTURE of alfalfa is hardly needed for

those who are familiar with sweet clover. Just

look for a plant with sweet-clover leaves and

purple blossoms. [That's good; but will the

Western bee-keeper agree as to this similarity ?

-Ed.]

Several casks of foul brood broke out at

the Michigan Experiment Apiary this season,

in colonies that were diseased years ago, but

healthy since. Mr. Taylor thinks the dearth

caused the bees this year to eat honey that was.

stored years ago with foul-brood germs in it.

Did you ever notice how much harder it is

to get bees to take feed from a feeder in spring

than in the fall? It might pay to put a story

of empty combs over an excluder in the fall,

and feed enough to have them filled, just to

have them ready for the next spring. I'm try-

ing it.

If THE interest among bee-keepers contin-

ues in such forage-plants as crimson clover,

sweet clover, alfalfa, lathyrus sylvestris, etc.,

the tables will be turned; and instead of agri-

cultural journals with a bee department there

will be bee-journals with an agricultural de-

partment.

Somnambulist complains in Progressive, in

a not very sleepy way, of the Ohio law that

makes sweet clover a noxious weed, to harbor

which is a crime, and wants me to go as a mis-

sionary to labor with the heathen legislators of

Ohio. Messrs. Boardman and Root are the

men for that job.

Hasty, in Review, suspects that not more

than half the eggs laid by a queen are hatched.

I suspect, Hasty, that your suspicion is not

above suspicion. [A good many things seem

to point that way, that's sure. We ought to

have more light on this point. Nudge experi-

menter Taylor's elbow.—Ed.]

A HASTY visit the other day to the small-

fruit farm of H. R. Cotta, Freeport, 111., made
me almost wish I could give up bees and go into

small fruits. I wish A. I. Root had been along

to see the fine shape in which every thing was
kept: $400 an acre from Ancient Briton black-

berries I

The editor of Review says he no longer looks

to see if a young queen gets to laying all right,

philosophizing thus: "Suppose a queen i.s lost.
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the hive, combs, and honey are left, and there

is a better chance iu the field for the other

bees." I've known cases in which neither

combs nor honey was left. [My experience

seems to show that it does pay every time to

see whether a young queen actually turns out

to be fertile and a good one. Too many queens

turn up missing to make such a policy as Bro.

Hutchinson indicates a safe and profitable one,

in our yards at least.—Ed.J

I'm thankful, very thankful, to say of my
bees, that lately " a change has come over the

spirit of their dreams," and they've stopped

dreaming, gone to work, and are now filled up
heavy for winter. Who knows but some of

these years they may conclude to work again

during the clover harvest?

One advantage of using percolating feed-

ers, or the crock-and-plate method, is that rob-

bers don't trouble as they do when you use

syrup. When you pour in the sugar, robbers

don't care for dry sugar.aWhen you pour in

the water, it stays on top, and robbers don't

hanker after cold water. [Yes, and that advan-
tage is a big one in a beginner's case.

—

Ed.]

Alfalfa is the same thing as lucerne or lu-

zerne. Formerly it was known in this country

by its' French name, " lucerne;" but in 1853 it

was introduced into California from Chili, and
has since been known by its Spanish name,
"alfalfa." It is also called Chilian clover and
Brazilian clover. Its botanical name is Medi-
cago sativa.

F. A. LocKHAKT has mailed me a cage with
equal numbers of Carniolans and blacks. The
one loti are nearly solid black, and compared
with them the Carniolans are regular zebras,

striped alternately gray and black, above and
below; no trouble to distinguish them, and no
trouble to describe the difference. D [No, not if

the other fellow has seen the difference.—Ed.]

Introducing queens. Here's the plan N.
D. West gives in Canadian Bee Journal. Re-
move the condemned queen, and then, before

closing the hive, give them a queen in West's
spiral-wire queen-cage, with a piece of hard
candy 1% inches long in the large end of the

cage (use store candy). Then place the cage
in the hive on the top of the frames, or between
the combs, and in from 30 to 48 hours the queen
will be liberated.

Foul brood being discussed at a convention
reported in the Australian Bee Bulletin, a

number claimed that the introduction of Ital-

ians made it easier to prevent and cure the
disease. Isn't that a new claim for the yellow
favorites? [Yes. It has been urged by a few
that our native blacks are much more hardy
and more proof against disease; but real facts

here from careful unprejudiced observers, I

think, show that there is no real difference.—
Ed.]

THE BEE KEEPERS' UNION.

MUCH NEEDED AND IMPORTANT WORK FOR IT
TO do; adulteration IN CALIFORNIA;

the truth of an " estimate "

questioned.

By C. W. Dayton.

The amalgamation of the N. A. B. K. A. and

B. K. U. might turn out like uniting two colo-

nies of bees—in a little time the united colony

is no stronger than the single one. That there

is need of a more powerful organization of bee-

keepers, I do not hesitate to declare. What is

meant by " powerful " relates more directly to

the fatness of the treasury. An exhaustless

treasury and an active executive constitute

just such a team as we want. The present

executive force would be very hard to improve;

but if bee-keepers would rally for the protec-

tion of their interests only slightly there might
be 850,000 in the treasury. I will mention some
of the purposes for which such money might be

used.

First, there are some counties in this State

where the keeping of bees is prohibited. Such
laws were made on account of the supposed harm
which bees do to grapes. At that time there

were thousands of acres of vineyards. A
disease has since destroyed the grapevines, and
the wineries are dilapidated and fallen down.
But the laws against the bees still remain.

Some of the worst- cut grapes I have ever seen

were several miles from an apiary, and at the

time of a honey-flow. There were many Mexi-
can hornets, but no honey-bees working upon
them. Last year a Los Angeles County super-

visor impetuously charged all such depreda-

tions to honey-bees. He said that one hive of

bees standing at the corner of a vineyard

would destroy the grapes for several rods

around. A bee-keeper may argue for the bees,

and his arguments have no weight, simply be-

cause he keeps bees. A vineyardist may
charge all the damage to the bees, because he

deludedly thinks bee-keeping a lazy man's oc-

cupation. We need a union which is able to

place three or five disinterested and competent
men in the field, and keep them there until the

facts are established ; then fight the unjust

laws until they are reversed. Bee-keeping is

one of the useful and pure industries; but it

has been stamped into the ground because it

happened to come in the way of the wine indus-

try. Next time we maybe compelled to move
because our bees sip at and get trapped in the

emptied beer-kegs standing by the saloon.

The bees ought to be ashamed of this; but here

in California, water is sometimes very scarce.

The wine industry is a positive injury and
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nuisance, carrying debauchery and crime in its

wake, while bee-keeping brings health and in-

telligence at every step of its progress. It is

not only necessary that the facts be ascertained

for bee-keepers, but they should be established

by publication and circulation, so that any
backwoods ignoramus like the Los Angeles

supervisor can not wield a contaminating in-

fluence. The more power and execution there

is in the organization, the more regard and
friendship there is cultivated for the industry

itself.

In many cities, especially where the corpo-

rate limits include large scopes of farming lands,

it is sought to prohibit the keeping of bees.

This was the case in Los Angeles, either be-

cause the city fathers wanted business to indi-

cate that they merited their present salaries, or

because the bees paid an occasional visit to the

fruit-stands. I am uncertain which. IJut I do

know there were one thousand flies to one bee;

and while flies are filthy, such bees are ex-

tremely harmless and cleanly. The fear of an
interference by the Bee-keepers' Union permit-

ted the bees to remain.

Another line of occupation for such an organ-

ization is the detection and punishment of

adulterators. First, there should be laws made
to prohibit adulteration. The only way to get

them is to put shoulders to the wheel, and
push. The ground is smooth, and the axle well

oiled, but the push is lacking. Just a bare

willingness will almost start the wheel moving.

It needs detectives to gather evidence, and
lawyers to tell what evidence is. It is estimat-

ed than one-half the honey produced by Cali-

fornia, has been adulterated with glucose, and
sent east, by a few if not by a very few whole-

sale firms. Honest dealers refused to buy, be-

cause eastern markets have been ruined by the

hand of the adulterator, and the best of honey
now goes begging for 4 cents while there is only

a partial crop. Thus the wealthy adulterator's

coffers have been filled, and the pockets of the

poor bee-keeper are now being emptied, and the

eastern honey markets are stagnated to a cor-

responding extent.

Another imposition upon our welfare is the

local retailer or grocer. He is the man who
makes a living by constantly beating down all

prices but his own. He tells the honey-man
there is a big crop when it is very small. He
tells the honey-man that his honey is of poor

quality. Then when he sells it out he tells his

customers how fine the quality is; docks two
cents for propolis on sections, but sells it out as

if there never was any such thing as propolis;

pays 4 cents a pound for extracted honey,

which he sells at 8 or lo, while he pays $5.50 per

100 pounds for sugar which he sells out at 19

pounds for one dollar, or li cent per pound less

than the purchase price. One is a local, neigh-

borly industry, while the other is Spreckles'

monopoly, of the Sandwich Islands. If the

grocer will charge as much for selling sugar as

honey, it will be eight pounds for $1.00. This
will check the consumer's greediness for that

foreign monopolistic commodity in favor of

what may be obtained near home. That will

make honey 10 cents in place of 4.

Still another complaint I have to make is in

regard to the imposition of licenses upon those

who peddle their own productions, by county
supervisors and town councils. At the bottom
of this will doubtless be found the merchants,
in the endeavor to swing the retail business

into their exclusive hands. Fruit, tinware, or

notions is different from honey, because they

can not be, or are not liable to be, adulterated.

I believe that nine-tenths of the honey adulter-

ation of the past was the work of dealers. Not
only city dealers, but several country mer-
chants, have boasted of how they did it.

With their high profits on honey, and no profits

on sugar, and their adulterating tendencies,

are we going to submit without a murmur to

their sitting down upon our humble vocation

with a license? Such a law is a step in favor

of capital and monopoly, both great and small.

Florence, Cal., Sept. 10.

fl think you are quite right as to fields of
work for the Union. I have, as you may know,
advocated that it was high time for it -to

branch out, and one of these lines of work v^as

the hiring of detectives to follow up suspected
cases of adulteration, and not wait for outside
sources to bring in a mountain of evidence, for

such evidence will not usually come in of itself.

But it seems to me the estimate is rather
sweeping, that assumes that "one-half the
honey produced by California has been adulter-
ated with glucose." I don't believe it. While I

do not call in question your veracity, I should
like to know the source or basis upon which
such estimate is made, or the person or persons
making it, before I could swallow it. You see,

if it is not true, or is based on insufficient data
or poor authority, the mere reference to it in

\)Y\n\,, unchallenged, does harm. Suppose, for

instance, that the newspapers all over the land
pass the statement the rounds, that half of all

the so-called California honey is adulterated,
and then back it up by saying that California
bee-keepers generally believe it, what will be
the efl'ect on consumers'? If such a thing is

not true, a fearful damage will be done to Cali-

fornia bee-keeping interests. Now, then,

Gleanings wishes to be enlightened on this

"estimate." Let it be sifted to the bottom;
and if it is true, we will, with the help of the
Union, try to remove the condition that makes
such a statement true.

—

Ed.]

CALIFORNIA ECHOES.

By RamMir.

"The pleasant occupation of lending bees,"

says Bro. Hutchinson, in the Cosmopolitan.

Are we to be considered as bee-tenders, instead

of bee-keepers after this ?

What a fuss you benedicts make over the

mere suggestion of crackers and cheese! I
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should like to see your antics if you had to roll

up in a blanket and sl(>ep in the shelter of some
friendly rock. Still, some very well-regulated

people find health and pleasure in so doing in

this country.

That was an unfair proceeding on the part of

Bro. Schaeflfle, in relation to smiling Betsy. He
withheld a very important item. Those na-

tives have a superstition that, if they allow

their photos to be taken, they will not live

long. Poor smiling Betsy, after the camera
episode, went into decline, and died in about six

weeks. Vale Betsey.

Cyprian bees are at a discount in this portion

of the State. Their vindictive nature and the

swarming impulse are undesirable qualities to

the majority of bee-keepers. Mr. D. A. Wheel-

er, of Riverside, having several hundred colo-

nies of this race, has resolved to requeen his

apiaries. Mr. F. A. Lockhart, ofjLake George,

N. Y., is filling an order on this job for 300

queens, Italian and Carniolans. Cyprians must
go.

I do not consider that Mclntyre- Holly test a

fair one: for a hive with loose frames, and
seven inches deep, can not be considered a Hed-
don principle at all ; and if Mr. Holley is satis-

fied with the test, I think an important portion

of his education in relation to the Heddon hive

was neglected. With a frame 5% deep, with
proper spaces, I have found a prolific queen
ready to occupy three chambers. But I will

say nothing further upon this vexed question.

I suppose, in spite of all I may say, these

friends will persist in sticking to their jumbo
barrel.

A lawyer, reared in the backwoods, as the

story goes, began to rise in his profession, and
his increasing circle of friends found that he
used a common flour-barrel in which to store

his documents, letters, etc. If a document was
needed he would plunge his hand into the bar-

rel, and seldom failed to bring forth the right

paper. His well-meaning friends made him a
present of a new up-to-date secretary, with an
adequate supply of pigeon-holes. The docu-

ments were transferred from the barrel to the

new-fangled thing; but it was not adapted to

the man, and he soon returned to the use of the

barrel again. It strikes me that this is the

reason why Bro. B. Taylor failed with the di-

visible-brood-chamber hive.

On page 642, under "market gardening." the
pit, or vault, under water-closets, is condemned,
and justly. But here is a point that I have
observed that is not mentioned. Many such
pits in some of our lively towns here in Cali-

fornia, and probably elsewhere, are subject to

being flushed with water during the irrigation

of land near by. A period of several weeks
elapses before more water is turned in, and be-

tween times the water becomes stagnant, and a

breeding- place for millions of mosquitoes.

Then people go around wondering where all

the mosquitoes come from; put up screens, burn
buhach, and make a great fuss. It all comes
from that nasty pit; and if it must be used, the

throwing in of a little chloride of lime occa-

sionally would cure the mosquito nuisance if

not the stench.

THE SIZE OF HIVES.

THE RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF LAKGE AND
SMALL SIZES DISCUSSED FUKTHER

By Miss Emma Wilson.

The hive question bothers me a great deal. I

am like the boy who wanted to eat his cake and
keep it too. I don't want to give up the eight-

frame hive, it is so nice to handle, and such a

comfort when hauling-time comes. And yet—
and yet— I fear it is not big enough. In fact, I

feel certain it is not, take it all the year round.

And now comes in the point Dr. Miller and I

do not agree upon. I very much object to tier-

ing up. Lifting off and on upper stories is too

hard work. I very much prefer having all my
frames in one story. He rather favors holding

on to the eight-frame size, and giving extra sto-

ries when needed. I think that would be a good
plan too, as our queens go readily from one sto-

ry to the other, even if it were not for the great

amount of hard lifting that is involved in it.

Just think a minute about it. For every colo-

ny that is examined, that upper story has to be

lifted off and then lifted back again, and the

upper story is always the heavier one. After you
have lifted off' and on upper stories all day, you
begin to think there is not much enjoyment in

bee-keeping.

Another point in favor of one story is. I think

I can find queens a little quicker with one story

than with two. With two stories she has a lit-

tle more chance to get out of your way.

Then the matter of wintei'ing comes in for

consideration. With the eight-frame hive there

is always a little uncertainty as to whether
they will have stores enough or not. In fact,

you may feel pretty certain that most of the

strong colonies will need feeding either fall or

spring. With a larger hive there will be chance
for extra frames of honey, to be used if needed,

and I do believe that bees do just a little better

in spring if they have an abundance of stores.

I feel very sure that we've had more swarm-
ing with the eight-frame hive than we used to

have with the ten-frame hive. I don't know
whether the smaller hive is entirely to blame
for it or not. I don't have as much faith that

plenty of room will prevent swarming as I used

to have. It may help, but a good many of our

colonies have made preparations for swarming
with sixteen frames, and certainly no queen
ought to feel badly crowded with that number.

If all our bees were kept at home, and we had
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no out-apiaries, I think I should decide very

quickly that I want a large hive. With a large

hive you can have rousing big colonies, and
they are the ones that give you the honey. If

at any time you wish to contract down to eight

frames, it is easily done. But, oh dear me! I

just can't bear to even think of hauling the

bees and lifting those great big clumsy hives

again. I think that, on the whole, I shall still

vote for the eight-frame hives in the out-apia-

ries, but will vote for a large hive at home.

Marengo, 111.

D[I think most bee-mc/i who have a liking for

the two hives, and would take less account of
the lifting item, would vote the other way

—

large hives for out-apiaries and the smaller
ones for the home yard. The former, being
less liable to cast swarms, would require less

the constant watching of an attendant; but
neighbor Vernon Burt, a strapping big fellow,
with whom I talked yesterday, would vote as
you do. Indeed, his out-yard has the eights
run for comb honey, and the home the tens.

During swarming-time he spends most of his

time at his one out-yard. His mother and
brother look after the home bees during his ab-
sence. As these colonies are larger, and are
run for extracted, they do not require much
of their attention. When the swarming-hours
are over at the out-yard, Vernon returns home
and gives these bees any attention, so far as
room is concerned, that they may require. But
suppose Mr. Burt had more than one out-yard.
I think he would want the eight frames at
home and the ten-framers at the out-yards.
While I am about it, I may remark that friend

B. says his ten-frame colonies, when made to

occupy the whole set of frames during the
breeding season, and are then contracleo down
to eight with a dummy, are just the ones to
give more honey than those colonies that have
been confined to the eight frame space all

through. He would, if he were to start anew,
have all ten frames, and these he would reduce,
whenever it was to his advantage, to eight, by
dummies. Here is one on the other side.

—

Ed.]

small hives ahead in honey; three
months' honey-flow.

I see in Gleanings, Aug. 1, that Dr. C. C.

Miller thinks it wouldn't make any difference

what kind of hive he had if he could have a

steady flow of honey for three months. When
I send in my report, which I will do as soon as

the honey season is over, the doctor will see

that, the longer the flow of honey, the more
need of having a hive that the bees will con-

tinue to store honey in. My bees are doing but

very little at present in my large hives, while

the small ones are piling in the honey as

though they were going to work all winter. I

have been careful to put a pencil-mark, with
the date, on one of my best hives each time I

have extracted.

I have just been and counted the marks, and
find that I have taken the honey out 13 times.

I looked in the hive and found it full again. I

will take it out to-morrow. That will be 14

times this summer.
I have weighed the honey several times, and

it would average 23 lbs. each time, amounting

to 308 lbs. I had 20 colonies to start with this

spring (8 were small ones); I increased them to

30. I have taken out 3135 lbs. of extracted hon-
ey, and about 100 lbs. of comb honey. I don't
want any one to think that all my small hives
did as well as the one I marked, for they did

not; but they all did much better than the
large ones.

How would it do to cut the number in the tin

tags and dip them in coal tar, or something
black, then tack them on to a white hive? I

think that would be the cheapest plan.

Bunkersville, Nev., Aug. 19. J. I. Earl.

[Cutting the numbers out in the tags would
be much more expensive than putting them on
with stencil or printing-press. The cutting
would require a set of dies that would cost hun-
dreds of dollars.—Ed.]

HOW BEES WORK ON STRAWBERRY-BLOS-
SOMS,

AUGER- hole entrances NEAR THE CENTER
OF THE HIVE AN ADVANTAGE.

By Elias Fox.

I have been a silent listener to the long con-

troversy as to whether or not bees work on
strawberry-blossoms. I was indeed surprised

to see the fact disputed, and by men who, per-

haps, are old enough to be my father, and the

difference of opinion is truly amusing. While I

was at home on the farm my father kept a few
bees, and we invariably raised strawberries;

and it was as common to see bees working on
the blossoms as to see them on the willow,

dandelion, or any other blossoms in their

respective seasons. When I left the farm, 13

years ago, I purchased two colonies of bees;

and as long as I kept them here it was a com-
mon thing to see them working on strawberry-

blossoms. After removing them from the vil-

lage I did not raise any strawberries until the

past two seasons. Last year I lost my wife

about the time they were in bloom; and this

year the sickness and death of my little boy
tilled my mind and heart with other thoughts,

so I could not say positively whether they

worked on them or not; but if they did not, it

was on account of the atmosphere not being in

proper condition for the secretion of nectar.

The fact of bees working on white clover is not

disputed; yet it is an undisputable fact that we
often see fields white with it, and not a bee on
it; while other years they will swarm on it as

long as it lasts; but as for getting surplus hon-

ey from it in this locality, it is a rare thing late

years. If the acreage of strawberries were as

large as that of white clover, I doubt there

being any dispute as to whether or not bees

work on them.

I have heard it said a great many times that

bees gather honey from corn-tassel; but I claim

they do not—at least in this locality.
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In regard to friend Miller's Straw, page 584, I

would say I have an inch hole in or near the

center of all my hives (front), and find it a

great advantage, whether the Langstroth or a

deeper hive, as the bees use it more in propor-

tion than they do the entrance across the front

at the bottom, and it seems to give a more per-

fect circulation, thereby lessening the liability

of combs melting down in extremely hot weath-

er, where no shade is used; at least, I used to

be troubled somewhat until I tried this extra

entrance, and since then have not had a comb
melt; and when a swarm issues, this hole is

crowded to its utmost. I may have something

to say later on in regard to the 8 and 10 frame

hive, and also the controversy concerning yel-

low bees.

Hillsboro, Wis., Aug. 8

[I should like to hear from you further on the
subject indicated in your last sentence. I

think we may now consider it fully settled that
bees do work on strawberry-blossoms. And
here is another that furnishes still further
proof.—Ed.]

BEES NECESSARY FOR STAWBERRY FRUITING;
INDISPUTABLE PROOF; A HARD RUB
FOR THE CARNIOI.ANS; JAPANESE

BUCKWHEAT.
As to bees working on strawberry bloom, I

would say that they do. 1 covered my straw-

berry-beds up with straw during the frosty

nights of last spring, and uncovered them in

the mornings, and by noon the bees would be

fairly swarming on them. They worked on it

equal to white or alsike clover. A few years

ago I visited an extensive strawberry-grower a

few miles from here; and after he showed me
around the place I happened to see half a doz-

en or more hives of bees, and remarked to him,
" I see you are a bee-keeper." He said, '" Yes, I

keep them to fertilize the strawberry bloom."

He said that the only time he had failed to get

a full crop was one season when it rained so

much that the bees were not able to work on

the blossoms except an hour or two at a time,

and then only on the outside of the matted

rows. He did not get any berries at all except

where the bees worked. He told me he could

calculate almost to a bushel as to how many
berries he would get if the weather was tiiie

when they were in blossom.

You will remember that 1 wrote an article in

Gleanings a little over five years ago as to the

stinging and honey gathering qualities of the

Carniolan bees. The breeder of these queens

wrote me a long letter, but requested me not to

answer in Gleanings, but to try them another

year; so I have fooled with them ever since,

getting more stings than honey. The first

year I gave them ten frames in the brood-

chamber; but as the surplus crop was a failure

I concluded I would reduce them to eight

frames the second season. They all wintered

well the first winter; but long before the honey

harvest had arrived they had used up all of

their honey, and had to be fed. They were
meeker than Moses. I fed them by filling

Mason cans with honey diluted with water,

tying cheese-cloth over the tops of them, and
inverting them over the brood-frames. When
cans were empty I would remove cans and give

the bees a quick shake in front of the hives to

dislodge them; but every last one of them
would have its sting fast in the cloth instead of

letting go like decent bees. Well, four of them
got to swarming, and their swarms swarmed so

I got half of my swarms Carniolans. I used

their combs for extracting-purposes, after they

swarmed, to prevent increase. As to honey,

the two that did not swarm did as well the

second season as my Italians; but, how they

stung when they were swarming! none of the

family cared to be out of doors, as they were
sure to be stung. No one would care to shake
the bees ofl" their combs, as they were afraid of

being stung. To stand within ten feet of one

of the hives in the fall, and look at them, they

would come at you in a steady stream, which
meant sure death if you did not make tracks

immediately. They would drop on to any one

like so many flies, and sting without any warn-

ing whatever. The stinging qualities of my bees

have been increased over 50 per cent since in-

troducing them.

Is it true that bees gather as much honey

from Japanese buckwheat as they do from the

gray and silverhull ? I have heard farmers say

that it hardly amounts to any thing for honey.

At the south of me there l-s a large piece of

common buckwheat, while in other directions

there is nothing but Japanese. Well, the bees

seem to prefer to go south—that is, the bulk of

them. Two vears nothing was sown but Jap-
anese, and those years 1 got no honey from
buckwheat to speak of, Geo. Broadbent.
Factoryville, Pa., Aug. 12.

[Yes, Japanese yields as much honey as any
other buckwheat, and very much more grain.
The cases you mention do not prove any thing
against the Japam^se. All buckwheats some
seasons fail to yield honey, and it is evident
that diiference in soils even on different farms
not far apart makes some difference. Even if

the bees do prefer to go "south " it may mean
that the character of the ground in that direc-
tion is more conducive to nectar secretion.

—

Ed. J

CRIMSON CLOVER.

ITS BEAUTY AND PR.\CTICAL VALUE.

By L. Staples.

Crimson clover is an annual, and should be

sown in the fall, in August, September, and

October. It germinates very quickly, and

grows rapidly through the fall and winter, and

blossoms about May 1. In this latitude this

clover can be sown after other crops have been

removed from the ground, and in this way will
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be of inestimable value in holding valuable

nitrates in the soil that are otherwise w^ashed

out of the bare ground. It furnishes fall, win-

ter, and early spring pasture, and enriches and
stores up plant-food for next crop. A field of

crimson clover in bloom is strikingly beautiful.

Its marvelous beauty surpasses any thing ever

seen in a field crop, ft is good for hay; will

yield from two to three tons per acre, and from
six to ten bushels of seed. About eight bushels

of seed is an average yield. The plant seems
to flourish and do well in all soils, in a heavy
clay as well as a light sand. Crimson clover

makes a good bee-pasture, and every bee-keep-

er will sow a field of crimson clover as soon as

he understands its value as a honey-plant.

The seed being cheap, I predict that, when
farmers see what this clover will do for them,
they will scatter the seed on all vacant ground.

Ten and twelve quarts of seed are usually sown
on an acre. The ground should be prepared by
plowing or cultivating shallow. Pulverize the

surface, and cover the seed very lightly.

CRIMSON CLOVER.

Crimson clover is very hardy, and will suc-
ceed where the common red clover or wheat
does. I think that, where failures are made
with this plant, it is caused mostly by sowing
imported seed. Always, if possible, obtain
American-grown seed that is acclimated to this

country, and a hay and seed crop is assured.
No other clover remains green all through the
winter; no other plant furnishes winter pasture
like crimson clover. Every farmer and bee-
keeper, and every lady who loves flowers,

should sow at least a small bed of crimson
clover this fall.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 20.

[The cut below, from the American Bee Jour-
nal, gives another view of this truly remarka-
ble clover. Thi^, compared with our engraving
in our Sept. 1st i>sue. p. (558, will give a good
idea of the plant.—Ed. J

BREEDING FOR CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS.

SOME OF THE PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES IN
THE WAY.

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

I have read with a good deal of interest the
article by another of the Miller family, on page
620. He makes the point that we should watch
for the individual peculiarities of colonies, and
treat them accordingly. There may be some-
thing in that; but it isn't so easy of execution,
for it may take us the whole of a season, or the
greater part of it, to get acquainted with the pe-
culiarities of some colonies ; and then, just as
we get them learned, a change of queens brings
about a radical change in disposition ; for with
each change of queen, half the blood is likely to
be changed by the new queen meeting a drone
of difl'erent disposicion.

May we not, however, take advantage of our
acquaintance with individual colonies so far as
to select for breeding, so as to perpetuate and
establish the traits that best suit us? Alas!
again there must be much random work, be-
cause we have control of only one parent ; and
yet by persistent selection something may be
accomplished. Here's a colony not as active as
others. Instead of letting it requeen itself at
swarming, we supply it with a queen from our
most active colony. This new queen meets a
drone of stock so lazy that there is no percepti-
ble improvement. Still, the resulting workers
will not be so bad as they would have been if

the mother as well the father had been of bad
s(ock. By continual effort at weeding out the
bad and encouraging the good, even if we nev-
er pay the slightest attention to the suppressing
of drones of bad colonies, in time there will be
a change in the character of the drones them-
selves. Even if we have no direct control of
colonies scattered all around us, in time these
will feel the influence of our efl'orts, and we
may feel repaid for years of persistent effort at
breeding from the best. If we can not give the
matter full attention, even occasional efforts

will give proportionate rewards. Keep trying,
some of the time at least.

HOW LAKGE IS IT DESIRABLE TO HAVE COLO-
NIES IN SPRING?

A sentence on p. 628 arrests attention: " Too
large a swarm in early spring is not desirable,

and never does as well when the harvest comes."
Now, I wish Mr. Hand would go a little further
and tell us what constitutes too large a colony,
and why a colony of a certain size in spring will
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not do as well at harvest time as one a little bit

smaller. If we know what the best size is, it

will be easy to avoid trouble, for there are usu-

ally colonies too small that might be strength-

ened from the overgrown ones ; and even if all

were too large, it would be an easy matter to

destroy the surplus population each spring.

WILL, QTJEENS KEEP GOING BACK AND FORTH
FROM ONE STORY TO ANOTHER '?

I continue to be misquoted in Gleanings, to

the effect that I found queens would not breed

properly in two sections of a hive at the same

time. I do not remember to have ever said any

thing of the kind. Indeed, I have always said

that I had no difficulty in that direction, ahd

that my queens went readily of their own ac-

cord from one story to another. I think the

misunderstanding came from my reporting that,

when I confined a 'queen in an upper story to

oblige her to lay there, she utterly refused to do

any thing of the kind — quite a different thing

from the other.

You may remember that C. A. Hatch said his

bees would go from the lower to the upper sto-

ry, but would not go down again, and I could

not understand why mine should act so differ-

ently. Afterward I thought it might be that

his top and bottom bars were such as to form a

barrier across which the queen would not pass,

while in my case a space of nearly an inch be-

tween the two allowed the bees to fill in a lot of

comb in which the queen could lay and then

easily pass to the other story.

But the question came up whether my queens

would act in the same way with my new frames

having top and bottom bars each 1^ inches

wide, having respectively a thickness of % and

}4' thus making, with the M inch between them,

a space of l^s inches without any comb, across

which the queen must pass to get from one sto-

ry to the other. Despairing of success without

some special means, I studied a good deal upon
the matter, and finally made connection be-

tween the two stories by means of two dummies
of inch stuff, the lower dummy having a il-^

section of comb in its upper part, and the upper

one having a section in its lower part, one plac-

ed in the hive directly over the other, no wood
between the combs in the two sections, and a 14"

space between them. The bees promptly join-

ed the two sections together, and the queen

passed back and forth as I expected.

In order to compare, I tried one colony with-

out this special help, and by some means the

queen went in a short time from the upper to

the lower story. Then, to give the matter a

pretty full test, I put seven colonies on these

frames in two stories. The combs were new,

the colonies not overly strong, and there was no

likelihood that in any case they would occupy
more than eight combs. 80 I put four combs in

the upper story and four combs in the lower

story, leaving the queen in the upper story. If

I found eggs in the lower story after four or

more days, then I would know to a certainty

that the queen had gone below.

One colony was so weak that the queen could

occupy only about three frames; and as these

were all in the upper story, it was not strange

she did not go below. Another remained in the

upper story without going below, and I feel

pretty sure she would have occupied more
combs if they had all been in the upper story.

As to the rest, however, the queens seemed to

occupy one story as well as the other, altogeth-

er against my expectation. For instance, Aug.
22 I found, in No. 36, eggs in both stories ; and
also Aug. 26 I found eggs in both stories. That
shows clearly that, during the week of Aug. 19

— 26, the queen must have made at least three

changes from one story to the other. So I feel

pretty sure that, as a rule, the queen will occu-

py two stories about as well as one, if the room
in one story is not sufficient.

The question still remains, " Why do Brother

Hatch's bees act so differently from mine?" I

am wondering if it isn't just possible that his

queens had so much room in the upper story

that they did not feel the need of going down.

Marengo, 111.

[Yes, your last sentence probably hits the key
to the whole situation. How is it, Bro. Hatch?
-Ed.1

EUROPEAN MATTERS.

THE FORTIETH CONVENTION AT LEIPZIG; KING
ALBERT AND THE BEE KEEPERS; THE IN-
TERNATIONAL BEE-KEEPERS' CONGRESS AT
PARIS; AN 82-CENT FOUNDATION-PRESS IN
GERMANY.

By Charles Norman.

On and after the 10th of Augu=;t, the fortieth

convention of the German, Austrian, and Hun-
garian bee-keepers took place at Leipzig, king-

dom of Saxony. As that well-known German
bee-master, Mr. Gravenhorst. usually reports

to you on these conventions. I restrict myself

to a few remarks. There were over 1.500 par-

ticipants present—a number unheard of at o^lr

conventions—and the whole affair was a great

success. King Albert, of Saxony, who had
accepted the protectorate over the convention,

made his appearance for an hour or two, and

was honored as only monarchs are honored by

their humble subjects. He was cheered at and

cheered at; he was. wherever he stepped, sur-

rounded by the happy bee-keepers, "like the

queen-bee by her bees;" he was "speeched at"
by several orators, one of whom even spoke of

"us Saxons to whom our king is the star and

pride of our life." I wonder what climax this

man would have come to had he had to address

the highest German monarch, the emperor.

Well, great as the success of the convention

was. yet one German reporter says that the

German-Austrian reversible honey-extractors
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are heavy and clumsy tools, far surpassed by

those manufactured in England and the United

States; he also says that we Americans exhibit

our honey and bee-keeyers' supplies in a much
better and more systematic way; and, further-

more, he says that our rules for the distribu-

tion of prizes and premiums are much more

detailed, strict, and specified.

By Mr. Graveuhorst's Blcnenzeitimg I see

that at Paris, France, an international bee-

keepers' congress was held in July. The Ger-

man exhibitors are said to have excelled there;

and it is quite refreshing, in these times of

chauvinism (just think of how the anniversary

of the victory of Sedan was celebrated in Ger-

many the other day), that the French bee-

keepers treated the German exhibitors and

visitors as brethren and friends in the fullest

meaning of the word. That hatred and so-

called patriotic rivalry which are sown and

nourished between the nations by their rulers

are an artificial, unnatural, inhuman feeling

which exists in minds of criminal turn only.

On the European continent, foundation-mills

are much less used than in this country of ours.

Very many bee-keepers there make their foun-

dation themselves on hand foundation-presses

or forms. Of one of them, Rietsche's, between

<5000 and 7000 have been sold. By the Leipziger

Bienenzeitung I see that another one is manu-
factured now which consists partly of cement,

and is said to furnish thinner foundation than
the Rietsche press, and to work faster than
the latter, as no brushing off, no rubbing-in of

honey and the like, is needed; its price is also

much cheaper, being only three and a half

reichsmarks, or about 82 cents. Should the

press break by falling down, the manufacturer
repairs it for a trifle, as the wrought-iron frame,

the most valuable part of it, can not break.

To use the press it is previously laid in water
for at least five to six hours. Before the work
is commenced, the table has to be wetted thor-

oughly, and it must be kept wet as long as the

work is going on. Reason why: The press has
no rim to collect and gather the wax which is

forced out by the manipulation. This wax
flows partly down on the table, and partly

sticks to the outer part of the press from which,
when wet, it can be easily detached—which
operation, though, has to take place only now
and then, when a thicker crust has formed.
After the melted wax is poured on the press,

the latter is closed with the left hand, as the
weight of the upper plate itself produces the
necessary pressure. Then the press is immers-
ed in water for a moment, is opened on the
table, and the foundation is loosened from it

in a certain way by applying horizontally the
blade of a knife. It is advisable that an as-

sistant take hold of the foundation to cut off

what may adhere on its outer rim. Before one
proceeds to make another sheet of foundation.

the press is again immersed in water; then it is

opened, and what drops of water may adhere

are let run off; what water does not flow off, is

almost momentarily taken up (swallowed) by
the cement.

I also notice by the same paper that a Mr. A.

Enge, of Klein - Helmsdorf, has invented a

machine to uncap honey-combs with. The
depth to which the uncapping is done can be

regulated. It can be done down to the septum.

The machine has been exhibited and worked
at the above-mentioned exhibition at Leipzig,

and has "created quite an astonishment," and
was rewarded with a premium.

St. Petersburg, Fla., Sept. 16.

A LETTER FROM BELGIUM.

MORE ABOUT THAT CONVENTION WITH A MEM-
BEKSHIP OF 2000 BEE-KEEPERS.

By Prof. J. Verlinden.

You have been sending me Gleanings reg-

ularly since 1892. It is certainly the apicul-

tural journal which I read with the greatest

pleasure. It is full of useful and interesting

teachings; and the hours I have passed in

translating it have been very agreeable. It is

with impatience that I await its arrival at my

PROF, verlinden.

table, and I then run over it eagerly. In order
to know better your Belgian correspondent
who will henceforth write more frequently, I

send with my letter three photographs. One is

a plain vignette of your humble servant. An-
other represents me giving a talk on the bee;
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for, aside from my duties as teacher, the gov-

ernment has commissioned me to give a score

of conferences in this province. I can thus

qualify myself as profosi-or of apiculture; and

this second picture shows Prof. J. Verlinden

giving a talk, and explaining the mysteries of

the hive. The third picture represents my
family—my wife and daughter, taken fobr and

PKOF. VKRLINDEN INSTnUCTINC4 HIS CLASS IX BEE KEEPINii.

a half years ago. [The first two being the best

I herewith reproduce them in half-tone.—Ed]
Wasmes (Vom) is a city of 14,000 inhabitants,

in a mining district. It has two churches, six

brassworks. one tannei y, four coke-ovens, one
cork-factory, one manufactory of chicory and
coffee, one brewery, two distilleries, three

schools for boys and three for girls. On the

south there is a woods. The honey flora is not
rich, hence there are not many bee-keepers.

Born Nov. 4, 1860, I was appointed teacher in

school No. .3, in January, 1882. So for thirteen

years I have kept bees here. I have had 37

colonies; but to-day I have but 11. I shall in-

crease the number during the summer.
My straw hives are placed in a house-apiary

having a capacity for 12

hives. It faces the south.

The frames in the movable-
frame hives, Dadant-Blatt
type, are 16XxlO}^; the oth-

er frames are llf square.

The hives are placed along
a hedge, sheltered from the

prevailing southwest winds,

and face the east. The plan

of the apiary was adopted
two years ago. In front of

the house-apiary there is a

small space reserved for the

cultivation of certain plants

whose value as honey-pro-
ducers I desire to ascertain.

For example, there is borage,

of which I sowed a packet
of seed this year. Every year
I renew the plantation, and
make record of the going and
coming of the bees to these

flowers. That constitutes my
apicultural sport. Near the

house you see the poultry.

I have the black

bee of this country; but in

my apiary situated on the

land of Mr. F. Rainbeau, at

Grand Hornu,two miles from
here, I keep pure Italians.

Mr. R. is the Director of

Mines at 'Grand Hornu and
at , Marles,j France. He] was
Chief^Equerry under Napole-

on III., and heU'marriedthe

daughter of His- Majesty's

private secretary. He is very

rich," and intimately related

to the Rothschilds.

The flora being ^rich here,

the honey-flow is of short

duration. May and June are

the two months when honey

abounds. Extracting is done

during the first half of July.

My he;iviest yield (1888) was 70 lbs. per hive.

The uvi'iHge is about 43 lbs. We get but little

section honey, as it is but little used. Comb
honey in frames is most used. Extracted honey

is widely used.

After my honey is extracted I let it ripen in a

large can, so that the watery parts may come
to the top, and thus allow the denser part to
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settle. Then, in order to make it granulate

sooner, and have the granulation fine and thin,

I beat the honey by means of a churn.

The honey sells for from 28 to 58 cts. per kilo-

gram, or 2i lbs.

Gleanings for Jan. 15 makes two quotations

from Progres Apicole. Thanks. In your.Jan.

1st issue, you say thai ''the Hainaut Bee-

keepers' Association numbers more than 2000

members." The province of Hainaut, the most

populous in Belgium, has about a million of

inhabitants. Two thousand bee-keepers form

a part of the federation: but many are not now
in full membership. These 2000 members are

divided into 34 sections, each one of which is

entitled to three meetings a year. These three

meetings are paid for from the treasury of the

association. Besides, the sections can pay for

additional meetings. Fifteen persons are com-

missioned to go over the province to give in-

struction in apicultural matters. The follow-

ing year we form apicultural schools, like those

already existing in Germany and in the United

States. Each meeting teaches part theory and

part practice at the apiary of one of the mem-
bers of the association. The professor performs

the operations. There are no very extensive

apiaries in Hainaut. The largest, to my knowl-

edge, does not contain over 50 hives. One per-

son, half a mile from here, makes a specialty of

apiculture. He has 250 or 300 hives in 7 api-

aries, all straw hives, one story. He buys much
honey of strangers, which he manipulates be-

fore sending it to its destination. The greater

part of the members average only four hives.

In a future letter I shall speak of the differ-

ent kinds of hives, and of the flora of each

country in particular. I read with much in-

terest Mr. Norman's Chat on European Mat-
ters. I hope he will not forget the Apicultural

Federation of Hainaut.

Wasmes, Belgium.

[We are glad to hear from our Belgian cor-
respondent, and hope we may hear from him
further.—Ed.]

THE DARK AS WELL AS BRIGHT SIDE OF
APICULTURE.

VFOULD BE A PAUPER IF HE DEPENDED ON
BEES Oii BERRIES.

By L. A. Dosch.

I have kept bees on a small scale for over 15

years. Last year we got a little honey; colo-

nies were strong, and in good condition. While
clover was burned out last summer by the

drouth, also this year. The bees succeeded in

storing a good portion of the fruit-bloom, and
made a splendid start; but the drouth set in as

early as April and May. It was so dry in

Southern Ohio our corn would not come up.

We had to replant and replant again to make
sure of getting a stand of corn. The Big Mi-

ami River, which flows in sight of my place is

so low that children wade it anywhere. All

small creeks are dried up all summer. Farm-
ers' cattle look poor — nothing but the bare

earth to be seen in the fields. Cows can

scarcely be kept in bounds by fences. Bitter

weeds are devoured greedily if any are in sight.

Farmers have been hauling water from the

river all summer to plant tobacco, our main
crop.

In the Miami Valley my bees never swarmed
last year nor this summer. Bee-keeping as a

business is out of the question in Ohio. Let

the truth be said. Yes, we have some pleasant

recollections of some very wet seasons ten

years or more ago—so wet we could scarcely

run a binder at harvest, for fear of sinking it

out of sight, i wish we had some of those wet

days. We could stand two every week. The
wells are all going dry. Everywhere you can

see the well-uiggers at work sinking deeper

and deeper for water. Never, in the history of

Miami Valley, was there such long-continued

dry weather. Hay is f28 a ton; but farmers

have none for themselves. There was very

little to make. We are not saying this to com-

plain; but these conditions surround us.

Strawberries were of short duration; then

raspberries came next. They came and went,

but we scarcely realized tneir presence as it

was so short. You might tell some people

there is money in bees; but not the average

Southern Ohio farmer. We do not write these

facts to scare any one out of the bee- business;

but 1 have read your Reports Encouraging and

Discouraging,and felt prompted to wriie this for

your readers over this vast land who used to

live in good old Ohio. There seems to be a dis-

position on the part of your management of

Gleanings to raiher suppress such reports as

this, and always speak in rather glowing terms

of what the bees are doing for you. Now, we
do not tell the half of what our suffering farm-

ers have endured for the last two years; nei-

ther do we exaggerate in the least. That honey

crops have been a dismal failure for a number
of years is a fact, and we should be obliged to

go around with our pants all torn if we de-

pended on the •' blessed bees."

We hope you will insert this letter, and not

suppress a line, or cut out a line here and there,

as you frequently do, until you cut it down to

suit your taste, in trade-journal style.

Miamisburg, O.

[Friend Dosch, I have not a particle of doubt
as to tlie truth of all you say regarding the
weather; but there is a strain of uncharitable-
ness in ceriaiu parts of your letter that I do
object to most seriously; and that is, that we
publisti only the bright side of apiculture. If

you will look at our back volumes you will see
that we have published the dark side as well as
the bright; but you should remember that bee-
keepers are very much more apt to give their
successes than their failures. Your last insin-
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uation, that we cut and trim certain articles so

as to pervert the meaning of a writer, is entire-

ly without foundation. Much Irrelevant mat-
ter that is written is necessarily struck out,

otherwise Gleanings would contain 320 pages
instead of 32. I would by no means say that

the drouth is sent to you as a punishment for

raising that which produces so much human
misery as we all well know tobacco does; but

how you can ask God to send you rain in order

to raise a curse for your neighbors is oneof those

problems that are said to be past solution. '• If

ye keep my commandments, then I will give

you rain in due season, and the land shall yield

her increase," is a promise that I believe still

holds good.

My good friend D., our stenographer, W. P.

Root, submitted the above to me in reply to

your letter. He wrote it immediately after

reading vour criticisms, suggesting it simply as

a basis i'or what I might wish to say; and so,

with the best of feelings in the world, I wish to

add a little. Would a journal be profitable to

its readers that would publish mainly accounts
of floods, drouths, cyclones, and things of that

sort? Where a lesson is to be learned, of course

we can afford to give full particulars. Rutin
the above you really, perhaps without knowing
it, find fault with the dispensations of the Al-

mighty. A year ago. when I passed through
the southern part of the State of Ohio, I was
delighted with the fertile fields and prosperous
farming that met my gaze on almost every
hand. I wonder if some of our readers in your
locality can not give us somethine more cheer-
ful, even though you have experienced every
thing you mention. While your letter was in

my hand, our book-keeper called my attention

to the following:

My bees are doing finely. Hives run as high as 12

lbs. per day. I have them in the midst of 200 acres
of alfalfa. R. L. Snodgrass.
Gordon, Kan., July 18.

And the above, as you will notice, comes from
drouth-smitten Kansas—the State that has
suffered so much that for years it was almost a

proverb. I quite agree with what my friend

W. P. says in regard to the tobacco business.

If I were engaged in any such industry I cer-

tainly should not think of a-^king God to bless

my daily tasks.—A. I. R.]

NEW MEXICO AS A BEE-COUNTRY.

SIX months' honey-flow; a failure of

HONEY CROP UNKNOWN.

By T. S. McCluvfi.

Not since the brief mention made by Mr.

Root t)n the occasion of his visit here several

years ago, has any thing appeared in Glean-
ings with regard to bee culture in this place;

yet this quaint old town on the Rio Grande can

give reports all along this line that can be

equaled by those from very few localities.

Here, within a radius of five miles, are two

thousand colonies of bees, nearly all pure

Italians, in eight-frame Langstroth hives—

a rather crowded range, some will think; but

the average yield per colony is just as high as

when there were only ten stands of bees in the

valley. The honey season begins with the

fruit-bloom, in April; very soon afterward the

surrounding mesa, mile upon mile, seems fairly

alive with the busiest of bees, gathering the

fragrant nectar from the far-famed mesquite.

Early in June we should have on each hive a

full super of the whitest and most delicious

honey that can be produced in the v/orld. Af-

ter, perhaps, a slight check, comes the alfalfa

harvest. This plant blooms four times during

the year; but the nectar from the later crops

comes mingled with that of many wild Go

The tornillo yields as good honey as the mes-

quite; hut much of the product of the late

bloom, which lasts until October frosts, is of

poor quality, and of amber hue.

What do you think of a six-months' honey

season? And the best feature of all is, that a

failure of the honey crop has never been known,

nor has any disease ever appeared among the

bees.

The pioneer bee-keeper of the valley, Mr.

S. W. Sherfey, says that, in his sixteen years'

THOSE PETS.

experience, one year only was unfavorable,

and he then averaged over .50 pounds of

comb honey to the hive. The veriest novice is

dissatisfied unless he is able to produce 100

pounds of comb honey to the colony, besides

quite a quantity of extracted.

Bees always winter well out of doors, eating

comparatively little, and requiring no atten-

tion.

A PLEA FOR ADOBE DWELLINGS.

When Mr. Root visited our town he was
enthusiastic over our orchards and meadows,

but gave his readers a very bad impression of

our mud-built houses. Pardon a brief digres-

sion, and allow me to put in a plea for our

adobe dwellings. With walls often several

feet thick, which can defy alike the most in-

tense heat of summer or cold of winter, the

adobe is the house for the climate. Frame and

brick houses are common, but are very much
in disfavor. The adobe admits of a finish as
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fine as marble. The pleasant roomy frame

house with its wide verandas, which Mr. Root

visited, and described a^ being the only frame

house that he saw, was entirely an adobe

building.

The numerous readers of Gleanings would

be more than pleased to welcome Mr. Root

should he ever carry out, his expressed inten-

tion of visiting our valley again, and for a long-

er time.

[Our friends s(Mit along a couple of photos,
one of which we have roproduct^d in half- tone.

In answer to a h'tter asking for the circum-
stances connected with the swarm on the hat,
McClure Bros, write:]

THAT SWARM ON THE HAT.
The picture of the bees on the hat was secur-

ed in the following way: A photographer hap-

pened to be taking some views of our apiary,

when a swarm came«out. The apiarist shook

a few of the bees on his hat, and about half of

the swarm settled there, and a view was taken.

We have an apiary of about 300 hives. The
present honey season has been more than usu-

ally good, and that is saying a good deal. We
ship a carload soon. McClure Bros.

Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 11.

ftUEENS SLOW TO WORK IN AN ADDED
STORY.

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

Some of my experiences as to queens working
in more than one story seem rather contradic-

tory. When I have tried to force them to work
in a story added above or below, they have
seemed very stubbornly against it. I formerly

had an impression that a queen in full laying,

if changed into a different story or apartment,
would be obliged to lay at least for a short

time, and that, rather than let the eggs go to

waste, she would lay them in any kind of cells

to which she had access, providing they were
not too deep.

In some cases I raised the story containing

the brood-nest, put the queen into an empty
story below, and put an excluder between. I

have no exact memoranda of results, but I

think there was no case in which she continued

laying right along, and I think there was al-

ways at least a day or two of sulking.

Last year I tried to get brood in some half-

stories by adding them above or below with an
excluder between. They contained both foun-

dation and old comb. The result was much
less satisfactory than any thing ever tried with
stories of full depth. I hardly think the depth
of the stories had any thing to do with it, but
the season was poorer. Looking at my book, I

find I put a half-story over No. 57, May 14, A.

M. May 15. p. m., I found no eggs, but found
some May 1(3. a. m. I think this was one of the

most successful cases.

At the other extreme was the case of No. 76.

May 17 I put the queen above. By some means
it was left till June 14, just four weeks later,

when I found no brood or eggs in the upper
story. Neither was brood to be found, nor eggs,

in the lower story. I then put the queen into

the lower story, and thouuht all would be well.

But eight days later I found no eggs, nor did I

find any later; and July 3 I found the old queen
on the ground in front of the hive, when I kill-

ed her and ended the colony. A case of stub-

bornness with a vengeance, wasn't it?

In the same line of witness is the fact that it

is an exceedingly rare thing to find a queen
laying in one of my supers, although there is

nothing to hinder a queen any more than a
worker from going up. In this case, however,
it may be that conditions are not to her liking

as to thickness of comb, and separators may
have something to do with it.

QUEENS GO READILY FROM ONE STORY TO AN-
OTHER.

On the other hand, I have had many cases in

which queens have gone of their own accord

into an added story above or below; and I think

in every such instance they have continued to

go back and forth, keeping up the brood in

both stories. Friend "Hatch says his queens
will go into a second story; but, once there,

they never go down again. When I first read

that, I wondered just a little whether there

might not be some chance for mistake some-
where; but 1 have great confidence in the man.
It is possible that his different e.xperience comes
from different conditions. I wish he would tell

us what kind of top and bottom bars he has,

and how much space between them.
In my case, the top-bars were Ixi-'s', and the

bottom- bars %\}>i. with a full inch between

them. The space between was filled with

comb, so that really it wasn't so very different

from a single story with frames of double depth.

SHALL THE BROOD NEST BE ENLARGED HORI-
ZONTALLY OR VERTICALLY ?

The question as to whether a queen will go

back and forth from one story to another be-

comes one of importance to those who think as

many as ten frames or more are needed during

part or the whole of the year. I confess that I

am at present inclined to enter the camp of

such believers. Having handled extensively

both ten-frame and eight-frame hives, the com-
pactness of the latter, together with ease and
convenience of handling, is such that I am loath

to go back to the ten-frame hive.

If as good results can be obtained, or even if

nearly as good results can be obtained by using

two stories a part or the whole of the year,

avoiding thereby the lifting of the heavier

hives, then I want to hold on to the eight-

framers. This will hold especially true with
such as now have eight-frame hives exclusive-

ly, for a change to a larger size would mean a
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heavy expense; whereas the trial of two stories

of a sizo already in use would cost comparative-

ly nothing.

With my present light, i/ queens will be in-

duced readily to occupy two stories, here's

something like what seems desirable, only with

two seasons of utter failure I know practically

little more about it than I did two years ago:

At the beginning of spring, give a story of

combs below with some honey, so that there

will be abundance of stores, and so that the

queen can occupy as many frames as she likes

of the sixteen. At the beginning of the honey-

hai'vest, whether the whole sixteen frames

shall be left, or whether the number be reduced

to 12, 10, or to a single story, is a question on

which I desire more light. In any case, at the

close of the white-honey harvest two stories

will be put or kept in use, remaining till per-

haps October, when one story will be taken

away till spring. If the hives were to remain

on the summer stands there would be no need

to take away one of the stories at any time

of the year, unless thought advisable to do so

during the harvest.

I am veiy much afraid, however, that, with

such frames as I should like, and with the de-

sirable absence of burr and brace combs, the

queen would not readily go from one story to

another. Possibly that might be remedied by

some sort of ladder of comb from the first to the

second story, so the queen could go from one to

the other without setting her dainty feet down
upon wood.

I shall read this article with much interest

when I see it in print, but I shall skip all but

the footnote. I shall also look with interest

for the kindly criticisms of others, for I very

well know that I'm talking on a subject about

which I know very little, but desire light very

much.
Marengo, 111.

FEW UNFINISHED SECTIONS I\ THE FALL.
HOW NOT TO HAVE THEM; BEES CLUSTER-
ING out; WHEN IT IS AND IS NOT A GOOD
STMPTOM.
Question.—Nearly every fall I have half or

more of my sections in the unfinished or uncap-
ped state; and especially is this the case tlie

present fall, when nearly two-thirds of them
are unsalable on account of not being capped
over. Will you please tell us in Gleanings
how this may be obviated?
Answer.—llow to manage our bees so as to

secure the greatest yield of comb honey is a

question of great importance to all those who
are engaged in producing such honey for mar-

ket; hence we often have articles on this topic

giving us instructions regarding it. But comb
honey is of little value unless properly finished

or capped over; so that the thing which our
questioner puts before us of " how to manage
our bees so as to have few uncapped sections

in the fall "is a question of nearly as much
importance to us as the one spoken of above,

which has occupied the thoughts and writings

of very many. For years I was troubled by
having from one-fourth to one-half of the

combs in the sections not fully sealed at the

close of the honey-harvest, which were salable

only at a reduced price, if at all; but of late I

have but few of such, even in a poor season.

After experimenting for a year or two regard-

ing the matter, I became convinced that the

cause of the trouble was in giving the bees too

many sections; and especially conducive to

this was the plan of tiering up sections late in

the season. How often have I, years ago,

spoiled a promise of an abundant yield of comb
honey by tiering up four or five days before

the honey-harvest closed! To tier up sections

profitably requires considerable tact; and es-

pecially do we want a thorough knowledge of

the honey resources of the lield we occupy. I

often think that there is too much injudicious

talk in some of our papers in regard to not al-

lowing the bees under any circumstances to

cluster on the outside of the hive, the idea

being generally conveyed that, when bees thus

cluster out, they need more room. Now, it

depends upon when this clustering-out occurs,

whether more room is needed or not; and hence
I say "injudicious talk." If the clustering-

out occurs at the commencement, or in the

height of the honey harvest, then more room
should be given; while, if at the latter part of

the harvest, or in a time of honey-dearth, no
more room is needed; for more room at this

time results in the one case in many unfinished

sections, and in the other an absolute waste of

time used in enlarging the hive. To illustrate:

During some seasons we have but a few days
of honey secretion, and that often after the

flowers which produce the yield are rather past

their prime. At such times we often do not

have on the hive one-half of the capacity

which we would use in a good season, and for

this reason the bees begin to be crowded out.

Hoping that the weather may be good during

the rest of the time that the flowers are in

bloom we give double the room to our colonies,

only to have it turn bad weather again, thus

giving us only partly filled sections in the fall;

while, had we left them as they were, all would
have been finished. Well do I remember one

such season when, in time of basswood bloom,

we had bad weather up to the middle of the

bloom. At this time I had on each hive a sur-

plus capacity of about twenty pounds, when
all at once the yield of honey became abundant,
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and the bees began to be crowded out. Hop-
ing that the weather might be good for some
time, I spread the sections on a few hives by

placing some empty ones between those nearly

full, giving at most only about 40 pounds ca-

pacity, while, when all is favorable, I use 60.

The result was, that the bees immediately

took possession of the empty sections, while

the weather turned unfavorable again; and

when the season was over I got no more than

five to ten pounds of capped honey from these

hives, while those not touched gave twenty

pounds of nice capped honey. In this case the

bad weather was the cause, for the spreading

was not carried far enough to be unreasonable;

but in former years I have been the cause of

the trouble by spreading or tiering up but a

few days before the honey-harvest closed.

Again, after the basswood bloom had fallen

there came on a very hot spell when not a bit

of honey was to be obtained; and the result

was, that the fronts of the hives were black

with bees. According to the advice above
alluded to, I should have given more room;

and if the bees then persisted in clustering out

I should smoke each colony until they all went
in and stayed there. Any one can see at a

glance that this would be just a waste of time,

as the bees were doing just as well for me by

clustering on the outside of the hive as any-

where. But. to return:

My plan of operation to secure all capped
sections at the close of the honey-harvest is as

follows: When the bees show, by building bits

of comb here and there about the hive, that

they are securing honey from the fields, I put

on sections to the amount of about 20 pounds,

and leave them thus till the bees are well at

work in them, when I add about 10 pounds
more room by placing it at the sides of those

first given them. When this room is fu y oc-

cupied, I give more room at the sides to about
the same amount given before: and were I

using the tiering-up plan, I should have my
surplus-arrangements so arranged that, at this

time, I could raise up about one-half of the

sections already on, putting empty sections

underneath them, instead of raising up the

whole 30 pounds, thus giving them more room,
a little at a time, as the bees have need. By
the time the bees fully occupy the room last

given at the sides, the first 20 pounds given

them is ready to come ofl'; and when this is

taken off, the partly filled sections on either

side are drawn together over the center of the

brood -nest, and empty sections given at the

sides again to the amount which T think they

will need. Thus I keep taking off and putting

on sections, taking the full ones from the mid-
dle, and putting the empty sections at the

sides until the season begins to draw toward
its close, when, as fast as full ones are taken

from the center, the others are drawn up till

the space is contracted to the original 20- pound
capacity, or even less if I think it necessary.

In this way the bees are given all the space
they really need, while the chance for many
uncapped sections in the fall is quite small.

By a little study the tiering up plan can be

made to conform to the at)0ve, and worked on
the same principle. I think that any plan

which requires the tiering-up of from 30 to 40

pounds capacity, or the spreading-out of the

same number of pounds at one time, is faulty,

and a wrong policy to adopt, while the giving

of a medium amount of surplus room as needed
seems to me to be a wise course to pursue.

HOW AND WHERE TO KEEP COMB AND EX-
TRACTED HONEY.

Ed. Oleanimjs :^Gsin you inform us. or some
of your readers through the columns of Glean-
ings, the temperature that extracted honey can

be raised to with safety so it will not regranu-

late again? also the proper temperature for

keeping comb honey.

We notice that the sale and consumption of

honey in comb is greatly reduced by honey be-

ing held in fluctuating and cold temperature;

whereas, if kept in an even high temperature it

would not chill nor granulate, and become pre-

mature old honey to all appearances.

We have spacious rooms that we use for cold

storage of butter and eggs in the summer, and

are now emptying them and contemplate heat-

ing those rooms to the proper temperature for

comb honey. These rooms are so protected

that they can hold any temperature, so they

will not vary five degrees in six months.

We believe that will be a great benefit to the

honey placed in our hands for sale, especially

for such as comes to us before cold weather.

We think one reason why honey sells best, and

gives best satisfaction in the early part of the

Season, is because, in the later part of the sea-

son, it has been exposed to extreme changes in

temperature, and it stiffens or granulates in

the comb, and the consumer, buying such once,

doesn't want it again. We do not know of a

honey-dealer who keeps honey in a warm room,

but generally in an open store, where the doors

are not closed in many places in the coldest

winter weather. We know of two hundred

cases of honey that was carried over winter in

that way, and is now unsalable except for bee-

food. The holders say it came to them Decem-
ber last, and was granulated then, and would

not soil. I should like to hear opinions on the

practicability of furnishing an even high

temperature for honey; and I think that, if
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grocers and holders of honey come to realize

that cold temperature injures honey, many of

them will not keep their stock of honey in the

coldest part of a store, and. in many cases, in

their ice-boxes, under the false idea that honey

must be kept cool. H. R. Wright.
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 21.

[Good extracted honey, if brought to a tem-
perature of not over 180° Fahrenheit, bottled
and sealed ivhile hot, will usually, if kept in a
uniformly warm temperature, keep liquid for a
year or more. Indeed, we had some fine clover
honey, treated in this way, keep liquid for two
years. But there is a great difference in honey.
Some will candy much quicker than others.
The riper—that is. thicker—the honey is, the
longer it will keep liquid.

Cold atmosphere is quite favorable to candy-
ing of both extracted and comb.
The temperature of the storage-room should

be about that of a living-room—70°. Higher
would do no harm, but is inconvenient and ex-
pensive.
Cellars and cold rooms, especially when sub-

ject to freezing, are poor places for honey.
In melting candied extracted honey, the tem-

perature should not go above 180°, otherwise
the fine flavor will in a large measure be de-
stroyed. The usual way is, to place the vessel
of candied honey in another larger receptacle
containing hot water.

—

Ed.]

THAT HIVE DISCUSSION — WHY IT SHOULD BE
CONTINUED.

Last number of Gleanings is at hand, with

intimation that the discussion concerning big

and small hives ought to cease, because it is a

matter of locality. I have also received a pri-

vate letter from a prominent bee-keeper ex-

pressing the same opinion. Now, right here I

want to enter the vei^y biggest kind of a protest

—that, precisely because it is a matter of local-

ity, it ought be fully discussed. We ought to

ascertain in what localities and for what kind

of honey-flows large-sized brood -nests give the

best results, and where and under what circum-

stances small brood-nests are best. Methods of

managements are to be taken into considera-

tion, as the management in any given case

must vary with the kind of hive employed.

Adrian Getaz.
Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 20, 1895.

[As we have received a good many letters of
similar import, and only one protest against the
hive discussion, we will hold our columns open
for a while longer. The question, I think, is

indeed an important one. and personally I

should be very sorry to have it stopped now —
just on the eve of getting, as I think, a few
more pointers and a better understanding of
what localUy has to do with it.—Ed.]

THAT HIVE DI.SCUSSION.

Keep up the discussion about the size of hives.

I have tried from one up to twenty frames, and
prefer ten to either more or less. I may tell

you the reason why, later, if you care to know.
West Lodi, O., Sept. 5. Jas. Bolin.

[Yes, by all means let us know.—Ed.]

THAT NICE HONEY OF YORK'S ; IS IT FROM THE
ROSE OF SHARON?

In reading Gleanings for Aug. 15, page 637,

I see that you have had a visit from Mr. York;
and the description of his honey exactly an-

swers mine; and as I had been trying my best

to find out its source, I thought I would write

you to say that the only possible source seemed
to be the " rose of Sharon." My apiary (three

hives) in our place is in a well-built-up town;

but as the rose of Sharon is a pretty flower,

nearly every yard has one or two trees of it.

If the tree named grows in near Chicago, Mr.
York will undoubtedly find it the source of his

honey. Perhaps I should mention that there

are two kinds of the flower^the single and
double; and while I could never find a single

honey-bee on the single-flowered bushes, they

fairly swarmed on the double, both red and
white. The honey I have looks almost black in

the comb; but when held up to the light it

looks quite light.

Have taken 50 lbs. of comb honey from my
hives this year, 2 colonies spring count, the

most of it being this rose of Sharon, and the

rest about 15 lbs., being basswood. Fall flowers

are in full bloom, giving plenty for winter, and
perhaps a little surplus. E. Loizeaux.

Plainfield, N. J., Sept. 10.

[I don't know whether Mr. York has the rose
of Sharon in the vicinity of his bees or not. The
only way to prove whether the honeys are one
and the same is to exchange samples.

—

Ed.]

square IRON TANKS OF LARGE CAPACITY FOR
HONEY- STORAGE IN AUSTRALIA.

A few months ago I read some articles in

Gleanings about the fitness or otherwise of

galvanized-iron tanks for storing honey, such
tanks being principally used in California by

large honey-producers; but I haven't seen any-

body recommending the tanks I use. The
tanks I have for honey-storing are square iron

tanks, made of stout iron plates, the seams
closely riveted, very strong, and painted red

outside. These tanks are used on board ships

for holding water, and are also sent out to Aus-
tralia filled with groceries, but principally with
malt for the breweries. They hold 200 to 400

imperial gallons, equal to 3000 and 6000 pounds
of honey.

I have at present eleven of those tanks in use

—six of 6000 capacity, and five of 3000; three of

them for over eight years in use, and they give

every satisfaction. vSome have had honey in

them for 3 or 4 years. Before using I clean them
well, and wax inside. Fl. Petersen.
Wattle Flat, N. S. W., Australia, July 25.

[If I understand you, these tanks are of plain
iron—i. e., ungalvanized. Such tanks, especial-
ly if waxed inside, would no doubt give good
service; but they would be rather expensive.
Plain iron, if painted on the outside, would be
just as good, and perhaps better, than tne zinc-
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coated metal. Honey, when in actual contact
with iron, is an excellent rust preventive, and
it is possible such tanks as you describe, and
not coated with wax inside, would do very
well.—Ed.]

STAMPED NUMBER-TAGS FOR HIVES.

To those who want a hive-number, and are

not afraid to pay for a good article, I will say

any stamp-works can furnish you brass checks,

li<( to 2 in. in diameter,
;V.

thick, with number
stamped on, and a hole to put a screw through.

These will last 100 years, and then be good for

100 years more. Drive a brad in the front of

the hive to hang them on. I use them. Cost

is nominal. F. H. Richardson.
LaClede, Mo., Sept. :}.

queen. Forty-five days might be long enough
during the busy part of the summer; but I

should expect to find a few back fellows in the

hive all suuimer. If the queen be introduced

in the fall, you will likely find black bees in the

hive all through the following spring. As to

how to Italianize, we would refer you to first

column of page 33 of our catalog, third para-

graph; or, better, the A B C of Bee Culture.

HANS MOURNS THE LOSS OF HIS BEES.

W. J. C, Ofcla.—Bees will work on a ripe wa-
termelon that has been broken. During a scar-

city of honey they are quite apt to take any
broken fruit while the juice is running. They
would not gather enough in any case from a

watermelon to do any perceptible harm to the

winter stores.

H. M. S., 0.—Years ago, as you may have no-

ticed in the ABC book, we lost quite heavily,

owing to the fact that the honey made from ci-

der killed the bees during the winter, a safer

way would be for you to extract all the cider

honey, and feed sugar syrup. The cider mix-

ture may be given them next spring, when it

will do no harm.

/. B., Va.—If you have difficulty in finding

your queens, use queen entrance-guards, illus-

trated and described on page 11 of our catalog.

Attach one in front of the hive, and shake all

the bees down at the entrance. As the bees

pass in, watch for the queen. She will be bar-

red out by the zinc, and can be easily caught.

This plan is often used in finding black queens;

and if you have defective eyesight it is one that

you could probably use to good advantage.

W. W., S. C—We usually advise bee-keepers

to stay where they are. Bees do pretty well in

almost any locality of the United States. Cal-

ifornia (at least the southern part of it) stands

at the head ; then comes Colorado, Arizona,

Florida, New York, and Pennsylvania. But
certain portions of the States named are barren

of honey. If you have any particular locality

in view you had better write to some person at

the postoffice, and learn whether bees are kept;

and, if so, whether they pay.

O. R., Ky.—It all depends upon the season of

the year as to how soon the black bees will dis-

appear after the introduction of an Italian

I haf mucl) truble mit mine bees,
Day haf die vinter most all freeze;

Dey gets all ofer f rose.
From der het down to der toes;

Und I say, " Hans,
Tou know yust liow der niuney goes,

Ven you py some more bees."

Oh my ! I veel so ^ery sad

;

Dis vinter use mine bees so bad.
I denk I take der rest
To pet mit me

Und cuver dem yup mit der close
To keeps dem from geding any more frose.

Mine vife Beky says she yust knows
Der bees no like to be shut up mit der close.

I denk, " Hans, you nose not
Vot you bees apout.

Or you deach does bees
Rite away to eat some krout,"

Den, oh my I you shmell dot hunyes
Yust forty miles away.

I yust vait und see
Vat mine vife Beky haf to say.

Mine wife Beky say I make someding out.
Ve yust swheep dot room and clean It oud,

Und bring in does bees,
Und dot b;irrel of krout,

Und does bees makes honeys
All de vinter oud.

Dot vife Beky she bees so shmart
I yust lofe her mit all mine hart.

Ven we bring does bees in,

Von dakes mine vife on der chin.
I say, " You look aliddle out,"
Ven von sthii'ks her on der shnout.

She runs to dut banel of krout

—

Dot dakef dei- pain already oud;
I haf no dout does liddle bees
Yust would like some limberger cheese.

I see all does big bee mons
Gifes problems to make oud;

Und I yust gife dot problem
Apout der bees und krout.

Dey can yust tole me
If dot hunyes don't bee so vei'y fine

I denk I ot to uo dot,
Ven I eats him all der time.

I denk if does bee mons
Solf dot problem oud

Apout mine bees und krout,
Dey will hafe to shaipen der prain,

Und shweep the cobwebs oud;
But I bees so happy,

Und ven I dakes der hunyes oud
I can yust shmell

It bees flavored up mit krout.

I feed mine bees limberger cheese und krout,
I denk I peets all der bee mons

Geding der liunyes oud.
Der bees none flafered so nice as mine,

I denk it bees so vfry tine.

Ah. Hans, old poy, you bees slmiart;
Of does bee mons you gets der sthart;

I yust lofes dot Iiunyes mit all my hart.

Vots der madder mit dot Rambler ?

He says such funy dings.
He no likes the vimens—
Dey bees angles

Mit der liddle vings;
I denk if he bees a noin,

Der liddle wings dey bees a groin'.

Hans Vonderblinken.
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We are uniting, and shall begin to feed this

week.

So many have asked to have the hive discus-

sion continued, and as only one votes against

it, we decide that it is the wish of our readers

to compare notes along this line a little further.

The usual article from Rambler, owing to a

misconnection, will have to be omitted from

this number. His " Echoes." however, is a

good substitute. The series will be resumed in

our next.

I HOPE that committee appointed by the last

convention in Toronto, to formulate a plan or

a basis of consolidation of the North American
and the Bee-keepers' Union, will be ready to

report soon. Let's see; this report was to be

forthcoming within a month; and that time

will be up now in a few days.

Gleanings from now on till Jan., 1897, to

new subscribers, for the price of one subscrip-

tion—$1.00; or four-months' trial subscription

for 2.5c. A large number of extra copies are

printed for this number; and if you happen to

be one of the new acquaintances, we hope such

acquaintance may be continued.

That half the California honey is adulterat-

ed (see article by C. W. Dayton, in this issue).

Is a condition of affairs that I can not believe

is true; and if not true, I'd like to see it dis-

proven at once before it finds wings and flies

like wild-fire all over the country. The bee-

keeping interests have suffered already fearful

damage by false reports. Now, ye Californian-^,

let's have the truth; and if you can not give us

facts, give us honest expressions.

A BEE-KEEPER so well and favorably known
through th3 frame bearing his name, Julius

Hoffman, of Canajoharie, N. Y., and whom I

visited on my first bicycle-tour, has recently

lost a little five-year-old girl, " the pet and sun-

shine of the home." The home seemed dreary

and sad after this loss; but the cup of sorrow
was not full yet; for, on the 2d of September,
the eldest son was taken away. Gleanings
extends its sympathies.

We receive about this lime of the year a

good many specimens of honey- plants for iden-

tification. Some of them we can name, but
many of them wo can not, owing to the Jfact

that the plants are dried and often badly
mutilated. We formerly, at some expense, em-
ployed a botanist to name all such specimens,
through these columns; but beyond the satis-

faction to the one furnishing the specimen in

knowing the name, there was but little interest

in it, and the Botanical Department was dis-

continued. If you forward specimens to your
State Botanist at the capital, or wherever the

agricultural college is, he will give you the

name and other information regarding 'the

plant, free of cost. If you have no such bota-

nist, write to us and we will do the best we can;

but be sure to send fresh specimens in as full

bloom as possible, and see that they are proper-

ly packed so as not to receive damage in the

mails.

NEW METHODS VS. OLD.

The editor of the Progressive Bee-keeper, in

commenting on the fact that we had gone back
to the old-fashioned method of raising queens,

has this to say:

I too find it more pleasant and profitable to rear

queens (in fact, do a great many thing's) the way I

first learned how. I never form nuclei until after

the queen-cells have been built in full colonies, and I

proceed as follows: I select strong- colonies, and
take the queen and all the brood from them. In

place of these I give them a frame containing' eggs
from my breeding-queen, in which they will build

queen-cells. When the cells are capped over, I

transplant them to eight—all but the two outside

frames—and leave all alone for a day or so, when
the bees will have them all glued fast to the combs.
Should there be more than eight cells, I destroy the

poorest ones. Should there not be eight cells, I use

them in the manner stated above as far as they will

go. When all is ready I divide up this colony into

as many nuclei as I have frames with cells attached,

and add to each nucleus a frame of brood from some
other part of the apiary. Tliis method may not be
scientific, and it may be a slow and expensive way
to get queens; but I am sure I get good queens this

way, and with me the above is the "good old way."

FEEDING SUGAR AND COLO WATER; IS PERCO-
LATION NECESSARY?

Neighbor Vernon Burt fed his bees this

year with sugar and cold water of equal pro-

portions, without resorting to percolation. Of
course, the sugar did not all dissolve before the

first feed was taken; but more water was added
at the next round, until it was all taken up. It

is possible that this plan will answer very well

providing the bees are fed early, or not later

than October 1.5. for this locality.

Mr. F. A. Salisbury, of Syracuse, N. Y., has

for years fed his bees with a food prepared by
mixing equal parts of sugar and water in an
ordinary extractor, the reel of which is revolved

until the sugar is incorporated into the water.

We have tried this, but could not succeed in

making a clear syrup — much of the sugar
would still remain undissolved, and we accord-

ingly used the percolator plan last fall. I am
now beginning to feel, however, that a perfect

union of the water and sugar, so that a clear

limpid syrup is the result, may not be essential;

that a mixture of sugar and water, even though
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thR former is not all dissolved when fed early

enough for the bees to ripen it, naay answer
just as well. If this is true, it is not necessary

to go to the expense and bother of using arti-

ficial heat and more or less elaborate meltiug-

tanks.

Last year we proved, to my satisfaction at

least, that syriip made by the percolating

process was just as good as that made by the

use of artiticial heat, and far uiore convenient

to make and feed.

As a caution, I want to say again that, for

late feeding, or when the nights are cold enough
to make the clusters contract up, it probably

will not be safe to feed this half-and-half cold

mixture; old-fashioned iliick syrup—two-thirds

sugar and one-third water, thoroughly mixed

in a meliingtank over bre, should be given.

It occurs to me that, having mentioned the

percolator feeders, I ought to describe briefly

tht; one we used last fall, for the benefit of new
subscribers. Into a one or two gallon crock

put by measure an equal quantity of sugar and

water; be sure the crock is level full. Over
said crock lay three or four thicknesses of

cheese-cloth, and on top of this a large dinner

or pie plate. Invert the whole, set it in the

upper story of a hive, and it is ready for busi-

ness. Sap-pails, without bails, and cleated

boards in lieu of plates, may be used, and, on a

smaller scale, a saucer and common tumbler.

iate?'.—Since writing the foregoing I have
had a talk with our apiarist. He doesn't feel

so hopeful that the mixing of sugar and cold

water, without running it through a percolator,

will do. At all events, the sugar-and-water

mixture doesn't seem to be accepted very

readily from the Miller feeder. The trouble is,

the sugar settles to the bottom, and the thin

watery portion rises to the top, where the bees

are, and is so thin, indeed, that they do not

take to it. In the case of the croc/iS and plate,

above mentioned, the bees work at the bottom

near the sugar, or where the syrup is the

thickest.

OUR LATEST PERCOLATOR FEEDER.

We are now using, with great satisfaction,

cleated boards with a three-inch auger-hole in

the center, in place of the plates. The crocks

are filled half and half, as previously explain-

ed; the flannel or cheese-cloth is then laid over,

after which the cleated board with the orifice

in the center. The whole is reversed, and the

percolated syrup is taken by the bees at the

opening in the center of the board now under
the crock. We prefer this arrangement because

the bees take the feed faster.

If you wish to know how to make a large

percolator—one that will give you a half-barrel

of syrup in a few hours—see Gleanings for

October 15, last year, page 804. If you do not

have the copy, we can send you one for 5 cents.

Of course, these large percolators are used only

for making syrup indoors, the syrup being fed

in the regular way in ordinary feeders.

DEATH OF DR. C. V. RILEY.

That distinguished scientist. Prof. C. V.

Riley, who, till recently, held the position of

United Stat(S Entomologist, which he resigned

but a short time ago, died on the 14th of last

month as the result of a fractured skull from a

bicycle fall. In liis special department of

science (entomology) he seemed to be without
a peer. In his olficial capacity he rendered

important aid to the farmer, and especially to

the fruit-grower, by discovering ways and
means for the destruction of insect-pests. From
the last Scientific Americati I take the follow-

ing:

In the past few years, two of his studies have pro-

duced epo^.'h-makiag' I'esulcs. One is his famous
emulsion of kerosene oil, milk or soap solution be-

ing- tlie emulsifying agent. Having found that this

was an infallible insecticide, lie had to devise means
for applying it, and invented the "cyclone," "eddy
chamber," or " Riley system " of nozzle for spray-

ing it upon trees. Another of his achievements was
the introduction of the Australian ladybird, Vedalia

Cardinalis, into California, to destroy the white
scale, which was then ruining the orange groves.

The result was simply magical. Since then the in-

sect has been introduced elsewliere. It is intex'est-

ing to note that other attempts of the same sort that

have been made in California, against other insects,

either against liis advice or without his endorse-

ment, liave not had the same success. His discov-

eries in rehition to the phylloxera alone were
enough to give him international renown, and his

recommendations have been followed by grape-

growers in all parts ot the world. He was a most
voluminous writer; a Ijibliography of his writings,

published by the Department of Agriculture, five

years ago, sliowiug over 1J5,000 titles.

Prof. Riley honored by his presence the

North American convention which was held

during the winter of 1892, "03, at Washington,

D. C. At that time he read a paper which was
listened to with marked attention and interest.

In this he pointed out what the government
had done and proposed to do for the bee-keep-

ing interests of our country. Both he and

Prof. Wiley, then Chief Chemist of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, created a pleasant and

lasting impression on the bee-keepers who
were fortunate enough to be in attendance

upon that convention.

GODS LATEST (ilFT TO A. I. ROOT AND WIFE.

On the anniversary of their 34th wedding-

day, at half-past nine on Sunday evening, Sept.

29, 1895, was born to their eldest daughter, Mrs.

Maude Root Calvert, a little girl, giving them a

granddaughter in addition to the grandsons,

Howard and Leland. May God give grace and
wisdom to both parents and grandparents to

bring up the precious charge in wisdom's ways!
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ON THE WHEEL, AMONG THE POTATO-GBOWERS.
September 14 I opened my eyes in a pleasant

little room in the home of my cousin. D. E.
Fenn, of Tallmadge, O. The first thing was to
get my drink of hot water. Then my cousin
and I took a seat in his easy buggy (for he is

somewhat of an invalid too), and we rode
around his potato-field. Perhaps the soil in
the vicinity of Tallmadge. Summit Co., O., is

the ideal potato ground—a loam partly of clay,
with just enough sand and gravel to make it

just right after it has been supplied with
humus and tlie requisite fertility. The field in
question was, in the spring, a heavy growth of
clover; but, clover seed being scarce, the seed
sown was from some dislant point; and all at
once cousin Fenn became aware that a weed he
knew by reputation years ago, but had not
seen for some time, was coming up thick all

through his clover, and just getting ready
to blo-*som. The only way to rid the farm of it

entirely was to turn it all deep under ground

—

clovor, weeds, and all. Even the clover was
just coming into bloom. His sturdy German
hired man did the job complete, plowing deep,
and then working the ground up till it was fine
and mellow. I think it was late in June when
the potatoes were planted—Monroe Seedlings
and four barrels of th(^ new Craig Seedling, the
latter furnished by your humble servant. The
potatoes were well cared for, and they were a
sight to behold, especially when contrasted
with the field of a neighbor over the fence who
"farmed it"' in the good old-fashioned way.
And, by the way, there would not have been
any bugs of any account on that field of about
20 acres had not this same neighbor kept sup-
plying a reinforcement from his own field. The
hired man had picked them ofT on the side of
the potato-patch as fast as they got over and
through the fence. While cousin Fenn's Craig
Seedlings are making a good show, they do not
compare with the two acres at the Home of the
Honey-bees. We got back just in time for my
beefsteak. You see, I manage to find it when
mealtime comes around, no matter where I am.

After breakfast the wheel and I lighted out
for cousin Wilbur's, a son of D. E. Fenn. He
was milking the cows, so I talked with the
children till he had finished. By the way, be-
fore I reached the house I climbed over the
fence so as to walk through—no. I did not walk
through, because it would have been too much
work; but I rode my wheel alongside of the
handsomest-looking field of potatoes I think I

ever saw in my life. Now, hold on a bit.
There was not a longer and stronger growth than
on my own Craig Seedlings at home— no, not as
much; but the foliage was all young, thrifty,
and of that light, tender, dazzling green that
reminds one of springtime. You will remember
I told you that, on the 4th of July, I saw a
hundred bushels of Monroe Seedlings piled up
in his cellar, almost as hard and firm as they
were when dug. Well, on the 5th of Julv he
planted several acres of these potatoes. They
came right up; and, as if realizing that time
was precious, they just put in their best licks.
The flea-beetles had gone, and there was not
any neighbor near by who had potatoes the old-
fashioned way. so there were not any Colorado
bugs to bother them. Every leaf was clean
and perfect—no perforations, no mutilation by
insects of any sort. But the vines were knee-

high, and just about covered the ground; in
fact, he had decided not to cultivate them any
more, as the horses did so much damage tramp-
ing the vines.

'• Cousin Wilbur, have you ever planted pota-
toes by the acre as late as this before ?

"

"Only once. Then I planted them the Oth
of July in>tead of the .5th;* and I got them into
the cellar all right, without injury from frost,
other than that the tops were killed befon^ they
had done growing; but the potatoes kept over
winter all the better, and kept through until
July again all the better."
He did not plant all of that 100 bushels, for

good eating potatoes were scarce and high dur-
ing the fore part of July, and he sold them for
table use rather than plant them. His Craigs
were planted much earlier, because they need a
long season in which to reach maturity. His
acre of Craigs looked about like his father's.

I told the frit^nds I must hurry ott', as I ex-
pected to visit Terry, then Chamberlain, then
go to Cleveland, call on my doctor, and reach
home before night. My good friends thought
it seemed almost incredible that I, a sick man,
should undertake so much in a single day.
Ten miles or more on the wheel, and I ran

right down into the lot where Terry himself was
digging his Freemans with the potato-digger.
Three men were picking them up; and his son
was kept rather busy looking after the empty
boxes, loading up the filled ones, and keeping
the whole work going on without any hitch. I

remembered my experience, given in the ABC
of Potato Culture, in bothering a man when he
is running a potato-digger, and a gang of men
who were getting them up and moving them
into the cellar at the same time. Terry's pota-
toes were ripe, and the vines dead. You see. he
works with a comparatively early potato like
the Freeman. New Queen, and others, that he
may get in wheat, „after the potatoes. There
has been some complaint about the Freemans
being small. They were not small on Terry's
ground, I can tell you, even though he has in
his locality suffered from the drouth almost as
badly as anybody. His potatoes were all of
nice shape—clean and handsome. It was time
for my hot water, and I begged to be allowed
to go into the kitchen. A steaming tea-kettle
stood right on the stove, and I was permitted
to help myself. Friend Terry explained to his
wife that I was on a hot-water " diet."
" Why! But. Mr. Root, you don't live on hot

water and nothlnq else ?"
"Oh, no! But I do live on hot water and

beefsteak."
" Well, we have plenty of hot water; but.

dear me! where are we going to get beefsteak
for voiir dinner, out here in the country?"

1 laughingly explained to them my program
for the day, and said that it was already time
for me to be off. I rather expected that I

should find them in the field, digging potatoes;

*Ai«;er selling: out all our potatoes I looked over
our cellars and discovered a few odds and ends on the
12th day of July last. There was also about a peck
of Craig- Seedling-s kept for possible tardy custom-
ers. A piece of ground where early peas had been
taken off was selected, and potatoes planted on the
13th of July, and now the vines almost cover the
ground. There certainly will be a tolerably fair
crop. Years ago I used to try this late planting,
and fail every time. I can not understand why Wil-
bur and I succeed just now unless it is because of the
abundant fall rains and late warm weather we have
been having for the last two or three years; or pos-
sibly we are learning how, and have got our ground
in better shape for fall potatoes. But I tell you it

is fun to see them growing, and making great tu-
bers so rapidly during the cool pleasant days of the
latter part of September.
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and my half-hour's visit had abundantly satis-

fied me for making th(^ trip. At just about my
usual mealtime I stood before the landlord of
the hotel at Hudson, O., and explained as fol-

lows:
" My good friend, I am under the doctor's

care, and eat nothing but lean beefsteak. I am
going to make you some trouble, but I am per-
fectly able and willing to pay you for it all. If

you haven't it in the house, please get me from
the meat-market a full pound of their best
tenderloin steak. Have the butcher trim off

every bit of fat, muscle, and bone, and pay him
his price, then have it nicely broiled, not over-
done, and call me to dinner. I shall probably
be asleep on this lounge here in this sitting-

room."
In less than an hour I was refreshed by sleep

and an excellent meal of pure beef. When I

went to pay my bill, the landlord said it was
only 2.5 cts.

"Why, ray good friend, 2.5 cts. won't pay for

the meat 1 have eaten, let alone your time and
bother."

" Well, our price is 25:cts. to everbody, and I

don't see how we could charge you any more."
Now, friends, when you say the world is all

bad. and when people make special strictures
in regard to landlords and hotels, please re-

member there are exceptions. I had hard work
to get this man to take more than the regular
price, even after I had explained that I called
for something outside of the regular line, and
that I proposed in the commencement to pay
extra for just what I wanted.

In a little time more the wheel landed me at
the pretty home of W. T. Chamberlain, who
carries on his farm a*: a sort of experiment
station for the Ohio Farrher, of which he is one
of the associate editors. He has about .3(5 acres
in potatoes of different varieties. The field is

so large I thought it quite convenient to take
my wheel along while we made investigations.
Besides he has a nice good wagon road along
by the side of it. We examined and tested
more kinds than I can remember now. But
the best of all, with his ground and his man-
agement, was the Sir William. It is a rather
late potato, like the Craig and the Rural New-
Yorker
Perhaps I should mention that I found friend

Chamberlain and his good wife at the dinner-
table. As mv time was so limited I was per-
mitted to sit down to the table with them so we
could talk meanwhile. They had the Sir Wil-
liams for dinner, and, of course, they were
beauties. The way they cracked open and
rolled out like popping corn, exhibiting their
floury contents, was enough to make anybody's
mouth water, let alone one who had not tasted
a potato or any other vegetable for more than
six weeks. Of course, the talk was about pota-
toes. In the midst of it, friend Chamberlain
jumped up like a schoolboy and lugged in a
basket containing some that were not used for
the noonday meal. Something has given me a
wonderful love for every thing in the line of
potatoes during the past few weeks. Probably
it is because I can not have any. But the doc-
tor promises to reward me now before many
weeks. Well, friend Chamberlain took along
his spading-fork. and we dug into ever so many
hills all over the field. The Sir William is cer-
tainly ahead of all others in yield. The pota-
toes were nearly all large—a large. Ions, white,
handsome potato—almost no small ones at all.

The Rural New-Yorker, that ran right along
beside them, seems to come next to the Sir Wil-
liam.
Before I was half through, my watch re-

minded me that I should have to make time

and let the Rambler "ramble" indeed, or I

could not reach my station, seven miles away,
in time for the 2:10 train. The road was pretty
fair; but as I neared Peninsula it was very
much up hill and down. I imagined I could
hear the whistle of the coming train; and we
(the wheel and I) plunged down some fearful
long steep hills in a way that reminded me of
those of the Ozark Mountains a year ago. I

reached thestation, full of life and spirits, justa
few minutes before the train. A brother-wheel-
man came close on my heels.

I reached the doctor's office in Cleveland just
before the closing-time .Saturday night. Sev-
eral patients were ahead; but after we had be-
come acquainted a little in the waiting-room,
those who could, kindly gave way for me.

" Doctor, I think it a little ridiculous to call

a man sick who can eat a pound of beefsteak
three times a day, and ride twenty or thirty
miles over the hilliest roads in Northern Ohio.
Hadn't you better turn me off and let me go ?

"

After making some examinations he replied:
" Well, you are doing tiptop. You need not

have any more ground meat unless you choose;
but it seems to me that lean meat, and nothing
else—that is, if you will be guided by me—is

what you need just a little while longer. Yes,
you are getting thin in flesh, that is true; but
that won't do you any harm. If you should
come down to 100 pounds, instead of your pres-
ent 115, it would not hurt you a bit. It is not
the number of pounds that a man weighs that
counts, so much as it is the stuff he is made of.

what there is of it."

I was at home Saturday night just a little

after sundown, and not tired out either, from
my big day's work. In fact, I had been so full

of enjoyment that I felt more like having an-
other trip just like it than any thing else. But
I slept a solid hour and a half as soon as I had
finished my supper. Pure, wholesome food,

regular hours, pure water to drink, rest when-
ever it seems to be needed—are they not the
three great essentials to life, health, and happi-
ness ?

FLORIDA TRAVELS.
From Lake Helen, on my return trip I passed

back again through New Smyrna, clear around
to Palatka, making a brief call on our good
friend Aug. Leyvraz, at Francis postoffice. In
tnis locality there has been rather a setback of

late years. Land right around the station at

Francis depot was worth $50 an acre ten years
ago; but at the time of my visit the whole tract

had been sold to a party at $6.00 an acre, and
the proprieter was busy clearing up the ground,
and planting Niagara grapes. One peculiarity

of the way they do things in Florida—yes, and
California too—is to launch out in a new en-
terprise by planting acres and vines by the
thousand. I could not learn that anybody had
made a success of Niagara grapes right in that
locality; but in some places in Florida the
Niagara grapes had been sent into northern
markets out of season, and had brought 30 or 40

cents a pound. I should start a ';u((?ter o/ a?i

acre; and if that succeeded I would increase
the acreage, and so on, feeling my way as I

enlarged. It may be urged that life is too short
for this slow process; but [ think life is too

short to take so many chances, and shipwreck
a man even before he owns any thing, compar-
atively.
Toward sundown on the same day I was

landed in the beautiful townofOcala; and, in

fact, it is one of the handsomest and most busi-

ness-like places I found in Florida. Just as I

stepped off the train, a neat-looking schoolboy
about twelve years of age (he attracted my at-
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tention because he was about the age and
height of Huber) accosted me very respectfully:
" Mister, would you like a place to stay over

night? "

'• Why, my young friend, that is just what I

should like. Are you a runner for some hotel? "

" No, I am not a runner, but I can furnish
you a nice bed for 25 cents."

" Are you sure the bed will be clean, and that
there will be plenty of windows so I can have
lots of fresh air for the low sum of 25 cts.?"

"I think the bed and the room will be all

right, because my mother takes care of it. And
if you should want a good supper for 25 cents,
my pa will furnish it to you right over there."

I got a good supper, and I talked with the
"pa" and the boy. The railway dining-stand
kept by said " pa " was close to the depot, on
expensive ground; but the home-like sleeping-
room was off a little way were property was
less valuable. Now, while so many people are
saying (and a great many say it in Florida)
that there is no way to make a living, I would
commend the example of this father, mother,
and child. While the father looks after the
diuing-room, his boy mt^ets passengers as they
step off the train; and the mother in the home,
a little way off, provides pleasant, wholesome
sleeping-rooms for the great traveling public.

There is a railway from Ocala to the renown-
ed Silver Spring; but it runs trains only one
trip a day, and I could not wait, so I chose the
more expensive way of going over in a carriage.
Just now I feel incompetent to do Silver
Spring justice, tiere is a spring that pours
forth a volume of water sufficient, in one spot,
to float a steamer; in fact, it forms the Ockla-
waha River. You can stand on the platform
at the side of the spring, and look down into the
immense crater nearly a hundred feet. The
water seems to have something supernatural
about it. There is a dazzling crystal trans-
parency that enables you to see even small ob-
jects perhaps plainer than you would in the
air. A colored man took me in a boat, and
pushed out so quietly that there was scarcely a
ripple on the glassy surface. He named the
different springs as we passed over them, while
in breathless wonder I leaned over the boat
with my face close to the water. Pretty soon
he announced " Ladies' Pahlah," meaning that
the enchanting picture in the depths Delow
was named the " Ladies' Parlor." In the first

place, there was a spaikling sandy bottom.
This sand, owing to the deposition of chemi-
cals. 1 suppose, glittered with all the colors of
the rainbow. Then there were sea-mosses, and
vegetation after the manner of beautiful ferns.
This vegetation was also decked with rninbow
hues. Some of it was like flaxen hair floating
In the many currents of rushing waters as they
poured forth from the dark depths opening
here and there. Beautiful fi><h slowly and
gracefully moved here and there through the
avenues and luxuriant vegetation of this en-
chanted garden. It seenvd to me as though I

could stay there for hours; but the guide could
not spend very much time for 25 cents—at least
he thought so. I finally gave him an addition-
al quarter to push up a little way along that
wonderful river, down where two steamers come
everv dav.

The trip by steamer from Palatka to Silver
Spring, if I remember correctly, is about SIO. or
$6.00 one way. My ticket was already purchas-
ed, however, by rail, at a very much lower
price, and so I did not take the river trip. The
latter also occupied a great deal more time. A
lady who came down in the boat said there was
not much opportunity for sleep, because the
boats were almost every minute crashing

through the tropical foliage along the river-
banks. Of course, they might trim it off; but
vegetation grows so fast under the stimulus of
the sulphurous spring water that It would
probably be a task to keeD the whole river
trimmed up.

After ray colored guide had taken me back I

understood that he slipped out of showing me
one of the most important springs, even though
I had given him double pay. Let me remind
the managers of these pleasure-resorts that this
sort of lazy trickery advertises their places ad-
versely, more than thousands of printed circu-
lars could boom them. Niagara Falls people
will please take notice. Dishonesty and cheat
do not pay anywhere. It is just as true now as
it ever was, that honesty is the best policy.

Silver Spring and the Ocklawaha River are
indeed a most beautiful sight, and an electric
rail way should by all manner of means run to
Ocala and back again. Pulling great lumber-
ing stage-coaches through the deep sand on a
hot dusty road is a shame and disgrace to the
present age.
One more visit, and my invitations to bee-

keepers were all finished. Frederic Adams,
Green Cove Springs, is a migratory—not bee-
keeper, but tinsmith. He gives us another il-

lustration of what a man may do to support
and bring up a family if he has the grit. He
has a complete tinsmith's outfit loaded into a
wagon, and he goes twice a week all through
the town of Green Cove Springs, soliciting
orders. He is prepared to do anything from
mending a five cent tin cup to putting a tin
roof on a $5000 hotel. When he gets a job of
the latter kind. I presume he employs some
help. I urged that he should have a shop in
town. He has a running spring large enough
to carry a water wheel and turning-lath. lie
goes out about his work at odd times, or a cer-
tain part of the wet k. then takes care of his
grounds and home between times.

With the help of his son Frederic, and the
assistance of the mayor, we finally alighted up-
on the father, with his wagon and tinner's
tools. During my short stay we had a most
agreeable visit, and drove up to the beautiful
Magnolia Springs, where one of the great
Florida hotels is located. Green Cove Springs
is anoihi'r of the beautiful springs in Florida.
The water, however, is of a somewhat greenish
tint. It is sulphur water, and too warm to be
agreeable to most persons. But even after what
I have said in regard to the enchanting beauty
of these wonderful springs, scattered, it would
seem, throughout almost all the United States
by the hand of Providence. I want to say that
Green Cove Spring in itself has a special claim
above them all. It is right out in the open day
—in a little park, as it were, in the midst of the
town. The basin is perhaps 50 feet across.
The depth may be 30 or 40 feet; and the whole
bottom is literally paved with the whitest and
most brilliant sand that Florida or any other
clime ever produced. The water is of such
sparkling cleiarness. and crystal brilliancy, that
it brings forth an involuntary exclamation of
delight from every visitor who first sets eyes
upon it. I suppose my expressions were some-
thing like this:

"Dear me! is it really "possible that this is a
reality and not an enchantment? Did you
ever! Did anybody eiier see or dream of any
thing so enchantingly fascinating? These
waters n.ust surely be as beautiful and refresh-
ing and invigorating to the taste as they are to

the eye."

Then I sprang for one of the bright new tin

dippers. Others were drinking the water, and
I supposed it must be good, the way they smack-
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ed their lips. It is really too bad to find fault,

after all I have said: but the water was too
warm to be refreshing: in fact, it tasted like

the time-honored dishwater; and then I had
just recovered from a lit of sickness, possibly
caused by drinking from sulphur springs, and I

knew it would not answer at all. I am told,

however, that, like other sulphur waters, when
exposed to the air, and then cooled with ice, it

is very palatable. I never thought, at the time,
to try any of the Florida waters after boiling.
As I write, however, I feel pretty sure I could
drink them hot after a sufficient lapse of time
after my regular meals.
Before I bade friend Adams good-bye I had

quite a little confidential talk with him; and
his closing remarks still come up in my me-
mory together with the memory of that beauti-
ful Green Cove Spring, only more refreshing.
As nearly I can remember, he said something
like this:
" Mr. Root, I especially wished to have you

make me a visit. I am not much of a bee-
keeper now. In fact, I do not take Gleanings
because of what it has to say on bee culture.
There is something else that interests me. For
many long years I have been in the habit of
reading my Bible more or less every day. For
a good many years I did it from a sense of duty,
and not because I was particularly interested
in it. I want to tell yon now. however, that,
for several years hack, the Bible has been
growing more precious to me every day. Now
it is a ./oy and pleasure to make it my daily
reading. I love it because I believe it is God's
message to his children, and I am trying to
bring up my motherless boy and girl in the fear
of the Lord."
As he gave my hand a parting pressure and

wished me Godspeed, I recalled to mind that,
during the afternoon, when we were hunting
for the father. I had enjoyed having a very
earnest talk with the younger Frederic; and
he almost gave me his promise to commence
then and there, from that day forward, to seek
the kingdom of God, and his righteousness.
May God's blessing, and rhay the Holy Spirit,
finish the work that I in weakness had only
just begun.

Our Homes.

And he shall turn tlie hetirt of the fathers to the
children, and tlie hearty of the children to their fa-
thers.—Malachi 4 : 6.

ALMOST A MAN.
A few days ago I was much moved by read-

ing a little book by Dr. Mary Wood Allen, en-
titled, "Almost a Man." Its line of thought
was a little different from the one I am going
to talk about to-day: but still it set me to
thinking of the boys around us and in our
homes, who are almost men, and of the eirls

who are a/most women. It set me to thinking
that a good many times even their own fathers
and mothers hardly realize that the children
are children no longer, but almost men and
women. It was only yesterday, in the busy
part of the day, when letters were being passed
about the office from one to the other, that the
following touching appeal was all at once held
before my face:

Dear BrnlTin- Root:—\M\n\e I was at the State
Fail- my son, X. Y. Z., ran away In a most unfortu-
nate manner. I send yen the letter he left. Asa
trutliful exjjlanation of our relations, lie never
took any interest in our liusiness; had learned to
drink, use fol^acco, and gamble, and I eould not
lielp keeping up a never-ceasing protest. He has
many good qualities, and I can not abandon him.

I want him to return at once to his duty. Write to
liim, and help mc save my darling- son. A. B. C.

I read it over; and I hope that the dear
friend whose name appears at the bottom will
forgive me for deciding, before I had gone fur-
ther, that he was at least somewhat to blame.
Before discussing this further, however, let us
consider the letter inclosed with the above:

Father:—! am about to do something that I dread
the worst of any tiling T ever attempted. I can not
keep the tears back when 1 ihink of leaving the
dear old home; but I am afraid we are so poorly
calculated to live tt)gether, that it is not advisable
tor us to try it any fui'ther. I do not blame you
altogellier. I know I liave often done wrong my-
self; and we both being wrong is what caused the
trouble. I do not dt'spise you now (as you may
think); I wisli you the greatest possible success,
and hope yott may get yoiu-self into circumstances
wliere you will be a great deal happier than you ever
were with me.

I may have done wrong in taking as much with me
as 1 did; tjut it seems to me as though I de.serve
some consideration, as I do not expect to get any
thing after I leave this time. I fully appreciate
what you say aljout the chance a person has who
goes out In the world alone now, and I should think
yoti would be willing for me to have something for
a little start at leHst. I intend to go out to work,
and save my money and hunt up a good location,
and get into bees as soon as possible.

I do not like tlie euwardly way I have taken in
getting away. It makes me sick when I think of it,

and I am very sorry now I ever did it this way; but
it is too late now. Somehow I thought it was the
only way.
Father, I will tell you where the key to our trou-

ble is. It is in the fact of my tjeing of a naturally
uimieiable va'iire; l)ut I don't think I am to blame
for tliat. I think If I am out among people, and on
my own resources, it will benefit me in tliat line.
The reason I am not going to bid the folks good-by
is because I know ihat, at the word, T should lose
all control of myself. It is bad enough to leave the
way I will, to think of leaving all the neighbors and
friends. I liave to grit my teeth and turn the sub-
ject from my mind. I do not expect to liave half
what I have been used to having here; but what I

am after is more agreeable personal surroundings.
I know that, under the circumstances, as we have
been living I would ruin all chances for myself,
and do no good for you or any one else, and at the
same time spoil ray health and whatever good na-
ture I do have.

I do not want to diop you now altogether. I
should like very much to hear from you often, for I
know your intentions are the ve7y beM. When T
get where T am going ] will write to you the first

thing Repeating tlie wish that you may be happy
and successful in all your undertakings,

I am your son.
X. Y. Z.

P. S.—I took just seven eases of honey.

Both of the above letters are exceedingly
touching. Indeed, they will bring tears to

many a parent's eyes, and perhaps also to the
eyes of many a son or daughter. I do not know
the boy's age; but whatever the age may be, I

suppose he is at that critical period that I spoke
of—almost a man.
When I was about 17 years old I was bashful

and timid. I did not know how to act, and
was afraid of society; but all at once there
came a reaction. Something new seemed
growing within me, and I, like friend X. Y. Z.,

felt as if it would do me good to get out into
the world. While I still maintain that there is

no friend to be found like the father and moth-
er, I am at the same time forced to the conclu-
sion that it oftentimes does a boy good—yes,

and his father good too. but oftener the father
than the mother—to let him go away from
home awhile. My father and I were very much
unlike—at least, when I was 17. In fact, our
tastes ran in such different channels we were
not very much "in touch." Mother, however,
was a sort of bridge between us two. I longed
for some expressions in regard to the mother in
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both of the above letters. May be God has
taken the mother away. If so. may the dear
Savior come between that father and son, and
cast out Satan, for it is all Satan's work, and
both father and son an' surely to be pitied.

Well, when I was 17 I had formed my project
of going away from home. I was helping
father one Saturday afternoon, drawing corn-
fodder. Now, in those times I did not like

corn-fodder, nor horses nor pigs nor cattle, nor
muddy corn-fields. But I worked pretty well
that day. With much fear and trembling I

told my father what I wanted to do. Perhaps
we had talked it over in a general way some-
what before. I told him my plans, and that I

wanted a five-dollar bill to complete my outfit.

I wanted it that very day. He was silent for

quite a spell. Finally he stopped his work;
his face softened into a smile, and he took out
the old familiar leathern pocketbook. Uh how
much good it did me to see that smile! I knew
how scarce five- dollar bills were, and I knew
how he needed them to prepare for winter, for

my parents were comparatively poor in those
days. He surprised me somewhat by handing
me the money so readily, and made some
pleasant remark to the effect that, if my plan
ended in failure, I would learn something by
experience any way. Yes, I did. I got out of
money, and was sick at a hotel. But I was too
proud to write home, so I worked and got some
money, sent back to the hotel for my things,
and six months afterward I came home on a
visit. Oh what a delightful day that was! I

was a little better dressed than when I went
away; and. at least in my own estimation, I

was ever so much more of a man. The six

months away from home had been «, grand
school to me. I had learned something of the
wickedness of the -world; but the thought of
the home, the mother, the father, and sisters,

had held me pretty well from the evils I met.
Did my father do a wise thing in helping me to

go off when he needed me greatly at home? I

think he did. Most of the time I was not far
away from my older sisters. But I was loose
and free, and had a tussle in making my way
through the great selfish wtrld, as some people
call it.

I am afraid, dear friend A. B. C, that you
have not taken just the best plan with your
boy. Please do not feel hard if I suggest that
you two have not been in touch as you might
have been. 1 know it is pretty hard to hold a
parent responsible for the sudden turns that a
boy in his teens may take; but above all things
I think a father should be careful to see that
there is harmony between him and his boy.
Never mind the honey he took. Do not ques-
tion whether he had fairly earned it or not.

Tell him it is all right, and do any thing or
sacrifice almost any thing to still preserve
friendly relations. A man should never quar-
rel with his wife. He should not talk about
her to the neighbors. He should be ashamed
to mention her faults to any living being.
Now, I think it should be pretty much the
same with his boy. If your iDoy is bad, do not
tell it to anijhody, unless it is to go to the
great God above and tell him your troubles as
you pray for your boy. Has not the boy got it

pretty nearly right when he says you two are
poorly calculated to live together—that is, such
has been the case? Now forgive me, dear
friend, for saying that such need be the case no
longer. There is a way by which we may be
changed over, and become different. "Ye
must be born again," so the Savior said. The
love of Jesus Christ can so baptize us over
anew that we shall be no longer the same we
were before. I wish I could feel, dear father,

that you were praying for that boy, and that
that boy could be moved to remember you in

his prayers, for I believe that even a boy
prays sometimes, for even a boy at times has
thoughts and feelings that God accepts as a
prayer. When you two are praying for each
other, how quick will the new relations come!
—the harmony, the peace, the loving confidence,
that should always exist between father and
son!

Now, dear readers, please do not imagine
that I am such a model father as 1 am holding
up to you. My conscience accuses me while I

write. But, may God be praised, I can, right
in my own home, find an illustration of what I

am trying to teach.

These September days have been very warm
—yes, and the nights have been warm too.

Mrs. Root has mucn trouble in sleeping during
sultry nights. With the opening of school and
the approach of house-cleaning time, and other
things I need not mention, many cans have
come upon her. She has been greatly wearied
of late. When I rush over from business for

my ground meat or hot water, I find her flying
about from one thing to another with a speed
and untiling zeal that is often a rebuke to me.
She is toiling for those she loves. You suggest
hired help. There is work to be done in a
household that nobody can be hired to do. It

was at the close of one of the hottest days. I

knew that she was tired out, and that >he had
slept but very little the night before. Her
duties were almost ended; but a restless youth,
"almost a man," burst in with his boyish en-
thusiasm, and wanted something of mamma.
I was going to utter a protest; but they got ofT

together in another room. I peep, d in to re-

monstrate against it; but they seemed so busy,
and in such perfect harmony in their plans and
work, that I forebore scolding until I could look
on a little. I had once or twice been inquisi-

tive in regard to this new hobby of that "young
Root;" but neither mamma nor Iluber seemed
inclined to enlighten me. I had faith in them
both, however, to trust them and not insist.

Now, what do you think they were up to?
Why. mamma, tired out as she was. was fash-
ioning some sort of great thick mitten, padded
on the palm, so the wearer could catch a base-
ball, no matter how hard or how swift it was
thrown, and not hurt his hand. It had to be
just exactly so to please the boy, and nobody
but mother could do it. It was pretty late bed-
time when the thing was finished. Why should
I mention this trifling circumstance—some-
thing so natural and so common in almost
every household ? Because, dear parents and
dear children, it illustrates the point I am try-

ins to make. That boy and that mother have
always been a unit. She has stood by him
from his boyhood up: and I verily that, boy as
he is. he would stand by his mother through
fire and f/oort. Yes, I think the bond is so per-
fect that all the arts of the evil one—that all

the machinery of vice and dissipation could
never entice away that boy—at least, while his

mother is living to hold up a warning hand.
That same boy loves his father, and his father
loves him; but the bond of sympathy is not
like that between the boy and the mother. I

fear the father has never yet reached the point
where he would make the sacrifice that the
mother does, that he might be in touch with
the child. Had he come to me when I was tired

out and unfolded to me his plans for some-
thing about base-ball, I fear I should have said

that base-ball does not amount to very much
any way. and that it was time for us all to go
to bed. I fear I should not have been willing to

get down on the floor by that boy's side, and
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win a place in his heart that would hold
stronger than massive cables or iron chains—

a

bond of sympathy that would hold him secure
when Satan commences, as he will a little

later, just as that boy bejiins to feel the throb-
bings of manhood and ambition through his
boyish frame. Mav the dear Savior bless these
words and make them phiin to the fathers and
mothers and the children. Excuse me for just
one more illustration in this very line.

There is also in our household, thank God,
one who is " almost a woman." Her studies
were interrupted a year or two ago in conse-
quence of overtaxing her eyes. She must drop
her education for the time being, or somebody
must be eyes for her. Different members of
the family took their turn; her relatives lent a
strong helping hand; but sooner or later suc-
cess or failure depended on the mother's assist-
ance. The mother did not. in her girlhood,
have the advantages that most of us do now;
but through long years, oftentimes as I close
my eyes in sleep at night. I have listened to the
reading and the recitations from the school-
books: and history, physiology, and even Latin
have been gone over: and the mother has sur-
prised me again and again by giving me facts
gleaned from schoolbooks, that I knew nothing
about. We thought it a pretty hard dispensa-
tion of Providence when physicians declared our
daughter must not use her eyes to read; but
the mother's life has been refreshed and broad-
ened by her school studies, even after she was
fifty years of age. I mention this for the en-
couragement of other mothers. A man, or
woman either, can commence and successfully
master every branch of study taught in our
common schools, o/ier they are jlfty'.years old,
if they only have the will to do it. ' ty^,~-:M

I have been told the English people are clan-
nish—that they hang together: that the differ-
ent members of the family will stand up for
each other. From my experience with one
daughter of " Merrie England "I half believe
this to be true. May God grant that it is

true; and may England's sons and daughters
both teach us Yankees wholesome lessons to
the extent of being clannish enough to make
the family circle hold together.

Now a word to this hoy. Dear young friend,
let me whisper to you to bear with your father,
if need be. Do not have trouble with him if it

be a possible thing. Write kind and friendly
letters to him often. Make him a visit now
and then, no matter what it costs you. Keep
up and preserve friendly relations. Read that
grand old story about the prodigal son; read it

again and again. And. oh if I could only hope,
dear boy, that my poor efforts during this
pleasant afternoon could have the effect of
calling your attention toward that precious
book, the word of God. how happy I should be!
Very likely I shall meet your father before
many years. Perhaps I may see you too.
Would it be hoping for too much to believe
that I might some day hear you fell me you
have given up tobacco, strong drink, and
games of chance for ever? May be your father
is a little mistaken about these things. Won't
you set to work to convince him he is wrong ?
You speak about being naturally unsociable.
Why. my dear friend, that is one of my failings,
if I don't guard against it and look out for the
tempter. Won't you write briefly and tell me
that I am at least pretty nearly right about it?

thank the Lord for our enemies, for they tell us
of our faults. Well, now, it seems the enemies
of temperance are doing a still greater service
in the State of Ohio. They are advertising the
Anti-saloon League. At a meeting of the Ohio
State Liquor League, recently held in Spring-
field, O., the president, in his address, made the
following speech, which we copy from the
Cleveland Plain Dealer:

" Few of you are fully aware of the powerful or-
g-anization that luis been etfected throughout the
State by Rev. Howard Russell, devoted entirely to
this vievv of your business. He was our most bitter
enemy in the Ohio legislature two years ago. He,
with Ills aids, came near pushing legislation through
the House of Representative.s that would have
meant death to the liquor-trafflc. Since then he has
tripled the strength of the Anti-saloon League.
•" We are in a position to wipe the hquor-traffic

entirely out this wmter.' are Russell's own words.
Rev. Mr. Russell says the time for organization is

not when the legislature is in session, but when it

is not in session, and be in position to niake a pow-
erful front when it does convene. These are my
sentiments exactly; and the Oluo State Liquor
League has used every effort to do likewise; but,
gentlemen, we have abvindance of room for im-
provement, which I am afraid you will learn before
this time next year.

" I have been through the mill, and will predict
that, unless the liquor-men, who have millions of
dollars invested, come closer together, become more
thoroughly organized, discard all petty jealousies,
and work as a unit, there will be legislation rail-
roaded through the coming legislatnie that will
wipe 7.5 per cent of the liquor-dealers entirely out of
the business."

HOWARD H. RUSSELL'S TEMPERANCE WORK IN
OHIO.

Some years ago our pastor, in his opening
prayer one Sunday morning, took occasion to

WHITTAKEK OR MULTIPLIER ONIONS, FOR FALL
PL.\NTING.

I have had 2.5 years' experience in planting
these same onions in the fall: No, it is not too
late. I always tell my audience, when talking
on '"revised edition " gardening to plant a bed
of Whittaker onions the time that farmers are
sowing the first wheat; but I planted earlier
this year than ever (Sept. 1.3). for the reason
that it is so exceedingly dry here; and when it

comes wet we may be detained. If your ground
Is not very mellow, incorporate wood ashes;
for the greatest trouble you will likely have
will be that your ground will get hard by
spring. Guard this point. I have quit mulch-
ing in winter, but it is advantageous; but don't
mulch heavy. A little corn-fodder is good;""'
but old tomato- vines are best—thev don't fit

down to the surface so close, and the onions
grow up among the vines. Brush are good if

they are just the kind—any thing to prevent
the ground from freezing and thawing, for it

has a tendency to raise the big bul bs out of the
ground. Plant a little deep, and hoe the crop
as soon as they start to grow. I have had them
start very little in the fall, and still make an
excellent crop. I have, when times were better,
planted a good large onion, such as I will send
you, and in the spring I pulled IS onions from
the one. and sold them at 10 cts.; but now times
demand a nickel bunch, and we put in a dozen
for a nickel. They are the best-selling vege-
table I ever grew. In the spring we get south-
ern onions here, three in a bunch, for a nickel;
but a week or two later, when we begin with
our nice fresh onions, the southern onion stops
quick.
What may be called a "trick of the trade" is
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to plant some smaller onions (same variety),
only about the size of a guinea egg. These
make three or four new onions only, but of

course they are larger; l)ut these are nice too;

or, as the Irishman says, to "imbellish" the
bunch. I will put in a f.'w of the medium-sized
ones, so you can try wiiich you like best; but
the medium take up room too fast, and don't
turn out fast enough. I find nothing pays me
better in gardening than to plant onions in the
fall, and have liiem in market in April.
They are valuable, because', if onions are

plentiful (large ones in particular), and dull
sale, or if they start to grow, as onions some-
times do in warm winters, all you have to do is

to plant them, no matter if they have grown
4 or .5 inches. The result of vour planting will

be a lot of small onions that are often valuable;
if not valuable, plant again and get large ones.
I do this; and unless I can get 10 cts. per quart
I plant: and 10 cts. per quart means about 20

cts., because they are larger than sets usually
are, and fill up twice as fast.

But this variety is valuable for another rea-
son: They, as a rule, do not sprout nearly as
readily as other onions, and are wonderfully
dormant until in the late spring. Just last

spring, onion-sets were 5 cts. per quart here;
and, owing to their keeping quality, I was able
to sell mine at 10 cts. JNow, the large ones
appear to sprout much more readily than the
small ones. They should also be called early,
because they come in a shorter time than other
varieties of onions do if planted in spring.
Last spring I bought a bushel of those onions

brought to one of the groceries by a Mrs. Tay-
lor. They were not large, either. I planted
them in very rich ground alone, to test tlv.

result of the investment. Before pulling-lime I

noticed from 5 to 7 onions or a bunch like the
one I sent you by mail, apparently lying loose

on the bunch of larger oups. the large ones yet
green, and the small bunch ripe and ready to

pick up. as they were loose, and lay unattach-
ed. I took over a bushel of small ones, worth
three to four dollars; and when the rest were
ready to harvest I had over four bushels of
larger ones than I planted.

Dr. F. M. Martin.
Mercersburg, Pa., Sept. 17.

oThe onions sent by friend Martin are remark-
ably solid and handsome. They look almost
like the White Multiplier, but are of a bluish
color. And, by the way. what is the real dif-

ference between Potato onions and White Mul-
tiplier onions, except that the Multiplier is

white, and the Potato onions are straw color,

or sometimes like what friend Martin calls the
Whittaker onion? At .?2 .50 per barrel, the
price we paid him for these, we think there
should be a large trade in them, if they are
good keepers; and the larger ones are nice
enough for anybody. His remarks in regard to
the right kind of mulch agree with my experi-
ence exactly. Onions won't stand any thing
that settles down flat and close, like stable
manure, or even rotted straw. Old tomato-
vines, and I should think bean-vines, where
the beans have been thrashed out: evergreen
boughs, or any thing that will stand up loose,

letting in plenty of air. and yet proving a par-
tial shade, is just about what we want for
onions and a good many other plants that are
almost winter- proof.

GAtTLT BASPHEKBIES AND CRAIG SEKDIJNG PO-
TATOES

The Gault raspberry-plant you sent me was
planted on the 30th of April. By the 1st of Aug.
it had put out 20 canes, measuring in all 54

feet. Two other canes now have bloom and
berrios on.
The Craig seedling potatoes you sent me ar-

rived at the postoiifice on the coldest Sunday of
last winter, and were not taken out until Mon-
day. They were frozen, all but six ounces. I

now have 16 hills of the plants, and (JO side- shoot
hills.

Garden City, Mo., Aug. 6. G. J. Yodek.

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

ELECTROPOISE.

The latest circular sent out by the Electro-
poise people has on the outside of it, in large
plain type, so as to attract attention, " Minis-
ters of the Gospel." On looking closer you will
see it reads "what ministers of the gospel say
about it." Turning over the leaf we read the
following:

The Electropoise is able to cure all diseases, no
matter liow various in character, because all dis-

eases can be traced to one and tlie same source

—

weakness.

Now, these people have a good many times
declared very positively that they never claim-
ed it would cure every thing. How does the
above sound? After my remarks on page .536 I

sent for the instrument that was used at the
time of the patient's death. It is one of the
latest make, and I suppose it includes all the
recent improvements (I). I used it faithfully
according to directions, off and on, for more
than two weeks, without being able to perceive
any effect whatever. Mrs. Root has always
been troubled for lack of sleep during hot
weather. She also used the instrument ac-
cording to directions; but instead of inducing
sleep it kept her awake. She said the very
idea of having something hitched to her ankle,
and connected to a block of ice, was enough to
keep a nervous person awake. Accompanying
each instrument is a very pretty little book

—

leather-bound, gilt-edge, labeled on the out-
side, "Plain Directions for using the Electro-
poise." On page 8 we read

:

C Research and experiment through many years
have shown that hydrogen and other electrically
pii^itivr aasfs contained in the atraospliere, by their
absiii'iilidn. and ]iassaM'e tlirougli the sliin and un-
derlying tissues, ill undue proportion, become tlie

foundation of all tlie physical disturbances we call
disease.

Now. will these ministers of the gospel, who
are assisting to push Electropoise. please calm-
ly consider the above statement? In the first

place, hydrogen is not a component part of the
atmosphere at all. It is found in water, but
never in air. The expression, "electrically
positive gases," does not mean any thing at
all. There is no sense to it whatever; the
same with the talk about "absorption." and
"passage through the skin," etc. It is just
jargon, humbug, and nonsense; and so on with
the whole contents of the little book of 2S4
pages. It is really appalling to think any man
of sense and judgment, or one who has any
education at all, could be induced to fill a whole
book with silly nonsense and unmeaning terms.
Let me quote once more, from page 12:

It p'enerates no current wliich is discoverable to
tlie sensation of tlie patient.

The proprietors of the concern actually come
out and declare that it produces no sensation
perceptible to the patient at all. Therefore
this thing without sense, science, or sensation,
is what they are selling for .?2r).00, and minis-
ters of the gospel are helping on the work.
Publishers of religious papers keep inserting
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their advertisements, and unblushingly declare
they are going to keep on doing so, vvith the
above facts staring thctn in the face. I paid
our friends who were swindled, ^55 00 for their
$25.00 instrument. If anybody else wants it

for .*2..50 (is not this quite a jump, from 125.00
down to $2.50?) I shall bf glad to sell out, book
of instructions and all. If nobody can be
found who has faith enough in it to give $2.50

for a $25.00 machine, then we will come down
on the price still more. I tried to get some of
the younger Roots to give it a test; but they
simply laughed at their worthy parents for the
pains they had taken to be sure there was no
mistake about the thing.
Science Si/ti?i(7s, London, has taken up the

matter of exposing Electropoise. for it seems
they are already trying to push it across the
water. They justly term it the "quack toy."
We make one brief extract:

The Electropoise is an impudent and cruel fraud;
and its very active proprietors are unblushing-
knaves who liave conceived the notion of Hooding-
our newspapers with fraudulent advertisements
and raiding- the attenuated pockets of our afflicted
poor.

Special Notices.

We have a number of mismated Italian queens at
35 cents.

SEED POTATOES FOR FALL SHIPMENT.
Since i)ricrs irivcn in our last issue, pane <iS9, there

lias l)('(Mi soiiif ileclinc in the market. Km- instance.
Beaut y <if lleliron will l)e as g-iven iti our last—j)eck,
15cts.; bushel tOcts. ; two-)jushel Ijag-, 75 cts. ; bar-
i-clof 11 pecks. $1.2.5.

Monroe Seedling-, Early Ohio, Early Puritan. Lee's
Favorite, and Rural New Yoi-kei-, will be as follows:
One peck, 211 els,; liushel. 60 cts. ; two-bushel liag,
iBl.on; liarrel (11 ]>ecks), $1.50. New Queen, Freeman,
Burpee's Extra Enrly, 1 lb. by mail, postpaid, 15 cts.

;

3 ll)s., 'A't cts.; peck, l5y freight or express. 35 cts.;
bushel. ifl.dO; 3 bushels, U.l^; barrel of 11 pecks,
$3.50. Craig Seedlina- at prices glv-en in our last is-

sue, page 1589. The Craigs are still growing- as if

their lives depended on it, no frost having inter-
rupted them up to this date, September 30.

SIR WILLIAM POTATOES.
On page 689 of our last issue, a lower quotation on

Sir William potatoes was made than the market
price will warrant. It was a misunderstanding on
my part—or, perhaps, a blunder of mine. Accord-
ingly, that quotation on the Sir William is with-
drawn. The following is, for the present, io be the
price, and no ordej-s accepted for less than a barrel

:

Barrel. .$3.50; 5 barrels. $16.36; 10 h;irrels. $30 00.

All will be shipped in October and November, in
new full-sized apple-barrels, free on board cars at
Hudson.
The potatoes will he of the crop grown by Mr.

Chambei'lani himself, the same as I described in our
present issue, and are guaranteed to be true to
name, pure from mixture, and averaging large size,
with none lielow good ))lanting size. They will be
packed and sliipped by Mr. Chamberlain.

.JUTE SACKS FOK HANDLING AND SHIPPING
POTATOES.

Of course, the potato-boxes are, all things consid-
ered, aoout tlie neatest and handiest tiling ever got-
ten up, for handling or storing potatoes: but with
the immense crop and low prices of this present
season it is very often desirable to use sacks: and
we have had potatoes shipped in sacks tliat came to
us in very good order. The expense of transiinri ing
sacks is, of course, verj' much less than with lioxes.
After some investigation we have succeeded in
finding a very strong, substantial jute bag, holding
two bushels each, suitai)le for potatoes, grain, or
almost any purpose that liags aie ever used for,
which we can supply at the following low prices: 10
cts. each; 90 cts. for 10; $8.00 p< r li.U; *T'>.00 per 1000.
A i^ag of the same material, holding oidy one bush-
el, 5e each; 4.5c for 10; $4.35 per 100. If you would

like to see such a bag before purchasing, we can
mail you a sample of either, at a cost for postage ot
7 and 16c respectively.

GARDENING FOB OCTOBER.

Most of the gardening done now will be to save
the crops from frost, and to make the most of every
thing. Do not be discouraged, even if prices are
low; but get every thing out of the way x)f freezing.
Gather the beans' as soon as dry enough; and if a
f i-ost threatens, do not. wait for them to get dry, but
get them into an open shed; spread them out where
they will not heat, and many of them will ripen up
nice. Fruit and even forest trees may lie planted
in the fall; and, when properly done, I believe there
is an advantage in it. Look out for stutf, however,
that is lialile to be thrown out by the frost. If you
have had experience, and know how to do it, you
can succeed; but if you are new at the Ijusitu^ss, go
slow until you learn the trade. Do not forget to
hoe and cultivate cabbage and cauliflower that are
not yet headed up. Now is the time to raise the fin-

est cauliflower of the sea.son; also look after the
spinach and potato onir.ns, and others that are to be
wintered outdoors. You can keep strawberries
growing right along until Christmas, if the ground
does not freeze,

DRUMMOND'S ADDRESSES, ETC.

Most people h;ive reader heard more or less of
Henry Drummond's stirring, and, we might say,
startling.exhortations to righteousness and right-do-
ing. In fact, his one address, " The Greatest Thing
in the World," had such a run that it was sold by
newsboys on the cars, even though the price was
kept up for a time to 35 and even 50 cts. a copy.
When I first read it I made some mention of it in

our Home Papers. But I protested at the outset
agaitist charging such a price for a pamphlet of 30

or 40 pages. We have succeeded, however, by pur-
chasing 500 copies outright, in getting them so we
can send them by mail for only 10 cts. each. Now,
if you have never read "The Greatest Thing in the
World " you cei'tainly want this little pamphlet. It

is handsomely gotten up, in paper covers, and con-
tains .52 pages, and will probably be read by almost
any one wtio picks it up and commences to read it,

even if it is a sort of sermon; and it will bear reading
again and again. I am so anxious to see it find a
place on the reading-table of every home that 1

would almost send it free of charge if that were the
right and proper thing to do; and we will, anyhow,
do this: Evei-y subscriber who sends us $1.00 for

Gleanings for one year, and in the same letter says
he would like "The Greatest Thing in the World"
as a premium tor subscribing early, can have it

free of charge.
Now. some of you may prefer to pay a little more,

and have a neatly bound book—one tliat would be
handsome enough to place on your cpjiter-table.

Such a book is published, neatly bound in cloth, at
the price of 75 cts. It cont.-iins not only the address,
"The Greatest Thing in the World," but a brief

sketch of Prof. Henry Drummond, and five other
addressee, with an engraving of the author. It is a
book of 187 pages, and the price, as I have told you,
is 75 cts. by mail; but by buyiig a large number of
copies we are enabled to furnish it for only 2.> cents,

if ordered with ol her goods, or 30 cents by mail. If

vou want something for a Christmas present, I do
not know of a book in the world that will answer
any Ijetter. Prof Drummond is clear up to the
front in all modern science and tlieolog.v; and all

mankind.no matter what their belief, seem to be
unitrd in acknowledging- that he has done a great
work in making the religion of Christ .Tesus plain,

sensible, and practicable. You need not be afraid
of dry theology. Every page of his writings is alive,

and up to the present time and present wants and
needs. Perhaps you had better get the little ten-

cent book first, and see if you do not agree with
me, and want the larger one. We will send the
larger book to any person, a subscriber, who keeps
up his own subscriplion. and sends us one new
name along with his subscription.

10 close out before uniting nuclei I will mail 1

untested queen for 50c. Order at once. Plen-
ty nice queens on hand.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Ark.
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Daughters of Imported

Italian Queen.
Out' for 50c; :i for *I.:i-'i; ti for 't2.:i5; 12 for W On.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed Refer-

ences: E. A. t^heldon, h. C. TitVt, Independence. la.

Albert Mines, Independence, la.

For $350.00. o„e bundled 2-st.ory hives
complete for comb honey; V)eps and liives in g-'iod

order. Inquire of A.LEYVRAZ, Francis, Fla.

Alfalfa Clover Seed, i ^o 4 lbs.. 25e per
lb.; postage, Sr per povind extra. Bushel. ^S.OO.

Sample, postpaid, 25c. A. H. DUFF, Larned, Kan.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUA'DAT/0/^J
Has No Sim- in firftnd-framca.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundatm
Has no Fishbone in tho Sn.-plns Hocey.

Being the cleaiiesi. it is usually \^<>'k^•^

the quickest of any foinidation rnad-v

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
I3tfdb Sole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. IVVontgomery Co., N. Y.

Promptness is What Counts.
Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and eveiy i liin<;-

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping=po!nt in the

i

Country. Dealers in Hcmey and IJeeswa.x.
'

Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

IF YOU WANT BEES
That will ju«t "roll" in the honey, try ITIoore'n

Straiei of llaliaii^^ the rebult of IB years'
careful breeding.

Dr. H. B. Lung Harrodsburg, K.v . says: " I have had the
pleasure of .<(f iiiK many tine strains uf hees, yet f have never
seen such industrious, energetic bees. T must express my ad
mination for your success as a bee iiropagator.

"

Reduced Prices: Warranted queen«. 70c; 3 for
$1.9.5; 1 doz , $7.00. Unte>^ted. tiOc; 10 or more. 50c
each. Select Warranted. 90 •: Select Uniested. 80c;
Tested, ¥1.00 S. lect Tesied Breeders, $1.50 each
Tho^e who have never dealt with me. 1 refer to

A. I. Root, who has purchased of me 8(18 queens.
Circular free.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.
ISrin resiioiiding to this arlvi-irisemiTit mj'ntion IxLEANTNOS

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Beekeeper, a 70-page bof>k by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
38c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper la live progressive28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 65c. Address any first-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., Hiqginsville, Mo.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded,
60c each; 6 for $8.25. These low prices are to in-

duce you to try tliem. Catalog free.

CHAS. H. THIFS, Steeleville, III.

BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
for prices on One-Pieoe Basswood Sections, Bee

Hives, Shipping-Crates. Frames, Foundation, Smo
kers. etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis

Please mention Gi-ranings. 21-8db

HATCH CHICKENS wuh the muucl
Excelsior Incubator.
Simple, Perfect. Self-Regu-
I'ltmg. Thousauds in success-
ful operation. Guaranteed to

hatch a larger percentage of
fertile eggs at less cost than
any other Hatcher, /jowest
priced first-class Hatcher

made. GEO. H. 8TAHL,
114to 13S S. 6th St., Quiney, IIU

rwin resDondintr to thi ent mention GLKAVTVca

BLACK MINORCAS.
I have a choice lot of fine cockerels for $1.00 each;

trio for $3 00. If birds are not satisfactory they
may be returned at ray expense, and I will refund
the full amount paid.

CHAS. BIERY, Novi, Micli.

62 Colonies of Pure Italian Bees for sale
cheap. In .S-frame Lang.stroth hives. Must be sold
on account of removal

.

F. J. OUNZEL, Claytonville, III.

Advantages of Bee-Escapes.

No sweat steals down the heated cheeks and ach-
ing hack of the bee-keeper as the result of standing
in the hot sun putHng. blowing, smokitig. and brush-
ing bees; no time is wasted in these disagreeable
operations; and no stings received in resentment of
such treatment; the honey is secured free from
black or even the taint of smoke; the cappings are
not in.jured by the gnawiugs of bees; and robbers
stand no show whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleaned up by the bees inside

the hive, before the lioney is removed. Leading
Bee=keepers use the Porter Escape, and say that
without a trial it is impossibleto realize the amount
of vexatious, annoying, disagreeable work that it

•saves. The cost is only 2u cts. each, or $2.2.5 per doz.
As in the past, this escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. has secured control
of the sale for this country. Ordei* of your dealer
or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio.

" The Southland Queen."
Send $1 00 for the Sotithland Qu'^en. Edited by

the Aicliley familv. I'lain, practical, and all fresh
b< e matter. Jennie Atcldey is now conducting a
beekeeping siliool. that began in the June number.
You can get back numbers
A steam bee-hive factory; Roofsgoods; Dadant's

foundatii^n.
We have a fine lot of tested and untosted queens

for fall trade: Tested, $1 fiO each: untested. 75 cts.

each, H 2.5 for f-ix. or $8.i0 per dozen. Send for free
catalog that tells all about queen- rearing, and sam-
ple journal.

THE JENNIE ATCHLEY CO.,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton. Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He (ffers Italian Queen- — good, old-style lioney-

()ueens—untested, first order, lo any address, at .50c

each. Also beesin anyquantity: 4.5(ict)lonies todraw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to

suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.
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Bicycles

1 have (lone an extensive business in bi-

cycles this summer, and have now on hand
a number of second-hand bicycles, taken in
trade or used as samples, iiither these or
new bicycles I will sell for the lowest cash
prices, or will take honey or beeswax in ex-
change. Send for list.

J. A. GREEN, Ottawa, III.

Will pay 24c \>ev lb. casii, or 26c in trade, for any
quaniiiyof g'o'ud. fair, avei'age beeswax, delivered
at our R. U. station. Tlie same will be sold to those
who wish io purchase, at 30c for best selected wax.
Old combs will not be accepted under any consid-
erition.
Unless you put your name oh the box. and notify

liS by mail of amount sent, we can not hold our-
selves responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as
a general tiling to send wax by express.

TUB A^. I. ROOT CO., Medina, O.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants. ,gtfdb and Prompt

CHAS. Israel & bros.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

HONEYWHOLESALE
SEALEBS &

COMMISSION
MEECHANTS.

fir'" BEESWAX.
AND

—

LIBE2AL
ADVANCES
MADE
ON
C0NSI3N-
MEMTS.

5 to 10 Per cent

Discount on

Bees and Supplies.

I. J.

WAX WANTED.
STRINGHAM, NEW YORK.

105 Park Place.
In wriliugr advertisers mention this paper.

Hey! Stop that Cow!
Tlie \oicec:tme tc ringdowi! theroadclose-

ly followcil by the animal ii.-clf. Tlie wheel-
man addiessed was an expert base ball play-
er, but hardly Icnew how to tar-kle that kind
of a "flyer." ' She was the "coming cow" that
had "thrown off the yoke" so to speak. By
waving his coat lie turned her into a string of
Page fence. With a beautiful "curve" she
landed in the ditch and was led off complete-
ly subdued. The wheelman exclaimed, as a
"catcher," a "pitcher," a "short-stop" and
a "fielder." the Page fence is in it.

^AGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

ROOT'S GOODS at

ROOT'S PRICES
FOR THE WEST.

Order of us and save freight. Goods at wholesale
and retail. A full li le of Dovetailed Hives. Sec-
tions. Foundation. Extractors, and every thing else
of the lati^'st and best.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

T* - liinnTiTirhfiiS^j/igTgAsji H)ji^ I llU

U

f^ i UriOI
We Warra nt J

The Re[iabl@»
ToHatcb 811 ptr cent.SELt Regulitinc -if

Durable, Correct in Principle. Leader .^
fowls \ e '^ at World's Fair. Ccts. in stamps for 7^ \y new 112 page Poultry Guide and Cata-

"
-tt loime. PODLTEY FOR PROFIT made plain. Bed-Rock Information, if

k Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,Oulncy, I II. -A-

*•••••••••••••••••••••••
p-|ii ri-si<inrling to this aavertisement mention ULKANiNGa

STILL IN THE RING.
Those large, beautiful, golden queens; bred for

business; warranted purely mated. Sent by re-.

turn mail—50 cts. each; 3 for $1.40; 6 for $3.7.5. Testr

ed, 70 cts. each; 6 for H.fHt Good breeding queens,

$2.00 eacii; satisfaction and safe arrival guaranteed.

E. A SEELEY. Bloomer, Ark.
P. O. Money Order cilice, Lavaca, Ark. 7-30

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
( m do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Ripping, Cut-
ling off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
(iiooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
Fdguig-iip, Jointing Stuff, etc.

Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.
( (ttiiloii Free. ' l-34el

SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
44 Water St.. Seneca Falls, NY.

1 fin responding to this advertisement mention Oi.iCAXiNGi

Why pay 60 to 90c. arodforfencewhenyoucanmakethe

BEST WOVEN WIRE FENCE ON EARTH!
FOR 13 TO 20CENTS A ROD?

Horse high, bull strong, pig
and chicken tight. A man
and boy can make from 40 to
eOrodsaday. Over 50styles.
Illustrated Catalogue Free.
KITSELMAN BROTHERS
Ridgeville, : Indiana.
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Honey Column.

CITT MARKETS.

Chicago.—Ho?ie}/.—We quote fancy wliite 1-lb.

comb honey, retail, 15; wholesale, 14; second gjade,

13- amber, 11@13. With colder weather and fruits

out of the market, we look for a good demand for

honey, as maple sugar and maple syrup are very

high and scarce. Extracted, 5ii@6i/2, depending on

quality and package. Bees™
|0.^^ ^ ^^^

Oct. 8. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Honey.—We have a firm market, and

stock moving off briskly. White clover seems to

have been a short crop, and but little on our mar-

ket Buckwheat, however, is plentiful, and quality

good We quote white clover, 13@]5; buckwheat
Ind mixed, 10@11. Extracted, light, e's; dark, 5V2@

6 Chas. Mcculloch & Co.,

'Oct. 8.
.

Albany, N.Y.

Boston.—Honey.—We are pleased to note a little

better demand for honey; but the Califorma comb
Is keeping down the price of the Vermont \Ve

quote Vermont comb at 15@16; New Fork, 14@15;

California, 13, for No. 1 stock. California extracted,

5@6, according to quality. _ ^ ^
E. E. Blake & Co.,

Oct. 10. Boston, Mass.

Buffalo.— Honey.—We quote fancy honey,

with the receipts light; choice, 13@14; buckwheat
moving slowly at 9@12. Beeswax wanted at M to -M.

Extracted, slow sale in our market. Liberal ship-

ments of choice could be placed here to very good

advantage. Battehson & Co.,

Oct. 9,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Kansas City.—Honejy.-The demand and supply

fair for comb honey. Demand for extracted light

We QuoteNo.l white. 1-lb. comb, 13@14; No. 2, 13

@13; No. 1 amber, 11@13; No. 3, 8@10; extracted

white, 6@6%; amber, 5@5y2; dark, 414. Beeswax, 30

@2o C. C. Clemons & Co.,

Oct. 4. Kansas City, Mo.

Milwaukee. — Ho7i6v. — This marliet is in good
condition for shipments of honey. The supply on
hand is not large, and the receipts only tair,

while the demand is improving. The fruit season

is nearly over, and the consumption of honey will

increase from this time forward. We quote 1-lb.

white, choice. 16ralT; Sfood. h-.®16; fair, 14@1.5; dark.

8®10. Extracted white, in barrels, or kegs, ^^-zmo'^;

dark or amber, 5@6. BeesWMX, 3"i.

A. V. lilSHOP &Co..
Oct. 5. Milwaukee, Wis.

Chicago—Hoon/- Honey is not selling fast, and
market is nominal. We (juo'e best or fancy. 1.5; but

good No. 1 stock .sells at 13® 14; dark. 8@10: yellow

grades, 9@10. Extracted very dull at 4'o@7. The
amber or dark grades are in large supply. Beeswax,
38@30. K. A liUKNETT&CO
Oct. 8. 163 So. Water St.. Chicago, III.

Cleveland.—Ho»ew.-Our market is doing better

on honey, and present receipts are picked up as fast

as received. Fanrv white comb in Mb. sections is

soiling at 17®18: 'No. 1 white, ln@16; choice. 14;

buckwheat. 12@13. Strained honey, white, 7®8.

Beeswax, 26@28. Williams Bhos.,

Oct. 8. 80 & 82 Broadway. Cleveland, O.

Kansas CiTy.-Ho?)6y.-Stock of comb and ex-

tracted honey light. Demand good for comb. We
quote No. 1 white, 15; amber, 13; dark, 10@il. Ex-

tracted. 4!/,®7. Beeswax, 32. .tj^.^ccHamblin & Bearss,

Oct. 9.
Kansas City, Mo.

New York.—Honey.—There is good demand for

comb honey, and choice stock is movnig off ireely.

While the supply of fniicy white glassed and in

paper boxes, is limited (owing to the short crop in

New York Slate), Cahfornia sends enough (unglass-

ed) to make up the deficiency. We <iu";,e tancy

white, 15: fair white, 12@13; buckwheat, 9@10. Ex-

tracted is in fairly good dema-d, with a large sup-

ply. We quote California, 5M®6; white clover and

basswood, 6®6'/2 ; Southern, 45@56 per gallon. Bees-

wax dull at 37@38.
HiLDRETH Bros & Segelken.

Oct 10. 28 &30 West Broadway, New York.

Springfield. -HoHey.- We quote white-clover

honey, 16@18; buckwheat, 13. Would like to buy

several tons of fancy white-clover honey, in 1-lb.

r>nckaa-es PERKINS & HATCH.

Oct 9 _Springfleld, Mass.

St. Louis.-Honey.—Market very quiet. Comb, 10

@13. Extracted , in cans, 5!/2@6; in barrels, 4)^®5.

Prime yellow beeswax, 25%.
•^ D G. TUTT Grocery Co.

Oct. 11. St. Louis, Mo.

Denver.—Honey.-Since our last report there has

not been much change in our honey market. Ihe

shipments we have received run below those of pre-

vious years in quality. We quote No. 1 comb in 1-lb.

sections, suitable for our cartons, 10@11. Extracted,

No 1 white, in 60-lb. cans, two in a case, 5@6. Bees-

wax, 20@26. R. K. & J . C. FBISBEE,

Oct. 10.
Denver, Col.

Fob SALE.-Choice extracted honey.
Elias Fox, HiUsboro, Wis.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.

Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome

(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c. ^ a • n^i
eif

t

Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

Alfalfa IN ARizoNA.-We will sell you alfalfa

honey F. O. B. Phojnix at 4^0 in 1000 - lb. lots or

more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in flve-gallon cans.

Car lots a specialty. J- P- JX^' • 4--

Secretary Bee-keepers Association,

Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Wanted —To buy quantity lots of fancy comb
honey. Also to sell water-white extracted honey in

60-lb. cans. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

Philadelphia. -Hwey.- The honey market is

very active, and choice comb honey sells quick on

arrival; but low prices seem to prevail. Beeswa.x

is moving slowly, not much demand, but is nrm at

present prices. We quote huckwlieat, f"omb, 10;

choice white, 12; fancy, 14. Extracted. 4@6. Bees-

wax 26 Wm. a. Selser,
Oct. 9. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cincinnati.—Ho?ie)y.—There is good demand for

choice white comb iioney at 14®16; dark grades

found a ready sale of late at 13@14 in the jobbing

way. Demand is good for extracted honey at 4@7.

Supply of all kinds is insufficient. Demand is

good for beeswax at 30@2i for good to choice yel-

low. Chas F. Muth & Son,

Oct. 9. Cincinnati, O.

For SALE.-Buckwheat and amber extracted

honey in half-barrels, about 150 lbs. each ;
well rip-

ened. Prices on application. J- I-
^'^^^''^j^'^v

gitf Birchton, Saratoga Co., N.Y.

Fob Sale. -1200 lbs. of honey, in 60-lb. square

cans 6V0 cts. per lb., f.o.b. cars here. Sample by

n^aii'
" R. H. Bailey,

]95t Ausable Forks, Essex Co., N. Y.

For SALE.-We have 14,000 lbs. of choice white ex-

tracted honey, in barrels of about 400 lbs., at 6 cts

per lb., f.o.b. cars at apiary. Sample vial mailed for

8 cts. in stamps. ''_^''^^^^lAla.

Extracted honey in barrels at e'/^ cts.. or in 60-lb.

mils at 7c ChaS. DadANT & SON,pans at .c.
Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

PATENT W/RED COMB FOUNDATION
Has No Sag i« Brood-frames.

Thin Flat -Bottom Foundation
His no Fishbone in tie Snrplns Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked

the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
IStfdb Sole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.
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Special Notices.

HONEY MARKET.
Tliere is a brisk denumd in tlie Cleveland market

for choice white coiub lioney. iind the suijply so far
is very liruiied. Honey is selling' by commission
men at 15 to 16c for choice wlilte; and in large lots

to jobbers, who buj' outrisbt, it brings about 14c.

VVe could pliice a good deal more than we have been
able to secure so far. We should like to hear from
those who have some choice lots to market. There
8 not so mucb demand for extracted honey as for
comb. Perhaps if we ottered it put up iu small at-

tractive packages we should have a bettei' sale for
it. We offer choice white-sage honey oi" white Mich-
igan honey, in 60-lb. cans, 3 in a case, at 8c; lots ;)f

3 cases or over, 7J4c.

ROOT'S SUPERIOR EXTRA-POI.ISHED SECTIONS.
We have.just got into operatinn the past week

a new and iiuite elaborate and expetisive machine
for the manufacture of section hexes, which not
only secures more accurate and better work, but
enables one man and boy to do the work which be-
fore required four or Ave to do The sections we
are now turning out are supeib in every way. We
can liardly see how it is possible to surpass them,
and we question wliether their equal is marie. Hav-
ing a very large stoi-k of chuice white basswood we
are better prepai ed than ever before to supply bee-
keepers and dealers with a superior article, and we
shall be pleased to hear frijm dealers before they
make their contracts for next season's supply.
Samples mailed free to those interested

US. Wo sell SOOT Poultry, Veals,
Fruits and all produce at high«
est prices. DAILY RETURNS. For
stencils, pricas and references, write
F. I. SAGE & SONS. 183 Reade St.. N. Y.

Peach Trees, ah the best varieties, 10 by
mail. 60c; by e.xpress or freight, 4c each.

Plum Trees. Abondam e. Diirbank. Satsuma,
5 by mail, 6)c; by express or freignt. ]0c each.

CEDAR GROVE FARM,
John Cadwallader, Proprietor,

North riadison, Ind.

Potatoes.
Craig's Seedling. Everett's Early, and

Freeman, at prices given by A. I. Root.

W. B. Collins, Blackwater, Cooper Co., Mo.

Read what .1. 1. Parent, of
I HARi.TON, N. Y., says— "We
I 111 with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaR
hives with 7-inch cap. lOU honey-
raeiJS, 500 bi-oad frames. 3,000
l.oney-b(i.\es. and a great deal of
other \\<iik. This winter wc
ha^e doubled theamounl of bee-
hives, etc.. to make, and we e.\-

pecl to do i1 all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

i(iiie and Price List free. Address W. F. &
H.\ KNES, 545 Huby St., Kockford, 111.

n more convenient. nidei'S for Barnes' Foot-
Machinery may be sent to

The a. I. ROOT Co.
Plea.=e mention this paper.

Cataio
JOHN
Whe

Power

V

Promptness is What Counts.

i

Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and every thing
that bee-keepers use. Root's Qoods at Root's i

Prices, and the Best Shipping-point in the
]

Country. Dealers in Honey and iSeeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
62 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

ALUABLE SPECIMENS of Gold,

Silver, and Copper Ores
f^^j*, \l

any address for ^5 cts., or larger sizes for 50 cts.
each. Ten or more specimens, all different, of any
size, for cabinets, at sppcia.l r.'ites on application.

F. E. JORDAN, Jerome, Arizona.

CLOSING OUT!
Warranted Italian queens, at 60c each; 4 for $3.00.

Tested. *1.00 each; 4 for $3.00. Select tested, $1.35
each: 3f.>r $3.00. Don't let this chance slip. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.

Wants or Exchange Department.

\\
' ANTED.—To exchange 36-in. planer, power scroll' saw, all iron; tcnoner, and mortiser, for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working machinery.
Will give a bargain for cash,
eitf Geo. Kali., French ville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

ANTED.—I'o exchange foundation-mills and
honey-e.vtractors for honey or wax.
I, J. Stuingham, i05 Park Place, New York.

W

ANTED —To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
anj'thing useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

II' ANTED.—To exchange 3 female fox hounds in
Vi whelij; also violin, organ, bone-mill, and set of
butcher tools, for an.y thing useful.

EtjiAs Fox, Hillsboro, Wis.

Ay ANTED. — To exchange 28-inch pneumatic, for
VV lady or gent; also a lot of fine young queens

f(.)r honey or offers. Chas. H. Thies.
Steeleville, 111.

WANTED. -To exchange English Beagle hounds,
both sexes, old or young, choice bred, for

modern fire-arms or offers. D. S. Hall.
South Cabot, Vt.

ANTED—To exchange raspberr.y and black-
berry itlants, $5 00 per M.. for currant-plants.

A. P. Lawrenck, Hickory Corners, Mich.

WANTED.—Extracted honey. 1000 lbs. Bees, 35
colonies. Send sample and price.

S. Richardson, Care Box 34. Hartford City, Ind.

ANTED.—To exchange honey for second-hand
baby-buggy and farm waa-on.

John Bui^r, Braceville, 111.

ANTED.—Onion-sets cheap by bushel. Will ex-
cluinijc flgwort seed or pay cash.

J. E. Johnson. Williamsfleld, 111.

ANTED.—To exchange 10-inch Pelham founda-
tion-mill for hone.v or offers.

Walteii S. Pouoek, Indianapolis, Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange 10-incli Root foundation-
mill, good as new. bee- -smokers. Porter hee-es-

capes, for job printing-i res-; and type. Writi' (juick.
OscAri Kerns, Cowgill. Mo.

WANTED.—To exchange safety bicj'cle, fltted
with pneumalic tires, for gun, foot-power saw,

or offers. RoBEKT B Gedye, La Salle, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange safety bicycles, Barnes
No. 414 lathe for metal work, Odell type-

writer, for honey, heeswax, or gasoline or kerosene
engine. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.
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Winter Losses
are not always tlie result of the same c:iuse. They
may come from starvation: from poor food: from im-
propt r preparations; from imperfict protection; from
a cold, wet, or, possilily, a poorly ventilated cellar;

etc., etc. Successful wintering comes from a proper combination of different condiiions For clear, con-
cise, comprensive conclusions upon these all-impor;ant points, consult " Advanced Bee Culture." Five
of its thirty two oliapters tieHt as many different phases of the wintering' problem. Hrire of the book,
50 cts. The Review oue year and the book for $1.25. New subscribers get balance of this yenr free. T can
still furnish queens by r* turn mail ;it $1.00 each, or $5.00 for six. One queen and the Review for $1.50.

Queen and book, $1.25. Queen, Review, and book, ;f2.00.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

THE TOHOflTO COflVEfiTIOrl

J^EPOHT FHEEI
A Full Report of the Proceedings of the North American convention held at Toronto, Canada, will ap-

pear in the ioeefcly Amerlcnn Bee Journal imnudiately after the meeting, Sept. 4, 5, ;ind 6. The first in-
stallment will be in the number for Sept. 19. If not now a subscriber, you can liave that Report free by
sending $1.00 now for the American Bee Journal for 1896, as we will '• throw in " the balance nf the year
1895. beginning with Sept. 19, to new subset ibers. Think of it ! over 15 months (or nearly 70 numbers) of
the old American Bee Journal for only $1.00! Sample copy of Bee Journal tree.

|S~And, besides all that, each new subscriber will recei\ e a fiee copy of the 160 page book, " Bees and
Honey." Better send on your dollar at once, and join the procession. Mention this paper, please.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

A customer, looking over my
400 hives in home apiary, said,
*' Where are your bees ? Mine
were flying all around thick this
mori.ing." 1 said, "Just stop;
look down .-it any hive." He was
amazed. They were just pDuring
in thick with tlieir heavy loads.
Tliis proves two things-they can't
be excelled as workers, and quiet.

I opened several hives. He had no veil; was in the
apiary % of an hour; was
not bothered once. Try \A/fn A ^plcpr
them. Untested guaraii- " '"• ^' *-'*''3^» »

teed queens, 7.')C. Send for Wyncotc, Pa.
wholesale price list.

Headquarters in Missouri E^I^ds?"*
®

Can supplyyou with all the fl.\tures used in an api-
ary. Best goods at lowest pric'-s. Caialosr free

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-iARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in geueral. etc., etc.
Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

If You
Want aPEACH

SH\PP\HG-C^SES
We make ;t specialty of these goods, and

defy competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
In responding to these advertisements mention this paper

Plum, Pear, Apple, Clierry or Quince
Orfliard,or auytliing in tlie way ofSmall
Friiitsii, Oruameiital Trees or Slirubs,
Japan, Holland or otlier Bulb$i, write us
your wants and we will quote you low prices.
Everything of the best— for Orcliard*
Vineyard, lia \vn. Park, Street, Oarden
;ind Conservatory. Millions of Treai,
Shrubs, Roses, Vines, Bulbs Plants, etc.

Price Liist aild Catalogue Free.
43nd Year, 1000 Acres. 29 Greenhouses,

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
and every thing a Dee-keeper
wants. Honest Qoods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-p;ige cata-
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded my Foundation. Send for free
sanjp/e.s. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Koot's new I*olish&il Seotiojis and other g'oods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thinK needed In the apiary. JVl H Hfitri-
Bell Branch, Mich. ^'** *»• HUIIL.

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Beekeeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 2.5 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper {a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) t)ne year, 65c. Address any flrst-

class dealer, or
LEAHY MFG. CO., HiGaiNSVlLLE, Mo.

For $350.00. one hundred 2-story hives
complete for comb honey; bees and hives in good
Older. Inquire of A. LEYVRAZ, Francis, Fla.

»l
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About this time we begin to whistle up our

courage by telling how bright the prospect is

for next year.

The Hungarian government in ten years

has appropriated nearly 140,000 for the ad-

vancement of bee culture. In seven years the

products have doubled.

The first frost here came Sept. 28—a hard
freeze. Oct. 3 the bees are at work on sweet

clover and on the few blossoms yet to be found

on spring-sown crimson clover.

The Bienen-Vater contains an account of

bees carrying in the resinous little leaves from

the buds of poplars and horse-chestnuts, carry-

ing them with their jaws, evidently to be used

as propolis.

A DRONE, we have always been taught, takes

24 days to develop from the egg; but 11. W.
Brice says, in Br'itish Bee Journal, that, after

much and careful observation, he is sure it re-

quires 25 days.

Decidedly, I don't believe in many and long

essays at conventions; but if every one was as

meaty and discussion-provoking as that of B.

Taylor at Toronto I don't know but I might
change my views.

The foul-brood bacillus, under favorable

circumstances, increases by division about once

every half hour, so that in 10 hours a single

bacillus increases to a million ! If you doubt

that, figure it up for yourself.

Gravenhorst has been wrestling with the

conundrum, " Why do bees sometimes get noth-

ing from clover when in full-bloom?" and got

the worst of it. A young fellow like him had
better fool with something easier.

If beeswax from foul-broody colonies is used

for making foundation before it is carefully

cleansed, the spores remain in the wax, and no

one then denies that foul brood may be con-

veyed thereby.—A'euma?!-, mi Centralblatt.

So far as my own observation is concerned, I

agree with him that queens will pass readily

from one story to another, the trouble I report-

ed about getting a queen to lay in a second

chamber being when she was confined there

against her will.

The standard frame of Germany is about

a sixth smaller than the Langstroth. Lehzen,

editor of the excellent Centralblatt, thinks

there should be two standards—the larger for

regions with spring and summer flow, and the

smaller for regions with fall flow.

The rose of Sharon, by which I suppose is

meant the althea, on p. 742, is not the thing

that gave the vanilla flavor to that honey
York raised. The tree or bush is too tender to

live here. Sometimes I've had a little suspi-

cion the flavor came from sweet clover; but

then, again, I don't know.

The bee-louse, Dr. Balint says, is not a par-

asite, as heretofore supposed, but a commensal
or table companion, merely sharing with the

bee the food taken by the latter.—Blenenpflege.

[I believe this is right. I never have seen a

case, and I've seen a good many, where the

queen or bee showed evidence of harm from the

so-called louse.—Ed.]

Chilled bees, stranded away from the clus-

ter in the hive, are nothing very unusual; but

I think I never saw such a thing outside the

hive till this fall. Sept. 22 we had a90° temper-

ature, and at night it dropped 40 or 50°. Next
morning I found a few bees chilled on the front

of the hive where a cluster had been hanging

out the evening before.

My sympathy is with the man who com-

plains of alteration of articles in Gleanings.
There's that article of mine on page 739; the

very best partiof it is suppressed—the editorial

footnote. [Yes. that was an oversight—that is,

the last paragraph of yours. I have been try-

ing to figure out whether it was a joke on me
or you. As to the footnote in question, see ed-

itorial.—Ed.]

J. I. Earl, p. 731, takes a wrong meaning from

that Straw on p. 583. I meant it was of more
consequence to have a big harvest than to have
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any particular hive, not exactly that "it

wouldn't make any difference what kind of a

hive." But will he please tell us ivhy he thinks

the bees are piling in the honey in the small

hives and doing little in the largo ones? And
if the hives are changed, will the bees change
their deportment?

Let up a littlp:, friend Root, on the Elec-

tropois? people, and go for the religious papers

that advertise it just because they make money
by it. ["'Let up ! "—My, oh my! You are

using slang. But he is " going for " the relig-

ious papers. Notwithstanding that he has
written letter after letier to those same publi-

cations, some of them still persist in putting

the ad. in. Is it the almighty dollar that is at

the bottom of it? God forbid.—Ed.]

In Centkalblatt is given the following

plan, discovered by Prof. Landolt, to detect

paraffine in beeswax. Into a porcelain dish

pour over a small piece of the mass sulphuric

acid, and heat it, whereby the wax becomes
blackened, and swells up through the gas gen-

erated. When the generation of gas ceases

—

which is stronger, the less paraffine is present

—

heat the mass again a few minutes and let it

cool. If paraffine is present it will be found as

a transparent stratum, easily separated from
the surface of the black liquid.

Sweet clovi^k. So much testimony has come
in to show that sweet clover is a good honey-
plant that more is hardly needed unless to show
that it yields enough to occupy the ground for

honey alon^. The testimony now needed is, to

show that it is a good forage-plant. Let that
once be established, and we may see it come in-

to general cultivation. [Hoth facts are, I

think, well established ; but the trouble is, the

world do(^s not know it. If the writers on bees

for the agricultural press would take pains to

emphasize them it would help the world to

know it.

—

Ed.]

So, Mr. Ernest, in estimating 'the average
yield you don't count failures. (See p. 691.) If

a colony yields 25 pounds every alternate year,

and the other years has to be fed 25 pounds to

make it pull through, would you say the aver-
age yield was 25 pounds? Now will you " yield"?

[No, I just won't. Your locality seems to be
blessed (?) with a series of off years. In most
localities, and especially with the small bee-
keepers, the seasons when the bees yielded ab-
solutely no honey and have to be fed 35 lbs.

are rare. Your supposed case is a rather ex-

treme one.—Ed.]

Say. Ernest, in speaking of the crock feeder
on page 745, why do you say, "Be sure the
crock is level full"? Doesn't it work all right
if only half full? [Unless the crock is clear
brim full of sugar and water when it is in-

verted with the plate, a lot of the liquid will

escape, owing to the air in the space not filled.

The sweetened water will bubble out and run
down over the combs and bees, until atmos-
pheric pressure on the outside equals the down-
ward pressure of the sugar and water in the

crock. When it is full the leakage does not
take place.

—

Ed.]

That headline on p. 732, "Bees Necessary
for Strawberry-fruiting; indisputable proof,"

looks as though the matter were fully settled.

But what's to be done with the hundreds of

acres producing good crops of berries, and hard-

ly ever a bee to be seen? Doesn't that head-
line need a little tinkering? [Perhaps so. But
we have mountains of proof ihat the bees work
on the blossoms. If we reason by analogy,

that is, consider the value of bees on other

fruit-blossoms, we must admit a good deal.

The heading in question had reference partic-

ularly to the article under it.—Ed]

V/M. G. MALIN.

SKETCH PREPARED BY HIS BROTHER-IN-LAW,
THE REV. L. L. LANGSTROTH.

My acquaintance with the late W. G. Malin
began more than sixty years ago. It was form-

ed under very painful circumstances; and his

consideration and kindness quickly won my
heart. From that time till his death, in 1887, I

knew him well. In June, 1855, he married my
sister, Anna Louise Langstroth, second daugh-
ter of the late John G. Langstroth. She died

Nov. 5, 1855. I am now in my 85th year, and I

can truly say I never knew a better man. The
extracts from the history of the Pennsylvania
Hospital tender any further testimony to his

worth quiie unnecessary.
* For nearly six-

ty consecutive

years in the em-
ployment of the
same institution

as clerk, librari-

an, and steward

!

What volumes of

eulogy does such
a career speak,

both for Mr. Ma-
lin and the man-
agers of that in-

stitution! Where
can a parallel be

found?

The son of a

small farmer,
with very few educational advantages in his

early life, how truly remarkable was his ca-

reer as a self-made man! I need but refer to

WM. G. MALIN.
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the hospital-records, below. No words of mine
could add force to them.

Shortly after the introduction of the English

sparrow into this country. Mr. Malin express-

ed to me his indignation of what seemed to him
such folly, in language somewhat as follows:

"Brother Lorenzo, if the men who imported

this pestiferous bird knew as much about it as

I do, some would think hanging was almost too

good for them ! My father was a small farmer;

and I can well remember that, just as soon as

the wheat had reached a growth that tempted
these marauders, we boys were sent into the

harvest-fields before daybreak with a lunch to

frighten away the sparrows, as soon as they

made their appearance; and there we stayed

until it was almost too dark for us to see our

hands before us."

And then, growing more indignant at the bad
work that had been so ignorantly undertaken,

he went on: " Why, brother, in many parts of

Europe a premium is paid for the heads of

sparrows; and in some municipalities a certain

portion of the taxes must be paid in the heads

of this pest."

What immense injuries have followed similar

carelessness in the introduction of the Eng-
lish rabbit into Australia, the Scotch thistle in-

to Canada, and the gipsy-moth into Massachu-
setts! I remember well the attempt of the

Commissioner of Agriculture, under President

Lincoln, to introduce the Mexican honey-hornet

into this country — an insect whose saw-like

mandibles are so admirably fitted for piercing

the skins of all kinds of fruits. Fortunately the

colony of these insects, which was established

in one of the public parks of Washington, per-

ished after the first hard frost. The late Sam-
uel Wagner, editor of the American Bee Jour-
nal, pointed them out to me before they died.

Dayton, O., Aug. 13. L. L. Langstroth.

WILLIAM UUNN MALIN, A FAITHTUL STEWARD.

Mr. Malin entered tue institution as Clerk, March
29, 1824, and remained in its service for nearly sixty

years. At the expiration of this time, on account
of his advanced age, lie was relieved from duty by
the Board, which, in consideration of hi? faithful,

devoted, and long service, pensioned him, and offer-

ed him a liome iu the hospital during- the remainder
of his life. He died of pneumonia, in his apart-

ments at the Hospital, August 2, 1887. When he
first came to this country as an immigrant from
England, in ;1823, he was obliged fto, work as driver

of a brewer's wagon; and out of his savings he re-

turned, before the end of a year, to his parents, his

passage-money to America. He was fortunate in

finding more congenial occupation in tlie Hospital.

Henumhered the hooks i n thn librarj', and made a

catalogue, wlii ch lie presi/nted to the Board, Janu-
ary 26, 1S2!», and it was oi'dered pulilislied.CIn Sep-

tember of tiie same year it was^issued.Together
with an intoductory sketch, also prepared by him,

of the history of the Medical Library. Two years

later, by direction of the Managers, Mr. Malin com-
piled a small work entitled, " Some Accountof the

Pennsylvania Hospital; its Origin, Objects, and
Present State," which was also published by the
Board. In 1840, when the Departmenv, for the In-

sane was opened in West Philadelphia, he was ap-

pointed Steward, and assisted in organizing the new
administration. Nine years later he was made
Steward, and prairtically Superintendent, of the
Department for the Sick and Injured, which posi-

tion he filled until 1883, when he was retired from
active duty. About this time he was complimented
by having a dinner given in his honor by the As-

sociation of Ex-Resident Physicians, many of whom
had been associated with him during his long ser-

vice in the institution. The library was used in

which to hold the banquet; there were flowers and
speeches, and the faithful Steward occupied the
seat of honor. On this occasion a life-sized por-

trait of Mr. Malin, in oil, was unveiled and formally

presented to the Hospital by the Association of Ex-
Resident Physicians.

William Malin, the grandfather of Mr. Malin, was
a resident of Preston Capes, Northamptonshire, Eng-
land, where his son, John Malin, was born, who re-

moved to Woodford Halse, and married Mary, the

daughter of Joh n Gunn, of Banbury; of this union

William G. Malin sprang, a scion of good English

stock. His parents were religious, and of Moravian
connection. The grandfather on the mother's side

was a descendant of Olaf Rolfson, a noted Viking
and Vice-Jarl under the Earl of Orkney and Caith-

ness ; the youngest son of the adventurous Norse-

man was named Cuuni, and hence the surname
Gunn arose in the family that claimed through its

founder relationship to tlie" Lords of the Isles"

and " Kings of Man," famous in story and song.

William Gunn Malin was born in Woodford, near
Byfleld, Northamptonshire, England, November T,

1801; he had scant schooling at Eydon, as his father

intended to equip him for no higher station than

that of market-carrier to Banbury and Deventry.

Being impressed with the idea that he was destined

for better things, he took passage in a sailing-ship,

the " Massasoit," for Baltimore; but a storm drove

the vessel into the port of Boston, by which means
he providentially escaped the danger of yellow

fever which was then epidemic in his original place

of destination. He made his way to Germantown,
now a part of the city of Philadelphia, and found

occupation temporarily. A year later he consider-

ed himself most fortunate in receiving the appoint-

ment as Clerk, and subsequently was ajipointed

Librarian.

His handwriting was very legible, and so regular

that it was almost like engraving. Mr.^Malin was
largely self-educated, and was a modest and diligent

student. He loved books, especially old black-let-

ter English volumes, preferably Bibles and works
relating to the history of the Moravian Church, of

which he was a life-long consistent member. Much
of his leisure lime was occupied in poring over his

choice possessions, wliich included works in Latin,

Danish, Dutch, French, German, Italian, with which

he made so much progress as to be able to translate

the portions in which he took the most interest. At
his death he bequeathed his library in trust for the

Moravian Church, at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania;

and it was regarded as a particularly valuable col-

lection, since it possessed unique copies and rare

works on the early history of the Church, the fruit

of many years' patient studying of catalogues and
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correspondence witli^ doiilers in all p:irts of the

world, and tbe expenditure of money which cost

much self-denial to save. As a result of liis wide
reading-, Mr. Malin was a well-informed man; and,

although he did not seek conversation, being- rather

reserved ia his manner, yet he showed by his re-

marks that he had good judgment, and possessed a

mind conversant with a multitude of subjects in

art, literature, and popular sciences

In his intercourse with Managers and Physicians

he was always most courteous, cheerful, and cordial

in his manner. His long association with the

physicians of the institution was unmsirred by any
unpleasantness; in fact, in consequence of his uni-

form amiability of demeanor many of the residents

and members of the medical statf became his life-

long, cherished friends. Mr. Maiin, soon after his

transfer (in 1819) to the Pine Street Hospital, married
Anna M. Langstroth, sister of L. L. Langstroth, who
died in less than a year afterward, and without
offspring; he did not marry a second time.

Althoug-h Mr. Malin's tastes did not inclioe to-

ward medical studies, he showed great iaterest in

the treatment of the insane. As the result of his

observations, he presented to the Board of Man-
agers, in 1838, an article on the necessity of provid-

ing a separate asylum for the insane; and, again,

in 1834, a paper on employment of the insane. Mr.
Malin's views possessed so much originality and
force as to lead the State Committee on Lunacy to

publish these papers in its annual report for the
year 1884. Copious extracts have also been made
from these papers on another page of this history.

Mr. Malin was buried August 5, 1887, in the Wood-
lands Cemetery, Philadelphia; and his collection of
historical and Boliemian books have a permanent
resting-place in the library of the Moravian Breth-
ren's Church, at Bethlehem. His portrait is in the
hall of the Hospital, just at the entrance of the
office where he lived for so many years.

[Perhaps our readers w^onder what the life of
such a man. however good and noble, has to do
with bee-keeping. As prepared by father
Langstroth it seenas to be a sort of introduction
to a very important old letter on a subject
touching one phase of bee-keeping upon which
comparatively little is known. The letter was
written to Mr. L. long ago, as vou will see; and
as it has never seen the printed page before, I
am sure it will be read with interest now. But
before I give you Malin's letter I will here give
an extract from Mr. Langstroth's letter con-
cerning it.—Ed.]

Dear Emesf:—Sincel sent you Mr. Malin's letter I

And that there is a very full discussion of the ques-
tion whether the honey-bee was indigenous to this

contiaent, by Prof . A. Gerstaker, of Berlin, who
sent it to Wm. Wagner. This article was translated
by Samuel Wagner from the German, and published
in Vol. II. of tlie American Bee Journal for July,
1866. Mr. Malin's letter to me was written in the
fall of 1864, and antedates Gerstaker's es«ay; still I

think that you will do well to publish Malin's
letter; but I thought it oidy right to call your at-

tention to Gerstaker's essay.

^ L. L. Langstroth.
Dayton, O., Aug. 1.

WAS THE HONEY BEE INDIGENOUS OR NOT IN THIS
COUNTRY? A CAREFUIj REVIEW OP ALL

THE EVIDENCE.

_ ^ Philadelphia, Sept. 24, 1864.
Bcv.L. L. Lan(jstr',ih:—My Dear Brother:—I have

consulted the paper of Dr. Barton, to which you re-

ferred me, and find that his conclusion, from all the
evidtnce attninable in his day (1793), was precisely
that to which my researches had conducted me;
viz., that Ihe honej--bee was not native, but was in-
troduced ftom Europe. Had I known of Barton's
essay it might have saved me some trouble, as he
refers to, and quotes, sundry authors from"Pur-
chas his Pilgrim," down to Bartram, which 1 had
some trouble in hunting up. He, however, adds
what I think a material fact as regards our inquiry;
and that is, that none of the Indi.-tns occupying-
these regions had any original names in their lan-
guages for the bee or its products; and Elliot, when
translating the Bible, was, in consequence, obliged
to use the English names with Indian terminations.
Subsequently, when the Delawares became ac-
quainted with the honey-bee they applied to it

their name for the wasp, and called honey by a
name which signified the "sweet or sugar of the
wasp;" and wax by one which meant the "fat,
grease, or tHllow " of the wasp.

I find that Barton's paper was prompted by one
written by the Rev. Dr. Belknap, who contended
that the honey-bee was native on this continent, in
its southern portions, at least in Mexico and Cuba.
I have read Belknap's paper; and have consulted
the authorities he quotes, and am quite satisfied
that he was wrong-. Even he, however, admits that
our insect was not found north of Florida, or the
southern portion of Georgia. He also says, "There
is a tradition in New England," the authenticity of
which he was unable to trace, "that the person who
first brought a hive of bees into the country was re-
WMrded with a grant of land."
Further, Mr. John Josselyn (whose book I have

also consulted), who was in New England in 1638,
and again in 16i!3. in some account of his voyages
published in London in 1673 thus speaks of the hon-
ey-bee: "The honey-bees are carried over by the
English. ;ind thrive there exceedingly."
The Rev. Mr. Heckewelder assured Prof. Barton

that, although he had seen the true honey-bees wild
in various parts of the United States at some dis-
tance from settlements, he was always assured by
the Indians that these insects were not known in
these countries before the whites began to settle
them. Bnrion adds that it is very unlikely that
these Indians could be mistaken on the subject, as
they are by no means incurious observers, and are
as fond of honey as the bears are.
Mr. Wm. Bartram, who traveled in West Florida

in ]77.'>. informed Barton that he was shown as a
curiosity a bee-hive, tbe Qnly one in that extensive
country, introduced therefrom England ^^ hen the
English took pos.session of Pensacola in 1763. He had
seen the honey-bee wild in East Florida, but was
satisfied from his inquiries that it is not a native of
the country.
Barton says. "The honey-liee was not found by

the first settlers in Kentucky: but about the year
1780 a hive was brought by a Colonel Herrod to the
Rapids of the Ohio, since which time these insects
have incrensed prodigiously." Was this not the
probnble origin of those seen by j'our octogenarian
friend ? *

The only authority quoted by Dr. Belknap for the
probable existence of the bee in any part of the
ITnited States is the finding of a single pot of honey
by tbe expedition of DeSoto at a place called Chiaha,
on an island sui-rounded by shallow water, suppos-
ed to be on the upper part of the Mobile River, in
Southern Georgia, I have referred to the narrative,
as translated in Purchas. and find that this was the
only honey seen or heard of by the expedition.

*This refers to infoimalion given me by an octo-
genarian clerk of the courts, residing-, in 18.57, in
Hai-dinsbui-g. Ky. He lecoUected seeing honey-
bees at so early a date in Kentucky that he had al-
ways taken it for granted that they were natives
there.

] had read somewhere that, at the time tlie hon-
ey-bees was first introduced in America, the Nor-
weniansweie not tro\ibled by the bee-moth (Ti/icrt
meUniirUa). As the bees in New England were not
infested by this moth until 180.5, it wouldseem quite
possible that the first bees imported into New Eng-
land might have come from some country where
this nest was not known, and not from any part of
the English Isles where it had been so long known.
(See Dr. Kirtlands account of its first appearance
near Boston. Mass., in my work, "The Hive and
Honey-bee," 3d edition, papre 240. L. L. L.
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which met with no bees. TIk' granaries and store-
houses of the natives were constantly ransacked by
tliese needy Spaniards, from June, 1539, to July,
1543; and Barton pertinently remarks, "Had the
honey-bee been a native of the countries which
were' the scene of DeSoto's villanics, the valuable
products of this insect would have been freqiiently
met with, and the bees, in territories preg-nant with
a profusion of nectareous plants, would liave been
seen very often, and in great numbers.
In addition to the above I may add that I have

carefully consulted the narratives of many early
travelers, from Father Hennepin down, and find no
mention of honey having been met with on any
occasion than as above stated. Had the Indians
possessed honey would they not have set it before
some of their guests? and would the latter, who
mention every thing else they met with, have for-
gotten honey ?

In conclusion, as no one pretends that the honey-
bee was found in New England, as Josselyn, who, in

1638, must have known the first English settlers,

atid been familiar with their doings here, says ex-
pressly that they introduced our beloved insect, I

think "we may very safely dispense with the Nor-
wegian theory of their introduction, and assume
that the Apis tnclUfira is a valuable European in-

sect for wliose introduction and naturalization here
we are indebted (as for many other blessings) to the
people of the Mayflower, or their immediate follow-
ers. Wm. G. Malin.

A PLEA FOR FIVE-BANDERS.

ARE THEY HAVING FAIR PLAY ?

By A. Norton.

It seems to me that a great deal of hastily

considered comment is being passed upon the

five-banded Italians, and that undeserved de-

nunciation is being heaped upon them. The
fashion having been set, so to speak, by certain

plain statements from the Roots, which in

themselves are reasonable and moderate, it

seems now that the majority are following the

example only to outdo it, and that those who
like the five-banders do not dare defend them.

Let this race have fair play; and let all who find

them as good as regular Italians (I don't see

why they should be any better) give public tes-

timony to thateflfect.

The claims coming from the Home of the

Honey-bee, so far as I have seen them, are sin:.-

ply that some strains of five-banded bees origi-

nated in Cyprian and Syrian crosses, and are

irritable, but that other strains are doubtless

pure Italians, and as good as any. That is cer-

tainly all right. But now there are letters

from certain persons in divers journals, claim-

ing that these bees are not hardy; that they do
not winter well: that the queens are not prolif-

ic; that they are not good honey-producers.

It may be safely stated, and depended upon,

that you can not breed any points or character-

istics into a race if ynu do not find a tendency
that way to begin with; and you can not well

breed a characteristic out unless there is origi-

nally a tendency to lack that characteristic to

begin with. If the few years' breeding of this

particular strain of Italians has already made
them so inferior in so many ways, it only proves

that the original three-banded parent race is so

widely variable and unreliable in its character-

istics that one can not depend upon them uni-

formly to be desirable bees. Even if a breeder
should set out systematically to breed three-

banded Italians down to inferiority as to hon-
ey-gathering, prolificness, and wintering, by
purposely selecting the poorest in those lines, if

the race is as uniform as we are led to suppose
it to be, he should make slow progress because
of not easily finding any very inferior stock to

begin with. But in breeding five-banded stock

the worst that can be said is. not that breeders

purposely breed out good qualities, but merely
that they think of nothing but color, and all

other points pass unnoticed. But the mere fact

that a certain queen's workers show more yel-

low than those of other queens, does not imply
that they are cither better or poorer in useful

qualities than other Italians. They might in-

cidentally be a little better or worse; but the

main chances are that they would be about the

same. Hence, in breeding from such a queen
the stock could not deteriorate.

Now, taking the percentage of chances in all

queen-breeding for five-banded bees, unless the

parent three-banded stock is extremely varia-

ble and unreliable, I don't see how, in the few
years so far past, the strain could have become
materially better or worse than the regular

stock. Does in-breeding cut a figure now with
the large number of five-band breeders? How
is it, then, with persons who advertise superior

strains of three- banded stock (several such ad-

vertise in Gleanings, and hence we must as-

sume their advertisements to be honest)? How
can they perpetuate their superior strains with-

out in breeding? Jf they mix In any of the or-

dinary outside stock, they must dilute and lose

the superior quality of their own strains. One
advertiser in Gleanings has bred Carniolans

for yellow color, and yet has made an improved
honey-gathering race of them. To change Car-

niolans to uniformly two or three banded bees

is a greater change than that from three-band-

ed to five-banded Italians. In-breeding and
other detrimental influences seem, however, to

be lacking.

While so many have dropped into the fashion

of denouncing five-banders, I find some who
praise them highly. Ira Barber, of New York,

in a recent issue of the American Dee Journal,

pronounces them, as the result of a few years'

experience, superior to any others. (I should

hardly expect them to be superior, however.)

W. L. Coggshall, of Eastern New York, speaks

highly of them. These persons have no queens

to sell. I have had a limited knowledge of

them; but that limited experience, so far as it

goes, shows them to be gentle and industrious,

with strong prolific queens. I find them work-

ing remarkably well in the scarce period of the

California dry summer, late July, August, and
September, and the queens keeping 13-frame

hives, L. size, full of strong, active, yet gentle

bees.
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Looking among ihose who condemn them, I

do not find any thing more striking than I no-

tice in the difference between "Reports En-
couraging " and " Reports Discouraging," where

we find, from localiti(>s in the same State, and

often quite near together, directly opposite re-

ports. These differences are laid mostly to the

season. But if any of the persons making them
should have happened to be trying a new strain

of bees, the latter would have come in for a

large share of the blame or praise. Note what
the majority of German bee-keepers say re-

garding blacks vs. Italians. Prom their prefer-

ence we might think that nature, in breeding

for three yellow bands, had produced an inferi-

or race.

I do not go principally for fancy in bees. No
bee-keeper, large or small, if he is sensible, will

want less profitable bees because they look

prettv. But if any one would not choose a

handsome race in preference when the dollars

and cents come in just as well, then he is lack-

ing in a taste for the beautiful ; and while we
may not expect to cultivate taste in him, we
are not expected to give it up ourselves.

I should like to have all, who can giv^ facts

to show that five-banded bees do not differ as

to profit from three-banders, to send them in to

add to what we already have, and see how
much of a showing can be made. If these facts

really can not be produced, then I will say, stop

breeding them.

Monterey, Cal., Sept. 4.

[No publisher has tried harder to give the
five-banders fair play than we. While I have
not published all the adverse testimony. I have
given, so far as I know, all that was in their fa-
vor. I myself at first felt quite kindly disposed
toward them ; but when I saw repeatedly their
bad temper, their lack of hardiness— when, in-
deed, this was further corroborated by letters
continually, with few exceptions, I felt that it

was simply the duty of Gleanings to set forth
the facts. You may show why yellow stocks
should not be any worse; but good theory on
this point can hardly offset real practical obser-
vation of what they are. I have letters from
two queen breeders who say that, as soon as
they get rid of them (the five-banders) they will
sell them no more. One of these men says he
has tried stock from all of the best breeders,
with results larsely the same. Another blames
us for not scoring the yellow stock more than
we do. These men do not wish their names
used, because they still have stock to sell.

T don't think myself that the ordinary stock
of Italians is invariably uniform: but the point
is right here: It is so difficult to breed real five-
banders, that, in order to get four, and perhaps
five, every other point is very liable to be sacri-
ficed. It is not so easy to select out certain de-
sirable qualities so that they may be plainly
shown in the daughters of a breeding-queen. If
the goal is hard to reach, is it not better that
we take that which is the most desirable—that
quality or qualities that will bring to their
owner the most money? Color may bring the
most money to the breeder: but to the honey-
producer, nothing. I don't believe it is practic-
able to breed for every desirable quality at
once. The most we can expect to get at one
time, in bees, is energy, hardiness, and gentle-

ness, from a prolific mother. If the same time
and thought were expended on these rather
than on something that appeals to the eye, we
should see more honey.
Of course, if we can have color at the same

time with these other qualities, no one will be
more pleased than 1 ; but so far I don't see a
V( ry good combination that is from the proge-
ny of the average run of yellow stock.
I,atcr.—Since writing the above, neighbor

Vernon Burt, who lives two miles north of us,
reports that his five-banders were good honey-
gaiherers. We have a couple of colonies at
our out-yard that have done well also. But if
I am any judge these seem to be an exception.
-Ed]

SECOND HAND SftUAKE OIL CANS.

now TO PREPARE THF.M FOR HONEY; ALSO
SOMETHING IX REGARD TO THE

WATER WK DRINK.

By S. S. Butler.

I for some time have had in mind writing an
article on cans, new and old, for storing honey.
After a 20-years' experience, using thousands
of cans, I am better satisfied with good oil-cans
than to buy new ones. I have bought Lower
California honey in new cans that were made
of poor or lead tin, and so poorly put together
that nearly all were in a leaky condition; but
good oil-cans, always rejecting those that are
rusty inside, being crimpled at the seams, very
seldom leak there, and, if well cleaned, I like

better than the new ones made on this coast.

I give 8 to 10 cts. for them. I melt oft' the four
faucets by setting four cans, with the corners
that have the faucets, together, putting a shovel
of hot coals on them. A good worker can clean
about 100 in a day by putting in a handful of

unslacked lime in each, with .3 or 4 quarts of

boiling water. After it is slacked, rinse it well,

and afterward rinse out twice with cold water,
washing them twice with lime. In that way it

will clean them perfectly.

Having noticed your article on water, and
in other places where you have spoken of nice

cool pure spring water, I should like to say a
word about nice pure spring water, i have
made pure water a study for about 30 years,

and have made up my mind that one can hard-
ly ever find a spring or well of perfectly pure
water. I have a fine spring. Two years ago
I put in a cistern just where the spring was,

going about .30 feet above, cutting off the sever-

al veins of water, and running them into the

cistern. We dug down to hard clay, about 10

feet, through decayed vegetation, rotten roots,

etc., that smelled almost as bad as a pig-pen.

Pure water? Ugh!
I have invited people to come and see my

simple apparatus that I have used for over 20

years on our stove to distill or condense our
drinking-water—the only pure water.

We should purify the water we use outside,

not inside our bodies. Our bodies being compos-
ed of over seven-tenths water, just as much as
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we need pure air, just, as nuich do we need pure

distilled water, which is the only pure water.

tVater is the great cleans-er, and is not pure, no

matter from what source. Even rain water

collects impurities and microbes as it descends.

Water from lakes, springs, creeks, and rivers,

has earthy salts, carboiuite of lime, various

minerals, decayed fish, worms, snails, and

lizards, millions of microbes and animalcuho.

The excrements of fish, worms, and the thou-

sands of insects, birds, and animals, that lire

in and frequent the water, are found in it. A
dead frog or rat occasionally comes up in the

well-bucket. Do you think such water is

healthful ? All impurities are left behind

when water is turned into steam, and that con-

densed or turned into water, and iti no other

way can one get pure water. There is no filter

that will take out all impurities. My con-

denser gives us drinking-water while getting

our meals.

Los Gatos, Cal.

[Friend B., your instruction in regard to

using second-hand oil-cans will probably be
valuable to many of our readers; and I am
greatly curious to know about that home-made
apparatus for getting distilled water Can't
you describe it. or make a rude picture of it so
we can have it illustrated ? In many localities

I suppose such a method is almost the only one
for getting real nice water to drink.—A. I. R.]

THE DARK AND BRIGHT SIDE OF APICUL-
TURE.

THE "OTHKR «11)E " TO THE DAKK SIDE PRE-
SENTED BY FRIEND DOSCH ON P. 737.

By J. p. Shaw.

In reading Gleanings last evening I noticed

the article on page 737, written by L. A. Dosch,

of Miamisburg, O., very discouraging indeed.

Now please excuse mistakes, as this is my first

writing. I live not quite three miles from Mr.
Dosch, up the Miami Valley. Three years ago
I started with one hive; increased to ten, but

got no honey; wintered through all right.

From six of those ten last year I got 280 lbs. of

section honey; increased the other four colo-

nies to 1.5. Starting in last winter with 21 col-

onies I came out in the spring with in fair

shape—a loss of two colonies.

Now for this dry season. started 12 colo-

nies to working on sections, and got 400 lbs. of

section honey from them, leaving plenty for

winter. The other 7 colonies increased to 15

last year. With (5 colonies I got 280 lbs.; and
ray neighbor, with only a fence between our

bees, got 10 lbs. from 7 colonies. I think there

is a great deal in the management of bees. So
you see this locality is not so bad after all.

Sweet clover here is the main honey-flower.

As dry as the summer has been here, it grew
from 5 to 6 feet high, and the bees just swarmed
upon it. I use the eight frame L. hive, and I

contract down to six frames at the commence-
ment of the honey season, and feed a little in

the spring at the right time. I do not think
this locality so bad as iriend Dosch does. I

guess I shall have to go down and buy him out.

West Carrollton, O. J. P. Shaw.

[AditTerence of only three miles sometimes
makes quite a difference in the honey; still it
is not improbable that your superior manage-
ment accounted largely for the difference in
results. When a man is utterly discouraged, as
friend Dosch is. he is not apt to put the best
foot forward; in other words, use the best and
most economical management.—Ed.]

ISRAEL'S CROSS-EYED BEES.

FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS VS. FOUNDATION IN
BULK OP THE SAME AGE; AN INTEREST-

ING AND VALUABLE EXPERIMENT.

By J. P. Israel.

1 have for many years enjoyed the reputa-

tion of being the boss idiot of Southern Califor-

nia. No man so far has questioned my title or

contended for the championship. But the bees

this year have stripped me of my honors, and I

have yielded up to them the belt so long and
honorably worn. This is how they went about
to do it.

When the time came, in the spring, for put-

ting on sections, I found I had more than
enough, with foundation already in them, to

cover my whole apiary. This foundation had
been put in these sections more than a year

before; and on our failure to get honey in 1894^

the sections were stored away. 1 thought I

was fortunate in being all ready for the honey
crop, and uited on the sections liberally. Ten
days afterward I looked over them to see how
they were building. Every colony that had
gone into the upper story was building crooked!

Their favorite way of building was crossivise

the sections, as if they wished to bind them
together with iron bands. Crosswise, cat-a-

cornered, around the corner and back again

they came. But the foundation, they would
not touch. It was pure wax, made in this

apiary, and run out by myself. What could be

the matter? I sat down on a hive to meditate.
•' Here," said I, " is a whole apiary gone mad

crosswise! I will get at the true secret of this

state of affairs, even if it takes me all sum-
mer."

I got my microscope and examined the bees,

and, lo! the secret was out. The whole apiary

was cross-eyed. I stood aghast with astonish-

ment and consternation. Could it be possible?

Oh for a carload of '• them fellers " from the

East who know it all, to tell me how to breed

back again to straight-eyed bees! I could see

through the crooked part of it very plainly.

When a bee got on to a piece of foundation to

draw it out, being cross-eyed he was actually

not there at all, but around the corner, build-
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ing a cross-section between the two sheets of

foundation. Don't you see it plainly?

But to make assurance doubly sure I tested

my microscope by a first-class iustrument. and

found that it was my glass that was cross-eyed

inst(^ad of the bees. So I had to seek a solution

of this extraordinary freak in another direction.

This foundation had been suspended In the sec-

tions for more than a year. Might it not, in

that time—being in single sheets—lose some of

its essential oils, and be unfit for the bees —too

hard and flinty? I had more of this same
foundation (in bulk) which 1 believed to be

good. So I took the sections off the whole

apiary, and replaced the foundation with that

which was kept in bulk (but of the same lot),

and the bees went at it and built as straight

and beautiful com us as ever.

Now, to me this proves two things: 1. Foun-

dation suspended in sections will not keep a

long time without losing some of its "internal

arrangements" which are necessary for the

bees. 2. Foundation in bulk will keep a long

time, retaining all its elements intact which
are required for its successful working into

comb. So you can notify that "carload of

fellers " not to come all at once, but three or

four abreast.

DO BEES EVER GATHER WHITE -SAGE HONEY
EXCLUSIVELY ?

Well, Rambler has knocked all my ideas in

regard to white sage into pi. If there is one

single spot in all California where bees gather

honey from the white sage exclusively, I did

not know it. It must be a poverty-stricken

place for other flowers, for the bees will work
on other flowers while they are working on the

white sage. It is different with the black.

They will touch no other flowers while the

black sage remains in full bloom. I did not

believe that any man ever secured a single

pound of pure white-sage honey in all Califor-

nia or any other place. The black sage comes
out first, and. while that lasts—although the

ground is carpeted and the chapparal is inter-

woven with flowers—the bees will stick to the

black sage. Thus we get the first half of our
crop from the black sage. Then the bees

change to the white sage and the thousands of

flowers that bloom with it. The consequence
is, that the honey is always a mixture—amber,
some light and some darker.

But Rambler has found a place away back in

the Sierra Nevada Mountains where the bees

revel in the white sage,, and the white sage

alone. How I should love to taste it and com-
pare it with pure black-sage honey I

Escondido, Cal.

[Experiments made recently by the Michigan
.experiment station, as well as the testimony of
competent bee-keepers, go to show that old
foundation is as good as new. But I could not
•understand tf/i,y a few observers equally compe-
tent should think it was not; but in the light

of your experience I think I understand. The
last mentioned, those who reported adversely
regarding the old foundation, tested it proba-
bly when it had been a year in the frames or
sections before giving it to the bees to be
drawn out. Of course, being exposed to the
free circulation of air it would dry in a way
that the same article in the bulk would not.

If this is true, and it certainly is reasonable,
fripud Israel has called attention to a valuable
fact worth considering. I should like to hear
from others on this point.—Ed. J

RAMBLE 141.

LOST IN THE WEED-PATCH.

By Rambler.

After passing Tulare we were again in an
uninhabited country. Away to the east, the

Sierras present a dim outline against the hori-

zon; to the west, the Coast Range presents

much the same appearance; between them, a

broad prairie at least 100 miles wide, many
portions of it having all of the qualifications

of a desert. The portion we are now passing

over is dry, parched, and not a tree or blade of

green vegetation to relieve the monotony.

O solitude! where are the charms
That sages have Seen in thy face ?

Better dwell in the midst of alarms
Tlian reig'n in this liorrible place.

To my notion, solitude can be endured and
even enjoyed where there are running brooks,

trees, rocks, and some animal life; but out on
a barren plain, please excuse me. Little rail-

road stations loom up occasionally. We are

just about out of sight of one, when away
ahead of us another begins to rise as it were
out of the desert. Here at the little stations of

Poso or Kimberlena would be just the locations

to start experimental queen-rearing apiaries.

The isolation would be complete, and the fer-

tilization of the queen with any choice strain

of drones could be easily controlled. I would
suggest that the new woman, unmarried and
of uncertain age, here organize a colony as out-

lined in Tennyson's " Princess," where dogs,

cats, pigs, etc., are all females, and the death-

penalty is the fate of all intruding males. I

am afraid, however, that the scheme would
not work; for in queen-rearing, drones (the

male bee) would have to be tolerated. My sug-

gestion, though, is worth acting upon so far as

queen-rearing is concerned, and I hope some
one will act. and reap fame and fortune.

It was upon this broad and barren plain that

we had the pleasure of witnessing that curious

natural phenomenon, the mirage. All along

the distant western herizon there appeared a

narrow belt that glistened and shimmered un-

der the mid-day sun, and for a time we were
deceived with the idea that we were in sight of

the shining surface of a lake or river. The
same appearance soon presented itself in our
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rear, and beyond the shimmer we could see the

far-away stations we had passed in the early

hours of the day, which had been some lime

out of sight; and then it dawned upon us that

we were in the land of the mirage. We could

seemingly look so far away that it appeared
like a beautiful fairy-land; and the dancing of

the sunbeams seemed like the flitting to and
fro of the fairies. It was a'pleasure for me to

imagine such a land. I was lost in the coniim-
plation of its beauties; and, indeed, if tlii>; were
but the vestibule of heaven I longed to bi^ there.

My intensely practical companion, however,
thought we'd better move on, and my airy

ideas came down with such a sudden thud
when I thought of his ton angels that ray

tongue refused utterance until we had entered

the thriving town of Bakersfield, and the

mirage had disappeared. Quite a number of

bee-keepers live within trading distance of this

city; and the conditions for honey production

are much the same as we find further north in

Tulare and Fresno Counties We could not

hunt up these good men, for we were now upon
a genuine stampede for the south; cool nights,

threatening skies; and still between us and our

home the frowning Tehachapai Mountains,
and the little less frowning San Fernando
range.

We arrived in Bakersfield Saturday after-

noon; and, after laying in a new supply of

provisions, we resolved to push right along and
travel all day Sunday. We were aware that

"a Sabbath well spent meant a week of con-

" WE STARTED FOR BAKERSFIELD."

tent, and a joy for the toils of the morrow;"
and in all of our long journey we had traveled

on Sunday only where the necessities of feed

for our horses compelled us to do so for a few
hours. This time, soon after passing our Sun-
day-travel resolution, we left Bakersfield, and,

among the multitude of trails across the plains,

we easily succeeded in getting upon the wrong
one. Our next mishap was to get directions

from a drunken teamster who sent us into

what is locally known as the weed-patch, and
still further off our route. After toiling through
the sand until long after dark we camped
among the weeds; boiled our coffee, and warm-

ed ourselves by a weed lire, and in our sleep

dreamed of weeds.

Soon after breaking camp Sunday morning
an unforeseen circumstance presented Itself

—

Reina went lame, and our progress the rest of

the day was extremely tedious. The drive

during the forenoon was relieved by seeing

now and then—more often then than now—

a

vacant cabin. At one place among the weeds
we were suiprised to run across a small apiary
of about 20 colonies. The bees were at home,
and had a committee out to receive company in

their aggressive way; but the cabin near by
was vacant. We knew it was vacant, because
we could see through it about as easily as we
can see through an old-fashioned Eastern corn-

crib, and thus a weed-patcher lives. We did

finally find a good dwelling with an occupant,

and he gave us the gratifying intelligence that

we had traveled twelve miles further than
necessary. He kindly pointed out the road
which we could see for twenty miles ahead of

us. leading toward the Tejon (Ta-hone) Pass.

Not a rod of this country is interesting; and if

we were to choose a route for scenery it would
not be in the upper San Joaquin Valley.

Water is a valuable element here, and is

plentiful after digging very deep into the earth.

An Italian weed-patcher loaned us the use of

his well, and gave us a lesson in hydraulics. A
large coil of rope lay upon the ground; the end
ran over a pulley to the bucket. When bucket,

and rope, after a long paying-out, had disap-

peared in the well, our Italian weed-patcher
pointed to a path that led out to-

ward Bakersfield, and told us to

take the end of the rope and travel

that way, and pull. He was to fire

a gun tu let us know when the

bucket was up. Wilder and I start-

ed for Bakersfield, 20 miles distant,

with the rope over our shoulders.

We traveled some time conversing

pleasantly by the way, and imag-
ined that we looked like the pic-

tures of Samson laboring under the

gates of Gaza. After a while we
began to speculate upon the near-

ness of that bucket to the surface.

It was heavy tugging; all of a sudden the

weight became so laborious that we desperately

tied the rope to a weed and returned to the

well. When we took in the situation we were
just mad. That miserable Italian, while wait-

ing for the bucket to arrive, went to sleep. We
shook him up lively, and, after yawning and
looking at his well, and seeing the water spilled

all around, he went tearing mad too.

"Zee here!" he shouted; " yous alfiert Amer-
icanos, yous pull pull. Zee here! gone pottom
of zee well; pull up; py gar, yous pay zee hun-
ner tollar—zee hunner tollar, I zay."

Now, we had not the remotest idea of pulling:
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up the bottom of his old well; but this being a

day of untoward events we expected almost

any thing to happen, and were not surprised.

We felt guiltless in that respect, for he was to

blame for going to sleep, and we so convinced

him.

Now, if the foregoing seems to be something

in the line of an allegory, it goes to show the

many petty phases in which an Italian will

grasp to turn a dollar to his own benefit. Those
who have never met an Italian only as an

organ-grinder, as we know them in the East,

do not understand what thrifty people they

are. The climate of California, so like that of

Italy, attracts thousands of them to this coast,

and they will settle down in such a place as the

weed -patch, or in a worse place, where an

American would starve, and make a living and
accumulate some wealth besides. Their meth-
ods of getting the dollar are not altogether

hired men, he was entertaining a convivial

Irishman who also had bachelor quarters in

the pass beyond. I would have taken this

genus homo to be a Scotchman; but Irish he
said he was, and Irish it is. He entertained us

with song and story, and it required but little

observation to teach us that he was a bookish

man, a lover of nature, poetry, and his fellow-

man. In the morning, when he departed for

his abode, he informed us that our route lay

directly past his door, and he gave us a cordial

invitation to enliven the lonely hours of the

evening in his cabin.

We were now in the extreme southern and
upper end of the great San Joaquin Valley.

From Merced we had followed it continuously

for nearly 200 miles, and no one can ever appre-

ciate its greatness until he travels through it

with a camping-outfit There is room enough
here for a grand empire. We can drop into

^- ««#«ft

KUIXS OF FORT TE.JON (TAHONE).

honorable at all times. The Italian woman is

as sharp as the man at a bargain and much
sharper with the tongue.

Whatever might have been our vexations

during the day, we were most fortunate that

evening in finding a camping-place near the

cabin of a young American bachelor rancher.

Here, instead of going several miles, more or

less, into the ground for water, the precious

fluid was drawn several miles in barrels, and
we were able to get a supply without much
vexation on our part.

In the evening we were made welcome to the

warming influence of the cabin-stove. We
have found that a large number of bachelor

ranchers outside the ranks of bee-keepers usu-

ally blacken their floor and mop their stove;

but this young American reversed the order,

and the cheerfulness of his cabin was that

much enhanced. Besides his two bachelor

this valley the States of Maine, New Hamp-
shire, and Vermont, and then have some room
to spare. We leave it now, pleased that we
have been permitted to traverse its waste
places, its fertile lands, and its populous cities.

As indicated around Selma, Hanford, and
Bakersfield, the posibilities for honey produc-

tion are great. In the near future, under the

magic inlluence of irrigation, hundreds of thou-

sands of people, and among them thousands of

bee-keepers, will here find prosperous and
happy homes.

We leave the great valley through the Tejon
Pass, and encounter in its narrow defiles the

ruins of old Fort Tejon. In early days this

was an important strategical point; but now,
in the poetical language of our Irish poetical

friend,—

We stand to-day amid the ruined walls

Of what was once the famous Fort Tejon.
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Where lovely women graced the princely halls;

Where brave men aiiswdred to the bugle-calls;

Where war-steeds chafed impatient in their stalls;

Scarce aught remains but scattered brush and

stone.

MANUM'S LONG DISTANCE MAILING-CAGE.

THE USK OF HONEY IN COMBINATION WITH
CANDY.

By A. E. Mauum.

I niiiiled you a few days ago one of my long-

distance mailing queen cages for your inspec-

tion and criticism. I was led to do so by re-

ceiving two of your longdistance queen-cages,

already provisioned, addressed, and stamped,

with a request that I use them for mailing two
queens to one of your customers in Australia.

My first thought was, upon receiving your

cages, that I would not use them, but would

use mine instead; but upon further considera-

tion I concluded to use them just as you had
them prepan d, inasmuch as T had an order for

queens direct from Australia. I thought it a

grand opportunity for iTie to test the merits of

the two cages. One of the queens sent in your

cage was the same age. and an own sister of

the one sent in my cagi', and. to ail appearance,

the two queens were alike. I am thus particu-

lar in giving you these points, that you may
join me in watching results.

The reason why I hesitated to use your cage

was because I had tried the same cage before

for mailing queens to Australia, and failed in

my attempt to get queens there alive; and as

orders for queens continued to arrive from that

source, I dicided to attempt the construction

of a cage in which I could safely mail queens
to the distant land above mentioned; and the

cage I sent you is the result of much study of

the requirements of the bees while on so long a
journey. I took into consideration the changes
in temperature they would necessarily experi-

ence on that long journey.

You will notice that, in the center of the

cage, there is a compartment into which a
small piece of comb honey is placed, there be-

ing 6 openings, or passageways, to this com-
partment, so that the bees can enter it from
four sides, and partake of honey whenever they

desire. There are also four places—two at each
end of the cage—for the reception of the ordi-

nary (sugar and honey) queen-candy, which I

make as hard as possible with my hands.

My object in using honey in this long-dis-

tance cage is to give the bees a small ration of

their natural food, which I anticipate will last

them a good portion of the journey; but should

it fail to do so they have the candy to fall back
on. The honey is placed in the center of the

cage in order to balance the cage, and also that

the bees may have access to the honey from
each chamber as well as to the candy; hence

they can partake of either candy or honey
from whichever chamber they may happen to

be in. There aie also four passageways through
which the bees can pass from one chamber to

the other. Each chamber is 2xl}2X% inch,

making ample room in each chamber for 75 or

80 bees, and food enough in the cage to last at

least (30 days. The outside dimensions of the

cage are 7^ix2>^xl}g inch, and it weighs, when
ready to mail, 5 oz., the same as your cage.

Now in regard to your cage, I consider the

07ie chamber too small for the number of bees I

consider desirable to accompany the queen od
so long a journey, since it often takes 40 days
for them to reach their destination. And,
again, in your cag(! the bees are obliged to sub-

si.-t entirely upon candy. I am aware that

yours is much the cheaper cage to make; but
when we warrant the safe arrival of queens, it

is to our advantage to use the cage that will

carry the greater number through safely, be-

cause it would require many cages to equal the

loss of one queen. And, on the other hand, if

we do not guarantee the safe arrival of queens,

it is to our advantage to look after the welfare

of our customers. It always gives me great

pleasure to receive cheerful letters from my
customers, as I am sure it does you.

Bristol, Vt.

[This cage, I must acknowledge, is a better
one than the one we have been using for the
same purpose. Indeed, I was so well pleased
with its general construction that I made ar-
rangements with friend M. whereby we could
manufacture and use it for our own business.
Instead of being made of a solid block bored

out, it is made of strips of wood dovetailed to-
gether as shown. This construction secures at.

once both lightness and strength—very impor-
tant factors, by the way, in an export mailing-
cage.
Like our export Benton it has holes at each

end to take the prepared candy food, and in ad-
dition has a little chunk of good sealed honey
secured in the center. This was, as I judge by
the sample before me, cut out the required siz&
to fill the oval hole in the block at E, and was
then given to the bees just long enough for
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them to lick up all the drip. It may then be
slipped into the block, and secured to the block
E by means of a little melted paraffine or wax,
painted along the edgos of the comb in contact
with the wood.
B is paraffine, or waxpd paper, to cover the

candy A, and is the same idea that is used on
our export Benton.
Of course, the use of sealed honey in queen-

cages is very old; but how olten it has happen-
ed that we have gone back to some old things!

In this case we combine a new and an old idea
together. If the candy fails, the honey is at

hand to relieve the siluLilion.

A year ago one of ihe friends in Australia, I

forget his name, urged the use of a little piece

of comb honey, as he had tried it with success.

Weil. Manum. in this country, got ahead of us,

and I guess has made a better job of it.

—

Ed.]

THE RIGHT KIND OF FRAMES.

THE V EDGE TO HOFFMAN FRAMES; SELF-SPAC-
ING frames: ob.jections to the Stephens
SPACER ; furniture -NAILS NOT ENTIRELY
satisfactory; wire finishing-nails pre-
ferred.

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

While the controversy has been going on as to

the proper size of hive, I've been trying to settle

on a frame — not the size of frame, for the size

17^ X 9:18 is so well established that I haven't

thought worth while to consider that further;

but there hasn't been the same stability as to

the kind of frame. Just as something seemed
to be coming generally into use, some change
would be made, and I might as well be picking

out all the good points I could find in order to

unite them in a frame that would satisfy me at

least partially.

At first I thought I liked the Hoffman frame
with the shouldered top-bars, and didn't see the

sense of the Medina people in so soon making
the change to the V-edged end-bar. But on
longer use I found in actual practice that there

was such an accumulation of propolis that each
frame was practically

i^,,
of an inch wider at the

shoulders. Nothing so very bad in that if the

hive had been wide enough; but as it added
half an inch to the total width of eight frames,

they were so crowded in the hive that it was a

difficult job to get out the first frame. I'm not

sure that it wouldn't be a good thing to have
the inside width of a hive 12,' 3 or more, instead

of 12,V ; but I've always tried to keep as closely

as possible in the beaten track of that which is

most generally in use.

The Hoffman frames, as now made by the

A. I. Root Co., have the advantage that, no
matter what the accumulation of propolis, by
squeezing hard enough and long enough you can
get them into place, because that V edge cuts
its way through the soft propolis. But they
have the disadvantage that such an amount af

propolis is none too easy to pull apart.

Another thing about all frames that are spac-

ed only a portion of the way from the top, is

that, when you lift a hive and look under, you

are surprised to see the irregular spacing of the

bottom-bars. To obviate that, the frames should

be spaced at the bottom as well as at the top.

As it seems pretty well settled that the dis-

tance between top-bars should be H inch, I

know no good reason why the same distance

should not be preserved between end- bars and
bottom-bars. With the usual wider space,

there is some trouble with brace- combs.

By spacing at bottom as well as top, it is pos-

sible to have a much smaller point of contact

between the frames; and the smaller the point

of contact, of course the less trouble with pro-

polis. So I had some frames made with top-

bar, end-bar, and bottom-bar all the same
width, IV in.; thickness of top-bar X- If there

were no other reason for this thickness, there is

reason enough in the fact that it keeps the

brood-combs and the sections that much far-

ther apart; and when the sections are too near

the brood-combs they are darkened thereby.

End-bar ^g thick; bottom-bar }{.

I studied a good deal on the matter of spac-

ers. The Stephens spacer, with its two nearly

cutting edges at right angles, gives the smallest

point of contact of any thing I have seen, and
smallness of contact surface is the especial de-

sideratum to fight propolis. An objection to

the Stephens spacer, however, is the fact that

it spaces the frames from center to center at a

fixed distance; whereas the thing desired is to

have an exact space between the frames. One
of these would secure the other if ail frames

were made exactly true; but, unfortunately,

there will be variations in thickness; and a va-

riation of ^ in the thickness of top-bars may
cause the distance between two top-bars to vary

anywhere from a space of ^ inch' to -Y.

I wanted something, much on the principle

of the Stephens spacer, and searched Chicago

twice to find some kind of staple that would
project >8 inch above the surface into which it

was driven, two antagonizing staples being at

right angles to each other. The nearest I could

come to it was the common double-pointed

tack; but this could not be driven into the

wood without splitting it. The only fear I had
about an arrangement of this kind, providing I

could get something that would drive without

splitting the wood, was that each staple, being

only V in. distant from the opposite frame, the

bees would fill that ^s in. with propolis. But
that would be nothing like the amount of glu-

ing done with the Hoffman frames.

As a temporary shift, I used wire finishing-

nails, knowing well the danger of these nails

catching in the adjoining frame. I also used

some furniture-nails. The latter I don't like,

upon trial, as well as I expected to. While they

do not catch as do the finishing-nails, the bees

feel it their duty to fill out with propolis all the

space between the whole of the nail-hea.d and
the opposite frame. As a result it takes quite a
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pull to get the two frames apart. The heads of

the wire finishing-nails are only about 3^ across,

so that very little propolis is put around them,

and a very slight pull brings them apart. I like

them very much better than I expected to.

In the under side of the top- bar is a saw kerf

^j wide and I4 deep, to receive the upper edge

of the foundation. The frame is wired in the

usual manner with four horizontal wires. The
foundation is cut just the proper size to touch

each end -bar, and A- deeper than the inside

depth of the frame. The upper edge of the

foundation is inserted in the saw-kerf, and then

allowed to settle down on the bottom-bar be-

fore the wires are imbedded in the foundation.

After the wire is imbedded, a strip H or 1 inch

wide is cut out, all but about an inch at each

end. The lower edge of this strip is about M
inch above the lower wire. In this way I have

frames filled solid with comb; but for some rea-

son that I don't understand, some of the combs

bag a trifle at the lower wire— nothing very se-

rious, however.

I've only a hundred of these frames in use ;

and before I get any more I'd like to be told

what change to make in them. Advice is solic-

ited from all quarters. You will probably be-

lieve that I don't want to be in too much haste

about getting a large number of these frames in

use at once when I tell you that I have 500 loose

hanging rrames and about a hundred less Hoff-

mans, all wired ready for use, and I'd like to

know a little better what I want before getting

ready another lot.

Marengo, 111., Aug. 11.

[You are right in considering the size of

frame as pretty well settled. While I have
been very well pleased with the Hoffman, I

know there are some who would prefer some-
thing a little less fixed when propolis is bad in

the fall of the year, or when the atmosphere is

a little chilly, making bee-glue hard and stiff.

Tne objections that you have named against
the Stephens spacer holds good; and there is

still another and a more important one—the ex-

pense.
Finishing-nails for wires are used by some

bee-keepers, but have never become very popu-
lar. A serious objection is their obstruction to

the uncapping-knife, and their interference to

the extractor caused by the nailhead catching
in the mesties of the wire cloth in inserting and
removing the frames. There is still another
objection; and that-is, if the nail itself is not
crowded deeper into the frame in which it is

driven by use, its head will in time gouge a
hole in the other frame. Either would destroy
equal spacing; and the great feature of the
Hoffman frame is that you can crowd on one
frame, and push as hard as yon may, you can
not destroy the exact spacing, Liecause the wide
perpendicular edges are sufficient to stand the
strain. Suppose, for instance, that you remove
a couple of frames from the center of the brood-
nest. It is the fall of the year, and the four
outside frames next you. we will say, are stuck
down. It requires a little leverage to crowd
them over en nutssc to fill up the space. What-
ever spacer we have should be onw that will

stand a hard squeeze.
If you must have something different from

the Hoffman, I am inclined to the opinion that
something on the order of a furniture-nail
would be far better, notwithstanding your ob-
jection. You can not drive it too deep, and it

will stand the squeeze. If the nails you tried

with rounding points are not just the thing,
how would those do that are perfectly conical?
As some of our newer readers may not under-

stand the furniture-nail spacer, I introduce an
engraving with the description that appeared
in Gleanings for 1890, page 481.

As so many are suggested, I'll tell you one I'd

like to try, but, oh dear! I'm so crowded in the
busy season that it isn't likely at all I can try it;

but some one else may. I think it may be very old.

Get a furniture-nail whose head projects ts of an
inch, or a square block of wood of the same thick-
ness, and drive ioto one side of the top-bar at one
end, just over tlie enfl-bar. Put one on the oppo-
site side at the other end, and your spacing is com-
plete so far as the frames are concerned. The
dummy must be treated in the same way (for I im-
agine a dummy is important with fixed distances),
and on e.ich side of the hive must be a spacer where
there would be one if a frame came in place of the
side.

Ud

5/(6I

VERTICAL VIEW OF HIVE, DUMMY, AND THREE
FRAMES WITH SPACERS.

To make it more satisfactory, I think a spacer
should also be put about half way down the end-
bar. C. C. Miller.

The heads of these furniture-nails are ^ or J^l"

inch deep, depending, of course, on the width of
the top- bar. They are just deep enough to
reach from one top- bar to the next: and as
thev are put on alternate edges, as shown in
the diagram which we reproduce, exact spacing
will always be secured.
The advantage of such a spacer is, that it

can be attached to frames already in use. It

can be used or not, as preferred. They are
cheap, and will space top-bars just exactly the
same distance apart, no matter whether they
are sawn exactly the same width or not. As
this spacer was proposed away back in 1890, I

should like to hear from those who have used
it since that time; and if so. how they still like
it; if discarded, why discarded.

—

Ed.]

PREPARING THE BEES FOR WINTER.

Question.— Will you tell us something in

Gleanings about how to prepare our bees for

winter—when it should be done, and all about
the matter ?

Answer.—Well, this is a pretty big "dose"
for once, and more than can properly come into

one issue of Gleanings; but I will do the best
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lean; and if space will not permit me to say

all I should like to, I may try again in some
other issue. Many seem to think that the

latter part of November or December is early

enough to prepare bees for winter; but some of

our best apiarists have learned that the best

results in wintering can be secured only when
preparations are begun early in the season, so

that the inside of the hive need not be disturb-

ed after cold weather arrives. Therefore all

colonies are to be looked after as soon as the

honey-harvest is over, to see that they have
good queens, and that there is plenty of brood

in all stages, for this brood is to produce the

bees that are to live through the winter months;

and if, for any reason, there is not plenty of

brood at the end of the honey-harvest, it is

easy to tell what the result will be the follow-

ing spring. If any colonies are found that have

been and are short of brood. the queen should

be changed for a good one, and brood from those

which have an abundance be given them so

that they can build up so as to be sufficienily

strong in bees before cold weather sets in. If

by any means, after all oar precautions, the

'20th of October finds us with weak colonies,

they should now be united; for it is useless to

attempt to winter very small colonies unless

we have some special place to put them in,

which has proven in the past to be sul'ticiently

equal to the wintering of such colonies. Again,

we wish to know that all have honey enough,

of good quality for winter. Good quality in

honey has as much to do with the safe winter-

ing of bees as anyone thing that can be named;
and he who does not pay any attention to this

matter can not expect to succeed. But what is

good quality in honey? maybe asked. If we
look to nature for an answer, we shall find

that, as a rule, the honey which a colony left

undisturbed has in store, is that which has

been in the hive long enough so that it is thor-

oughly ripened, having that rich, smooth taste

we all like so well. Now, such honey as this

can not be gotten, just at the close of the sea-

son, where the extractor has been used till the

very last thing, as many novices persist in

doing, leaving only the thin watery stuflf which
comes at this time of the year for the bees to

live upon. In my opinion, upon the injudicious

use of the extractor is chargeable much of the

loss of bees in winter; for where we hear of

large yields of honey taken with the extractor

late in the season, we almost always hear of a

corresponding loss of bees by the same parties

the next spring. To overcome this difficulty it

is better to set aside enough combs of thor-

oughly ripened sealed honey during the season

to winter our bees; and then, when the honey

yield is over, exchange combs with the bees,

extracting all that is left in the combs taken

from the bees if we so desire. In this way we
are sure that the bees have such honey as they

ought to have to winter ou. This applies only

to those who are prone to extract too closely

during the season; but it is a good plan to work
a few colonies for such combs of thoroughly
ripened honey to be used in case of emergency,
no matter how the bees are worked.

Another reason why we should not put off

preparing the bees for winter till cold weather
comes, is that, if we do this, they can not well

get their winter stores near and around the

cluster in time for them to settle down into

that quiescent state so conducive to good win-

tering, prior to November 10th or 15th. To
arrange these stores, and properly prepare

them, requires warm weather; hence all will

see the fallacy of putting off caring for them
till cold weather arrives. To be sure all have
the desired amount of honey, there is only one

certain way to do; and that is, to open the

hives and take out each frame and weigh it,

after having shaken the bees off from it. Next
weigh a frame of empty comb, or several of

them, so as to get the average weight, which,

when deducted from the weight of those in the

hive, will give the weight of the honey. If it

is found that there is 2.5 pounds of honey, said

amount is sufficient for winter where the bees

are to be wintered outdoors: or if 20 pounds,

that will do very well where bees are wintered

in the cellar. If less, the deficiency must be

made up; if more, it can spare some to help

another colony which may be short. In this

way go over the whole yard, equalizing and
giving stores as is required, till all have the

required 20 or 25 pounds.
' But," I hear some one say, " this is a fear-

ful job to shake the bees off from every comb,

and weigh it." Well, so it would be if done

with each colony; but you will have to do this

with only one or two till you get the right con-

ception of just how much honey there is in

each frame by simply looking at it and holding

it before you, when you can count off the num-
ber of pounds almost to a certainty. However,

you will have to weigh a few, if you have

never practiced this plan, to give you the neces-

sary training required, lean count off combs
of honey so as to rarely vary one pound on the

whole hive, and yet do it as rapidly as I can

handle the combs; and when the apiary is thus

gone over, there is a certainty about it which

gives the apiarist a great advantage over any

other mode of procedure, which can be little

above guesswork at best. If there is not

enough honey, after all are equalized in the

apiary, to give sufficient stores to all, then draw
on those combs you have set aside for emer-

gency; and if not enough of these, then you

will have to resort to feeding. As I go over

the hives in this way I carefully note the

quantity of bees, age of queen, amount of pollen

in the combs, etc., which is jotted down on a

piece of honey-section, this piece being lefr on
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top of the hive, so that the next spring I can

tell just what was in each hive the fall before,

so that in case of loss I can form some idea of

what occasioned it. This little piece of section

also helps me in deciding what queens to super-

sede during the next season, for on it I keep

quite a record of when the colony swarmed,

how much honey it made, etc. After having

the bees prepared as above, they are to be

snugly tucked up in their chaff and sawdust
cushions, at any time before the 20th of No-
vember, when most convenient, when they are

to be left undisturbed till spring or placed in

the cellar, according to where we winter our

bees.

THOSE NAUGHTY FIVE-BANDEKS AGAIN.

Possibly you would like to know how I came
out on the $5.00 golden five-banded queen I got

of you last year in June. I built her up with a

fine swarm, and plenty of honey. I put the

strong colony into our dry cellar in October.

The swarm lived till January, then all dwin-

dled away. Thus ended my nice tender bees.

No more live-banded queens for me.

Canova, S. Dak. L. R. Hillman.

LIFE -MEMBERS TO UNION.

In the matter of uniting the Bee-keepers'

Union with the N. A. B. K. A., I^^am in favor,

and would have not paid $10 to become a life-

member of the latter if had not understood

that it was to make me also a member for life

of the Bee-keepers' Union. 0. R. Coe.

Windham, N. Y., Sept. 21.

[Yes, some provision should be made by the
committee to include life-members in the new
organization.—Ed.]

12-FKAME LANGSTROTH HIVE.

Keep the hive question going. You remem-
ber you made for me last winter ten 12-frame

hives. I have been using them with an equal

number of 8 and 10 frame hives this season, and
the results so far are about equal—about 70 lbs.

per colony of comb honey. The 8 and 10 frames

require a little more work than the 12. This
has been an average season in this locality.

Last year was a poor one, and all the surplus I

got was from 12-frame hives. I am of the opin-

ion that the queen is the greatest factor in the

matter of surplus, all else being equal.

Bristol, Tenn. M. D. Andes.

ALFALFA; HOW IT RESEMBLES RED CLOVER.

In the Sept. 15th issue of Gleanings you ask

for a sample of alfalfa. I will describe it so

any one can tell it. It has a stalk and leaf

slmi ar to red clover; but it is smaller, and the

blossoms extend up and down the stalk. The
seed from it is in a hull that curls up like a

snail; and those hulls, or pods, will extend up
and down the stalk from two to four inches.

Let the hive discussion continue, by all

means. I have summed it up as follows:

where the honey-flow comes late in summer I

think the large hives, say 10-frame L.,the best.

Where the honey-flow is early I should prefer

the 8 frame. I have tried two 8-frame L. hives,

one on top of the other, but I don't like it. It

is too unhandy to work with, and doesn't do as

well for comb honey as the single 8-frame.

J. A. Taylor.
Wynnewood, Ind. Ter., Sept. 13.

RAPE AS A HONEY-PLANT. ALSO FOR CATTLE,
HOGS, AND SHEEP.

I received 1 lb. of rape seed from you last

spring, and sowed perhaps a third of it on poor

sandy land, and my bees just fairly swarmed
on it for fully one month; and I also cut it up
to feed my hogs on, and they ate it in prefer-

ence to corn. I had the rape along my pasture

fence, and was compelled to cut up all near thfe

fence to prevent their reaching through to get

at the rape, and my cattle were not short of pas-

ture either. I think it is one of the best honey-

plants I ever saw, not even excepting white

clover. I do not know how much honey my
bees gathered from rape, simply because I was
running them for increase this year; and I

thrashed 2}4 bushels of seed.

A QUEEN WHICH I RECEIVED FROM .JOSEPH
NYSEWANDER, DES MOINES, IOWA.

Mind you, this is no ad't, for Mr. N. knows
nothing of it. I received a golden queen from
him, and on the 2Sth day of June she laid her

first eggs. She was introduced to a poor miser-

able weak colony of bees, and she filled it up to

a good colony. This is an eight-frame hive.

She got so strong I feared she might swarm, so

I took her and two frames of brood, and put

her into a ten-frame hive, and she has also fill-

ed it and given me 28 lbs. of nice section honey.

Now, if we can have sucli queens as this, then

I say we must have larger than eight-frame

liives. Perhaps I might add, that I had plenty

of old combs, so they had none to build.

Cumminsville, Neb., Sept. 25. Jas. Pratt.

[We are very glad indeed to get so good a
report from rape, for I have been feeling that
it was a rather neglected plant. We have
plenty more of the same kind of seed furnished
friend P., which we can supply at the following
reduced prices: 1 lb., by mail, 15 cts.; 10 lbs. or
over, by freight or express, 6 cts. per lb.; 100
lbs.. $5 00. With favorable weather it will be
in bloom in 30 days after it has been sown.
This latter fact makes it especially valuable to
put in after digging potatoes, or after other
crops are taken off. It will also stand quite a
little frost. On account of the above remark-
able facts, it ought to be more extensively used
by bee-keepers. This rape for the bees should
not be confounded with the new Dwarf Essex
rape. The latter is used for forage, especially
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for sheep, and is usually fed or cut down before
it comes into bloom.]

The article by Mr. Lingstroth, whose death

is mentioned elsewhere, was written, as will be

seen, some time ago; but, owing to the fact

that not all the copy was received at the date,

Aug. 13, and that proofs had to be sent and re-

turned, its publication has been delayed until

after the death of our lamented friend. Wheth-
er Mr. L. had already begun on his Reminiscen-

ces, so that there is some copy yet unpublished,

I am not able now to state.

THE DIJV-WEATHEIJ WEED A GREAT YIEI.DER
OF HONEY.

Mr. J. C. Wallenmeyer, of Evansville, Ind.,

made us a short call a few days ago. He owns
some (55 colonies in the region of the bayou of

that place. He secures no honey from any
source before the 1st of August, and that is

from what is there known as "dry-weather
weed." During dry seasons it yields bounti-

fully a honey of good color and flavor; indeed,

at its best it is estimated that there could not

be colonies enough located in its vicinity to

overstock the locality. In seasons when every

thing does well by reason of rains, it does noth-

ing, as was the case this year. By the way,
Mr. Wallenmeyer has the distinction of being

the composer of the sheet music entitled

Queenie Jaenette, a waltz song. I dare not tell

you out loud who "Jaenette" is; but let me
whisper in your ear she is a real live person (I

have seen her picture), known to Mr. W.
There! I must not tell you more.

OWNING UP TO failures; the dark and
bright side of bee culture.

Since the letter of J. P. Shaw was in type,

the following has come tp hand:

Could not your pleasant tactics of showing- up the

good and praiseworthy be applied Id Mr. Dosch's
letter, page 737 ? Thousands all over the land say
amen to what he says about the weather, etc.; and
does it not take more courage and independence of

character to own up to failure than to report suc-

cess that is often only a streak of good luck ? It is

a consolation, too, for us unprosperous ones to

know that there are more in the same boat with us.

Davenpoit, la. A. Gkeer.

We do intend to give, both sides a fair show-
ing, especially the darker one; indeed, we do
not publish by a long way all the favorable

testimony we receive; and, on the other hand,
we have tried to give space to every thing that

is really discouraging, and which should be

properly set before our readers. In evidence,

see " Reports Discouraging" we have always

published at the proper season of the year.

Years ago wc used to have a department we
used to call " Blasted Hopes." The trouble is,

as you intimate, more with hee-Tieepers them-
selves who are too much chagrined to write

than with the publishers. It is far easier to

tell of our successes than our failures. But,

say; is it not quite possible that friend Dosch
made his picture overdark ? Seethe favorable

report in this issue by J. P. Shaw, on page 770,

a man who lives only three miles from him.

QUEENS LAYING IN TWO STORIES.

I DID not notice that the article by Dr. Miller,

on page 740, last issue, required a footnote until

after the form had gone to press, so I shall now
say what I should then have said.

When running for extracted honey I have had
no trouble in getting the queen to occupy the

second story, because, when she was crowded
for room in the lower set, I simply took there-

from two or more frames and put them above,

filling the space now made below with empty
combs or frames of foundation. With the brood

above, the queen, after filling the combs put in

below, would go above. I have had as many as

fourteen frames more or less filled with brood,

and it was quite a common thing to have a doz-

en. When I had fourteen such frames I gener-

ally added a third story; and in this as well as

in the combs of the second story not filled by the

queen I got e.xtracted honey — much more in

proportion than from colonies having two sto-

ries and the queen confined wholly to the lower

hive by perforated metal. What was more,

those three-story hummers— for such they were

for honey—never swarmed.
In running for comb honey the case is so differ-

ent that I think I should try to confine the queen

to the lower story; and whether, in the light

of facts recently presented, I should want that

brood-nest eight or ten, I can not say; though

on account of the convenienceof the eight-frame

size T think I should prefer it. Taking it all in

all I still prefer that size for both comb and ex-

tracted. For the latter it is large enough when
tiered up; and in the case of the former it has

and probably will give forth its tons of honey

as before.

As to shallow brood -nests, all I can say of

them is that I do and do not like them. From
my present knowledge and experience I can not

think that wide or deep top-bars are adapted to

them. If, in order to use shallow brood-cham-
bers, we must have narrow and thin top-bars

with their attendant burr-combs—well, I think

I should prefer to use something else, even if we
were sure it were an advantage to use them.

DEATH OF REV. L. L. LANGSTROTII.

A COUPLE of numbers ago I announced that

Mr. Langstroth's health had so far improved

that he was in position to complete his series of
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reminiscences, whicli Lad to be cut off owing to

that distressing head trouble that has afflicted

him for years; and only a few days before, a

letter had come from Mr. L. stating that he

was just about to begin on them. It was with

much surprise aijd sorrow that we learned, on

the 7lh, that father Langstroth had died sud-

denly in the Wayne Ave. Presbyterian Church,

about 11 o'clock on the lith, while assisting the

pastor. Rev. Amos O. Raber. The newspapers

next morning contained quite extended ac-

counts, and clippings from a couple of them
were forwaided on to us at once; but knowing
such accounts were not always quite leliable I

wrote to Mrs. Cowan (Mr. Langstioth's daugh-

ter), saying that I hoped her heart would not be

too full to give us further particulars. Below
is her reply, giving the touching details of her

father's death:

Mr. E. R. Riiot—Dear friend :—I can hardly tell you
whether my heart is fuller to-day of .sorrow for the
loss of my dear father or of joy as I thiiit of his
blessed entrance into the land where " there shall
be no more dt-ath, neither sorrow nor crying, neii her
shall lliere be any more pain, for the former things
are passed awiiy."

I can give you only a brief account of my father's
last days. When asked, ilie Sabbath previous to liis

release, by our pastor whether lie felt able to make
the address at our communion service, he replied,
"I shall be most happy to do so," adding, in re-

ponse to the assurance that, if he did not feel able
for it when the time came, he could be relieved,
"Oh! I shall be able -it will be a jou to me, Mr.
Raber. I am so glad you asked me!" He had been
very bright and happy ever since his return from
Toronto; but last week lie took a heavy cold, and
was much oppressed witli it; and during the last

few days he lost strength so rapidly, and seemed so
feeble, that I wished him to noiify our pastor not to
depend upon his assisiance on Sabbath. He was,
however, confident that he Could carry out his part
in the services, and was so anxious to do so that I

could not insist.

On Sabbath morning he was unusually bright, and
overflowing with happiness and gratitude to the
Lord for his blessings. My eldest son, with his
wife and baby, had been spending a week with us,
and he was much pleased with, and proud of, his
little great-granddaughter. He asked her mother
that morning to wlieel her little carriage into his
warm room, and I shall not soon forget how happy
he looked as he sat beside it, talking to and ca-
ressing the httle one. They were at the church.
After dressing, father seemed much fatigued,

and I again asked him whether he thought it were
best for him to try to preach. He replied, " Oh,
yes! I will say a few words, and tlien 1 will come
home and rest, rest, rest." He is most certainly " at
rest with the Lord."
Before preaching. Rev. AmosO. Raber moved tlie

pulpit to one side ;ind placed a chair on the front of
the platform. Father began to address the audience,
sitting, with some explanatoiy remarks as to his
weakness. After a few introductory sentences re-

questing the prayers t)f the congregation for him-
self and the service, he said: "I am a firm believer
in prayer. It is of the love of God that I wish to
speak to you this morning—what it has been, what
it is, what it means to us, and what we ought "

As he finished the last word he hesitated; his form
straiglitened out convulsively; his liead fell back-
ward, and in about three minutes he was "absent
from the body, at home with the Lord."
There was no scene of confusion in the church.

Tears were running down every cheek, but there
were no screams, no loud sobbing. As one person
remarked, " Heaven never seemed so near before;
it seemed but a step."

" Then, with no tiery throbbing pain.
No slow gradations of decay,

Deatli broke at once the vital chain
And freed his soul the nearest way."

Sincerely vours.
Dayton, O., Oct. 8. Anna L. Cowan.

A. I. root's personal* recollections of the
REV. L. L. langstroth.

In the Introduction to our ABC book you
wiU find some mention of the incidents of my
first acquaintance with the honey-bee. During
the whole of my busy life, perhaps no other
hobby has been pursued with the zeal and keen
enjoyment that my acquaintance with the hon-

ey-bees has. It seemed for a time as if a new
world were opening before, me. After I had
questioned again and again everybody who
kept bees, or knew any thing about them in our
neighborhood, I began impatiently ransacking
books and periodicals. The more I found, the
more I thirsted for deeper knowledge. I took a
trip to Cleveland, principally to overhaul the

bookstores -for works on bees; but I did not

dare to tell even the members of my own fam-
ily that I was taking such a trip by stage-coach

(for it was away back in thedays of stage-coach-

es, before our railway was built), just to satisfy

my thirst and curiosity in this direction. I re-

member well how the book-keeper pulled down
his volumes one after another, rapped the dust

off, and began extolling their special merits. It

did not take me many minutes to decide that

Langstroth's book was the book. I was obliged

to stay over night at the hotel, for the stage

made only one trip daily. I read and read,

away into the night; and it was during that

night I commenced my acquaintance with the

Rev. L. L. Langstroth. He told me just what
I wanted to know. My craze was not (certain-

ly not at that time) to make money, but rather

to know more about God's wonderful gifts—

these strange and curiously wonderful gifts

which he has provided for the children of men.
I did not look at it then just as I do now; that

is, I am sorry that, In those earlier days, I did

not recognize the Almighty as a loving father.

But Langstroth's book helped me a great deal,

right in the line where I sorely needed help.

His wonderfully genial, friendly, and sociable

way of telling things enlisted my sympathies

at once.

I told you I was not studying then for the

money there was in it. Langstroth never wrote

about bees or did any thing else because of the

money there was in it. Through all his busy

life, he, at least at times, seemed strangely

oblivious of Ihe financial part. More of this

anon.
After I arrived home it did not take me long

to find out whether Langstroth was still living.

I made the acquaintance, by letter, of Samuel

Wagner; got hold of Vol. I. of the American
Bee Journal. By the way, I wonder whether

there is anybody living now who will enjoy

reading the first edition of Langstroth and the

first volume of the American Bee Journal as I

enjoyed it then. Why, the very thought of

* We hope to have personal recollections and his-

torical incidents from a number of other writers, on
Langstroth, in o>ir issue for Dec. 1st or 15th. An-
nouncements will be made later.—Ed.

«
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those old days of enthusiasm makes the blood

even now tingle to my fingers' ends.

As soon as I found that Mr. Langstroth was
living at Oxford, Butler Co., O., I commenced
correspondence. Then I wanted the best

queen-bee to start with that tlie world afforded.

It wa>* pretty well along in the fall, but I could

not wait till spring, as some of my friends ad-

vised me to do. I soon learned to look up to

friend Langstroth with such confidence and
respect that I greedily read again and again

every word I could find from his pen—even his

adverti-^ements and circular in regard to Italian

bees. When the book was read through once 1

read it again. Then I read certain chapters

over and over; and when summer time came
again, and I had little miniature hives or nuclei

under almost every fruit-tree in our spacious

dooryard, each little hive containing a daugh-
ter of that $20 queen, then I read Langstroth's

book with still more avidity and eagerness,

finiiag new truths and suggestions in it each

time.

I think I met him first and heard him talk at a

convention in Cincinnati. He was a wonderful

talker as well as writer—one of the most genial,

good-natured, benevolent men the world has

ever produced. He was a poet, a sage, a philos-

opher, and a humanitarian, all in one, and,

best of all, a most devoted and humble follower

of the Lord Jesus Christ. His fund of anec-

dotes and pleasant memories and incidents was
beyond that of any other man I ever met: and
his rare education and scholarly accomclish-

ments but added to it all. No one I ever saw
could tell a story as he would tell it. A vein of

humor and good-natured pleasantry seemed to

run through it all. I think he enjoyed telling

stories—especially stories with good morals;

and they all had to have a good moral or they

could not come from L. L. Langstroth. Not
only the play of his benevolent face and the

twinkle of his eye. but the motion of his hands
as he gave emphasis to the different points in

his narration, showed how thoroughly he enter-

ed into his topic.

It was ray good fortune to listen to him one or

more times from the pulpit. He preached to

us once here in Medina. The church was full,

but I hardly believe any one else in that large

audience enjoyed his talk as I did. They did

not kuoio him as I did.

You must not think from what I have said

that our good friend always agreed with every

one else. He had opinions of his own, and he
could be stubborn and almost contrary when
he got "hot" in a discussion. But the gentle

spirit was back of it all. I remember once of

being out in the apiary, explaining to him some
wonderful improvement! had just been work-
ing out. He, however, did not see it as I did,

and stoutly maintained that the old way—his

way, in fact—was better. All at once I stopped

and concluded we had better give up the sub-

ject. Pretty soon he laid his hand on my arm,
and said;

"Friend Root, will you not forgive me? I

was rude an uncourteous. You have practiced

this thing, and are succeeding. Very likely

you are light and I am wrong."
Now, friends, how many times in this world

of ours do you meet a man with a spirit like

that? Once or twice I have knelt with him in

prayer. Sometimes we have prayed together

in regard to differences among bee-keepers;

and I have always been struck with his re-

markable gift in prayer. It seemed as though
he were pleading with some dear friend, when
he addressed his Maker.
His last public talk to bee-keepers, if I am

correct, was the one given at Toronto; and I

felt anxious at the time that some shortnand

reporter might be at hand who could give all his

words, and even his little stories, just as he gave
them to us then. Perhaps others did not enjoy

.this talk as I did, because they did not know
him as I did. Why, that history of long ago,

telling of the troubles, blunders, and mistakes

in introducing the Italian bees from Italy to

America, should be handed down to comine
generations. It should be embodied in some of

the standard works on bees, in order to secure

its preservation.

Langstroth and Quinby—those two old pio-

neers—have now both passed away, but " their

works do live after them," and shall live for a

thousand years or more. 1 feel anxious that

the first edition of both Langstroth and Quinby
should be preserved. There is something to me
more interesting in their first efforts-Quinby's

book, for instance, telling how to keep bees

with a box hive, and Langstroth telling his

first experiments with the movable-frame hive.

Those early editions should be preserved; also

the early volumes of the American Bee Jour-

7ial, containing the writings of these two great

benefactors of the world.

When quite a child I was greatly interested

in reading the life of Benjamin Franklin.

When I first became acquainted with Lang-
stroth I could not resist the suggestion that he

was much like Franklin. The maxims of Poor

Richard suggest the thought. Mr. Langstroth

was remarkably well read in ancient litera-

ture. He was familiar with the writings of

great men in all the ages. It rejoices my heart

now to know that he has been remembered for

many years at our national conventions, and to

know that he was even present with his daugh-

ter at the one that occurred so short a time be-

fore his death. He never seemed to have a

faculty for accumulating property; but what
is mi.llionii of money compared to the grateful

remembrance with which Langstroth's name
will be spoken in every civilized land on the

face of the earth ?
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ON THE WHEEL.

My weight has finally been reduced lo 110

lbs. To lest the matter in regard to whether
one loses strength by a corre.>- ponding loss of

flesh, I decided to tal^'e a wheelride on the
morning of Sept. 21—the hot Saturday you re-

member so much has been said about in the
papers. Alter eating a whole pound of sirloin

steak as a starter 1 rode 33 miles, perhaps easier

than 1 ever did it before. There is certainly a
big advantage in reduced weight for wheel-
riding, although it may not be as true for dif-

ferent kinds ot hard work. I now weigh from
30 to 35 lbs. less than my ordinary weight.
Sometimes in doing eirands it becomes neces-
sary for me to carry some 10 or 30 lbs. on my
wheel, and I find it makes a vast difference
when 1 finish my errand and leave my burden.
Now, is it not possible that thousands of people
are carrying around with them day by day a
useless amount of avoirdupois? I do not refer

especially to those people who are over- fat.

My normal weight is from 130 to 135; and I con-
fess 1 find it a great relief, especially on a hot
day, to feel that I am 30 or 35 lbs. lighter, and
yet no loss of strength and energy. By the
way, is there any better way of reducing llesh

than by the Salisbury treatment?

A few days later I started out to visit friend
Gault. I wanted to see his raspberries during
the last of September. The Weather Bureau
said "fair weather;" but the barometer said
'rain." I had my work all fixed, and I was
in just the mood for a wheelride; so 1 started
out in defiance of the barometer. 1 made eight
or ten miles very easily, and with much enjoy-
ment. Then it commenced to sprinkle; but as
it did not sprinkle enough to make the dust
stick to the rubber rims, and as I had on some
very light thin clothing, 1 kept on in the rain.

The rain was at first a sort of uamp mist. But
it kept getting wetter and wetter. Pretty soon
I experinced the delicious sensation 1 have
mentioned before, of breathing great breaths of
water-laden air. I wonder if anybody else has
enjoyed this while riding the wheel. It is

much like drinking when you are thirsty, but
you drink through the lungs, i enjoyed it so
much that I kept on until I was pretty well
wet through. Catch cold? Not a bit of it.

When you weigh only 110 lbs., and your muscles
are all solid lean meat, something like dried
beef, perhaps, you can not very well catch
cold. I kept on enjoying it more and more
until finally the roads began to be too soft for
wheeling. Then I was obliged to invade a
little home by the wayside. 1 was permitted to
help myself from a tea-kettle of hot water on
the stove. Then I talked with the six-months-
old baby, and got acquainted with the rest of
the household, and put in an hour until the
rain stopped, very pleasantly. By getting over
to the nearest station I reached New London
after 9 o'clock at night; but as the rain had
spoiled the wheeling I got up at five o'clock
and found the way over to our friend Dan
White's just as the hired man was getting out
of the back door. As soon as Mr. White was
informed that A. I. Root was on the premises
he hustled on his clothing quickly, making
some apologies for getting up so late on a rainy
morning. After we had shaken hands and
talked over matters a little he commenced:

" O Mr. Root! You are just in time to see the

neatest thing in the way of a strawberry-patch
there is out. Just come this way."

If our readers will now turn back to page 71,

Jan. 15, they will find some diagrams in regard
to setting out strawberry plants. Well, friend
White's patch was a moaification of this idea.

In the first place, he marks out his around in

the spring ofthe year so as to put, the rows 4

feet apail; then the plants are carefully set 18

inches apart in the row. As soon as they send
out runners, one new plant is made lo grow
half way between the original plants. That
leaves them 9 inches from center to center.
Now the next step is to put a plant 9 inches off

on ( ach side of every plant in the row. The
diagram below will make it plain. The large
stars are the original plants, and the small ones
where the runners are put down.

DAN white's system OF GROWING STRAW-
BERRIES.

You tvill notice that the above arrangement
makes the plants 9 inches apart from center to
center; each old plant is to furnish thiee young
ones. The row of plants is 18 inches wide, the
path 31., feet wide. Well, after you get these
three rows, plants 9 inches apart, then you are
to pull off every runner. Go over the ground so
often that not a weed gets a start, and not an-
other plant gets a start except the three rows
as given above. The effect is to make each
plant, by the time frost comes, a strong bunchy
cluster. It is several years since we first prac-
ticed taking oft' all the runners so as to get
strong bushy plants; but I am firmly convinced
that in no other way can we get such large fine
berries.
The next question is. What variety shall we

use? Dan White's model strawberry-patch is

Gandys—nothing else. You know there has
been a complaint that,the Gandy does not bear
very much. Some large strong plants, for in-

stance, will not bear a single berry—at least,

not the first season. Well, friend W. savs it is

because the plant has not grown to a sufficient
size. He says if you take the tirr-t Gandy run-
ners that set in June or July, give them good
cultivation, and stop oft' all the other runners,
you will get a plant by fall big enough to give
a good crop of fruit next year, and I believe he
is right. Our Gandys always did better the
second season from planting.
This patch of strawberries on friend White's

premises is, I believe, the handsomest, and the
most of a model patch, of any thing I ever saw
anywhere, unless it is those of Henry Young»
Ada, O., that I looked at last winter. There are
ab.solutely no weeds in it. There was a plant
wherever there should be one, and no extra
ones. And I tell you, friends, it is a grand
thing to have a full stand in raising any crop.
This reminds me that I forgot to say that T. B.
Terry's potato-fields were absolutely a full

stand. There were no missing hills—at least, I

did not see any. But his planting was all done
by hand. Since digging his Freemans he tells

me that, on his best ground, they ran as high
as 195 bushels per acre. Now, for the season
we have had, especially the severe drouth in his
locality, and for a potato of such fine ([uality as
the EYeeman, this is certainly doing pretty well,
especially where a whole farm, as it were, is

planted to potatoes. But, to come back to

friend White's.
It is a big lot of work to set each runner in

place by hand, and to pinch off all the super-
fluous runners. But, there is no excellence
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without great labor. Friend W. had a large
crop of strawberries during the past season,
and sold them all at extra prices. Three or
four cents more per quart for your berries will
easily pay for the extra labor; and when you
get right down to it, a good many times it is

about as cheap to do any thing right as to let it

go, or to get out the weeds by tits and starts
after they have done a big lot of damage. He
placed his berries right In the market, side by
side with other berries that were selling at 5
and 6 cents. When the dealers protested about
his asking 10 and V.1 for his he replied.

"You need not buy them at all, my friend,
unless you have a mind to. Set them right out
here on the walk, put a tag on them, stating
the price, and I will allow you a commission
for selling."

If the above conversation took place on the
sidewalk, where it usually does, about this time
somebody going by wanted some of the berries.
Then somebody else wanted some more; and
pretty soon the dealer says, '• Here, Mr. White,
I will take them at your price." Now, this is

the same thing Terry describes in his straw-
berry-book. It can be done every time when
you have something away ahead of the general
run in the market. Terry accomplished the
matter of getting his plants so as to give each
one plenty of room, by cutting out the surplus
plants in the fall. Friend White's plan is more
work, but I think it is a little ahead, because
the surplus plants are out before they get start-
ed. And then, what a pleasure to show to your
friends—I do not mean the berries—I mean the
plants and the strawberry-garden! I should
judge friend W. has something like a quarter
of an acre clo^e by his dwelling, managedion
this high-pressure principle.

While breakfast was ueing prepared, a tine
horse was quickly put in the buggy, and we
went half a mile back through his raspberry-
plantation. They are managed a good deal as
he managed his strawberries — that is, the
greater part of them—and they are certainly a
sight to behold. The frround is nicely tiled,
and it is just the kind of sandy loam that
berries revel in. Sure enough, there were two
rows of the Gault raspberries; but the demand
for plants was so great the blossom-buds had
all b<^en picked ofT, and the tips were down in
the ground. Yes. and his plants were all sold
before they were fairly well rooted, even though
he should have a couple of thousand. That is

the way to do business, friends — make your
product of such a grade that it is sold before it

is ready to take out of the ground.
On the way back we passed a rield of Stoweil's

Evergreen sweet corn that so took my fancy I

engaged then and there ten bushels of shelled
corn for seed.
"Breakfast is ready!" As friend White's

oldest bov. Ford White, is under training for
bicycle-riding—that is. a sortof home training-
he kindly shared his nice beefsteak with me, so
I came out all right, even if I was driven off
my route by the rain. Then friend W. and I
were off for friend Gault's plantation, seven
miles away. But, lo and behold! just as we
were crossing the railway, our genial friend
Oaidt was seen coming for ns with great strides.
Ke was on his way to the Elyria fair, with a
basket of Ganlt raspberries to be exhibited;
and so I did not reach his plantation at all that
day, but made him turn round and go to the
fair, even though he protested somewhat.
Two things at Elyria attracted my aiieniion

especially. One was the great show of potatoes,
including almost every variety of any note. In
fact, there were potatoes enough to fill the
vegetable department to the exclusion of all

else, and they had to fix a sort of " annex " for
them outdoors. The other thing that attract-
ed my attention—well, it did not just exactly
attract ?rtj/ attention, after all, so much as it

seemed to call the attention of the crowd in
general. It was not the big potatoes nor the
big squashes, nor friend Gault's show of rasp-
berries toward the first of October; but it was a
great lot of establishments for games of skill
and chance—throwing a bail at a doll-baby,
with a cigar for a prize; shooting at the mark,
and other things that ran so near gambling the
sight was any thing but inspiring to me. Why
should the gambling-mania and rural industries
be thus linked together hand in hand, as it

were, at our county fairs'? Bv the way, I won-
der if there is any sort of diet, or any sort of
wholesome food and drink, that we could fur-
nish to our boys and girls to discourage this
disposition toward the gamhling -mania. No
doubt these fellows make money .or they would
not work so hard to call people to their respec-
tive places. They evidently get a pretty big
harvest of nickels or they could not afford to
pay the fair-managers so big a sum for the
small amount of space they occupy. By the
way, where do our farmers' boys and girls get
so many nickels, anyhow, for popcorn, candy,
games of chance, etc., if it is true that " farm-
ing doesn't pay "?
On a later day, when it did not rain, my

wheel and I managed to reach friend Gault's;
but it was only after there had been frost
enough to " cook " (at least partially) the Gault
raspberries. But a small part of friend Gault's
plantation is allowed to bear fruit, because the
demand for plants is so great. We found stacks
of great clusters of berries, picked and brought
into the house before the freeze, some only half
ripe, and a good many more on the bushes, that
had been covered with old sacks, blankets, etc.

Surely, no other raspberry ever bore its fruit in
such tremendous great heavy clusters and
bunches. I think one single shoot contained,
by actual count, 348 berries; and there was any
quantity of them having from .50 to 100. On the
old plantation there were single branches lying
flat on the ground. In fact, the Gault rasp-
berry is almost sure to lie flat on the ground,
through its weight of fruit, unless it is tied up
or supported in some way. Although we have
some very large fine bunches on our grounds,
our plants have not as yet shown as much dis-
position to fruit heavily as they do on the
grounds of the originator. Of course, the frost
last spring made havoc with the fruit in every
locality. When it comes to raising fruit for
the market, these great bunches must be sup-
ported in some way, or tied up, or they will be
in a worse plight from the effects of mud and
sand than even strawberries.

It is really worth while to see friend Gault
exhibit his berries at a county fair, and notice
the animation with which he answers ques-
tions, and explains to everybody his new rasp-
berry. I presume he could take a large number
of orders for plants, to be sent out this fall;

and I fear that nurserymen generally will not
be as conscientious as he is in advising every-
body to wait until spring, and not undertake
fall planting with the Gault raspberry.

FLORIDA. TRAVELS.

Just here it occurs to me that several items
in regard to our Florida trip were not taken in
their proper order. This is not very strange,
as it is now several months since I made that
pleasant trip. In writing up Silver Spring in
our last issue I omitted to say that it was my
good fortune to be present when the steamers
both came in with their merry crowd of laugh-
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ing passengers. After the water had become
quieted, and as the boats stood there for some
little time, 1 went out on one of them and look-
ed over its edge into the water, straight down
where the pool is perhaps deepest. The water
is so clear It really made one dizzy—straight
down 8,5 feet into a liquid that is brighter and
clearer, or at least it seemed to me so. than even
the air itself. It made one feel strangely.
When two steamers start out there is generally
a little rivalry to see which will get away first

and get into the narrow channel higher up.
Upon the arrival of th(> steamers the alligators
perched along the banks and by the roots of
trees (like a lot of frogs and snapping-turtles)
make a sudden plunge into the bright water.
It was my good fortune to see four good-sized
ones popping their heads up after the water
had siilled down a little. Getting a glimpse of
the "gators, especially the large ones, before
they are disturbed and T.umble in, is one of the
exciting sights for passengers down the Ockla-
waha River.

In the vicinity of Silver. Spring there are
many sink-holes or cavities in the earth, such
as I mentioned in Missouri. And. by the way,
are not these found more or less in all localities

where gr-nit springs and artesian wells are
prevalent? On my way back to Ocala, the
stage-driver told me there was a spot a few
miles out of town where a horse broke through
on the level grdund. His rider niannged to

grasp the crust of earth and thus saved himself
before the horse went dDwn clear out of sight.

As he was a valuable one. however', the neigh-
bors rallied: and as thev could hear his breath-
ing from the depths below they set to work and
dug him out—or, at least, nuide a sloping path
so that, t)y the a-^sistau-e of ropes, they enabled
him to climb out liims. I (.

On my trip back from Ocala toPalatkamy
curiosity was greatly stirred up by the kaolin-
factories. Tliis kaolin is manufactured from
a species of clay found in different parts of
Florida. It is used in the manufacture of fine

china and earthen ware. The fai-tories are
quite extensive, and the process is. I .iudge,
somewhat complicated. They seem to employ
a good many mtui, and are doing a large busi-
ness. I wish some of the Florida friends would
write up briefly this matter of kaolin.

At Palatka there was a great crowd at the
station, as several trains leave about the same
time in the afternoon and evening. Of course,
they have railroad officials appointed to answer
questions and tell people where to go. But
these men are asked so many questions and
(oftentimes so many foolish ones, perhaps), that
they sometimes get crusty and uncivil. You
know how it is. friends. They will answer
your question in as few words as possible, and
look the other way while talking. Well, I was
greatly pleased to see a pleasant-looking mid-
dle-aged colored woman on the platform, and
she was kept very busy indeed, showing peot)le
what train to take, taking fthem by the hand,
if need be, and pulling them through the crowd
to show them in that union depot where to get
a ticket, what train to get on, etc. I had al-

ready an excursion ticket, but it obliged me to
go around by St. Augustine, which would delay
me another day in getUng to Jacksonville.
This woman helped ine to get on the right
train just starting out. that woiild reach Jack-
sonville that night; and the additional expense
was little if auv more than my board and lodg-
ing would be if I had waited till another day.
Now, some of you may make fun of me, per-
haps, when I say that colored people have a
remarkable fund of patience in answering
cheerfully and good-naturedly all the questions

you may put to them. This woman was smart
and bright, and evidently knew all about the
railroad machinery of travel as well as any of
the men. I do not know who pays her for her
time; but very likely it is the railroad compa-
nies. But with such a stream of humanity,
many of them tired women with children, per-
haps crying babies, this bright cheerful wo-
men was surely a ministering angel, even if she
was black.
In reaching Green Cove Springs, mentioned

in my last, I took th(^ steamer from Jackson-
ville. Well, somewhere in the vicinity of
Magnolia Springs I saw cows wading away
out into the St. Johns River, and actually eat-
ing grass or something else, with their heads
entirely under water. At first I thought them
some strange sea-monster. I did not know but
it was The genuine manatee, or sea-cow, found
in the Indian River, away down in the vicinity
of Potsdam, where friend Poppleton lives.

Somebody has since told me that I must be mis-
taken, for a cow can not live with her head un-
der water. But I tell you she can live and does
live with her head entirely under water, and
out of sight, for a good many minutes. I think
I saw half a dozen or more with not a liead of
one of them in sight, and their huge bodies
were more than half under water at that.

They had evidently learned the trade by long
practice. I do not know what sort of forage it

is that grows at the bottom of the St. Johns
River; but I think it would be a splendid thing
to cultivate, especially during dry seasons.
Will somebody who lives down that way tell

me more about it? I also omitted to say that
that wonderful Green Cove Spring sends out
.5000 gallons of shining water every minute.
When I was down at Mt. Dora lamenting

that 1 could not see those great orange-trees in

full leaf somebody—it may have been my good
friend Nellie Adams—said:

'• Ohl yes. vou can. Mr. Root. Here is a pic-

ture that will show you just how they look."
The man in the foreground may have been

her brother; bnt it is really so long ago I can
not remember, and 1 neglected to mark it on
the back of the photograph. Whoever the per-
son is. I am afraid his .smiling face got a
damper after the terrible frosts of last winter.

Maybe he has bv this time got so as to look
good-natured and happy again. I hope so.

Some people have but little idea of the immense
sizi' to which orange-trees grow in a favored
locality.

Our Homes.

Create in nie a clean l)enrt, and renew a right
spirit within me.— FsALjr .51:10.

I have before alluded to the fact—a wonder-
ful fact it is to me—that. by. a certain course of

diet, one Is free from the cravings for intoxi-

cants and stimulants, or even a cravina for

what are called " temperance drinks."' I still

enjov the hot water, and still prefer it to any
other beverage the world can furnish. In fact,

I am now using hot water at my meals, instead
of the tea the doctor permitted me to have. I

do not need the tea, and I do not want it. The
water is nicer. Of course, with the large quan-
tity of water drank in the middle of the fore-

noon and middle of the afternoon, very little

liquid is wanted at mealtimes, and that is all

the better.
Now I hope our readers will pardon me for

touching upon another point—a point that is

seldom talked about in print, but one that has
very much to do. not only with the morals of
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our people at large, but still further in regard
to the matter of suppressing crime. We have
been told by eminent physicians and clergymen
that sexual vices may be productive of more
evil in this world of ours than even a taste for
intoxicants. The oldpr readers of Gleanings
will remember that I have at different times
alluded to my own temptations in this line, espe-
cially during my early lif*^. I have prayed long
and earnestly over the matter since I became a
Christian, and have many times wondered if it

were not my " thorn in the flesh " that God
thought best not to remove, but to give me
grace to bear. Through correspondence and
through personal intercourse in my travels and
during mv wheelridrs. I have found many an-
other good brother who has confessed to me his
trials along this very line. It is. without ques-
tion, one of Satan's greatest weapons: and it is

a work that he carries on, not only among the
lower classes, but it comes clear up through all

grades of society. We have but to glance over
the newspapers and notice the startling ac-
counts of crime, often revealing the fall of
those who stood in high places. Well, there is

a remedy. One who secures perfect and com-
plete digestion not only finds himself free from
unnatural cravings in the line of beverages,
but this strange, restless, uneasy feeling that
comes of itself, many times so unexpectedly

—

these phantoms of the imagination that we all

ought to be ashamed of. and many of us are
ashamed of everv day of our lives—these, too.
give way and disappear when the blood flows
evenly through the veins, without being dis-
turbed or wrought up by a disordered digestion
and conseouent unnatural cravings.

It would seem as if a great part of the
crime abroad in the world were the result, not
alone of a bad state of the heart, but as a con-
sequence of the bad state of the stomach and
intestines. Over-eating has for ages been rec-
ognized as a promulgator of unnatural longings
and consequent crime. Now. it is not only
over-eating and ovpr-drinking. but T am satis-
fied it is the wrong kind of eating and wrong
kind of drinking that pave the way for Satan's
work.
Some little time ago I quoted to vou a part of

a talk from Anthony Comstock in regard to
"evil imaginations;" and I have wondered
why God permitted good men—devout. Chris-
tian men— to be haunted with imaginations
that evidently must come from the evil one
himself; yea. verily it seems at times as if thev
must come from the bottomless pit. I have
prayed over the matter, and answer seems to
have come with the prayer. For many weeks
I have been entirely free from any thing of the
sort. Pardon me if I be frank enon^h to tell

vou that, for the first time in almost fiffi/ years.
I have enjoyed perfect freedom and immitnitii
from suggestions of the imagination that T

should be ashamed to have my wife, mother, or
grown-up daughters know all about; that is. if

they could read my verv thoughts for the past
few weeks there would be nothing in that line
to be ashamed of or to fear to have them see.

Now, from mv acquaintance with mankind I

know that this is. at least a* a rule, something
remarkable. In a recent issue I suggested that
wholesome dieestion might be more than the
Keeley cure has ever eln.lmed to be. in the wav
of preventing intemperance. It would stop the
mischief at the fountain-head. I ought to sav
more—that perfect natural digestion, such as
God intended we should have—would stop at
the fountain-head this other twin evil, or twin
demon, of the evil one. It would be a most
perfect cure for licentiousness. No. you need
not be afraid that there would not be 'people

enough born into the world. We might have a
less number, but we should have a better sort
of people. What there would be lacking in
quantity would be made up in (inality. There is

many a man so honest in dollars and cents
that he is never tempted to touch, or even
covet the gold tluit belongs to his neighbor and
not to himself. So far as money or property is

concerned, he could live up to the golden rule;
but when it comes to that part of the tenth
commandment where he is commanded not to
covet his neighbor's wife nor maid-servant, it

may be a different thing with that person.
When a man can look upon all womankind as
he would upon the daughters of his own house-
bold, then he may be said to be truly born again.
He is a child of the new birth; and I am firmly
convinced that so simple and prosy a matter as
the choice of his food and drink may prove to
be a great factor in perfect emancipation from
this form of evil. This thing alone may lift

him from the " house of bondage."
There seems to be an impression very wide-

spread, that the use of meat as a diet tends to
develop the animal passions. This may possi-
bly be true when taken with large quantities of
vegetable food, sweets, etc. But it certainly is

not true on an exclusively lean-meat diet. It

can not be that meat conduces to the accumu-
lation of flesh or fat. for the Salisbury patients
invariably lose flesh for at least quite a time,
say perhaps for several months. And, by the
way, it seems that, where it is desirable to re-
duce one's weight, there can be no safer or sim-
pler remedy than the lean-meat diet. If it is

not meat. then, that makes people fat and
heavy, and develops the coarse animal nature,
to what part of our food should we attribute
this result? After having given the matter
considerable thought, my impression is that
the excessive use of sugar or other sweets has
much to do with it. On page 711 I quoted from
Prof. Atwater in one of the United States Agri-
cultural Reports. Let me quote again, for I

think a part of one of the quotations will hear
repeating:

We consume relatively too much of the fuel in-
gredients of food—those which arc burned in the
hndy Rnd yield lieat and muscular power. Such are
the fats of meat and bntter, the starch which makes
up the larger iiart of the nutritive material of flour,
potatoes, and sug-nr. of which such enormous quan-
ties are eaten in the United States.

P'ease notice the concluding sentence. Sta-
tistics have told us again and again that the
consumption of sugar, especially the amount per
individual, is constantly on the increase. The
low price of sugar has probably had much to do
with it. and a fondness for sweet things. It is

not only at meal-times; but our ice-cream soda-
fountains, our temperance or summer drinks,
are largely composed of syrups, and everybody
seems to want them as sweet as possible. On
the fairgrounds during this season of the year,
great quantities of sugar are u«ed in making
different kinds of cream candy. I have many
times wondered why people would shower down
their nickels for a little piece of hot melted
sugar. whe7i a moment's reflection should tell

them that the nickel would buy ever so much
more pure sugar right at any corner grocery.
There is plentv of sugar in the sugar bowls at
home, to be used at meal-times: yet all through
the day our children are spoiling their teeth,
spoiling their digestion, and may be spoiling
their moral and spiritual natures, by this ex-
cessive use of sweets. Prof. Atwater may well
say, " In such enormous quantites." Of course,
sugar has its use as an article of food; but after
being without a particle of it for many weeks,
I experienced no particular inconvenience. On
tasting a little a few days ago, by experiment,
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I was surprised to find that I had to a consider-
able extent lost my taste for it; and 1 must
think it is a good deal an acquired taste. If I

am correct, starch and ougar are at the bottom
of half the dyspepsia and indigestion that
afflict our American people. In fact, the Salis-
bury treatment is largely based on feeding the
patient on something that contains not a par-
ticle of either starcli or sugar. This is not a
new idea by any means. In diabetes, and per-
haps other diseases, the patient is obliged to
guard against articles of food containing starch
and sugar as he would guard against poison.
Our good friend Dr. Jesse Oren, at Dayiona,
Fla., told me that for many years he had been
obliged to practice this sort of diet. He has a
sort of bread or cracker called gluten cracker, I

think, which contains no starch, and. of course,
he subsists largely on lean meat, as I do. Now,
when it becomes apparent, or seems to become
apparent, that it is not only a damage to our
physical natures, but a damage to our moral
and spiritual natures as well, does it not be-
hoove us to look after these things?
Many times we hear people speak about

avoiding meat for supper, or just before they
go to bed. For years past I have been obliged
to be careful about eating fruit, pies, or cake
very near my bedtime. But for more than 25
years I have been aware that I could eat lean
meat for a late supper just before going to bed,
without having my rest at night disturbed a
particle. Now. then, friends, when we use that
oft-repeated prayer. "Create in me a clean
heart, O God, anil renew a right spirit within
me"—and I hope the thousands of our readers
have been using that prayer for years past as I

have used it—when we take these sacred words
on our lips, does it not behoove us to be careful
of our diet? In our recent Bible readings in
the Old Testament I have been struck again
and again with the fact that the patriarchs in
olden times, in an age when men lived to be
from 5no to 1000 years old. nearlv. all had their
large flocks and herds; and their sheep and
oxen were counted by the hundreds and thou-
sands; and on feast-days it would seem, indeed,
from the accounts of the number of animals
used for a feast, that they must have been
largely a meat-eating people. We do not read
much about sugar and candy in those olden
times. In fact, milk and honey seem to have
been the nearest approach to it; and if we were
using milk and honey now (instead of sugar at
4 or 5 cents a pound), with meat in the quanti-
ties evidently consumed away back in the
childhood of humanity, who knows but that we
might live and hold our strength and vigor for
a hundred years or more ?

For years past. Mrs. Root has constantly
urged me. especially when my health was ooor,
to eat 7Ho?-e lean meat and less of other things.
But some way, after indulging in sweets and
fruits I would get a dislike for meat, and often-
times give it up altogether until I was obliged
to call a halt. Dear reader, if you are afflicted
with poor health along the lines I have indicat-
ed, just try for a little time using more lean
meat and less of sugar and starch, and see if I

am not right. You may urge the matter of ex-
pense; but the dearest " feed " that anybody
can find is that given by doctors, and bought at
the drugstore. And. by the way. poor people,
and those in moderate circumstances, a great
many times employ the doctor a great deal
more than the rich. Is this not true? People
who are too poor to pay a doctor, and. in fact,
never do pay him, oftentimes are the ones who
are wanting the doctor continually.

Right here it would seem quite fitting that I

should give some extracts from a letter just re-

ceived from my old friend and physician, Dr. J.
H. Salisbury, the originator and discoverer, if I
am correct, of the systeiu of treating disease,
that has received his name, not only through-
out England and America, but almost if not
quite throughout the whole world.

Drat- Mr. Roof;—You must be rigid, and follow
out the instructions accurately, and put your whole
soul and body into tlie work, if you desire to make
good progress. Keep the bowels well opeTi, stomach
well waslu'd out, and urine clear, and be careful
not to overeat. Rest before and after each meal
15 minutes or half an hour if poss;ible. and be care-
ful not to overdo on the bicycle. You will enjoy
life as never before if you will simply live rightly.

Yours very truly,
J. H. Salisbury.

170 W. 59Lh St.. New Y'ork, Sept. 27.

P. S.—When bowels do not move by 9 or 9:30 a.m.,
then take one injection of 1 pint of warm water,
with two tablespoonfuls of glycerine in it.

J. H. S.

In addition to the above he makes some
comment'^ on my own instructions in our issue
for Sept. 1:

Use Enterprise meat grinder No. 10, and put beef
through from three to five times, according to qual-
ity of beef. Butter is not allowed in bad oases.

IN REGARD TO THE HOT WATER.
Take water at a temperature most comfortable to

the Indiv dual, but not cold.

f^tSSURE »-^- V'^,*^^^

:^!«#

Several years ago a farmi r of my acquain-
tance showed me a small, insignificant-looking
potato. He said he had just got it as a premium
for subscribing to the Rural New Yorker, and
that it was the "Rural New-Yorker No. 3."

A year or two later a good deal was said about
this potato; but people generally seemed to be
a little slow in recognizing its good qualities,
and it was not until three or four years ago
that I gave it a trial on our own grounds. You
may remember I reported at once that it gave
us the only nice good-sized potatoes, free from
scab, we had that year, the season being quite
unfavorable. Since then it has seemed to be
steadily growing in favor. Last fall, in my
absence. Ernest bought a load of potatoes, pay-
ing, as I thought, a pretty good price for them.
He urged that they were worth it on account
of the large size and smooth round appearance,
and finally had a load of themptitin his own
cellar. I told him they were a nice looking
potato, but that they were not extra for table
use. To my surprise he declared they were the
best potatoes they ever got hold of. This, per-
haps, mav have been later on, toward the
spring. Well, the Rurals are now one of the
standard potatoes in our locality. Farmers
who never succeeded in getting any nice pota-
toes before, have, with the Rurals. secured
large yields of fine clean potatoes. The son-
in-law of the old farmer who first showed me
that little potato, years ago. has this season
about 800 bushels from four acres of ground.
Our good friend Merton G. Chase, who raises
such nice crops of honey every year, no matter
whether the season is good or bad, secured 75
bushels of the Rural New-Yorker potatoes
frflm a quarter of an acre of ground: and they
are the handsomest lot of potatoes, for a large
potato, I ever saw in my life. Just think of it

—300 bushels to the acre! I told him I thought
he must be a high-pressure farmer as well as a
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high-pressure boe-keejier. I bought all ho had
to spare, and the Rural New-Yorkers we have
for sale include this lot. From the repoits in

the agricultural papers, I .iudg(>, this potato has
been a great boon to iriankind iln' world ovnr.

It would be hard to esiiinate the good that the
Ilnral New-Yoi'l<er periodical has d(jn(^ the
world iu so steadily disscminaiinn this one po-
tato. Perhaps it has not f/iu/e done the work
that the Concord gratic did lor years along in

the same line. And, by the \vay. 1 have jtisi

been pained to note the recrnt death of our
friend Bull, who originated and gave to the
world the Concord grape It had been in my
mind to do something toward the contribution
that the Rural Neiv Yorker has been taking
up for him; but I put it off, and now he is gone.
The new Craig potato resembles the Rural

perhaps more than any other. The potatoes
are still larger— at least, they seem so this sea-
son, and I imagine the qtiality is a little better.

The vines, instead of standing upright, how-
ever, like the Rural, lie down and run all over
the ground. In fact, the general average, when
stretched up full length, are now about as high
as my head. But the frost last night, Oct. 9,

has wound up growth for the season. There
has been some objection made to a potato that
never ripens up until frost kills it. I hardly
think it will hold good in this case, however.
Please lot us hear from you, friends, when you
dig your Craigs. A postal-card report will he
sufficient.
The Early Ohio and Lee's Favorite, planted

the la.^-t day of June, where we picked our
strawberries, gavi- us a good yield of nice pota-
toes; and the Whittaker onions, mentioned in

our last issue, were put in the same afternoon
tho potatoes were dug; so now we have the
t?im7 crop growing on tlie same ground during
one season: and the ground was plowed up
after each crop was harvested, instead of the
interlapping crops by planting between the
rows.

A REPOUT FROM THE CRAIG POTATOES.
Mr. Root.— 1 have dug part, anti sliaU have :6iior 17.5 Imtiliols

of Ci-nigSeiMlling piitatofs. I |ilant(il alidut -",. Imslu-ls. The
pnfatdes weie cut tn imi (>•(', and planted cine |.ieie in a tiiU. 3-

feet cheek rows, ordinuy cullivation, and no rnniuu e or fer-
tUizer. There was a liltle over i^ acre, but many hills did not
come up — I think prohahly because the seed was hastily cut,
and extremely dry weathei- at planting. They were grown on
a heavy sandy loam that had grown two'crops of Gand'y
strawberries and one of millet since manuring. I had very
few small potatoes ; season was very late.

Leslie. Mich.. Oct. 10. C. N. Flansburgh.

Now, 175 bushels, grown from 2'4 bushels of seed,
will be equivalent to about 70 bushels from one
planted. Why, that is even better tnan my first ex-
periment of last season. I planted one potato, tbat
weighed nerliaps one pound, tliat gave me a bushel
—60 lbs. from 1 lb ; but friend F'., in the report
above, has made a whole field, wliere he planted
2H bushels, do as well, aitil rivcr ::)i<) //kn/k/s prr (tcre!

Special Notices.

A GOOD CHEAP PUMP.
We call the special attention of our readers to the

Leader pump we offer in another column. There
are few people, especially in the country and small
towns, wlio do not use a pump. We believe j'ou
will find in this a rare bargain. It may be used for
a windmill pump, but the connection for that use
costs 7uc addil iunal.

CHICAGO BRANCH.
As we go to press we are loading a car of assorted

stock for our Cliicago branch at 5ti Fifth Av«.,
where our manager, Geo. W. York, will l)e piepared
within a week or ten days to supply all who find it

more convenient to trade in Chicago. We will aim
to keep there a pretty full stock, especially of the
goods most commotdy called for. Occasionally or-

ders may have to be forwarded here to be filled if

odd-sized goods or something unusual is called for.

SyU.^HE CANS.FROM CHICAGO.
We have made arrangements with a manufactu-

rer of cans ill Chicago, to fill orders for one and five
gallon sduaie cans so that we are now prepared to
ship either trom New Orleans. St. Louis, Chicago,
Coniieaut, Ohio, or from here, at $6.50 for 10 boxes
of two 5 gallon cans with I'i-incli screws; $15.00 for
25 boxes. Orders for cans from Chicago may be
sent here or to our Chicago bram'h. As the l>^-inch
screw seems to be the standard, we have gone back
to that size instead of the 1% as advertised in our
catalog. Special low prices quoted on large lots or
carloads.

FACTORY BUSY, AND RUNNING FULL, TIME.

What with orders for potato-boxes and other out-
side work which we have taken in addition to the
good demand for supplies from some sections be-
cause of a fair crop of fall honey, we have been
kept very busy in our woodworking department,
and hive sometimes been a few daj'S behind on or-
ders for bushel boxes. We are now up on our or-
ders, and are laying up stock preparatory to next
season's trade. We shall be glad to hear from those
who are in the habit of supplying their needs for
the following season io-the tall and winter, and any
others in search of special prices for buying out of
season. Let us have a list of your requirements.
The more goods we can place during the fall and
Winter the better, as it helps distribute the work
through the j'ear.

ADVANCE IN PRICE OF GLASS.

There have recently been s weral sharp advances
in the price of window glass. Indetd, present
prices are about double what they were last spring.
There is a good prospect that these prices will not
only be maintained, but will even go higher. We
have liiid in a goed stock of shipping-case glass at
very nearly the old price, so we are not oblified yet
to mark up our prices to an extentequal to the gen-
eral advance in the market. Until further notice
the price of strips listed in our catalog will be as
follows: On all other sizes cut to order, $3.tK) per
box of 50 feet. Price of

10 100
3xl7K for 24-lb. single-tier cases, - - 3Uc tS.iO
3xl3V2 for 3 row cases, - - - - 35e 2.00
2x9 for 2 row cases. 12 lb. - - - 10c 80

The price of shiiiping-cases complete with glass
will be advanced to correspond with above ad-
vances.

HIGHER PRICES ON WIRE NETTING EXPECTED IN^ THE NEAtt FUTURE.
'We have no assurance that the exceedingly low
prices on wiic .•ttin>.', ^iven on third cover page of
this number, will last more than two or three weeks
lo.iger. Indeed, in view of the advance in price of
iron and steel made during the past few months,
the present low prices can nt)t be maintained. The
manufacturers will imdoubtedly arrange for high-
er prices the first of next month. In view of the
prospect of hijiher prices we have laid in a stock of
2J0 rolls iu addition to our present stock of over 100
rolls; and until further notice we will accept orders
at the prices quoted in our adv't on 3-inch No. 18,

2-inch No. 20, and 2-inch No. 19, the three sizes we
keep in stock here. Orders for other sizes received
during the next two weeks we cnn doubtless fill at
these prices, but we can not guarantee them for a
longer time; and even during that time they will
be taken subject to acceptance of the manufactur-
ers. We look for an advance of 20 to 25 per cent.
It is a good time, therefore, to anticipate your
needs and buy at present low prices. We have been
doing this in several lines which are advancing;
and. to get back the money we have been thus in-
vesting, we invite orders at the present low prices.
If you anticipate using netting next season it i^

our judgment that you will make a mistake if you
do not buy now while present low prices may be
had.

ADVANCE IN WIRE NAILS.

Of the advance in prices during the past few
months there have been none so radical as that of
wire nails. While nails were selling last April at a
base price of 8.5c a keg for 6(id, the bottom now for
the same size is $2 85—an advance in 6 months of
$2.00 a keg, and there is talk of still further ad-
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vances. Wliile we had a t'airlj' g'ood stock when the
advancing' market stt in, we were not as well pro-
vided for as we now wish we were. As we have now
to buy at the liigher price, we are obliged to ad-
vance our catalog prices, and append a new table
of prices wliicli go into effect from this date till

further notice. Since we have adopted the prac-
tice of including nails with every thing we ship
where needed, we have used a good many more
nails, but have not been selling separately nearly so
many as formerly. This great advance in nails, of
course. Increases the cost to us of all articles we
ship with wliich nails are included : but we do not
propose making any advances in the price of these
articles to compensate for this increased cost.

PRICE LIST OF FINE FLAT-HEAD WIRE NAILS.
Cemeitt-cot(tcd, err ept first four.
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HATCH CHICKENS wuh the muokl
Excelsior Incubator.
Suni'le, Perfect, Sel/Regu-
latiiiij. Thousands in success-
ful nperation. Guaranteed to

liat.^li a larger percentage of
fertile eggs at less coat than
any other Hatcher. Lowest
prioe<l first-class Hatcher

madt . GEO. H. 8TAHL,
tu 1 ^2 S. 6th Sl.« Quiney, IIU

r^ln re-suoncliim to mih aOvtrili^ein

" The Southland Queen."
Send $1.00 for tlie Southland Qupon. Edited by

the Atchley family. Plain, practical, and all fresh
bee matter. Jennie Atchley is now ronduoting' a
bee-keeping- school, that befran in the June number.
You can set back numbers.
A steam bee-hive factory ; Root's goods; Dadant's

foundation.
We have a fine lot of tested and untested queens

for fall trade: Tested, $1.10 ench: untested, 75 cts.

each, H 2.5 for six, or $8.00 iier dozen. Send for free
catalog- that tells all about (|ueen-rearing, and sam-
ple journal.

THE JENNIE ATChLEY CO,,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 50c
each. Also beesin anyquaiitity; 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy neai- home, and save freight.

Queens, Either 3 or 5 Banded.
60c each; 6 for $3.2.5. These low prices are to in-

duce you to try tliem. Catalog free.

CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE pl.".r-;r.g yoMr orders for STTPPLIES, wrili

for prices on One-Piece Hasswood ejections. Bee
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation. Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New Loadoti. Wis

Plpnup mpiiti'-ii Or.RAVivR" 8l-fl(1b

Advantages of Bee-Escapes.

RURAL NEW=YORKER and Early Ohio potatoes,

extra, fine at 70c per bushel, barrels included.
EDW. SMITH, Carpenter, Madison Co., III.

No sweat steals down the heated cheeks and ach-
ing back of the bee-keeper as the result of standing
in the hot svin puffing, blowing, smoking, and brush-
ing bees; no time is wasted in these disagreeable
operations; and no stings received in resentment of
such treatment; the honej' is secured free from
black or even the taint of smoke; the cappings are
not injured by the gnawings of bees; and robbers
stand no show whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleaned up by the bees inside

the hive, before the honey is removed. Leading
Bee=keepers use the Porter Escape, and say tliat

without a trial it is impossible to realize the amount
of vexatious, annoying, disagreealile work that it

saves. The cost is only 20 cts. each, or $2.25 per doz.

As in the past, this escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. has secured control
of the sale for this country. Order of your dealer
or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

Our Leader Pump,
For Wells and Cisterns.

00
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Bicycles

I have done an extensive business in bi-

cycles this summer, and have now on liand
a number of second-hand bicycles, taken in

trade or used as samples. Either these or
new bicycles I will sell tor the lowest cash
prices, or will take honey or l)eeswax in ex-
change. Send for list.

J. A. GREEN, Ottawa, III.

Will pay 26c porlb. CMsh. <ir ~'Sc in track", for any
qiiantiiyof g-oud. fair, aveiaji:t' beeswa.v. (leU\ereil
at our R. U. stalion. Tin? satne will be sold to tliose

who wisl) to purchase, at 32c for best >;clected wax.
Old combti will nut be accepted under any consid-
eritUm.

TJnless you put your name on the box, and notify
us by mail of amount sent, we can not hold our-
selves responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as
a general thing to send wax l)y express.

TUB A. 1. ROOT CO., Medina, O.

^;s*-.^ ONE MAN WITH THE
i(^^^_J^ UNION COMBINATION SAW
{(^^^i==-^ir^^\ Can do the work of four men us-
^^ip-T-^cc^v,?-^j,gl{ jjjg iiand tools, in Kipping. Cut
I't." - tlY-JjJ'jIfi ting off. Mitering, Rabbeting.

I

ljf||
' Grooving. Gaining, Dadoing.

I 'l
Edgiiig-up, Jointing Stuff, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand

. 1 Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.

'^-J - \i ' (\it(iloa Fn-.e. ' l-2-4ei

/
"' SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,

--^- ^ 44 Water St.. Seneca Falls, NY.
t^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gi.kaning'..

5 to 10 Per cent

Discount on

Bees and Supplies.

WAX WANTED.
I. J. STRINGHAM, NEW YORK.

105 Park Place.
In writing advertisers mention this paper.

IT^
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—flonej/.—Honey is not selling- fast, unci

market is nominal. We quote best or fancy. 15; but
good No. 1 stock sells at 13@14; daik. 8®10: yellow
grades, 9@10. Extracted v^ery dull at 4'i@,7. The
amber or dark grades are in large suiiply. Beeswax,
28@30. R. A. BtTRNETT & Co..

Oct. 33. 163 So. Water St.. Chicago. 111.

Drnver.—Honey.—Not much change in our honey
market. We quote No. 1 comb in 1-lb. sections,
suitable for our cartons, l()@llc. Extracted. No. 1

white, in 60-lb. cans, two in a case, .5@6c. Beeswax,
SO^S.fSc.

Farmers bringing in small lots of honey and sell-
ing for any price offered them demoralizes our
local market. K. K. & J. 0. Frisbee,
Denver, Col., Oct. 33. Denver, Col.

Clevei,and. — Honew. — There is no material
change in our market since we quoved you on Octo-
ber 8. Fancy white comb in 1-lb. sections selling at
17c; No. 1 white, 1.5@16; choice, 14; buckwlieat. 13.

Extracted, white, 7@8; light amber, fi. Beeswax,
26@38. WlL,l,lAMS Bkos.,
Oct. 19. 80 & 82 Broadway. Cleveland. O.

Kansas City.—Honej/.—We quote No. 1 white Mb.
comb, 13@14: No. 3, 11@13; No. 1 amber. 13: No. 2,

8@10. Extracted, white, 6@6'2; amber, ,5@5X; dark,
4@4'/2. Beeswax, 23@35.

C. C. Clemons' & Co.,
Oct. 21. Kansas City, Mo.

BtJFPAtiO.— Honey.—Fancy honey is in very He-ht
receipt, and sells readily at 16@17; choice, "l4@1.5;
Buckwheat. 10@11. Clover honey could be placed
to good advantage in our market. We should be
pleased to correspond with those that have some.
Beeswax. 38@30. Very little demand for extracted
here at present. Batterson & Co.,
Oct. 19. Buffalo. N. Y.

Boston.-77o?7ej/.—Comb honey is in good demand
and supply at 14@1.5; extracted, 5@6 California
comb is selling well, and has a tendency to keep
down the price of Vermont.

E. E. Blake & Co.,
Oct. 31. Boston, Mass.

Chicago.-Honey.-We have closed out three cars
of California comb honey, also a number of ship-
ments from near-by States. We are in good posi-
tion to sell your fancy comb honey at the following
wholesale prices: Fancv white 1-lb. sections, 14; No.
1 white, 13: amber. 13@13i4; buckwheat, 10. E.x-
tracted, as to quality and style of package, 5@6'/4.
Beeswax. 30. S. T. Fish & Co.,
Oct. 19. 189 South Water St., Chicago, III.

Albany.— Honey.—Ref'eipts of comb honey are
large, especially of bnckwhe:it; but with a brisk
demand stock is moving off r.apidly. There is also
more clover coming forward than we expected, but
quality is inferior to last season We quote clover
13@1.5: buckwlieat and mixed, 10@11. Extracted is

plentiful, and selling at 5;4@7.
Chas. McCdlloch & Co..

Oct. 23. Albany, N. Y.

Philadelphia. — Hnney.— Honey has advanced
in this marUft, with prospect of still higher ad-
vance. Comb honey sells quickly, and pure white-
clover extracted sells nn sight. We quote comb,
dark, 10®11: choice. 14(5)1.'^: •'ancv. Ifi. Extracted,
6@6: New Vork white-clever, 6'/4; western white-
clover, 7>^@8, Beesw; x, 27

Wm. A. St'lser,
Oct 22. No. 10 Vine Si , Philadelphia, Pa.

New York.—Hojiej/—We have a good demand for
comb honey, especially fancy grades, and it finds
ready sales at the ff)llowing prices- Fancy white 1-

Ibs., glassed or in paper boxes. 15; ungl'assed, 14:
fair white, glassed or in paper boxes, 12@13; un-
glassed. 11@12; buckwheat, glassed or in paper
boxes. 10@,11; unglassed, 9@hi. No 3-lb. sections on
the market, and no demand for any. Extrjicted is

rather inactive of late, with a lai'ge supply. We
quote: California. .5'/^(5)-fi; white-clover orba^swond.
6; sonthi^rn, 4."i@.'ifi nt>i- gallf>n, according to quality.
Beeswax dull at S7@3H for average quality.

Hir,T>RETH Bros & Seget-ken.
Oct 23. 28 &30 West Broadway. New York.

San Francisco.— Honey.—Extracted, light amber,
4'/2; white, SVi. Comb. 1-lb. frame, white, 8@10.
Beeswax is scarce at 26@27.

Henuy Schacht,
Oct. 16. San Francisco, Cal.

Kans.as CTTY.—l-lnnt>v.— Cnrr\h honey in good de-
mand. No. I white. ]4@15: 21b8 , 12®13; No. 1 am-
ber, 11@13; No. 3, 8@10. Extracted, while, 6@6i/,

;

amber, ."itasX; dark, 4Vi. Beeswax. 30@25.
Hamuli N & IJe.vrss,

Oct. 33. Kansas City, Mo.

Cincinnati—Honey.—Nothing new in the market
since our last. Supplies of all kinds are rather
scarce, yet the arrivals tind a readv sale. Choice
white comb sells at 14@16 in a jobbing way. Ex-
tracted, 4®7 on arrival. There is a good demand
for beeswax at 30@35 for good to choice yellow.

Chas F. Muth & Son,
Oct. 23. Cincinnati, O.

For Sale.—California water-white extracted hon-
ey, in 60-lb. cans, 2 cans in a case, at 6'5C per lb.

The honey is a very nice flavor, and should satisfy
the most fastidious trade. S. T. Fish & Co.,

Chicago, 111.

For Sale.—30 boxes nice extracted honey. 2 60-lb.

cans in a box; price 7c per lb.

Jno. a. Thornton, Lima. 111.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partl.v from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

Alfalfa IN Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 44c in 1000 -lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in flve-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretar.v Bee-keepers' Association,
Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

Wanted.—A quantity of white-clover and bass-
wood hone.v. Must be gilt-edge and cheap. Send
samples and prices to

W. E. Skinner, Takoma Park, D. C.

Wanted.—To buy quantity lots of fancy comb
honey. Also to sell water-white extracted honey in
60-lb. cans. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

For Sale.—Buckwheat and amber extracted
lioney in half-barrels, about 1.50 lbs. each; well rip-
ened. Prices on application. J. I. P.vrent.

eitf Birchton, Saratoga Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—1200 lbs. of honey, in 60-lb. square
cans, 6'o ets. per lb., f .o.b. cars here. Sample by
mail. R. H. Bailey,

195t Ausable Forks, Essex Co., N. Y.

For Sale.—We have 14,000 lbs. of choice white ex-
tracted honey, in barrels of about 400 lbs., at 6 cts.

per lb., f.o.b. cars at apiary. Sample vial mailed for
8 cts. in stamps. The Crosby Co.

San Mateo, Fla.

Extracted honey in barrels at 6V4 cts.. or in 60-lb.

pails at 7c.
"

Chas. Dadant & Son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

For Sale.—Utah comb honey, 1-lb. sections, 24-

section cases (honey white and package very desira-
ble) at 13 cents per pound. Cash before shipmen,-.
This is a chance for some of our bee-keepers, if they
want to buy. S. T. Fish & Co., Chicago, III.

Editor GlkaninuS:—Please allow ji.s to explain why we offer
ooml) honey ;it IS cents per lb. This Utah honey is very fancy.
The association sent their cars to this market, and we bought
it and are niakinp a small profit on the above sale Thinking-
that some bee-keepers niijrht want to buy, and wishinpr to
show them that wc are willine to offer at fair margin, we give
the adv't. We must have cash before shipment, as we can not
open accounts with bee-keepers. As a rule they have no com-
mercial rating, and we have no guide bv which to kno-" that
they are entitled to credit. S. T. Fish & Co.
Chicago, Oct. 26.
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CONVENTION NOTICE.

The annual meeting of the Illinois State Bee-keepers' Assooi
ationwill be held at the Statehou-e, Springfield, Nov. 19, 20.

The Odd pillows of Illinois hold their gran 1 encampment, be-
ginning on the 19th; and we have it from their committee on
railroads that they have secured open rates of a fare and a
third - that is, a round-trip ticket is to be purch.ased at st.art-

iiifr-point, anywhere in the State, for VA fare. The special
meeting of our association will be held a Chicago, at the New
Briggs Hotel. Jan. 9, 10. 1896. As this is the occa.>ion of the Na-
tional Cycle Show, we can get reduced rates to that meeting.
>urther particulars later. Jas. A. Sto.ve, Sec.
Bradfoidton.lU.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

WHOLESALE
DEALEBS &
COMMISSION
UEEOHANTS.
Established

1875.

HONEY
—AND—

BEESWAX.

LIBEEAL
ADVAilOES
MADE
ON
GONSIQN-
MENTS.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market

BATTERSQN & CO. Responsible, Reliable.

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt

CLOSING OUT I

WarrHnit>d Italian queens, at 6flc each; 4 for $3.00.

Tested. *1. 00 eaca; 4 t(ir $;i On. Select tested, $1.3.5

each; 3 fjr $3.00. Don't lei this chance slip. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co , Ky.

Promptness is What Counts

j

Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and everj- thiii^
that bee-keepers use. Root's Qoods at Root's i

Prices, and the Best Shipping^point in the
j

Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 iVIa.vsachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Potatoes.
Craig's Seedling, Everett's Early, and

Freeman, at prices given by A. I. Root.

W. B. Collins, Blackwater, Cooper Co., Mo.

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
.1. W. Rouse. Price 3.5 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly .lournal) one year, 65c. Address any first-
class dealer, or

LEAHY MFG. CO., HiaaiNSViLLE, Mo.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
llns A^o Sfiii- in Hraod-frames.

Thin Flat -Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbose in the Snrphs Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually workerl
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdb Sole rianufacturers.
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

Please mention this paper.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under thjs head at one-half our usual
rate. .Adveitisomciits intiiided fni- this department must not
exeee<l ti\ c lines, und you must s.vv yu\i want vouradv'l inthls
dep,-»rlment . ui' we will nui he responsitjle for en-ors. You can
have the notice , IS maiiv lines as \oii please: hut Mil over live
lines will eo-t voii ar.iM .linti' to nur ret,'iilar lale-. Tills depart-
ment i-, iiiieiidid ..iil\ for hona lide exrhaiit;e~. I-Arhantres for
easli 01 tui' pricr lislr,, iir notices ntferiny: articles fur sale, can
not he iiLsiricd under this liiMd. H'orsu.li our reKUlar rates of
20 e. a line will be charged and they will be put with tlie regu-
lar advertisements. We can not l>e responsible for dissatisfac-
tion arising- from these " swaps.'"

WANTED.—To exchange 2ti-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser, for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working machinery.
Will give a bargain for casli.
eitf Geo. Rall, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

ANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey-e.xtraciors for honey or wax.
1. J. Stringham, i05 Park Place, New York.

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
anything useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.

W

WANTED. -To exchange English Beagle hounds,
both sexes, old or young, choice bred, for

modern fire-arms or offers. D. S. Hall.
South Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange safety bicycles. Barnes
No. 4^4 lathe lor metal work, Odell type-

writer, tor honey, beeswax, or gasoline or kerosene
engine. J. A. Gkeen, Ottawa, 111.

ANTED.—To exchange raspberry and black-
berry plants, *5 UO per M., for currant-plants.

A. P. Lawrence, Hickory Corners, Mich.

IV' ANTED -To exchange a fine bicycle, 3n-inch
VV wheels, with 3 inch Morgan & Wright pneumat-
ic tires, for 335 lbs. of No. 1 while extracted honey.

R. Graden, Taylor Center, Wayne Co., Mich.

Ill/ ANTED.—To exchange 1 foot^power circular
VV saw, Wilson bone-mill and lever feed-cutter,
for honey supplies, or cheap for cash.

A. F. Ames, Claremont, Va.

w

ROOT'S GOODS at

ROOT'S PRICES
^^fe^FOR THE WEST.

Order of us and save freight. Goods at wholesale
and retail. A full line of Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
lions, Foundation, Extractors, and every thing else
of the latest and best.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

• );!';;'M;i!|iii^^^=^| The Reliables
it ,.,'.'" ^''''''^i\}:^—=-—— :\ ToHatcb 81) per cenLStLt ItE.ainTlNG "k
*f V '^W ^\^ Durable, Correct in Principle. Leader .A.

V,'""'" \f ^ at World's Fair. 6 ct3. in stamps for ?* vl-—

"

new 112 page Poultry Giiiiie and Oata- *
if loinle. POULTRY FOR PROFIT made plain. Urd-Rocl: Information, ir

if Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,Quincy, ill. -k

Peach Trees. aU the best varieties, 10 by
mail, 60c; by express or freight, 4c each.

Plum Trees. Abondance, Burbank, Satsiima,
•5 by mail, tJOc; by express or freigtit, 10c eacii.

CEDAR GROVE FARM,
John Cadwallader, Proprietor,

North riadison, Ind.

Alfalfa Clover Seed. ^ ^o 4 ibs , 25c per
lb.; postage, 8c per pound extra. Bushel. $8.00.

Sample, po.stpaid, 2.5c. A. H. DUFF, Larned, Kan.

Please mention this paper.
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Winter Losses
are not always the result of the same cause. They
may come from starvation: fiom poor food; from im-
proper preparations; from imperfect protection; from
a cold, wet, or, possibly, a pcoily ventilated cellar;

etc., etc. Successful winterinpr comes from a proper combination of ditlerent coiidiiions. For clear, con-
cise, comprehensive conclusions upon these all important points, consult "Advanced Bee Culture." Five
of its thirty-two chapters treat as mil ny dittorent phases of the wintering- problem. Price of tlie book,
50 cts. The Review one year and the book for $1.25. New subscribers get balance of this year free. I can
still furnish queens by r< turn mail at $ltXl each, or f5.0(1 for si.v. One queen and the Review for U.aO.

Queen and book, f 1.25. Queen, Review, and book, <f3.00.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

THE TOHOrlTO COflVEriTIOISL

HEPOI^T pt^EEI
A Full Report of the Proceedings of the Nortl; American convention held at Toronto, Canada, will ap-

pear in the weefcljy American Bee Journal immtdiately after the meeting, Sept. 4, 5. and 6. The first in-

stallment will be in the number for Sept. 19. If not now a subscriber, you can liave that Report fiee by
sending $1.00 now for the American Bee Journal for 1896, as we will '• throw in " the balance of the year
1895, beginning with Sept. 19, to new subscribers. Think of it! over 15 months (or nearly 70 numbers) of
the old American Bee Journal for only $1.00! Sample copy of Ree Journal free.

^^"And. besides all that, each new subscriber will receive a free copy of the 160 page book, " Bees and
Honey." Better send on your dollar at once. ;iiid join the procession. Mention this paper, pletise.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, III.

Headquarters in Missouri g";;^

Special Prices to Reduce Stock.
In order to reduce my stock of a few staple sup-

plies I offer the following, while they last, at 1<)

per cent <}iscount,
2 No. 5 Novice honey-extractors; 350 No. 13. 8-frame

wood-bound zinc honey-boards; 1(0 No. 12, lO-frame
wood-bound zinc honey-boards; 25 No. 11 Dov. chafC
hives; 30 No. 11?: Dov. chaff hives; 100 No. 15 Dov.
chaff hives; 20 No. 15e Dov. chaff hives; 18 old-style
2-story chaff hives.
These are all fre.^h new goods of latest style, in

stock here about six months only. Rather than
carrv them over I offer them at above special dis-

count. \V. A. SEKSI£K,
ATo. lO T^ijie St.. Vhilaclelvliia, Pa.

Root's
Is.

Can supplyyou with all the fi.xtures used in an api-
ary. Best goods at lowest prices. Catalog free.

JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.
Send for our new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

SECT\OHSv

We make a specialty of these goods, and
defy competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list,

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

If You
Want aPEACH

Plum, Pear, 4pple, Cherry or Quince
Or«-liard,or auytiling in the way ofSniall
Fruitii, Ornamental Tree.«> or Shrubs,
Japan, Holland or other Bulbs, write us
your wants and \vc will quote you low prices.
Everything- of tlie best— for Orchard,
Vineyard, I^awn, Park, Street, tiarden
;jnd Conservatory. Millions of Treat,
Shrubs, Roses. Vines, Bulbs Plants, etc,

Price lilst and Catalogue Free.
42nd Year, 1000 Acres. 29 Greenhouses,

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO.,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

California Bee=keepers ' ^
Write to Bennett Bee=hive Factory,

FOR PRICE LIST OF SUPERIOR GOODS
AT EASTERN PRICES.

365 E. Second St., Los Angeles, Cal.

62 Colonies of Pure Italian Bees for sale
cheap. In 8-frame Langstroth hives. Must be sold
on account of removal

.

F. J. GUNZEL, ClaytonviHe, III.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-p;ige cata-

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

World's Fair fledal
Awarded my Fotmclation. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new follstied Sections and other goods
at his prices. P'ree Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. JVl H Kfim-f
Bell Branch, Mich. ITl. I I . I I Ull U.

In responding to these advertisements mention this paper
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A GLORIOUS ENDING was that of our grand

old friend father Langstroth.

Freeman potatoes have done well here,

and what beauties they are I Rural New-
Yorker No. 2 is also fine.

In the discussion as to five-banders, the

fact is not as generally recognized as it should

be that there are five-banders and five-banders.

It seems that some of them are Italians, others

not. Why should they be alike?

The fall yield in this locality doesn't

usually amount to much. I think it was better

this fall than ever before. Now, if the bees

that have got into the way of storing will only

keep in the same mind next spring !

Strawberry-plants kept in hills is a su-

perannuated plan in the West, voted out years

ago. But latterly it seems to be coming in

again, and I saw at Freeport a fine bed kept in

hills. Mr. Cotta claimed it was little more
work than the matted-row system.

My first meeting with father Langstroth
was at Cincinnati in the winter of 1872-3. He
very kindly called to see me at my office where
I was helping to get up the first of the great

May Musical Festivals under Theodore
Thomas.

You CAN GUESS pretty closely at the amount
of stores in a hive by looking at the tops of the
combs; but you can come closer to it by weigh-
ing each hive, and you can do it in less time.

Make abundant allowance in every hive for

weight of pollen and extra weight of old combs.

Let us know more about rape. Do others
find it as profitable for forage as Jas. Pratt?
In Germany bees are moved to the rape-fields.

Is the Dwarf Essex also good for bees? [I

should like to have our readers who may have
had experience along these lines speak out.

-Ed.]

Langstroth and Quinby are both gone;

but the Germans still have their Langstroth,

the revered Dzierzon. Only three of the 40

great wander-conventions has he missed since

their commencement in 1850.

In that description of alfalfa on p. 778,

doesn't friend Taylor mean it looks like sweet

instead of red clover? When not in blossom,

alfalfa is very hard to tell from sweet clover.

Just look for sweet clover with purple blossoms

or snail-like seed-pods and you'll have alfalfa.

Can't miss it.

A MAN IS cruel to his team who allows a
weight of 300 pounds of frozen mud to remain
on the wheels of his wagon. He's cruel to

himself if he allows himself to carry around 35

or 50 pounds of useless fat. Since reducing my
weight 30 pounds, it's a good deal easier to

carry my carcass around.

Even though not interested in shipping

queens long distances, one can not help admir-

ing the adapting of means to ends in that cage

pictured on p. 774. Few lines of business set to

thinking about and planning new implements

and methods more than bee-keeping, and few

lines contain brighter thinkers and planners.

"All impurities are left behind when water

is turned into steam," says S. S. Butler, p. 770.

I don't know about that. When a pot of meat
is cooking, the water is turned into steam, but

that steam has a pretty strong odor, and carries

with it something more than pure water. If

boiling kills all poisonous germs, can evapora-

tion do more?

More and more I come to the view that I

don't want to see sweet clover grow six feet

high. I think more honey in the long run will

be had from it if it is kept cut down or eaten

down so that it never gets more than two or

three feet high. [I think you are right—at

least, the clover that stock browse down seems
to be more thickly covered with bees.

—

Ed.]

Stop my paper! It isn't a safe thing to be

lying around where children can read it. When
J. P. Israel talked about cross-eyed bees that
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was bad enough; but when Rambler talks

about pulling the bottom out of a well, that's

"lying around" too much. Why, you can't

pull the bottom out of a well, and bees never

get cross-eyed. Stop my paper!

My prejudice is decidedly in favor of five-

banders on account of rheir beauty, and I wish

with all my heart that we could rely upon
profit in exact proportion to beauty; but facts

can not be ignored, and I suppose we must give

up that many of the five-banders are inferior.

The charge as to poor wintering seems pretty

fully established.

Somehow that straw at the head of the sec-

ond column, Oct. 15, seems to have had its head

knocked off. But the heads of straws have no

grain in them anyway. [We plead not guilty

here. I don't agree. The " straws " very often

—yes, generally—have bigger heads with ker-

nels in them than the Heads of Grain. In real-

ity this department should be christened Heads
of Grain, and the other now bearing that cog-

nomen, "Bundles of Straw," but you know I

don't believe in changing names.

—

Ed.]

Let up, Mr. Editor, on calling my language
slang. If you will look in the dictionary you
will find that "let up" is nut slang but col-

loquial. I am surprised to find that "catch
on " is also colloquial. But I like apprehend
or " understand " better. I'm rather in favor

of using slang when it expresses what can not

be expressed by straight English. [So am I;

but it strikes me that much that has come to

be regarded as colloquial is really slang. As to

"catch on," it expresses more to me than " un-

derstand." The latter is too tame.

—

Ed.]

My conclusions don't entirely agree with

those of J. P. Israel, p. 771. I think foundation

in sections will keep a long time without losing

any of its " internal arrangements," if kept

from the bees; but if left too long in the hive

when no honey is gathered, especially late in

the season, its " external arrangements " are so

disarranged by the bees that they'll not use it.

I have thousands of sections filled with founda-

tion. [How is this, friends? Let us have tes-

timony from a good many others. The proper

answer to this may mean a good deal to some.

-Ed.]

"He'll reduce his weight till he reduces

himself into the grave," is the remark one of

my auditors made when I read the first sen-

tence on p. 782. {No, he won't. He is gaining
now, and your humble servant on the same
treatment is now gaining three pounds a week,

and I shall soon be in full flesh again. My
normal weight in health is 140 lbs. After being

on the diet for a few weeks it got down to 117.

" Alarming," you say; but Dr. Lewis told me
I must expect to lose weight; that I must, as it

were, throw away useless waste material and
build anew. Am I doing it yet? Yes, sir.—Ed.]

NUMBER OF BEES TO THE POUND.

do bees prefer new or old combs'

By Pliilip J. Baldensperoer.

Mr. Root:—The question seems to agitate bee-

keepers to some extent as to how many bees

there are to the pound; how many pounds to

the swarm; how many eggs a queen lays a day;

bees carrying eggs; and old or new foundation,

which preferred? We all know by experience,

and by having read in divers periodicals and
books, that the number of bees per pound dif-

fers according to race, and more especially their

condition when weighed, whether lull or'empty,

or, I may say, very empty, and perhaps an infin-

ity of conditions—very full, half full, and so on.

Mr. A. I. Root, if I remember well, some years

ago said in Gleanings that 2,5,000 bees in a col-

ony was what he deemed about right. In your

footnote, p. .585, Aug. 1, 1895, you give two con-

ditions— 4.500 to .5000 per pound before swarm-
ing, and 3000 to 3.500 when filled with honey.

This last number is about what Simmins and
Cheshire find in a pound, while your first num-
ber, 5000, is given by the Abbe Voirnot—perhaps

one of the most eminent French bee-keepers.

Cheshire, Vol. II., p. 263, put 10,200 bees to the

pound; and he found that 3000 d«rfc bees filled

with honey make a pound, and 4500 to .5000 yel-

low bees per pound, filled. Of course, colonies

may vary greatly, from 4 to 10 lbs., while 1 think

an average good colony, swarmed out in fair

condition in spring, when flowers are abundant,

would weigh 7 or 8 lbs. Here, again, opinions

differ very widely, I may say; for Mr. Hyde, on

p. 585, says 8 lbs. of 3000 bees each equals'24,(XM)

bees; and you indorse his opinion, which, I am
glad to say, I suppose is nearer the truth than

any other figures.

Authorities on bees differ greatly as to the

number of bees in a hive. Mr. J. Hewitt, in

the BriUyih Bee Journal for July 1, 1884, says

7(3,000 worker-bees, and believes that something
like 200,000 bees in a hive at a time may be

found. Abbt^ Martin says lOO.WO workers, which
figures he arrives at by multiplying numbers
which have almost 'become, in bee-keepers'

minds, an esiablished erior.

You can hardly see a book or article but you
read of :'.(hX) eggs a day. Suppose, now. these

3000 eggs are to be multiplied by 21; that makes
63.000, and this goes on. Anotiier one >ays it is

known that one bee brings in :^~ of a gram, and
remains 10 minutes on a trip, and works 8 hours

a day. This equals so many pounds; hence so

many bees. But there are a great many buts

which must always be remembered; for neither

does a queen lay 3(J(30 eggs every day. nor is the
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laying at all regular: nor do bees fly out at

regular intervals; and still much less do they

come in so, nor with uniform loads; nor do they
live uniformly six or eight weeks during the

working-time, nor 6 to s months during winter,

or, at least, during the time of repose. I will

give a few notes later on, collated during many
years of close observation as to numbers. Let
me here say, that, as nearly as I could make
out, 35,000 to 40.000 bees is the average of a col-

ony— not a swarm — note that. A swarm can
never be as strong as a colony, as the swarm is-

suing is part of the average colony; thus, a col-

ony ready to swarm may push the queen to lay-

ing up to, say, 50,000 workers present; a swarm
issues, and 25,000 bees are left in each camp,
including, of course, some old bees.

NEW OR OLD COMB.
But now comes another question: Suppose, to

start with, we put the 34,000 bees into a hive,

according to the condition of the comb. Old

comb is, in my opinion, undoubtedly best to be-

gin with; and here Dr. Miller and his corre-

spondents, on page 634, Aug. 15th, agree on one

point. Every question has many sides; but es-

pecially so with bees ; as almost always, when-
ever a question is set forth, it must be put un-

der certain conditions: thus, in Stray Straws,

June 15th, "Please," says, Dr. M., "keep watch
and tell us whether a queen prefers to lay in

new or old combs; also which the bees prefer to

store in." Immediately we would put the ques-

tion to ourselves as to whether the queen is sur-

rounded by blacks or Eastern or Ligurian bees,

and at what time of year. My experience leads

me to say that a swarm newly hived, or a colo-

ny in fair condition, with old and young bees

hatching, working on old comb, will draw out

comb foundation introduced into the brood-nest,

over night, and one will be very sure to find

the flat comb foundation, introduced in the eve-

ning, containing eggs in the center about 7 or 8

o'clock next morning; also some drops of honey,

and even pollen, near the top, provided it is dur-

ing a good honey-flow, and in spring. Of course,

It pleases the eye, when looking in next morn-
ing, to find the yellow foundation turned into

an almost snow-wnite comb, an-- inhabited by
bees, as though it had always been there; and
beginners in general, and even bee-keepers of

many years' experience, not carefully examin-
ing the question, are led to believe that bees

prefer the new combs, and simply because it

pleased their sight and feeling as to durability.

In France the opinion has been held by many,
that, between 4 and (3 years, the combs are too

old to be of any use to the bees, as the cells are

by that time too small, on account of the suc-

cessive generations of bees hatching in them,
and because they "darken the honey." This
last opinion is due to the dark sealings. Every
one knows that bees will seal their honey very

nea'' the color of the comb; and here the races

give different color to the sealings of honey. I

have frames and combs that have been in use

ever since I began bee-keeping; and when we
first started we bought jar hives which had
been used many years, so I know that twenty-
year-old comb is very good, and I would not call

it old ; nor am I now discarding any.

A correspondent of mine bitterly laments my
having sent him dark comb with the colonies he
ordered of me, although I had to explain to him
(a man who boasts of twenty years' experience

in bee-keeping) that old comb is better than
new to start with a nucleus; and, secondly, that

on no condition will I send newly built comb,
loaded with bees and brood and honey, through
the mails, and that for the sake of both of us;

for although the seller always guarantees safe

arrival of his queens, every one knows how dis-

agreeable it is to receive a queen or colony in

bad condition. He'll have to wait a few days
more, perhaps a few weeks; but he wanted to

start at once, right into the honey-flow then

abounding in his or her locality. The bees are

obliged to secrete wax, many writers claim;

but, on the other hand, they ought to have said,

"In spring, bees will secrete wax with great fa-

cility, and to some extent mn«t do so." This
would be correct. This is chiefly from such

men as like to combat mobilists; or, if they get

to be mobilists, comb-foundation manufactur-
ers; but bees can build comb foundation, and
secrete wax, to a small extent, almost every

spring of the year, and not more. Suppose, for

an instant, those writers to be correct in their

views; what do they do with the stock of bees

in a tree, sending out swarms year after year,

and good comb-builders in the bargain, without
ever building any comb in the old locality?

They breed in the perhaps half-century-old

comb, store honey, and, in years of scarcity, re-

main there. The wax-secreting organs are not

at all changed in the succeeding generations,

because, for at least 18 months, no swarm is-

sued ; and, consequently, no wax was secreted;

but let us for an instant follow a swarm, issued

April 1, hived entirely on foundation, as there

was no old comb to spare. In about 15 days,

during a fair honey-flow, the bees have drawn
out 10 to 15 combs; and let us suppose that hon-

ey is coming in. We add a story, and 10 or 12

combs are built. The wax-secreting organs

have been exercising their functions to their

fullest extent. At the end of May, of course,

not a single bee of wax-secreting memory is liv-

ing, and the generation now filling the hive is

from 1 to 40 days old. Not a single bee has had
any occasion to secrete wax, because the hive

is complete. The first-hatched bees are rapidly

dying off. About the end of June, 60,000 or

70,000 bees will have passed away, having car-

ried in honey and pollen, and water-nursed the

bees, but never secreted any wax. The extract-

or is worked as often as necessary, giving the
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bees a chance to make continual visits, and

many more chances to secrete wax; to repair

the wear and tear caused by uncapping and

many other operations.

As a rule, bees will not build foundation in

summer during a very light honey-flow, provid-

ed a good number of old combs are given to the

hive. I have tried it time and again, putting

in a sheet of foundation to every three or four

old combs, to find, a fortnight later, the old

combs tilled with honey — often, also, with

brood, and the foundation left untouched in the

middle, even though on some occasions it would
be introduced right into the brood-nest, and left

untouched, or a few cells be drawn out in the

center, '"par acquit de conscience." eggs laid,

and sealed, and that was all. Honey is gener-

ally stored right above the patches of brood.

The bigger the combs, the more concentrated

you may find the brood and honey; while with

smaller combs, honey is discarded in cases of a

fast-laying prolificqueen; but, again, in spring,

as the season advances, honey is brought near-

er; the patches of brood are rounded to take

the winter- clustering form, and honey is put

around, and old comb is utilized in preference,

as being more firm. Perhaps, also, the dark
color is preferred by bees. They do not want
any light inside the hive, and so, perhaps, dis-

card the light-colored comb at the approach of

winter. As a rule, of course, there may be ex-

ceptions.

Nice, France.

[You will find an article bearing on this same
subject, on page f)99 Sept. 1,5th issue. Thanks
for the additional light you have given us.

—

Ed.]

RAMBLE 142.

CROSSING THE TEH.^CHAPAI MOUNTAINS.

By Rambler.

In the Tejon Pass we crossed a portion of the

great Beal Ranch, containing 350.000 acres.

Gen. Beal, of the U. S. Army, and at one time

Surveyor-General of the State, accrued to him-

self the above territory. The method of ac-

cruing it, it is said, was intensely crooked; but

as the general has exchanged the title to the

350.000 acres for a little parcel of ground 2x6
feet, and gone to the country where the crooked

shall be made straight. I do not feel like accus-

ing him of misdeeds now. Upon the ranch are

15,000 head of cattle, hundreds of horses, and
hogs: in the mountainous portions grizzly and
black bears, deer, antelopes, and much smaller

game. It was a game country, and Bro. Wilder
would have explored its ragged recesses at any
other season.

The Tejon Pass, for the greater part of the

way. is a rough and ragged canyon. Reina
had regained the control of her foot again.

She seemed to reserve her lameness for Sunday

travel only; and before night we arrived at the

adobe home of our poetical Irishman, and we
camped in the park of noble oaks that surround

his house. In the evening we gathered around

a roaring fire that sent the sparks up the chim-
ney from a capacious fireplace; and how true

it is with us lonely bachelors that "A fellow

feeling makes one wondrous kind" ! Our
friend the poet was a good conversationalist,

and the pleasures of the evening tripped lightly

along uiiiil there came an ominous knock at

the door. "Come in!" cheerily said our host.

The door opened, and a short, thick-set, power-

fully built, black-faced, black-eyed, black-

bearded Mexican appeared. " Come in. Jose"

(Ho-say). They both laughed, and clasped

hands like the dearest of friends. Jose unbut-
toned his coat, and from an inner pocket he

pulled a long black boitle and placed it on the

table. The men again laughed, -and clasped

hands.

._^j:3

THK POET S HOME IN TE.JON PASS.

Our host, who had been somewhat sedate in

conversation, was now visibly enlivened. The
bottle rested not long upon the table; the cork

was drawn and glasses filled. As guests we
were ofi'ered a generous allowance; but Bro.

Wilder and I could not afford even here, in the

cabin of our convivial poet, to break over our

rules of temperance, sp we politely declined.

Jose and our ho'^t, however, attacked the bottle

and clinked their glasses together for health.

The clinks became quite frequent. Jose quite

musical, and our host poetical. We observed

that the performance would last until a late

hour, and we bade the performers good night

and sought our tent and our slumbers.

We were aroused some hours later by voices

near our tent singing a farewell song—softly,

then swelling in harmony, Jose's deep bass

voice and the poet's tenor. For a full half-
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hour ihis tender farewell trembled wierdly

upon the uight air. The agony of farewell was
enoiifzh to sever two loving souls a thousand

miles apart and for years; but Jose lived only

three miles down the canyon, and expected to

see his boon companion the next morning. The
agony of parting ended at last, and Jose rattled

off dow^n the canyon with his horse and cart,

and we were left again in quietness. In the

morning our poet host was not so lively, and

perhaps he was a little sham(! faced befoie us.

We learned from him that he was a voluntary

exile from his wife and children, and had nut

seen tbi'tn for three years, and they lived in a

moderate city less than a hundred miles from

his lonely retreat. His abilities were such that

he had held county trusts, and liis poetical

gems had assumed book form winch had met
with favorable sales. His family were bright

and well educated, and ni<;)ved in good society;

"and." said he in a tone of sadness, "you saw
last night why 1 live this lonely life. ' His

convivial habits when at home wt-re citntinual-

ly bringing disgrace upon his family. I relate

the incident as the best kind of a temperance

lecture; and we are again admonished by it to

"laste not, touch not, handle not."' Our poet

could handle bees, and had tried bee keeping;

but his habits and the business did not agrue.

The bees, it seems, had a certain love for him;
for in the morning he showed us some of tiie

oak-trees that were around his cabin, the hol-

lows of which were occupied by bees. Seven
trees bore burdens of sweetness, and he said

there were several more in the canyon, but no

near bee-keepers.

Our farewell was not so tedious or musical as

the one of the previous evening. After our
brief parting compliments we continued up the

canyon and were soon upon the summit of the

Tehachapai range of mountains, about 4000

feet above sea-level.

Uur route was now down grade, and our

ponies made good time into Antelope Valley, so

named from the immense herds of antelope

that only a few years ago roamed the plains.

Now the bands are few and scattering.

At Neenach we found one store, a school-

house, and one residence. They had something
of a trade from the surrounding country. We
had an excellent opportunity to observe, for

we sat around the stove all day. A rain had
taken possession of the country, and we were
thus delayed. We diligently inquired of the

ranchers and hunters in relation to the honey
resources of the valley, and found varying opin-

ions in relation thereto. The valley is very

broad, and the bee- men seemed to be located in

the distant foot-hills, where some of our in-

formants said large yields of honey were pro-

duced.

The next morning, though the skies were
threatening, we pushed on again toward Elisa-

beth Lake. We passed through a new experi-

ence on the way. The shepherds were tending
their flocks upon the hillsides, and they were
in trouble. As we traveled up a long grade
we saw here and there the carcass of a dead
sheep; and as we neared the main herd the
dead sheep became more plentiful. The cold

storm saturated their woolly coat, and the

weaker ones soon became chilled, and dropped
by the way. As soon as a sheep would drop, its

throat was cut and its hide stripped off and
packed upon a burro. Several burros were
thus laden. The sheep-men said they had a
flock of 4U00 sheep, and would think themselves
lucky if they could get out of the hills with
3000. So sheep-men have their losses as well as

the bee-men.

When we came through the narrow pass

above Elisabeth Lake we were met by a tierce

wind and rain. It seemed as though the ele-

ments Were opposed to our further progress.

We were soon drenched to the skin. The little

lake was lashed by the fury of the storm, and
we were greatly pleased to find shelter from
the storm at the stage station. We here found
again a generous Missourian, who had lived

upon the shores of the lake for many years.

He had joined himself to the country in a truly

heroic spirit, and had not only grown up with
it but had added largely to its population by
marrying a Spanish woman; and the result

was a houseful of mongrels. The rain had
diiven them all into the house, with a few of

the neighbors thrown in, and it was a motley

crowd that gathered around the ample fire-

place and its generous heat. Bro. Wilder and
I were so thoroughly wet we were given a

warm corner where we proceeded to dry out our

garmeuts. It was of interest to note that two
lull-grown sehoritas flashed glances from their

dark eyes toward my partner. I was pleased

to observe that he was not especially taken

with the style of half-breed beauty.

After getting used to the situation I noticed

two young American ladies in a far corner

They were very quiet, and did not seem to

mingle much with the rest of the occupants of

the room. I noticed some of those tell-tale

lines running from the corners of the eyes, and
others running down somewhat slanting from

the corners of the mouth. The hair was train-

ed down to a smooth habit; the dresses were

plain striped calico, about eight-cent goods,

and possessed a little narrow white collar,

starched. In the lap was a checkered gingham
apron with white pockets on the right and left,

duly puckered. The tendency of the arms was
toward an akimbo habit, and there was a
severe cast to the countenance, a frigid dignity

to the general figure. I could almost see hick-

ory rods in their hands, and with some solici-

tude 1 edged my chair up to the side of our

host, and, pointing my thumb over toward the
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corner, I whispered in his ear, " Schoolma'ams?"

"Yes, schoolmoms," said he, in a stage,

whisper, "both on 'em; sistern; one teaches

our school; the other, the one over in Grimes

Canyon. I tell yer, that oldest one, the one

that teaches our school, has the most sassafras

about her, though."

Partner caught the word "schoolmom," and

it seemed to electrify him at once. I was again

in a state of consternation; and, while he was
frantically trying to dry all sides of his body at

once, I felt greatly relieved to see the school-

ma'ams retire to an inner room; the girl with a

sassafras reputation brought up the rear in

good order. A sly word to our host, and he

kept them corraled in that obscure portion of

the house until we departed early the next

morning.

Our Missourian had at one time been a bee-

keeper to the extent of a hundred colonies. He
said that the locality was too cold and windy,

and he could get but little honey, and so gave

up business. I reflected upon the matter, and

came to the conclusion that a man who owned
several hundred head of cattle, and could not

bring down from the hills one cow to provide

milk for his numerous youngsters, would not

succeed with bees in the best of pasturage. He
lacked what he applied to the schoolma'am

—

sassafras.

THE T SUPER VS. THE SECTION-HOLDEK
DEVICE.

AN EXCHANGE OF LAST SHOTS.

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

I may as well confess, Mr. Editor, that you

have made on page 517 a better plea for the sec-

tion-holder than 1 supposed was possible; and I

am much obliged to you for putting your plea

in definite, orderly shape. I'll try to accept the

truth that is given, and show, if I can, wherein

there may be error.

Your first argument is one that should have
weight; and if you find a large number using

section-holders or modifications of them be-

cause, after trying both, they prefer them to T
supers, that should make a heavy score in favor

of section -holders. At the same time, it must
be remembered that one modification of the sec-

tion-holder (the wide frame) is a good deal old-

er than the T super, and many an-, using it who
have probably never tried the latter. Indeed, I

suppose there are many who have never tried

either of them, and are, perhaps, wondering
why we are quarreling as to which is the better

of two articles, neither of which they would
Ijiave for their own use.

You make six distinct claims as to the superi-

ority of the section- holder. I'll take them in

order:

In No. 1 you say, "In some localities it is de-

sirable to shift the outside row of sections to the

center, and vice iiersa.'" I think that isn't true.

Now, mind you, I'm not saying you're a liar,

only I don't believe it is true, just as I don't be-

lieve some of the other things you say, although
you may be right and I wrong. And this brings

up a proper subject upon which to have light

thrown. We ought lo know whether it is or is

not desirable to have sections change places. It

is possible that I may be convinced—and. what
is more to the point, that others may be con-

vinced— that, in certain places, it's a good thing

to jump sections. If you've got any light, turn

it on. At present. No. 1, I think, stands "not
proven." If that point be proven, I'll go far-

ther than you, and say that the section-holder

is well fitted for such interchanging, and the T
super isn't fitted for it at all.

No. 2 stands. I'd rather have fewer loose

pieces than the T super has.

No. 3 is a case of special pleading that won't

stand; for we're not talking about the abuse
but the proper use of things; and you admit
that, with proper use, sections are square in T
supers. I can prove by your own words that

the slats on which sections rest in section-

holders will sag, and I think you know that T
tins do not sag. That makes it so that proper

use will result in none but square sections in

the T super, and at lea«t some sections a little

out of square in the section- holder.

No. 4 I'm willing to admit, in plain Roman
letters; but when you call the advantage im-

portant, in italics, that's carrying it too far.

No. 5 is another case of special pleading mix-

ed with what I believe to be erroneous state-

ment. I very much doubt that the great ma-
jority of bee-keepers put sections od the mar-
ket unscraped. Perhaps a better way to put it

is to say that I think the majority of sections

put on the market are scraped. Even if what
you say were true, it's not the right thing to

tell a Vteginner he should u.-e an inferior article

because it best fits careless and slovenly bee-

keepers; for no le^s an authority than the A B C
says, "In order to make sections present a clean

marketable appearance, all propolis should be

scraped off."

, But this difference you are speaking of, be it

more or le.-s, is only on the edges of the section;

and the important part to scrape and have
clean is the top^ and I suppose you would hard-

ly say there is any difference as to tops in the

two supers.

No. t) contains a view that you may be excus-

ed for holding, on account of your relying on

antiquated authorities. Allow me to lay my
modesty aside long enough to say that the man
who wrote "A Year among the Bees" didn't

know as much about producing comb honey as

I do; and he didn't know the best way to engi-

neer a T super. None of that complicated ma-
chinery of which you speak is used except a

single board as a follower to push out the sec-
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tions. You say, "The section-holder arrange-

ment may be emptied by simply removing a

wedge or tightening-strip, and theo all are prac-

tically loose." That's a fine example of the

way to teach an error by stating a truth. The
words you say are strictly true; but the infer-

ence likely to be drawn — namely, that some-

thing quite different rules with the T super—is

the reverse of true; for loosening the very same
wedge in the T super leaves the sections just as

loose, and the manner of emptying is just as

"self-evident," in one case as in the other. So

No. 6 falls to the ground with a "sickening

thud." But I forgive your attempt to deceive

in No. G. It doesn't come so much from a bad

heart as from blindly following the teachings of

a man so far behind the times as the writer of

" A Year among the Bees."

As to the matter of looks of the T super with

one or four cleats, you are not paying a very

high compliment to the good sense of bee-keep-

ers when you say that 99 in 100 would reject the

thing because of its looks. I have a better

opinion of them. But when you say, "The
outside cleats on both ends are intended in lieu

of hand-holes," I give in. I think I like the

four cleats.

You repeat one of your former arguments,

and thus compel me to repeat my reply. No. I

am not as much accustomed to the section

-

holder as to the T super; but it doesn't necessa-

rily follow from that that I can't see the advan-

tages in something new: and the proof of that

lies in the fact that, when I knew as much of

wide frames as I now do of T supers, and as

little of T supers as I now do of section-holders,

I nevertheless changed from the old to the new,

and am I not just as likely to see advantages in

a new thing again, if those advantages really

exist?

And speaking of wide frames reminds me
that I ought to remind you that you have not

told us what advantage the section-holder has

over the old wide frame. If it's no better than
the wide frame, and the T super is better, does

it not logically follow that the T super is better

than the section-holder?

Now I think I'll leave you to sum up the dif-

ferences between us and agree not to talk back,

asking you not to forget that any width of sec-

tion can be used in the T super, and only one
width in the section-holder. I don't know for

certain what width is best. Do you? After

using many thousands 1^ wide I changed to

1%, and I should very Aiuch dislike, by adopt-

ing a section-holder, to contract to use nothing

narrower than IJi for the rest of my life.

Marengo, 111.

[Then you don't admit proposition No. I.

Suppose you turn to p. 741, Doolittle's article,

and see how he manipulates rows of sections.
Remember that he and a host of others use sin-
gle-tier wide frames; and one of the main rea-
sons, if I am correct, why they use them is the

facility afforded in transposing rows of sections
over the top of the brood-nest. The only differ-
ence between these and section-holders is in the
use of a top-bar. Knowing in the first place
that a large number were following Doolittle in
the use of what is now known as the Doolittle
surplus arrangement, we adopted the section-
holder device, which is, to all intents and pur-
poses, the same thing. P. L. Viallon, once the
leading bee-man of the South, was, and for
aught I know is now, an earnest advocate of
the Doolittle arrangement. With either this or
the section-holder proper, and intelligent ma-
nipulation, we can avoid hundreds of pounds of
unfinished sections; and this may mean profit
as against actual loss.

Before I leave proposition No. 1 I must say
that our position as supply-dealers and pub-
lishers puts us where we can see what bee-
keepers are using and calling for. The T super
has had its day among the great majority of
bee-keepers, no matter how well a few. like
yourself and some others, may like it. Why?
Among other reasons because it favors the pro-
duction of unfinished sections— something that
can be more easily avoided with single-tier
wide frames or section-holders.

If No. 2 stands we will pass on to No. 3. I

contend this is not a case of special pleading.
You say we are not talking about the abuse but
the proper use of a thing. Isn't it rather this
way? In the language of President Cleveland,
we are " confronted by a condition, not a theo-
ry." The "theory " is. that sections in T su-
pers can be held square by the use of a lot of
extra fixings. The "condition" is. that the
majority of bee-keepers (not won't but don't)
fu,«s with these strips of wood that require so
much care in adjusting Bee-keepers do not,
as a rule, stop to*take the "diamond" shape
out of the sections in T supers, as you would
find if you bought honey by the ton and carload
from ail over the country as we do. Neither do
they scrape those same sections.
This brings us to point No. 5; and here again

we are confronted with a "condition;" and
that condition is the most satisfactorily met by
the section-holder.
Suppose we say that our present spelline is an

abuse in the nse of superfluous letters. We can
not ignore that abuse as you would have us do
in the ease of the non-scraping propensity of
the majority of bee-keepers. We must take it

as it is, as we do every day in spelling. If the
section-holder, when keyed up with slotted
wood separators, gives cleaner sections without
scraping, and truer in shape, then it is the bet-
ter arrangement. As to your other points, I

would refer the reader to my former state-
ments to which yours are in reply.

—

Ed.]

THE PURITY OF CALIFORNIA HONEY.

THAT HALF THE HONEY PRODUCED Bf CALI-
FORNIA HAS BEEN ADULTERATED WITH

GLUCOSE, AND SENT EAST, NOT TRUE.

By Oeo. W. Brodheck.

Friend Root.—l am very much disposed to

take exception to the publication of such a

sweeping statement as the one made by C. W.
Dayton, in Gleanings, page 739, that "half

the honey produced by California has been

adulterated with glucose, and sent east by a

few, if not very few, wholesale firms." A
statement of this kind, and of which you your-
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self say, "I can not believe is true," ought to

be consigned to the waste-basket unless ac-

companied by at least some substantiating evi-

dence in support of it; and yet this does not

contain a single shadow of evidence in support

of it. In spite of your assertion. " I don't be-

lieve it," the very fact of its publication in one

of our leading bee-journals will result in a re-

production in other papers, minus your foot-

note.

Our situation in connection with this case is

a rather peculiar one; for, to sum up. we of

necessity become the defendants, and the bur-

den of proof is demanded of us, which, as a

rule, devolves on the plaintiff; but necessity

compels us to avoid any exception to this un-

usual mode of procedure, and we trust the

truth and nothing but the truth will be forth-

coming.

Our home market is so limited, and our prod-

uct some seasons so great in quantity, that our

only source of disposal is the honey markets of

the East; consequently, whatever is said or

done reflecting on our product destroys confi-

dence, thus limiting the demand and lessening

the price; and if this is true, any reflection or

insinuations as to the purity of California honey,

be it true or not true, is a question of vital

import to every California bee-keeper.

'Tis true, I have heard something of adulter-

ations in California, and I have endeavored, as

far as possible, to sift out and digest these cir-

culating rumors as far as it has been within

my power to do so; and, with one exception, I

have yet to glean any evidence in support of

adulteration in this, the largest honey market
in California. You, in all probability, know
something in regard to freight rates to this

coast, and in consequence can form some idea

of probable profit in shipping glucose out here

to adulterate honey with (glucose is not manu-
factured out here), and then reship to the

eastern market, and this when honey has been

selling as low as 314 to 3>^ cents in any quanti-

ty; and as probable gain would be the only

inducement to do this, I fail to figure any pos-

sible profit at present prices.

Since reading Mr. Dayton's statement I have
consumed the greater portion of two days in

this city in search of glucosed honey, even go-

ing so far as to trespass on the domain of the
•' exception " referred to, and thus far have

failed to find a single ounce of glucosed honey.

From evidence gleaned, I candidly believe

that, in years past, when our product com-
manded a higher price, one establishment in

this city was guilty of adulteration; and from

this, more than all else, have sprung the rumors

of the mythical millions of adulterated honey.

Furthermore, allow me to inform you that the

last session of our State Assembly passed two

laws bearing on the subject of adulteration-

one bearing directly on honey, and the other

indirectly, in connection with the " pure food "

law. in both cases making it a misdeameanor;
and I can assure you that, whenever any evi-

dence of honey adulteration is produced, the
Los Angeles County liee-keepers' Association

will see that guilty parties will get their just

deserts.

Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 1.5.

[The first thought that came to me on read-
ing the item with regard to the extent which
California honey was said to be adulterated, in
friend Dayton's article, page 720. was that it

should be struck out. And then I remembered
that I had seen various allusions to the same
effect in agricultural papers; and I had heard
it whispered around at conventions and else-
where that California honey was so largely
adulterated that it seemed to me it would be
better to give the thing some intelligent con-
sideration; that if it should prove to be only a
man of straw we could easily knock it over.

I am very glad indeed to get such an explicit,
and, as I regard it, satisfactory, denial, of the
statement. I am glad, also, to know that there
are two good laws in California, bearing on
the subject of making the adulteration of honey
a misdemeanor. Surely, with the h^lpofthe
Los Angeles Co. Bee-keepers' Association, and
in connection with the Union, we should be
able to sift these things down to a pretty fine
point. But here is another article from the
Rambler:]

CALIFORNIA HONEY NOT ADULTERATED AND
SENT EAST.

HOW THE PRODTTCT IS MARKETED.

By Ramhlcr.

In Mr. Dayton's article, on page 728. there

are several statements with which California

bee-keepers can not agree, and one in partic-

ular that calls for a word of protest. He uses

these words: " It is estimated that one-half the

honey produced in California has been adulter-

ated with glucose and sent east by a few if not

SiVeriifew wholesale firms."

I have italicized the words open to criticism.

It is a bare possibility that half of our honey

is adulterated before it reaches the consumer;

but if it is. there is insufficient data to support

the assertion, and it resolves itself into a merr

guess or conjecture. But when Mr. Dayton
uses the term "sent east." implying that the

honey is adulterated to such an extent here in

California, I do emphatically protest against

the insinuation, and not only say with the ed-

itor in the footnote to the article, " I do not be-

lieve it," but, while I do not charge the writer

with a willful desire to deceive. I can prove

that it was too lightly considered.

The honey in all this region is sent east ir

various ways. A number of producers market

their own honey, either through commission

houses in the East or by direct sales. There is

no suspicion" of adulteration, and is none iu

these shipments. Next a great amount of hop

ey is purchased by local dealers. Every locali-
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ty has one or more local buyers. These buyers

pay cash to the producer, and the honey is

loaded upon the car at the nearest station, and

shipped directly east. The scores of carloads

of honey that will be shipped from this (San

Bernardino) and Riverside Counties, will go di-

rectly east, virtually from the producer, and

will not even pass through our large trade cen-

ters. All of the honey in Ventura and north-

ern Los Angeles Counties is served the same.

Mr. Dayton's remark, "very few," narrows

the charge down to certain wholesale firms in

Los Angeles. There have been various charges

well sustained against certain of these firms

and their practice of adulteration; but the

reader will readily see that the idea that these

few firms adulterate half the honey in Califor-

nia is not only fallacious but ridiculous; and

the writer of such a statement must have been

laboring under a violent nightmare over the

anxiety to get a better price for his honey.

If it were really desired, I could show by rail-

road statistics that but a small portion of our

honey finds its way into the warehouses of the

wholesale firms of Los Angeles or even San
Francisco.

That our local dealers send out the pure

article can be attested to by the A. I. Root Co.;

for I know (if they do not) that their carload

of California honey was shipped by a local

dealer of Riverside.

That there is plenty of work for the Bee-

keepers' Union to do along this line is not dis-

puted. I believe the present stagnation of our

honey markets is. in a certain measure, due to

this evil. The hushup policy will only aggra-

vate the evil by giving the criminal the idea

that he can pursue his calling without fear of

prosecution.

We have an example before us in the manu-
facture of oleomargarine butter. Suppose the

farmer had adopted the hush-up plan as a rem-

edy for the evil, how much pure butter do you
suppose we should find in the markets? Any
one can easily answer the question. But the

farmers are a strong factor in this country;

and when they acted as a unit against the

adulteration of their product, legislators were
obsequious to their will, and strong laws pro-

tect the dairy interests. The bee-keeping in-

terests are weak beside the dairy interests, but
need the strong arm of the law quite as much;
and that it may be applied with thoroughness
and wisdom in behalf of our beloved pursuit is

the desire of the Rambler.

Bloomington, Cal., Oct. 13.

[We can testify to the fact, as Rambler says
(and he ought to know, for he has traveled all

over the State), that a very large portion of the
California honey is sent from the producer in
that State direct to the buyer in the East. We
have several times bought from producers in

that way ourselves. Much of the honey is

marketed by the bee-keepers' associations. Of

course, the honey may be adulterated after it

gets here; but we "wise men of the East"
surely ought to be able to keep it pure while it

is here.
Rambler's fourth paragraph is somewhat of a

clincher, and I regret that it shows that Mr.
Dayton, who usually writes very carefully and
cautiously, was in this case very indifferent or
else careless.—Ed.]

A VALUABLE POINT ON THE HIVE QUESTION.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A LARGE HIVE DURING
THE BREEDING - SEASON, AND A CON-

TRACTED BROOD-NEST FOR THE
HONEY-FLOW.

By O. O. Poppleton.

I have watched with some interest whatever
has been written on the hive question; and
will you allow me to call special attention to

what is one of the most valuable points brought

out as yet? I refer to the last part of your

footnote on p. 731. As you know, I use mainly,

for extracting purposes, a large single-story

hive in which I can add to or take from the

bees one or any number of frames at any time.

The few thousands of pounds of comb honey I

have taken has been mostly done by giving

the bees all the combs they could use in the

breeding-season ; and then when giving sec-

tions I take away all combs except the 8 which
contain the most brood? In my mind there is

no question whatever that this method gives a

larger yield of honey than if only an eight-

comb hive is used, or even a ten-comb, if the ten

are kept in use all the season. My experience

leads me to think that more than ten frames

during the breeding-season is preferable with-

most colonies to using only ten. If .1 were to rig

up for comb-honey raising I would use either a

sixteen-frame single-story hive or double eight-

frame hives, cutting down in either case to the

best eight combs when putting on sections.

The possible drawback to this method is that it

may tend to increase swarming ; but such did

not seem to be the case in my experience. It

would take a careful comparison of the two
methods in the same apiary to determine that

point.

I think that the reason why Mr. Earl's small

hives (p. 7.31) gave him the largest yields was
due to other unnoted reasons than because of a

difference in size of hives. I believe it is almost

universally admitted that small hives are not

so good as large ones for producing extracted

honey—the interest in this question of small vs.

large hives being confined mostly to producers

of comb honey.

There are many times in this Southland when
extra-large colonies in very early spring are of

less value than are medium-sized ones; but Dr.

Miller has no cause whatever to worry about

that in his locality. The trouble there is the

other way.
If Dr. Miller wishes to induce his queens to
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occupy the upper stories he can usually succeed

by lifting one or more frames of unsealed brood

into the upper one, replacing with empty ones.

This is an old and (I suppose) a well-known
expedient. The first part of this article ans-

wers some of the doctor's questions on page 740.

Stuart. Fla.. Oct. 14.

[I regard this article as well considered, and
it is pretty hard to get around some of the facts
he presents—Ed.]

LOCALITY AS BEARING ON THE HIVE
QUESTION.

THE IMPORTANCE OF LARGE HIVES: WHERE
LARGE HIVES GIVE THE BEST RESULTS.

By F. L. Thompson.

Mr. E. R. Root:—Mr. Getaz has hit the nail

on the head, on p. 743. While you recognize lo-

cality, on p. 4 of your catalog, I don't think your
last paragraph on the subject in that place is

limited enough There is such a thing as giv-

ing even the beginner too little strong meat.
What is wanted now is to construct in the

minds of bee-keepers an up-to-date map of the

United States, in which small-hive and large-

hive localities shall emerge in splotches of very
strongly contrasting colors. I don't think that

"latitude" has any thing to do with it, as is

sometimes stated. If alfalfa were extensively

raised in Idaho and Montana, it is not probable
they would be different from Colorado in suita-

bility for large hives, unless cellar wintering

were essential, which is not likely. Nor has
temperature so much to do with it as is com-
monly supposed. The alfalfa region of Colora-

do has the same average yearly temperature
as Southern Michigan and Northern Iowa, al-

though, of course, other climatic conditions are

different.

Small hives do well almost anywhere, it is

true ; but if large hives do considerably better

over such large areas as the alfalfa districts, it

is a serious matter, not to mention various re-

gions in the South. Very little testimony has
appeared in the bee-papers from Colorado; but
in conventions, experienced bee-keepers have
decided here in no uncertain tones that the

large hive is better for this State.

Out of 3200 Dovetailed hives sold last season

by one of the Denver supply-houses, the major-
ity were eight- frame. In another supply-house
I saw great stacks of eight frame hives, but

not a ten-frame in sight, though I suppose they
had them. I noticed one beginner laying in a

smoker, sections, etc., and five hives — small

ones, of course. This is not as it should be.

Who is to blame for it? Partly the supply-
dealers, who are not bee-keepers, who infer

that whatever is generally sold in the East
must be the thing ; partly habits of imitation

;

and in the case of readers of bee-journals and
supply-catalogs, and partly the authors of the

sentiment so frequently expressed, that the be-

ginner had better commence with the small
hive. The beginning specialist will not remain
a beginner, however. If he is in a locality

where the experience of others makes it pretty

certain that his maturer judgment will show
advice of that kind to be a mistake, the folly of

taking it or giving it is apparent.

I rather suspect that the owners of those

eight-frame L. hives mentioned on page 738 in

that locality of long flow are like most of our
Colorado bee-keepers—beginners—and that they

too depend on supply-dealers who look to the

wise men of the East for their inspiration.

Mr. Hand is not quite fair on page 512. If

some Colorado men grow restive under the

above condition of things, it does not imply
that they wish to force the large hive on all the

rest of the country. Surely, if Mr. Hand feels

justified in protesting against what he thinks

we are attempting to do. we are justified in

protesting against what we know some East-

erners aie doing: viz.. recommending the hive

of their locality to beginners in any locality.

alfalfa; HOW IT RESEMBLES SWEET CLOVER.

Dr. Miller's Straw on alfalfa (p. 727) is about
right if he is comparing alfalfa with young
sweet clover. The only difference at that stage

is, that sweet clover is of a lighter shade of

green; has slightly larger leaves and stems,

and a more robust appearance generally. But
the mature plants are very different. Sweet
clover is then twice as high, branches out much
more, has a much greater prominence of stems,

and is considerably longer, thinner, and has
more pointed blossoms, than alfalfa. Aside

from the blossoms, and except when it gets

quite old. alfalfa presents the general appear-

ance of young sweet clover.

Dr. Miller might add to another Straw on the

next page, that alfalfa is mentioned in some of

the Greek authors as "Persian grass." Perhaps
Persia is where it originally came from. It is

rather curious that Aristotle says it diminishes

the flow of milk, which is just the opposite of

what our dairymen think, who prize it for its

milk-producing qualities when it is cut before it

blossoms (alas for the bee-keeperl). Aristopha-

nes mentions it as horse-feed, but it is not re-

garded here as so good for that purpose as other

kinds of hay. When used to feed horses it is

better when fully mature ; and the first crop is

better than succeeding ones, the reverse being

true for cows. It is raised here so extensively

only as a matter of necessity, on account of its

drouth-resisting qualities. On account of its

abundance it is so cheap that clover would pay

better if one were sure of the second crop. .

THE HONEY THAT POISONED XENOPfroN'S St)L"-

DIERS IN ANCIENT TITHES. .
'

. .

Speaking of classical matters, I believe Prof.

Cook denies that the honey which Xenophon's

army ate was poisonous, and thinks any honey
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would ausce the same effects in those not ac-

customed to it. This is of some interest to us,

on account of the alleged poisonous qualities of

yellow-jessamine and mountain-laurel honey in

the !South. If honey from one plant is proved

to be poisonous, it is not impossible that honey

from another plant could be. I have been look-

ing the matter up, and don't see how he reaches

his conclusions. Not to speak of the testimony

of several modern travelers, given with some
detail in Vollbrechfs Anabasis, Xenophon's

own words are rather unmistakable. Besides

the sickening effects, which any honey might
produce, those who had eaten a little seemed to

be heavily intoxicated; and those who had eat-

en much lost their senses and did not regain

them until twenty four hours after, " recover-

ing on the third or fourth day as if from the ef-

fects of a drug." One does not become delirious

from indigestion merely. The honey now pro-

duced in that region is known by a term signi-

fying *' mad honey."

Arvada, Col., Oct. 9.

[I wrote the paragraph in the catalog, recom-
mending the eight-frame hive, to which you
refer, and at that time that size of hive seemed
to be accepted as the nearest right for the aver-
age bee-keeper, and for the average locality;

but now it looks as if it would not be safe to
make any recommendation; and we have
therefore decided that, for another year, we
will request bee-keepers to state what size of
hive they desire. Of course, we shall send out
the smallest, or eight-frame, size, when no size

is specitied. I am quite well satisfied, however,
that, in regions where there are long honey-
flows, and the flows are copious, too, that the
large hives are best. I am satisfied that the
eight-frame size has given remarkable results
in the East; but lam not so satisfied that the
results would not have been better had the ten-
frame size been used instead.

It would indeed be a good idea to get out a
map showing where the regions where ten-
frames, or hives with that capacity, were the
most used; where the eight frame has the pref-
erence; where the two sizes seem to be mixed
up indiscriminately according to the fancy and
taste of the bee-keeper: and I propose, if it is

possible, to have one made. But to do so I shall
need reports from bee-keepers all over the
country, who will voluntarily let me know, on
a postal, what kinds of hives are used. But
they must be sure to specify what part of the
State they live in.

After the map is prepared we will have it

phoio-engraved, and submitted to our readers,
alter whicii, revised and re-revised, if neces-
sary, to make it correspond with existing con-
dition>. This will settle the hive question in
a more practical way than any other I know of,

and will, perhaps, be a fit ending to the discus-
sion that has been long drawn out.

—

Ed. J

WHAT IS A LARGE COLONY 1

By J. E. Hand.

what that means after you get your queens to

fill those two eight-frame brood-chambers with
eggs, but yours will be too large just after the
close of the honey-harvest.
The next question, why too large a colony in

early spring does not do as well at harvest time
as one that arrives at the proper strength for

work in the sections at the beginning of har-
vest, is a little harder to answer; but such has
been my experience. Many times I have watch-
ed with great expectations an extra-large colo-

ny in early spring, which just fairly roared with
bees long before the others had made much of a
show, and perhaps swarmed two or three weeks
before the white-clover harvest; and in every
instance J have been disappointed by seeing

such colonies far outstripped in honey-storing
by average colonies that arrived at the proper
strength for work at the right time. I can see

that location might make a great difference in

this matter, as it does in almost every thing
connected with the business. In my location

bees were very often destitute of honey at the
beginning of the white-clover harvest.

I distinctly remember the best season I ever
experienced, when I had to feed my bees the
10th of June to keep them from uncapping their

brood, and in two or three days they commenc-
ed work on white clover, and averaged 110 lbs.

per colony.

I have had some experience with queens lay-

ing in upper stories when working for extracted

honey, and they became such a nuisance that I

was obliged to use queen-excluders on all such
hives, or have the combs that should be filled

with honey crammed with brood that cost a
great many pounds of honey to produce, and
which would not hatch in time to gather an
ounce of honey ; and at the close of the season

the bees would nearly always be in the upper
story, with the lower one entirely empty.

If I were going to use two eight-frame brood-

chambers I should want a queen in each with a
double queen-excluder between, and, at the be-

ginning of the harvest, remove one to a new
stand, and place the surplus-receptacles on the

hive which remains on the old stand. This
would suit my location much better.

Wakeman, 0.,Oct. 14.

SIZE OF HIVES.

THE STANDARD LANG8TROTH NEAREST RIGHT
SIZE ; WEIGHT OF HIVE NOT TO BE

CONSIDERED.

By J. S. HaitzeU.

Mr. Ro<jt:—l notice on page 733 that Dr. Mil-
ler calls me up to explain what constitutes too

large a colony. Why, too many bees, of course,

doctor. Perhaps you will understand better

It has not been made clear as to what is the

better hive for the general bee-keeper. Very
many want a hive similar to the cluster of a
swarm. Is it not a fact that a swarm adapts
itself to the cavity or receptacle, in which plac-

ed, be it of what shape it may? Now, bee-

keeping friends, with all due respect for all who
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have written and may write on the subject of

hives (and I only hope more may be said), don't

you think that father Langstroth. in adopting

a size of frame, and ten frames per hive, came
as near tilling the wants of the general bee-

keeper as it is likely or possible to do?

I notice that many find fault with the weight
of the larger hives when tilled; but now the

season of 1895 is closed, how about stores?

I presume many—yes. very many—of the bee-

keepers are only wishing for weight; and if

they had heavy and atiundant stores, no com-
plaint as to weight would be h'ard. 1 can
truthfully say that I should prefer hiring help

to handle hives heavily stored than to he able

to handle the lighter weights lone-handed.

Addison. Pa., Sept. 20.

[Is it not indeed remarkable—yes, very re-

markable—that Mr. Langstroth. without the
aid of previous literature to guide him. should,
almost alone, be able to settle tnose problems so
nearly right every time? The mere fact that
the ten-frame hive is coming to be recognized
after all. as the standard; that the Langstroth
hive as a whole has been a standard all these
years—is a proof of how far-seeing Mr. Lang-
stroth was in his early years. For example,
again, bee-spaces, about which we hear so
much nowadays, were first provided for in the
construction of the hive by Langstroth. Thick
and wide top-bars will be found in old hives
after Langstroth away back in the early sixties.
Honey-boards, with a provision for a bee-space
on both sides, were a part of the Langstroth
system. Verily, he seems to have marked out
a pathway for the whole of us.—Ed.]

QUEENS WORKING IN ADDED STORY.

NOT " SHARP STICKS " BUT CLUBS FOR DR. MIL-
LER ; THE EXTRA-LIFTING QUESTION, ETC.

By C. A. Hatch.

I had thought that I had said all there was
for me to say on the 8 and 10 frame question;

but Dr. Miller has aimed a club straight at me.
and if I do not " cheep " he will think he has
hit me hard or downed me entirely: and to

have him think that would be too humiliating.

But here, after judging from Oct. 1st Glean-
ings, all there is for the ten-framers to do to

give Dr. M. good hard knocks on the hive

question is to turn one of his own household
against him. Go for him, Miss Emma; you
will fetch him yet. He will find out, before he
is 40 years older, that a queen will not climb up
and down over an inch of wood and half an
inch of space to lay eggs on both sides of it, as

readily as she will step from one comb to an-

other. And hit him again on the lifting-off of

that top hive every time he has to examine the

colony, and perhaps he will see that the extra

work is all on the side of the small hive; and
may be you will convince yourself that all this

extra work during the honey season will com-
pensate for the heaviness of the hive in moving
time.

But, to answer Dr. M.'s question. "What
kind of frames did you use when the queen would
not go back and forth from top to bottom hive? "

The common three-cornered top- bar, % inch

each way, bottom bar >sx".; inch, with about i.<

inch space between them when tiered up, with
but few burr-combs. It is plain that the reason

your queen went back and forth so readily was
that the space between, being filled with comb,
it was to all intents and purposes one comb.

In the case of those obstinate bees and very

obstinate queens that refused to lay in the top

at all. are you sure the queen was at fault?

To me it only shows the good hard sense of the

bees them-^plves in refusing to fix up the combs
for eggs when nature said. ''There is the place

for the surplus honey." Did you examine the

combs to see if the bees had fixed them rpady

for eggs? Were they cut down to the right

length, and cleaned and polished ? If not. how
do you know but you werp killing that poor

innocent queen for something she was entirely

guiltless of? for you must, have observed That,

unless a queen has a cell all clean and polished

to her liking, she will not put an egg in it.

And to make sure that this is so, she examines
each and every cell before depositing her egg in

it.

As to that extra lifting. Dr. M., that is keep-

ing you out of the camp of the t^n-framers,

there is only one time that the two extra frames

make much difference, and that is when carry-

ing into the cellar. Come right over, doctor;

we will welcome you with open arms, and you
will find that the ten-framers' hearts are large,

like their hives. If those eight-frame hives

you have on hand stand in the way, put some
lath across the bottom, and use them for boxes

to store vegetables in. Your assistant. Miss

Wilson, has put the case quite strong indeed,

and shows she is really a convert, but holds

back a little for consistency's sake. Even the

Roots have had to acknowledge some things

they would not at the start, and we may con-

vert them yet.

If all men had the candor and honesty of B.

Taylor, to acknowledge a hive a failure after

making it a hobby for years, we might sooner

get at the truth of things; but I am afraid we
are all more or less warped by our prejudices.

That idea of yours. Dr. M., to have combs
filled in the fall, ready for the bee-feeding in

spring, is a good one; but let the bees put it

right in their own hives, and then you have got

it all "solid," and no trouble about getting

them to take honey from a feeder in the spring

either—another argument for two more frames

in the hive—see?
Send on your clubs, doctor; we will throw

them back, any way.
Ithaca, Wis., Oct. 8.

[Friend Hatch was the man who started this
large and small hive discussion a little over a
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year ago. At that time the most of us thought
he might as well keep still, as every one would
be "agin him" in experience. And. indeed,
we tried to club him down; but so many ten-
frame users came to his rescue, and more are
coming, that it looks quite probable that the
single-story eight-frame capacity for brood for
many localities is too small to get the best re-
sults in honey. Indeed, it begins to appear
pretty forcibly that ttie majority of extensive
bee-keepers are in favor of a brood-nesi. of a
capacity larger than iho eight-frame Lang-
siroth of single story for nearly all localities.

But here is the situation here at Medina: I«

not even .the ten-framo too small? and would
it not be better to have two eight-framo stories,

one above the other, as one brood -nest '? O. O.
Poppleton, who leads off the discussion in this
issue, and he is one whose opinions we value
much, would have Ki frames. We get brood in

both our stories easy enoueh. and it seems oth-
ers do. although our friptid who won't be club-
bed down does not.—Ed.]

JAKE SMITH'S LETTER.

Mr. A. Gleanings, Dear Sir:—Zed reads a

good eel in your paper. One day he had been

a readin, and he speaks up and says he. "I be-

lieve that man has the right of it. Here's a

man on page 164 who says a big hive is warmer
than a little one. Now a body wouldn't think

that till he comes to explain it."

"Zed," says I, " it's pretty hard to explain

how it's easier to keep a big room warm than a

little one."
" Well, it's easy enough after you hear how

he explains it," says Zed. Then he read from

page 164 of your paper: "I believe the bees

form what is known as an inside hive. By this

is meant that, around the margins of brood, the

bees arrange themselves in such solid lines be-

tween the combs as to prevent a circulation of

air from within or without the cluster, for the

purpose of keeping a high temper-

ature there while they allow the

rest of the hive to arrange its own
temperature; consequently, in cold

weather the walls are often coated

with frost; and in southern Califor-

nia, where frosts seldom come, we
find the walls and unoccupied combs
dripping with moisture. From this

it would seem that the ten-fram

hive is actually warmer than the

eight, as the cluster of bees and
brood would be able to locate far-

ther from the outside walls. Even
if the cluster was warm enough
and near enough to the walls to

dispel the moisture or frost, it would
require warmth to do it, and such
warmth would disappear in the op-

eration, and could not aid in brood-

rearing, as where there is no frost

to be dispelled." Then he read in

other places: "The more frames in the out-

side hive, the longer beam would there be re-

quired between the outside and inside cellar

walls. . . . The more dead air, the more pro-

tection." "Now," says Zed, "don't you under-
stand how it is? "

"That's too high-larnt for me," says I; "I
don't understand a word of it; but it seems to

me it had ought to take more to keep a big

room warm than a little one."

A few days afterward Jim Short come around,
and Zed brought up about a big hive bein

warmer than a little one, and read all about it

in your paper. .Jim said he didn't know about
it."

" Why, can't you see," says Zed, " that when
the bees are .jam up again a wall it takes heat
from them to warm that wall; but dead air

will keep them warm; and 'the more dead air

the more protection?' "

"You think, then," says Jim, "that it's

warmer if the bees are four inches from the
wall than if they're only two."

" Now you've got the idee," says Zed.
" And 8 inches would be still better than 4."

" Certain," says Zed.
" And 16 better still."

" Ye—- 1 suppose so," says Zed.
" And if it was ten foot to the walls all

around," says Jim, " then I s'pose it would git

so hot the bees could hardly stay in the hive

in winter."

Zed didn't say a word—jest looked.
" Zed," says Jim, " I'm afeered there's ascrew

loose somewhere."
By that time I begun to study over it, and,

says I, " I s'pose the bees know pirty well

what's warm and what's cold. When it gits

too hot in a hive they git out where it's cooler;

and when it freezes they huddle up together to

keep warm. Now don't you s'pose the bees

would hunt out the warmest place in the hive

when you hive them ?
"
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Zed said of course they would.
" And do they always cluster right in the

middle of the hive as far from the walls as they

can git?"

Zed allowed they didn't.

" No," says 1, " when you hive a swarm in an

empty hive, the first thing it does is to cluster

up as tight as it can git, right up again the

walls."

"Yes," says Zed, "of course they do; but

^that's because it's hot weather, and they want
>to git where it's as cool as they can."

Then you ought to heard Jim laugh. " Zed's

.got the start of you," says he.

"Do you mind," says I, "that little swarm
we hived under the pear tree, and it turned

.nearly freezin that night? How was it when
we turned up the hive to look at it the next

morniu? "

Zed's pirty fair on an argument; I'll say that,

if he is my boy; and he owned up rightstraight

that the swarm was shrunk up to almost noth-

in in one corner of the hive.

Just then a knock came at the door, and a

wild-eyed female individual entered with a

handbill in her hand which she held aloft, and,

;says she, in exsighted axseuts, "Is Rambler
here? I'm his slighted Eugenia!" Ci

Then she shook the handbill, and, say s she ,

"That's what comes of havin' foreign women
so plenty. He deserted his dear Eugenia be-

cause he wanted a woman of royal blood!

Nothing but a queen would do him! And to

think that it's come to that, that one of them
would offer herself for three dollars!"

Jim whispered to me, and, says he, " She's off

in her upper story."

"Maybe she is," says I; "but Rambler has

much to answer for." Jake Smith.

WHERE SHALL WE WINTER BEES?
Question—1 have several colonies of bees for

the Urst time in my life, and wi^h to know
where and how it will be be><t to winter them.

vShall I put them in a cellar, wrap them up, or

let them be as they are for winter?
Answer.—Them is probably no better place

to winter bees than in a good dry cellar; and if

the questioner has such a cellar I would advise

him to set his bees in it for w intering. While
this is not absolutely necessary for safe winter-

ing, and not as necessary in our southern as in

our more northern localities, yet ther« will be

a great saving of honey to the apiarist, as well

as better chancL-s of successful wintering, even
as far south as all but the most southern tier of

States. If the cellar of the questioner has a

variable temperature it will not be as good for

the bees as would one in which the temperature
could be kept as nearly at 4.5° as possible; yet
if the temperature Ooes not go above .50°, nor go
lower than 35, it will winter bees much better

than to leave them on the summer stand un-
protected. If the cellar is of more variable

temperature than this, the bees would be doubt-
less better oft' out of doors. To properly fix the

hives for wintering in the cellar they should be

carefully carried in on some morning when it

is a little cooler outside than the temperature
which is required for the bees to fly, and never
when the hives are frozen down to the bottom-

boards or to the ground, if this can possibly be
helped. When the hives are thus frozen down,
the jar and confusion which comes from pry-

ing them loose results in great irritation to the

bees, and causes them to consume so much
honey that it often leads to unsuccessful win-

tering afterward. After getting them to the

cellar the hives should be set on a bench a foot

or more oft' the cellar bottom, and the hives

raised by some means at least two inches off

the bottom- board or bench. Failing lo do this

the hives will not be properly ventilated, and
the result will be that the bees may become
uneasy from lack of proper ventilation, which
will cause them to consume more stores than is

necessary to their existence, thereby needlessly

using up the honey, and often leading to dis-

ease and death. If it is not convenient to thus

place them, the hives may be turned bottom
side up if the Irames are fast or box hives are

used, and a light thin fabric of some cotton

goods thrown over the hive; still, the first is

much to be preferred. I also believe that the

cellar should be dark, or that part of it in

which the bees are wintered. Some claim that

bees will winter as well in a light cellar as in a

dark one, which may possibly be so if all of the

conditions for successful wintering are present;

but as such conditions are usually not all pres-

ent in many (if any) cellars, it is always best

to be on the safe side; hence the advice to have
the cellar dark.

If the cellar is lacking in many of the quali-

ties which go to make a good cellar for winter-

ing bees, then it may be best not to try it at all,

in which case we must try the next best plan,

and one which is quite well suited to all lati-

tudes south of 44°—that is, wintering on the

summer stand packed with chaft', fine hay, or

straw. While a chaft" hive is the preferable

thing, yet it is not supposable that all may
have such hives, so we must fix the bees the

best we can according to our environments. If

you do not have chaft' hives, go to the store and
procure dry-goods boxes of a suitable size, or

otherwise make them, in which the hives can

be set, and leave room all around for the pack-

ing. A space of about four inches is the right

amount to leave, for experience has proven
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that this is better than a larger or smaller

amount. The bottom-board should be raised

that distance above the bottom of the box. and,

after having packed under it, it should be

secured there, and so as to touch the front side

of the box also, as the bi'es must pass over this

to get outside of the box. Half an inch above

the botfom-board a thinner board should be

secured in the same way to both the hive and

box. immediately above the entrance to the

hive, so as to keep the packing-material from

obstructing the passage of the bees, for this is

now to become the entrance to the hive.

Having this fixed, and the hive thoroughly

secured to its place, we now put in the packing,

pressing it in tightly, so that as even a temper-

ature as possible can be maintainfd inside of

the hive, packing the material in as nearly

alike on all sides as possible. When the top of

the hive is reached, the honey-board, if one is

used, should be removed, and two or three

thicknesses of cotton cloth spread over the top

to keep the packing from rattling down into

the hive, and also that, in thus providing for

ventilation, a direct draft shall not be allowed

through the hive.

Having all fixed as above, fill in the packing

to the depth of four inches all over the top of

the other packing, as well as over the hive,

keeping it as evenly distributed as possible, but

allowing it to be more loose and open than at

the sides. The box should be tall enough so as

to come a few inches above the packing, so

that the cover, which is now to be put on, shall

not touch it. This last is very important; for

where the packing touches the cover to the

box it will absorb the moisture which condenses

on the cover, to such an extent that all will

become wet and moldy long before spring.

No matter whether it is chaflf hives or boxes

packed as above, there should always be a few
Inches space above the chaff or packing, so that

the moisture arising from the bees may have a

chance to pass off to the outside air with as

little condensation as possible. Having your
bees thus fixed, or in a good cellar, they will

winter much better than if left to take their

chances in unprotected hives.

LYSOL A SUCCESS AS A CURE FOR FOUL BROOD.

Report from here is poor. Basswood did

great for ten days, but no honey since—not

enough to keep up brood-rearing. Well, we
have no foul brood now. One colony has some
dead brood, killed by feeding lysol. I used a

hive that had foul brood last season, and fed

two feeds too close together, so that the young

larvaj got two doses, and that will fix them sure.

Lysol will cure foul brood here in Michigan.

I have treated 7 colonies for another pnrty, and
they are now ail healthy; but it may return

next season. More lysol will do the business,

so will McEvoy's way of doing. Can't scare

me out of another year's growth with it again.

Norihville, Mich. Chas. Hiery.

[Wo are very glad to get this report of the
efteciiveness of lysol as a cure for foul brood.
It will be remembi-red that, after friend i^ra-

venhorst, editor of the Blenenzeltung (Ger-
many), suggested to us this new remedy, we
procured some of the drug and sent samples of
it out for the cost of postage, to those who
would try it. As we sent out at the time
quite a number of samples. T should like to
hear from those who obtained it as to how it

worked.

—

Ed. J

ANOTHER REASON WHY THE HIVE DISCUSSION
SHOULD BE CONTINUED.

By all means keep up the hive discussion. It

may help other bee-keepers, as it has me, to

find just where I am "at" on the hive ques-

tion. I will try to write you shortly in refer-

ence to the standard cubical hive.

Mentone, Ala., Oct. 15. C. F. Parker.

MEMORIAL.
While the Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-

keepers' Association was in session, Oct. 8, in

Platteville, the sad news of the death of Rev.

L. L. Laugstroth was received. Therefore be

it resolved:

That this society deplores the loss of father

Langstroth, who died at his post of duty while

preaching gospel truths.

That his life has ever been an example of

study, thought, and deed.

That by his invention of the most practical

movable-frame hive, 1851, and his book, 1852,

"The Hive and Honey-bee," Mr. Langstroth

laid the foundation of American apiculture.

That a copy of these resolutions be published

in American Bee Journal and Gleanings in

Bee Culture. N. France, Pres.

M. M. Rice, Sec'y.

VALUE OF BEES AS FERTILIZERS, AGAIN.

I would call your attention to the inclosed

clip from the Experiment Station Record, Vol.

VII., No. 1, 1895. A. T. GOLDSBOROUGH.
Washington, D. C.

[The following is the item referred to, and
simply corroborates a mountain of other evi-

dence to the same effect:]

Fruits, G. Coote (Oregon Sta. Bui. 34, pp. 19-29,

pis. 2).—This bulletin comprises notes on various
varieties of orchard and small fruits grown at the
station, with some general remarks on pollination
and fertilization of flowers by bees and otherwise.
Tabulated comparative notes are given of tiie date
of blooming and pollen-production for ~1 vai-ieties

of cherries, 28 of plums, 11 of peaches, 11 of pears,
and 32 of apples, the relative abundance of pollen
being also designated.
Experiments were made with peach-trees in a

forcing-house to determine their power of self-fer-
tilization. Fertilization was done by hand, a brush
being used, by spraying with water when the trees
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were in full bloom, and by placing a hive of bees in

the bouse. All the fruit was matured on the tree to
which the bees were allowed access, while more or
less dropped at the stoning period in the case of the
trees fertilized by artificial means. A tree protect-
•ed from the bees, and not otherwise fertilized, set
no fruit whatever.

WHAT TO DO WITH HONEY SOURED IN THE
COMB.

What would you do with brood-frames filled

with sour honey? It soured in the cellar last

winter, and the bees died. I have a solar wax-

extractor; could I extract it as it is ?

Rice Lake, Wis. Lydia Amekman.

[I would put the honey, comb and all. in the
solar wax-extractor. The wax. when melied,
will rise to the top. when the honey can be
drawn olT. If it is not then sweetened by<fthe

iheat, throw it away or use it for vinegar. If

the combs are good and worth saving, extract
the honey and heat it over the stove.—Ed]

A CORRECTION AS TO THE AMOUNT OF HONEY
SENT TO THE COLONIAL EXHIBITION

IN 18SG.

It is to be regretted that it is so difficult to

•catch up with and down an untruth, once it

" gets a going." There is no doubt that Mr. W.
S. Hughes, the writer of that biographical

sketch of Mr. M. B. Holmes, intended to give

correct figures when he said. "Ontario sent

about 40 tons of honey to the Colonial and In-

dian Exhibition in 1886;" but, in fact, we sent

only about 20 Canadian tons; but that would
not make 20 British tons by any means, which
makes the untruth all the more to be regretted.

I very well remember the nice large exhibit

of honey sent to that exhibition by our enter-

prising brother Holmes. It gives me pleasure

even to this day to go over in my mind the

noble manner in which Bros. Holmes and
J. K. Darling, living as they do away off in the

east end of the province, responded to the call

for honey to send to that exhibition. All their

correspondence was prompt, courteous, and
business-like, and their promises carefully kept.

It is a pleasure to do business with such men.
Belmont, Ont., Oct. 21. S. T. Pettit.

STICKY FLY-PAl'ER IN THE TREATMENT OF
FOUL brood; how EASILY RECOGNIZED

FROM THE DESCRIPTION GIVEN IN
THE A B C OF BEE CULTURE.

I have been working in foul brood, and I

went to the A B C for treatment. I had eight

colonies badly affected, and I think the disease

well named. I would say to those who have
never had it, you need not guess at whether

you have it or not. You can tell as soon as you

see or smell it, to a certainty, from the descrip-

tion in the ABC. I used to think every bit of

chilled brood I saw was foul brood sure, and

was always looking for it as if it took fine work
to detect its presence. I thought I could smell

it for a week after I got it burnt. I took the

best to try my hand at curing; the others. I

burned (kept the hives and immersed in boiling

water, as directed in the ABC).

As there is some doubt expressed in the book
as to our being able to get all the bees, I will

tell you how we did. We brimstoned them
after night, and let the hive stay on the stand

over the next day. Having the entrance cork-

ed tightly, we took a sheet of tanglefoot fly-

paper and cut a hole in it over the corked en-

trance. This caught every straggler. After

scalding the hives I painted them inside with

.5 per cent dilute carbolic acid.

I started up with 5 Hoffman frames to the

hive; and after the bees were put in on the

foundation I let them stay confined 48 hours,

then fed, and let out next day after feeding at

sundown. We boiled the honey to feed them
inside at night. They seem to be coming up, as

the ABC says, with June prosperity, notwith-

standing the comment that it doesn't work
with some. I neglected to say that we used

fly- paper at the entrances of those confined,

and think it works finely to catch the stragglers

anywhere.
Will you kindly tell me whether it would be

best to burn the sections drawn out on those

hives this year? I do not want to take any
chances that I might avoid, of its return.

Saltsburg, Pa. G. W. Martin.

[The use of sticky fly-paper is a new and ex-
cellent suggestion. If we should be so unfor-
tunate as to have at some future time another
case we shall try it. The five-per-cent dilution
is not strong enough to do any good. Better
boil the hives thoroughly. The sections you
refer to had best be burned.

—

Ed.]

THE O I ANT BAMBOO.

[The following verses were sent us by friend
A. F. Brown, of San Matt o. Fla. He says he
came across them about the time he read A. I.

R.'s description of the bamboo. We do not
know where they originated.

—

Ed.]

Oiif nii;lit when tlic hills were drenched with dew.
And iii(>i>nliiaiii> lay about

.

The ((iiuu'al rone of a young bamboo
Came eautioiisly creeping out.

It tossed its cup upon the ground,
Amazed at the sudden light;

And so pleased was it with the world it found
That it grew six feet that night.

It grew and it grew in the smiimer breeze;
It grew and it grew, until

It looked right over the camphor-trees
To the further side of the hill.

A Japanese phrase the wood-cutter used
(

' Cine tree! " is what we should say).
He chopped it all round, till it fell to the ground;
His oxen then hauled it away.

He made a fine tub from the lowermost round,
A iiail from the following one;

.\ caddy for rice from the very next slice,
.\nd ills work was no more than begun.

The next were tall vases and medicine-cases,
With dippeis and drink cups galore;

There were platters and bowls, and pickets and poles,
And matting to spread on the floor.

.V parasol-frame and an intricate game,
And the ribs to a paper fan ;

A sole to his shoe, and a toothpick or two.
He next made—this wonderful man.

A pencil, I think, and a bottle for ink,
.\nd a stem for his miniat jre pipe;

A ring for his hand, and a luncheon stand.
And a tray for the oranges ripe.

A rake then he made, and a small garden spade

,

And a trellis to loop up his vine;
A Hute which lie blew, a tea-strainer too,
And a fiddle to squeak shrill and fine.

If would fake me all day, if I were to say
All that wonderful man brought to view;

But a traveler I met says he's sitting there yet,
.^t work on that single bamboo.
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Yes, the bee sings—I cuiifess it

—

Sweet as honey— lieaven bless it-

Yet he'd be a sweeter singer,

Ef he didn't have no stinger.
Riley.

A MORE full and complete description of A. I.

R.'s visit to Battle Creek will be given in our

next issue.

In our next issue, as explained in another col-

umn, the symposium on " Wintering " will be

made up of articles from Ihe following-named

bee-keepers, so far as we have yet heard from

them : H. R. Boardman, C. A. Hatch. J. E.

Crane, B. Taylor. Friedman Greiner, S. T. Pet-

tit. A number of others will also contribute,

but I can not announce their names until I

hear from them.

I REGRET that we have not room for all the

Reports Encouraging and Discouragine. or even

any of them, in fact, for a few numbers to come.

Those that came during the month of August
and the fore part of September were about

equally divided between the two classes; but

lately there seem many more of the encourag-

ing sort. These report good fall flows which, in

the majority of cases, means no feeding of su-

gar. Orders for shipping-cases have been com-
ing at a good rate. ' There has been a good run

of buckwheat honey in the East; but there was
not much to speak of from goldenrod.

In February, 1885. there was held an interna-

tional bee-keepers' congress in New Orleans, on
the exposition grounds. That was one of the

largest and most enthusiastic gatherings of

bee-keepers I ever attended, and I know of no
meeting of the North American that was larger

numerically than that, except the one held at

Chicago during the Word's Fair. Well, there

is to be anothor bee-keepers' congress, this time

at the Atlanta exposition, Dec. 4 and 5. I am
informed that "present indications show that
it is going to be a large representative gather-
ing of bee-keepers from all parts of the Union."
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Augusta, Ga., is the

prime mover in the matter, and he, doubtless,

will supply us with information later, giving

us program and further particulars. This con-

gress is in no way connected, as I understand,
with the North American or any other associa-

tion. It is simply an informal gathering of

bee-keepers, the same as was witnessed at New
Orleans.

COMPOUND NUMBERS FOR HIVES.

E. E. Hasty, in the Revieio, referring to the

discussion on the subject of numbering hives,

thinks " a hive needs a ^lislble number on it no
more than a toad needs a tail, if a strict ar-

raneement by groups is followed." He uses a

compound number. The first figure indicates

the group and the second the position in the

group; thus. 16-9 would mean the ninth hive in

the sixteenth group. I have no doubt that

friend H. can carry out this plan for himself

without the "visible number." But suppose

he hired help, and he should direct his man,
not very familiar with the arrangement, to 16-9.

In the first place he would not know from

which end to commence numbering; and, even

if he did know, he would have to count up till

he got to 16, and then count again. The plan

of compound numbers is tiptop, as it helps to

locate the hive; but when the expense is mere-

ly nominal I would have the visible number by

all means.
In this connection I may remark that H. R.

Boardman, of East Townsend, O., letters the

rows and numbers the hives. For instance,

tag B-3 on the hive means second row and third

hive. Whore hives are carried into a reposi-

tory, and it is desirable to put them back in the

same place in the spring, this arrangement or

the compound number of Hasty's is certainly

convenient.

FUTURE SYMPOSIUMS FOR GLEANINGS.
It is getting to be quite the fashion to intro-

duce, now and then, symposiums—a number of

articles on one subject—in class and especially

in trade journals. This was once a prominent

and admirable feature in the Review; but late-

ly it seems to have been discontinued. In

inaugurating something similar in our columns,

and with no thought of copying after our ex-

cellent cotemporary, my idea has been not so

much to focus the opinions of our best writers

in one issue as to gather together ideas from

bright practical men who write only occasional-

ly. These ideas are to serve as food for thought

for /uture issues, and for a better comparison of

notes. Such has been somewhat the character

of the hive discussion—pollenization of flowers

by bees; crimson clover; fixed distances, and

others that I will not stop to name. Single-

issue symposiums are good so far as they so;

but it is seldom that one set of writers in one

number can come anywhere near solving a

problem, or of giving us afi the light that can

be thrown upon the question. As time goes on,

old accepted opinions become obsolete. It has

seemed tome that the " Wintering Question,"

once an old chestnut, should be at least looked

over; and the best light we have should be

thrown upon it: i. e., to use a little modern par-

lance that expresses the idea better than any

thing else, "see where we are at." "What!
that stale old subject?" you ask. Y'es, but I

plan to have it so presented that it shall be

fresh.

I have asked a number of our prominent and
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successful beetuen to o;ive bripfly their present

method of wintering, unci then in the same arti-

cle what they have learned in the last three or

four years that has bem Ip-lpful along this line.

My idea is, to leara liow nearly the successful

ones follow the same or essentially the same
methods. If these methods are generally the

same it will be proof that they are nearly the

correct ones; and then I am sure that the last

few years have thrown light on problems that a

few years ago were totally unsolved. The ques-

tion will then be open for others to discuss for

one or two numbers.

lu our issue for Dec. 1st, or perhaps the one

for the 1,5th, I am planning a symposium on

Langstroth ; his early can-er ; his inventions,

and their relative value ; in short, his place in

the history of bee-keeping which he. more than

any other man in the world, raised lo its pres-

ent standard. A. I. R. and I both feel that the

father of American bee-keeping has never been

fully appreciated, even by the beemen of this

country. Now that he has but so recently

passed from our midst, it is but fitting that a

worthy tribute should be extended to his mem-
ory. I have already called upon some of the

foremost bee-keepers of our land for articles

calling attention to some of the features in Mr.

L.'s career above pointed out; and, in addition,

there will be other papers giving some interest-

ing reminisceijces showing the many-sidedness

of that man whom, I know, we are all delight-

ed to honor. These, of course, will be supple-

mentary to the article by A. I. R., in last issue.

We shall be printing an extra-large number
of copies of the journal for both these issues-

even larger than what we are now putting out

from the press — 12,000 copies. Advertisers

should not fail to make a note of this.

Later announcements will be given regarding

the symposium above mentioned ; and, as the

year grows on, other special features that will

be prominent for the year to come. Now, dear

reader, even if times are hard, and even if the

bees didn't pay extremely well, can you afford

not to remain with us?

HOW TO MAKE SUGAR SYRUP WITHOUT HKAT
OR PERCOLATION.

Last fall i had much to say about percolat-

ing syrup by the cold process of feeding sugar
and water, half and half, in percolator feeders.

It will be remembered that I was very enthu-

siastic over the plan; for, indeed, it was a

great saving in time and bother over the old

way of mixing and stirring over the hot stove,

to say nothing of the liability to scorch the

whole batch and the mussing of wash-boilers,

stoves, and utensils in general.

This year, when we began our feeding oper-

ations we practiced the percolating plan; but
very shortly we discovered an improvement,
and 1 reported the same on page 745, Oct. 1st

issue. At that time I expressed a hope that we
might be able to gei along without the perco-

lation, and I then referred lo the plan practiced

by F. A. yalisbury— ihat of mixing sugar and
water, in njual proportions, in an ordinary

honey -exti'actor, and revolving the reel until

all the sugar is taken up. From some prelimi-

nary tests that 1 had made I did not think

favorably of the plan, and so reported last fall.

But more of this anon.

As we did not have enough percolator feeders

to go around, our Mr. Spaff'ord, of the apiary,

tried mixing, in an ordinary can or barrel, sugar
and cold water, giving it an occasional stirring

with a stick during the day. If he mixed the

sugar and water, and stirred it well, say the
first thing in the morning, and stirred it again

at noon, and again at night, before leaving, he
found the next morning, to his satisfaction,

clear and limpid syrup of a consistency of 32 by

the ordinary maple-syrup hygrometers. He
made several barrels of sugar into syrup by

this plan, and in every case the syrup was of

first quality, as good as that made by artificial

heat, away over to the factory. This I regard-

ed as not only a good hit but a great saving in

time, because the food could be prepared in the

honey-house, right in the apiary; and then,

too, this " made syrup " could be fed in the

JMiller feeders. These, for late feeding, are

ahead of any thing else we know of.

I forgot to say that, later on, instead of mak-
ing the proportions equal pans, he used three

measures of sugar and two of water, and suc-

ceeded in getting clear syrup without granules,

as when he used equal parts.

THE SALISBURY COLD PROCESS; HOW TO MAKE
SUGAR SYRUP, A WHOLE BARRELFUL

IN TEN MINUTES.

When Mr. Salisbury, of Syracuse, made us a
visit a short time ago I told him of our plan of

making syrup, that we were using with success.

"But my plan,"' said he, "' is shorter and better

yet. It takes only ten minutes to make a big

batch."
" But why couldn't I do it then? I tried it,

and it didn't work very satisfactorily."
" Well, then you didn't try it right," he in-

sisted. "You let me take one of your extract-

ors to morrow morning, and I think I can show
you how to make the syrup—a whole canful

—

in ten minutes."

"All right," said I, thinking that I could

show him that he couldn't.

Next morning he and Mr. Spafllord made one

batch, taking sugar and water half and half,

in ten minutes; and shortly after, another

batch, one-third water and two- thirds sugar,

in fifteen minutes; but, as he afterward told

me, he turned the reel " good and hard." I was
to witness the operation, but something called

me away, and the boys didn't wait.

After dinner I went out lo the apiary with
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Mr. Salisbury, to look at the samples In glass

jars that were placed outside in the bright

light of the suu so that any undissolved gran-

ules could be seen. Sure enough, the half-and-

half mixture was as clear as crystal.

" But the other jar looks cloudy," I said.

" The half-and-half jar,"' he explained, " look-

ed the same way. but, as you see, is now clear.

The cloudy appearance is due, not to undissolv-

ed particles of sugar, but to air- bubbles. You
see, the cloudiness is more dense at the top,

showing that the air-bubbles are rising. If they

were granules they would be settling, and the

clearing would be at the top first, instead of at

the bottom.

Even while we stood there it was plainly evi-

dent that friend S. was right; for the thicker

syrup was also clearing up rapidly, and, shortly

after, it was indeed as clear as the other jar.

•'That explains," 1 said, *' why I condemned
the plan as a failure. I saw that peculiar

cloudiness of the syrup after the stirring, and
concluded that the sugar was not all dissolved,

when in fact it probably was; but tell me," I

continued, "just how you made the syrup in

ten minutes."
" In the tirst place we till the extractor half

full of water; and then as we revolve the reel

we put in the sugar by the pailful until the can
is tilled, or nearly so. The object of putting in

the sugar after the water, is in order to get the

granules thoroughly dissolved while the ex-

tractor-basket is revolving. If the sugar is put

in first it will make a sodden mass when the

water is added, and require much more stir-

ring."
" You prefer to make the syrup thin—half

and half," I said.

" Yes, because I feed early, and then I am
sure the bees can thicken it far better than we
can."

'• But," said I, ' we often have to feed late,

owing to the uniting of nuclei after the queens

are sold in the fall."

"The syrup can be made thicker for late

feeding, as we demonstrated this morning, only

it may take a little longer."

IS SYKUP MADE BY THE COLD PKOCESS MORE
LIABLE TO GKANULATE ?

" It has been said that the percolated syrup,

Mr. Salisbury, is less liable to granulate. Do
you think this cold-process feed will be as free

from such trouble, or will it be as good as the

syrup maae over the stove ?
"

"I never have any trouble with granulation

in the combs, and I liavu used this plan a num-
ber of years pow. The fact is, when the syrup
is made over the stove the heat in itself lias a
tendency to make the water take up more
sugar thati it can hold in solution when cold."

"That's so," said I; " and when the water is

cold in the first place it will take up no more
sugar than at any other time."

In corroboration of this I may say that none
of the cold-process syrup we fed last fall show-
ed at any time granules of sugar, while we
have noticed in times past that syrup prepared

by the aid of artificial heat often did show such
granules. As Mr. S. says, the heat enabled the

water to hold more sugar in solution than it

could when cold.

I have thus gone carefully into the details of

the conversation, as it explains hvw to make
good syrup by the cold process, and how I was
misled in thinking that the air-bubbles, by the

extractor plan, were granules of sugar in my
first tests, when they were only nir-bubbles.

Of course, making syrup by means of mixing
sugar and water together is not entirely new;
but the possibility of doing it so expeditiously,

and making it as clear and as good as that

made by artificial heat, is new, I think. I am
aware that there is a general impression that a

mixture of cold water and sugar will be more
liable to granulate in the combs; but after the

reader has thoroughly considered the matter in

the light of the paragraphs just given, he will

acknowledge it must be even better—at least

from a theoretical standpoint. So far as tried

by Mr. Salisbury and ourselves, it is just as

good in actual practice.

HOW TO USE THE ENTERPKISE MEAT-GRINDER;
HOW TO COOK THE MEAT AFTER

IT IS GROUND, ETC.

As we have many questions in regard to the

meat diet, one of our women -folks was request-

ed to answer in full, and here is what she has

to say in regard to the matter:

We had trouble iu griading- tlie meat when a mem-
ber of our family was dieting- a couple of years ago.

It seemed impossible to get the meat through more
than once, and the plate had lo come off every few
minutes and be cleaned out. But we have found a

way out of the trouble. If you will screw the plate

on very tight, take a hammer, and pound it down
after you have screwed it as far as you can with

your hand, you will have no further trouble. The
meat will be forced through iu a continuous stream,

and you can put it through three limes without
taking the plate off once to clean it, and you can do
it in less time thau it took you to do it once.

In regard to broiling the chopped beef, you will

probably have to learn somewhat by experience.

Make the chopped beef into a loose cake—as loose

as you can without having it fall apart in broiling,

and lay it on a common wire broiler, and hold it

over a gasoline or gas Uame, turning it often till it

is done. If you do not have access to a gasoline

stove, very hot coals will do nearly as well. Have
a hot plate near at hand to catch the juice which
may ruu out when the meat is turned. If you have
trouble in getting it done through in this waj', just

sear it over on both sides and turn it on a hot plate

and set it over water until it is done. Be sure to

cover it if you put it over hot water, so that it will

not dry out. Baking it in the oven is not a good
waj', as it tends to dry out the juices of the meat
and make it indigestible.
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ON THE WHEEL.
After a busy day there are few things I enjoy

more thau sitting down at my secretary—yes,

it is r/iiy secretary— it is a particular one where
my agricultural books and papers are all to-
gether; and when it is too dark outside I can
just sit down there with a nice lamp and take
real solid comfort. Well, a few days ago I pick-
ed up the Practical Farmer for Oct. 5. I al-

ways read what Terry writes, whether it is on
clv.ver, wheat, or even cattle. Any subject
that interests Terry always interests me, for 1

find some practical hints that are worth money
in any kind of business whenever he undertakes
to talk to the people. Well, just about the
middle of his article I noticed hf- put in a head-
line—

BLOOD WILL TELL.

It interested me so much that 1 am going to
copy a part of it right here.

Yes, blood will lell, no matler whether it is in
stock or seed. La.st spring, Wm. Henry Maule, the
great seedsman, sent me two small tuhei's of a new
early pjiaio to test. They weighed less than half a
pouna, the two together. i'liLTe was nothing in
their appearance to indicate that they were better
than any ordinary potatcjes one could pick up in
any farmer's cellar. I have a good many potatoes
sent me to test in this way, and often tlntl that tlu-y
are no better than old varieiiet.. We had a number
on trial this year. To make the trial mure com-
plete, 1 got two tubers of about the same size from
an old farmer's stock, and planted ihem b> ilie side
of the others. He said tliey were Karly iiosc. I

can't say about tnis, but they are an early kind that
he has grown a long time wiihout any change of
seed. All these potatoes were cut to one e^ e. and
planted precisely as the n st uf our field ciup was
planted. They were put right in the fleld, and
not on selected ground, but on average. No ma-
nuring or fertilizing whatever was done on the land
where they grew. Nov did they liave any extra
tillage. We dropped these pieces in diills made the
same as all over the field, and then treated all the
field alike till digging-time. 1 took a lork and
threw out the hillb pianled with Mr. Maule's new
early potato, and 1 never was so surprised in all my
life at any resuit.s obtained in poiato culture. In
every hill there were great, large, beautiful pota-
toes, such as 1 have never seen since the first year
the old Early Rose came around. There were prac-
tically no small ones, or medium sized ones -just
enormous ones, such as you migiit perhaps look tor
under very lavorable conditions in a wet st-ason.
Now, I am not e.vaggerating a bit. The first j'ear [

grew the Early Rose there were a good many tubers
as tine and large ;i.s these. 1 have never seen any
early potatoes on my farm since, as one, until I dug
these. There were 45 pounds. They resemble the
Rose in shape, color, and quality very much. Tliey
are quite early, and were ripe entirely before the
rains came, so this great growth was made with
little chance. The tops were not large. They were
not as thrifty and promising as the Kreemans,
hence my great surprise when 1 dug them.
The two tubers obtained from a farmer's cellar

gave me 15 lbs. of rather small potatoes. Therjwere
hardly any that you could call medium, and many
small ones. The two lots were each given about
three hills less than half a square rod to grow in.
The yield per acre of VViii. Henry Maule's potatoes
was over 240 bushels. The yield of the others a
little over 8U. Here was a difference ot IfiO bushels
per acre, due entirely and only to blood. In other
words, the vigor and vitality of the new seedling
enabled it, under precisely the same conditions, to
grow three times as many bushels Now don't
think this is an advertisement of VVtn. Henry Maule's
potato. He has never written me a word about it.

When I planted the tubers 1 thought in all probabil-
ity ] should never have any occasion to mention It.

But there is a great lesson taught by tins little ex-

peiiment. Thousands of farmeis are using seed
that lias so run out that there is no profit m grow-
ing the crop. I would not be rash. 1 am pretty
careful myself. Hut you will make a mistake if
you don't ehai.ge seed occasionally and get the ben-
ettt of new blood. Jn tins line oi new potatoes we
are consiantly testing, and quick to change when it
will pay. we raiseu the Eai ly Rose largely lor
year;,; but careiui tests maue us change to karly
tJeauty of Hebron, rinowHake, Monroe Seedling,
etc., as inese newer varielies came out. Do you
know the night after 1 dug those 45 pounds of new
potatoes I hardly slept at all ? My potato blood was
so stirred up 1 couldn't cool down.

Well, the above little story so stirred up my
"poiato blood '"that 1 couia hardly wait till

the next morning. Do you know why'.* Be-
cause 1 determined to make Terry a visit on
puiposc to see that 45 lbs. of potatoes. Fur-
thermore, I decided it was the potato I wanted
for some experiments 1 am getting ready for in
the way of growing early potatoes under glass.
1 could have ridden the whole distance on the
wheel; but it takes almost too much time, and
just now we are very busy here at the Home of
the Honey-bees. 1 accordingly took the tirst

train lor Akron, 20 miles away. Then I asked
if 1 could put my wheel on the electric cars.

Not unless you pay for the wheel also."
"AH right. Hut how much must i pay for

the wheel ?
"

"Ten cents for yourself, and the same for the
wheel as far as the power-house, where our run
ends."

All right, and many thanks. Why, if you
will only carry our wheels along with us for the
small sum of 10 cts. additional, we will patron-
ize you often, and the wheel Dusiness and the
electric-car business will go right on lovingly
together."
These electric cars are warmed by the same

subtle fluid that propels them. Under every
seat in the car there is a simple coil of wire. It
looks as if it might be galvanized iron. The
coil is open so the air can circulate all around.
The wire is of such a size that the amount of
current sent through it makes it hot; and this
diffuses the most pleasant and agreeable heat
you can imagine all through the car on a frosty
October morning.
At the power-house the line from Silver

Lake to Cleveland starts out. l went into the
otiice and tried to make arrangements with
them to carry my wheel with me, but they ab-
solutely refused. They said 1 could have the
wheel sent on a freight-car that runs along
later, i explained that I should have to have
the wheel as soon as 1 stepped off the car. Eut
it was of no avail. Why will great corpora-
tions be so stupid "? Is a wheelman going to
patronize an electric road and then sit down
and wait for his wheel to come up after him,
waiting longer than to have ridden the whole
distance with the wheel? The cons.quence
was, i rode eight miles to get to Terry s, and
then a visit of only hfteen or twenty minutes;
for to reach home by night 1 must get back to
the power-house at just such a time. But I

saw that new early potato. They were down
in a dark cellar, in a bushel basket, with a big
tub turned over them so as to be sure nobody
got those precious tubers for dinner, by mis-
take. I wanted one of those potatoes very bad-
ly, i would have given a dollar for just a
little one; but 1 knew beforehand that friend
Terry would neither sell nor give away even
the smallest potato without Maule's consent.
He said that Maule had not told him any thing
about the poiato at all; neither had he told
him what to do with the product. He simply
asked him to test them. They had not tried

any of them for eating, for they are too valu-
able. I do not know what some of them might
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weigh, but considerably over a pound, I should
judge. And this great yield was without any
particular show of tops. In fact, the tops were
not as large as those of the Freemans right be-
side.

I was satisfied with my visit, and started
back on my wheel with more enthusiasm than
when I came. By pretty hard riding I manag-
ed to reach the power-house just as the conduct-
or was calling out "all aboard." Next morn-
ing I wrote Maule a letter; but 34 hours after,

considering the matter, I wrote another, beg-
ging for a few of those potatoes at some price.

I told him I must have them atonce. The first

letter did not bring more than a promise that,

when his new catalog was out, I could have
some at catalog prices. My second one. how-
ever touched the spot, and the result is. I have
actually purchased five barrels of this new po-
tato. They are to be called Maule's Early
Thoroughbred potato. The price for the coming
season will certainlv be a dollar a pound, or
perhaps $1..50. I paid so much for these five bar-
rels I should hardly dare tell anybody about it.

So you seel got the coveted potato I wanted
so bad. What shall I do with them? Well, a
few will be cut up and started in the green-
house at once. I am going to see if I can not
have some new potatoes ready to plant by
planting-time next spring. The rest of them
are not for sale, but are to be given to subscrib-
ers to Gi>EANiNGS. And this is the way we will

do it: Every one of our readers who is now a
subscriber to Gleanings, who will send us ?!1.00

for Gleanings one year, not asking for any
other premium, shall have one pound, nostpaid
bv mail, of Maule's Early Thoroughbred potato.
The potatoes themselves are ivorth. say. a dol-
lar a pound, but they are not for sale at any
price. If you do not want to take the trouble
to get a subscriber to Gleanings, make some of
your friends, who you think would be interested
in it. a present of it for one year, and we will

send you the pound of potatoes.

Columbia Co. Here 1 met with a very cordial
reception from Prof. Clute, formerly connected
with the Michigan Agricultural College, at
Lansing. They have a fine school here, and
beautiful grounds; and quite a good deal has
been done in the way of testing not only fruits

and vegetables, but the various grains that can
be profitably grown in the northern limits of
the State of Floiida. Prof. Clute was enthusi-
astic about the flat pea. or Lathyrus silvestris,

which has made such a wonderful growth on
their grounds at Lansing, Mich. I believe it

was he who first introduced and tried on an ex-
tensive scale this plant. The sacaline had also
been making a growth of one year on the ex-
periment grounds ; but the frost had cut it

down; but when I was there it had started out
making rank shoots not unlike asparagus.
These shoots were several inches in length.
Quite a plantation of the flat pea was just up,
and was growing enough to show the nitrogen-
nodules. I had quite a pleasant visit with
Prof. Kolfs. the Slate Chemist. The diflerent
professors showed great willingness to drop
every thing and show me their work and their
plans. This institution is so new in Florida
that they havn not as yet made a success of
many of the experiments, as we have here fur-
ther north, where experiment stations are an
older idea. My stay was so brief that I did not
have time to go about much in the country.

Around Lake City, as in other parts of Flori-
da, we find many of those strange sink-holes
that have interested me so much from time to
time. Gear's Sink, near by, is filled with beau-
tiful clear water, indicating that these artesian
wells and lakes have at least some connection
with this sinking-down of the ground. Nata-
rally, Florida has not very much to offer in the
way of waterfalls; ^ut Falling Creek, in the
vicinity, is certainly as handsome and pictur-
esque as some of the falls further north. A
beautiful clear pure water that characterizes

^ ,

)otatoes. ,^^artflTost every part of Florida is one of the pleas-
Perhaps you do not realize how much of a fin^r^nt things about it. In fact, I can not remem-

ihis new potato is. It is very earlv — perhstpS ^gj. ^f having seen any muddy water anywhere;
as early as any thing we have. None of our
other exceedingly early potatoes are good yipld-
ers. This is a tremendous yielder. and the tops
are small, so it will he jnst the thing to grow
for early potatoes under elass "^r under beds
covered with cotton sheeting. Below is what
Manle himself has to say in regard to quality:

In reKard to t)ie quality of Maule's New Early
Thoroughbred potato, it is pxreptionally fine; it is

as grood a baker as Brownell's Winner, which here-
tofore has lieen considered the V)est of all for tliis

purpose; and for every other culinary purpose it is

simply perfection. You can not rpcommend it too
hiffhlv. Wm. Henry Maule.
Philadelphia. Pa.. Oct. 19.

We have at this date, Oct. 19, received 1 lb. by
mail, from Maule. One of these potatoes was
cooked, together with some of the Freemans.
While the Freeman is perhaps a little more dry
and floury, the new potato was pronounced by

and. I might almost say, for that matter, no
mud anywhere. Another sink-hole, called Fall-

ing Creek Sink, interested me. The ground has
gone down, carrying with it trees, logs, brush,
etc.. making it look as if the bottom indeed had
commenced to drop out of every thing. The
turpentine industry flourishes to a greater or
less extent all through this region This has
been described before.

A few miles out of Jacksonville, toward the
west, one is astonished at seeing a considerable
town of verv hastily built cabins, now entirely

deserted. What could it mean? My curiosity

was finally satisfied by some of the passengers
telling me that it was a camp started at the
time the yellow fever was raging, people rush-
ing for the country, and getting along as best

they could until the epidemic had passed by.

And now it makes one feel a little sad to see

all the family to be richer and sweeter than quite a gnod-sized town so still, silent, and des

even the Freeman. Take it all tosether. I be-
lieve that, with all it< other good qualities

—

earliness and wonderful productiveness — it is

the crowning triumph of the present day in

potato-growing.
With this fine early potato, and the Craig

Seedling for a late one. we have a pretty nice
"span." Don't you think so?

! )
'' ' If 1 '

FLORIDA NOTES — CONOLTJDED.

I have once before mentioned my visit to the
branch experiment station at Fort Myers. This
was instituted in order to test Florida products
away down below the frost-line. The experi-
ment station proper, however, Is at Lake City,

olate. Probably there was nothing in the loca-

tion to induce people to stay, other than the
fact that it was a safe distance from the conta-
gion of the terrible epidemic a few years ago.

During the middle of March I started back
for my northern home. There are many pleas-

ant things about Florida: but I confess that, as

I got on further north, it seemed exceedingly
refreshing to see larqcareaft of cultivated fields.

In Florida, farming and gardening of all sorts

is mostly done in the favorable places here and
there. The greater part of almost every locali-

ty is still wild and uncared-for.

lar,

Some years ago an old song was quite popu-
r, called "The Girl I Left behind Me." I be-
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lieve it met with more favor witla the young or
middle-aged ; and it might seem out of place
for a man of my age to be letting his thoughts
run a good deal in the direction of " the girl I

left behind me." Yes, every mile I passed re-

mindtd me that I was so much nearer, not only
the girl I left behind me, but the other girls and
boys flocking around her, to say nothing of the
grandchildren; and my heart overflowed at the
thought of meeting them all again after an ab-
sence of two months. I fell to musing a good
deal, and I don't think 1 was as talkative as
usual; but in coming through Georgia I over-
heard some of the young farmers talking about
planting for watermelons. Said I:

'• Why, do you dare plant watermelons as ear-
ly as this, especially when you are having such
severe frosts ?

"

" Why, stranger, some of us have found that
it pays to plant very early. If the weather
should swing around favorable, and these ear-
ly-planted seeds grow, we are that much ahead.
But we do not place very much dependence on
this very early planting, however. Most of the
large melon-growers commence very early, and
then put some more seeds in the same hill, say
every week, for several weeks. If the first and
even second planting is killed, then the third
will probably come on all right. The seed costs
but little; and at this season of the year, when
we have not very much to do, the time costs but
little, as the hills are a good way apart: and in

this way we make a sure thing of reaping the
a,dvantage of an extra-early spring if we should
have one."
Now, friends, is there not a big idea here?
As I go over that pleasant visit of two months,

and think of the friends I found there, I feel a
great longing to go over the same ground once
more. There were several points that I did not
explore to my full satisfaction, because of poor
health. Providence permitting, I may at some
future time give you some further glimpses of
that land of flowers and sunshine. Let me con-
fess to you that, when I kneel down at night,
after the cares of the day are over, I can ask
God's blessing on the friends away down in
Florida, with a better understanding of the
matter than I ever had before.

Our Homes.

Jesus then cometh, and taketh bread, and giveth
them, and flsh likewise.—John 31: 13.

And they g-ave him a piece of a broiled flsh, and
of a honey-comb. And he took It, and did eat be-
fore them.—Luke 24: 43,43.

I have been teaching the " meat cure " pretty
vehemently for some time back, dear friends;
and after Ernest backed me up on it as he did,
I confess I felt somewhat anxious. Suppose I

am making a mistake. Suppose the good
friends who have been cured, together with
myself, have unconsciously got into that state
of mind, like the Electropoise patients, and
that I am really doing the thing I have so
strongly condemned, of imagining a good deal.
It would indeed be a serious matter. I have
prayed earnestly over it. For four years of my
early life I was a vegetarian. I have by no
means forgotten the arguments I used then. I
often think of them; and I have prayed that
God would open the way to discover if some
vegetable product might not be found that
would do all lean meat does, and thus avoid, at
least in part, the taking of animal life.

After a slight attack of my malarial chills
last summer I said to Mrs. Root, " If there is a

doctor on earth who can get me out of these
troubles I would willingly give him .?1( 00;" and
I prayed over it—not for my sake alone—of
course not—but for the sake of suffering hu-
manity whom I try to leach "doctoring with-
out medicine." God has answereti thai prayer,
or. at least, it seems so; and it didn't cost flOOO'

either. Of late 1 have been pleading with the
great Father again. I have asked him if it

were not possible that we might enjoy the
fruits and grains, so luscious and plentiful, at
least in moderation, while we secured health.

Little by little as I prayed, my mind began to
turn toward the great sanitarium of Battle
Creek, Mich.—toward the peculiar people who
live tliere, and who not only live on vegetable
diet, but who persist in having their Sunday on
Saturday. May be the idea was suggested
somewhat by the fact that we had received an
order from them for a carload of stuff for boxes
to contain their " health crackers," etc. I said
again to Mrs. Root, " Dear wife, I would give
another $1000 to know how to keep well, and to
teach others, if it could be done, and still allow
them to have bread and butter, peaches, baked
apples, etc."
As Battle Creek stanas at the head in this, I

felt it might really be a duty to visit, there—

a

duty I owed to the readers of Gleanings, to
pay them a visit, that I might not lead them
into error. If I am to teach " doctoring with-
out medicine," surely I ought to see both sides
of every phase of the matter.
At this crisis a letter came that almost seem-

ed to have the finger of Providence in it.

Dear Friend Roof;—I have wanted to have you
come here and see how our Institution is run, ever
since I have been here; but I felt as if I was a
cracker from the Flatwoods. that I did not care to
say too much about it; but in some way your work
was mentioned tlie other day before some of our
manag'ers here, and tliat broug-ht up the subject of
A. I. Hoot. Of course, we are interested in any
thing that will forward educational work, and lead
to better living' and happier homes and happier
people. The manafrement instructed me to say to
you that, if you would come here and visit us, we
would furnish the transportation, and consider you
our gruest while here, and I should be pleased to
have you come and see a business that is conducted
without a view to money-making', but whose entire
profits are to be used either in the betterment of
the plant or in charity. We have a family now of
about 1300 peonle, patients, guests, and helpers, and
1 think it would do you good to come and see some
of our meetings. Irving Keck.
Battle Creek, Mich., Oct. 8, 189.5.

I replied at once, accepting with thanks the
kind invitation, of course declining to let them
pay any of my expenses, for I always want the
privilege of speaking through Gleanings with-
out bias, unprejudiced by fear or favor. On the
23d of October, as I stepped from the train I

was glad to see the friendly face that greeted
me -'o kindly last winter at Bowling Green, Fla.
Little did friend K. or myself expect, when we
parted away down at Bartow. Fla.. to meet so
soon, and under such changed circumstances.
But I must hasten. At the Battle Creek Sani-
tarium it is the custom, once a week, for pa-
tients and others who may wish to attend, to
be instructed by Dr. Kellogg in regard to health
questions. Questions are sent up by the audi-
ence, and Dr. K. answers. It was my good for-

tune to be present on just the very evening of
one these health-lectures.
Of course. I drank in every word, and I did

it with almost as much intense interest as I

pursued the subject of bee culture years ago.
I am going to try to report the teachings of the
evening pretty fully, as I am sure they are of
interest and value to all; and may God give
me grace to lay aside all my own prejudices (if
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I have any), that I may fairly and candidly
consider the whole matter. The first question
was in regard to the cocoanut as an article for

food. As the answer does not particularly con-
cern us just now, we pass it by. The next was:

" What will the world use as a substitute for

leather if we stop using animals for food ?
"

I at once surmised that at least most present
took it for granted that the teacher was oppos-
ed in toto to the taking of life in order to fur-

nish food to humanity. The answer was given
quite at length, and in it Dr. K. in strong terms
advocated his belief. As a surgeon and physi-
cian, perhaps Dr. Kellogg has few superiors in

the world, and very likely he is ahead of the
whole world in devising means for preparing the
products of the field for heathful and delicious
articles of diet; but I soon decided in ray own
mind, that, like some other great men, he has
an offhand and sometimes even reckless way of

making statements. He closed his answer by
saying we could dispense with leather very
easily, and that common paper, even the slip

with the question on, that he held in his hand,
could be made stronger and more serviceable
than leather by simply immersing it in acids,

sulphuric and nitric. I think he said Germany
was even now making shoes of paper, much
superior to leather. Now, the last may be true;
but the former I am sure is a mistake, or a great
exaggeration at least.

The next question was in regard to a remedy
for sour stomach.
The doctor said there were two kinds—one

the result of fermentation of the food, the other
a surplus of gastric juice. I was a little sur-
prised to hear him at the outset state that the
Salisbury diet of lean meat was one method of
cure: for pui'e lean beef, as it contains neither
starch nor sugar, could not take on fermentation.
At one period, years ago, he himself used tbe
treatment largely—perhaps as many as a thou-
sand patients in all. his own wife being one
among the number;* but of late years he had
abandoned it. He gave several of the reasons
that induced him to give up the treament.
First, a sour stomach never kills anybody.
I was surprised at this declaration. If this is

true, diseases which we have most of us sup-
posed to result from sour stomach do kill,

and I confess I hardly see how a patient is

going to build up very fast with fermenting
substances filling the stomach and bowels.
Secondly, an exclusively lean-meat diet, long
continued, renders the patient unable to eat
and digestany thing else. This has been far from
my experience and observation. Finally he
said a meat-diet makes people " ferocious."
This does not accord at all with my last Home
Paper. The lady who superintends the juve-
nile department of our Medina schools has he-
come the verv reverse of " ferocious " under the
meat diet. For the first few weeks. I grant,
the patient feels weak and irritable; but with
good digestion that comes in time, and good
blood, come patience, gentleness, and all the
Christian graces.
He said, further, if it were not for the heavy

doses of hot water prescribed to rinse off the
poison, such quantities of lean meat would
prove fatal to the patient. It happens, howev-
er, that I was a Salisbury patient on clean pure
meat over 20 years ago. iaefore the advantages

* Pemit me here to call attention to a common
and, itwould seem, a wide-spread fallacy. Neither
Dr. Lewis nor Dr. Salisbury has ever prescribed or
recommended raw beef ; and yet even Dr. Kellogg'
more than once uses tlie expression, "tlie Salisbury
raw-beef diet," or soniething to tliat effect. It is

true, he once partly corrected it. Now, if he in his
treatment gave his patients raw beef, lie certainly
was not following Salisbury.

of hot water had been discovered. I then
drank water as I pleased—drank it cold or not
at all, and turned out to be a pretty " tough and
lively corpse " at the end of 18 weeks. At that
time I was told to eat what 1 pleased, but to be
careful about getting back into the old rut
again.

It seems a little sad that two great men, both
benefactors to the human race, should disagree
in this way.
In regard to the excessive use of sugar, they

agree exactly. The same may be said in re-
gard to fats and greasy food; and in the great
dining-hall for the helpers I found one table
where they had discarded cabbage, turnips,
potatoes, etc., as being unwholesome and indi-
gestible. You see in this they agree with
Salisbury and Lewis exactly. They also agree
in regard to the value of whole-wheat flour, the
importance of cooking rice and other grains a
long while, say several hours, for the use of
those with weak digestion, etc.; but more of
this anon.
The last question of the evening was in re-

gard to the use of honey for food. Our readers
will recall some or the severe strictures from
Dr. Kellogg, that went the rounds of the pa-
pers some years ago in regard to the matter of

honey as food. Well, the teacher frankly ad-
mitted he had changed his mind in regard to

honey. Some recent experiments with diabetic
patients has revealed the fact that, where a
liver is so much diseased that it refuses to

eliminate pure cane sugar, it will still fulfill its

office on honey—that is, where sugar would be
almost fatal to a diabetic patient, he can eat
good honey almost with impunity. You may
recall the fact that I have written of a similar
experience of my own, in regard to the use of

honey. Will our readers having impaired di-

gestion please try dispensing with sugar, and
use good honey instead? If your honey is not
first-class, make it so by sterilizing, or. in other
words, heating, not enough to injure it. but so

as to kill even imperceptible fermentation, and
make it wholesome.
On my first arrival I inquired about hot

water.
"Oh, yes! here it is," said friend Keck. " as

hot as you want it, and distilled water at
that;" and I found most beautiful drinking-
fountains. right in the way of convenient ac-
cess, dispensing pure water, either hot or cold,

at anytime of day or any season. I can't tell

you in this issue all this great institution is do-
ing for the health of humanity; but I am going
to tell you of friend Keek's special department.
He superintends the factory where the health
foods are made. These are almost all the work
of Dr. Kellogg's untiring and active zeal in de-

vising means to make sick people well.

Some time ago I asked Dr. Lewis about their

gluten biscuit, and he said they would be an
excellent thing for patients to take after they
are able to take some vegetable food with their

meals. Friend Keck gave me a beautiful room
after I had been through the cracker-factory,

and, after my usual nap, I was served in my
room with about the nicest steak I ever found
anywhere. As I am now allowed a slice of

graham bread with my meat I decided to try a

dish of gluten musn instead. Pure gluten is a

vegetable food containing neither starch nor
sugar;' but as I am allowed a little graham
bread I chose the 40-per-cent gluten meal.
Now, I have long imagined there might be a

food product in the world that would be rich

and nourishing, easily digestible, and some-
thing I could take safely with my meat. As I

looked at the gluten mush.it seemed as if it

were going to " fill the long-felt want." I tast-
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ed it. I turned with an exclamation of sur-
prise:
" Why, friend K.. this Is the most delicious

food. I verily do believe, that has ever passed
my lips."

I knew, almost without trying, that it would
digest perfectly, and it did. In the proce.«s of
manufacture it is cooked for hours, again and
again; and, therefore, when put up ready for
market, the addition of a little boiling water
makes a nice cooked food almost instantly. The
gluten biscuit I found equally palatable, but
it is more trouble to masticate them. Gluten
may be called the "beefsteak" of the wheat:
and when cooking it smells very much like
savory meat.

I had quite a talk with Dr. Kellogg in his
private office. While he did not say in so many
words that gluten foods might entirely take the
place of lean meat, he implied that they now
succeeded in treating all diseases with a veg-
etable diet. Be it said to their credit, very few
drugs or medicines are used at all. The whole
great institution, employing almost every
known art and appliance for the cure of disease,
come the nearest of any thing I ever saw or
heard of to a system of really—"cZoctori7i(/
without medicine.''''

WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE. WHO SHALL DECIDE?

Dear friends, there is not space in Gleanings
to discuss the matter of a mixed diet, or one
purely vegetable; for great books have already
been written on both sides of the subject. May
I simply call attention to the fact expressed in
the text at the head of this talk? Once or
twice our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ saw fit

to provide food for his followers. He fed the
multitudes, as you are aware, both with loaves
and fishes—very likely because that was the
common every-day diet of the times. Once
more, he at one time provided a little banquet
on the shores of the lake for the chosen few.
He had first helped them to catch the fish, then
he provided for the tired and hungry laborers a
little meal, and it was composed as before of
bread and fish, both together. At another
time, when he was trying to convince them
that he was not a spirit, but really flesh and
blood, he asked them for food. They brought
him some fish and honey, of which he partook.
One of the great objections made to a diet of
animal food is that it necessitates the taking of
animal life; but the Saviour actually helped,
by miraculous means, that his disciples might
gather in that great draft of fishes. He at least
evidently did not consider it sinful to take life

in order to provide them with their daily food.
Shall we not drop the subject here, letting each
one decide for himself where duty lies? and I

should say. shall we not thank God for every
little bit of progress that is being made in
either vegetable or animal diet, in the preven-
tion and cure of disease—especiaUv while this
sort of cure was brought about by " doctoring
without medicine " ?

OUR CROP OF CRAIG SEEDLING POTATOES FOR
1895.

The ground was occupied by potatoes last
year; and had it been any other variety than
the Craig we should have been afraid of the
scab. Let me say here that the crop is mostly

dug and harvested, with scarcely a trace of
scab in the whole lot. The potatoes were
planted May 10, on something over an acre of
ground. As there were different pati^'h' s here
and there, vacated by other crops, it is hard to
get at the whole area exactly. The largest
piece, however, was, as nearly as we can mea-
sure it, % of an acre. In con.scqnence of a
frosty spring, or some other reason, there was
not a full stand. Perhaps the seed was slightly
frostfd, as it was shipped pretty early in the
spring. We cut the potatoes to one eye—mostly
large ontatoes. The ground was worked up
fine, with appropriate harrows before plowing,
then plowed and fined up again, making a
mellow seed-bed nine or ten inches deep. The
ground was in good order, and they came up
quite promptly — that is. what came up. So
many failed, as I have told yon, that, fearing
the ground would not be all occupied, I planted
Burpee's bush lima beans where hills were
missing. I did very foolishly, however, in that;
for, before digging-time, the ground was so
covered with the Craig potatoes that the beans
were literally choked out, and they really
amounted to about as much as so many weeds.
As the ground had no manure, about the time
the tops so nearly covered the ground that it

would have been impossible to cultivate much
further we mulched all the spaces between the
rows with coarse stable manure; and this,
together with the great mass of tops, held the
moisture so well that, after the first heavv rain,
it kept at least damp during the whole dry
season down under the mulch. About the first

of October the greater part of the vines, when
stretched up to their full length, came up to my
chin—some of them as high as my head. The
mass of foliage was tremendous; and so were
the potatoes tremendous. While picking them
up we put some of them into a bushel basket,
for photographing. Forty potatoes made a
heaping bushel; and from the whole 5^ of an
acre we gathered a good 2.50 bushels. This
would be at the rate of 400 bushels per acre,
and that, too, with so many missing hills that
we should have had quite a crop of lim.a beans
if the rank growth of potatoes had not actually
crowded them to death before the beans were
quite matured. We got some beans on the
outside rows—that is about all. The potatoes
have now been tested through two of our most
trying dry seasons, and they fully sustain their
reputation for standing drouth, scab. bugs, and
blight, better than any other potato I know of.

In fact, it has never shown a particle of blight.
By mistake in planting, one row was left after
thie seed was all gone, and this furrow was
pretty well down through the middle of the
patch. A new potato that we wished to test
was put in here—in fact, several new kinds
were put in, right adjoining the Craigs. One
after another showed blight more or less before
the season was over, and this one long row was
ail black and dead when not a leaf of the Craig
foliage on either side was affected at all. The
Craig is in shape much like the Rural New-
Yorker, and is in every way fully as desirable.
We think it of a finer quality as a table potato,
and a very much stronger grower, both in foli-

age and yield.

CRAIG POTATOES AT THE OHIO EXPERIMENT
,,;: ,, STATION, ETC.

Friend Root:—I was very much interested in
your account of your visit to P"'enn's, Terry's,
and Chamberlain's, in the Oct. 1 Gleanings.
I thought you would be interested in hearing
how the Craig Seedling behaved at the station,
and your account brought it to my mind.

I can say that we had no variety out of over
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one hundred kinds but showed signs of blight
by the middle of August; and by Sept. 1st all

were ciead or practically so. The Craig held
out as long as any KMnd, but had to give up
long before any frost. We had an acre or so of
different kinds planted about the Krst of .July,

and they went before the frost came. Even a
few planted tlie 26ihof July did not wait for the
frost. Now, just why the blight should be so
severe with us here in Wayne Co., and twenty
miles north be almost free from it during the
latter part of the season, is something 1 can not
e.xplain. The two seasons before this potatoes
did e.xtraordinarily well during the latter part
of the season.

I undertook quite an experiment in the late
planting of potatoes this year: and although it

has turned out just as 1 expected, there have
been souie facts learned that I think of value.
One is, that potatoes that grow tintil the frost
kills them are of more value for seed than those
killed by the blight. We found that such seed
potatoes throw up a few vigorous stalks, while
those that were blighted would have many
small slender stalks. The consequence of this
is, that the potato from the late-planted seed
would give a much larger per cent of large po-
tatoes than would tlie others. 1 think I am
safe in saying that your Craig Seedlings, that
have grown through the summer without
blight, are worth much more for seed than ours
which have blighted, although we have some
very tine Craigs notwithstaning the blight.
Some varieties behaved ditt'erenily from

others in this respect. If you can spare any of
the kind that grew tintil frost came we should
be glad to get them, so as to carry on this ex-
periment another year.

I hope you will publish the exact yield, and
the amount of ground occupied by that crop of
Craig potatoes.
When I was at the Medina fair I had some

specimens of the green and yellow soja beans.
Several farmers were quite interested in it, and
asked where they could get the seed. I told
them that perhaps the A. I. Root Co. would
keep it in stock; if not, they can get it of T. C.
Wood & Co., seedsmen, Richmond, Va.

I believe this bean is a decidedly better forage-
plant than many that have been introduced
with a great deal of advertising. On the sta-
tion ground this year one ton of green feed was
cut from a tenth of an acre. E. C. Green.

Wooster, O., Oct. 7.

[Many thanks, friend G. There was no
blight in our Craigs at all. They stood right
up till the frost, just as you saw them. So our
st-ed will be entirely from potatoes free from
blight. Come to measure the ground with a
tape-line, there was not nearly two acres all
together. The largest piece, measured accu-
rately, showed % of an acre, and from this we
got 250 bushels, at the rate of an even 400 bush-
els per acre, as I have told elsewhere. 1 shall
be glad indeed to furnish the soja beans. If
thert- is more than one variety, tell us exactly
the kind that gave you at the rate of ten tons
of feed per acre.

My answer to your request to communicate
results about the Craig potato is as follows:

I procured of you last spring ^. peck of seed.
I cut them into single eyes, and planted on the
side of other potatoes. They took a single row
of 175 feet. Yesterday I dug them. There
was a little more than three bushels; weighed
from 19 ounces down; very few small ones;
free from blotches and such things. They are
the best potatoes I have. 1 shall plant all I

have next year. S. W. Salisbury.
Independence, Mo., Sept. 30.

I tried thy potato called the Craig; and from
thy pound I raised nearly one bushel. The sea-
son hen; was the worst known for years. The
blast struck very early ; some crops were ruin-
ed. The Craig grew very profusely, very large
vines; resisted blight the best of any I noticed.
In fact, they were green when all other varie-
ties W(!ri! dead. Jacoh Almy.
Soiuli Portsmouth, R. I.

Those Craig potatoes that we purchased of
you last spring are very nice. You say the
vines stay green till frost comes; but that is

not the case with ours. They are all dried up
now. But 1 guess the reason of that is we
planted them when we did our early potatoes.
We planted half a peck of smail Crait? potatoes;
and when wu came to dig them this tall we got
four bushels and a half of nice tilg potatoes;
but they were In rich ground. We like them
on account of size and good flavor.
We have now 115 colonies of bees. I have ten

of my own—all but one in your Dovetailed hive,
eight frames.
We have a pretty fair crop of honey this

year, but it is all from fall flowers.
Savanna, III., Sept. 24. Cuas. D. IIandei-.

The one pound of Craig potatoes I purchased
of you yielded 3^ bushc-1, but quite a lot of
small ones. They had a very poor chance, a
pear-tree shading part of them.
Tidal, Pa., Oct. 19. Saml Heath.

In the August iSth number of Gleanings
was sometliing for which I desire to thank you,
under the heading of " Sub-irrigation vs. Toma-
to rot." I have been trying to introduce a sys-
tem exactly the same, for the house we have
lived in here for a number of years past, but
without avail, as the owners are not ready to
listen to any thing different from what the
plumber has to otter them. They are very well
satisfied to run waste water from the sink to a
well situated some distance down In the gar-
den, away past every thing growing in the
garden—no opportunity for watering unless we
pump cold water from the well direct.
East Downington, Pa. Frank T. Hoope.

BUSINESSj^^

PUIGB OF GLASS, AGAIN.
When we made tlie announcement hi last issue,

of a large advaiicu in price of window jilass, we
were not cogiiizjiiit ot' the fact that tlie manufac-
turers' list prite had been changed recently. Since
we h;ive the new list to which present discounts ap-
ply we find present prices not nearly so high as
indicated, thougii quite a little higher than last
spring's prices. In view of this change of base we
revise sigaiu our price of glass to the following:
Small sizes cut to order will he $:i.5U per box of 50

feet. Strips in stock us follows:
Price of Wgt. of
10 100 100

3xl7?i for 24 single-tier and 48-ll>.

cases 2,5 2.00 50 lbs.

3xl3"2 for VI and 24 lb. JJ-row cases 20 l.HO 45 "

2.x9 for 12 lb. 2-row 8 fiu 20 "

CAKLOAD OK ALFALFA HONEY.
There is a carload of alfalfa honey on the way to

us from Reno, Nev. It is chiefly e.xtracted, of good
quality. There is some comb; but as we have or-
ders already waiting for several tons of choice
comb honey, we are likely to close this out soon
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after the car arrives. We offer the extracted at the
same price we have been selling' California white-
sage and Michis-an willow herb, or clover and bas-i-

wood honey. We can furnish any of lhe.se in 60-lb.
cans, two in a case, at Sc per lb.; two cases or over,
T/iC. Write for price on hir^e quantities. Offers of
choice comb lioney solicited.

HIGHER PRICES FOR AVAX.

A brisk foreign demand for wax lias siillcned up
the price about 2 cts. a pound in the New York
market. Until further notice we offtT 20 cts. cash,
28 cts. in trade, for average wax delivered here.
Selling price in small lots will be .S2 cts. per lb. for
market wax; 35 cts. for refined, itetail price of
comb foundation will be 2 cts. per lb below the
printed table in our catalog. We l)a\e for some
time been selling at 5 cts. below; but present prices
of wax will not warrant further sales at that rate.

THE BIOGLE POULTRY-BOOK.
We have not had time to read it through yet, but

we notice this one is not a, bit behind the Biggie
strawberry-book and the Biggie hoi'se-book. in its
wonderful half-tone pictures, to say nothing of the
colored plates that are all throng li it. There is a
sort of vein of pleasantry running through the Big-
gie-book pictures that is quite attractive, and the
style of narration has this same vein of comicality.
We take it for granted that the book is fully up to
the times, because books of this kind, sent out by
the Farm Journal, are usually so. The price is .50

cts. It contains 16 colored plates, 42 handsome en-
gravings, and 61 others illustrating chicken-houses,
nests, drinking-vessels, etc. It makes me think of
the time when I walked eight miles to a bookstore
in order to purchase a book on poultry. It took me
a good deal longer to get home than it did to get to
the bookstore, because I sat down too often to look
at the pictures and to read the wonderful things in
regard to my then new hobby; and that book gave
me more pleasure, month after month and year
after year, than I can well describe, and it gave me
also some clean hard cash—the first money I ever
earned in any rural industry. I verily believe the
Biggie poultry-book is worth .50 et^. Just to Innk at
the pif'turivs, even if j'ou do not have time to read it

all. You can order it at this office if you prefer. We
will send it with Gleanings, if you ask for no other
premium, for S1.40.

HOW TO GET WEf.L AND KEEP WEIiL.

The above is the title of a book by Mrs. Elma
Stuart, of " Merrie Eiiu-land." Permit me to say
that, for many years past, T h;ive been purcha'^ing
almost evi ry new book as it cam» out. treating on
the subject of health and diet. I do n'^t mean that
I have been studying all the medical works and
doctor books, buttliose written in plain English for
common people. WeD, r have been a. good deal dis-
appointed to see th;it, almost without exception,
they advocated vegetable diet, or mainly .so. Tliis
book by ISir^ Stuart presents a most refreshing and
cheerful (contrast to the gfneral run. She is a dis-
ciple of Salisbury, and. I might say. an ardent dis-
ciple; but even the word "ardent" does not express
the zeal and happy enthusiasm and pleasantry with
which she tells of her trials in seeking health. She
had money—at least she did in the beginning—to
employ the most expensive doctors, and to go to
the celebrated health-resorts: but. like the woman
in the scrir'ture, she had "suffered manv things of
many physicians, and had spent all that she had,
and was nothing better, but rather grew worse."
After gaining strength and robust health by the
Salisbury treatment she took up — not medicine
(because her whole system is nearer " doctoring
without medicine " than any thing else T ever heard
of), but she soon commenced treating others, and
she has quite a long string of trrateful patients to
back un h'>r testimony: and in the introduction to
the book is a letter by his grace the Duke of Argyll.
We find the author's picture in the front of the
book, with her own autograph under it, signed,
" Yours alw;iys in hot water." Her testimony is so
much like mv own that oiie might imagine she
copied some of it after me were it not for the fact
that tlie first edition of the book rt'as put out in
1889: and in 1891 it had got as far as its fifth edition.
The full particulars of the treatment are given so
plainly, and in such every-dav languas-e, that it
seems to me one could hardiv make a mistake. In
fact, I would recommend this book to all our in-

quiring friends who want to know all about the
plan ot treatment. And the book is so readable
that I think the average person would be likely to
read iD all through, even though he were entirely
well, and not ailing in any respect. The opening
text on the title-page is, " If the prophet had bid
thee do some great tiling, wouldst thou not have
done it? how much better, then, when he saith to
thee. Wash :ind be clean ?" From beginning to end
it is a most vehement injunction to "wash and be
clean." in ex'cry sen«e of the word.
The price of tin- l)ook, postpaid, is $1..50, and it may

be had at i his office; or we will club it with Glean-
ings, and furnish the two for $3.25; or we will mail
it to anybody who is alieady taking Gleanings,
who will send us $1.2.5.

FREE SAMPLES OF THE PREPARED HEALTH FOODS
manufactured AT BATTLE CREEK, MICH,, ETC.

I am happy to tell our readers that we are to be
furnished Willi a large box of small sample pack-
ages, to be given away to those who order goods of
us by freight or (xpress. All you have to do is to
say. when you make your order, "Put in some
of the free samples of the prepared liealth foods."
Each p«ckage contains full and complete directions
for conking. After you have tiled them, and would
like 10 purchase these articles in small quantities
by the pound, we are going to have it arranged so
we shall keep in stock the follnwing staple atticles,
which will be furnished by us at the same prices at
which they are so'd in Battle Creek. The following
is a list of the prices of the tilings we propose to
keep in stock:
Sanitarium graham crackers, 10 cts. perlb.; wheat

crackers, 10 cts.; carbon crackers. 15 cts. These
latter are for constipation, and for purifying the
stomach and bowels. They are made of carbonized
wheat, or wheat partially burned to charcoal. Gra-
nola, 20 cts. per lb. This is manufactured from a
variety of grains, subjected to continued heat and
other processes whereby the starch is partially di-
gested, and prepared for immediate assimilation.
Gluten meal, 40 per cent pui'e gluten, 40 cts. per lb.
This is what I have described elsewhere in this
issue, and found so delicious when made into a
mush. Grannse, 20 cts. per lb. This is one of their
latest and most luscious foods. It is prepared from
wheat. It may be used in soups, with milk or
cream, or in numbeiless cimbinatinns with fruit
and eggs. It is palatable, crisp, delicious, and a
valuable food remedy for constipation. Caramel
coffee, 15 cts. per lb. This is a sort of coffee that is

simply nutritious and not stimulating. You can
give it to the children, or drink it yourself. Wheat-
germ grits, ^'-//> package, 10 cts. Whole-wheat wa-
fers. 20 cts. per lb. These are crisp, delicious,
toothsome wafers made of whole-wheat, tlour. short/-
ened with cii am. Not a particle of butter, lard,
baking-powder, yeast, or soda, is used in making
tb< se w.afers, or in any of the crackers or biscuits.
The first and main idea in their manufacture is

health; next, prices as low as may be consistent
with quality.
Last, but not least, we have fragments or broken

crackers in bulk of all the kinds of crackers that
they make, at a uniform price of 8 cts. per lb. These
crackers are just as good and just as clean and
fresh as any other; but they are not considered
quite as nice to put up in packages, therefore they
sell them at a low price as above.
Besides all the above, we have the small samples

of their health food, nut up in little ji.ackages, with
directions for eooking, to be given away fi'ee. If
wanted by mail you will have to si^nd 10 cts. for
postage; but if you mention them when ordering
other goods of us. say by freight or express, we will
])ut in some samples free of expense.
Now, they manufacture ever so many other kinds

of biscuit, ( rackers. etc., as well as prepared foods,
and you can get a nice catalog of all by simply mak
ing application to the Sanitarium Health Food Co.,
Battle Creek. Mich.
One special thing to recommend these foods is,

that they can he so quickly prepared. The cooking
is all done bj s^eam, or by great coke fires, at tlie

factory; and it'isdone on so large a scale that the
cost is compiratively nothing. When you want to
prepare them for the table, simply pour on a little

boiling water, stir it up, and you have a hot dish of
most luscious pudding, mush, toast, or whatever
else it may be. Where a woman does her own
housework (as is the case in our home), we should
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try to make it a great study to save mamma time
atid steps; and with something- provided so cheap, a
healtliful, nourisliing, and delicious food can be
smoliing hot for the tahle in from three to five min-
utes, wiiich is certainly a great desideratum.

COLD-FBAME OR HOT-BED SASH.

As we are now approaching- tlie season for using
sashes for protection from tlie frost, we call
attention again to the new-style light hotbed
sash we have been using for the past two or three
years. At first it was tliought that such ^ ery light
sash would not stand the weather and handling;
but in our own gardens our boys found them a very
great convenience indi'ed on account of their light-

ness. Tt is true, they are a little more apt to be
blown off by the wind; but when placed on a nice
well-fitting- bed, so as to cover the bed entire, the
wind rarely moves them. When used for construct-
ing small clieap greenhouses they should be fasten-
ed on with appropriate hooks, or be held down with
screws. There is a special advantage in using these
for greenhouses for raising vegetables, becavise the
movable sashes may be kept piled uv). stored away
out of the way until they begin to be needed in the
fall; and iu the same manner they may be moved in
the sprinff, and stored awiiy. thus giving the plants
the benefit of the sun and rain as soon as the weath-
er will permit. For all hardy or half-hardy stufif

this is a great convenience.
The sash are of the regular size, 3 ft. 4 inches by 6

ft., for four rows of glass 8 inches wide. If any
prefer larger glass we will furnish sash for 3 rows
of 11-inch glass at same jjrice. These sash are
halved together at the corners, instead of being
mortised and tenoned in the usual way. They have
the advantage that they may be shipped knocked
down at a low rate of freight, and they can be put
toB-ether by anybody. If done securely they are
just as strong as the regular sash. They are l^s, in.

thick, outside bars about 3 inches wide, and inside
ones about ]>4. The bars are grooved to slip the
glass in place. If a light of glass is broken, move
them up close and slide another in from the bottom
end. If any prefer the bars rabbeted to set glass in
putty, we will make them so on request. In put^
ting the sash together the best .iob is done with
screws; but nails may be used, and are less expen-
sive
Price of one sash, in the flat, for sample,

without glass or screws, 6.5 cts ; 5 in the flat, 60 cts.

each ; 10 in the flat, 55 cts. each. If you want screws
to put them together, add 5 cts. for each sash. The
holes are all bored, so you know just where the
screws are to go. Glass. 8x10, just right for the
above, $3.00 per box of 90 lights; 5 boxes, M.90 per
box; 10 boxes, $1.80 per box; less than a box, at 3'i

cts. per light.
Sash put up, no glass or paint, 16 cts each extra;

10 cts. each extra for each coat ct paint, and 80 cts.

each extra for glass set in place, making the sash
put up. painted '' coats, and filled with glass, at
$1.75 each in lots of .">. The risk and freight charges
are so much more shipi)ed i)ut up with glass that we
do not recommend you to order this way, and we
can not well pack less tlian 5 s.afely.

We would not advise shipping a less number than
five; but if you take our advice you will have all

your glass sash shipped in the flat. In this case
they go as fourth-class freight; whereas, all com-
plete they will have to go as flrst-class, and some
roads rate them as double flrst-class.

JERSEY WAKEKIELD CABBAGE SEED; H. A. MARCH'S
STOCK SEED.

We are on hand again with another extra-fine lot
of this seed now known so well. Ounce, 20 cents;
pound, $2 .50. Remember this is as cheap as. and in
many cases cheaper than, the seed you buy without
knowing who grew it or any thing about it. It is

not a bit too early to make your preparations and
be ready for extra-early cabbage next season.

POT.\TOES FOR FALL, PLANTING.
For price-: and full description of all the potatoes

we recommend and sell, please send for our potato
catalog. We offer remarkably low prices for fall

shipment, and expect to be able to ship potatoes
safely, by taking proper precautions in packing,
clear through this present month of November--
that is. unless the cold-wave signals shall seem to
render it imprudent.

SECOND SrZE SEED POTATOES.
These are all closed out, with the exception of a

few Puritan and Lee's Favorite. We have, how-
ever, a large stock of second-size Freeman's, T. B.
Terry stock, and a limited supply of second-size
Craig Seedling. Early Ohios are sold out, both kinds
—firsts and seconds.

Oct. 31 —State of Maine potatoes are just sold out.
We can purchase more (same loti, but will have to
make the price 30 cts. instead of 25 cts. per bushel.

REDUCED PRICES ON SIR WILLIAM POTATOES.
After so many up and downs this new potato will

now stand as below, and all who have sent in orders
at a higher price will he charged only as follows
(in new sacks or new largest-sized apple-barrels,
f. o. b. at Hudson). Firsts, single bushel, $1.10; 2
bushels, $2.00: single barrel, $3.00; 10 barrels, $25.00.

Seconds, of Sir William (planting size), 1 bushel, 75'

cts.; 2 bushels, $1.40; 1 barrel, $2.35; lO barrels,
$20.00. Orders will be filled at the above prices by
W. I. Chamberlain, Hudson. O. ; or, if more conven-
ient, by ourselves at the prices given.

Kind Words From Our Customers.

The goods ordered were promptly received in good'
order. Every thing is perfectly satisfactory. Your
hives, both in material and workmanship, f-xcfy all

others in this vicinity. F. P. Sargent.
San Bernardino, Cal., Sept. 4.

We are feeling good this morning because we
took first and second premium on lioney, and sec-
ond on potatoes, at our county fair, for which we
are indebted to Gleanings, A B C in Bee Culture,
and the A B C of Potato Culture. I love to hear
from A. I. Root and Tallmadge. C. A. Peterson.
Boswell, Ind.

THE QUALITY OF ROOT'S SHIPPING-CASES.

Mr. Root : — Your 100 twelve-section three-row
cases were duly received. They were at once nailed,
filled, and crated, and on the 20lh shipped to S. T.

Fish & Co., Cliicago. On the 23d they write: "Your
honey arrived late last night, and we sold it this
morning at 16 cts. pei- 1). We hope you are pleased
with the price, and we must compliment you on
putting up your honey, as It is as fine a package as
we have received, and finer (with the exception of
one man) than any one else puts up." That is what
I thought of them when I put the first case together.
Great minds frequently run in one channel; but
when a small bee-keeper and a big commission
house agree on a business matter, /( must be so. The
compliment is deserved by you alone, and it is but
right you should know how we appreciate tiie tine

work you are putting out. It meant for me a quick
sale and an extra cent a pound. Geo. G. Scott.
Wadena, la., Aug 24, 1895.

[See what S. T. Fisli & Co. have to say about this,

page 669, Sept. 1.—Ed.]

Belgian Hares I No better in America. Breeders,
$4 a pair; young, $2. Heivy stock. First-prize

buck. Stamp." W. W. KULP, Pottstown, Pa.

US. We sell s'oar Poultry* Vears,
Fruits and all produce at high-
est prices. DAILY RETURNS. For
stencils, prices, and referencee, write

F. L siGE & SONS. 183 Reade St.. N. Y

Golden's Feeder.K^jcK^
We can furnish the Golden combined
feeder and hive-cover direct from the
factory, as follows; without feed-dish,
as any dish, such as Simplicity, an-
swers: 1, made up, 30 cts.; 1, in the
flat, 35 cts. ; 10. in the flat, $2.00. Send
all orders to the A. 1. Root Co., Medina,
O. For large orders write the under-
signed for special prices.

J. A. Golden, Reinersville, 0.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper
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Italian Untested queens. *1.00: tested, fl 35. Bees
Bees bv the pound, Jfl.OU. Full colonies, $6.0(1;

and nuclei, -'-frames, -witli queen, f2.")U; 1-

Queens. frame. i^.OO: queens after Aug.. 50 cents.

B P. and W. P. R esgs for setting, 15 for $1 00.

JMRS. A. A. SZAl/'SOA", Swarts, I*a.

" The Southland Queen."
Send $1.00 lor tlie Soutliland Qui^eu. Edited by

tlie Atclilej- family. Plain, practical, and all fresli

bee matter. Jennie Alcliley is now conducting a
bee-lieeping school, that began in the June number.
You can get back numbers.
A steam bee-hive factory; Root's goods; Dadant's

foundation.
We have a fine lot of tested and untested queens

for fall trade : Tested. %\.hi) each; untested, 75 cts.

each, $4.25 for six, or $8.00 per dozen. Send for free

catalog that tells all about queen-rearing, and sam-
ple journal.

THE JENNIE ATCHLEY CO.,
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 50c

each. Also bees in any quantity ; 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to

suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-

Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation. Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,

Stt'db New London. Wis.
Please mention Gleanings. 21-8db

nATGH GolCKENS wnb tbe muuel
Excelsior Incubator.
Simple^ Perfect, Self-Regu-
laUiig. Thousands in success-
ful operation. Guaranteed to

hatcb a larger percentage of
fertile eggs at less cost than
any other Hatcher. £.owest
priceii first-claas Hatcher

made. GEO. M. STAUL,
1 14 to 11^ S. 6th SI., quincy,UL

ft^"ln respondiner to tli rtiseiiient nifnt'

Advantages of Bee-Escapes.

No sweat steals down the heated cheeks and ach-

ing back of the bee-keeper as the result of standing
in the hot sun puflfing, blowing, smoking, and brush-
ing bees; no time is wasted in those disagreeable
operations; and no stings received in resentment of
such treatment; tlie honey is secured free from
black or even the taint of smoke; the cappings are
not injured by the gnawings of bees; and robbers
stand no show whatever. Tf there are any broken
burr-combs tlip- are cleaned up by the bees innide

the hive, be ,.e tlie honey is removed. Leading
Bee-keepers use the Porter Escape, and say that
without a trial it is impossible to realize the amount
<jf vexatious, annoying, disagreeable work that it

saves. The cost is only ~'0 cts. each, or $3.25 per doz.

As in the past, this escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. has secured control
of the sale for tills country. Order of your dealer
or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

For $350.00. one hundred 2-story hives
complete for comb honey; bees and hives in good
order. Inquire of A. LEYVRAZ, Francis, Fla.

Our Leader Pump,
For Wells and Cisterns.

We have frequently
had calls for a good
well-pump but have
not heretofore tried to
supply the demand.
Having a very favor-
able opportunity we
contracted to have
made for us 50 pumps
as shown in the adjoin-
ing cut. We are using
one of them in a cis-
tern, and can testify
that it is a good pump,

and a spe-
cial bargain
at the price
we ask.
Equal to

pumps gen-
erally sold
for 17 to $10.

Our price is

*4..")0t'ach;2

foi- $8.00.
(,Hiantities
:it very low
n rices quot-
ed on appli-
cation.
This pump
has an ad-
j u s t a b 1 e
base and
brace, mak-
ing it very
easy to in-

crease or
decrease
the height
of the
pump.

It liHS an
im proved,

reversible fulcrum or handle-
iieai-er. This fulcrum differs

from all others in that it ex-
tends downward to the bottom
of the reservoir-head, forming a
double bearing or support, do-
ing away with the numerous
set-screws commonly used on
other pumps and which are so
unreliable. The handle may be
set opposite or at right angles
to the spout, or, in fact, in any
position.
It has steel bolts and plunger-

rod, making it very much
stronger and more durable than
the ordinary iron bolts and rod
generally used in the construc-
tion of this class of pumps.

It has an improved siphon
spout and reservoir, causing it

to throw a smooth, steady
stream.
The pump is made with 1 H-

inch tubing measuring 4 feet to
bottom of cylinder. We will in-

clude at the retail price 4 feet

of tubing additioUHl. Extra
tubing, IH inch, at 10 cents per
foot. Cylinder is iron, not brass
lined. A briiss-lined cylinder
can be furnished for 75c. e.\tra.

It may he used in wells to the
depth of 20 to 30 feet, as well as
in cisterns.

The A. I. Root Co.,

riedina, Ohio.
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PREMIUM RULES.
Please Read these Rules Carefully, and thus avoid

misunderstandings.

We believe most of our readers appreciate

Gleanings enough to continue with us without the

extra inducement of premiums. These are offered

with a view of increasing- our number of readers by
the addition of new subscribers. The premiums
are intended for those who, by personal effort, se-

cure the subscribers. These persons are almost al-

ways those who already read Gleanings, and know
what it is. We are glad, therefore, to pay you well

for your trouble. No premiHinn will be given to news-

dealerti or fiuhftcription aijoitx. 1. Both renewa.ls and
new names count toward securing' iiremiums, but

we require that at least half the names shall
BE new subscribers. Note also exceptions under
different premiums.

3. No name will be counted for premiums unless

it is accompanied by $1.00; and in case of renewals,

all arrearages, if any, must be paid up, and $1.00

sent for a year in advance—the advance siibscrip-

tion only, counting for premium.
3. You can close your list of names at any time,

and call for the premiums due; or you can add to

the list of names. But

—

4. Send along the names as fast as gathered, so

that the subscribers may begin to receive the jour-

nal at once. No subscription, under any circum-
stances, must be received for less than $1.00 per

annum.
l^"Mark every name or list of names, "For

Premiums," if so intended, and we will credit

them to the sender on our premium-record.

6. Be sure to ixive tbe Tiatne, Postof-
i'ice. County, and State, of each sub-
scril>er and of 3'Oiirse7f.

6. All sample Copies necessary to canvassers
will be sent postpaid free.

7. When you order your premiums, be sure to
state HOW TO send, and if by mail do not forget the
postage. .

8. To Foreign Readers. To all foreign coun-
tries, 48 cts. must accompany subscription for post-
age.

7th.=-How to Send Money.—1. Tell how much
you inclose and of what it consists. 'Z. Money may
be sent without i-isk of loss in three ways:
By bank draft on any responsible city bank.
By express money order on any express company.
By postofiHce money order.

If you send by any :Of the above methods, and yoiir

order should be lost, you can get a duplicate.

If there is no bank, express office, or money-order

office near you. so tliat you can not use any of the

a1)ove methods, you may send by registered letter,

and we will be responsible; but if any of the meth-

ods first named are available, we will not be respon-

sible for money sent in any other way. Do not send

coin in letters; if you do, they are at your risk.

All iVElV names sent in before tTan.

1st, ISOa. will receive tbe journal from
tlie time the JXames are received till

Jan. 1st, 1S97, for ^l.OO, besic7e.s the
premium to the person sendinii; us the
name.

THE BIGGEST PREMIUM OUT!

Two Papers For the Price of One.

The Parm Journal, of Philadelphia, a monthly agricultural journal of 16 pages, sent one

Year Free for one subscription to Gleanings, with $1.00, paid in advance, either new or re-

newal. In the case of a renewal, all arrears, if any, must be paid in addition to 1 year in

advance; or with either new name or renewal at fI.IO, and this name may also count on

another premium.

There are, no doubt, very few readers of Glean-
ings who do not also take some agricultural paper.

Among our very large list of agricultui'al ex-

changes there is not another one as pithyand to the

point as tlie Farm Journal.
It is now in its nineteenth volume, and takes the

lead among all the agricultural journals of this

country and of the world. It gives no chromos,

puffs no swindles, inserts no humbug advertise-

ments, lets otlier folks praise it, and makes good to

subscribers any loss by advertisers who prove to be

swindlers. The editor was born on a farm, and
'reared at the plow-handles, and the contributors

are practical men and women, who write with their

sleeves rolled up, and who briefly and plainly tell

the best and most profitable way of doing things on

the farm and in the house, as learned from actual

experience. This is what has sent it ahead of all

otiiers in circulation.

The regular price of this excellent journal is .i0

cts. a year, and it is well worth it; but by special
contract with the Farm Journal we are en-

abled to make the above very liberal otters.

Christ Before Pilate. We have a few of the repro-

ductions of that magnificent painting in colors; a

very fine picture, which we will .send to any one who
wishes, while they last, at 35 cents each, postage 10

cents extra, or free for a new subscription, post-

paid, with your own renewal.
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Your Choice of any Book on this page Free
To any one sending renewal subscription before the time paid for is out. oi' to any one in

arrears who i>ays up all arrears and for a year in advance Postage for mailing hook must
also be included. Any three of these books sent for a new subscription, with $1.00 and
the required postage.

OUR LIST OF lO-CENT BOOKS.
PEABODT'S WEBSTEE'S DICTIONARY. 35,0U0 words and

phrases, and illustrated with 3.50 enfrraving-s; cloth

bound. This is the one we sold for years at 15

cents. We thoug-ht we had done something won-
derful when we offered SI) large a dictionary for 15

cents, but we ai-e now al)le to sell them for a dime.

Just think of it! Postage extra. 5 cents.

ONE-SYLLABLE PRIMES. 6x8; 48 pages, full of pic-

tures: something that will always be wanted as long
as there are children in our liomes. Postage 3 cents.

POrrLTEY rOE PLIASUEE AND PEOFIT. 48 pages, and 30

illustrations. A complete little book of instruc-

tions. It treats of the best varieties for pleasure

and profit ; how to house and yard; how to manage;
how to feed; diseases, incubation, etc. It is a 25-

centbook; but by getting 1000 of them we can sell

them lor 10 cents. Postage 1 cent.

THE HOESE AND HIS DISEASES. By Dr. B. J. Kendall

:

100 pages and many illustrations. Over .500,000 of

these books have been sold, because they are so

popular and complete, for a small hand-book. It

gives the symptoms of most diseases, and treat-

ment for the same. This is another 25 cent book
that we got down to a dime by taking 1000 of them.
Postage 3 cents.

SILK AND THE SILKWORM. This is a complete work
of instruction on silk culture, by Nellie Lincoln
Rossiter. a practical silk culturist; 33 pages. Silk

culture is the favorite pursuit of many ladies in our
land: and all who are interested will find this little

work very instructive. The price printed on it is

3.5 cents, but we sell them for 10 cents. Postage 1

cent.

NEW TESTAMENT, NEW VERSION, 431 pnges, printed
in nonpareil type. This should b" in the possession

of every student of the New Testament. Even if it

does not come into common use. it is helpful to

know wliiit changes in translation the New Version
gives. PostMge 5 cents.

JOHN PLOUGHMAN'S TALKS AND PICTURES. By Charles
Spurgeon ; 13H pages, and a picture on almost every
page. Jolin Ploughman talks plainly, and makes a
good point in every talk. It is by no means dry
tending, either. Postage 3 cents.

LIFE AND ADVENTURES OP ROBINSON OEUSOE. 340 pages,

paper covers. Until now 20 cents. Although they
cost us more than 10 cents each, we offei' them at

that price. 5 cents extra by mail. There are few
books so universally read as this one, and there are
many editions printed. At the price, this one is a
bargain.

PRACTICAL TURKEY-RAISING. By Fannie Field, the
most experienced turkey-raiser in America. This
is a regular 3')-cent pamphlet of thirty pages, giving
the best information on this subject. Our price is

only 10 cents. By mail 3 cents extra.

(ilVEN AWAY FREE.

To any one who seuds us the name of a new sub-
-rriber for 6 months, with .50 cents, we will send any
one of the above pamphlets, your selection, post-

paid. Foi' a new yearly subscription, with $1 00, we
will send any- three of the above book.s tree, post-

paid; or to any present subscriber who sends $1.00

to renew his subscription before the time paid for is

up, or who, being in arrears, will send all back dues,

and also for a year in advance, we will send free

one, your choice, of these booklets.

A Dozen Attractive Pamphlets.

They are not only attractive, but so valuable and
helpful thatt hey should be read by every one who
desires to improve his life, and live happier; and
who does not have such desire? Doubtless many
have read "The Greatest Thing in the World; or.

Love the Supreme Gift," byDrummond; and others
have heard of it. It is something that will do us
good to read often. "Love is the fulfllling of the
law;" and the more of it we can get into our lives,
the better for the world and for us.

These little books are 16mo 33 pages, with hand-
some light-blue parchment cover, and nice, clear
print. Price 10 cents each, or 90c per dozen, any
one or assorted books, i)09tpaid or with other goods.
Publisher's price is 30 cents each.

1. Love, the Supreme Gift: The Greatest Thing in
the World. By Prof. Henry Drummond.

2. The Perfected Life: The Greatest Noed of the
World. By Prof. Henry Drummond.
3 How to Learn How. Addresses by Prof. Henry

Drummond. I. Dealing with Doubt. 11. Prepara-
tion for Learning.

4. Power from on High : Do we need it y What is

it ? Can we get it ? Bv Rev. B. Fay Mills.

5. The Messas-e of Jesus to Men of Wealth. A
Tract for the Times. By Rev. George D. Herron.
Introduction by Rev. Josiah Strong, D. D.

ti. The First Thing in the World; or. The Primacy
of Faith. By Rev. A. J. Gordon, D. D.

7 Hope: The Last Thing in the World. By Rev.
A. T. Picrson, D. D.

8. The Fight of Faith and Cost of Character.
Talks to Young Men. By Rev. Theodore L. Cuyler,
D. D

9. The Four Men. The Aspect of Man from Four
Standpoints. By Rev. James Stalker, D. D

10. Hovv to Become a Christian. Five Simple
Talks. By Rev. Lyman Abbott, D. D.

11. The Dew of Thy Youth. A Message to "En-
denvnrers." By Rev." J. R. Miller, D. D.

12. Temptation. An address to Young Men. Bv
Rev. James Stalker, D. D.

Drummond's Addresses.

Besides the booklets above we have Prof. Drum-
mond's addresses, 6 in number, with biographical

sketch, making a 16mo book of 140 pages, bound in

board covers, part cloth and part paper, in two
sliades of blue, neatly figured, making a very hand-_

some book. Price only 30c postpaid, or 35c if sent

with other goods. Or we will give one free postpaid

for a newsub.scription to Gleanings, with $1.00.
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SOME CHOICE BOOKS "WSICH OUGHT TO
BE lU EVERY HOUSEHOIiD.

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress.

We have secured some of a very flue English edi-

tion of PilKrim's Progress, illustraied with ovei'

a

hundred very realistic pictures. The book is ]6mo,
printed on very tine paper, containing: 384 pages,
and the 11 1 astral ions are the most striking-, and true
to the characters represented, that we have ever
seen In tiie most expensive editions. The binding' is

of clotli, richly illuminated in six colors, with title

In rich g-oldleaf on back and side. There is no paper
wasted in wide margins; in fact, there is so little

trimming that some of the leaves have to be cut
apart. It Is a book of sncli quality and make-up as
to easily brin^ $1.50 at retail a few years ago. In
this day of cheap books and low prices it is neces-
sary to close out the last of the edition away bplow
actual value. We offer the&e at ROceach; by mail,
JO cents extra. We will give one ft ee postpaid for'
2 new subscriptions to Gi.eaning.s, with $2.00; or
for 1 new subscription and 1 renewal paid in ad-
vance with $:JO0, and 10c extra 1o cover postage on
the book. Of course, every one knows whiit Pil-

grim's Progress is, as, next io the Bible.it is the
most widely read book in the Eng-lish language.

rOSTEE'S PILQEIM'S PEOaEESS ILLTJSTEATED This is

from th^ Charles Foster Publishing ( o, Philadel-
phia, where the Story of the Bible comes from.
The book is 9^4 inches long, 7i4 wide, and IX thick.
It has 42.5 pagesand 175 illustrations. Ever so many,
to whom T iiave shown it. pronounce it a $3. ((> or a,

$2.50 book; hut by buying a, large number of
them at a time we can sell them to you for only 75
cents. This book is fo heavy, however, tliat it can
not be sent by mall for less than 23 cents, making-
98 cents by mail postpaid. The covers are most
beautlfuUv embellished in scarlet and gold, and
many of the pictures are worth to me alone the
price of the book. Among them I would mention
Christian -ind Pliable in the Slough of Despond; '^'r.

Worldly Wiseman: Giant Despair, etp. But the
sweetest and best of them all tome is Prudence
talking to the boys. A single glance at the book by
anybody, when you mention the insignifieant price
for -SO bea iitiful a volume, will make him holdup
his hands in astonishment. We send a book as a

premium for three subscript ions at $1.00 each ; or
send us $1 75 and we will send vou Glean i>'r,s for a
year.and the book postpaid. If' you want something-
extra nice for a present, we can send you one with
gilt edges for 25 cents more.

THE STOE? OF THE BIBLE. This wonderful book is

the production of Rev. Charles
Foster, of Philadelphia, lately
deceased, it Is the whole Bi-
ble reproduced in siniple lan-
ruag-c, making a hook of 700
pages, illustrated with 274
engravings. It is so plainly
and pleasantly writt en that
grown people, as well as
children, will hardly want
to lay it down. In thehard
passagres in the Bible, dif-

ficult to undersiaiul.it makes a commentary that
will be thankfull\ leceived by some others besides
children, indeed. It has proven so simple, reliable,

and helpful, that it has been reprinted in many
foreign languages. Over 400,000 volumes have been
sold since it was first issued. It is a well-made book,
printed on tine pap -r. Regular agent's price is SI. 50.

Our price is $1.( 0; 20 cents extra if sent by mall, or
given free for 3 new names and one renewal, with
$3.00, and 20c extra to pay postage.

STEPPINCl HEAVENWAEB. By Mrs. E. Prentiss. This
is a most cxcelUnL book of 112 pages, illustrated in

illuminated paper covers, at 18 cents; by mail. 22
cents. Given free for one subscription, either new
or renewal, and 4 cents to pay postage.

STOEY OF BIBLE ANIMALS. This Is another book,
same size and style as Story of the Bible—704 pages,
300 illustrations. It is a description of the habits
and uses of every living creature mentioned in the
Scriptures, with exi>lanation of iiassages in the Old
and New Testaments in which reference is made to
them: by J. G. Wood, author of "Illustrated Natu-
ral History.' If you are interested in natural history

you will be delighted with this work. Children
should lead it to ai-ouse their interest, and make
them more familiar with the Book of books, by be-
coming more familiar with its animals. Regular
agent's price $1.50. Our price is M.do. By mail. 15
cents extra, or given free for two new sulisciiptions
and your own renewal, with $3 00, and 15 cents.

FABLES AND ALLEGOEIES; or. New Lights on Old
Paths. This is a most magnificent book by Charles
Foster, the autlior of the Story of the Bible. It
measures 8 by OVs inches, by I'a Inches thick, and
weighs 4 pounds. It is printed on very heavy toned
paper, with heavy gilt edges; is bound in light-blue
cloth, embossed in black and gold; contains 512 pages
and 312 original illustrations. The subject-matter is

a series of fables and allegories, each giving a most
wholesome moral lesson that very few of us, old or
young, do not need. This book would be an orna-
ment on the center-table in any home; and if read
and pondered, and its lessons put into practice,
many hearts would become more lovely, and many
homes more pleasant and beautiful. The lessons
taught are made much more pungent by the pic-
tures accompanying, as in many cases the story is

more than half told in the pictures. So large and
nice-looking a book is raiely sold by agents for less

than $4.00. Our price Is $1.50. By mail 32cts. extra,
or given for 6 subscriptions, with Sfi.OO, atid 32 cts. to
pay postage, if sent by mail.

BIBLE PICTUEES, and What They Teach Us. This is

a very handsome book by the same author. Charles
Foster. It contains 315 large illustrations from the
Old and New Testaments, with brief descriptions.
It contains 232 pages. 8x10. with embossed cloth cov-
er, title In gilt, printed on heavy paper. The book
weighs 2^ lbs., and takes 20 cents to mail it. It will

make an excellent Christmas or birthday present
for a, child. It is written chiefly to instruct the
children, and sliould be in eve y home. Regular
agent's price. $1..50. Our price. $1.00. By mail, 20

cents extra, or given free for two new names and
your own renewal for Gleanings, with $3.00, and 20

cents to pay ])osta8-(\ If sent by mail.

FISST STEPS FOE LITTLE FEET. This is by the same
author, and is a collection of simple Bible stories in-

tended more especially for younger learners. Every
child shotild have one of the.se to read ; 328 pages,
and 140 illustrations. Very nicely printed. a,nd

bound in cloth, title in gilt. Price 50 cents each; 2

for 75 cts. Given free postpaid for 2 subscriptions.

THE CHEISTIAN'S SEOEET OF A HAPPY LIFE. This book
i

should be in the hands of every one who desires to

live a happy life, and who does not ? It is so popu-
lar that over 50.0"0 liave been sold since its publica-

tion a few vears ago. We received from the pub-
lishers as many as 1250 in one shipment. This edition

was revised and enlarged, so that the book now
contains over 200 pages. Price, cloth bound, 50 cts.

In paper. 35 cents. Postage extra, 8 cents for the
cloth and 6 cents for paper bound. The cloth book
given postpaid for 2 subscriptions, or the paper for

one new subscription,

i EVEEY-DAY EELIGION. This is a later work by the

author of The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life.

Many of our readers are familiar with that work, we
I having sold upward of two thousand of them. This

later work will be appreciated fully as much. The
secondary title is. The Common-Sense Teaching of

the Bible. It is a most practical work which should
be read bv every earnest Christian. It is in cloth

covers has 250 pages, and will be sent postpaid for

90c; regular price $1.00. With other goods by ex-

press or freight, at 8.5c. Given free postpaid for 2

new subscribers to Gleanings with your own re-

newal and $3.00.

TOBACCO MANUAL. By N. A. Hunt. This is a, book
of 192 I'ages, cloth bound, containing information
concerning the tobacco habit. It ought to be in

the hands of every one. as an educator. Tobacco-
users should read it. to show them their foolishness

and fllthiness. Those who do not use the noxious
weed should read it to arm themselves for the anti-

tobacco flght. Price 45 cents; postage, 5 cents

extra. Given free postpaid for one new name and
one renewal.
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liiac'e ;i view i

and most .suC'

A B C of Bee Culture.
It is hardly necessary to speak of

the merits of tlais work, wliich,
judfied from its extensiA'e sale, is

the most widely read book on bee
cidlin-e iu tlie Eni^lisli language,
and. lor aught we know, in any
l:inguage. The last edition com-
phies ti:-',000 copies from tlie piess
durinji the last eigiiteen years since
it waslirst printed. This last edi-
tinn has been jrreatly impiovcd. It
is enlarged to 475 octavo pages, with
o\fi- liiiu illustnitions, many of tlieni

full vi''if-''c\ Some of tlie latter eni-
d' the apiaries of some of the largest
•essful bei^men. In the back part of

the work is a biographical department of sketches
and half-tone portraits ot tlie most successful
American apiarists. The whole work is brimful of
contagious enthusiasm, and the style simple and in-
structive. None of the matter pertaining to the
apicultural part of the book is electrotyped, but all

is kept iu standing- type, so that when any new thing
of importance conies up it can be in.serlc<] in its

proper place, and the old struck out. Its quick s;i les

have warranted us in giving it frequent and tlioi-

ough revisions. The pieseiit edition is greatly en-
larged and improveti. so that it is nearly twice the
size of the one first issued; and no bee-keeper hav-
ing one of the earliest copies can afford t(j be without
this latest edition. The book has grown .so large
that it now takes 19 cents postage to mail it. We
have not changed our prices, however. Price ^l.'Z't

postpaid: ^1.1(1 with other goods Gleanings one
year, clublied with the ABC, postpaid for $3,011. If
.you send three new suljscriptions with .your own re-
newal and $f.00, you may have the book postpaid;
or if you .send two new subscribers witli your renew-
al and ^M you can have tlie book prepaid.

OLD EDITION.—We still have a few copies of
the old edition which we otter, as long- as they last,
at $1,50 for the book, and GLEA.\iN(is one year, paid
in advance, or for one new subscrilier, sent with
your renewal and 1.5c for postage, we will send a
book free. A few in paper covers will be sent with
your renewal at ^1.35, or postpaid for one new sub-
-scribei' witli .vour renewal and SP2.00.

Bees and Honey, in doth, by Thos. G. New-
man. We have a good supply of this work, which
sells regularly at .fl.tX), postpaid, which we offer
along with Gleanings one year for $1.50, postpaid,
or we will give one copy free for one new subscrip-
tion with .your own renewal.

Bienen Kultur. This is a condensed edition
of the same work in German, and paper covers.
Price -to cents, postpaid. We will send this free,
postpaid, for one new subscriber, or with a renewal
for 10 cents additional.

Dzierzon Theory. This is a little pampldet
of 4S pages, valuable to. every bee-keeper. Will
send one free, postpaid, for one renewal and your
own renewal if sent before your paid suljscription
expires.

.,\rj>- of the followinii- books fient free
postpaic/ for one new subserSiition with
your renewiil and S2.00.

^\ The A B C of Potato Culture.

Paper, 320 pages, 4x5, ill ust rat ed. This
is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly
woi'k. The i)ook has liad a large sale,

and has been rei>rinted in foreign lan-
guages. The second edit i<m, reset and
almost entirely rewri I ten, is,just issued.
When we are thoroughly conversant
with friend Terry's system of raising-

l)Otatoes, we shall be ready to handle almost any
farm crop successfully. Price 40c, postpaid.

The A B C of Strawberry
Culture. Paper, 1.50 pages, fully il-

lustiated. This is Terr.v's latest .s-m((/(

Ixjok, and has receivefl some very high
wortls of praise. Who among ruj.d
people does not have a little garden-
l)atch ? Ifyouwouldlearntorai.se in
it that most luscious of all fruit, the
strawberry, with the best results, you

' .=-. (SAKE
of teE-^ES*-"

1

^ianiEtr^—
.,
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commission Merchants, ^tfdh and Prompt

Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED.—To exchange 26-in. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tetiotier, and mortiser. for porta-

ble sawmill, or other >vooi1-worklng- machinery
Will give a bargain for c:ish.

eitf Gko. Ralv-, Frenchville, Tremp. Co.. Wis.

W

W

ANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey-extractors for honey or wax.
I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York.

ANTED —To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
anything useful on plantation.

Anthony 0pp. Helena. Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange safety bicycles. Barnes
No. 4'4 lathe for metal work. Odell type-

writer, for honey, beeswax, or srasolino or kerosene
engine. J A. Green, Ottawa, Til.

WANTED.- To exchange, for hone.v or offers, one
saw-table and mandrel, chnin-gauge, two 10-

inch and three 6-inch saws, and one Noxal brooder
for 200 chicks. J. T. VanPetten. Linn. Kansas.

WANTED —To exchange peach-trees, any or all
the best varieties at 4e ench, ;ttid Abond:ince,

Burbank. and Satsuma plnm-treos :it 10c each, for
bees. The trees to be shipped to yon by freight or
express in April, and tltp bees to be shipped to me
by express in May or .Tune. You to pay express
charges on bees. Make proposition for one hive or
more, and if we agree on a trade I will book yonr
order for the trees and send them in April Tn ISHSI

my apiary was in the rity of Madison. Therp foul
Vjrood came Tn 1890 T movpd .50 colonies to tliis

farm. Tn 189.5, sprinff count, I had nary live bee, I

want to make a fresh start.
John OAnWAT.T.ADER,

Cedar Grove Farm, North Madison, Tndianii.

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a cop.v of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 2,5 cents; if sent by mail.
28c. The little book Mud the Proorressivc
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year. fi.5c. Address anyflrst-
class dealer, or

LEAHY MFG. CO., HiaaiNSVlLLE, Mo.

CLOSING OUT !

Select tested ItaliMu queens at SLOOeach; tested,
75 cts. ; warranted. 50 cts. Safe iirrival and satisfac-
tion gnaranteed.

J. P. MOORE, Morgan, Pendleton Co , Ky.

FREEHAN POTATOES for siile. Bushel, 75 cts.;

^i bushel, 40 cts. Sficks included.
Will Buchanan, Eldora, Iowa.

PA TENT WRED^Mb FOUNDATION
Hafi A^o Sngr in firncxJ-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Ssrplns Bone;.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
12tfdb Sole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. V.

Promptness is What Countsj
Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and every thing

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping>point in the
Country. Dealers in TToney and Beeswax.
Catalog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
i6a Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Potatoes.
Craig's Seedling, Everett's Early, and

Freeman, at prices given l)y A. T Root.

W. B. Collins, Blackwater, Cooper Co., Mo.

"The Southland Queen."
Send for a sample copy of Tlie Soulliland

Queen. 11.00 per yc;ir. The only bee-paper
pul)lished in the South (monthly).' Edited b.^

the Ati-hle\- family. Practical, Phiin, and
Fresh. Also a Steam Bee-hive Factory.
Root's Goods. Dadant's Fonndation, and
Binghfim Smokers. Ask for free catalog
We will be read.v with queens and bees b.\-

the pound for '90. Write for what you want,
and mtike ;irr<ingmi'nts this winter while
yon are not biis.v.

The Jennie Atchley Co., Beeviiie, Tex.

A Rich Dinner Can be Had by Using the

NO-BURN ROASTER,
which is made of materials that soften the heat,
cooking whatever you bake or roast, with a he;it
something like steam or liot water, which allows
nothing to burn or dry up; but, with absolutely no
attention, whatever is cooked comes out jin'c.v, rich,
and very tender, and all the nutriments saved.

It will Make its Price
once a month in niiiking more nutritious food, and
will save its price tiearly as often by not scorching
or drying it. Nothing ever made like it before. It
will sell to every family, if properl.v introduced. We
wiint agents of either sex, and will guarantee big
success if they do their t)ait. Write for particulars.

J. K. PURINTON & CO., Des Moines, la.

Please mention this papev.

\' US. We «?el« your Poultry, Veam,
Fruits aad all pnduce at hiah-
t>st Pi-ices. DAlLi JiF.TXIRNS. Tor
stencils, pricOL and refi-rencf;w, write
F 3 SAGE & SONS, 183 Keade St.. N. Y

Golden's Feeder.K^K^ic^
We can furnish the Golden combined
feeder and hive-cover direct from the
factory, as follows; without feed-dish,
as any disli, aie-h its Sin.plicity, an-
swers: 1. made up, 30 cts.; L in the
flat, 25 cts. ; 10. in the Hat. $2.00. Send
all orders to the A. I. Root Co., Medina,
O. For large orders write the under-
signed for special i)rice8.

J. A. Golden, Reinersville, 0.
In writinf.' to advertisers please mention this paper.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—Honey.—Honey is not selling- fast, and

market is nominal. We <juote best or ftinry, 16; but
g-ood No. 1 stock sells at 13@14: dark, 8@10; yellow
grades, 9@in. Extracted very dull at 4'.i@.7. The
amber or dark g-rades are in larg^e supply. Beeswax,
38@30. R. A. Burnett & Co..
Nov. 7. 163 So. Water St., Ohicap-o. III.

Philadelphia. — Honeu.— Honey h;is advanced
in this market, with prospect of still hig-her ad-
vance. Comb honey sells quickly, and pure white-
clover extracted sells on sight. We quote comb,
dark, 10@11; choice. 14@15: fancy, 16. Extracted,
.5@6; New York white-clover, 6%; western white-
clover. 7>i@.8. Beeswjix, 27.

Wm. a. Selser,
Nov. 9. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Denver.—jyo7iew.—Not much change in our honey
market. We quote No. 1 comb in 1-lb. sections,
suitable for our cartons. 10@llc. Extracted, No. 1

white, in 60-11). cans, two in a case, 5@6c. Beeswax,
~'0®26c. K. K. & J. C. Fkisbee,
Denver, Col., Nov. 8. Denver, Col.

Chicago.— Rotiew.—We quote comb honey at the
following prices: Fancv white l-1b. sections, 14; No.
1 white, 13; amber. 12(ai3'4; buckwheat, 10. Ex-
tracted, as to quality and stvle of package, 5@6^4.
Beeswax. 30. S. T. Ftsh & Co..
Nov. 6. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Detroit.—/7oH€!/.— Best white honey selling at
15; demand fair. Extracted, 6@7. Beeswax. 26 for
prime yellow. AT. H. Hunt.
Nov. 8. Bell Branch. Mich.

Kansas City. — 'foiirw.—Comb honoyin eood de-
mand. No. 1 wbite. 14@1.5: No. 2. 12@13; No. 1 am-
ber. 11@,13: No. 2. 8@10. Extracted, white, 6@6'/2

;

amber, 5@5M ; dark. 454. Beeswax. 20@3.5.
Hamblin & Bearss,

Nov. 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Cincinnati— F<W)/.—There is a fair demand for
honev. with a bountiful supply. Comb honey sells
at 13!?ftl.5. aconrdins" to quality, in a, jobbing way.
Extracted honey brings 4@7 on arrival There is a
good demand for beeswax nt'ZOfcii'Z^ for good to choice
yellow on arrival. Chas F. Mt^th & Son,
Nov. 8. Cincinnati,©.

Buffalo.— /7(wew.— Honey market is quiet; fancy
in ligbtsupply, and wanted at 16^17; choice, 14@1.5;
very little doingr in buckwheat honey, and prices
range from 8@10. according to qualitv. pfc. Bees-
wax wanted at 28@30. Batterson & Co,,
Nov. 8. Buffalo. N. Y.

K'V'vSAS CiTV.— Hone?/.-The demard for comb
and extracted is fair; receipisi fair. We quote No.
1 white Mb. comb. 13@14; No 3 white Mb. comb 12@
13; No 1 amber Mb. comb, ]3(ai3: No. 2 amber. 1-lb.

comb. 10(f?Hl; dark. 8(ai0. Extracted wliite. 6®6i.j;

extracted amher. 'i®).")', ; extracted soul hern, dark,
4@4'-3. Beeswax. 32(5),3.5.

C. C. Clemons & Co..
Nov. 8. Kansas City. Mo.

Albany. — Finney. — Buckwheat comb honey is

plentiful. 8ellingdt9@11 according'tostyleand qual-
ity. White clover contimies scarce, and sells at 1h@
16 for No. 1, and i:5@14 for No. 3. On ar-count of the
scarcity of ('lover.prodncers are marking a ffond deal
of clover boney that will only grade as mixed, and
it sells no better than huckwiieat. Extracted. 5*2®
7, Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Nov. 8. Albany. N. Y.

New York. — Haney. — Demand for comb honej'
very good, particularly fancy white, which is mov-
ing out about as fast as it arrives. We quote fancy
1-111., clover. ir.fSnfi; white. 1-lb. . clover. 13@14; fair,

1-lb.. clover, ^m^2: buckwheat. in@inV4 Extracted
buckwheat. r,(ci/<^. Avjth supp'v equal to demand.
Extracted white clover and bascwood, 6'??)7. with
supply sbort and demand trond. Southern honey. .W
®rto per ga 1 Beeswa x . 27@39 : ext ra fa n c v . 30(?t3 1

.

Chas. Israel & Son.
Nov. 8. 486^90 Canal St.. New York.

Cleveland.—Wonej/.-Our honey market is about
the same as in our last quotation. We are selling
fancy white in 1 lb. seciions. Ifi(rt>l7; No. 1 white, 15;
choice, ]3@14. There is but little demand for buck-
wheat honey and the stock is movintr very slowly, at
10@H. Wliiie extracted is sdliiig at 7@,8; amber, 6.

Beeswax, 25. Williams Bros.,
Nov. 7. 80 & 82 Broadway. Cleveland, O.

Boston.-f/oney.—We note a good demand for No.
I comb hone.v at 15c per lb.. No. 2 at 13c per lb. Ex-
tracted, at 5@6 according to quality.

E. E. Blake &Co ,

Nov. 8. Boston, Mass,

Wanted.—To sell quantity lots of fancy comb
honey. Also to sell water-white extracted honey in
60-lb cans. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

For Sale.—California water-white extracted hon-
ey, in 60-lb. cans, 2 cans in a case, at G'^/zC per lb.

The honey is a very nice flavor, and should satisfy
the most fastidious trade. S. T, Fish & Co.,

Chicago, 111.

For Sale.— 30 boxes nice extracted honey, 2 60-lb.

cans in a box; price 7c rer lb.

Jno, a, Thornton, Lima. 111.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.

Two 6i)-lb. cans at 7c, Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

Alfalfa IN Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 41/2C in 1000 - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keopcjs' Association.
Phoenix, Maricopa Co,, Arizona.

For Sale. —1200 lbs. of honey, in 60-lb. square
cans, 6'2 ets. per lb., f.o.b, cars here. Sample by
mail. R. H, Bailey,

]95t Ausable Forks, Essex Co., N, Y.

For Sale.—We have 14,000 lbs. of choice white ex-
tracted honey, in barrels of about 400 lbs., at 6 cts,

per lb., f.o.b. cars at apiary. Sample vial mailed for
8 cts, in stamps. The Crosby Co.

_ San Maleo, Fla.

Extracted honey in barrels at 6^ cts.. or in 60 lb.

pails at 7c. Chas Dadant & Son.
Hamilton. Hancock Co., Til.

For Sale.—Utali comb honey. Mb. sections, 24-

section cases (honev white and package very desira-

ble) at 13 cents pei pound. Casl) before shipmen.^.
This is a chance for some of nur b^e-keepi^rs.if they
want to buy. S. T, Fish & Co.. Chicaf!i), 111.

PURE HONEY
d 7c per pound, in cans and kegs.

at liottom piiccs. Wax Wanted.

I. J. STRINGHAM. NEW YORK.
105 Park Place.

We Warrant J
The Reliables

ToIIslcbS'ipiT CenL,'<tLlItE.^lLJTINO'<ir

I>iirable, Correct in Principle. Leafier .^
: World's Fair. 6 cts. in stamps for .

!W 112 page Poultry (Juidc ami Oata. ^
A' loirue. POULTRY F(1R PROFIT made plain. Bed-Rock Information. *•

ir Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,Qulncy, III. -k

^•••••••••••••••**********
In writing advertiM-r.s mention this paper.
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« "^ r • i^ W are not always the result of the same cause. TheyA^/ f •f^ ^^1* I C\ ^^^^ ^ ™^^ come from starvation: from poor food; from im-
T T l.JIML'^^1 M_-^V/i^^5^^i^ proper preparations; I'rom imperfect protection; from

a cold, wet, or, possibly, a poorly ventilated cellar;
etc., etc. Successful wintering- comes from a proper combination of different conditions. For clear, con-
cise, comprehensive conclusions upon these all-important points, consult "Advanced Bee Culture." Five
of its thirty-two chapters treat as many different i)lKises of the wintering- pi-oblem. I'rice of the book,
50 cts. The Review one year and the book for $1.~5. New subscribers g-et balance of this year free. I can
still furuish queens by return mail at Sl.tW each, or itS.OO for six. One queen and the Review for ^1.50.
Queen and book, $1.2.5. Queen, Review, and book, ;f3.00.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Michigan.

Don't ItGss This Big Offer!
IT STILL HOLDS GOOD.

A Ft/ll Report of the Proceeding-s of the North American convention held at Toronto, Canada, will ap-
pear in the wccfe/y American Bee Journal immediately after the meeting-, Sept. 4, 5, and 6. The first in-
stallment will be in the number for Sept. 19. If not now a subscriber, you can have that Report free by
sending- $1.00 now for the American Bee Journal for 1896, as we will " throw in " the balance of the year
189.5, beg-inning- with Sept. 19, to new subscribers. Think of it! over 15 months (or nearly 70 numbers) of
the old American Bee Journal for only $1.00! Sample copy of Bee Journal free.

i. besides all that, each new subscriber will receive a free copy of the 160 page book, " Bees and
Honey." Better send on your dollar at once, and join the procession. Mention this paper, please.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, III.

Fall Supply Of All Kinds Of :Norsery ?^t«ck In

PLUIVI,PEACH,PEAR,
Apple, Cherry, Quince, Crape Vines, with all kinds
of Small Fruits. Also Ornamenta! Trees, Shrubs,
Roses and Seeds, Japan, Holland and other Bulbs.

Everythins of the best—for Orchard, Vineyard, Lawn, Park, Street, Garden and Con-
eervatoiv- Millions of Trees, Shrubs. Koses, Vines, Bu'bs, Greenhouse Plants, etc Why not pro-
cure the ttest direct from the growerj and uavc all commissions? Write us vour wants and
we will quote yon lowest prices.

Price list and catalogue free. ^Sndyenr. lOOO acres. S@ Greenhouses.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO., Box 3. Pacnesville, Ohio.

California Bee=l<eepers !^-^^^^
Write to Bennett Bee=hive Factory,
FOR PEICE LIST OP SUPERIOR GOODS

AT EASTERN PRICES.

365 E. Second St., Los Angeles, Cal.

62 Colonies of Pure Italian Bees for sale
Must be soldcheap. In 8-frame Langstroth hives

on account of removal

.

F. J. OUNZEL, Claytonville, Ml.

SH\??\uG-c^sts
We make a specialty of these goods, and

defy competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

A customer, looking' over my
400 hives in home apiary, said,
"Where are your bees? Mine
were flying all around thick this
morning." I said, "Just stop;
look down at any hive." He was
.nmuzed. They were just pouring
in thick with their heavy loads.
This provostwothingb-l hey can't
lie excelled IIS workers, andquiet.

I opened several hives. He had no veil; was in the
apiiiry % of an hour; was
not bothered once. Try Wm A ^plcpr
Ihem. Untested guaran- ^^ "'• ^' '^^laci

,

teed queens, 7.)C. Send for Wyncotc, Pa.
wholesale price list.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
and every thing a Bee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. 60-page cata-
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

World's Fair fledal
Awarded my Foundation. Send for free
samples. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Root's new follstiecl Sections and other goods
at his prices. Free Illustrated Price List of every
thing needed in the apiary. JVI H Hiit-i-f
Bell Branch, Mich. ^'** ''• HUIIL.

In responding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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I'm right glad A. I. Root is on the sick-list.

VoGEL scouts the idea of crossing Apis dor-

sata with the common bee. [Who said they

could be?—Ed.]

Weygandt finds that virgin queens are fer-

tilized sooner if taken to a distant apiary than
if left at their own home.

Thanks to Bro. Poppleton for light given, p.

807. He encourages me to think that my
scheme outlined on p. 740 may possibly work all

right.

In England they have been having trouble

in some law cases to decide whether or not

beeswax is a drug. Not much of a "drug on
the market," anyhow.

Will A YOUNG queen make her bridal excur-
sion so long as unsealed brood is present?
Gravenhorst says he has never known it to

occur except in a single instance.

The bee clover that I asl<ed about Sept. 15,

L. P. Cousins writes he has grown for years.
" When once seeded it will seed itself like cara-

way; will scent your whole garden."

Rapid feeding. The slower this can be
done the better, provided there is time. I find

from experience that rapidly fed stocks are
generally weak in the spring.—Apiarist in

B. B. J.

The great variation in the weight of bees
given on p. 800—from 3000 to 10,200—will be bet-

ter understood when it is mentioned that the
10.200 bees in a pound were brought to the
starving-point.

I said I was glad a. I. Root was on the
sick-list—not that I wish him harm, but he's

hunting up some useful things that the rest of

us can have the benefit of; and if he'd stayed
well and strong he never would have thought
of them.

L. P. Cousins writes that he has wood -base

foundation in a number of hives, and the combs
are as fine as could be desired. One's sympa-
thies are aroused for the family of the inventor,

who is now hopelessly insane.

My little patch of crimson clover looks

quite green the first of November. Sown wiih

oats in spring it bloomed pretty well, and I

supposed would be dead long ago; but I don't

expect it to stand the winter.

Hasty says in Review that " a hive needs a
visible number on it no more than a toad needs

a tail." Which makes me think, in view of the
confidence I put in Bro. Hasty's judgment, that

I may have underestimated a toad's need of a
tail.

A Straw on page 800 says, " I have thou-

sands of sections filled with foundation." Cer-

tainly not a remarkable statement, but please

add to it something like this: "three or more
years old that I expect the bees to accept all

right next year."

I don't know about that opinion " that the
beginner had better commence with the small

hive." Too much danger he'll let his bees

starve, unless, indeed, he uses the small, hive

two stories. [I don't know—I don't know but
you are right.—Ed.]

I FIND some excellent hymn tunes written by

E. E. Hasty—same name as the one who writes

such wonderfully bright reviews in Revieiv. I

suppose it's the same man. [That Hasty is an
all-around genius, and a lover of the really

beautiful in life.

—

Ed.]

Gravenhorst says you could not make a
worse mistake than to try to winter on combs en-

tirely filled from top to bottom with sealed hon-
ey. [It would be bad policy; but there are, in

my estimation, many worse things that could

be done.—Ed.]

In reply to my question, " What constitutes

too large a colony?" friend Hand says, p. 809,

"Too many bees." That throws a fiood of

light upon the question. Now will he kindly
tell us how many he thinks "too many"?
[We will leave friend Hand to answer.—Ed.]
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In Germany the Koehler plan has been prac-

ticed with some success in controlling fertiliza-

tion. Put the queen with the selected drones

in a nucleus, keeping them in the cellar all day,

and let them fly after .') o'clock. Repeat daily

till successful.

Crimson clover, says a writer in B. B. J., is

only now getting in America the reputation it

has long had in England as a honey-plant; but

he says they've also found out its honey is by
no means first-rate. [I suspect it will do better

in England because the climate is milder than
here.—Ed. J

S. Jordan relates in B. B. J., that, after

transplanting pyrethrum-plants, he attempted
to handle his bees, but they came at him in

such shape that he " hastened " from the field.

He washed his hands and returned to the bees,

and the viragoes of three minutes before were
now gentle as sucking doves.

Thinking over friend Hatch's answer, p.

810, I'm inclined to think the K-inch space be-

tween the two stories may have had something
to do with his queens not going up and down.
My bees went up and down all right this year,

with about the same conditions, only mine had
only 14-inch space to cross. [Yes, there is the

difference.—Ed.]

Looks a little as though A. I. Root was to

have a rival in B. Taylor as a high-pressure

gardener. Bro. Taylor says in Review that his

honey crop is a failure, but he has a bountiful

crop of almost every thing on a half-acre of

land. Some fair crops on my land this year,

too, but I didn't raise them. Nor a crop of

honey either.

Foundation-fasteners, says C. W. Dayton
in Review, instead of having the melted wax
run to the rear end of the plate and drop off,

should have it run to the front edge and drop off

on the section. The extra melted wax would
fasten the starter more firmly, but in some
cases it might cool too slowly. The present

fasteners make pretty solid work though.

B. Taylor reports in Review that he made
250 sheets of foundation without side walls

—

sheets thin, and rolled so as just to shape the

cell-bottom—and put in wired frames; they

made model combs of straightmss and beauty.

[Don't doubt it; but it was a waste of wax.
Foundation with good side walls and a thin

base is much cheaper per square foot, and is

Just as good.—Ed.]

I'm not much of a novel-reader; but when
I got hold of the new book, " How to Get
Well and Keep Well," I acted like one, for I

just let all my work go and read it right

through without stopping. If you want to

know all about the Salisbury treatment, by all

means get the book. Whether you care for the

treatment or not, you'll get some excellent

ideas from the book.

Mrs. Edith Miller, editor of the Kansas
Bee Journal, is a clipper. At any rate she
makes good work clipping paragraphs from the
bee-journals and massing them under the title,

" What Others r>ay." [Yes, indeed. Mrs. Miller

is a success a>* a clipper of good things. There
are other good things in her paper besides, al-

though it is only a youngster.—Ed.]

The editor of the American Bee-keeper,

after attending the Toronto convention, says,

"Anyone can find fully as much to interest

him in almost any single copy of any of the
bee-papers as was heard during the entire con-

vention." Pretty poor convention that, measur-
ed by some of the bee-papers. [The editor of

the ^. B. 7i. has not been at bee conventions

enough, or kept bees enough to form a proper

opinion, I suspect.—Ed. J

York and Hutchinson are favoring a trial

of having the North American meet at the

same time and place as the G. A. R. That
would makeolow rates sure, and we can stand

almost any inconvenience if we can only have
railroad rates low enough. [I am with York
and Hutchinson. In order to get any kind of

attendance we must have it held where low
rates will be secured independent of the bee

convention. This !>« fare business, as Hutch-
inson says, amounts to nothing.

—

Ed.]

Germans are sometimes prodigal of words,

but in one case at least they are more econom-
ical than we. Instead of saying a plant " yields

honey," they just say the plant "honeys." I

wish we had such a verb. [Bee-keepers, or,

rather, editors of bee-papers, might do much
at simplifying our nomenclature, without of-

fending good taste or obscuring the meaning.

For instance, Langstroth recommends the

words "'queen" and "unqueen"as verbs; and
S. T. Pettit would use '"floor" instead of bot-

tom-board, and "bar" instead of perforated

metal. Gleanings will be glad to assist.

—

Ed.]

The subscribers of Gleanings are fewer

than 1 supposed, if each one can have a pound
of potatoes out of that five barrels—see p. 819.

[Look here, doctor, I did not say that every

subscriber to Gleanings could have a pound
of potatoes out of that five- barrel lot. Didn't I

say in plain English, "If you do not want to

take the trouble to get a subscriber to Glean-
ings, make some of your friends, who you

think would be interested in it, a present of it

for one year, and we will send you the pound of

potatoes"'? My offer was made in order that

we might get Gleanings introduced into fam-

ilies or neighborhoods where it has never been

before. Of course, the one who sends us a new
name must be a subscriber to Gleanings him-

self. Then I added, if it was too much trouble

to hunt up a new name, make somebody a pres-

ent of it. Very likely I did not make it as

plain as I might have done, but I think you
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will understand it now. One friend sends us

$10.00 (for 10 lbs. of potatoes), with two new
names, and says for the other six, " Send me
Gleanings six years." Oh dear me I I was
afraid all the while I should get into a muddle.

Now I will tell you : if any of you want to sub-

scribe away ahead we will put it this way:
You will want to take Gleanings for 1896,

most of you, any way—at least I hope so. So
we will call that settled. But if you can not

get a new subscriber anywhere around you,

then just send us 13 00—half of it for 1896 and
the rest for 1897—and we will mail you the

pound of potatoes, and you need not do any
hunting. By the way, doctor, if I had my way
about it I would tell just how many subscribers

to Gleanings we do have, every issue. But
some of the younger Roots think it is not cus-

tomary, and perhaps not exactly business-like.

I will tell you, however, in strict confidence,

because you are an old friend, that we have
somewhere between 9000 and 10,000 paid-up

subscribers just now.—A. I. R.]

CALIFORNIA ECHOES.

By Rambler.

Dr. Miller is such a musical man that it

seems "Stray Straws" is a misnomer. How
would it do. doctor, to change the name to " A
Harp of a Thousand Strings " ?

Mr. Dosch. on page 737, describes just the way
I used to feel after a disastrous wintering of

bees in York State. Remedy, pull up stakes,

and pull for the bee-keeper's refuge, California.

Later.—1^ Mr. Dosch lets his neighbor Shaw
(see page 770) get so far ahoad of him, with
only three intervening miles, Dosch had better

stop in Arizona.

On page 739 Dr. Miller brings out the idea

that lifting heavy hives is a work that some
people can not do. I found a case here a few
days ago where a threescore-and-ten bee-keeper

of feeble frame had shortened his L. hives

several inches in order to bring them within

his lifting powers. A jumbo hive may be the

thing, but it must be a permanent institution,

like a bouse or a barn.

Did you notice what Prof. Verlinden said on

page 737, about churning honey? That's just

the trick I tried several years ago. I used a

quart fruit-jar, and operated the dasher by a

slack pulley on a belt from an engine. I could

keep the churn going all day. I think it did

hasten granulation; but. professor, we want a

machine to prevent granulation. Can you help

us?
A little further along Prof. V. says of a bee-

keeping specialist, " He buys much honey of

strangers which he manipulates before he sends
it to its destination." Well, well! with what
sang froid he says it tool Tell a bee-keeper in

this country that he manipulates his honey,
there'd be a little dust, a little blood, bruised

hat, torn coat, and the best man on top.

Mr. D. A. Wheeler, of Riverside, who owns
about 1000 colonies of bees, and has produced
about 5.5 tons of honey during the past season,

soon leaves for Chicago, where he will estab-

lish a house for the sale of California honey.
Mr. Wheeler proposes to pay cash for all of the
honey he handles for other parties. The pres-

ent ruling price here is 3 to 3ili cents for ex-

tracted honey, and 8 to 9)^ for comb, and but
little demand at those figures.

It seems that we want Apis dorsata, and
then we don't want her. Now I have a
plan. When Uncle Sam gets ready to send me
rambling after Miss Dorsey I'll sail right off

into the Pacific Ocean till the bee is caught,

then plant a few colonies on the Sandwich
Islands, to see how they stand "furrin" parts.

If they are desirable for the islands, of course

they would be for California, and could be
wafted to our shores. No patent on the fore-

going, and the route is open to all contestants.

PICKINGS BY THE WAY.—NO. 1.

By Skylark.

INTRODUCTION.
Some people here call me the " literary giant,"

and others an "idiotic giant." Besides, there

are still others who say I have the " big head."

The two latter classes have a large majority.

The term "giant" refers entirely to the large

amount of undeveloped intellect stored away
in my mind, and not at all to my person, which
is not over ordinary size, and very elite and
distinguished. When one aspires to high lit-

erary honors, the public wants to know who he

is and whence he came. I sent my brother to

the Mexican war, and he whipped the Mexi-
cans. My father was in the war of 1812, and
whipped (ireat Britain. My grandfather li'OTtZd

have whipped the Tripolitans in 1804 if he and
two other lieutenants had not voluntarily

Hjlown themselves up. They took a fire-ship

into the harbor of Tripoli, loaded with 100 bar-

rels of powder, to blow up and burn the enemy's

shipping. Being discovered and overpowered

they voluntarily set fire to the powder and
blew their enemies and themselves into the air.

Congress passed a resolution of sympathy for

the families of these " noble men," and advised

all their noble descendants to follow their ex-

ample.

Now, I love my country. I love the old flag,

and I love Congress, and I want to obey it. Do
you, Mr. Editor, know any easy way that a

man could blow himself up and not get hurt?

The only way I can think of is to go to war in

Gleanings, and I shall be blowed up often

enough, I suppose, and Congress will be sat-

isfied.
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Did you ever see a mule try to kick himself

to death with the agility, perseverance, and
self-determination that Bro. Dayton evinces on

page 729? He is actually trying to do that

very thing. I do not intend to reflect on his

moral character. The nuile is a gentle, docile,

patient, and useful animal—when he is good.

But with all these excellent traits he is not to

be depended on as a bosom friend. I say this

with deep regret, for I once had a mule that I

slept with—about forty yards off. Neither do

I intend to reflect on his (brother Dayton's, I

mean) intellectual abilities. He may have an

intellect almost as stupendous as my own, but

—but I have my doubts.

I only wish to illustrate the eagerness with

which he rushes on to self-destruction. When
a professional bee-keeper asserts " that half the

honey that leaves this coast is adulterated with

glucose," can he blame outsiders for taking up
and echoing the cry? This is the wildest as-

sertion I have seen in any bee-paper for a long

1 me. It is not only not true, but, at the pres-

ent price of extracted honey here, it is absolute-

ly ridiculous.

Glucose is not produced on this coast. It

must be brought from the Missouri River. It

could not be made here with profit, where corn

meal is retailed at 2}4 cents per pound. I sup-

pose glucose would cost 2 cents per pound;

freight overland. l}4 cents; drayage at both

4nds of the line, handling, and mixing, at least

}:> cent more. Then each 120 pounds of glucose

would take a new case and cans—say 80 cents

more. This would run the cost up to 4% cents,

while pure honey could be shipped at 33^ cents.

Even if glucose could be bought for one cent a

pound, the mixture would stil! cost as much as

pure honey. More than two million pounds of

extracted honey have been sold on this coast

this year for 3}4 cents: and even now they are

offering only 3%. No large house could stand

up under such transactions as friend Dayton
describes. No house of that kind would last

more than one year. Moreover, it would not be

a financial success unless they would steal the

glucose. I know they have not done that. I

am sure of it. lam known in San Francisco

to be the most successful remover of large

quantities of goods, when the owner is not

there, that there is on the Pacific slope. None
of the large honey-shippers have made appli-

cation for my services.

I do not believe that one case of honey in

20,000 that leaves this coast is adulterated. No
double-geared idiot, standing on his head,

would think of it. Really, I believe the man
wants to blow himself up. Look here, Bro.

Dayton, don't you do it. I am the only man in

all these United States who has the authority

of Congress to blow himself up for the good of

his country and his fellow-men. Don't you do

it. I don't want to see you shot, imprisoned.

fined, and hung! Look at the awful prospect

before you. Look at the court, the crowd, the

scaffold, and the gravel

The latter part of Bro. Dayton's letter is an
absolute wail of agony against the retail grocer

for selling sugar too low and honey too high

—

against the vSpreckles monopoly, the county

supervisors, town councils, merchants, adulter-

ators, etc. Bro. Dayton, if you survive the

catastrophe I have indicated above, why not

get aboard of a Kansas cyclone and run the

whole " bilen " of them down ?

RAMBLE 143.

By Rambler.

On the 6th of December we entered the tail

end of the Sanfracisketo Canyon, and our ponies

put us many miles toward home, for we were

on the down grade all day. Mountains hem-
med us in; wild scenery: side canyons, rugged

cliffs; winding glades, and finally a nice stream

of water, a branch of the Santa Clara River.

This is a good honey-producing canyon, and
we often caught a sort of panoramic view of an

apiary as we whirled along. They were not in

a high state of order; things were tumbled

around as though a brace of bears might have

been turned loose among the hives.

The locality is certainly wild enough and

lonely enough to suit the most hermit-disposed

bachelor.

The last apiary we passed, we learned after-

ward, was owned by Mr. Mercer, of Ventura.

The wind could whistle through every thing on

the plantation, and we noted that the honey

-

house was well ventilated. The view from the

highway was highly satisfactory to our curi-

osity, and we kept right on our way, and camp-

ed that night under the broad-spreading oaks

just out of the town of Newhall.

The rains descended that night: the wind

blew; the thunder rolled, and we had a hard

time keeping our tent from going over the trees.

Our sleep was of the restless order, and we
were happy to see the morning break, with

prospects of fair weather. Just six months

before we had crossed the San Fernando Pass,

and it was then arduous climbing; tint now,

after the heavy rain of the night, we feared

rough roads, and we were not disappointed.

Our wagon swayed through wash-outs and over

debris; and we had gotten well down the other

side, and were congratulating ourselves that

the worst was passed, when we came to a little

stream of water running quietly across the
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road. It had been a torrent during the night,

and had left quite a space of soft mud or quick-

sand in the road. The ponies plunged into and

through the naud. Our wagon reached the

center, and the mud and quicksand closed

around the wheels, and we were firmly locked

against further progress. Progress was our

watchword, and the whip was applied to the

ponies for a desperate pull. Result, a broken

whitlletree. Onr progress was from bad to

worse.

Just at this moment a traveling emigrant

family, with a prairie-schooner outfit, came up

to us. They kindly loaned us a shovel and ax.

Wilder cut a big lever, and I shoveled and he

pried. As fast as I could take out a shovelful,

another shovelful of soft quicksand would lake

its place. We spent some time in this delight-

ful exercise, with our feet in mud and water,

without satisfactory results.

Then it commenced to rain—a real smart
mountain shower; it pelted us thoroughly: the

water zigzagged down our spinal columns, and

everybody, even the horses, looked and felt

their unlimited disgust.

But, wait! It rained enough to send a little

stream of water down the road behind our

wagon. It runs parallel to the right-side

wheels of ihe wagon, and, as sure as you live,

it is washing the quicksand and mud away
from them. Quick now! With the shovel w^

divide the little stream and run half of it to the

other wheels, and in a few minutes the wheels

are all washed free. The shower passes; the

ponies are attached to the end of the pole, and
out goes our wagon with a rush. A bailing-

wire mends our whiffletree, and, after an hour's

vexatious delay, we are are able to proceed

upon our journey. The shower feature of our

mishap, which we looked upon with such dis-

gust, proved to be our best friend. Parties

afterward told us that we were very fortunate

to have the shower, for in like mishaps they

were obliged to take their wagons apart and
dig the wheels out with a pick.

Moral.—In this journey of life, many times

what we consider misfortunes are our best

friends. So let us learn to be cheerful, not

repining under any circumstances, however
dark and forbidding they may appear.

Sweet are the uses of adversity,

Which, like the toad, ug-ly and venomous.
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head.

That night, after a long and forced drive, we
halted at the residence of Moses K. Chandler,

at Dundee, 13 miles from Los Angeles. We
rejoiced that we were now over all of the

mountain ranges, passes, and canyons, and
under the roof of a hospitable bee-keeper. We
had been in wet clothing all day. and we made
good use of the kitchen stove for getting rid of

surplus moisture.

Mr. Chandler has a pleasant home, as shown
in the accompanying half-tone. It is close into

the foot-hills that border the San Fernando
Valley. Fruits of many varieties, both great

and small, are successfully grown, and 130 col-

onies of bees help to swell the revenues of the

ranch. This is one of those ideal locations I

love to find—a location where the bee-keeper

and his family have a permanent residence

near the apiary. Mr. Chandler gets excellent

yields from his apiary; and. living so near the

great and prosperous city of Los Angeles, and,

furthermore, being somewhat of a salesman,

he finds a ready and remunerative market for

his ranch products—green fruits, dried fruits,

nut-, honey, and an occasional load of vege-

tables.

The reader will observe through the photo

that the ranch has a prosperous appearance;

but at this writing, some months after the

chandler's helper.

photo was taken. Mr. C. has prospered so much
that he is building a fine modern residence

upon the site of the little white cabin. Mr. C.

has an efficient helpmeet in the house, who
keeps things well in hand for whatever busi-

ness may come along. A young lady is stop-

ping in the family, who has taken up the man-
ufacture of tin cans for honey. She first made
the cans for Mr. C.'s honey crop, and succeeded

so well in wielding the soldering-iron that

scores of cans were turned out for the neigh-

boring bee-keepers, and the miss does not aspire

to be what is called a " new woman " either.

Another very faithful helper on the ranch is

Chinaman Hop Lee. He has been with Mr.
Chandler for several years. A few years ago,

when there was much excitement in this State

in relation to the employment of Chinese, a
notice was served upon Mr. Chandler, com-
manding him to discharge the Chinaman. Now, '
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Mr. C. was born among the cloud-capped gran-

ite hills of old New Hampshire, and he did not

propose to turn off one foreigner at the com-
mand of other foreigners, and had the indepen-

dence to say so. Things looked a little squally

for a while, and Hop trembled in his brogans;

but Mr. C. stood firmly by his word, and the

Chinaman Hop still eats rice with chop-sticks

in the little cabin shown in the photo, between

the apiary and the residence.

In an interview with Hop in relation to bee-

stings he said, "Him blee heep stling; heep

stling Mr. Chandler; heep stling horshes; me
nolilkehira; mestlayin tlurn honey-extractor;

get heep honey; pleek thro wire windlo; slee

Mr. Chandler get stlung; me ha-ha; him slap

his hands; him no swear Hike some Melican

men. Mr. Chandler heep glood man; me no

swear too. Me feel heep comfble in honey-

house."

We camped over Sunday with Mr. Chandler,

and found them to be good Salvation Army
people. The daughter, holding the position of

lieutenant, is earnestly holding out the rescuing

hand in the various places to which she is as-

signed in Southern California.

Early Monday forenoon we turned into the

San Gabriel Valley, and saw in the distance

the snow-capped peaks of the San Bernardino

range of mountains. Our ponies here caught
some enthusiasm. They evidently knew the

landmarks, and put in a good day's travel on

the home stretch, and in the early evening of

the 11th of December we arrived at the resi-

dence of our friend and near neighbor, Mr.
Clark, and considered our journey at an end.

For six months our home had been, in every

sense of the word, migratory. New scenes and
experiences had been our pleasure from day to

day; and even after six months of it we were
loth to return to the quiet every-day duties of

every-day life.

When we repaired to our respective bachelor's

cabins v/e were for a time oppressed with a

sense of dullness. During the many rainy days
that followed we fell decidedly more comfort-

able under a shingle roof than we did under
the dripping tent roof. Then the raindrops

brought consoling thoughts of big honey-yields

for the coming season.

No man is born into the world whose work
Is not born with him; there is always work,
And tools to work withal, for those wlio will;

And blessed are the horny hands of toll.

Our work is to produce honey. Our tools are

the busy bees and the hives. In preparing

them for the prospective good season, dull-

ness soon left our cabins, and the imagined
pleasures of producing tons of honey took pos-

session of us.

Though our work did not produce the horny
hands, it was blessed with good results, the

Account of which will appear later.

THE NORTH AMERICAN AND THE UNION.

SHALI, WE HAVE LARGE MEMBEKSHIP AND
SMALL FEE, OR SMALL MEMBERSHIP AND
LARGE FEE? WHY WE SHOULD HAVE THE
FORMER.

Bti Dr. C. C. Miller.

I'm looking for good to result from the action

at Toronto with regard to the North American
and the Bee-keepers' Union. Rev. W. F. Clarke
is right in saying the North American has al-

ways been local — at least nearly right— and it

always will be mainly a local affair just so long
as it is so managed that only those who attend
have any inducement to become members. So
far the effort has been to secure attendance, not

membership. That must be entirely changed
if it is ever to be any thing more than a local

affair. When comparing the membership of

our societies with that of societies across the
sea, it has been the custom to say that the great
distances in our country preclude the possibili-

ty of having a large membership. That's all

bosh. A man may be a member without at-

tending; and if he doesn't attend, it's just as

easy for him to become a member a thousand
miles away as a hundred.
But I confess I don't understand Mr. Clarke

when he says the North American has always
been a " primary class of bee-keepers." I wish
he would explain what he means. Is it the

character of the men who have been in attend-

ance, or is it the character of the discussions

and deliberations that makes him classify it as

he does ? If the latter, what change would he
recommend to make it " a high court or parlia-

ment of bee-keeping " ?

MEMBERSHIP FEES.

At Toronto, Mr. Clarke said of the North
American, " When we get down so that we have
to pay only 25 cts. a year I don't want to belong

to it." Why? I think both Mr. Clarke and
myself have got down so we don't have to pay
even 35 cents a year. Is that any reason we do
not want to belong to it?

Mr. Newman thinks nothing will kill a socie-

ty sooner than an insignificant membership fee.

A small fee doesn't seem to have killed the

many societies in foreign lands. What do we
want of a fee larger than sufhcient to pay ex-

penses? He says, " The Bee-keepers' Union is

respected, not because it has a membership of

300 or 400, but because it has a good bank ac-

count." Part of that is true. It is respected

for its bank account, and that respect is neither

increased nor diminished by the fact that the

amount in bank came in large or small sums.

But the intimation that numbers count for

nothing is hardly correct. An organization of

1000 receives, as a rule, more consideration than
one of 100. Now, suppose the membership is

increased from 300 or 400 to 600 or 800, and the

membership fee cut in two, leaving the bank ac-

count the same, will not the larger membership
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with the same bank account have just a little

more respect ?

IJUCKWHEAT HONEY VS. SUGAR, FOR WINTER.
A correspondent having extracted buckwheat

honey from unfinished sections, and needing to

feed for winter, wants lo know whether it is

better to feed the buckwheat honey or sugar.

If I had the buckwheat hon^y in brood-combs

all ready for use I'd use that for winter food

rather than take the trouble of pxtracting and

then feeding back. But if I had (extracted

buckwheat honey, with sugar as it now is in

price, I'd sell the honey and feed sugar— all the

more if the honey was extracted from unfinish-

ed sections, for in that case it would most likely

be unfinished honey, and not the very best for

winter stores.

A QUESTION OF MOVING.
The same correspondent is in a little doubt

whether it is better or not to move his bees to a

new location. Where he is in Pennsylvania,

the lindens have been mostly cut oflf, and pas-

turage is getting scarce, except that some fifty

acres of crimson clover have been sown wiihin

reach this summer. A location with which he

is familiar in Virginia abounds in linden-trees

that were loaded with bloom the past season.

Leaving out all questions except what is best

for the bees, I think I'd take my chances on the

Virginia territory. Linden rarely fails, and at

its best is an immense yielder. Crimson clover

is as yet an unknown quantity. Even if it be

found that it will succeed perfectly in Pennsyl-

vania, and if. too, it be found that it yields

well, it will still be an uncertain quantity, for it

must be sown annually; and whatever may be

the amount sown this year, you've no guaran-

tee that an acre will be sown next year, while

your lindens are there as a fixture, and at the

worst will be only gradually cleared away.

Then, too, if the same amount of the crimson

clover is sown every year, a large part of it may
be plowed under as green manure; and of what
use wouldj^hat part of it be to the bees V The
most reliable part will be that used for raising

seed, and that is not likely to be large. I don't

want to throw cold water upon the expecta-

tions as to crimson clover. I hope much from

it ; but when it comes to comparing chances

between that and linden, with our present

knowledge crimson clover is nowhere.

ROBBERS.
I had a little scrimmage with robbers this

fall. It was at the time we were taking away
from the bees in the home apiary all lower sto-

ries, some of the lower stories having considera-

ble honey. A few frames, which we carelessly

supposed to be entirely empty, but with a lit-

tle honey in them, were left standing by a tree.

When I first noticed the bees at work on them I

thought it best to leave them, as there was only

a little honey in them ; and taking them away
before the bees had emptied them and realized

they were empty would only set the robbers at

work on the nearest hives. Whether these

combs were directly to blame I don't know; but
at any rate the next day I found lively times at

No. 83 near by. I went and got some hay— not
a few spears, but a whole armful — threw some
loosely at the entrance, and then kept adding
till the entrance and the entire hive was cover-

ed. Then I got buckets of water and thorough-
ly wet down the hay, and left the bees to their

fate. I left the hay for a week; but there was
no appearance of robbers shortly after the hay
was put there. When T looked into the hive a

week or so later I found a good colony there;

but the robbers had emptied the three outside

combs before they had been stopped. If they

had not been meddled with I think the colony

would have been ruined. No. 19, in the oppo-

site row, was having a little trouble with rob-

bers at the same time, but I didn't think it

would amount to much. I didn't notice it till a

week or two later, when I found it empty of

honey, with the queen and a dozen bees. If I

had given it a good feed of hay it might have
been saved.

SWEET CLOVER HEAVED BY FROST.

On page 643 A. I. Root says of sweet clover,

"It is never heaved out by the frost. So far as

I am informed, the frost has never yet been able

to budge a root of it after it had made one
season's growth." I think you forget, friend

Root, or else you overlooked a report that I

made in Gleanings a few years ago. It will

be easier for me to repeat it than to hunt it up
and refer you to it: and, moreover, it may be

worth more now than when first written, for I

think more sweet clover is being now sown.

I had a piece of ground carefully prepared in

the spring, the soil being made very mellow.

It was sowed with oats, then with sweet clover.

The sweet clover came up thick. The spring

following I went with a good deal of interest to

see what the sweet clover was like, and was
very much surprised to find no living plants.

I think there was not a single one. Plenty of

dead plants were there, lifted bodily up by the

roots. A point perhaps worth noticing was.

that the plants were all small, not more than

half the size that plants usually make in hard

ground in the first year of their growth. So I

conclude that adversity is good for sweet clo-

ver, and that the seed does best in hard ground.

Marengo, 111.

[I think you have answered it yourself, friend
M. The seeding was too heavy. A single
plant of sweet clover on any kind of soil, no
matter how poor, if there are not too many
other sweet-clover plants all around it, will

make such a growth, providing it has the whole
season, that it is almost next to impossible for
it to be heaved out by the frost. All along the
ground beside the railroad which has recently
been cut through my garden there are plants
about as thick as they ought to stand; and I

have never yet seen one thrown out by the
frost; while alsike, red clover, and other plants,

are frequently heaved up clear on top.—A. I. R.]
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Our Symposium on Wintering.

The Subject Keviewed by a Few of the Prominent
Bee-keepers who Have been Successful in

Wintering for Many Years back.

ESSENTIAL rONPITIONS; THE MODERN OUT-
DOOR AND INDOOR PLANS FULLY described;
packing: upward and bottom ventila-
tion; SEALED covers; SUB-EARTH VENTI-
LATORS: MODEL BEE-CELLARS, AND HOW TO
CONSTRUCT THEM.

[A few year." ago the siihject of wintering
was an old and hackneyed one until it was
chopped oflf. There were a good many con-
flicting theories, and many were losing heavily.
But in later years these theories have come
more and more into harmony, and success is

crowning the efforts of nearly all. It seemed
to me it might be well for us to devote one
whole number to a review of the subject, to
consider the essential features, and those points
upon which there seems to be now general
harmony of opinion. I therefore asked a num-
ber, as before stated—those who write only
occasionaly, but who nevertheless are very
successful—to give us briefly their methods,
wherein they attain success, and then to tell us
briefly what things they had learned in the
last few years.* Among other things. I told
them not to be afraid to go over old ground:
that we desired to see how many prominent
bee-keepers were following essentially the same
methods. If these methods should be largely
the same, it would be proof that they were
nearly correct. While one might suppose that
one article might be largely a duplicate of
another, each writer treats the subject in quite
a different way, as the headings will show.
—Ed. J

OUTDOOR WINTERING IN VERMONT.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A BROOD-NEST SUITED
TO THE SIZE OF THE COLONY.

By J. E. Grane.

About the middle of September, or as soon

after as I can get to it, I look over my bees and
carefully weigh with my eyes the amount of

honey that each hive contains, and set down
the amount of sugar syrup that each needs to

carry it until warm weather or spring flowers,

beside the number of each hive. At this time I

also see that each colony has a laying queen.

If any are queenless they are broken up. If I

find any drone-laying queens, the colony is

united with others. I also note carefully the

size of each colony, and reduce the brood- cham-
ber to correspond with the size of the colony.

I then feed sugar syrup, containing some honey,

as quickly as possible, in quantity such that

each shall have of honey and syrup from 12 to

30 lbs. This is to include the stores of honey in

the hive before feeding. I expect to have my
feeding all done by Oct. 15th.

I winter my bees on their summer stands,

and the next thing to be done is to pack for

winter; and I prefer to pack at once as soon as

feeding is finished. I was 11 days this year

*I did not call on the regrular contributors, be-
cause we were familiar with their methods.

—

Ed.

feeding about 8500 lbs. of syrup, most of my
bees being from 3 to 11 miles from home, with
only one horse to draw it.

For packing I use sawdust, chafl', leaves, and
planer-shavings. All are good, but the wind
blows the leaves at times very uncomfortably,

and chaff is very apt to attract mice; and the

sawdust has a way of getting through any little

crevice or hole, so I dislike it, and prefer planer-

shavings to any thing else.

As I leave the packing around the sides of

the brood-chamber during the summer I have
little to do but spread a cloth over the top of

frames, and fill one side of the brood-chamber,
if empty, with shavings, perhaps a few around
the upper edge of the brood-chamber, and lay

over the whole a cushion filled with packing,

and tuck down snug and warm.

For cloths to lay over the frames I use cotton

cloth, old pieces of carpeting, old woolen cloths,

straw matting, and any thing that will let the

moisture pass through. Burlap is good. Mat-
ting made of cocoanut fiber is perhaps the best,

or at least will last longest. I have used enamel-

ed cloth, and very strong colonies seem to win-

ter well under it; but I do not find the combs
as dry and clean as when some cloth of open

texture is used.

About half or two-thirds of the way from the

bottom to the top of the brood-chamber in

front I have a tube ?i or X inch in diameter to

connect the inside of the chamber with the

outer world. In other words, 1 have an upper
entrance so that, should the lower entrance

get clogged with dead bees, the upper one can

be used by the bees and so prevent their worry-

ing themselves to death.

Treated in this way, bees winter here in

Western Vermont year after year safely, and, I

believe, economically. My bees, so far as I

know, are now all snug, and warmly packed

this Oct. 24th, and will require very little far-

ther attention until April. Should the weather

be warm, the bees can fly and enjoy it. If cold,

they can remain snug and warm in their nests.

Were I asked what I have learned in recent

years in wintering that is of importance I

should say, thevalue of having the size of every

brood-chamber correspond with the size of the

colony that is to occupy it. Quinby, in "Bee-
keeping Explained," says that a small colony

will consume nearly as much honey as a good-

sized one; and when both are wintered in the

same size of hive he is undoubtedly correct;

but my experience has been that, when the

brood-chamber is reduced to fit the colony, the

consumption of honey during winter does not

seem proportionately greater for the small

colony than the large one. Nor yet do I find

the loss greater of small colonies properly put

up for winter than large ones.

My theory is, that, if a good-sized colony

should have eight frames to winter on, and 30
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lbs. of honey, a colony half its size will winter

well on four combs and 15 lbs. of honey. Of

course, after warm weather, and brood is ma-

turing rapidly, the small colony will need more

honey than the large one in proportion to its

size, for it will mature brood almost as fast,

oftentimes.

Now. if it is such an advantage for a small

colony to have its hive reduced, would it not be

a saving in honey to place a strong colony on, say,

six combs? I answer no. They would be likely

to consume even more honey than if left prop-

erly packed upon eight combs. The strong

colony is liable to be overwarm and restless,

and to rear a large amount of brood in winter,

thus wasting its stores and vitality both. So I

use the division-board freely, and have brood-

chambers of all sizes from four to nine or ten

Langstroth combs, and I have wintered very

small colonies upon three combs with entire

success.

Last winter, in my home yard and one three

miles west, consisting of over 200 colonies, I

lost, previous to May 15, but four, and one of

these was broken up by thieves. Another was

overlooked, and the frames but partly covered

by a loose board, leaving less than one per cent

loss from wintering. In another yard the loss

was. T think, less than two per cent.

In another yard of over 135 colonies I thought

I would experiment, and left several colonies

upon eleven combs, and lost nearly all of them,

while the loss among the rest was very trifling

—perhaps~one or'two. In still another yard

I experimented upon a larger scale. Most of

the colonies in this yard were under size, and I

left the most of them upon seven or eight

combs, when they should have been placed

upon from four to seven, and I lost not far from

35 per cent of them.

I made these experiments because I thought

I had be.pn running to the other extreme, and

to Iwarn if possible the golden mean.

Middlebury, Vt.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR WINTERING IN YORK
STATE.

ADVANTAGES OF SHALLOW FRAMES FOB IN-

DOOR WINTERING : RAISING THE HIVE UP
FROM THE BOTTOM-BOARD BY A

SHALLOW RIM.

Friedemann Orciner.

In wintering my bees I practice both methods;

viz., wintering on summer stands in perma-

nently packed hives (chaff hives), and cellar

wintering in light single-walled hives. I am
generally successful with both of these meth-

ods. My way is as follows :

When I remove the surplus-cases after the

honey season is over I ascertain whether there

is a sufficient quantity of honey in each hive. I

do not consider it necessary nor advisable to

weigh or lift each frame in each hive, as Mr.

Doolittle recommends. 1 simply spread the

brood-nest in the center, to see how far down
there is any honey. I can then judge whether

a colony has honey enough or not. I almost

always find some colonies extremely heavy, a

few too light. I make a note of this, and seize

the first opportunity to make an exchange

between the light and heavy colonies. I also

satisfv myself at the time of removing the last

surplus-cases as to the presence of a queen.

Capped brood at this time I take as a sufficient

indication, and I can almost always see whether

or not there Is brood when I spread apart the

central frames, as already explained in the case

of ascertaining the amount of honey.

My hives which I use for outdoor wintering

are packed with from 3 to 3 inches of chaff,

moss, or sawdust. I own up that I am one of

the old fogies, using a honey-board. This I

remove when preparing for winter; put on a

quilt instead, with a 5 to t3 inch cushion over

the same; a Hill device I do not use. After my
hives are " fixed " up, say by Nov. 1, I scarcely

look at them until the following spring. I give

full entrance {% x8 inches), and like the idea of

setting up a short piece of board, leaning

against the hive, protecting and shading the

entrance.

The cellar which my bees in single-walled

hives are wintered in is under my dwelling-

house. This cellar is also used for storing

potatoes, vegetables, and provision in general,

but is partitioned oft' and made perfectly dark.

The sash of the only window is covered with

tarred paper, and hinged to the casing so I may
open it or shut it by means of a string without

entering the bee-room itself. The window-

casing is covered with screen, inside and out,

and the space between (10 inches) filled with

fine hay. A thermometer is kept in the bee-

room, and arranged so I may read off the tem-

perature by opening a slide from the other part

of the cellar.

After the middle of November, on a cool, dry

day, my bees are taken in and stacked up four

high on a foundation of scantling. 1 leave on

the bottom-boards and honey-boards; but I like

the idea of placing a two-inch rim, size of hive,

between bottom and body, except in case where

a very shallow frame in a single story is

used.

Ordinary cellars do not maintain an even

temperature; at least, my cellar does not; so I

keep close watch, especially during changeable

weather. By opening or shutting the window

I can regulate the temperature pretty well-

enough so that I have been able to winter my
bees in this cellar for ten years with very little

loss. About April 10, or when the bees wintered

out of doors begin to bring pollen, I take all

colonies from the cellar, and do this during the

night. In placing them on their stands I pay
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no attention to their former location the fall

previous.

Now as to what I have learned during the

last few years in regard to the matter of

wintering :

Upward ventilation through five or six inches

of chaff has proved much better than a sealed

cover for outdoor wintering.

A very shallow frame (half-story frame) in a

single story has given me best results in the

cellar, which I explain as follows: In so shallow

a brood-nest the cluster of bees touches top and

bottom. Any bees, when about to die, can not

accumulate, but leave the hive and die on the

cellar-bottom, which should be covered from

time to time anew with dry sawdust. Purer

air is thus secured to the colonies, and combs
remain sweet. I have never as yet found a

moldy comb in these shallow hives.

For ten years I have been a good deal like

the man trying to teach his cow or his horse to

live without eating, but failing, just as he

thought the feat about accomplished. That
is. I have been trying to winter my bees with-

out sufticient protection, but I nearly always

failed. lean look back upon the second decade

of my bee-keeping career with greater satisfac-

tion; for my loss has seldom amounted to over

five per cent in one year during this time.

After writing my article so far I find I have

omitted to say any thing about the character

of the winter food. Of course, I should want
to winter my bees upon wholesome food. But
how can we tell beforehand any thing about

it? There is the rub! Honey-dew might be

extracted, and syrup fed instead; but who can

know beforehand that honey-dew would prove

fatal in its effect as a winter food? The only

time we ever had much honey-dew in our hives,

our bees, left out on summer stands and those

taken out in February, or as soon as they became
uneasy, wintered par excellence. To anticipate

the true character of the stored food. I im-

agine, is a difficult matter. As Dr. Miller often

says, I don't know any thing about it; there-

fore I leave this factor entirely out of my cal-

culation. If I were situated in a different loca-

tion I might do differently.

Naples, N. Y., Oct. 15.

WINTER CASES.

DOUBLE BROOD-CHAMBER PREFERRED; IMPOR-
TANCE OF SPACE SECURED BY A RIM UN-

DER THE BROOD-FRAMES FOR OUT-
DOOR wintering; the tene-
ment PLAN OF PACKING.

By J. A. Qrecn.

I am asked to let the readers of Gleanings
know how I winter my bees, and what I have

learned during the past three or four years

that is of practical benefit along that line.

My method of wintering has been given in

these pages before, but it will do no harm
to repeat it. As early as possible after the

honey-harvest is over (which in this locality

often continues good up to the 30th of Septem-

ber), I see that each colony has a sufficient

number of bees, and honey enough to last until

honey may be gathered again. As to the first

point, T do not consider an extra-large colony

more likely to winter safely than one that is a

little below the average in numbers, but other-

wise in good condition. I consider it very im-

portant that they should have honey enough
so that I may feel perfectly sure that no more
will be needed until it can be gathered from the

flowers.

After my bees are prepared for winter I do

not expect to do any thing more to them, as

long as they are apparently in a normal condi-

tion, until the approach of the next honey sea-

son makes it necessary to prepare them for it.

As this means that they are to be left undis-

turbed for nearly or quite six months, an

abundance of food is necessary. A colony will

get through the winter on 20 lbs. of honey,

often less; but it is liable to need help to get

it into good condition for the harvest. So if a

colony has less than 30 lbs. I mark it as likely

to need attention in the spring.

I use the double-brood-chamber hive, made
almost the same as the Heddon hive, and con-

sider that the bees winter in it rather better,

on an average, than in the single-story hive.

Each hive is raised from the bottom-board

by putting under it a frame or rini that leaves

a space of about two inches between the bot-

tom of the frames and the floor of the hive.

This I consider very important. That the bees

appreciate it is shown by the fact that they al-

most invariably cluster in this space below the

frames. A colony in a solid cluster this way,

with plenty of honey within reach, is in an

ideal condition for wintering.

The rim which raises the hive is so made
that the usual entrance next to the bottom-

board is closed, and an entrance left at the top of

the rim. This entrance is ^g'xlS inches, giving

an abundance of ventilation. The sides ex-

tend four or five inches beyond the front of

the hive, and are covered there, making a

"bridge " which supports the outside packing

and forms a vestibule to the entrance, pro-

tecting it to a considerable extent from the

wind.

Dead bees which fall from the cluster drop

entirely free from the frames, and there is no

chance of the entrance becoming clogged with

dead bees or ice. I make these rims of lath or

other thin lumber. The only drawback to

their use, aside from the slight expense and

trouble, is that they must be removed before

the bees get too strong in the spring, or they

will fill up the space with comb. This some-
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times makes it necessary to unpack the bees

sooner than I should otherwise like.

I believe thoroughly that outside packing

pays. My favorite method is to pack four col-

onies together. During the summer the hives

are in groups of four, two facing east and two

west. They are far enough apart to allow of

working all around them easily; but on the

approach of winter they are moved close to-

gether. A large box (or, rather, a rim) without

top or bottom is then placed around them, the

ends resting on the " bridges " over the en-

trance so that the bees may fly undisturbed, the

sides resting on the ground. The sides and

ends are separate panels, which are lightly

tacked together at the corners, just before they

are set into place. The four hives are now
about two inches from each other, with a space

of three or four inches all around the outside,

and six or eight inches over the top.

I generally use planer-shavings for packing.

Leaves of the softer varieties are good; but I

would not use chaff or straw, as the grain

they are apt to contain is an attraction for

mice. The whole is covered with a good roof

—

one that will not leak or blow off.

The hives I use are covered with a flat board

cover, and this is left just as it was during the

summer.
Several years ago I wrote several articles in

favor of sealed covers for wintering—a method
which was then gaining favor rapidly. For

some reason, which I could never understand,

the tide turned. Led by the editor of Glean-
ings, many of the new converts recanted, turn-

ed right- about- face, and declared that they

wanted no more sealed covers. As I remained

silent, and made no further argument or reply

to those who criticised the methods I had ad-

vocated, some of my friends thought that I too

had concluded that I had been mistaken. Not
so. I am as firmly convinced as ever that seal-

ed covers, with proper protection, is the proper

method of wintering. Argument seemed use-

less: but when so many went back to porous

covering and absorbents. I tried the experiment

over, using quilts on a number of hives in order

to be sure I was not mistaken. The result sat-

isfied me that, the nearer I could come to a

perfectly tight cover to the hive, the better.

In practice it is difficult to always have per-

fectly sealed covers, as I often have to remove

covers so late that the bees have no chance to

seal them down again as perfectly as I should

like: but I use every effort to have the top of

the hive as tight as possible.

Single hives are packed in the same way,

using a box that is at least three inches larger

each way, and six inches higher than the hive.

For a roof, a sheet of corrugated iron is laid

over the top and weighted down.

I am convinced that many who have tried

outer cases for packing have not been as suc-

cessful as they might have been, because the

cases they used did not have room for enough
packing, especially on top.

Last winter, for experiment and comparison I

left several colonies unprotected, and protected

others thoroughly on top, but left sides of hives

unprotected. The former all died. The latter

were alive in the spring, but so weak that they

soon dwindled away. The mortality among
those packed was not over ten per cent.

Ottawa. 111., Oct. 30.

WINTERING IN WISCONSIN.

THKEK IMPORTANT CONDITIONS.

By C. A. HaUh.

Three things are of first importance to winter

bees well: 1. Good stores; 2. Good bees; 3.

Proper temperature. Given these three essen-

tial conditions, bees will winter with many con-

ditions that otherwise are unfavorable. Like

a man of good constitution, 'great vitality, and
good health, the amount of abuse he will stand

and be none the worse is surprising. Just so with

bees. Give them the three things named above,

or even the first two, stores and bees of the

right kind, and they will live under many ad-

verse circumstances. But take away either of

these two, and no amount of coddling and fuss-

ing will make their wintering a success.

The sooner we get to recognize what are the

essentials, the better it will be for us; for a great

amount of effort has been directed to things

that are of only secondary importance. Ven-
tilation is of importance, but not first; so is

moisture: but both, as affecting temperature,

become all-important.

GOOD STOKES.

Honey from flowers of any kind, if well ripen-

ed and sealed over, is all right, although there

seems to be a dift'erence in these, more on the

account of the liability of being something

which is not honey being stored with it than

from the honey itself. Any thing that would
cause the honey to ferment, as juice from any
kind of fruit, sugar-cane, or any thing of the

kind, seems to be detrimental. Honey-dew in

our State, no matter what others say, is very

poor winter food. The very best stores yet

found is wild-bergamot honey.

That the winter food should be sealed is not

essential, if it be thick; but sealing helps it

about absorbing moisture and taking in fer-

mi nt germs.

CHANGING STORES.

If our bees get improper food into the hive it

becomes a serious matter to change this foi^ the

proper kind, for experience has taught that

there is a right and a wrong way to do even

this. Changing the frames of poor for frames-

of good honey is all right if thoroughly done

early enough in the season so that the bees can-
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arrange themselves for winter; but to wait un-

til almost time to put them away for winter,

and then take out a few outside frames and put

in the others does but small good, for the bees

have arranged a winter supply around the

brood-nest, and it is a chance if your good hon-

ey is touched at all, for the bees will be dead

long before they get to it. Then why not put

it in the middle? By this you have divided

the bees and changed all their winter arrange-

ments. A neighbor of mine last fall, when our

bees all got much honey-dew, took all the hon-

ey he could get from so colonies, and had to

leave 40 with the honey unchanged. In the

spring, those undisturbed came out as well as

the others, although the best of basswood was
substituted for the honey-dew. From this we
draw the inference that the only practical way
is to remove the honey next to the brood-nest,

put in empty frames, and then feed with some
kind of a feeder. This gives them a chance to

arrange the food in what they call the right

place. Then arrangement of stores Is Impor-

tant. Yes, but not essential. If proper tem-

perature be given, the bees will go to the honey

if it is in the hive, whether it is above or at the

side or end of the cluster. I have experiment-

ed along this line with frames from 5 in. deep

up to 19 in.; and, other conditions being right,

it made no difference. Sugar stores are all

right for winter if fed early, and good sugar is

used.

GOOD BKES.

• The next essential dCies not refer to any race

or mixture of races, or any strain, but simply

means bees of the proper age, not too old nor

100 young. If they are old enough to have a

good fly before cold weather sets in, they are

old enough and none too young. On the other

hand, if they are hatched too late to get this

flight I would call them too young for the best

results; and if breeding stops early in Septem-
ber, most of the bees will be too old to come out

alive May 1st, which they must do to have their

places filled by new recruits. In case nature

does not furnish enough bloom to keep breeding

going until Oct. 1st, feeding would be essential;

and this should be done with the best of honey
or granulated sugar; for all not used in breed-

ing goes to supply winter feed, and it would be

like compelling your cows to eat moldy hay to

put poor food before your bees.

TEMPERATURE.

This in our climate is best controlled in an
underground repository which should be well

under ground, and controllable at a tempera-
ture of 40 to 45 degrees. The cellar should have
ventilation, controllable, but no draft; best ob-

tained by a pipe connecting with a chimney or

stove above, in which a tire is kept most of the

time^ Details of arrangements in cellar may
be considered, such as

VENTILATION OF HIVES, ETC.
Top or bottom ventilation of hives has been a

vexed question with me, and I am not so sure

on this point now, but have come to this con-
clusion: if much bottom ventilation is given,

but little at top is needed; and if much at top,

but little at the bottom. I am inclined to large
opening at the bottom and none at the top, for

the reason that it seems to preserve the natural
heat of the cluster, and at the same time allow
all dead bees to fall away from the combs, and
thereby avoid foul air and contamination by
mold and decay. I have practiced leaving the
bottom- boards off entirely, and setting the
hives so as to have a space of about 8 in. wide
the whole length of the hive clear, and leave the
quilt and cover on; also the honey-board if the
hive had one on in the summer.

TIME TO PUT INTO THE CELLAR.
The 20th of November my bees are put into

their winter quarters, as a rule, and remain
there undisturbed until April 1st to 10th.

Ithaca, Wis., Oct. 10.

INDOOR WINTERING IN YORK STATE.

VENTILATION AN ESSENTIAL; HIVE AND CEL-
LAR ventilation; a variation in

TEMPERATURE BENEFICIAL;
HIBERNATION.

By P. H. Elwovd.

It is now too late to make preparations for

winter, and I write this assuming that such
preparations have already been made. Strong
colonies, with plenty of good honey or its

equivalent in sugar syrup, are the bases of all

successful wintering. I know weaker colonies

sometimes pull through finely; but as a rule

they do not. The same with colonies rather

short in stores. Not only do they need enough
to carry them through the winter, but enough
to last through the spring. More honey Is

consumed through the spring than through
the winter. The stores should also be so locat-

ed that the bees will not be compelled to change
their broou-uest during cold weather.

In this locality bees are nearly all wintered
in cellars. Bees often winter as well out of

doors, and occasionally, in an open winter, even
better; but now and then we have a winter so

severe with steady cold so long continued that

a large proportion of the colonies out of doors

perish.

For indoor wintering the conditions of most
importance are temperature and ventilation.

As it is so difficult to control temperature in

repositories above ground, such have been

quite generally abandoned. The temperature
named by different writers varies from 38° to

.50°; but for the average cellar, 42° to 45° is

probably about right. In a very dry cellar the

temperature of 38° to 42° may do very well;

while in a very damp cellar the temperature
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might be raised to 45' or 50°, and yet be no

warmer.
The ventilation of the hives also makes a

difference as to the temperature of the cellar;

for with upward ventilation to the hive, a high-

er temperature may be maintained in the cellar.

The purity of the air also makes a difference,

for the bees will remain quiet longer in a high

temperature if the air is pure. Whatever the

other conditions, all agree that a freezing tem-

perature is too low. Far better to let bees

remain on their summer stands unprotected

than subject them to this. In the damp at-

mosphere of a cellar this low degree is apt to

cause a dangerous condensation of moisture

upon the combs of honey.

Ventilation is necessary, both to control the

temperature and to maintain the purity of the

air. The heat of the earth is the main de-

pendence for controlling the temperature of

cellars; but with a cellar fully stocked with

bees, recourse must be had to ventilation. At
no time, no matter how cold, can we close all

ventilation to our cellar without causing a

dangerous rise in temperature. Again, when
we have a very warm spell of weather we find

it necessary to throw open all ventilators at

night, including doors, and partially close them
in the morning. Sometimes the temperature

does not fall much in the cellar; but we find

the bees quieter in the morning in the pure air.

Sub-earth ventilation, if well put in, is useful

at such times; but with a cellar only partially

stocked with bees it can be dispensed with.

Ventilation for maintaining the purity of the

atmosphere has been a disputed point; but

during the last few years it has been so gener-

ally accepted by intelligent bee-keepers that

but few remain to dispute it. The necessity

for such ventilation was abundantly proven

many years ago; but so many had wintered

successfully without any provision for change
of air that it was thought some mistake had
been made by the claimants. It is now gener-

ally admitted that the mistake was made by
those who did not admit the claim, in over-

looking the factor of natural ventilation, which,

in many repositories, is abundant for the num-
ber of bees kept in them. By natural ventila-

tion is meant the change of air taking place

through the crevices and materials, such as

wood, mortar, brick, and stone, of which the

building may be constructed. For fuller ac-

count of natural and artificial ventilation, see

Ameriran Bee Jouryial, p. 233, 1878.

During the last few years we have not gained
so many new points, but have more fully es-

tablished the old ones. That bees enter a state

of quietude that may rightly be called hiberna-
tion is fully accepted by us. Like hibernation in

many other animals, this sleep is not continu-
ous, but at intervals the bees awake to partake
of food. Prof. McLain states this interval to

be about a week with the honey-bee; but we
need further observations to confirm or estab-

lish this period. We also need to look up the

conditions most favorable for this awakening.
My own observations lead me to believe that,

when the temperature remains uniformly low

for a long time, the awaking process is either

delayed too long or is not complete enough, so

that many bees either suffer from hunger or

perish from starvation with plenty around

them. That is, a variation in temperature

within certain limits is better than absolute

uniformity. Mr. Quinby was of the opinion

that a fire in a bee-cellar every few days would

be beneficial. We put our bees in the cellar

with plenty of lower ventilation (about 20

inches), but the upper part of the hives is as

close as carpentry and metal corners can make
them. A moderate amount of upward ventila-

tion may be better in damp cellars, or in cellars

where it is dil'ticult to keep the temperature

down. Our cellar Is overstocked, and we have
to remove a part of our bees too early (in

March). Fpward ventilation might benefit us,

but our hives are so constructed that we can

not conveniently make the change, so we shall,

instead, somewhat reduce the number of colo-

nies put in the cellar. Spring dwindling is a

part of poor wintering—the last stage. The
vitality of the bee is exhausted, and it falls a

prev to every wind that blows.

For fuller account of hibernation, see article

on " Hibernation," republished in Gleanings
a couple of years ago.

Starkville, N. Y.. Oct. 24.

THE UP-GROUND REPOSITORY PLAN.

LOW TEMPERATURE TO START ON AND HIGHER
TEMPERATURE FOR BREEDING; ARTIFI-

CIAL HEAT AND ITS ADVANTAGE.

By H. B. Bnaidman.

A review of the best methods of wintering at

this time, when bee-keepers are beginning to

think of the long helpless sleep of their bees

during the cold months of winter which are

near at hand, will, no doubt, prove profitable to

many who are hesitating as to what they ougnt
to do. I will briefly review my own methods,
which have been given before, and which have
proved entirely successful and satisfactory.

I winter in a bee-house planned and prepared

for the purpose. I have no confidence in out-

door wintering by any method that I know. I

have for quite a good many years experimented

in that direction by leaving some of my colo-

nies out on the summer stands. The results

are quite encouraging some seasons; then

comes a cold winter, and the bees die. or winter

poorly. These experiments have proven ex-

pensive to me, and I shall hereafter be satisfied

to winter all of my bees inside.
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Whatever preparation is to be made by way of

feeding or handling should be made before the

approach of cold weather. This is not as im-

portant with indoor wintering, where the bees

are to he in a mild temperature, as In outdoor

wintering.

The queen is the most important factor in

the future success of the colony. Young queens

will lay, and keep up brood-rearing later, and

begin earlier in the spring, than old ones, thus

furnishing young bees for winter, and also

building up earlier in the spring, with less

liability of queenless colonies; but colonies

with such queens will consume more stores.

Late queens have these characteristics to rec-

ommend them.

I set my bees into the bee-house as near the

15th of November as circumstances will permit.

At about this time I watch for a cool day when
the temperature is below .32", and falling, as

the bees then handle much better than when
the temperature is rising. This may seem a

small matter; but it is quite important, and is

well worth attending to.

I have a system of locating that enables me
to put each colony back upon the stand from
which it was taken, when they are set out

again, with very little trouble.

It is a system entirely my own. and one I

have used in all my work with bees almost ever

since I began my experience in bee-keeping.

It does away with tags or numbers or marks on

the hive except when the hive is removed from
the stand. My hives are arranged in rows.

The roivs are lettered in alphabetical order.

The stands, and not the hives, are numbered
in the rows. When I am all ready to set the

bees into the bee-house, with a piece of white
chalk I mark each hive to correspond with the

stand upon which it rests; thus:

Al

B 1

CI C2

A3

B3

C3

A4

B4

C4

A5

B5

C5

and so on through the yard. I think the ad-

vantages of my system of locating will be com-
prehended without further comment.
My system of securing abundant lower ven-

tilation has been described and illustrated so

many times that I will only call attention to it

briefly. It is very simple. I first place a row
of covers 5 or 6 inches apart; then pick the

hives up in the yard, from the bottom-board,

and bring or wheel into the bee-house, on a

hive-cart, and set them over the open space on
the covers. This will bring the hives about
the same distance apart that the covers

are. Set another tier of hives on top of

these in the same way, leaving the open space

below directly under the hive, and so on as

high as desired. After putting my bees in in

this manner, if at any time during the winter
I should want to refer to any particular colony,

or should want to set one or more out on the

summer stands, which often happens with me,
I should know just where they belonged.

After the bees are all in the bee-house I leave

the doors and windows open, giving abundant
ventilation and the full light of day until the

weather becomes quite cold. By this means
the temperature is kept well down, say below
40°. I prefer that the temperature should not

be much above this until there are pretty evi-

dent signs of brood -rearing toward spring,

which will be shown by increased activity of

the bees.

After brood-rearing has commenced it is very

important that the temperature be kept pretty

well up, say .50° to 55°. A low temperature at

this time, if long continued, is almost certain

to produce unfavorable results. It is at this

time that artificial heat plays an important
part in regulating the temperature of the bee-

house, which is a factor in wintering bees that

I could not think of dispensing with; in fact,

it grows in favor with me each year, and I

would not think of constructing a bee-house

without arrangements for this purpose. I

never use artificial heat directly in the bee-

room, but in a room adjoining. This makes
the warming so gradual in the bee-rooms that

the changes of temperature are almost imper-

ceptible to the bees, and causes no disturb-

ance.

I want the bee-repository as free from mois-

ture as possible during the entire winter—so

perfect in this respect that the stores in the

hives will be kept perfectly, without mold or

fermentation. This I consider important.

Stores demoralized by a moist condition will

surely result in an unfavorable condition of the

colony in spring, which will continue to affect

the bees long after they are set out.

While upon this subject I wish to call atten-

tion to the fact that bee-keepers who last win-

ter advocated moisture as a favorable condition

in the bee-house have been slow to come for-

ward with a report of their bees after being set

out. to substantiate their arguments.

After the bees have been perfectly wintered

it is of great importance that they be set out on

their summer stands on a warm day when they

can at once take a thorough flight. Very
serious damage will result from setting out

when the weather is cool enough to chill the

bees that fly out for the first time.

In regard to winter stores. I consider sugar

much safer for that purpose than honey.

UNITING.

There is no time when colonies may be united

with so little trouble as when set out of the

bee-house in spring. It is unnecessary to give

any attention to the queens. I unite at this

time by placing one hive on top of another,
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using the best combs on top, as the colony will

eventually occupy the upper story. I have had

both queens continue laying in such united col-

onies until swarming-time.

East Townsend, O., Oct. 22.

A MODEL BEE-CELLAR.

SMALL, HIVES PREFERRED FOR THE CLUSTER.

By B. Taylor.

To winter bees successfully two things are

positively indispensable, especially in the north-

ern sections of our country. I regard the con-

dition of the bees themselves as being of first

importance. Next, good winter quarters. The
wintering-cellar at the Forestville apiary was

made by digging into a clay hill with a 30°

slope, in bank-barn fashion. The walls are of

solid stone 22 inches thick for 3 feet in height.

The next 4 feet the wall is only 14 inches thick,

leaving a jog on the inside of 8 inches. A sill

3x6 was laid on this jog, and a frame of 2x4

scantling set up even with the inside of the

bottom wall, the plate being on a level with

the top of the stone wall. This 4-foot-high

frame was sealed on the inside with matched
flooring. This leaves a space of 8 inches be-

tween the inner wooden and outer stone wall.

This space was packed with dry clean pine

leaves. This prevents frost from entering the

cellar through the lop of the wall. The floor

over the cellar consists of three separate floors

of matched flooring with a space of two inches

between them. These two-inch spaces are fill-

ed with dry sawdust. The first and second

floors were covered with tarred sheeting-paper

before the sawdust was packed in. This keeps

frost out from above. A common frame, four

feet high, was made on top of the wall, and a

first-class roof of shingles covers all. The cel-

lar is divided into two rooms lengthwise by a

board partition so one half the bees could be

kept in quiet darkness while the other half was

put in or out. An ante -room of 4 feet in front,

with one heavy outside and an inside door

through the partition into each room keeps out

frost from this direction. In the center of the

partition that makes the ante-room there is a

brick vault from bottom to top of cellar, 4 feet

square, with a door in one side. In this vault

is a proper stove where a slow fire can be kept

to warm up and purify the air when needed.

Th« stove is operated from the ante-room, and

does not disturb the bees. The cellar is floored

with two inches of cement. There are proper

means of ventilation, and the air is pure enough

for a living-room. The earth is banked at

sides and back end to top of wall; the entrance

is level with the bee-yard outside. When the

bees themselves are in right condition they

winter in this cellar with great certainty. The
outside foundation wall to our dwelling is

made by digging a trench 2}4 feet deep, and
building a wall in it to t,wo feet above the

ground. Inside of this wall, and four feet from
it, is the cellar wall proper. Dirt is filled in be-

tween these two walls to the bottom of the sills.

The chimney of the house starts in the center

of the cellar, with a flue for ventilating. There
is a cement floor three inches thick, with a

complete system of underdrainage. There is a
brick drain laid in a circle around the house
outside, and as low as the bottom of the cellar.

The drains have a proper outlet. This extra

drainage was necessary because there was a

stratum of clay that held water, and the cellar

filled five feet deep in rainy seasons. Now it is

so dry that the hoops loosen on barrels in

winter, and is so warm we uae an outside en-

trance at all seasons. I have frequently win-

tered from ten to sixty colonies here, and with
greater success than in any other repository I

ever used.

I have given these detailed descriptions to

guide others; for good quarters are vital in

successful bee-keeping. The best success I

have had in preparing colonies for winter was
by covering the hives with either cotton quilts

similar to bed-quilts, or covers of thick soft felt

paper, such as is used under carpets. The
covers were held tight to the top of the hive

by a frame of inch -square wood screwed down
tight. There was a Hill device, or something

the same, under the covers. The bees came to

the top and wintered directly under and in con-

tact with covers. Where paper was used, a

square of light cotton sheeting was put under

the paper to keep the bees from gnawing
through. The hives were left on the bottom-

boards, with an entrance '^s high the entire

width of the hive, front and rear. They were

piled up four or live high, as need demanded.
They were put into the cellar about November
1st, and left undisturbed until about April 1st,

when they were put on summer stands.

One of the things I have found out in recent

years is, that we must have plenty of young
bees to begin winter confinement with. From
Dec. 1st to April 1st is five' months. Bees, as

a rule, entirely stop breeding here by Oct. 1st,

and do not raise much brood before May 1st.

This is .seven months. I do not believe workers

live much longer than this under the most
favorable conditions. Bees hatched in August
will be nine mouths old to reach May 1st. I

have had the most positive proof in the last

two years that they can not be made to live so

long by any known skill or perfection of food

or quarters. Some claim that bees live very

long when idle. I do not believe that men or

animals that follow nature's demands as to

work shorten their lives thereby. 1 have ob-

served that loafers do not live longer than the

industrious who lead a just and temperate life.

I expect to live an active life while I can walk,
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and I do not expect to lessen the number of my
days thereby.

I have found that bees keep drier, and winter

belter, when they cluster at the top of the

brood-nest and over their stores. I have long

believed they winter best in a small hive

crowded full of bees, rather than in a large one

in which there is much room outside the clus-

ter. Such cold vacant space condenses mois-

ture, and causes mold and bad air. I believe

any live thing that was made to live in the

pure open air, like bees, are injured by damp,
cold, bad air.

1 have become convinced that bees winter

better with just enough always accessible

honey in their hives to feed them safely until

warm weather. I can keep combs of surplus

stores purer and better in a warm dry store-

room than in the vacant space in a large hive

occupied by a colony of live bees.

Mr. Editor, I have, in the above thoughts on

wintering, dealt more on general principles

than minor details, because I believe minor
matters are better understood than general

principles. I have noticed that bees winter best

in vears of eood honev crous. and when the

hives are heavy with natural stores. I always

had the worst luck when the colonies had to be

doctored in any way. I have found all kinds of

honey, and even honey-dew, when collected in

a natural way by the bees, good winter food.

One fall the hives were all heavy with honey-

dew, and they came out in tirst-rate shape. I

now get nearly all the vi^hite honey in sections

or extracting-supers, and believe it pays better

to use the dark honey for wintering and raising

brood than to fuss with feeding sugar.

Who can tell why some colonies live and
others die, all having the same kind of stores

and quarters, and the same care ?

Forestville, Minn., Oct. 1(5.

ANOTHER MODEL BEE CELLAR, AND HOW
CONSTRUCTED.

SUB-EARTH VENTILATORS, AND WHY THEY
MAKE CELLARS DAMP; TEMPERATURE.

By S. T. Pettit.

I make it a point to have my bees in good
shape, and well supplied with good stores.

When I must feed 1 bring 8'.< wine qts. of water

to a boil, then stir in 40 lbs. of sugar; and when
that boils 1 lift it off the fire and pour in 8 lbs.

of honey, and stir well. Tlie }{ qt. is for evap-
oration. 1 am of opinion that a good deal of

loss occurs from too much water in the food.

Many colonies fail to do more than just store it.

My cellar is constructed in heavy clay, and a

shop is built over it. The shop is very warm,
and has a 5-inch floor. The cellar is so deep

that the shop floor is about even with the sur-

face of the ground. Now, as the earth is always

giving off heat, this depth is of much benefit

to the bees. With a cellar so constructed, more
air can be admitted, and the temperature keep
right, than in one whose walls are considerably

above ground, even though they be several feet

thick. A brick or stone wall, however well

made, can not supply heat; but the earth does,

and it will pay to utilize it.

My cellar-walls, though under ground, are as

nearly air-tight as can be made of stone and
mortar. The wind blows pretty freely through
the ground, hence the necessity.

The windows are on the break-joint prin-

ciple, to admit air and exclude light. They are

adjustable to suit the weather. Large curtains

of open cloth are hung between the windows
and the hives to distribute the in-flowing air.

About the 20th of November the bees are

placed in, about ]S inches from the ground.

The back end of each hive stands 3 inches

higher than the front. I pry up the back ends
and slip in ^y inch bits of lath. I leave the

clotli, covered with propolis, flat on top of the

frames. I like it sealed down air-tight. A
chaff cushion is placed on top of each hive. To
keep the hives at the proper pitch, a piece of

lath is laid across the lower end of each hive on

top of the cushion, before placing the next hive

on. The walks, to prevent crushing bees, are

made of boards, across which are nailed strips

^g^ x 1 inch. These strips are nailed one inch

apart, with edges up. The floor is natural

earth, worked down hard and smooth.

A stove is in the shop above, in which I keep

a gentle fire most of the winter. With the

stovepipe is connected a 6-in. pipe, which ex-

tends to within 8 in. of the cellar-floor. A
damper is in this pipe. Now, in sharp weather
the upward rush is pretty brisk; but with the

combined heat of the bees and earth the tem-

perature keeps at about 40 in steady cold

weather.

I wish to point out that, although the air

may be saturated with moisture at 40°, when it

enters the hives and is warmed to the temper-

ature of the bees it becomes thirsty, and takes

up the moisture thrown off by the bees, and
thus they are kept dry and healthy. This is

one reason why the temperature in a damp cel-

lar should be kept down to about 40°; and,

more than that, this difference of temperature

of the cellar air and the hive air, if the bees are

fixed up right, produces automatic ventilation

through the hives, and the bees are not obliged

to fan to drive out foul air; and that being the

case, and their conditions and surroundings

being just right for their happiness and supreme
comfort, they will become so quiet that not a

flutter nor hum can be heard from most of

the hives.

I have learned during the past few years, 1.

That bees that hum all winter run down in

spring more or less, while those that are win-
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tered right boom right along, and generally

gather a surplus of spring honey, and are ready

for any flow that may come. I do some visiting

among bee-keepers. 2. That sub-earth ven-

tilators as usually constructed make the cellar

very wet, and that they are of but little if any
use made of tile. 3. That damp cellars may be

made dry by admitting no air that comes in, in

any way, through the ground, either through

the walls or under them, and admitting air

only from above ground. 4. That it is a mis-

take to leave the bees in the cellar late in spring

if they are at all uneasy. If a fine day comes

the first week in April, out go my bees. 5. That
a good warm cushion on top is all the packing

necessary in spring. 6. That bees do just as

well with entrances to the north as any other

direction, provided there are good wind-breaks

to the west and north.. 7. That hive air will

be purer and dryer, and the bees warmer and
more comfortable, with liberal entrances than
with too small entrances. Also, there will be

less robbing and less fighting among querulous

Italians of the same hive; entrances from 3 to

6 inches in early spring, and % high. Quer-

ulous Italians must have more to keep them at

peace among themselves. 8. That bees winter

better and do better in spring in small hives

than large ones. 9. That bees winter better

on 9in. than on 13-in. frames. 10. That cards

more than ten inches deep should have a hole

or two made a little above the center of all the

combs.

Belmont, Out., Can., Oct. 19.

[It is very encouraging to note, as one reads
over this series of very interesting articles, that
the "wintering problem " is not such a serious
one as it formerly was; indeed, it may almost
be said to be solved if we may judge from the
unbroken records of success of not alone the
few who have given us their views, but of the
hundreds of bee-keepers all over our north
lands where winter's rigors hold full sway.
Not all of the writers above follow exactly

the same methods; but it is significant that
they agree on ail important essentials.
These, primarily, seem to be—good bees of

right age; good food, and suitable protection.
As to food, granulated-sugar syrup fed early
enough to be well ripened seems to hold the
first place; after that, good light honey. For
protection all are agreed that outdoor colonies
should be packed in double-walled hives, and
that those indoors should be in a frost-proof
room, generally under ground, darkened, and
capable of good ventilation. It seems to be
easier to control temperature in the cellars than
in the upground structures.
As to ventilators for repositories: The sub-

earth do not receive much indorsement. Mr.
Pettit holds that the fresh air admitted through
underground tubes acquires an undue amount
of dampness, and is, therefore, detrimental.
The ventilation that is preferred seems to be
from doors and windows that may be opened
at intervals at night.

It is significant, too. that the ventilation of
the hive should be from the bottom, either by
leaving the bottom-board off entirely and pil-

ing the hives over the spaces of those below, or
of raising the hive up on a rim to give air-spaces

under the frames. So far, then, indoor colonies
should have tight covers.
When it comes to the outdoor bees, there is a

divided opinion as to the desirability of a sealed
cover.

All put their colonies into the cellar about
the middle of this month, or about the time
this journal reaches its readers.
As to outdoor packing, planer-shavings seem

to receive a prominent recognition; and per-
haps I might say in this connection that we
now prefer them to chaff. They keep dryer,
and are more easily obtained.
Hibernation! what a bone of contention that

used to be among the bee- brethren! Afterit
had been harped upon and harped upon again,
until it was hoped ihe word would never see
the light again on the pages of a bee-journal,
it was dropped, but not without some of the
brethren feeling that they had been deprived
of a right to the "last say." But as Mr. El-
wood has introduced it in this number he has
shorn it of all its old " non-swallowable" fea-
tures (excuse the coinage), and left it where
there is no chance for argument. Either we
have advanced in our knowledge and practice of
wintering, or else he has explained it so that
we understand the term better when applied to
bees. At all events, we can agree with him, I

think.
There, now. it just occurs to me that I had

asked Dr. Miller io review these articles in our
next issue—to digest them, as it were, and give
us the solid meat. So I did; but. oh my! I

haven't begun to review them or sum up the
good things. Even if I have, I may have seen
through a glass darkly. Well, doctor, we will
suspend judgment until we see through your
eyes, after which the subject will be open for
further discussion if thought necessary.

—

Ed.]

Br G.M.DOOLITTLE.BOROOINO.N.Y. M^f^f^-^A
"^ " J II nil I [11 u .1 nuMiimiiBr

FEEDING back; AN INTERESTING SERIES OF
EXPERIMENTS.

Question.— I saw a little while ago. in one of

my papers, something about "feeding back."

Can you tell us in Gleanings what is meant by

this, and is there any profit in it to the person

who practices it?

Answer.—Undoubtedly, every one of the older

readers of Gleanings knows what is meant by
" feeding back;" but in order that the younger
readers and our questioner may know just

what this term means I will say that feeding

back is the feeding of extracted honey, taken

during the honey harvest, back to the same
colony from which it was taken, or any others

if so preferred, after the harvest is past, for the

purpose of having said honey stored in sections,

the colony at this time having been fixed for

section honey. The object of such a procedure

is to get an article of less price converted into

one which brings a greater price. By using

the extractor during the honey-flow, from one-

third to one-half more honey is obtained than

would have been secured had the colony been

worked for section honey; but said honey does
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not bring more than about half the price comb
honey in the sections does. From the above it

will be seen that, if a way could be devised

whereby the greater quantity of extracted

honey could be gotten into the same amount of

comb honey, a great gain could be made to the

apiarist. This idea has caused much excite-

ment in the past, and quite a few of to-day are

still trying it. I know of no better way to il-

lustrate what I wish to say than to give some
of my experiments conducted during the past.

Some eighteen or twenty years ago the first

comb foundation of any amount was sent out;

and as the bees accepted it readily I thought

here was a chance to make a profitable business

by extracting my honey during the flow of

white honey, and "feeding the same back to the

bees later on. By the use of foundation, much
could be saved the bees by way of comb-build-

ing. Accordingly, after the harvest of white

honey was over, I prepared three colonies that

were strong in numbers in this wise: After

contracting the brood-nest so that only combs
full of brood remained, the first was given 28

two-pound sections (as that was the size I then

used), filled with foundation, together with

four sections filled with comb, as bait sections.

The second was given 21 sections, from one-half

to two-thirds full, for the bees to finish up, the

31 weighing, when put on the hive, 35 pounds.

The third was given 21 sections with only start-

ers in them, the same being a triangular piece

of comb, whose length was two inches on each

side. Each colony was fed all they would

carry, and a record kept of each. The first

feed, each took 15 lbs.; and, soon after, those

having the sections two-thirds full began
lengthening the cells and storing this fed

honey; and when they were completed ready

for market, I had fed 42 pounds of extracted

honey. Upon weighing the sections again, I

found they weighed 47)^ lbs.; so I had fed 43

lbs. to make a gain of 13K lbs. in the sections.

Thinking that, perhaps, they would do better

on a second lot, I immediately put on 21 more,

weighing 34 lbs., and fed 39 lbs. to get them
finished. These were not filled so full, and
weighed only 46 lbs. when finished. So I fed .39

lbs. this time to make a gain of 13 lbs. in the

sections, the second trial. No. 1, with the

foundation, were fed till I had given them 1.34

lbs., when I took the sections off, having 22

finished, which weighed 49>^ lbs., and 8 unfin-

ished, weighing 13 lbs., so I had 62}.2 lbs. gross

weight in return for 134 lbs. fed.

I find by my diary, from which the above is

taken, that the experiments with No. 3 were
never completed. After I had fed them .50 lbs.,

or thereabouts, they went to building comb
quite nicely; but it soon seemed to become an
old story, and after a while they simply lived

out of the feed-dish, and did nothing else.

Later on the papers gave out that, to succeed

in this feeding-back process, the honey must be

thinned to about the consistency of the nectar

coming from the fields, so I tried this, and have
tried, many times since, experiments similar to

the above, varying them as new ideas were
suggested in the papers, or came to me from

my own brain, but always with about the same
results as given above. In all these feeding

operations I have ascertained this fact, that

bees fed in excess of what they consume in

feeding the brood become idle, as far as field

work is concerned, simply living out of the

feeder, not bringing in an ounce from the fields,

while those not fed will generally get a living,

and in some instances make a small gain in

their stores. If fed when honey is plentiful in the

fields, they will store no faster out of the feeder

than others not fed will from the fields; while

those storing from the fields work in the

sections with double the energy which those do

which are being fed.

The experiments giv(?n above prove either

that I have not "caught on to the matter" or

that the doctrine of "feeding back "is a fal-

lacy; and, so far as my experiments go, answers

the questioner in the negative.

Another thing is proven by these experi-

ments, which is, that the stories going the

rounds of the papers every little while about

comb honey being made by feeding glucose or

other sweets are merely newspaper canards;

for no one, at present prices, can make it profit-

able to raise comb honey other than by the

good old way of having the bees bring in the

honey from the fields; and no one is foolish

enough to go to the trouble and expense of

feeding sweets to produce comb honey unless

there is some doUar-and-cent profit in it. Peo-

ple who start such stories, to the injury of a

legitimate business, would do well to know
something of the nature and habits of the bees,

before putting sensational stories before the too

credulous public as facts.

[These experiments, especally from the hand
of Doolittle. are interesting and valuable. If

our friend D. has ever given them before in

print in just this way I was not aware of it. It

is worthy of note in this connection, that a
good many other careful experimenters have
come to about the same conclusion; viz., that
feeding back doesn't pay. I know there are
some who think it can be made profitable, but
I have often wondered if they took account of

all the costs.

If feeding back thinned honey is not a paying
operation, would the feeding of sugar syrup be
any more so? If that is true, then sugar-
syrup comb honey would not be produced to

any great extent before it would put the pro-

ducer of it in a bad plight financially. In other
words, the product would die its own natural
death. If there is any sugar honey on the mar-
ket anywhere in this country, I am not aware of

its existence. If it is to be assumed that it

would be sold under its real name, then it cer-

tainly is not advertised or quoted; and why?
Perhaps because it can not compete with nat-
ural honey from flowers.—Ed.]
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SWEET clovek; where it gkows; not a
NOXIOUS weed.

Dr. Miller:— Will you please give in Glean-
ings the season of sweet-clover bloom? I

think of putting in a Held if bloom suiis, as my
Belgian bares could use the hay to a T. Would
I have a stand if 1 sowed the seed in March on

top of bare ground, like buckwheat stubble '? I

understand it grows easily. W. W. K.

Pottstown, Pa., Oct. 14.

Dr. Miller replies:

I don't know just when sweet clover com-
mences to bloom, but it's some time after the

beginning of white clover—perhaps a month
later. This year it was at its best about the

middle of July, but that was unusually early.

It continued to bloom till the weather was loo

cold for bees to fly. The first frosts that kill

all the tenderer plants seem to have no effect

on sweet clover, and the bees can be seen work-

ing on it after the weather becomes freezing

cold, providing a warm day comes.

I've no doubt it would come all right if sown
in March. It grows very easily where you
don't want it to grow, and will do well in very

hard ground; but I've known it to fail of a

catch in very carefully prepared ground. It

doesn't seem to do as well usually on soft

ground, but perhaps that's because it is sown
too shallow. I've seen some fine grotvthson

soft ground where the seed was plowed in. A
little patch of that kind on my own ground
would make good mowing in the latter half of

October. I've just been out and found one

stalk that measured 2i» inches. But then I've

found another patch nearly as good on very

hard ground. If sowed shallow on soft ground

it may heave in winter. Stamped in on the

roadside it will stand the severest winter. If

you sow on buckwheat stubble in March, mere-

ly letting the seed lie on the surface without

covering at all, I don't believe much of it will

come. Scratch it in or else plow it in.

C. C. Miller.

[Sweet clover, it is true, will grow where you
don't want ii to; but at the same time it is not
a noxious weed in the ordinary sense of the
term. Again, it won't grow where you wantii,
especially on the belter soils. It seeks dry
waste places in the hard clay along the roau-
sides and railroads— places where nothing else

would or could possil)ly grow. If, however, in-

stead of seeking such places it sought out the
best of our farms, and if, too, it were hard to
eradicate, we might call it a noxious weed.
With us it begins blooming just about as

basswood ceases, and continues until a couple
of weeks before frost. Along the lattiT part of
July and first part of August it often yields
just enough honey to be perceptible in the
hives, and enough to keep robbers kind o' half

way decent during our queen-rearing opera-
lions.

The plant is destined to take a much more
prominent place among our honey-plants—the
more so as it is occupying otherwise waste
lands, anu comes alter tlie regular honey-flows.
Farmers are slowly beginning to learn that
stock will eat it, and tliis will serve to break
down their old prejudice against it.

—

Ed.J

OLD FOUNDATION IN OR OUT OF THE BOX
READILY ACCEPTED BY THE BEES.

Ed. OLed'tiinys:—in Oct. 15th issue you ask
for experience from readers in the line of using

founOation the second year wiih exposure to

air, as suggested by llie zigzaggmgs of ilie bees

of Bro. Israel, which he calls cross-eyed bees.

They must have been emulating the course of

the children of Israel in entering the promised
land.

I remember of using, several years ago, quite

a quantity of thin section foundation the sec-

ond year. Pari of it had been kept in the bulk

as I received it, and pan had remained in the

sections over winter. If I forget not, I had
some of it as narrow starters on brood-frames

overwinter. Part of it was '"tissue " founda-

tion, from W. W. Bliss, of Duarte, Los Angeles

Co., and was well named, from its pliability,

both the first and second seasons, even at low
temperatures, where other foundation would
break. Part of it was very brittle and glassy,

so that I had to be carelul in using it.

My bees at that lime were Cyprians, pure,

and hybrids; and, while cross-hearted in the

extreme, they evidently must have been

straight-eyed, for they pulled out the founda-

tion all right and built things true in every

section, regardless of the condition of the foun-

dation.

CLOSED-END FRAME PREFERRED, AND WHY.
i can not but say a word regarding your

frame-spacers—see same number of Glean-
ings. I like the closed end frame for a self-

spacing frame. My preference is for Alley's

Bay State hive, not patented, or some modifica-

tion of it, as I am not sure that the hives I

have made and used are modeled accurately

after it. I believe it to be the best hive in use.

The Aspinwall ought to be a very good one.

1 have found closed-end frames, lifted out and
replaced from above, to be remarkably easy to

handle. They kill fewer bees; they are handy
to put into place; they have been a real de-

light to me. There is no need of trouble with

propolis. If one only gets the knack (or, as

F. Thompson says, the "kink" of handling

them, they are easily operated, and there is no

awkward situation in their use that I have not

found to be worse duplicated in the ordinary

narrow hanging frame. A. Norton.
Monterey, Cal., Oct. 28.

[Your experience confirms that of Dr. Miller
and others. It looks now as if all old founda-
tion were perfectly good, whether kept in boxes
or in sections exposed to the air. Friend Isra-
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el's bees must have been cro^s-eyed for other
reasons.
As to the closed-end frames, there iire many

things In their favor; and as between them and
Hoffman frames I don"t think I shcmld have
much choice. We adopted the Hodman bp-
cause thi'y were better adapted to the hives
generally in use Tin' Hetheriiigton Quinby
is one of the best closed-end-frame hives in use
—perhaps tlie best. I know it i* used exten-
sively, and is easily handled.

—

Ed ]

OLD FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS ATX RIOTfT.

In a footnote to an article by J. P. Terael, on
pages 771 and 772, you ask for experi<^nre in re-

gard to old foundation. I have taken about
400 pounds of nice amber comb honey from 20

stands of bees (of mixed breed) this fall, and it

was all stored on foundation that had been in

the sections and stored supers for three years,

and there was not a poor comb in the lot ex-

cept two or three, which were fastened to the

divider. I use Heddon supers.

Lacota. Mich. E. A. Mallory.
[These are just the kind of reports we want.

Let's have lots of them, giving actual facts.

It is proper to remark right here that friend
Mallorv's experience agrees substantially with
what Dr. Miller recently said in a Straw.—Ed.]

CROSS BF.RS; HOW BURNING OLD HIVES AND
BROOD-FRAMES STIRS THEM UP.

In reading your ABC book I have not no-

ticed any precautions against burning wood
with bee-gum or wax on. A few days ago I

noticed that our bees were unusually cross, and
I couldn't account for it. They would fly at

anybody anywhere near. I couldn't even stay

around to watch them. Upon inquiry I found

that my brother had started the fire that morn-
ing with kindling-wood that had more or less

wax and bee-gum on it. Father says that, in

the East, when he used to hunt bee-trees, by
rubbing wax between two hot stones he could

draw bees from all around the country. Among
some friends who came to see us were some
children, who, after being here a few days,

thought they would like to have a bonfire.
,
I

told them all right, only to be careful not to

put anv thing on that had wax or bee-gum on
it into the fire. Presently I noticed that the bees

were after them in good earnest, and I had to go

to the house myself to keep from getting stung.

One of the children got quite badly disfigured

after they had been chased into the barn sever-

al times. On asking them what they started

their fire with I found that they had used the

shavings off from old brood-frames, which I

had lately cleaned. Burning any thing of this

kind seems to bring robber-bees around more
effectually than any thing else I know of. The
scent of burning beeswax does not seem to limit

itself to any locality. If we have any thing of

this kind to burn we wait till night comes on.

Doubtless, burning old hives to destroy foul

brood, or using them for kindling-wood, as

recommended in the ABC, can be done with

perfect safety if the apiary is not near the spot.

Fountain. Col. .J. \V. Crouch.

[Yes.it is true that the burning of parts of
hives smeared with piopoli': and wax will make
bees cross, especially if they iiave bfen in the
habit of robbing, is^miiing, I heli(>v<\ is said
concerning this except umiiM- '• fire- [hunting,"
where it is directed to make a smudge, to call

the bees in the woods, by burning old comb. I

will call more particular attention to this under
" Robbing," in the next edition.—Ed.]

AN APPEAL TO THE BEE-KEEPERS OF WISCON-
SIN.

Some of you have seen the report of N. E.

France, in Gleanings for June 1. regarding

the efforts that were made by the Southwest-

ern Wisconsin and the Wisconsin vState Bee-

keepers' Associations to get the passage of a

foul-brood law, providing a foul-brood inspect-

or for Wisconsin. Mr. France expanded $25 in

railroad fare and expenses while working to

get the bill passed. The bill as you know was
lost; but we as bee-keepers feel that we must
not give up until we have accomplished our

purpose of getting a law for our State similar

to the Canadian law. We must have money
with which to pay the expenses of Mr. France,

and for a fund to provide for future expenses in

pushing this matter through the legislature.

We therefore appeal to every bee-keeper and

supply-dealer in our State, or interested there-

in, to send contributions for this purpose to

N. E. France, treasurer of the Wisconsin Stale

Bee-keepers' Association, Platteville, Wis., on

or before Jan. 1, 1896; and if there are any who
are absolutely unable to give us financial sup-

port we ask you to write a letter to Mr. France,

showing your interest and desire to have this

law passed, which is of such importance to pro-

tect our chosen pursuit.
F. Wilcox,

Pres. Wis. State Bee-keepers'' Asso'n.
H. Lathrop.

Sec. Wis. State Bee-keepers' Assn'n.

N. E. France,
Pres. S. W. Wis. Bee keepers' Ass'n.

M. M. Rice.
Sec. S. W. Wis. Bee-keepers' Asso'n.

A GOOD report AND A KIND WORD.
Mr. Root:—Our bee season is over; and as it

has been a successful one I thought a few lines

would not be out of place, so I write you. My
bees, spring count, numbered 34; extracted

13,200 lbs. of honey, and increased my apiary to

90. Of course, to some of you old and experi-

enced bee-keepers this may be under the aver-

age, in some localities at least. I am only be-

ginning in the business; have handled the

frisky little things 15 years, but it does my
heart good whenever I hear them humming.
I am very much interested in Gleanings, also

in the hive discussion; also your lean-beef diet.

But I think most of your talks on Christ. If

he be for us, who can be against us ?

San Pasqual, Cal., Nov. 1. J. A. Bover.
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A CORRECTION.

It seems from my article in Nov. 1st Glean-
ings I made an error. It should read, " 50 per

cent dilute " instead of 5 per cent. This is a

warm day. Bees are carrying pollen as in

spring. G. W. Martin.
Saltsburgh, Pa., Nov. 5.

both of the bees in capping and of their owner
in uncapping. Usually it is better for begin-
ners to let the artificial ripening alone. Our
senior editor's first experience was disastrous.

—

Ed.1

OrL OF TAR AS A PREVENTIVE OP BEE-STINGS

;

HOW APPLIED.
Oil of tar and some light oil like cotton-seed

oil, or sweet oil, mixed half and half, is the

best, or, at any rate, the most effective, prep-

aration to keep mosquitoes and other insects

from annoying man or beast.

Hawk's Park, Fla. W. S. Hart.
[R. A. Grimshaw, of England, some years

ago, put out what was known as apifuge. This
was a preparation very similar to the oil of tar
you refer to—at least, similar in its effects. I

used it some; but as our Italians from imported
stocks were so very gentle it was of little use.
It was evident, though, that the bees disliked
it.—Ed.] _______

ARTIFICIALLY RIPENED HONEY; A FINE
SAMPLE.

I send by mail a sample of honey which I de-

sire you to test, and also get the opinion of your
best experts as to what it is before you give

them any information about it.

This honey was taken by me, with an ex-

tractor, from old combs in April, 1893, before a

cell was capped, and so thin and watery that it

was difficult to get the bees from the combs
without spilling the honey. It was piped from
the extractor into a galvanized-iron tank cov-

ered with common muslin, and left standing in

the sun a few days, and then drawn off into

five-gallon tin cans. The can from which the

sample was taken has stood in an upper room,
through which the pipe from a cookstove be-

low passes. It was very white when taken,

and remained so until a few months ago. I

think it got moved too near the stovepipe for

summer, and that has darkened it. It has
never been candied. Please express opinion of

sample. Why wait before extracting for it to

get so thick that wired combs will break? I

seldom break a comb, and never wire.

I have never had honey to sour, and always
get the highest quotations. I have been in the
business, in a small way. for over 40 years for

myself. One year I had exclusive control of a

mountain apiary belonging to another party,

from which I secured 40 tons of extracted hon-
ey. Delos Wood.
Santa Barbara, Cal., Oct. 24.

[Your sample came duly to hand. The honey
is certainly very fine in body, color, and flavor.
I never tasted anv honey ripened by the bees
that was better. I have" before tasted artifi-
cially ripened honey that I considered the
equal of any ripened by the bees. Where one
is expert, has the proper appliances, a warm
dry room, and a suitable climate, such honey
can be made, and is just as good. and. what is

of great importance, at a great saving of labor.

ANOTHER BLACK EYE FOR THE " GOLDENS."
Send nic by return mail two untested Italian

queens. (Jive us the good old-fashioned sort.

I have had all I want of the goldens.

Corunna, Ind. S. Farrington.

S. S. K., Wis.— Wintering in upground re-

positories, as double frost-proof buildings, is

the same as wintering in cellars. See " Win-
tering," on page 33 of our catalog: also A B C
of Bee Culture.

B. H. G., iian.—Sorghum molasses can be us-

ed for feeding bees, and perhaps will answer all

right in your locality; but sugar syrup is far

better. If the molasses is very thick, perhaps

it had better be thinned with a little hot water
before feeding. As you have the molasses on
hand we would use it in preference to buying
sugar for syrup.

W. H. P., Col.—Replying to your question as

to whether sweet clover yields every year, I

would say that no honey-plant gives nectar

every season. All of them seem to have their

off-years. Yet sweet clover, so far as I can re-

member, yields some honey every year; in

fact, it seems to be more regularly visited by
the bees every season than any other plant

with which I am acquainted. Yes, stock eat

it; but they have to learn to like it; and when
they once acquire the taste for it they will

sometimes browse it down in preference to any
thing else. It is a biennial. It springs up the

first year, but does not yield honey until the

second season, and then is visited by the bees

from that time until frost, when it is killed.

See fuller particulars in regard to this in the

A B C of Bee Culture, under the heading of

"Clover."

D. S. O., Cof.—The disease called foul brood

attacks the larv;¥ in all stages of growth, and
even the young pup* in the cells of capped

brood.

As to the difference between foul brood and
chilled brood, the former has a yellowish-brown

color and a glue-pot odor. The latter may have
that color, but is more often grayish or black.

The real distinctive difference is. that the grub

dead from foul brood is ropy, while that from

chilled brood is not. What I mean by " ropy "

is that, when a toothpick is inserted into the
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dead mass of an affected cell, the maturated
matter will adhere to the pick while it is being

drawn out slowly, like spittle. The dead mat-
ter from chilled brood shows no such thins.

The disease that we mention, that resembles

foul brood, shows all the characteristics of foul

brood with the exception that it is only slightly

ropy, and it does not spread from one colony to

another, but simply goes off by itself.

J. R. O., Iowa—The teaching of your scientif-

ic leader, to the effect that bees lose their in-

stinct for storing honey, and gather only so

much as will carry them through rains in cer-

tain warm portions of the country, is errone-

ous. There is a very slight shade of truth in

it, but hardly enough to give it a passing no-

tice. The fact is, bees gather two or three

times as much honey per colony in hot climates

as they do up north where the honey-flow is

short and the winter season protracted. Where
the honey-flow is continuous the bees will work
right on continuously, and wear themselves out

only to be replaced by new and younger blood

that goes on doing the same thing. I said

there was a slight shade of truth in the teach-

ings of your leader. One or two have thought
that bees grow a little lazy in the South; but

real facts disprove it. Climatic influences, if

they have any effect at all, require a much
longer time to develop lazy bees. Your leader

may be a scientific man; but the knowledge of

a practical bee-keeper—yes, thousands of them
—on this point, should liave vastly more weight

than any science he can bring to bear.

A. M., Ohio.—The Salisbury (or Lewis) beef-

diet treatment, in brief, is this: First and fore-

most in importance is the washing-out of the

stomach. This is done by drinking a pint of

hot water an hour and a half before dinner

and supper, half an hour before going to bed,

and an hour before breakfast. No liquid food

should be taken at any other time unless, per-

haps, it is half a cup of tea after eating, and no
cold liquid should be taken at any time. The
patient usually starts bv eating four or five

•ounces of beef—broiled, not fried or roasted.

Mutton is allowed occasionally instead of the

beef. To start on, it is better to grind the beef

with an Enterprise meat-grinder. After the

meat is ground (i.e., run two or three times

through the machine), it should be made into a

little meat patty, but not compressed, and
should be held in the broiler over live coals,

a gas or gasoline flame, until it is thoroughly

cooked through; but be very careful not to

overdo it, as it will make it Indigestible. A
small piece of toast, about as big as a postal

card, dried clear through, is allowed. As soon

the stomach can take care of it, a lareer

amount of meat is allowed; but care must be

taken that you do not overeat at any time. If

you can eat eight ounces, or even ten, and feel

no inconvenience after it, all right.

For a while you will feel worse, and lose

flesh; but if you persistently hold to the diet,

in spite of what "good and reputable physi-

cians" say to the contrary, you will come out
all right, and your former enthusiasm and love

for your work will come back.

The writer experienced just exactly the sen-

sations you speak of; and he knows what he is

talking about when he says you will feel better

on the above regimen—beef and hot water.

Now in answer to your questions: It is far

better to have your meals regularly; but take
them irregularly if you can not take them
otherwise; but it is absolutely essential that
the hot water be taken at the intervals stated

(viz., one and a half hours before meals), or it

will do more harm than good. The "best
round steak from the shoulder bone" was a

misprint. It was corrected, but probably did

not get into the number you had. The round
steak should come from the flank. Yes, it is all

right to wake up in the night and take a pint

of hot water. At anytime in the night when
you can not sleep it will be found to be benefi-

cial. During the day. drink the amount stat-

ed at the proper intervals, whether you feel

like it or not. As to constipation, the meat
diet seems to aggravate it at first, and it is

often necessary to take a light physic occasion-

ally, or. better still, wash the bowels out with

an injection of warm water. We would strong-

ly urge you to go to Dr. J. M. Lewis, Perma-
nent Block, 17(5 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, if you
wish to get the full benefit of the treatment.

R. H., Col.— If you are troubled with inaction

of the bowels while on the beef diet we would

advise you to take a mild physic, and a strong-

er one later on if necessary. The writer has

used Park's tea to advantage; but another

member of the family much prefers Garfield's,

both of which you probably have in your

drugstore. The success of the beef diet de-

pends upon keeping the bowels open; but you

must be careful or you will have what is known
as "scouring," and the bowels may run off too

freely, and it will be hard to bring them under

control. This is characteristic of the meat diet

for the first few weeks; but itdoes no harni; in-

deed, you will feel better after it. If you can

not get either of the teas above mentioned, get

about a pound of senna leaves and put a table-

spoonful of them in a cup of hot water, and,

when nearly cold, drink about half of it. If

that does not produce action, take a little

stronger dose next time. Don't get discourag-

ed, but keep on with the diet, and, above all

things, keep the bowels clear.

If you would like to have any of your friends

see a specimen copy of Gleanings, make known
the request on a postal, with the address or ad-

dresses, and we ivill, ivith pleasure, send them.
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CALIFOENIA AS A BEE-KEEPING .STATE.

THE QUESTION CAREFULLY CONSIDEBED IN A
NUTSHELL BY ONE OF CALIFORNIA'S

EXTENSIVE AND PRACTICAL
BEE-KEEl'ERS.

[Althoughm uch has been written setting
forth the real status of California bee-keeping,
I know of nothing that boils the whole matter
down any more carefully, conservatively, and
fairly, than the paper read by J. F. Mclntyre,
of Fillmore, before the farmers' institute that
was held in that State recently. From this
paper I make a few extracts that I am sure our
prospective tourists, or those who entertain an
idea of some time making California their
home, would do well to read carefully—not be-
cause it gives a discouraging view, but because
it gives the situation fairly considered on both
sides—not by one who has merely visited or
been in the State for a short time, but one who
has been there for years. Mr. Mclntyre says :

—Ed.]

I believe that the majority of bee-keepers, in
Southern California at least, have their locations
fully stocked with hees, and do not care either to
buy or sell, or to induce others to bring more bees
into their locations, which would overstock them
and surely bring disaster to one or both parties oc-
cupying such field.

When all the conditions are favorable, California
can produce the largest crop of the finest honey in
the world, not excepting the famous thyme lio'ney
of Hymettus, the clover and basswood honey of the
East, or the alfalfa honey of Arizona and Colorado;
but during the last twenty years we have had these
favorable conditions on an average only once in
three years; or, to be more explicit, we have had
seven good years, nine in which the bees made
from ten to sixty pounds to tlie hive, and four years
in which the bees had to be fed large quantities of
honey to keep tliem from starving to death.
When only tiie large yields, ranging from 1.50 to

600 pounds per colony, are reported to tlie tender-
foot, lie naturally grows enthusiastic, and concludes
to endure bee-stings for a few seasons, and use the
bee business as a stepping-stone to the banking
business; but, oh how different in the morning,
when he finds that we have such things as dry
years, hot winds that destroy the prospects of a hon-
ey crop in three days, when he thought suceess was
certain, to say nothing of the three bee-diseases—
foul brood, dead brood, and bee-paralysis! and when
he does secure the long-looked-foi crop, and at-
tempts to dispose of It, he finds the honey merchant
and railroad company waiting for it with low prices
and liigh freight rates. This applies to the sage-
brush bee-keeping in the mountains of Soutliern
California.
There is another section of the State, however,

which is rapidly coming to the front as a bee
country, and is not affected by dry years or hot
winds. T refer to the alfalfa districts of Kern, Tu-
lare, and Kings Counties. A neighbor who sold his
bees to me, and moved to that section toengnge in
the bee business there, is well pleased with the
change, and reports a profit of $13 per colonv for
this season. Alfalfa lioney is amber-colored^ and
not so fine-flavored as sage honey; but the advan-
tage of maki.ng a crop every year more than com-
pensates for the difference in price, which is always
higher wlien the sage-honey crop is a failure.
In the northern half of the State few bees are

kept, and a small amount of inferior honey produc-
ed; consequently, this section is not worth consider-
ing by the man or woman who wishes to make a
specialty of bee-keeping.
Compared with eastern bee-keeping, California

has some advantages and some disadvantages. Our
warm winters enable us to winter our liees without
having to carry them into the cellar in the fall and
out again in the spring; a larger number of colonies
may be kept in one apiary, which saves an immense
amount of travel from one apiary to another: the
average yield per colony, taking a number of years
together, is a little higher—the yield of the Sespe

apiary, which is about an average location, being 7
pounds per colony per annum for twenty years.
Some of the disadvantages are: Lower price of

honey, owing to distance from murket, and high
freight rates; dry years, which often kill more bees
by starvation than die of cold in tlie East; most
apiaries are located in the mountains, away from
society, schools, and churches, and are lonesome
places to live, especial I j' for women, and conse-
quently many bee-men are bachelors.
The disadvantages, however, may be somewhat

modified. Bees can and should be fed in dry years
in time to keep them from starving to death. The
price ot honey may be helped out somewhat if the
bee-keeper keeps well on his feet financially, and is
not obliged to sell as soon as his crop is harvested.

THE BEE-KEEPERS' CONGRESS AT ATLANTA;
HOW TO GET THERE, ETC.

On December 4th and 5th 1895, there will be
a general meeting of all the bee-keepers of the
United States and Canada at the Cotton .States
Exposition Grounds, Atlanta, Ga. It is to be
hoped that all bee-keepers will make a strong
effort to be there from Western New York,
Canada, Ohio, and Michigan. Arrange to
leave home so you can reach Cincinnati Mon-
day evening and take the Louisville & Nash-
ville Railroad from Cincinnati at 7:30 p. m.,.

reaching Nashville Tuesday morning. From
Chicago you can leave at 5 p. m. via the Eastern
Illinois, and reach Nashville Tuesday morning;
via the other routes, you leave in the morning.
From the Northwestern States, arrange to
leave home so as to reach Chicago Monday,
and Nashville Tuesday morning. From the
West, arrange to reach St. Louis and take the
Monday-evening train of the Louisville &
Na,shville Railroad, and reach Nashville Tues-
day morning. From Nashville the train will

rnn solid, and be a daylight ride to Atlanta,
Ga . passing through all the famous battle-
fields from Nashville through Murfreesboro
(Stone River battle-field), and for miles in full

view of and around the base of Lookout Moun-
tain to Chattanooga, and from there through
Ringgold, Dalton, Resaca, Kingston, Kennesaw,
Bie Shanty, and Marietta, to Atlanta.
Do not forget the route—Louisville & Nash-

ville Railroad: Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Lonis Railroad, and the Western A: Atlantic
Railroad, all coupon tickets. Agents can sell

you tickets via the above route. Call on your
home ticket-agent for exposition rates, and
join the bee-keepers for Atlanta, and be sure
your tickets read Louisville & Nashville Rail-
road to Nashville. For information not ob-
tainable of your home ticket-agent, address
Geo. B. Horner, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.: J. K.
Ridgelv, N. W. P. A.. Chicago. III.: Herman
Holmes. T. P. A.. Medina. Ohio: Jackson
Smith. D. P. A.. Cincinnati. Ohio; C. P. Atmore,
G. P. A.. Louisville, Ky. Send your names to
A. I. Root, Medina, O.. if you arfi going, so they
will be here November 30. This is also the
" Daisy Route " to Florida.

[Doubtless many of our readers have been
much interested in the description of the great
peach-orchards established by Hale Brothers,
near Fort Valley. Houston Co., Ga. If they
should make the trip to Atlanta it would be
only a little further to visit this great plant,
where such wonderful success has been recent-
ly achieved in growing the finest peaches ever
produced in the State of Georgia.. Several
numbers of the Rural New Yorlxer during the
month of October gave full particulars, with
illustrations of this undertaking. Should it be
my privilege to meet with the bee keepers on
the days mentioned above, I for one want to
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make the trip to Fort Valley. Probably Er-
nest or myself will be on hand — possibly both.
The only trouble will be in keeping us supplied
with plenty of beefsteak.

In his usual department in this issue, Doolit-

tle gives some very interesting experiments on

feeding back.

As previously announced, this edition num-
bers 15.000 copies. We shall be printing this

number for the rest of the year.

In order to make room in this issue, and still

not crowd out the other matter, we add sixteen

extra pages, to take in the symposium on win-

tering.

I TAKE pleasure in introducing to you " Sky-

lark," or. rather, he introduces himself. See

his "Pickings by the Way," just after Straws,

in this issue. If in his soarings he "picks"
some of us pretty hard—well, just score the

editor, and he will try to get even with the

lofty bird.

We regret that the announcement of the next

meeting of the California State Bee-keepers'

Association did not appear in our columns in

due time. In some way the copy was put with
Ramble No. 143 (both written by the same
person, on the same kind of paper), and we did

not come across it till the last Ramble was put

in type—too late to do any good. We write

thi5 to exonerate the secretary more than our-

selves. The meeting takes place on the 18th

and 19th of this month.

that eucalyptus honey from australia
that was on exhibition at the

world's fair.

The following, just received from Dr. Miller,

will explain itself:

Dear Editor :—Ciin any one tell us what became of

the fine exhibit of eucalyptus honies at the World's
Fair ? One hundred and twenty-six two-pound g-lass

jars of the various kinds were sent by the Hunter
River Association from Australia, and the proper
commissioner was requested to hand over tlie entire

exhibit to Dr. Riley, to be placed in the museum for

permanent exhibition at Wasliing-ton. Dr. Riley

also promised to send an exhlV)it of U. S. honey to

be placed in the Technicnl Museum of the Aus-
tralians. Unless very lately done, this promise has
never been fulfilled; and in the changing of officers

it may have been forgotten. Please tell us what can
be done to help keep our credit good with our Aus-
tralian brethren. C. C. Mili.er.

Marengo, 111., Nov. 11.

I may explain that the above was called forth

by a letter to the doctor, received from the sec-

retary of the Hunter River Association, Mr. R.

Patten, asking him in regard to that honey.

He had already written the Department of

Agriculture at Washington, and also to Mr.
Frank Benton, without reply; and now he ap-

peals to the doctor to help him out. We will

send a marked copy of this to the Department
of Agriculture, Washington, and we hope the

proper person will be able to give us the infor-

mation desired.

BEEJOURNAL EDITORS AND THE BEEF DIET.

The editor of the Canadian Bee Journal,!
regret to say, has been very much " under the

weather"—so much so that the two last issues

of his journal have been delayed some. But
he has (or had up to Oct. 9) gained strength

enough to be back at the editorial helm a few

hours a day. A year ago, you will remember,
I was placed almost in a similar position; but,

I am happy to say, thanks to the beef-diet

treatment which I am still taking. I am just

about out of the woods. I feel belter than for

years; indeed, 1 am putting on good solid flesh

—anywhere from one to four pounds a week—
the latter being made during the last 7 days.

Besides all this, I feel as if I had a mountain of

strength an'd a big stock of reserve force. I

propose to keep right on with the diet until I

get a constitution that will not be affected by
" weather" or any thing else.

I have been trying to get Bro. Holtermann

on the same treatment, and he has partially

consented to come and go with me to see Dr.

Lewis, of 176 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O. He is

too valuable a man to be laid up thus by the

"weather."

By the way, the editor of the Review says all

the bee-editors have been ailing to a greater or

less extent, and it looks as if he were right.

If this thing keeps up I shall be preaching

beef diet to all of them. I succeeded in getting

A. I. R. on to it, much to his benefit, as you

know; and, after my earnest solicitation, F. A.

Salisbury, that bee-keeper and supply-man of

Syracuse, N. Y., went on to it, and at this writ-

ing he has been on the diet some five weeks.

Oh, yes! Dr. Miller and family are taking it too.

VISITORS AT THE HOME OF THE HONEY-BEES;
THE ALFALFA FIELDS OF THE WEST, ETC.

We have just had the pleasure of a visit

from two prominent bee-keepers—one from the

extreme eastern coast, and the other from the

far, far away West. Mr. Francis Danzenbaker,

of Washington, D. C, called in the interests of

the new hive which he has just gotten out.

It has a single-:story brood-nest, something

after the style of his last year's hive, with some

little added improvement. The surplus-apart-

ment remains I practically the same. But he

will have something to say concerning this in

Trade Notes later on.
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Mr. W. K. Ball, of Reno, Nev., came up with

a carload of honey—that beautiful alfalfa that

is pronounced by every one who tastes it the

finest-flavored honey in the world. It is beau-

tifully rich and thick—so thick, indeed, that it

is fairly waxy. In answer lo my question as to

what kind of season he had had, he said it had

been rather poor with him for the last two

years.
" Rather poor?" said I; '• and what was your

average? "

"About 150 lbs., extracted."

Neighbor Chase, who stood by, turned to me
with a smile, and said that, if he could average

oO lbs., to say nothing of the 100, in good years,

he would be satisfied. You see, Mr. Ball de-

pends upon alfalfa that is watered by irriga-

tion. The problem of wet and dry seasons is

one that they do not have to contend with.

The amountof moisture is regulated artificially

by man, and you might almost say the flow of

nectar from alfalfa, lasting for three months,

is regulated in the same way.

A few years ago Mr. Ball thought the locali-

ty could not be overstocked; but in later years

a good bee range there is pretty well stocked

with bees already. But there are portions of

Colorado (Brush, Morgan Co., for Instance), so

Mr. Ball tells me, that sell for from twenty to

forty dollars an acre, with water, that would

do just as well. Here they get three cuttings

of alfalfa per season. It is as fine a grain coun-

try as he ever saw.

Mr. Ball owns some 300 colonies, and is using

exclusively the eight-frame Dovetailed hive

containing Hoft'man frames. While here I

asked him if these frames gave entire satisfac-

tion. He replied that they did. In answer to

the question whether he was ever troubled with

burr-combs, he said not, provided he kept ahead

of the bees. I showed him at the oflSce some
self-spacing frames with metal projections;

but he shook his head, and said he preferred to

have the wood instead.

When I told him there was a sort of demand
for a self-spacing frame with metal projections,

and something that can be separated a little

more easily than the Hoffman, he said he want-

ed his frames to be stuck together so that he

could handle his colonics by the hive. He
admitted that queen-breeders might prefer a

frame that would require no prying.

The super that he uses is the regular Dove-
tailed containing section-holders. The wide

w^ooden separators and the keying up are fea-

tures that he valued. As Mr. Hall produces

tons and tons of honey every season, sending it

east by the carload, his testimony along these

points was valuable.

The bees he uses are ordinary leather-colored

Italians, and hybrids. He has been trying five-

banded bees and Carniolans. The former were
too cross, too much inclined to rob, and gather-

ed only about half as much honey as the other

bees. The Carniolans were gentle, but swarmed
altogether too much.

A VISIT FKOM BEKT COOK, SON OF I'KOF. A. .J.

COOK..

A COUPLE of weeks ago a young man dressed

in the garb of a bicyclist was brought up to the

office by one of our men, and introduced to the

writer as Mr. Cook, of Owosso, Mich. He knew
my father quite well, he said, and had taken
e.-pecial interest in my wheeling-tours among
bee-keepers, as reporied in these columns. I

was busy at the time, but asked him lo take a

seat, and prepared myself tu extend to him the

ordinary courtesies of a brother-wheelman. It

is true he was introduced to me as '• Mr. Cook,

from Owosso, Mich.;" but as there are a good

many Cooks I thought nothing of it; and in the

course of our conversation he made a number of

inquiries in regard to A. I. Root, gardening, and
especially in regard to potato-growing. I had
to confess I knew little or nothing about it, and
that he would have to see A. I. R., who, I

said, was over home taking supper. He politely

excused himself and said he would like to call

and see him later if agreeable.

There was a gentlemanly and scholarly bear-

ing about him that impressed me favorably,

and I said to myself, "Who can he be?" as he left.

So a few minutes afterward I called over to

the house and told father there was a potato-

man over there who seemed to be well up in the

art of potato- growing, and that he knew Terry

and himself pretty well, and that his name was
Mr. Cook, of Oisego, Mich. "Otsego," said

father, "I don't remember of any Cook there."

I had got Owosso and Otsego mixed up, and so

he did not recognize the identity of the name
or locality. An hour or so afterward, he came
over to my house, a comical smile playing on

his face, remarking, " You are a bright one, you

are. That young man you were telling me
about was Prof. Cook's son."

••Prof. Cook's son!''' said I. surprised.

"Yes, indeed. Come over and see him. We
have all been enjoying his company."
" Well," I said, "he could hardly have thought

I was extending him ordinary courtesy to let

him go off to a hotel for his supper in that way,

and he a son of Prof. Cook. I will go over and
apologize."

It seems he had told me his father was A. J.

Cook; but 1 presume I did not hear him say so;

but I was made to feel that no apology was nec-

essary, for he had had a " real good Dutch sup-

per" at the Germania House.

Mr. Cook, Jr., although a college graduate,

and a man of more than ordinary attainments,

I should say, thinks farming is none too humble
a calling for him. He is at present running a

farm belonging to his father, near Owosso,

Mich., somewhat after Terry, and he is making
a great success of it. He is a warm admirer of
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Mr. Terry himself, and after leaving here he
was expecting to make him a short call.

He had wheeled it, prior to coming here, all

the way from Lansing, Mich., to Columbus, O.;

and how much farther south I do not know.
But he had already covered several hundred
miles during raw, wet, rainy weather. Indeed,

one of his runs was made during a heavy rain;

and, as he expressed it, he was just as wet as if

he had been dipped into a cistern. He caught
cold, having no dry clothes to put on after the

end of the run, but was recovering from it at

the time of his visit at Medina.
He was in a hurry, and could stay with us

only over night and a little while during the

next forenoon. Before he staried off again I

could not resist the temptation to catch him
with the camera, and the result you see above.

when I told him that the general reading pub-
lie had a claim on him through his father, he
at last consented.

BEKT COOK,

As the morning was a little raw, A. 1. R. had
his overcoat on, with the collar turned up
around his neck. Mrs. A. I. R. did not iniend

to be caught in the picture; but she had come
out on the porch to say good-by to Bert, and of

course just in time to '"get shot." She ex-

pressed a wish after the picture was taken that

her own tigure should be erased. The position

of A. I. R. as he stands there is one that is very

characteristic and natural when he is outdoors

giving directions to his men. His own wheel,

you see, leans against the house, in Hi, usual

position; for where the wheel is you may be

sure A. I. R. is not far off, because he will not

nowadays walk even from the house to the

factory, a distance of less than .500 feet, as it is

so much cheaper and easier to ride. Yes, In

going 'cross-lots over the gardens he just

simply hops on to the wheel and makes it trans-

port him to every part of the plantation, and
he " gets there" too.

N. B.— I obtained Bert's consent to use this

picture for print. At first he objected; but

THE LANGSTROTH -SYMPOSIUM.
FoK our symposium on Langstroth, notice of

which has been before given, we have already
received communications, one from Edward
Bertrand, editor of Revue Internationale, of
Nyon, Switzerland; one from C. J. H. (iraven-
horst, editor of Illustrierte Bieyienzeitung,
Wilsnack, Germany; and one from W. F. Clarke,
former editor of the American Dee Journal;
Prof. Cook, of Pomona College, Cal., all testify-

ing, without regard to country, their high ap-
preciation of Mr. Langstroth. and his services

to bee-keepers over the whole world. These
and more will appear in the last number of the
year.

Since writing the foregoing, I find a very ex-

tended and well-written sketch of Mr. Langs-
troth and his work in the British Bee Journal
for Oct. 31. Among other things the editor, Mr.
Cowan, says: "All readers of Langstroth on
the Honey-bee have been charmed by its lofti-

ness of style and the purity of its diction."

" Pkofitable Bee-keeping" is the title of a

series of lessons for beginners now running in

Southland Queen, published by the Jennie
Atchley Co.. Beeville, Texas. So far as I have
examined them they seem to be practical, cor-

rect in teaching, and especially adapted to

bee-keeping of the South. Indeed, the Queen
is growing better as it grows older.

By the way, Mrs. Jennie Atchley seems to

think I am trying to "sit down on the five-

banders, and can't," because I admit that a

neighbor finds them to be good workers, and
that we have had a couple of good colonies our-

selves. As I have said before, I have only

given both sides—the good as well as the adverse

reports. If the former considerably overbal-

ance the latter. I am sure it is not my fault. If

it had been the other way I should have been

sounding their praises as loud as any one.

Since writing the item in another column re-

garding sick bee-editors, I am happy to state

that Mr. Holtermaun is here, and is looking

quite well. He says he has gained 11 lbs. As
he has a good deal of institute work, necessitat-

ing much travel, it will be impossible for him
to take diet in the winter; but he is going to

take, not tea, but beef with me to day, cooked

a la Salisbury.

We regret to announce the death of Mr. John
Huckle, " Secretary of the British Bee-keep-

ers' Association, and for many years connected

with the business department of the British Bee

Journal, who passed away at his home at

Kings Langley, Herts, on the afternoon of Fri-

day, Oct. 35."
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Our Homes.

Brethren, the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be
with your spirit.

—

Gal. 6:18.

Last Sunday evening it was my privilege to
listen to a sermon by the Rev. A. T. Reed. It

was under the preaching of Bro. Reed, through
God's providence, that I was first brought to
the light of the gospel of Christ Jesus: and I

presume the very tones of his voice will ever-
more appeal to me in a way that no other voice
can or will. Dear friends, where is the good
pastor who brought i/om from the darkness of
unbelief out into the light? Do not forget him.
If he is so far away that you can not go and
hear him preach, send him some little reminder
of your gratitude and kind memories, say once
a year at least. It will do you good, and it will
do him good. But I must riot digress.

Bro. Reed is now an evangelist. He may
come into your neighborhood. If so, do not
neglect to hear him and give him an encourag-
ing word. I told him at the close of his talk
that I was eoing to take his sermon for one of
my Home Papers. It would not be exactly his
sermon, after all. because it will be after A. I.

Root, although the orisinal thoughts for the
most part belong to A. T. Reed.

The subject was grace; but in contrasting it

with law, a good part of the sermon might be
said to concern law as well as grace. A young
lady once asked him to define grace. He
thought a moment, and then replied that the
Bible itself gave about the best definition of
grace he had ever seen. It is in the 15th chap-
ter of Luke. The younger son became impa-
tient of parental restraint, and begged for his
portion, and went away, as you all know, and
spent it in riotous living. When his money
was all gone, he came home again, as you all

know. We do not know how he looked; but
probably his face showed the marks of his dis-
sipation and excesses. Very likely, with blood-
shot and bloated face, and ragged clothing, he
decided to go back to his father. Perhaps he
recognizes how kind his father had been, even
giving him the money that he did not deserve
(and which was notjustlv his own), to go off

and do as he had done. He had come to him-
self sufficiently to decide that he is no more
worthy to be called a son. He is simply going
to petition, as one of the hired servants. You
know the outcome. The broken-hearted old
father saw him when he was yet a great way
off, and he did not even wait for him to come up.
He ran to him. and broke the boy down com-
pletely by falling on his neck and kissing him.
The poor wretched son manages to say. in
broken sentences. " I am no more worthy to be
called thy son." The father does not heed this
at all. howpver. He calls to the attendants
who have followed after him, and bids them
bring the very best things to be had in the
house; thev take off his tattered and dirty
clothing: give him the best robe, put a ring on
his hand, and shoes on his feet; then they go
and get the fatted calf: " for this ray son was
dead, and is alive again: he was lo«t. and is

found." Not a word is said ahont his past de-
linquencies which he had vainly tried to con-
fess: not a word is said in regard to the prob-
ability of his going off again on just such a
another " spree." It is all forgotten and for-
given in the joy of having bank again the' one
whom he had long mourned for as dead, or
worse than dead. This, my friends, is a pic-
ture of grace. It is a very good picture indeed
of the saving grace of the Lord Jesus Christ
and his gospel.

Thousands are ready to say, "This is my re-
ligion; this is what I believe in. Gentleness
and kindness will save the world." Hold on a
little. Let us turn back to the 15th chapter of
Numbers. Here we have a little story that is

often quoted by those who would ridicule or
make sport of the Holy Bible. They say that
a man was put to death simply for gathering a
few sticks on the sabbath. In fact, we read, in
the 36th verse. "All the congregation brought
him without the camp, and stoned him with
stone-*, and he died; as the Lord commanded
Moses."
You will notice that it ends up by saying,

"As the Lord commanded Moses." 1 confess
this passage has always been a hard one for me
to understand. At the time of my conversion I

was obliged to put it aside, with a good many
others of a like character, hoping and trusting
that, at some future time, the Lord would see
fit to give me light on the subject. Bro. Reed
told us this was an example of law. A school-
teacher finds it necessary to forbid certain
things. Some rebellions pupil will often be
found who will go straightway and break the
rule almost as soon as it is made: then the rest
of the school look on and say, " What is the
master going to do now ?" It is a critical time.
What shall the teacher do ?

As Mr. Reed was telling the story my mind
ran quickly back to the first school I ever
taught. When I commenced I believed in
grace, and succeeded in gaining the respect and
good will of at least the most of my pupils, and
they were making excellent progress. Toward
the close of the term, however, whispering and
talking became so prevalent in that country
school that I knew something would have to be
done. I talked with my pupils good-naturedly,
and plead with them earnestly, and finally, as a
last resort, gave notice that, after a certain
time. I expected all communications during
the hours of study wotxld be stopped A young
man of nearly my own age. and my superior in
weight and muscle, whispered to his next
neighbor almost as soon as I had laid down the
rule. I took him to task. He admitted he had
broken the rule, and finally told me then and
there that I was "not man enough " to teach
that school, anyhow. The most unpleasant
part of it was that he had told the truth. I
was obliged to agree with him—at least to this
extent: Before that. I had not heretofore
shown enough manliness together with grace
and mercy. Boys and girls sometimes grow
from cliildhood to maturity in a very short
space of time. In the few minutes I stood be-
fore my defiant pupil I made some amazing
steps in growth from boyhood to manhood. Of
course, a good many of the pupils were on my
side: but the whole school was mentally taking
my dimensions. That young man. I presume,
will remember that day to the last day of his
life, and I certainly shall. I kept on with the
school, and by request taught a month longer
than the usual winter term. Not only was the
whispering stopped from that day forward, but
I was a different man. and a better man (in

many respects) from that time on. I was fore-
ed. as it were, into a crisis in my life. I hardly
need tell you. dear friends, that our whole na-
tion is going through just such experiences
almost everv day and every hour. If our laws
can be held up and enforced by grace and
mercy, all right: but if not, then hard, unyield-
ing law. with its iron bands and prison bars,
must do 'the work.'
Complaint is often made that parents, teach-

ers, and even officers of the law. punish one
offender, while they let another go, when both
have committed the same offense. This is
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true, and it is right. .Suppose a teacher finds it

necessary to make a rule, as I have before illus-

trated. Some defiant boy breaks the rule as soon
as it is made. He looks the teacher square in the
face, perhaps with a deriant smile. Such a boy
is called up, and severely punished. Somebody
reports that "Johnnie" also did exactly the
same thing. The teacher knows both boys,
and their habits and dispositions. Johnnie
comes forward, with his poor little face pucker-
ed up in agony at the thought of the punish-
ment. He finally bursts out crying, and con-
fesses his fault, at the same time that he also
confesses another fault. He was not lifitening,

and did not hear what the teacher had said.
The teacher replies, perhaps, something like
this:

"Johnnie, from what I have known of you I

could not for a moment believe it possible that
you willfully and (/c/7a7itJy disobeyed me. We
can all see by your looks and manner that you
are sufficiently punished already. You may go
to your seat; but for my sake, as well as your
own, be careful to listen in the future, when
your teacher is talking."
In the family circle the father often repre-

sents law, while the mother represents grace
and mercy. Very likely God intended it should
be thus. Both are right and proper. Some
boys once accosted another boy, who had had a
good bringing-up. Perhaps the conversation
was something like this:

" Jimmie, we a'-e going to have some fun to-
night. Come and go with us."

"But," says Jimmie, "I have to be at home
at 9 o'clock every night, you know."
"Oh! fudge. Jimmie. Who is going to stand

about nine o'clock after a boy gets to be as old
as you are? You just come along with us this
once. Why, we are going to ' paint the town
red ' to-night. Sooner or later you are going to

be a man and judge about these things your-
self. Just tell the ' governor.' as I told mine,
' scolding don't hurt none: whipping don't last
long! kill me if you dare. I am ready; come
ahead.'

"

Jimmie should not have stood and listened to
such talk. but. like many another boy, I fear he
did. I need not tell you all that was said.
Most of you know something about it already.
The conseouence was, he went with the rest of
the boys, tie did not get back at ten o'clock
nor eleven; and then when he did go, the
question was. how to meet laiv. He climbed
up on top of the woodshed, and then pulled off

his boots. You know how it is yourself, most of
you. After a long time he got the window up,
almost without noise, and felt a little relieved
to hear T^aw snoring loudly. His father was
sound asleep. He got into bed without making
a bit of noise, or pretty nearly that. But just
as he was closing his eyes to go to sleep he "was
startled by hearing footsteps on the stairway.

" Why, that can not be father," said he to
himself: " no, for I still hear him snoring. Oh!
It must be mother." And then he decided to
pretend he was asleep. She came up to his
bedside so carefully that he hardly realized her
presence until he felt her gentle kiss on his
face: and then, in spite of her, two or three hot
teardrops trickled down across his forehead.
Not a word was spoken. She went back as she
came up. A few nights after, the boys invited
him again; but Jimmie shook his head.
"Oh! you catched it from tbe governor, did

you?"
And then they commenced their taunts and

jeers. Jimmie evidently did not see fit to tell

them his reasons for refusing. Not long after,
however, his father died. Then they came after
him again.

" Well, Jimmie. the governor is dead and
gone now. and you are a man to act for your-
self and do as you please. Come out with us,
and let's have some more fun."
Jimmie straightened himself up a little. He

too had been growing within a few days.
"Boys, do you think I have been at home

every night at nine o'clock, during all these
months that are past because I.fcm'cc? my /a-
ther? You are mistaken. I stayed at home and
behaved myself out of respect to my good
mother: and now that father is dead and gone,
and she is left alone in the world, if it needs the
last bit of breath there is in my body, and the
last bit of strength I possess to defend her,
and avoid hurting her feelings, either directly
or indirectly, that breath and that strength
shall be freely given, even if it is only a feeble
payment of the great debt of gratitude I owe to
her for what she has done for me."
That kiss and those teardrops on that mem-

orable night were more potent with Jimmie
than any punishment the father had power to
inflict. Alas! boys are not all Jimmies.

I have mentioned to you how often in my
travels I am called upon to ask a blessing at
the table. A ereat many times the friends say,
" Mr. Root, will you say grace ? " I believe the
word " grace " is more used in the South than
it is here at the North. But what a beautiful
thought! grace before meals! Let us take an
example if you please. A laboring-man comes
home to dinner. The poor overworked wife is

springing about here and there: in fact, she is

sometimes a good deal spryer than a girl of 16,
even though she is past 40. The husband says,
" Dear me! have we got to wait for dinner now,
when I havfi not a minute to spare?" Then
he adds. " Why can't you do something to'keep
that baby from yelling like that?" Just at
this time .Johnnie comes home from school, and
happens to get in his father's way, and he
gives him a cuff. Then Mary does something
that a child ought not to do. and she is sent off

crying, in a similar way. By this time the
wife has hastily got the meat on the table.
The father sits down, cuts off a huge chunk,
and crams it into his mouth. Dear friends, you
can fill out the picture yourselves. If you have
not witne«sed just such scenes, may be some
portions of the story may come home to you.
But we will suppose this man and his wife

have been attending the revival meetings. The
husband has been converted. He comes home
to dinner as bpfore, his work crowding, but he
can not sit down as he used to do. for now
they say " grace " before meals; yes. and grace
all through the meal and after the meal. He
is tired and hungry, and feels petulant; but he
does not give way to it. The baby is crying.
In a minute the strong arms of the father
have lifted it up. Then the father's strong
earnest " grace " and good will have driven
away the tears, and the baby is laughing with
delight. The wife comes in with the meat as
before, and what a change has come over her
poor tired self!

" Dear wife, did you ever see a brighter or
handsomer baby? "

There are still marks of the teardrops down
the baby's cheeks, but he is crowing with de-
light. Johnnie come in and says he is next to
the head at school. "Well done, Johnnie."
says the father, and he gives him an approving
pat on the head. Then Mary has something
pleasant to tell. The children help to bring
the chairs to the table, then the father carries
the baby with one arm while he helps bring in
the things from the kitchen with the other;
and finally all are ready to sit around the hap-
py board. Now, I do not know exactly what
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sort of a blessing John asks before they com-
mence their meal; but you maybe sure there
is grace in it, no matter what the words may
be. If his saying grace is after my own fashion,
his words would probably be something like

this:
" O Lord, we thank thee for this pleasant and

happy home. We thank thee for these our dear
children. We thank thee for health and
strength, and for good appetites, and for this

our daily food. May it strengthen us that we
may be helpful, one to another, and that we
may be self-sacrificing: that we may have
grace to use our strength so that selfish feelings
shall be put down, together with all that is

evil: and may we uphold all that is good and
noble and pure, for the sake of the dear Master,
our Lord and Savior Christ Jesus. Amen."
Some of you may say that all this takes a

good deal of time. My friends, it really takes
less time than I have b^en telling it. for all

soon learn to help. If the parents set an ex-

ample before the children, of bearing each
other's burdens, when all go to work cheerfully
to help things along, instead of hindering, then
time is being saved. Besides, this very cheer-
fulness and bright hopefulness helps digestion
to such an extent that all will be better fitted

for the duties of the afternoon, and more work
is accomplished—oh dear me I before supper-
time—than if each pushed ah^ad for self and
nothing el.«e, and hardly took time to eat a
meal and eat it properly. Of late I have been,
by the doctor's orders, taking a full half-hour,
or sometimes three-quarters, for each meal,
principally because every thing is so thorough-
ly chewed before it is swallowed, instead of
washing down the food with drink at meal-
times. Well, I am greatly a gainer, and the
time thus taken to say grace before our meals,
and to get all the familv together " decently
and in order." is certainly saved, oftentimes.
many times over, before the day's duties are
done.
A great many people, you know, call the Old

Testament " law," and the New Testament
" grace;" and some go so far as to keep the one
and reject the other. I have given you one
illustration of law from the uld Testament.
Just read about Ananias and Sapphirain the.5th
chapter of Acts, and you will have a striking
illustration of the need of law as well as grace,
in the New Testament. It was just in the be-
ginning of the Christian church: at the very
outset, hypocrisy, deception, and falsehood had
crept in. The very life of the new church de-
pended on prompt and vigorous measures; and
this terrible illustration was given us that it

might stand through time and eternity as a
warning to all who would undertake to make
religion a cloak.

It is true that the New Testament is mostly
taken up with the coming of the Savior to this
world. " For God so loved the world that he
gave his only begotten Son;" and it is also true
that the message of that only begotten Son was
peace on earth, good will to men. As we have
it in the first chapter of John, " The only be-
gotten of the Father, full of grace and truth."
The Savior's mission was one of grace. While
he did not annul the law or do away with it,

his work was particularly a work of grace.
But he fulfilled the law by his mission of
mercy and grace. Almost the only time when he
used any means that even approached severity
was when he took occasion to drive the money-
changers out of the temple. The Old Testa-
ment is law in one sense; but if we had to deal
with law. and law only, we should all be lost,

every one of us, for we are all sinners; and it is

here that this mission of grace comes in; or as
that beautiful hymn expresses it

—

Jesus paid it all—all to liim I owe;

and as I approach this part of my subject a
great number of those old familiar hymns well
up in a way that seems as if the writers must
surely have been inspired when they wrote
them. For instance:

Just as I am, without one plea,
But that tliy blood was slied for me.

You see the sinner does not depend upon his
good deeds nor upon his clean and faultless
life. He acknowledges in the outset that there
is no hope in (/u(f direction. Our only hope is

through the blood that was shed, and the grace
so freely given for us. And then, again, comes
in that old hymn that I used to hear my father
sing just 3s far back as I can remember. He
was converted, if I remember rightly, at a re-
vival meeting, and perhaps it was my good
fortune to hear some of those hymns of praise
welling forth as a spontaneous outburst of a
new-born soul:

Oh, to grace how gieat a debtor
Daily I'm constrained to be!

How many, many times it has occurred to me
that my father must have passed through
much the same trials I have met—much the
same that I am meeting day by day! How
wonderfully expressive that word "debtor"
comes in I Again:

Let thy goodness, like a fetter.
Bind my wand'ring- heart to thee.

We naturally associate the word "fetter"
with something disagreeable; but when we
think of being fettered by the goodness and
grace of Christ Jesus, then well may we burst
forth, " O glorious fetters I " * Once more

:

Prone to wander—Lord. I feel it;

Prone to leave the God I love.

I do not know how it is with the rest of you,
friends, but these two lines tell the history of
my life better than any thing else ever told it.

With sadness and sorrow, with humiliation
and shame, I acknowledge that I am still prone
to wander: and what shall he done, not only
for me, but for all others like me? Here we
have it:

Here's my heart; oh, take and seal it-
Seal it for thy courts above!

That is all we can do; and. oh glorious
thought! it is all we have to do— all we need to
do. If our hearts are in the Savior's care—if

they have been placed in his keeping— if his lov-
ing seal has made thfm safe, the work is done,
through life and through eternity.
Let me now close with that wonderful verse

from the first chapter of John—a verse that, it

seems to me. I have never appreciated and un-
derstood before as I do now at the close of this
talk

.

And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us
(and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only
begotten of the Father), full of grace and truth.

There is a class of people, as you know, who
claim that they do not want grace or mercy.
All they ask for is justice. By the way, it just
occurs to me that the friends I meet in the
county jail are the ones who oftenest make
this claim. I do not know that I have ever
heard anybody, however, plainly declare he had
never broken any of God's laws — even the best
men among us. The most faultless Christian,
our leading evangelists, whose lives are com-
paratively clean and unspotted, would not

* Yon will remember that Jimmie's companions
supposed he was fettered by the law of his father.
There were fetters, it is true, that kept Jimmie; but
they were fetters of grace—his mother's prayers
and anxious solicitude. Yes, the tears that were
shed when she supposed him to be asleep were the
fetters that held his "wandering heart."
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dare to claim this. If. then, there is no salva-
tion by clinging to hard, unyielding law, it must
come through the grace of Christ Jesus.

for there is no other name under heaven given
unioiij;- men, wliori'by we riinst be saved.— Acts 4:12.

BATTLP; CKEEK, MICH.

I have heard of people being linlf baked; but
I do not know that I ever heard any mention
of their being twice baked. Huber says the
zwieback {tsweebok) that our family are all so
fond of simply means twice baked—from zwei,
two, and backen, to bake. You see, Huber is

studying German. Well, this delicious bread,
which is getting to be so popular of late, is

called zwieback because the bread is baked in

the usual way, and then sliced up and baked
again; and this last baking should be a slow
process, occupying several hours; and to get
the best and most wholesome product, not
only should every bit of moisture be expelled
from the bread slices, but the starch should
be mostly converted into dextrine; then the
patient, if he is sufiFering from Impaired diges-
tion, should eat it without drinking any liquid
whatever. I complained to Dr. Lewis that it

took me so long to finish my meal. Said I:

"Doctor, why can't I moisten it with a little

hot water? it takes so everlastingly long to eat
even a little piece if I chew it as you direct,
until it is a soft and creamy food; that is, when
the juices of the mouth have to furnish a lubri-
cant."
He replied something as follows:
'"That is just exactly what I want you to do.

Take plenty of time to eat your meat and
zwieback both, to masticate them to comple-
tion and mix them with the secretion which
nature produces on purpose. We want the
digestion to be carried as far as possible while
the food is in the mouth, and thus relieve the
worn-out or impaired stomach and bowels."
By the way, it has been suggested that the

reason why Carlsbad, Germany, has such a
reputation as a health-resort is that the people
there subsist mostly on their famous zwieback.
The Battle Creek folks manufacture three

kinds—that made from white bread, rye bread,
and from whole-wheat flour. Dr. Lewis gives
the preference very strongly to the whole-
wheat flour. By the way, we have a flour-mill
just five miles from here, where they have
recently put in an apparatus for making whole-
wheat flour. After testing a great many kinds
of health foods, I am forced to decide that
bread (or, rather, zwieback) made from whole-
wheat flour, comes the nearest to beefsteak of
any thing I can get. If you are suffering from
indigestion, get some of this whole-wheat flour,

and have some good bread made, without any
sugar or baking-powder. Slice it up, and dry
the slices, as I have told you. If you want a
sample of the very best, get some of the Battle
Creek product. You can get a small sample by
mail. May be you will decide, as we have
done, to buy it rather than to take the trouble
to make it yourself. They buy a special brand
of wheat, the best that can be got. It is most
carefully cleaned, and thpn ground with the
very best apparatus for making the whole-
wheat flour. The bread is then made by ma-
chinery of the very best improved kind. All

the kneading and hard work is done by a steam-
engine. It is then baked in a coke-furnace
that does it just to a dot. Then the loaves are
sliced up by appropriate machinery, and baked
again by being placed on large trays of netting.
These trays revolve slowly so as to be several
hours in getting once around; and during these
several hours, each tray is exposed to just the
right temperature to dry it to the best advan-
tage. The result, instead of the ordinary dry
crust, as some mightcall thezwieback, is a crisp
and delicious dry bread that crushes in your
mouth like the most delicate crackers or wafers;
and one of the nicest things about the zwieback
is that it will keep indefinitely if you will only
keep it dry. If the weather is damp, and you
can not keep it in a dry place, give it another
baking, say once in several days. In this way
it may be kept indefinitely. I understand they
ship it clear down to Florida.*
You may be at first inclined to call their food

products expensive: but please remember that
every particle of moisture is expelled, so you do
not pay any thing for icatei- as you do in buy-
ing canned goods, loaves of bread, fruit, or
almost any thing else. Again, the cooking is

all done on a large scale by appropriate ma-
chinery. If you want to get along in your
housekeeping, without a hired girl, or a limit-
ed amount of help, using food already cooked,
it is a very great saving, especially when it

results in saving your wife from laborious
housework. Again, it is most wholesome.
The same may be said of their delicious grain
product called granose. In making this, the
very best and nicest choice wheat is steamed
and parched, the parching being done with
steam as well as the cooking, if I have got it

right: and this cooking process is carried on
several hours, so as to make every portion of
the grain as easy to digest as thorough cooking
can make it. Then it is passed through rollers
that spread the wheat grains out thin like Sar-
atoga chips on a small scale. Last, it is thor-
oughly dried, so it will keep like the zwieback,
indefinitely. This is a delicious food to eat raw,
without any cooking whatever. I have just
had a taste of it when moistened with milk,
and it seemed to me the very embodiment of
something both delicious and nutritious. I

think Huber agrees with me, by the way in
which he manages a bowl of granose and milk.
But I am for the present forbidden the use of
milk.
There were so many machines and so many

[There are quite a few people who have found
that they can not eat oysters; at least, oysters and
crackers as usually served do not agree with them.
Let all such substitute zwieback for the ordinary
oyster-cracker of commerce and note the result. If
you think our ordinary crackers are made of good
healtliy materials, let some of them get old, and see
what they smell like; tlien give zwieback the same
treatment. At the usual reiaii prices I know zwie-
back costs a little more tlian tlie crackers. In our
market oyster-crackers retail at S cts., while the
Battle Creek zwieback is 10. But I think you will
agree with me that a pound of tlie latter contains a
good deal more food tlian a pound of crackers, be-
sides being ever so much more wholesome. Again,
if the housewife has plenty of time, and not much
to do, she can manufacture the zwieback so it will
not cost nearly as much per pound as the crackers.
Please remember the best kind of wlieat flour costs
less tlian :i cts. per lb.; and the cost of every thing
required to make the bread or tlie zwieljack, if you
choose, aside from labor, sliould not be more than 3
cts. Of course, you can buy crackers when there is

not time to make bread. But it is a good deal
cheaper, and ever so much healthier, to let good
home-made bread take the place of crackers in the
family; and I tliink you will agree with me that
zwieback, made of wliole-wheat flour, is more tooth-
some, Ijesides being ccerxo much more liealthful.
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processes going on in tiie way of cooking, bak-
ing, and drying, tfciai J found myself quite un-
able 10 lake it all in during; my brief stay; and
I am just now feeling as if I wanted to go back
to Battle Creek and look the thing all over
again. But 1 must not spend all my time in

talking about that cooking-factory, even if it is

an exceedingly interesting matter to me. At
this stage of health I am gaining flesh at the
rate of two or three pounds a week, with an
appetite all the while for a good deal more than
I allow myself to eat. Yes, I have learned,
among other things, that overeating inui<t be
guarded against, even on the diet of pure beef,

especially when the patient is allowed also a
little zwieback or granose, or something equiv-
alent. The Battle Creek folks have a great
printing-establishment. By the way, what do
you think of a great building containing 280
printers — yes, printers — who neither drink,
swear, nor use tobacco? Now, I presume there
are quite a few type-setters who read Glean-
ings; but they need not feel hurt at what I

have said, for I know something of the habits
of the average printer, especially in our great
cities. Well, these Battle Creek printers not
only abstain from all these things 1 have men-
tioned, but, if I am correct, they use neither
tea nor cotfee, and for the most part are prob-
ably vegetarians, and eat only two meals a day.
What effect did it have on them ? Well, 1 used
my eyes in that great dining-room so thorough-
ly that I did not know but some of the men and
women would feel hurt; but even with the
vegetarian habits, and with only two meals a
day, they were about as healthy, happy, and
nice-looking a lot of people as 1 ever saw in my
life. They seemed to have a "right smart " of

an appetite for their dinner, between two and
three in the afternoon; but I did not think any
the less of them for that. It just did me good
to see them help themselves to plateful after
plateful of ibe provisions. And 1 began to

wonder to see them all have such vigorous
appetites until I remembered they had had
nothing since about eight o'clock in the morn-
ing, and expected nothing to eat again until

the same time the next morning. They took
plenty of time to eat their food, and there was
lots of chatting and good-natured merriment
going on. Take it all round, you may tind as
much fault with the Advent people as you can;
but after it is all said and done, you will have
to admit that they not only have a model es-

tablishment, but that they are a model people.

Dit seems almost out of place for a man of my
age, especially after some of my teachings, to
say any thing about the good-looking women
at the sanitarium; but when Itell you to put
particular emphasis on the good [ think it will

be all right. Yes, I think I never saw any
handsomer women anywhere in my life. And
this calls to mind the fact that not one out of
the several hundred employed there wears a
corset. If I have not told you before my opin-
ion in regard to corsets, you can probably guess
what it is. And then, again, if I have made no
mistake there was not a woman in that crowd
who wore ear-rings or even a. finger-ring. In
fact, I am not sure that they wear jewelry at
all. Dear mel if all the jewelry in the United
States of America were converted into money,
or, better still, if we h,ad had the money before
it was ever invested in jewelry, there would be
no need of the present destitute state of affairs
in our mission work in foreign lands, to say
nothing of the need of efficient teachers in our
own America.

There are something like 600 people employed
in and about the sanitarium, and there are
chapel services twice every day—once in the

morning and once in the afternoon; and the
help, I believe, as a rule, are expected to attend
at least one of these services every day. A
great number of them take part, either in read-
ing the Bible, repeating texts, giving brief ex-
periences, or brief sentence-prayers. It takes
a good deal of time. Y'es, so it does; but the
helpers are paid, for their time while attending
the servic(-s. just the same as while at their
work, and the management have found it to

pay.
Friend Keck gave me some valuable points

right here, and yet they are not so very won-
derful after all. When I suggested that, among
such a crowd, there would certainly be some
who would be tricky or dishonest, he said they
had found by years of past experience that
pret'ejitio7i is better than cure. Whenever any
one of their number begins to show a disposi-
tion to evade or avoid chapel services, the
probability is that he is straying away from the
fold, and the right committee is notitied to look
after him. When this system is carried out,
there is almost no such thing as a defaulter or
forger. The man is stopped long before he gets
into the depths of crime.
" But these people must be terribly strict,"

you say. Yes, they are. Before one unites
with them, and consents to change his usual
Sunday to Saturday, he must have pretty
strong convictions. It made me think of Gid-
eon's band we had in our Sunday-school lesson
recently, as you may remember. Under God's
direction, Gideon sorted out the very cream of
his great army. The Battle Creek people seem
to have sorted out—well, let us say some very
faithful, earnest, devoted men and women who
are banded to carry on their work.
Although the institution possesses immense

wealth, its members can not get rich very fast.

They all work on small salaries.- For instance,
the nurses, of which there are several hundred,
get only five or six dollars a week; but if they
go out through the city of Battle Creek and
elsewhere to take care of patients, they get
from ten to twenty dollars a week. The profit
goes to build up the sanitarium. But this san-
itarium has never paid anv dividends, and
never expects to pay any. Money, labor, and
every thing else, is for the glory of God—at
least, this is the way I got it from friend Keck;
and if I am wrong, somebody who reads Glean-
ings can doubtless set me right in regard to it.

To be Cuniinucd.

DOCTORING WITHOUT MEDICINE.

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST DELICIOUS AND
TOOTHSOME PIES, AND PIES THAT
HELP DIGESTION INSTEAD OF

IMPAIRING IT.

Through all the long weeks and months of
my pure-beef-diet experience, perhaps I have
longed for apple-pie more than for any other
one tiling. Sometimes I could actually have
gone away and cried because I could not have
any, especially when Mrs. Root brought forth
some of her own making, with their brown,
crisp, flaky crust and appetizing flavor. The
doctor, however, was inexorable. He said it

was a depraved appetite that was calling for
the very thing that had got me into my past
troubles. I knew he was right, because I found
by many trials that a piece of pie after dinner
was what upset me ehtirely, especially if I par-
took of the rich and greasy pies so often found
when one is away from home. Well, now, for
my discovery. At the present time I am eating
about 12 ounces of sirloin steak at each meal.
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with greater appetite and zest than I ever ate
any thing before in my life, I verily do believe.
Of late I am allowed with this meat diet say
about one ounce of zwieback, such as I have de-
scribed; and. by the way, one ounce, if it is

made right, is a pretty good slice of bread. I

am also allowed a piece of butter about as large
as will lie on a teaspoon without heaping it

up very much; and for the past few weeks the
doctor has permitted me to make some explora-
tions in the line of testing different kinds of
vegetable food. P^or instance, when I insisted
that I could digest corn-meal mush when thor-
oughly cooked a long while, he told me to try it

—eat a small sauce-dishful for breakfast only—
not any other vegetable food during the day.
The one experiment satistied me that the doc-
tor was right. Corn meal is by no means the
grain to choose, if you want one easy of diges-
tion. Bread made from whole-wheat fiour is

ever so much better, but the zwieback is still

better. Rice, when cooked a long while, is per-
haps as easy of digestion as ^ny thing else un-
less it is the zwieback. Some' of the patients
eat green peas, witliout trouble—that is, when
the peas first begin to ripen, and none are old
and hard. The green peas did not do for me at
all. They were even worse than the corn meal.
I need not tell you of other experiments made;
but my final conclusion was that the doctor
knew his business, and had a better knowledge
of my particular case than I had myself.*

I have always had a great fondness for baked
apples; but the doctor felt pretiy sure I had
not got to the point yet where I could manage
them, and one or two tests showed me he was
right. A few days ago. however, it occurred to

me that a little baked apple, or plain apple-
sauce without sugar, would go well with my
granose, and notdoharm. Mrs. Root made some
plain sauce for me out of rambo apples, cooking

* Perhaps I had better acknowledsc rig'ht liei'e

that I have had an attack of my chills since T liave
been on the meat diet. After 1 liad been experi-
mentniK on corn meal, green peas, and baked ap-
ples, it bappened 1 was called to a cliurch confer-
ence in a remote part of our county. It was in a
small town wliei-e there was neither hotel nor meat-
market. I did not discover tliis until .iust at meal-
time, alter a prolon<;i'd at'teninon session. J tliousht
I would ask one of tlie waiters to yet me some meat
of .some kind ; but there was a greater crowd to dinner
than they e.xpec-ted. and eveiybodj' was hurried and
worried; so for once I ate a promiscuous dinner of
chicken-pie, soft fresh bisciiit.s, cookies, etc. There
did not seem to be any help for it unless I intruded
my " peculiar notions" (as people might call them),
and so I submitted. The next morning- I had sore
throat; then T was called away from home ag^ain,
ate two more " reg-ular meals." and got my digestive
apparatus completely out of tune, took "one of my
old severe colds, had to be bundled up with fur caj)
and overcoat, und flnally became so hoarse a part of
one afternoon that I could not speak a word, and
for the flr.st time in my life I had to write on a piece
of paper what I wanted to say. Nobody could read
my hasty wi'iting (not even Mrs. Boot herself), and I

tell you T was in real trouble. Sick, sore, weary,
cold and cliill.v, I could not speak a word. I finally
decided to go back to the doctor and confess my
shortcomings. He said it was just what I might
have expected, and that it was entirely the result of
my backsliding and getting away from m.v regular
meals and habits. Rut he finally told me to "l)e of
good cheer;" for if I would get right back to clean
ground meat, and nothing else, for four or five days,
all would be straight. At the diet-house Mrs. Fer-
guson gave me new courage hy saying she liad seen
the doctor get his patients out of similar trouttles
again and again. " Why," said she, " he just 'cleans
the cold right out of them ' by his doses of hot water,
and strict meat diet, and they are all riglit again in
two thi'ee days." It took me about a week to get
back into the straiglit path from which I had stray-
ed away, and it left me perhaps a little sadder, and I

trust a little wiser, for my experience.

them several hours. About as much of this
sauce as one ordinarily gets in a piece of apple-
pie was given to me in a saucer. Instead of
putting my spoonful of buiter on the meat I

spread it ovej' the warm apple sauce. Then I

sifted on about lialf an ounce of granose. An
ounce of granose tnaktis a great heaping saucer-
ful, as you will notice if you try it. Well, this
made my delicious pie. The butter furnishes
the shortening, and the granose the crust.
Surely there was never made by housewife or
anybody else a more crisp, flaky, toothsome, and
delicious pie-crust than the granose formed.
With my spoon I mashed it iiown into the melt-
ed butter and sauce. I have now eaten a simi-
lar dish perhaps half a dozen times, and it

agrees with me to perfection. The other half-
ounce of my granose is sprinkled in the gravy,
with my sirloin steak: and if the combined
culinary art can get up a more delicious meal
—that is, from my point of view—I have never
yet found it—meat, fruit, and grain combined.
If your apples are made into sauce, without
sugar, they preserve the distinctive flavor of
each variety; and the fact that I can now eat
the different apples that are talked about, in
the way I have described, and enjoy tbem as I

never enjoyed them before, fills me with grati-
tude and thanksgiving.
Yesterday afternoon, when I awoke from my

nap. almost before consciousness was fully re-

stored, the thought came into my mind

—

" T'raise God, from whom all blessings flow:"
and I greatly enjoyed singing it out loud; and
not only the words but the sentiment welled up
from the bottom of my heart.
Some of Dr. Miller'.s friends felt troubled be-

cause I got down to 110 lbs.; so they will feel

glad to know that to-day. Nov. li. T have got up
to 117,H' lbs., antt T feel happy, sti'ons. and well,

every hour of the 24. and especially the half-
hour or fifteen minutes before cli.nt}cr-time.*

The gluten mush I spoke of in the last issue
is tiptop; but it is a very powerful and concen-
trated food, and does not seem to answer for

every meal jiiite a* well as the zwieback. All
these things, however, are nice for a change.

FORTY POTATOES OF THE CI5AIG SEEDLING.

Above we give you the picture mentioned in

our last issue. The Craig potato is remarkably
fine-shaped, a flattened oval, with eyes very
nearly level, so that it is easy to pare; no knobs

* To-day, Nov. 13, 1 have got up to 121»4 lbs.
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nor projections; almost always of large size.

Outside it is a little on the reddish line; but
when cooked it is alnio'^t white—a little yellow-
ish whitH, perhap-:. While the quality is not
equal to the Freeman, it is fully as good as any
of the large strong-growing potatoes. I have
never myself seen any of them where the vines
died before they were k'illed by frost; conse-
quently none of ours, very liknly. gave us as
tine a quality of potatoes as where they ripened
up of their own accord. Possibly our plan of
heavy mulching with coarse manure has much
to do with keeping them growing a> they do:
but I shall, at least so long as I have such good
success, hold fast to the mulching plan. Just
think of ill the )nost of ihc work is doin' before
your potatde.- ai'e planted. Before ilicy are
quite out of the firoiind wt^ go over tlicrn \vith
the smoothing harrow, and we use this harrow
again after ihey arc u|^ just a little. If the
weathir is f;>vnrahlc. then wr use the Breed's
weeder; and by th^ ijmi^ they h;ive been culti-
vated, say two or ihn-e times with tho Planet
or Iron Age cultivators having a good ninny
fin<^ tperh, thi- fops begin to cover the m- und
so they are ready for the mulch. We have
them planted such a distance apart that the
horses and wagon straddle the rows. One man
pitches ofif the coarse manure while another
pitches it under the foliage or between the
hills. If you have a pretty good soaking rain
after yon get this mulch in place, your potatoes
are pretty sure to be safe so far as drotith is

concerned. If rank weeds push through the
mulching, pull them out bv hand. Our experi-
ence is. however, that, with the Craig potato,
the vines soon cover the ground so thoroughly
but little care nr tending is required after von
put on the nuilchiiig.
Several who have reported speak of the miss-

ing hills: and I am forced to conclude tliis may
be a fault with the potato. Next spring, how-
ever, we are going to try to have every eye
started b'^f^re it is planted; that is. we will
plant no pieces until the eyes have started suf-
ficiently to make it pretty certain, and then we
shall have a full stand. Here is a report from
away down in Missouri:

FORTY-SIX POUNDS OF POTATOKS FKOM ONE
POUND Pr.ANTED.

The two pounds of Craig potatoes \ bought of
you last spring wi ro cut to one eye pieces;
planted when I plantid earlv potatoes; vines
very rank, but dead hefori" frost. Yield. 92 lbs.

of fine large potatoes, rhe be-;t I rai-ed this
year. My Freemans did not come up to my
expectations. John GEAiiiiAKT.
Princeton, Mo., Nov. 6.

Yes. friend-;, we know the Freeman o'dinarily
does not give the great yield that manv other
potatoes do; but for the present, in our family,
the Fn-eman leads them all in quality. We
had some baked for breakfast this morning.
Several other kinds were put in so as to com-
pare them with the Freeman. Ifvouwanta
baked potato to be nice, you must be on hand
when they are just ready to come out of the
oven. The Freemans would break open with
the contents so drv and floury they would al-
most shake out of the peeling.

"

AT THE R.VTE OF 120 POUNDS FROM 1 POUND
PLANTED.

Last spring I received by mail from you one-
fourth pound of Craig potatoes. Tliey w.re
cut to single eve«. making 14 which were
planted one in a hill, in moderately strong gar-
den soil. The tfips died down two or three
weeks before frost, and I dug 30 pounds of
them. I don't know much about how potatoes

ought to yield, but it strikes me that raising-
potatoes at the rate of 120 pounds to 1 planted
is doing pretty well. They were nearly all of
good size, hutonly one of them weighed a pound.

Orlin, Mo., Oct. 28. I). B. Thomas.
Well, well, friend T., your report, it seems to

me. beats every thing heretofore; at the rate
of 120 lbs., from one pound planted, it is away
ahead of even Maule's Thoroughbred. Rut
yours had a whole season to grow in. or nearly
the whole, as it is a late potato; and probably
you took a little more pains than the ordinary
fipld culture given the Thoroughbreds by
friend Terry.

I bought one pound of Craigs of you last
spring. I cut them one eye on a piece, and put
two pieces in a hill, making IS hills all tnld.
Only about half of them started. I think they
had been frosted, as they were black, mo^e or
less on the inside. Have you had any c-ora-

plaint on that score? I dug them a few days
ago—just 40 lbs. of old whoppers. I tell you—no
small ones at all. only in one hill, where there
was a dozen or more from the size of a pea to
that of a hickorynnt. The bugs ate them some,
and they blighted, but not as bad as other va-
rieties all around them. Maggie Murphy is

verv similar in color and shape, but earlier, and
blighted the worst, of any. and is not quite
as large. There was no sign of any scab on
th" Craigs. E. Manning.
Jacksonville. N. Y.. Oct. 2L

ANACER

The Sir Willijira potato, advertised in this issue, is

a very nice talile potato, in addition to its manj-
other good quaUties. T hud ii bite of a large nice
one this morning-, so that I know wlu-reof I speak.

In giving the price of granola. in our last issue, it

was, by mistake, put at 20cts., when it slH)uld have
Ijeen 10 cts. in liulk or 12 cts. in 1-11). cartons, and
whole-wlieat wafers should be 12 cts. per H)., instead
of 20 cts.

EARLY OHIO POTATOES.—ANOTHKR LOT.

For several weeks we liave lieon sold out of Early
Ohios. but have just now secured a tine lot of aliout
200 bushels. We can now furnisli lliem, l)ol!i firsts
and seconds, as lieretofore advertised; namely, $1.50
per barrel of 11 jieelvS for firsts; 7.5 cts. per barrel
for seconds, so long as the seconds liold out.

MAULE S new EAHLY THOROUGHBRED POTATO
UNDER OLASS.

On page 819 T told you we bad received a pound of
the above by mail The pound consisted of three
medium-sized iiotatoes. Ab;ilf of one of them was
cooked as a sample. The rest wei-e cut to one eye,
and planted 7 iiiclK^s apart in our best lettuce-green-
house across the way. Exiiaust sieam was turned
under the bed so as to give bottom heat; and to-day,
just 20 days after they were put in tbe ground, we
are deliffhted to find they are sprouting nicely. Two
of them have alreadj' hurst through the ground.
The2i4 potatoes made just 28 eyes. Now. then, we
are going to see what ean be done in the way of
raising potaioes under glass, started the latter part
of October. We propose to move them further
apart as fast as they get crowded.

1 am very sorry tliat quite a few have understood
thatwe give a pound of these potatoes for renewing
your subscription instead of sending us a new sub-
scri' tion. My object in making this big offer was
to get Gleanings into families or localities where
it has not been before; and our five barrels of po-
tatoes that cost us so much money would be gone in
no time if we gave a dollar's worth of potatoes to
every one who renews for 1896. We stand quite
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ready to return the money to all who think there
lias been any unfairness aliout our ofler. In this is-

sue there will be found some exceedingly' liberal
offers for simply renewing, and noihiag else.

OUR NEW LOW-PRICED SASHES FOR COLD-FRAMES,
HOT-BEDS, AND MOVABLE-SASH GUEENHOUSES.

With the above we give you a cut of our Tiew light
hot-bed sash, liolh made up and in the tlat. It all

goes together with screws, and cati thus be shipped
very cheaply in the tlat at low rates for freight. We
are using these sash every day right along with
others that weigh twice as niucli, and cost as much
again; and we sliould mucli prefer the light cheap
sash, even if the heavy ones were offered us at the
same price. For prices see page y~5, Nov. 1.

THE FUMA, OR BISULPHIDE OF CAHBON.

The advertisement of this, which appears in our
present issue, is surely the greatest thing in the
way of an insecticide that lias yet been discoveied.
We liave re leatedly mentioned its wonderful i>rop-
erty i>f liilling the weevil in beans and peas. 'even
before they have eai en through the seed. Recent
investigations by our experiment stations and
others have shown that it is the cheapest and most
effective remedy for almost every insect or animal
pest tliat afHIcts the farmer or liorticuliuiist. We
used to pay 40 or 50 cts. a. pound for the drug; but it

is now offered in quantitie'^ for less thin ojie fourth
that i)rice. There should b(» no excuse novv for hav-
ing insects, rats or mice, in our houses, biru'-, cel-
lars, granaries, or anywhere else It is not often
that we give so much sp.icc toward helping an ad-
vertiser; but this is a recent product of unusual
me I it.

ALFALFA HONEY.

Since our last is-^ue we have received from Keno.
Nev., a c.irload of choice alfalfa honey consisting
of over 800 24-lb. cases of comb honey. ](i4 cases of
two .'i-gallon ratis. and "8 cases of six l-Siillon cans
of extracted honey. The larger part of the comb
honey has already been sold. It Is very white and
•choice As the honey-flow was cut oft' suddenly by
frost, there are a good many unfinished sections.
These we liiive put into cases by themselves, and
should be glad to hi'ar from any who can use such
honey in considerable quantities All tlte honey,
even in these unfinished sections, is very thick and
heavy, and as delicious to the taste as the finest
honey ever gathered. We offer choice comb honey
at 18 cts. per lb. Lots of 9 case.s, crated for safe
shli>raent, bj' freight, hoc. The No 3, or unfinished
sections, 3c per lb less. The extracted honey in 5-

gallon cans we offer at 8c per lb. by the case of 2
cans: 7'4c in 2 case lots: 7c in 5 case lots or over.
White-sage, honey at the same price. Clover and

basswood, and Michigan willow-herb honey, '/4c per
lb. extra.

Al''alfa honey in 1-gallon c>ns. at flP5each; $fi.00

per case of ti; two cases, $11 30; 5 cases, $26. .")0.

CARLOAD ORDERS.
We have received, during the past few days, orders

for four ctirloads of bee-keepers' supplies. One is

for export to Sydney, Austr. ; another, consisting
chiefly of sections for export to England, and two
carloads for Barteldes & Co., Denver, Colo In these
two cars are 8000 shipping-cases—sufficient to case
'90 tons of comb honey. We have already sent to
Colorado this year a good many thousiind cases, and
the bee-keepei s there have evidently secured a good
crop of honey this year. We are also expecting
daily an order for a carload of goods to Portland,
•Oregon, for Buell Laniberson, our agent for Oregon
and Washington. We liave the assurance of a car-
load order fi-om McClure Bros., Las Cruces, New
Mexico, and recommend al' our readers in- that sec-
tion of country, who are in need of supplies for

next season, to communicate with these parties,
who can save you money liecause of what they save
by getting tlie goods out in car lots.

ON TO ATLANTA.
Ask your ticket-agent for tickets to tlie Cotton

States Exoosiiion at Atlanta, Ga.. via the Louisville
& Nashville and Nashville. Chattanooga & St.
Louis Railroads This is tlie old .soldiers' route dur-
ing the late war, pa>-sing through Murfrceslioro
(Stone River battleflehi), Tulhihoma. Hi idgeport.
and for miles in full \ lew and ardiiiid the liasc of
Lookout Mountain; also the 1nmous Moccasin Bend
to Chattanooga; thence over the Weslcin & Atlantic
Uailroad to Atlanta. The .schedules are as follows:
Tlie fasiMiail leaves Cincinnati at n::iii.\.M.: arrives
at Louisville at 2:r)7 P. M.; Nashville. S:.58 P. M.
Leaves St. Louis 7:53 A. M.; Evansville, 2:12 P. M.;
Nashville, 9:10 P. M.; Chattanooga, 1 A. M. Arrives
at Atlanta 6:50 A. M. The Cotton Slates Flyer
leaves Cincinnati 7:30 P. M.; arrives at Louisville
11 :14 P. M.; Nashville, 6:50 A. M Leaves St. Louis at
7:35 P. M.; Evansville, 1:25 A. M. Due at Nashville
7:10 A. M,: Cliattanooga. 11:50 A. M. Arrives at At-
kinta4:00 P.M. The Atlanta -pecial leaves Cincin-
nati 5:30 P. M.; Louisville. 9::3u P. M.: Nashville,
2:40 A. M.; Chattanooga, 7:U0 A. M. Arrives at At-
lanta 11:35 A. M., and is a .solid train from Ciucin-
nati to Atlanta. All trains have eU g^int (\iiy coaclies
and Pullman's finest sleeping-cars. Hkhman
Holmes, T. P. A., Medina, Ohio. JncUson Smith, D.
I". A., Cincinnati, Ohio. C. P. Atmore, G P. A.,
Louisville, Kj'.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

The annual meeting of the Ulinuis State Bee-keepers' .Associ-
ation will he held ai, the Statehou-(*. Spring-Held. Nov 19,20.
The Odd Fellows of Illinois liold their gr.iu I encami»ment. be-
giiining- on the 19;!. ; and we have it from their committee on
railioads that tlii-y have steiiied open rates of a fare and a
third — tliat is. .i lound trip tickt-i is to be purchased at start-
inir-poiiit. anywhere in ihe State, for 1}4 fare. The special
meeting: of on'- association will be held a Cnicajro. at the New
BiipKs Hoiel. Jan. 9. 10. 1896. As this is the occasion of the Na-
tional Cycle show, we Ciin get reduced rates to that meeting,
liuriher particulars later. Jas. A. ST(i\E, Sec.
Biadfoidton.Ill

For $350.00. 0,,^ imndred 2-story hives
complete for com li honey; liees and hives in good
order. Inquire of A. LEYVRAZ, Francis, Fla.

KEMP'S MANURE-SPREADER.
13 Years on the market, improved for 1895.

SPREADS any kind of manure in any quantity to
tlie acre, and does it better than hand work, even

if a man spends ten hours on wiiat the machine will

do in two minutes. Sent to any responsible party
subject to approval, that will furnish siitisfactory
references or rating of lesponsiliility. Illustrated
catiilogue free. Largest and oldest manufacturers
of manure-spreaders in the world.

KEMI' & BURPEE MANrFACTUHING CO.,
Box No. 90, Syracuse, N. Y.

Please mention this paper.

ROOT'S GOODS at

ROOT'S PRICES
-^i^^^FOR THE WEST.

Order of us and save freight. Goods at wholesale
and retail. A full line of Dovetailed Hives. Sec-
tions, Foundation. Extrtu-tors, and every thing else
of the latest and best.

JOSEPH NY5EWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.
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Italian Untested queens. $1.00: tested, *1 2.x Bees
Bees by tlie puimd, $1.00. Full ci)lon'u-s. W.OO;
and nueli i, ^-fi-ilins. wltli qiin n, ;}3.5u; 1-

Queens. firnne. S2 00: (iiieeiis alter Ausr.. fiO cents.

B. P. and W. P. R esfrs tor setting-, 1.5 tur $1 00.

MKS. .1. A. SIM l'S(>2\', Svv.-irts, f^a.

USE C"#//l/7il CARBON-
TAYLOR'S r^ KJ IVI /-h BISULPH/DE

For killin";- \Vood«-lui«-ks. Prairie no«!>^, Oo-
plieri* :«iid Rii«i», IiimoIs in 4.iruiii, >ii>ed«,

etc. Sliii)])! d in 50-|j()und cans by tlie uumulact ur-

er. Write for jjampblet.

Edward R. Taylor, Cleveland. O.

HATCH CHICKENS wuh the muuel
Excelsior Incubator.
Simple, Perfect, Self-Regu-
lating. Thousauds in success-
ful operation. Guaranteed to
batch a larger percentage of
fertile eggs at less coat than
an^ other Hatcher. Lowest
priced flrst-class Eatchef

made. GEO. U. STAHL,
1 14 to 1 i»2 8. 6th St., Qoiiicr,OL

TAKE mimii
BEFORE placfDK your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Pieee Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention Olkaninrs. 21-8db

Advantages of Bee-Escapes.

No sweat Steals down tlie heated ebeeivs and ach-
ing baek of tlie bee-l\eeperas the result of staudiug
in the hot sun pulling, blowing, snioliing. and brusli-

ingbees; no time is wasted in tliese disagreeable
operations; and no stings leceived in resentment of
such treatment: the honey is secured free from
black or even the taint of smoke; I lie cappings are
not injured by the gnawiiigs of bees: and rubliers
stand 11(1 sliow whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleaned up by the bees iiiKide

the hive, before the lioney is removed. Leading
Bee=keepers use the Porter Escape, and say that
without a trial it is impossibleto realize the amount
of vexatious, annoying, disagreeable work that it

saves. The cost is only 20 cts. each, or $2.25 per doz.
As in the past, this escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. are now the ex-
clusive selling agents for this country. Order of
your dealer or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

Read what J. 1. Parent, of
' Chahi-ton. N. Y., says — "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 2,000

honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-

.liives, etc., to make, and we ex
pect to do it all with this saw.

"^ It will do all you say it will."
Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 546 Ruby St., Rockford, III.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a. I. Root Co.
Please mention this paper.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens — good, old-style lioney-
queens—untested, tirst order, to any addr-ess, at 50c
each. Also bees in anyquantity: 4.50 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
suit the times. Buy near home, and save freight.

The Sir William Potato.

The photo-engraving above shows a peck basket-
ful of Sir Wi'lifiin poiatoes; 14 tubers weighing
15 lbs. In my deld few weighed less tlian K lb., and
some ran ashigli as I'i lbs Some of the good points
of this remarkable new potato are as follows:

1. It is a \'erv henvy yielder. Its yield this
year, as far as dug, is about ~00 bushels per acre on
my rather thin soil, with extreme drouth from
planting until August 6. Ten other good varieties
with same chance are averaging about 100 bushels
per acre. It is a thrifty grower from the start, and
resists bugs and drouth and blight better than most
other kinds.

2. It is ideal in shape, color, and cooking
quality.

3. It is niedium-late. Planted by May 1 it will

usually mature before Sept. 1, in time to follow
with wheat; a great advantage to many grow-
ers.

4. If the seed is large, and cut to one or two eyes
(as I recommend for large seed), practicallv all of
the tujber.s* will be of marketable size. For three
years on" my farm it has shown a 7e.s.s jjer cent
of small fiotittoes than any other variety.

I believe it to be the best all-round medium-late
potato. I have tested it now three years before
offering a pound for sale, and am ready to vouch
for the above good qualities from personal trial. I

have iie\'er yet jjiit my name to an xin~
successful thin sj: 'And I guarantee satis-
faction to all wlio buy seed of me, cut it careful-
ly to one or two eyes, plant it on good potato soil.

and give it tliorough tillage. I offer the seed at the
following prices, which I think are /ovver than
so new and so x'aliiable a variety was ever
offered before.

REDUCED PRICES.

[In new sacks or new largest-sized apple-barrels,
f. o. b. at Hudson.]
JP/RSTS, single bushel. $1.10; 2 bushels, $2.00;

single barrel, $3.00; 10 barrels, J25.00.

In all cases it is better to order in barrels. lad-
vise strongl)' against sacks, as the tubers chafe and
brviise, and are liable to theft by exchange for com-
mon varieties in transit.

OKIJBK I'liOMF'TJ^'i' to secure seed, as the
demand is strong. All paid oiders received up to
December 31, or until the supjjly is exhausted, will

be shipped early in April witliout extra charge, if

received too late to ship with safety this fall.

Send orders to The Ji.. I. HOOT CO. or to

W. I. CHAMBERLAIN, Hudson, Ohio.
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PREMIUn LIST==CONTINUED FROM PAGE 834.

Dodecahedron Paper-weights.

Several years ago we made a special importation
from Geruiany of 1000 of the beautiful glass paper-
weights of which the above is a very poor repre-
seut;itioii. Notliiiig- would lie more approi>riate for
a bee-keeper, as it illustrates the mathematics of
the honey-cell to perfectiDU. It is such a l)eauty
that anjijody will be pleased and delighted with it.

No matter which way you turn it, you will be
charmed by new beauties. The above cut gives the
actual size. When we found it in Chicago it was re-
tailing at 50 cents; but buying 1000 of them we got
them at a figure that enables us to sell them at ~0
cents each, or 6 for !fl.0U; one dozen for ifl. 80. By
mail. 3 cts. extra on one; V.I cts. extra on 6, or 20 cts.

extra per dozen for postage, and packing to prevent
in.jui'y. We will send one free postpaid for a new
subscription to Gr.,EAMNfiS with $1.00; or for a new
subscription, with your own renewal, with t-.tO, and
5 cts. for postage, we will send two.

Peerless Flour-Bin-

crated for safe shipment, $175. A crate of 6 for
S'.too. Price of one Peerless bin, with Gleanings,
one year, $3.50.

Tyler's Flour-Receptacle.
A Much-needed Household Convenience.

This is the most
c (J n V e n i e n t ar-
rangement f o r

Hour that we have
ever seen. It
holds ju.st a 49-lb.
sack of flour. It
is to be hung on
t h e w a, 1 1 j u s t
above your table.
When you want
SI line flour simply
lilace your pan
under it, open the
lid on the Ijottora
and turn the
crank and you get
youi- flour already
sifted. It is sim-
ple, neat, and ef-
fective, and not
expensive either.
Pi'ice $2 00 each,

crated ready for

shipmmt. or giv-

8.00.

There are a number of flour-bins on the market,
of vailous styles. This one possesses special merit.
Some kind of bin is a necessity for keeping flour
neat and clean. ,The cut of the Peerless shows t lie

can cut awiiy to illustrate the manner in which it

works. The connection between the crank on tbe
side, and the revolving piece in the bottom over the
sieve, is a heavy coiled wire spring, making the
mechanism very simple and strong, and easj- to op- i

erate. A finger pro.lects from the revolving disk, to
!

keep the flour stirred on to the sieve. This bin, in- :

stead of being hungup like the Tyler, stands on a
table or shelf, and the flour is sifted into the drawer '

from which you empty it as needed. Price, each, I

en free for 8 subscribers, with

THE W^ORLD'S KDUOATOR.

This game is a perfect treasure-box of knowledge
and fun. It asks and answers the mosL difficult

questions, and is equally adapted to both old and
young. Amusement and education are most hap-
pily coml^ined; T3 (juestioiis and answers on each
card, and ten cards go with it. When tiie knowledge
on these is exhausted more can be ol)tained. The
box is handsomely lithographed. Size 15x7 inches.
Price $1.00. Postage extra, 25 cts , if sent by mail.
Given for 4 subset iptions, with $4.00, and 35 cis. ex-
tra to pay i)Ostage.

Iron Plane. At
first glance you
might tiike it for
a toy plane; but
if you try it on a
board you will And
it is a plane in re-
ality. T h ey wi 1 i

sharpen a lead-pen-

cil lieautifuUy, trim up a wood-cut or electrotype,
take the corners ott' a rough box, reduce the width
of a Ijoard, and do it all in a workmanlike and fin-

ished manner; and when they need sliarpening, the
bit is taken out or adjusted securely, by .simply turn-
ing a single screw with the finger and thumb.. Price
15 cts. By mail, 6 cts. extra, or sent free postpaid
for one new subscriber, and $1.00.
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ROGERS' SILUER-PLATED WARE.
The silvor-plaied ware we otter OD this p;ipe is warrantea to be eqiiai tu auy

tiling made. In fact, the nianufactvirers claim that ihej will strip more silver
than any other goods made, and represented as the same grade. Our |)rices, too,

are lower than are generally made on goods of equal valvie, and we think you will

find very few opportunities to get the same class of goods so low. The fork.shown at
the right, is silver-plated on nickel. It is sectional plate that is. triple plated
on the three points, where tne wear comes, and costs no more than t he triple-plated
steel forks. Nickel silvr is a much superior base to plate thau sieel, and these
forks will outwear the tiiple-plated steel forks for that reason.
Koiiud ITIetliiiiii Kuive»i, irlple plated on «tteel, with Koiiiid iTIedium

Forkw, seetioiial plate on nickel silver, same as descrii)ed above, $3 50 i>er

dozen (6 knives and 6 forks); postage e.vtra, 36 cents. Either kniven or forks
alone will be $3.50 per dozen. Postnge on l^nives, 44 cents per dozen; on forks, 30

cents per dozen.
Dessert, or Tea Knives, triple plated on steel, $3.40 per dozen; $1.70 per

one-half dozen.
Dei«sert Forks triple plate- on (iernian silver. $3..'i0

per set of 6; or $7.00 per dozen. Postage, one-ha 1 1 dozen, 10

cents.
Tea=spoons, triple ^ilate, ofi Oeriuau or iiir-kel

sliver. Ti|)ped paiti>rn. Pri^;e$3..50 per dozen. Postage,
10 cents extra per <iozen
Des»ert Spoons, same as above. Price $6.00 per dozen.

Postaffe, 20 cents extra.
Table-Spoons, same as above. Price $7.00 per dozen.

Postage. 25 i-ents extra.
Tea-spi»«»ns, single plate, on nickel silver. Price

$2 .iO per dozen. Table-Spoons, $.5.00 per dozen. One-half
dozt^n of an.v of these at dozen rates
Butter- Knife, triple plate, on steel. Price 35 cents

each. Postiige. 3 cents extra.
Sugar Sliell, triple plate, on nickel silver. Price

69 cents ''a'-h Single plate, 35 cents. Postage, 2 cents
extra. If you order the above by mail, send 8 cents extra
with e-ich order, to register the package. We will not be re-
sponsible for the loss of unregistered mail matter.
Each subscription to GtKANiN(iS, accompanied by $1 00,

will count as 25 cents toward the price of any of the above
articles of silver ware, provided at least half are new names.

TEA AND TABLE SPOONS.
We ha\e these in all giades, from 5 cents up to $5.00 a set

for teas, and from 10 cents up to $3.50 for tallies. He who
can not suit his needs from this list must be fiistidious in-

deed. Reme'iiber, that the same numlier of table-spoons of
the same grade cost .iust twice as much as tea-spoons; or,
in other words, 6 table-spoons are the same price as a dozen
ten spoons.
Tlnnei Iron Tea-Spoons, 5 cents per set of 6; postace.

4 cents extra These are excellent for picnics, where, if you
lose them, tiie loss will be slight.
Tinned Iron Table-Spoons, 10 cents per set of 6; post-

age, 7 cents i-xtra.

Tinned Steel Tea Spoons, 10 cents per set of 6; post-
age. 6 ci^ns '' vtra.
Tinned Steel Table-Spoo'ns, 20 cents per set of 6;

postase, 12 ciiits e.xtra
Tliesp ;irp MS strotig as the best spoons, and resemble so

nearly till' triple-plated silver spoons that you could hardly
tell them apirt at first glance. They are tipped pattern.
Hartford Silver- '»Ietal Tea-Spoons, 60 cents per set

of 6; posiHue. fi c^nts extra.
Harlluril Sllver-lTIetal TaHe-Spoons,$1.20 per set of

6; postiige. 12 cents extra.
German silver eontiiins 18 per cent of silver, and the rest

is alloy Tliis Hartford silver metiil contains 25 per cent.
These sponiis are all the way through alike, and always wear
bright. We have also dessert spoons and foiks of this same
metal ns follows;
Haril'ord Sllver-I?letal Dessert-Spoous, 90 cents per

set of 6; postage, 10 cents extra. Forks same price.
For still better spoons, see Rogers' silver-plated ware. To

get any of the Mbove eroods as premiums, each subscription,
sent in with $1.00. will count 25 cents toward the pricr, pro-
vided they -'ire at least half new names, and postage extra if

sent by mail.

TABLE AND CARVING KNIVES AND FORKS.

Knives and Forks. Fiuicy double bolsier. We have
several styles, in ebony and cocoa handles. Al)ove cut
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shows only one style. Finely flniebed. Usual price
of these goods is about $1.6u to $1 7.') jiei' set. Our
price, $1.00 per set. PusUig-e, 30 feiil-; extra per
set. Sent free for 4 Mubscribers, witli !f4.0<l, and
30 cents to pay postag'e.

Knives and Forks, niekel pluled. These
are made of stpel, then coated with liii, Miid then
nickel pln.ted. They very much resenihlf the triple-
plated silver knives and forks, and wear for years
as bright as silver. Prii-e, per set of 6 knives Jind

6 forks, ^1.50; by mail, 3(5 crnts exira. Given free
for 6 subscribers, postag-e extra.

Carvers for Thanksgivitg and Christmas Dinners.

SwelUHandled Carving=Knife and Fork. This is

the grpatest harffJiin in thi- wliole list. Tt has swell
cocoa handle, capped and liolstered. This pattern
of knife and fork can not be bought by dealers in

cutlery from the manufacturer for less than $1.10,

and you will not find them retailed for less than
^1.50; yet we have bought a quantitv from a man
who had several cords of them, which he bought
with a large stock at ruinously low prices. Our
price is only $1.00 per pair; orsteel included for$l 35;
postage extra. 15 cts. on carvers, and 10 cents on
steel. G'ven free, without steel, for 4 subscrip-
tions, postage extra.

Bread^Knife, 8>lnch, a first-class knife. Price
35 cents. Postagp, 8 cents extra. Sent free, post=
paid, for 2 subscribers, and $3.00.

Bread'Knife, 9=lnch Blade, rosewood handle; an
excellent slicer. Price So cents. Postage. 8 cents
extra. Given for 2 subscribers, with $3.00, and 8
cents for postage.

Butchers' Steak=Knife. This is a tremendous bie-

slicer; handle 5% Inches long, and the blade 13
inches, and 1\ broad. This makes nn excellent
bread-knife; and. in case of a combjit with burghirs,
it is big enough to use as a short sword. It is mnde
of best forced steel, and cost abont 96 cents to pro
duce it. Tliey were bought am<ing other goods at a

bankrupt sale, and we offer what we have at 75
cts. each; 15 cents extra if sent by mail. We can
not get any more when these are gone. Given for 3
subscribers, with $3.00, and 15 cts. to jjay postage.

Corrugated Bread- knife.

I presume all who have tried It agree that, for
cutting bread, especially fresh breid and cake,
nothing is equal to a knife with corrugated (or saw-
tooth( edge. The Christy and Clauss knives have
had a large sale. Both of these have a straight
blade with corrugated edge, and it is not so easily
sharpened as a straightedge. The knife we offer
overcomes this difficulty and slill retains the cor-
rugated edge. Because the blade is corrugated
when it is ground with a straight bevel on one side,
it makes the cutting edge corrugated, and accom-
plishes the desired result. We are also able to offer
these knives for less than the others. We will give
one free for one new subscriber to Gleanings, with
$1 00, and 5 ds. to pay postage, and yuu may offer
the rest of this year free 10 the new subscriber. If
you send your own renewal also, you may omit the
5 cts. postage, .ind we will send you postpaid.

An Aluminum Thimble.
This is something that will not

rust or tarnish. It is so light you
would not know it was on your An-
ger by its v.eight. It is very tough,
and will wear almost indefinitely.
Nothinfi; could be more desirable
to give to wife or daughter, or your
best girl. We will sell the thimble
at 6c. postpaid, or 5c. with other
goods, .5Cc. per dozen. The bread-
knife at 25c postpaid; or with other
: »3.on r-^r do'/cn.goods. 20<

Nickel

Alarm
Clock.

The afijoiiing cut

shows our Barly-iis-

er alarm-clock. It

is a mar\el for the

money. Only 75 cts.,

just half what we
used tt» sell a simi-

lar one for. By mail,

15 cts. extra. Given
free for 3 subscrip-

tions and 15 cents

extra for postage.

CARPET-SWEEPERS AT TWO-THIRDS REGULAR PRICES.

Ladies' Friend, Price SI. 50.
These are two df the mn<\ relial)le swee iers

made. Tlie L idles' Friend hastW'' drive-wheels,
while the Goshen lias four. The latter tlierefore
runs much easier. Mr^. Kont has used a L:idies'
Friend for 10 ye:irs, and does not want any oiht-r
kind. The Goshen, you noi ice, has a lubbei' liand
around it to prevent it from mariing the furniture
should you run against it. 'No housewife who has
carpets (and who has not?) should be without one

Coshen Sweeper, $2.00.
of tliese sweepers, especi:ill.\ when tliey cost so lit-

tle. You have no idea how much it lightens the
hiDoi- of sweepiii!^, to say notliuig of the saving to
your carpets. 1 don't know c)f a woman who has
once got used to a good sweeper who would be with-
out one toi- almost any i)riee. The Ladies' Friend
will be givi'ii for K subscrib(>rs, with 4^ti.(lO, and the
Goshen for .s subsciibers. with $S.(Xi. They must be
sent by express or freight alone or w^ith other goods.
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Home f^epaimng Outfit.

THE HOME REPAIRING OUTFIT NO. 1, PATENTED OCT. 8, 1895,
Consisting of the H9 tirst-cliiss tools and materials shown in cut. Hegular price, $'fi 00. Sent with Glean-
ings one year for $3.2.5. A new subscriber, with your own renewal and $3.8.5. secures this outfit.
Home Repair!ng OkIfit iVo. ^is ihesamekit witlithe h;irness and solderinu- tools left out. Regular price $2.00.

With Gleanings one year, only $3.50. A new subscriber sent with your renewal and $3.10 secures outfit
No. 2.

All these tools are full-sized; practical, neat, and cheap; not mere toys. They enable any person to do
his own half-soling, boot, shoe, rubber, harness, and tinware repairing.
Our improved Iron Lasts and Standard are one of the handiest tools you can have about the place.

The Standard on this Outfit is made on the e.xtension principle~Mi;it is, it can be used standing up at a
bench, or on the floor wliile sitting in a chair. For use on a bench, the extension on top part of the Stand-
ard is omitted, making the height about 13 inclips; while for floor use it can be instantly attached and the
height adjusted to about 20 inches, making it just right for tlie lasts to be held between the knees when
sitting in a a chair, the base of the Standard renting on the floor.

The Iron Lasts are four in number, smooth and solid, 4, 6, S, and 10 inches long, thus enabling one to
half-sole all sizes of footwear. They are attached to tiie Standard by the use of a thumb-screw, wliich
holds them in a perfcotl3' ligid manner, so that they can not bound off or shuck around, as in the case of
ordinary outfits.
The Sewing-clamp is iittaclied in the same manner, and this fact alone renders it the most practical

clamp on the market. The jaws are thrown open mechanically by a coiled spring on the bolt. It can be
used for filing saws, and in many other cases where a vise would be necessary.

2 American Typewriter.
A durable ma-

chine which does
very nice work
more rapidly than
t luin you can write
with a pen. Our
price $8 00, includ-
ing Gle .\ NI NGS
one year free. A
t> pewiiter is al-

ready a necessity
in Inisin ess requir-
ing correspon-
dcnce of only a
moderate extent,
and it is fast be-
coming a necessi-
ty in every busi-
ness iind almost
every home. But
the standard ma-
chines at S50 to
$100 are beyond
the re:ich of a
yreat many peo-
ple. We have been
on tlie lookout for

a good cheap typewriter to offer oui' readers. When the American typewriter was brouyht out a year or so
ago at $5 OU or $6.00 we got one to investigate it. We decided that it was not durable enough to be service-
able very long. The manufacturers have recently brought out the No. 2 at $8.00, in whicli they liave over-
come the defects of the former one. It is now quite strong and durable, and we consider it a great im-
provement over the World typewriter which we sold a few jears ago It has 73 characters, including cap-
itals, small letters, figures, punctuation-marks, and the various commercial signs. A line S's inches long
can be written on paper 9 inches wide It is very simple, and easy to operate. A child can learn to write
on it. and in a little while will write faster than you can with a pen f f you do not write pliiinly you es-

pecially need a typewriter. There are some people who write to us i.) whom we would almost be willing
to donate a typewriter if they would use it. If we can not give you all a typewriter we will give you
Gleanings one year if you order a typewriter at the regular price. S8.00. It weighs, boxed, 6 lbs. Every
other subscription besides your own, which you send us,will count 35 cents toward the price of the machine
provided nt least half or more are new names. For instance, if you send 3 new subscribers and 2 renew-
als, with $11.25, you get the typewriter and your own sub'^cription ndvanced one year. Tliis, you see,
leaves $5.2.5, the cost of the typewriter after taking out $6.00 for the six subscriptinns.
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READY FOR THE RACE.
We are hacking the 'Only Elastio Fence against

"theKielfl." Watch the resu 1

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

The New Gorneil Smoker.

Cheap,

Strong,

Serviceable,

Large Size.

Jlicnr TUC TUIKI^ for those who want aUO I I nci I niniyi flrst-class smoker at
a medium price. Size of cup, 3 '4' inches; curved
nozzle, hinged so as to swing back ; legs of malleable
iron, secured by bolts. The blast is tlie well-known
Corneil principle. Weig-ht of smoker, onlj- 20
ounces. Here is what one of our customers says
of It

:

The Cornell smoker is a Dandy with a big D. I have been us.
ing it to-day on the Grossest colony of bees I ever saw. I think
I could drive a bulldog with it. S. R. Austin.
Amityville, N. Y., Oct. 15.

Price fl.lO. postpaid, or 850 if sent by express
or freight with other g-oods.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
MEDINA, OHIO.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-IARS.
Bee-keepers' Supplies in g'eueral, etc., etc.
Send for our new catalog'. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHA8. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.
I'^^TTn ri'-nondinir to tills adv.'iti-eiiiciit Miention Gi.KA.NUMis

WOVEN W!BI FENGEI
"ivi^r'iO StVlesiThe best on Earth. Horse hiprh,^

HiiU strong, Pig and Cliick.-ii

tight. You can make from 40|
to 60 rods per day for from

14 to 22c. a Rod.
I

Illustrated Catalogue Free.
KITSELMAN BROS.,

iRidgeville, - Indiana.

Please mention this paper.

Bicycles

I have done an extensive business in bi-

cycles this summer, and have now on hand
a number of second-hand bicycles, taken in
trade or used as samples. Either these or
new bicycles I will sell for the lowest cash
prices, or will take honey or beeswax in ex-
change. Send for list.

J. A. GREEN, Ottawa, III.

Headquarters in Missouri coods?***
®

Can supplyyoii with all the fl.xtures nsed in an api-
;iry. Best goods at lowest prices. Catalog- free.

JNO. NEBBL & SON, Hi£rh Hill, Mo.

A Rich Dinner Can be Had by Using the

NO-BURN ROASTER,
which is made of materials that soften the heat,
cooking whatever you bake or roast, with a heat
sonietliing- like steam or hot water, which allows
nothing- to burn or dry up; but. witii absolutely no
attention, whatever is cooked comes out juicy, rich,
and very tendei', and all tlie nutriments saved.

It will Make Its Price
once a mouth in making more nutritious food, and
will save its price nearly as often by not scorching-
or drying- it. Nothing- ever made like it before. It
will sell to every family, if pioperly introduced. We
want agents of either sex, and will guarantee big
success if they do their part. Write for particulars.

J. K. PURINTON & CO., Des Moines, la.

Please mention this paper.

Promptness is Wliat Counts.

i

K'iney-jars, Shii)pingr-eases, and every thing
I hat hee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's i

Prices, and the Best Shipping-point in the |fj||i

Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax. \ffi*S
('atalofr free. IWhsS

WALTER S. POUDER,
i6a Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, ind.

Will pay 37c per lb. cash, or 29c in trade, for ahy
quantity of good, fiiir, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same wilt be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at :)2c for ticst .^elected wax.
Old comhfi will not he acceptnl under any conmd-
er itiov.

Unless you put your name on the box, and notify
iis by mail of amount sent, we can not hold our-
selves responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as
a general thing to send wax by express.

THE A. I. KOOT CO., Medina, O.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He I'ffers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
.(uei na—untested, tirst order, to any address, attiOc
cai-li. .\lso beesiri aRyquantity; 450 colonies to draw
from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
luit the times. liu\ near- home, and save freight.
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Honey Column.

CITT MARKETS.
Philadelphia. — Ho/iej/.— Honey has advanced

in this market, with prospect of still higher ad-
vance. Comb honey sells quickly, and pure white-
clover extracted sells on sight. We quote comb,
dark, 10@11; choice, 14@16: fancy, 16. Extracted,
5@6; New 7ork white-clover, 654; western white-
clover, 10. Beeswjix, 27.

Wm. a. Selser,
Nov. 23. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Milwaukee. — Honey. — The demand for comb
honey is not large or urgent. The supply is very
fair, and generally of good quality. The shipments
come forward in general good order, showing an
improvement in putting up and handling the sweet.
Extracted honey, especially the white, is in small
supply. We quote comb honey as follows: Best
quality, 1-lb. sections, 1B@16; second quality, 14@15;
third quality, 12@13. Extracted, white, in barrels
and J.egs. 7!4®8; dark or amber 5@7. Beeswax, 20®
25. A. V. Bishop & Co.,
Nov. 20. Milwaukee, Wis.

Kansas City.—Honey.—We quote white comb
honey at 13i4@14: amber, 13; dark, 10. Extracted,
4®7. Beeswax, 20@25. Demand good for honey.

Hamblin & Bearss,
Nov. 21. Kansas City, Mo.

Albany. — Honey. — Buckwheat comb honey is

coming forward very freel.y, and stock accumulat-
ing so that prices are less firm at 9(rt!,10. Clover con-
tinues scarce, and sells on arrival at 13@15 for good
quality: No. 2. 11@I2. Extracted very quiet; light,

6H@7; dark, 5U@6.
Chas. McCdlloch & Co.,

Nov. 23. Albany, N. Y.

Denver.—Ho«ej/.—There is a little better demand
for honey in our market, but quotations not much
changed. We quote No. 1 comb in 1-lb. sections
suitable for our cartons, 10@ll'4c. Extracted, No. 1
white, in 60-lb. cans, two in a case, 5@6c. Beeswax,
30025c. K. K. & J. C. Frisbee,
Denver, Col., Nov. 22. Denver, Col.

Cleveland.—Honej/.—Our market is not quite so
good as when we last quoted you on honey. We
quote No. 1 white comb, in 1-lb. sections, 14@15; No.
2 white, 12i2@13; buckwheat, 10. Water-white ex-
tracted, 7; amber, 6. Beeswax, 25.

Williams Bros.,
Nov. 20. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

New York.—Honey.—We have a good demand
for white comb honey, all styles, and it finds ready
sale at 14@15 for fancy, iind 12@13 for second grade.
The demand for l)uckwheat comb is rather limited,
and has fallen off considerably. The supply is large
and the market shows a downward tendency. We
quote pasteboard boxes and glassed, 10; ungiassed,
OC^O'-i. Extracted is not moving very fast, with
plenty of supply, especially from California. We
quote California, 5i4@-6; white-clover and basswood,
6; southern, 50@55 per gallon, according to quality.
Beeswax is m good demand, and firm at 29@30. No
demand for extracted buckwheat.

Hii.dreth Bros & Segelken.
Nov. 22. 28 & 30 West Broadway, New York.

Wanted.—To sell quantity lots of fancy comb
honey. Also to sell water-white extracted honey in
60-lb. cans. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples, 8c.

eift Oliver Foster, Las Animas, Col.

Alfalfa in Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at iViC in 1000 - lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association,
Phoenix, Maricopa Co., Arizona.

For Sale.—1200 lbs. of honey, in 60-lb. square
cans, 6^-4 cts. per lb., f .o.b. cars here. Sample by
mail. R. H. Bailey,

195t Ausable Forks, Essex Co., N. Y.

Boston.— Ro?jej/.—We quote our market on comb
honey at 13@15, with a fa,ir supply. Extracted,
.5@6. No demand for buckwhe;it honey in this mar-
ket, so can not advise sliipment.s here.

E. E. Blake &Co.,
Nov. 21. ^ Boston, Mass.

Detroit.—TTorie;/.— Best white lione.v is selling at
15: other grades, ]2@ 13. Extraeted, 6@7. Beeswax.
26 for prime yellow. M. H. Hunt,
Nov. 21. Bell Branch. Mich.

Kansas City.—Honen —The demand for comb
and extracted improved; prices about the same.
We quote No 1 white 1-lb. comb. 13@,I4; No. 2 white
1-lb. comb. 12@13; No. 1 amber Mb comb, ]2@13; No.
2 amber. Mb. comb, 10@11; dark, 8@10. Extracted
white. 6@6i4; extracted amber, 5@5%; extracted
southern, dark, i@iV«. Beeswax, 32@,25.

C. C. Clemons & Co.,
Nov. 21. . Kansas City, Mo.

Buffalo.— H('7iej/.—Honey market is quiet; fancy
in light supply, and wanted at 16@17; choice, 14@15;
No. 2 white, 11@13. Buckwheat, 8@10. Beeswax, 35
@30. Batterson & Co.,
Nov. 20. Buffalo, N. Y.

OnTCAGO.—Ho»ew.—There is little change in the
market as compared with recent quotations. The
bulk of the offerings in comb is not strictlv white;
and such sells at 12@13; the Middle -and" Eastern
States, white to fancy, 14@15; yellow comb. 9@10;
dark comb, 8@9. Extracted, 454@7, according to
grade. Beeswax, 38@30.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Nov. 20. 163 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati.—Howy.—There is a fair demand for
honey, with a bountiful supply. Comb honey sells
at 12@15, for the best white, in a jobbing way.
Extracted honey brings 4@7 on nrrival There is a
good demand foi' beeswax at 22@27 for good to choice
yellow on arrival. Chas F. Muth & Son,
Nov. 8. Cincinnati, O.

Extracted honej' in barrels at 614 cts.. or in 60-lb.

pails at 7c. Chas. Dadant & Son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co., III.

HEDDON'S

HIVE.
Why it is best of all, and all about how to

make and use it, in a *22-page pamphlet, free

on application. Address

James Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.

1 "."^In responding to this advertisement mention (Ileanings.

Dovetailed Hives.
Sections, Extractors, Smokers,
and every thing a JJee-keeper
wants, rionest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. BO-page cata-
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

YOUR CATALOGUE.
Let us print it'

Complete facili-
ties, neat and ar-

tistic work, moderate prices. Send sample for esti-

mate. S. C. ,^ATTS, Clearfleld, Pa.
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CONVENTION NOTICE.

The Wisconsin State Bee-keepers' Society will meet Feb, 6,

18%, in the Capitol buildiun', Madison. Program later.
N. E. Fbanxb. Sec. Platteville. Wis,

Wants and Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usual
rate. Advertisements inteiuird for this department must not
•exceed five lines, and you must say you want youradv'f in this
department oi- we will not be responsible for errors. You can
have the notii-e as many lines as you please; but a 'I over five
lines will co-.f you acc-ovdinji- to our regular rales. This depart-
ment is intended only for bona-flde exi'hange-. E\changes for
cash or for price lists, or notices offering articles for sale, can
not be iuscrfid under this head. Forsuch our regular r.ates of
20 c. a line will be charged and they will be put with the regu-
lar advertisements. We can not be responsible for dissatisfac-
tion arising from these swaps.'"

WANTED.—To exchanjfe 36-iii. planer, power scroll
saw, all iron; tenoner, and mortiser. for porta-

ble sawmill, or other wood-working- machinei-y
Will givt^ !i, bargain for cash,
eitf Geo. Rall, Frenchville, Tremp. Co., Wis.

andWANTED.—To exchang-e foundation-mills
honey e.vtractors for honey or wnx.
I. J.Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York.

WANTED.—To exchange 200 colonies of bees for
anything useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark,

WANTED.—To exchange safety bicycles, Barnes
No. W2 lathe for metal work, Odell type-

writer, for honey, beeswax, or gasoline or kerosene
engine. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange Japanese buckwheat for
bee-keepers' supplies or fdn. mill.

Philip Rath, Oraville, Jackson Co., 111.

WANTED.—100 to 200 colonies of bees Hnd sup-
plies, and will exchange my medical library of

over 100 vols., value $400 to $500. Write whtit you
have. 1 will send list of books. Also land in Flor-
ida would exchange.

Dr. Wm. Ball, 161 Main St., Norwich, Ct.

WANTED.—To exchange peach-trees, any or all
the best varieties at 4c each, and Abondance,

Burbank, and Satsuma plum-trees at 10c each, for
bees. The trees to be shipped to you by freight or
express in April, and the bees to be shipped to me
by express in May or June. You to pay express
charges on bees. Make proposition for one hive or
more, and if we agree on a trade I will book yotir
order for the trees and send them in April. In 1889
my apiary was in the city of Madison. Tliere foul
brood came In 1890 I moved 50 colonies to this
farm. In 189.5, spring count, I had nary live bee. I
want to make a fresh start.

John Oadwallader,
Cedar Grove Farm, North Madison, Indiana.

Niagara Grapevines, 2 by mail, 25 cents.

Japan Wineberry, 4 for 25 cents.
Ohio Riispherry sels tind o'her new stock.

T. a. ASIIMIi_.\L>,
Wil linmsioii. iVevi- YorU.

Potatoes.
Craig's Seedling, Everett's Early, and

Freeman, at prices given b.y A. I. Root.

W. B. Collins, Biackwater, Cooper Co., Mo.

Something New !

A Comb=Honey Hive
containing 10 closed -end standing brood - frames,
15i2x6i4 net comb space, and 33 .5-inch Prize sections
3%x5in.; adapted to furnisli standard Langstroth
hives as bodies or supers with full space for top
packing for safe wintering and promoting: work in
supers; forming solid double walls with interven-
ing air-spaces tightly covered, and perfect bee-
escapes, with all free of cost; manufactured by The
A. I. Root Co., and now being exhibited by the in-
ventor at the Atlanta, Ga., Exposition, in the Dade
Co., Florida, division in tlie Agricultural building.
One complete sample hive ready for bees, f3.2."); 10
complete in Hat with nails, $1.5.00.

For present, address
F. DANZENBAKER, City P. O., Atlanta, Qa.

' "^In responding to this advertisement mention (iLEANiNoa.

URE HONEY
At 514 and ~c per pound, in cans and kegs.

at bottom prices. AVax Wanted.

I. J. STRINGHAM, NEW YORK.
105 Park Place.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

WHOLESALE
DEALERS &,

COMMISSION
MEECHANTS.
Established

1875.

HONEY LIBEBAL
ADVANCES
MADE
ON

BEESWAX. =°^^"«
MENTS.

FOR SALE.—Buz/,-saw table, with Root mandrel,
^H: i2-iii. rip and crosscut saws and 8-in. ditto, $5:

former-table a,nd 3 cutters, $10; scroll-saw table and
saws, $8 These are all seyiarate machines, and all

have iron frames and wood lops.
M. S. Jackson. 63 Sixth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

World's Fair Hedal
Awarded m.v H^oundation. Send for free
samples. ' Dealers, write for wholesale prices.

Root's new jPolishec/ Sections and other goods
at bis prices. Free Hlustrated Price List of every
tliinjr needed in I he apiary, jyf l-I Hnn'f
Bell Branch, Mich.

BEGINNERS.
Beginners should have a copy of ihe Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, .a 70-page book by Prof.

J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
28c. The little book tind the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-pagc month-
ly journal) one year, 6.5c. Address any tirst-

class dealer, or
I LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsvill.e, Mo.
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POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
I ^f f>/-Ki|-i-f The Kee-A-eepez-s' Keview ^ives reports of tlie work done at the Michig-an
*^*- riJlll L. State Experimental Apiary— gives them as soon as possible after the work is done,

wliile tliey are liesh, of a newsy character, and can be of some benefit.

^fi Pnin'i' -"^ gives Hastys monthly three-page review of tlie other bee-journals. Hasty is^U rUIIIL. inimitable. He looks at things from a side-light, giving unique views that arouse
one's thinking powers.

lH Pnin't' F. L. Thompson is a practical bee-keeper and a thorough linguist. He rends ten of^U r UlllL. the leading foreign bee-journals, and each month furnishes the Review the gist
of what he finds In them that is valuable.

/~\-|-|-IP|. Prtin'f^ '^^ excellence are possessed by the Re\^iew; but these three are to be found
^-'*'***^* rUIIIL» in no other Journal. The Review is $1.00 a year. Last three issues of

1896 free to new subscribers for 1896. Ask for a sample, or send ten cents for three late but diflfereni issues.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, flich.

Don't li^ss This Big Offer!
/T ST/LL HOLDS GOOD.

A F^iJf Report of the Proceedings of the North American convention held at Toronio. Canada, will ap-
pear in the u'effcij/ American Bee Journal immediately after tlie meeting, Sept. 4, 5, and 0. The first in-
stallment will be in the number for Sept. 19. If not now a subscriber, you can have that Report fi-ee by
sending $1.00 now for the American Bee Journal (or 1896, as we will "throw in" the balimce of the year
1895, beginning with Sept. 19, to new subscribers. Think of it ! over 15 months (or nearly 70 luunbers) of
the old American Bee Journal for only $1.00! Sample copy of Bee Journal free.

^^~And, besides all that, each new subscriber will receive a fiec copy of the 160 page liook, " Hees and
Honey." Better send on your dollar at once, and join the procession. Mention this paper, please.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, III.

Fnll IS^opply Of All Minds Of Nursery ^tock in

PLUM,PEACH,PEAR,
Apple, Cherry, Quince, Crape Vines, with all kinds
of Small Fruits. Also Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Roses and Seeds, Japan, Holland and other Bulbs.

Everythinar of the best—for Orchard, Vineyard, I.awn, Park, Street, Garden and Con-
servatoiv. MiUionsof Trees, Shrubs. Koses, Vines. Bu'bs, Greenhouse Plants, etc 'Why not pro-
cure the l>e8t direct from the grower j and save all commissious? Write us vour wants and
we will quote you lowest prices

Price list and catalof^ue free. ^3ndyear. lOOO acres. S9 Greenhouses.

THE STORRS & HARRISON COo, Box 3, P»ainesville, Ohio.

Proof

Beyond
Doubt.

We make u specialty of these o-oods. and
defy competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt

A customer, looklug over my
+00 liives in home apiary, said.
"Where are your bees? Mine
were flying- all around tliick this
morning." I said, "Just stop;
look down :it iiny hive." He was
aniHzed. They wciejust pouring
In thick with their ln'avy loads.
This proves two tlnng.---i hey can't
be excelled as workers, aiidquiet.

1 opened several liives. He had no veil; was in the
iipiiiry % of an hour; was
not bothei'ed once. Try \A/|ti A ^flcPf
I hem. Untested guar an-

T' "»• ^« o^'^*'* »

lied queens, 7;>c. Send for
wholesale price list.

Wyncote, Pa.

California Bee=keepers

!

Write to Bennett Bee=hive Factory,

FOR PRICE LIST OF SUPEKIOK GOODS
AT EASTERN PRICES.

365 E. Second St. Los Angeles, Cat.

In responding to these advertisements mention this paper.
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Cellared my bees Nov. 13. Oh, but they're

heavy I

Lots of fun dreaming over what big things

the bees will do next year.

Shall I have the pleasure of meeting you

at the Chicago convention, Jan. 9, 10? [Yes.—

Ed.]

Will the urbane editor of Gleanings
kindly inform me whom I am likely to meet

from Medina at the Chicago convention? [E.

R. R. expects to be present.—Ed.]

Never forget that bees can stand more
cold with good air than with bad. So can you

or any other animal.

The linden, according to an article in

Gravenhorst's Biencnzeltung, yields well only

about four times in 2<) years. Better get some
American lindens.

Former enthusiasm will comeback through

the meat diet, says Ernest, page 8<)]. If some
people only got their former enthusiasm they

wouldn't be very enthusiastic.

Foundation with wood base h inch thick is

favorably mentioned in Gravenhorst's Bienen-

zeitung. For extracting it has the advantage

that no wire cloth is needed in the extractor.

Part op my bees will be wintered in cellar

this winter, the resc outdoors. Number in cel-

lar, 157. Number outdoors, 1. [Fudge! only

one outdoors? Wliy don't you try more?—Ed ]

These straws are shipped from the Illinois

State Be(i-keepers' convention at vSpringfield,

some being written in the M,.500.00() capitol

building. Small attendance, but lively interest.

Why is it that bees get lazy in a little while

when working on feeders, and keep up a life-

long interest in flowers? Would they keep the

same interest in the feeders if they traveled the

same distance to them'.'

W. K. Ball, p. 864, wants his frames to

" stick " together so he can handle colonies by
the hive. But if I can have my frames solid

without any " stick " I don't want any " stick
"

in mine.

I'm not going to California. On p. 862 it is

stated the average annual yield for 20 years is

7 poundsl Now, don't tell me that "70 pounds "

was in all copies but one. I'm reading Mr. W.
J. Finch's copy.

Gravenhorst says that a box-hive man, or,

rather, a straw-hive man. from .">0 colonies took

.5400 pounds of honey and 60 pounds of wax, and

increased to 200. Then he naively remarks,
" Pity that such cases are so rare."

That series of lessons now running in the

Southland Queen, mentioned p. 865, is good,

and is copied from the back numbers of the

American Bee Journal. [This Is a surprise.

We turn to the Atchleys for a reply to this

charge.—Ed.]

Gravenhorst cherishes some hope that apis

dorsata may yet prove an acquisition. He
thinks there is not so much dissimilarity be-

tween it and the common bee but that a

cross is possible. [Frank Benton says it is im-

possible.

—

Ed.]

Round steak, according to p. 861, comes, not

from the shoulder, but from the "flank."

What kind of '• round " do you have in Medina,

anyhow? Didn't vou mean you get it from the

"shank"? [That was a typographical error;

it was corrected.—Ed.]

Although bees are in cellar, I expect to

keep doors and windows open day and night

for some time—as long, anyhow, as keeping

them open doesn't bring the temperature of the

cellar below 40°. When it goes below that I'll

shut up and keep at 45° or more.

Heather honey is so thick that as yet it

has never been emptied by the extractor. One
of the live questions at the present time in

Germany is as to some machine or management
by which it may be extracted, and the sturdy

bee-keepers of that land are hopeful.

Who first invented inoculation, or the

plan of transferring a worker-larva to a queen-
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cell ? Pastor Weygandt, of Germany, practiced

it in 1879. Was it known as long ago as that

on this side the water? [We practiced it as

early as 1880. 1 remember.— Ed.]

Badly changed. "Why, my dear Schultz,

how are you? I haven't seen you for so long I

but, dear me! how you have changed!"
" Excuse me; my name is not Schultz."
' My gracious! has your name changed too? "

DziEKZON, the German Langstroth, who in-

vented movable combs in Germany, never al-

lowed the advisability of end- bars and bottom-

bars until the advent of the extractor. He
used merely a top-bar; and when he wanted
to remove a comb he cut it away from its side

attachments with a knife.

The bee-keepek's yeak, says Lebrecht

Wolff, in Gravenhorst's Bienenzeitiing, does

not begin in spring, nor Jan. 1, but Oct. 1.

That's when I start a new record-book each
year, and about the first entry is hauling home
the bees from the out- apiary. Each volume of

Deutsche Illustrierte Bleneyxzientung begins,

not Jan. 1, but Oct. 1.

Temperature alone will not decide wben
bees will fly. If badly in need of a flight they

may fly at 40°, whereas they might stay quietly

in their hives at 60° if there were no pasturage

and they had not been long confined. They'll

fly at a lower temperature in bright than in

cloudy weather; and when honey is yielding

than when nothing is to be had.

I WONDER WHY it is that in Germany heath-

er honey brings lower price than clover, and in

Scotland higher. [It's all in the taste, doctor.

Some people think Limburg cheese very deli-

cious, and others can't bear to have it in sight.

But, say; in York State there are not a few
who think buckwheat honey far superior to

any white honey ever produced.

—

Ed.]

Sweet clover. On page 84(3 the footnote

says my failure with that piece of sweet clover

was because "the seeding was too heavy."

You're off, A. I. Not a plant was crowded.
I've the rankest kind of growth this year, with

heavier seeding: but the seed this year was
•plowed under. The failure was in soft ground,

with shallow seeding, and the young plants

shaded with a crop of oats—a bad combination.

Australian bees have been successfully

taken to England. An account in British Bee
Journal s&ys they are about one-third the size

of thi' common house-fly, and they seem to be

of value only as a curiosity. Can't sting, but
bite, and die at a temperature below 50°.

[They are probably much the same as our
stingless bees of Mexico and the West Indies.—
Ed.]

Bottom-bars of wire have lately been men-
tioned as something new. I find them spoken
of by Dzierzon, in 1875, as the invention of a

Danish bee-keeper. Dzierzon favored the use

of wire for both bottom-bars and end-bars for

extracting-combs [I should rather suspect

that the wire would prove to be no barrier

—

the bees would build the combs right past them
as if they were not there at all.

—

Ed ]

As LONG AS 20 years ago, unqueening colonies

during the honey-harvest was practiced in

Germany. I think it has gone out of use now.
Dzierzon questioned the good wintering quali-

ties ol' a coloiiy that had been unqueened. [It

is practiced to a considerable extent in York
State, and with good results. One of our neigh-

bors unqueens just before the harvest, and
pronounces it a success; but it is a "'lot of

work," he says.

—

Ed.]

Do LAYING WORKERS put more than one egg
in a worker-cell ? They put several in a drone-

cell, and a whole pile in a queen-cell; but I

don't remember seeing more ihan one in a

worker-cell. My assistant thinks, however,
that I foreet. When no drone or queen cells

are prestit I've seen them make as regular

work as a queen. [I think your assistant is

right. am quite fire I have seen a plurality

of eggs from layin workers in a worker-cell.

—

Ed.]

If ANY one knows any objection to having
end-bars and bottom-bars the same width as

top-bars, with 14-iuch space between, will he
please arise and state the objection? [It would
be all right to have c7ifZ-bars the same width as

top-bars; but bottom- bars I should not want
to exceed % inch in any case. About -^4 inch

wide by Ici inch thick seems to give ns the best

results. If narrower, the bres build the combs,
in some cases, clear past them, and fasten on to

the next set of frames below. If wider than %
inch, there is almost suie to be a useless bee-

space between the bottom edge of the comb
and the bar. Unfortunately there is no width
or thickness that obviates completely either of

the above-mentioned difficulties.—Ed.]

THAT MOOTED HIVE QUESTION.

A CLEAR STATEMENT OF THE CONDITIONS UN-
DER WHICH THE EIGHT-FRAME LANGSTROTH
MAY OR MAY NOT BE LARGE ENOUGH.

By R. C. Aikcu.

Much has been written about " the be.-<t size

of hive." Some of it has been guesswork, or at

least without any clear conception on the part

of the author. It is not enough to know that a

few eight-frame hives, as compared with an

equal number of ten-frame, or vice versa, gave
more surplus than the other.
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First, the hive must be large enough to hold

sufficient stores and accommodate the colony.

To illustrate: Here we have no honey to speak
of from July or August till June. Sometimes
September will give a living, and sometimes
not. At times in April and May a little is

gathered and at once used, but never added to

store. The bees will fly more or ess every

month, and much in fall and spring, and breed-

ing must start early to keep up the colony, or

they perish in early spring from lack of num-
bers. In March, April, and May, and usually

the first half of June, brooding goes on as rapid-

ly as the strength of the colony will permit, pro-

vided the old stores are abundant, consuming
much honey. I count on about 40 lbs. average
as necessary, so that, as a rule, an eight-frame

hive is not large enough unless solid full of

honey—no empty combs on which to cluster.

So we must use a ten-frame hive, or carry a

stock of feed for use in the spring.

The flow here opens about June 15th to 25th.

In five years with from 1.50 to 300 colonies I

have found that I can not get an average of

more than about six to seven combs of brood by

June 15tb; though with care to have all queens
good we no doubt might average seven or

better. Some colonies with feeble, poorly bred,

crippled, or aged queens will get but three to

five combs of brood, while the best queens will

get seven to nine combs full. Shortness of

stores, or scarcity of bees to care for brood, will

also cause the colony to fall short in amount of

brood. So, with good wintering and plenty of

stores, we can count on having six to seven

combs of brood June 15th; and as a few queens
will do 'e?ttra, filling eight to ten combs, the

eight-frame would hot be iar'^e enough unless

we took fJ-om the Strong and gave to the weaker.

I have no doubt that where 20 to 30 lbs. of old

stores is sufficient for winter and spring, and
where the brood is equalized by the apiarist,

that the eight-frame hive will do very well.

Nor do I doubt that the smaller hive wil in-

crease the disposition to swarm in general. If

there has been a complete dearth of honey
from the fields, and if the stores are well con-

sumed and the colouies strong, the large hive

will be first to swarm because it has the most
old honey; but if all have p?e?itiy o/ sto7'c.s, the

small hive will cast swarms first.

1 contend that the large hive, with its abun-
dance of honey, will bring the largest colony.

One condition, however, will make the small

hive equal to the large in the quantity of bees

reared ; and that is, a constant supply of nectar

coming in, sufficient to keep up the needs of

the colony. Talk as we will about size of

hives, and feeding, oue thing is certain—if we
get the best results in breeding we must not

stint the colony in stores; and the locality that

will not furnish it from the fields must fall back
on old stores or the sugar-barrel.

Now, according to the foregoing it appears
that in poor to fair seasons for brood-rearing,
the eight-frame hive will accommodate all

brood and necessary stores when a living

can be had from the fields from four to six

months of the year. In fair to good seasons
for brooding, the apiarist may need to equalize
brood to give the best queens room, and some
colonies may breed so much that a shortage of

nectar may put the colony in a starving con-
dition, which, if it occurs any time within six

or eight weeks of the opening of the flow, ruins
that colony for that flow. The hive that is big
enough one season may not be the next.

The rapidity and duration of the flow alsa

has a bearing on the question. Whether the
hive be large or small, if it be full of bees we
expect good work. Should the flow be slow
and " long drawn out," i. e., thirty to sixty days,

a contracted hive wU) force the bees to the sec-

tions sooner (this does not apply to those run
for extracted unless they have their combs to

build), and will result in more section honey,

while the brood-chamber will be filled with
brood to the exclusion of winter stores; and, in

case of extracting with full sets of combs, will

leave the colony with nothing but brood and
bees. If the flow comes with a rush, there will

be but little difference in the quickness with
which they enter the sections, and little differ-

ence in the total yield. The difference will be

mainly in the amount of the extra combs in the

brood chambers, provided, however, these combs
ivere empty when the flow came; and if they

were empty, there must have been more honey
converted into bees in the large hive, conse-

quently more honey gathered.

Here, the difficulty is not in the hive being

large enough in which to rear a strong colony

of bees, for I can not get an average of over six

to seven combs of brood by the harvest time,

but the constant danger of short rations at the

most critical time. The small hive will hold

the brood, and the bees fan pile on the outside.

If eight frames of stores and the incoming nec-

tar will surely keep the colony from even feel-

ing the need of economizing, it is large enough
to give good results; but if it will not do this it

is too small.

IMPORTANCE OF STRONG COLONIES UNDER ALL
CIRCUMSTANCES.

Some write as though a colony could get too

strong. How it is possible to get one too strong

without doubling, I can not understand. I

know that, in poor seasons, only strong colo-

nies will do well, eyen in getting winter stores.

In a/ttir season the strong colony will outstrip

the average colony; and in a good season the

strong colony must certainly do the best, for

surely two pounds of bees can and will gather

more honey than one pound. have never

been able to believe that apiarists are able to

get colonies so strong that they refuse to work.
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I admit there is a little more energy in propor-

tion to numbers when the energy is necessary

to get the broodnest into shape; but this does

not apply to the colony already in prime

strength. I can always get more and better

work in the sections when I have colonies so

strong that they must occupy the super. If the

flow comes very freely while it does last, we do

not notice it so much; but when the gain is one

to two, and even three pounds a part of the

time, per day, it is almost impossible to get

even reasonahlc worl< in sections with a colony

that has not swarmed; while the one that

swarms will do almost nothing n sections; but

two colonies put together in one hi'- the bees

and enough brood to fill the hive; will do fair

to good work. This year our flow began June
20. My scale-hive colony was stronger than
the average, and was not allowed to swarm.
It is a ten-frame hive. The gain from June 30

to July 15 (the extent of the flow) was an aver-

age of 2I3' lbs. per day. The best day's work
was 6 lbs. This colony gave about 2,5 sections.

Many other average colonies in nine-frame

hives, and a few in eight-frame, gav-e from

nothing to about one super, the majority not

giving ten good sections. In one case I put the

force of two colonies in one nine- frame hive,

and got two 28-section supers. Another colony

on nine frames had the forces from two other

colonies added, and gave three 28-section supers.

All the evidence goes to show that, if I had
doubled the forces of all, preserving the old

stock in the original hives, I should have had
as many colonies in the end, and about doubled

my surplus.

I could also have doubled the surplus by con-

traction, but at the expense of stores which I

must have. In. twenty years of practice, in

which I have always kept at least a part of my
colonies from swarming, that I might have
the advantage of the strength, I am as firm as

ever in the belief that we can not got our col-

onies too strong. A very strong colony may do
as well, and sometimes a little better, when in

two average hives, if the flow be very good,

coming in very rapidly; but in a slow and
moderate flow, the stronger the colony the bet-

ter the results.

The apiarist who has intelligence enough
knowledge of the business) to know how much
brood he can get by the opening of the harvest

with plenty of feed within and without, will

know the size of hive he needs. The small

hive will the more often fail because of short-

7iess of stores than will the large one because of

too much room for storage in the brood -comb*.

Loveland, Col., Nov. II.

If you would like to have any ofyour friends
see a specimen copy of Gleanings, make known
the request on a postal, with the address or ad-
dresses, and we ivill. with pleasure, send them.

EIGHT-FRAME HIVE FOR WISCONSIN.

WHY IT IS LARGE ENOUGH, AND AVHY BETTER
THAN THE TEN- FRAME SIZE.

By F. L. Murray.

Mr. Editor:—I see you ask in your Nov. 1st

issue for bee-keepers to give you the size of

hive they are using in their locality, in order to

make a map showing where different-sized

hivis are used. I have been keeping track of

the hive discussion with great interest, and I

think the map scheme would be a good thing,

as it would give a better idea than any thing

else yet spoken of in regard to large or small

hives, as I believe the location has more to do
with the hive question than any thing else.

In my location I do not want any other hive

than the eight-frame Dovetailed. I have been

using them for a number of years, and, until I

see something more definite than has yet been

published in favor of the ten frame for larger)

hive, I will continue to use the eight frame. By
preferring the smaller hive I do not claim that

eight frames give sufficient room for all queens,

for I have had queens that would keep twelve

and fourteen frames full of brood, so you see a

ten-frame was not large enough.

Now, in working for comb honey (and I work
almost exclusively for thai), 1 put a second

hive-body, full of drawn combs, about May 1st,

on all strong colonies. That makes a sixleen-

frame hive, and (I have had no trouble about
queens refusing to go up into the upper story

when crowded for room below) that gives all

colonies a chance to build up strong for the

honey-harvest which begins here about June 10,

from white clover. At the beginning of the

honey-harvest I take off all those second sto-

ries. I fill up the under story, or hive proper,

with brood, of course being sure the queen is

below; and if there is any more brood than
will fill up the hive I strengthen up weak colo-

nies with it, or make increase. In this way I

confine my working force on eight frames; and
by putting on the surplus-arrangements as soon

as the second story is taken off I always get my
share of the honey if there is any to get. I do

not want any larger hive than the eight-frame,

for comb honey, for eight frames give all the

brood room I want after putting on the surplus-

arrangement ; and if 1 used a larger hive I

should liave to use dummies; and I do not like

to use them, for various reasons. I also find,

when wintered in the cellar, the above hive

gives all the room necessary for winter stores;

and an <'ight frame hive full of bees makes a

pretty strong colony, and the eight-frame hive

is much handier to lift in and out of a cellar.

When bees are kept where the person keeping

them has too much other work to do to attend

to them properly. I think a large hive would be

preferable; but for a practical bee-keeper who
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understands the proper manLpiflation of bees,

the eight-frame hive is about right here.

Calamine, Wis.

[Yon and friend Hatch do not agree, although
you ai-e both of the same State. You will re-
member that, in the first place, I too, in answer
to him, took the same or nearly the same posi-
tion in favor of the smaller hive. While locali-
ty has much to do with this question, it is evi-
dent that the individual tastes and preferences
of men, even in the same locality, have much to
do with it also.—Ed. 1

AN OPEN LETTER TO DR. MILLER.

THE QUEEN THAT SULKED; HOW TO GET
QUEEXS TO OCCUPY ONE OR MORE

STORIES.

By Dclos Wood.

Dr. C. C. Miller:— I have just read your ar-

ticle on page 739, Oct. 1st Gleanings. In your
closing paragraph you intimate, as usual, that

you "'don't know,'' and ask for more light.

Perhaps I can lend you a candle for a few min-

utes. You complain that, when you took the

queen out of the story she was laying in, and
confined her to another with empty combs, she

"sulked and would not lay." Now stop right

here and think what you did, and then, instead

of blaming the queen for "sulking," you will

probably ask Miss Wilson to make you a paper

cap such as I had to wear sometimes in my
schooldays.

When you changed your queens you took

them away from the nurse bees, and left them
with only the old field-workers, and the queens

were com.'pelled to sulk. Next year, when you
want to put the queen in confinement, take two
combs of unsealed larvae with the adhering

bees, and put them into the story you put the

queen in, and give them the other six combs
empty; and if the queen sulfcs, send the paper

cap to me and I will wear it.

At one time I thought I knew all about bees;

but I have had 30 years' experience since then,

and find, like yourself, I am compelled many
times to say, " I don't know."

I work entirely for extracted honey, and tior

up as many stories as may be required,«always

using the same-sized story and frames. I use

loose hanging frames. My hives are 16)^ in.

long, 13X wide, IQi.^ deep, inside measurement.
I use 9 frames with loose bottoms and tops. I

always work them two stories high, and tier up
more if unable, from any cause, to extract as

soon as needed. My queens prefer the top story,

and I have never had a queen that would fill

more than two stories. Empty combs below will

not prevent swarming in my " locality."

This season I have had two colonies with two
laying queens in each. One of them I found in

April, and they were Still working side by side

in September, and maybe there now for all I

know to the contrary. ' '

NOT SIGHT BUT PROOF OF A QUEEN'S PRES-
ENCE NECESSARY.

Miss Wilson objects to tiering up because it

is harder to find the queen. What does she
want to see the queen for? Proof of her pres-
ence is all I want. Queen-breeders, of course,
will keep the queens for sale in a hive easy of
access, but not so with the honey- producers.
Of course, you will not expect her to lay in old
combs that have been out of the hive all winter.
Santa Barbara, Cal., Oct. 12.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

I don't know whether I'm willing to put on
that cap or not. I have some doubts about it.

Of course, any one knows the queen will lay
wherever two combs of unsealed larvte with
adhering bees are put. That's about equiva-
lent to saying she'll lay in the brood-nest, for
it's simply transferring a part of the brood-nest.
But why won't she do it without the brood and
adhering bees?

You say, when 1 changed my queens I " took
them away from the nurse bees, and left them
with only the old field-workers." Didn't
either. I put the queen alone in the empty
chamber above, without any bees, an excluder
between. There was nothing to hinder the
nurse bees going up any more than the fielders.

The bees did go up, plenty of them, and for
days that queen stayed up there sulking with
the chamber full of bees. Now do you know
that those bees that went up were all field bees
and not nurse bees? What call have worker
bees to go up into an empty story any more
than nurse bees? Isn't it rather the other
way ? When the bees go up of their own accord
to enter the surplus-chamber, is it the field

bees or the nurse bees that go up first?

It looks a little as if the bees had said,

"There's no nectar coming in, and we'd best do
nothing in the way of enlarging the brood-
nest." But when the brood had hatched out
below, why did they remain without any brood
rather than start in a new place? Would they
not have acted differently if honey had been
yielding?

If Miss Wilson has any good reason for want-
ing to see queens, she can give it herself; but
you know that women are generally supposed
to have a great deal of curiosity.

C. C. Miller.

[There is one point in the last paragraph of
friend Wood's letter that I am interested in.
It is not new. but it is one that needs far more
attention than it usually receives; viz., accept-
ing the proof, as friend W. puts it, of a queen's
presence, rather than going to, oftentimes, a
large amount of trouble to get a view of her. I
never think of looking for a queen (and I don't
suppose Miss Wilson or the doctor does either)
when I have seen one good comb with brood
and eggs, properly distributed. Beginners, and
perhaps some of the veterans in some cases,
knock quite a little slice off their profits from
honey by hunting for queens when it is not
necessary. Of course, there are times when it is
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necessary: such as, for instance, wing-clipping,
.superseding for the purpose of introducing, or
raising another queen.—Ed. J

NUMBERING HIVES.

INVISIBLE numbers; THE GROUP PLAN OF S.

E. MILLER.

By S. E. Miller.

Friend Root:—Seeing so much said, lately,

through the bee-journals about numbers for

hives, it has caused me to offer my method,

which is without numbers of any kind, except

those kept in my head, and I do not think these

are made of tin, manilla paper, or any other

similar material. I did not know, however,

that others were using a similar system to my
own until I saw in the American Bee Journal
for Oct. 31 the plan given by R. V. Sauer; and
this evening, in looking over the editorials In

Gleanings for Nov. 1, 1 notice what you say in

reference to what E. E. Hasty had to say in the

Review regarding hive numbers and toads'

tails.

S. E. MILLER S PLAN OF AN OUT-APIARY

My method is not exactly like Mr. Sauer's,

Mr. Hasty's, or Mr. Boardman"s. and yet sim-

ilar to all. Mr. Hasty numbers his groups,

while I think letters for the groups are prefer-

able. But without further preamble I will

give my method.
If the reader will refer to page 21 of the A B

C of Bee Culture he will see the S. E. Miller

plan of an apiary. This plan was first given In

Gleanings about five years ago, but I can not

tell the exact year and number without over-

hauling a pile of back numbers.

Probably the editor could help out here at

giving the number, or he might have a cut of

the plan lying around the shop somewhere,
with which to illustrate it if he considers it

worth the trouble.

The hives are arranged in groups of 5, so that,

for an apiary of 80 colonies, it will take 16

groups. We will say we stand on the south
side of the apiary, and, facing it, we will call

the southwest group A: and, going east, B, C.

D, in succession. The first group on the west
end of the second row is E, and so on through-
out. Each group having 5 hives, the numbers
run from 1 to 5. Thus, facing a group and
looking north, the southeast hive of the group
is 1, and the northeast group is 5. So the hive

that occupies the third position in the third

group is C3. It does not matter whether I am
at home or abroad, that particular position of

the apiary is where C3 belongs, and it doesn't

have to have a big tin tag nailed fast to it

either. And now see here. Mr. E. R.. you may
be older than I am. and know much more: but

I'll bet you are not any bigger; and if you
think you can put us fellows, who prefer to

carry our hive-numbers in our
heads, aside by a wave of the

hand, or even by a six-inch edito-

rial, you are mistaken.

And now let us see what we
have to say in favor of numbers
in the head as against numbers
nailed to the hives.

First, it is obvious that the

stand and not the hive should

bear the number. If No. 10 is

here to-day, you do not want to

look away over yonder for it

to morrow, which would be the

case if No. 10 should swarm and
you wished to remove the parent

colony to a new stand, arfd hive

the swarm where the parent

colony stood, unless you should

pull off that number (that you

ought to have in your head) from
the parent colony and nail it fast

to the hive, and then go and get

a new number for the parent

colony. Certainly, for those who
winter in cellars a number is

necessary if one wishes to have each colony

occupy the same stand in the spring that it was
taken from in the fall; but these numbers need

be only temporary, and a piece of blue or red

crayon would do very well to mark the hives

with while they were in the cellar.

Second. These numbers are always where
they belong: and if the apiary is laid out in

any thing like order they are as stationary as

the lot on which your house stands; while

numbers, if hung on a nail driven into the hive,

are liable to blow off and get lost in the grass;
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or, if nailed or tacked on ihey must be pried off

and nailed to another hive whenever it is

necessary to change a hive from one stand to

another: and we all know that such changes

are frequently necessary, especially in swarm-
ing-time.

In that editorial you say, "But suppose he

hired help, and he should direct his man, not

very familiar with the arrangement, to 16-9."" I

will tell you how I would direct that man. If I

wished him to get the queen from G.5, and he

had never seen the apiary, I would say, " Go to

the apiary. Go in at the south door of the

honey-house. When you get in, turn to the

right, and look at the plan of the apiary tacked

to the wall just beside the door. After looking

at it a minute or two. if you can not locate .Go

come and tell me and then go home.

What I claim for my method is that one let-

ter and one figure indicate the number, there

being no number higher than 5. Some may
argue that having the same numbers so often

is likely to cause confusion in keeping the

records: but I find in actual practice it is not

the case. One is not likely to mistake one let-

ter for another: and bearing in mind that the

southeast hive in each group is 1. and that the

numbers go round like the hands of a watch,

there is little likelihood of getting the numbers
wrong. Let me give a sample record. I have
not my book at hand, so will give you a sample
from the same place that I carry my hive

numbers.

H3, Mar. 15, strong, plenty of stores: May 28,

swarmed: hived swarm here, and removed
parent colony to L4: June 20, gave super.

By referring to the record of L4 we shall see

where they came from, and will know that the

queen is a daughter of the queen in H3: if all

went well, we shall know she was reared by
natural swarming; her age, etc.

Now let that other Miller tell us why he
would have his big tin numbers nailed to the

hives instead of carrying them in his head.

Bluflton. Mo.. Nov. 4.

[We have reproduced the diagram in the A B
C, for the convenience of our readers. Well,
while I have no doubt that you can get along
without the visible .numbers, can't see wha
harm their presence on the hive or in the group
can do. and it might be a grefit co-ivenience.
Why. it would save having a diagram or plot
"tacked to the wall just beside the door."
Then some chaps whom you might send there
might commence numbering from the wrong
side or end.
As to our own practice, we have never num-

bered our hives: but we had seriously thought
of doing so, because it was inexpensive, and
might be an advantage.
Perhaps it would be well to state that we

have been using the Miller plan of grouping
hives, in one of our yards, for several seasons.
We like the arrangement very much. It econ-
omizes space, gives an alley for bees and one
for the bee-keeper : and then, too, one hive
makes a handy seat for working over its neigh-
bor.—Ed.]

RAMBLE NO. 144.

A SKETCH OF HARRY E. WILDER.

By Rambler.

During the past few months I have made
quite free use of the name of my traveling-

companion ; and to atone, in a measure, for the

jokes I have thrown at him I will in this ram-
ble present him to your readers in the charac-
ter of a progressive bee-keeper.

Harry E. Wilder was born about 28 years ago
in Peterboro. N. H. His father has for many
years been a manufacturer of thermometers:
and any reader of this who owns a Wilder ther-

mometer has the best and most reliable mercu-
ry-tube in existence— at least, Harry so insists.

Thousands of thermometers are turned out of

the factory, and for all conceivable purposes.

HARRT E. WILDER.

Harry lived under the paternal roof, with

several other chips from the old 1 l-'ck. male
and female, until he arrived at the age ai which
all young men look forward with longing. At
his majority he started out to experience the

ups and downs of life among strangers and un-
der new surroundings.

From early life our friend was an ardent lov-

er of the chase, and his gun and hounds were
familiar features on the streets of Peterboro. It

may be readily surmised that the "hunting"
around Peterboro was not of a wide and varied

character: and a lover of such sport, when the

opportunity came, would naturally seek the

wild portions of our far western country, where
both large and small game is plentiful.

In the interests of an eastern publishing com-
pany our friend found his waiy to the Pacific

coast; and in Washington, Oregon, and Califor-

nia, when business cares were not pressing, the

highest mountains and deepest canyons have
been explored for game and natural wonders.
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In 1890 he ari'ived in Southern- California.

Up to this time he had never been interested in

the honey-bee. There were but few bees kept

in his native town; and the few there were
never attracted much attention from methods
of management or from the yields of honny.

He possessed the idea, common to a great many,
that, the further ho kept from a bee-hive, the

better health he would enjoy. But in tnis land

of sunshine he met with people who were mak-
ing some money out of bee-management; and
soon after arrival he was taken with a violent

fit of bee-fever which did not cease its raging

until he had paid S400for]()0 colonies of bees.

The person from whom he purchased the bees

gave him his first instructions in management;
and for a novice, and the lirst year, the results

only opened his eyes to the fact that there

are more things in bee-keeping than the aver-

age novice had ever dreamed or imagined, and
his appetite for investigation was sharpened by
his first year's experience. He became a sub-

scriber to Gleanings, a sturlent of Prof. Cook's

Guide; and every bee-keeper, far and near,

contributed to his knowledge, for he was not

afraid to ask questions.

The apiary was located upon the north side

of the San Bernardino Valley, near the mouth
of Devil Canyon. Considering that Devil Can-
yon was not a good neighbor, the second year he
changed his location to a series of rocky hills

toward the south side of the valley, near River-

side. Here he found a canvm that fitted his

name, "Wilder;" and as it was government
land, and of no earthly use except for bee-pas-

turage, he took up a government claim and
established himself near a beautiful spring of

water, and here we find him to-day.

Mr. Wilder would disclaim any idea of being
a scientific bee-keeper; but I think the name
fits any person who manages his bees so as to

secure the very best results from them and his

field. As a step in line with scientific bee-keep-
ing Mr. W. believes in managing only the num-
ber of colonies that he can thoroughly attend
to; so he has never had less than the original

number (100), nor more than the present num-
ber, 150.

In the early spring Mr. Wilder is in his bach-
elor cabin, believing in the old adage that
" whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing
well." The condition of every colony is inves-

tigated and noted.

The first essential to a good honey-yield is a
vigorous queen. Nuclei are started as early as

the season will permit, which here is in the lat-

ter part of February or early March. The
queen-rearing is performed according to the
Doolittle plan, and the nuclei are kept going
through the whole season. Any queen that be-
comes superannuated, or fails to deposit eggs
with due rapidity, is killed, and a young vigor-
ous queen introduced in her place.

The next point is to give the queen ample
room to deposit eggs. This line of work finds

the hives just boiling overwiih workers as soon
as the honey- flow opens. The results from
close attention to these few little details are

usually good; and during the past season the
apiary of 120 has been increased to 1.50, and 17

tons of honey secuied. or 283 lbs. from each of

the original 120 colonies. It is also safe to say
that two or three tons more could be taken
from the apiary, without detriment; but Mr.
W. is very provident in giving abundant stores

for wintering. The honey does not spoil in

keeping over rill another season; and the plan

two years ago enabled the apiary to pull safely

through the poor season of 1894 with but a tri-

flin'g loss.

The hive used in this apiary contains a frame
the measurement of which, speaking in round
terms, is 10 inches deep and 14 in length. He
has a few which contain 13 frames, and I think

he is partial to the jumbo idea ; at least, when
he saw a few Heddon hives in my embryo apia-

ry he wanted to know what I expected to do
with " those pumpkin-seed hives."

Mr. Wilder is anxious to find out whether
bee-keeping as a pursuit can be made a paying
business when worked independently of other

pursuits. The success of the present season

gives some encouragement that it may be made
a paying business so far as production is con-

concerned; but in the matter of prices the Cali-

fornia bee-keeper labors under an immense
disadvantage; and I think that in this alone is

found the great Nemesis against the highest

success on this coast.

If we step inside of Mr. Wilder's cabin we find

many specimens of his handicraft as a taxider-

mist. A wildcat stares at us from a corner of

the room, while several wildcat skins and a

coyote skin are doing service as rugs, etc. Owls,

hawks, and an endless procession of rare speci-

mens of the feathered world stare at us with

glass eyes.

Mr. W. is something of a literary man, hav-
ing written up our last season's journey in fine

style for the local paper at his old home in Pe-

terboro, N. H. He might give some interesting

articles to the bee-jonrnals, but seems to be

somewhat modest in relation thereto.

Upon the whole, the success of Mr. Wilder

shows what a young energetic man can do here

in the bee-business, with a very little capital;

and if there are any young men in the East

who contemplate migrating to this sunset land,

please consider the above facts, and do not for-

get the capital and the energy.

[I sincerely wish our friend would write oc-
casionally for these pages. If the article he
did send us some time ago is a fair sample of
what he can do he is one of the briehest, spici-

est writers that ever wrote for Gleanings.
There, there! I don't mean this for " taffy " or
a "bait" to draw him on; but a bee-keeper of
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his all-around talent, and the success which
has been his, should let his light shine.
By the by. he has an interesting history; but

there is only one thing lacking to make it

round and complete—a—a—dare I say it?—some
fair Eugenia who would make that wild can-
yon fairly blossom, and Wilder the happiest
man on earth.—Ed ]

ENTRANCE FEEDERS.

THE BOARDMAN AN OLD IDEA; SHADE, AND
ITS EFFECT ON THE TEMPER OF BEES: A

QUEENI.ESS COLONY RECOGNIZED BY
THEIR NOT CARRYING IN POL-

LEN, ET*".

By E. H. Sclicvffle.

About twelve years ago I purchased of Mr. C.

F. Muth a feeder made from the Mason jar,

screw top. The top was cut out, a piece of fine-

ly perforated metal soldered on, and a rim an
inch deep soldered on. This made a good feed-

er if the jar, when first inverted, was placed

over some receptacle until sufficient vacuum
was created to cause the honey to feed slowly.

Wishing to feed at the entrance. I made a thin

box with tin bottom, and projecting strips at

the open end. The top was of wood, with cir-

cular holes a little smaller than the rim on the

feeder. The half-gallon Mason jar was invert-

ed, placed over the hole on the top of the feed-

er, and it took care of itself. This did very well

for hives having a wide entrance. I believe

this is about the same as the Boardman feeder.

By the way, Mr. Boardman claims that, with
a square hive, the queens won't go up into the

sections. I have 140 square Gallup hives ; and
unless prevented with queen-excluding zincs

the qugen goes to the top super almost every

season. I extracted several hundred sections of

that kind last season, and had a few left to

show Eambler when he was here. This season

I find the queen would have done the same as in

the few hives without zinc. The sections are

full of brood. The queen does not wait for the
cells to be drawn out, but lays her eggs as soon
as the cup is deep enough to hold them. Where
the flow of honey is limited or short, there may
be no trouble of this kind. Shutting a queen up
in sections, during a poor season, and not find-

ing any eggs in the sections, proves nothing.
TheC chances are that she would not have laid

in the brood-nest, as she and the bees don't
start a family when there is a doubt about its

support.

Mr. Muth-Rasmussen once stated that bees

are better-natured in the shade, and his state-

ment was poo-hooed. A neighbor had an apia-

ry that made the life of himself and family a

burden. They were the most vicious bees I

ever saw, and were a constant annoyance to me
as well, so I bought them. He had them out in

the sun, without any shade. I placed them in

the shade of a row of apple-trees, within a few
feet of a public sidewalk, and in the sha,de they

are as gentle as any bees I have. Eastern api-

arists should remember that conditions with us

are entirely different from the East. If they

could stand their bees and themselves out in the

heat when the thermometer registers 112° in

the shade they'd soon find both the bees and
themselves changing their angelic dispositions.

I stated last season, that, in the early spring,

a queenless colony could be told by iheir not

carrying in pollen. 1 made that statement aft-

er an examination thai, in every instance, prov-

ed i was correct. Some of the bees were late

fall swarms. In their combs there was no pol-

len; others were old colonies whose combs were
full of old pollen from want of young bees to

feed it to. When Rambler was here I showed
him a drawing of a twelve-frame hive that I

had made several years ago, and talked over its

construction with him. He said:
' Look out for Heddon I

"

"Why?"
" Well, he claims a shallow divisible brood-

chamber as his patent."'

" Don't all bee-keepers allow the queen access

to all the extracling-supers in her spring lay-

ing, and afterward confine her to the lower

brood-chamber?"
" Yes."

"Well, if you'll go over here to Columbia
you'll find a bee-keeper who works all of his

bees in 1-lb. supers, filling them all full of 1-lb.

sections. It suits him but it wouldn't me;'^

and the last I saw of Rambler and Wilder they

were headed for Columbia.

Now, there may be something in Mr. Hed-
don's hive that is patentable; but no one, cer-

tainly, can claim a patent on a hive because it

is four inches or four feet deep. I have bought
up all the bees in this section, and have a grand
conglomeration of every shape, size, and style,

from four inches to four feet in depth—box with
cross-sticks, to the Dovetailed. All I want is

an old-fashioned straw skep to gild and place

on top of my bee- house.

This is my first season with the Coggshall

bee-brush. When once you get the hang of it

you can brush down the bees as slick as a Pull-

man porter does your clothes. It's " way up."

The Manum swarmer is good ; but in its ab-

sence I found that a light box, 8 in. deep, 18 in.

long, 12 wide, with screw-eye and hook in one

end, did finely. Wet the box thoroughly; brush

in the bees, hang it on a limb or the ladder, and
brush the remaining bees off their alighting-

place. In a few minutes they will all gather

into the box, and can be carried anywhere.

I trust the bee-men will keep up the agita-

tion for a 50-lb. honey-can. In its absence I use

a light block and tackle, which lifts the ex-

tractor up on to a table. When I wish to

strain out the honey I pick up a can of it and
drop it into a case as cleverly as Sandow could

do it, and all without any strain on my part.
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Bees with me are doing nicely. I shipped

half a ton of this season's extracting, in the

middle of April.

I notice that Mr. Crane states very plainly

"what he has bet-n allowed a patent on. Will

you give us a siniihir statement inregard to the

Porter escape? I think a better one can and
will be Invented ; but no one wants in any way
to infringe on a just patent.

Sometimes since I suggested in Gleanings a

system of transferring by drumming the bees

•up Into a hive having at least one frame of

brood, then placing a queen-excluding zinc over

it, and the old hive over the zinc, and, when the

"bees had all hatched out, placing a bee-escape

board under the old hive, and thus get the

combs free of bees and brood. The idea was
new to me; but 1 >ee since that it is the system

used 'in France, which proves its value and pre-

vious use.

Murphy's, Cal.

[The prlnciide of the Boardman feeder is old,

and, indeed. 1 do not know that our friend has
made any claims as to its being new. Yhs, at-
mospheric entrance ffi-ders are quite old. In
looking over our back vulumes 1 Hud quite a
number. In Gleanings for 1881 and '82 sever-
al were illustrau-d; for 1881, ^ee page 477; for
1882. see pages 174 and 221; and, again, one was
shown and illustrated on page .561 for 1891. But
the one on pagu 174 for April, 1882, by A. C.
Kendel, resembles the Boardman more closely
than any other, and some might pronounce it

almost identically the same thing. But Board-
man's is the cheapest am) the best of all, and of
late 1 have seen quileannm- ._:^

ber of excellent tesiiinunials

from those who have wind it

since we illustrated and de-
scribed it on page 34li, current
volume. The lower part (see
adjoining cut) is made of
wood, and gives plenty of
room for the bees to cluster
around the lid, secure from
outside intruders.

The following are the claims upon which a
patent was granted to the Porters.—Ed.]
r^

i I ,^„.,.,^^ II I ., I I ,
I

. nr
i. A ue^-e.^'Ctpu uo.inji i.^iii„ iii,i'uiu.jiJiaiioii a Ijuiiy having an

opening in it.s top to register, with an opening in the escape-
board whereby it is adupted to <'orninuuic'ate with the siper
and open it at its end to :id ipt it to lOiumunicate with the
brood-ehaniber. said body providing' :i p.isr.agewa.y between
the super and brood chamber, and a guard of spring metal
arranged in said passageway with the movable portion there-
of normally out of contact with the top and bottom of the
passageway, and adapted to yield laterally to the pressure ex-
erted thereon by the escaping bees, and "by its resiliency to
close the passage against their return, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A bee-escape comprising in combination a body having a
passage who»e ends oiien outside the body, and a spring
guard-piece arranged in s.aid passage, and having one end
'•thereof secured to a flexiljle. inelastic part of the structure,
and its opposite end free, whereby by bending said flexible
part the free end will be adjusted to vary the size of the pass-
age, substantially as described.

3. A Ijee-escape comprising in combination a body having an
opening in its top to register, with an opening iii the escape-
board, whereby it is adapted to communicate with the super,
and open at its end to adapt it to communicate with the
brood-chamber, said body providing a passageway between
the super and brood chamber, and said passage having placed
therein a laterally yielding resilient guard piece, the mo^ able
iportion whereof is normally out of contact with all lixed parts
of the stnicture, whereby clogging of the guani-piere with de-
posits made by the bees is avoided, substantially as described.

4. A bee-escape having a passageway adapted to comrauni
cate at one end with the super, and at the other with the brood-
chamber, a spring guard-piece arranged in said passagewa.y,
and a chambei- underne.ath the entrance to said passageway,
and at a lower level than the Hoorof the passageway, whereby
clogging of the passageway with dead bees is avoided, sub-
stantially as described.

.5. A bee escape comprising itt combination a passageway
.adapted to communicate at one end with the super, and at the

other end with the brood-chamber, and a guard of spring
metal arranged in said passageway, and having one ena
thereof secured to a flexible inelastic part of the structure,
and its opposite end free, whereby, by bending said flexible
part, the tree end may be adjusted to vary the size of the pass-
age, substantially as described.

6. A bee-escape comprising in combination a supporting-
plate having an aperture therein, a shallow open-ended metal-
lic body secured to the under side of said supporting-plate,
and forming a passageway, spring guard-pieces arranged
therein, and an outer box-like body having one open end, and
secured to the supporting-plate around tne body containing
the guard-pieces, and closing one end of said passageway,
substantially as described.

JAKE SMITH ON ADULTERATION.

The other day me and Zed went into the
store. They was a nice-dressed man a talkln

to Nat Boucher, the man that keeps the store.

The stranger had a sample of'hunny he was a
sellin, and Nat had just bin a tastin the hunny,
and said it was 1st class, and he thot he mite
try a few pounds of it. Besides the bottle he
had the sample in, he had it in cans to sell.

I mean the man had, not Nat. It had nice

labills onto it, with pictures, and marked Pure
Hunny. The stranger held it up to show how
nice it looked, and was a tellin Nat how he
could easy sell 1000 pounds of it, and just then
Jim Short came in.

Jim listened to him reelin off his story for

awhile, and then says he to the stranger, says
he, " When you see hunny nowadays, you
don't know whether it's hunny or not. How's
a buddy to know whether that of yourn is the
simon-pure juice of the posies or some of the
city-made stuff ?

"

The stranger looked at him, and says he—he
was a real pleasant-spoken man, and says he
to Jim, "My friend, I'm afraid you've been
reading some of the newspaper yarns. It shows
you're a man of intelligence, and read the
papers; but you mustn't believe all you read.

That stuff about adulteration of hunny is all

pure rot. There's nothing to it. Not a thing.

Why. just think of it. I appeal to you as a man
of judgment and discrimmenation, which I can
see by you're appearance you're that sort of a

man—I'm out in the world a good eel, and a

man in my position learns to read character

pretty weii—I appeal to you if it's reasonable

that men would buy glucose or any thing else

to mix with hunny, when the bees furnish the

pure article for nothing. Bees work for noth-

ing, and board themselves; so a man would be

a fool to try to make mnnny by mixin some-
thing with his hunny that would cost more
than the hunny itself. No, sir; no one can
afford to adulterate hunny. They wouldn't be

any munny into it."

'• Well, now," says Jim, '"that does look kind

o' reasonable; but supposin a man hadn't any
bees, and bot glucose at 3 cents a pound, and
then sold it at 10; it seems to me they would be

some munny in it, even if he did mix some
hunny with it. Fact is, you ain't sure of

nothin bein pure nowadays. If I had my way
I'd string up a few of the scoundrels. Hunt
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out the men that mix glucose and hunny, and

put 'em to the full extent of the law."

"That would only make matters worse," says

the stranger. " Why, if it hadn't been for the

everlasting clack of bee-keepers themselves

they wouldn't be half as much said about adul-

teration. What good does it do to make such a

fuss about it?—only makes folks suspitious.

Come right down to it, what harm is there in

glucose? It's a good holesome article. And
you can't tell it from pure hunny, so where's

the difference? In fact, these men you come
down so hard on are doing a good thing for

bee-keepers. When it's a short crop they help

to fill in and keep up the supply soze people

don't get out of the way of wantin it."

"Stranger," says Jim, "may be you're right;

but that's a kind of new way of lookin at it.

May be it would be better to keep things hush-

ed up. If a lot of counterfitters gits up a lot of

bogus dollars that common folks can't tell from

the genuine, you think it ain't best to say any
thing about it; but increase the circlelation as

much as possible. It would help to keep up
the supply when munny is skerce. If you can't

tell the bad munny from the good, where's the

difference? Now, look here, stranger; I hain't

much on readin character by lookin into a

man's face, but you don't look like sitch a dog-

goned fool as to believe the sort of stuff you're

round the counter at the cans of hunny which
the stranger was a standin with his back to

them, and had been sampliu it with a little

pine paddle; and just as Jim stopped talkin.

Zed handed him the paddle with a sample on
it, and, says Zed, "That's about as much like

the sample in the bottle as tar is like molasses.

I never tasted glucose; but that tastes mighty
like the bee-papers tells about it. Say. Jim.
how much of that would a fellow have to eat

to make him want to steal from his grand-

mother?''

You just ought to have seen that stranger

grab to get the cover on that can. He looked

like he would like to eat up Zed, but he didn't

dast to say any thing.
" I guess I don't want to buy any hunny to-

day," says Nat.

It wasn't long before the stranger was a
makin tracks for the next town.

Jake Smith.

imii mill nil I,,HI

BY G.M.DOOLITTLE.BOROOINO.N.Y
niiiiiiiiininiuiiiinnnMniMiimiiimininnl

WHEN YOU SEE HUNNY NOWADAYS YOU DON'T KNOW
WHETHKK it's HUNNY OB NOT."

a talkin. If it's a good thing for the bee-keep-

er when there's a short crop to have the supply

kep a goin with glucose, do you suppose the

chaps that do the mixin will be so everlastin

accommodatin as to haul off from the market
when the bees turn in a full supply? "

While this talk was a going on, Zed had got

SUPERSEDING QUEENS.

(Question.— Is it advisable to let a queen be-

come more than two years old before supersed-

ing her with a young queen?

Answer.—Some believe it advis-

able to supersede all queens over

two years old, unless perhaps they

except those most valued for breed-

ing-purposes, such claiming that
older queens, as a rule, are not as

prolific as young queens; hence it

often happens that older queens
fail at a time when the work of

storing surplus is interfered with.

All this sounds very nice; and if

time hangs heavily on any bee-

keeper's hands, here is a chance for

such a one to pass away his time

with the idea that he is doing that

which tends toward a greater finan-

cial gain; but with the average
bee-keeper it is usually more work
than he can do during the summer
months, let alone any work of a

doubtful nature.

There is no question but that we
want, for comb-honey production,

either very prolific queens or a
brood-chamber not of a size which will re-

quire the most prolific queen to strain every

nerve to keep it filled with brood. I be-

lieve it more profitable to adjust our hive

system to the average queen than to practice

superseding queens, as some do. A queen

should be allowed to remain as mother of a col-
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ony as long as she retains her fecundity; for

prolificness, not age, should be the test in this

matter. I never supersede a nice queen, no

matter how old, until she shows signs of failing

powers. We want queens for the eggs they

lay; and for that reason, power of production,

and not age, is the rule to follow. I would not

keep even a young queen, if she did not lay up

to a fair average, for there are a few queens

that are not prolific enough to keep four frames

supplied with brood as they ought to be; and
where 1 find such, I always give their colonies

something better to take their place. How-
ever, such queens as this last are the exception

and not the rule; for the bees do not often

allow such queens to remain in the hive long,

especially if they are of the Italian variety.

After experimenting in the direction of super-

seding queens for years, I now decidedly prefer

to leave it to the bees to decide when their

queens are worn out, unless, by outside obser-

vations, I believe they are holding on to some
unprolific young queen. As a general thing,

the bees will make fewer mistakes in directing

this delicate matter than the wisest apiarist is

likely to make. I have had queens that were
five years old do good duty till the commence-
ment of their sixth year, when the bees would
supersede them that autumn, the same as they

often do in the autumn, with queens commenc-
ing on their second, third, or fourth year.

VPAXING KEGS AND BARRELS.

Question.—What is the best method of wax-
ing kegs and barrels for holding extracted

honey? and should all barrels and kegs be

waxed when used for storing honey?

^n.sM'er.—Before waxing any keg or barrel it

should be kept in some dry hot room for two or

three weeks till thoroughly dried out; in other

words, the barrel should be as dry as it is pos-

sible for it ever to become, at the time of wax-
ing. Having it thus dry and warm, the hoops
should be driven as tightly as- possible, and
short nails, that will not reach through into

the inside of the barrel, driven a foot or so from
each other at the rear of the last hoop, so that

the hoops will not get misplaced in handling.

Now pour in, at the bung-hole, from five to ten

pounds of very hot melted wax, or, what is

preferable, paraCtine, and quickly drive in the

bung. Now turn the barrel over and over, and
twirl it around on each end till you are sure all

the cracks are filled. Then take out the bung,

pour out the wax, and heat it over again for

the next. Be careful to see that the bung does

not strike you when taking it out, as it will

often fly with great force if the wax is as hot as

it should be.

Having told how to wax kegs and barrels,

allow me to ask, in answering the latter part

of the query, why not use those made of soft

wood, which needs no waxing? Leaky kegs

and barrels can never be made entirely safe by

waxing them. The shrinking and swelling of

the wood, as exposed to wet and dry, will break
the wax; and sometimes a heavy jar, when
moving the barrels, will crack the wax and
start them to leaking. Good workmen can
make tight vessels, and they cost no more than
leaky ones. A barrel or keg properly made of

the right kind of wood needs no waxing, and
the waxing is quite expensive at best.

FLAVOR OF EXTRACTED HONEY.

Question.—What is the best plan to preserve

the flavor of extracted honey ?

.Inswer.—To give extracted honey a fine

flavor it must be thoroughly ripened. While
some have evaporators, both sun and other,

which they run extracted honey through or

over, that has been extracted in its thin or

green state, till it is of nice quality and consis-

tency, as well as having an excellent flavor,

yet, in my opinion, no honey has quite as nice

flavor as does that which has been left on the

hive till the end of the season, the bees having

been allowed to ripen it till it is so thick that it

will almost stand alone after being taken from
the comb. Of course, it is more work to extract

such honey; but by keeping it in a room whose
temperature is nearly or quite 100°, for four or

five hours, it can be extracted very nicely.

When extracted, honey should be stored in tin

or earthen vessels, and kept in a dry warm
atmosphere that is free from odors. Loosely

cover and let it stand in this warm dry store-

room till all the air-globules have disappeared,

the scum that arises being skimmed off, when
the honey can be put into glass or tin vessels,

ready for sale or family use, and it will retain

its fine flavor for years if kept in a proper place.

THE PURITY OF CALIFORNIA HONEY, AGAIN.

Editor Gleanings:—The assertion was made
by one of your correspondents, in the Oct. 1st

number, that half of the honey in California is

adulterated. I am sure it can not be true, and

does great injustice to California. I live in the

center of one of the largest honey sections in the

State, from which quite a number of cars have

been shipped, and where there is still in the

hands of the bee-men, at the present time, 130

tons, not 1 lb. but is pure honey, and they

are holding it at 4 cts.—a price at which, even

if they wanted to, it would not pay them to

adulterate it. We don't need to adulterate, as

our bees work seven months in the year, and

the honey rolls in in a steady stream, keeping

the beemen busy taking care of it. There

may be, and probably is, a little, that, after It

reaches the city, is adulterated; but when we
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get our bee- keepers' associations a little belter

organized we will look after them, as we have

a law in this State, if we enforce it, that will

prevent their calling it honey if it is adulter-

ated. The great bulk of our honey leav»^s the

State as pure as that found by Samson in the

carcass of a lion, and I know it is ever so much
nicer. S. B. Holton.
Selma, Cal., Nov. 8.

THE ATLANTA EXPOSITION : SOMETHING FOR
BKE KEEPERS WHO EXPECT TO ATTEND.

Inclosed please lind card and circular of Mr.

Smith, whom 1 am glad to recommend to all

bee-brethren as a sincere Christian gentleman,

a native Georgian whom I knew in Florida.

All who call on him will be kindly treated. It

will be greatly to their advantage to call on

him before going elsewhere; within reach of

depots and postotfice, in the very heart of the

city, and close to the highesi-rate hotels for

those who want to pay higher prices. Street

cars to exposition, 5 cts. I consider myself for-

tunately located — much better than I had

hoped or expected. F. Danzenbaker.
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 16.

If those coming to Atlanta, Ga., during the Cotton
States and International E.xposition, will write me
how many in their party, and what kind of accom-
modations wanted, and send from some pastor of a
church, superintendent of Sunday-scliool, president
of Young- People's Society, or responsible person, a
statement tliat they are ladies or gentlemen, I will

furnish such accommodations for them. I have
many liomes of the best and most wealthy Chris-
tian citizens of Atlanta opened for guests thus
recommended.
Thieves, pickpockets, and robbers of all kinds will

be here from everywhere. These will get homes
where they can be admitted so they maj do their
work. The i-ity will be crowded with people all the
time; but if you send me your application early I

can get you in a home free from this class.

Write your full address, number in the party,
time expected to stay, sex of each in party, and of
what church and society you are a'member.

12 North Broad St., Atlanta, Ga. Wm. B. Smith.

CREOLINE A CURE FOR FOUL BROOD.

Some few years ago I saw an article in a Los

Angeles paper, written by a man in Germany,

who had used creoline with much success for

curing foul brood. As I had been much bother-

ed with foul brood I made up my mind to try

creoline, although I had very little faith in it.

When I started using it in October or Novem-
ber, foul brood was very bad throughout my
whole apiary. I just sprayed my bees at the

entrance to the hives, and did not examine the

hives, as I did not doubt that I should have to

clean them thoroughly next spring. But when
I examined the hives in the spring I found

them entirely free from foul brood. I have

been troubled very little since, as I use creoline

whenever it appears.

Directions for using.—Drop from 2.5 to 30

drops of creoline into one quart of pure soft

water, and with this spray the bees at the en-

trance during the warmest part of the day.

every second or third day. Repeat this live or

six times. Also spray combs. I use an atom-

izer with coarse spray for entrance, and the

fine spray for combs. The best time to spray is

in the fall, right after the honey season is over,

as the creoline has a tart taste, and may affect

the honey if used during the honey season.

The apiary which had the foul brood so bad,

but which is free from it now. made this sum-
mer 412 lbs. of honey, extracted, to the hive.

Valle Vista, Cal.. Nov. 7. Hexry Otto.

[I don't have much hope, myself, that real
foul brood can b^ cured so easily; but then, I

hope some one will try it and report.

—

Ed.]

" PETRIFIED HONEY-COMB.
Is there any such thing as petrified comb?

I found a stone about as big as a fist. I broke

it In two with a hammer. Inside it looks like

a box of comb honey, but smaller, and pressed

together. It must have originated with bees

or some insect like them. I never heard of

petrified comb. Henry Bresser.
Toledo. 0., Nov . 12. _a

L^ [The stone you found is probably what is

more correctly called honey-comb coral. Prof.
Cook, iu his • Manual of the Apiary," page 157,

has this to say of it:]

I A very comuTbn fossil, found in many parts of
the Eastern and Northern United States, is, from
its appearance, often called petrified honey-comb.
We have many such specimens in our museum. In
some cases the cells are hardly larger than a pin-
head; in others, a quarter of an inch in diameter.
These are not fossil lioney-comb, as many are led to
believe, though the resemblance is so striking that
no wonder the pulilic generally are deceived. These
specimens are fos.sil coral, which the paleontologist
places in the genus Favosites, favosus being a com-
mon species in our State. They are very abundant
in the lime rock in Northern Michigan, and are
very properly denominated honey -comb coral.
The animals of which these were once the skeletons,
so to speak, are not insects at all, though often
called so by men of considerable information.

THE TEN-FRAME IN THE LEAD.

We here in this part of Virginia go in for the

ten-frame L. hive. There were two parties

manufacturing hives here, the one 8 and the

other 10 frames. Both were talking up their

merits. The eight frame man is now out of

business, and the ten-frame man has the whole

field to himself. I myself use the Manum hive

of 11 frames and double story for extracted, and

single story and section for comb. Give me a

good brood-nest. and. consequently, a large

colony, and if there is honey to be gathered

they will get there. S. H. Blosser.

Dayton, Va.

MORE thieves; THE HOUSE APIARY FOR THE
REMEDY.

I think the house-apiary for bees, described

in Gleanings, is just the thing, and here is a

child that will have one if all goes well. The
note about petty thieves was right to the point.

If I had had a bee-house this season it would

have saved me $300 besides what I fed the bees.

1 got a sample feeder from Boardman a few

days before it occurred, and I set it to work,

and it works like a charm. C. H. Wiggins.

Stimson, Mich., Nov. 4.
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nati Monday, the 2d, so as to leave on the 7:30
P.M., via L. & N. He hopes to meet other bee-
keepers on the same train.

The Kansas Bee Journal has been merged
into the Rural Kavsnti.

I EXPECT to attend the Chicago convention,

January 9, 10. and perhaps the convention of

the Ontario Bee keepers' Association. Now
that 1 have so far recovered my health, I have
made up ray mind to make up for lost time.

Our old correspondent J. A. Green, who for-

merly wrote for these pages more frequently

than of late, has finally deserted the ranks of

bachelorhood and has taken unlo himself a

"queen "to reign over his house. I told him
at the North American, at its meeting in Chi-

cago last, that such a good-looking bee-keeper

as he ought to have a " belter half." Although
he didn't take up with my suggestion then and
there, perhaps he has been conning it over a.s a

sweet morsel under his tongue.

The bee-keepers' congress meets at At-

lanta, Ga., Dec. 4 and 5. It is in no way con-

nected with the North American, nor is it

expected to interfere with it. Dr. Brown, who
is the prime mover, says of it in the last Amei-i-

can Bee Journal:

"It will simply be a sort Of informal meeting of

representative bee-keepers from different portions

of America, to deliberate and discuss questions that

concern the present and future Interests of the in-

dustry of bee-keeping. Essays will be read by W. S.

Hart, O. O. Poppleton, Dr. Peete, G. W. Demaree,
Messrs. Dadant, DoolittLe, Van Deusen, Mrs. L. Har-
rison, and others.

"The City Hall has been secured for the meeting.
Excursion rates to the Exposition can be obtained
from all the principal towns and cities. Rooms can
be had at the Jackson Hotel (near the depot, and
one block from the place of meeting) for 75 cents

per day, and 50 cents for meals. The Jackson is a
new hotel, and good place. Those who want less

rates can find them at the Adkins House, 12 Broad
Street."

The congress that met at New Orleans during
the exposition was a grand success. At this

meeting there was the largest gathering of bee-

keepers that I believe ever assembled in this

country, if we except the meeting of the North
American at Chicago during the World's Fair.

If the congress at Atlanta shall be any thing

like its predecessor in the general attendance,

in the presence of representative bee-keepers

from all over the land, and in enthusiasm, we
shall hope for a grand meeting and a good time.

Seeing the exposition itself alone will more than
repay the cost of transportation, and reduced
rates are offered from all points. A. I. R. ex-

pects to be present. He will arrive in Cincin-

THAT MOOTED HIVE QUESTION.

Notwithstanding many of our correspond-
ents seem to be interested in this subject, and
that there has been a general request for its

continuance, I believe the time is now drawing
near when we should draw it to a close. I shall
use such matter as we have in type, after
which we will devote our columns to other
subjects. Much has been gained by the dis-

cussion I am sure; and what we have learned
has been pointed out in previous editorials. I
take pleasure in calling special attention to
an article in this number, by R. C. Aikln,
which sets forth pretty clearly the conditions
under which the larger and smaller hives may
give the best results.

the dadants and large hives.

The Home of the Honey-bees has again been
favored with a call from another prominent
bee-keeper and supply-man. This time it was
C. P. Dadant, the foundation-maker, of Hamil-
ton, 111. Unlike some of our recent visitors he
did not call in the interest of his health to see

Dr. Lewis, preparatory to going on to the beef-

diet cure. Oh, no I he was the very picture of

health. Typhoid fever had left him (as it often

does its victims) several notches better in

health.

It will be remembered that the Dadants
have been the pioneers in the advocacy of large

hives—not simply ten-frame Langstroth, but
ten-frame Quinby—frames that are lS>^xll3^ in.

instead of the L. size, 11°4^^}4 inch. When I

asked C. P. how they still stood on the hive
question he replied that they were of the same
opinion still. They have tested the matter
over and over again on an extensive scale, with
whole apiaries, only to find in every case that

the large Quinby gave the best results. They
had no "ax to grind," as it made no difference

to them which style of hive or frame was
adopted.

I told him it must be somewhat encouraging
to them to note that, while they at first appar-

ently stood alone, now a change toirard their

views and practice seemed to be slowly coming
on. Yes, he said they long ago decided that

time would vindicate their position.

In France the large Dadant-Quinby hive,

among intelligent bee-keepers, is almost the

standard.

The Dadants keep now only about 3.50 colo-

nies. They have kept as many as five and six

hundred. Besides their large foundation busi-

ness, and the bees, they are extensive growers
of grapes. C. P. looks after their business in-

terests while the elder Dadant attends more
strictly to bee-literature. While he has not

written much of late for the bee-journals of
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this country, he is a constant contributor to the

French journals; and in that country, if I am
correct, is counted as the highest authority.

By the way, the junior Dadant has lately

come into the proud distinction of " father-in-

law." It seemed rather strange to him, but he

was getting uired to it. His nineteen-year-old

daughter has gone with a handsomer man
than he. Congratulations to the new couple.

Although the Dadants, in a business way,

meet us in sharp competition, it is a pleasure

for me to record that there are no bee-keepers

whose friendship we value more highly. Their

competition has always been fair, and their

business deals strictly honorable.

ready efficient ortranization, similar iiiiniial conven-
tions to tliose we have heretofore been holding, at

some convenient time and place, and, if possible,

that you devise some equitable system of delegation
so as to make such thoroughly representative, com-
petent to act for the enrire membeiship.
We desire that this proposition be submitted to

your members, together with such constitutional
provisions as may be necessary to ettect tlie con-
solidation and provide for annual meetings, so that
a full and free vote upon the same may be taken at

your ne.xt annu il election of officers, and hope that
this proposition may be accepted—that being the
only necessary step to unite us both into one strong
and" well-e<iuipped organization. If the consolidation
is effected, it would be desirable for it to go into
effect as soon as possible.

Thomas G. Newman, Chicago. 111.

K. A. Gemmill,, Stratford. Ont.
J. T. Calvert, Medina, Ohio.
M. B. Holmes. Athens. Ont.
A. B. Mason. Toledo, Ohio.
Engene Secoii, Forest City, la.

R. F. HOLTERMANN, Brauttord, Ont.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON AMALGAMA-
TION.

The committee appointed by the last meet-

ing of the North American at Toronto, to re-

port on a plan of consolidation of the two or-

ganizations, the North American and Bee-

keepers' Union, have been hard at work; and

now, after much correspondence, are ready to

submit their report, which is as follows:

We. the Committee appointed at the North Amer-
ican Bee-keepers' Convention, held at Toronto. Ont.,

September 6tb, 189,i, on the proposed consolidation

of the North American Bee-keepers' Association
and the National Bee-keepers' Union, report as fol-

lows:

The duties and powers of the Committee are

clearly defined in the Resolution which authorized
the appointment of the Committee, which afterpro-
longed discussion was unanimously adopted. This
resolution was as follows:

Resolved, That a Committee of seven be appoint-
ed to take into consideration the proposed amalga-
mation of the National Bee-keepers' Union and the
North American Bee-keepers' Association, and to

arrange terms therefor, with full power to perfect
the same so far as this Association is concerned;
and to report through tlie bee periodicals, as soon
as possible, the present President of this Associa-
tion to be one of the members of that committee.

The Committee met and organized, and unani-
mously adopted the following address:

To Officers a7Ul Members of the National Bee-keepers"

Union, Greeting:
Being co-workers in one common cause—the wel-

fareof the bee-keeping fraternity, and theadvance-
ment and defense of the pursuit of apiculture in

America—we are authorized by the North American
Bee-keepers' Associa»ion to offer you the "hand of
fellowship," congratulating you on your efficient

organization and successful work during the ten
years of your existence.

As there is no necessity for the existence of two
organizations to accomplish the work which can
easily be done by one, we propose a c )nsoUdation of

our two societies, for the purpose of creating a

closer "bond of union" between apiarists, and
saving them the extra expense of membership in

two bodies in order to gain thp benefits and advan-
tages which one can bestow, when united for that
purpose.

,,

Ever realizing that "in union there is strength,
we offer you any portion of our name you may de-

sire to appropriate.
We offer you our grand history and work accom-

plished during the past quarter of a century. _
We offer vou our meml^ers, in every State, Prov-

ince, and Territory of North America, and, so far

as we can. we promise their co-operation in all

measures lookina: to the advancement of the inter-

ests of the pursuit, and a continuance of the glori-

ous record you have made in the ten years of your
successful existence.
All we ask in return is, that you add, to your al-

CONSTITUTION OF THE NORTH AMERICAN BEE-
KEEPERS' UNION.

ARTICLE I.—Namb.

This organization shall Ije Icnown as the " North .\merican
Bet'-kefpei-s' Union,'' and shall hcild nieetines annually at
such time anil place as may be dcsitrnated by the Board of Di-

rectors, due notice being mailed to all memlters at least 60

days previously, and published in the bee periodiials of the
United States and Canada.

ARTICLE II.—Object.
Its object shall be to protect the interests of its members, to

defend their rights, and to disseminate apicultural knowledge
atnong the people.

ARTICLE III.—Officers.

Sec. 1.—Tho Officers of this Union shall consist of a Presi-
dent, Vice President, Seiretary. .\ssistant Secretary, and
Treasurer, whose duties shall Ue those usually performed by
such officers.

Sec. 2.—The Secretary shall be General Manager, and shall
have charge of the executive work of the Union, under the ad-
vice of the Board of Directors.

Sec. 3.—The officers shall l)e elected by ballot, and hold their
several offices for one year, or until their successors are elec(>-

ed and qii.alified.

Sec. 4 —Nominations for officers shall be sent to the General
Manager before the first d\v of November in each year, who
shall cause the same to be printed in the bee-periodicals—and
shall be printed and mailed by Deo I. with the necessary bal-
lots, to every member who has paid dues for the previous year.

See. .5.—The Treasurer shall furnish a bond ot -WlOO (to be ap-
proved and held by the President), for the faithful accounting
of the funds of the Union, and shall pav out the funds only on
vouchers signed by the President and Secretary.

Sec. 6.—The terms of office shall be for the calendar year, and
the polls shall close on the last day of December.
Sec. 7. -Each annual meeting shall, by ma.iority vote, elect a

Chairman and Recorder from tho^e present, to preside over
the meeting, and prepare a suitable report of the proceedings
for publication in the bee-periodicals as soon as possible after
the close of the meeting. Any member (whether an officer of
the Union or not) shall be eligible to these positions.

ARTICLE IV,—Board of DrRECTORS.
The officers shall constitute a Board of Directors, which

shall determine what course shall be taken by this Union, up-
on any matter presented to it for action, and cause such extra
assessments <o be made upon the members as ma.v become
necessiry; provided that only one assessment shall be made In
.any one fiscal year, without a majority vote of all the mem-
bers (upon blanks furnished for that purposei. together with
a statement showing good reasons for another assessment.

ARTICLE v.—Members.
.\nv per-on may become a member bv paying to the Secre-

tarv'an ciitraiiia- fee of .fl.OO. for which lie shall receive a
printed reciipl. making him a member ot the Union entitled
to all its rights and benefits until the 31st day of December,
following. Tile annual fee of .11. Oil shall be due on the first daf
of January in each year, and MUST be paid within three
months in order to retain membership in this Union.

ARTICLE VI.-FUNDS.
Sec. 1.—The funds of this Union shall be used foran.y purpose

in the interest of the pursuit of bee culture, when approved
l)y the Board of Directors; and to pay the legitimate expenses
of the Union.
Sec. 2 —The salary of the General Manager shall be deter-

mined bv the Board of Directors, but shall not be more than
twenty (20i per cent of the gross income for each fiscal .year.

ARTICLE VII.—.\MKNDMBNTS.
This Constitution may be amend.'d by a majorit.v vote of all

the members, jirovided that all^iroposed amendments shall be
liresented in writing, signed by three members, and sent to
the General Manager before the first da.v Of November, so that
they may be preseute 1 in his .Annual Report,

It seems to me the committee, considering

the fact that its various members live hun-
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dreds of miles apart, have done their worl<

faithfully and speedily. While I hardly see

how the proposed constitution could l)e im-

proved, it is now submitted to the larger wis-

dom of bee-keepers at large for suggestions. It

may occur to some, for instance, that the mem-
bership-fee should be reduced, as that has been

advocated some: but the committee, if I am
correct, feel that this is too bold a step just now.
This is. perhaps, a question that should be left

for the fnture.

THIEVES AND MISCHIEVOUS BOYS AT OUT-
YAKDS; HOUSE -APIARY THE BEST

SOI-UTION OF THE PBOBLEM.
Several times our basswood out- apiary has

been visited by thieves; and a few days ago
some boys, bent on mischief or malice, actually

overturned several of our two and three story

colonies. It could not have been the wind,

because there was intelligent (not to say mis-

chievous) design in their madness. For in-

stance, one hive—a three-story one—was turned

bottom upward, and set back exactly on the

same spot of ground. Strangely enough, al-

though there was lets of honey, none was
stolen; and, again, tools were scattered all over

the apiary. Happening by on my bicycle I dis-

covered this reversed order of things, and. as

luck would have it, I must have come around

shortly after the boys left; for robbers had not

yet gotten at the exposed tops of hives from

which the covers were removed. Is it possible

I happened to scare them off before they had
time to appropriate the honey ?

The apiary is located among the trees a little

way back from the road, and the next house

stands a little excluded from the view.

Well, what did I do? Simply set things to

rights. Those big double and triple deckers I

simply rolled like so many sugar-barrels, over

and over and over, until succeeded, after

much effort, in getting them near their old

location: then I boosted, and grew red in the

face, until I cot them back where they were.
" My I" thought I, as I got the last hive hack to

its place, "it must have been lots of fun for

those boys to tug at them, if they worked as I

did." for they were pretty well filled with honey

and bees. You see we had not yet fixed them
over for winter.

But how about the bees, the combs, and the

frames? The latter were Hoffman, of course,

and stayed right where "they were at;" and

after the hives were back in their places you

would not know, by looking at the bees or

combs, that they had been subject to such

rough treatment. So much for self-spacing

Hoffman frames. What would have been the

result if they had been the old-fashioned loose

unspaced kind ?

the remedy.

At first I proposi^d inserting a notice, offering

a reward for the arrest and apprehension of

the guilty parties, for the penalty, in this State

at least, is very heavy for in any way unlaw-
fully meddling or tampering with hives of bees;

but on second thought I concluded it would do
no good, and perhaps direct the attention of

other niallciuus persons to the apiary in ques-

tion.

In mentioning the matter to F. A. Salisbury

he told me that not only his home but his out
bees were in a house-apiary—just such a one as

was recently described on page (i(J2 of our issue

for Sept. 1st. He could not only handle twice

as many colonies with the same labor because
every thing is so handy, but he could lock it

up, secure from petty thieves and mischievous

boys. The honey could be taken off at the

proper season, and stored in the building, and
he could at his leisure come and take it away.

Speaking of the house-apiary in this connec-

tion reminds me of the quick way of feeding

his bees, and to which he briefly alluded in his

article on page 663. Of course, inside he uses

for convenience the common out-door hives.

These give him the advantage of shifting

whole brood-nests or supers; and then he can,

when desired, bring an outdoor colony inside,

and, vice versa, shift an inside colony to the

outside. Instead of regular bottom-boards he
uses shelves that are part and parcel of the

house. In the bottom of this—that is, under
each hive—are two grooves that are intended

for feed. These grooves, extending outside of

the hive proper, and covered with wire cloth as

far as they project beyond the hive, prevent

tlie escape of bees. When feeding-time comes,

syrup is made in the hou>e by the extractor

plan, as given elsewhere. Glass Mason jars are

tilled full; squares of tin are then laid over,

and, last of all. the jars are inverted and set

over the wire cloth covering the aforesaid

grooves. The tins are withdrawn from the

jars now inverted, and the feed rims along the

grooves under the brood nests. The whole

work is done inside of the building, secure from

robbers and thieves of the human kind (some

of our syrup during feeding was stolen also, at

our basswood yard). Friend S. says the feed-

ing can be done up in short order: and as fast

as the jars are emptied, which can be told at a

glance, they may be refilled if the colony

requires it. As soon as they are fed they are

prepared for winter, which is another short

operation.

Mr. Salisbury says he lias also overcome the

smoke nuisance. By his arrangement he se-

cures a cool pleasant place to work, no matter

how hot outside.

I believe I shall not rest till we get a house-

apiary at our basswood yard. A few more
visits from thieves, to say nothing of the annoy-

ance of having the hives tampered with, and

tools stolen, would pay for a good building, in

time.
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THE SALISBURY TREATMENT; HOW TO PRE-
PARE THE LEAN MEAT.

A LETTER FKOM DR. SALISBURY HIMSELF.

Dear Mr. Root:—I notice in Gleanings for
Nov. 1, page 817, an article on the preparation
of ' Salisbury steak." which is most decidedly
wroug. The writer evidently had no idea of
the fundamental principles of causes of the
various diseases. The whole reason why the
beef is ground is to extract the fiber from the
muscle-pulp. This fiber is the very element
which causes so much trouble by producing
thickenings of various ti>sues throughout the
body, and causing partial and complete paral-
ysis; and it is very essential that it should be
removed from the beef, as far as possible, espe-
cially in the cases of those who are very sick.
The following is the correct Instruction for

the preparation of the beef:
Eat the muscle-pulp of lean beef made into

cakes and nicely broiled. This pulp should be
as free as possible from connective of glue
tissue, fat. and cartilage. The "Enterprise
chopper No. X" (10) answers very well for
separating the connective tissue from the pulp.
When this machine is new the knife should
have the sharp edge taken off with a whet-
stone, so as not to cut the fiber, and the end-
plate should not be screwed up too tightly, but
left loose, to allow a small space between it and
the knife—enough to prevent citfting the fiber,

and allowing it to be caught by the knife and
by the holes in the end-plate. After grinding
half a pound or a pound it will be noticed that
the beef does not pass through. This is due to
the holes being filled with the fiber, and fiber
also collecting on the edge of the knife. Take
oflf the end-plate and knife, and remove the
fiber, and proceed as before.
In order to get out all of the fiber or connec-

tive tissue it is necessary to unscrew the end-
plate and remove the fiber several times, and
to put the beef through the machine from three
to five times, according to the quality of beef.
Previous to cliopping. the fat, bone, tendons,
and fascise should all be cut away, and the
clean muscle cut up in pieces an inch or two
square. Steal<s through the center of the
round are the richest and best for this purpose.
Beef should be u.sed from well -fatted animals
that are from four to six years old.

The pulp should not be pressed too firmly
together before broiling, or it will taste livery.
Make the cakes from half an inch to an inch
thick. Broil slowly and moderatelv well over a
fire free from blaze and smoke. When cooked,
put it on a hot plate and season to taste, with a
little butter. " pepper and salt."

If you follow these directions you will have
fine cakes free of fiber—tender, and in all a
complete article of healthful diet.

J. H. Salisbury. ~

170 W. 59th St., New York, Nov. 15.

I am sure, doctor, we are ail of us greatly
obliged for these timely words from the discov-
erer and originator of this method of treating
disease. Ernest wisiies me to emphasize the
fact that there is great need of an intelligent
physician to direct, especially where the dis-

ease is a serious one, and where it is necessary
to come down to an absolutely lean-meat diet
and nothing else. I have known many cases
where people were greatly benefited by simply
using more meat and less vegetables, especially
avoiding the excessive use of suear and other
sweets. I can remember all along during the
past 25 years, especially when my work requir-
ed me to be in the office more than usual, Mrs.

Root would again and again say something
like this:
" Look here, dear husband, you are getting

into trouble jusi because you have neglected to
eat meat of late, and you are eating too much
other stuff that you should know by experience
you can not stand. Now just let me prepare
your food, and map out your diet for you for
only just a few days, and see how quickly you
will come out all right."
Well, she did bring me out all right: but not-

withstanding I kept getting skeptical, or sug-
gesting that other things would do as well as
meat. By the way, there is one thing that I
wish to mention. A great many people say
that it mighi do for others, but it would never
answer for them at all. They could not eat it—
don't like it, and would starve to death, etc.
In fact, when I recently adopted the exclusive
meat diet I talked about the same way. In
just three or four days I began to like my meat,
and I can't remember a single occasion during
the whole past throe months when I did not
have a good appetite, and have eaten with a
good relish at least 10 or 12 ounces of the ground
meat. When I got to using sirloin meat instead
of the ground meat, at first I began to swallow
the hard or gristly portions after I had chewed
them pretty thoroughly. But I found this did
not answer; and since then I have been having
a small dish right beside my plate, where I put
all hard, tough, and gristly portions, after
chewing them enough to recognize what they
are. Where digestion is weak or impaired. I

am sure all these portions should be carefully
taken nut of the mouth.
By the way. the publishers of the Salisbury

books. Kellogg & Co.. 1031 Sixth Ave.. New
York, or H2 Church St., Toronto, have kindly
furnished us a lot of little hints, in pamphlet
form, entitled. 'Who is Dr. Salisbury?" and
they give us a very complete history of Dr.
Salisbury's discovery, and much other valuable
information. We can mail them free of charge
to anybody who applies, or you can get them,
if more convenient, of the publishers, as above.

EGGS AS A HEALTH FOOD.
Dear Friend Root:—I hare rend with great inter-

est what you liave recently .said in Gleanings on
the subject of liealth. I have tried using: the broiled
beefsteak, with excellent results: hut I have
watched anxiously to see if any thing would be said
regarding- the use of fresh eggs. There are many
people who need a change of diet to help them out
of a bad condition of liealth, but they do not live
where they can procure fresh beef everj' day.
Those who live in the country can produce the fresh
eggs right at home: and I think that, when proper-
ly used, they aie very helpful. I have found that a
piece of toasted bread and two or three poached
eggs make a breakfast that seems to agree with a
disordered stomach as well, or nearly so, as the
steak. But eggs should be properl.v cooked. They
should not be boiled hard. l)ut cooked to a .ielly,

either by poaching or by placing them in boiling-
water, and then removing the dish containing them
to tJie back iiart of tlie stove, wliere they will cook
to the proper degree in about ten minutes.
A man in Vernon Co , this State, died at the age of

106 years. He was asked what had been his princi-
pal food. His reply was that he had lived largely
on scalded eggs. I know it has been claimed
that the use of eggs is against purity: but I believe
it is no more true than the claim that lean beef
makes people "ferocious."

I should like to know the opinion of yourself and
the doctors as to the use of eggs. Tliey are not veg-
etable food, neither does tlie procuring of them
necessitate the taking of life.

Browntown, Wis., Nov. 6. H.\rry L.^throp.

Friend L.. I have omitted to say that we are

permitted to have the white of an egg with our
beef-diet occasionally. As it is principally al-
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Taumen, and contains neither starch nor sugar,
it is, I believe, almost as free from objection as
he lean meat itself. I presume, however, it

would not answer fftr a steady diet, like the
lean meat. With most patients the yolk is ob-
jected to. I think I have heard Dr. Salisbury
say that it contains sulphur in considerable
quantities; and where there is a disposition
toward gravel or mineral deposits in any part
of the system the yolk of the egg should not be
used—or, at least, very sparingly. Inasmuch
as the use of eggs does not necessitate the tak-
ing of life, 1 entirely agree with you. But in

most markets, where one uses eggs for even a
small part of his diet, it would be rather ex-
pensive—more so, I think, than lean meat.

THAT POTATO PREMIUM.

MAULE'S NEW EAKLY THOKOUGHBRED

Nothing we have ever suggested in the way
of a premium has made such a stir as that
pound of Maule's Early Thoroughbred potato,
offered for one new subscriber. By the way,
we are just informed by friend Maule that the
price of the potato for 1896 is $1.50 per lb., post-
paid; .3 lbs., $3.00; 10 lbs., $7.50. Of course, I

am not to undersell him, therefore we can not
sell a single pound of potatoes for less than
$1.50; but we are permitted to make every pres-
ent subscriber to Gleanings a present of 1 lb.

of the potatoes if he will send us a new sub-
•Scriptiou. We do this in order to have Glean-
ings introduced in a new locality, new post-
office, or even into a new family. Of course,
no one would be so foolish as to send us $1.50
for a pound of potatoes when he could have the
same pound for only .?1. 00. and have Gleanings
thrown in hesulcs; so if you really want a
pound of the potatoes, and do not want to pay
$1.50, why, send us $1.00, and then make some-
body a present of Gleanings for the one year.
It is a tremendous offer we are making. I am
well aware; but it is of very great benefit, as
you may readily see. to any publisher who has
a good journal (and that means mir journal,
does it not?) to have that journal introduced
and read. Sending sample copies does pretty
well; but nobody gets acquainted by looking
over one sample copy. Your humble servant.
A. I. Root, is said to be a little peculiar, and
that ho has some queer fashions of his own;
but after having Gleanings a whole year,
people genei ally get acquainted with him and
understand him, and they very generally like
to keep up the acquaintance—it pctys them to
do so. Now. this is not boasting or bragging,
for we are all peculiar to a greater or less ex-
tent; and it helps amazingly in this world of
ours to get acquainted one with another, espe-
cially where there is even a little bit of " hun-
gering and thirsting after righteousness," we
will say, on either side.

Well, now, since making this offer of mine,
unforeseen and unexpected complications have
come in. For instance, instead of getting one
new subscriber, a man gets two*; and then
some one else wants to know how the new sub-
scriber is to get a pound of potatoes, for he

*If amanffets two new subscriptions he gets 2
lbs. of the ThtJroug'hbred potatoes, and so on — a
pound of pot;itoes for every new subscription ; and
he can work at it all winter if he wants to—that is,

so long as the five barrels of potatoes hold out. By
the way, our offer on page 811, Nov. 15, a pound ot
potatoes for subscribing for 1896 and "I. all togetlier,
will be withdrawn alter you see this. If you do not
see this at all, it will be after Dec. 15. You see
there are not going to be potatoes enough in that
flve-barrel lot to go around.

wants it just as bad as the other man. Well,
the plain and evident way is for the new sub-
scriber to start out himself and get another new
name among some of Ids friends and acquain-
tances; or if you secure a new name, and the
subscriber wants a pound of potatoes also, you
can be neigiiborly and divide up. Tell him if

he will subscribe for Gleanings, and give you
$1.00, you will give him half of the pound of
potatoes. Why, just look here, friends; what
do you suppose can be done with a single half-
pound of potatoes, or even less .' When I was
down in Missouri, one dark night I blundered
into ihe family of our good friend Yoder. They
were all gathered around the supper-table.
But, weren't th(>y astonished when they found
that A. I. Root was there among them at that
late hour of the night! and wasn't there a
hustling of the chairs to make room for the
editor of Gleanings! and didn't they just pile
the good things over at my end of the table!
Well, the next morning we went out and looked
at friend Yoder's garden. I told you about his
Prizetaker onions for which he was going to get
$1..50 per bushel. He got the plants started
under glass (you wiii remember) by pulling the
windows out of his shop. Now, if you will
turn back to Gleanings, page 752, you will see
what he undertook to do with only 6 ounces of
the Craig potato. In fact, we copy his state-
ment from the above page:
The Craig Spedliog potatoes you sent me arrived

at the postofflce on the coldest Sunday of last win-
ter, and were not taken out till Monday. They were
frozen, all hut 6 ounces. I now have 16 hills of the
plants, and 60 side-shoot hills. G. J. Yoder.
Garden City, Mo., Aug. 6.

Now, here is the outcome:
Friend Root :—The 6 ounces of Craig potatoes

mentioned in Gleanings, page 752, produced 87 lbs.

;

the main plants, 45 lbs. ; side shoots, 43. The latter
part of September was very dry, but the side-plants
remained Kreen until frost. G. J. Yoder.
Garden City, Mo., Nov. 15.

There, friends, you see what Gideon Yoder
did with () ounces of Craigs—87 lbs., or at the
rate of 232 lbs. from 1 Ih. planted. But the
Craig is a late potato. With this new Maule's
Early Thoroughbred potato you can probably
get two crops in a season—at least, most of us
can. The way to do it is being pretty well
written up in our various gardening periodicals.
And while we are abotit it we might give right
hore what friend Greiner says in the Practical
Farmer for Nov. 9, in regard to the Thorough-
bred in his locality:

Blood will tell.—This is what Mr. Terry tells us in
P. F. of Oct. 5, first page. We have tried the same
potato of which he speaks, a new early one sent by
Mr. Maule for testing. In my own patch, four hills
were planted with the two tubers, and the yield was
nothing remarkable. A brother of mine made
twenty-one bills of his two specimens, and planted
them in the field with Carman No. 1, Clapp's Favor-
ite, and Star. The yield of the twenty-one hills
amounted to just half a l)arrel (90 lbs.), or twice as
mifcli as Mr. Terry got. The potatoes are of enor-
mous size, and in quality all that any one could
desire. Yes, blood will tell. If you plant a heavy-
yielding variety, even with careless culture, you
will be more liable to get a big yield than when you
plant scrub varieties, even with the Ix'st of treat-
ment.

He also says, in regard to the Freeman pota-
to, in the same issue, as follows:

The Freeman, I think, has made more friends this
year than ever before. It is surely as beautiful a
potato as OHO can ever hope to find, so smooth and
clean and uniform. It is also as fine a table potato
as we evei' had, so white and mealy. Of five com-
petitors for premiums on be-st peck of talile pota-
toes at a local Western New York fair, three exhib-
ited Freemans, and one got first premium, wlnle an-
other had second. When it comes to " best table
potatoes," the Freeman surely takes the lead. We
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have often complained of "too many and too small
potatoes in the hill," as a characteristic of the vari-
ety. Such complaints are not heard this j'ear. The
Freemans have turned out well all over. I had
planted mine in my usual way of seeding—about a
half medium-sized tuber in a hill. Yet the potatoes
when dug- were just about the right size for use or
market, few extra large, and almost no small ones.
They appear well in tlie bin. The yield was at the
rate of about 35C bushels per acre. What tliey

would have done, if not checked by the long dry
spell, is hard to tell.

With the same measure that ye meet withal, it

shall be measured to you again.—Luke 6:38.

The above has been repeated over and over
again so much that some of the friends may be
tempted to say, '"Oh dear mel 1 have heard
that over and over again so many times that it

really makes me feel tired to hear it." Yes,
this is indeed true; but notwithstanding the
sermons and admonitions and grand texts we
have in such profusion all about us, through
our periodicals, from the pulpit and the prayer-
meetings, and in the Endeavor Societies—not-
withstanding all this, we are selfish and greedy
still. Evidently, we do not believe it. We
preach one thing and practice another. This
matter has been brought vividly to my mind
since I have been in the potato business by the
subject of barrels. How much is a barrel?
The word " barrel " has come to mean so much
or so little that several times 1 have been
tempted to think we had better abandon barrels

and use bushel boxes — the Terry bushel box,
for instance.

There are several reasons, however, why
boxes can not well take the place of barrels.

First, one man alone can handle a heavy barrel

easier and quicker than he can handle a box of

the same weight. He can roll it along the
platform or he can roll it up a plank into a
wagon. Transportation companies, I believe,

make a distinction in rates of freight on goods
in barrels over those in boxes. Again, a barrel

properly hooped will stand more hard usage
than a box of about the same capacity, weigh-
ing the same number of pounds. That is, a

barrel weighing 20 lbs. will hold more goods,
and keep them in better shape, than any box
that has ever been made, of similar weight.
Apples and potatoes, to ship without being
bruised and mashed up, should be pressed in

solid, so they can not shuck about in transit;

and this can be done with a barrel better than
with any sort of box. Finally, my impression
is that a barrel can be made for less money
than a box of the same capacity. For some
time to come, probably, barrels will be used for

shipping all sorts of produce and a great vari-

ety of goods.

Years ago we used to call a barrel three
bushels; and we used to have good fat plump-
looking barrels. They did not look starved,

and straight up on their sides, like a stovepipe.
When I was a juvenile, right across the street

from the old schoolhouse, under the limbs of a
speadlng oak, was a cooper-shop; and that
cooper of olden time made good honest barrels.

How patiently he explained to each juvenile
mind the whole operation from beginning to

end, from bringing staves and heading from
the piles out in the yard, and making them
into nice honest smooth barrels, and all by

skillful handwork, from first to last! Those
barrels would hold flour, without having it sift
out; or they would hold Vinegar—especially
when the purchaser said he wanted a good
vinegar-barrel; and they held a good plump
three bushels. I do not remember that our
good friend Mr. Coe ever made a small, scanty,
scrimped, straight-sided barrel, such as we
have nowadays. Well, I can remember later
along when there was a discussion in regard ta
the size of barrels. Somebody complained, who
bought a barrel of apples, that there were not
three bushels.

"Oh! yes, there is," said the dealer. "Look
here; we will measure them up."

" But," says the purchaser, "you don't heap
up your half-bushel enough. A barrel of apples
and potatoes must be piled clear up."
And here again came disoqssion. The deal-

ers were not always to blame, because, when a
farmer took a load of potatoes around town
somebody would say, " Yes, I will take three
bushels of potatoes providing you give good
measure."

'• Well, how good measure do you want?"
And then the buyer piles them on the half-

bushel just as long as he can make the potatoes
stay on top. This is manifestly unfair—as un-
fair as the other way; and I have seen grocers
bantered; and where ihey happened to be meek
and inoffensive sort of people, some customers
would impose upon them by demanding all

that would lie upon the measure. Can you
blame the grocer for tvanting some measures
that might be heaped up to suit, and not con-
tain over a real peck even then?
Well, by and by it transpired that there was

an agreement, in order to settle all these
jangles, that a bushel of potatoes should weigh
so much, say 60 lbs. My impression is, that
the laws of the State of Ohio have fixed a bush-
el of potatoes at the above weight; and we
have also tables giving the weight of grains as
well as vegetables that shall constitute a bush-
el. One unfortunate phase of this matter is,

however, that different States fix the bushel at
different weights; and on buckwheat the
weight of a bushel varies as much as three or
four pounds. It seems to me as though this

thing need not be, for somebody has to be the
loser when grains have to be shipped from one
State to another. It has been urged that, when
potatoes are just dug—especially if they are a
little damp, and some of the soil is sticking to

them, weighing is not fair either; for 60 lbs. of
potatoes, just as they come from the field, will

weigh only .57 or 58 lbs., or perhaps less, after
they have been kept over winter. This may
be true; but selling by weight is very much
better than letting every one who is of a greedy
turn of mind give half a bushel even full or
rounded up according as he happens to be buyer
or seller.

For many years we have been in the habit of
purchasing second-hand barrels at the grocer-
ies and stores; and we find barrels that will

hold as little as two bushels and some that will

hold as much as four, and even more. Since
we have got into the potato business we have
found that, in order to do business in a square
honest way, we must define in our price lists

that a barrel of potatoes is supposed to be 11

pecks; and then we usually put in parenthesis,

by way of safeguard. •' (165 lbs.)." But even if

our barrels are made at a barrel -factory, they
do not seem to be uniform in capacity. A lot

of 1000 may average about 11 pecks; but some
of them will be likely to lack half a peck while
others will go half a peck over. May be there

are barrel-factories that do better than this.

I hope so. Sweet potatoes, as they come from
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the South and East, are evidently put up with-
out weighing at all. If you specify, however,
in making an order, that you will take 10 bar-
rels of potatoes providing they average 150 lbs.

to the barrel, you will likely get it; and I think
this is the best way to do business. It is sonae
trouble to remember and specify, every time,
what you expect to have when you agree to
pay a certain price; but it has the effect of
avoiding jangles and disputes, and is very
much pleasanter all round. The man who is

careful to build up a good name, and keep his
good name after he gets it. will be very apt to

comply with all your conditions if he expects
your order. In our own practice we put 165
ibs. in a barrel—or. rather, the boys have in-

structions to put in ]('i7 lbs., so as to be a little

over rather than under; and then if the barrel
is not full we fill up with straw or shavings.
If a customer orders three barrels we sometimes
put the whole into only two very large barrels.
This is generally satisfactory, providing a card
of explanation gets there before the potatoes
do. If our packers neglect to do this on the
invoice, sometimes the^'customer will write
back:§li

a";Look here. Mr. Root. Gl ordered and Jpaid
for three barrels of potatoes; but I found at the
station only two; and the agent says there are
only two on the bill of lading. I have been told
yon are a good, straight, honest man: but it

iook« as though I had been humbugged in this
my first deal."

Most of you. especially those who are old in

business, will blame the man for being in haste
to think evil; but when I look abroad and see
how many there are who send away their hard
earnings, and get swindled out of part or all of
it, I confess I feel a good deal of charity for
those who are in haste to think they have been
cheated. A good many times I have felt like
giving almost the whole business world a good
shaking—that is. if I were equal to the ta«k.
Do you ask whv I would shake it? Why. be-
cause people do not talk more and explain
things hotter. A good many hate to write a
letter. They can not even take a postal card
and pencil, and say: "You will findyour three
barrels tightlv packed in two very large bar-
rels." Now, this much on a postal might save
a iangle that would cover pages of foolscap
later on. The illustration I have given is a
very plain and simple one: but in business
matters unheard-of complications come up.
The dealer is suddenly sold out; sometimes it

seems advisable to take just a little liberty in

substitutine. He may decide, in order to get
the order off before freezing weather comes, to

put in a higher-priced potato at the price he
received, rather than to fail in getting off the
order complete. An explanation at the proper
time would have made every thing pleasant
and neighborly. Neglect to do so makes no
end of jangles.

DA good manv of us are interested either in

buying or selling potatoes for seed, or both;
and some of us have more or less to do with the
new potatoes that have commanded such high
prices when they first came out. Now, where
a man gets a high price for an article, say three
or four times what potatoes are worth in the
ordinary market, for eating purposes, under
such circumstances we should expect, of course,

he would give good measure. This, however,
is not always the case. It would seem at first

thought that one who is anxious to build up a
trade of any kind would recognize the advan-
tage of advertising his business by giving good
quality any goodrneasure. Some of the new
potatoes are very large. Sometimes, besides
this, they are long; and for this reason it is

difficult to get as many pounds into a barrel as
where the potatoes were all either small or
some of them small. But where the price is

large, and the product large, it would seem as
though the seller might be quite willing to pur-
chase larger barrels. Sometimes he does not
think of it. He should think of it, however.
Not only the success of his business, and his
good name that is involved, but other ihings
come in here. A good many people are accused
of preaching one thing and practicing another;
and if we do not look out, we shall all of us be
more or less guilty. There is a class of people,
too, who, when they buy, demand the very
fullest measure; but when they sell they give
the smallest possible measure.
A little item has been going the rounds of the

press, to the effect that a farmer's wife brought
some butter to a grocer. Said he:

'• Madam, I am sorry to say these rolls of but-
ter do not weigh a pound. They are scant
weight, every one of them."
The dealer, however, was not so keen and

bright this time as he thought he was. She
slipped a package from under her shawl, and
held it up.
"My dear sir, that butter was weighed out

with a pound of starch bought of you at this
grocery. Every roll of butter weighs exactly
as much as the pound of starch, paper and all.

Here it is, and you can try it."

The woman might have added, in the lan-
guage of our text. " With the same measure
that ye mete withal, it shall be measured to
you again;" but I can not learn that she did so.

In regard to barrels once more. Everybody
who advertises produce by the barrel should, if

Le wants to build up a reputation, state how
much the barrel contains. Suppose, however,
he does not do this—he simply says so much per
barrel; and when his customers complain that
the barrels are scant, suppose he falls back on
his printed prices, saying he didn't say the
barrel held three bushels or even eleven pecks,
or any thing about it. In one sense he could
not be accused of cheating or unfairness; but
public sentiment would be against him. There
seems to be a general agreement or understand-
ing that any thing that can be justly called a
barrel should hold at least eleven pecks, or 165

lbs. I notice in some of the quotations in the
papers that a barrel price is given, and then
right under it another barrel price for a barrel

of 180 lbs. This would be a three-bushel barrel

of the old-fashioned kind. I remember of buy-
ing a barrel of cranberries; but when we came
to retail them they were scant weight. I wrote
to the dealer, and he said my order read just

one barrel, but it did not say how much it

should contain. Had I said I wanted a barrel

of cranberries, "flour-barrel size," I should
have gotten one that held fully 100 quarts of

cranberries. As I did not say so in making my
order, I had no redress.

Now. friends, this way of doing business may
be all right according to law, but it is not right
according to "gospel." A man who is a pro-

fessor of religion, and who claims to gauge his

life, business, and every thing else by the
standard of Christ Jesus, should be ashamed of

any such logic. If such a transaction as this

should be made by any of his clerks, he should,

as soon as he finds it out, make it good whether
he loses or gains financially. Re should rec-

ognize that every thing of this kind tends to

dishonor moie or less our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ; and this should be of more im-
portance than every thing else in the world
besides. Saving property or money, or coming
out whole in a transaction of dollars and cents,

should sink into insignificance compared with
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holding up the standard of the Christian re-

ligion. But we do not lose by shunning " even
the appearance ot evW.'' These little transac-
tions or little inconsistencies tell in a way that
no one can comprehend. They tell away off

into the future; and when a man once gets a
reputation for doing not only all he agrees to

do. but all that micrht be reasonably implied,
it is worth more lu him than money in the
bank; it is worth more than the backing of

influential friends; it is worth more than to be
a miZt-io?iaire, for it is something that endures
through time and eternity.

Perhaps we need such lessons often to help us
remember the golden rule. Years ago I decided
that it is an excellent thing to be very careful
of one's promises; but after having made a
promise, either verbal, written, or printed,
either in private or public, once having made a
promise or agreement, be very sure to do all

you promise, and, as a rule, just a little more,
in order to shun even the appearance of evil.

BATTLE CKEEK, MICH.

I was greatly interested, as you may know,
in going through the hospital—an immense
building which stands, near the sanitarium. I

can nut begin to tell yon about all I saw there,
but I will mention some things. One room, for
instance, is devoted to glass bottles and globes
containing tumors that have been removed by
surgical operations during years past. There
are hundreds of them. They are from the size

of an egg up to that of a bushel basket. A
complete history of each case was kept on file

for reference. I asked my guide. Will K. Kel-
logg, a brother of the doctor, if eri'ors in diet
were probably the cause of the tumors that are
becoming so alarmingly orevalent.

" To a certain extent, Mr. Root; but errors in
dress are a far larger factor, without question,
in producing tumors "

"Errors in dress!" said I. "Do you mean
tight lacing?'

'

" Yes, and that same fashion of cramping the
body in other ways. The reason why tumors
are more prevalent among women is probably
because they are more apt to cramp themselves
by their clothing." • •

Dear friends, does not the above indicate a
terrible state of affairs in such an enlightened
nation as ours?

Dr. J. H. Kellogg, of Battle Creek, is prob-
ably one of the foremost surgeons in the world;
at least, so far as I know, he is generally ac-
corded that credit. As my visit happened to

be on the regular operating-day, I was, by the
courtesy of friends Keck and Kellogg, invited to
be presentduringoneof themostcritical and dif-

ficult operations. Adjoining the operating-room
was a little room called the chapel. Here the
surgeons, together with the nurses and stu-
dents, all meet for a brief season of prayer be-
fore undertaking any operation that may have
a fatal termination. As I looked into that lit-

tle room I could not but breathe a prayer that
the time might come when every surgeon and
every physician in our land, who takes human
life, as it were, in the hollow of his hand, could
have the spirit in his heart of asking the great
God above to give him wisdom and guidance.

The room prepared specially for surgical op-
erations is lighted by skylights from above.,
so that every facility that the best and strong-
est light can furnish is at hand. There were
three or four surgeons present, and perhaps
half a dozen nurses, belonging to the hospital,
and I was at once struck by the intelligent and
cheerful appearance of the nurses.
The suhject to he operated upon was a

woman. What could be more tilting than that
gentle Christian women should be all round
about her to assist in every way they could, not
only in sympathy, but in kind womanly at-

tentions and touches ? Just above the operat-
ing table was a little gallery for the use of
medical students. All the nurses, all the doc-
tors, all the students, were covered with a
white robe or gown. These gowns enveloped
the whole body, even to the feet and head.
Their office is to protect the patient from iiny

microbes or bacteria that might accidentally
be brought in on the clothing of some one pres-
ent. Your humble servant found a place
among the medical students, enveloped in his

robe like the rest. At my elbow was a short-
hand writer to take down every particular in

regard to the case, and to note every word, ex-
planation, and direction given by Dr Kellogg,
the operator.
The patient was suffering from a diseased

kidney. She had bpen operated upon hefore;
but in order to save her life it was now deemed
best to remove the diseased member entirely.

Hot water or boiling water was used every-
where as a precaution against blood-poisoning.
The knives and all the instruments were-
thoroughly cleansfd with boiling water. Per-
haps it may ^e news to some of you, that, un-
less this great and extreme care is exercised in^

cutting into the human body, the surgeon may
do more harm than he does good. The medi-
cal fraternity at Battle Creek understand these
things probably as well as anybody in the
world, for they have a corps of expert micro-
scopists, entomologists, and expert scientists

in, every thing pertaining to bacteria and
fungoid growths, (ireat quantities of luke-
warm water were first used to wash out the
diseased portion of the body. The patient was
given chloroform by means of a delicate appa-
ratus that was new to me. Dr. Kellogg pro-
ceeded very slowly and cautiously. At first he
gave us a little running talk by way of ex-
planation; but whon the discovery was made
that the diseased kidney was entirely envelop-
ed and covered up by growths of tissue and fat,

then he finally explained to us that it was a
very difficult and dangerous case.

Iii cutting away this abnormal growth, the
blood came more and more, for it was interlac-

ed with blood-vessels. The attendant nurses
supplied lint and bandages to take up the
blood, and the warm water was applied almost
Incessantly to wash away the blood so the
doctor could see where the point of his lancet
was penetrating. He explained to us that one
little cut too far or in the wrong direction
would be almost surely fatal. Never before in

my life did I feel so intensely that these things-

an- all in God's hands after all; that in spite

of all the wonderful skill that has been achiev-
ed in the practice of surgery, God still holds the
slender thread of life in his own hand. I know
that they prayed In their little chapel before
the work began: but my praying was done
(and it was done in real earnest too) while it

seemed—at least to me—a question whether the
patient could ever survive. Finally, during the
most critical portion of the operation, the
chloroform seemed hardly adequate. The pa-
tient shut her teeth, and there seemed danger
that she might choke. I do not know whether
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lockjaw sets in at such times or not; but I/or
one feared it.

One of the bright nurses, however, was right
at hand with an apparatus for forcing open the
jaws. Then another delicate instrument was
brought into requisition, and fastened to the
tongue to hold it away so it might not close
the opening of the windpipe. During all this

time the chloroform was necessarily suspended,
and the patient began to suffer terribly. It

always troubles me when I can not help in a
crisis of this kind, especially, where human life

is in peril. Thank God. there was one thing I

could do right then and there. Perhaps I

should explain right here that I was told I

must not speak nor make any sort of noise, for

medical students are often dismissed in a body
for failing to keep perfectly silent during a
critical case like that. The only way in which
I could help was by silent prayer. The quanti-
ty of blood that flowed, it seemed to my weak
and inexperienced eyes, was enough to kill any-
body, and I had about given up all hope, al-

though I still prayed mentally, even if it was
with but little faith. A fragment of that little

hymn

—

I^amSweak, but thou are mig'hty,;

kept coming into my mind. Slowly and care-
fully the doctor worked. One attachment after
another was sundered by the keen steel blade.
Sometimes it seemed as if the operator meditat-
ed a little before cutting away something that
seemed to be in the way. After a long time, as
It would seem to me, he finally reached the con-
nection that attaches the kidney to the body.
Here he was obliged to stop in order to take a
bit of cord, held right ready to his hand, before
he had had even time to ask for it, by one of
the nurses, and the necessary knot was formed
before severing the organ.
Let me say right here that it seemed wonder-

ful the way that his nurses, without a word
being spoken, kept holding every appliance for

the operation, as one thing after another was
needed. Sometimes it was water, given
through a small rubber tube; sometimes it was
lint or bandages, then it was, every little while,
some new surgical instrument for holding the
skin, the flesh, and different organs out of the
way of the operator. I did not notice the time
when the operation commenced. It seemed to
me as if it must have occupied toward an hour.

I was to leave on the train at three o'clock.
Friend Keck silently moved out, for he was
close to the door. I gathered from this that it

was about time for me to take my train; but so
intensely interested was I that I took the
chances of waiting a few minutes longer. I did
not see the kidney entirely removed, for it was
a very slow and careful operation: but I stood
until I was sure the terrible ordeal was almost
over; I asked friend Keck to write me the re-

sult; but, to confess the truth, I had decided in

my own mind it was next to impossible for a
human being to live after being taken to pieces
and overhauled in that manner; but, of course,
I know very little about such things. Almost
as soon as I got home, the cheering news came
that the patient had rallied and was doing
nicely. A little later she bid fair to not only
recover, but to recover quickly. Within a week
or ten days, if I remember correctly, she was
able to sit up: and now she is pronounced al-

most if not quite out of danger.

By way of conclusion 1 want to say just a
word in regard to the physicians and surgeons
of this sanitarium. I feel quite certain that
not one of the eminent doctors present at that
time was ever guilty of the use of strong drink,
or even of using tobacco. They were men
whose faith is in God, and who are daily seek-

ing his kingdom and righteousness. The time
was when our ministers used to enter the pul-
pit, saturated with tobacco, and sometimes
with something worse. At the present time,
liowever, such things may be tolerated in some
of the aged members of the ministerial frater-
nity, but very rarely among the younger ones.
I wonder if the time is not also near at hand,
when people will demand for a family physi-
cian one who has no smell of tobacco about his
person, and one who is pronounced and decid-
ed in regard to the use of spirituous liquors.
God speed the day!

TURNIPS AND CRIMSON CLOVER.

We are now gathering and selling some of
the handsomest turnips we ever raised in the
world, and they cost us almost nothing except
the seed. It comes about in this way: When
we were cultivating our Corey corn the last

time, we sowed crimson-clover seed among the
corn, as 1 have told you. Well, we mixed in

about an ounce of turnip seed with .5 lbs. of
clover. We wanted to have the turnips so far
apart that they would not crowd the clover nor
crowd each other, and we hit it to a dot. After
the ears got too hard for marketing we just
pulled up the corn by the roots, knocked the
dirt off against the wagon-wheel, and fed it to

the horses and pigs. The ground was cultivat-
ed with a fine-tooth Planet once after sowing
the seed. We have now a very even stand of
large nice crisp turnips; and the crimson clover
between the turnips is making great rank dark-
green clumps of clover. They are stooling out
considerably this fall. The plants lie closer to
the ground than ordinary clovers; and I feel

sure that, on this account, they are going to

stand the winter, especially with the growth
they have made.
Right adjoining the Corey corn was a strip of

Mammoth Evergreen; but the clover and tur-

nips did comparatively little among that great
rank-growing corn full of life and energy. I

suppose one reason was, there was so little rain

there was not moisture enough to go round,
and the corn had possession of the ground in

the first place, and naturally resented the in-

trusion. This corn was saved for seed—at
least, a large part of it, so it was considerably
later before the corn was cleared off, leaving
the turnips and crimson clover to have the
whole of the ground. There are a few turnips
and some clover that I do not think will amount
to much.
Now, in managing in this way, especially

where we are going to have a very dry season,

clover and turnips had better be put in with
some crop that is going to get out of the way
pretty early. We sowed some turnips and
clover in the same way among our beans: and
although this was put in a week later, we have
a very good stand of clover and turnips both,

becailse the beans are not so tall, and they
were pretty well along toward maturity when
clover was put in. By referring to Gleanings
for Aug. 1, page 60,5. I see that we did the
greater part of our turnip and clover seeding
on the 29th of July. We sowed White Egg
turnips. Purple-top Globe, and Yellow Aber-
deen; and all of them have done splendidly
except where they were in the rank strong-
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growing corn, as I have told you. Just before
Thanksgiving we expect to pull all the turnips,
then the clover has " undisputed sway."

NEW VEGETABLES AND PLANTS TESTED DUK-
ING 1895.

Our friends will remember that Gleanings
had considerable to say about the lathyrus
silvestris, or fiat pea. Well, it has not stood
the drouth of the past season as I expected to

see it do. Perhaps our haid clay soils are not
just th(! thing for it. It stood the severe win-
ter all ritrht, and furnished a great amount of
feed until the severe dry weather set in. I do
notthinic its roots have gone the great distance
claimeil for it— not at this stage of growth, any
way. So far as we have tried it to feed stock,
they all seem to take it readily. Our experi-
ments were mostly made in the spring. Bert
Cook, when he was with us, said tliat. so far as
he could find out, it was a success in Michigan
at the Agricultural College, so far as produc-
ing feed was concerned, but no kind of stock
seemed to be very fond of it, and he thought it

was going to be a failure in that respect. Sac-
aline, though it grew up perhaps three feet

high, and then produced quite a quantity of
cream -colored blossoms, has not as yet had
sufficient foliage to make any test of it for feed;

but very likely it is getting root so as to make
a show another year. At present writing it

would seem that neither of these plants is going
to he exactly what has been claimed for them.
The bush yam, or vineless sweet potato, that

wa« growing so handsomely, made a fine show
of top-*, but no potatoes of any account, on our
soil: but for that matter we never have had a
good yield of sweet potatoes, or yams either,
on our ground. Yes, we did have some very
good -sized yams, but they were not dry and
mealy like the sweet potatoes we get from Bal-
timore. We tried selling them around town;
but all of our customers voted the home-grown
were not as good as those shipped in from other
localities.

Best of All beans I have reported on before.
There seems to be no fault coming out with
regard to these; but they are not particularly
new.
We have tested several kinds of sweet corn,

but do not find any of them enough better than
we have, to give them a place in our new cata-
log.

The Sweetheart melon, mentioned in August,
we have thought worthy of a place.
Burpee's Fordhook tomato will also be cata-

loged for 1896.

We are testing the Marshall strawberry, and
think quite likely we shall give it a place in
our catalog next July. We have at present,
however, no plants for sale.

The Gault raspberry has already received
sufficient notice. We think it has come to stay.

On page 499 we copied at length from the
Rural New-Vorker in regard to Electropoise,
and the editor there agreed to test the thing
for a period of several weeks. He has done so,

and here is his report:

Some mouths ag-o the TIic R. N.-Y. gave its opin-
ion of the Electropoise, a device for which extrava-
gant curative properties are claimed. The people
who sell this contrivance promised, as proof of the
value of their "Poise," to cure a person who has
been an invalid for some years. That person tried
the device carefully for two months according to
the directions of tlie comp;iny's physician. He was
to have tried it three months, but after two mouths'
trial he was taken with a serious illness! His opin-
ion of the Electropoise, after the two months' trial,
is that, as a remedial agent, it exerts no effect what-
ever.

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
Any of t .ese books on which postage is not given wiU be

torwardeU by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
In buying books, as evei-y thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if we in.ike a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that tlie bookseller could read all tiie books he
offers, a^ he has them for sale, it were hardly to be e.xpected
he would be the one to mention all the fiaults, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desire that those who favor
me with their patronage shall not he disappointed, and there-
fore 1 .am going to try to prevent it by mentioning all the
faults, so far as 1 can. that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that I approve I have
marked with a *

; those I especially approve, **
; those that

are not up to times, 1 ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines.t;
foreign, § The bee-books are all good

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by

freight or express, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can judge of the size of
the books very well by the amount required for postage
on each.

8
I

Bible, good print, neatly bound 20
10

I

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30
20

I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress**. 75
This is a large book of 42.5 pages and 175 illustrations, and

would usually be called a 82.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 25c more.

6
I
First steps for Little Feet. By the author of

the Story of the Bible. A better book for young children can
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 35
3

I
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10

1
I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos. 1,2, 3, and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 05
2

I

Same, board covers 20
5

I

Same, words and music, small type, board
covers 45

10
I
Same, words and music, board covers .

.

75
3

I
New 'Testament in pretty flexible covers. .

.

05
5

I

New Testament, new version, paper covers. 10

5
I
Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10

4 Stepping Heaveiiwiird** IS-

IS
I

Story of the Bible** 1 00
A large "book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will be read

by almost every child.

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life** 25
Same in cloth binding 50
" The Life of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 25

1 Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*. . 05
5 Tobacco Manual** 45
This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around

where the boys get hold of it, and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
Postage fPrice without postage.
15 A BCof Bee Culture. Cloth 110

A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller. . . 45
Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50

3
i
Amateur Bee-kee|)er, by J. W. Rouse 22

14
I
Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,

England, Vol. L§ 2 36
31

I
Same, Vol. 11. § r 2 7&

or, $5.21') for the two, postpaid.
10

I
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 90

10
I
Cook's New Manual. Cloth 115

5 Doolittle on Queen-Rearing 95
2

I
Dzierzon Theory 10

3
I
Foul Brood; Its Natural History and Ra-
tional Treatment .

22^

1 I
Honey as Food and Medicine 05

15
I

Langstroth Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son.. 1 25
10

1

Quinbj'S New Bee-Keeping 140
I
Thirty Years Among the Bees, by H. Alley 60

4
I

Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon 46

I

Handling Bees, by Langstroth. Revised
by Dadant 08

1 Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker 25
5

I

The Honey Bee, by Thos. William Cowan.

.

95

I
British Bt-e-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thos.
William Cowan, England§ 40

;i
I
Merry banks and His Neighbor, by A.I. Root 15

4
I

Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce 46

MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.
n

I
An Eirg-Fiirm, Stoddard** 45

I Am.iteur PhotoarMplier's Hand-hook** 70
5

I
A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 35

5
I
A B C of Strawberry Cnlture**By T. B.Terry 35

Probably the leading liook of the world on strawberries.

I

Barn Plans and Out-Bulldings* 1 50

I

Canary Birds. Paper 50
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2
I
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner** 3o

The first reaily full and ouniplete l)0<|k on oeleiy oulHir>-, at
a moilerate price, that we hnve liad. It is full of picnires.
anil the whole thinp: is made si> plain that a schoolboy ought
to be able to giowpayinif crops at once, without any assis-
tance except from the book
8

I

Domestic Economy, by I. H. Mayer, M. D.** 60
This book ouy:ht to save at'least ihe niouey it costs, each

year, in every household. It w.is wi'ltteii by a d ictor, and one
who has made the matter of domestic icoiiomy a life study.
The ref^ular pi ice of the book is *1 Oil; but bv takinpr a large
lot of them we are enabled to make the price only 60 cts.

I Drainiiifi for Vrofltuiid Health, Wairiiig-. . I 50

10 I Fuller''^ (xnipe Cultiirist** 140
This is, perhaps, the most systematic, comprehensive, and

thorough woik on grajie culture now in print ; in fact
friend fuller here tells us how, by easy steps, to make any
grapevine come into the work, and make ,a pleasant, orderly
appearjvnce: and he makes it as attractive as a piece of fic-

tion; and the best p.art of it is, that you get great crops of
beautiful grapes during almost .inv kind of sea.~on. We have
tested the system, and know whereof we speak.

I
Fiirmiiig- For Boys* ^n

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions, and it

seems to nie that it ought to make larui-Iire tascin.iting loanj
boy who has any sort of taste for gardening

7
I

Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing** 90
This is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is the

only book on gardening that I am aware of that tells how
marketrgardeners «nd seed-u'rowers raise and harvest theii
own seeds. It has It;6 pages

12
I

Gardening- for Pleasiiii . Henderson* 1 85
While 'Gardening for Profii i^ written with a viewof mak

ing gardening Pay. it touches a good deal on the pleasure part;
and "'Gardening foi- Plea^ure " takes up this matter of beauti
tying your homes and improving your grounds without the
special pointln view of making money out of it. I thil^k most
of you will need this if you get "Gardening for Profit." This
work has 404 pages and 20.'j illustrations.

12
I

Gardening- for Profit 1 85
The latest revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work

Nothing that has ever before been put in print has done so
much toward making mnrkct^ gardening a science and a fasci
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, without
question, although we have manv other books on these rural
employments. If you can get but one book, let it lie thf
above" It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I Gardening for Young- and Old, Harris** . 1 25
Tni- is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Although it

goes over the same ground occupied by Peter Henderson, it

particularly emphasizes thorough cultivation of the soil in
preparing your grovind; and this matter of adapting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happj
vein. If your children have any sort of fancy foi gardening it

will pay .YOU to make them a present of this book. It has 187
pages arid 46 engravings.

10
I

Garden and Farm Topics. Henderson** 75

I

Gray's School and Field Honk of Hotany .

.

I 80

5
I
Gregory on Cabliag-es; paper* 25

5 Gregory on Squashes; paper* 26

6
I
Greg'ory on Onions; paper* 25

The above three books, bv our friend (iregory, are all val-
uable. The book on squashes especially is good reading for
almost anybod V. whether they raise scjuashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind o(
business.

10
I
Greenhouse Construction** 1 40

This book, bv Prol . Taft. is ju>t out. and is as full and com
plete in regard to the bitilding of all glass structures as is the
next book in regard to their management. Anv one who
builds even a small str-ictuie for plant-growing under glass
will save the value of the book by reading it "arefully.

15 1 How to Make tlie Garden Pay.** 1 35
. By T. Grcinci- This is a n<w book, just out, and it gives the
most explicit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any book in the world Those who are interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, hot-houses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out tile book.

I

Haniibook for Lumbermen 10

10
I
Household Conveniences .. 1 +i'

2 1 How to Propagiite and Grow Fiuit, Greeii* 15

3
I
Tn.iurious Insects, Cook r.'5

10
I

[rrig-iition for the Farm. Garden, and Or-
chard. Stewart* I 4('

This book, so far as I am informed, is almost the only wnk
on this matter thnt is attracting so much Interest, especialh
recently. Using water lioni springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rain, during our great droughts, is the gieai
problem before us at the present day. The book has 274 page^
and 142 cuts.

5
I

Manures; How to Alake and How to Use
them; in paper covers 45

6
I

The same in c;lotli covers 65
Covering the whole matter, and discus.sing every thing to be

found on the firm, refuse from factories, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a cornplete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. W. Sempers.

7
I

Market-gardening ;ind Farm Notes, by
Burnett Landreth 90

The Landreths ai-e the pioneer seedsmen of America; and
the book is worth ftilly .as much as we might expect it to be. I

think I received hints from it worth the price, before it had
been in my hands fifteen minutes. It is cM'eediii^'l.v lu-aetical,
and tells what has been done and wh.it is being done, more
than it discourses on theory.

3
I
Maple Sugar and the Siigat-hush** 3^

By Prof. .i. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at
uiy request. As the autlioi- has, perhaps, one of the finest
sugar-camps in the United states, as well as being an enthusi
astic lover of all farm industries, be is better il tied, perhaps, to
handle the sub.iecl tha an 'ither man. The nook is written
in Pr<pi Cook's happy styl I'omliining wholesome moral les-
sons with the latest and best uietlio.i oi managing lo get the
liiiest syr\ip and maple sugar, with the least possible expend!
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo-
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages ami S.") cuts

I
Our Farming, by T. B.Terry** f2.00

In which he tells "how we have made a nin-down farm
bring both profit and pleasure."
This is a large book. 6x9 inches. 367 pages, quite fully illus-

trated. It is Terry's Hr-.t large book; and while it touc-hes on
the topics treated in his smaller handbooks.it is ^ut1ieiently
different so that no one will complain of rerietition. even if he
h.as re.id all of Terry's little books. I should call it the bright-
est and most practical book on farming before the world at
the pre.-ent ilay. The p, ice is S2 00 postpaid; or clubbed with
Gleanings for 2 .1(1 Thosi- who are already subscribers to
Gleanings may have it postpaid by sending us l.iO more. We
are so sure it will be worth many times its cost that we are
not afraid to ofTer to take It b.ick it any one feels he has not
got his money's worth .ifter he has read it. If ordered by ex-
press or freight with other goods. lOc less.

3
I
Onions lor Profit** 45

Full.v uj) to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-
ture and the new method The book is fully illustrated, and
written with all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author. T. Greiuer. Even if one is not particularly in-
terested in the business, almost any person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them through.

1
I
Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** 10

11
I

Practical Kloriculture, Henderson* 1 35
10

I

Profits in Poultry* 90
3

I
Practical Turkey-raising 10

By Fanny Field. This is a 2.i-ccrit book which we otter for 10

cts.; postage, 2 cts.

4
I

Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10
Over 30,000 words and 2.-)0 illustrations

3
I

Kats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, ;is well as other Pests of like Char
acter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not? It is written in such a happy vein
that every member of the family will read it clear through,
just about as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete summing up of the best information the world can
furnish.

1
I
Silk and the Silkworm 10

10
I

Sraall-Friiit Culturist. Fuller 140
10

I
Success in Market-Gardening* 90

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market gardener who lives in .Arlington, a suburb of Boston.
Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the foremost to make
irrigation a practical success, and he now irrigates his ground?
by means of a w indmill and stenm-eneine whenever a drought
threatens to injure the <-rop-i. The book has 208 pages, and is

nicely illustrated with 110 engravings.

I Ten Acre.* Enough 1 on

I
Talks on Miinures* 176

This book, by Joseiih Harris is, perhaps, the most compre-
hensive one we have on the subject, and the whole matter is

considered by an able writer. It contains .366 pages.

2
I

The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 15

10
i

The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led
(^aptlve 75

2
I
Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10

6
I
Tile Drainage, by W. T. Chamberlain 35

Fully illustrated, containing every thing of importance
clear up to the present date.

The -ingle chapter on diirging ilitches, with the illustrations
given by Fiof. Chaiul'crhiii). shonld alone make the book
worth what itco>ts, to evi ly one who has occasion to lay ten
rods or more of tile. There is as mucli science in diirging as
in doing .almost any thing else; and b.y followimr the plan
directed in the book one. man will often do as much as two
men without this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with the subject, .md was written by the author
while he was cngai^ed in the work of digging the ditches and
hiving the tiles H1MSKI.I-". for he has laid literally jniles of
tile on his own farm m Hiid.-on. O.

r,
I
Tomato Culture 35

In Ihiei' parts. P.ut first—by .1. W. Dav. of Crystal Springs,
Miss . treats • f tomato cu'tuie in the South, with some re-

maik-liyA. I Koot. adapting it to the \orth. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Conncant. O.. iieats of tomato culture
especially for canning factoi ies. Part third—By.\. 1. Root,
treats of plant-growing for maiket. and high-pvcssure garden-
ing in gentjral. This little book is interestingbecause it is one
of the nr.-t rural books to come from our friends in the South.

3 ' WinierCato of Horses and Cattle 35
Thi^ is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;

but it is .<! intimirteiv lorini-eteil with hi;- potato-hook that it

reads ulmo-t like a se(|uel to it. Ifyouhavi on'y a horse or a
cow. I think it will pay you to invest in the bo'>k It has 44

pages and 4 cuts.

3
I
Wood's Cfimmon Objects of the Micro-

scni>("«* 47

8
I

Wbat to Do and How to he Happy While
Doing It, by A. 1. Root 50

THE A. I. ROOT CO.. MEDINA, O.
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BUSINESS^ '^^P^i^AWAGER

I shall be on my way to .\tlanta about the time
this reaches you, and shall be ghid indeed, to meet as
many of tlie "friends as possible.

SOLD ODT.

The Early Ohio and Early Puritan, botli first and
second sizes, are sold out, and tlie prospect is just
now that we shall not be able to get any more to

furnish at the low prices we liave been offering-

them; also second sizes of all other potatoes are sold
out except Lee's Favorite and Freeman.

ORDERING POTATOES NOW, TO BE SHIPPED WHEN
YOU DIRECT IN THE SPRING.

We shall once more undertalie to send out pota-
toes as we did last spring but we sliall not ri.sk start-

ing them before the first of April, uo matter bow
enticing the weather. You will "need to order the
potatoes now (say before Jan. 1st) to secure ao tiie

uery i'ur prices given in our poiato circular mailed
on application. You must either pay for them now,
or malse a sufficient payment on them to pay us for
putting them up and furnishing cellar space for

them till next April. Or we will ship them sooner
providing you will stand all loss from freezing. In
other words, they are to be sliipped April 1 unless
you direct otherwise. At the very low rates we
have given, we shall very likely run out of many
kinds before spring (Early Ohio and Early Puritan
are already sold out); but if they are put up now,
your name marked on them, "paid for," you make
a sure thing of it. We guarantee them wintered
safely without freezing, and with no more sprouting
than can be prevented by an ejccellent cellar made
on purpose, and opened and closed according to the
weather, that they may be neither too hot nor too
cold.

POLISHING MITTEN.
There are very few house-

keepej's who do not have a
stove to black, and many take
piide in making it sliine. One
of the best implements fortius
purpose is the polishing-mitten
shown herewith. This is a wo-
man's invention, and a good
one too, as you might know.
It consists of a mitten of oil-

cloth, faced with sheep or
lamb's skin fanned with the wool on. The mitten is

accompanied by a dauber, also of wool on the hide.

Those who have tried the mitien are loud in its

praise. They are usually sold for 3.5 cts. postpaid.
We can furnish them tor 25 cfs. postpaid, or, with
other goods, not postpaid, 20 cts. each, or 81.80 per
doz. ; 3 doz.. $4 50. We will send one free, postpaid,
for one new subscription to Gleanings at $1.00

ON TO ATLANTA.
Ask youi- ticket-agent for tickets to the Cotton

States Exposition at Atlanta, Ga., via the Louisville
& Nashville and Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis Railroads. This is the old soldiers' route dur-
ing the late war, passing through Murfreesboro
(Stone River battlefield), Tullahoma, Bridgeport.
and for miles in full view and around the base of
Lookout Mountain: also the famous Moccasin Bend
to Cliattanooga; thence over flic Western & Atlantic
Railroad to Atlanta. The schedules are as follows:
The fast mail leaves Cincinnati at 1]::!0.\.M. : arrives
at Louisville at 2:.5T P. M.; Nashville. 8:58 F- M.
Leaves St. Louis 7:.52 A. M.; Evansville, 2:13 PvM.:
Nashville, 9:10 P. M.; Chattanooga, 1 A. M. Arrives
at Atlanta t):50 A. M. The Cotton States Flyer
leaves Cincinnati T:30 1'. M.; arrives at Louisville
11 :l4 P. M. ; Nashville, fi:.50 A. M Leaves St. Louis at
7:3.T P. M.; Evansville, 1:25 A. M. Due at Nashville
7:10 A. M, : Chattanooga, 11:.50 A. M. Arrives at At-
lanta 4:00 P. M. The Atlanta special leaves Cincin-
nati 5:30 P. M.; Louisville, 9:30 P. M.: Nashville,
2:40 A. M.; Chattanooga, 7:00 A. M. Arrives at At-
lanta 11:35 A. M., and is a solid train from Cincin-
nati to Atlanta. All trains have elegant day coaches

and Pullman's finest sleeping-cars. Her.man
Holmes, T. P. A., Medina, Ohio. Jackson Smith, D.
I', .v., Cincinnati, Ohio. C. P. Atmore, G. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.

SO.METHING NEW IN COMB FOUNDATION.
We have in successful operation a new machine

for sheeting- beeswax, invented by E. B. Weed, for-

merly of Detroit, late of Ludlow, Ky. By means of
the machine a decided advance is made in the man-
ufacture • 'f comb foundation. A much superior
article is secured, at quite a redaction in cost of
making. A patent has been applied for by the in-

ventor, on the machine and its product. The wax
is supplied to the maciiine in liquid form, and It

comes from it in a continuous shest of any desired
thickness, and trimmed to width desired. It can be
still further perfected so as to pass the sheet
through the embossing-rollers of a foundation mill,

and be trimmed to length as it comes out. Already,
before the machine is quite out of the experimental
stage, one man sheeting and another rolling, pro-
duced four hundred pounds of medium brood
founda.tion in a day. Further particulars of the
machine will be given later. We shall be pleased to
mail samples of foundation to those interested.
Foundation made by this process is more transpar-
ent, a.nd less brittle when cool.

SEED BUSINESS FOR 1896.

With the much improved liealth I have been en-
joying for the past few momhs. we are making
better provisions for good seeds for 1896 than ever
before, and many of them will Ije at greatly reduced
prices. At present, prices have not been decided on
all seeds, but enough so that we anticipate much
pleasure in surpi-ising our friends of past je;u-s with
prices on many things lower than they have ever
been since we have been in the business. We will
try to give you a condensed list for Jan. 1. We are
making arrangements, however, so that any orders
sent in early will liave the benefit of the reduced
prices, even before they have come out.

GARDENING FOR DECEMBER.
In our locality, making garden for this month

must be mostly confined to working under glass.
As to how well this will pay, the only way I know Of
to find out is to make some practical tests. Take up
some big heavy clumps of asparagus after the
ground lias been once well frozen; start them in a
lioi bed heated either by steam or manure, and see
what you can get foi- asparagus-shoots along about
Cliristnias and New Year's. If you have protection
enough, do the same with kidney wax beans.

It is a good plan to start beets now, and they do
not take very much heat, but it takes them a good
while to grow. Sow the seed now, and you will have
beets for market in January or February. They al-

most always bi ing big prices.
Wakefield cabbage and cauliflower usually bring

good prices also, for growing under glass.
With the scarcity of celery all over the country,

it is an excellent time now to work out some plan
by which we can get nice celery under glass. We
are trying it now. White Plume is the most promis-
ing.
Watercress always sells, and it is one of the eas-

iest plants to grow under glass that we have ever
tried. A package of seed costs only 5 cents, and di-

rections tor growing under glass go with each
packet.

If you have got a nice warm greenhouse you can
start cucumbers; but unless you have had experi-
ence you will probably fail.

Grand Rapids lettuce should now be pushing on
in all stages of growth; and this probably leads all

other growing vegetables as a winter crop. It al-

ways .sells, and is one of the prettiest crops to man-
age I have ever had any experience with. Send to
the Ohio E.\periment Station, Wooster, Ohio, for
their bulletin on growing lettuce by sub-irrigation.
You can start onion-plants now—a few of them

—

and the winter or Egyptian onion can be pushed
now or any time later. But you must not keep it

too warm. It is emphatically a cold weather plant.
Dig your ijaisniijs -that is, enough to last while

thegrcMind is frnzt-n—during any open spell.

The American Wonder peas are very easily grown
undei- glass. i)roviiiiiig you have the room to spare.
Peppers and tomatoes can l)e kei)t l>earing all win-

ter, if you have got a house warm enough, and take
the precaution to save some plants IxM'ore they are
killed by frost.
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Force rhubarb the same as asparagus: aiul tlio

price you are offered for it should {i'uide you in re-

gard to when and how niucli you should st;irt.

Radislies—especially till' Seailet Globe and eaily
frame—lequire very little heat, and are exeeedingly
easy to manafj'e. The same with spinach. It will

stand more cold than any other plant, ))robaljiy. In
fact, we liave nice spinach right outdoors, a great
many times, nearly all winter. '

If you want to propagate rare and valuable vari-
'

eties of strawberries, you can easily keep them
|

going- all winter, and they can be pushed like
j

spinacli and winter onions in cold-frames, wi hout I

any lieat at all. All the expense will lie in handlinji-

the glass, and giving them \entilatioii when there is

very strong sunshine, and giving tlu'in a bath when-
ever we have a warm rain.

j

Last, but not least, you can have plants of the
newThoroughl)red potato: and if you do not let the
frost beat you out some time unexpectedly, you
ought to have some new potatoes to plant by plant-
ing-time, next May or June.

KIND WORDS FROM ODR CUSTOMERS.

My! but your bee-supilies are most beautiful,
and go together so very nii-ely !

" Mack."
Bloomdale, O., Nov. 4.

THE MANTTM SWARM-CATCHER INVALUABLE.
By the way, those swarm-catchers—the Manum

—

after one learns to use them are an invaluable
thing. We change ours about on different lengths
of poles to suit our swarms, having a pole with a
book on it to reach any of them for the purpose of
shaking the limbs and closing the lid ; then we raise
the basket clear of the tree, and continue to shake
the limb, and, presto! your bees are in the basket.

Fairfield, 111., Nov. 19. T. C. Stanley.

A KIND WORD FOR OUR BUSINESS HABITS, IF NOT
FOR SOME OTHER THINGS.

Mr. A. I. Roof .-—While I do not approve of raw-
meat or hot-water diet, or religious lectures, in
business dealings your firm is away above par, and
I shall always have a good word for your square
dealing. H. L. Jones.
[Thank you, friend .1. Our readers will please

notice the expi-ession "t-:iw meat" in the above.
It seems strange where this co\ild have come from.
If anybody can direct my attention to any phj'si-
cian. ancient or modern, wlio prescribed ixiuJ meat
to his patients, I shall be glad to know about it.]

THE PORTER BEE-ESCAPE THE BEST.

I want to say a word in favor of the Porter bee-
escape. I have been using a cone escape, and
thought they worked very well; but .after trying a
Porter I hare no more use for a cone escape. The
Porter clears every bee out of the super, in a very
short time. T don't think the Porter escape can be
recommended too highly. E. R. Magoon.
Malone, N. Y.

THE CORNEIL AND CRANE SMOKER.
The Cornell smoker came to hand last niu-ht.

Thanks. I have examined it with a e-ood fire in it,

and think it is a good durable smoker, and very
cheap. I think our men will prefer this to the
Crane; hut as for me, give me Cr.ane every time..
The last tin valve, I think, is allright-at least, it

served me the whole season. P. H. Elwood.
Starkville, N. V., Oct. .SI.

A KIND WORD INDEED FOR A. I. ROOT.
Dear Friend A. I. Roof ; — Whether you write

about the entertainment and management of a
hotel, about the processes of raising potatoes and
of him who raises them, or be it about hanging the
buzzards up on trees to dry, or the girl who gets the
mail from a moving steamboat, or other of the m'jl-
titude of life's vicissitudes, 1 have this to remark:
That you possess in an eminent degree the ability
to make every line and sentence highly interesting:
and, above ail, you seem to be able to make eveiy
ph.asc of life and action a lesson of betterment and
uplifting of human life and character. Tome this
seems to be the true model of journalism.

John Cadwallader.
North Madison, Ind., Oct. 19.

FOR THE CUBICAL HIVE.

I am more than pleased with Gleanings. It is

really a marvel ot cheapness and excellence. 1 can
not imagine how you can furnish it at the iirice, let
alone the quantity of extra matter it sd often con-
tains. I am much pleased with K. R. Ri)ardman's
arti'-le on the square-shaperl hive (in Glicanings of
April 1.5). I found that the long hive w:ts the wrong
hive for me, as I found the combs not occupied by
the bees in winter got mildewy; but the combs in
the top chambers on mv square hives did not. I

keep the top chambers on my hives all through the
winter. It saves a lot of trouble. My broad top-
frames keep the bet's nice and comfortable in the
hrood-chamber. The excess of moisture and heat
escapes via the end of the frames.' The hives are
always ready for aiy Mow of honey that may be ob-
tained in my locality, come when it mav.

J. F. Munday.
Woodville, N. S. Wales. Australia.

a kind word in very truth, from away down
IN TEXAS.

Mr. A. I. Root:—Ten or twelve years ago I some-
times worked for a neighbor who was then taking
a journal published by you called Gleanings in
Bee Culture, I believe. I can well remember
reading the interesting articles and letters about
bees and their ways, etc. But what most interested
me was your familiar "talks" that you gave on
about the last pages. Although at the time I was
only :i rather small boy, yet I was interested and
concerned about my soul's salvation, and I well re-

member how I used to read your words on religious
subjects when no one was around, so that they
would not .'.ee how interested I was in them. The
impression left on my memory is a, plea-^ant one.
Now I want Glea.mngs, if you still punlish it — not
to find out. how to be saved, because I gave my heart
and life to Christ seven years ago, and he still has
them in his keeping; but I do want Gleanings to

read and iind out how to work with bees properly.
Then it will keep me posted on the latest improve-
ments in hives and apiary fixtures. I know I shall

get a great dealofoihei- information that will in-

terest me. Well, here is a dollar for one year's sub-
scription; and if it is more than th.it for a year,
please let me know. M. S. Lusby.
Taylor, Texas.

AN encouragement FOR WELL-DOING. IN THE
SHAPE OF Sf)ME EXCEEDINGLY KIND WORDS.

.4. /. Roof .-—I am an officer of the navy, of many
years standing, on the retired list. I have made a
study of lees, and am conversant with a good deal
of bee-litefature. 1 have several times ordered
material of youi- company for myself and others.

At the first' reading of youi- catalog I was struck
with a peculiarity it seemed to exhibit, and on that
account 1 have studied it carefully, and my first

impression is confirmed. It is one of the few de-

scriptive Catalogs issued by manufactureis which
seems to be thoroughly truthful, with no attempt
to exaggerate; or to mislead, or to overpraise any
article made or sold by you. It does not hesitate to

say that certain articles in the catalog are not
recommended. It frequently advises the luirehase
of the lower-priced article Throughout it rautions
the beginner to avoid useless or unnecessary ex-
pense. : ;.

Of the articles I havT received from you for my-
self and others, the catalog is faithfully descrip-
tive. Therefore it is wiih pleasure that I wilte this

to let you know ihe, impression yiair- business
methods have made on one person at least, and to
most heartily wish you a continuance of your de-

served success. Eugene B. Thomas.
Lynn, N. C, Nov. 8.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SA'W
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Ripping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting,
Grooving, Gaining, Dadoing,
Rdging-up, Jointing Stuff, etc.

Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.

Cntalna Fra'. l-24ei

SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,
44 Water St.. Seneca Falls, NY.
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Italian Untested qiit'ous. $1.00; tested. $1 35. Bees
Bees by the |)umi(l, il.OO. Full colonies. $6.00;

and nuclei, 3-trMiiH's, willi queen, $2-50; 1-

Queens. frame. $2,00; queens after Aug:.. AU cents.

B. P. and W. P. B egps for setting, 15 for $1 00.

lilRS. A. A. SIMHSON, Swarfs, F»fj.

USE C'l IIWI H CARBON-
TAYLORS r^ \^ IVI r^ BISUI-PHIDE

For liilling- Woodclnuks. Prsiirlo l>u^i», U»-
pherx and R-.ii», lii>.eot8 in <>iralii. S.m-«1«,

etc. Sliipped in .")0-|ioiiii(l cans by the inaiiufactur-

er. Write for pamphlet.

Edward R. Taylor, Cleveland. O.

C^ln resDondincr to this adv emeiiT mention

HATCH CHICKENS witb the mouel
Excelsior Incubator.
Stmple, Perfect, Self-Regu-
lacing. Thousands io success,
ful operatioD. Guaranteed to
hatch a larger percentage of
fertile eggs at less coat than
an^ other Hatcher, ^west
priced Brst-class Batcher

made. OEO. H. 8TAUL,
»14toia8 8.6thSt.,qiuncj,IU.

DEFOKE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, wrlt«
^ for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee
Hives. Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention Glkanino.'!. 21-8db

Advantages of Bee-Escapes.

No sweat steals down the heated cheelts and ach-
ing back of the bee-keeper as the result of standing
in the hot sun putting, blowing, smoking, and brush-
ing bees; no time is wasted in these disagreeable
operations; and no stings received in resentment of
such treatment; tlie honey is secured free from
black or even the taint of smoke; the cappings are
not injured by the gnawings of bees; and robbers
stand no show whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleaned up by the bees inside
the hive, before the honey is removed. Leading
Bee-keepers use the Porter Escape, and say that
without a trial it is impossible to realize the amount
of vexatious, annoying, disagreeable work that it

saves. The cost is onlj 20 cts. each, or $2.2.5 per doz.
As in the past, tliis escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. are now the ex-
clusive selling agents for this country. Order of
your dealer or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina. Ohio.

.X. IK)
i Yard

J High

J Class

•

INCIJBATORSt
We Warrant

The Reliabte j^

ToHstch «o per cent Slur Regdutino -k
l>urable, Correct in Principle. T.«aiier JU
-• "'—'d's Fair. 6ct3. in stamps for 7

_ page Poultry Guide and Cata- ^
•ft locue. POULTRY FOR PRUPIT made plain. Bed.Rock Information, it

•A Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,Qulncy, III. it

^^••••••••••••••••••••••••*
In writing adverti!>ei5< mention this paper.

For $350.00. one hundred S-story hives
complete for comb h(5ney; bees and hives in good
order. Inquire of A. LEYVRAZ, Francis, Fla.

"The Southland Queen."
Send for a sample copy of The Southland

Queen, $1.00 per' year. The only bee-paper
l)ul)lished in the South (monthly). Edited by
the Atchley family. Practical, Plain, and
Fresh. Also a Steam Bee-hive Factory.
Root's Goods. Dadant's Foundation, and
Binghnm Smokers. Ask for free catalog.
We \Nill be ready with queens and bees by
the pound for '96. Write for what you want,
and make arraiigments this winter while
you are not busy.

The Jennie Atchley Co., Beeviiie, Tex.

U<S. We <;ell yoor Poultry* Veais,
Fruits and all produce at high-
est prices. DAILY RETURNS. For
stencils, prices, and references, write
F. I. S^GE & SONS. 183 Reade St.. N. Y

KEMP'S MANURE-SPREADER.
13 YEARS ON THE MARKET. IMPROVED FOR 1895.

SPREADS any kind of manure in any quantity to
the acre, and does it better than hand work, even

if a man spends ten hours on what the machine will

do in two minutes. Sent to any responsible party
subject to approval, that will furnish satisfactory
references or rating of responsibility. Illustrated
catalogue free. Largest and oldest manufacturers
of manure=spreaders in the world.

KEMP .!e BURPEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
Box No 90, Syracuse, N. Y.

Vlease mention thi> paper.

ROOT'S GOODS at

ROOT'S PRICES
-^^.FOR THE WEST.

Order of us and ^ave f leight. Goods at wholesale
and retail. A full li e of Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation. Extractors, and every thing else

of the latest and best.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER. Des Moines, Iowa.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has iVo Sasr in Brnod-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Snrphs Eone7.

Being the cleanest, it Is usually worked
tlie quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
IStfdb Sole rianufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co.. N. Y.

Golden's Feeder.ic^j^ie-
We can furnish the Golden combined
feeder and hive-cover direct from the
factory, as follows; without feed-dish,
as any dish, such as Simplicity, an-
swers: 1, made up, 30 cts.; 1, in the
flat, 2,5 cts. ; 10. in the flat, *2.00. Send
all orders to the A. 1. Ri^ot Co.. Medina,
O. For large orders write the under-
signed for special prices.

J. A. Golden, Reinersville, 0.
In writing- tc advertiserspleate mention this paper.
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THE PRIDE Or THE ADIRONDACKS.
ThiMiinv I'ai-k. Ponfc, 30 miles loiifj. Elk high,

Biitlald si TMiii.', i-'awn r'tisht, 10 rods lietWfeQ tree-
posis. rouy:lK'si Ki'oiind ever fenced. Buill by

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
In writing advertisers please mentiun this paper.

Cheap,

Strong,

Serviceable,

Large Size.

Jiiewi TLJC Tuiiur^ foi' tbose who want aUO i I nc. I ninu arst-class smoker at
a medium price. Size of cup. 3H inches; curved
nozzle, liiufjed so as to swing bacli; legs of malleable
iron, secured by bolts. The blast is the well-known
Corneil principle. Weight of smoker, only 20
ounces. Here is what one of our customers says
of it:

The Cornell smoker Is a Dandy with a big D. I have been us-
ing it to-day on the Grossest colony of bees 1 ever saw. I think
I could drive a bulldog with it. " S.R.Austin.
AmityvlUe, N. Y., Oct. 15.

Price $1.10, postpaid, or 85c if sent Ijy express
or freight with other goods.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
MEDINA, OHIO.

MUTH'S HONEY- EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-IARS.
Bee-keepers" Supplies in general, etc., etc.
Send for o\ir new catalog. "Practical
Hints" will be mailed for 10c in stamps.
Apply to

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

Read what J. 1. Pakent, of
Charlton. N. Y., says — "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chafl
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 5(0 broad frames, 3.000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled theamouni of bee-

, hives, etc., to make, and we ex
Dect to do it all with this saw.

J^:^]t will do all you say it will."
Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Kockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Fool'
Power Machinery may be sent to

The a. r.RooT Co

HEDDON'S

HIVE.
Why it is best of all. and all about how to

make and use it, in a 22-page pamphlet, free

on application. Address

James Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.

Headquarters in Missouri coods?***^
Can supplyyou with all tlie li.xtures used in an api-

ary. Best goods at lowest prices. Catalog free.
JNO. NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.

A Rich Dinner Can be Had by Using the

NO'BURN ROASTER,
wliich is made of materials tliat soften tlie heat,
cooking whatever you bake or roast, with a heat
something like steam or hot water, wliicli allows
nothing to burn or dry up; but, with absolutely no
attention, whatever is cooked comes out juicy, rich,

and very tender, and all tlie nutriments saved.
It will Make its Price

once a month in making more nutritious food, and
will save its price nearly as often by not scorching
or drying it. Nothing ever made like it before. It
will sell to every family, if properly introduced. We
want agents of either sex, and will guarantee big
success if they do their pait. Write foi' inirticulars.

J. K. PURINTON & CO., Des Moines, la.

Please mention this paper.

Promptness is Wliat Counts.)
Honey-jars, Shipping-cases, and every thing

that bee-keepers use. Root's Goods at Root's
Prices, and the Best Shipping-point in the
Country. Dealers in Honey and Beeswax.
Catjilog free.

WALTER S. POUDER,
162 Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Will pay 37c per lb. cash, or 39c in trade, for any
quantiiy of good, fair, average lieeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. "The same will l)e snkl to tliose

who wish to purchase, at 32c for }irM .^rkcltd wax.
Old combs will not be accepted under any consid-
erition.
Unless you put your name on the box. and notify

us by mail of amount sent, we can not hold our-
selves responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as
a general thing to .send wax by express.

THE, A. J. ROOT CO., Medina, O.

ONE MAN WITH THE
UNION COMBINATION SAW
Can do the work of four men us-
ing hand tools, in Ripping, Cut-
ting off, Mitering, Rabbeting',
(irooving. Gaining, Dadoing,
F.dging-up, Jointing Stuff, etc.
Full Line of Foot and Hand
Power Machinery. Sold on Trial.
CdtdJod Free. l-34ei
SENECA FALLS MFC. CO.,

44 Water St.. Seneca Falls, N Y.

vmiilion Cii.KANlNoa,
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Honey Column.

CITT MARKETS.
Philadelphia. — Honey.— Honey has advanced

in this market, with prospect of still hig'her ad-
vance. Comb honey sells quickly, and pure white-
clover extracted sells on sight. We quote comb.
dark, 10@11; choice. M@15: fancy, 16. E.xtracted,
5®6; New Fork white-clover, 6V4; western white-
clover, 10. Beeswnx, 27.

Wm. a. Selser,
Dec. 9. No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago.—Honey.—We quote comb honey at the
following prices: Fancy white 1-lb. sections, 14; No.
1 white, 13; amber, 12@13'4; buckwheat, 10. Ex-
tracted, as to quality and style of pacuage, b@6'-A.
Beeswax, 30. S. T. Fish & Co.,
Dec. 7. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland.—Honey.—Our market is not quite so
good as when we last quoted you on honey. We
quote No. 1 white comb, in 1-lb. sections, 14@15; No.
2 white, 12i4@13; buckwheat, 10. Water-white ex-
tracted, 7; amber, 6. Beeswnx, 25.

Williams Bros.,
Dec. 7. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland. O.

St. Louis.—Hone;/.—Market inactive; strained
honey, in barrels, 3)^@5; in cans, 43^@6. Comb, 10®
12, according to quality. N(3 dark wanted at any
price. Prime beeswax, 28.

D. G. TuTT Grocery Co.
Dec. 9. St. Louis. Mo.

Springfield. —Ho?i6y.—Honey is in only fair de-
mand. Whiteclover is selling at le-^n: buckwheat,
10@12. Perkins & Hatch.
Dec. 9. Springfield, Mass.

Kansas CiTV.—Hoiieu.—Thi> supply of extracted
is not large; demand good for wliite. We quote No.
1 white 1-lb. comb. i:J@U: No. 2, 12@13; No. 1 amber,
12rai3; No. 2.10@11; dnrk. S@10; extracted, wliite,
6@6i2; Mniber, 3@5i,; Soutliern. dark. 4@4'/2. Bees-
wax. 22@25. C. C. Clemonp & Co.,
Dec. 9. Kansas City, Mo.

CniCA(io —Ho)iej/.- White clover and linden in 1-

Ib. frame sell at 14(^^15. hut other kinds of frames of
white honey sell at I2@I3: djirk nnd amber grades,
of which there is a liberal supply. P@lu. Extracted,
dark gmdes, i@r,: amber. 4'2@S; wliitc. .5(4@r; pricf s
of diflerent grades vary accniding to quality, fine
flavor iilw lys being at a premium floeswax, 28@30,
and sells upon airival R A Burnett & Co.,
Dec. 11. IH3 So. Wnter St.. Chicago. III.

Minneapolis.—HoHcj/.—Since last writing you
there has been little or no change in the honey
market liere. A carload of California comb honey
came in and is selling at 14@1.5. There is a fair sup-
ply of water-white exti acted which we quote at 6!4.

White amber. 6: yellow amber. 5®5i4
; ;ill iu 60-lb.

tins. Beeswax, 28@35. S. H. Hall & Co..
Nov. 3J. Minne;ipolis, Minn.

Boston —llmiey.- Ct'mb honey is in good demand,
but piices rt-miiin as before— i;j@15, according to
quality. Extracted is quiet, with a full supply on
hand; prices. .5@6. E. E. Blake & Co.,
Dec. 10. Boston. Mass.

Cincinnati —Honey.—There is no life in the busi-
ness. All kinds of honey are in good supply, with a
rather slow demand for this time of the year. Best
wliite comb honey sells at 12®!') in the jobbing way,
while there is almost no demand for all off grades.
Demand for extracted honey is fair at 4@7 on ar-
rival. There is a good demand for beeswax at 22®
27 for good to choice yellow.

Chas F. Muth & Son,
Dec. 10. Cincinn.iti, O.

New York.—Hoiiey.—We have a fairly good de-
mand for white comb honey at 12®16, according lo
qualliy and style of package. While the maiket is
well cleaned up of glassed sections and pasteboard
cartons, unglassed is plentiful, having just receiv-
ed two more big carloads from California. Buck-
wheat comb is very dull, with large slocks on the
market. We quote 9@.lt); but, to effect sales on
quantity lots, it is necessary to shade quotations.
Considering the limited outlet and large supply, we
would not encourage 8hlj)pingof liuckwheat honey,
as we could not render returns in reasonable time.
The market on extracted is quiet, at unclijtnged
prices. No demand as yet for extracted buckwheat.
Beeswax is in good demand, and sells at 29®31.

Hilureth Bros & Segelken.
Dec. 9. 28 &30 West Broadway, New York.

Buffalo.— Hojiey —Honey market is veiy quiet,
and very little doing. Fancy is in light supply, and
firm at hi; No. 3. 12® 14; buckwheat is dull at 8@10.
Extracted dull. Beeswax, 2.5@28.

Batterson & Co.,
Dec. 7. Buffalo. N. Y.

Kansas City.—Hoiiey.—The demand for comb
and extracted is good. One-lb white. IS'.^; amber,
12; dark, 10. Extracted, white, 6',4@7; amber, 5@5X;
dark, iVz. Beeswax, 22®25.

Hamblin & Bearss,
Dec. 11. Kansas City, Mo.

Albany. — Honey. — There is a large stock of
buckwheat comb honey on our market, and it is

selling very slowly at 9@]0 for 1-lb. combs, and 8®9
for2-lb. Clover continues scarce, and No. 1 sells at
14@15. There is but little demand for extracted
yet. We look for an improvement after Jan. 1st.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Dec. 9. Albany, N. Y.

Detroit.—i?o?iey.—Best white comb honey is sell-

ing at 14@]6. with fair demand; dark grades, 12@13;
extracted, 6@7. Beeswax, ;i6®27.

M. H. Hunt.
Dec. 9. Bell Branch. Mich.

For Sale.—20 boxes extracted honey, two 60-lb.

cans in each box. Price 6'/2C per lb.

Jno. a. Thornton, Lima, 111.

For Sale.—11.000 lbs. basswood honey, equal to
the 500 lbs. I had in our State exhibit at the World's
Fair. Price. 8 1-gallon square cans in a case, .16.00;

16 '4-gallon cans in a case, $6 30.

F. A. Beals, Salix, la.

Extracted honey in barrels at 6V4 cts.. or in 60-lb.

cans at 7c. Chas. Dadant & Son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

Wanted.—To sell quantity lots of fancy oomb
honey. Also to sell water-white extracted honey in
60-lb. cans. B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

Alfalfa Honey, very white, thick, and rich.
Two 60-lb. cans at 7c. Same, partly from cleome
(tinted), 6c. Samples. 8c.

eift Oliver Foster. Las Animas, Col.

Alfalfa IN Arizona.—We will sell you alfalfa
honey F. O. B. Phoenix at 41/2C in 1000 -lb. lots or
more. Less than 1000 lbs. at 5c in five-gallon cans.
Car lots a specialty. J. P. Ivy,

Secretary Bee-keepers' Association.
Phoenix, Maricopa Co.. Arizona.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

The Wisconsin .St.ate Bee-keeiiers' Society will meet Feb. 6, 7,

1896. in the Capitol huikiinu-, Madison. Piotrvam later.
N. E. France. Sec, Platteville, Wis.

The Southwest Texas Bec-keepei's' Association meets at Whar-
ton. Te.xas. at the apiiuy of W. 1 1, Victor. Pec. 2i; ami 27. Every-
Ijoilv i- invite:!, am! l)ce-kec]iers esneciallv. Conie. and let^s
have tl-e largest meeting- ever liad. Low rates on all railroads.
Remember the date. J. O. Grimsley. Sec, Beeville, Texas.

Tho^e intending to attend the special meeting- of the Illinois
State Bee keejiers' .\ssociation. in Chicag-o. Jan. 9 and 10, will
plea-e notice th.at railioud lates will l)e on the certificate plan
—cei titicates to l:e taken at ]p|ai-c of purchasing: ticket, and
^it;-ned at Chicatro. Iiefore returniuK-. ijy the aarent of the Cycle
Exhiliition Co.. and vised by the ioint asrent of tlie railway
lines Tickets proiuK may he obtained at any time between
.tan. 1st and 11th, and return at anv time between Jan. 4th and
fith. Jas. a. Sto.ve, Sec.

Honey for Sale

!

1?500 lbs. of A No. 1 amber fall honey for sale, in
60-lb. cans, 2 cans in a case; price, single can, 8c per
lb. ; 3 or more cans, 7c. Send 2 cts. for sample. Ad-
dress 15. T. Flanagan, Box 783, Belleville, 111.
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BUSINESS

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNT.

Only two weeks of this year remain in which to
take advantage of tlie December t'our-per-otnt eurly-
ordor discount. Look over your stock of supplies
and send us your order for such things :is you are
in need of for next season. We are in position to
give your orders our very best attention.

HONEY.
We are still prepared to supply choice comb and

extracted honey at very low prices. Shall be pleas-
ed to hear from those interested, stating quantity
they can use. We have choice alfalfa comb in 1-lb.

sections, 24-1 b. cases, at 15c per lb., in lots of 4 cases
or over. The same honey in No. 2 or unfinished
sections, 3c per lb. less. Extracted California and
alfalfa, in 60-lb. cans, at 7c in lots of 3 cases or over.

BEESWAX WANTED.
The wax market still continues firm, wi(h a de-

cided upward tendency in price. Those who have
it for sale can now realize a good price. If our ad-
vertised price is not equal to otiier otters you have,
write us, stating quantity you have to offer, and the
price you are offered. We need wax, and can afford
to pay as good a price as anybody. Let us hear from
you.

YOUR OWN WAX WOKKED INTO FOUNDATION FOR
YOU.

With our new process of sheeting wax we are
much belter able to work up individual lots of wax
into foundation. There are some who have a decid-
ed preference for having their own wax, and go so
far as to invest in a foundation-mill in order that
they may have foundation made of their own wax.
We are prepared to receive your wax, and work it

Into foundation of our superior new process at the
following rates, you paying charges both ways.
For not less than 35 lbs.

:

Heavj' and medium brood foundation, 12c per lb.

Light brood " 15c "
Thin surplus "

20c "
Extra thin surplus " 35c "
Lots of 200 lbs. or more at special prices on appli-

cation.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I can't see how I could get alone- in the " bee biz
"

without your valuable semi-monthly.
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 3. J. K. McCowan.

The queen came O K; and to say I was pleased
does not express it: therefore pleiise accept thanks,
and I have just been testing the Porter bee-escape.
They are iust wiiat every beekeeper should have.

Starkviile, N. Y. A. H. Smith.

FIVE QUEENS ALIVE TO AUSTRALIA.

The bees ariived all right; 5 out of the 9 were
alive, and as lively as if they had just come out of
the hive. The other 4 succumbed on the passage. I
am well satisfied, hs 1 did not expect otherwise.
Auckland, N. Z. Frederick Richardson.

THRRE queens ALIVE TO AUSTRALIA.

1 am pleased io be able to report that 3 out of the
5 queens arrived H live by the last mail. The two in
envelopes were 1 he ones dead, I think, but of this I

can not be q\iito sure, as I was not present when
they were opened, and my son was not aware 1 was
desirous of knowing whether an envelope was an
improvement on the method of packing. A close-

fitting envelope, such as you used, is not what is

wanted, but a large one similar to what is used by
solicitors for deeds, etc. T. G. Bkicktell.
Dunedin, N. Z., Oct. 29.

more about haw beep.

In reply to Gleanings I woulfl say that Dr. J. W.
Sykes, Penn Ave., Pittsburg, in 1874, put my brother

on raw oeef , to be scraped as lint is scraped from
cloth. It was not used exclusively, but it built him
up, and made lilood the quickest of any thing I ever
saw. I use it with a little vinegar and black pepper
on it. because I like it. G. W. Martin.
Saltsburg, Pa., Dec. 5.

HOW TO keep seed POTATOES FROM SPROUTING
DUHINO THE WINTER.

Friend Root :
—^The following may be of use to you

:

Last winter we saved more Freeman potatoes than
we afterward decided to plant, just such as we sent
you. Some 40 bushels of these, as I remember,
were sold to The Kobertsou Celery and Produce
Farms, Kearney, Neb. The manager wrote me then
that he could get seed cheaper, but wished to try
ours. Nov. 16 he wrote me that the Freeman seed
got from us did finely. Tried side by side with
otherseedt)f the same variety, purchased elsewhere,
the plants from our seed were so strong and
healthy that they seemed like a different and
stronger-growing variety. This is exactly what we
thought our seed woulddo when weseut it out. We
haven't grown potatei(!S all these years for nothing.
Kindly shovel over with a wooden shovel the New
Queen and Freeman potatoes you have once a week,
when it becomes necessary, beginning before any
sprouus start to speak of, and keep them cold, and I

think they will uive. as good, or better, results as
the seed sent to Kjarney. T. B. Teeiry.
Hudson, O., Dec. 7.

Mr. Root:—l bought of Mr. Craig last spring
four quarts of his Craig Seedling potatoes;
planted one eye in the hill. They froze once
after they were up, then there were twenty
hills missing. They kept green till the frost
killed them. I dug 345 lbs. of nice potatoes, or
5% bushels, allowing 60 lbs. to the bushel. I
think them very good cooking potatoes.
Vienna, N. Y., Nov. 9. W. P. Abel.

Wants and Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usual
rate. Advertisements intended for this department must not
exceed tive lines, and you must .say you want your adv't in this
department, or we will not be responsible for errors. You can
have the noti 'e as many lines as you please; but all over live

lines will co t you according- to our regular rates. This depart-
ment is intended only for bona-flde exchanges. Exchanffes for
cash or for price lists, or notices offering articles for sale, can
not be inserted under this he:id. Korsuch our regular rates of
20 c. a line will be charged and they will be put with the regu-
lar advertisements. We can not be responsible for dissatisfac-

tion arising from these "' swaps.'"

WANTED.—To exchange foundation-mills and
honey-extractors for honey or wax.
I. J. Strinoham, 105 Park Place, New York.

ANTED —To exchange 300 colonies of bees for
anything useful on plantation.

Anthony Opp, Helena, Ark.
W
WANTED.—To exchange safety bicycles, Barnes

No. 414 lathe for metal work, Odell type-
writer, for honey, beeswax, or gasoline or kerosene
engine. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

wANTED.—To excliMnge Japanese buckwheat for
bee-keepers' supi>lies or fdn. mill.

Philip Rath, Oraville, Jackson Co., III.

WANTED.—To exchange peach-trees, and Abon-
dance, Burbank. and Satsuma plum-trees for

Italian bees. John Padwallader,
North Madison, Ind.

WANTED.—A yotmg man with small family to
take charge of a fruit-farm. German preferred.

Will furnish good house and give good wages
Write to J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.

WANTED.—To exch;itige 26-in. planer and matcher
and scroll-saw (for power) for wood-working

machinery or cash. Geo. R.\ll, Galesville, Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange chaflf hives in flat, and
tin-type outfit for bicycle.

Wm. De Worth, Bordentown, N. J.
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You "Can't Afford
to take iiDDtlier .joiii'nal," did
you say? Pei'lmp'^ vou <'an se-
cnrt- ihe BEE=KEEPERS' RE=
VIEW wiLlioiil its . u>ilirig- you

very much. Send me a few cents in stamps and I'll send you a bundle of back numbers (the more stamps
sent the bigger will be the bundle), and if, after looking them over, you can suggest any inmrnvement,
any plan whereby tlie REVIEW can be made better, that I think well enougli to adopt, the REVIEW will

be sent you free for 189(5.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, flich.

IJIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMnillllllillllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

iFour Months' Trial Trip-Jan'y-Feb'y-March-April-Only 25c 1
= I£.you have never seen
= a copy of the >veelcly
= American Bee Journal
= send your address for a
E Free Sample ; or better,

Efor25c. a •'good taste,"

E-l" numbers, 4 months-
E will be sent you. Why
E not try this trial trip

s^

It is better than ever ! =
Dr. C. C. Miller has a E
dept., "Questions and E
Answers," for begin'rs. E
and nearly all of best E
bee-keepers in America E
write tor its columns. E
Among the Bee-Papers E

dept. wherein will E
= be found all that is really new and valuable in the other bee-papers This is tJie bee-paper. E
E Address, «EO. W. VOKK «St CO., 5C Fiflli Ave.. <'H1<'A<,J<>. >.. E
qillilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIJillillilliillllllllllir;

Fall Srupply Of All Kinds Of STursery i^tock in

PLUM,PEACH,PEAR,
Apple, Cherry, Quince, Crape Vines, with all kinds
of Small Fruits. Also Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Roses and Seeds, Japan, Holland and other Bulbs.

Everythinprof the best—for Orchard, Vinevard, Lawn, Park, Street, Garden and Con-
servatory. Millionsof Trees, Shrubs. Roses. Vines. Bu'bs, Greenhouse Plants, etc Why not pro-
cure the best direct from the growerj and save all commissiousS Write us vour wants ana
we will quote you lowest prices. „„ ^ ^

Price list and catalogue free. 43ndyear. lOOO acres. 3D Greenhouses.

THE STORRS & HARRISON CO=, Box 3, Paanesville, Ohio.

Dovetailed Hives. Special Prices to Reduce Steele.
J 11 Older to letiuct- my stock of ii^few staple sup-

plies I ottVr the following, while they last, at lO
per cent dit^oount,

2 No. .5 Novice iioney-extractors; H.50 No. i:?, 8-frame
wood Ijouiid zinc honey-boards; 100 No. l'.J, lO-frame
wood-bound zinc lioney-boaids; 25 No. 11 Uov. cliaff

liives; ao No. 11 k Do v. chatt hives; 1(J0 No. 1.5 Dov.
cliatt hives: 30 No. 15e Dov. chaff hives,; 18 old-style
2-story chatf liives.

These are all fresh new goods of latest style, in
stock here about si.x mouths only. Rather than
carry them over I offer them at above special dis-

'^"""'- W. A. Selser,
No. 10 Vine St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Sections, Extractors. Smokers,
aud everv thing a Hee-keeper
wants. Honest Goods at Close
Honest Prices. (iO-pnge cata
log free.

J. M. JENKINS, Wetumpka, Ala.

We make a specialty of these goods, and
defy competition in quality, workmanship,
and prices.

Write for free, illustrated catalog and
price list.

G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable.

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt

YOUR CATALOGUE,

World's Fair Hedal
.\ warded mj' Fotniclntion. Send for free
•^iiinjiles. Dealers, write for wholesale prices.
Koot's new F'olished Sections and other goods
,it Ms prices. Pree Illustrated Price I.i.st of every
tliin;..: needed in the apiary. JVl H Hiitri"
Bell Branch, Mich. ^''* *• « !"»»!-•

Let us print it"

Complete facili-
ties, neat and ar-

tistic work, moderate ptlees. Send sami)le for esti-

mate. S. C. .WATTS, Cleartield, Pa.

W. O. Victor, of Wharton, Tex., took

45,000 Lbs. of Honey in 1894.
He offers Italian Queens— good, old-style honey-
queens—untested, first order, to any address, at 60c
each. Also bees in any quantity; 450 colonies to draw

I from. Root's goods constantly in stock. Prices to
' suit the ttmes. Buy near home, and save freight.

In responding- to these advertisements mention this paper.
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The proposed constitution, as given on p.

903, has the approbation of the editor. Very
decidedly it hasn't mine, at least on some points.

[Weil, on what points?—Ed.]

Doubling up colonies, as mentioned by friend

Aikin, page 890, seems to be just the thing, and
I don't know but it is; but so far, when I've

tried it, it didn't pan out well.

S. E. Miller wants to know, p. 893, why I'd

nail numbers to hives instead of carrying them
in my head. Well, my head isn't large, and

I've better use for what little room there is

there.

When snow comes a foot deep in November,
as it did this year, there's lot's of comfort in

thinking, " How glad 1 am I got the bees in

before this cold weather!" And the deeper the

snow the deeper your comfort.

Stern winter now has come;

No more the joyful home
Within the bnsy hive is heard;

Silent, silent, dome.

The bees are all now home.
Till spring to life again has steard.

Crimson clover. Michigan Experiment
Station Bulletin says: "In England, where
this clover is grown with some difficulty, it is

said to winter-kill if sown on newly plowed

land, but to pass the winter uninjured if merely

harrowed in on stubble."

A SLANDER on A. I. Root. New convert to

the beef and hot-water treatment. "Mr. Root
wants me to drink hot water an hour and a half

before every meal, and here I've been drinking

for the last forty minutes; but I'll be jiggered

if I can swallow another drop."

Did you ever notice that bees are unusual-

ly quiet directly after a windy time? I don't

mean during the wind, for then you can't hear

them for the noise of the wind; but I mean in

the following calm. I suppose it's because the

wind has thoroughly ventilated the cellar, and

the bees are not suffering for fresh air.

The editor fudges at the idea of my leaving

one colony of bees outdoors, and asks, " Why
don't you try more?" Because the last time I

tried it I tried cen and lost them all. Fudge!

yourself. [So I will fudge! so, there. I don't

believe you had 'em packed right.—Ed.]

A confectioner of Neudorf, says Le Bulletin

d^Alsace - Lorraine, found it convenient to

scald the bees that entered his premises. The
bee-keepers sued, and the authorities obliged

him to screen his premises against the bees,

and to keep his empty casks and cans out of

their reach.

Some bitter experience resulted from put-

ting a second story on top, as described by F. L.

Murray, p. 890. A cold spell came, and the

bees couldn't keep both stories warm. Since

then I put the second story of empty combs

under, and then it can make the bees no colder,

the rest, of his practice seems good.

That map showing the region of small and

the region of large hives will be a rather com-

plicated affair when such men as friend Crane

want different-sized hives for apiaries not ten

miles apart. [That map, 1 am afraid, will

never materialize; for bee-keepers don't re-

spond to the call for information.

—

Ed.]

I have samples of the new foundation men-

tioned on p. 912. It is fine and beautifully

clear, the only question being whether the bees

will like it more or less therefor. How is that?

[That is to be determined; but from experi-

ments made last season for Mr. Weed, the in-

ventor of the process, it seemed that the bees

took to it more readily.

—

Ed.]

A. I. Root thinks, p. 910, that his flat-pea

roots have not gone the great distance claimed.

Perhaps not; but are you sure, friend Root,

that you followed the roots to the end ? This

week I saw a gooseberry-plant that had been

very carefully dug. It was a cutting set in the

open ground last fall, so it was one season's

growth. With ordinary digging the roots

might have been 8 or 10 inches long. As it was,

they measured 34 Inches! [The roots of the
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flat pea do go down a great way, doctor; in

fact, 1 have never been able to ascertain how
far. All I meant to complain of was that the

plants did not stand drouth, at least not on our

clay soil, as we had been led to suppose they

would. They kept alive, it is true, but they

got awful yellow and sickly-looking.—A. I. R.]

It's a clear case, that the general good de-

mands that bees be kept out of candy-factories,

cider-mills, and such places, and it's nearly as

clear that the owners of such places should

fasten them out rather than to have bee-keep-

ers fasten them in, and there's no reason why
bee-keepers of this country should not at once

be up with the Frerith in demanding proper

laws on the subject.

In one respect, bee-escapes to be left on over

night will not be as good in the future as they

are now; for when they have been used longer

it will become known to some of the light-

fingered gentry, and it will be very convenient

to come in the night and carry off a few supers.

[It will be seldom, I think, that the " light-fin-

gered gentry" will know enough about bees or

escapes, even when these articles come into

more general use, lo know when they are nn,

and some escapes don't show from the outside.

But suppose these chaps do come to know the

purpose of the escape: that knowledge would

also imply a knowledge of how to get tlie honey

off, escapes or no escapes.—En.

J

'

When some one dies there's more commo-
tion about his death than about his birth. Just

the other way with bee-journals. There's a

big hullabaloo at their birth, but not a word

said about their final illness, and generally you

never hear they're gone till they've been dead

a long time. Been several deaths lately. Died

very peacefully. [Let's see. Four have died

in almost as many months. The publisher of

one of them specially requested that I forbear

mentioning its demise, perhaps because he

couldn't bear to see its obituary.—Ed.]

Can bees keep gently on the move all winter

long in the hive, and remain healthy? Or if

at the right temperature, do they lie motionless

and entirely quiet most of the time, awaking
and moving about by spells ? If the latter, how
far apart are the periods of activity ? Or how
does a colony wintered in best condition spend

its time in winter, any way? If those who
have bees in cellar would take notes this win-

ter, and report, we might have something set-

tled by spring. Friend Taylor could help out.

[Mr. R. McKnight has something on this sub-

ject in this issue.—Ed.]

Shamrock, the national emblem of Ireland,

is nothing more nor less than our much-valued
white clover. It is worn in honor of St. Patrick,

who is said to have plucked a leaf of this plant

to represent the Trinity. The botanical name
is Trifolium repens. It is also called Dutch
clover, white trefoil, white meadow trefoil.

creeping trifolium, creeping clover, stone clover,

honeysuckle- grass, honeysuckle-clover, and, in

Germany, sheep-clover, field, bee, and little

clover. The French name is triplet, trefle

blanche, or blanc; Spanish, trefol bianco; Ger-

man, weisser Klee; Italian, trifoglio.

Say, Mr. Editor, there's no charge against

the Atchleys in that Straw about the series

copied from American Bee Journal. I think

the Southland Queen mentioned that it was so

copied; but I thought you hadn't recognized it

in its new setting. [Why didn't you say the

Queen acknowledged the source of the lessons?

Yes, I find that the Atchleys did give credit

to the American Bee Journal in their Septem-

ber issue, but not in the October number to

which I referred. Now, doctor, as you helped

me " put my foot in it." will you help me pull

it out? I hereby tender my apology to Tlie

Queen for not being better acquainted with its

columns.

—

Ed.]

Bottom raks. " If wider than % inch," says

the edilu). [). 888. "there is almost sure to be a

useless bee space between the bottom edge of

the comb and the bar." What proof have you,

Mr. Editor, that such spact' will be any worse

with I3i8 inches than with ?^ inch? [Only ob-

servation. I have noticed that, the narrower

the bar, the morn inclined the bees are to build

down to and fasten to it. We have a good

many bars % incli wide, with the combs attach-

ed to them. We had a few such comb attach-

ments when tlie bars were % inch wide. We
at one lime had a few frames with bottom bars

one inch wide. I think there were no combs
attached to these. We never, that I remember,
had bottom bars ]}s inches wide; but the fore-

going would indicate that they would be worse

htill.—Ed.]

LARGE VS. SMALL HIVES.

Stop the hive discus-

sion! oh, stop it! I am a

ruined man — entirely

mined! or I have made
my fortune! After the

discussion had gone on

some time I saw clearly

that I was using too large

a hive. The majority in

Gleanings said so, and
the majority must be

right. So I went to work
and sawed off 4 inches

from the back end of my hives. Then I settled

down and was contented. But I watched
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Gleanings and the hive discussion with a keen
interest.

What is this—this thunder of the warhorse,

rushing on to the battle, eager for the cannon's

roar and the rattle of musketry—the riders

shouting victory! as they hurl themselves on

the foe? It is an overwhelming victory for the

larger-hive men.
Then I was in a bad fix. I could not lengthen

out my hives again, but I could do the next

best thing—I could give the bees more room in

front, so I added 4 feet to my alighting-board.

The discussion went on — always went on

—

till I made out a large majority for smaller

hives. What could I do? There was no other

way than to cut oflf 4 inches more.

After this came a wild war-whoop from the

West that bore down all before it, and scored a

complete victory for the larger-hive men. I

added 4 feet more to my alighting- board.

Then there came a wail—a plaintive and
beseeching wail of sorrow—from the far East

—

a heart-rending plea for smaller hives. I could

not resist it, and I cut off 4 inches more.

Then I was called away from home, and
could not consult Gleanings till 1 returned.

When I did get hold of it I read the discussion

eagerly, and there was a large majority for

smaller hives. So I cut off 3 inches more. Aft-

er I had completed the work I found I had got

hold of the wrong number—not the last one.

The latest Gleanings gave a big majority for

larger hives. I added 4 feet lo my alighting-

board.

skylark s hive.

Then there came to my heart, voices—voices

from the far-away South and the far West

—

voices laden with the perfume of the orange

and the nectarine—sweet, tender, gentle voices,

pleading for a larger hive. I immediately add-

ed 4 feet to my alighting-board!

Then for a good many issues the vote waver-

ed, balanced, was a tie, or neither party had a

decided majority. Then came another great

majority for smaller hives, and of course I had

to saw off 2 inches more. This leaves my hive
just 2 inches long. Now, if this discussion

continues with large majorities for smaller
hives I shall have to saw off the front door and
let the bees camp on the alighting-board. Here
is a picture of my hive now.
Do you believe this hive will be a success, or

am I a ruined man ?

friend .JONES appears.

I was just about to mail you this splendid

experiment of mine when friend Jones came
over to see me.
" Hello, Skylark! what does all this mean

—

the sun-extractor full of brood, young larvae,

eggs, and honey—this large amount of wax,

and this great pile of kindling-wood?"
" Well, Jones, I have just completed a great

work. You know that Gleanings has, for the

last six months, had a hive discussion on hand;"

and then I told him the whole story.

"I never heard or read of the like of this—

you are justly called the 'idiotic giant.'
"

"Now, Jones, you know that refers only to

the large amount of undeveloped intellect

baled and stored away in my mind."

"Yes, truly it is baled, and balrd so tightly

that it has as much sense in it as there is in a

bale of hay. Do you see that plank there?

Why didn't you get a dozen or two of these, and

saw them into blocks? Y'ou could have put in

a block, and then a bale of your undeveloped

intellect, and then another block and bale,

and thus made the hive as small as you

pleased. The blocks and bales would act equal-

ly well as dummies."
This was so unkind that I could do nothing

else than burst into tears.

"Now look here. Skylark, be something of a

man. You have lost $600, but you can get back

there. Buy a hundred new hives. Take that

thing you call a hive, and cut some off the bot-

tom. Set it, bees and all, in the side of the

new hive, and fill up with frames. Put on the

honey- boards and top boxes, and feed $200 worth

of sugar. You may be able to build them up

by the next honey-harvest; but if you don't do

this you are a ruined man."

Now, I don't care what is said against my
moral character. The people know I am not a

bad man, and won't believe it; but when any

one tells them I am a fool, they will believe

that, for they have often thought so themselves.

ANOTHER WOULD BE SUICIDE.

The plea for old oil-cans, by friend Butler, on

p. 769, is certainly a great advance in apiculture-

backward. When you can teach a man to save

a dollar and lose three, you are certainly doing

him a great service—likewise backward. He
pays 20 cents for his cans and 2.5 for his case—
45 cents; a new case and cans costs 80 rents; so

he is ahead 35. Now, when he goes to sell, the

trouble comes in. No dealer will give as much
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for honey put up in oil-cans by half or three-

quarters of a cent as he would in honey-cans;
so he saves 35 and loses from GO to 90 cents.

Besides, if he attempts to put them up in old

oi\-boxes, which he can also get cheap, he will

lose 6 lbs. of honey in the tare, for they and the

cans weigh only 12 lbs. ; but the dealer exacts

the full tare. An old oil-can is a good deal

like a man of bad character—it always smells

of it. No honey-producer here, of any note,

uses oil-cans for honey. They would not use

them if delivered free at the apiary! No, let

us be honest; let us send out nothing but pure
stock, with every package new, neat, and
clean. It is the only way to success in our
calling.

CALIFORNIA STATE CONVENTION ECHOES.

Nov. 18 and 19, Prof. Cook presided over a

gathering of about sixty earnest and go-ahead
bee-keepers in the: Chamber of Commerce, Los
Angeles.

The^forming of some kind of cooperative as-

sociation, either independent or in conjunction
with the fruit-men, was the topic that had
precedence at all times over all other topics

It was figured outduring the convention, that
extracted honey-, on an average, for a series of

years, costs 4X cts. to produce, and that the
average crop is 65 lbs. As the present price of

honey is from 3 to 4 cts., it is evident the bee-

keeper is getting next to nothing for his labor.

The present slipshod method of marketing
honey is largely to blame for the low prices.

The citrus fruit-men are so well organized
that' they can estimate several months in ad-
vance the probable number of car-loads of fruit

there will be to ship. The honey-producer has
never yet been able to tell how much honey
•has been produced even months after its dispos-

al.

With these and many other facts before them,
the association appointed a committee of five

to formulate some plans for cooperation in the
sale of honey. The committee deliberated sev-

eral hours, and they reported in favor of inde-

pendent action, and upon lines similar to the
Fruit Exchange, and recommended the forming
of a

CALIFORNIA HONEY EXCHANGE.

Their report was unanimously adopted, and
the committee continued. Their work is an
arduous one, and may take many months in

accomplishment; but the staying qualities of

the committee lead bee-keepers to hope for

success. Geo. W. Brodbeck, W. T. Richardson,
R. Dunn, Dr. Millard, R. Touchton, original

committee, to which were added Prof. Cook
and J. H. Martin.

Abbott Kinney gave an interesting talk upon
eucalyptus. There are 150 varieties. The

Robusta, Fisatola, and Eugensitas, are espe-

cially rich in the secretion of nectar, and bloom
in that portion of the year, from November to

March, when bees get but little honey from
other sources. California bee-keepers were
recommended to plant those species that pro-

duce the most honey.

The pepper-tree is not considered a good
honey- producer. Where enough of it has been
secured, the testimony seemed to class it as

dark, and with a peppery flavor. Mr. Wilkin,
who has had long experience, and ought to

know, says that this peppery flavor comes from
a weed known as "blue curl."

Alfalfa is drawing more and more attention

as a honey- producer, and in the central por-

tions of the [Slate it is the leading source from
which the honey is obtained. It is destined

to become the leading honey-plant in many
other portions of the State

Mr. J.[S. Harbison sent his compliments to

the assembled bee-keepers in the form of an
interesting and instructive letter. The follow-

ing is a sample nugget: *' It is', safe to say that

no product of soil or water, whether fish, flesh,

or fowl, or that of fruits in all the varied forms
in which they are marketed, is sold at so low
a price, relative to excellence, as is that of our
highest grades of California honey." "Our sage
honey has no superior in any country, and
should sell for fully 50 per cent more than it

has for the past few years."

Diseases of bees were discussed. The new
bee-disease 'seems to be more prevalent near
the coast than in the interior. Henry Otto,

in a communication, claimed to have cured foul

brood with the new drug, creoline

Resolutions of respect to the memory of the

late L. L. Langstroth, and sympathy to his

family, were passed. Also, that the California

bee-keepers would cooperate with the bee-

keepers of the world in the erection of a suit-

able monument to the memory of the father of

American apiculture.

Nearly all of the old officers were re-elected,

and the meeting adjourned.

Will California bee-keepers, who do not re-

ceive notices of our meetings, send their ad-

dress to the secretary with the address of their

neighboring bee-keepers? The secretary wish-

es to keep every bee-keeper on this coast posted

in relation to the California Honey Exchange.

Jacob Alpaugh, of Ontario, Canada, spent

last winter in California, and was so well pleas-

ed with our State and our association that he
is here now with his whole family, and again

attended our meeting. In spite of what John
Dryden said at the national gathering, he is

bound to annex himself and belongings to

Uncle Sam. Plenty of room here, gentlemen;
flowers the whole year round, and no frozen

toes. John H. Martin, Sec.

Bloomington, Cal., Nov. 20.
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LANGSTROTH MEMORIAL.

Langstroth as a flan, flinister of the
Gospel, College Professor, Editor,

Bee=keeper, and Inventor,

Interesting Reminiscences from His Life

History.

Tributes of Praise to His flemory.

A Few Factors that have made American Apicul =

ture \\ hat it is.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE EDITOR OP THE
BRITISH BEE JOURNAL; FROM THE EDITOR
OF THE BIENENZKITUNG (GERMAN); FROM
THE EDITOR OF THE REVUE INTERNATION-
ALE d'apiculture (SWISS); from the for-
mer EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN BEE JOUR-
NAL; FROM HIS FORMER PASTOR; FROM CO-

TEMPORARIES OF HIS EARLY BEE-KEEPING
EXPERIENCES.

REV. L. L. LANGSTROTH.

Palmam qui meruit ferat.

the evolution OF MOVABLE FRAMES; LANG-
STROTH'S great step FORWARD.

By Thos. Win. Cowan. Editor of the British Bee
Journal.

It was certainly with profound sorrow that I

learned of the sudden death of Mr. Langstroth,

and I am sure this sorrow must be shared by a

large number of bee-keepers who not only

knew him personally, but also through person-

al correspondence with him. And yet these

are few compared to the siill greater number
who must know him through his work, and
who will not only have to mourn his loss as a

benefactor, but also as the " father of American
apiculture."

Langstroth's name is closely connected with

his invention, and this has certainly placed

bee-keeping upon an entirely different footing

to what it occupied before the advent of the

frame hive. There has been a great deal of

controversy as to who was the original invent-

or of the frame principle. It was not till 1851

that Langstroth invented his hive, and frames
had already been in use some years previously.

They were, however, not of any practical util-

ity, for the hives containing thom were compli-

cated, or so exceedingly expensive that they

could be looked upon only as luxuries for rich

amateurs rather than hives to be used by bee-

keepers for business purposes.

Putting Ruber's leaf hive—which was un-
doubtedly the first on the principle of mov-
able frames—and similar hives, on one side as

not being suited for general bee-keepers, we
come to the hive of Major Munn, who first em-
ployed hanging frames in 1834. There was
no lateral movement to these, and for examina-
tion they were drawn up into a glass case. Nor
were they interchangable, as are the frames

of the present day. The cost of such a hive
was from $35 to S40, and consequently they
could be used only by the wealthy amateur.

In 1841 ProkopowicU invented his frame hive,
which was a rather remarkable one, and of
special interest just now, as the principle he
advocated has recently been revived. His hive
consisted of two body boxes having frames with
wide bars, openings being cut out to allow the
bees to pass from one box to another. The su-

per was fitted with similar. but shallow frames.
There was a small space admitting of slight

lateral movement of the frames, so that they
could be drawn out without crushing bees.

But the principal feature of this hive consisted

in its being constructed for inversion, or being
turned upside down. Bee-keepers of the pres-

ent day will have no difficulty in recognizing
this principle, and will, perhaps, note to whom
they should give the credit of the invention.
Put to practical use, this hive did not answer
the expectations of its inventor, and the bee-

keeper found that, in strong colonies, it was
impossible to remove the frames without
crushing bees. Moreover, the frames became
so propolized and firmly fixed together that it

required a strong wrench to pull them asunder.

In 1843 Debeauvoys introduced his frame hive.

This was an improvement upon the others, but
it did not come up to what was required. The
frames were awkward in shape, and it was
difficult to insert them into, and remove them
from the hive. They could be taken out only
consecutively, like the frames of the German
hives of the present day. The hive also, being

too complicated, was of no use practically.

It was not till 1851 that Langstroth invented
his frame hive, which, from its simplicity,

cheapness, and practical adaptability to the
purposes required, has conferred a lasting boon
on bee-keeping. There are no doubt some who
think other methods are quite as good; but a

very large and daily increasing nunibpr of bee-

keepers on this continent of Europe recognize

that the principle introduced by Langstroth

—

and first published by him in 1853 in his book
on the honey-bee—is the correct one. The
opening of the hive at the top, the perfect in-

terchangeability of the movable combs, and
the lateral movement of the frames, have given

the bee-keeper the most perfect control over

his bees, and have more than justified Lang-
stroth's expectations when he wrote the note in

his diary in 1851, that "The use of these

frames will, I am persuaded, give a new impetus

to the easy and profitable management of

bees."

We here in Europe have for a long time held

Langstroth in the highest esteem; have appre-

ciated his invention, and only a few years ago
we — British bee-keepers — did ourselves the

pleasure of electing him an honorary member
of the British Bee-keepers' Association, as a
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recognition for the services which he had ren-

dered to apiculture.

There are not many bee-l<eopers of the pres-

ent day who can look back 40 years, or who
know how Mr. Langstroth was treated, even

by those who v\ero quick lo peTceive the advan-
.tages 10 be derived frum his invenllun; or how
they pilfered his best ideas, and even patented

them, and how he was defrauded of his just

dues. Nor do they know that these infringe-

ments of his rights led to costly litigation

which swallowed up all his well-merited gains.

As one of your own writers (Prof. Cook) has
wr tten in Gleaxtngs: "This whole matter
is the dark page in American bee-keeping his-

tory, and we gladly pass it by without further

comment."

Langstroth was not in liuurishing circum-
stances; and although a fund was raised to

assist him in his old age, the sum realized fell

very far short of what it should have done,

more especially when we consider what benefit

has been derived from his invention. Although
bee-keeping here is not carried on as a business

—such as it is in America—it was a real plea-

sure to British bee-keepers to be allowed to

add their mite toward the fund raised. This
distinguished man would no doubt have suf-

fered less had he been in affluent circumstanc-
es, and able to take change of air at the ap-
proach of his periodical attacks of illness; but
his modesty prevented him liura appealing to

his friends. His allusion to this, and his grati-

tude to God for what had already been done
for him, was well expressed in his letter to

Gleanings in 1892, and will be found on page
609.

My own acquaintance with Mr. Langstroth
was through our correspondence. I had al-

ways admired his book, not only for the infur-

mation it contained, but also for the purity of

its phraseology, which placed it at the head of

all American works on apiculture. In my cor-

respondence with him I found he was not only

a great bee-master, but also a thorough Chris-

tian gentleman. I have always regrened that.

when 1 was in America, I was not able to

see him, owing to his suffering at the time

from his head trouble. I have had a good
many letters from him, and on my return

from Africa he thanked me most heartily for

investigating and reporting upon the merits of

the bees of Northern Africa, it was only quite

recently that I had several letters from him,
and among other things he invited me lobe
present at the meeting of the North American
bee keepers' convention at Toronto. He also

asked me to make some experiments in feeding

bees with mailed milk, which he had been us-

ing with benetit to himself. He had been read-

ing my book, '"The Honey-bee," and, referring

to it. he observed, " What I wrote to you about
the malted milk meets with confirmation in

wliat you say about chyle food. Let the mix-
ture be made with hot honey-water, and how
near it seems to come to chyle !

" I regret that
this was his last letter to me, and that, since

its receipt. I have not had the opportunity of

trying the (•xperiinent. He also told me that

he had written conlidiniially to several friends,

and had asked them also lo try the experi-

ments; so if any thing comes of ill hope Mr.
Langstroth's name will not be forgotten in con-

nection with it.

1 hope you will excuse me for writing so long

a letter. I could say much more, but I am sure

there are others, much more qualified, who
have been intimately associated with him, who
could give far more interesting reminiscences

of him than I am able to do. I was, however,
glad to be able to write a few words in testimo-

ny of what Mr. Langstroth had done for api-

culture, and also lo show you the respect we
have entertained for him, and the admiration
with which we have looked upon him in this

country.

We can truly sympathize with our American
brethren in the loss which they, as well as bee-

keepers generally, have sustained.

31 Belsize Park Gardens, London, England.

[Mr. Cowan refers to a letter of Mr. Lang-
stroth, regarding malted milk and its relation
to bee-food. A similai' one was sent to us; but
at the time he was not ready to have it made
public; but since his death we give it here just
as he wrote it.— Ed.]

I have sometbing to communicate which may in-

terest you. A few nig-hts ago, as I lay upon my
bed, a tliought suddenly d;irted into my mind. I

have not time to tell you what suggested it, and
perliaps I have made a discovery which will be
hlglily importaut to bee-keepers. Read what Thos.
W, Cowan says about the chyle food the bees feed

to the larva,'. Then read what Horlick says about
malted milk. Now let the powdered article be di-

luted, not with simple hot water, but with hot
honey-water, and don't you see that you have al-

most tlie exact equivalent of the chyle food given
to the larvfe ? This is not an expensive food, and,

pollen or no pollen, weather good or bad, inside the

hive we can feed what may be the best stimulant to

brood-rearing. Given a food of sul-Ii value, not too

expensive, and so easily prepared, and what conse-

quences may not flow from it ? I need not attempt
to describe — tliey follow like tlie corollaries from
the demonstrated problem.

I write to you, among other dear friends, to put
this thing at once to the test—feed as you know
how to do—note its effect upon brood-rearing as

you may easily do in a short time. The season is

right; the time before the Toronto convention suf-

ficient. Most experiments I'equire much time, pa-

tience, etc., before we can arrive at anj' certain

conditions; Ijutiflhad bees, and dared to do any
thing with them, without too much risk, I should be

able to say in less than two weeks, " Eureka !
" or

"fooled again." I have set so many .at work that

we must arrive at certainties.

If it is a success I shall give it to tue bee-keeping

world, at the Toronto gathering. I would dicker
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-with nobody, and have no doubt that I should be

amply rewarded.

liam concerned to see tliat your health is not flrni

yet. I have found great help from the malted milk.

Might it not benefit you ?

I say, mix with houej'—not sugar—for honey, as

you know, is a partially predigested food, according

to Prof. Cook and others. L. L. Langstroth.
Dayton, O., Aug. 19.

[At the time this was received my health
was such that I gave very little attention to
business, and among other things this was
passed by. If others have tried the feeding as
suggested by our departed benefactor, we
should be glad to hear from them.

—

Ed.]

LOOKING BACEWABD.

A REVIEW OF APICULTURE IN OLD TIMES AND
IN OLD COUNTRIES.

By Charles Dadant.

The men who, instead of destroying their

bees, conceived the idea of domesticating them
in' order to get the crop of honey wihout so

much work, made use of hollow Itree trunks;

after that they made hives of baked clay, of

wickerwork, of straw, of cut nstone, and of

boards, etc. Unfortunately it was difficult to

get the honey without destroying the bees. Be-

sides that, the wax being greatly sought after,

especially for use in churches, where no other

kind of illuminating material was ^employed,

its value prompted bee-men itn suffocate their

bees in order to rob them of their stores. I

should add here, that, in the greater part of the

countries dominated by Catholicism, this mas-

sacre of cbionies was inevitable, for their laws

forced the inhabitants of villages to furnish

the churches so many hundredweights of wax
every year. It was thus that the destruction

of the richest apiaries became a lucrative busi-

ness, as it is to-day in France, in Gatinals, near

Paris, where there are professionals who make
a business of laying out apiaries, and who are

supplied regularly by persons who raise bees,

not for their honey, but for the purpose of sell-

ing them when the hives are full.

In proportion to the spread of bee cuture,

their habitations were improved. Particularly

was this the case in Greece, where a knowledge
of their habits and the methods of culture was
developed.

Delia Rocca, in 1790, relates that the apicul-

turists in the Cycladean Archipelago, in Greece,

used long hives of baked clay, which they plac-

ed horizontally through the thickness of walls

which were made expressly for that purpose.

The bottom of each hive was removable, and

one could get the honey almost without dis-

turbing the bees, and without being subject to

the stings of the bees as they issued from the

front end of the cylindrical hive. He showed
also a board hive, the frames of which were up-

held by means of small top-bars or slats, under

which, and attached to them, the bees built

their comb.

Hives with movable frames were still in use

in Greece in Delia Rocca's time, made after

another fashion; for Liger, in his "Rustic
House," printed in 1742, shows the design of a

hive, with entrance, made of wickerwork, and
furnished with top-bars from which were sus-

pended the frames The progress of Greece in

apiculture need not surprise us when we re-

member that, 300 years before the Christian

era, Aristotle had already published some de-

scriptions of the habits of bees.

If we refer to the ancient writings on api-

culture we find that movable frames were not

used in other countries until much later. Those
who suffocated their bees, or those who sold

bees to those who did so, did not have, and do

not now have, hives with more than one com-

partment. Others, finding this practice cruel,

or desiring to preserve their colonies, placed

surplus-cases on top of the hive-bodies; after-

ward, hives with several divisions, or "sto-

ries," "horizontally divisible." Afterward

some were constructed with two vertical divi-

sions; then with three. Huber, toward the

end of the last century, in order to study the

habits of bees, made what is known as the
" leaf" hive, which one might open as he would

the leaves of a book as it stands on end.

Finally in Germany, Dzierzon published, in

1846, a description of his hive with movable
frames, which opened fiom behind, and the

frames of which were supported simply by lit-

tle bars.

In the same year 1846, Debeauvoys, in France,

published a book in which he described his

hive with movable frames which were remov-

ed at the side. I have already related in the

journals how I became acquainted with De-

beauvoys and his hive. It was in 1849 that I

visited the Paris exposition, when I saw, at the

end of the hall through which I was rambling,

a magnificent comb of honey on top of a board

hive. Without paying any attention lo the

rebuffs which I met in my efforts to get near

the hive, I pushed through the crowd. The
exhibitor. Mr. Debeauvoys, was not there. One
of his neighbors was there with an artificial

brooder, in whicli chickens were hatched every

day. These little chicks were perched on top

of the brooder, and looked quite forlorn in their

seeming distress at finding themselves in the

midst of such a scene. Their owner said tome
that the bee-keeper would be back soon. Sure

enough, DebeRuvoys, a rather heavy man, with

pleasing figure and lively deportment, arrived

in a few moments and explained to me his hive

and its manner of manipulation. It was a

frame hive, opening at the sides, and it lacked

nothing to make it practicable except a spaci,

between the ends of the frames and the hive;

for the frames, having no top-bar longer than
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their width, were supported by lengthening the

side-pieces, thus forming feet, touching at the

ends the boards forming the front and rear of

the hive. To get them out it was necessary to

separate them from the walls of the hive by
spreading the latter a little by means of a thin

chisel-shaped lever. This plan succeded very

well so long as the frames were not propollzed

to the inside of the hive; but after that, their

removal was difficult, if not impossible, without

breaking the frames; so, although the Debeau-
voys hive may have met with some favor in

Prance for several years, and although his

book has passed through six editions, the hive

was soon abandoned as impracticable. This

hapless invention had one unfortunate effect;

namely, that of setting French bee-keepers

against the use of movable-frame hives entire-

ly, thus retarding progress.

Debeauvoys sold to me the second edition of

his book for 45 sous. On returning home I tried

to make some of his hives, and transfer some
colonies into them. Following the advice of

Mr. Debeauvoys I did the transferring by night.

It is to be remarked that I received no injury

from stings. In the mean time I succeeded

nicely. For one or two years I was proud of my
hives, and showed them to all who desired to

examine their interior. Unfortunately, two or

three years after that, we had a very mild win-

ter, not to say a warm one. The fields of rye

headed out in January. My hives were filled

with brood in March: then a succession of very

cold days in April caused the destruction of the

twigs of the trees, which were as fully grown
as they usually are in June. Then there were
seen, instead of green leaves, young shoots

blackened by the frost, hanging from the

branches which gave them birth. Being too

busy at that time to give my bees the attention

they actually needed in order to regain the lost

ground, I lost them all; and from that time on
I had nothing more to do with bees until my
arrival in the United States, in 1863.

Having procured the works of Langstroth,

•Quinby, and King. I immediately perceived the

immense superiority of the movable bottom,
and the space between the ends of the frames
and the inside of the Langstroth hive. There
arose, at this time, a discussion concerning the

Langstroth patent, as to the priority of the in-

vention of the frame hive with a space between
the frame and the sides. King pretended that

Berlepsch, a German bee-keeper, had anticipat-

•ed Langstroth. But it was proved that Mr. L.

had applied for a patent about six months be-

fore Berlepsch had invented his hive. Besides,

the Berlepsch hive, although having been gen-
erally adopted in Germany and Italy, could not
for a moment stand any comparison with that of

Langstroth. Its bottom-board is fixed; it opens
behind, so that, if one wishes to see the front

frame, he finds it necessary to take them all

out. The frames of the Berlepsch hive, being

taller than they are broad, its surplus frames
are smaller; and, besides, they are very limited

in number, as the bottom of the hive is not

movable.
In spite of the ill will which certain owners of

the German hives showed, a comparison be-

tween the two hives, the Langstroth and Ber-
lepsch, being entirely to the advantage of the

former, it has gained a footing in Europe. I

am proud to have been the first to describe and
recommend it in France, where its distinguish-

ing features—a movable bottom, and frames
with spaces between them and the sides of the

hive—have been adopted by all advanced bee-

men.
The name of Langstroth is known and rever-

ed, not alone in North America, but in France,

Switzerland, Belgium, Italy, and even in Rus-
sia, where the French edition of "Langstroth
Revised" has been translated into Russian, in

which language it has reached its second
edition. Many apiculturists having described

the qualities of our lamented friend, it suffices

me to say that my son and I are happy to have
been deemed capable by him to put his book,

which was so far in advance of the times at the
date of its first publication, abreast with all

that has been achieved since; and above all to

have succeeded in spreading its renown in all

countries where the English language is known,
and where he is considered, as well as in the

United (States, as a superior man, distinguished

for his intelligence, his knowledge, his disinter-

ested and unceasing work directed toward api-

cultural progress, to which he had devoted his

life.

Hamilton, 111. ^ I

—

^^—

HOW LANGSTROTH WAS REGAKDED IN GER-
MANY.

By C. J. H. Orarenhorst, Editor of "Deutsche IJlus-

tricrte Bienenzeitxing."

It was with sincere regret that I learned of

the death of Lorenzo Lorain Langstroth.
Every bee-keeper in the Old and New World,
who knows what this grand and noble Ameri-
can apiarian has done for advancing modern
bee-keeping, will feel as I do, and not the least

my brother bee-keepers in Germany.
Many years ago, when the late Samuel Wag-

ner founded the American Bee Journal, I be-

came a reader of and contributor to it, and in

that way I learned what Langstroth had done
and was doing to encourage bee-keeping, es-

pecially when I received the first edition of his

classic and renowned work, "The Hive and
Honey-bee." I remember as if it were but yes-

terday when I received the book, and I would
not lay it down till I had read the last word in

it. How many times I have since read those

wonderfully written chapters, the 11th, on the
loss of the queen, and the 13th, on " robbing,
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and how prevented," and others. I thought I

could do nothing better than to acquaint my
brother bee-keepers in Germany with Langs-

troth and with his system of bee-keeping. So

far as I knew, no one in Germany had read any

thing of value about American bee-keeping, up

to that time, in our bee-papers. Only Pastor

Kleine, at Luethorst, had received a few copies

of the American Bee Jorirnal, from Samuel
Wagner. While visiting Kleine I saw the

American Bee Journal and Langstroth's book,
" The Hive and Honey-bee." I translated some
articles from those journals, and now and then

some chapters from the book mentioned, for

German bee-papers. Later (thirteen years ago)

I founded the Deutsche Ulustrierte BieneyizeU-

i(7ig, and thought I must do more, especially

as American bee-keeping was making such ex-

traordinary progress. In the first annual vol-

ume of my journal, I gave, in one of the first

issuo=, a sketch of the life of Langstroth, with

his portrait. I did the same in the first volume
of my " Imker Album," tBat contained sketches

of the most renowned bee-keepers of the world.

In the third and fourth edition of my manual
of bee-keeping, " Der practische Imker," one

will find a portrait of Langstroth, as well as a

representation and description of the Lang-
stroth hive. Since that time, as many German
bee-keepers have helped me in that line, lean
safely say that American bee-keeping and its

great promotor, L. L. Langstroth, are well

known in Germany.

And now let me say right here, Langstroth
was one of those bee-keepers to whom is due a

place in the front ranks of bee-keepers the

world over. He is, of course, the Dzierzon and
Huber of America. His invention of a most
practical bee-hive has, especially in America,
raised bee-keeping to a very high degree. If I

am not wrong, Mr. Langstroth gave his hive to

the public in 1852, seven years later than Dr.

Dzierzon did his movable-comb hive; but there

is no doubt that Mr. Langstroth made his in-

vention without knowing any thing concerning
what Mr. Dzierzon was doing; otherwise such
a Christian man as Mr. Langstroth has always
shown himself to be, both in his public and
private life, and in his masterpiece, "The Hive
and the Honey-bee," would have given honor to

whom honor was due. The difference between
his hive and that of Dzierzon proved that

plainly.

The Dzierzon hive has fixed top and bottom
boards, and two doors (sometimes one) on one
or two sides. This hi ve is longer or higher than
wide, according to the standard frames, which
are nearly as large as the standard Langstroth
frames. If side-storing of the honey is prefer-

red, the Dzierzon hive contains 16 frames side

by side in a so-called "lagerstock." On the

other hand, the hive has two or more stories in

a " staenderstock." All frames in this German

hive hang with the shorter sides above and be-

low, in this way:
Most of the German bee-

keepers are of the opinion that

bees winter better, especially

outdoors, by the use of frames

in which the bees may have
their winter stores above the

cluster.

It is a matter of fact, that

most of the bee-keepers in Germany. Austria,

Hungary, and German Switzerland, use Dzier-

zon hives; but in all other lands the Langstroth

hive is more in vogue. I may say without ex-

aggeration, that most of the bee-keepers of the

world use the Langstroth hive, and therefore

are deeply indebted to the great American.
But we, though not using his hive, are, not-

withstanding, not less indebted to him, as he

was the man whose invention developed bee-

keeping in a great measure in such a way that

we have learned from him and his disciples in

many cases.

Wherever one hears the best names of bee-

keepers spoken by the bee-keeping world he

will never miss the name of Rev. L. L. Lang-
stroth.

Wilsnack, Germany, Oct. 28.

LANGSTROTH'S INVENTION IN FRANCE AND
SWITZERLAND.

HIS BOOK THE " MASTERPIECE OF APTCULTURAL
LITERATURE."

By hkluard Bertrand. Kditar of Recue Internationale.

Through Mr. Dadant I had already received

information of the death of Mr. Langstroth

when your letter of Oct. 15 arrived. It was not

without deep regret that I learned of the de-

parture of that distinguished man to whom we
owe so much ; and I can assure you that, on this

side of the Atlantic, the loss which the friends

of the bee have just sustained will be no less

keenly felt than in America; for Langstroth is

considered everywhere, in Europe as well as

with you, as one of the fathers of modern api-

culture. Francis Huber, my fellow-country-

man, prepared the way by discovering the se-

crets of the habits of bees; and, fifty years lat-

er, Langstroth, in the United States, and Dzier-

zon and Berlepsch in Germany, crowned those ef-

forts by giving to apiculturists systems of hives

which have revolutionized the keeping of bees.

But the manner in which the American inven-

tor solved the problem of movable frames and

the inspection of colonies, caused it to surpass

the German method; and it is his hives and

methods which have been adopted in the great-

est number of countries, and which give the

most brilliant results. I have, for my part, ex-

perimented with both systems; and, without

contesting certain merits in the Berlepsch mod-

el, I give the preference to the American hive,

with loose bottom, and stores above.
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But it is not alone for his useful invention

that the memory of our great Langstroth de-

serves to be handed down to posterity. He has

written an admirable book in which the eleva-

tion of the thoughts equals the extent of the

writer's erudition as well as the richness of his

observations, and which will remain the mas-
terpiece of apicultural literature. Thanks to

Mr. Dadant's translation, of which I am pre-

paring a second edition, this work is now known
to French-speaking apiculturists; and it has

been produced in Russian through the labors of

Mr. Kandratiefl.

Our dear master's life had a glorious end, and
one well worthy of it, as he died preaching the

word of God. Let us preserve his memory in

our hearts. Ed. Bertrand.
Nyon, Switz., Oct. 27, 1895.

SOME EECOLLECTIONS OF LANGSTEOTH.

By W. F. Clarke, formcily Editor of the Amei'ican
Bee Journal.

My first knowledge of Mr. Langstroth by
name was in the early winter of 1863. I had
engaged to edit an agricultural journal which
was to be started in Toronto, Jan. 1, 1864, to be

called the Canada ^an/ier; and on surveying

the field of my prospective duties it occurred to

me that there was one braach of agriculture

about which I knew nothing whatever—name-
Jy, bee-keeping. I at once resolved to read up
on the subject; and on making inquiries for

the best works to peruse I met with " Lang-
stroth on the Honey-bee." I lost no time in

plunging into its pages, which 1 found replete

with interest. The book read like a fairy-tale.

I felt as if I had been introduced into a new
world. Up to this time my knowledge of the

bee did not stand beyond Dr. Watts' juvenile

and moral song, which commences, " How doth
the little busy bee I" I now felt that I must
explore for myself the new world which had
been opened up to me. Toward spring I cor-

responded with Mr. J. H. Thomas, of Brooklyn,
Ontario, and bought of him a colony of Italian

bees bred from stock he had obtained from Mr.
Langstroth. This was my initiation into what
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, as I think rightly, calls

" the pleasant occupation of tending bees," the

fascination of whicli is easier felt tlian told.

If it were only for the gratification I have de-

rived from this pursuit as a scientific pastime
for more than thirty very busy years, I should

feel that I owed Mr. Langstroth a large debt of

gratitude.

I first met our lamented friend face to face at

the bee-keepers' convention held in Cincinnati

during the month of February, 1871, of which
he was elected president by acclamation. His
health was poor then, and he accepted office as

a compliment, on the condition that none of

the active duties of the position were to be per-

formed by him, as he did not feel that he had

physical strength adequate to the task. The
convention unanimously consented to this con-
dition. I had a great deal of talk with him
about the suit for infringement of his patent
rights, in which he was then engaged. He had
a deep sense of wrong, and felt most keenly the
attempts which were being made to deprive
him of what he believed to be his just dues. It

cut him to the quick, that the very man who
was doing the must to deprive him of the bene-
fits of his movable-frame-hive invention should
have placed him before the meeting as an ob-

ject of charity by starting a 1.5000 subscription
fund on his behalf. He said he did not want
charity; all he asked was justice.

My intercourse with Mr. Langstroth at this

time led me to form an exalted estimate of him
as a man of high honor, scrupulous integrity,

and unbending rectitude. The spirit showed
by him toward those who were injuring him
was admirable. There was no harshness, no
display of unkind feeling, the predominant
thought being to have his cause triumph be-

cause it was right. There was a lofty dignity

and moral majesty about him which impressed
me very deeply. I never met him again until

in September last at the Toronto convention.
He recalled the events that transpired at the
Cincinnati convention, nearly a quarter of a
century before, and was most profuse in his ex-

pressions of gratitude to myself and Mr. A. I.

Root for the efforts made by us to have him
righted on that occasion. It was a pathetic
parting we had at the close of the convention,
like that of the Ephesian elders with Paul.

They sorrowed most of all that they should see

his face no more; and I had the same feeling as
I bade him adieu in Toronto, though I did not
think the end would come so soon; nor did he.

With improved health he was looking forward
with almost youthful buoyancy of hope to do-

ing some further work on which his heart was
set. But it was not to be. He returned home to

die, amid scenes the most hallowed and dear to

him, and while engaged in the work he most
sacredly loved.

" The weary wheels of life stood still at last."

As a Canadian I am praud and glad that the
last public tribute of respect and honor was
paid to him, not only on our soil, but amid the

classic surroundings of our educational depart-

ment, where so many busts of departed great-

ness in literary and philanthropic walks of life

are gathered; and I shall take pleasure in mov-
ing, at the next meeting of the Ontario Bee-
keepers' Association, that permission be sought
from the government to add a bust of Lang-
stroth to the collection. I feel sure that per-

mission will be readily granted.

Though I met Mr. Langstroth on only the
two occasions to which I have referred, I had
correspondence with him at various times as

circumstances arose which prompted it. When,
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at the request of the North Americau Bee-keep-

ers' Association, I took charge of the American
Bee Journal, and removed it from Washington

to Chicago, his daughter, Mrs. Cowan, wrote

me, at his request, a letter of approval and en-

couragement, his head trouble being then upon

him, so that he could not write himself. He
also promised help in carrying on the journal

should his health permit. Shortly afterward

the sickness and death of Mrs. Langslroth took

place, which were a sore trial to him. It was a
merciful mitigation of his affliction that his

health was so far restored to him that, during

the ten day's illness of his beloved partner, he

was able to be with her every night but one.

The letter he wrote me in announcement of

this sad event was a gem In its way. Some
passages in it were so beautiful and touching

that, though not meant for publication, I took

the liberty of inserting them in the American
Bee Journal for March, 1S73. I think it would

be an interesting feature in its symposium if

Gleanings were to reproduce that letter, as it

gives a lovely picture of our departed friend's

bearing under one of the sorest afflictions that

can befall mortals in the present life.

Mr. Langstroth belonged to a class of bee-

keepers who are numerous In Great Britain,

but comparatively scarce in this country, who
engage in the pursuit, not so much for the

money there is in it, as for the interest they

feel in observing the nature and habits of these

wonderful insects, and trying to uplift and

ennoble the occupation as worthy a place of

honor among intelligent and educated people.

It is common in some quarters to despise and

disparage this class of bee-keepers; but for

what reason I can not divine, so that it is al-

most necessary to defend the memory of this

great and good man from the undeserved

obloquy of not being a specialist in this line. He
was one of those who do not believe money-

making to be the all-important business of

human beings in this world. Though he did

not enrich himself by keeping bees, he perform-

ed services for others, the value of which are

untenable. It is a poor return for these services

which have done so much to ennoble bee-

keeping, both as a science and an art, to belittle

the performers of them because they do not

count their colonies by the hundred nor their

gains by the dollar-and-cent standard. Prac-

tical bee-keepers should hail those of the

Langstroth class as allies and helpers, and be

glad that any and all, according to their several

ability, should aid the pursuit.^

As a writer, Mr. Langstroth wielded a power-

ful and graceful pen. He was a master in con-

troversy, and some of his articles of this char-

acter, that are on record in the earlier volumes

of the American Bee Journal, are models of

their kind. He did not fear to call a spade a

spade. lie dealt in no hollow compliments;

and, while respectful and courteous toward all,

he spoke the unvarnished truth as he believed

it, without fear or favor. Nothing low or

vulgar ever marred his writings. Theve was a

charm about his style that could not fail to in-

terest all who read them. A memorial volume,

embracing some of his best articles, along with

biographical sketches from those who knew
him best, ought to find ready and large sale

among bee-keepers. 1 am glad to know that

abler hands than mine are to set forth the

merits of his invention, and what it has ac-

complished in the apicultural world: also its

relative value as compared with the inventions

of others who came before and after him.

I have tried to fulfill the task assigned me.

and give "some recollections of Langstroth,"

and only regret that, owing to my few oppor-

tunities of personal intercourse with him. they

are so meager. It would be easy to enlarge on

the many estimable qualities of our departed

friend; but I fear to encroach further on val-

uable space, and will only add in the words of

another: " If I have done well, and as is fitting

the subject.it is that which I desired; but if

slenderly and meanly, it is that which I could

attain unto."

Guelph, Ont., Nov. 1.

"LANGSTROTH, THE NESTOR OF AMERICAN
APICULTURE,

WHOSE NAME I.S KNOWN AND WHOSE WORK IS

APPRECIATED ALL OVER THE WORLD."

By Thotnas O. Newman, former Editor of the
American Bee Journal.

This is the subject assigned to me for coi»-

ment. Other themes presenting the many
noble characteristics of the late brother will no

doubt be ably introduced by those having them
in charge, and so I shall enter at once upon my
topic.

Father Langstroth's invention of the mov-
able frame, in 1S52, was so perfect, when an-

nounced, that time and experiments have not

improved it. While in different countries and

climates its dimensions have been modified

somewhat, yet the movable frame in use to-day,

the world over, is substantially the same as

Father Langstroth introduced to the world

after he had privately experimented and se-

verely tested it. in 18.53.

That invention completely revolutionized the

pursuit of bee-keeping in all the civilized

countries of the earth, and gave it such an im-

petus that it has now become one of the leading

agricultural industries of the world. Its in-

ventor's name will endure as long as bees are

cultured, and will be remembered and revered

by generations yet unborn.

His classic book, "The Hive and Honey-bee,"

stands at the head of bee-literature, and has

been translated, in whole or in part, into all the

principal languages of the world; and on the
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natural history and habits of bees is a stand-

ard authority wherever bee-keeping is an in-

dustry of importance.

Sixteen years ago, when I attended the bee

and honey exhibitions in Europe it was demon-
strated to my observation that movable frames

were universally used; and whenever the in-

ventor's name was mentioned it was cheered to

the echo. In England. Scotland, Switzerland,

Germany, Austria, and Italy, I found enthusi-

astic admirers of Father Langstroth, who truly

loved him for his apicultural inventions and

his pure and benevolent character.

Unfortunately Father Langstroth was not a

millionaire, nor did he possess enough in his

old age to secure even the necessaries of life.

He had been too liberal and unselfish in his

prime to even think of age or want.

In each of the countries before named, it fell

to ray lot to state tiiese facts when in the as-

semblies of representative apiarists. To illus-

trate the esteem in which he was held, let me
mention a few instances.

At a banquet in London, given in honor of

the American representative to the bee-conven-

tions of Europe, a toast was proposed to the

Rev. L. L. Langstroth for his apicultural in-

ventions and genius. Being called upon to

respond to the toast, I referred to ihe misfor-

tune of his poverty, and immediately, in true,

large-hearted English style, the whole as«ein-

bly rose to its feet, cheered his name, and a

good contribution was then and there made
and sent to Mr. L.. to cheer his heart and clothe

and feed him during the approaching winter.

There were present, not only representative

English and Scotch apiarists, but many from

Continental Europe, and among these there

were four or five editors of bee-periodcals. All

were of one mind, doing honor to our loved

American bee-master, who has just passed

through the gates of Paradise.

At the other bee-conventions on the conti-

nent, similar scenes were enacted, particularly

in Switzerland and Bohemia. At the latter,

the Rev. Dr. Dzierzon (the Nestor of German
apiculture) forcibly stated his admiration of

Mr. Langstroth, and sent a loving message to

him by the writer. Among his other enthusi-

astic admirers I may mention the Baroness of

Berlepsch, Augustus Schmidt, editor of the

Bienenzeitung. Prof. Sartori, Herr Vogel, Hil-

bert, and Carl Gatter.

Prof. Butlerow, of Russia, Councilor of the

Government, was the bearer from St. Peters-

burg to Prague of the imperial distinction of

the Order of Santa Anna, by order of the late

Czar, to confer the same upon the Rev. Dr.

Dzierzon for his apicultural research and in-

ventions, and that Russian dignitary was

pleased to couple the name of Langstroth, of

America, with Dzierzon, of Germany, and

others, as the greatest men living in the api-

cultural world of the day. He then conferred

the decoration on Dr. Dzierzon, with the usual

ceremonies.

But space forbids further narration of the

many interesting incidents within my know-
ledge, in proof of the topic assigned to me. I

will merely add that the educated and most

prominent apiarists of the world, with one ac-

cord, attribute to Father Langstroth this well-

earned honor: That in his life, character, and

labors, he was one of Nature's noblemen—

a

modest, unassuming, honest man. He has

fairly and fully earned the grand distinction of

being the " Prince of Apiarists—the Huber of

America I

"

We should all realize that it is the greatest of

all earthly privileges, as well as among the

highest of all human duties, to commemorate
the life, example, and services of one so devoted

to the advancement of apiculture as a science

and a pursuit.

He was as confiding as a child, and therefore

an easy prey for the unprincipled. At Toronto,

the last time he appeared at a bee-keeper's

convention, it was a grand treat to listen to his

loving words, so entertainingly uttered. Even

food was forgotten, though placed before him,

when talking with friends and companions.

Some of us donated enough to take him to

Toronto, and there a liberal donation was made
him. His last letter to me began with these

words: "Dear Friend: I can almost see you,

and hear your generous remarks concerning

me before the Toronto convention," showing

how he " lived over again ' the pleasant scenes

of life, while waiting for the 'change ' which

should call him to the 'home over there.'"

Patiently, lovingly, confidingly, he might say:

Only waiting till the sliadows

Are a little loiigei- grown

;

Only waiting till the glimmer

Of the day's last beam is flown;

Then, from out the gathered darkness.

Bright and deathless stars shall rise.

By wliose light my soul shall gladly

'I'lead its pathway to the skies."

Chicago. 111., Nov. IS.

FROM MR. LANGSTROTH' S PASTOR.

Rrr. ir. F. MtCaulry.

I was intimately acquainted with Mr. Lang-

stroth for the la*t eight years of his life, he

being a member of my congregation in Dayton

for over seven of those years. It will be im-

possible, in the limits allowed in this sympo-

sium, to do more than to give some general

statements concerning this remarkable man.

He came to Dayton in August, 1SS7. I last

saw him in September, 189.5, on the occasion of

his visit to Toledo, made while en route to the

Toronto convention. Twice in the period indi-

cated he suffered from his peculiar physical ail-
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ment and its resulting"melancholia. The first

of these periods lasted about three years; the

second terminated not many months before his

death. He derived some temporary help from

a physician in the early part of his residence in

Dayton, and said joyfully, "I think I am fight-

ing a winning battle." It did not so prove in

the end; but we all rejoiced that, after all, the

close of his life was free from shadow and
gloom. The trouble referred to did not seem to

affect his intellect, but was of the nature of

depression of spirit, by which he was unfitted

for his accustomed tasks. When in the enjoy-

ment of entire health no one could be more
active or companionable. Did space permit,

instance after instance might be given to show
the heartiness of his disposition. Geniality and
earnestness were companion traits or ingredi-

ents of his nature, and it was delightful to have
an intimate association with him. Though he

grew to be nearly five years past fourscore, yet

there was still much of the dew of youth upon
him: he was like a tree bearing simultaneously

blossoms and ripened fruit.

He had a breadth of culture and of intellect

that marked him as a man among men. He
deserves the respect of all, not alone for his

achievements along the line of bee culture, but
for his general ability and high character.

This is the estimate of a friend who knew him
in his various moods, and never found him
other than true and lovable.

He was frequently reminiscent, and would
quote fine passages; or relate anecdotes, of such
character that the point illustrated would re-

main a long time in the mind. He was never
unreasonable, but by nature was intense, and
that quality endeared him to the writer. He
uttered his convictions in unmistakable phrase,

and gave others the same privilege. This en-

abled .one to "get on" with him in famous
fashion, for no time was wasted in false

motions. Kindliness and straightforwardness,

discretion and courage, and these dominated by
heartfelt devotion to God and his iruth, threw
about him an atmosphere of light and warmth.

In all the foregoing there is no exaggeration;
the effort has been to seek phrases that would
convey a just conception of a character honored
by one generation, and whose virtues should be
preserved for the contemplation of anotlier.

In the Y. M. C. A., in the pulpit occasionally,

and in private life constantly, he sought to em-
ploy his strength to accomplish good. He was
unselfish, and planned busily for the good of

others. His life was broken into segments by
physical affliction, but he did his best with his

opportunities; and through the scattered clouds
we can trace the shining arch to its base at the
triumphant close of his days. He could say of

his heavenly Father:

Better to me than all my hopes.
Better than ulL mv fears.

He builds a bridg'e of my broken works.

And a rainbow of my tears 1

His death came suddenly, like the setting of

the sun, which lingers'in the horizon, and then
quicky drops from sight. His setting, too, was
in full-orbed power. He was assisting the
pastor of the Wayne Avenue Presbyterian

church in the communion service, with three

generations of his descendants in the congrega-
tion before him, when the moment came that

terminated his earthly career—but his " works
do follow him." It was the church that his

son in-law, Mr. H. C. Cowan, had helped to-

found as a Sunday-school, and of which the

writer had been pastor. That church had been
the subject of Mr. Langstroth's deep interest,

and it was hallowed anew by his death. It

would be fitting if the church could somehow
be made a Langstroth memorial. It must not

be forgotten that he was a minister of the

gospel, and formerly a pastor. It seems most
remarkable that the calling he was compelled

to forego in an active sense for so much of his

life should receive the benediction of his part-

ing breath. It was thus that he died "in the

harness," and left after him an example of de-

votion in service for all to emulate. His death
became an illustration of that providential

care which adds symmetry to every devoted

life, and satisfieth the longing soul.

Toledo, O.

REV. L. L. LANGSTROTH.

THE MOST WIDELY KNOWN, LOVED. AND AP-
PRECIATED BEE KEEPER IN THE WORLD;
AN ALL - AROUND GENIUS; THE IN-
VENTOR OF THE FIRST PRACTICAL

•MOVABLE -FRAME HIVE.

By Prof. A. J. Cook, Author of the ''yiaiiuitl of the
Apiary."

It was with keen regret and sadness that I

heard, on October 10th. that our old friend and
benefactor—Mr. Langstroth was the benefactor

of every bee-keeper—had passed to his reward
the Sunday before. I had recently had two
letters from him, which spoke of health, vigor,

and strength. We all know of his long journey

to attend the Toronto meeting; and a very dear

mutual friend wrote me but a few days before

that he had enteriained Mr. Langstroth at his

house, had taken him for a long ride, and that

he seemed very bright and vigorous, and talked

of his friends with so bujoyant a spirit, and of

affairs with such keen mental zest, that, though
nearly at the eighty-fifth milestone, yet he
seemed likely to see yet many days of useful-

ness and activity before he passed to the great

beyond. Thus it was that the news came to

me as a shock; and with the thousands of

others all over our great country, I bowed my
head and heart with grief and sorrow that I

should see the kindly face and hear the sym-
pathetic voice no more.
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It is certainly true that the world has never
had a bee-keeper who was more widely and
justly known, loved, and appreciated than our
dear father Langstroth. And so the world
never lost an apiarist who will be more widely

and sincerely mourned.

I had visited our beloved and venerable
friend repeatedly at his own home, and had
entertained him at my home on several differ-

ent occasions. I grew to love him as a dear
personal friend, to admire him as a man of very
rare native ability and acquirements, to vener-

ate him as a man of the loftiest Christian char-

acter. Few persons ever suffered more cruelly

at the hands of unscrupulous, selfish, designing

men, and yet his great loving heart seemed to

harbor no thought of revenge or unkindness.

He exemplified, in a manner rarely witnessed

even among good men, Christ's words, "Love
your enemies, and pray for them that despite-

fully use you and persecute you." Indeed, he

was a rare example of one whose life was
wholly permeated and glorified with the spirit

of the Master.

There are many men who excel in some one
line of work. They may have a genius at in-

vention; they may be wonderful at painting

word-pictures, and thus gifted in the art of

exposition; they may possess great intellects.

and thus become great scholars; they may
have that beautiful equipoise of character that

insures just judgments, and makes them broafl-

ly and grandly influential. But how rare to

find these qualities united in one and the same
person! Mr. Langstroth was all this. His
keenness of vision as an inventor was remark-
able; his power as an investigator and writer

was graphically illustrated in his admirable
work on the honey-bee; his ability and scholar-

ship were known, recognized, and appreciated

by all who knew him; while his beautiful

character, that thought no evil, could hardly

understand or believe that others were selfish,

calculating, and willing to take advantage of

his unsuspecting nature. His was a great

.mind, his a true loving heart, he that noblest

work of God, a true, sweet. Christian character.

To-day we know positively that Mr. Lang-
stroth was the inventor of the first practical

movable-frame bee-hive. The German top-bar

hive, with combs fastened to the side, was a

previous invention, as was the close-fitting

frame of Major Munn; but neither of these

was known to him previous to his own inven-

tion, and each was as inferior to his as is the

sickle to the self-binder. Mr. Langstroth had
the vision to see a great need, and the genius

to supply it; and in so doing he shared the

honor and glory of very few men—that of

revolutionizing a great industry, and changing
entirely its methods. He did more than this;

he did his work so well, that, though nearly

fifty years have rolled by, yet no one has been

able in all that time to improve upon his in-

vention in any essential particular. What a
compliment to him, that his hive, essentially as

it was given to the world nearly half a century
ago. is to-day the hive of nearly all our bright-

est and most successful bee-keepers! No one
can gainsay the fact, no one can deny the glory,

of such an accomplishment. I can not find a
parallel case in all the history of inventions.

The sewing-machine, the reaper, the steam-
boat, the railroad locomotive of to-day, could
hardly claim relationship with the first ones
given to the public; indeed, we are told that
no one can afford to run a steamship of a score

of years ago.

Mr. Langstrothwas also an author of the high-

est type. His " Honey-bee" will ever remain a
classic in bee literature. The incisive style,

the pure vigorous English, as well as the fasci-

nating subject-matter, alike charm the interest

and awaken the deepest admiration. Like an-

other classic, Darwin's " Voyage Around the

World," he opens up to us the secrets of inves-

tigation, and we are charmed as we discover

how his mind worked its way upward in the

realms of invention and scientific discovery,

and it is equally true that his honesty was as

thorough as was his genius at invention or his

ability to describe. He was no plagiarist, ei-

ther as a writer or inventor. Even the thought
of claiming the work or thought of others was
revolting to him. Had the same been true of

others, Mr. Langstroth would have died a rich

man. In all his writings he was overscrupu-

lous and particular to give every possible credit

to others.

As a student in college, Mr. Langstroth stood

among the first. As a teacher in Yale College,

his alma mater, after graduation he won the

respect of all his colleagues. As a preacher he

was eloquent, persuasive, convincing. It was
my privilege to hear him preach on several

occasions, and he always held the closest at-

tention of all his hearers. Except for the men-
tal affliction that weighed him down for so

much of his life, he would certainly have gain-

ed wide fame as a pulpit orator. He was an
intimate friend of the great Henry Ward
Beecher, whom he resembled not a little in

personal appearance and style of oratory.

Socially Mr. Langstroth was very exceptional.

Time always took flight when he became a

companion. An hour or even more was all too

short for the meal-time when he sat at the

board; and the hours for sleep were crowded at

both ends of the night when he was an inmate

of the home. His wide reading, his knowledge
of history, his acquaintance with men, his thor-

ough knowledge of the Bible, and his practical

adoption of its teaching and spirit, all combined
to make him a delightful and most valuable

and entertaining companion.

His lifework specially endeared him to bee-
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keepers. His invention and discoveries were a

special gift to every progressive bee-keeper the

word over. He personally contributed to the

success and happiness of this entire class. No
wonder that they loved him with genuine sin-

cerity. No wonder that they mourn his loss

with sincere sorrow. It is good that he could

be present at the last meeting of the North

American Association at Toronto. It will re-

main with us a pleasant memory that he died

while administering the communion, and com-

mending the love of the blessed Master, whose

love came with such a rich effulgence in his

own life, and through him spoke as a blessed

benediction to all who knew him or came under

his beneficent influence.

Claremont, Cal.

RECOLLECTIONS OF L. L. LANGSTROTH.

AX INTEKESTING INCIDENT; L,ANGSTROTH AND
HIS STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE

HEDDON HIVE.

By Thaddeus Smith.

It was early in the sixties, or it may be a few

year.- before, thai I first heard of Langstroth's

book on the honey-bee, and of his moveable-

comb hive, and, being previously interested in

bees, I procured the book and the hive as soon

as possible. I was probably the first to intro-

duce the Langstroth hive in Kentucky, sending

to Cleveland. O., for them. I now have some of

those hives on Pelee Island, Canada, that I look

there with me. Hojvever, they are not in use.

Since then the name of Langstroth and hive

have been familiar household words in my fam-

ily; but I never had the pleasure of meeting

him until at the late convention at Toronto. I

there made his acquaintance, and, being af-

flicted with deafness, like him, he seemed drawn
toward me, and one day at the hotel he invited

me into the parlor to have a talk with him.

When we had discussed our ailments and the

best aids for hearing, etc., the talk turned to

other subjects. He told me that he felt perfect-

ly well — strong in body, and clear in mind.

Talking about being able to hear some voices

much easier than others that might be of a

higher pitch, he told me of an incident of a deaf

woman he was once in his ministry called up-

on to pray with. He said he had a very strong

voice, and that he knelt down close by the side

of the woman, and spoke slowly and distinctly;

and when he was through, the woman declared

that it was the first prayer she had heard in

many years; that it was almost miraculous,

and she thought her hearing was returning.

But he told her no; it was only the way he
spoke.

He spoke of bees and hives, and mentioned
the injustice done him by some because he ap-

proved and recommended the Heddon hive as

an improvement upon the original L. hive. He

said he was even accused of being in his dotage,

or was bought by Heddon because Heddon paid

his traveling expenses to visit him, and was
indignant over the matter. After a pleasant

half-hour's chat we parted, and he wrote to me,

after he reached his home; and in a few days

after receiving his letter I saw the announce-

mentof his death.

Midway, Woodford Co., Ky.. Dec. 2.

LANGSTROTH'S MESSAGE TO THE SUNDAY-
SCHOOL CHILDREN.

By S. T. Pettit.

The bee-keepers of America lost a good man
and a friend when dear old Father Langstroth

died. His influence was firm on the side of the

Holy Bible and Christianity. His noble lender

heart overflowed with love for the human race.

When in his presence I always felt an inspi-

ration that I must be a better man in future.

At our last convention in Toronto it was my
privilege to have quite a long talk with

Father Langstroth on religious subjects; and

when we got on the subject of Sunday-schools

his face seemed to glow as we talked together.

And when he found that it was my official

duty to; visit all the Sunday-schools in the

township in which I live, he. with warm ani-

mation, said. " I have a message I want you to

take to the boys and girls as you visit your

schools: First of all, impress upon their tender

hearts that the Bible is the very word of God—
the infallible, immutable word of God; that it

is the very voice of the Holy Spirit speaking to

our hearts. Then you can show ihem the

necessity of committing largely of that word

to memory. Tell them that they can easily do

this when young, and that what they learn

when young will stay by them: but what is

learned when old is soon forgotten and lost."

Then he recited some beautiful poetry, some

of which is of his own composition, composed

when he was young. He gave these with

great ease, accuracy, and beauty. " But,"

said he, " what I learn when old just goes from'

me—is forgotten and lost."

Belmont. Out.

LINES ON THE DEATH OF FATHER LANG-
STROTH.

The "Grand Old Man" of Apiculture Is no more:

Gone is the look of suffering he often wore;|

The weary aching head to trouble oft a prey.

Rests in the light and life of heaven's eternal day.

Grand was he in pliysique, but grander far in mind.

Grandest of all in love and service to mankind

;

Free from low aims, unselfish, bent on doing good.

Till, past fourscore, u pillar in God's house he stood.

We never grieve when we behold a shock of corn

That, fully ripe, is to its garner borne;

We raise the song and shout of gleeful "harvest

home,"
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And fill with strains of music lieaven's Empyrean
dome.

Thus, like a shocli of corn full ripe, our aged friend

Attained, 'mid hallowed Sabbath scenes, his jour-

ney's end,

While those who watched his exit, with tear-mois-

tened eye.

Soliloquized, "Let me like Father Langstroth die!"

If " Death ends all," we never more again shall see

That form erect with conscious moral majesty;

But if our Christian faith tells no delusive tale,

We in the glory-land shall bid our friend " All hail."

Will there be bees in heaven, and honey gathered
there ?

Is it a " happy hunting-ground," without a care 't

We know not; but our friend will reap a rich reward
Of joy and fellowship, " forever with tlie Lord."

Farewell, dear friend, and in a brighter world than
this

May we enjoy with you a life of perfect bliss.

Where thrilling music through celestial mansions
rings,

And pleasures evermore are gathered without sting

!

Wm. p. Clarke.
Guelph, Ontario, Nov. 18.

[This memorial would be incomplete without
at least a mere reference to the life and work of
one who was cotemporary with Father Lang-
stroth, and gave him material aid and encour-
agement in his early labors. 1 refer to the
founder of the America?*. Bee Journal, the la-
mented Samuel Waguer — that prince of bee-
journal editors, scholar, and bee-keeper. The
early volumes of the "'Old Reliable" under the
editorial management of this man are a verit-
able storehouse of valuable information. As
one glances over them he begins to wonder if we
are .-o very far in advance of them to-day in
our knowledge and practice. The fact that
apiculture took such a wonderful impetus in
this country in the early sixties is due very
largely to the unremitting and unselfish labors
of these two men. The one gave us the inven-
tion which revolutionized moUern bee-keeping,
and the other spread the knowledge of that in-
vention over the whole wide world. Wagner
saw at a glance the value of the movable
frame; and during the darkest hours, amidst
the persecution against Mr. L.—a species of
blackmail that has been characterized as a blot
and a disgrace upon our early apicultural his-
tory—this man Wagner stood by him through
it all.

In the old American Bee Journal for March
12, 1872. we find this beautifully written tribute
to the memory of Wagner, by Father Lang-
stroth himself.—Ed.]

DEATH OF SAMUEL WAONKK.

Keaders of the Bee Journal, :—Your dear old

friend, the honored editor of the American Bee Jour-

nal, is dead. On Saturday, February 7th, he awoke
early, partially dressed himself, and was talking

pleasantly with his wife, when he was suddenly
seized with shortness of breath, soon became uncon-
scious, and in less than fifteen minutes breathed
his last. The physicians pronounced his disease to

be aneurism of the heart. He had complained for

more than a year of pain and numbness, interfering

greatly at times with the use of his pen.

A noble, unselQsh, gopd man has fallen, in the full

vigor of his intellect, with judgment unimpaired,
and memory wonderfully tenacious. Nearly seven-

ty-four years old ! How few of the readers of the
Journal could have imagined that its vigorous edi-

torials and wise management were the products of

a man who had reached an age when most men are

comparatively useless.

If he could have chosen for himself, it would have
been to die thus with the harness on; to pass by the
shortest transition from useful liappy work to the
better land.

Few know how much Mr. Samuel Wagner has
done for the promotion of bee culture in America.
Being able to read German fluently"—indeed, until

he was nearly ten years old he spoke no English-
he had taken all the numbers of the Bienenzeitwig
and other German bee-journals, from their origin.

His library is unquestionably the choicest reposi-

tory, in America, of German bee literature, and
probably the fullest, in this department, of any pri-

vate library in the world. Better acquainted with
the history and literature of bee culture than any
man in America, perhaps than any living man—sel-

dom if ever forgetting a single fact once lodged in

his extraordinary memory, he was so modestt and
reserved that only those who knew him well under-
stood the wide range of his reading and investiga-

tion.

Unselfish to an unusual degree, he cared compar-
atively little for money or applause, but kept stead-

ily in view the advancement of the true interests of
bee culture, making his varied information contrib-

ute to the wider diffusion of all that pertained to

the true theory and practice of his favorite pursuit.

While specially familiar with every thing pertaining

to this subject, he was well versed in the civil his-

tory of his country, and intimately with the ecclesi-

astical history of the German Reformed Church, in

which he had served for many years as an honored
elder. There were few subjects, indeed, on which
he could not converse with ease; and by the extent,

variety, and remarkable accuracy of his information,
he was one of the most delightful companions to all

who enjoyed the pleasure of his acquaintance.
It is very difficult to realize that all these stores

of instructive and entertaining knowledge lie bur-
ied in his tomb; and nothing but a firm belief in the
wisdom and goodness of that merciful Father, in

whom he trusted, can reconcile us to his loss. He
who hath brought "life and immortality to light in

the gospel" knows best when and how to summon
his children to their unclouded splendor.

L. L. Langstroth.

[After the above the following appears, writ-
ten by Mr. Wagner's son:]

1^^ Samuel Wagner was born at York, Pennsyl-
vania, August 17th, 1798. His father was at that

time pastor of the German Reformed Church in

that borough. Having accepted a call from the
German Reformed congregation at Frederick, Mary-
land, he removed there. Mr. Wagner there attend-

ed the parochial school attached to the church. In
1810 his father resigned, owing to ill health, and re-

* We forgot, in the February number of the^nier-
ican Bee Journal, to give the proper credit to Mr.
Wagner for his translations from the Bienenzeitung,
given in the article on the Berlepsch frames.

+ It is with deep regret that we announce that no
likeness exists of our venerable friend. He shrank
so instinctively from every thing having the least
appearance of personal display, that he could never
be prevailed on to allow his portrait to be taken.
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turned to York, where he shortly after died. Mr.

Wagner was then sent to the York County Acad-

emy, where he received his education. After leav-

ing- the academy, he engaged for some years in

mercantile pursuits. In 18~'4 he purchased the York

Revorder. In 18^9 he sold the York Recorder to Mr.

. C. Hamley, and removed to Lancaster, where, in

1830. he established the Lancaster Examiner. Re-

ceiving the offer of the casliiership.of the York

Bank, he sold the Examiner to Hammersley & Rich-

ards, and returned to York, liolding the position of

cashier till April, 1863. In 1863 he accepted the po-

sition of disbursing officer of the Senate. Resign-

ing this position in 1868, he, for the few remaining

years of his life, devoted all his energies to the edit-

ing and management of the American Bee Journal,

which was to him a labor of love.

BAMBLE 145.

By Rambler.

And pour celestial balsam on the heart.

For this to man was lovely woman given—
The last, best work, the noblest gift of heaven.

The honey secured around this little range

of hills is in quality amber and light amber.

Water-white honey in California is produced

exclusively from the sages: light amber is a

mixture, for the greater part, of the sage honey
with the darker or amber from other plants.

Later on. when the sage bloom is passed, then

nearly all of the honey is amber. By this ad-

mixture we get several grades of honey; but for

marketing, it will all come under the three

grades mentioned above.

The sages have been so thoroughly written

up and illustrated in bee literature that the

reader outside the sage districts might readily

imbibe the idea that the sages are the only

honey-producing plants in California.

If we could get them all together, there would

be quite a congress of lady bee keepers in the

United States. Some of these ladies are already

known through the journals, but the greater

share of them shun publicity, and are working

quietly over their apiaries; and the results of

their labors are known only in their immediate

neighborhood.

One of these quiet, effective workers is Mrs.

W. E. Clark, of Bioomington, Cal. Mr. and

Mrs. Clark have been mentioned from time to

time in Rambles; and what I have to say about

them this time is in relation to the present

season's yield of honey and its source.

I happened along with my camera at a very

opportune moment, and the photo I present

represents a condition that can be observed

with varying phases upon the outskirts of all

Southern California apiaries that are worked
for extracted honey.

From the little extracting-house. and the

tank outside, the honey is drawn into the 60-lb.

tin cans; and as soon as cased it is ready for

market.

Mrs. Clark manages the apiary from early

spring until the honey is ready to case. Then
Mr. Clark is called upon to exercise his lifting

talent. At other times masculine humanity is

not tolerated in the apiary.

From 80 colonies, spring count, which have
been increased to about 120, Mrs. Clark extract-

ed a carload, or nearly 12 tons, gross weight.

It is needless to say that there is not much
recreation indulged in during the honey-flow;

but just as soon as the extracting season is

over. Mrs. C. spends a few weeks at the sea-

shore, and recuperates from the summer's labor.

So to Mrs. Clark in particular, and the lady

bee-keepers in general, I will doflf my hat and
utter the following toast:

To chase the clouds of life's tempestuous hours:

To strew its short but weary way with flowers.

New hopes to raise, new feelings to impart.

CALIFORNIA WILDfBUCKWHEAT—HEADS
OF BLcisSOMS.

While the sages do produce a large amount
of beautiful honey, there is as great (if not

greater) a honey-plant that has received but

scant attention and no praise whatever; and I

find that it is not even mentioned in any of our

standard books upon bee culture. Desiring to

do justice to a meritorious plant, and place it

beside its more distinguished rivals in its true

light, I present the photo of Erigonum fasicu-

latum, or California wild buckwheat.
This shrub belongs to the buckwheat family.
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and grows profusely upon all wild land In

Southern California, with the exception of a

few localities. It seems to thrive equally well

upon the naountain-side and in the valley; and

the nearer we get toward the Mexican line, the

larger the growth. When in full bloom it is

one mass of flower- heads, each head a tangled

compact mass of little pinkish-white flowerets

resembling the blossoms of the cultivated

buckwheat. The flower-heads are a study iu

themselves, taking the various fantastic shapes

of wreaths, rosettes, shields, etc. It does not

burden the air with such a strong odor as the

ordinary buckwheat, and would be scarcely

detected by the scent.

The bees work industriously upon these blos-

soms; and from this source come the great

yields of amber honey. It is not only profuse

in bloom, but it holds its blossoms and honey

and give a fair yield of honey. It is a common
remark here, with our older bee-keepers, that

a range in which we find the sages, wild alfal-

fa, and wild buckwheat, can nearly always be

depended upon for something of a honey-yield;

and it is a bad season indeed when the buck-

wheat refuses its drops of nectar. There are,

perhaps, many localities where the plant is

sparingly distributed, or wanting altogether;

but the same must be said of the sages and
other plants. I conclude, however, that the

wild buckwheat is more evenly dist'-ibuted,

and covers a greater area, than any other

plant, and is the greatest and most reliable

honey-plant in Southern Cali forma: and if

there are any dissenting or consenl^ng views

among my California brethren fn jf-elation to

this statement, I trust they will let them be

known.

1. ,«'«« »» ^^9 »-.

CALIFORNIA WILD BUCKWHEAT (ERIGONUM FASICULATUM.)

production longer than any other plant in Cal-

ifornia. From early in June until into August
it has this year made the hive overflow with

sweetness and the bee-keeper sing pagans of joy.

Ordinarily this plant fails to secrete nectar

from the 1st to the middle of July; but after a

wet winter, and after late rains, it yields honey
in a prolonged ratio. In places where there is

much natural moisture it seems to bloom in-

definitely; and I have no doubt that, if a field

of it could be put under irrigation, it would
yield honey several months. The honey is not

so dark, and the flavor not so rank, as that

from common buckwheat. The flavor is mild,

and many people prefer it to the white honey,

which, in many instances, has but little flavor.

Bee-keepers cite many instances where the

sages have failed to secrete honey; then a little

later the buckwheat would come to their rescue

In relation to the sages. I note in Gleanings,
page 770, Mr. Israel entertains the same opinion

that I did of white sage until I saw the bees

doing such good business upon it. In the local-

ity I referred to, the bees worked the black

sage first; then there were two weeks of unin-

terrupted flow from tl^e abundant white sage,

before the buckwheat came into working order.

The bees would flit up the long stalks of white

sage from flower to flower, like climbing the

golden stairs. The result is some of the most
beautiful honey Mr. Israel could wish to ex-

amine.

A word to the reader: In studying the figures

at the head of this Ramble, the reader will

hotice that it enumerates 145; this divided by

24, the number of issues per year, results in six

years and one issue over. For six years, then,

I have been a regular contributor to its columns.
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In a recent letter to the editor I suggested that

the readers would probably be pleased with a

change or a stoppage altogether of Rambles,
and allow the space to be filled with articles

from new writers who are coming to the front.

Then, again, it looks as though my travels

would not be so extensive as they have been.

I have a growing apiary which will hold me
down a good share of the year. So, with a few

more scratches of the pen, perhaps the long-

suffering readers would feel a relief to lind the

farewell scratch.

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE ART OF
WINTERING.

THE SYMPOSIUM IN OUK ISSUE FOR NOVEMBER
15th reviewed and COMMENTED UPON

By Dr. C. C. Miller.

[It will be remembered that Dr. Miller was
to review and bring out the salient points in
the discussion from some of our prominent and
successful bee-keepers as recently given, and
present them in a new light before our readers.
This he has done, and the subject is now so
well digested that it will be easily assimilated
by all, I trust.—Ed.]

At the close of the symposium oii wintering-, oc-
cupying ten pages of Gleanings for Nov. 15, the
editor begins his remarks by saying, "It is encour-
aging. . .

." Witliout quoting his remark any
further, 1 think those three words may be applied
to the whole of the symposium. Careful examina-
tion of the articles shows less conflict of opinion
than formerly prevailed. Some emphasize one point,
some another; but wliere a man is silent on any
given point it is probably because on that point he
is in accord with the majority.

It's very cool of you, Mr. Editor, to give a com-
prehensive resume of the series, then say you want
me to give the solid meat. Figures of speech aside,
all I can do is to look the ground over and see what
there is to talk about. To this end I have taken a
piece of paper two feet square, written thereon a
number of the points mentioned, then put down
under each heading the views of the different
writers. The remarkable thing about it is to find,
as already intimated, so little clashing between
them.

FURTHER DISCUSSION.
Let me begin at the very last end, the last line of

the editorial comments, "the subject will be open
for further discussion if thought necessary." I
sincerely hope it will be thought necessary. Win-
tering has been so thoroughly discussed in the past
that it needed a rest. It's had the rest, and may
come up again with some degree of freshness. Its
very great importance for ail living north of a cer-
tain degree of latitude makes it worth while to dis-
cuss even very small points.
Now, making a big jump back to the beginnmg,

there is found a change of opinion that has been
silently but surely taking place as to the time of
heginninu to get ready for winter. Some place the
date at about the middle of September, while others
say at the time of taking off surplus-arrangements.
Very likely the two agree, and those who say the
middle of Septem tier are in the habit of taking off
supers at that time. With others, who have no fall
flow, the date may be in August.

AMOUNT OF STORES.

Besides having winter stores in place early, em-
phasis is put upon the matter of having not only
enough, but an abundance of stores—not only
stores to last through the winter, but to last through
the critical time from the first flight in spring till

the main harvest begins. Here, however, there is

some conflict of opinion. B. Taylor is convinced
"that bees winter better with just enough always
accessible honey in their hives to feed them safely
until wa7'm weather." Whether his belief is correct

or not, I feel pretty sure that in practice he gives
his bees more tliaii he thinks they will use before
warm weather, if by "warm weather" he means
the time of taking out uf cellar; for there is a dif-
ference of several pounds ill the amount ditterent
colonies use; and as lie doesn't know beforehand
which will be the heavy consumers, lie musi in his
winter prepaiaiious consider all heavy consumers.
If he gives all enougli so tliat he feels »u/e they will
have enough until Hi sr, spring flight, some of them
will have euougli tu cany them ihrougli uniil
the harvest. Whether it. is best lo have such an
abundance in the hive that no colony \\ill need any
looking after until the main harvest, is one of the
things that may well belong to that " f urilier dis-
cussion." Whether my own theory agrees with his
or not, my practice agrees at least so far that it is

with me a very comfortable thing to know that I
have some extra combs of honey ready to be given
to any colony that may ask for it l)efore the harvest.
As to the manner of ascertaining the amount of

stores, not much is said—the little that is said in-
clining to the opinion that the colonies are weighed
" with the eyes," as J. E. Crune expresses it

—that is, by looking in the hive at the frames.
Considering the uncertainty of this, unless every
frame is carefully inspected, and that even then it's

a hard matter to come within several pounds of
the exact weight, i can not help thinking that most
would prefer to weigh their hives if they knew how
easy a thing it is. With a spring balance properly
rigged you can weigh the hives with less time and
labor than you can take out and inspect the frames.
And then there's a comfortable feeling in the
thought that you Know, and that there's no guess
about it. True, you'll not know to a certainty just
how much honey there is in the hive, but you will
know for a certainty the total weight, and from
that vou can make a safer guess as to the amount
of stores than in any other way.

KIND OF STORES FOR WINTER.
As to character of stores, I think no one says

sugar is bad; and when feeding must be done in
any other way than by giving filled combs, sugar
comes first. Of course, sugar or any thing else may
be fed so as to do mischief; as, for example, if a
very thin syrup be fed very late. C. A. Hatch puts
down wild-bergamot honey as "the very best
stores," but not many have that. He admits, how-
ever, that "sugar stores are all right for winter if

fed early, and good sugar is used." But who in this
country can tell any thing about what is good sugar ?

In foreign bee-journals, sugar of the right kind for
bee-food is constantly advertised; but there is a
lack of enterprise, intelligence, or something, among
furnishers of supplies in this country. Although
B. Taylor thinks honey-dew sometimes good for
winter stores, it is no doubt a safe food to leave out
of a hive, or to replace with sugar.

BEST AGE OF BEES FOR WINTERING.
The former divergence of opinion as to the best

age of bees to winter well seems to exist no longer,
young bees being preferred. The younger the bet-
ter, only so they have had one flight before going
into winter quarters. As tending toward this, H.
K. Boardman recommends young queens, they lay-
ing later in the fall, with the additional advantage
ot commencing earlier in the spring. Sometimes,
however, bees breed too earlj-. B. Taylor, like the
reckless youth he is, butts whack against orthodox
teaching, by broadly hinting that bees live just as
long when busy as when idle; and this in the face
of his own statement that most of the bees in a hive
May 1 must be seven months old, whereas he will
hardly vary much from the general belief that a
worker in the busy season lasts only about six
weeks. Bro. Taylor, if you don't want to be gibbet-
ed it will be in order for you to explain or recant.
In any case, it looks entirely reasonable to believe
that in winter there will be fewer deaths from old
age among young bees than among old.

AMOUNT OF ROO.M IN THE HIVE.

Much weight is given to the matter of having no
more room in the hive than necessary, as against
the strange teaching of a late wi'iter in GliE.\nings,
who claimed that bees were warmer in a large than
in a small hive. The generally received opinion is

that small colonies consume more in proportion to
their size than large ones—an opinion that is per-
haps tenable, as suggested by J. E. Crane, only
when large and small have the same amount of
room. In this connection it may not be out of
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place to suggest that, in addition to it-; otlier ad-

vautages. ciamiuing tlie brood-nest wiih stores is

nractically making less room in ii for llie l^ees to

keep warm. Whether in general a colony maybe
crowded on so small a number of combs as to be
overwarm and restless, as M r. Crane holds, may be

one of the things that would bear ••further discus-

sion " Furtuer discussion " is also provoked by B.

Taylor's insisting that uees sliould cluster "over
their stores." It seems to me tliat his bees must
have extra training to induce them to pack their

stores below the cluster. Better wintering is secur-

ed in shallow hives by F. Greiner. and in hives after

the Heddon pattern by J. A. Green. Tins might
also awaken discussion.

SPACE UNDER BOTTOM-B AKS.

I think there has been a growing feeling in favor

of having extra space under the bottom-bars during
winter No one, to my knowledge, ever expressed a

belief that it could do any harm, the only objection

being the extra trouble. lam heartily with those

who^thiak the advantage more than pays for the

trouble. Probably there can be nothing better for

the bees ihan the plan of having no bottom-board

or floor, and having the hives piled apart so as to

have a great space under. I mean just so far as the

air is concerned, although on other accounts I pre-

fer the reversible tloor-board, which is only a modi
flcation of the rim used by others. The reversible

floor-board has the rim attached to ifc permanemly,
and is especially convenient for those who change
their bees from one place to another; lor when
taken out of winter quarters it can be ready at a

moment's notice to be hauled to the out-apiary.

Then its no small advantage to have hives mouse-
proof during winter, as they can easily be by put-

ting coarse wire cloth at the entrance of the revers-

ible floor-board. With no floor-board the mice have
full entrance to the hives; and although you tnink
you have a mouse-proof cellar, too often you find in

the spring that the mice have been playing havoc
with your bees and combs. Mr. Pettit's plan of

having an opening at the back as well as front gives

air with less room if care be taken to have no clog-

ging. Mr. Crane secures much the same advantage
by having an extra entrance half way from top to

bottom.
SEALED COVERS.

Some time ago sealed covers .seemed deserted by
their warmest advocates, leaving tnat apparently
as one of the settled questions. But at least one
man stoutly stands his ground amid the general
•stampede, and says sealed covers are all right. Is

it worth while to allow the question a place in the

realm of " further discussion," just to convince one
stubborn man 't Hardly, when it's a matter of mere
•opinion. But when J. A. Green continues to use
sealed covers, and uses them ,si/t(C,s,>:/(t(?y, and year
after year, that single fact, just because it is a fact,

leaves the question still unsettled. 1 f he succeeds
where others fail, what makes the difference? I

think it is perhaps the general opinion nowadays,
that in the cellar, sealed covers are all right. What
makes the difference between success and failure

outdoors 'it Is it possible that it mny be in the pack-
ing over the covers ? Mr. Green has 6 or 8 inches of

packing over, that packing having a rain-proof
cover. Have others who have failed used the same
packing?

WINTER PACKING.

For outdoor wintering, packing was never more
popular than at the present time, and yet I'm not
-certain that there are not those outside of this

symposium wlio prefer single-wall hives unpacked
for the sake of having the advantage of the sun on
the single walls in winter. Possibly the matter of
latitude may have something to do with this. The
editor is right in remarking that "all are agreed
that outdoor colonies should be packed in double-
walled hives," i/ in that class of liives he includes
single-walled hives with a winter packing around
them. 'Top packing seems to be considered of more
importance than ac the sides; and where any differ-

ence is made there is more packing on top. Pleas-

ant to know that there's such general agreement in

preferring planer-shavings for packing-material.

TIME TO CELLAR BEES.

nThe date for carrying oees into the cellar is set by
•one at Nov. 1; by another at Nov. l.o, and by two
others at Nov. 20. I feel pretty sure that, if they,
had taken room to explain more fully, neither one
of them would have said he adhered strictly to the]

given date. I suspect they are very much like my-
self, if I were obliged to name positively at the
present time the date at which my bees should be
carried in next winter, perhaps i should say Nov. 1.

But in actual practice the almanac has little to do
with it. One year they will be better off' to stay out
tilt December, while 1 have known a year in which
every day that the bees stayed out after October
was a damage to them. It's a matter of guess at

best. Aim to cellar them immediately after the
last fly they'll have before December, remembering
that one day too late may be worse than five days
too early. That is, it won't do as much harm to

have them confined unnecessarily in the cellar five

days, as it will to be taken in one day after a flight

if that one day is pretty cold. As Mr. Boardman
suggests, it makes a big difference when they're
taken in as to the matter of quietness. After they
have had a fly, the first time the thermometer
touches 45° you'll find them pretty quiet.

DARKNESS IN CELLARS.

The editor says the underground room for bees
should be darkened; but Mr. Boardman gives his

bees the full light of day after they are in the cel-

lar, until the weather becomes quite cold. No one,
probably, would want his cellar to be light all the
winter long; but some think it advantageous to
have the cellar light part of the time. 1 think this
view is gaining ground. The late Jesse Oatman told
me tliat a leading bee-journal not far from the
State of Ohio once refused to publish an article

saying that at times light could be safely let into a
cellar, such a view being thought too dangerous
heresy to get into print. [It was not refused tor
heresy, certainly; but if it did not get into Glean-
ings it was probably overlooked in some way, owing
to the large lot ot unused manuscripts.—Ed.] I

believe the admission of light is a benefit, whenever
it can be admitted without stirring up the bees.

Like Mr. Boardman, 1 allow my cellar to stand open
until the thermometer inside runs below 40°.

Toward spring, when a warm spell comes, making
the bees uneasy, doors and windows are opened
wide in the evening. That raises a general row in

the cellar; the bees run all over the hives, and roar
enough to frighten a novice. By morning, how-
ever, all are quiet, and I've seen the direct rays of
the sun shining right into the entrance of a hive
without seeming to disturb them in the least.

Sometimes they'll remain quiet all day with the
cellar light, and sometimes they'll begin to fly out
soon after sunrise. As soon as they show uneasi-
ness I close out the light.

u TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE. ^ ^
Entire agreement as to temperature has not yet,

been reached. Possibly there might be unanimity
as to temperature if all cellars had the same degree
of moisture. For a considerable time 45° has been
a kind of standard figure, and the symposium still

holds somewhere near that for the average cellar.

Elwood gets it down pretty fine by saying 38 to 4'2°

for a very dry cellar, 4.') to 50° for a very damp one,
and 43 to 45° for one Of average moisture. But
Pettit wants a damp cellar kept down to 40°, giving
as one reason that the bees will thus be kept drier;
for as air is heated it will take up more moisture.
I'm afraid all will not admit the correctness of that
philosophy, and I suspect others would want a
moist cellar to be kept warmer. Boardman wants
the cellar about ten degrees warmer at the last end
than through the principal part of the winter, and I

suppose most agree in thinking it well to have a
higher temperature toward spring—at least, after
brood-rearing begins.

VENTII^ATION.

r None of the writers ignore ventilation, and per-
haps no one nowadays would insist that bees will

pass the winter hermetically sealed. So there's
progress in that direction. Enthusiasm for sub-
ventilation has faded. For one, I should be just as
enthusiastic as ever if it were not for the fear that
Mr. Pettit may be right in thinking that a gain in

temperature is accompanied by a gain in moisture;
and, worse than that, I'm a little afraid noxious
gases may betaken up in passing through the earth.

If provision be made to carry out the air of the
cellar, I'm not much afraid about its getting in.

And perhaps it's as well to have it come in at a
thousand little cracks and through a million pores

j|as to have it come in all at one spot labeled '* En-

1 As to ventilation of hives themselves, there has
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been a gravitation toward ventilation at the bottom,
and larger entrances tlian formerly. I suspect
convenience has much to do with the matter. I

have some doubt whether it matters in a cellar
whether the bottom be all open with the top sealed
tight, or the top all open with the bottom sealed
tig-ht, or wliether both top and bottom be open with
the air passing througrh. Only in the latter case
there must be so small a passage eitlier at bottom
or top that the air will not pass thruugrh faster than
the bees can use it. In my first cellaring', liives

were entirely open at top, and sealed tight at Dot-
tom. That js, they were box hives turned upside
down. That was Quinby's plan, and it was the most
convenient with bo.v hives. With the present hives
it's more convenient to have the opening: all at tiie

bottom. If the opening' is both at top and bottom,
it's difficult to adjust it to the wants of the bees.
Of course it would be impracticable to have hives
all open at the top; but at present the majority
think it easier to secure rig'lit ventilation by having
the top slightly oijen in addition to the opening at
the bottom.

BEHAVIOR OF BEES°IN WINTER.

I suspect that at least part of the battles that for-
merly raged over the matter of hibernation arose
from the fact that all did not agree upon the mean-
ing of the word. V^ety few, if any, will now contend
that a bee hibernates as do other animals to which
the term is applied. If any one should yet think
that a colony goes through an entire winter in a
dormant condition, a short time spent in a bee-cellar
will disabuse liis niind. Whether the guess given
in the symposium, that there is a waking-up once a
week, is correct. I do not know. I suspect that 24
hours might come nearer the truth Mr. Pettit
takes the ultra ground that not the slightest noise
of humming should be heard in perfect wintering.
I don't know about that. I do know that I have had
bees winter in such contiition as I think would sat-
isfy almost any one, and yet 1 never went into the
cellar without hearing what is often called a "con-
tented hum." And yet I must confess that, by
looking into a single "hive, I could jrenerally see no
movement.

[fire in cellars.

3Two in the symposium keep fire in the cellar. I

suspect that's alarger proportion than will be found
generally among those who cellar their bees. Of
those who have tried It and abandoned it. it might
not be out of place to inquire whether there njay
not have been a wrong use of a right thing. Mr.
Boardman says it grows in favor with him. I'm not
sure whether it does with me, but I'm sure the con-
viction grows that it is all right. If a cellar stands
too near tne freezing-point, you can bring the tem-
perature up by making the cellar closer; but you'll
ha've better ventilation and air by bringing up the
temperature with a tire. We make fire for folks in
winter, and no harm comes of it. Why not for the
bees ? The fire is put in an adjoining room, not in
the same room with the bees. Just why, I don't
know. Perhaps the lire is made with wood, in which
case there might be too sudden a change of tempei--
ature, and the light from the burning wood might
be mischievous. For my own use I would no more
think of putting the Are in an adjoining room than
I would a stove for heating a sitting-room. But I

use anthracite coal altogether. A small cylinder
stove keeps a stead.v low Are, and the door of the
stove is left wide open all the time. That helps
ventilation. I think some fear that bees would fly

into the open door, but I never knew a single bee to
do so. The Are is kept going day and night all win-
ter long, unless a spell of weather comes that makes
the cellar too warm. I may mention that those
colonies that stand nearest the stove winter as well
as any.

TAKING BEES OUT OF THE CELLAR.
The time mentioned for taking bees out of the

cellar is about April 1. Here miglit be made the
same remark that was made about putting bees in.

It's a matter of weather rather than one of date.
For some ye;irs I went by the liluoming of soft
maple. But that sometimes fooled me. for a cold
spell came after they were in bloom, mHking me
wish I had left the bees in tlie cellar. So now, when
the maples bloom, T WHit till it seems so warm and
pleasant there isn't much chance of more wintei'
weather. That may be when the Arst maple-blooms
show, or it may be two weeks later. And the
maples don't watch the almanac clitsely.

Greiner takes his bees out at night. I prefer
Boardman's plan of taking them out on a warm
day so they can fly at once. If thej' are taken out
at night, the thermometer may sink before morning
below the freezing-point, making each day they are
longer conflned in the hives worse than a week in
the celliir.

Greiner says. " In placinar 1hem on their stands I

pay no attention to their lormer location the fall
previous." I think some of the bees will go back to
their former locations, but 1 don't know that any
harm will come of it. Wiien they Arst come out of
the cellar they seem to be of one scent— at any rate
they unite peaceably, and Boardman takes advan-
tage of this to unite at once any that need uniting.

FINALLY.
When I commenced this symposium I thought I

could coiiAne to less than a page what I had to say.
But I didn't know. I haven't said near all I wanted
to, and it's more than a page. You might. Mr. Ed-
itor, run it as a serial through the year 1896. Some
people like continued stories.
Marengo, HI., Nov. 2.5.

[Instead of continuing this in several issues,
as hinted by the doctor, I thought we should
get a better bird's-eye view to have it all in one
Issue, and use a r.oaaller face of type. We can't
get a bird's-pye view by looking at a spot here
and there in the different issues of Gleanings.
The subject is now open for further discussion.
-Ed.]

TENEMENT WINTER CASES.

HOW AN EXTENSIVE BEE-KEEPER OF YORK
STATE PUTS UP HIS BEES.

By W. L. CoggahaU.

My bees are from 3 to 16 miles from home,

and are packed in winter cases with dry saw-

dust that I keep from year to year. The size

of packing-case is 6 ft. long, 2 ft. wide. 2 ft. high

on back, and 2 ft. 6 in. on front, and is made of

matched pine. Such a box will hold eight 8-

frarae Langstroth hives, by piling them two tiers

high. Slots are cut in the high side, just opposite

and corresponding with the entrance in the hive,

and a block nailed on so the bees have an

alighting-board. When preparing to pack I

move four hives out of their position in the

row, and then put the case in their place. I

now put the four colonies into the case, and

shove them tight to the front (my hives do

not have porticoes), so the entrances corres-

pond with ihe slot in box. I take off the enam-
el cloth and put on brussels carpet, or ingrain;

then throw on the sawdust, and pack well be-

tween each hive, leaving i.< in. of sawdust on

top of the carpet, after which I put on four

boards just the size of the bottom of the hive.

I now set in four more colonies, and apply

carpets and the sawdust. Over the whole I put

a water-tight roof. I used shingles at first,

but now prefer sheet iron, painted.

After the apiary is a packed I go around

and put in strychnine, which is put in cookies

prepared at home, to kill the mice. The win-

ter case should be lo in. from the ground, and I

u'sually raise them up in October. I usually go

around once in the winter and clean out the

entrances, and ptit in more poison, and then in

the spring, and take out those that are dead,
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which is not more than 2 to 8 per cent: then I

go and unpack them just as apple-bloom
ceases; then they are all full of brood.

Old brussels carpet can be bought of rag-

gatherers for 2 to 4 cts. a pound. They will last

a long time—5 years if they are put on the bees

the same side down that is used on the floor.

Two men can put up for winter 100 to 125 a

day, and go eight or ten miles, and can unpack
them faster.

WestGroton, N. Y., Nov. 15.

[This was written in response to our request
for an article for our symposium on wintering
that appeared in our Nov. 15th number. As it

came too late for that number, we give it here.
—Ed.]

1^ I ^
THE WINTERING PROBLEM.

AN IMPORTANT SUGGESTION; A UNIFORM TEM-
PERATURE IN THE CELLAR NOT DESIRABLE.

By R. McKnight.

Of all the problems bee-keepers are engaged
in solving in this northern climate, the above
is the most important; because Miccessful win-

tering means a measurably satisfactory honey-

harvest. I am not going beyond the bounds of

truth when I say the solution of this all-im-

portant problem has engaged my own serious

attention. I have been so situated that its con-

sideration forced itself upon me.

During the last 15 years I have cared for

from 2 to 250 stocks annually. About half of

these were kept in my home apiary, where I

have a good bee-house especially constructed

with a view to successful wintering; and the

other half in a yard about 15 miles from home,

where there is no suitable cellar or bee-house,

and the bees must be wintered outdoors. This

has given me an extu-isive experience in the

relative merits of the two systems of wintering.

It is not my intention to here discuss the ad-

vantage of the one method as compared with

the other, nor to minutely detail the best course

to follow in either ease; but, rather, let me
outline what is necessary to successful winter-

ing under any circumstances. This includes

stores, ventilation, and packing (the last is im-

portant noly in outdoor wintering.

The first essential to successful wintering is

plenty of bees, with ample stores against the

time of need, which, with me, lasts from Octo-

ber till June. This consists of sealed honey or

sugar syrup.

There are other minor matters which need

attention, and which will commend themselves

to the experienced bee-keeper, but which de-

mand too much space to be here dwelt upon.

VENTILATION.
What type has been employed in printing the

opinions of people on this element in the suc-

cessful wintering of bees! and yet how little

we know about it! I was especially impressed

by this fact on reading what Mr. Elwood wrote

on page 815 of Gleanings. The theory he
there broached has awakened in me thoughts
I never before entertained on the subject, and
may, if true, account for the alleged fact that

bees winterfed outside are less liable to spring

dwindling than those kept in a cellar or bee-

house. What is the true theory V It is, as I

understand it, that bees, when wintered in-

doors, should be surrounded by atmospheric
conditions, and kept at a temperature suffi-

ciently low to throw them into a state of hiber-

nation, in which the functions of life are par-

tially suspended; that they should be aroused

from this state of torpor at regular and neces-

sary intervals; that they may partake of

sufficient food to keep them strong and healthy;

that they may be aroused to the desired degree
of activity by raising the temperature of the

repository in which they are kept; that, after

having satisfied the demands of nature, they

should ba returned to a state of quietude and
lethargy by again lowering the temperature;

and that this should be repeated, when neces-

sary, during the period of confinement; that,,

being thus kept quiet, and fed when required,

they will be put out in the spring well nourish-

ed, having strength and vitality calculated to

successfully carry them through the trials of

spring.

How often these periodical revivals should

be brought about, and how long they should

continue, remains to be determined by experi-

ment. Mr. Elwood quotes the opinion of the

late Mr. Quinby, that " an occasional fire in the

cellar is useful." It seems to me this opinion

is along the lines of the above theory. We all

know bees wintered outdoors consume more
stores than those kept inside. May not the

cause of tliis be that, in the latter case, they

are subjected to more frequent and more vio-

lent changes of temperature, and, in conse-

quence, afforded more opportunities to feed,

which may account for their alleged ability to

survive the springtime.

If this theory be found to be correct, it will

change our present practice materially. The
orthodox belief of a " uniform temperature of

from 42 to 45° " must give place to a new faith;

namely, that uniformity of temperature, in-

stead of being necessary to safe wintering, is

one of the prime causes of bees being put out in

the spring in a weak aijd debilitated condition,

ill fitted to enable them to pull through till

bloom time. I may have misinterpreted Mr.

El wood's position; any way, what he has

written has afforded me new food for thought

on the wintering problem.

MATERIAL FOR PACKING.

This may embrace whatever is used to fill up'

the space between the outer case and the hive

it incloses, as well as the materials employed

to fill the cushions placed over the brood-

chamber. Any of the materials commonly us-
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•ed for packing are good enough so long as they
are dry when put in, and kept dry while it is

in; but there is a great difference in the value
of the various materials that are used for

filling the cushions. The best of these is card-

ed wool; next in order of value is cork dust.

Chaff should not be used. What is needed is

something that will transmit the moisture—not
absorb it. Dry sawdust, such as is made by
ripping up dry lumber in a factory, will serve
the purpose. I have tried all these, and I

found chaff cushions come off the hives in the
spring matted and mildewed, and those filled

with wool or cork dust come off as light and
dry as the day they were put on.

Owen Sound, Ont.

AMONG THE BEE-KEEPERS OF WISCONSIN.

By Httny Latlnop.

On the 12th of Septem-
ber I started on a trip

through the basswood re-

gion of Southern Wiscon-
sin. A short account of

what I saw and heard

may be of interest to the

readers of Gleanings.
Going first to Wauzeka.

Wis., situated on the Wis-

consin River, I there took

ihe Kickapoo Valley R.

R., which runs up the riv-

er 35 miles to a village

called Soldiers' Grove,

passing through Crawford

Co. The valley is narrow
in most places, with high

bluffs on each side, and
one can not see what is be-

yond these ridges as he

rides along. The bluffs abound in basswoods,

while the river-bottom is a tangle of fall flow-

ers. I met only one bee-keeper on the way up.

I talked with him a few moments while the

train stopped at a small station. He did not

appear to be a very advanced bee-keeper, and
said he did not take a bee-paper. I asked him
if he would take Gi.eanings.

" No," said he, " I don't like it."

I asked him why he did not like it, and he re-

plied. " There is too much Christ in it."

How impossible it is to please everybody I

But I trust that this brother will soon change
his mind, and learn that Gleanings is his

friend, not only because it will help him to do
better with his bees, but because it Jkis Christ

in it.

From Soldiers' Grove I took the stage to Vio-

la, 15 miles further up the river. From this

point the country becomes n.ore beautiful. The
hills remind one of the highlands of the Hud-
son below West Point, N. Y. There is a great

abundance of thrifty basswoods; and the hill-

sides, being very steep, there will always be

much of it that will be left standing.

The stage-driver, I ascertained, was also a bee-

keeper. He had about 20 colonies; did not take

a bee-paper; said he knew enough about bees

to carry him through. I thought I would test

him a little, and the following conversation

took place:
" Mr. R., did you ever have any experience

with foul brood?"
He hesitated a moment, and replied:
" Yes, I had one case last year."
" What do you consider the best way of treat-

ing it? "

" I guess the best thing to do is to burn them
up. I burned one last year."

I agreed with him that his treatment was all

right for foul brood, and he went on to say that

he rather thought he had a case of it in his yard

at that time, but had been too busy to attend to

it; " and," said he, " I have seen cases of it so

bad that they would lay a dozen eggs in one
cell.''

At this point I opened my eyes a little wider,

but concluded to say no more on the subject.

In the vicinity of Viola there are several bee-

keepers who number their colonies by the hun-
dred, and usually produce good crops of honey.

From Viola I went westward in Vernon Co.

to a point near Viroqua. Here I visited Mr. W.
M. Cox, who in times gone by has produced

some fine crops of honey. The poor seasons of

late have somewhat dampened his ardor, and
very much reduced his stock. But he intends

to build up again, and try to do better. He has

taken Gleanings for many years, and, unlike

the other man referred co above, he likes it be-

cause it has so much of Christ in it. and says it

has been a great help to him in hisChristian life.

Returning to Viola, my friend and brother

John Willan, who is an evangelist in these

parts, took me with his pony team 15 miles fur-

ther up the river to a place called Rockton. We
saw many good locations for bee-keeping; great

quantities of basswood in the hills, and very

few bees kept. Some of the names in this val-

ley would bring a smile to the face of a judge.

At one place .John pointed to a small valley en-

tering from the east. "That,'" said he, "is

Goose Creek. A man of the name of Gander
used to preach there. On the hill to the north

lives a family of Drakes, and a short distance

in the other direction is a family of Goslins."

How is that for a web-footed community?

On returning to Viola I visited the home and
apiary of Mr. Andrew McCarty, the successor of

M. A. Gill, well known to the readers of Glean-
ings. Mr. McCarty has a beautiful home, a

good wife, and 2(X) colonies of bees, 100 of which
are in the home apiary, and the rest at a place

several miles down the river. He uses the 8-

frame Langstroth hive, and works exclusively
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for extracted honey, as do nearly all other bee-

keepers in this region, extracted honey being

much easier to transport to the railroad. Mr.

McCarty is one of the very few bee-keepers who
produced a crop of honey this year. He accom-

plished It by movirs his bees to a place where

the basswood-flowers were not killed by the se-

vere frosts in May.

My next stop was at Yuba, on Pine River, in

Richland Co. Here I visited Mr. E. C. Priest,

the only bee-keeper in the immediate neighbor-

hood. Mr. Priest had taken only a small crop

of honey, and confessed that he had partly neg-

lected his bees for several years back, as he has

built and equipped an excelsior-mill, and work-

ed hard to make it a success; but it has not

paid. I remarked that he would have done

better and had an easier time if he had increas-

ed his bee-business, and attended to it proper-

ly, and let the excelsior-mill alone, thereby also

avoiding the destruction of the basswood tim-

ber. He assented that such was the truth. I

find the tendency in this country is to neglect

the bees for various kinds of ventures. Very

few seem willing to make a specialty of honey

production, for the reason, as they say, they are

not sure of a crop of honey every year.

From Yuba I went down Pine River Valley,

passing on the way one of the apiaries of the

successful bee-keeper Mrs. Pickard. At Rich-

land Center I was met by Bro. C. A. Hatch,

who took me out to his beautiful home and

farm. Mr. Hatch is too well known as a bee-

keeper to need an introduction here. He and

his brother, A. L. Hatch, are extensive fruit-

growers. I was surprised to find them success-

fully producing a large variety of choice ap-

ples, plums, cherries, grapes, and small fruits.

Of course, the crop was short this year on ac-

count of the unusual frosts. Their orchards

are situated on the top of high clay ridges, en-

tirely unsheltered. There are many such ridges

in Southern Wisconsin, but there are no or-

chards on them. The apple-trees are usually

placed along the creek bottoms, where they do

not thrive. These orchards of the Hatch broth-

ers are an object-lesson to the bee-keepers and

others of our State, because they show what
can be done in our climate; and if there is any

branch of business that goes well with bee-

keeping I think it is the production of the

larger fruits which are gathered after the busy

honey season is past. I shall never forget the

beauty of these fruit-farms nor the kindness

shown me by both the Hatch brothers during

my short visit. When I started for home from

here, C. A. took me to a small railroad station

below Richland Center, and pointed out the

place where the out-apiary of the late S. I.

Freeborn had made large crops of honey from a

kind of mint after the close of the basswood
season; but the large number of colonies once

owned by him is now greatly reduced. In fact,

the bee-keeping industry is somewhat neglect-

ed in these regions, and the amount of honey
produced is but a small per cent of what is-

possible.

In closing I will say that I am not trying to

beat Rambler out of his job, though I do enjoy

traveling among the bee keepers, and looking

up the resources of my State. I am a married

man, and love my home and family, therefore

my rambles must be few and far between.

Browntown, Wis., Oct. 23.

THE STEPHENS SPACER.

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD LUMBEK FOB TOP-BARS.
AN OPEN LETTER TO DR. MILLER.

By Oeo. W. Stephens.

Dr. C. C. Miller:—! see you have dropped the

discussion of hives, and taken up frames; and

in your article on ''The Right Kind of Frames,"

in Gleanings, October 1."), you point out an ob-

jection to the Stephens spacer. Well. I sup-

pose spacers ought to be discussed along with

other things; they are a nf^cessity to any one-

who is at all particular and cares to have
straight combs, and to get rid of propolis,

fair discussion will not injure a meritorious-

article, and I believe in the survival of the fit-

test; but my mind is not clear as to whether
you are putting up one of your jokes, or are in

earnest; for, you see, the objection you raise

applies to the top-bar and to the man who
nailed the frames, and not to the spacer at all.

On the same line of reasoning you might say

the Stephens spacer will not prevent top-bars^

from warping. I have some top-bars, made by a

popular manufacturer, that are warped, or

sprung out of line, V inch; but I never thought

to blame the spacers. I think it is because they

were made of poor lumber, or else it was not

well seasoned.

STEPHENS' FRAME-SPACER.

Top-bars should be made of first-clear, well-

seasoned lumber; and if pine will not do, some-

thing else should be used; and then they should

be cut true and to an exact size, and great care
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should be used in nailing the frames. I do not

think there is any excuse for top-bars varying
iu width, although I may be mistaken. But if

they are cut true to an accurate size, and all

alike, I think—in fact, I am sure—your objec-

tion 10 the spacer will be overcome, and you
would then secure both fixed distance from cen-

ter to center and exact space between top-bars,

and I believe one is about as essential as the

other. The price of the spacers may seem high;

but that will be governed by the demand some-
what. When they become better known, and
there is more of a demand for them. I have no
doubt they can be manufactured and sold at a

lower price.

If the end-bar were widened to I^^h, the same
as the top-bar, as you suggest, I doubt very

much whether you would find it any easier to

nail the frames true; and if the Stephens spacer

were to be used, the flanges (or wings) would
have to be shortened ^ all around, and the

inside lengthened h. in order to clasp the end-

bar. The space between the shoulders of the

spacers would then be less than i^^, and the bees

would fill it up with propolis—a thing certainly

to be avoided when possible. If the end-bar
were made narrower than one inch, the flanges

of the spacer would have to be correspondingly

lengthened, and would be liable to bend unless

made of heavier material, which would add to

the cost. So you see I settled on inch-wide end-

bars advisedly.

I certainly feel flattered that you find no
worse fault with the Stephens spacer, and name
an objection that can be so easily remedied, not-

withstanding the fault lies elsewhere; but if

you were using them on your frames to any ex-

tent you would then know what a pleasure it is,

comparatively, to handle frames in a nine-

frame Dovetail hive, without that superfluous

piece of furniture called by courtesy a follower.

Denison, Iowa, Oct. 28, 189,5.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

In some respects I think the difference be-

tween us is one of words rather than ideas. I

admit that, with frames that are made perfect

in every respect, the Stephens spacer will not

only space correctly from center to center, but
will also leavetop-bars apartatexactdistances.

I so stated on page 775. I said, "One of these

will secure the other if all frames were made
exactly true," meaning the spacing from center

to center and the spacing between top-bars.

I can not agree with you that it is as impor-

tant to have the right distance from center to

center as it is to have the right distance be-

tween top-bars. A variation of ^ of an inch in

the distance between top- bars would be likely

to make an appreciable difference as to the

amount of brace-combs, while a variation of ^
from center to center would hardly make an
appreciable difference in any direction so long

as the distance between top-bars is kept exact.

But what we have to do with in actual prac-
tice is frames that are not true in every respect.

At least that's what I've always had to do
with. I don't think I ever yet had as many as

a hundred frames in one lot that would give
exact distances between top-bars by applying
Stephens spacers. I doubt whether I ever shall

have, and 1 suspect that I have as true frames
as the majority. In such cases, you may lay

the blame where you like; the fact remains
that the Stephens spacer will not make as

good work in pr serving an exact space be-

tween two top-bars as a nail driven in to the
proper depth.

I doubt if any better wood than pine is likely

to be used, and I think you are right in believ-

ing that the very best should be used, and not
poor stuff for the sake of using up scraps of

lumber.

You are probably right in settling on an end-
bar 1 inch wide as best for the Stephens spacer.

But the same reason that makes tne want the

small space between top-bars makes me want
the small space between end-bars and bottom-
bars, although the latter is not so important.

So I want a spacer that will accommodate the

frames rather than to have frames to accom-
modate the spacer. At the same time I must
say that, with frames to suit them. I don't

know that any thing better than the Stephens
spacer is to be desired.

You are right in saying that, with frames

exactly true, the Stephens spacer will secure

both correct distance from center to center, and
also between top-bars; but any other spacer

will do the same with such frames.

The matter of price I did not take into con-

sideration, and It is not my place to meddle
with your business matters; but since you have
mentioned it—rather the editor first mentioned
it—it may not be out of place for me to ques-

tion the policy you have adopted, that of put-

ting on a patented article (and I believe in

patents) a higher price to be paid by those who
are first to see its merits and help to introduce

it, and then a lower price to others. If I had
confidence that an article would become stand-

ard, I think I would anticipate its popularity,

and make it help advertise itself by selling the

first at as low a price as I thought would rule

after being well introduced—somewhat on the

common principle of introduction prices, which
is only one form of advertising. But, as I in-

timated before, that's none of my business, and
you have a right to put what price you please

on your own goods. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

[I consider the Stephens a really good spacer.
Perhaps in the line of metal devices it is the
best. Although we illustrate it on page 418,

May 15th issue for last year, yet for the con-
venience of our newer readers we reproduce the
cut that then appeared.—Ed.]
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H. W. SCOTT.

PRESIDENT OF THE VERMONT STATE BEE-
KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

By A. E. Ma num.

Mr. Editor:— I dislike to do any thing on the

"sly;" but sometimes if one can surprise a

friend in a pleasing way it becomes gratifying

to the performer to do si^o. Therefore it is with

the greatest pleasure that I present the readers

of Gleanings with a picture of the worthy

president of the Vermont Bee-keepers' Associa-

tion, Mr. Horatio William Scott, who was born

at Barre, Washington Co., Vt., Aug. 10, 1870. In

the spring of 1884 he removed with his parents

on a farm in the town of Williamstown, Vt.,

where, in the fall of that year, he became the

owner of two colonies of bees, although in the

spring of 1885 he found himself the owner of

only one colony, having lost 50 per cent in win-

tering. He soon procured Root's ABC and a

Clark smoker. Armed with these two very use-

ful and essential implements he studied and

H. AV. SCOTT.

worked, and watched and waited, with the re-

sult that he secured 75 lbs. of honey, which
netted him a profit of ^15.00. With this success

the " bee-fever " got full possession of him ; and
before winter set in he purchased five more col-

onies, making six in all, which were successful-

ly wintered.

The seasons of ]88() and 1887 proved to be poor
ones for surplus honey; but a good increase of

colonies was secured. At this point Mr. Scott

concluded that it would be to his advantage to

work with some experienced bee-keeper. He
therefore secured a situation with the writer,

with whom he served during the seasons of 1888

and '89. Mr. Scott, being a very apt and diligent

student, soon mastered the "mysteries of bee-

keeping " so far as they were revealed to his

tutor.

I must say light here, in justice to the sub-

ject of this article, that, although I have had a

great many students in the apiary, I never had
one more diligent and trustworthy than was
Mr. Scon. I always found him reliable and re-

spectful in every respect and place.

In the season of 1890 Mr. Scott took charge

of and managed the apiary of Mr. J. W. Smith,

of Slowe, Vt., with perfect satisfaction to the

owner. In the fall of 1890 he entered Goddard
Seminary, from which he graduated in June,

1893, having completed a course of 117 weeks in

105 weeks.

On the 27th of January, 1892. he was elected

secretary and treasurer of the Vermont Bee-

keepers' Association, which office he held with

honor and credit to himself and the association

until he was elected. Jan. 18, 1895, its president,

which office he still holds. He acted on the

committee appointed by the association which
secured recognition by the Vermont Experi-

ment Station, and in the establishing of the de-

partment of apiculture, he having had an over-

sight of this deparment for two or three years.

Mr. Scott having been a close student of bees

and their habits, and an extensive reader of

apicultural works, was thus fitted for this posi-

tion, and for a place in the front ranks of

apiculture.

At present Mr. Scott resides at Barre, Vt.,

where, two years ago, he entered the law office

of Burney & Howe, where he began the study

of law; and, if I mistake not, has since been ad-

mitted to the bar.

He is, or has been, justice of the peace for

Washington Co.; a member of the I. O. O. F.

;

is also a part owner, and clerk and treasurer, of

the Acme Granite Co., of Barre.

Although Mr. Scott is engaged in other busi-

ness, both public and private, he is still inter-

ested in bees, and has an apiary of his own
which he manages very successfully, keeping
well up with the march of progress. Mr. Scott

is well worthy of the confidence of all bee-

keepers, at home and abroad.

Bristol. Vt., Nov. 25.

HOW LONG DO EGGS KEEP 1

HOW MANY EGGS DOES A QUEEN AVERAGE PER
DAY DURING THE YEAR?

By Ph. J. Balde7i»pc)yer.

How long eggs will keep is another many-
sided question ; for, while in a very cold or cool

climate they may be spoiled in a few days if left

exposed to cold nights, so will they dry up if

left out in very hot weather; while some eggs

—

I suppose the most vigorous ones—will keep ten

days or more in fairly good weather. Out of

the number, if you try a comb full of eggs some
seem to dry up a few hours afterward, while

others stand several days, and a very few stand

ten or more days. Sealed brood will resist

longer. Even the chilly drones will live as long
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as possible. I knew a full frame of drone brood,

years ago, in Palestine, which I had discarded,

and for the time being I did not know where to

put it, so I left it in the honey-room. Well, 17

or IS days later I went and uncapped the brood

and found them as vigorous as though they had
just been taken out of the hive. This was in

July. Again, this y^-ar a colonel bought a hive

of bees (Algerine-French) of me. In his ab-

sence his gardener wanted to work around the

hive, and shut it up. leaving them thus impris-

oned for 36 hours in the heat of the July sun.

Naturally, all were dead. This was July 20th,

1895. The servant brought me the hive and

combs, to give them another stand instead. I

had very much to do; and to avoid a bad smell,

etc., I gave the five combs containing the dead

brood. I knew by experience that such brood

of suffocated hives invariably died with the

bees. July 30, fully ten days after the accident,

I looked for the comb containing dead brood.

To my astonishment, more than half were out

and crawling out, but in a lamentable condi-

tion—dwarfed. The fuzz seemed stuck to the

body; the wings were badly developed; they had
outlived the catastrophe of their elders, but it

was not worth while to have such bees, for

they only barely lived.

A queen can lay .3000 eggs a day, but not eve-

ry day. Here are observations on a colony of

bees I followed in Palestine, January to Decem-
ber, 1891. As nearly as I could make out, the

colony numbered some 10,000 bees Jan. 1.

Daily
average.

100
6B6
700

3333
:.'6l0

Total.

2 0'J0

11,988
16.800
34.99.5

.57,~'00

lO.ono
.56,997

50,094
30.000

10,960
4,U00
3,000

1,000
1,000

Averag-e laying from Jan. 1 to 20, '91,

Spring- wakiug-up, Jan. 30 to Feb. 7,

Almond flowers, Feb. 7 to March 3,

Beg. of orange-blobsoms. Mar. 3—18,
Full orang-e-blossiKiis, Mar. 18, Apr. 10,

Beg. of no flowers, then cactus, Apr. 10
to May 31, 1000

Chaste-tiee blossoms. May 31, June 17, 3111
Chaste-tree, then thyme, June 17, July

10, 2277
Thyme and end of it, July 10, Aug. 3, 1350
Thistles, Aug. 3—29, 460
Honey in the hive, Aug. 29, Sept. 13, 2'

Peppermint and otliers, Sept. 13, Oct. 14, 115
Notiiing outside, Oct. 14 to Nov. 11, 35
Nothing outside, Nov. 11 to Dec. 10, 28
Nothing outside, Dec. 10 to 31,

320,034

About the same at the end of the season as re-

gards the number— 20,000 bees. At all events,

this gives us an average of 76 eggs a day for

365 days, or 1760 eggs a day if we take the hon-

ey-flow season from March 3 to August 3. The
colony did not swarm, and at the end of the sea-

son it was reduced to very nearly what it was
in the beginning; 300,000 bees were hatched,

and passed away; the hive had produced near-

ly 180 lbs. of honey. This honey was taken by

the extractor, April 10; April 18, orange-blos-

som honey; June 13 to 29, chaste-tree honey;

July 10 to August 3, thyme honey.

Where the bees of a hive go to is, of course, to

be attributed to divers accidents— visits, etc.

The average bee's life during a honey-flow is

between 35 and 40 days ; but this is only the

average ; for suppose we introduce 6000 eggs,

newly laid, into a colony, mark well the differ-

ence, take blacks for yellows or yellows for

blacks. After the 21 days required to hatch,

and 40 days .'supposed to be a bee's life, you can
hardly lind a hundred — often less — in some
hives. Even 35 days is the extreme limit. The
few bees that remain are worn out, and can
hardly be distinguished. Where they went to

is: 1. Their work wearing them out; 2. Winds,
rain, cool weather, overtaking them while far

from their hives; 3. Birds, reptiles, insects, spi-

ders, which lurk for them either at the en-

trance or in the air or on the flowers. The
nearer a bee arrives to or passes the thirty, the

easier it is caught or killed. It seems, of course,

at first sight, that the number of these losses is

too small; but it must always be remembered
that it is the infinitely small that forms our do-

ings, sayings, and surroundings.

Great streams from little waters flow;
Great oaks from little acorns grow. *

I find very nearly the same figures as the fore-

going given in a hive I observed this year at

Nice and in the Alps; and I find the average of

the honey money months, March 14 to August
3, 18.57 per day—almost 100 eggs more here than

in Palestine, without giving as much honey

—

not very from half the amount only. I ex-

tracted, too, May 19 to June 3, orange-blossom;

July 13 to 27, and August 14, lavender.

Nice, France.

PREPARING FOR NEXT SEASON.

Question.—Having my bees all fixed for win-

ter, I wish to know what I can best do during

the coming winter months to be of the most ad-

vantage to me for next summer's operations

with the bees.

Answer.—The apiarist who is to be suc-

cessful has little time to waste; and I judge

our questioner is made of the right material for

a successful apiarist, for he wants to know
what to do next. Right here I wish to say

that, if any have started into the bee-business

on the supposition that " bees work for nothing

and board themselves," they had better get out

of it, for no success can be obtained along that

line. As soon as the bees are properly prepared

for winter, which should be as early as Novem-
ber 15th to December 1st, we are ready to go to

work for the next season, and so we commence
operations at once, remembering the proverb of

the ancient wise man who says in the "good
Book," " Seest thou a man diligent in busi-

ness? he shall stand before kings."
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The first work is to get our wide frames, or

cases, and sections which have been in use the

past season, in readiness for the next harvest.

Get them around, and scrape off all the propo-

lis adhering to the tin separators and all the

bits of comb, should there be any, fastened to

the bottoms of the wide frames. All these bits

of comb, as well as all others, should be saved;

and to best save them the wax extractor should

be close at hand, and all waste pieces of comb
put into it during the whole season. As often

as it is full, get out the wax and have it ready

to fill again. All sections which are partly fill-

ed with honey should have the honey extract-

ed from them (unless you think you will need

it to feed in the spring), as the honey will not

correspond in color or quality with that

which the bees will put in to finish out the sec-

tions the next season. To extract this nicely,

fix a shelf close to the ceiling of your room; put

the honey thereon, and keep the room so warm
that the mercury will stand at 90 to 100° for

three or four hours before you commence to

take the honey out. By placing the honey near

the ceiling we do not need near the fire to heat

it that would be required if placed on the floor

or a bench. These partly filled sections, if ex-

tracted without warming, would all be ruined,

so far as the combs are concerned, and the

apiarist's prospects of a large yield of honey

the coming season would be ruined also; for,

according to my value, they are better than

money in the bank. After the honey is extract-

ed, these sections are to be put in the center

wide frame for each hive, or, in other words,

are to be used as '* bait sections," which should

always be placed in the center of the sections

on top of the hivp, so as to secure an early com-
mencement of work by the bees in the sections,

and so the full sections shall not all come off at

once, which would cause the bees to be loath

to enter a second lot. Fill the rest of the wide
frames, or cases, with empty sections, each

having a starter of thin foundation in it, or fill

the sections will full sheets of foundaiion, as

you prefer.' Having all complete, pack them
away where they will be ready for use, at a

moment's notice, next June.

Our next work is to secure our material for

further sections by buying or otherwise, and
make it up. To arrive at the number I wish, I

allow 150 one pound sections for each old colo-

ny I expect to bt'gin the season with, in the

spring; and after 25 years of experience I find

this estimate not far out of the way. It is well,

always, to be sure and have enough, for it is

far better to have a few sections left over than
to find our sections exhausted in the midst of a

good honey-flow. Many put off this getting-

ready part till spring, so that they may know
how the bees winter; but the one who expects

to make a bee-keeper worthy of that name will

not do this; for if the getting ready part is put

off' till just bffore the honey harvest, the result

almost always shows a greater or less loss.

Having the section part all in readiness, we
next make what hives, frames, covers, etc., we
t.hink we shall wish fur use the next season.

Having these made, wire the frames and put in

the brood foundation, so this part will be in

readiness also, resting assured that the bees

will work this foundation just as well when
wanted as they would had it been put in the

frames an hour before placing in the hive.

After having the frames thus prepared, place

the number you wish to use in each hive, and
pack all nicely away.
Then there are the shipping-crates for honey,

to be gotten ready; shipping-cages for queens,

if we raise queens for sale; and any thing or

every thing which we have planned by way of

experiments which we wish to try in the near

future, all of which, as far as possibly can be,

should be prepared during the wintry days
so that, when spring opens, we shall have noth-

ing to do but to give our whole attention to the

bees.

If you are to succeed in the bee-business you
will prefer to do these things, and find pleasure

in doing them, rather than idling the winter

away waiting for spring to come to see " what
will turn up" with the bees and your business.

Above all else in importance is a thorough
knowledge of apiculture; and the long winter

evenings which are now here are just the time

to gain that knowledge. Get around the back
volumes of Gleanings and other bee-papers, if

you have them; also, if you do not have them,

procure one or two good books on bee culture,

and read them thoroughly, so as to put what
you learn in practice the next season, and thus

you will have, in the majority of cases, an ans-

wer to what would be a puzzling question to

you otherwise, in your own head, instead of

having to go to some one else for an answer,

just at the busiest season of the year. In these

ways a person can be always advancing, in-

stead of standing still or retrograding. Don't

be found around the country store or saloon,

winter evenings, sitting on dry-goods boxes

and barrels, filling the minds of others, or al-

lowing your own mind to be filled with idle

gossip, and often worse than idle gossip, or

spend your time over an old dingy checker-

board, or a musty pack of cards. Perhaps some
of these might do, if the hours hung heavy on

our hands; but these things are not in place

for an energetic, wide-awake bee-keeper with

plenty of unread bee-literature at hand. If you

are not enough interested in the study of bees

to learn about them winter evenings, prefer-

ring the places and things above mentioned,

to the study of bees, I can give you no assur-

ance of success; but, on the contrary, shall be

obliged to predict only a failure, as all of my
knowledge of the business compels me to say
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that in this, as in all other pursuits, success

comes only to those who make some sacrifices

to attain the desired end.

Sixteen pages extra this time, and 50()0 extra

copies, making 15,000 in all.

Owing to the space taken by the Langstroth

memorial in this number we are obliged to leave

out much of our regular matter.

As will be seen by the honey column else-

where, honey is selling very low. The trouble

is, bee-keepers are rushing their honey too

much to the cities, meeting sharp competition.

Keport of the bee- keepers' Congress at At-

lanta will be found in the department of Travels

by A. I. R. He reports a good meeting, and
believes he has brought home from that con-

vention a good deal of value.

Mr. Baldensperger, on page 95i
, gives an

interesting table of the daily average of egg-

laying by queens in Palestine. The smallest

number was 100 per diem, and the largest 2600.

While a queen can lay 3000 eggs in a day, she

doesn't often do it.

Mr. James Heddon, of Dowagiac, Mich., re-

quests me to say that, owing to a bronchial

trouble, caused largely by the '"breathing in of

the odor of the bees, and their poi»on." he has

been obliged to suspend the publication of his

paper, the Bee-keepers" Quarterly.

In this issue there is, perhaps, the most com-
plete history of the movable frame in its various

stages of development, up to the perfected

frame of Langstroth, that was ever published

in any one journal or book either. It is a sig-

nificant fact that leading apiarians in Europe
as well as America agree as to the great superi-

ority of the frame given us by the father of

American bee keeping over others that pre-

ceded.

Four, and perhaps five, bee-journals (I can't

quite keep track of the number) have died in

America alone during the year just closing.

The new year will help to fill up the gap by the

arrival, on Jan. 1, of what will be known as

The Pacific Slope Bee Journal. It is to be pub-

lished by the Bennett Bee-hive Co., Los An-
geles, Cal. Price is to be .fl.OO per year. We
wish the new (ar)rival success and a happy
new year. It seems to me there ought to be a

good field for a bee-journal in the greatest

honey section in the world; at all events, the

announcement says the new journal will "be
here to stay."

Our readers will notice by the last paragraph
of the Ramble in this issue, that the series of

Rambler articles is to be discontinued. I know
that these articles have been appreciated, by
the many expressions of approval that have
come in from time to time. If still desired,

perhaps some arrangement may be made where-
by they may be again started, or something
else in their place from the pen of the Rambler
be substituted. I should be glad to receive ex-

pressions from our readers.

WHY BEES spring -DWINDLE
more in the cellar than outdoors (and I think

it is generally conceded that they do) may per-

haps be found in the very possible explanation

put forth by R. McKnight, in this issue. It

has generally been held that an unvarying
temperature in the cellar was desirable. But
here, perhaps, we have been making a mistake.

Bees outdoors are surely not subject to a uni-

form temperature. With us it varies from 60

above to 10 below zero. A cold spell rarely

lasts longer than three weeks. This is a timely

and important question, and I hope it will be

further discussed.

OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER.
Never before, I think, has it been the lot or

privilege of any bee-journal, certainly not of

Gleanings, to publish in any number such a

list of articles from such eminent bee-keepers

and writers on bee-lore from all over the world

as in this our Christmas issue. Representatives

from seven different countries have spoken, and
six of them have sounded the praises of Lang-
stroth. Six different bee-editors—two of them
ex -editors—have contributed to the Memorial.

Besides the usual number of illustrations and
other general matter, A. I. R. himself is actu-

ally writing on the subject of bees. See his

department. There, there ! I didn't mean to

blow our own horn; but somehow it has been a

real pleasure to me to think that we could suit-

ably pay our respects to the memory of fjang-

stroth. It is no little source of gratification

that bee-keepers and bee-editors, without re-

gard to country, have been so generous in their

responses; and to our friends across the water

I desire, in the name of the American bee-

keepers, to express especial thanks.

the CALIFORNIA BEE-RANCH, ON PAGE 941.

I CONFESS this picture brings a host of pleas-

ing recollections to mind. On almost every bee-

ranch in California the extracting-house is in-

variably located on high ground, usually near

the roadway. The honey runs from the build-

ing through a pipe, into a huge can made of

galvanized iron. Some of these cans are large

enough to hold a ton or more. This can is also

located sufficiently above the driveway, or
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some wagon road, so that the honoy may be

drawn from this large tank into barrels or cans

that stand almost on a level with the bed of an

ordinary wagon. In this way the honey is

loaded np ready to be taken away without any
heavy lifting at all. Where the hives are

located on lower gronnd than the honey-house
the combs are frequently run up to the honey-

house door, on a suitable ear, cart, or wheel-

barrow. In the picture mentioned we get a

glimpse of the apiary just a little above the

honey-house. So you see it is downhill work
from the time the honey is taken from the hive

until it is ready to load. A. I. R.

DIFFERENCES OF OPINION ON HOFFMAN FRAMES
AND HONEY-BOARDS.

Friend Hutchinson can't understand how
such "bright practical men" as his Medina
friends could adopt the Hoffman frames. I

suspect it is all because he hasn't tried them

—

at least, as we have. But, say I I can't see how
such a bright practical man as my Flint friend

can use and like the^slat honey-board with all

its [attendant burr-comb attachments. With
our Hoffman frames we are practically free

from the trouble. Clearly, here are differences

of opinion; but they are, I^ am sure, honest

differences.

I am willing to admit, however, that there

are those Jwhose ways of working have been
such that they could not like the Hoffman, and
for that reason we give our friends the choice

of several styles—one reversible, one loose un-

spaced thick top, and one old-style Langstroth,

pure^and simple, with top-bar >s inch wide and
% inch thick. This last requires a honey-
board, which we also sell, for those who want
it. We; may also, for those who may prefer,

add to the list a thick-top frame with some form
of metallic spacer—a Stephens or some form of

furniture-nail spacer.

I tell you, friends, we can't all like the same
things or all see things alike.

feeding back; avhen it does and doesn't
PAT.

On page 856 we published an article from
Doolittle that seemed to show that feeding

back didn't pay. While I think that, as a gen-

eral rule, it is not profitable, I do not wish to

overlook the cases where it apparently is so.

In a recent article in the Progressive Bee-heep-

er, it seems to be shown that it can be made a
success; but friend Flanagan says, in summing
up, "If one has time on his hands, and plenty

of drawn sections, . . . and plenty of cheap
extracted honey, it may pay; otherwise, decid-

edly not." Bro. Hutchinson, in commenting
upon this article in his own paper, says:

But very little profit can be made in " feeding-

back" unless there are partly floislied sections as a
foundalion. Sections filled with undrawn founda-
tion won't answer. I can't explain why; I simply

know that too largf a proportion of extracted honey
is required as compared with the amount needed
when partly finished sections are used. With plenty

of these on hand, and the right kindof bees, feeders,

and weather, there is no question but what " feed-

ing' back " may be followed witli pleasure and profit.

First comes the selection of colonies. Blacks are
first clioice, with hybrids a close second; next come
dark Italians. No great success can be made with
ligh1>colored bees. Tlie brood-nest must be con-

tracted to not more than five L. frames, and better

results are secured if only three frames are left in

the brood-nest; but the strength of the colony is

likely to suffer if contraction is carried to this ex-

tent and very long continued.

THE weight of BEES AND BEE-LOADS; THE
PRACTICAL SIDE TO THIS AND OTHER

SUCH QUESTIONS.

The editor of the Reineto, while admitting

that it may be interesting in a scientific way to

know the exact weight of a bee and the amount
of nectar it can carry at a load, fails to see any
practical benefit to the honey-producer. If our

printed matter were to be confined simply to

the methods for converting the labor of our

minds and hands into bread and butter, and
honey to put on it. some of the best litera-

ture of our bee-journals would have to be elim-

inated.* Man does not live by bread alone,

neither should he try to. The practical bear-

ing on some questions is not always at once

apparent.

In the case of the bee's weight, or the weight

of honey it can carry, there is a practical side.

The knowledge of the average bee-load of nec-

tar gives us the key to the solution of the prob-

lem of the number of bees necessary to carry a

pound of nectar, and the number of trips that

have to be made to the fields. Indirectly we
learn how many workers a colony should have
in order to get the best results from a certain

honey-flow. But perhaps friend Hutchinson

would ask, " How about the weight of a bee ?
"

In order to know the weight of a bee-?oa(7 we
must know the weight of the bee itself.

Then, too, there have in limes past been all

sorts of rude guesses as to how many bees there

were in a ten-frame colony. Our knowledge is

now much more exact; and hence, in discussing

practical questions—those that involve bread-

and-butter-getting—our comparisons and our

statements of bee forces will be more in keeping

with the facts, and hence lead to more exact

results.

BEE-.IOURNAI.S AND THE SUPPLY BUSINESS.

Various comment has been offered in some of

the bee-journals as to whether the Aniprican

Bee Journal is harnessed to the supply-business

or under the wing of Gleanings now that its

editor, Mr. York, has been engaged to manage

*The Langstroth memorial in this issue, for ex-
ample, does not have much of practical value to the
lioney-producer, but it does greatly enrich our bee
literature.—Ed.
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the Chicago office of The A. 1. Root Co. So far

as the American Hee Joiivnal is concerned, it

is just as independent as before. It has no con-

nection, pecuniarily or otherwise, with Glean-
ings or its publishers. As Mr. York was an
old wheel-horse in the supply-business under
Thos. G. Newman it Son, and as the successor

of that firm had sold out its business to us, Mr.
York, by virtue of his experience and general

acquaintance with the territory, was engaged
to manage the Chicago branch office; and ware-

room rent, insurance, cartage, freight, and
stationery, etc., are paid by us. But suppose

the publisher of the American Bee Jnunial
did open up a supply-office, the same owned
and controlled by himself; would that neces-

sarily weaken the influence of his paper? If

he were selfish, and inclined to " boom his sup-

plies " irrespective of their merits, through his

journal, he would hurt it; but he is not dispos-

ed to do any thing of that kind.

Mr. Hutchinson, in writing upon the subject

of journals and the supply-business, says that

he doesn't know that " there is any thing espe-

cially praiseworthy in an editor keeping out of

the^supply-business;"ithat " the selling of sup-

plies allows the^dealer to publish a journal at

a lower price;"^that '* most of our bee-keeping

editors, if,'|!noti all of them, are pretty fair in

allowing competing goods to be described in

their journals," and that " there are no bee-

journals that can be called 'house organs.'"

Friend H. closes up inathisway: "I must ad-

mit that my views regaraing a publisher also

being a dealer have been somewhat modified

since I have been "able toclook at the subject

from a publisher's standpoint." These state-

ments, coming as they do from one who pub-

lishes a journal practically independent from

the supply-busin«^ss, are, to say the least, kind

and fair toward those who conduct the two
together. Surely it would be no very sad thing

if Bro. Y'ork should have even a financial in-

terest in the supplies. So far as Gleanings is

concerned I am sure I have tried to give our

competitors a chance in our Trade Notes de-

partment to show their goods. Often, too, I

have taken the pains to call for articles that

rather "sat down " on our goods, and, as some
might call them, on my pet notions. A journal,

to be a journal at all, mnst let all sides have a

fair hearing.

THE NEW WEED PROCESS OF SHEETING WAX
FOR FOUNDATION- MAKING.

This is proving to be a great success. Yes,

the new machine feeds a continuous sheet of

wax, any thickness, from between a set of dies

or parallel bars to any desired length—a mile

long—without stopping, if need be. In practice,

however, the wax is rolled up upon bobbins

holding about :.*5 lbs. These bobbins are then

set in a set of bearings (in a vat of warm water),

just back of the foundation-machine. The

free end of the sheet is fed into the rolls, and,
presto! the whole bobbin of sheeted wax can
be reeled off without stopping the mill. In
practice, however, again, the foundation-mill
reels off a length, and stops where the sheet is

cut off. A pressure of the foot applies the
power, starts the mill, and more is reeled off,

and cut to the desirtd length. We have our
plans laid, however, to run the wax through
the mill, the whole 2,'j lbs., without stopping.

An automatic cutting-off device will then in

the mean time cut the sheets up into the re-

quired lengths.

This is not all. A new and better product is

secured. The wax, besides being of an abso-
lutely even thickness, is much more beautiful

and transparent. Indeed, some of it, even be-

fore it is milled, looks almost as transparent
and beautiful as rock candy. Nor is this all

—

it is tougher and yet more pliable.

It may be well to state to those not familiar

with foundation-making that the old process of

sheeting involved dipping a strip of wood one
or more times into a deep vessel of hot wax.
The adhering film, after being dipped in water
to cool, was then stripped off. Besides this

labor of sheeting in short lengths, there was
the labor of starting the sheet into the mill,

stopping it to pick off the end from the rolls,

and starting again until rolled out. This
process had to be gone over again with each
sheet.

It will be seen that the new Weed process

effects a great saving of labor. There are no
more short-length sheets, no back-breaking
process of dipping, no starting and stopping

the foundation-mills at frequent intervals, and
no picking and picking to get the sheet off the

roll.

The new machine runs almost alone now;
but an attendant stays by to operate, occasion-

ally, the valves to regulate the flow of wax and
the cooling process.

Mr. E. B. Weed, formerly of Detroit, later of

Brantford, Can., and now of Medina, is the in-

ventor. Patents are now pending, and I sin-

cerely hope Mr. W. will be rewarded for his

pains. For two or three years he has been
working and experimenting, with much dis-

couragement. Every one gave it up but he
and Holtermann. They knew he was on the

right track, but couldn't make a practical suc-

cess of it. They finally succeeded in overcom-
ing the last obstacle. But the machine was
not a success: it was too light, and too every

thing in spots. Our Mr. Washburn, the man
who first made the roller comb-mills, at once
appreciated the weaknesses of the machine
Mr. Weed brought from Canada. To make a

long story short, drawings were made, patterns

gotten out, and in a short time a new and
stronger machine was built, with results as

above stated.
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Our Homes.

He shall call upon me, and [ will answer him: I

will be with him in trouble.— Psalm 91 :!.').

Thauksglviug day was bright and warm. It

aftorded aa excellent opportunity for some out-
door work thai very much needed to be done.
Let rae explain. Three years ago I described
our little greenhouse across the way. 1 have
told you in detail of the strange blundering
way in which I made the discovery that green-
houses could be warmed automatically by
means of exhaust steam. In my first experi-
ments I was so much afraid the thing would
not work that I picked up pieces of old rusty
iron pipe, hastily put them together, and push-
ed them up through the tiles. Somewhat to

my surprise, and much lo my delight, the thing
worked beautifully. Summer and winter,
month after month and year after year, the hot
water went its rounds, giving out its heat over-
head in the greenhouse, and then going back to

the point of starting, to be warmed up again.
Last winter, however, while I was in Florida
the circulation gradually slacked up. and dur-
ing the mo^t severe weather the pipes cooled
down in spite of every thing that Ernest and
the boys could do. They were cold when it was
most important that they should be hot.

It was so late in the season .» lien I returned,
that we managed to get along with our stuff.

When I went at it this fall to straighten the
thing out, the difficulty seemed to be somewhat
obscure; so the matter was neglected until
Thanksgiving day. On that day, with the
help of Frank, one of my faithful boys, I decid-
ed to locate the mischief, at any rate. Instead
of being in the greenhouse, it proved to be
somewhere in the underground line of pipe
that the obstruction lay. Now, this line of
pipe is not only about two feet under ground,
but it also runs through a six-inch tile. We
could d\gdown to the tile, but we could not lift

out a length without breaking it. because the
iron pipe is in the way. Frank and I made
excavations in different places on Thanksgiv-
ing afternoon, but did not succeed in locating
the trouble at anv exact point.
The little pipe I used to make my first experi-

ment with was only ?4 inch in diameter; but it

worked so nicely there that it had stood doing
its work all these years. One thing I decided
on Thanksgiving night was that I would never-
more use oid pipe to put under ground; and I

also would never again be guilty of using pipe
as smatl as % inch. One inch is small enough
and cheap enough; but IV would be better.

On Monday morning I was to go to Atlanta,
so there were only two days left—Friday and
Saturday—and these two days the last of No-
vember were very apt to be stormy and cold.
During the night I thought over all the things
that were to be done the next day. First, these
hot- water pipes were to be fixed before the
weather became any colder. Some additional
radiators were to be put in at the house also.

Some more copy was to be furnished for Gi.ean-
INGS, and this was to be out so it could reach
the friends around Atlanta, before the conven-
tion of Dec. 4 and 5. Other matters were crowd-
ing in various parts of the factory.
Friday morning proved to be all that could

be wished, so far as tveather was concerned,
and I fairly trembled to think of the number of
things I was to look after before I took my trip
to the South. By some of my own bungling,
there was no meat ready for breakfast; and
when a boy went to the meat-market he had to
wait nearly half an hour for them to open up
shop. The boy who makes it a business to feed

the horses so as to have them ready to hitch up
when the whistle blows, also failed to come
around. Perhaps it was because it was just
after Thanksgiving. The as>istant engineer
had hurt his finger a day or two before, and
the engineer wanted Harold (the young plumb-
er whom 1 have mentioned before) to fire for
him. He thought no one else would answer.

Breakfast was finally ready, and had to be
eaten just as my men ought to have been get-
ting their orders for the day. It was hard work
to obey the doctor's orders to take plenty of
time for my meals. Then it was a task once
more to get the family together after a late
breakfast, for morning prayers. Satan whis-
pered that, under existing circumstances, fam-
ily prayers would better be omitted for just
once. As I have never listened to tSatan. how-
ever, especially when I wanted advice in such
matters, his suggestion did not amount to very
much.
When I got over to the factory, somebody

had promised that Harold should do some
plumbing for a neighbor; then another man
who was hurrying ?ns job of piping could not
be waited on because half a carload of New
Queen potatoes had been hastily piled in the
cellar on top of the iron pipes he was waiting
for.

Frank and Fred had got the iron pipes apart,
and were pushing a wire down through them
as far as it could go, to start the accumulations
of rust and scale; but the water could not be
made to go through, even under pressure. The
boys were doing the best they could; but they
needed more pressure, and every thing seemed
to need more brains all around—perhaps brains
of mature experience. I called a man who had
done such work, and directed him to attach a
Whitman fountain pump to the end of the iron
pipe, and force the water through. Somebody
had borrowed the pump. When it was hunted
up, the valves would not work. I finally decid-
ed that we should have to take a brand-new
$6.00 pump from the stock in the store out there
into the dirt and water. But there were not
any ?iew' pumps—the stock had been sold out.
The clerks told me they had another kind that
was better, but it could not be attached to our
iron piping—that is, without too much time
and expense.
At this juncture the plumbers over at the

house were hindered in their job by lack of
some special fittings. The train that was to
bring tliem did not bring any thing. The
printers were wanting my last Special Notices,
so the form could go to press. I was already
overburdened with cares; the beautiful warm
forenoon was passing away, and my heart had
not been cheered by success—that is, very much
success—in any direction. The helpers v/ere
all doing their duty; but wherever I was boss
it devolved upon me to say what should be done
at this unexpected crisis.

Surely there were bdrdens enough that fore-
noon for Thanksgiving day. But it seemed
that a still harder one to bear was coming.
One whom I had been instrumental in bringing
to Christ Jesus was backsliding. The back-
sliding had got to a point where I must stop
right then and there, and decide what was to
be done. From what I have written in these
Home Papers, and from what.you know of me,
very likely you will wonder where my faith
and trust in an overruling Power were at such
a time. Well, I am afraid I had been too busy
to ever think of asking for God's help. I am
afraid that I had a sort of idea, when I got up
in the morning, that I could manage without
his help. You see, I am older than I used to
be, and am feeling quite strong and well, and I
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have had "lots of experiences." But on this
particular morning all my plans and projects
seemed to be failures. I had undertaken things
I could not get through with. Saddest of all,

I had undertaken to lift a soul out of ihe miry
clay on to the clean strong rock of a faith In
Christ Jesus, and he was a failure too.

This last burden—no, it did not break me
down, but it brought me to my senses. A very
earnest and fervent "Lord, help!" welled up
from my heart; but I confess that it was with-
out very much faith. Then when I looked ai
the boys, with their muddy hands and clothing,
so willing and patient in doing any thing 1

wanted done, another •' Lord, help!" wi'lled up
from my heart; but that, too, I am afraid, was
without very much faith. Then I remembered
the surgical operation at Battle Creek, and
that little couplet from the hymn,

I am weak, but thou art mighty.

Yes, I felt myself decidedly weak. I let some of
the things go, and walked over to the boys. In
a few minutes they had met with success on one
of the lines of pipe. The hard water from the
windmill tank, that had been coursing through
even the galvanized-iron tubing for many
months, had deposited an incrustation of chem-
icals or lime ai the lowe^t point. With a heavy
wire and a strong force of water we succeeded
in rasping the limy deposit loose so it could be
washed out. The missing fittings had been
found at one of the shops up town, so the
plumbers at the house could goon; while Mr.
Warner, with a big stout German and a boy to
help, had moved the potatoes, and our customer
had his iron pipe.

I began to ihink that one little earnest fer
vent prayer was moving things mightily; but
an interview with tlie one u ho had got buck
into the miry clay made me feel that it is a far
greater and oftentimes more wearing aad dis-
couraginij work to try to save a sinner from the
error of his ways than to get the obstructions
out of a crooked iron pipe that is two feet under
ground, inside of stone tiles, and running under
various beds of garden-plants besides. Miiller
once said that it is a much easier matter to get
money by praying than vu save souls by pray-
ing—especially where Satan had got a strong
hold on the lost one.
The battle was not won yet, by any means.

Moi'e earnest prayer was needed; more lessons
were to be learned in regard to my need of
divine help. I thanked God for the success we
had made, acknowledged my own feeble help-
lessness, and plead again with pmhaps greater
faith. It looki'd for a time as if our pipes would
have to be all buried up again until 1 could get
back from Atlanta, without having accom-
plished any thing. I could not bear the thought
of this; and yet if I should k>' to tearing up
things much more than I hail already done,
nobody could put them back in shape in the
brief ti nu^ that was left. The weatlier-telegram
announced a coming storm and colder weather.
We had narrowed the stoppage in the pipns
down to the lowest point in the piping, and it

was not more than 20 feet in h^nsth; hut the
pipe passed right, under three or four dilferent
beds of plants. The boys had pushed wires in

from both ways, and had given up. I asked
them to try it once more Pretty soon a little

muddy water came out; then still more: and
finally a more slender wire was crowdi'd clf^ar

up to the elbow, even though the pipe was
crooked. The water camti faster, ami more
muddy, and finally out it shot under full head,
sending the pure sparkling liquid out many
feet, carrying with it, now and then, lumps of

sediment and deposit. The pipe was cfcfi7i. It

is now all covered up, and the greenhouse is

warm. My Thoroughbred potatoes and other
plants are safe.
The spiritual work, however, that I had been

trying to do, and which was, of course, of many
times more moment than the water-pipes,
did not piosper so well. Satan was too much
for me. llis victim had turned back on his
best friends. He declared they were all trying
to ' beat him, ' and that they had a spite
against him. Dear friends, have you not notic-
ed again and again how tiie ?'eai sinner or the
real criminal insists that, while lie is honest
and trut!, everybody else is vicious and bad?
He will have it that all good people are trying
to injure him; that bis best fi lends have a
" spite " against him.
SlOAly and sorrowfully I was obliged to give

it up. When 1 thought of the way in which
business had been linally pushed along through
the day, 1 felt to " rejoice and be glad;" but
when 1 thought of this otiier, 1 felt sick at
heart. 1 felt humbled—yes. a good deal hum-
bled. Perhaps my sad and soiiowful tones may
have had some influence on what I said. I

spoke very l<indly and gently, but f talked very
plainly for all that. There was more inward
praying that came from a very humble, and, I

fear, a good deal discouraged heait. What do
you think happened? Why, before 1 went to
bed that night 1 was cheered by hearing a full

and humble acknowledgement of the fault,
accompanied by restitution in full. It was
like the muddy deposit in the crooked pipe. It

came little by little; and when the full, frank,
and clear confession came out, accepting all

the blame himself, and exonerating all of his
friends, then I could see the light of the Savior's
love shining down once more into the darkened
soul— not darkened now, thank God, but full of
light and peace, for the dark evil thoughts had
been washed out. Satan had lost his hold.
The prince of darkness had been banished en-
tirely, and it seemed as if I could almost hear
the Master say, "" Go thy way, and sin no more."
But the whole matter was not to he allowed

to be dropped just then and there. There is a
part of that wonderful prayer that reads,
Lead me not Into tempiation, but deliver me

from evil;" and before 1 started on my trip to
Atlanta, several good strong posts of advance
guard were put up to keep temptation away; and
careful, faithful sentinels have been stationed,
not only to guard against any surprise at some
future time, but to cut oj^', so far as maybe,
the avenues where evil may be most likely to
again come in.

ON THK WAY TO ATLANTA.
Does tobacco make a man seltish? As we

got aboard fur Cincinnati the cars were so full

that om^ of our pai'ty remarked we had better
pay a dollar nu)re and take a chair car, where
there was plenty of room: hut we concluded to
look a little lir-t. I saw a man lilling a seat with
his valises, ovi'rcoat, umbrella, etc.. and polite-
ly iiKiuired if he could not let me sit with him.

' Why. I suppose so; but why don't you sit

with some one else? there are plenty more
places."
As I always dislike being where I am not

wanted, even if I have a rieht there. I turned to
a man across the aisle: "" Why, certainly, and
you are quite welcome," was the pleasant and
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ready response; so I sat down. It was soon
evident, however, that No. 1 did not intend to

occupy the seal himself at all; for as soon as
he had tilled ihe seat he vveni into the smoking-
car. Now, I always prefer a seat next to the
window, and 1 therefore very soon moved the
baggage, etc., to half of the unoccupied seat.

In due time the owner of the stuff returned. I
said to him:

" If you prefer a seat next the window, I will

take the other; as you took the seat first, you
surely t-hould have tirst choice."
He looked at me a moment, then, evidently

having no more of a fancy to sit by me than I

had 10 sit by him (perfumed with his tobacco
smoke as he was) he remarked. "1 reckon I

had belter go back and fine in the smoker,"
and I saw no more of him until he came for his

baggage when at his destination. 1 afterward
noticed vacant seats all over the car. People
usually kept out of ihem because they contain-
ed baggage, while the owner paid for one seat
and used two. Well, if the railroad folks prefer
to run a smoking-car for accommodation, it is all

right, certainly; but I wonder if it has occurred
to them that, while they do so much gratui-
tously for tobacco -users, they might certainly
do a h'M/c in the same line for those who ride
wheels. Do more people use tobacco than ride
wheels? We shall soon see. Which is of more
real importance to a man—his wheel or his—
" smoke " '?*

As we get down into Georgia and into the
region around Atlanta I notice the ground on
the hillside is almost all terraced; or the rows
of corn, cotton, sugar cane, etc.. are planted so
the furrows all run around the hills, exacllv on
the plan given in our tomato-book.

It is interesting to note that friend Day's
plan is being carried out so generally. Where
the best crops are grown, the whole plan in de-
tail is fully carried out; and when it is so
done, there is next to no washing, and no gully-
ing at all.

Our trip to Atlanta was a very pleasant one.
The railroad officials were pleasant and oblig-
ing; and although the weather was quite
severe, even through the Southern Slates,
we suffered no inconvenience at all in travel-
ing. By taking some rations of beefsteak
along, nicely cooked by Mrs. Root, I managed
to have my meals regularly, and of the right
kind. The hot water was easily managed by
taking along a tin canteen. This, when filled

with good water, was kept hot on the steam-
pipes; or where there was a hot-water boiler
on the car the porter kindly permitted me to
place my canteen where it would keep hot and
out of his way. I find it better to speak to the
porter before taking liberties with his heating-
apparatus, for he does not like to have passen-
gers meddling with his department without
permission. A little explanation and courtesy
always secured all the privileges that I needed
in this line.

As I have several times described the country
between Cincinnati and Nashville. I need not
go over it again. You will notice by the map
that at Nashville we start out eastward toward

*The following- newspaper clipping- comes in very
well rlglit here:

The bicycle has proven a beneficent apostle for
reform in more ways than one. if the assertion of
the United States Tohacco Journal may be accepted,
which declares that the bicycle has caused a reduc-
tion for tlie last year of seven hundred millions in
the consumption of cigars, the reason assig-ned be-
ing- that men seldom smoke while riding a wheel.
It has doubtless caused, also, a large falling-iitf in
doctor's fees, and left the patient wtio rode it in far
better condition than if he had swallowed the whole
contents of an ordinary drugstore.

Chattanooga, and thence on toward Atlanta.
The ride through the mountains affords a grand
study to any one who is a lover of nature. It
is always exceedingly interesting to me to look
over the problems that were surmounted in
building a railroad through such mountainous
country. Usually they follow streanjs; or, as
they would say in California, up one canyon,
to the summit, and down another on the oppo-
site side. Through Tennessee and Georgia a
good deal of the road had to be cut throxigh the
hills more or less. The road curves arouiid the
hillside, first on the side of one hill then on the
other, occasionally getting through by cuts so
deep you can hardly see the top as you look out
of the car window; and where the hills are
very high, and the expense will warrant it, a
tunnel is cut right straight throueh. The scene
is occasiotially varied by beautiful fertile val-
leys.along the side of clear rivers. A good deal of
the land is. of course, unreclaimed and unused.
The valleys, however, are mostly under pretty
good cultivation, and in many places the
ground is cleaied and under cultivation, up al-
most to the summits of some of the mountains,
on hillsides where you would think it was al-
most impossible to do any farming profiatbly.
Some of this high land, however, is very valu-
able, so 1 am told, for certain crops.

Apples of great tjeauiy, and of about the fin-

est coloring I ever saw anywhere, are raised all

through Georgia. At one station Mr. Calvert
informed me they sold ten large beautiful ap-
ples for only a nickel; and the whole carload of
people seemed to be eating apples in a way that
I hope did them all good—at least, it did me
good to look on: but I had some fears that at
least a part of the crowd could not stand so
many of them at all hours of the day: and be-
fore we got through, even Mr. Calvert, with
his strong and rugged constitution, was obliged
to admit that it would have been better laad
he eaten fewer, or taken them at regular meal-
time.
Through Georgia they prepare the ground

and sow oats all through the month of Decem-
ber. They were not doing it when we made
our trip, however, for the ground was frozen
hard, even in the middle of a sunshiny day.
One of the passengers informed me that oats
were very seldom injured during average win-
ters. I made inquiries in regard to winter
oats. He said they had tried them more or
less, but the common variety seemed to suit
their locality best. The prevailing crop, how-
ever seemed to be cotton; and I am told they
raise cotton year after year right on the same
ground, using little or no fertilizer except cot-
ten-seed meal and the stalks, etc., left after the
cotton. The cotton-fields, as a rule, are re-
markably clean, and free from weeds; but
judging from the size of the stalks, a good deal
of the farming, like that here in the North, is

not by any means what we would call high-
pressure farming.^ /

Perhaps the greatest foe to agriculture, es-
pecially on the hilly or uneven ground, is

the washing and gullying; and I was greatly
pleased to note that, ail through the South, the
remedy proposed in the back part of our toma-
to-book is the one in common vogue—running
the furrows around the hills instead of straight
across the fields. This is some trouble; but if

it is done right, it seems to be a perfect remedy
for washina. The Department of Agriculture,
Washington, has put out a very interesting
bulletin fNo. 20). entitled " Washing Soils; how
to Prevent and Reclaim them." The teaching
is almost in line with that given by friend Day.

Atlanta is a very beautiful city of about
] 00,000 inhabitants. The streets are filled with.
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people; large manufactories of different kinds
are running in full blast, presenting a scene of
activity and industry much like our progres-
sive and growing northern cities. We found
accommodation at Hotel Jackson at 75 cts. per
day for room and bed, as given on page 901.

This includes electric lights and steam radi-
ators, even clear up into the fifth story, where
we found accommodations. An electric elevator
is running constantly 10 carry people and bag-
gage up and down.
This was a special arrangement (75 cts. a

day), however, made for bee-keepers, with the
understanding that they "double up." This
means that you occupy a bed in a room where
there are several beds. If the house is crowded
you are to share your bed with somebody else.

Our room contained three beds, and part of the
time six occupants. Of course, they were not
all bee-keepers, but we managed to get ac-
quainted so that we had a very pleasant and
social time. Meals are given on the European
plan, and you can have a plate of toast for five

cents, and a cup of tea or coffee for five cents
each, besides various other five-cent articles, if

you wish to be economical. You can also order
a meal that will cost a dollar or more, if you
feel inclined that way; or you can economize
by carrying a lunch-basket, and sit down at a
table, and order only a cup of coffee. I confess
I like this plan very much indeed. For 40 cents
I got a good sirloin steak, nicely cooked, with
very little delay; and with the zwieback that I

brought with me from home I had just what I

wanted, and no more, at regular hours, without
a bit of trouble. There are various places in
Atlanta where you can get very good meals for
35 cents; a fair one for 15 cents: and there are
even places where yon are invited to come in
and try their ten cent meals. We did not try
any of the latter, but were assured that many
kinds of good wholesome food could be procur-
ed, nicely cooked, at tnis low figure. I have
taken this pains to particularize, because re-

ports have been circulated that one could not
get along at the exposition without paying 50
cents or a dollar for meals.

While 1 am on the subject, perhaps 1 should
mention that we had a very nice dinner on the
exposition grounds, for .50 cents each, at the
Georgia barbecue. My first question was.
whether I could get a dinner all of meat if I

wanted to. The waiter rather smiled at my
query, and said he guessed they could hit my
wants to a dot Then he brought in a huge
platter of mutton, roasted barbecue fashion,
that made me feel at once that I should not
go hungry. After dinner I was invited to see
how they cooked things at a barbecue. Several
long trenches were made along a side-hill—that
is, they were on a slant. These were filled with
firewood, which was kept burning until the
earth, bottom, and sides, were as hot as a brick
oven. Then the various animals were slaugh-
tered, cut into quarters or huge chunks, and
through each quarter or chunk two iron rods
were thrust, these rods reaching from one side
of the pit to the other. Before the meat was
put on. however, the fuel was all removed, ex-
cept a bed of glowing coals in the bottom. The
meat is then turned over on the iron rods, and
given sufficient time to become thoroughly
cooked all through. lean hardly explain why;
but meat cooked in this manner, close to the
hot earth, has a peculiar rich flavor. With the
meat are served potatoes and other vegetables,
and a sort of soup made of tomatoes, green
corn, and other vegetables. If T am correct, the
food is all cooked in these earth trenches. It

makes one think of the Bible stories of olden
time, where hundreds or thousands of domestic

animals were roasted at a single feast; and
the barbecue idea certainly seems calculated to
encourage the consumption of more meat and
less of other things.
Hdrper's IFeefc/y describes the stew, or soup,

by the following graphic account of how it is

made, from one of ^he colored cooks:
" Well, yer see, yer jest takes de meat, de hog's

haid, an' de libbers, an' alt surte er little nice parts;
an' yer cliops it upwld curn an' permattuses, an'
iiijuns an' green peppers, an' yer stews an' stews
tell liit all gits erlike, an' yer kain't tell what bit's
made uv."

They add:
"It is a necessary adjunct of the dinner; and

when it is made sufticieutly hot by a sufficient
quantity of pungent peppers, it Is indeed a rare ap-
petizer."

THE ATLANTA BEE-KEEPEKS' CONGRESS.

The gathering of bee-keepers was not large,
probably owing to the severe weather; but
what we lacked in numbers we made up in
quality, for we had some of the best honey-
producers present to be found in America, and
perhaps some of the best and most successful
on the face of the earth. I was much gratified
to meet so many of the good friends who enter-
tained me so well while in Florida last winter
—W. S. Hart, O. O. Poppleton, A. F. Brown,
and Wm. P. Wilkinson. Mrs. Harrison came
in the second day; and our veteran friend, Mr.
C. VanDeusen, of Sprout Brook, N. Y. (propri-
etor of the wired flat-bottom comb foundation),
was present during the whole session. Friend
V. is now 81 years old, and came to the conven-
tion quite unattended. He looks quite hale
and hearty, and one would hardly suppose by
his looks that he was really so old. Like my-
self, h<' ordered /lot loater instead of either tea
or coffee; and perhaps this may give us a sugges-
tion as to the reason why he holds out so well.

I noticed, also, that both himself and Mrs.
Harrison were choosing mostly the lean-meat
diet as I did. Our friend J. D. Fooshe and wife
were also in attendance. Friend F. is getting
to be a veteran in queen-rearing, as you may
remember from his advertisements.* Dr. .f. P.
H. Brown, also one of the old wheel-horses in
bee culture, seemed to be the prime mover of the
whole affair.

Discussion was opened by a paper from Mr.
Charles Dadant, in regard to why bees swarm.
Friend Hart told us he had managed his large
apiary for several years past with so little an-
noyance from natural swarming that it did not
amount to more than three or four swarms
from a hundred colonies on the average. His
principal remedy (together with the proper
shade from the great scuppernong grapevines),
is to take the honey out of their way, and give
both queen and bees plenty of room. You will

remember he ;jses a large solar evaporator for

ripening his honey. This enables him to re-

move it when only a very little of it is capped
over.
Some discussion resulted as to whether hon-

ey ripened by the sun was fully equal to that
ripened in the hives. Friend Hart gave us
pretty conclusive evidence that his product
was certainly not very much behind that of

other bee-keepers. Friend Poppleton thought
the same result could be accomplished by hav-

*Frieud Fooshe has a contract to furnish Buist,
the great seedsman, with 2:^,(XK' ^l>s. of seven-top-
turnip seed. The plants are now growing on 32
acres; and when they come into bloom all at once it

ought to make a boom for a pretty large a|)iary,

and then we can tell what honey is like, gathered
from seven-top turnip. Providence permitting, I

may visit his place when the honey-yield is at its

height.
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ing large hives, or the " Long Idea." as it has
often been called, of spreading combs out hori-
zontally, so as to give the bees ample room.
This would prevent the necessity of such fre-

quent extracting.
Considerable discussion followed in regard to

the nameless bee-disease, or bee-paralysis.
Friend Poppleton thought he had lost tons of

honey by the dai.iage resulting from that
disease. The general testimony seemed to be
that no remedy yet proposed hit all cases.

Quite a number thought it was worse with
Italians than with the common black bees. I

asked if we had a queen-breeder in America
who could furnish us full-blooded black queens
at a low price.
Pretty strong evidence was brought forward

to show that neither bee-paralysis nor foul

brood is ever carried from one place to another
by buying and selling queens. Of course, if the
feed sent with the queen contains honey from
foul-broody hives, it might spread the con-
tagion: but the queen herself, and the atten-
dant bees, with ordinary care, need never
spread either of these diseases.
A bee-keeper near Atlanta, Ga., reported 700

lbs. of honey from cotton, during one season,
from 30 colonies; but the cotton-plant yields
honey only occasionally.

WAXING BARRELS, ETC.

On page 899 we read, " A barrel or keg proper-
ly made of the right kind of wood needs no wax-
ing." I confess I felt uneasy when I lirstsaw it.

The question came up in our congress, and both
Mr. Hart and Mr. Poppleton, and all the Flori-
da bee-keepers, declare that every barrel must
be well waxed or paraffined. Friend Popple-
ton suggested that honey that ordinarily soaks
into the wood would alone pay the expense of
waxing. The waxing process is the quickest
method of ascertaining beyond question wheth-
er the barrel is absolutely tight. Only about a
pound of paraffine, costing 15 cts.. is required
if the waxing is properly done. First, the bar-
rel must be not only thoroughly seasoned, but
it must be made hot. either in the sun or by
some method of artificial heat. When hot, the
hoops should be driven down tight, and fasten-
ed. To prevent wax sticking on the outside,
friend Hart puts the plug in one of the heads;
and, before pouring in the wax, the outside of
the head is dampened to prevent sticking.
Pour in a sufficient quantity of melted wax or
paraffine, and have it hot enough so it will not
be cooled ofT very much in the process. As
soon as you get the required quantity into the
barrel drive in your plug. The hot wax will
expand the air in the barrel so as to make a
tremendous pressure; and when you come to
roll the barrel over, and twirl it around so as
to cover the whole inside, if there is any crack
or cranny anywhere the wax will be forced out
at this spot. If your barrel is hot enough and
dry enough, the wax will never cleave off on
the inside. In Florida there is a minute insect
that makes small pin-holes in barrels and other
utensils; and the only protection from leakage
is waxing just before the barrel is used. Cy-
press wood makes a more perfect and a lighter
barrel than any other material. Barrels made
of oak, unless thoroughly waxed, will give the
honey a taint that mav spoil its value, or cut it

down considerably. Let us remember thai our
Florida friends have had much experience in
all these matters, for they marketed over 40
tons of honev in 1894, and all from one compar-
atively small locality.

THROWING OUT THE T!t?OOD WHILE EXTRACT-
ING.

Unless you have a very careful operator a

good deal of the brood is ikely to be thrown
out with the honey; but this is much more
likely to be the case where the small extractors,
made only for the L. frame, are used. Large
extractors, like the reversible Cowan, and
others, are much less liable to do this; but Mr.
Poppleton thinks he could throw out the thick-
est and most thoroughly ripened honey with
one of these large extractors, without disturb-
ing the brood at all.

Our irrepressible friend Danzenbaker was
present, of course; and it is really worth some-
thing to listen to his animated talk about his
new hive, and especially his one-pound sec-
tion, made 5 inches tall, 3% wide by 1% thick.
This section has been used for several years
past by Capt. J. E. Hetherington. Friend
Danzenbaker has a long string of arguments ta
prove the great advantages of this section over
the square one. The principal one of these
points is. however, to my mind, that, being
taller and thinner, it permits of placing 32 sec-
tions on top of the hive, where with the ordi-
nary one- pound section we have room for only
24. He claims that the bees enter them more
readily because they are deeper up and down,
which may be true; aad very likely (as there is-

more surface for attaching it to the wood), it

maybe a little stronger for bearing shipment.
The idea, however, that purchasers at large
will pay more for honey in sections of thi&
shape seems to me a little strange, aside from
the fact that is it something new and a little

different from the ordinary style. It may be,
however, that a section of honey something the
shape of a testament or hymn-book looks a
little better to the general eye than one exact-
ly square. Permit me to say to friend Danzen-
baker, and hundreds of others who are getting
out new inventions, and especially tho.«e who-
have something new to offer every New Year's
day (or oftener still), that it will cost the bee-
keepers of the world something like a million
of dollars to change the dimensiohs of their
frames and section boxes in common use. At
one time in my life I was persuaded that the
Jjangsiroth frame was not the best-shaped one.
I accordingly adopted what I called the
"Standard frame." and urged everybody to go
into it, changing their hives and fixtures all

over. At that time I had influence enough to
induce hundreds of bee-keepers to commence
changing their hives. After three or four years,
however. I was so sure that i had made a mis-
take I went back again to the old established
Langstroth, and tried to drag all the rest, who
had been foolish enough to follow me. back to
where we were in the first place. The Standard',
frame is now almost unknown, and we are fast
getting to a point where the L. frame is the
principal one in use everywhere—north, east,
south, and west. If a general change is ever
made, it must, in my opinion, be for better rea-
sons than any that have as yet been brought
forward.

HONEY THAT NEVER CANDIES.

Several bee-keepers from the vicinity of At-
lanta astonished us by declaring that their
honey never candied. One man said he had
never seen any candied honey until he saw
specimens on the table before the convention.
On being interviewed we found his honey was
secured from various sources. Now, it is very
peculiar that honey from a certain locality
never candies, no matter what the bees work
on. There were others present, living not very
faraway, who mentioned having certain kinds-
of honey that would candy hard and solid, even
when stored in sections, and capped over.
The general account of my visit to the expo-

sition grounds will be given in our next issue.
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Special Notices in tlie Line of Gardening, Etc.

By A. I. Root.

WANTED, SEED OF THE CHAPMAN HONEY-PLANT.
Can any of our readers furnish us some of the

above? Every little while it is called for; but we
are out, and do not know where to get more. If
you have any to offer, please mail us a sample, tell

us how much you have, aud what you want for it.

OUR NEW SEED CATALOG FOR 1896.

All those who would like our Seed and Plant Cat-
alog mailed them regularly whenever we get out a
new one will please tell us so on a postal card, or
please be careful to mention it whenever you are
writing- us on any other matter. We are just now
making out a new list of the names of our customers
in this department.

SHELLBARK HICKORVNUTS.
Medina County is not only celebrated for its

maple-trees, but for its "shellbark" hickories as
well. This season there is a great quantity of fine
nuts. We have just secured a nice lot which we
can furnish at the following very low prices: Quart,
5c; peck, S.'Jc; half bushel, 4nc; bushel, 75c. You
can have these included with your express and
freiglit order at the above figures. Sample by mail
5c, if you would like to see them before ordering.
In localities where tiiey do not grow they are often
quite a treat to the children.

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR YOUR WIFE.

A beautiful cloth-bound book—title, "Domestic
Economy "—written by a doctor, and one who has
made the matter a life-study. We offer it for only
50 cts., although the regular price of the uook is

$1.00. If wanted by mail, send 8 cts more for post-
age. Make your wife a present of one of the.se
books, and it will enable her during the coming
year to save many times its cost. It is a l)(jok that
will be read clear through by almost everybody who
gets hold of it; and you will be surprised on almost
every page because you never thought of such sim-
ple, easy, short cuts for doing all sorts of things
around the home.

GOOD BOOKS FOR A VERY LITTLE MONEY. 1 I

nWe find we have in stock several hundred copies
of two of the five-cent Sunday-school books that we
have sold so extensively in years past. 15y some
means these got dropped from our price list, and
have not been advertised for some time. One of
the books is called "Silver Keys." It is an excel-
lent story with good wholesome morals. When first

brought out the book sold for $1.00. We now offer
it for 5 cts., postpaid, until the stock is exhausted.
The other one, Buny.m's Pilgrim's Progress, is very
fully illustrated, and oui;ht to be worth many times
the insignificant cost (5 cts.) in any family. Many
of our older readers have these books; but we think
there are children now in almost every household
who will be greatly benefited as well as interested
in getting one of them for a Christmas present.
Send right off now and we will try hard to mail it to
you in ample time to be tucked in a little stocking.

HEALTH FOODS.
In our last issue I suggested that zwieback came

the nearest to pure beef of any of the pure health
foods I had tried. I find, however, that wheat-germ
grits answer about as well when thoroughly cooked.
Another recommendation, it costs only 5 cts. per lb.,

or 10 cts. for a 3 lb. package. Now, many of the
friends have found it expensive to get these health
foods, either by mail or express, and very few of
them care to buy enough to order by freight, un-
less, indeed, it is to go along with other goods.
There is already in the market an article recom-
mended by our Dr. Lewis, and which seems to agree
with me as well as the zwieback or any thing else;
and- that is Pettijohn's American breakfast food.
You want to get the packages labeled " Pettijohn's
Best." A 3-lb. package costs only 13 cts. at retail.

One thing to recommend this article is, that it is

already in the general market; and I believe it is

kept on sale by grocers pretty generally everywhere.
If you don't find it at your home grocery, when you
.are ordering other goods of us you can include it at

the above price. You can doubtless get wholesale
prices by addressing the Eli Pettijohn Cereal Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

CELERY-PLANTS FOR THE NORTHERN FRIENDS.
We have some very nice plants now. ready to take

up. of White Plume, Self-blanching, Golden Heart,
and Giant Pascal. Goml anil strong plants, put out
now in Florida and other southern localities, make
nice celery, which will be ready just the time when
they bring the most money in northern citie.s. Last
winter Mr. Andi'ew Fooshe, of Titusville, Fla., sent
five boxes of celery to Philadelphia, which Ijrought
$13.00. See p. 329, last year. Prices of i)lants, 5 cts.
for 10; 40 cts. per 100. If wanted by mail, add 5 cts.
for 10 or 35 cts. for 100, for postage.

THAT 86-LB. COLORADO POTATO.
Quite a good many people have been unde-

cided as to whether the above was a fake or a reali-
ty. The engraving appeared in the Scientific Amer-
crt/i a few weeks ago, given as a fact. Everybody
acquainted with potato-growing should recognize
the impossibility of the whole thing, notwithstand-
ing the photo. We investigated, and received a
pleas.ant letter from J. B. Swan, of Loveland, Col.,
explaining that it was a trick in photography. He
did it only as a joke, to call attention to the adver-
tisement of his seed potatoes. He said the Scientific
Anic)icn)i gave the picture on its own responsibility;
in its issue the week after, they showed up the
hoax; but the admission was not nearly as promi-
nent as the first notice with its startling picture.

A PREMIUM WORTH $1,50. AND GLEANINGS ONE
YEAR, WORTH $1.00, BOTH TOGETHER FOR

ONLY *1.00 IN MONEY.
The conditions of the al30ve great offer are, brief-

ly, these: To any person who is already a subscrib-
er to Gleanings who will send it one year to some
locality or some family that has not been taking it;

or, in other words, any one who sends us a new
name, together with f 1.00, can have, postpaid, 1 lb.

of Maule'8 new Thoroughbied potato. Tliis potato
is not offered for sale anywhere to my knowledge,
for less than $1.50 per lb. We do this in order to get
our journal introduced where It has never been
taken before; and we are enabled to do it from the
fact that we have purchased (at large expense)
from Wm. Henry Maule ten barrels of this wonder-
ful new early potato. For particulars in regard to
the potato, see our Potato Circular, which we will
mail to j'ou on applicatiOH. If you do not want to
take the trouble to get a new name for Gleanings,
make some friend or relative a. present of it for one
year, and send rt.s the dollar. We will mail the po-
tatoes right along as fast as the names are received
—or, at least, until we have some evidence that
there is danger of freezing in the mails. So far we
have not lost a single pound. Mail matter is now so
carefully cared for that there is very little chance
of freezing unless you let them freeze while they
are being brought home from the postoftice. We
think the above makes the matter so plain that
there can be no further mistakes or misunderstand
ings. The new potato is sent as a premium to any
present subscril)er for getting us a new name, and
sending us the $1.00. Please notice, we do not offer
the potatoes for sale at any price. We expect to
plant all that is left, ourselves. Those who have
hot-beds and greenhouses can probably make no
better use of their space under glass than to
start these new potatoes now. We have .some grow-
ing nicely that are six or eight inches higli, in our
greenhouse across the road from where I am writ.-

ing. Tliere is no easier plant to grow under glass,
in the world, than the potato, providing you keep
the frost fi'om biting the foliage; and even if the
tops are nipped it sets them back only a little, for
they will start right up again. While they are
worth $1.50 per It)., you can make money by grow-
ing them in flower pots or bo.xes, in the window.
And here is work for the women-folks as well as
for the men. The potato is a very handsome -win-

dow-plant, and just now there is money in it. See ?

Gleanings comes regularly. I know I should
miss it very much if it were not on time. Long may
the Home of the Honey-bee prosper. Keep on;
don't stop the hive question. J. H. Goe.
Mossy Rock, Wash.
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Kind Words From Our Customers.

Potatoes rei^eived. Many thanks.
Root, son, and son-in law.
Circleville, O., Nov. 15.

Long live A. I.

E. B. Rife.

Gleanings has saved us many times its price.
We should not know how to get along witliotit it.

The honey crop is exceedingly poor in t he oountry.
The tires ran over large tracts of our neighborliood
last year. Fireweed followed this year, and that
was all that helped us out. Mrs. S. Wilbur Prey.
Plumville. Mich.

I still "think the world "of Gleanings. Long
may it and its editor live and sow good seeds. We,
your Christian readers, are bound by stronger than
ordinary bonds to you. Long live the " admir-
ing society." It does good to belong to it, even if

only to admire others for their commendable quali-
ties. A. MOTTAZ.
Utica, 111., Oct. 17.

THAT CRANE SMOKER, AND WHAT IT WILL DO.

I received the Crane smoker there has been so
much talk about, and I must say it is the best [ ever
saw. We need no better; for with it we can smoke
every bee clear out of the hive, then smoke them in
again. I know this can be done, for I have done it.

Cummiusville, Neb. Jas. Pratt.

AN EXCELLENT SERMON CONDENSED INTO A FEW
SHORT WORDS.

Dear Brother Roof .-—We heard such a good sei'mon
last Sunday that I am constrained to pass it on,
where it will do more good—I. Cor. 10:31: " Whatso-
ever ye do, do all to the glory of God." The Chris-
tian motive of life, man's chief end, is to glorify
God, since we are not our own, but we have been
bought with a price. We belong to God, and all
that we have comes from him—our time, money,
health, opportunities, and all that we have, are lent
to us from the Lord to /(f used /or him and for his
honor and his glory. But then we must not let this
service to him be a tax or an unpleasant duty. We
must not be satisfied with giving to him one-sev-
enth of our time nor one-tenth of our property, but
dedicate, consecrate the whole to him; and if we
have the love to him that we owe, giving the whole
to him will be a delight, just as Jacob served seven
years for Rachel, and it " seemed but a few days;"
and then since God is our Father, and such a boun-
tiful giver, we will re.ioice in his service, since we
are assured that all things work together for good
to tire.m that love him; therefore we will account it

always a pleasure to " rejoice in the Lord." Rejoice
because we are the sons of such a great, glorious,
almighty king.
Now, brother Root, I do not wish to interfere

with a .single one of your Home Talks. 1 send you
this as only so much matter which you can weave
in or use as you see best; for I take more pleasure
in reading Myself and Neighbors than all the rest.
Hammonton, N. J., Nov. 13. A. H. VanDoren.

Something New !

-^- 9
I NTERNATIONAL

I STEEL FENCE POSTS

NO HOLES TO DIG
1 J-'lH^jttttkjli^ At^,a

This Steel Fence
Post is superior to any other on
the market. It is driven into the

^^ ground with a wooden maul, and will
neither Rot, Rust, nor Bum. It
IS adapted to plain, barb, or any of the

patent fences Ten posts can be driven in the time it
takes to dis one hole for'wooden post. For Catalog-
ue and prices, addiess

INTERNATIONAL STEEL POST CO.,
710 Chestnut Street, St. Lot4is, Mo.

Please mention this paper.

A Comb=Honey Hive
containing 10 closed -end standing brood - frames,
15'2x6>4 net comb space, and 32 5-inch Prize sections
3%x5in.; adapted to furnish standard Langstroth
hives as bodies or supers with full space for top
packing for safe wiuieringand promoting work in
supers; forming solid double walls with interven-
ing air-spaces tightly covered, and perfect bee-
escapes, with all free of cost; manufactured by The
A. I. Root Co., and now being exhibited by the in-
ventor at the Atlanta, Ga., Exposition, in the Dade
Co., Florida, division in the Agricultural building.
One complete sample hive ready for bees, jP2.2.5;£lO

complete in flat with nails, $1.5.00.

For present, address
F. DANZENBAKER, City P. O., Atlanta, Ga.

t_^ln responding to this advertisement mention Gi.KANiNQi

PURE HONEY
At 514 and 7c per pound, in cans and kegs.

SUPPLIES
at bottom prices. Wax Wanted.

I. J. STRINGHAM, NEW YORK.
105 Park Place.

BEGINNERS,
Beginners should have a copy of the Am-
ateur Bee-keeper, a 70-page book by Prof.
J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; if sent by mail,
38c. The little book and the Progressive
Bee-keeper (a live progressive 28-page month-
ly journal) one year, 66c. Address any first-
class dealer, or

LEAHY MF=^G. CO., Higginsville, Mo.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.,
486, 488 & 490 Canal St., Corner Watts St., N. Y.

WHOLESALE HnNICV LIBEEAL
DEALEES & I IvJlM Li I ADVANCES
COMMISSION H^AND— MADE
MEECEANTS. ' ON
EstaMishod BEES"WAX 00NSI3M-
1875. UENTS.

Potatoes.
Craig's Seedling, Everett's Early, and

Freeman, at prices given by A. 1. Root.

W. B. Collins, Blackwater, Cooper Co., Mo.

White Lilacs
are fragrant and beautiful. Sent by mail. Order
early. Small size 25 cents; larger ones 35 cents.

J. S. CASE,
COLCHESTER, NEW LONDON CO., CT.

I t^In responding to tliis atlvertiseinent mention Glka.sings,
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Italian Untested queens, $1.00; tested, $1.35. Bees
Bees by the pound, $1.00. Full colonies, $6.00;

and nuclei, 2-fr;imes, with queen, $2.60; 1-

Queens. frame, $2,00; queens after Aug., 50 cents.
B. P. and W. P. R. eggs for setting-, 15 for $1.00.

AIRS. A. A. SIMI^SON, S\v«rt.s, F*a.

USE
TAYLORS F'LJDnA BISULPHIDE

For Ivilling Woodcliiuks, Prairio l>o$;»«, lio-
pliers siiid RalM, liiMccts in <>i-aiii. Seeds,
etc. Sliipped in 50-pound cans by the manufactur-
er. Write for pamphlet.

Edward R. Taylor, Cleveland. O.

!^"ln resDondintr to this advertisement mention (tLkaninos

HATCH CHIuKENS with the mouel
Excelsior Incubator.
Simple, Perfect. Self- Regu-
lating, Thousauds in success,
rul operation. Ouaraoteed to
batcli a larger [>orceDtage of
fertile eggs at less coat thaa
ao^ other Hatcher, ixiwest
priced QratKilaia Hatcher

made. OEO. U. STAliL,
Illus. Catalogue. |^ 114toiea8.eth8t.,qaiiiC77uL

TAKE NOTICE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & LYON MFG. CO.,
8tfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention Gleanings. 21-8db

Advantages of Bee-Escape8.^^>'

No sweat steals down the heated cheeks and ach-
ing back of the bee-keeper as the result of standing
in the hot sun puffing, blowing, smoking, and brush-
ing bees; no time is wasted in tliese disagreeable
operations; and no stings received in resentment of
such treatment; the honey is secured free from
black or even the taint of smoke; tlie cappings are
not injured by the gnawings of bees; and robbers
stand ni) show whatever. If there are any broken
burr-combs they are cleaned up by the bees inxide
the hive, before the honey is removed. Leading
Bee-keepers use the Porter Escape, and say that
witliout a trial it is impossible to realize the amount
of vexatious, annoying, disagreeable work that it

saves. The cost is only 20 cts. each, or $2.25 per doz.
As in the past, this escape is manufactured by the
Porters, but The A. I. Root Co. are now the ex-
clusive selling agents for this country. Order of
your dealer or of

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.

*•****•• **••*••••••*•••••*

* te§i*n]ii^^ss^sgiWliUDAIunoiP^-.y.«<ilFl-r*JSl1lLillJlUj I llUUUH I \

l^g^gj WeWarrant
The Reliables

ToHatch HI) per cent.SEi.F Recoutino -If
TJarable, Correct in Principle. Leader JL

, at World's Pair. Bets, in stamps for V,
112 page Poultry Guide and Cata- *

lonie. POULTRY FDR PROFIT nii.le plain. Bcd.Rock Information, if

•k Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.,Qulncy, III. -k

^^•••••••••••••••••••••••••*
In writing advertisers mention this paper.

For $350.00, One hundred 2-story hives
complete for comb honey; liees and liives in good
order. Inquire of A. LEYVRAZ, Francis, FJa.

"The Southland Queen."
Send for a sample copy of The Southland

Queen, $1.00 per year. The only bee-paper
published in tlie South (monthly). Edited by
tlie Atchley family. Practical, Plain, and
Fri'sh. Also a Steam Bee-hive F'actory.
Root's Goods, Dadant's Foundation, and
liin^iliani Smokers. Ask for free catalog.
We will be ready with queens and bees by
the pound for '!i(i. Write for what you want,
and make arrangments this winter while
you are not busy.

The Jennie Atchley Co., Beeviiie, Tex.

us. We sell yoor Poultry, Veais,
Fruits and all produce at high-
est prices. DAILY RETURNS. For
stencils, pricas and references, writestencils, pricas and references, wnte
F. I. SAGE & SONS. 183 Reade St.. N. Y

KEMP'S MANURE-SPREADER.
13 YEARS ON THE MARKET. IMPROVED FOR 1895.

SPREADS any kind of manure in any quantity to
the acre, and does it better than hand work, even

if a man spends ten liours on what the machine will

do in two minutes. Sent to any responsible party
subject to approval, tliat will furnisli satisfactory
references or rating of responsibility. Illustrated
catalogue free. Largest and oldest manufacturers
of manure^spreaders in the world.

KEMP & BURPEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
Bo.\ No. 90, Syracuse, N. Y.

Please mention this paper.

ROOT'S GOODS at

ROOT'S PRICES
-^i»>_FOR THE WEST.

Order of us and save freight. Goods at wholesale
and retail. A full line of Dovetailed Hives, Sec-
tions, Foundation. Extractors, and every thing else

of the latest and best.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER, Des Moines, Iowa.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has 2Vo Sair in Brooil-fmines.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Snrphs Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
13tfdb Sole nanufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

Golden's Feeder.K^K-K-
We can furnish the Golden combined
feeder and hive-cover direct from the
factory, as follows; without feed-dish,
as any dish, such as Simplicity, an-
swers: 1, made up, 30 cts.; 1, in the
flat, 25 cts.; 10, in the Hat, $2.00. Send
all orders to the A. I. Root Co., Medina,
O. For large orders write the under-
signed for special prices.

J. A. Golden, Reinersville, 0.
in writint? to advertisers please mention this paper.
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Hive. Cubical
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MUkweeci 706
Moisture in Cellars 435
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Mud-rtinging

,
4.50
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New Mexico .' 739
Non-swarmers 270
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Poppy 703
Potato Premium 905
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Potatoes Early 641
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Queens Reared in Full Col'y. .54
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Queens to Australia 168, 3.54
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Queens, Clipping .520
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Railroads 142
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Rambler at Santa Cruz...... 49
Rambler in Santa Cruz Mts, . 94

,
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Sugars. Purity of 22'

.Suljiliui-. Danger from
Suljdiui ing Honey

111 a Hat

Sw.
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Holmes, M. B 665
Honey, AJulterated, Jake Smith on,., 898
House-apiary, Salisbury's 662,663
H(me.v-houses. Plans for 91
Jake Smith Gas 167
Langstroth in his 80th Year 170,929
Langstroth. Large Portrait of 767
Lathrop, Harry 947
Legs of Bees and Insects .556

McCubhin Grading Honey (Rambleri 695
Malin. W. G '. 765
Mannm's Long-distance Cage 774
Manum's Winter Ventilator 208
Market in Blocksburg (Rambler) 481)

Missourian. The (Rambler) 260
Mountaineers (Rambler) 443
Octogenarian. The (Rambler) 355
Osburn's Apiary in Cuba 310, 311
Palmetto, Cabfpage 146
Plan of Honey-house 91
Poet's Home in Tejon Pass (Rambler) .802
Potato, Mammoth Craig Seedling 871
Pryal, W. A 133
Pryal and Sus. B. Anthony (Rambleri 356
Pryal's Apiar.y (Rambler)" 131

Pryal's Unseasonable Visit (Rambler). 356
Pshaw. Wilder! (Rambler) 49
Pumping Water for Roads (Rambler) 213
Quartz Mines and Miners (Rambler).. 624
(Juetn-cage, Long-distance 774
Ragweed Seed 131
Rambler Slighting Eugenia (J. Smith) 811
Rambler with Well-rope 772
Rambler, Wilder, and Pryal, We Three519
Redwoods, California (Rambler) 625
Residence of Dudley Adams, Florida.. 665
Rocks, Blasting forGold (Rambleri ..661

Ruins of Fort Tejon i Rambler) 773
Runners. How to Place 71
Salisbury's Honse-apiary , 2 Views.. 662, 663
Santa Maiia! Dynamito! (Rambler) ..260
Sash bars. Low-price 873
S'-hfeftle's Wax Muss (Rambler) 591
Schasffle's Apiary (Rambler) 590
Scha?ffle Family (Rambler) 589
Scott H. W 950
Section, Danzenbaker 222
Selser's Apiarv 587
S.E.Miller's Plan of Apiary 892
Separator, Foster's 212
Separator. Taylor's Clealed 210
Sheep-sorrel Seed 131
Skylark 926
Skylark's Hive 926
Smiling Betsey i Rambler) .592

Smoker, Automatic 362
Smoker, Morley's (Rambler) 400
Spacers for Rabbets 523
Spacer. The Stephens 948
Steamer for Collinsville (R imbler). . . .259
Stephens Feeder 595
Sting Preventive 299
Swafm on Bee-hat 738
Taylor.B 657
Taylor's Handy Bee-hiver ,524

Taylor's Separator 210
It-cv niit Horns so Vide (Rambler) 95
T Super, Dovetailed 401
T Super, Spaces between Sections 401
Vaquero Outrider (Rambler) 14
Verlinden. Prof 735, 736
Wander's Hive and Frame 523
Weed-seeds in Clover 131, 132
We Started for Bakersfleld(Rambler),.772
Wf Three (Rambler) 519
Wilder Cmvon (Rambler) 894
Wilder, Harry E. i Rambler) 893
Wilder Scents Deer (Rambler) 14
Winter Repository, Boardman's 437
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